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Energetic Materials
- Production, Processing and Characterization

Properties and product quality of propellants and explosives are
significantly influenced by the specific features of their components. One
possibility to improve the quality of energetic materials in view of less
sensitivity and higher performance is a better understanding and control of
formation and processing technologies of the components of energetic
materials.

The spectrum of tasks comprises synthesis and analysis of energetic
materials, their mechanical, chemical and thermal behaviour, components,
formation and characterization of particles of energetic materials,
processing and manufacturing of propellants and explosives; safety
technology, quality assurance and environmental aspects.

The 29th International ICT Annual Conference is aimed at the introduction
of new strategies, research and development results and new technologies
with special emphasis on production, processing and characterization of
energetic materials.

Chairman of the Conference

Ulrich Teipel
Fraunhofer ICT, Pfinztal, D



Vorbemerkung

Die Themen unserer Jahrestagung haben wieder ein breites internationales
Echo gefunden. Die groBe Anzahl von eingegangenen Beitrýgen machte,
wie in den vorigen Jahren, eine Einteilung in Vortr~ge und Poster
notwendig. Poster erm~glichen eine intensivere Diskussion und eine direkte
ROckkopplung von interessierten Tagungsteilnehmern.

Der vorliegende Tagungsband erscheint zu Konferenzbeginn und enthVlt
die schriftlichen Fassungen der Vortrage und Poster. Aus zeitlichen
GrOnden muBte die Drucklegung vor Eingang srmtlicher Beitr~ge erfolgen.
Nachtr~glich eingegangene Manuskripte finden sich im Anhang oder
wurden durch die Kurzfassung ersetzt.

Preliminary Remark

The subjects of the annual ICT-Conference have again found wide
international response. The vast number of contributions necessitated - as
in previous years - a division into oral presentations and posters. Posters
enable an intensive discussion and direct feedback from interested
conference participants.

The Conference Proceedings are published at the beginning of the
conference and contain the written versions of the presentations and
posters. Due to the shortage of time, printing had to commence prior to
receipt of all contributions. Subsequently received manuscripts are either
included in the Annex or the abstract is printed instead.
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1. Einleitung

Das Fraunhofer ICT forscht seit 1959 in der Wehrtechnik. Schwerpunkte des ICT waren und sind

Explosivstoffe (Sprengstoffe, Treibladlungspulver, Raketen-Festtreibstoffe und Pyrotechnika).

Seit 1994 mul~te dlas ICT, wie alle wehrtechnischen Einrichtungen, Personal abbauen. Doch,

entgegen aller Prognosen, gelang die Teilkonversion des ICT in zivile Anwendlungsfelder derail

positiv, dal3 wir heute ca. 305 Mitarbeiter beschaftigen konnen.

Da Explosivstoffe in der Regel hochstgefu'llte Kunststoffe sind, lag es nahe, dlas kunststoff-

technische Know-how der ICT-Mitarbeiter auszuweiten und Synergiechancen zwischen Wehr-

technik und zivilen Anwendlungen zu nutzen.

2. Fraunhofer ICT heute

Anhand des Organigramms, Bild 1, des ICT lassen sich die Kernkompetenzen in Stichworten

dlarstellen. Tabelle 1 vergleicht einige Kenndaten des ICT heute mit denen vor vier Jahren [1]

Die Produktbereiche Umwelt-Engineering und Polymertechnik vertreten neue Themenfelder. In

allen funf Produktbereichen (neben zwei Dienstleistungsbereichen) werdlen die Chancen von

wehrtechnischer und ziviler Forschung fOr anwendlungsnahe Lo6sungen genutzt. Anhand von

Beispielen wird dies im folgendlen erljutert.
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3. Beispiele zu Forschungs-Synergien zwischen wehrtechnischen und

zivilen Anwendungen

Tabelle 2 gibt eine Ubersicht zu verschiedenen Beispielen, foir die wehrtechnisches oder ziviles

Wissen zu neuen Anwendlungen im jeweils anderen Bereich ftihren.

Energetische Demontage
Bild 2 zeigt links die Kosten in DM je Kilogramm Kunststoff-Neuware. Im rechten Tel erkennt

man am Beispiel modifiziertemn Polypropylen, daB emn Kilogramm Rezykiat etwa in die GroBen-

ordnung der Neuware kommt. Somit besteht wenig Anreiz zur Wiederverwertung. Hauptver-

ursacher fOr hohe Rezyklatkosten ist die (iberwiegend h~ndische Demontage von beispielsweise

Autos, KOhIschr~nken, Waschmaschinen, Fernseher usw.

Gelingt es, diesen gr6Blten Kostenblock zu verringern, gabe es neue Impulse fOr die Kreislauf-

wirtschaft von Kunststoffen.

Duld 3 zeigt prinzipiell einen Losungsansatz der kosten- und umweltgonstiger ist als heutige

Demontagewege. Der Prod uktentwickler/-konstru kteur sieht an den Stellen des Produktes

Hohlkanale var, an denen nach Produktnutzen eine Trennung erwOnscht wird. Wahrend der

Produktnutzung bleiben die Kanale ungefolit und dicht verschlossen. Fin "intelligenter"

Demontierer folit dlas Hohlleitungssystem mit einer kurz vorher zusammengemnischten Flussig-

keit, die detonierf~hig ist. In einemn Schutzbunker werden Produkte zerlegt und konnen

beispielsweise mittels eines mit Sensoren ausgestattetemn Roboter sortenrein eingesammelt

werden.

Bild 4 zeigt im Rahmen einer Machbarkeit die beginnende Zerlegung einer alten Wasch-

maschine. Sie wurde mit PVC-Schlauchen und Kiebeband so prapariert, daB eine Zerlegung an

gewiunschten Stellen erfolgte. Umn die Sprengung mit einer Hoch geschwi nd igkeitska mera

verfolgen zu konnen, erfolgte die Zerlegung im Freien. Bild 5 zeigt die energetische Zerlegung

in einemn fortgeschrittenemn Stadium. Die zerlegten Teile der Waschmaschine zeigt Buld 6.
Hieraus erkennt man, dal3 es mittels der beschriebenen energetischen Demontage beispiels-

weise gelingt, den Kabelbaum, die Kunststoffdichtungen, Stahiteile usw. zu separieren.

Umn die Energetische Demontage serienmalig einsetzen zu k6nnen, ist noch umnfangreich

anwendlungsnahe Forschung und Entwicklung erforderlich. In den vergangenen drei Jahren ist

es uns am ICT nicht gelungen, deutsche Firmen zur Finanzierung zu gewinnen. Wir arbeiten

daher seit kurzem mit einemn japanischen Firmenkonsortiumn zusammen.
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Energetisches Pragen

Energetisches Pragen ist seit ca. 1870 in der Wehrtechnik bekannt. Zivile Anwendlungen gibt es

in Nischen, var allem im Bereich der Souvenirs, Bild 7.

Bild 8 zeigt, wie abbildungsgetreu, beispielsweise emn Eichenblatt, in Metall abgebildet werden

kann. Urn hohe Abbildungsgenauigkeit zu realisieren, bedlarf es viel wehrtechnischem und

werkstoffkundlichemn Know-how. Dieses Wissen 1613t sich jedloch auch fur technische zivile

Anwendungen einsetzen.

Bild 9 gibt die Oberfl~che einer Stahiplatte wieder, in die Leder energetisch geprAgt wurdle. Zur

Herstellung von Lederimitaten, beispielsweise for die Oberfltiche einer Instrumententafel im

Automobillbau, mussen Formwerkzeuge sehr aufwendig bearbeitet werden, urn Kunststoffolien

spAter als Lederimitate abformen zu k6nnen. Mit Hilfe der Energetischen Prgung erreicht man

Ahnliche Oberflichen schneller, wirtschaftlicher und technisch besser, da beim Energetischen

PrAgen gleichzeitig eine Oberflachenhartung im Stahl einhergeht.

Verbrennbare Hulsen fuir Munition (hullsenlose Munition)

Das Beispiel der Herstellung verbrennbarer Hblsen fur Geschol~munition, Bild 10, demonstriert,

dal3 nicht nur wehrtechnisches Wissen in die zivile Technik fliel3t, sondern umgekehrt auch

ziviles Wissen in der Wehrtechnik zu wirtschaftlichen und technisch vorteilhaften Losungen

fuhren kann.

Mittels der in der Polyurethan- und Polyamid-Verarbeitungstechnik bekannten RIM (reaction

injection molding)- oder RRIM (reinforced reaction injection molding)-Technik gelingt es dlurch

entsprechende Rezepturentwicklungen "hoilsenlose" Munition grol~serienfahig herzustellen [2].

Ultrafeine Diamnanten (UFD)

Volk et al. [3] gelang es bei der Explosion von kohlenstoffreichen Sprengstoff-Rezepturen kugel-

formige Diamantpartikel (UFD) herzustellen. Bild 11 fal~t Herstellverfahren und Produkte

zusammen. Anwendungsm6glichkeiten wurden bisher kaum erschlossen, obwohl wir am ICT

vielfaltige Chancen sehen. Beispiele k6nnten sein: Galvanische oder optische Schichten,

Energetisches Einpr~gen in Metalle, FOllstoffe for Kieber u.v.m.

Gasgeneratoren

Seit etwa zehn Jahren setzt: man zunehmend Airbags in vielerlei Varianten zumn Schutz von In-

sassen in Fahrzeugen emn. Beim Zusammenstol3 von Autos entfaltet sich emn "Luftsack" vor den

Insassen, Bild 12. Er wird im Millisekundenbereich durch Gasgeneratoren gefOilt. Das Wissen

urn diese Gasgeneratoren entstammt der Wehrtechnik. Bild 13 zeigt einen aufgeschnittenen

Airbag-Modul mit den Gasgenerator- Pellets (A) (Tabletten), demn Gasfiltersystemn (B) und dem
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elektrischen Anz~nder (C) saint Boosterladlung (Anzflndmittel). Derzeitige Forschungen und

Entwicklungen besch~ftigen sich unter anderem mit der Herstellung azidfreier Gasgenerator-

Komponenten und Systemen. Tabelle 3 macht dlas Entwicklungspotential von Gasgeneratoren

deutlich. Beispielsweise arbeiten wir am ICT neben der Entwicklung neuer Gasgeneratoren for

Airbags und Gurtstraffer auch an deren Einsatz in neuen Feuerlbsch- und anderen Sicherheits-

systemen.

Treibmittel (Gasgeneratoren) mit hoher Gasfreisetzungstemperatur
In der Kunststoffverarbeitung werden Treibmittel zumn Sch~umen meist auf Basis Natrium-

carbonat oder Azodicarbonamid eingesetzt. Die Gasfreisetzungstemperaturen liegen stets unter

der Schmelzeverarbeitungstemperatur, so daB der Sch~umvorgang w~hrend der Verarbeitung

erfolgen mul3. In der Wehrtechnik kennt man jedloch Gasgeneratoren, deren Gasfreisetzung

erst oberhalb 300 OC erfolgt. Sie sind 6hnlich kostengOnstig wie die Oblichen Treibmittel bei

Kunststoffen. Dadurch eroffnen sich neue Anwendungsf elder. Mit den neuen Treibmittein

lassen sich, wie in Bild 14 schemnatisch angedeutet, lokale Dichteunterschiedle innerhaib einer

vorgegebenen Wanddicke erzeugen oder brtliche Wanddickenunterschiede durch lokale

Energieeinkoppelung (IR-Strahien, Mikrowellen u. a.) herstellen. Dies kann im Formwerkzeug

oder dlanach erfolgen.

Energetisches Fugen, pyrotechnische Montage
Altbekannt ist beispielsweise in Bauwesen dlas Setzen von Boizen, Befestigungselementen und

Ahnliches mittels SchuBapparate. Mit Hilfe neuerer Erkenntnisse 1613t: sich die Technik des Fugens

und/oder Befestigens deutlich erweitert einsetzen.

DurchgAngige Simulation bei der Entwicklung und Erprobung von Explosivstoffen
In der Automnobiltechnik beispielsweise sind in den vergangenen 20 Jahren grol~e Schritte hin zu

virtueller Erprobung von Bauteilen und Fahrzeugen und weg von experimentellen Untersuchun-

gen bzw. Testfahrten umgesetzt worden. Dagegen erfolgt die Entwicklung und Erprobung von

neuen Explosivstoffen heute noch weitgehend experimentell. Vereinzelt, nicht miteinander ver-

zahnt, werden wohi Berechnungsprogramme eingesetzt, doch es fehit an einer durchg~ngigen

Simulation.

Am ICT haben wir begonnen, zusammen mit Partnern aus Indlustrie und Wissenschaft vorhan-

denes Know-how zu b~ndein und in Richtung einer verst~rkt kombinierenden (virtuellen und
experimentellen) Entwicklung voranzuschreiten.
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Schnelle Identifizierung von Kunststoffmilli

Das Messen schneller Vorg~nge (Kurzzeit-Physik) spielt in der Wehrtechnik eine grol~e Rolle.

Beispiele sind: Explosionen, Innenballistik, Lenken/Erkennen von Flugkbrpern usw. Will man

beispielsweise den gemischten Inhalt eines "gelben" Sackes schnell sortenrein trennen, braucht

man emn zuverlassiges, sehr schnell arbeitendles ldentifizierungssystemn. Eisenreich et al. [4]

haben am ICT seit knapp zehn Jahren auf Basis der Nah-lnfrarot-Technik (NIR) emn Erkennungs-

system entwickelt, dlas bis zu 1000 Spektren je Sekunde aufzeichnet. Nachteil war bisher

allerdlings, daB schwa rzei ngefa6rbte Kunststoffe nicht erkannt werdlen konnten. Mit Hilfe der

Rbntgenbeugung, Bilder 15 und 16, ist es am ICT gelungen, auch schwarze Kunststoffe

schnell (innerhaib von elner Sekundle) zu erkennen. Durch eine Koppelung der NIR- mit der

Rontgen-Mel~technik kann man die L-Ocke schlieBen. Erste NIR-Systeme sind am Markt im

Einsatz.

Uberkrititsche Fluide (SCF - Super Critical Fluids)

Der Einsatz von Oberkritischem CO 2 (oberhalb 31 "C und 74 bar) bei der Hopfenextraktion oder

der Entkoffeinierung der Kaffeebohnen ist seit Jahrzehnten Stand der Technik. Oberkritisches

CO 2 zur Reinigung verseuchter B36den dlagegen ist neueren Datums. Dabei ist es gleichgOltig, ob

es sich umn wehrtechnische Aitlasten oder zivile Verschmutzungen handelt. In jedlem Fall nutzt

man die hohe Lo6slichkeit des CO, im Oberkritischen Zustand z.B. gegenober vieler Organika aus.

Was fur dlas CO 2 gilt, 1613t sich in anderen Bereichen auch fOr dlas Wasser belegen. Im Oberkri-

tischen Zustand (oberhalb 374 0C und 220 bar) ist Wasser emn sehr gutes organisches L-6semnittel

auch f Or umweltkritischste Verbindlungen wie halogenierte Kohlenwasserstoffe, Dioxine,

polychiorierte Furane, usw. Bild 17 zeigt Anwendlungsfelder fOr Oberkritisches Wasser (SCWO -

Super Critical Water Oxidation) auf. Bemerkenswert ist, daB die Oberkritische Fluidltechnik

organische Schadstoffe emissionsfrei in handhabbare Gase (Ca2) oder FlOssigkeiten (Sauren,

Laugen) umnwandelt, Bild 18. Eine Vertiefung in SCF gestattet Hirth et al. [5].

Umnweltsimulation

Die Untersuchung der Gebrauchstauglichkeit von Produkten (Einflul3 der Belastungen w~hrend

des Transports und des Prod uktlebenszyklusses) nahm vor Jahrzehnten ihren Ausgang bei

Munition, Flugkorpern u. 6. Sie ist heute weder bei wehrtechnischen noch zivilen Produkten

erl~llich und gibt uns Ober die potentielle Lebensdlauer von Produkten sowie bei der Schadens-

analyse wertvolle Entscheidlungskriterien. Tabelle 4 faBt einige Anwendlungsbeispiele der

Umnweltsimulation zusammen. Die Bilder 19 und 20 zeigen zwei typische Mel~aufbauten fOr

die Ermittlung der Gebrauchstauglichkeit von Produkten.
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Leichtbau-Panzerschutz f~r Fahrzeuge

Der Schutz von wehrtechnischen (Mannschaftswagen, LKW, Hubschrauber u. ý.) sowie von

zivilen Fahrzeugen (Politiker, Firmenchefs, sog. VIP) erfolgt heute serienmaIBig uberwiegend

dlurch Stahiplatten. Sowohi bei den Landfahrzeugen als auch var allem bei Hubschraubern stolBt

man an Masse-Transportgrenzen. Am ICT entwickelten wir dlaher aus der Synergie von wehr-

technischem und polymertechnischemn Wissen Leichtbauplatten.

ICT-Leichtbau-Panzerschutzplatten erreichen dlurch intelligente Kombination von Schichten

verschiedener Werkstoffe folgendle Daten:

"064
Beschul3 mit Faustfeuerwaffen (.44 Magnum):

430-450 m/s; Weichkern; 11 mm 0; 15,6 g GeschoBmasse

Plattenmasse 6 kg/in2 (Stahl 25 kg/in2)

Die Kosten je M2 sind bel besserer Vera rbeitba rkeit niedriger als bei technisch vergleichbaren

Stahlplatten.

"0 B7

BeschuB mit Gewehr (G3):

810-830 m/s; Munition: 7,62 x 51 mm VMS/Hk; 7,62 mm 0; 9,5 g GeschoBmasse

Plattenmasse 32 kg/in2 (Stahl 80 kg/in2)

Auch hier sind die Kosten niedriger als bei technisch vergleichbaren Stahiplatten.

Die bessere Verarbeitbarkeit (Umforinbarkeit) der ICT-Leichtbau-Panzerschutzplatten (B34)

ermoglicht beispielsweise die Dekorbeschichtung einer Fahrzeug-TOr-Innenseite. Die Bilder 21

und 22 zeigen eine beschossene Fahrzeugt~r mit ICT-Leichtbau-Panzerschutzplatten. Biud 23

verdleutlicht die Energievernichtung des Geschosses Ober eine ca. 5 cm hohe Ausbeulung der

ICT-Schutzplatte. Auch die Forderung nach drei dicht nebeneinanderliegendlen Einschussen

kann erfO lit werden.

Seitenaufprallschutz (crash net) fuir Fahrzeuge

Die Schwachstelle hinsichtlich des lnsassenschutzes von Fahrzeugen (PKW) ist der Seitencrash.

Wir arbeiten dlaher am ICT an Machbarkeitsstudien zu folgender Idee: Emn Stahiseil oder -netz

wird innerhalb der Karosserie eines PKW von der A- Ober B3- his C-Saue gespannt. Im Falle eines

Seitencrash spannen Gasgeneratoren in definierten Zeitintervallen (intermittierend) derail, dal3

Aufprallenergie dlurch st~ckweises Plastifizieren des gespannten Stahiseiles absorbiert wird.

Bild 24 veranschaulicht den Vorgang prinzipiell.
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Wiederaufladbare Hochenergie- und Hoch leistu ngsbatterie
Hambitzer et al. [6] entwickelten am ICT in den vergangenen sieben Jahren emn neues wieder-

aufladbares Batteriesystemn fOr wehrtechnische und zivile Anwendlungen.

Seine Merkmale sind:

"* Weitweit hochster Energieinhalt pro Masse und Volumen

"* Weitweit h6chste Leistung pro Masse und Volumen

"* Betrieb bei Temperaturen von ca. -70 *C bis 100 'C (keine Hochtemperaturzelle)

"* Schnell- und tiefentladef~hig

"* unkritisch bei Uberladlung

"* Kreislauff~hig/Rezyklierbar

"* Kann nicht brennen oder explodlieren

Tabelle 6 vergleicht die neue Batterie der Fa. Fortu (ICT-Entwicklung) mit Nickel-Cadmium und

handeisOblichen Lithiumionenbatterien. Daraus werdlen Vorteile f Or die Fortu-Batterie dleutlich.

Derzeit erfolgt die Kleinserienherstellung und -erprobung.

Elektrochemische Sensoren
TNT-verseuchte B36den mOssen heute mangels langwieriger (Labor)Analytik und wegen umfang-

reicher Probennahme sehr aufwendig untersucht werdlen und bei Kontamination relativ groB-

flachig abgetragen werden. Der am ICT entwickelte elektrochemische Sensor auf der Basis

potentiometrischer Messungen erlaubt 6rtliche TNT-Kontaminationen innerhaib weniger zehn

Sekundlen quantitativ vor Ort zu analysieren.

Weitere wehrtechnische Anwendlungen von elektrochemischen (On-Line-)Sensoren konnen

beispielsweise sein:

"* Nitro- und Aminoaromaten: vor-Ort Messungen in Bodcen und W~ssern und einfache

Handhabung ermoglichen preiswerte und schnelle Messungen

"* Minendletektion: positiver Nachweis an Labormuster (Plastikmine) erbracht mit

Gasphasensensor (s.u.)

"* Chemnische Kampfstoffe: positive Erprobung an Vergleichssubstanzen erbracht

Bild 25 zeigt den am ICT entwickelten hochempfindlichen TNT-Sensor. Hiermit lassen sich TNT-

Molekule in Boden und W~sser im Bereich von 1 -6000 ppm quantitativ nachweisen.

In Entwicklung ist emn System, dlas MolekOle in der Gasphase nachweist. Die Empfindlichkeit

liegt im Bereich Hleiner 10 ppb. Damit lassen sich die Oblichen Landminen mit Kunststoff -

gehause (in geschlossenemn Zustand) dletektieren. TNT permeiert als Gasmolekal in geringsten

Mengen dlurch dlas Kunststoffgeh~use.
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Eine zivile Anwendlung fOr elektrochemnische Sensoren ist emn am ICT entwickelter Alkoholsensor

mit demn inline der Alkoholgehalt beim Brauen von Bier verfolgt werden kann. Bisher ist der ziel-

gerichtete Abbruch des G~rprozesses beimn Brauen von alkohoifrelen Bier nicht sicher mt~glich,

Weil die Analytik zu zeitaufwendig ist. Mit demn ICT-Alkohol-Sensor ist nun eine InLine-Analytik

moglich.

Weiterei denkbare zivile Anwendlungen dlieser On Line-Sensortechno log ie Sind z.B. Explosivstoff-

sensorik in sicherheitsreievanten Bereichen (Flugh~fen) oder auch dlas Aufsp~ren von anderen

kritischen Substanzen wie Drogen, Umweltgifte usw.

4. Schlull3folgerung

Die geschilderten Beispiele Sind in der Wehrtechnik zumn Teil seit l~ngeremn bekannte Verfahren,

die nun in der zivilen Technik ggf. in neuen Varianten Anwendlung finden. Darober hinaus

konnten am ICT jedloch neue Synergiefelder zwischen Wehr- und Ziviltechnik erschlossen

werden.

Kreativitat und emn starker Wille zur Umsetzung in Machbarkeiten bis hin zu Produkten Sind emn

wichtiges Element, um Arbeitspl~tze am Standlort Deutschland zu sichern und neu zu schaffen.
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1/1994 12/1997
(Jahr 1993)

Finanzen (in Mia DM)
Gesamthaushalt 23 33,9
" Wehrtechnik 15,5 17
"* Polymertechnik 4,8 14
"* Industrieanteil 115 7
"* Investitionen 2,8 2,9

Personal
Mitarbeiter gesamt 185 298
"* Bereich Wehrtechnik 130 116
"* Ziviter Bereich 28 82
"* Zeit-Angestellte 27 100

davon Doktoranden 18 51
"* Lehrlinge 7 13
"* Durchschnittsalter 46 38

Leistung
Erteilte Patente 2 5
Vortr~ge 72 120
Ver~3ffentlichungen 61 73
p-Wi. 34% 50%
Tagungen, Workshops 4 8

BaumnaBnahmen 0,1 4

Tabelle 1: Kennzahlen ICT -Vergleich



Themna ubergreifende Kooperationen
zwischen den Prod uktberei chen

am ICT
Energetische Demontage EM! PT! UE

Energetisches Pr~gen EM /PT! ES
HOlsenlose Munition EM /PT

Ultrafeine Diamanten EM / ES / PT

Airbag: azidfreie Rezepturen ES / UE

Gasgenerator mit hoher ES / PT
Gasf reisetzungstem peratur

Pyrotechnische Montage ES / PT

Durchg~ngige Simulation ES / EM / PT / UE
in der Wehrtechnik

Identif izierung NIR /ES /PT
R~ntgenbeugung

Ciberk~ritische Flu ide UE/EM/PT

Urnweltsimulation UE/ES/PT

Leichtbau-Panzerschutz/Panzerung PT / EM /ES

Crash-net (Seitenaufprall) PT / ES

Batterien AE

Sensorik AE /ES

Produktbereiche
EM Energetische Materialien ES Energetische Systemne
UE Umwelt-Engineering PT Polymertechnik
AE Angewandte Elektrochemie

Tabelle 2: Forschungs-Synergien zwischen wehrtechnischen und
zlivillen Anwendungen - Ubersicht der Belispielle
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Kosten Kosten Rezykiat

7 KuststffnewareTrockenaufbereitung

DM/
kg

6 ABS -3
PBT +14PC PA66
+GF +GF DM/

POM Ica. 2,50 kg
r+G F PA66

5-BT I \JTrnpt
P.M PA6ATasor6

PMMA +GF

PA6 I Aufarbeitung 0,

4 I und Recycling -2

PP+
ABS EPMZerkleinern und 0,

IMetal labsoheidun g

3

Transport ý

2 -

PP- Demontage

00
Beispiel PP/EPDM aus
Stof3fc~ngerverkleidung

Bild 2: Kostenvergleich:

Neuware mit Rezykiaten aus Fahrzeugteilen
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/ Einzelheit X

Ger~te
Einrichtungen
Apparaturen Hoh!ieitungssystem
Fahrzeuge

Nutzung
zur energetischen
Demontage

A B C

Komponenten:

Mischer

Explosivstoffe in
Hohlleitungssystem
f~illen

Sprengen

Trennung an vor-
bestimmten Stellen

© © danach sortieren'

Bild 3: Prinzip der Energetischen Demontage
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Bild 4: Energetische Demontage einer Waschmaschine kurz nach ZUndung

Bild 5: Energetische Demontage einer Waschmaschine wahrend der

Zerlegung
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rr7

Bild 6: Zerlegte Waschmaschine nach energetischer Demontage

Sprengfolie
explosive foil

Zundlung
ignition

Prigestruktur Metallplatte
z.B. - Eichenblatt metal sheet

- Oberflachenreliefs
blocking structure
i.e. - leave of an oak

- surface reliefs

Bild 7: Energetisches Pr~gen
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Bild 8: Eichenblatt in Stahl energetisch eungepragt

At 1

4il 9: Leenrugi th eegtshener
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Anwendung

"* Verbrennbare H0lse

"* Htlsenfose Munition

* Sprengptattieren

asp.:
Verbrenn-
bar. HOlse
(30 mm)

Forniulierung Herstellung
Polymermatrix Reaktiorrssprltzguit

(EP-Harz, UP-Harz, Put,. (RIM, Niederdruckverfahren)
Explosivstoff Pressen

Weichmacher Extrudieren
Treibmittel

Produkt
Formstabjlitat

ho her Energielohalt
hohe Abbrarrdgeschwindigkeit

rockstarsdsfreier Abbrand
LOVA-E igenschaf test

gdnstige Herstelikosten

Bild 10: GeschAumte polymergebundene Explosivstoffe

oIikeiUFDUFDDiamanten

Herstellungsverfahren

Gasphasen- I toationtsynthese Graphitumwandrung
kondensation

Sol-Gel-Prozesse

Produkte

z.B.:Metalloxide UFD; Nano-Diamanten Diamantpulver bit
typisch 30 nm Kristallitgrbl3e 5 nm Iminimal 100 nm

Marktchancen UFD

Nutzen der Kombination

von Diamant-Eigenschaften und Nanostruktur

Bild 11: Ultrafeine Diamanten UFD
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nach ca. 15 ms ab crash nach ca. 50 ms ab crash

Bild 12: Airbags sch~tzen Insassen (hter Versuchspuppen)

Bild 13: Aufgeschnittener Airbag-Modul elnes PKW
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Leistungsoptimierte Schadstoffreduzierte
Systeme Systeme

Explosionsschutz Airbag
Austriebssysteme Gurtstraffer
Membran u. Ventilaktivierung Notantriebe
Montagesysteme Nothydraulik

Montagesysteme
Aufrichtsysteme
Rettungssysteme

Raketenantriebe AuftriebSsysteme
Unterwasserantriebe Feuerloschsysteme

Aerosolgeneratoren
Nebelsysteme
Werfer
Schaummittel fair Polymere

Tabelle 3: Anwendungen von azidfreien Gasgenerator-Komponenten und

Systemen

Lakale Dichteunterschiede innerhaib der Wanddicke

z. B. oder Einfallstelle

lokale Dampfung oderU
Warmeisolierung i

Lokale Wanddickenveranderung

z. B. oder lokale Haptik, Gleitung,
Verdrehsicherung,Versteifung

Lokale Dimpfung
Rutschsicherheit

Bild 14: Lokales Aufschaumen nach demn Formfullvorgang (Thermoplaste,

Duroplaste, Elastomere)
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Transport / Pob

/PDetektor

AA

Strahlungsquelle ______

Auswertung

Intensitat

L DPE

10 15 20 25 30 35 40
Beugungswinkel ['28]

Bild 15 und 16: Kunststoffidentifizierung mit Hilfe der schnellen
Rbntgenbeugung
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Kunststoffe u. Additive Organische Reststoffe MilitArische
-Halogenierte Kunststoffe -Pflanzenschutzmittel Problemstoffe
-Flammschutzmittel -Arzneimittel xlsisof

Weichmacher -Farben und Lacke - kexosvteffestrisof
1- Lsemnittel -Pyrotechnische Satze

I~ Chemnische Kampfstoffe

FS cwO -

Belastete AbwAsser KlArschlamme Kontaminierte Boden
- Textil- und PapierabwAsser -kommunale -Explosivstoffe

- Emulsionen -industrielle -Chemnische Kampfstoffe
- Deponiesickerwasser -Mineralole

-Halogenkohienwasserstoffe

Buld17: Anwendungsfelder fur SCWO (super critical water oxidation)

SUPERCRITICAL WATER OXIDATION

ReststoFfe i Reaktionsprodukte
Reaktor

C, H, 0, N, P, S, C1i - - p> 2 a H,0

Wasser T >374'C CO2,,N2

Sauerstoff __________ HP04, H2S04 , HCI

Vorteile: Nachteile:
- ProzeI~integrierter Einsatz -Anspruchsvolle Verfahrenstechnik

- Geschlossene Anlage -Kompressionskosten

- Kliene Anlagengrolle -Teure Werkstoffe (Korrosion)
- Keine Rauchgasreinigung -Feststoffablagerung

- Feststoffabscheidung -Limitierte Feststoffzufuhr

- Kurze Verwejizeiten
- Hohes Schadstoffzerstorungspotential

Buld 18: Reststoffbehandlung durch SCWO
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Umweltsimulation:
Nachbildung der Wirkuncien von Umngebungseinflussen

Funktionstest Lebensdaueruntersuchun Umweltvertr~glichkeit

-Gasgeneratoren -Gasgeneratoren -Gasgeneratoren und

-Airbags -Airbags -Airbags (Emissionen)

-Treibstoffe -Festtreibstoffe -Kraftstoffbehalter
- Z~nder- Exlosistofe -(Permeationssperre)

Zondr Eploivsof, Autoinnenteile

-Auto-Elektronik -Auto-Elektronik -(Fogging)

-Nachrichtentechnik -Nachrichtentechnik -We 'stoffe

-Geblase -Automobiltanks -(indoor air pollution)

-Werkstoffe -Werkstoffe -Treibladlungen
(Na,)-arme)

Tabelle 4: Umweltsimulation wehrtechnisch und zivil

Bild 19: Umwelt Engineering - Untersuchung der Bestandigkeit von Kraft-

stoffschlauchen gegen Ozonrif~bildung und Kraftstoffpermeation
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ago

Technische Daten:

Frequenzbereich: 5 Hz ... 5000 Hz
Spitzenkraft: 2100 N
Max. Auslenkung: 25,4 mm
Max. Beschleunigung: 95g
Rechnergesteuert: Sinus, Rauschen, Schock

Pr~fvolumen: 5001
Temperaturbereich: - 60 'C ... + 180 'C
Feuchtebereich: 10 % ... 95 %
Taupunktserniedriegung: bis - 15 'C
Programmgesteuert

Bild 20: K~lma-Vibrations-Kammer fur die Umweltsimulation
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Bild 21: PKW-TOr (Frontansicht), BeschuB mit .44 Magnum

Bild 22: PKW-Tflr (ROckansicht), BeschuB mit .44 Magnum
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Bild 23: PKW-Tur (Rulckansicht liegend), BeschuB mit .44 Magnum

A-S~ule B-S~ule C-S~ue
Wirkungsweise:

~ Stufe 1:

Versteifung der Seitenstruktur durch
/ Anspannen einer Netzstruktur in der

Seitenpartie mit einemn Gasgenerator

vB 50 km/h Stufe 2:
mRj 950Okg Energieaufname durch plastische

Verformung der Netzstruktur

Seitencrash-Versuchskonfiguration

Bild 24: Seitenaufpralischutz (Crash Net)
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Vergleich milt anderen Systemnen I
Ger~tebatterien

Energie
40 Wh/Kg > 200 Wh/kg 80 -100 Wh/kg

Leistung
400 W/kg 2000 W/kg 50 W/kg

Zykeizahi
1000 150 (-> 500) 150-500 (-> 1000)

Oberladbarkeit
ja, inherent ja, inherent nein, Sicherheit, Brand

Sicherheit
nicht brennbar nicht brennbar brennbar, Gasentwicklung

nicht explosionsfahig I nicht explosionsfahig explosionsf~hig

Verqleich mit anderen Systemen 11
Electr ic Vehicle (EV)

theor.-Energiedichte
780 Wh/Kg 1100 Wh/kg 460 /610 Wh/kg

Masse elner 3OkWh Batterie
300 kg 150 kg (-> 100 kg) 20k

Reichweite
<<300 km 300 km < 300 km

Schnelladung
nein 90 % in 3 Stunden ja < 1 Stunde nein 3 Stunden

__________________________1 ROckspeicherung der Bremsenergie1

Betriebstemperatur
> 250 'C I Raumntemperatur I Raumntemperatur

Verglelich mit anderen Systemen III
Electric Vehicle (EV)

_6 W?60kW /200 kW 2OkW/6OkW?

Sicherheitstests bisher erfoigreich nicht explosionsf~hig explosionsf~hig

aufwendiges Geh~use einfaches Management aufwendige Zeliuberwachung
brennbar nicht brennbar brennbar, HF-Entwicklung

Seibstentladung
16 %/Tag 40 %/ Monat
________________ (-> 10 % / Monat) 10 % / Monat

Selbstentladung Hauptproblem
Betriebstemperatur, Preis + Verf()gbarkeit Sicherheit; z.Z. Preis

fifissiges; Natrium von Kobalt von Kobalt
Tabelle 6
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Bild 25: Prototyp des Sensorsystemns zur TNT-Bestimmung in Wben und

Wassern [7]
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Abstract

The energetic material formulator is faced with the need to compromise between often

conflicting requirements of performance and safety whilst trying to minimise overall cost and

environmental impact. In this, he is often restricted by the ingredients and processing

techniques available to him. An area of ingredient and formulation research that has perhaps

not received the attention it deserves is that of the design and use of plasticisers in modem

composite explosives and propellants. Past research has concentrated on the classical role of

the plasticiser as a processing aid and as a modifier of mechanical properties, rather than

exploiting other attributes that can be put to good use by formulators. Such attributes include

the ability to improve safety characteristics, both of the final formulations and during the

manufacturing process; modify the energy or oxygen balance of formulations; and modify
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bum rates and ballistics. The roles and ideal attributes of plasticisers are discussed, and

illustrated with examples based on UK experience, particularly with polyNIMMO bound

composite explosives and propellants.

At present, no ideal plasticiser is commercially available anywhere within the world

community and plasticiser choice is often based on the compromise most appropriate to the

application. However, the increasing ability to model the action of the plasticiser within the

binder matrix represents a tool that can be used in future to design new plasticisers. The

relative merits of designing new plasticisers or continuing to exploit existing ones are

discussed.

Introduction

The Encyclopaedia of Chemical Technology Istates "A plasticiser is incorporated in a

material to increase its workability, flexibility or distensibility 2. Addition of a plasticiser may

lower the melt viscosity, the secondary-order transition temperature, or the elastic modulus of

the plastic." In the past, plasticisers have all too often seen by the energetic material

formulator as ingredients required only to perform these classical roles as processing aids and

as modifiers of the final mechanical properties of a formulation. As such, past research on

composite explosives and propellants may have neglected assessment of these essential

ingredients, limiting studies to the effects on formulation viscosity and glass transition

temperature. In order to investigate plasticisers in explosive and propellant formulations more

rigorously; to be able to compare existing materials more objectively in the same way as

explosive fillers have been 3 ; and ultimately to design new and hopefully better plasticisers, it

is first necessary to fully understand their role, requirements and current limitations.

Ideally, the binder system of an explosive or propellant formulation should not require an

external plasticiser. Plasticisers, by their very nature, tend to be low molecular weight

molecules, mobile and volatile. Thus, in adding a plasticiser to improve certain formulation

characteristics an undesirable feature is introduced, the capacity for plasticiser migration and

loss, with the potential for associated deterioration of formulation properties on ageing.
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Internally or self- plasticised binders are highly desirable to overcome this potential problem.

Plasticiser theory is currently being used to investigate such systems and to indicate whether

the concept can be applied to modify existing energetic binders such as polyGLYN.

Nevertheless, the need for externally plasticised binders remains a fact of life for the

formulator in the near future and most of the energetic materials experience is associated with

this type of plasticisation.

Historically, UK experience with composite explosives and propellants has concentrated on

three general combinations of plasticiser and binder, shown below in table 1.

COMBINATION Plasticiser Binder Formulation

Plasticiser Binder Example Example Example

A INERT INERT DOS HTPB AP Composites

KRATON ROWANEX 3000 4

B ENERGETIC INERT KIO DIOREZ CPX200

C ENERGETIC ENERGETIC BDNPA/F I polyNIMMO pN LOVAs 5

Table 1
Plasticiser/Binder Combinations

Chronologically the research emphasis has passed from Group A to Group B to Group C, with

the bulk of the formulation research interest for future systems use now resting with Group C

combinations of an energetic plasticiser with an energetic binder. The group A type

formulations represent the most technologically mature group, with HTPB based ammonium

perchlorate composites well established in service use and a range of HTPB polymer bound

explosives (PBXs) either in UK service or in the process of being introduced 6. The pure

research emphasis, within the UK, on HTPB based systems has shifted mainly from

formulation to more advanced means of characterisation, principally to underpin the

intelligent ownership of munitions containing such systems and to aid more accurate munition

lifetime predictions. However, within an increasing need to address environmental issues and

to design formulations with an improved ease of disposal at the end of service life, there has

been more recent UK formulation activity on inert plasticised thermoplastic elastomer
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systems, particularly for high performance explosives suitable for shaped charge applications

, 7. Although only present in a small percentage, the nature of the binder and plasticiser in

these pressable explosives can have significant effects on the safety of the final formulation.

Experience with inert TPEs is also seen as an essential precursor to research on future

energetic TPEs.

UK interest in semi energetic binder systems, as typified by the Group B combination,

subsided with the availability of truly energetic polymers such as polyNIMMO and

polyGLYN. Today, the bulk of the government sponsored plasticiser and formulation research

lies in the evaluation of Group C combinations, although certain Group B combinations are

being investigated by Industry, principally for gun propellants.

UK Energetic Plasticiser Experience

Inert plasticisers and inert plasticised systems have been well characterised and are relatively

well understood. The energetic material community is able to draw on knowledge from the

commercial polymer field and, because of the widespread use of these plasticisers in bulk

polymer applications, inert plasticisers are relatively inexpensive. The potential applications

of energetic plasticisers are limited to the energetic materials field, thus restricting the body of

knowledge and the potential to reduce costs through bulk use. A number of energetic

polymers such as polyNIMMO, polyGLYN, GAP and AMMO/BAMO have been developed

world wide. Similarly, a large number of energetic plasticisers have appeared. Now instead of

being limited to using HTPB with a small choice of well known and freely available

plasticisers, the formulator is faced with a complex choice from numerous combinations of

plasticisers and binders, potentially with very little information on which to base that choice.

In recent years UK energetic binder formulation effort has centred on polyNIMMO 8,9,

although an increased emphasis is now being placed on the evaluation of polyGLYN,

particularly for rocket propellants. A range of plasticisers have been examined with these two

binders but no one commercially available plasticiser has proved to be ideal in all roles and

circumstances. Choice of plasticiser has rested more on a compromise between often complex

and competing requirements which go much further than the need to lower mix viscosity and

binder glass transition temperature. The United Kingdom's experience in this area is not
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unique. Similar findings have been reported by other nations in international collaborations

such as TTCP and WEAG CEPA14.

The energetic plasticisers investigated in the UK by both DERA and private industry include

BDNPA/F, KIO (also known as ROWANITE 8001, a mixture of dinitroethlylbenzene and

2,4,6 - trinitroethylbenzene 65%/35%), NENAs, GAP Azide, BTTN/TMETN, DANPE, and

nitro-glycerine, all of which have advantages counter-balanced by real or potential

disadvantages. Lack of a single ideal energetic plasticiser has prompted the UK to adopt a

more a comprehensive, systematic approach to evaluating plasticisers as formulation

ingredients. This approach encompasses reviewing the true role and requirements for

plasticisers, understanding and modelling plasticiser action and addressing the need to design

and synthesise plasticisers for specific binder systems. A brief overview of the role of

plasticisers in energetic material formulations is included below, illustrated with examples

mainly drawn from experience of Group C plasticiser / binder combinations but with

additional material from Groups A and B.

Plasticiser Roles, Requirements And Effects

Fully energetic binders systems can allow the formulator to achieve one of two objectives, to

either directly improve performance without compromising safety or, for a given level of

performance, improve the vulnerability of a formulation. The latter objective can be

approached in two ways. The energy derived from the binder can be used to reduce the energy

required from the more sensitive filler component, either allowing the loading level of a

sensitive nitramine filler to be kept to a minimum, as in the case of polyNIMMO composite

gun propellants, or allowing the nitramine to be partially substituted with a less vulnerable but

less energetic component such as NTO 10. The contribution of the energy from the plasticiser

towards the binder system as a whole is therefore an important consideration in all of these

situations. This additional role must be added to those as a process aid and mechanical

property modifier. These classical roles can gain additional importance on progressing from

Group A to Group C plasticiser / binder combinations. The presence of energetic groups along

the polymer chain invariably means that energetic binders are more dense and viscous than

HTPB and that their mechanical properties are inferior to HTPB, with higher glass transition
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temperatures, Tg. To compensate for this in the final formulation, it is all the more important

that the plasticiser has the desired effect in lowering mix viscosity and Tg. The full list of

plasticiser roles and attributes are presented below as table 2.

Roles Essential Attributes Desirable Attributes
Classical Role - Stable Inexpensive, available and
Processing Aid Safe to Handle low environmental impact
Modifier of Mechanical Properties Low toxicity
Add ition~ al Energetic Materials Ph ysically Comrpatible Lower viscosity
Riole - Ch emically~ Com patible Lower Tg
Imp rov e Energy or Oxygen No/low migration or loss
Balance . Desired effect onaall
Modify 1ballistics aspects of performance.
Imp rove safety ____and safety

Table 2
Plasticiser Roles and Attributes

Processing Aids

The careful choice of plasticiser and plasticisation level are particularly important if castable

compositions are required but plasticiser selection can also be used to aid the mixing as well

as the filling process. In the case of ROWANEX 3000, a pressable HMX/TPE explosive, the

level of plasticiser was selected to optimise the binder rheology to allow the mixing operation

to be carried out by a solventless compounding process, thereby reducing the environmental

impact of the production process.

NENA plasticisers have been found to have a much more effective classical plasticisation

ability on polyNIMMO than BDNPA/F, leading to lower viscosity uncured binder systems.

Figure 1 shows the relative lowering of polyNIMMO viscosity for 10% plasticised BPNPA/F

and MEN42 systems. MEN42 is a 42%/58% mixture of methyl NENA in ethyl NENA. In the

UK initial studies of ammonium nitrate/ polyNIMMO smokeless composite rocket

propellants, under the four power ASNR - TMP programme, were undertaken with BPNPA/F

plasticised formulations. Using BPNPA/F, the ASNR performance target of an SI of 240 sec

could only be achieved through the formulation of an extrudable composition, AN8 1

Replacing BDNPA/F with the more efficient plasticiser MEN42 allowed a castable
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composition, AN9, to be formulated with the same specific impulse. In the case of

polyNIMMO composite gun propellants, the high plasticiser activity of MEN42 has proved to

be a processing disadvantage rather than an advantage. Direct substitution of BDNPA/F by

MEN42 led to the extruded dough being too soft and caused the propellant to slump and the

web to collapse after extrusion.

350000-

300000

250000 -p

0

= 200000- pN/BCNPA/F
• 200000 pN/MEJ•I42

; 150000

S100000

50000

25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60
Temp (C)

Figure 1
polyNIMMO and 9/1 polyNIMMO/plasticiser viscosity

E~ffect on Mechanical Properties

Energetic binders have higher glass transition temperatures than established inert binders such

as HTPB and efficient plasticisers are required to lower the Tg to an acceptable level, outside

the service temperature range, if energetic binders are to find service applications. Tg's as low

as - 60 'C or less are desirable for rocket propellants used in air launched missiles, whereas

Tg's of around - 35 °C may be acceptable for formulations used in the land or sea

environment. Tg also tends to increase with higher formulation solids loading and with the

applied strain rate. The desirability of lowering the Tg and its influence on the choice of

plasticiser is therefore heavily dependant on the final use of the formulation. A number of

studies have been conducted in the UK and other nations 12,13 on the effect of plasticiser on
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polyNIMMO glass transition temperature, showing the suitable mechanical properties can be

obtained for the binder system, although the air launched requirements are difficult to meet

with existing plasticisers. Figure 2 shows the effect of certain plasticisers on polyNIMMO

glass transition temperature, cured at a 1/1 polyNIMMO/ Desmodur NMOO equivalent weight

ratio.

0
-10

-20 -15

" -30 -25
40 -36
-50 -41 41 42

-60

-70

A= polyNIMMO, B= polyNIMMOIMEN42 3/1, C= polyNIMMO/MEN42 1/1,
D= polyNIMMO/ EtNENA 3/1, E= polyNIMMO/ BuNENA 3/1,
F= polyNIMMO/ BDNPA/F 3/1, G= polyNIMMO/ BDNPA/F 1/1,
all measurements by DSC.

Figure 2
Effect of plasticiser on polyNIMMO Tg.

The effect of plasticiser on final formulations can be seen in table 3. LOVA6 formulations

were designed only to assess Tg, not as suitable candidates for gun firing. LOVA4, although it

has a high Tg, has passed UK low temperature shatter tests prior to gun firing. In this case

Tg's were measured by DMTA, which usually gives a higher figure than DSC.

LOVA Plasticiser Tg (0 C)
4 BDNPA/F -29
6M MEN42 -29
6E Ethyl NENA -38
6B Butyl NENA -38

Table 3
Effect of plasticiser on formulation Tg.

As can be seen from this table the effect on formulation Tg is not as great as might be

expected from the binder results, since less NENA plasticiser than BDNPA/F must be used to

avoid producing too soft a dough for extrusion purposes.
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Effect on Energy and Ballistics

The influence of plasticiser choice on the performance of a final formulation can again be

seen from ammonium nitrate based rocket propellants. The reformulation of AN8 to give a

castable AN9 formulation was in part due to the superior plasticiser activity of MEN42

compared with BDNPA/F and partly due to it's higher energy content. This also enabled the

RDX content to be reduced without reducing the formulation specific impulse, thereby

improving the formulation vulnerability. Later use of Nitro-glycerine as the plasticiser

allowed the total elimination of RDX, without a significant SI penalty. The use of NG was

also found to preferentially increase the burn rate at lower pressures thereby lowering the

pressure exponent. The need to control performance and ballistics will again depend on the

final application, with potentially widely differing requirements between gun and rocket

propellants, and the influence of this will effect the choice of plasticiser to a greater or lesser

extent.

Effect on Safety.

As already described above, the plasticiser can have an indirect effect on formulation

vulnerability. More direct effects have also been noted. A number of polyNIMMO composite

gun propellants using BDNPAIF as the plasticiser have been found to have low vulnerability

to shaped charge attack 5. None containing MEN42 have met that requirement. The choice of

plasticiser has also been found to have an effect on the impact sensitiveness of HMXITPE
14pressable explosives, with more viscous plasticisers producing more sensitive formulations

Plasticisers can also be used to good effect to improve process safety. The explosive CPX200

is produced using a premix based on RDX and the plasticiser, K10, eliminating the need to

load dry RDX into the production mixer. DOS has also been shown to be highly effective at

desensitising RDX at levels as low as 3% and research is underway to assess such premixes as
15feedstock for twin screw extruders . With more sensitive fillers such as CL20 and 1{NF

currently being researched the premix route may be an attractive option for safe future

formulation production techniques.
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Compatibility

As with all other formulation ingredients, plasticisers must be physically and chemically

compatible with other components. Once more MEN42 provides a useful illustration.

Although vacuum stability tests highlighted no dramatic compatibility problems at the early

stage of ASNR-TMP work, severe stabiliser consumption and gassing problems were

observed during the scale up of AN9, containing MEN42. Similar compositions containing

BDNPA/F or NG did not suffer from these same problems. MEN42 and other NENA's have

also been found to be violently chemically incompatible with NTO and ammonium

perchlorate, thereby severely limiting the potential uses of these plasticisers in insensitive

high explosive 10 and reduced smoke composite rocket propellant formulations.

All plasticisers must be physically compatible with the polymer matrix, otherwise they will

either separate out at the mixing stage or suffer from severe migration problems in the final

formulation. Physical compatibility problems can also lead to unforeseen safety problems. A

prime example of this is the violent increase in response observed when JA2 propellant is

loaded with RDX to produce the JAX series of propellants . RDX is slightly soluble in

DEGDN plasticiser and was found to migrate with the plasticiser to the surface of the

propellant grain where it was deposited in crystalline form. A similar phenomenon has been
17reported elsewhere

Migration and Loss

By their very nature efficient plasticisers are small molecules, which can easily migrate and

volatilise, leading to a deterioration in formulation properties. A comparative ageing study of

castable and extrudable PBXs based on HMX and polyNIMMO showed that the BDNPAIF

plasticised systems lost relatively little plasticiser even after one years ageing at 60 'C. The

K10 plasticised system lost significantly more than the BDNPA/F system and the MEN42

analogue lost even more, with a mass loss of approximately 8%, expressed as a percentage of

the total explosive mass for totally unconfined samples. Confining samples to simulate the

effect of explosive enclosed in a sealed warhead significantly reduces plasticiser mass loss but

the mass loss of confined samples of K10 and MEN42 PBXs is still greater than that of the

unconfined BDNPA/F PBX samples. In an assessment of CPX200, an underwater explosive
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with a K10 plasticised Diorez binder, the loss on ageing was considered to be acceptable,

provided the explosive was contained in a sealed warhead. Plasticisers such as MEN42 may

thus find applications in explosives, but their tendency to migrate may rule them out from use

in rocket and gun propellants, where the final applications involve significantly less

confinement or expose a large surface area. Thus, once more, the end application has a

significant effect on the choice of the plasticiser.

Modelling and the Design of New Plasticisers

The lack of a plasticiser which is capable of fulfilling all of our requirements in all

applications has prompted the UK to undertake more comprehensive studies aimed at

understanding the plasticisation process using both detailed experimental techniques' 8 and

modelling 19,20. This approach is aimed both at making the best use of existing available

plasticisers and developing the ability to synthesise new molecules to perform the role.

Modelling has already been used to explain differences between the plasticisation ability of

20BDNPA/F and the NENAs . Simple theory and prediction of Tg lowering using the Fox

Equation, suggests that BDNPA/F and Ethyl NENA should have similar plasticisation effects

on polyNIMMO, whereas from experiment we know that Ethyl NENA and other members of

the NENA family are much better plasticisers in the classical sense than BDNPA/F. The use

of the Fox equation predicts similar Tg's to those observed for the NENAs whereas the

observed Tg for BDNPA/F plasticised polyNIMMO is much higher than predicted. Molecular

modelling targeted at investigating plasticiser / polymer interactions has indicated that

BDNPA/F molecules are capable of forming temporary "crosslinks" between polyNIMMO

chains whereas the NENA's do not. This potentially explains the low migration rate for

BDNPA/F as well as it's poor plasticisation ability to lower Tg and viscosity.

More detailed modelling studies are now underway, using a range of modelling packages

commonly used in the more conventional polymer field. In particular this effort is being

aimed at predicting the type and geometry of oligomers, based on NIMMO and GLYN, that

will best plasticise polyNIMMO and polyGLYN formulations. This approach, allied to

practical plasticisation research and synthesis studies should produce plasticisers which
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provide the best combination of plasticisation ability with the minimum of migration, physical

and chemical compatibility problems.

Discussion

As has been shown, choosing a plasticiser is more than just a question of choosing the one

that is most effective at lowering viscosity and glass transition temperature. Other factors need

to be taken into consideration. A comparison between BDNPA/F and MEN42 highlights the

difficulties facing the formulator. Although MEN42 is very effective at lowering Tg and

viscosity and it's energy is greater than BDNPAIF, migration and compatibility problems

make it's use impractical for certain applications. Conversely, although BDNPAIF is a poor

plasticiser in the classical sense, it has very good characteristics in other respects. Finally cost

and availability need to be taken into consideration. At one time the continued availability of

both BDNPA/F and the NENA's was in doubt. Now it is likely that there will be fuiture

supplies of both. However, Kl 10 has continued to be available from UK sources and although

not the ideal plasticiser, it is very stable, any the problems associated with its use are familiar

and acceptable and the UK formulator has continued to use it, particularly for explosives.

Experience in its use and confidence in availability have had a role to play in plasticiser

choice in this case.

It must be considered that it is highly unlikely that one plasticiser can fulfil all the desired

roles for all applications, however desirable this might be from a technical and commercial

point of view. It is therefore unlikely that plasticiser costs can be significantly reduced

through bulk use. The formulator will continue to select the best choice for him based on his

own requirements and application. To choose the ideal plasticiser, rather than just the one

with the least problems, he needs to fully understand what those requirements are and how

plasticisers interact with the rest of the formulation. Modelling provides a useful tool in the

latter case and, perhaps, in future it will allow the synthetic chemist to produce not just a new

binder but an ideal binder / plasticiser combination. At the moment it is helping him design

better oligomeric plasticisers for existing binders, such as polyNIMMO and polyGLYN.
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NEW ENERGETIC MOLECULES AND THEIR APPLICATIONS
IN ENERGETIC MATERIALS

M. GOLFIER, H. GRAINDORGE, Y. LONGEVIALLE, H. MACE
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Centre de Recherches du Bouchet
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91710 VERT LE PETIT (FRANCE)

ABSTRACT

SNPE is involved in the development of energetic materials (space boosters propellants,
rocket and gun propellants, high explosives). The operational trends for future applications
are:

- to improve performances
- to satisfy insensitive munitions requirements
- to comply with environmental aspects
- and to reduce costs.

In order to develop new energetic materials with characteristics fitting with these above
mentioned requirements, SNPE carries out works in the field of new molecules. The most
important effort concerns azidopolymers as GAP and derivatives, and new oxidisers as ADN
and HNIW.

For oxidisers, the main goal is the adjustment of products quality (chemical and
polymorphous purity, particle size, morphology) by using different crystallization or grinding
techniques.

For energetic polymers, the aim is to increase weight in order to improve mechanical
properties of energetic materials

The attractive characteristics of energetic materials using these new raw materials are
presented :

- profit in the ratio performance/safety behaviour on propellants and high explosives
- mechanical and ballistic properties satisfying operational applications.

1 - Introduction

The operational trends for future applications of energetic materials are:
- to improve performances
- to satisfy insensitive munitions requirements
- to comply with environmental aspects
- and to reduce costs.

These today requirements' oriented the research of new molecules and new energetic
materials which needed an ongoing effort in chemical synthesis and high energetic
materials processing.
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Besides usual components like nitro-cellulose, nitro-glycerine, solid oxidisers like
ammonium perchlorate, RDX or HMX, a new generation of molecules appeared these last
fifteen years. It covers large fields of chemistry from nitration, azidation and more
particularly azide chemistry, heterocyclic chemistry (essentially nitrogen), organometallic
and polymer chemistry.

The main products developed at SNPE are related both to new oxidisers, binders,
plasticisers and additives (table 1). Each of them allows to aim one performance at least
above mentioned, when used in energetic materials. Some applications are specific to a
family but a common use is generally tried to obtain. Most of them are synthesized either at
industrial scale or at industrial pilot scale.

The first results of the synthesis works carried out at SNPE have been already described in
a previous paper (1). We present here the most recent progress reports in the field of new
energetic molecules with some examples concerning oxidisers as HNIW (CL20) and ADN
or azidopolymers as GAP and derivatives.

Their synthesis including crystallization of solid oxidisers and their uses on propellants and
high explosives are the main topics developed hereafter.
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2 - New energetic oxidisers

2.1. - EDNIW (CL20)

The hexaaza hexanitro isowurtzitane or HNIW, more commonly called CL2O, belongs
to the family of high energetic dense caged nitramines. There are about fifty years
between the discoveries of HMX and CL20, this last molecule being synthesized for the
first time by Arnie NIELSEN in 1987 (2)

02NK NO2  NO,21
02N...N N N02  KN-I

0 2N-N N-NO2

0 2N,/ -'NNO, KN)
NO2

HNIW HMX

The first synthesis of CL20 at SNPE was made at SNPE Research Center in 1989.
Before this date, the research had been mainly focused on analogs of HMX,
incorporating and developing the chemistry of the elementary fragment
-(-N(N0 2 )-CI- 2-)-, expecting that new combinations would lead to more energetic
and denser compounds. Sorguyl (3), bicyclo HMX (4) and tetranitro-bicyclo-nonanone
or K56 (5) are some examples of high energetic dense nitraza polycycles synthesized
during this period.

NO2  NO2  NO2  NO2  N0 2  NO2

N N

O2  NO2  NO 2  NO2  -NO2  NO2

Sorguyl Bicyclo HMX K56

The characteristics of these molecules (table 2) show that only CL20 is superior to
HMX both with respect to density, enthalpy of formation and as oxidiser.
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Molecule HMX Bicyclo SORGUYL K56 CL20
_IMX

Formula C 4H 8N 8 O8 C4 H6N 80 8  C4 H2N 8 O8  C 5H6N 8 0 9  C 6H6N 120 12

Molecular weight 296 294 322 322 438
(g/mole)

Polymorph 73 y c 3

Density 1.91 1.87 2.035 1.975 1.92 1.97 1.99 2.04

Enthalpy of +84 +125 -292 -144 +339 +372
formation (Id/mole)

Oxygen balance 0 +5 +25 +5 + 11
(% 02/CO, H20)

Table 2 : characteristics of polycyclic and caged nitramines

On the synthesis aspect, the hexabenzyl hexaaza isowurtzitane or HBIW was the first
derivative of the caged hexaaza isowurtzitane which was described (6) and the only
compound of this family which is obtainable from condensation of an amine with
glyoxal.

More recently the conversion of HBIW in partly acylated derivatives (7-8) or a mixed
acetyl-formyl derivative (9) was described. To obtain CL20 two routes are available :
the nitration of a silylated derivative (10) or the original route proposed by
Amie Nielson : the nitrosation followed by a nitration of the tetraacetyl dibenzyl
hexaaza isowurtzitane with NOBF 4/NO2BF 4 (11).

The SNPE process also uses HBIW as initial precursor, followed by its conversion and
nitration to CL20.

Nowadays at SNPE CL20 is produced at the industrial pilot scale: 50 - 100 kg by batch,
the first steps being synthesized by batches of around 150 kg.

BzN- Bz O2N,, - /N0 2"N N/O2N~Ni•NO2z <Bz N N N

Bz N NBZ 0 2 N
7  

""'NO 2

HBIW HNIW - CL20
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Synthesis is only one step in the preparation of chemical products. A second step is
often necessary to adapt the quality of the products to the required specifications : it is
the purification step. In the case of solids, crystallization is a well known technique to
purify a component: it can eliminate by-products, obtain the right polymorph, access to
the right particle size distribution and adapt the morphology of the crystals (shape,
porosity, internal defects) which are influential factors in the vulnerability of energetic
materials.
CL20 crystallization studies allowed us to access to 4 polymorphs of CL20
characterized by IRFT (fig 1) and X rays (12). Our IRFT traces are analog of
characteristic vibrations described by M. Frances FOLTZ (13).
CL20 crystallization studies also aim at the preparation of the s polymorph with
different particle size, up to more than 100 gim. The formation of one of the 4
polymorphs is influenced by thermodynamic phenomena (the least soluble polymorph is
the most thermodynamically stable) and kinetic laws (more soluble polymorphs appear
because of their higher growth rate).

In a general manner to crystallize a component out of its solution, the equilibrium
concentration must be exceeded by some supersaturation method : cooling, evaporating,
precipitation...

In order to forecast the influence of the parameter on crystallization, it is essential to
know the saturation curve and the metastability zone, where the component solubility is
higher than the saturation value.
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Fig : IRFT traces of CL20 polymorphs between 700 and 1200 cm-1.
1% dispersion in KBr.
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Then you know the conditions to obtain the right quality for the product, which depends
on the nucleation rate, the growth rate, and all other phenomena such as agglomerating.
The higher the supersaturation is, the smaller will be the particle size. Generally it is
preferred to avoid primary nucleation, that is a hazardous phenomenon, and to seed
batch crystallizers so as to master the nucleation and the crystal growth.

The formation of & CL20 is possible by the classical supersaturation methods, when
seeding with a particles (fig. 2-5) :
- cooling a solution in which the solubility increases with increasing temperature. The
particle size may be adjusted between 50 and 100 jim, depending on the seed size,
- adding a less efficient solvent that is miscible with the original solvent : the particle
size may be adjusted from 10 to 150 jim, depending on the adding speed,
- evaporating the solvent from a solution of CL20 in a mixture of solvent / non solvent:
this systems allow to obtain high or low particle size diameter depending on the type
and particle size of the seeds, on the evaporating rate, and of course on the
supersaturation.
The smallest particle size (10 jtm) may be obtained with ground & CL20 seeds.

A large range of particle size (20 to 150 pim) can be obtained with crystallized seeds
(from 10 to 100 im), which are more efficient for preparing large particles because of
their narrow distribution (no tiny crystals able to act as crystallization centres).

The influence of supersaturation is clear with crystallized seeds : the higher it becomes,
the smaller the CL20 particles are, all the more than the concentration rate is high.

-,IN

of0C2 do0000x

0:4002 do 100a

I 0 t0000 km

Fiz 3 : particle size distribution

CL20 d5o> 100 ptm of s CL20 d5o > 100 fLm
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- Fiz 5 : particle size distribution
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Some polymorphous impurities may appear depending either on temperature (y CL20
has been detected when the concentration happens above 70'C, probably due to the

transition e --> y), either on water content of the solution (a CL20 crystallizes with 0.5

mole of water).

A great number of solvents have been investigated using the concentration process

cetones, esters, aromatic solvents are the best for mastering the s polymorph formation
and the particle size between 10 and 150 grm. The formation of larger particles has still
to be studied.

CL20 crystallization studies have already contributed to the improvement of its
pyrotechnic behaviour. Nevertheless it is still as sensitive as the most sensitive grades of
HMX. That's why today's studies are also largely focused on the understanding of
morphological aspects of crystals (shape, internal defects) in relation to chemical purity,
polymorphous purity and crystallization systems to be used which are the main
parameters influencing the sensitivity of energetic solid oxidisers.

2.2. - ADN
The research of energetic molecules which are able to deliver during the combustion
large amount of gas by mass unit, led to structures where the ratio H/C is as high as
possible.

Some compounds are in accordance with this criteria.

*Hydrazinium nitroformate (HNF) : this route is studied by APP and TNO in The
Netherlands (14),

*the dinitramide salts with ammonium dinitramide (ADN), with parallel development in
Russia (15), United States (16) and more recently in Sweden (17)

H2NNH 3  ,e C(NO 2 )3  NHI, D e <NO 2
"NO2

ADN is a dense, non chlorine containing, powerful, oxidiser and is an interesting
candidate for replacing AP as an oxidiser for composite propellants.

The compared characteristics of ADN (tables 3 and 4) show that ADN is a non carbon
compound, as dense as RDX, with a very positive oxygen balance and an enthalpy of
formation largely superior to those of ammonium nitrate and ammonium perchlorate.

The present results about its pyrotechnic behaviour show that ADN is less sensitive to
impact than RDX and HMX. It is not sensitive to friction and electrostatic spark.
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Molecule RDX HMX AP AN ADN HNF

Formula C3H6N 6 08  C 4H 8N80 8  ClH4NO 4  H 4N 2 0 3  -14N 40 4  CH5N70 6

Molecular weight 222 296 117.5 80 124 183
(g/mole)

Melting point ('C) 204 d. 280 d. d. 170 94 115-120

Density 1.805 1.91 1.95 1.72 1.81 1.86

Enthalpy of +70 +84 -296 -365 -150 -72
formation (kJ/mole)
Oxygen balance -21.6 -21.6 +34 +20.5 +25.8 +13.1
(% 02/CO 2, H 20)

Table 3 : compared characteristics of some energetic oxidisers

Molecule RDX "CH" HIMX AP "F" ADN HNF
0-100 0-100

Impact (J) 3.5 4.2 13.7 3.7 1.6
BAM Julius Peters

Friction(N) 193 113 30%at353N 11+/30at353 29
BAM Julius Peters N

ESD (mJ) 180 to > 726 225 to > 726 >726 Ž726 >726

Table 4 : compared sensitivity of some energetic oxidisers

The synthesis route performed at SNPE, uses the following chemical scheme.

AN-H

o2N r N02' 2O N-RI Hydrolysis O2N'x .e M@

R•_ ¢N ON4 E[ 0 2N 0 2N

02N

R = hydrolysable group
Me = metallic or ammonium ion
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This route needs the use of a new nitrating agent N20 5. Because of the difficulties to
handle and store N20 5, we quickly developed a continuous process including the
preparation of N20 5 (by ozonolysis of N20 4) which gave very good results at lab scale
and we are undertaking its scaling up on a pilot equipment (several hundred grams per
hour).

About the morphological aspect, no polymorph of ADN has been reported. On the other
hand, it naturally crystallizes in needles so that crystallization techniques must be
adjusted to avoid this phenomenon. At last some works are also ongoing to improve its
chemical stability.

3 - Energetic binders and plasticisers : GAP and derivatives

The chemistry of functional energetic prepolymers (mainly hydroxy terminated) had made
large progress these last fifteen years. The substitution of inert prepolymers by energetic
prepolymers played either for the increase of energetic performances either for a better
compromise energetic performances - vulnerability of the energetic materials.

Among the different energetic prepolymers developed in the world, SNPE has chosen to
manufacture azide prepolymers and plasticizers issued from GAP.

Since GAP is classified 1.3, it does not increase the detonability of the materials. GAP is
compatible with GAP based plasticisers as well as nitrato esters like BTTN and TMETN
which are less sensitive than NG.
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PRODUCT GAP Diol GAP Triol GAPA
RO-CH2-CH--H] ROO-C-H-,o NCHCH2 -o-CH-CH+

L" CH2N3 J \ CH2N3 x 3CH2N3

x-10 x>3 x>6
R: diol aliphatic R: diol aliphatic

residue residue
AHf (cal/g) +280 +280 +550

Density 1.29 1.29 1.27
Appearance light yellow liquid light yellow liquid light yellow liquid

GPC (PPG standard)
Mn 1700 ± 300 >900 700-900
Mp 2000 ±300 >1000 800-1000
I < 1.3 _< 1.3 _< 1.3

Eq. weight 1200 ± 200 >400 > 15000
Vacuum test <3 <3 •3

100 °C - 200 h (cm/g)

Tg (°C) -45 -45 -69

Table 5 characteristics of azide prepolymers and plasticisers

Molecular Weight vs Volume

DIOL E0 . WT = 1300

"0 TRIOL ECO WT - 410

SDIOL Eo. WT- 1970

O--TRIOL E0. WT 1380

0

W0.0 32.0 3.0 W.0 3.0

Uolume CmlD

E : GPC (light scattering) of GAP prepolymers
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Different qualities have been developed (table 5 and fig. 6) : standard GAP diol
(Mn - 1700), long chain GAP triol (Mn > 2000) or short chain GAP triol (Mn - 1000) and
azide plasticizers issued from GAP : GAP azide (GAPA).

In 1990, SNPE got a license from ROCKETDYNE to manufacture and sell GAP and GAP
derivatives in Europe. More than 3 tons of GAP and GAP derivatives have been produced
in a pilot plant located in SNPE SORGUES facility near AVIGNON.

A new simpler process for standard GAP diol is studied at pilot scale at the CRB and will
be transferred in a near future in SORGUES pilot plant. This process will allow at least to
double the yearly capacity of GAP synthesis and to decrease its cost perceptibly.

The present trends of works concern the research of new qualities of GAP essentially high
molecular weight to improve again properties of energetic materials.

Some success has been already registered at lab scale from direct polymerisation of
epichlorhydrin by adapting the ratios of reactants and catalyst systems, followed by
azidation of the high molecular weight PECH.

3 - Rocket propellants

New energetic ingredients as GAP, CL20 or ADN are very attractive to achieve high
performance propellants (18, 19, 20, 21, 22).

SNPE has now a few years experience in the use of GAP and CL20 in the field of rocket
propellants.

This experience is presented hereafter on minimum smoke propellants in comparison with a
current XLDB propellant.

3.1 - Energetic performances

The use of GAP binder in place of a polyglycol adipate (PGA) binder increases the
specific and volumic impulse of the propellant in relation with the higher enthalpy of
formation and density of GAP.

CL20 brings additional effect on density and specific impulse.
So, in comparison with the current XLDB propellant (table n' 6), the increase of
volumic impulse is higher 11%. This value can be compared with the volumic impulse
of current reduced smoke propellant, GAP/CL20 propellant gives a benefit of 7 %, plus
low signature and low toxicity (no HCL).

binder PGA/TMETN/BTTN GAP/TMETN/BTTN GAP/TMETN/BTrN
filler RDX - 63 % RDX - 60 % CL20 - 60 %

COMPOSITION ballistic 4 % 4 % 4 %
additives

Theoritical specific impulse (s) 238,5 242 251
Volumic impulse (s.g. cm-3) 405 411 452

Table n' 6: calculated performances of GAP based propellants
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3.2. - Faisability:

Convenient pot-life to fill rocket motors are obtained with the different propellants:

COMPOSITION PGAoRDX GAP/RDX GAP/CL2O
POT LIFE (h) > 12 > 12 > 12

3.3. - Mechanical properties

Mechanical properties satisfying requirements of rocket motor designers are achieved by
current GAP/RDX propellants (table 7).

Unixial traction Stress Modulus Strain et rupture
Temperature (°C) rate (mm/min) (MPa) (MPa) (%)

+ 200C 50 0,64 2,6 47
- 470C 500 7,2 114 29

Table 7: mechanical properties of GAP/RDX propellants

CL20 gives a similar behaviour than RDX in GAP binder propellants

For the same filler content (in weight), in comparison with RDX, the higher density of
CL20 induces an higher binder volumic content. It is obvious that this microstructural
charge can only improve the mechanical behaviour.

3.4. - Ballistic properties.

A particularity of GAP, as raw material, is its fast burning rate by itself when ignited.
This characteristic is again met in propellant. The following tables (Tables n°8 and n°9)
exhibit a burning rate increase of near by 20 % at 15 MPa, in comparison with PGA
binder propellants.

Composition Burning rate (mm/s) Pressure
Binder Filler (60 %) 7 MPa 15 MPa Exponent
PGA HMX 6 11 0,89
PGA CL20 11,5 23 0,92
GAP HMX 7,2 13,6 0,91
GAP CL20 13,4 27,2 0,94

Table N0 8: burning rate of uncatalysed compositions.

Composition Burning rate (min/s) Exponent
Binder Filler (60 %) 7 MPa 15 MPa [ 20 MPa [Pressure range]
PGA RDX 10,6 15,6 19 0,4 [3-14 MPa]

0,6 [15 - 20 MPa]
GAP RDX 14,6 18,9 21,4 0,37 [4 - 20 MPa]
GAP CL20 20 28,3 32,4 0,48 [5 - 25 MPa]

Table N' 9 : burning rate of catalysed compositions.
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CL20 is now known to lead to a strong effect of the burning rate when used as oxidiser
in propellant.

Basic compositions without additives exhibit a burning rate enhancement of more or
less twice in comparison with HMX filled compositions. The pressure exponents of
these basic compositions are too high for any application. Fortunately burning rate
modifiers have been find to be very effective at low pressure. They lead to higher
burning rate at the lower pressures, and so, a quite useable pressure exponent is
achieved within a large pressure range (pressure exponent = 0,48 - 5/25 MPa).

Use of new ingredients as GAP and CL20 give additional effects on burning of
propellants. In comparison with current PGA/RDX propellant, the burning rate is
increased by 1,5 - 2 in a large pressure range. In regard with the pressure exponent, the
useable pressure range is also significatively improved.

3.5 - Safety behaviour

The handling of new raw materials needs always specific caution. It is also true with
neat GAP and furthermore neat CL20. But on this peculiar point, it is noticeable that the
safety behaviour becomes quite acceptable for SNPE propellant process when a
convenient binder (as GAP binder) wraps the fillers - The safety results obtained on
slurry as on propellant (Tables n010 and 11) show a behaviour included in the range of
results obtained with current XLDB and NEPE propellants, with perhaps the exception
of burning rate. SNPE has experience from lab scale to 420 Gallon mixes for these
reference propellants.

CL20 Propellant Current XLDB and NEPE
(GAP binder - 60 % CL20) propellants

Barn friction (N) 73 to 161 70 to 0 % 353 N
Electric spark (mJ) > 726 > 726

30 Kg Fallhammer test (m) > 4 > 4
Train propagation (mmn/s) 10.8 2 to 20

Self ignition (°C) 178 to 181 165 to 185

Table N0 10: safety results for CL20 propellants (slurry)

CL20 Propellant Current XLDB and NEPE
(GAP binder - 60 % CL20) propellants

Barn friction (N) 56 to 851 70 to 0 % 353 N
Electric spark (ml) > 726 > 726

30 Kg Falllammer test (m) 3.5 < height < 4 3.5 < height < 4
Burning rate at atm.pressure 0.9 to 6.4 < I to 3.5

(mM/s)
Self ignition (°C) 173 165 to 185

Table NO 11: safety results for cured CL20 propellants
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4 - High explosives.

CL20 is also very attractive in high explosives (23) in comparison with HMX filled high
explosives, it brings to similar results to Card Gap Test (150-160 0C), but to higher
density and detonation rate.

An enhancement of measured performances of more than 12 to 15 %, depending on
volumic filler content, has been achieved with HTPB binder high explosives.

HMX CL20 HMX CL20
Volumic filler content 66,8 66,8 72,1 72,1

Density 1,575 1,648 1,618 1,710
D (m/s) 8030 8325 8107 8470

pD 2/4 (GPa) 25,4 28,6 26,6 30,7
A CL20/HMX (%) +12,5 +15,4

Table N012 : performances of I-IMX and CL20 filled high explosives

5 - Conclusions.

SNPE is developing different families of new molecules (fillers, binders, plasticizers
and various additives) which meet the requirements of new energetic materials for
future application.

Basing its research on modem tools, it has been possible to focus on realistic axes of
research and development. The ongoing effort undertaken during the last years on
synthesis and techniques of treatment of solids and liquids allowed us to make large
progress. Thus, some molecules are already available at industrial scale or industrial
pilot scale (CL20, Standard GAP) while others are tested at lab or pilot scale at the
Research Center (ADN, others GAP, azide plasticizers).

New energetic ingredients, as GAP or CL20 bring high performance to rocket
propellants and high explosives.

GAP improves energetic performances and burning rate of propellants. This
enhancement is very useful, peculiarly when low sensitivity but low energy ingredients
have to be incorporate in the formulation, i.e. to satisfy I.M. requirements (24). GAP
binder propellants achieve mechanical properties satisfying requirements of rocket
motor designers.

An attractive profit in the ratio performances/safety behavior has been shown on
propellants and high explosives using new energetic ingredients. In comparison with
current HMX or RDX filled propellants or explosives :

"* the safety behavior of CL20 filled compositions appears roughly similar,
"* even though the enhancement of performance is very significant, with an increase of

more than 10 % on volumic impulse for rocket propellants and on detonation
pressure for high explosives.
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Today GAP/CL20 propellants exhibit high burning rate and acceptable pressure
exponent in a large pressure range.

In the future the main axes of work will concern the improvement of morphology of
energetic oxidisers (CL20, ADN), the development of high molecular weight energetic
prepolymers (Mn > 30 000), the synthesis of new molecules mainly in the field of
oxidisers with an objective of high performances coupled with a power sensitivity. In
this last field, the present research on high nitrogen and oxygen heterocyclic compounds
could be considered as an answer.

Future efforts on synthesis and on relation microstructure/properties will be carried on
to improve again the quality of raw materials and so, performances of energetic
materials.
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Development of High Performance CL-20 Explosive Formulations'
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Abstract

The U.S. Army currently utilizes a family of high energy propellant and explosive
systems that range from small high performance shaped charge submunitions to medium
caliber kinetic energy tank rounds, to larger diameter explosively formed penetrators.
The energetic formulations for these devices were developed with the following driving
characteristics: performance requirements of the system, mechanical/ballistic properties
of the formulations, system and ingredient cost, vulnerability, and producibility
/reliability. Years of effort were expended in developing the formulations and hardware
that now define the state-of-the-art in energetic formulations. The full range of
commercially available ingredients were examined in developing these formulations and
several new ingredients were pioneered during this effort. Formulation capability was
pushed to the limit in maximizing the most critical mission capabilities.

Into this arena art now thrust the triple threat requirements of increased performance for
applications like advanced kinetic energy gun rounds, future shaped charge, and
explosively formed penetrator warheads, of reduced or at least acceptable sensitivity, and
of increased concerns for environmental factors spanning the life of a system, particularly
the synthesis of ingredients. With current technology stretched to the limit, approaches to
meeting these new requirements have quickly focused on a new generation of high energy
ingredients including TNAZ and CL-20 and clean manufacturing processes for
production of these materials.

Synthesis and Characterization

In the years since the initial synthesis of CL-20, dramatic improvements have been made
on the original elegant route of Nielsen' (figure 1). At Thiokol, a parallel route2'3 (figure
2) has been developed that avoids the dinitroso intermediate and leads to an intermediate
(tetraacetyldiformylhexaazaisowurtzitane, TADF) that can be nitrated in completely
standard nitration equipment. Further, this route allows recovery of all benzyl groups
used in the synthesis in the form of toluene which can be recycled as a feedstock for
benzylamine synthesis. This reduces the non-recyclable waste stream by completely
eliminating the two moles of meta-nitrobenzoic acid made per mole of CL-20 in the

"Copyright 1998 Cordant Technologies. All rights reserved.
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original and related routes. The total of material produced using this synthetic strategy
has totaled roughly 12,000 pounds.

The crude product is recrystallized to afford a high density polymorph. The typical
particle size obtained is roughly 150 microns as shown in Figure 3. The crude epsilon
polymorph can be ground to afford smaller particle sizes as needed for processing and
formulating. An exemplary particle size obtained by fluid energy milling is shown in
Figure 4.

Significant properties of CL-20 prepared by this process have been described previously.4

Of considerable interest has been the particle shape and crystal quality. Depicted in
Figure 5 are the range of particle shapes that have been observed. While certain shapes
are generally preferred, the direct correlation to safety properties has been tenuous
particularly when extended to coated explosive formulations where quality of coating
seems to be most important. Also of interest is the density of average particles as
measured by a flotation method. These data are depicted in Figure 6 and show that the
average density of particles is extremely high compared to the theoretical (X-ray)
maximum density of 2.044 g/ml. The average density of 2.035 is 99.5 percent of the
theoretical and demonstrates a very small percentage of internal voids and lower density
defects. This percent density compares favorably with HMX and RDX.

Br5  • . Bn A 5,., zN,/ Ac

BnNH2 Nk Bn N N' A
S HCOOH Br Bn H2, Ac20, Pd(OH)2/C As Ac

OCHCHO - NC N 
N

Bn Bn Bn Bn

NOBF4

Sulfolane

As,• Ac 02N, NO2

A 5 N N Ac N02BF4 0 2N... NO2

ON 
2

Sulfolane

ON NO 0 2 N NO 2

Figure 1. Original Nielsen Route. Depicted here is the original synthetic route to CL-20
as described by Nielsen. This route is elegant but used large amounts of Pd(OH) 2/carbon

and the expensive BF 4-based nitrating agents.
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BnNH2 N , Bn AcN ' Ac
HCOOH Rn H2, Ac2O, [Pd] Acc

+CCH - I,,

CH3CN DMF, PhBr
OCHCHON Bn Bn Bn Bn

HCOOH

ACO 2N NO2

A N Ac NITRATION 21, N NO 2

OHC CHO 0 2N NO2

Figure 2. Hexaacyl Route to CL-20. Pictured here is the synthetic route to CL-20
developed at Thiokol. This route differs from Nielsen's route in using a second
hydrogenolysis rather than N 2 0 4 to remove the final two benzyl groups.

CL-20 Lot PCL-65
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70 - 700
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Figure 3. Particle size of crude CL-20. Reproduced here is the particle size distribution
for CL-20 as obtained from the crystallization process.
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CL-20 Grind 218-7-002
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Figure 4. Particle size of ground CL-20. Reproduced here is the particle size distribution
for CL-20 as ground using a fluid energy mill.

Figure 5. Photomicrographs of CL-20. A variety of particle shapes have been obtained.
The particle shape on the left is considered to be superior but the correlation to safety
properties is tenuous at best.
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Particle Density Distribution
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Figure 6. Density Distribution of CL-20. A measure of CL-20 particle quality is shown
through the density of particles. The very high percentage of theoretical density provides
an upper limit of the quantity of defects in the material. The density of the CL-20 shown
above is 99.5 percent of theoretical.

Explosive Formulation and Characterization

Several high solids CL-20 explosives have been developed for evaluation which have
very promising theoretical performance values. The calculated performance of several
selected CL-20 and two common HMX explosives is shown in Table I. As shown by the
data in Table I, the CL-20 based explosives have considerably more energy than
analogous HMX compositions.

Table I. Calculated Performance Comparison of CL-20 and HMX Based Explosives

Cylinder
Density CJ Detonation Expansion Energy

99%TMD Pressure Velocity @V/VO=6.5
Composition (g/cc) (kbar) (km/s) (kJ/cc)
PAThX-1 (CL-20 based) 1.944 413 9.37 9.92
PAThX-2 (CL-20 based) 1.923 398 9.22 9.64
PAThX-3 (CL-20 based) 1.958 421 9.50 10.07

PAX-2A (HMX based) 1.773 305 8.42 7.86
LX-14 (HMX based) 1.835 344 8.80 8.59

Processing studies performed using CL-20 have demonstrated that the typical processes
used to manufacture explosives containing RDX and HMX may also be used for those
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containing CL-20. This was found to be true for mix cast, melt cast and molding powder
explosives. A typical water slurry process used to make CL-20 molding powders is
shown in Figure 7.

As with HMX and RDX based explosives it has been demonstrated that the quality of
coating is directly related to the sensitivity of the molding powder granules. An example
of this is shown in Figure 8 for three different mixes of a single explosive which were
purposely made using different mix procedures to yield different granules. As shown in
Figure 8, as the granules increased in size and became more highly polished their
sensitivity to initiation via impact decreased. Laboratory sensitivity data for the CL-20
based formulations listed in Table I have been obtained and are summarized in Table II
along with safety data for LX-14, HMX and CL-20. As shown in Table Ilithe laboratory
safety characteristics of CL-20 explosives are comparable to those of LX-14 and are
much better than either HMX or CL-20 in the uncoated state.

Solvent CL-20

SPrimary Solvent (e.g., Water)

Jacketed Reactor

Screen Filter

Convection Oven

Contaminated Solvent Tank

Figure 7. Typical process used to manufacture CL-20 based molding powders.
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ABL Impact (cm): 3.5 ABL Impact (cm): 6.9 ABL Impact (cm): 17

Figure 8. Impact sensitivity for three batches of molding powder of a common
formulation.

Table II. Safety Data For CL-20 Pressed Explosives, LX-14, HMX and CL-20.

Material PATHX-1 PATHX-2 PATHX-3 LX-14 HMX CL-20
ERL Impact (cm) 35.4 32.5 24.6 30-38 17-25 9-11
ABL Impact (cm) 11 26 26 17 1.8 1-3.5
TC Impact (in) 29.3 21.5 19.4 18.8 27 19-36
BAM Friction (kg) 21.6 21.6 NT 24 11-17 11-15
ABL Friction (psi@ ft/sec) 130@8 240@8 240@8 420@8 100@4 110@2
ESD (Joules) >8 >8 >8 >8 DOS DOS
DOS: Depends on size of nitramine.

References:

SNielsen, A.T., U.S. Patent 5,693,794.
2 Wardle, R.B., Edwards, W.W., U.S. Patent 5,739,325.

SCannizzo, L.F., Edwards, W.W., Wardle, R.B., Highsmith, T.K., U.S. Patent 5,723,604
4 Wardle, R.B., Hinshaw, JC., Braithwaite, P.C., Rose, M.R., Johnston, H.E., Jones, R.,
Poush, K., "Synthesis of the Caged Nitramine HNIW (CL-20)," 2 7th International Annual
Conference of ICT, June 25-28, 1996..
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SYNTHESIS AND USE OF CYCLODEXTRIN NITRATE

J. P. CONSAGA and R. C. GILL
Indian Head Division

Naval Surface Warfare Center
Indian Head, MD 20640-5035

ABSTRACT

Beta and gamma cyclodextrin (CD) have been nitrated with 98 percent fuming nitric acid
yielding 92-95 percent cyclodextrin nitrate (CDN). The cyclodextrin is a non-reducing sugar,
which produces a thermally stable nitrate ester. Based on FT-NMR, the majority of the product is
fully nitrated, with a small fraction only being partially nitrated. The beta-CD has 18-19 of the
21-hydroxyl groups nitrated, while the gamma-CD has 21 of 24 hydroxyl groups nitrated. The
specific impulse of the gamma-CDN is 240 lb..sec/lb. Nitration process was optimized and scaled
up to the 100 lb. level. The CDN was characterized for safety, for thermal stability and analyti-
cally. Cyclodextrin nitrate complexes with other nitrate esters, such as TMETN, BTTN, and NG
through the glycosidic oxygen bridges in the cavity by dipole-dipole interactions. This complex
desensitizes the nitrate ester plasticizers as seen by a reduction in the card of the complex versus
the neat plasticizer. The complex formation has been verified by thermogravimetric analysis,
where the neat plasticizer comes off approximately 30'C above its boiling point. Work has been
on going with various propellant systems during the past three years.

BACKGROUND

Cyclodextrins are cyclic, non-reducing, torus-shaped maltooligosaccharides. They originate
from the decomposition of starch by a bacterial enzyme called cyclodextrin glycosyltransferase.
Three main types of cyclodextrins are known: alpha-form (6D-glucose molecules), beta-form
(7D-glucose molecules), and gamma-form (8D glucose molecules). Functional basis for all appli-
cation fields is the capability to form inclusion complexes due to the hydrophobic property of the
cavity. In principle, the following rule is valid: aliphatic guest molecules-alpha cavity, small aro-
matic guest molecules-beta cavity, large complex guest molecules-gamma cavity.'

NITRATION

When work began on the nitration of cyclodextrin in 1988, the beta compound was selected
because of the significant difference in cost: alpha-$200/lb., beta-$6.00/lb. in production quanti-
ties, gamma-$2,000/lb. At first, the beta-CD was nitrated with 90 percent nitric acid and using
the CD as received. Only the seven primary hydroxyls were nitrated under these conditions.
When the CD was dried prior to nitration with the 90 percent nitric acid, the nitration level in-
creased to 12-14 hydroxyls out of 21; however when the CD was dried and nitrated with 98 per-
cent fuming nitric acid, 18-19 out of 21 hydroxyls were nitrated.Z-1 Complete nitration of the hy-
droxyls was achieved with P20 5 and 98 percent fuming nitric acid in methylene chloride. Other
types of nitration were tried without success. In order to obtain thermally stable material, the
CDN had to be dissolved in acetone and crash precipitated with water. The yields were on the
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order of 92-95 percent. The nitration was scaled up from one gram to 8 lb. batches in a 224liter,
round bottom flask at Indian Head Division, Naval Surface Warfare Center (IHDIVNAVSURF-
WARCEN), while Thiokol Corporation scaled up to 50 lb. batches in a 100-gallon reactor.
Wacker Chemie discovered a stereo specific procedure for the synthesis of gamma-CD, which has
lowered the cost in production quantities to $6-$9/1b. Since the gamma material became available
at the lower cost, our work has only been with the gamma-CD. The nitration procedures for the
gamma material are the same as the beta-CD. The major reason for the shift to the gamma-CD is
the cavity size increases by 80 percent and allows for a complexation with larger molecules and
more of them, while the impulse increases from 226 to 240 lb.-sec/lb.

CHARACTERIZATION OF CDN

A specification was developed as follows.

WATER, % WT 1 percent or less
NITROGEN, % WT > 13 percent
ACIDITY AS % HNO3  < 0.0
134.5-C METHYL VIOLET, MIN > 15
VTS, 100 0C/48HRS., ML /GM 2 ML MAX

Over 400 lbs. of CDN were produced using the above specification starting with the beta-CD.
The CDN was characterized for safety, physical, and analytical values. 3

-5 Using high performance
liquid chromatography (HPLC), with a solvent ratio of 85/15 acrylonitrile/water, a very con-
densed curve was obtained. Switching to 75/25 ratio of ACN/H20, the HPLC curve was signifi-
cantly spread out. The nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) curve for a completely
nitrated CD showed six main peaks, while the production material revealed that the CDN was
mainly 100 percent nitrated, with a small portion of CD chains only partially nitrated. The prop-
erties of the 50 lb. scale-up batch of gamma-CDN are shown in Table I and Table 2.

COMPLEXATION

When the CD was first received, physical mixtures of the CD and TMETN were prepared in
ratios of 1/1 and VI. On analysis, the CD complexed in both cases at the 1/1 ratio. This was de-
termined by thermogravimetric analysis, as the TMETN came off approximately 30'C higher than
its normal boiling point, 134°C. It was also determined that the complexation of CDN with the
nitrate ester plasticizer resulted in a lower safety sensitivity.' For example, the TMETN plasti-
cizer has a card gap of 15-20 cards and requires a #6 blasting cap for the cap test. When the
TMETN is complexed with the CDN in a 2/1 ratio, the card gap is reduced to zero cards and the
cap test requires a #8 blasting cap. Similarly, BTTN's card gap is reduced from 55 to 30 cards,
when it is complexed with the CDN in a 2/1 ratio. Increasing the plasticizer to CDN ratio
requires dissolving CDN and nitrate ester plasticizer in acetone and stripping off the solvent to
form the complex. If the complexing capability of the CDN has been exceeded, the neat plasti-
cizer will be evident in the TGA. Usually the complexing capability is exceeded when a ratio of
4-5/1 plasticizer to CDN ratio is obtained. The majority of our propellant work has been done at
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ratios Of 2/1. If the complex is not formed, the TGA will only show peaks for the individual
components rather than the complex breaking up approximately 30*C higher than the boiling
point of the nitrate ester plasticizer plus the decomposition of the CDN.

Table 1. Properties of y-CDN

TEST PROPERTIES

Galbraith Analysis

Carbon, % 25.295
Hydrogen, % 2.595
Oxygen, % 58.055
Nitrogen, % 12.365 (13.0)*

# of OH'S Nitrated 21/24

Density, Gm /CC 1.6539

Molecular Formula C48H52040(NO2)21

Empirical Formula C2.1465H2.311503.6706N0.9395

Gram Formula Weight 100

Heat of Formation, KCAL/GFW 50.399

Specific Impulse, lb.-sec/lb. 240

Table 2. Safety Properties of y-CDN

Impact, mm
NPP3 75
Bructon >49

Friction, PSIG 750
ESD, JOULES 0.015
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CHARACTERIZATION OF THE CDN/NITRATE ESTER COMPLEX'M

The most interesting thing about the nitrate ester complex with CDN is that the CDN desensi-
tizes the nitrate ester by forming a dipole-dipole interaction. This is true regardless of the nitrate

ester used. The main test that was used to ensure complexation formation was the TGA. The

complex peak should be approximately 30 OC higher than the boiling point of the nitrate ester.

The safety characterization of the various complexes made are reported in Table 3.

Table 3. Safety Properties of CDN/Nitrate Ester Complexes

CARD DENSITY IMPACT, MM FRICTION ESD CAVITY

MATERIAL ISP GAP GM/CC BRUCETON NPP3 PSIG JOULES DROP

y ,-CDN 240 0* 1.65 >49 75 750 0.015
TMETN 249.4 15-20 1.47 >600 >980 >12.5
BTTN 55 1.52 100 >980 1.625
NG 1.60 75 40 >12.5

CDN/BTTN/1 % BI SALT
1/1.5 254.3 55,30* 1.56 71 75 >980 8.33
1/2.0 254.3 1.55 37 50 >980 8.33
1/3.0 257.8 1.54

CDN/NG/1 % BI SALT
1/1.5 258.7 1.611
1/2.0 259.6 1.608 70 >30 4.20
1/3.0 260.1 1.603

*Doesn't have Bi salt in the complex

POLYMER OF CYCLODEXTRIN 15

A polymer of cyclodextrin was reported in the literature by Hurado in 1993. Attempts to
obtain samples from Hurado were unsuccessful. In 1997, MACH I prepared samples of a poly-
mer, which were analyzed by Gel Permeation Chromatography (GPC). The samples had a mo-
lecular weight range of 10,000-60,000. Attempts to nitrate the CD polymer by fuming 98 percent
HNO3, mixed acid, and N20 5 failed. The only successful nitration was achieved by super critical
fluid nitration with N20 5 in liquid carbon dioxide. The higher molecular weight samples, when
nitrated, were no longer soluble in acetone or dimethylsulfoxide. Normally, when the CD is
nitrated, the material increases in molecular weight by 1.75. Therefore, the molecular weight
must be in the 150-200,000 range. Future work will determine a more suitable molecular weight
range. This is necessary to obtain a soluble poly-CDN material. The poly-CDN will allow the
production of solid rocket propellants/explosives, in light of the earlier problems associated with

the attainment of mechanical properties with systems containing 80-90 percent liquids using the
CDN/NG complex.
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APPLICATIONS FOR CDN/COMPLEXES

The original goal was to produce a high energy, insensitive, minimum smoke propellant. Many
attempts were made to achieve a solid rocket propellant, but they were unsuccessful, because the
mechanical properties were too soft. Part of the reason for the unsuccessful attempts was that no
solid oxidizers are used, as they will lower the impulse. Thus, a gumstock was being produced
with a plasticizer content on the order of 80-90 percent; however, the liquid complexes could be
used in other applications, such as space fuels, torpedoes, and gelled fuels for other rocket motor
applications.

CONCLUSIONS

The nitration of cyclodextrin has been very successful using 98 percent fuming nitric acid and
has been scaled up to the 50-gallon reactor. Other promising nitration processes include super
critical fluid using N20 5 in liquid carbon dioxide. Production quantities of 400 lbs. have been suc-
cessfully reproduced in 22 liter batch reactions and have been fully characterized for safety, ther-
mal stability, aging, and other analytical analyses. Complexes have been made and verified to
significantly improve the safety characteristics of the complexes and the propellants made from
them. The impulse of 240 lb. sec/lb. for CDN is very high and adds to the attractiveness of this
new energetic material. With the advancements made by MACH I in the polymer production of
cyclodextrin, many energetic fuels, both liquid and solid, as well as cast and extruded, for both
CDN and poly CDN will be explored in the near future.
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ABSTRACT

For the last few years, DREV has been involved in the synthesis of energetic thermoplastic

elastomers (ETPEs) based on linear glycidyl azide polymer (GAP). These polymers are physically-

crosslinked rubbery materials which can be solubilized and recycled, and could provide the basis for

a new generation of binders for introduction into future formulations of propellants and explosives.

Since ETPEs are recyclable, disposal of the new formulations at the end of their life cycle will be less

problematic.

Recently, work at DREV in the area of ETPEs has led to a series of three candidates suitable

for incorporation in gun propellant formulations. These three different ETPEs are copolymers of type

AB and are obtained by macropolymerization from GAPs having molecular weights of 500, 1000 and

2000 with 4,4ý-methylenebis-phenyl isocyanate (MDI) . These ETPEs are soluble in ethyl acetate and

therefore can be easily processed or recuperated at the end of the munition life time, leading to

recyclable materials. Prototypes of these ETPEs have been incorporated in HELOVA formulations

and provided good impetus levels. Moreover, the formulations containing the prototypes were easily

processed using the current processing technique.
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At the moment, an ETPE based on GAP-1000 seems the most promising candidate. The

scale-up for the production of these ETPEs was done at the kilogram scale in the laboratory. The

transfert of the technology was achieved and the production of the material will be done at the 70

kilograms scale. This paper describes mainly the synthesis and the characterization of these new

ETPEs.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

High-energy solid compositions, such as propellants, plastic-bonded explosives or the like,

are comprised of an elastomeric binder in which are dispersed particulate solids such as oxidizers,

particulate fuel material or crystalline explosives. Glycidyl azide polymer (GAP) serves as an

energetic binder (Ref. 1) and is reacted with a curing agent to form a chemically crosslinked matrix

for ammonium nitrate in new insensitive low smoke propellant formulations, and for RDX in new

insensitive plastic-bonded explosives (Refs. 2-10). To produce this chemically crosslinked matrix, a

triol or a triisocyanate, or both, or a polymer having a functionality greater than two reacting with

a diisocyanate, must be used to ensure the reticulation (Refs. 11-15). In such systems, different

mechanical properties of the binder can be obtained by adjusting the parameters of the curing reaction

and the component concentrations, which results in varying the crosslink density of the matrix.

On the other hand, it is desirable to introduce GAP into low vulnerability ammunition (LOVA)

formulations in order to obtain higher energy low vulnerability ammunition (HELOVA) formulations.

However, GAP must be reacted with a curing agent to form a matrix leading to good mechanical

properties (Ref. 16). With the current processing technique used in Canada for propellants, a suitable

curing reaction is hard to achieve. Moreover, such a gun propellant would not be recyclable because

the crosslinks are covalent chemical bonds and thus irreversible, as they are for composite explosives

and rocket propellants. The use of thermoplastic elastomers (TPE) avoids a process that involves

curing reactions and hence leads to recyclable LOVA-type gun propellant formulations. DREV has

been active in the development of LOVA gun propellant formulations using TPEs, and the

incorporation of these polymers as binders has resulted in good mechanical properties, but more

energy is still desirable (Ref. 17). The use of GAP-based TPEs in HELOVA gun propellant
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formulations led to propellants showing good mechanical properties, low vulnerability and a high

impetus. Furthermore, it allowed an easier processing of a gun propellant formulation (Refs. 18-21).

Development at DREV of ETPEs based on glycidyl azide polymer led to a series of three

candidates suitable for incorporation into HELOVA gun propellant formulations. These three

different ETPEs are copolymers of type AB and were obtained by macropolymerization of GAPs

having molecular weights of 500, 1000 and 2000 with 4,4'-methylenebis-phenyl isocyanate (MDI),

the monomer giving the hard segment A. This paper describes the synthesis and characterization of

these ETPEs.

2.0 THEORY

Thermoplastic elastomers are copolymers of type ABA or AB, where A and B are respectively

the hard segment and the soft segment (Ref. 22). The hard segment is capable of crystallization or

association and gives the thermoplastic behaviour to the copolymer, whereas the soft segment gives

the elastomeric behaviour to the copolymer. The thermoplastic behaviour is the result of crystalline

domain formation by chain associations due to reversible interactions such as dipole-dipole

interactions, hydrogen bonding, etc. In practice, at room temperature, a thermoplastic elastomer

behaves like a rubber because it is crosslinked in the same fashion as a conventional elastomer, but

with reversible physical crosslinks. Since the physical crosslinks are reversible, the TPE can be melted

or dissolved in a solvent and then mixed with other components of a formulation and processed. A

gun or rocket propellant or a composite explosive is obtained upon cooling the TPE or evaporating

the solvent. Cooling the TPE or evaporating the solvent lets the broken physical crosslinks re-form

and the elastomeric properties are recovered. This also means that obsolete material can be melted

or dissolved before the separation of the components, leading to a recyclable composition.

Thermoplastic elastomer copolymers of type ABA are usually obtained by polymerization of

a difunctional homopolymer B followed by the addition of monomers of the homopolymer A which

is crystallisable. To achieve that type of copolymerization, monomers of both types should have a

similar reactivity and most of the time the polymerization is a living one. This technology leads to a
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copolymer of controlled structure with suitable adjustable mechanical properties. A good example

of this type of polymerization is the preparation of the AMMO/BAMO energetic thermoplastic

elastomer. Since 3-azidomethyl-3-methyloxetane (AMMO) and bis 3,3-azidomethyloxetane (BAMO)

are both oxetanes with similar reactivities, polymerization of type ABA is possible. Manser et al.

prepared a wide variety of AMMO/BAMO copolymers of different molecular weights and mechanical

properties by varying the monomer concentrations and the polymerization parameters (Ref. 23). On

the other hand, copolymers of type AB are usually obtained by mixing monomers of both types

having reactive compatible ending groups and represents a simpler technology. For industrial uses,

copolymers of type AB are more attractive since the process is often more simple than for copolymers

of type ABA.

Polyurethane chemistry is well known and urethane groups are obtained when an hydroxyl

group is reacted with an isocyanate group (Fig. 1) (Refs. 15, 24). Water also reacts with isocyanate

at a rate similar to a secondary hydroxyl group, yielding a carbamic acid which decomposes to liberate

carbon dioxide in the matrix (entrapped bubbles) and form an amine group which is 100 times more

reactive than a primary hydroxyl group (Fig. 2). This amine group reacts faster than hydroxyl groups

with isocyanate, yielding an urea group which introduces rigidity and brittleness to the polyurethane.

Moreover, this urea group can react with a second isocyanate to give a biuret group, introducing

covalent crosslinking between two polymer chains (Fig. 3). To obtain linear copolyurethane without

bubble formation and covalent crosslinking, the presence of water must be avoided in order to

eliminate undesirable reactions.

An important aspect of the polyurethane chemistry is the concentration of isocyanate and

hydroxyl groups, i.e. the NCO/OH ratio. An excess of isocyanate will lead to covalent crosslinking

by allophanate group formation (Fig. 4) or biuret formation (Fig. 3) if water is present. An excess of

hydroxyl groups will lead to inc6mplete reaction and poor mechanical properties. Thus, the NCO/OH

ratio has a direct impact on the molecular weight of the polyurethane and on the mechanical

properties. In order to get polyurethane elastomers, covalent crosslinking is needed and is obtained

by the use of triol or triisocyanate. The NCO/OH ratio can also be adjusted higher than unity to

increase the crosslinking density. At DREV, this type of polymerization was extensively studied with
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GAP to lead to a wide variety of thermoset binders with crosslinked chemical structures (Refs. 2-5,

11-14, 25). Theoretically, when a diol is reacted with a diisocyanate at a precise NCO/OH ratio equal

to unity, a linear copolyurethane with the highest molecular weight is obtained. Cooper et aL used

poly(tetramethylene oxide), a dihydroxyl terminated telechelic polyether, as the diol, and polymerized

it with MDI (Refs. 26-29). They found that the copolymer when isolated was a copolyurethane

thermoplastic elastomer where the hard segment was the result of hydrogen bonding between the

urethane groups.

Although many researchers have studied the curing of glycidyl azide polymer with a

diisocyanate, this is the first time that urethane groups are used as the hard segments in an energetic

thermoplastic elastomer. Glycidyl azide polymer having a functionality of two or less was used as a

macromonomer and was polymerized with an aromatic diisocyanate (MDI) at a NCO/OH ratio of 1,

to give a linear copolyurethane thermoplastic elastomer which was not chemically crosslinked. This

is only obtained using highly controlled conditions. The NCO/OH ratio must be about 1 to avoid

chemical crosslinking between the chains and to obtain the best reproducible copolymer. In this

copolymer, the elastomeric B segment is provided by the amorphous glycidyl azide polymer, and the

thermoplastic A segment is provided by the urethane moieties. Each urethane group within the

copolymer is capable of forming hydrogen bonds with the oxygen of another urethane or with the

oxygen of an ether. By doing so, physical crosslinks are obtained between the chains and as a result,

an energetic copolyurethane thermoplastic elastomer is obtained (Fig. 5).

It has to be noted that this process is not restricted to GAP but can be applied to any

dihydroxyl terminated telechelic energetic polymer having a functionality of two or less such as: poly

3-azidomethyl-3-methyloxetane (AMMO), poly bis 3,3-azidomethyloxetane (BAMO), poly 3-

nitratomethyl-3-methyloxetane (NIMMO) or poly glycidyl nitrate (GLYN). The process will then

lead to a wide variety of energetic thermoplastic elastomers having different mechanical properties.

According to the literature, linear polyurethanes have melting points in the region of 200'C

when the thermoplastic content is about 20 to 50% by weight; this is when there are enough hard

segments to induce crystallinity (Ref. 26-29). Copolyurethanes with glycidyl azide polymer must not
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be melted because the decomposition of GAP occurs at 200'C and can result in an apparatus damage

(Ref. 30, 31). However, they can be dissolved in a solvent and used solvated in an energetic

formulation such as a gun propellant formulation. Using the copolyurethane thermoplastic elastomer

based on GAP in a gun propellant formulation is therefore an elegant way to introduce an energetic

binder without the problems associated with conventional cured binders. Moreover, this formulation

can be recuperated and recycled.

According to this, GAPs of molecular weights of 500, 1000 and 2000 and having a

functionality of two or less were reacted with MDI at a NCO/OH ratio of one to yield copolyurethane

thermoplastic elastomers which were used as binders in HELOVA gun propellant formulations. These

copolymers were solvated and mixed with the other components of gun propellant formulations using

a solvent-type process. After evaporation of the solvent, extrusion, cutting and drying, suitable gun

propellant grains were obtained.

3.0 EXPERIMENTAL

Linear difunctional glycidyl azide polymers of molecular weight 500 and 2000 were obtained

from 3M. Since linear GAP 1000 was not available commercially, it was obtained by azidation of

polyepichlorohydrin (PECH) of molecular weight 1000 synthesized by the process described by

Okamoto et at (Ref. 33). To adjust the NCO/OH ratio to one, the concentration of the hydroxyl

groups related to the functionality of the GAPs must be known. The NMR spectroscopy method was

used to determine the equivalent weight of the GAP prepolymers used in the synthesis of the

copolyurethane thermoplastic elastomers (Ref. 32). Three energetic copolyurethane thermoplastic

elastomers were used to prepare three HELOVA gun propellant formulations with different

mechanical properties. GAPs with molecular weights of 2000, 1000 and 500 were used as

macromonomers to synthesize the copolyurethane thermoplastic elastomers. The polymerization was

achieved in the bulk by reacting stoechiometrically GAP 2000, 1000 or 500 with 4,4'-methylenebis

phenyl isocyanate using dibutyltin dilaurate as the catalyst.

All the copolyurethanes synthesized were rubber-like materials which were dissolved in ethyl
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acetate in a ratio polymer/solvent of 35/65. Copolyurethane thermoplastic elastomers were dissolved

in a large beaker containing ethyl acetate using a glass rod to stir thoroughly the sample until no more

material could be dissolved. This stirring was repeated each hour until all the sample was completely

dissolved (8 hours). This solution was used as is in the HELOVA formulation.

Copolymerization could also be done in solvent. For production needs, it could be more

interesting to perform the polymerization in ethyl acetate in order to avoid the solvatation step before

introducing the copolymers into an energetic formulation. The polymerization in ethyl acetate using

different polymer concentrations varying from 30 to 70% by weight, was achieved and led to identical

copolyurethane thermoplastic elastomers compared to the ones obtained in the bulk. Therefore, the

process could be done at different polymer concentrations leading to a wide variety of ETPE

solutions suitable for the formulation processes. The solvated thermoplastic elastomers can be used

as is in the preparation of high-energy compositions. Since the solvatation step is time consuming,

it is recommended to perform the synthesis directly in the preferred solvent.

4.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Three different linear copolyurethane thermoplastic elastomers were obtained from GAP

2000, 1000 and 500. According to this process, hydrogen bonds were formed between the urethane

groups forming the hard segments of the thermoplastic elastomer and therefore a thermoplastic

behaviour was observed. All the copolymers synthesized were rubber-like materials which were

dissolved in ethyl acetate prior to their inclusion into the gun propellant formulations. Preliminary

results obtained with the ETPE based on GAP 2000 showed that the propellant grains were too soft.

To increase the hardness of the matrix, a shorter GAP prepolymer was used to increase the hard

segment content. By doing so, introducing more hard segments resulted in more hydrogen bonds and

therefore, a harder rubber was obtained. The hard segment content of ETPEs with GAP 2000, 1000

and 500 was respectively 10, 20 and 40%. Since the hard segments were not energetic, introducing

more of them reduced the total energy of the copolyurethane. It was found that the best compromise

energy/ hardness was to use the ETPE based on GAP 1000. The prepolymer GAP 1000 was not

commercially available; it was then synthesized according to the procedure developed by Okamoto
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et al. (Ref. 33). The polymerization of epichlorohydrin with triethyloxonium hexafluorophosphate

(TEOP) was a very efficient system but care had to be taken to control the reaction temperature. If

the temperature increased over 30'C, the polymerization would fail to yield polyepichlorohydrin of

molecular weight 1000. Azidation of the resulting PECH gave GAP 1000 with an excellent yield.

Polymerization of GAPs with MDI yielded copolyurethane thermoplastic elastomers quantitatively.

4.1 Characterization of Thermoplastic Elastomers

The molecular weights of the resulting copolymers were determined by gel permeation

chromatography (GPC). Copolymers based on GAP 2000 had number average molecular weights

M, = 35,000 to 40,000, while those obtained from GAPs 1000 and 500 had M. of 26,000-34,000.

This could be explained by the fact that viscosity increased more rapidly when more hard segments

were included in the copolymer. When the molecular weight of the macromonomer was small, the

content of hard segments increased, leading to a greater viscosity during the polymerization resulting

in lower molecular weight copolyurethane thermoplastic elastomers.

Infrared spectroscopy revealed for all copolyurethane thermoplastic elastomers that the

urethane groups forming the hard segments were hydrogen bonded, since a strong band at 3320 cmrn1

corresponding to a NH-bond was observed. It is interesting to note that a small band at 3400 cm1

was observed for ETPE with GAP 2000; this was probably a free N-H band of urethanes. With this

particular copolyurethane, the distance between two urethanes was greater compared with the other

two copolyurethanes. This implied more freedom for the GAP chains resulting in a disalignment of

the urethane groups, therefore, less hard segments were formed. This was in accordance with the fact

that this copolyurethane was softer than the others. For the ETPE with GAP 500, no free NH band

was observed; moreover, a small decrease in the frequency of the NH-bonded-band at 3310 cm1 was

observed. This implied more hydrogen bonds and a better alignment of the urethanes. This resulted

in a sample which was very hard compared to ETPE with GAP 2000. In all samples, disappearance

of the NCO band at 2270 cml confirmed that the polymerizations were complete. Appearance of a

carbonyl absorption band at 1730 cm' was consistent with the formation of urethane groups.
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'3C-NMR and 1H-NMR spectroscopy confirmed the structure of the copolymers without the

presence of chemical crosslinks formed during the polymerization. Only urethane groups were

present and no allophanate or biuret were detected in "3C spectra. 'H signals were characteristic of

GAP polymers. The aromatic carbon signals of MDI were carefully assigned and compared with

polyurethanes in the literature and were consistent with the structure given in figure 5 (Refs. 25, 34-

47).

Differential scanning calorimetry measurements were conducted and the glass transition

temperatures for the copolyurethane thermoplastic elastomers made with GAP 2000, 1000 and 500

were respectively -28', -15' and -4"C.. No melting endotherm was observed below 200 0, the

temperature at which GAP decomposed (Refs. 30,31). Nevertheless, all the copolymers obtained

using this process were rubbery-like materials soluble in ethyl acetate. Removal of the solvent yielded

back the original material showing identical properties.

4.2 Processing of the HELOVA Gun Propellants

Once the ETPE was solvated in ethyl acetate, it was processed with an energetic nitrate ester

plasticizer and the other ingredients of a HELOVA gun propellant formulation in a sigma-blade mixer

according to the technique presented in Ref. 48. For all formulations, the processing technique used

was similar to the one for the reference formulation (LOVA) or one containing an inert TPE (Refs.

17, 48). This aspect was of importance since a modification of the processing would imply an

increased amount of effort and expense. The ballistic and mechanical evaluations were done for the

most promising formulations and the results could be found in reference 21.

4.3 Production of the ETPEs

An interlaboratory study was initiated between DREV and 3M to evaluate the potential of

commercialization of these new copolymers. The technology developed at DREV concerning the

copolyurethane thermoplastic elastomers was tranfered to 3M and syntheses were carried out at 3M.

Copolymers synthesized at DREV were sent to 3M for comparison with the copolyiners prepared by
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3M. Since GAP 2000 and 500 were initially obtained from 3M, reproducing the materials obtained

at DREV should be feasible. In the case of ETPE 1000, the best compromise for the HELOVA

formulations, the GAP 1000 used as starting material was synthesized according to the procedure

developed by Okamoto (ref. 33), a procedure different from the 3M procedure. Therefore, it is highly

probable that the DREV's material will be different from the one synthesized by 3M. Work is still

carried out to evaluate the impact of such differences on the mechanical properties of the

copolyurethane thermoplastic elastomers obtained with GAP 1000 from both laboratories. Once the

laboratory scale is completed and that the copolymers synthesized by 3M are suitable for the

HELOVA formulations, 3M proposed to scale-up and synthesize a larger quantity of the best material

(150 lbs). This quantity will be distributed to potential customers for evaluation.

5.0 CONCLUSION

It has been demonstrated that energetic thermoplastic elastomers could easily be obtained by

synthesizing copolyurethanes based on linear GAPs having a functionality of two or less. Three

different molecular weights of GAP were used as macromonomers to yield three different ETPEs,

which were incorporated in HELOVA gun propellant formulations using the current processing

technique. To obtain reproducible copolyurethane thermoplastic elastomers, dried reactants and

conditions had to be maintained during the polymerization. Infrared and nuclear magnetic resonance

spectroscopy confirmed that the copolyurethanes were produced without chemical crosslinking. It

was also demonstrated that hydrogen bonding led to the formation of the hard segments. It was also

observed that a harder material was obtained when the hard segment content was increased which

was accomplished when a GAP macromonomer of lower molecular weight was used. Nevertheless,

this lowered the energy content of the copolymer and the best compromise was the use of GAP 1000

to synthesize the ETPE.

Three copolyurethane thermoplastic elastomers were used to prepare high energy gun

propellants. Results obtained from processing studies, ballistic and mechanical experiments

demonstrated that the use of ETPEs in HELOVA gun propellant formulations can be an improvement

over the reference formulation and lead to recyclable materials.
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NEW HIGH NITROGEN HETEROCYCLES WITH ALTERNATION OF

CHARGES: STABILITY AND STRATEGY OF SYNTHESIS

Aleksandr M. Churakov and Vladimir A. Tartakovsky

N. D. Zelinsky Institute of Organic Chemistry, Russian Academy of Sciences
117913 Moscow, Russian Federation

Abstract: Compounds with several linked nitrogen atoms tend to be unstable. The
analysis of structure-property relations allow us to form the population of high
nitrogen compounds with relatively enhanced stability. These compounds possess
the following distinctive properties: cyclic delocalization; alternation of charges in
a nitrogen chain; specific Y-type arrangement of atoms in the component units,
which impede the degradation of a molecule. The synthetic approach to most of
these compounds practically did not exist so far. In this connection, the new
methods of intramolecular nitrogen-nitrogen bond formation are discussed. These
methods allow to include azoxy units in a cycle. The strategy of synthesizing the
following novel heterocycles is exhibited: 1,2,3,4-tetrazine-1,3-di-N-oxides fused
to benzene and furazan ring; 1-hydroxybenzotriazole 3-N-oxides; 1,2,3-triazole 2-
N-oxides fused to furazan ring.

INTRODUCTION

We are interested in the energetic compounds with high heats of formation. This

characteristic depends on the number of N-N bonds in the molecule: the greater the

number, the higher the heat of formation. On the other hand, compounds with several

linked nitrogens (e. i., nitrogen catenation) are usually unstable [1]. How to stabilize

compounds with nitrogen catenation? One of the important factors that could stabilize

the molecule, is cyclic conjugation. So herein we consider only cyclic conjugated

compounds. Since the energy of the N-N bond is increased by alternation of nitrogen

atoms with different electronegativities, alternation of charges in a nitrogen chain could

be the other stabilizing factor.

At first, the design and thermodynamic stability of high nitrogen compounds is

discussed. The latter is closely connected with electron shell of a molecule and thus with

its chemical inertness. Then stability to heat is treated, which strongly depends on a

particular degradation path of a molecule. Later on, the strategy of synthesis of some

stabilized compounds is described.
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DESIGN OF COMPOUNDS WITH ALTERNATING CHARGES

Alternation of charges in a conjugated nitrogen chain can be achieved by

alternant addition of substituents to sp2-hybridized nitrogen atoms resulting in

quaternization of these atoms. This procedure can result in neutral compounds, anions or

cations, depending on a parent chain (neutral or negatively charged) and on a substituent

(neutral or negatively charged). The examples are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Design of nitrogen chains with alternating charges.

parent chain chain with alternating charges

x- x- X- X X X
=N-N=N- • -N=N-N= N-N=N- N' +N-NN- • -N"-N-N

X R
--N=N-N- -_ N=N+N-- -N=N-

R R X X

-X = -0, -NR, -CR 2

Bearing this in mind, we have formed a separate population of cyclic compounds.

These compounds can be constructed by the following operating sequence:

1. Choose a skeleton, i. e., conjugated alternant hydrocarbon (in our case, naphthalene;

Table 2, step 1).

2. Make a replacement of a selected carbon atoms by nitrogens with retention of all

cyclic bonds (step 2).

H H 1÷

3. Carry out starring procedure (step 3) (for starring procedure of alternant

hydrocarbons see ref. 2).

4. Unite all unstarred nitrogen atoms with substituents without exception (in our case,

the substituents are oxygen atoms; step 4).
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Table 2. The operating sequence of design of AC-compounds.

step 1 steps 2 and 3 step 4

[•~~ * N % N,• N* 0
N . NN4 4

NO, N N NO. N
N -N

Herein we designate the cyclic conjugated high nitrogen compounds with

alternating charges, constructed according to the above rules, the AC-compounds.

These rules are presented for alternant even-membered cycles. However, the

odd-numbered nonalternant cyclic anions can also be transformed into AC-compounds

on condition that at least one carbon is preserved in a cycle. In this case a nitrogen chain

of nonaltemant cycle can be regarded as a chain with alternating charges.

Using these basic principles, the population of AC-compounds can by

constructed. Some examples are given in Table 3. These compounds possess a number of

characteristic features. We shall illustrate them by the examples of AC-compounds la

and 2a, and their non-AC-isomers, i. e., la' and 2a'.

One of the particularities of the AC-compounds lies in the fact that the distinction

in electronegativities of the neighboring N atoms in the nitrogen chain is greater, as

compared to their non-AC-isomers. This can be clearly seen from the resonance

structures of AC-compound 2a and its non-AC isomer 2a' (Scheme 1). This alternation

strengthens the a N-N bonds of a molecule.

Scheme 1

00 0 4.N 0.t -. N - N+..N.N.N.+ NX+ ' -I+ I+ I+N "N N N, N N N +
' NI N N' Y I Ia

0 "N N I 0  O N N'0 0 N N 0 N
0 O-

AC-compound 2a non-AC-compound 2a'
AHf = 201.2 kcal/mol AHf= 213.3 kcal/mol
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Table 3. The population of AC-compounds.

run parent AC-compounds
hydrocarbons
aromatic HC

0 0 0
4 4 4

NN N N N N' NN
N' N' N 'N N

C)~ 0' 0~ N~N NI 0-

1 la lb 1c Id
0 0# 4 ,

2 N .N . N N O N N -

oN.X NlN0  NN

2 2a 0 2b
0

3 N ,N, 
0 - ' N,_N- 0

3 3a 3b
antiaromatic HC

0
N NN

4 NN -N N-0 -N ,,N-"0
N

4 4a 4b 4c

5 5a 0 5b 5c 0
0 0

NN -NN, NN,,N-N* 0
6 'NJ N 'NkN ~ ~ N NN ~

6 6a 0 6b 0

0
0 , .N, 0  N- ".N' ,. N.,- N" NN-

7 1- 1
7_ N a7N N-0

7 7a 7b
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Another characteristic property of AC-compounds is the specific 7t-electron shell

of molecules, which can be readily considered in terms of MO theory. It can be

demonstrated that the difference in starred and unstarred atoms in an alternant

hydrocarbon is equal to the number of nonbonding MO [2]. Thus, dianion A' has one

occupied antibonding MO, whereas isomer A has two occupied nonbonding MO, which

is preferable. Obtained after isoelectronic replacement, neutral isoconjugate compounds

la has the electron shell similar to A. However, the higher occupied MO in la is a

bonding one, due to decrease in orbital energies which results from the distinct

electronegativities of N atoms [2]. In other words, we have obtained a compound with a

close shell. In the non-AC-isomer la', the decrease in orbital energies is much less

prominent.

Figure 1. Orbital energies (a, b) in parent hydrocarbons; (c) in AC-compound; (d) in
non-AC-compound.

CH CH 0 0
-OH2  -#H 2

"N N, N

* OH N 0 N'

A CH2 A' la O la'

+-- -- - ---÷- ....... 4_...
Energy--- ------ -

+ ++ + +
+ + ++ ++

(a) (b) (c) (d)

It can be demonstrated that the union of oxygen atom with an unstarred atom of

a cycle (Table 2, step 4) always results in molecules with close electron shell.

One more peculiar feature of the AC-compounds structure is the absence of

neighboring nitrogen atoms with lone electron pairs and, thus, the absence of

destabilizing interaction of these pairs [3].
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As the heat of formation is a 'summarizing' measure of the thermodynamic

stability, it would be interesting to compare heats of formation of AC- and isomeric non-

AC-compounds. For example, despite of the steric hindrance, AC-compound 2a is more

stable than its non-AC-isomer 2a' (AAHf = 12.1 kcal/mol, see Scheme 1).

We certainly realize that the actual thermal stability of compounds depends

primarily on the specific degradation pathway of a molecule. When comparing the

possible decomposition path of AC-compound la with those of its non-AC-isomers 8

and 9 (Scheme ), it can be seen, that the latter two compounds have more favorable

paths, then the former one. 1,4-Dioxide 8 can easily split off the N2 molecule to give

dinitrosoethylene, followed by furoxan formation. 2,3-Dioxide 9 can take part in ring-

chain tautomerism to afford the reactive open-chain isomer 10. The spatial arrangement

of atoms in AC-compound la (as well as in any other AC-compound) does not afford

such types of facile decomposition or ring-chain tautomerism.

Scheme 2.

0 0 0
(N N, ýwo N,"NN ON N -N2 NNPe 0 N' N"10O

08 0 9 10
0 0
4 N N=O

N N N2 .NN N.. NS•,N C NN' C1 N

11 12 13 14

It is noteworthy, that 1,2,3,4-tetrazine mono-N-oxides 11 [4] and 13 cannot be

regarded as true AC-compounds in our terms, because not all unstarred nitrogen atoms

were united with oxygen atoms (see step 3, Table 2). In fact, both compounds can take

part in ring-chain tautomerism to give the highly reactive isomers 12 and 14 followed by

ring closure to yield furazan and nitrosotriazole respectively (Scheme 3).
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The molecules shown in Table 3 were calculated by MNDO method with full

geometry optimization [5]. The molecules obtained from aromatic hydrocarbons (e.g.,

la--d, 2a,b) exhibit cyclic delocalization of it-electrons, as expected.

The molecules 4a and 4b, resulted from antiaromatic cyclobutadiene, are also

antiaromatic (i. e., there is a bond alternation in the cycle), but tetraazacyclobutadiene 4c

is a plane molecule with all cyclic bonds equal, e. i., the cyclic delocalization takes place.

Thus, 4c might by regarded as an aromatic compound. Similarly, molecules 5a-c and

6a-b, obtained from antiaromatic hydrocarbons, are also planar delocolized systems.

/N N NO-.,N '/N-0 -O 0.-N /N0 4,''.'

N N N'
4c

The odd-numbered 6-it-electron (3) as well as 8-it-electron (7) cyclic anions give

anions 3a,b and 7a,b, which are also planar systems with cyclic electron delocalization.

SYNTHESIS OF AC-cOMPOUNDS

The synthetic approach to most of AC-compounds listed in Table 3, practically

did not exist so far. Only a few examples of AC-cycles with three-nitrogen chain are

known [I) . The method of N-oxidation is impractical, for the parent nitrogen

heterocycles, as a rule, are either not available or not stable [I]. So, the idea was to fulfil

ring closure of a chain which would already contain appropriate units.

O- 0-

-- N=-N=N-- fragment

The most probable way to create the title fragment as part of a cycle, could be

forming the N-N bond between two azoxy units. This might be carried out by means of

intramolecular coupling of tert-butyl-NNO-azoxy moiety with diazonio-oxide cation in B

(Scheme 3), followed by elimination of the tert-butyl cation from the intermediate cyclic

cation C.
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Scheme 3

0 But 0 But 0
N+ N N-N N-N
N NN•0 ,-O 4' "'N-O

B C

The ability of the tert-butyl-NNO-azoxy group to react with electrofiles with the

substitution of the tert-butyl group was demonstrated for the first time in the reaction of

1-aryl-2-tert-butyldiazene 1-oxides with nitronium cation to yield 1-aryl-2-nitrodiazene

1-oxides [7].

Very little is known about the second reactive fragment in Scheme 3, i. e., the

diazonio-oxide cation -N=N=O* (see ref. [8] and references there). According to

calculations [5], it could be rather stable when connected with aryl moiety. The central N

atom should be more electrophilic, although the terminal N atom and the oxygen atom

could be the electrophilic centers too.

We suggest two new methods for generation of diazonio-oxide cation. The first

one (Scheme 4) involves the treatment of aromatic amines with nitrating agents to give

nitramine D, and then dinitramine E. The latter could evidently exist as an equilibrium of

covalent forms El and E3, and ionic form E2. Herein we propose another, unusual type

of ionization of E 3, resulting in diazonio-oxide cation and N03- anion (E4) formation.

This ionic equilibrium resembles ionization of N20 5 in polar solvents.

Scheme 4

H N02 'NO, YN0 2  +N6 3
R-N-NO2 - R-N-NO2 =- R-N-N0 2 =- R-NN-O -ý R-N=N=O

D E, E, E3  E4

The second method (Scheme 5) involves the reaction of aryldiazonium cation

with the anion of peracid to give the covalent azo compound F1, which could exist in

equilibrium with its ionic form F2.
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Scheme 5

0 0 0
+ II I + - 11I

R-N•N + 'R-C-O-OC- R-N=N-O-O-C-R' = R-N=N=O O- -R'

F1  F2

With the first method, 2-tert-butyl-NNO-azoxyanilines are the starting

compounds for the synthesis of 1,2,3,4-tetrazine 1,3-dioxides fused to benzene ring

(BTDOs). The treatment of 15 with excess N20 5 in organic solvent gave BTDO 17

along with 5-nitro- (18) , 7-nitro- (19) and 5,7-dinitro-BTDO 20. On the first stage of

this reaction nitramine 16 was formed. It was isolated when the reaction was carried out

with one equiv. of N20 5. It was shown by the independent experiment that under

reaction conditions BTDO 17 does not afford nitro BTDOs 18-20, therefore the

nitration of the benzene ring in nitramine 16 precedes the cyclization.

Scheme 6

NH2 0 ON-NH 0
N=NBut N=NBul

15 16
O 0 0 0

N "NN N- N-N N N-N N NN

17N N NI A .N N 0• I
"N , 0 0 2 N N , 0 +"N 0 + 2 ,IN ,0

++

17 18 NO 2  19 NO 2 20

Thus, nitramine 16 undergoes two competitive reactions: C-nitration and ring

closure. C-nitration is supposed to proceed via rearrangement of N-nitramines in acidic

media (see below). The product ratio depends on the reaction conditions, particularly on

the nitrating agent and the solvent used. The highest yield of 17 (66%) was reached with

N20 5 in CH.INO 2.The ring nitrated BTDOs are predominant in CH 2C12 or in

trifluoroacetic acid.
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The cyclization of bromo-substituted 2-tert-butylazoxy anilines 21a-h took

place in practically similar conditions. Good yields (70-75%) were obtained for 6- and

7-substituted BTDOs 22a,b,f, in which bromine atoms were removed from the reaction

centers. When both ortho and para positions of aniline 21 were occupied by bromine

atoms (as in 21d,h), the ring nitrated BTDOs were not formed. In other cases the

chromatography was used to remove these by-products.

Scheme 7

0 22: a = 6-Br
, b = 7-Br

NH2 0 N N 0F c~ = c8-Br"N N d = 5,7-Br2
Br /N=N2t Br 0 .N.N=NBut e= 6,8-Br2

6-- .. 8 -0 Br& = 6,7-Br2Br-i- N20 Br< O m-OPBA Br•J ~f= ,-r

& 7 g = 7,8-Br2

21a-h 22a-h 23a-h h = 5,6,7-Br3

The starting compounds for the second method of BTDO synthesis are

diazonium salts 23, obtained by diazotization of 2-tert-butyl-NNO-azoxyanilines. The

reaction of diazonium salts with m-chloroperbenzoic acid can be carried out in

acetonitrile as a solvent in the presence of pyridine as a base [9]. The advantage of this

method is the absence of nitrated by-products. In this case the yields are comparable to

those of the nitration method.

The electrophilic and nucleophilic displacements in BTDO series were

investigated. It was shown that in nitration and bromination reactions the positions of

BTDO ring are arranged in order of decreasing reactivity almost without exception:

5>7>>8>6

The ring positions in nucleophilic displacement are arranged in the reverse order.

Taking this into account, one could synthesize the BTDOs with different substituents.

Some examples are given in Scheme 8.
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Scheme 8

0 0 0 0
# 4 4 4

N' "NN NN N N-'N N 0 N NN
Br NI, 0 2 N . N ~ I IN N 11

I 1 0 0 N,0
Br Br Br Br " N1 N

Br NO2  N-6
0

To determine the scope of reaction we endeavored to synthesize tetrazine

dioxides fused to the furazan ring. It was found out that the treatment of 3-amino-4-tert-

butylazoxyfurazan (25) with excess N20 5 gave 3-nitro-4-tert-butylazoxyfurazan (26) [8]

as a main product (84%) instead of the expected [1,2,5]oxadiazolo[3,4-

e][1,2,3,4]tetrazine 4,6-di-N-oxide (24). Nevertheless, the latter was obtained when

amine 25 was treated with nitronium tetrafluoroborate [10].

Scheme 9

0X0 0
N-N 4 4

N" "N-0 NO2 BF 4  H2 N N=NBut N205  02 N N=NBut

N 1 N N, 0N N o'N

24 25 26

In order to explain such a great difference between N20 5 and NO2BF 4, we

suggest that the ring formation is slowed down due to strained transition state of the

cyclization reaction. Therefore, N03- anion in E4 is captured by the terminal N-atom of

N=N=O÷ cation to give unstable O-nitro-N-nitrosohydroxylamine E5. The latter loses

N203 to give nitroso compound, which is oxidized to nitro compound with excess N20 5.

When NO2BF4 is used, the exchange of ligands results in ionic pair G, which is

electrophilic enough to react with tert-butylazoxy group to produce 24.

Scheme 10

N03F - 0o 0
+ R-F= H + I N205R-N=N -4 R-N=N=O - R-N-N=O - R-N=O R F-N0 2

GE - N2 0 3
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Tetrazine dioxide 24 was obtained as yellow crystals (m.p. 110-112 'C,

decomp.) which can be stored at room temperature. It is not as stable as benzo

derivatives, but is much more stable than the very similar 2-phenyl-2H-

[1,2,3]triazolo[4,5-e][1,2,3,4]-tetrazine [6], which does not bear N-oxide oxygen atoms.

CF
" N-ON-NN- fragment

The cyclic anion 28, including the title fragment, was synthesized for the first

time by removing the cyanoethyl group from compound 27a when treated with a base

[11 ]. The key stage in synthesis of the latter, as well as in that of the methyl derivative

27b, was the intramolecular cyclization of the N-nitroso and the azido groups in 30. The

synthetic route involving the formation of the N=N=O+ cation can also be applied. The

treatment of aminofurazan 32 with nitronium tetrafluoroborate afforded 27b, presumably

via cyclization of intermediate 31 followed by loss of NO2' cation. Unfortunately, the

yield in this reaction is very low.

Scheme 11

0 o- o- OMe
4. Na+ 1 Na~ + )HC

N- N'NNNIN ,N. .N .NN cI 2 N IN1
NC./•N" N"N MeONa HN"N NN N 2)cH 2N2  N"NH H /I \ H<+27b

N o.N N o.N N 1oN N-N

27a 28 29
0 0 0

NO 2 
H"+ BF4 H

R-N N3  I00-C R'N'N H3 C-N N NO2 BF4 H3CN NH 2

NNN 90% oN-N N.N N, N

30a,b 27a,b 31 32

R = CH2 CH2CN (a), Me (b)

The methylation of the acid, obtained by acidification of salt 28, with

diazomethane resulted in N-methylated (27b) and O-methylated compound 29, the latter

being predominant. This novel compound is the representative of one more type of AC-

compounds.
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O - O
'+ -'-i

-N-N-N-- fragment

The cyclic anion 36, including the title fragment, was synthesized for the first

time by the intramolecular reaction of the N=O group and tert-butylazoxy group in 33

[12].

Scheme 12

0 0
"It A

N•NBut 
ýN •N-u

N
OJ 33 O34B I H+~ IH

OH OH 0-
NN N Na.N

N•uNt-tBut NcjN,;u (But) z-..O(N N N B
t  -N+

0 0 a

35 36

A priori this novel reaction could proceed by route A or B (Scheme 12).

According to route A, nitroso compound 33 is supposed to be in equilibrium with cyclic

1,3-dioxide 34. After protonation, the latter could eliminate tert-butyl cation, forming the

acid 35. According to route B, the protonation of nitroso compound 33 takes place first,

facilitating the cyclization. Route B seems more probable because the signals of cyclic

compound 34 were not observed in the NMR spectra of 33.
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NITROLYSIS OF TAT AND DADN WITH N2O,1HNO 3 :
FORMATION OF a-HMX

Anthony J. Bellamy
Department of Environmental and Ordnance Systems,

Cranfield University/RMCS, Shrivenham, Swindon SN6 8LA, UK

Per Lagerkvist
Department XU, Bofors Explosives AB, S-69186 Karlskoga, Sweden

Abstract: Following the reports that nitrolysis of TAT using P2O,/HNO3 gave

impact insensitive a-HMX, we have investigated the nitrolysis of both TAT

and DADN using N2O,/HNO3 . We found that pure a-HMX is only formed from

TAT if some product, shown to be a-HMX, separates from the reaction

mixture before quenching in water. If the reaction conditions are such that no

product separates before quenching, even though nitrolysis is complete, then

y-HMX, as well as ax-HMX, can be formed. In the case of DADN nitrolysis,

pure a-HMX is only formed if some product separates before quenching and

the reaction mixture contains more than a critical amount of acetyl nitrate. If

product separates before quenching but insufficient acetyl nitrate is present,

then the product isolated can be mixtures of x-, P- and y-HMX. The yield of

HMX from DADN was consistently higher than that from TAT. The isolated

a-HMX was found to be somewhat less impact sensitive than a-HMX formed

by recrystallisation, but significantly more impact sensitive than P-HMX.

The synthesis of HMX by nitrolysis of either TAT or DADN (see Scheme) has

been widely studied [1]. However the more recent reports by W.Lukasavage

et al [2a, 2b] that nitrolysis of TAT using P20O/HNO 3 gave impact insensitive

a-HMX (much less sensitive than P3-HMX), prompted us to investigate the

nitrolysis of both TAT and DADN using N2 0O/HNO 3.
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Scheme

The procedures reported by Lukasavage et al in the two patents differ in the

quantity of HNO, used; the former [2a] uses 10g HNO,/g TAT whilst the latter

[2b] uses only 5g HNO,/g TAT, with the same quantity of P 205 (1.4g/g TAT) in

each case. In repeating these procedures (Table 1) we observed that product

only separated from the reaction mixture before quenching in water when the

smaller ratio of HNO3 was used. The product was found by HPLC analysis to

be largely (84%) HMX contaminated with the mono-acetylated intermediate

(SOLEX [2c], 15%).

In adopting the use of N20O/HNO, instead of P 20O/HNO, we simplistically

assumed that one P20O molecule is equivalent to three N20 5 molecules [3],

and used 8.4mol N20O/mol TAT instead of 2.8mol P20O/mol TAT, with the

same proportions of HNO,. The first observation was that, as in the P 20 5

systems, the product only separated before quenching if the lesser quantity of

HNO, was used. Under the latter conditions the product began to separate

after a few hours and was isolated after 24h by addition to water (see Table

2). It was identified by FTIR [4,5] (KBr disc, Figures la and 1b) and DSC [4]
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as a-HMX, and was isolated in 70-80% yield (98-99% HMX by HPLC). The

crystalline appearance (SEM) of authentic a-HMX (recrystallised from 70%

HNO 3) and of the isolated a-HMX is shown in Figures 2a and 2b respectively.

If the product was filtered off without quenching in water, the product was still

a-HMX (Figure 2c) but a much reduced yield (42%) was obtained. This

indicates that before quenching in water a significant proportion of the product

is still in solution, and that this part is precipitated as ax-HMX due to the

presence of the cx-HMX already separated. This observation led to further

experiments in which a saturated solution of HMX in HNO 3 was added to a

quenched N2Os/TAT reaction mixture, using the latter as a catalyst for the

formation of larger amounts of cx-HMX (see Table 3 and Figure 2d).

When DADN was used instead of TAT, with the quantity of N20 5 being

reduced to allow for the reduced nitrolysis requirement, the HMX that was

isolated on quenching in water was not pure ca-HMX, even though HPLC

indicated that the nitrolysis reaction was essentially complete (98+% HMX,

85-92% yield), and that in all cases product had separated before quenching.

The crystalline form of the HMX isolated in these cases was unpredictable,

the a-, 03- and y-forms all being observed (see Table 4). Pure a-HMX (77-80%

yield) was however isolated if Ac2O was added at the beginning of the

nitrolysis. The Ac20 was added to compensate for the reduced amount of

acetyl nitrate that would be released on nitrolysis of DADN compared to TAT.

Clearly this was necessary in order to control the crystallisation process. The

yield of HMX, whether in the a-form or not, was generally higher when DADN

was the starting material.

HPLC analysis of products isolated from TAT when reduced amounts of N20O

and/or shorter reaction periods were employed, demonstrated that both

DADN and the mono-acetyl derivative (SOLEX [2c]) are intermediates in the

formation of HMX from TAT.
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Rotter impact testing (5kg) of authentic ca-HMX, and ca-HMX isolated from the

reactions described above, has demonstrated (Table 5) that the ct-HMX

isolated in this work is somewhat less sensitive than authentic (recrystallised)

a-HMX, but, contrary to the results reported by Lukasavage et al [2b],

significantly more sensitive than normal P-HMX.
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Table 1. Reaction of TAT with P2O,/HNO 3"

expt TAT HNO 3  P 2 0 5  yield notes
9 g/g TAT g/g TAT g

1 10.0 10.0 1.4 8.90 reaction time 43h
(85%) no product separation

(t- + 3-HMX)
2 10.0 5.0 1.4 7.11 reaction time 19h

product separated
(incomplete nitrolysis)

* Condition used in US 5 124 493 and 5 268 469 respectively

Table 2. Reaction of TAT with N20O/HNO 3

Expt TAT HNO 3  N205 yield notes
g g/g TAT g/g TAT g

3 1.11 10.0 3.2 0.88 reaction period 48h
(76%) no product separation

(mainly r-HMX)

4 1.14 10.0 3.2 0.97 reaction period 45h
(82%) no product separation

(y-HMX)

5 0.94 5.0 3.2 0.75 reaction period 24h
(77%) product separated

(a-HMX - VMD 8pm)

6 1.00 5.0 3.2 0.73 reaction period 24h
(70%) product separated

(a-HMX - VMD 11pm)

7 1.76 5.0 3.2 1.51 reaction period 23h
(82%) product separated

(a-HMX - VMD 14pm)

8 2.12 5.0 3.2 1.07 reaction period 23h
(48%) product separated

-filtered off without
mixing with water,
washed with water
(a-HMX - VMD 12pm)

9 0.95 5.0 3.2 0.42 reaction period 23h
(42%) product separated

- filtered off without
mixing with water,
not washed with water
(z-HMX - VMD 16pm)

10 1.38 7.5 1.0 1.28 reaction period 6h
no product separation
(incomplete nitrolysis)

* 3.2g N20 5 /g TAT -= 8.4mol N205/mol TAT
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Table 4. Reaction of DADN with N2O,/HNO3

expt DADN HNO 3  N205" yield notes
g g/g DADN g/g DADN g

14 0.77 4.8 2.4 0.67 reaction period 23h
(85%) product separated

(03- + a-HMX)

15 1.04 4.8 2.4 0.98 reaction period 24h
(92%) seeded with a-HMX

product separated
(y-HMX)

16 1.36 4.8 2.4 1.24 reaction period 23h
(89%) seeded with a-HMX

product separated
(P- + ai- or y-HMX)

17 0.99 4.8 2.4 0.78 1 equiv Ac20 added
(77%) reaction period 24h

product separated
(a-HMX - VMD 10pm)

18 0.85 4.8 2.4 0.69 1 equiv Ac2O added
(80%) reaction period 24h

product separated
(a-HMX - VMD 9pm)

* 2.4g N2 05/g DADN - 6.4mol N205/mol DADN

Table 5. Rotter Impact Test Results (5kg)

Authentic a-HMX (VMD 80pm): Figure of Insensitiveness (F of I): <7*

cc-HMX from reaction of TAT with N20O/HNO 3
(i) quenched with water (VMD 14ltm): F of I: 17-23*
(ii) not quenched with water (VMD 124rm) : F of 1: 13*

a-HMX from reaction of TAT with N20O/HNO3 followed by quenching with
water, and then addition of HMX/HNO3 (VMD 24jim): F of I : 33-40*

ax-HMX from reaction of DADN with N20O/Ac2O/HNO3 followed by quenching

with water (VMD 17pm): F of I : 20-27*

* RDX = 80 (reference), P3-HMX = 60, PETN = 50, lead azide = 30,

lead styphnate = 20
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Figure Ia. FTIR (KBr disc) of authentic a-HMX
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Figure lb. FTIR (KBr disc) of HMX from TATIN2O5IHNO 3
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Figure 2a. Authentic (x-HMX

Figure 2b. HMX from TAT/N 205/HNO 3 followed by addition to water
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Figure 2c. HMX from TATIN2O5IHNO3 without contact with water
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NITRATIONS WITH N2 0 5, ANHYDROUS HNO3 AND THEIR ADMIXTURES

George W. Nauflett, Robert E. Farncomb, Kurt F. Mueller

Indian Head Division, Naval Surface Warfare Center
Indian Head, Maryland 20640-5035

ABSTRACT

An energetic material synthesis and processing capability has been
developed using carbon dioxide in its liquid and supercritical (L-C0 2 /SC-CO 2 )

states as a reaction solvent. This is complimented by our use of newly

developed nitration methodologies based on dinitrogen pentoxide, anhydrous
nitric acid and their admixture which overcomes many of the drawbacks of
conventional mixed acid (HNO 3/H2 SO4) media. Essential to utilization of these

new nitration methodologies is the novel equipment developed for energetic
materials processing. Three multipurpose L-C0 2 /SC-CO 2 bench scale process

development units (PDU's) have been designed and constructed at the Naval

Surface Warfare Center, Indian Head, MD for this purpose. In addition, a
100-liter pilot scale plant was developed on a Small Business Innovation
Research (SBIR) Contract and will be used for inert L-C0 2 /SC-CO 2 process

research and development studies. Synthesis and processing in liquid carbon

dioxide has been expanded and adapted at NSWC-IHD to include nitration of
both liquids and solids. Further, in addition to our use of N2 0 5 generated by

the large scale (380 g/h of N2 0 5 ) oxidation of dinitrogen tetroxide with ozone,

we are investigating methods of preparing N2 0 5 by the dehydration of nitric

acid with P2 0 5 and extracting it with L-C0 2 . The use of L-C0 2 as a solvent

for N2 0 5 and HNO 3 offers significant environmental benefits over

conventional nitrating agents and the primary focus of this progress report is

to elaborate on the development and demonstration of a unique energetic

material synthesis and processing capability.

OBJECTIVE

Our principal objective is to develop and implement environmentally
benign synthesis and processing methodologies for energetic materials
manufacturing using L-C0 2 /SC-CO 2 as the processing solvent. This includes
the elimination of toxic solvents, volatile organic compounds (VOCs), and
hazardous air pollutants (HAPs) during processing.
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BACKGROUND

0-Nitration of alcohols is carried out classically with nitric acid alone, or
more frequently with mixed acid (mixtures of nitric and sulfuric acid).
Selective nitration of materials with acid-sensitive moieties are commonly
performed with N2 0 5 at low temperature in halogenated solvents1 . Even
though the use of N 2 0 5 in L-C0 2 as nitrating agent is clean, versatile and
offers significant environmental benefits, no nitrations using N2 0 5 , anhydrous
HN0 3 and their admixture in L-C0 2 were previously reported. The primary
reason for the lack of progress in the area of L-C0 2 synthesis and processing

is that the required equipment has not been commercially available and it is
very expensive. The use of N2 0 5 , anhydrous HN0 3 and CO 2 require special
handling techniques. NSWC-IHD researchers began processing energetic
materials in carbon dioxide in its liquid and supercritical states in the early

1980'S2,3. The initial work was limited to analysis and characterization of
energetics that were manipulated using supercritical carbon dioxide.
Development of low cost novel SC-CO 2 synthesis and processing equipment

was funded by the Small Business Innovation Research Program (SBIR) 3 .

Use of liquid carbon dioxide for processing is least developed among the
four physical states of C0 2 , and it has almost exclusively been used in the

beverage and fire-fighting industries. Only within the last few years has it
been recognized as a useful processing solvent. Its properties are shown in
Figure 1. Use of carbon dioxide in its liquid and supercritical states for the
synthesis and processing of polymers for commercial use is seen as an area
of unlimited potential and has attracted intense interest within the research
and development community. In fact, a research team lead by Professor
Joseph M. DeSimone at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, has
developed fluorinated surfactants that allow for optimization of the
polymers' properties during their synthesis4 ' 5 . Further, these fluorinated
surfactants have also been demonstrated to be useful for the dry cleaning of
clothing.

Carbon dioxide exists as a liquid at 5 to 73 atm. (75 to 1070 psi) and -75
to 30'0 C, respectively. Its critical -temperature (TC) is 31.1 'C and critical
pressure (PC) is 73 atm. (1074 psi) as shown in Figure 1.
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Both N2 0 5 and anhydrous HNO3 are soluble in L-C0 2 which allows them
to be added directly to the substrate being nitrated. Shown in Figure 2 is a
diagram of a bench scale PDU used for synthesis and processing of up to 300
grams of energetic materials. Shown in Figure 3 is a diagram of the Center's
Pilot Scale Facility currently being developed for the manufacture and
processing of 0.5 to 12 kg of energetic materials.

Dinitrogen pentoxide (N2 0 5 ), was prepared by dehydrating anhydrous
nitric acid (HNO3 ) with phosphorous pentoxide 6 as shown in eq 1, or by direct
ozonolysis of dinitrogen tetroxide 7,8 as shown in eq 2.

6HN0 3 + P2 05 - 3N 20 5 + 2H 3PO4  (1)

N204 + 03 -N20 5 + 02 (2)

The yields for both these reactions are at the 90% level or better. Pure N2 0 5

is a white, thermally labile, crystalline solid. In the pure solid state, N2 0 5

exhibits a half-life of 10 days at 0 'C and 10 hours at 20 'C. The solid
readily sublimes, having a vapor pressure of 51 mm at 0°C, 200 mm at
20 0 C, and one atmosphere at 32.5 'C. The chemical properties pure nitric
acid are: sp gr 1.51; mp -41.6'C; bp 86°C. The apparatus shown in Figure 4
was designed and constructed for the preparation of N2 0 5 and shown in eq 1.
It is anticipated that the N2 0 5 can be extracted with L-C0 2 , since nitric acid
and P20 5 have little to no solubility in L-C0 2 at 0 0C, respectively. Thus we
are currently investigating this process. Shown in Figure 5 and 6 are
diagrams of apparatus for nitration of liquids and solids with N2 0 5 , HNO3 and

their admixtures. A Navy Patent disclosure has been submitted which covers
the nitrations of various substrates, including polyols in L-C0 2 with N2 0 5 ,
anhydrous HNO3 and its admixtures 9 .

APPROACH

Carbon dioxide in its gaseous, liquid, solid and supercritical states has
been used industrially for several decades. The equipment used for
industrial L-C0 2/SC-CO 2 applications is not suitable for energetic material

synthesis and processing. The approach chosen was to design, and construct
multipurpose L-C0 2/SC-CO 2 process development units for use with energetic

materials and to develop those PDU's with the following capabilities:

Laboratory processing units 1 to 500-mL vessels
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"* Bench scale processing units ~ 500 to 3,000-mL vessels
"* Pilot scale processing units - 3 to 100-liter vessels

The vessel sizes for the Laboratory/Bench scale and pilot scale designation
were based on engineering and handling considerations. The pumping
capacity of the Thar Design P-200 pump is 200 grams of L-CO 2/min, the

largest vessel recommended for this pump is 3-liters. Shown in Table 1 are
the weight of various vessels and their tops.

Table 1. Thar Design, Inc. Vessel

Vessel i.d. Vol Range Vessel vol Vessel wt Top wt
cm Liter kg kg

2 3 - 50-mL 0.01 0.5 0.1
3 75 - 150-mL 0.1 3.0 0.4
5.4 250 - 750-mL 0.5 6.6 1.1

7.6 0.75 - 2-L 1 15.8 3
10.1 2 - 7.5-L 2.5 45.5 7
15.0 5 - 15-L 16 159 23
20.3 8 - 100-L 100 909 39
40.6 100 - 500-L 300 2,700 181
61 400 - 1,000-L - - 400

DEVELOPMENT OF A L-C0 2/SC-CO 2 SYNTHESIS
AND PROCESSING CAPABILITY

Considerable attention has been focused on the development of the
specialized equipment required to conduct synthesis and processing of
energetic materials in liquid and supercritical carbon dioxide. Three
modular, multipurpose bench scale L-C0 2 process units were designed and
built. The first PDU was painstakingly constructed about ten years ago from
components parts from about forty different companies.

The first PDU was implemented with vessels, pumps, valves and fittings
made by Autoclave Engineers of Erie, PA, Newport Scientific, Inc. of Jessup,
MD, and Fluidtron Inc. of Ivyland, PA. The vessels were very heavy and
they were time consuming to open and close. The Newport Scientific
compressors, was designed for gaseous nitrogen instead liquid CO 2 . The
vessels and pumps used in the second and third PDUs, were designed and
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built using newly developed equipment from Thar Design, Inc. Pittsburgh,
PA. Shown in Table 2 is a list of equipment developed by Thar Design Inc. on
a NSWC-IHD phase I & II SBIR contract.

The Thar Design pumps are environmentally benign, containing no oil,
pulseless with spring-load Teflon cup seals and special coating for long life.
The vessel closure has finger-tight threads (no nuts and bolts). NSWC/IHD
received the prototype of each of the items listed in Table 2. The L-C0 2

pump, back pressure regulator, and agitator have been upgraded.

Table 2. Thar Design, Inc. Equipment

"* extraction vessels (ranging from l-mL to 100-liter)
"* agitators
"* computer controlled L-C0 2 pumps (0.2 and 1 kg/min of L-C0 2 )
"* cyclone separators
"* heat exchangers
"* electronic flow meters
"* computer controlled back pressure regulators
"• PC Control and Software
"* Pilot scale, 100 liter plant

The 100 liter L-C0 2/SC-CO 2 pilot plant developed by Thar Design has was
recently shipped to Indian Head and is currently being assembled. Plans are
being made to transition the SBIR Program to a Phase II add-on for the
establishment of a 0.5 to 12 kg energetic materials synthesis and processing
facility shown in Figure 3.

EXPERIMENTAL

1. Nitration of a liquid using N20 5 in L-C0 2

Preparation of Nitratomethyl methyl oxetane (NMMO)

The equipment used in this study is shown in Figure 5. It consists of a
600-mL pressure vessel equipped with a jacket, a thermocouple, rupture
disk, an addition pump, and an agitator (sapphire coated agitator shaft with
two impellers blades). The gases exiting the vessel passed through a valve,
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product collection U-tube, a U-tube containing sodium carbonate (N2 0 5 trap),

a flowmeter, and is vented to a hood.

Solid N2 0 5 (11.3 g, 0.104 mol) was added to the nitration vessel, and the
temperature was lowered to 3 °C by circulating ice water through the jacket.
At a pressure of 170 atm, 3-hydroxymethyl-3-methyl oxetane (3M30M; 9.5
g, 0.094 mol) of was pumped into the vessel at 0.5 mL/min. at 2+0.5 °Q
while agitating at 250 rpm. The resulting NMMO was removed from the
reaction vessel with SC-CO 2 . The yield of NMMO was calcd 97% (based on
NMMO MW), and was found to contain ca. 2% of a mixture of dimers and
trimers.

2. Nitration of a solid using N20 5/L-CO2

Preparation of y-Cyclodextrim Nitrate (yCDN)

The equipment used in this study is shown in Figure 6. It consists of a
600-mL pressure vessel equipped as in experiment as above, but containing
the substrate. An additional 60-mL reaction vessel was used which
contained the nitrating mixture. In this experiment no addition pump was
used.

('y-Cyclodextrin (yCD) is a macrocycle containing eight glucose residues
connected via alpha 1,4- glycosidic linkages. It has a molecular weight of
1297 and has 24 hydroxyl groups.)

yCD (20 g, 0.015 moles) was added to the 600-mL vessel. N2 0 5 (44 g,
0.407 moles, 10 mole % excess) was added to the 60-mL vessel. The agitator
was turned on and carbon dioxide was slowly added to both vessels until the
pressure was 68 atm (1,000 psi). The -25 'C cooling fluid was pumped
through the jackets of both vessels. The 600-mL vessel's C02 addition valve
was closed and the valve between the two vessels was opened. For 145
minutes, 1.4 grams of C02/minute was passed through the two vessels. The
temperature was -5+0.2°C. The pressure was slowly released and the
product was poured into a 2-L beaker containing sodium bicarbonate (80 g,
0.95 moles) and water (1 L). The pressure vessel was rinsed with additional
water (ca. 700 mL). The mixture was filtered and the yCDN was washed
twice with water (1.7 L). The yield of yCDN was 91% (26.5 g) and the
nitrogen content was 13.5%. The DSC had an exotherm (3,090 joules/g) at
192 0 C

3. Nitration of 3M30M with Anhydrous HN0 3 in L-C0 2

The equipment used in this study is shown in Figure 5. Anhydrous nitric
acid, (41 g, 0.65 mol, 20% excess) was added to the 600-mL vessel. Carbon
dioxide was added with cooling until the pressure was 68 atm (1,000 psi) at
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-5 C. With the agitator turning at 170 rpm, poly-3-hydroxymethyl-3-
methyl oxetane (55 g, 0.54 moles) was pumped into the nitration vessel at 1
mL/min. At end of the addition the pressure was 163 atm (2,400 psi) and
the temperature was -3 'C. The pressure was released and extra carbon
dioxide was added to flush the oxides of nitrogen from the product. (The
equipment was modified, the bottom outlet valve was connected to a 500-mL
2-neck flask, and 10 atm carbon dioxide added to the top. The product was
transferred to the 500-mL 2-neck flask by opening the bottom outlet valve
with the vessel under 10 atm. The NMMO was washed with 8% sodium
bicarbonate solution, water, and was dried. A yield of 57 g of a brown
viscous oil was obtained (calcd 72% based on NMMO MW).

RESULTS

NIMMO and yCDN
The monomer, 3-methyl-3-oxetane-methanol were separately nitrated

with dinitrogen pentoxide (N2 0 5 )10, anhydrous HNO 3 and also an admixture
of N2 0 5 and HNO 3 as shown in eq 3 using L-C0 2 as the processing solvent
producing the monomer 3-nitratomethyl-3-methyl oxetane (NIMMO). The
corresponding nitration of yCD produced yCDN.

HCOHHpN 2

H3C +N20 5 and or anhydrous HNO3  C5o 0 HdI ON (3)
-50C

3-methyl-3-oxetane- 3-nitratomethyl-3-methyl
methanol oxetane (NIMMO).

O-Nitration with mixture of N2 0 5 and and anhydrous nitric acid was
successfully demonstrated on a starting material.

A black coating formed on the 316 stainless steel parts the first time the
equipment was used for N2 0 5 nitration in L-C0 2 and the 17-4-PH stainless
steel parts remained unchanged.

The Thar Design carbon dioxide extraction and processing equipment
listed in Table 2 has been tested and evaluated at NSWC/IHD and in private
industry for about five years, and its performance has been excellent.
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CONCLUSION

It has been successfully demonstrated that the L-CO2/SC-CO2 PDU's

constructed for the synthesis and processing of energetic materials function
as designed. This equipment has been found to have a variety applications
in the synthesis and processing of various energetic materials. O-Nitrations
of liquids and solids were successfully performed using N205 anhydrous
HNO3 and their admixtures. Carbon dioxide replaced halogenated solvents as

the processing solvent in the nitrations.
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ABSTRACT

This work includes synthesis and study of thermochemical and some other

properties of diaziridines. Different methods for the preparation of alkylic and

functional derivatives of diaziridines were develop, in particular, interaction of

aldoxime-0-sulfonic acids and other oxime esters with primary aliphatic amines and

ammonia along with the most feasible one-step method from carbonyl compounds,

amines and aminating reagents in water at controlled values of medium pH.

Alkylation and aminomethylation reactions of NH-groups of diaziridines were also
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studied. As a result of these investigations the wide series of compounds with one, two

and three diaziridine cycle as well as fused diaziridine-containing systems were

synthesized. Among diaziridines obtained, there are structures with the enthalpy

formation of more than 1000 Kcal/kg. The combustion and formation enthalpies of a

series of model diaziridines were determined by the method of energy measurement in

a calorimetric bomb. On the basis of the obtained thermochemical data, diaziridine

cycle strain energy was estimated as 16-22 Kcal/mol. An additive-group method was

developed for calculating of thermochemical characteristics of diaziridines. The

enthalpy of formation and density were calculated for the series both obtained and

hypothetic diaziridine structures.

INTRODUCTION

Diaziridines (cyclic hydrazines) - saturated three-member heterocycles with

two nitrogen atoms, were discovered about 30 years ago and since then their

chemistry has rapidly developed. In the 60-70s, the most important contribution

in this field was made by German chemist Ernst Schmidt [1,2]. Later, other

chemists studied these compounds and several reviews were published [3,4].

Schmitz offered several approaches to their preparation, showed that diaziridines

were rather stable compounds and found that they were very convenient

precursors for the preparation of both unsubstituted and mono- and N,N'-dialkyl

hydrazines [5]. The synthesis of hydrazine over diaziridine derivatives is more

effective than the Raschig one. The undoubted advantage of diaziridines is their

rather feasible synthesis from accessible initial compounds. Yet the known

methods allowed to obtain only the simplest types of diaziridine derivatives.

Meanwhile it was possible to foresee the high enthalpy of formation of this class

compounds as a result of contributions from both the hydrazine fragment and

three-member strained cycle and, in this connection, a possibility to prepare

energetic materials on their basis. The present work deals with the elaboration of

new, common methods for the synthesis and chemical transformation of

diaziridines and the study on their thermochemical and some other physico-

chemical properties.
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SYNTHESIS

The formation of the diaziridine cycle is based on the intramolecular

cyclization of N-X-aminal 1, which can be theoretically obtained through one of

three ways: 1) by mixing of three components (primary aliphatic amines or

ammonia, carbonyl compounds and aminating reagents), 2) by the interaction of

imines (reaction products of carbonyl compounds and amines) with aminating

reagents and 3) by the interaction of primary aliphatic amines or ammonia with

reaction products of carbonyl compounds and aminating reagents

(N-chloroamines or oxime esters) (Scheme 1).

Scheme 1
1 2 3

1 RRC=O+RNH2 +RNH 1 2 R
NNR R<I 2

R3 Base RN R

+ RN+ 2R L 1
3RR, R, RR 2 R3=H, Ak

X = Hal, OSO3 H

CH20 + RNH2  __.[C2=NR] CNý
RNvNR

RCHO + H2NOSO3H H [RC NOS03H] RCN
200 C -H 2S0 4

3 4

Though not all initial compounds can enter in these three reactions. For

example, the interaction of formaldehyde and primary aliphatic amines leads to

hexahydrotriazines 2 instead of corresponding imines and interaction of aliphatic

aldehydes with hydroxylamine-O-sulfonic acid gives nitriles 4 rather than

aldoxime-O-sulfonic acids 3. Method 1 has the same defects. Some types of

diaziridines have not been obtained at all (e.g. 3-monoalkyldiaziridines,

diziridines with functional groups, some fused diaziridine systems). Chemical
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transformation of diaziridines has not been practically studied. However some

reactions, e.g. alkylation, could be very useful for the introduction of suitable

substituents. In this work all three variants for the synthesis of diaziridines were

studied in detail as well as Mannich and alkylation reactions.

We have shown for the first time that aldoxime-O-sulfonic acids 3 can be

stabilized like its salts 5 with primary aliphatic amines or ammonia (the latter -

only in 40% solution at lower temperature) and can be used in the diaziridinium

synthesis with primary aliphatic amines or ammonia to give 1,3-dialkyldiaziridines

6a and previously inaccessible 3-monoalkyldiaziridines 6b, respectively [6]

(Scheme 2).

Scheme 2
•o 1

RCHO + H2NOSO3H -i1 RCH __NOSO 3H Et3N (R NH2; 40% NH3)

310 -! -50C - 20 .- 180 c
R' NH2  NH

RCIH=NOSO 3 B+ NR B'=Et3N+H, R! N+H3, N+H4

N 3  6a R, R1 = Alk

NH

6b

This method was broadened to prepare other diaziridines. Thus a possibility

of the preparation of 3,3-dialkyl-(8a) and 1,3,3-trialkyl(8b)diaziridines from esters

of acetone oximes 7 , containing the rests of various acids was studied. Initial 7

were synthesized through the interaction of acetone oxime with chloroanhydrides

of corresponding acids. It was shown that only 7 were able to form diaziridines

that are stable to Beckman rearrangement and have the central atom of acid rest

(heteroatom or carbon one) sterically protected from an attack of amine [7,8]. In

this case amine attacks carbon atom of the imino-group of ester 7 followed by the

diaziridine formation. It was found that the most appropriate 7 had the rests of

arylsulfonyl, alkoxyphosphonic and mesityl acids (7a-c). In acyloximes, amine

attacks the CO-group with the following formation of corresponding amides

(Scheme 3)
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Scheme 3
CH3 CH3  H3C NRI

CH___O - CH 3 >N R ><1

CH3  H3C NH

7 8
H3C

R = SO 2Ar (a), P(O)(OAlk) 3 (b), co-/- 'CH 3 (c); R = H, Alk

H3C

CH 3  2 R NH 2  1

c ::N-O-COR --. R CONHRCH'3

Recently [9,101 we succeeded in creating the simplest one-step method for

the synthesis of diaziridines with different substituents at carbon and nitrogen

atoms by the interaction of the above components in water with the controlled

value of medium pH. It was found that the maximum yield of diaziridines from

carbonyl compounds, amines and aminating reagents in water was achieved at a

certain pH value shifting towards the less basic region with -I effect of

substituents in the carbonyl compound increasing and with PKBH+ of amine

decreasing. The pH effect can be explained by a possibility of generating of

immonium ion 10 from intermediate a-aminocarbinol 9 (Scheme 4).

Scheme 4

R 2CO + R' NH 2 .-- R/C 1o +C=H
R OH -H~ + CN + Ho~ R

9 10

R2 NHX(-H+) R,, NHR p NR
R/\ I2__ •. R N

-R NHX(+HW) , 4R

1 2
R, R ,R = H, Alk; X =Hal, OSO3 H
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REACTIONS

Diaziridines 6 and 8 have unsubstituted nitrogen atoms that could be used

for the introduction of substituents, including those with energetic fragments, e.g.

C--C, C=C, NO2, ON0 2, N3. To achieve this, Mannich (aminomethylation) and

alkylation reactions were used. It was shown that N,N'-unsubstituted diaziridines

and N-monosubstituted diaziridines could enter Mannich reaction only as NH

acids. However they successfully yielded Mannich bases with more basic

compounds, the reaction proceeding both inter- and intramolecularly [11-13].

Some examples of such transformation are presented in Scheme 5.

Scheme 5

1

NH NCH2 NR 2
R--• + CH20 + R2NH w R----

NH 1NCH2NR 2

6b R=Alk, R AIk, CH2C--CH(11a) 11

NH 3
I + CH 20 R NH 2  -ýI NR
NH 3 N--/

R -H, Alk6b 12

N--\ N- N'--\

R JNNO -- R I NH - CH3-- I-NNO 2

12b 12a 12c

H2NCH ANR CH20 R =H,CH3
RI H, \H

-13P R-N NH
H3C NH

13 CH3 1
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The most convenient object for this reaction proved to be 3-

monoalkyldiaziridines 6a. They were able to form Mannich bases both with two

molecules of secondary amines and with one molecule of primary ones (or

ammonia). In the former case 1,2-bis(aminomethyl)diaziridines 11 (including

1,2-bis(dipropargilaminomethyl)diaziridine 11a) and in latter - 1,3,5-

triazabicyclo[3. 1.0.]hexanes 12 were synthesized. N-Nitroso- and N-

nitroderivatives 12b,c were obtained by nitrosylating and nitration of 12a. A new

heterocyclic system - 1,3,6-triazabicyclo[3.1.0]hexane 14 was synthesized by

intramolecular Mannich reaction of 3-aminomethyldiaziridine 13.

On the study of alkylation it was found that only one nitrogen atom of

N,N'-unsubstituted diaziridines 6a and 8a is able to enter this reaction. The

second molecule of the alkylating reagent attacks the already alkylated nitrogen

atom similar to alkylation of hydrazines. Alkylation of N-monosubstituted

diaziridines was carried out after obtaining their Na-salt 15 by the interaction

with NaNH 2 in dipolar aprotonic solvents (tetrahydrofuiran, dioxane). N,N'-Di-

sodium salts of diaziridines were not obtained, probably, owing to low solubility

of initially formed mono-Na-salt 15. Different functional groups (C=C, C--C)

were introduced into the substituents at nitrogens atoms by means of alkylation..

Chemical transformation of other diaziridines obtained (e.g. compound 16)

allowed to broaden their number (NO2 , N3, ON0 2) (Scheme 6).

Scheme 6
1 H 2  

1 2 1 2 1 2
R HR 2HalR INR NaNH 2 R NR R3Ha-R NxiX X~I -~a RNRNR(Base) R R N-Na+ R NR 3

15 16
2 3

R , R = Alk, CH2CH=CH2

+ 4 NR
5

4 R5 [N0 21 R--<IR NCH 2CH2ONO 2

NCH2CH2OH a) NaNO2

SN ~ b)-NaN- NR
NHCOH CH3 SOXI 4 NR5  R
16 u-K I NCH 2CH2NO2(N3)

NCH 2CH2OSO2CH3

4 5
R = H, CH3 ; R = Alk, CH2CH2OH
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Therefore during the whole cycle of investigations, a wide range of

compounds with one, two and three diaziridine cycles in the molecule as well as

fused diaziridine-containing systems were synthesized and different functional

and energetic groups were introduced into the substituents. It is, however,

necessary to note that the synthetic potential of the developed methods is far

from being exhausted.

The study of physico-chemical properties of the diaziridines obtained

showed that the most of their alkyl derivatives were liquids with amine odor.

Fused diaziridines are solid compounds. Diaziridine derivatives are quite stable.

Stability is increasing with substitution of the NH-group by the NR-group and

decreasing with substitution at carbon atom. They have low toxicity - some of

them were proposed as drugs. The basicity of diaziridine alkyl derivatives is equal

to that of aniline derivatives. The introduction of electron-withdrawing groups

into substituents decreases basicity.

THERMOCHEMISTRY

To estimate energetic properties of diaziridine derivatives it was necessary

to determine their thermochemical characteristics. Till now no information on

thermochemical properties of diaziridines has been available. We determined

experimentally enthalpies of combustion (-AHco) for seven model diaziridine

derivatives both in solid and liquid state (see Table 1). Enthalpies of formation

(AHfo) for these compounds were calculated from the data obtained. The

enthalpies of combustion were found by the method based on the measurement of

combustion energy in a calorimetric bomb with a high oxygen excess. The

measurement of combustion energy (-AUb') was carried out with the help of a

hermetic half-microcalorimeter with a magnetic mixer, (the design was described

in work [14]). The calibration of the calorimeter was carried out by burning

standard benzoic acid K- 1 mark with combustion energy of 26434.9 j/g. The heat

equivalent of the calorimeter -was 4212.6 j/conv.grad. The heat equivalent

obtained was verified by burning second standard substances - succine and hypure

acids. Their combustion energies were in good agreement with the known data.
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From these results it was found that the calorimeter in use enabled to measure

thermal effects of combustion reactions with - 0.02 - 0.03% accuracy.

The core of the method for energetic materials burning was described in

details in work [15]. To stabilize combustion, a sample of the investigated

substance should be burned together with subsidiary substances - phtalic acid

dimehtyl esters and benzoic acid. The calculation of standard -AHc° introduced

some corrections: on combustion energy of subsidiary substances, on the heat

effect of nitric acid formation, on the heat exchange of a calorimetric vessel with

an isothermic cover of the calorimeter, on AnRT, and the like.

The calculation of standard formation enthalpies for diaziridines was

carried out with the help of the following values of formation enthalpies of

combustion products (AHfO ): CO2 (gas): -393.5 kJ/mol and H20 (liquid): -285.83

kJ/mol. The thermochemical characteristics obtained were used to a calculate

strain energy (AHstr) of the diaziridine cycle. This value was estimated as a

difference between the experimental value of combustion enthalpy and the one

calculated for the hypothetic nonstrained state of the molecule (Table 1).

The calculation of combustion enthalpy was carried out by the additive-

group method developed at the Institute of Chemical Physic RAS. Strain energy

manifested in the interval of 63-90 kJ/mol (or 16-22 Kcal/mol) and its middle

value is 75 kJ/mol (or 19 Kcal/mol). The obtained thermochemical data could

contribute to the progress in calculation methods for thermochemical

characteristics of nitrogen-containing organic compounds. Some synthesized

diaziridines (both liquid and solid) are presented in Table 2. Formation enthalpies

for a series of both obtained and hypothetic diaziridine derivatives were calculated

by the developed method (Tables 2 and 3). These tables data allow to recommend

some diaziridine derivatives for their investigation as high energetic materials for

different purposes.
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Table 2. Synthesized Diaziridine

B.p. d DHfo
No Compounds (m.p.) g/cm 3  Kcal/kg

OC (calculated)

H 3 C-- <2N(H21)2 129/0.5 1.00 940.0
N-CH2N(CH2CXCH) 2  Torr

2 -c< 3  51/10 Torr 1.06 983.0

N-CH2CH2N3

N<-CH 2CH20N0 2  undistill. oil 1.34 -54.0

N -CH 2CH2ONO 2  (exp)

< N-CH2CH=-CH 2  99/170 Torr 0.87 616.0

N-CH2CH=CH2

A A
5 H3C-N-N-CH2CH 2-N-N-CH 3  96/80 Torr 0.96 682.0

A
N-CH2 CH2 -N-N-CH3
N6 CH2CH2_N-NCH3  93/1 Torr 1.02 744.0

V

42/1 Tort 1.14 486.0H3C NNO (30)

N -/

- N--O 51/0.5 Torr
8 H3C N 2 (39) 1.21 347.0

N-_ -

IN (215) 1.29 610.0

9 N _ _
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Table 3. Hypotetical Diaziridines

d* DHf°
No Compounds g/cm 3  Kcal/kg

(calculated) (calculated)

N-CH3
1 HC=C-< 1 0.89 1070.0

N-CH 3

2 -CýC- CcH 0.94 829.0
-- ' NN- 4- 3

H3C_-N•_ <N CH 3  1.00 644.0

H3C-N N-4C 3

H3C-N N-C- 3  1.02 1076.0

H3 C-N N-CH3

"N-CH2CH2N3  1.17 1088.0

N--CH2CH2N3

6 1-CH3  0.89 533.0
ý_<N-Cr 3

H3C--N. N--CH3
H3CN N>- C 3  0.97 682.0

H3 C-N N-CN3

8 H3C-N A N-CH3
8 1 >-CH2-N-N-CH2--< I 1.06 710.0

H3C-N N-Cl 3

*)Density of compounds were calculated on the basis of QSPR (Quantitative

Structure - Properties Relationships) approach (Dr. T.S.Pivina, IOCh RAS)
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REVERSED DIPOLE ('UMPOLUNG') NITRATIONS: NOVEL SYNTHESES
OF POLYNITROAROMATIC COMPOUNDS

Ross W. Millar and Robert P. Claridge
Defence Evaluation & Research Agency, Fort Halstead, Sevenoaks, Kent TN14 7BP, U.K.

Abstract

Nitration reactions are employed to synthesise numerous energetic
compounds. Conventional nitrations use electrophilic reagents; electron-deficient
molecules, such as certain nitrogen heterocycles and polynitroaromatics, therefore
react very slowly, giving low yields and extensive by-product formation.
However, such substrates generally react readily with nucleophiles in high yield.
Therefore reactions of heterocycles and polynitroaromatics with certain specific
nucleophiles were investigated in order to generate intermediates containing
'masked' nitro groups, which could then be converted to nitrated products by
simple oxidation procedures.

The method was applied to the nitration of several electron-deficient
carbocyclic (i.e. benzenoid) or heterocyclic aromatic compounds, notably
pyridines and diazines. The methodology comprised:- i) reacting a haloaromatic
with a diarylsulphilimine or its N- alkali metal salt, thereby generating an N-
(hetero)aryl-S,S-diarylsulphilimine derivative, and ii) oxidising this intermediate
under relatively mild conditions using a peroxycarboxylic acid such as m-
chloroperbenzoic acid. Moderate to good yields of the corresponding nitro
products, including some previously unreported compounds, were obtained. In
certain cases the first step could be accomplished without the necessity of a halo
precursor, i.e. by vicarious nucleophilic substitution. An attempted extension of
the methodology to the aliphatic series, where phosphinimines were also
employed as nucleophiles, was, however, largely unsuccessful.

The reversed dipole or 'Umpolung' methodology thus enables nitrations to be
carried out in many cases in moderate to good yield where conventional,
electrophilic, methods have failed. A further advantage is that the introduction of
nitro substituents into the aromatic ring makes it more labile to further
substitution, and thus potentially higher degrees of nitration are possible.
Consequently, access to novel polynitrated heterocycles, a class of compound
particularly useful in energetic materials technology, is facilitated, and indeed
some of the polynitroheterocycles so prepared are expected to show potential as
novel energetic materials, for instance as thermally-stable explosives.

Introduction

Nitration reactions are employed to synthesise numerous energetic compounds 1. In
conventional nitration reactions, substrates are attacked by an electrophile, usually the
nitronium ion N0 2+, resulting in the substitution, by nitro, of a leaving group which is usually

hydrogen (for C-nitration) although other leaving groups are possible (e.g. acyl moieties for
N-nitration, etc). The reactions are rapid and high-yielding when the substrate is electron-
rich and numerous examples are known 2 ; conversely, electron-deficient substrates, for
instance certain nitrogen heterocycles, react slowly and only under forcing conditions, giving
low yields of the desired nitration products and extensive by-product formation, caused by
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reaction at alternative sites in the molecule (e.g. cleavage of rings, etc). For instance, the

nitration of pyridine under electrophilic conditions (potassium nitrate/ oleum at 300'C) yields

only 4.5% of 3-nitropyridine 3.

On the other hand, electron-deficient substrates generally react readily with

nucleophiles in high yield. It is found that nitrite ion is not, however, a useful nucleophile to

synthesise nitro derivatives, certainly in aromatic systems 4. The reason is that the negative

charge resides predominantly on the oxygen atoms and hence displacement of for instance
halogen gives rise to nitrite esters rather than the desired nitro compounds (Scheme 1); the

nitrite esters are hydrolytically unstable and the isolated products in the aromatic series are

phenols.

Ag' N02-

R-X 0- R- N0 2  + R- ONO

-AgX minor major
X = halogen product product

Scheme 1

Therefore a new approach was considered where reactions of heterocycles and

polynitroaromatics with other nucleophiles would generate intermediates containing 'masked'

nitro groups, which could then be converted to nitrated products by simple oxidation

procedures. This novel methodology is outlined in Scheme 2.

2C X -N= Y- (R),,- +

/ Q
2

C- N= Y- (R).1

X = halogen; C
Y=P,n=3; C-NO2
Y=S,n=2. /

Scheme 2: Principle of 'Umpolung' Nitration
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It was known from work in the 1980s that various imine derivatives of general

structure 1 could be oxidised to nitro compounds, notably phosphinimines and

sulphilimines 5. More recent reports had indicated that the phosphinimine and sulphilimine
precursors (general structure 2) could act as nucleophiles and effect displacement of leaving

groups such as halogen, particularly from heteroaromatic compounds 6. It was considered that

both steps could be combined into a single synthetic sequence wherein displacement of halide
from readily accessible aromatic or heteroaromatic halo derivatives (or even displacement of

hydrogen - see below) followed by oxidation would give rise to the nitro products directly,

without the need for isolation and further elaboration of nitrogenous intermediates such as

amines. Such a conversion would be termed an 'Umpolung' nitration because the polarity of

the incoming group is reversed in the final product; 'Umpolung' (literally 'reversed dipole')
conversions already exist for other functional groups, for instance nucleophilic carbonylation

is achieved via dithioacetals 7, and N-chloroamines can effect electrophilic amination 8,

reactions which normally occur by electrophilic and nucleophilic attack respectively.

A further advantage of the 'Umpolung' nitration methodology was anticipated,

namely, the introduction of nitro substituents into the aromatic ring results in an activating

effect which makes the ring more labile to further substitution; thus potentially higher degrees

of nitration are possible than under electrophilic conditions. The exact chemistry by which

this novel nitration methodology was achieved will now be described.

Results

Nucleophilic Substitutions

Since electron-poor aromatics - pyridines, pyrimidines and pyrazines, as well as

polynitrobenzenes - are not readily nitrated by conventional electrophilic nitrating agents,
these appeared obvious substrates upon which to investigate the novel methodology (the

attempted application to aliphatic systems is described later). In general, halo derivatives of
these ring systems were also widely available, and chloro compounds were chosen as the best

compromise between cost and reactivity. It was somewhat harder to predict the most suitable

nucleophile, however, and some difficulties were encountered in early nucleophilic

substitution reactions.

The first nucleophile chosen was N-(trimethylsilyl)triphenylphosphine (3), which had

been efficacious in the nucleophilic substitution of heterocycles with labile C16a. However,
in our hands it was almost entirely inert (e.g. with 2-chloropyridine), so attention was turned

to unsubstituted phosphinimine (4) or its salts, e.g. 5. With these nucleophiles evidence was

indeed seen of halide displacement, but the heterocyclic phosphinimine products were, in

general, too unstable to be isolated on account of their lability towards hydrolysis; often the
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only isolable products were triphenyiphosphine oxide and an amino derivative of the starting

heterocycle. Hence attention was turned away from phosphinimine nucleophiles in favour of

their sulphur analogues, suiphilimines.

Ph3 P= N- SiNe 3  Ph 3 P= NH Ph3 P=N- Li+

3 4 5

S,S-Diphenylsulphilimine (6) was known to react with various heteroaryl halides6a, as

well as polynitrochlorobenzenes 9, in aromatic nucleophilic substitutions to give N-aryl-S,S-

diphenylsulphilimine products (Ph 2S=NAr). The reactions with 6 (as the hydrate) were

carried out in 100% molar excess (to remove hydrogen halide co-product), and were also

found to be sensitive to choice of solvent, a significant improvement over literature yields

being obtained when THF was used. The molecule is believed to react through an ylid form

(7) which enhances the nucleophilicity 10.

PhS HPh 2S- NH Ph2 S=N- Li+

6 *7 8

Table 1: Formation of Suiphilimines from Halo Precursors

sii~mh I Solvent Conditions Product (Yiegld)
2-Chloro-3-nitropyridine EtOH 7 hr/ A 9(76%)

2-Chloro-5-nitropyridine THF 4 hr/ A 10(81%)

2-Chloro-3,5-dinitropyridine 0.5 hr/ A 110(00%)

Pentachloropyridine 8 hr/ A 12 (44%)*

2,6-Dichloropyrazine 18 hr/ A 13 (95%ý)

2,4-Dichloropyrimidine _____8 hr/ A 14(48%)

4,6-Dichlo!2yrmdie ____ 8 hr/ A 15(72%)

2,4,6-Trichloropyrimidine _____4 hr/ A 16 (36%) & 17 (53%)

2,4,5,6-Tetrachlorqpyrimidine 4 hr/ A 18 (55%) t
Pentafluoropyridine ' 6 hr/ A 19(84%)

2,3,5,6-Tetrafluoropyridine _____4 hr/ A 20(95%)

2,4-Dichloro-6-(n-propoxy)-s-triazine _____3 hr/ room temp. 21(11%)

*2-isomner (4%) also formed; t 2-isomer (15%) also formed.
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N20 2N N0 2N N
N N=SPh2  N N=SPh2  N N=SPh 2

9 10 11

N=SPh 2  Ci

CI) C I N

CI -N CC C N=SPh N N=SPh2

12 13 14
Cl N=SPh2

C1 611ý*Nn =2:16
Cln' !N n = 3:18Ph 2S=N N N• N=SPh2  Cl NACI

15 17

F N=SP2 N=SPh2

F F F N=SPh 2  N

19 20 21

The sulphilimines which have been prepared in this way are shown in Table 111. The
yields are in general good to excellent, with single products being formed cleanly in many
cases. Disubstitution did not appear to occur without further activation of the aromatic
nucleus (for example with nitro group(s)). Where by-products were formed, i.e. isomers from
attack at a different position on the ring, these were easily separated by column
chromatography.

In order to enhance the nucleophilicity of S,S-diphenylsulphilimine (6) and thereby
extend the range of heterocyclic sulphilimines available, an investigation of the behaviour of
N-lithio-S,S-diphenylsulphilimine (8) was undertaken. 8 may be prepared either from 6 or
from S,S-diphenylsulphonium chloride (22), in each case by reaction with butyl lithium. The
use of 8 did indeed enable some additional heterocyclic sulphilimines to be synthesised, for
example pyrazine 23 was formed in 12% yield, but little advantage was found in other
reactions with chloroheterocycles as substrates (notably, a di-(sulphilimino)heterocycle, 24,
was formed, albeit in meagre (3%) yield).
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N=SPh
2

Ph 2S-NH3+ C1r KNAN N" N

N - N=SPh2 prn O N• N=SPh 2

22 23 24

However, the greatest advantage in the use of the N-lithio salt, 8, lay in its reactions

with substrates containing nitro groups. In such compounds, for instance 2-chloro-3-

nitropyridine, it was found that owing to the higher basicity of 8 compared to 6, attack took

place at the 4-position of the pyridine nucleus (in addition to the 2-position) with the

occurrence of displacement of hydrogen. Such a displacement is termed a vicarious
hydrogen substitution12 , and the reaction was found to be general for several nitro-containing

precursors (Table 2); carbocyclic aromatics (nitrobenzene derivatives) behaved similarly.

This is the first reported instance of a vicarious substitution by a sulphur nucleophile of this

type.

Table 2: Formation of Sulphilimines by Vicarious Nucleophilic Substitution

Subs ______ Conditions Product (Yield)
1-Chloro-4-nitrobenzene 24 hr/ room temp. 25 (19%)*

1,3-Dinitrobenzene ... . 26 (20%) & 27 (14%)

2-Chloro-3-!nitqpyrne . 9 (34%) & 28 (49%)

2-Chloro-5-nitropyridine 1.. . 29 (4%)

* The yield was reduced (7%) upon prolonging the reaction time (72 hr).

CI N=SPh 2

N=SPh 2  N=SPh2

N02 NO 2  NO2

25N=SPh 2  26 27

NO2

28 29
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Before turning to oxidations, the attempted extension of the methodologies described

above to aliphatic systems should briefly be mentioned. The potential benefits of the

"Umpolung' nitration methodology to aliphatics would be extensive, permitting a new entry

into such compounds without resort to low-yielding 'dirty' reactions such as nitromercuration-

demercuration or nitrite additions under Schechter-Kaplan conditions2d, or alternatively gas
phase nitrations 13, which are the usual routes to nitroaliphatics.

The reactions of several alkyl chlorides, bromides and tosylates, particularly tertiary

compounds such as t-butyl and adamantyl, were investigated using phosphinimine

nucleophiles, but little evidence was obtained of nucleophilic substitution. It was presumed

that the respective leaving groups were not sufficiently activated towards nucleophilic

displacement. Ultimately, attention was turned to allylic systems, and although no

phosphinimine could be obtained from allyl chloride or crotyl chloride, the desired reaction

occurred with benzyl chloride (Scheme 3), and the phosphinimine (30) was obtained

quantitatively when triphenylphosphinimine (Ph 3P=NH) was used (an inferior yield was

obtained with the lithium salt, Ph3P=N- Li+). The subsequent reactions of 30 will be covered
in the following section.

Ph3P=NH

G- CH2Cl P HF G CH2-N=PPh 3
THE

30

Scheme 3

Oxidations

In early work5ab it was reported that ozone was effective as an oxidising agent in the

conversion of phosphinimines to nitro compounds. However, in our hands it was found to be
almost completely ineffective, and recourse was therefore made to other reported 5c-e

oxidants, notably m-chloroperbenzoic acid (mCPBA). The novel clean oxidant
dimethyldioxirane (DMD) 14 was also considered, although it was found to be of more limited

utility than mCPBA.

Because the conversion of sulphilimines and phosphinimines to nitro compounds

depends on oxidation occurring at the nitrogen atom and not the hetero atom, choice of

oxidising agent is crucial to the success of this step; the possible products and co-products
which may be formed by this reaction are shown (Scheme 4). In practice, because the

oxidising agent is always in excess, nitroso compounds are not isolated as products.
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ArN=SPh 2  - ArNO Ph 2SO
O"

nitroso sulphoxide I
compound ArN= S÷Ph2

sulphoximine
ArNO 2  Ph 2SO 2

nitro sulphone
compound

Scheme 4: Sulphilimine Oxidation Products

However, a balance has to be struck between formation of nitro product (oxidation at

N) and sulphoximine (oxidation at S), since under the conditions employed in this work
further reaction of sulphoximine, to yield the nitro group, does not occur 15 . The sulphoxide

and sulphone products are always formed, in variable amounts, as co-products from the N-S

bond cleavage which yields the nitroso and nitro products already mentioned. Similar

considerations apply to the oxidation of phosphinimines, although of course far fewer of

these compounds were studied for the reasons given earlier (see "Nucleophilic

Substitutions").

It is found that the oxidation pathway, and hence the nitro:sulphoximine ratio,

depends strongly on the nature of the oxidising agent. 16 Thus with electrophilic oxidising

agents such as peracids, nitroso/nitro product formation is favoured, whilst with neutral or

nucleophilic oxid-ants, such as DMD and peracid salts respectively, sulphoximines are the

predominant products. The reason for this effect can best be understood if it is remembered

that sulphilimines are effectively ylids, with contributions from dipolar forms (e.g. 7: see

"Nucleophilic Substitutions") which place a partial negative charge on the nitrogen atom;

hence electrophilic oxidants, i.e. those where the oxygen bears a partial positive charge, will

tend to react on the nitrogen atom. Conversely, nucleophilic oxidants, where the oxygen

bears a partial negative charge, will tend to oxidise the sulphur atom. The results of several
sulphilimine oxidations are shown in Table 317.

It is notable that the yield of nitro products is quite variable (4 to 74%) and in around

half of the cases quoted, sulphoximines were obtained as major by-products. In two cases, no

nitro products were isolated although clearly S-N bond cleavage had occurred as the

formation of diphenylsulphoxide was detected. The behaviour of the sulphilimines towards

oxidation is therefore influenced not only by the oxidant used but also by the structure of the

sulphilimine itself: hence in some cases (e.g. compounds 13 and 20) it is a very good route to
the nitro derivatives, whilst in others (e.g. 9 and 15) it is not so efficient. Nevertheless, it
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Table 3: mCPBA Oxidations of Sulphilimines

SubstraI• Conditions* Product (Yield)
2-(SS-ipheqny!sulphilimino)-3-nitropyridine (9) 2 hr/ A/B 31(8%)

2-(S,S-Di henylsulphilimino)-5-nitropyridine (10) 0.5 hr/ A/B (Ph2SO 2 only)
2,3,5,6-Tetrachloro-4-(S,S-Diphenylsulphilimino)pyridinel2 2 hr/ A/B 32(24%) &

S......... ...... ... ........ 33(40% )

2-Chloro-6-(S,S-Diphenylsulphilimino)-pyrazine (13) 2 hr/ A/C 34 (60%)

4-Chloro-6-(S,S-Diphenyls§ulphilimino)-pyrimidine (15) 2 hr/ A/B 35 (4%)

2,3,5,6-Tetrafluoro-4-(S,S-Diphenylsulphilimino)pyridinel9 18 hr/ A/A 36(21%) &
S.................... .. _ __ __ __ __37(16% )

2-(S,S-Diphenylsulphilimino)-3,5,6-Trifluoropyridine(20) 3 hr/ A/B 38 (74%)

SSSDiphenylsu!phiýimigyrzine (23) 2 hr/ A/C (Ph 2S0 2 on!y)

1-Chloro-3-(S,S-Diphenylsulphilimino)-4-nitrobenzene (25) 2 hr/ A/C 39(32%) &
1 1_40(26%)

Notes to Table 3: * Sulphilimines were refluxed with excess mCPBA in 1,2-dichloroethane
for the periods shown. Workup is indicated by A through C as follows:
A: By flash chromatography
B: Product mixture chilled to -51C and m-chlorobenzoic acid removed by

filtration.
C: Product mixture washed with aq. NaOH and water (to remove m-chloro-

benzoic acid).

Sc cN=S(O)Ph 2

CI) N -Cl CI" IN-l
N 02 CI N CI Cc :&i C

31 32 33
Cl N02 N=S(O)Ph 2

Cl N N02 O2N F N F F N F

34 35 36 Cl 37

n]NO 2  [ N=S(O)Ph 2

F N N 02N 2 N 2N 0NO 2  NO 238 39 40
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should be remembered that, compared with yields in electrophilic nitrations of around 4%

(see "Introduction"), yields in the 10 to 30 % category are a significant improvement.

Turning to the behaviour of the aliphatic phosphinimine 30 (see "Nucleophilic

Substitutions"), a different behaviour was observed. Oxidation of 30 using either ozone,

DMD or mCPBA (Scheme 5) did not give rise to any nitro product (41); instead, the only

(D- CH2-NO 2  + Ph 3 PO

41

cH2-N=PPh3 40]

30

Sj.-CHO + NO, + Ph 3 PO

42

Scheme 5: Oxidation of an Aliphatic Phosphinimine

identifiable products were the aldehyde (42) and triphenylphosphine oxide. The reasons for

this difference in chemistry from the aromatic systems probably lies in the stability of the

carbonyl product (42) which drives the reaction along this pathway - one can only speculate

as to which intermediates are involved.

Applications to Energetic Materials Synthesis

Two reactions not hitherto mentioned were selected as relevant to this topic; these are

based on the reactions reported earlier but use more highly derivatised rings, one carbocyclic

(benzenoid) and the other heteroaromatic. The complete reactions are shown at Schemes 6 &

7.

F N=SPh2  N02
N2 Ph2S=NH NO~ N 2  MCPBA N0 2

:N 2  20%

(after ref. 9) N0 2  N0 2

43 26 44

.Scheme 6: Synthesis of 1,2,4-Trinitrobenzene
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N=SPh 2  NO 2

N Cl (NACl N Cl

45 28 ," 46

NO2  NO2  NH3

NO2  [O1 N02

N NH2  N H2
0-

48 47

Scheme 7: Synthesis of Dinitropyridine Derivatives

The. sulphilimine 26 (Scheme 6), synthesised earlier by vicarious nucleophilic
substitution of 1,3-dinitrobenzene (see "Nucleophilic Substitutions"), is also conveniently
made by a literature route from the fluoro precursor (43)9. Oxidation of 26 gives 1,2,4-
trinitrobenzene (44), a reasonably stable high explosive related to the well known isomer,
1,3,5-trinitrobenzene, which has been suggested as a higher energy replacement for TNT18.
It is notable that this is the first reported synthesis of a trinitrobenzene which has not required
the use of fuming mineral acids, a potential advantage environmentally.

In Scheme 7, two of the elements of the 'Umpolung' nitration methodology are
combined, those of vicarious nucleophilic substitution of the chloronitropyridine (45), and the
oxidation of sulphilimine intermediate 28 by mCPBA (in ca 20 % yield). It is anticipated
that with further optimisation the yields of such oxidations can be improved. Further
functionalisation of the dinitropyridine 46 is then envisaged along the lines indicated to give
an aminonitropyridine 47, which would be susceptible to N-oxidation on the heterocyclic
nitrogen to give 48, a potential insensitive high explosive (molecular formula C5H4 N40 5).
Compounds with structures of this generic type have been suggested for use in this
application19 .

Conclusions

Therefore a new type of nitration methodology has been developed which facilitates
the nitration of substrates deactivated towards electrophilic nitration methods, notably
electron deficient heterocycles including pyridine and various diazines (pyrimidines,
pyrazines) as well as polynitrated benzenes. The nitration, an 'Umpolung' methodology,
relies on the introduction of the incipient or 'masked' nitro function as a nucleophile, most
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efficaciously a sulphilimine, which is converted to the desired nitro group in a separate

oxidation step. Although overall yields as high as 60-70% have been obtained, in some cases
yields fall below 10%; nevertheless, these lower figures are still an improvement on those

obtained by conventional electrophilic nitration.

The methodology offers promise in the generation of novel energetic materials, or in

the improved preparation of known materials, and one example is given of each. With further

development, it opens the door to new generations of energetic materials, particularly those

with high nitro content, which should fulfil the requirements of future military research
programmes.
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Zusammenmnfassung

Bei Festtreib- und Explosivstoffen kommt demn partikuIaren Failstoff eine besondere

Bedeutung zu. Die Rekristallisation der Explosivstoffpartikel erfolgt je nach stoffspe-

zifischen Eigenschaften mit unterschied lichen verfahrenstechnischen Prozessen.

Neben der Zerkleinerung, der SprOhikristallisation und der Kristallisation aus L6sun-

gen finden auch neue Verfahren wie die Kristallisation unter Anwendung kompri-

mierter Gase und die Emulsionskristallisation immer mehr Anwendung. Zur Beurtel-

lung des Herstellungsprozesses und der Produktqualitdt ist eine detaillierte Charalk-

terisierung der Partikel notwendig. Emn wichtiges Merkmal bei der Charakterisierung

partikularer Systeme ist die Partikelgr~fle und die Gr6genverteilung, die in diesemn

Beitrag ausf~hrlich diskutiert werden.
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1. Elnleltung

Festtreib- und Explosivstoffe sind oft hochgefUllte Polymersysteme. Bei diesen parti-

kularen Systemen, die aus bis zu 90 wt. % Fulistoff bestehen k6nnen, kommt den

Fullstoffpartikeln eine besondere Bedeutung zu. Je nach Anwendungsgebiet werden

an die Oxidatoren bzw. die energetischen FOlistoffe spezielle Anforderungen bezag-

lich der Partikeleigenschaften gestelit.

Die Herstellung der Explosivstoffpartikel bzw. die Rekristallisation der partikulare~n

Fulistoffkomponenten ist emn Verfahrensschritt der zwischen der Explosivstoff-

synthese und der Verarbeitung der Festtreib- und Explosivstoffe angeordnet ist

(siehe Abb. 1).

Festtreibstoffe

Sprengstoffe

Explosivstoff- Partikel- Explosivstoff- ml.Produkte Treibladungspulver
synthese herstellung verarbeitung -----

Pyrotechnik

Gasgeneratoren

Abb. 1: Teilschritte bei der Herstellung Energetischer Materialien

Durch den Einsatz unterschiedlicher verfahrenstechnischer Prozesse zur Partikel-

herstellung und Rekristallisation werden die Eigenschaften der synthetisierten parti-

kularen FUllstoffkomponenten so verAndert, dali u.a. eine bessere Verarbeitbarkeit

der Explosivstoffe erreicht wird oder z.B. durch eine gr~liere spezifische Oberfl;Rche

die Abbrandeigenschaften beeinflulit werden. Durch die gezielt auf das Produkt ab-

gestimmte Herstellung der Partikel konnen unterschiedliche spezifische Eigenschaf-

ten der Explosivstoffpartikel realisiert werden:
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"* unterschiedliche mittlere Partikeldlurchmesser

"* enge Partikelgr6flenverteilungen

"* definierte Partikelform, Morphologie

"* fehlstellenarme (-freie) Kristalle
"* hbhere Reinheit

Im folgenden werden versohiedene Verfahren zur Herstellung von Explosivstoff-

partikein vorgestelit. Desweiteren werden in diesemn Beitrag einige Moglichkeiten, zur

Beurteilung der Qualitdt der Explosivstoffpartikei und der Charakterisierung dieser

partikuI~ren Systeme diskutiert. Eine ausf~hrliche Charakterisierung der Partikel ist

sowohi zur Prod uktverbesseru ng und zur Qualit~tssicherung, als auch zur Verbesse-

rung der Herstellungsprozesse und aller weiteren Vera rbeitungssch ritte dringend

erforderlich.

2. Partikelherstellung

In Abh;§ngigkeit der stofflichen Eigenschaften und der geforderten Zielgrollen, wie

die mittlere Partikelgr6tle o.a., werden unterschiedliche verfahrenstechnische Pro-

zesse zur Hersteliung von Explosivstoffpartikeln eingesetzt:

"* Zerklienerung

"* Kristallisation aus L6sungen

"* Kristallisation unter Anwendlung komprimierter Gase

"* Emulsionskristallisation

"* SprijhkristaIlisation/Spr~ihtrocknung

"* Coating von partikuI~ren Systemen

2.1 Zerklelnerung

Bel demn Vorgang der Zerklienerung wird dlas Feststoffgefuge unter Einwirkung me-

chanischer KrAfte zerteilt und somit die Dispersit~t des Feststoffes erh~5ht. Da bei der

Feststoffzerkleinerung eine Reihe physikalisch schwer zu deutender Effekte, wie z.B.

unterschiedliche Materialh~rte, GefOgeaufbau und Beanspruchungsart zu-
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sammenwirken, ist die Zerklienerung in hohem Ma~e eine Dom~ne der Empirie. Eine

theoretische Beschreibung ist heutzutage nur ph~nomenologisch m~5glich. Hieraus

resultiert, daP. eine Vielzahi von unterschied lichen Zerkleinerungsapparaten mit un-

terschiedlichen Arbeitsweisen entwickelt warden sind. Folgende Mahientypen sind

zur Zerkleinerung von Explosivstoffen geeig net:

"* Zah nkranzd isperg ierappa rate

"* Kolloidm~jhien

"* Kugelmahien

"* SchwingmOhlen

"* StrahimOhien

Zur Zerkleinerung von Explosivstoffkomponenten solite u.a. aus Granden der Si-

cherheit der Prozel3 der Na~mahiung bevorzugt Anwendung finden. Emn Vorteil der

Nallmahiung Iiegt darin, daR fOr die gleiche Produktmenge emn geringerer Energie-

aufwand als bei der Trockenzerkleinerung erforderlich ist, weil durch die h6here Vis-

kositat der FlOssigkeit, im Gegensatz zu Luft als kontinuierliche Phase, gOnstigere

VerhAitnisse der Kraftobertragung auf die zu mahienden Partikel geschaffen werden.

Die Zerkleinerung von RDX, HMX oder CL20 in w5Rriger Suspension kann bis zu

einemn Partikeldurchmesser von x Ž5 pim mit demn in Abbildung 2 dargestellten Zahn-

kranzdispergierer erfolgen.

Abb 2: Zahnkranzdispergierer
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Dieser Zahnkranzdispergierer besteht aus elnem Stator mit 8 schragen Schlitzen

und einemn Rotor mit 6 Zdhnen. Die Rotordrehzahi kann im Bereich von 3.000 min-' <_

n :5 20.000 min` variiert werden, so dall maximale Umfangsgeschwindigkeiten von u

s6, ~realisiert werden kbnnen. Die Partikel und die kontinuierliche Phase der

Suspension strbmen zentral in den Zahnkranzdispergierer emn und werden nach der

Zerkleinerung tangential nach aulien gef6rdert. Abbildung 3 zeigt mittels Zahn-

kranzdispergierer zerkleinertes CL20. Die mittlere Partikelgr6lie betr;ýgt xm;z 5 gm.

Abb. 3: CL20; NaRimahlung: Zahnkranzdispergierer

Aus dieser Abbildung wird ersichtlich, dall die Partikel nach einem Zerkleinerungs-

prozelI kein homogenes OberfI~chengef~ge besitzen. An den Prim~rpartikeln haften

kliene Sekundirpartikel bzw. Kristallbruchstucke. Beim Mahivorgang werden dem

Partikel hohe Scher- oder Prallbeanspruchungen aufgepr~gt, so dali sich Imn Kri-

stallinneren veranderte Spannungszust~nde aufbauen. Aulierdem ergeben sich bei

der Zerkleinerung oft breite Partikelgr6fienverteilungen, was eine anschlieliende

Kiassierung erforderlich macht. Abbildung 4 zeigt die Volumensummen- Q,(x) und

die Volumendichteverteilung q,(x) von Oktogen, welches mit Ultrasohall im Batch-

Verfahren zerkleinert wurde.
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Abb. 4: Volumensummen-Q 3(X) und Volumendichteverteilung q3(X)

Oktogen; Ultraschallzerkleinerung

Der mittlere Partikeldurchmesser betrggt xso03 = 4,8 jim und die Dispersit~t K =0,456.

Eine M6glichkeit der Trockenmahiung von Explosivstoffen bieten die Strahimahien.

In StrahimOhien wird das Mahigut in elnemn expandierten Gasstrahl von Schall- bzw.

Uberschallgeschwindigkeit suspendiert und durch Prall und Abrieb (Wand und Parti-

kelI Partikel - Wechselwirkungen) zerklienert. Bei StrahImOhlen k6nnen die Mahi-

raumabmessungen und somit die Produktmengen sehr klein gehalten werden. Auch

die Verweilzeit der Partikel im Zerkleinerungsprozell ist sehr gering. Diese Beson-

derheiten der Strahimahiung machen diesen Prozell besonders geeignet zur

Feinstzerkleinerung von Explosivstoffen. Emn weiterer Vorteil ist, dalI Strahimahien

durch das verwendete Gas einen Selbstk~jhleffekt besitzen. Besonders geeignet sind

StrahImOhien zur Zerklienerung von Ammoniumperchiorat (AP) und Kaliumperchiorat

(KP), wo Partikelgrbllen von ca. 3 pm erreicht werden.
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2.2 Kristallisation aus Losungen

Im Gegensatz zu den Zerkleinerungsverfahren, bei denen die Partikel hohen me-

chanischen Belastungen unterworfen sind, bietet dlas Verfahren der Kristallisation

zur Herstellung von Explosivstoffpartikeln wesentliche Vorteile. Die Kristalle k6nnen

relativ Iangsamn spannungsfrei wachsen und besitzen nach Beendligung des Kristalli-

sationsvorgangs elne definierte Kristallstruktur und - form.

Die Kristallisation ist elne verfahrenstechnische Grundloperation, die je nach L-6-

sungsverhalten des kristallisierenden Feststoffes durch KOhlen einer ges~titigten L-6-

sung oder Verdampfen von L6sungsmittelanteilen erfolgen kann. Je nach der Art,

wie die erforderliche Obers~ttigung der Kristallisationsl6sung erzeugt wird, unter-

scheidet man zwischen:

- Kahiungskristallisation

- Verdlampfungskristaliisation

- Vakuumkristaliisation

- Verdr~ngungskristallisation
Die Wahl des geeigneten Kristaliisationsverfahrens h~ngt vom Verlauf der Los-

Iichkeitskurve ab. Steigt die Losiichkeit mit der Temperatur, so solite die Obers~tifi-

gung durch KL~hlen erzielt werden. Eine sehr flache L-6slichkeitsfunktion erfordert

neben demn Kijhien noch eine Verdlampfung des L-6sungsmittels.

Die Form des entstehenden Kristallhabitus ist aufgrund der fl~chenspezifischen

Wechselwirkungen zwischen Kristail und L6sungsmittel sehr stark von den einge-

setzten L6sungsmitteln abhtingig, so dali bei der Kristallisation die M6glichkeit be-

steht, den Habitus bezoglich der weiteren Verarbeitung zu optimieren. Abbildung 5

zeigt Oktogen-Kristalle, die in verschiedenen L-6sungsmitteln rekristallisiert wu~rden.
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Abb. 5: Oktogenkristalle

In der Kristallisation unterscheidet man zwei wichtige Mechanismen:

- Keimbildung

- Kristallwachstumn

Durch St~ren des L~sungsgleichgewichts durch Obersdttigung der L-6sungen kommt

es zur Kristallkeimbildung. Durch Anlagerung von Molek~len oder lonen aus der

Obers~ttigten L-6sung an den Flachen des Kristallkeims erfolgt dann dlas Wachstum

des Kristalls. Durch Steuerung eines Wachstumnsprozesses k6nnen die Eigen-

schaften der Kristalle gezielt beeinflullt werden. So besteht z.B. die M6glichkeit, fehi-

stellenarme (-freie) Kristalle zu zuchten. Abbildung 6 zeigt GAP-Test Ergebnisse

von PBX, die aus HTPB und in Propylencarbonat umnkristallisierten Oktogen-

Kristallen (c=70 wt%) gefertigt worden sind.

14 _ _ _ _ _ _ _

13 . ý ~ umkristallhsiert-es- HMX -

12 p jOriginaI-HMX

8 10 __ _

8 --- -- --- -_ _

1,885 1,89 1,895 1,9 1,905

Dichte Igfcm3?

Abb. 6 :GAP-Test: HMX-Kristalle in Propylencarbonat rekristallisiert
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Mit zunehmender Dichte wird die innere Qualit~t der Kristalle verbessert, d.h. es sind

weniger Fehistellen in den Kristallen vorhanden. Abbildung 6 macht deutlich, dali die

rekristallierten HMX-Partikel aufgrund der Redluzierung der inneren Fehlstellen we-

sentlich unempflndlicher sind.

2.4 Kristallisation unter Anwendung uberkritischer Fluide

Eine weitere Mbglichkeit zur Kristallisation von Explosivstoffkomponenten bieten die

Verfahren der Kristallisation unter Anwendlung komprimierter Gase.

Diese neuen Verfahren eignen sich insbesondere zur Herstellung von fehistellen-

armen Mikropartikeln (Submikronbereich) mit enger Partikelgrblienverteilung. Die

besonderen Eigenschaften hochkomprimierter Gase erlauben es, die Anforderungen

an die Explosivstoffpartikel in einemn grollen Bereich zu variieren /I/.

Zur Herstellung der Explosivstoffpartikel stehen drei unterschiedliche Verfahren zur

Verfogung:

Der RESS-ProzelI (Rapid Expansion of Supercritical Solutions) wird f~jr die Explo-

sivstoffe eingesetzt, die sich in reinem Oberkritischemn Fluid oder unter Zugabe von

Modifiern losen. Die Bildung der Partikel erfolgt durch schnelle Expansion des mit

Feststoff beladenen ulberkritischen Fluids Ober eine DOse. Der Druck p und die Tern-

peratur T werden durch die schnelle Expansion stark redluziert, so dali eine hohe,
lokale ObersAttigung der Losung und Keimbildlung im Freistrahi erfolgen kann. Be-

dingt durch die schnelle Expansion in der DOse ist dlas prim;§re Einsatzgebiet dieses

Prozesses die Herstellung feiner, engverteilter Partikel. Da hier keine klassischen

L6sungsmittel eingesetzt werden und die Kristallbildlung relativ schnell erfolgt, k6n-

nen Kristallfehler durch Losungsmitteleinschluisse vermieden werden. Abbildung 7
zeigt schemnatisch den Aufbau der RESS-Pilotanlage.
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Extraktor QAbschelde-
(Bi) kolonne

(P)(B3 FLhrckup

beVladenMre berkritceLsugwrd dann Obr in Dse zestambet. bildung
zeitLwe Flotssvon in Obekitichem KoieDioi arukrisalertelngTTrien

a.) stticher Vruch bpRSSPrze

Abb. 87: TNS-Pioartikel
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Die in CO, (statischer Versuch) kristallisierten TNT-Partikel zeigen dlas fOr TNT typi-

sche, nadelige Kristallisationsverhalten. Durch den Prozea der schnellen Expansion

beim RESS-Verfahren kann die Ausbildung des Kristallhabitus verifiziert werden (s.

Abb. 8, b.). Die mittlere Partikelgr6Ble der TNT-Partikel betr~gt x,,,, = 10 pm.

Abbildung 9 zeigt NTO-Partikel die mittels RESS-ProzeSl und Oberkritischem CO,

rekristallisiert wurden.

Abb. 9: NTO-Partikel; RESS-ProzeB

Auch bei NTO k6nnen PrimtirpartikeI im Submikronbereich erzeugt werden, aller-

dings ist in zukunftigen Arbeiten die Agglomerationsneigung von NTO zu untersu-

chen.

Bei vorliegender NICHT-Loslichkeit der Explosivstoffe in Oberkritischen Fluiden, wird

dlas verdlichtete Gas als Anti-Solvent eingesetzt, urn den in einemn klassischen L6-

sungsmittel gelosten Explosivstoff zu rekristallisieren. Die Absorption des verdich-

teten Gases in dlas Losungsmittel f~hrt zur Expansion der flossigen Phase. Die Zu-

nahme des spezifischen Volumens der Lo6sung, d.h. die Verminderung der Dichte,

bewirkt elne Reduzierung des Losevermogens des L~sungsmittels, so dall Explosiv-

stoffpartikel auskristallisieren. Hierzu stehen zwei Verfahrensvarianten zur Verfugung

"* Die beladene Losung wird in einemn KristaIlisationsbeh~Iter vorgelegt und dlas ver-

dichtete Gas zugef~jhrt.

"* Die Lo6sung und dlas verdichtete Gas werden gleichzeitig, vorzugsweise im Ge-

genstrom in eine Kristallisationskolonne einged~st. Diese Vorgehensweise er-
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m6glicht eine schnelle Diffusion des Gases in die Tropfen, was zu einer

,Ausf~llung" feiner Explosivstoffpartikel f~hrt. Dieses Verfahren wird als PCA-Pro-

zefi (Preciption with a Compressed Fluid Anti-Solvent) bezeichnet. Abbildung 10

zeigt schemnatisch das Fliegbild der PCA-Anlage.

LdsungsmittelbehglterIWarmetauscher W4

DOse Warmetauscher WI

Kristallisationskolonne

Vorratsbehalter

C02-Pumpe

LMsungsmittelpumpe

Warmetauscher W2 und W3
Gas C02-Vorratsflasche

Separator

Losungsmiftel

Abb. 10: PCA-Kristallisationsanlage.

2.4 Emulsionskristallisation

Das Verfahren der Em~ulsionskristallisation ist insbesondere zur Rekristallisation von

schmelzbaren Treib- und Explosivstoffkomponenten geeignet. Mit diesem Prozes

k6nnen sphiirische Partikel des bei ca. 92 OC schmelzenden Oxidators Ammonium-

dinitramid (ADN) hergesteilt werden.

Der EmulsionskristallisationsprozelR gliedert sich in zwei wesentliche Teilschritte:

1. Herstellung eines flojssig/flossig-Mehrphasensystems mit ADN-Schmelze als dis-

perse Phase und einer gegen~ber ADN nicht lbslichen und nicht mischbaren kon-

tinuierlichen Phase. Der Tropfenaufbruch und die Erzeugung der Emulsion erfolgt

durch den Eintrag mechanischer Energie, z.B. durch einen Zahnkranzdispergierer

(s. Abb. 2) oder einen geeigneten R~hrer.
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2. Kristallisation der Emulsionstropfen zu festen, sph~rischen ADN-Partikeln. Da die
ADN-Tropfen emn stark inhibiertes Materialverhalten zeigen, ist auch im zweiten
Teilschritt der Eintrag mechanischer Energie erforderlich. Neben der Abkcfhlung
auf Temperaturen unterhaib der Schmelztemperatur sind zur Rekristallisation der
ADN-Tropfen zus~tziich mechanische Energie oder Partikel/Partikel-Wechsel-
wirkungen erforderlich. Durch diesen lokalen Energieeintrag erfolgt die Initilerung

des KristalIisationsvorganges.

Mit der Methode der Emulsionskristallisation k~nnen ADN-Partikel im Bereich-5 pim•

x,,0 , : 800 jim hergesteilt werden. Abbildung 11 zeigt ADN-Partikel, die durch Emul-
sionskristallisation hergesteilt warden sind.

500 pmn

Abb. 11: ADN-Partikel, Emulsionskristallisation

2.5 SprUhkristallisation I SprUhtrocknung

Auch die Spr~jhkristallisation ist emn aus zwei Teilschritten bestehender Prozea. Im

ersten Teilschritt erfolgt die Zerst~ubung der FlOssigkeit zu Tropfen und im Zweiten

die Trocknung bzw. die Kristallisation der Tropfen zu sph~rischen Partikein. Beim

Einsatz von Zweistoffdosen mit konzentrischer Gas-und FlOssigkeitsf~hrung ergibt

sich in Abh~ngigkeit der Oberfl~chenspannung a und des Volumenstromes VF der

FlC~ssigkeit, der Dichte p. und dem Volumenstrom VG des Gases sowie der Relativ-
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geschwindigkeit w zwischen Gas und FlOssigkeit ein mittlerer Tropfendurchmesser

Xm PeO,58. a'+16 (VF 1

Die Relativgeschwindigkeit ist auch eine Funktion des ZerstAubungsdruckes. Wird

die Auslaufgeschwindigkeit u der FiOssigkeit (z.B. durch Verringerung der Flussig-

keitshbhe in der Vorlage) keiener, erhoht sich die Relativgeschwindigkeit w, was zu

kleineren Partikeigroften fuhrt. In Abbildung 12 ist das Fliellbild einer Anlage zur
Herstellung von phasenstabilisiertemn Ammoniumnitrat (PSAN) dargestelit.

AbsauglIWtr

-- Stobobedgkde

/rdkonae Produkt-ap

Abb. 2 Spohkrstalisatonsalagezur SAN Hersatelug
Die Spruhkristalisa ztiosbanulag bsteht auenmKrslisinsrm itdme-

trale Baueil -er Zrstauungsuse- nd enem Khimatel.drem rsaliai
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onsturm ist zur Abscheidlung der Partikel emn Zykion nachgeschaltet. Oberhaib des

Turmes befindlet sich der Schmelztopf incl. R~hrwerk.

Phasenstabilisiertes Ammoniumnitrat kann mit verschiedenen Additiven, wie Zin-

koxid, Kupferoxid oder Nickeloxid, und ohne Zusatz ais SCAN L~prayed Crystallized

AN~) in Form sphdrischer Partikel mit mittleren Partikelgrbl~en vonl xm = 20 pm, xm

50 pm, xm = 160 pm und xm = 300 pm durch Sprulhkristallisation hergesteit werden.

3. Charakterisierung von Partikein

Eine dletaillierte Charakterisierung der Partikel ist sowohi zur Beurteilung des Herstel-

Iungsprozesses und der Produktqualit~t, als auch im Hinblick auf die Verarbeitung

der Explosivstoffpartikel unverzichtbar. In Abbildung 13 sind einige Eigenschaften

von Partikein aufgefuhrt, weiche verschiedenste Auswirkungen auf die Produktqua-

Iit;§t, die Verarbeitbarkeit, die Explosivstoffeigenschaften usw. haben und somit in

Abh~ngigkeit der Problemstellung untersucht werden soilten.

Partikelgril~e,

SpezflschePartikelgrblen-

Obern~che, verteilurng srnf~hnn~e

Porositat eigenschaften

PPaitike dich~te, Wecheselwirku~ngen,
C Sch ttd cte Zetapoitential

Partikelforrn, Rheologische

Mrhologie Eigencafe

Chemische

( Krfstallphasen Zusammensetzun~g
Thermiisch~e Verunreinigunge~n

(Eigenschaften

Abb. 13 : Partikeleigenschaften
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Da die mittlere Partikelgr6lle und die Gr6Renverteilung sehr wichtige Partikeleigen-

schaft Sind, die den Verarbeitungsprozell und die charakteristischen Eigenschaften

des Produkts wesentlich beeinflussen, sollen diese Partikeleigenschaften im folgen-

den diskutiert werden.

Zur Bestimmung von Partikelgr6rlen und deren Verteilungen stehen versohiedene

Me~verfahren zur Verfagung. Sie unterschieden sich insbesondere durch ihr physi-

kalisches Prinzip und durch ihren m6glichen Meilbereich. Sie lassen sich einteilen in

Trennverfahren (Siebung,Sichten), Sedimentationsverfahren (Schwerkraft-

sedimentation,Zentrifugieren), Z~hiverfahren (Coulter-Counter, Extinktion, Buld-

analyse), optische Verfahren (Lase rbeug ungsspektrometrie, dynamische Licht-

streuung, Holographie) und andere Methoden wie die Ultraschallspektroskopie. Ab-

bildung 14 gibt einen Oberblick Ober den m6glichen Megbereich der verschiedenen

Verfahren.

Sieben

Sedimentation

Zentrifugieren

Coulter Counter

Extinktionsmessungen

automatische Bildanalyse

Laserbeugungsspektrometde

dynamische Lichtstreuung

Holographie

Ultraschallspektroskopie

I rm 1 lrnm 10 lOnnm 1pm 10 pm 100 pm 1 MM 10 MM

Abb. 14: MeRbereiche verschiedener Partikelanalysemethoden
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Da die Analysemethoden alle auf unterschied lichen physikalischen Prinzipien be-

ruhen, stimmen die mittelbaren Partikeldurchmesser oft nicht uberein. Bei der Sedi-

mentationsanalyse ergibt sich emn Schwerkraft-bezogener Partikeldurchmesser, w~h-

rend z.B. bei den Streulichtverfahren die Information Ober die Partikelgrolle in der

durch die Wechselwirkung mit den Partikeln gest6rten Ausbreitung der Lichtwellen

steckt.

3.1 Darstellung von Partikelgrollenverteilungen

Die Korngrb5len von partikuI~ren Systemen k6nnen sich Ober einen weiteren Gro-

genbereich erstrecken.

Die Einzelpartikel lassen sich in sogenannte Gr6Benklassen ordnen. FOr eine hinrei-

chende Beschreibung soicher Partikelkollektive ist die Ermittlung und Darstellung der

Partikelgr6Renverteilung in einem m6glichst weiten Bereich notwendig. Zur Kenn-

zeichnung der Einzelpartikel eines Kollektives benutzt man bestimmte me~bare,

me~glichst die Einzelpartikel eindeutig beschreibende physikalische Eigenschaften,

wie z.B. die Masse, das Volumen, die Oberflfthe, die Sinkgeschwindigkeit, die In-

tensit~t des von Partikein in einem Lichtstrahl gestreuten oder absorbierten Lichtes

oder die St6rung eines elektromagnetischen Feldes durch die Anwesenheit von Par-

tikein. Die durch entsprechende Mellverfahren ermittelbare Verteilung wird durch die

in den einzelnen Merkmalsklassen vorhandenen Teilmengen gekennzeichnet. Zu

diesen Partikelmerkmalen werden die zugeh6rigen Mengenanteile bestimmt, woraus

sich Mengenverteilungen des entsprechenden Partikelmerkmals ergeben. Entspre-

chend des verwendeten Mellverfahrens werden unterschiedliche Mengenarten er-

mittelt. Werden die Partikel bei der Analyse geza§hlt, so ist die Mengenart eine An-

zahi, wiegt man sie, dann ist die Masse die Mengenart. Die Kennzeichnung der

Mengenart erfolgt durch den Index r (Tab. 1).

Tab. 1: Kennzeichnung der Mengenart

Mengenart D~imension Index

Anzahl ___O _ r =0

I-Ange _____ r =1

Flache L 2  r = 2
IMasse, Volumen IL' Tr =3 3
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Man unterscheidet zwei Mengenmage, n~mlich die Verteilungssumnme Qr (Xi) und die

Verteilungsdichte q, (xi). Die Verteilungssumme Q, (x,) ist die Teilmenge zwischen der

minimalen Partikelgrol~e Xm,. und dem jeweiligen Wert x,:

Or (XI) = Menge alIe- Partikd nit x:!ýxi (2)GeaTtrre1ge alIer Partikel

Die Verteilungsdichte qr (xi) ergibt sich, wenn der Mengenanteil, der in emn bestimm-

tes Partikelintervall falit, auf die Intervalibreite bezogen wird:

qr (Xi) =Me~enteil zwisdiai xi und x,,, (3)
Inte~Irvdbete x,,, - x

1St Or (x) eine stetig differenzierbare Funktion, so ergibt sich

qr (x = Jx bzw. Qr(Xi) = 'lqr(x)dx (4)

Zur Charakterisierung von Partikelkollektiven k6nnen aus den gemessenen Vertei-

fungen verschiedene Parameter bestimmt werden:

- Medianwert x,,o,: die Partikeigrol~e, fuir die 0, (XIIor) =0,5 gilt; es liegen somit 50 %
der Gesamtmenge des Partikelkoilektives unterhaib dieses x-Wertes.

- Modaiwert xmod :die PartikelgrdI~e, bei der die Dichteverteilung q, (x) emn Maximum

aufweist.

- Die Homogenitat bzw. Dispersitat eines Partikelkollektives wird durch die Vertei-
Iungsbreite gekennzeichnet. Die Breite einer Verteilung kann nach der VDI-

Richtlinie 3491 durch den Dispersitatsgrad K beschrieben werden /21:

Kx84,3 - x16,3  (5)
2.X5,

Die Dispersit~t wird wie folgt unterteilt:

K < 0,14 -*Monodispers

0,14!• K!5 0,41 -4Quasimonodispers

K > 0,41 -+Polydlispers
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-Der Sauterdurchmesser x., ist emn mittlerer Partikeldurchmesser, der dem Partikel-

kollektiv den Durchmesser einer Kugel zuordnet, weiche das gleiche VerhaItnis

von Volumen zu Oberfldche besitzt wie das Partikelkollektiv selbst. Mit den ge-

messenen Werten lA~t sich die volumenbezogene, spezifische Oberfl~che 5,, als
Quotient aus Oberfitiche S und Volumen V eines Partikelkollektives berechnen.

FOr kugelfbrmige Partikel mit dem Durchmesser x berechnet sich die spezifisohe

Oberfl~che S, zu:

Sv = 6(6)

3.2 Spezifische OberfiAche

Eine exakte Ermittlung der spezifischen Oberfl~che von Partikein erfoigt mittels der

Sorption von Gasen an de et~ peroberfltiche. Das Prinzip dieser Oberflachen-

messung beruht darauf, dag an der Oberfl~che der Partikel Gasmolek~le adsorbiert

werden, und die adsorbierte Gasmenge unter gewissen Bedingungen proportional

der absoluten Gro~e der Oberfitiche ist. Mit der Methode der Gasadsorptioin sind

Mikroporen, Risse oder Fehistellen, die von augen zugAnglich sind, detektierbar. Die

spezifische OberfIache steht in direktem Zusammenhang mit der Reaktivittat der Par-

tikel und ist somit z.B. ffir die Abbrandeigenschaften von besonderer Bedeutung.

4. Literatur
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CHARACTERIZATION OF SONOCHEMICALLY-AMINTAED

1,3,5-TRIAMINO-2,4,6-TRINITROBENZENE

Julie Bremser and Kien-Yin Lee

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

ABSTRACT

A novel method has been achieved for the preparation of 1,3,5-triamino-2,4,6-

trinitrobenzene (TATB) from TCTNB in toluene by amination with ammonium

hydroxide solution under the influence of ultrasonic irradiation. Samples of this

sonochemically-aminated TATB (FP-TATB) were studied for its powder characteristics.

In particular, particle dispersions techniques, such as use of a surfactant, ultrasonic

agitation, and sample suspension concentration, were studied to determine the effect on

.overall particle size distribution and particle stability. It was found that the use of

deionized water alone was not sufficient to ensure adequate suspension of the powder.

An additional powder dispersion method, such as ultrasonic agitation and/or the use of a

surfactant, resulted in a more uniform suspension of the powder and more accurate

particle size distribution. It was found that the arithmetic median diameter (vol%) of FP-

TATB is -15 micrometers.

The powder dispersion methods investigated here will be applied to TATB

prepared by a different approach. Particle size distribution results on these samples will

also be discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The compound 1,3,5-triamino-2,4,6-trinitrobenzene (TATB) is an explosive with

a high melting point and thermal stability that has been applied in situations

where insensitivity to impact hazards is important. In the past, production grade
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TATB (PG-TATB) was prepared by amination of 1,3,5-trichloro-2,4,6-

trinitrobenzene (TCTNB) in toluene with anhydrous ammonia gas in a pressurized

reactor.(') TATB thus produced is suitable for most applications with particle size

ranging from 30 to 60 micrometers. However, for applications requiring higher

sensitivity to shock initiation, fine-grained TATB is desirable. TATB with an

arithmetic median of 6 micrometers, produced by Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory (LLNL) and Pantex, has been qualified as an insensitive high

explosive (IHE) according to U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) standards.(2)

The processes involved in the production of such TATB (UF-TATB) are

complicated and time consuming.(3)

Ultrasound is sound with frequencies beyond human hearing, i.e. above 20

kHz. When ultrasound is applied to liquids of either a homogeneous or

heterogeneous reaction system, acoustic cavitation results. Rate enhancement of

chemical reactions accompanied by higher production yield has been

demonstrated under the influence of ultrasonic irradiation (ultrasonication). (4)

Recently, the synthesis of nanostructured catalysts with selective hydrogenation

reactivity by ultrasonication was reported by Suslick and his coworkers. (5)

Ultrasound is also widely used in promoting dispersion of one liquid phase into

another through emulsification.

In an attempt to develop a simple method to synthesize TATB that will have

particle size comparable to UF-TATB, we have studied the synthesis of TATB by

ultrasonication. This presentation will briefly describe the synthesis of FP-TATB,

discuss particle dispersion techniques, such as use of a surfactant, and ultrasonic

agitation, and their effect on particle size distribution. Results from the particle

dispersion and particle sizing of UF-TATB (91190-135m-003), FP-TATB (KYL-I-

58s) and PG-TATB (12-11-81-0524-165) powders will be reported.
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EXPERIMENTAL

Preparation of FP-TATB (KYL-I-58s)

An ultrasonic liquid processor (Misonix XL2020) equipped with a 0.5-

inch probe, operating at 20 kHz with a variable amplitude power-supply output

was used for the preparation of FP-TATB. The power output was set at 60% of

maximum 550 watts. A solution of TCTNB in toluene was added to an

ammonium hydroxide solution in a 300 ml beaker (Pyrex No. 1040). The

amination reaction began by immersing the sonicator horn into the two-phase

mixture, followed by turning on the processor power. To minimize potential

ammonia gas escaping to the air, the. beaker was covered with a piece of

aluminum foil. After a 40-minute sonication time, the resulting emulsion was left

overnight at ambient temperature. The resultant FP-TATB was collected by

filtration, followed by washing the solids sequentially with hot water, toluene, and

acetone. The resulting lemon-colored solids were then dried at 98°C in a vacuum

oven overnight. The amination reaction is shown in Reaction 1.

I NH,

02 N NO, 02N 02

0 + NH40H Toluene (1)

Cl CI HN H,

NO2  NO2

TCTNB TATB

Particle Sizing

All particle sizing was done on a Horiba LA-900 Laser Scattering Particle

Size Distribution Analyzer. This instrument uses the principles of the Mie

scattering theory for measuring the size and distribution of particles suspended in

a liquid medium. Two light sources, a 632.8 um He-Ne laser and a blue and red
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monochromed tungsten lamp, are used in the instrument. After the light beam has

been scattered by the particles in the measuring cell, it passes through the

condenser lens and is focused on the 18 unit detector. The intensity and angle of

scattered light are converted into electrical signals, which are then used to

calculate the size distribution of the particles.(6 ) The instrument is capable of

measurements from 0.04 to 1000 vrm.

A small sample of the TATB powder was suspended in deionized water

for particle sizing. Deionized water was also used as the dispersion fluid (-200ml)

in the particle sizer. A peristaltic pump was used to circulate the sample and

dispersion medium through the measuring cell. The sample was added drop-wise

to the measuring cell until the percent transmission was in the desired range as

indicated by the manufacturer. Duplicate samples of FP-, PG- and UF-TATB

powders were analyzed three times each.

Various methods of particle dispersion were examined. Samples were

dispersed through the use of the instrument's internal pumping system and

ultrasonic bath (USB), the use of a 40 Watt ultrasonic probe (USP), and the

addition of the dilute non-ionic surfactant Triton®X- 100 (TX, manufactured by

Rohm & Haas Company). The wattage and time of agitation with the ultrasonic

probe were varied to determine the effect on particle dispersion. Samples were

agitated for 5 minutes at 40 watts and for 12 minutes at 100 watts using the

ultrasonic probe.

Additionally, two sample concentrations were analyzed to examine effect

of sample concentration on particle size results. Samples were suspended in water

containing dilute Triton X-100, agitated for 10 seconds at 40 watts using the

ultrasonic probe and added dropwise to the particle sizer until the percent

transmission had dropped to approximately 95% and 70%.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Synthesis of FP-TATB
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Lemon-colored TATB was obtained by the amination of TCTNB in

toluene with ammonium hydroxide solution under the influence of ultrasonic

waves. This method of preparing TATB by ultrasonication is unique and

economical. The amination reagent used is an ammonium hydroxide solution

(NH4OH), instead of ammonia gas, thus eliminating the tedious monitoring of gas

pressure during amination. This method is more economical since the process is

less complicated and time-consuming than previously documented methods, and

the hazardous solvent toluene used in the process is regenerated from the waste

stream by distillation and can be employed for further amination reactions.

Particle Size Distribution

The samples suspended in deionized water alone, with no additional

method of powder disbursement, were difficult to keep in suspension. The high

surface tension of the water resulted in a "skin" of powder that tended to adhere to

glassware and instrument parts. Powder suspended in deionized water alone

tended to re-agglomerate readily, making it difficult to obtain representative

particle size distribution data. As a result, both the water alone samples of UF-

TATB and FP-TATB resulted in a larger mean and median particle size and wider

particle size distribution (see Figure 1) than the same powder when some

additional method of powder dispersion was employed. The PG-TATB also

resulted in a larger mean and median particle diameters when dispersed in

deionized water alone. Figures 2, 3, and 4 compare the particle size distributions

for UF-, PG- and FP-TATB samples suspended in deionized water alone with the

samples suspended in deionized water plus the use of an additional powder

dispersion method.

According to the results obtained in these experiments, for these three

powders, the use of deionized water alone was not sufficient to ensure adequate

suspension of the powder. An additional dispersion method, such as ultrasonic

agitation and/or the use of a surfactant, resulted in a more uniform suspension of

the powder. However, the exact method of powder dispersion had little effect on

the median particle size or particle size distribution, as also shown in Figures 2, 3,
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and 4. Tables 1, 2, and 3 summarize the particle size results. The addition of a

small amount of dilute Triton X-100. greatly aided sample dispersion. Although

the use of the ultrasonic bath or probe alone were acceptable methods of sample

dispersion, the addition of the surfactant made cleaning of the instrument between

sample runs much easier.

TABLE 1: UF-TATB Particle Size Results (based on volume)

Preparation Mean (prm) Median (itm)

DI water 18.84 8.83

DI water, USB 5.70 5.06

DI water, USP 5.70 5.12

DI water, Triton® X-100 6.35 5.65

DI water, Triton® X-100,USB 5.67 5.01

I water, Triton® X-100,USP 5.65 4.95

TABLE 2: FP-TATB Particle Size Results (based on volume)

Preparation Mean (tm) Median (jIm)

DI water 42.04 27.16

DI water, USB 15.95 12.68

DI water, USP 13.77 12.41

DI water, Triton® X-100 16.04 14.70

DI water, Triton® X-100,USB 15.56 13.39

DI water, Triton® X-100,USP 14.91 12.97
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TABLE 3: PG-TATB Particle Size Results (based on volume)

Preparation Mean (tin) Median (grm)

DI water 75.94 72.86

DI water, USB 56.00 54.86

DI water, USP 54.33 54.36

DI water, Triton® X-100 54.62 56.22

DI water, Triton® X-100,USB 54.18 54.76

DI water, Triton® X- 100,USP 54.50 55.18

The particle sizing results for experiments using increased agitation time

and wattage during samples preparation indicated there was little, if any, effect on

the PG- and UF- TATB powders. The FP-TATB did show some slight reduction

in mean particle size when subjected to the same sample preparation. Mean

particle size results are shown in Table 4.

TABLE 4: Mean Particle Size Results (based on volume)

for Increased Agitation Time During Sample Preparation

Preparation FP-TATB PG-TATB UF-TATB

10 sec USP/40 watts 14.91 utm 54.50 ptm 5.65 gm

min USP/40 watts 11.34 gm 55.69 ptm 5.89 gm

12 min USP/100 8.85 gm 53.02 prm 5.17 gm

watts

Particle sizing results from the higher sample concentration (lower percent

transmission) were very similar to the results from the lower sample concentration
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(higher percent transmission). For the powders examined here, there appears to

be little, if any, effect due to increased sample concentration. Mean particle size

results are shown in Table 5.

TABLE 5: Mean Particle Size Results (based on volume)
for Increased Sample Concentration

Preparation High Concentration Low Concentration
~70% Transmission ,-95% Transmission

PG-TATB 55.12 jtm 54.50 gm

UF-TATB 5.64 gm 5.65 ptm

FP-TATB 17.70 gim 14.91 jtm

CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated that fine-particle TATB can be made by a simple,

one-step amination from TCTNB and ammonium hydroxide solution under the

influence of ultrasonic irradiation (ultrasonication). This sonochemically-

aminated TATB (FP-TATB) has particle size comparable to UF-TATB, an IHE

booster material. Results from powder characterization studies on the TATBs

illustrated that the arithmetic median particle diameters of FP-TATB is 15

micrometers while that of UF-TATB is 5 micrometers and that of PG-TATB is 55

micrometers.

Further studies on particle dispersion techniques indicated the need for an

additional particle dispersion method, such as ultrasonic agitation and/or the use

of a surfactant. The addition of a small amount of dilute Triton X-100 greatly

aided sample dispersion. Although the use of the ultrasonic bath or probe alone

were acceptable methods of sample dispersion, the addition of the surfactant made

cleaning of the instrument between sample runs much easier.
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Excessive ultrasonic agitation appeared to have little effect on the particle

sizing results of both the UF- and PG-TATB powders. However, FP-TATB

showed some reduction in mean particle diameters.

Use of heavily concentrated samples did not appear to significantly affect

the particle sizing results. However, less concentrated samples are recommended

to prevent detector overloading and powder agglomeration, in addition to

conserving sample powder.
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Figure 1

FP-, UF- and PG-TATB, suspended in deionized water, particle size distribution
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Comparison of powder dispersion methods for FP-TATB.
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Comparison of powder dispersion methods for UF-TATB.
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Mahlen von Explosivstoffen

Dr. E. Kleinschmidt, H. Spath
TDW GmbH, 86523 Schrobenhausen, BRD

Zusammenfassung

Beschrieben werden die bei TDW zur Zerkleinerung von festen Explosivstoffen bevor-
zugten MOhlentypen KolloidmOhle und KugelmOhle. lhre M6glichkeiten und Grenzen
werden im Vergleich zu anderen Zerkleinerungsverfahren dargestellt. Ergebnisse liegen
vor allem fir Hexogen (RDX) und Oktogen (HMX) vor.
Versuche mit beiden MOhlentypen werden beschrieben. Zur Kontrolle von Zwischen- und
Endprodukten werden Laser-Granulometer und Luftstrahlsieb verwendet. Die Aussage-
fahigkeit beider Verfahren sowie der Einflul unterschiedlichen Mahlguts auf die
Ladungsherstellung werden gezeigt.

Abstract

Colloid-mill and coball-mill, the two at TDW prefered mill-types are introduced. Their
possibilities and limits for crushing solid high explosives are shown and compared with
other methods. Results are especially available for hexogene (RDX) and octogene
(HMX).
Results of tests with both mill-types are shown. Laser-granulometer and air-jet sieve are
used for control of intermediates and final products. The suitability for both methods is
compared. The ability of different crushed material to manufacture PBX charges is
shown.
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1. Einleitung

Die Zerkleinerung von Stoffen ist eine Basisoperation der Explosivstofftechnologie. For
die Herstellung von Sprengladungen ist der Einsatz von Feingut in erster Linie aus ver-
fahrenstechnischen GrOnden erforderlich. Nur durch den Einsatz von bimodalen Kornun-
gen sind Ladungen hoher Dichte bei minimalem Gehalt an Binder herzustellen. Die
Korngr6l3en des Feingutes liegen zwischen 20 und 150 gim.
Fur Treibladungen sind Korngr6l3en und spezifische OberfIachen zus&tzlich von grol~er
Bedeutung for das Abbrandverhalten. Korngr~l3en ,10 gim sind meist Oblich. Durch den
verstarkt zu erwartenden Einsatz von Nitraminpulvern gewinnt die Herstellung und Cha-
rakterisierung von sehr feinem Hexogen, Oktogen und auch von CL20 zunehmend an
Bedeutung (Anlage 1).

2. Zerkleinerungsverfahren

Mahlverfahren sind sell Jahrzehnten Stand der Technik auch for die Zerkleinerung von
Explosivstoffen. Die Grundprinzipien des Mahlens sind seit langem bekannt, verbessert
hat sich in erster Linie die Leistungsf~higkeit und Sicherheit der Gerate (Anlage 2).
Die Fliel~bett-GegenstrahlmOhle (fluid energy mill) wird vielfach zumn Mahlen von
Ammoniumperchlorat (APC) eingesetzt. Das Mahlgut wird in einem Gasstrom fluidisiert.
Die Teilchen prallen mit hoher Geschwindigkeit aufeinander und werden zerkleinert.
Korngrbf3en bis zu 1 pim werden damit erzielt. Nachteil dieses Verfahrens ist wie bei
alien Trockenmahlverfahren das Fehlen eines phiegmatisierenden Fluids. Risiken wie
elektrostatische Aufladung oder Staubexplosionen sind beim Zerkleinern von Explosiv-
stoffen besonders zu beachten.

In Rotor-Stator-MOhlen (colloid mills) wird das Mahlgut als Suspension eingesetzt. FOr
organische Substanzen (RDX, HMX) dient Wasser als Fluid, for wasserl6sliche Salze
(APC, AN) kann Isoproponal verwendet werden. Durch Variation des Mahlspaltes kann
der Zerkleinerungsgrad beeinflul~t werden. Korngr6B~en bis zu 20 Jim sind erreichbar
(Anlagen 3, 4).

Ebenfalls in Suspension arbeiten die KugelmOhlen (coball-mills). Das Mahlgut wird als
Suspension durch eine mit Mahlkugeln gefbllte Kammer gepumpt. Durch wiederholten
Kontakt mit den Mahlkugeln wird das Mahlgut zerkleinert. Mit dem Verfahren werden
Korngr~l3en bis zu 1 gim Durchmesser erzielt. Die Leistung der Mohle kann durch Variati-
on von Kugelfijllung, Durchfluf3rate der Suspension sowie durch das Verhaltnis Mahlgut/
Fluid beeinflul~t werden (Anlage 5).

Hohe Bedeutung kommt auch den verschiedenen Kristallisationsverfahren zu. Sie bieten
emn hohes Mal3 an Sicherheit (keine mechanische Belastung des Mahlgutes) bei gleich-
zeitig hoher Leistungsfahigkeit (Korngr6l3en von 1 - 1000 jim sind realisierbar). Probleme
lassen Stoffe mit mehreren Kristallmodifikationen (HMX, CL2O, AN) erwarten.

2.1 Zahnkolloidmbhle

ZahnkolloidmOhlen werden bei TDW sowohl im Technikum wie in der Produktion einge-
setzt. Mahlgut sind in erster Linie RDX und HMX. Die zur Herstellung von Sprengladun-
gen ben6tigten mittleren Korngrbf3en liegen meist zwischen 50 und 100 gim. Bei einem
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Ausgangsmaterial von 200 - 600 pm Korngrbl~en werden die gew~nschten Werte in
einem Mahivorgang erreicht.
Einflul~gr6l8en sind die Einstellung des Mahispaltes sowie in geringerem Umfang die
aufgegebene Mahigutmenge (Anlagen 6,7).
Korngr6l3en von 50 gm sind in 2 Mahlgangen zu erzielen. Bei gebffnetem Mahlspalt 2
wird das Mahlgut auf ca. 100 pm zerkleinert. Es wird in die Aufnahme zur~ickgef0hrt und
bei geschlossenemn Spalt erneut gemahien. Die damit erzielte mittlere, Korngr6lBe von
ca. 30 pm steilt ann~hernd die Leistungsgrenze des beschriebenen Mohlentyps dar
(Anlage 8).

2.2 Kugelm~ihle

Mit der im Technikum der TDW vorhandenen KugelmOhie k6nnen Korngr6lBen von 1 - 20
pm erzielt werden. Das Ausgangsmaterial ist auf Korngr6B~en von 50 - 150 Pm vor-
zerkleinert.

Variationsparameter sind:
-Suspensionsgrad (Anlage 9)
-Durchflul~rate (Anlage 9, 10)
-Wahl des Fluids (Isoproponal fOr Salze, Anlage 11)

3. Charakterisierung des Mahigutes

Unverzichtbare Erg~nzung jedes Mahivorganges ist die Charakterisierung des Mahlgu-
tes. Eine Vielfalt von Verfahren ist bekannt und wird eingesetzt (Anlage 12). Die Auswahi
von geeigneten Verfahren hMngt vom jeweiligen Anwendungszweck und auch von der
jeweiligen Partikelgr6l3e ab. Zur Prozeflkontrolle genOgt meist 1 Verfahren, werden
dagegen neue Materialien oder Verfahren erprobt, so ist der Einsatz mehrerer MeBver-
fahren erforderlich (Anlage 13).

Das Luftstrahlsieb (mechanisches Sieb) ist fOr Korngr6Blen von ca. 10 pm bis zu mehre-
ren Millimetern geeignet. Zur Erstellung einer Kbrnungslinie muf3 mit 4 - 8 SiebgrolBen
gearbeitet werden. Von Nachteil - vor allem bei sehr teuren Stoffen wie CL-2O - ist der
hohe Materialbedarf von ca. 20 g pro Sieb.

Laser-Granulometer sind zunehmend Stand der Technik zur Charakterisierung von
Feingut. Sie sind fOr Korngr6lBen von 0, 1 - 100 pm einsetzbar. Die Analysensubstanzen
sind in Wasser oder Isoproponal suspendiert, pro Messung genogen wenige mg Sub-
stanz. Gemnessen wird das Volumen der Partikel, angegeben wird der Durchmesser der
volumengleichen Kugel. Ergebnisse k~nnen durch stark unterschiediiche Kornformen
des Mahlgutes verf~ischt werden.

Emn Verfahren fOr sehr feinkbrniges Material (< ca. 30 pm) ist die Sedimentationsanalyse.
Sie liefert zuverlassige, aussagekraftige Ergebnisse. Wegen des grol~en Zeitbedarfs von
bis zu mehreren Tagen pro Analyse kommt das Verfahren in erster Linie fOr Forschungs-
zwecke in Frage.

Zur Charakterisierung von Treibstoff Komponenten ist die Bestimmung der spezifischen
Oberflache nach dem BET-Verfahren von Bedeutung. Aussagekr~ftige Werte erh~lt man
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for Partikel von ,10 gim. Von Nachtiel ist der relativ grol~e Zeitaufwand for die Messung
sowie der geringe Informationsgrad. Man kann eine Substanz nicht mit einer einzigen
Zahi (spezifische OberfiAche: m2Ig) ausreichend charakterisieren.

Mikroskopieverfahren (Lichtmikroskop, Raster Elektronen Mikroskop) sind als E rganzung
zu den vorgenannten Verfahren wichtig. Sie geben Hinweis auf die Form von Partikein.
Die in der Anlage 13 dargestellten Oktogenkristalle sind mit einem Luftstrahlsieb allein
nicht zu unterscheiden. Ihre unterschiedliche Kornform kann sich allerdings auf die Ver-
arbeitung auswirken.

4. EinfluI3 von Korngr6lBen auf die Ladungsherstellung

For eine gief~bare PBX Rezeptur mit 90 % Oktogen und 10 % HTPB Binder wurde unter-
schiedlich hergestelites Feinoktogen eingesetzt. Die beiden Feinoktogene sind bei je-
wells 30 gim mittlerer Korngr6lBe mit dem Luftstrahlsieb nicht zu unterscheiden.
Im Laser-Granulometer dagegen zeigt das gemahiene Produkt eine breite Kornverteilung
mit mehreren Maxima im Bereich von 1 - 100 gim, das durch Umnkristallisation hergestell-
te Produkt ann~hernd eine Gaussverteilung mit einem Maximum (Anlagen 14, 15).
Den Viskosit~tsverlauf beider Mischungen zeigt Anlage 16. Mit dem Mahlprodukt wird die
zumn Gief~en erforderliche niedrige Viskosit~t nach 30 Minuten, mit dem gemahienem
Produkt dagegen erst nach 75 Minuten erreicht.

5. Zusamnmenfassung

Es wurden M6glichkeiten aufgezeigt, das zur Herstellung von Spreng- und Treibladun-
gen erforderliche Feingut herzustellen und zu charakterisieren. Bei Nutzung der heute
gegebenen technisohen M6glichkeiten k6nnen hohe Standards an Leistung und Sicher-
heit erreicht und reproduziert werden.

Anzumerken bleibt, daB von explosiven Gefahrstoffen die Rede ist. Die Einhaltung und
gegebenenfalls die Verbesserung von Sicherheitsstandards muf3 trotz aller technischen
Verbesserungen mit an erster Stelle stehen.
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RDX, HMX, CL20(nicht wasserloslich)
APC, AN (wasserloslich)
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TOW Gesellschaft fur vcrteidigurrgs
CO-Bal Milltechriische Wirksysterne mbH
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Verfahren Mel3bereich Bewertung
_______________ PM]

Luftstrahlsieb 10- 1000 wenig Aussage zur Korn-
form, hoher Materialbedarf
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Sedimentation 0, 1 - ca. 30 Meflzeit bis zu elnigen Tagen

Spezifische Oberfliche < 10 wichtig fuir Treibstofl-
(nach BET) Komponenten

Mikroskopie 0,1_-1000 Erganzung zur Partikelmessung,
Aussage Ober Kornform

Anlage 12
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_______________Anlage 13
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1. ABSTRACT

The paper reports on some ab initio, molecular orbital and molecular mechanics calculations

of the nature of the nitramine group in the energetic material RDX. Preliminary calculations

on dimethylnitramine are used to establish the reliability of the calculations used. The

calculations are used to understand the nature of the conformation on the nitramine group in

the RDX ring and to predict the expected morphology of the RDX crystal.

2. INTRODUCTION

The nitramine group is an important molecular constituent of many of the newer energetic

materials. The present calculations on dimethylnitramine and RDX allows comparison of the

predictions of theory and computation with the available experimental information,

establishing a benchmark for the level of theory which is required to reliably predict the

properties of these materials.

In particular the studies of RDX allows the study of the nitramine group in a ring structure.

The constraints of the ring imposes additional restraints on the nature of the hybridisation of

the nitrogen in the ring, which molecular mechanics may not easily be able to model. The

accurate molecular orbital calculations presented here are used to verify the molecular

mechanics force field. This force field is the used to calculate the crystalline lattice and

molecular structure which can be compared directly with experiment.

Finally information concerning the crystal lattice is used to predict the habit of the crystal.

Comparison with previous work indicates that the dielectric constant of the solvent from

which the crystals are grown may play an important part in determining the relative stability

of the growing surfaces. Consequently estimates are made of the electrostatic nature of the

RDX surfaces and the expected changes in stability compared with experiment.

3. METHODOLOGY

3.1 Quantum Mechanics

Molecular Orbital calculations at the Hartree-Fock and 2nd order perturbation theory, MP2,

level of theory were carried out using the GAMESSUK ab initio code (1). Various basis

sets were used for the calculations including 6-31G and 6-31G". Semiempirical calculations

were also employed using the AMI hamiltonian available in MOPAC (2).
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3.2 Molecular Mechanics

All molecular mechanics calculations were carried out using the Cerius2 (3) computer

program. The Dreiding II force field was used and in some cases was modified in the light of

the ab initio calculations. Atomic charges were calculated by fitting the atom centred charges

to the electrostatic potential calculated using ab initio theory. The crystal structures were

calculated using periodic boundary conditions with the electrostatic energy being calculated

using the Ewald technique. Estimates of the crystal habit were made using the method of

Donnay and Harker as made available in the Cerius morphology module.

4. DIMETHYLNITRAMINE

The crystal structures of dimethylnitramine (DMN) are available (4-6) and have been

obtained from the Cambridge Crystallographic database. All crystal structures reported

belong to the P21/m space group, which is monoclinic. Because of the relatively small size

of the molecule it has been possible to perform quite accurate ab initio calculations of the gas

phase, isolated molecule. These were performed to understand the nature of the nitramine

group better and to transfer this learning to the RDX molecule which we will discuss later.

4.1 Ab Initio Calculations

Ab Initio Hartree Fock calculations were performed using a double zeta 6-31 G basis set and

the results are shown in Table 1 under the column entitled SCF.

Table I
Gas Phase Energies of DMN

Conformation Total Energies Relative Energies
(Hartree) (kcals/mole)

SCF MP2 SCF MP2
6-31G basis 6-31G**

DMN1 -337.706793 -338.731985 1.9 1.7

DMN2 -337.707944 -338.732717 1.2 1.3

DMN3 -337.709879 -338.734766 0.0 0.0

DMN4 -337.673691 -338.697742 22.7 23.2

DMN5 -337.709619 -338.735731 0.16 -0.60

The definitions of the different conformers DMN 1 to DMN5 are given in the Table 2 below.
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Table 2
DMN Conformers

DMNI DMN 3>3

DMN2 DMN4

DMN5

These calculations predict geometries of various conformations of DMN. They predict that

the conformation with the N-N-02 atoms all lying in the same plane is the most stable.

Rotation of the -N02 group, so that the oxygens are lying in a plane perpendicular to the

plane of the rest of the molecule, is very expensive energetically (22.7 kcals/mole) and

indicates that any complete rotation about the N-N bond will be very slow. The CH3 groups,

on the other hand, appear to be fairly free to rotate. No calculations on barriers to rotation

have been performed, but calculations of the three different conformers of DMN, brought

about by rotating these groups, indicates that they lie within 2 kcals/mole of each other. The

central nitrogen connected to carbon and nitrogen could feasibly by pyramidal and the nature

of the calculations so far would not show this, as they maintain the high initial symmetry

provided by the starting geometry of the molecule. Consequently, calculations were

performed at a lower (Cs) symmetry, which indicated at a Hartree-Fock level that there was a

minimum energy conformation with a pyramidal nitrogen only 0.2 kcals/mole higher in

energy than the overall minimum energy configuration.
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The 6-31 G basis is known to favour planar nitrogen conformers over pyramidal ones, so it

was decided to repeat the calculations using the 6-31 G* basis set and to include correlation

effects through the Moller Plesset second order perturbation theory method (MP2). This

quite routine calculation is much more expensive than standard Hartree Fock methods, but

can be expected to give very accurate bond lengths and angles, given a large enough basis set.

Interestingly, this method predicts that the pyramidal nitrogen structure is the most stable by

about 0.6 kcals/mole. Its is to be expected therefore that DMN is a fairly flexible structure

whose average geometry is a planar one, but whose minimum equilibrium structure, in the

gas phase, show a pyramidal central nitrogen.

Table 3 shows the predicted and experimental structural parameters. The table compares the

structural parameters for the optimised DMN3 structure, rather than the minimum energy

MP2 energy. It can be seen that there is good agreement between the calculated and

experimental structures at all levels of theory.

Table 3
A Comparison of Gas Phase, Ab Initio and Molecular Mechanics Results with

Experiment Crystal Data for DMN

Bond Length (A) Expt (6) MP2 RHF MM MM
Bond Angle (degs) Dreiding Modified

N-O 1.23 1.24 1.20 1.21 1.21

N-N 1.33 1.36 1.33 1.33 1.33

N-C 1.45 1.45 1.45 1.45 1.45

C-C 3.12 2.59 2.58 2.49 2.49

O-N-0 124.2 126.5 125.3 113.4 122.3

O-N-N 117.9 116.7 117.4 123.4 118.8

N-N-C 117.7 116.8 117.5 120.9 118.0

C-N-C 124.2 126.4 125.1 118.0 123.9

4.2 Molecular Mechanics

The applications of molecular mechanics to chemicals such as these is difficult, as the force

fields available within the packages are not well parameterised for energetic materials.

Calculation of the gas phase equilibrium structure of DMN, without any changes to the force

fields, illustrates this well, as can be seen in Table 4 in the column labelled; "MM Dreiding",

where the prediction of the angles around the central N is poor. Modification of the force
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field, by changing the force constant term for the C-N-c bond stretching term, overcame this

problem and improved the force field considerably.

Having achieved this, the new force field was. used to predict the crystal structure of the

DIVN. Here, the energy of 3 dimensional periodic structures was minimised with respect to

all the atom co-ordinates and with respect to the crystal cell dimensions. The program did not

maintain the space group symmetry of the molecule, although this could be achieved if the

molecule is assumed to be rigid. Charges from the atoms were taken from potential derived

charges (PDC). These charges give the best atom centred point charge model of the

electrostatic potential of the molecule that is possible to derive directly from accurate ab initio

calculations.

Two experimental determinations of the crystal structure of DMN have been reported (5 and

6). The results of reference 5 are shown using the notation used by reference 6, the so called

type 11 lattice. Using the default force field, there is considerable discrepancy in one of the

parameters, namely the lattice parameter along the same direction of the N-N bond, Further

exploration of the discrepancy showed that the final structure was exceedingly sensitive to the

orientation of the methyl groups. Experience with the ab initio calculations indicated that the

methyl groups are probably rotating and a unified atom description of -CH, was adopted for

the van der Waals interaction, whilst maintaining the H atoms as charged atomic centres. The

results for this calculation are in much better agreement with the experimental results, being

within 2% of the experimental values. No change was made to the C-N-C angle bending

force constant to obtain this result.

Table 4
Comparison of Experimental and Calculated Crystal Structures

Cell Parameter Experimental Experimental Minimised Minimised
(Ref 5) (Ref 6) Default Force Optimised

Field Force Field

a (A) 6.56 6.54 6.67 6.65

b (A) 6.27 6.20 6.37 6.14

c (A) 6.09 6.06 6.48 6.13

p(degrees) 123.5 123.7 125.7 125.8

Density (gins/cc) 1.44 1.46 1.34 1.47

Energy (kcalsfmole) 85.8 77.20
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The structure referred to in Table 4 is the so called high temperature form of the crystal as

defined by the authors of reference 6. These authors studied a phase transition at 107 0K and

found that there was a low temperature form consistent with a doubling of the lattice along

the c- direction, a change in point group from P2,/m to P2,/c and a change in molecular

configuration consistent with a N-N bond forming an angle with the C-N-C plane of about

100 at 20 0K.

In conclusion it appears that the molecular modelling work is capable of describing the

nitramine unit reasonably well at the ab initio level, as long as a sufficiently large basis set is

used. The molecular mechanics method has been tuned to predict the average structure of

DMN and may still require some development in order to improve the description of the

crystal. The final prediction of the crystal density is in good agreement with the experimental

value. The changes made to the force field were mainly to account for the molecular motion

which is likely to occur in the crystal. In particular, the force field ensures a planar central

nitrogen molecule in the nitramine unit and a smeared out description of the repulsive van der

Waals interaction for the methyl groups.

5. RDX

RDX is one of the simplest molecules possessing the nitramine group in a ring structure and

it was for this reason, along with the extensive experimental information available about the

molecule, that modelling work on this system was undertaken.

RDX has a 6 membered ring, with 3 nitramine groups positioned alternating around the ring.

The ring itself can exist in a chair or a boat conformation and in addition the nitro groups of

the nitramine units can be either orientated axially or equatorially with respect to the ring.

This latter feature implies that the central nitrogen is pyramidal in nature, something which is

not absolutely clear from the experimental evidence of DMN, but which is supported by the

most accurate calculations.

Experimentally (7), RDX crystallises in space group Pbca, an orthorhombic crystal system.

The six membered ring of RDX adopts a chair structure. One of the nitramine groups lies in

an equatorial position to the ring with an N-N-C-N torsion angle of 145.6'. The other two

nitramine groups occupy axial positions on the ring with torsion angles close to 90'. In the
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following the various conformers will be referred to by 'aae', for example, which refers to two

axial and one equatorial nitrogen in the ring.

Crystal packing effects obviously influence the conformation adopted by the molecule. Thus

co-crystallisation with tetramethylene sulphone (8), causes RDX to adopt a chair

configuration with one axial and two equatorial nitramines. Additional substitution on the

ring also causes a conformation change,

2,4,6-trimethyl-1,3,5-trinitro-hexahydro-1,3,5-triazine (9) where one of the hydrogens of the

CH2 groups in the ring have been replaced by methyl groups, also adopts a configuration with

one axial and two equatorial nitramine groups. Carbonylation of the ring results in a similar

effect, with 1,3,5-trinitro-2-oxo-l,3,5-triazacylcohexane (10) also having 1 axial and 2

equatorial nitramine groups.

All of the experimental crystal structures found contain the RDX ring in the chair

conformation.

5.1 Ab Initio and Semiempirical Calculations

Semiempirical and ab initio calculations using both the 6-31 G and 6-31 G* * basis sets were

performed on an isolated RDX molecule. Semiempirical calculations are not usually as

reliable but they are very quick, and it was necessary to know whether they might be useful

for further calculations. The results are shown together with the ab initio results in Table 5.

In fact the semiempirical calculations were unable to distinguish between the axial and

equatorial nature of the nitramine groups and this was put down to its inability to describe the

pyramidal nature of the central nitrogen. Only a single chair and a single boat conformer was

found by the semiempirical method. The nitramine groups were always best described by an

axial conformation, no equatorial conformations were found. The boat conformation was

found to be about 6 kcals/mole higher in energy than the chair.

The ab initio Hartree Fock calculations, using a 6-31 G basis, were in many ways similar to

the semiempirical results. They were also unable to distinguish between the axial and

equatorial conformers. The boat optimisations all converged to the same structure, which

can probably be best described by eea, whilst the chair conformers also all optimised to the
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same structure, namely aaa. These calculations predict the boat conformer to be slightly

more stable than the chair by about 0.4 kcals/mole.

Table 5
Calculated Energies of RDX

Starting Heat of Formation Hartree-Fock
Configuration MOPAC (Hartree)

(kcals/mole) 6-31G 6-31G**

Boat

aaa 110.5 -892.004315 -892.516079

aae 105.0 -892.004317 -892.516079

eea 110.5 -892.004318 -892.516079

eee 110.4 -892.004317 -892.516079

Chair

aaa 104.9 -892.002129 -892.514526

aae 104.9 -892.002136 -892.516608

eea 110.5 -892.002136 -892.516425

eee 104.9 -892.002135 -892.510037

The experience with DMN proves useful at this point since it is known that polarisation,

functions are needed to represent the pyramidal nature of the nitrogen. Calculations on RDX

using a 6-3 1G** basis set do indeed discriminate between equatorial and axial nitrogens in

the chair conformation. Calculations at this level still predict that there is only one boat

conformer with a conformation best described as eea. The overall lowest energy structure

found is that observed experimentally, namely the chair eea conformer, but this is only 0.3

kcals/mole lower in energy than the next most stable structure, the boat conformation. The

agreement is probably fortuitous as there are other energetically low lying conformers and no

account has been made of packing energies.

5.2 Molecular Mechanics prediction of Crystal Packing

Taking the lowest energy structure calculated using the 6-31 G basis calculations, the

electrostatic potential was used to derive PDC charges which were used in the molecular

mechanics minimisation of the full three dimensionally periodic crystal. This minimisation

does not maintain the space group symmetry of the system but allows lattice parameters and

inter and intra-molecular parameters to adjust so as to minimise the total energy of the
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system. Alternatively the molecules can be held rigid and the packing can be adjusted so as

to minimise the total energy, whilst maintaining the space group symmetry of the system.

Such an approach optimises the energy with respect to the lattice parameters and the

intermolecular interactions. The results for both methods are shown in Table 6 and compared

with experimental x-ray data.

Table 6
Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental Packing of RDX Crystals

Experiment8  Calculations

Packing Optimised

a (A) 13.18 13.63 13.41

b (A) 11.57 11.89 11.78

c (A) 10.71 10.82 10.74

p (g/ml) 1.81 1.68 1.74

The packing approach with rigid molecules is predicting a density which is too low and all

lattice dimensions appear to have enlarged somewhat. Full minimisation leads to a lower

energy and to an improved density. The agreement to within 3% of the experimental lattice

parameter is in line with the expected accuracy of these calculations.

5.3 Crystal Habit

Calculation of the predicted crystal morphology from the crystal data is very straightforward

using the Bravais Friedel Donnay Harker Model (BFDH) available within the Cerius package

(2). This model assumes a simple inverse relationship between the d-spacing of a growing

crystal face and its rate of growth. Based on this and some simple symmetry rules which

forbid the existence of certain faces, it is possible to predict the crystal shape. For RDX the

calculation predicted that the {200}, {020}, {002}, {11-1 and {210} families of surfaces

being visible.

Whilst the BFDH is very useful it is not a quantitative method. Generally surfaces predicted

to be visible by BFDH methods are seen, but the size of the surfaces are also affected

considerably by the way the crystals are grown, that is, the degree of supersaturation and the

solvent used. Some experimental work for RDX has been reported by J.H. ter Horst et

al (11). Growing from cyclohexane the crystals show a block like morphology with {200},
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{020} and {002} surfaces dominating the crystals. When water is included with the

cyclohexane the ( 1111 surface becomes more dominant, but the {200} family of surfaces

remains. Water seems to improve the crystal quality and saturation leads to the appearance of

{210} surfaces. In y-butyrolcatone the {210} and the { 111 } surfaces dominate the

morphology with some appearance-of the {002} surface.

Comparison with the predicted morphologies is difficult. As expected the visible surfaces are

indeed those predicted to be present by both BFDH and attachment energy calculations.

However the role of solvent is obviously key to the final morphology and consequently we

have investigated the electrostatic nature of the significant surfaces. The electrostatic

potential in a plane, 2A above a surface has been calculated. Interestingly the largest

electrostatic separation occurs on the { 111 } and the {210} surfaces and these are precisely the

surface which are likely to be more stabilised by a polar solvent.
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Abstract

Explosive crystal microstructure has an influence on the processing and on the

reactive behavior of energetic materials. Metrology tools are needed to study and to

control the effects of the explosive crystal properties. These tools must provide

accurate quantitative measurements. Advanced and sophisticated metrology tools are

available for single crystal characterization. For instance, X-ray Lang topography

method can be used to analyze the crystallographic volume distortion induced by

located defects in a single crystal. But for particle batch processing and control, these

very accurate tools are not adapted to extract parameters which must be

representative of the set of particles of the batch.

In the field of energetic material processing and control, the main particle

parameters to measure are the particle size, the particle shape, the particle surface

porosity and the solvent inclusions inside the crystals. The specific needs for energetic

material characterization are pointed out. Limits and accuracy of existing methods are

discussedi, New tools are described for solvent inclusions measurements.

The mercury intrusion porosimetry experiment and the BET gas sorption

technique are used for particle surface characterization. Both methods are

complementary, but we show that they do not provide all the required information. A

small amount of pores whose sizes are located between 0. 1 and 10 pm cannot be

measured, and could play a role on the reactive behavior of energetic materials.

Solvent inclusions have been found to be an important property of explosive

crystals. A good measure of these crystal internal defects is the crystal apparent

density distribution curve of a batch of explosive particles. The ISL experimental setup

is recalled. Performances and limits of this device are discussed and compared with

other existing or potential methods.
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1. Introduction

In a wide range of applications using particles, it is more and more important to

get a fine control of the various particles properties and accurate metrology tools are

needed. The effects of particles properties on the processing of energetic materials are

well-known. The sensitivity of energetic materials can be strongly modified by several

explosive crystal properties.

Our purpose is to report significant experimental correlations which demonstrate

the isolated effect of a well defined explosive crystal property. Experimental works with

careful measurements and checking of the explosive crystal properties are underlined.

First the role of the explosive crystal size is recalled. The effect of the solvent

inclusions entrapped in the explosive crystals has been demonstrated using the ISL

sort experiment. This experimental setup allows to sort the explosive crystals in function

of their amount of solvent inclusions. This crystal sort provides also a measure of the

explosive crystal apparent density. The accuracy and limits of this tool are discussed.

To improve the characterization of crystal internal defects, the use of digital image

analysis is investigated using optical microscopy with matching refractive index as the

imaging method.

In the last part, the effects of the explosive crystal shape and the explosive

crystal surface are carefully investigated. The specific needs to measure these

explosive crystal properties are pointed out.

2. Effects of the explosive crystal properties on the sensitivity of the explosive

cast formulations.

2.1 The explosive crystal size.

Moulard 'has shown the effects of the median RDX crystal size on the

sensitivity of monomodal cast PBX formulations. Three RDX crystal batches with three

separated, narrow, monomodal particle size distributions have been used. In order to

process high quality PBX formulations free of any residual extragranular porosity the

solid load was 70 percent in weight (-56 percent in volume).
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Simpson and co-workers 2 have got similar results with formulations containing

from 48 to 72 percent by volume HMX and using reactive and non reactive binders.

A detailed analysis of these first results leads to take into account other crystal

properties.

Explosive crystal size measurements are usually performed with the following

tools: sieving, Coulter counter, laser diffraction apparatus, or digital optical microscopy.

These complementary tools are based on different physical principles. Comparison of

the results must be performed with care and could provide additional informations such

on the crystal shape.

2.3 Effects of the crystal internal defect populations.

Processed batch + RDX 3151800 pm Processed batch -

Figure 1: Optical microscopy with matching refractive index.

Optical microscopy with matching refractive of explosive crystals like RDX or

HMX exhibits closed internal cavities. The amount and size of these crystal internal

defects can vary in a large range. Micrographs of figure 1 show two kinds of RDX

crystals with two different internal defects populations. These two kinds of RDX crystals

have been sorted from a same commercial grade RDX .

The study of the shock to detonation transition of two similar high quality cast

formulations using these two kinds of RDX crystals shows that these internal defects

are potential hot-spots which enhance the formulation sensitivity.
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Increasing the amount of internal defects leads to reduce the transit time of an

incident plane shock wave across a cast formulation sample 3. Based on different RDX

batches Baillou and co-workers have recorded the same experimental trends 4.

The ISL crystal sort experiment is an accurate tool to measure the internal

defects population of an explosive crystal batch. It provides a very accurate

measurement of the crystal apparent density. Figure 2 shows the quantitative results

associated with the RDX batches

of figure 1. 100 ..

The curves give the amount in F0 rocessed atch I ---..
-ý 80

weight percent of crystals which 60 I I It

have an apparent density higher , 40 !- ____

than the abscissa value. The ISL ýi20 - "T,.

sort experiment has been 0 rocesse atc

presented first in 6 and is 1.794 1.795 1.796 1.797 1.798 1.799 1.8
Apparent density ¢m31g

discussed in more details in Figure 2: RDX 315/800 pm - ISL sort experiment
6.These crystal internal defects are - crystal internal defect populations.

closed cavities. The amount of

species entrapped in the cavities ( solvent, air and water) have been measured 6. The

experimental correlations recorded between the volume of species entrapped in the

cavities and the crystal apparent density records validates the two kind of

measurements and underlines their high accuracy.

The ISL sort experiment has allowed us to select, among commercially available

batches, three very similar HMX batches (200/300 pm) with large differences between

their respective internal defects population. A strong experimental correlation has been

recorded between the plane shock wave sensitivity of the high quality cast formulations

and the amount of internal defects in the HMX batches 5. The magnitude of the cast

formulation sensitivity variations recorded was significant and interesting for

applications.
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More recently the same cast formulations using the same HMX batches have
been impacted by 20 mm flat ended small projectiles. The initiation threshold variations
reach 30 % and are in total agreement with plane shock wave sensitivity results 7.

Increasing the amount of internal defects reduces the small projectile impact
initiation threshold. This confirms the important role of the solvent inclusions on the
sensitivity of cast formulations.

For both kind of shock sensitivity tests (plane shock wave and small projectile
impacts), the sensitivity classification of the cast formulations are very similar.

Nevertheless the sensitivity does not vary proportionally to the amount of internal

defects. The main difference between the three HMX crystals batches is the global

amount of solvent inclusions, but a careful and comparative analysis of the HMX

crystals shows some variations of the sizes of the solvent inclusions and of the crystal

surface properties (shapes and open porosities).

To mea sure the sizes of the solvent inclusions of the explosive crystals, we need

a new tool. The numerical processing of images of microscopy with matching refractive

index is investigated.

Mathematical morphology is a powerful toolbox for image processing and particle

morphology analysis. Using these tools robust solutions have been found and some

analysis performed 8.

The extraction of the inclusions data is not the main problem. The extraction of

the crystal informations is the more difficult task. As the solvent inclusions belong to a

crystal, the inclusion properties ( amount, sizes) are linked to the studied crystal. This

means that extracted inclusions data must be related to crystal data. The matching of

Fthe refractive index between the crystal and the surrounding medium leads to enhance

the contrast between the inclusions and the crystal. But the contrast between the

crystal and the external medium is very low.

Another difficulty is the sampling problem. To extract the desired quantitative
informations, the magnification employed often leads to a restricted number of particles

in the image. A compromise must be found between the resolution inside the crystal (at
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the inclusion level) and the number of crystals in the image. Then the user will have to

process several images. This means that the process ( data acquisition and analysis)

should be automatic to keep its interest. The development of this kind of automatic tool

is more difficult and is in progress.

A common drawback of image processing is the compression of the true

information on the image plane. But despite the problems, an interest of the image

processing methods is the storage of the raw data (the image). This allows to process

freely the data, using tools and models which could always be improved.

2.3 Effects of Crystal surface properties: shape and surface porosities.

A first attempt to check the influence of crystal shape and crystal surface is done

in9. In order to reach a solid load of 85 weight percent, bimodal mixtures of RDX were

used.. This work provides interesting sensitivity variations between the various cast PBX

formulations. Nevertheless the amount of solvent inclusions in the different crystal

batches was not checked. Moreover crystal shapes were characterized qualitatively

using scanning electron microscopy. Quantitative measurements of the particle surface

properties would have improved this study. A quantitative experimental correlation

between the surface porosities of explosive crystals and their combustion rate has been

published in '0

The following study has been performed in order to investigate the respective

influence of explosive crystal surface properties (crystal shape , open porosities) and

explosive crystal volume properties (solvent inclusions) on the shock sensitivities of

high quality cast formulations.

2.3.1 Shock-Detonation transition measurements
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The explosive formulations use

two RDX batches with the same narrow

monomodal crystal size distributions: FCommercial Grade RDX

400/500 pm. To have a very good I sieving

control of the various parameters, both [ XRaw" batch 1
IRDX 400/500 pm

RDX batches have been processed from a isurface procesin• ndsieving

a unique commercial grade RDX batch s "ProcessedI
"Processed" batch

(figure 3). The" processed " batch is [RDX 400/500 pm]

obtained by stirring in hot saturated
acetone. This leads to a smoothing and Figure 3: processing of the "raw" and"

processed" batches

a spheroidizing of the RDX crystals.

Finally the RDX processed crystals are sieved in order to keep the narrow monomodal

crystal size distribution of the raw batch. A fine characterization of each RDX lot is

performed. Figure 4 shows that the crystals of the "processed" batch exhibit more

isotropic shapes (twin crystals are removed).

Raw batch Processed batch

Figure 4: RDX 4001500 pm

The surface porosity is also modified (figure 5). The surface processing reduces

the amount of pores on the surface of the explosive crystals.
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Raw batch Processed batch

Figure 5: RDX 4001500 pm

Similar high quality cast formulations have been processed based on these two

RDX batches: 70 wt percent RDX and 30 wt percent wax. The formulation shock to

detonation transition is checked using the records of discrete points of the usual space-

time diagram. Chronometric PVDF gauges provide a very accurate recording of the

incident plane shock wave transit

440 t(P) ____G__P time across a formulation sample

4.20 ___ __unreate of calibrated thickness. Results"•! e raw . .

4.00 rawcessed _are plotted on figure 6. They show

______ that the crystal processing leads
3.60 to reduce the shock transit time

across the formulation sample.
3.20 LX (mm

13.50 14.50 15.50 16.50 17.50 18.50 Spherical crystal shape and

Figure 6: RDX 400/500 pm (70 wt%) + wax (30%) smooth crystal surface contribute

- 1 D SDT space time diagram. to reduce the shock sensitivity of

cast formulations.
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2.3.2 RDX crystal internal defects

The crystal internal defects

populations of each batch are RDX 4001500

checked in measuring the crystal 60

apparent density (figure 7). The 6
~O 60__ ___ _ _

surface processing leads to a Z,

small crystal apparent density 0 -
m 20 - processed -,

decrease: 0.002 g/cm 3. On the M -- --- T--- - '-
1 0-

basis of spherical particles free of 1.7920 1.7940 1.7960 1.7980 1.8000

cavities in the vicinity of their apparent density (g/cm3)

surface, this apparent density Figure 7: RDX 400 / 500 pm Apparent density

variation could be explained by a distribution- Internal defects population -

decrease of the particle diameter.

The order of magnitude of the particle diameter reduction would be 30 pm. The

assumption of a very limited amount of defects in the vicinity of the crystal surface is

supported by the optical microscopy images obtained with the matching refractive index

method. The sieving performed after the surface processing confirms that the crystal

size decrease during the surface processing is very limited.

In conclusion the surface processing is like a peeling process. It does not alter

the crystal internal defects. Moreover the results illustrate the high accuracy of the

measurements of the explosive crystal apparent density performed at ISL.

2.3.3 RDX crystal surface properties.
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There are two usual tools for the measurements of particle surface properties.

The first method uses the volumetric adsorption of a gas on a sample of particles. This

allows the measurement of the specific surface of these particles (B.E.T method). A

porous distribution can be computed using the B.J.H method based on the desorption

curve. The range of measured pore sizes is located between about 0.001 pIm and 0.02

pm. The second method allows to investigate larger pores (0.1 pm to 50 pm). This is

the mercury intrusion

experiment. 0.040- RDX400/SI0l0

0.035-- rawbatch
0 processed batch

BET measurements: [E smooth sphere D=4O0 p
0.025 --_smooth sphere D=0 p

Figure 10 gives several specific 2 0.020_

area measurements (B.E.T • 0.015-

method) performed on both RDX . o0.01o "
..............................

batches using increasing 0.005 ,Ispe -(g

amounts of particles to check the 0.000 -! ,

0 5 10 15 20 25 30
accuracy of the measurements.

Figure 10: accuracy of B.E.T measurements.Results show that the RDX raw ______________________

and processed batches have very low specific areas which are close to the theoretical

prediction of non porous RDX spheres of similar sizes. The accuracy of the results is

very low because of the use of sample weight below 15 g. Security reasons and the

container design do not allow to use RDX sample weight higher than 15 g. This leads to

measure a surface of about 0.1 m2 , which is the low limit of the experimental device for

measuring areas.
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Figure 11 gives a magnification of a

porous zone on a RDX particle of the

raw batch. According to figure 11 the

pores sizes on the particles are located

between 0.1 and 10 pm. But it is

important to keep in mind that the

extent of such porous zone on the

particle surface is very low. Similar

porous surface does not exist on the

RDX particles of the processed batch.

Figure 11: RDX 400/500 pm raw batch

0.04 Despite the low accuracy of theSpecific D=450 pm d1l pm

area .. B.E.T measurements because of the

0.03 (_ .... very low specifc area of the particles, a

5pm. .comparison with theoretical predictions

.0.02 gives quantitative informations on the
h=0.5 pm

...- amount of pores on the RDX crystal

0.01 . { surface. Figure 12 gives the most

- "significant results of these predictions.
h=0 The computed specific areas of a 450

0.00
0 20 40 rs(%) 60 pm RDX spherical particle with 1 pm

LF. __ -cylindrical pores of height h are plotted in
Figure 12: Specific area simulations_______________________________function of the rs parameter which

represents the number of pores.

The parameter rs gives the percentage of the surface covered by the pores on

the spherical particle. Results are provided for two different pore height h.

Choosing any cylindrical pore diameter d below 10 pm and keeping constant the

ratio h/d does not change the results. Figure 12 shows that an amount of cylindrical
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pores (d=1 pm, h=1 .5 pm) covering more than 20 % of the surface of the sphere would

lead to a specific area variation which would be of about 0.0 lg/cm'. This variation

could be recorded with our experimental apparatus in using a sample weight higher

than 10 g, but figure 10 shows that the real crystal shape and surface porosities lead to

a smaller variations of the specific surface area:0.005 g/cm3. This shows that the

amount of pores on the surface of RDX particles of the two batches is very limited and

does not cover more than 15-20% of the particle surface. This agrees with the

qualitative observation on figures 5 and 11.

In conclusion the BET method is inefficient to characterize the surface

differences qualitatively observed between the two RDX batches. The comparison

between the measurements and the simulations shows only that the amount of the pore

on the surface of both RDX batches is very low.

Nevertheless, the measured specific areas of the particles of the processed

batch are slightly below the measured specific areas of the particles of the raw batch.

This is in agreement with the qualitative observations performed on the electronic

microscopic images. Particles of the processed batch exhibit more isotropic shapes and

smoother surface than particles of the raw batch.

The BET method is usually employed to record the specific area. Use of the

desorption curve provides informations on the size distribution of the smallest pores (in

the range: 1 -20 nm). Data on pores whose sizes are located between 0.1 and 50 pmn

may be obtained by means of mercury intrusion.

Mercury Intrusion experiment

The mercury intrusion porosimetry experiment provides a measurement of the

porous volume in function of the pore radius. The experimental results for the two RDX

batches (400/500 pm) are plotted on figure 13. The amount of pores in the processed

crystal samples is lower than for the, raw crystal samples. This is in agreement with the

reduction of the surface porosity and with more isotropic crystal shapes.
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The sharp variation of the pore volume for the largest pore diameters (>30 pm)

is representative of the narrow monomodal crystal size distribution (400/500 pm).

These large pores are the voids between the crystals in the measured sample. They

S0.25 3

0E o processed

S0.125_

0 0.0
> rsaw0

0C.,
0 E 0 .1 . ...5_-.- •r=5

1E-01 1E+O0 1E+01 1E+02 1E+03

pore diameter (pmo)

Figure 13: Mercury intrusion porosimetry - RDX 400/500 pm.

are very similar for both RDX batches as the respective crystal size distributions are.

For pores sizes located between 30 and 100 pm, a small difference is recorded

for the respective pore volume of the two RDX batches. This is representative of crystal

shape variations (for instance the disturbance generated between the two parts of a

twin crystal).

For pore sizes below 30 pm, and for the two RDX batches there is no additional

pore volume. The surface porosity of both RDX batches and the experimental

resolution are too low to record any information in this pore size range. The predicted

porous volume for a unit mass of 450 pm spherical RDX particle with n cylindrical pores

of various diameter d ( height = 1.5 d) is also plotted on figure 13. As previously, n the

number of pores on the sphere is represented by the parameter rs. This shows that the

amount of pores whose size is located between 1 and 10 pm is very low and that the

corresponding rs parameter should be below 15%. This is in agreement with the results

obtained with the gas sorption method.
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The mercury intrusion experiment provides a measurement of the RDX particle shape

variations but does not allow to measure the variations of surface porosities of the two

RDX batches.

A very similar work has been performed with another narrow crystal size

distribution: 150/200 pm ". It leads to the same results and conclusions. Both studies

show the effects of RIDX crystal surface properties on the shock-to-detonation transition

of cast formulations. But it is not possible to distinguish between the respective

influence of crystal shape and crystal surface porosities. Scanning electronic

microscope shows variations of shapes and surface porosities. Mercury intrusion

porosimetry provides measurements of the RIDX crystal shape variations, but no

accurate measurements of low surface porosities is available. There is a need to

measure small amount of surface porosities in the range 0.1 - 10 pm.

3. Conclusions.

Explosive crystal defects are potential hot spots. Among the varieties of crystal

defects, which are the critical defects? solvent inclusions? tiny crystallites of secondary

growth on the surface of crystals? large or small defects?...

Accurate experimental correlations between explosive crystal properties and the

shock sensitivity of the explosive formulations are difficult to get because customizing

and measuring crystal properties is an hard work.

Solvent inclusions in an explosive crystal can have large effects on the sensitivity

of cast formulations. Increasing the amount of solvent inclusions lead to increase the

formulation sensitivity. An accurate measurement tool has been developed to record

the global amount of solvent inclusions in an explosive crystal batch. Measures of the

sizes of the solvent inclusions could improve the experimental works and help the

understanding of the shock to detonation transition.

The effects of explosive crystal surface properties on the sensitivity of cast

formulations has been demonstrated. Small variations of the crystal surface properties

lead to small but significant variations of the shock sensitivity of cast formulations.

Sensitivity variations are higher than the experimental resolution and are significant.
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The variations of the crystal surface properties can be observed qualitatively using

scanning electronic microscopy, but are to low to be measured with the usual tools.

These tools were developed for the characterization of highly porous materials with

high specific surface values.

With explosive crystals, the range of specific surface to measure is usually low

from 0.01 to about 10 m2/g ) and the surface porosity is limited.These tools are not

adapted to the needs in the field of energetic materials. There is a need for new tools.
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Kurzfassung

Ziel dieser Arbeit war es, den EinfluB von Ultraschall auf die homogene Nukication von

Kaliumaluminiumsulfat (Kalialaun) in waifriger L,6sung und 3-Nitro-1 ,2,4-triazol-5-on (NTO)

in versehiedenen L~sungsmitteln zu untersuchen. Hierzu wurden Kristallisationsversuche mit

variierenden Abktihflgeschwindligkceiten mit und ohne Ultraschall durchgefiihrt, die hinsicht-

lich Induktionszeit, Partikelgr6Be und Ausbeute ausgewertet und verglichen wurden. Bei

diesen Untersuchungen zeigte sich emn unterschiedlicher EinfluB der verschiedenen Ltisungs-

mittel auf die Induktionszeit. So weist NTO in Isopropanol, Methanol und Dimethylformamnid

gel6st eine Induktionszeit von mebreren Stunden auf, die auch durch den Einsatz von Ultra-

schall nicht verkurzt werden konnte. Demngegentiber setzte die Keimbildung bei der Kristal-

lisation aus Wasser sowohi beim Kalialaun als auch beim NTO schon nach wenigen Minuten

emn. An diesemn System konnte die Induktionszeit zudemn durch den Einsatz des Ultraschalls

beeinfluBt werden. Es war also mtiglich, die Keimbildung gezielt zu starten, was sich deutlich

in der Produktqualit~it bemnerkbar machte. So wiesen die Kristalle eine gleichmqBigere Form

auf, waren im Mittel deutlich Wleiner und hatten eine engere Korngr~lenverteilung. Zudemn

lieflen sich reproduzierbarere Ergebnisse erzielen.
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1. Einleitung

In der industriellen Kristallisation stellt die Kontrolle der primtr homogenen Keimbildung ein

groBes Problem dar. Ursache hierflir ist vor allem die Tatsache, daB dieser Vorgang aus-

schlieBlich unter thermodynamisch metastabilen Bedingungen abliauft. Der Zustand, bei dem

es zu einer Phasenbildung durch homogene Nukleation kommt, wird far viele Materialien erst

bei sehr hohen Obersattigungen erreicht. Aufgrund dieser hohen Obersqttigungen ergeben sich

erhebliche Nachteile for den KristallisationsprozeB. Es kommt z.B. zu sehr langen Induktions-

zeiten und zu breiten und vor allem nicht reproduzierbaren Partikelgr6Benverteilungen. Die

Keimbildungsrate, hervorgerufen durch homogene Nukleation, hlingt exponentiell von der

Hohe der Oberstttigung ab, wobei der Exponent Werte von 100 und mehr erreichen kann.

Dies bedeutet, da.8 das Eintreten der Keimbildung schon bei geringffigig unterschiedlichen

Obersattigungen zu einer bedeutenden Qualitatsiinderung im Produkt fdhrt. Andererseits las-

sen sich durch die kontrollierte Erzeugung solch stark tibersattigter Zustinde feine Partikel

herstellen, da ein GroBteil der vorhandenen Oberstttigung durch die Keimbildung abgebaut

wird, so daB Bir das sich anschlielende Kristallwachstum nur noch wenig Material zur VerfLi-

gung steht, das sich zudem auf sehr viele Partikel verteilen muB. Um dies zu erreichen, muB

die homogene Keimbildung kontrolliert initiiert werden. Es ist schon seit langerer Zeit be-

kannt, daB verschiedene physikalische oder chemische Phdnomene EinfluB auf die Keim-

bildung haben. Hierzu geh6rt neben der Anwesenheit einer heterogenen Phase, dem mecha-

nischen Energieeintrag durch einen Rtihrer auch die Kavitation, die z.B. durch Ultraschall-

wellen hervorgerufen werden kann. Mason [1] und Kapustin [2] zeigten in ihren Arbeiten, daB

der Einsatz von Ultraschall in der Kristallisation von besonderem Interesse ist. Insbesondere

ffir Schmelzkristallisationsvorginge wurde diese Technik bereits intensiv erforscht und hat

technische Anwendung in der Metallurgie gefunden.

Gerade bei der Kristallisation von energetischen Materialien (z.B. Hexogen, Oktogen, NTO

etc.) kann das gezielte Ausl6sen der Keimbildung zu einer Produktverbesserung fibhren. Die

sonst in der industriellen Kristallisation hhufig verwendete Methode zur gezielten Einleitung7

der Nukleation durch Einbringen von Saatkristallen ist hier mit Nachteilen far die Produkt-

qualitat verbunden, da die Saatkristalle im Produkt verbleiben, wodurch Spannungen im Kri-

stall entstehen k6nnen, die wiederum zu einer Erh6hung der Empfindlichkeit des Explosiv-

stoffes beitragen kann.
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2. Theorie

Bei der Kristallisation werden feste kristalline Phasen aus L6sungen, Schmelzen oder Gasen

abgeschieden. Die am hiiufigsten angewandte Technik ist die Kristallisation aus L6sungen, es

existieren aber auch bedeutende Verfahren zur Kristallisation aus Schmeize oder Gasphase.

Die Fallung ist ein Spezialfall der Kristallisation, bei der die selektive Abscheidung einer fe-

sten Phase aus einer L6sung durch eine chemische Reaktion erfolgt.

Der KristallisationsprozeB entsteht aus dem Zusammenwirken der sich zeitlich tiberlagemden

Teilschritte: Keimbildung, Kristallwachstum, Ostwald-Reifung, Agglomeration und Re-

kristallisation. Die erforderliche treibende Kraft fir den Kristallisationsvorgang ist die Ober-

sdttigung des Systems. Abhnngig von der Art und Weise, wie dieser Ungleichgewichtszustand

erreicht wird, spricht man von Verdampfungskristallisation, Kiihlungskristallisation,

Vakuumkristallisation, Druckkristallisation und Aussalzung oder Fillungskristallisation.

FHr die Konzeption eines Kristallisationsverfahrens ist die Kenntnis des Zustands- oder Pha-

sendiagrammes, welches bei der sogenannten L6sungskristallisation auch in vereinfachter

Form als "L6slichkeitsdiagramm" bezeichnet wird, von entscheidender Bedeutung.

Jede Phase existiert nur in einem bestimmten Temperatur-, Druck- und Konzentrations-

bereich. Die Darstellung dieser Existenzgebiete in Abhnngigkeit von der Zustandsvariablen

erfolgt in Form von Zustandsdiagrammen.

Das c-T-Diagramm ist ffir den Obergang

L6sung-Festk6rper die einfachste Dar- E

stellungsart eines bindren Systems /

(Abbildung 1). Darin stellen der Bereich 03

I ungestittigte Lbsungen (stabile L6sun-
C

gen), die Linie 1 die gesaittigten Gleich- CP 3.. -- - -- P1

gewichtsl6sungen und das Gebiet ii r- I2

Oibersdttigte L6sungen (instabile L6sun- C 02 -- I I
o P4  I

gen) dar, welche in den entsprechenden I I

gel6sten Stoff und eine Gleich- I I

gewichtsl6sung zerfallen. Zwei m6g- T1 T2 T3

liche Phasenflbergdnge sollen anhand Temperatur T in 0C
Abb. 1: Schema eines c-T-Diagrammes eines bingren Systems

dieses Schaubilds kurz erlaiutert werden:
Wird eine unters/ittigte L6sung, die durch den Punkt P, dargestellt und durch die Temperatur
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T, und die Konzentration c, bestimmt ist, abgekiihlt, so erreicht diese LUsung im Punkt P, (T,,

c1) die Gleichgewichtskurve. Bei weiterer Abktihlung wird diese Uberschritten, und es entsteht

beispielsweise in Punkt P, (T1, c1) eine fibersdttigte Lisung, die in emn Kristallisat und eine

Gleichgewichtsl6sung des Zustandes P, (T,, c,) zerfdllt. Aus der Differenz Ac =c, - c, kann

die Masse des auskristallisierenden Stoffes bestimmt werden [3].

Als gesattigt wird eine LUsung bezeichnet, die mit einer oder mebreren festen Phasen im

Gleichgewicht steht (Siittigungskonzentration). Es lassen sich jedoch auch L6sungen herstel-

len, die einen gr~leren Anteil an Feststoff enthalten, als es der Sdttigungskonzentration ent-

spricht. Soiche L6sungen werden als tibersiittigt bezeichnet und sind die Voraussetzung ffbr

alle Kristallisationsvorgange. Miers [4] konnte diese Zusammenhiinge durch Messungen mit

dem Refraktometer wifihrend des Kiihlungsprozesses von konzentrierten w~.rigen Salz-

l6sungen beobachten. Die daraus abgeleiteten veraligemeinerten Feststellungen gehen aus

Abbildung 2 hervor. In dem abgebildeten biniiren System ist die Kurve 1 die Gleichgewichts-

oder L6slichkeitskurve, die Kurve 2 die sogenannte O~berl6slichkeitskurve. Die entstehenden

unterschiedlichen Gebiete werden als stabil bzw. labil bezeichnet. Der von der L6slichkeits-

und ]Gberl6slichkeitskurve eingeschlossene Bereich, wird metastabiler oder Ostwald-Miers-

Bereich genannt. Bei genauerer Untersuchung ist es m6glich zwei versehiedene Oberl6slich-

keitskurven zu detektieren. Beim Erreichen der ersten COberl~islichkeitskurve bilden sich die

ersten vereinzelten Keime, an der zweiten tritt schiagartig mit hoher Geschwindigkeit die

weitere Keimbildung auf, deren Warmeentwicklung meBbar ist.

-2
- ~ labiles Gebiet

0

N tbie Gbe
C
0)
N4

Temnperatur T in 0C
Abb. 2: Laslichkeitsdiagramm elnes bingren Systems mit LUslichkeits- und U~berl~slicbkeitskurve
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Ftihrt man eine Kiihlungskristallisation ohne Saatzusatz durch, so wird die Keimbildung mit

zunehmender Abkiihlgeschwindigkeit immer weiter von der Sattigungstemperatur entfemnt

einsetzen. Die Breite des metastabilen Bereichs haIngt damit von der Art der Einstellung der

Obersattigung ab. Dieses ist insbesondere bei einer dynamischen Einstellung der Obersdtti-

gung der Fall, wobei die Breite des metastahilen Bereiebs mit ahnehmender Abk~hl-

geschwindigkeit gegen null geht.

Weicht die Konzentration metastahiler Losungen nur in geringemn MaBe von der Gleich-

gewichtsl6sung ab, so ist durch Zusatz von Saatkristallen emn fast ideales Wachstumn eines

Korns oder von K6rnerkollektiven m6glich, da in diesem Zustand die (}hersdttigung nicht

durch Keimbildung abgehaut wird. Dagegen erh~lt man bei einem KristallisationsprozeB, der

bis in das labile Gehiet gef~ifht wird, auf Grund der hohen Keimbildung emn sehr kleines

Komspektrumn.

2.1 Keimbildung

Der Zustand der Obersattigung oder Unterkiihlung allein genfigt j edoch nicht als Ursache, urn

eine L6sung auszukristallisieren. Bevor sich Kristalle entwickeln k6nnen, mtissen in der L6-

sung eine Anzahl kleinster fester Teilchen, Embryonen, Keime oder Saatkristalle vorhanden

sein, die als Kristallisationszentren wirken. Keimbildung kann spontan und pl~tzlich auftreten

oder kann kiinstlich herbeigefifihrt werden. Es ist jedoch nicht immner m6glich zu entscheiden,

oh emn System von selbst Keime gebildet hat oder oh es dies unter dem EinfluB einer duBeren

Anregung getan hat.

Keimbildung kann h~ufig durch Anregungen, wie etwa Rifihren, mechanische St6Ie, Reihung

und extreme Drticke ausgel6st werden. Die noch unvorhersehharen Auswirkungen aiuBerer

EinflUisse, wie z. B. elektrische und magnetische Felder, Funkenentladungen, UV-Licht,

R6ntgen- und Gammastrahien, Schall- und Ultraschallemission, werden seit mehreren Jahren

untersucht. Jedoch haben soiche Methoden his heute keine bedeutende Anwendung in der

technischen Massenkristallisation aus LUsungen gefunden.

Es ist durch Kavitation m6glich, in unterktihlten L6sungen Keimhildung auszul6sen. Dies

triffi wahrscheinlich ehenso auf eine Reihe der obengenannten Effekte zu. Hunt und Jackson

[5] hahen mit Hilfe einer neuartigen Versuchstecbnik gezeigt, dal3 die Keimhildung dann er-

folgt, wenn die Hohlrdume (Kavitaten) kollahieren und in sich zusammenfallen. Dahei kt~nnen
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sehr hohe Drticke (- 10' bar) entstehen. Die Anderung des Drucks setzt die Kristallisations-

temperatur der LUsung herab, was die Keimbildung zur Folge hat [6].

In Abhangigkeit von den Bedingungen, unter denen Keime, entstehen, werden die in Abbil-

dung 3 dargesteliten Arten der Keimbildung unterschieden. Keime, weiche aus der Oberstit-

tigung der LUsung resultieren, werden als primitre Keime bezeichnet. Tritt Keimbildung in

Anwesenheit von arteigenen Kiristallen auf, wird der Mechanismus als sekundtire Keim-

bildung bezeichnet. Bei der homogenen Keimbildung entstehen die Keime spontan und un-

beeinflul~t von fremden Stoffen. Wird die Keimbildung durch Fremdstoffe, wie z. B. Staub

und Rostpartikel in der L6sung, oder Wandrauhigkeiten initfiert, spricht man von heterogener

Keimbildung.

Keimbildung

primfir sekundlir

(induziert durch Kzistalle der selben
cheminclien Zusanmcensetzung)

homogen heterogen

(SPOnta) (induziert durch
Fremdteilchen)

Abb. 3: Schemnatische Einteilung der Keimbildung

2.2.1 Primaire Keimbildung

2.2.1.1 Homolzene Keimbildung

Die Mechanismen, die zur homogenen Keimbildung fiihen, sind bis heute nicht endg~ltig

erforscht. So muB neben der Zusammenballung der einzelnen gel6sten Teilchen. auch ibre

Orientierung in einem festen Gitter stattfmnden. Die Keime sind zu Anfang als ungeordnete

Anhiiufuangen von Atomen, Molektilen oder lonen (Gitterbausteine) in der iibersattigten L6-

sung vorhanden. Diese ordnen sich dann a1Imqhlich innerhaib dieser AnhdufUng zu kristalli-

nen Teilbereichen. Die exakte Struktur dieser Anordnungen ist nicht bekannt, da eine direkte

Beobachtung wegen der geringen Gr6Be kaum m~glich ist.

Damit emn sogenannter kritischer Keimn gebildet werden kann, ist eine Zahi von Bausteinen

natig, die etwa zwischen 10 und einigen Tausend variiert. Es ist also praktisch nicht mdglich,

daI3 sich eine Zusammeniagerung dieser grol~en Zahi von Teilchen allein durch Zusammen-
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stoB ereignen kann. Mullin [6] beschreibt dies durch bimolekulare Addition Von gel6sten

Molekilen. Bei mikroskopischer Betrachtung einer gestittigten LUsung werden 6rtlich sowohi

Bereiche mit relativ hoher 10bersattigung als auch Bereiche mit Untersaittigung vorhanden

sein, weshaib sich erste Keime wieder auflisen k6nnen und tiberaus instabil sind. In einer

iibersattigten LUsung dagegen wachsen sie fiber diese kritische Gr6B~e hinaus und werden sta-

bil.

Die klassische Theorie der Keimbildung stammt von Gibbs, der die Bildung von fiUissigen

Tropfen bei der Dampfkondensation thermodynamisch beschrieben hat. Es ist analog m6glich

diese Theorie auf die homnogene Keimbildung; aus L6sungen anzuwenden. Die (Yberfifihrung

von einem weniger geordneten in einen stdirker geordneten Zustand (gasf'drmig -> flitssig ->

fest) hat eine Abnahme der molekularen Beweglichkeit und somit auch der kinetischen Ener-

gie des Systems zur Folge. Andererseits ist eine bestimmte Energie zumn Aufbau einer h6her

geordneten Struktur notwendlig. So wird bei der Bildung eines kugelfdcrmigen Keimes in einer

Mutterphase eine Anderung der freien Enthalpie des Systems AG festgestellt, die sich aus der

freiwerdenden Energie bei der Bildung eines gewissen Volumens Gv der neuen Phase and der

ftr die Erzeugung der Grenzfldche ben6tigten Energie AGO zusammensetzt /6/.

AG =AGO + AG, (1)

AG=47cr2 a - 4-71r 3 *F T.In S (2)
3 MFs

Der Verlauf der Anderung der freien Enthalpie and ibrer einzelnen Terme ist schematisch in

Abbildung 4 dargestellt. Das Maximum AG, ergibt sich fiir den kritischen Keimradius r,.

Urn emn niedrigeres Energieniveau einzunehmen, werden Keime kleiner als r, dazu neigen,

ibre Gr6Be zu verringemn (Aufl6sung) and Keime grdl~er als r~, werden versuchen an Gr6lBe zu

gewinnen (Wachstum). Urn den Wert von r, zu ermittein, wird die erste Ableitung von Glei-

chung 2 d(AG)/dr =0 gesetzt.

d (AG) 8 
2 a- 3 3PFSRT

dr IKr FS *n= 3
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Der kritische Keimradius r, liiBt sich aus Gleichung 3 berechnen.

2 ar- ,
rKr = (4)

PFS R TInS

Durch Substitution von r, in Gleichung 2 erhalt man die kritische Keimbildungsarbeit AGKr.

AGKr =4 7E a -r (5)
3

J ~AG 0

0)

LLJJ

Keimgrbfe r
Abb. 4: Verlauf der frejen Energie in Abhtingigkeit von der Keimgrel~e r [6]

In der Realitfit ist es schwierig, die Theorien zur homogenen Keimbildung experimente11 zu

best~tigen, da die Prqparation eines tatsachlich keimfreien Systems praktisch nicht m~iglich

ist.

2.2.1.2 Hetero~zene Keimbildung

Die Keimbildungsrate kann bereits durch die Anwesenheit geringster Spuren von Verunreini-

gungen in System betrAchtlich beeinfluBt werden. Diese k6nnen jedoch sowohi zu einemn in-

hibierten Keimbildungsverhalten fibfren. als auch beschleunigend auf die Keimbildung wirken.
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Volmer [7] versucht die Keimbildung ausgel6st durch Fremdkbrper theoretisch zu bescbrei-

ben. Er geht davon aus, dalI sich zwischen der artfremden Unterlage (Heterokeim) und einem

Tropfen der Mutterphase ein Benetzungswinkel 0 ausbildet. Dieser Winkel kann Werte von 0

bis 1800 annebmen, abhdngig von der Benetzung des Fremdpartikels durch die Mutterphase

(Abbildung 5).

Losung 0o0
-) e-0oo=

Abb. 5: Keimbildung auf einem Fremdpartikel tbir verschiedene Benetzungswinkel E0 [8]

Der KeimbildungsprozeB wird dann hauptsdchlich durch die Grenzflqchenenergie Kristall-

F1$Jssigkeit und damit durch die intermolekcularen, interionogenen oder interatomnaren Krltfte

zwischen den Teilchen der Mutterphase und der "fremden" Oberfldche bestimmt. Volmer

nimmt an, daB der sich ergebende Kontaktwinkel 0) emn MalI der Effektivitiit der fremden

Oberfldche in bezug auf die Keimbildung ist, gemqJ3 der Beziehung

(A~et)Kr= A~hm Kr(2 + Cas o)) (1- Cas 0)2 (6)
4

FUr die heterogene Keimbildung und vollstaindige Beneizung (0 Q=O0) ergibt sich

(AGhet )Kr = 0 (7)

Hieraus geht hervor, daB in diesem Fall keine heterogenen Keimbildung in der LUsung statt-

findet und alle Keime homogen gebildet werden. Diese Umnsttinde entsprechen demn Impfen

einer tlbers~ttigten LUsung mit Keimnkristallen des geli~sten Stoffes, es mflssen also keine

Keime in der L6sung gebildet werden.
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Im Fall einer teilweisen Affinitiit, d. h. einemn Benetzungswinkel im Bereich von 00<0E <1 800,

resultiert Gleichung 8:

(AGhet )Kr < (AG horn )Kr (8)

Es zeigt sich, dal3 heterogene Keimbildung leichter ablaufen kann, da die notwendige freje

Energie geringer ist als die ftir homogene Keimbildung. Anschaulich liiBt sich dies damnit er-

klaren, daB im Fall einer teilweisen Benetzung im Vergleich zur homogenen Keimbildung

eine geringere Oberflache neu gebildet werden mull.

Im Fall von Nichtbenetzung (0 = 1800) gilt ffir die kritische Keimbildungsenthalpie

(AG het )Kr = (AGhOrn )Kr' (9)

d. h. die ben6tigte Energie fiir die heterogene Keimbildung ist gleich der Energie fiir die ho-

mogene oder spontane Keimbildung. Die Fremdstoffteilchen in der hLsung haben in diesemn

'Fall keinen katalytischen Einflul3 [3].

2.2.2 Sekundaire Keimbildun~

Eine Obersiittigte LUsung neigt viel eher zur Keimbildung, wenn bereits Kristalle in ibrer art-

eigene n LUsung vorhanden sind oder bewullt zugegeben werden. Dieser katalysierende Effekt

bzw. die Keimbildung bei Vorhandensein von arteigenen Kristallen wird als sekundare Keim-

bildung bezeichnet, urn sie von der sogenannten primaren Keimbildung (anifinglich keine Kri-

stalle vorhanden) zu unterscheiden.

Strickland-Constable [9] beschreibt verschiedene Mechanismen der sekundaren Keimbildung,

wie:

"initial breeding" (Kristallstaub l6st sich von der Oberflache eingetauchter Saatkristalle),

"needle breeding" (Abbrechen von schwach angewachsenen Kristallnadeln bei hohen Ober-

sutttigungen),

"1polycrystalline breeding" (Auseinanderbrechen loser polykristalliner Konglomerate bei ho-

hen Obersutttigungen),

"collision breeding" (emn komplexer Prozell, der durch die Wechselwirkung und den Kontakt

von Kristallen untereinander und mit Anlagenbauteilen des Behutlters, Rtihfrers etc. entsteht).
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Heute wird angenommen, daB der Kontakt zwischen Kristallen und Rifihrorgan der bedeu-

tendste Auslbser ftir sekunddire Keimbildung in technischen Kristallisatoren ist. Die Wahr-

scheinlichkeit ftir einen soichen ZusammenstoB ist direkt proportional zur Riihrerdrehzahl

[10]. Werden diese Kontakte verhindert, z. B. in einemn Fliellbett, k~nnen neben den oben ge-

nannten Mechanismen weitere Phtinomene eine Rolle spielen.

Mullin [6] gibt mebrere Grfinde fir den GrdBeneinfluB der Saatkristalle bei der sekundairen

Keimbildung an. Beispielsweise erzeugen groBe Kristalle, wegen ibrer grL6Beren Kontakt-

wahrscheinlichkeit und ihrer h6heren Kollisionsenergie, mehr sekunddire Keime in gertihrten

Systemen als dies kleine Kristalle tun. Sebr kleine Kristalle k6nnen den Stromlinien auch in

turbulenten Wirbein stark gerflhrter LUsungen folgen und kommen deshaib nur selten mit dem

Rtihrorgan oder anderen Kristallen in Beriihrung. Als weiterer Faktor mul3 bedacht werden,

daB Kristalle kleiner als ca. 10 mm wahrscheinlich viel langsamer wachsen als Makrokristalle,

und daB stark beschdidigte Kristallbruchstiicke manchmal gar nicht mebr wachsen.

2.2.3 Induktions- und Lateuzzeit

Die sogenannte Induktionszeit, deren Dauer zwischen Mikrosekunden, Tagen und Wochen

liegen kann, ist wesentlich von der Obersaittigung abhdngig und stelit den Zeitraumi dar, der

zur Bildung eines kritischen Keimes unter den jeweiligen Bedingungen notwendig ist.

In manchen Systemen, besonders bei geringen Obers~ttigungen, kann eine weitere Zeitdif-

ferenz beobachtet werden. Um sie von der Induktionszeit zu unterscheiden, die ol~en als Zeit-

punkt der ersten Detektion von Kristallen tiberhaupt im System definiert wurde, wird in An-

lehnung an Mullin [6] der Ausdruck Latenzzeit verwendet. Die Latenzzeit soil hier definiert

werden als das Auftreten einer bedeutsamen Verd.nderung im System, d. h. das Einsetzen mas-

siver Keimbildung oder der erkennbar betrdchtliche Abbau der Oberstitttigung in der L6sung.

Das Vorhandensein von Saatkristallen verringert im ailgemeinen die Induktionszeit, beseitigt

sie aber nicht notwendiger Weise. Sogar wenn emn System zumn Zeitpunkt t=0 Saatkristalle

entbiilt, kann eine meBbare Induktionszeit vergehen bevor neue Kristalle entstehen. Diese sind

per Definition sekundlire Keime und k6nnen in versehiedenen Schilben wiihrend der Latenz-

zeit aufireten. Oft ist es praktisch ratsamer, die Latenzzeit als die ffir das System charakteri-

stische GrtSe zu ermittein. Folgende Faktoren k6nnen die Induktions- und Latenzzeit sowie

die Geschwindigkeit des (Ybersiittigungsabbaus beeinflussen: Temperatur, Anregung durch

Rtihfren, Wiirmeentwicklung w~hrend der Kristallisation, Gr6Be der Saatkristalle, Oberfldche
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der Saatkristalle und die Anwesenheit von Verunreinigungen. Zur Zeit k~nnen hierzu allen-

falls qualitative Aussagen tiber die Abhiingigkeiten der einzelnen EinfluBfaktoren auf die In-

duktionszeit getroffen werden.

3. Experimentelle Untersuchungen

3.1 Versuchsaufbau

Die Kristallisationsversuche wurden in einemn geiithrten Batch-Kristallisator durchgefiihrt. Die

verwendete Versuchsapparatur (Abbildung 6) besteht im wesentlichen aus einer Ultraschall-

quelle, einemn Turbinemiihrer, einemn Doppelmantelgefiul aus Glas (ca. 750 cm' Inhalt) sowie

einem, daran angeschlossenen Thermostat. Die Zirkulation einer Warmetriigerfliissigkeit zwi-

schen den beiden letztgenann ten Komponeniten temperiert die Ltssung, emn extemner Pro-

grammgeber erlaubt die Realisierung vorprogranimierter Aufheiz- bzw. Abkfihlphasen. Die

tatsachliche Temperatur in der LUsung wird mit Hilfe eines PT 100 Widerstandsthermometers

Uberwacht.

Ultraschallwandler HF-Generator

TI M M

1-6suThermostat

Abb. 6: Versuchsaufbau

Als Ultraschallquelle wurde der "Desintegrator HD 60" der Fa. Bandelin verwendet. Dieses

Gerlit ist ftir die Beschallung kleiner Fliissigkeitsmengen mit hoher Schallintensitlit vorge-
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sehen. Der mit cinem Wirkungsgrad von mehr als 90% arbeitende HF-Generator wandelt die

aufgenornmene Netzleistung und Frequenz in Hochfrequenzleistung von 20 kHz urn. Der Ge-

nerator arbeitet mit konstanter Amplitude und einer maximalen HF-Leistung von 60 W.

Der an den Generator angeschlossene Ultraschallwandler (Abbildung 7) setzt mit Hilfe von

Piezoelementen die elektrische HF-Energie in mechanische Schwingungsenergie gleicher Fre-

quenz urn. Die dabei erzeugte Amplitude wird Uber eine amplitudenproportionale Frequenz-

nachfifihrung unabhdngig von der anliegenden Belastung konstant gehalten.

Endflfiche

Abb. 7 Eingesetzter Ultraschallwandler mit Stufenbom und Sonotrode

Das an den Ultraschallwandler angescbraubte Stufenhorn ist geometrisch auf die Frequenz

von 20 kHz abgestimmt. Es besteht aus einer hochfesten Titanlegierung und verstarkt die

Amplitude auf das ca. 7-fache.

Die Sonotrode Ubertragt die erzeugte Ultraschalleistung in die Lbsung. Sie ist ebenfalls aus

einer hochfesten Titanlegierung hergesteilt mid wird am Stufenhorn festgeschraubt. Sie hat

die Form eines Kegelstumpfs mid wirkt als Resonanzk6rper, der die Ausgangsamplitude des

Stufenhorns weiter verstdrkt mid Uber eine kleine Endfldche (Durchmesser 6 mm) in das

Medium tibertrdgt. Dadurch entstehen hohe Energiedichten an der Endfl~iche, die zu

Kavitation fithiren.

Zur Beschallung von Fl~ssigkeiten muB die Spitze der Sonotrode mindestens ca. 10 mm tief

eintauchen, urn das Ansaugen mid Einmischen von Luft zu vermeiden.

3.2 Versuchsdurchfiihrung

Die Anfangstemperatur 19 der Abktihlphase betrug 40 bzw. 60 'C. Es wurden pro Versuch

jeweils 300 g L6sungsmittel und die der Sdttigungskonzentration bei Anfangstemperatur ent-

sprechende Menge an Substanz eingewogen. Diese Mischung wird mit der bescbriebenen

Versuchsapparatur auf ca. 3-5 *C Oier die Anfangstemperatur erwairmt, urn das kristalline
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Ausgangsmaterial mit Hilfe des Riihrers aufzul6sen. Nachdem in der Flissigkeit sichtbar

keine Kristalle mehr vorhanden sind, wird die Lbsung auf Anfangstemperatur gebracht. Im

AnschluB daran wurde die Lbsung mit einer vorgegebenen linearen Abkiihlgeschwindigkeit b

(5, 10 oder 20 K/h) aufEndtemperatur qu abgekfihlt.

Es wurden identische Versuchsreihen, sowohl mit als auch ohne Ultraschall, durchgefifhrt.

Der Einsatz von Ultraschall erfolgte ab der Temperatur qus , also bei einer Unterkiohlung a' =

4s - &us, Uiber einen Zeitraum tge, mit dem Ziel eine spontane Keimbildung auszul6sen. Der

vom Ultraschall verursachte Energieeintrag, erh6ht die Temperatur der L6sung je nach Ab-

kiihlgeschwindigkeit und Dauer der Beschallung kurzfristig um bis zu 1,5 'C. Die Keim-

bildungstemperatur &Keim wurde bestimmt, sobald die ersten sichtbaren Keime auftraten. Nach

dem Einsetzen massiver Keimbildung, also nach Ablauf der Latenzzeit, wurde die Ultra-

schallquelle wieder abgeschaltet. Weiterhin wurde die Induktionszeit zwischen dem Ein-

schalten des Ultraschalls und dem Auftauchen erster Keime tum gemessen.

Die entstandenen Kristalle werden mit einem Papierfilter in einer Porzellannutsche von der

Restl6sung getrennt. Danach wird der Kristallfilterkuchen mit einer Flissigkeit nachgesptilt,

die mit dem L6sungsmittel mischbar ist, nicht aber das Kristallisat anl6st. So wurde bei-

spielsweise bei der Kristallisation von Kalialaun mit Aceton gespfllt. Dieser Vorgang entfernt

die noch an der Kristalloberfl~iche haftende Mutterl6sung und vermeidet so das Agglome-

rieren der Kristalle durch Rekristallisation. Dartiber hinaus wird in unserem Beispiel die

Trocknung drastisch verklirzt.

3.3 Ergebnisse

Die in diesem Beitrag dargestellten Untersuchungen wurden an den folgenden Stoffsystemen

durchgefiihrt:

"* Kaliumaluminiumsulfat (Kalialaun) / Wasser

"* 3-Nitro-1,2,4-Triazol-5-On (NTO) / Wasser

"* 3-Nitro-l,2,4-Triazol-5-On (NTO) / Methanol

"* 3-Nitro-l,2,4-Triazol-5-On (NTO) / 2-Propanol

"* 3-Nitro-1,2,4-Triazol-5-On (NTO) / Dimethylformamid (DMF)

Die L6slichkeitskurven der flinf Systeme sind in Abbildung 8 wiedergegeben. In diesem

Diagramm sind die unterschiedlichen MaBstdibe der beiden Ordinaten zu beachten.

Man erkennt, daB Kalialaun/Wasser und NTO/DMF Systeme mit hohen L6slichkeiten dar-

stellen, w~ihrend NTO in Wasser, Methanol und 2-Propanol nur gering l6slich sind.
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*Khalmaun/Wasser
*NTO/DMF
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Abb. 8: Ul&icbkeitskurven der untersuchten Stoffsysteme

3.3.1 Kalialaun / Wasser

In alien untersuchten Fallen des Systems Kalialaun/Wasser konnte durch Ultraschall die

Keimbildungstemperatur deutlich reduziert werden, d.h. die Breite des metastabilen Bereichs

und Induktionszeit werden verringert.

Abbildung 9 zeigt den EinfluB von Ultraschall auf die Keimbildungstemperatur 4Keim bel Ver-

suchen, die mit versohiedenen Abkoihgeschwindigkeiten und einer anfdnglichen Sattigungs-

temperatur gs = 40 0C durchgeffbhrt warden. Dabei ist zu erkennen, daB bei den Experimen-

ten mit Ultraschall die Keimbildungstemperatur unabhfingig von der Abktihlgeschwindigkeit

konstant bleibt. Die Temperatur zum Zeitpunkt der Keimabildung 1st unwesentlich h6her als

die bei Einschalten des Ultraschallfeldes qus. Dies ist auf die schwierige Temperaturkontrolle

der LUsung bei Ultraschalleinsatz zurtickzufiihren. Bei den Versuchen ohne Ultraschall ver-

ringert sich, wie zu erwarten, die Keimbildungstemperatur mit zunebmender AbkUMh-

geschwindigkeit, d.h. man kommt weiter in den metastabilen Zustandsbereich hinein.

Ffir die Versuche mit einer Anfangstemaperatur von qs = 60 *C sind die Mel~ergebnisse in

Abbildung 10 dargesteilt. Hier zeigt sich bei alien Versuchen. emn abnehmender Verlauf der

Keimbiidungstemperatur mit ansteigender Abktihlgeschwindigkeit. Jedoch setzt die Keim-

bildung bei der Anwendung von Ultraschall zwischen 1,5 und 2,3 'C "fr-aher", d.h. bei germn-

geren Unterktihungen, ein als im Vergleichsversuch.
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Allen Versuchen mit 60 'C Starttemperatur war eine Zeitdifferenz von etwa 10 Minuten ge-

mein, zwischen der ersten optischen Detektion vereinzelter Keime und dem pl6tzlichen Ein-

setzen massiver Keimbildung.

35 __- -_____-- ___

-34 _ _--

32-- - - - - - -

EI
a31 -- --------------------

E

29 *ohnefUtraschall * wit UfraschaU _____

0 5 10 15 20 25

Abkflhlgeschwindlgkcelt b In Kfl

Abb. 9: Keimbildungstemperatur mit und ohne Ultraschall in Abhfingigkeit von der Abktihlgescbwindigkeit bei

einer Anfangstemperatur Ss =40 
0C

56

5253 ----__ __ ------__ __ - _ __ _ _ _ - - -- -

a.

0 53 10 is202

* at Utra sch widgfltb nW

Abb. 10: Keimbildungstemperatur mit und ohne Ultraschall in Abhangigkeit von der Abkctiflgeschwindigkceit bel

einer Anfangstemperatur &s = 60 TC

In Abbildung 11 sind die Medianwerte x5,,, der kristallisierten Kalialaun-Partikelkollektive

bei einer Anfangstemperatur 14 = 40 TC in Abhdngigkeit von der Abktihlgeschwindigkceit auf-
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getragen. Man erkennt eine lineare Abnahme der mittleren Partikelgr6lle mit demn Ansteigen

der Abkiihlgeschwindigkeit bei den Werten ohne Ultraschall. Dagegen bleibt der Medianwert

bei der Keimbildung mit Hilfe von Ultraschall auf gleichem Niveau unabhdngig davon, wie

schnell die LUsung heruntergekifihlt wurde. Dies hdingt offensichtlich mit der vom Ultraschall

vorzeitig eingeleiteten Keimbildung zusammen, wie die Ahnlichkeit mit Abbildung 9 belegt.

Die mittlere Partikelgr6fBe des Kollektivs ist also abhdngig von der Keimbildungstemperatur

und somit von der O0bersdttigung des Systems bei Beginn der Keimbildung S,,im'

Die Medianwerte der Experimente bei 60 'C Anfangstemperatur zeigt Abbildung 12. Hier ist

keine Obereinstimmung mit der Keimbildungstemperatur erkennbar. Es muB daher betont

werden, daB die mittlere Partikelgr6Be nicht nur von der Keimbildungsrate abhdingig ist, son-

demn auch von der Kristallwachstumsgeschwindigkeit. Die Wachstumskinetik hdingt wiederum

vor allem. von Temperatur und Grad der fOberstittigung Ab

Zusatzlich zumn Einflul3 auf den Medianwert des entstandenen Partikelkollektivs wirkte sich

der Einsatz von Ultraschall bei der Keimbildung auch auf die Partikelgr6Benverteilung aus.

Hierbei zeigte sich, daB der Dispersitiitsgrad (MaB ffir die Breite der Verteilung) bei der

Keimbildung durch Ultraschall stets kleiner war als bei den Vergleichsversuchen. Zudem hing

der Dispersittitsgrad ffir diese Versuche nicht signifikant von der Abkiihlgeschwindigkeit ab,

wahrend er ohne den Einsatz von Ultraschall mit steigender Abkiihlgeschwindigkeit ebenfalls

anstieg.

M. 000

400

S300 - __

t*200-- - . . .

I5 ohnetltraschall errit~ftraschafl

0 5 10 1s 20 25
Abkahllgeschwindligkcet b In Klh

Abb. 11: Medianwerte X,,, 3 der entstandenen Partikelkollektive mit und ohne Ultraschall in Abbsngigkeit von

der Abkilblgeschwindigkeit b bei einer anfanglichen Sllttigungstemperatur 4. = 40 IC
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700 ________ ________ ________________ ________
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I 50 ------- ---

.!400 Nohne Ultraschall

U *mit Ultraschall
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Abk~hlgeschwlndigkcelo b In K/h

Abb. 12: Medianwerte X50,3 der entstandeneri Partikelkollektive mit und ohne Ultraschall in Abhitngigkeit von der

Abkthlgeschwindigkeit b bei einer antlinglicben SItttigungstemperatur as = 60 IC

3.3.2 NTO / Losungsmittel

Bei den Untersuchungen mit NTO zeigte sich, daB es nur mit dem L6sungsmittel Wasser

m6glich war, die Keimbildung durch den Einsatz von Ultraschall. auszul6sen. Alle anderen

untersuchten Systemne (Methanol, 2-Propanol und Dimethylformamid) wiesen eine extrem

lange Induktionszeit auf (bis zu mebreren Tagen). Diese konnte auch durch Einkopplung des

Ultraschallfeldes Uber eine Idngere Zeitspanne nicht reduziert werden. Dies deutet auf eine

starke Inhibierung bin, wobei kein Unterscbied zwischen den Systemen mit hoher und nied-

riger L6slichkeit zu bestehen scheint. Auch die starke Kavitationsbildung beim System

NTO/Methanol fifihrte zu keiner Nukleation. Zu beachten ist allerdings, dal3 der Ultraschall-

generator auf den Einsatz im wiiBrigen Medium optimiert ist und keine genaue Anpassung auf

andere L6sungsmittel erfolgte. Dies ist allerdings keine grundsdtzliche Erkliirung ftir das be-

schriebene Verhalten, da damit lediglich eine Feinabstimmung erreicht werden kann.

FUr die Untersuchungen am System NTO/Wasser wurden 14,5 g NTO in 500 g Wasser bei 40

'C gel~st. Anschliel~end wurde diese LUsung midt einer konstanten Abktihlgeschwindigkeit

von 20 K/h auf 20 'C abgekihlt. Beim Versuch ohne Ultraschall setzte die Keimbildung bei

einer Temperatur von 30 'C emn, wobei zundchst nur wenige Keime entstanden. Erst bei einer

Temperatur von 28 0C bildete sich der eigentliche Keimschauer, Die mittlere Partikelgr6lBe

X11,3 betrug fiir diesen Versuch 345 jim.
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Bei demn mit Ultraschall durchgefdthrten Versuch wurde die Ultraschallquelle bei einer Tern-

peratur von 35 *C, d.h. einer Unterktihflung von 5 K, eingeschaltet. Hier trat die Keimbildung

bereits bei einer Temperatur von 33,5 "C emn, wobei auch hier zuntichst nur wenig Keime ent-

standen. Der eigentliche Keimnschauer bildete sich nach einer weiteren Abkiihlung urn 2 K.

Die gebildeten Partikel waren deutlich feiner (X50,3 = 254 pim) und zeichneten sich durch eine

wesentlich engere Partikelgr6lBenverteilung aus.

Auch die Morphologic der Kristalle konnte durcb den Einsatz des Ultrasehalls veriindert

werden. In Abbildung 13 und 14 ist zu erkennen, daB die Kristalle, bei denen die Nukleation

unter Ultraschalleinwirkung ausgel6st wurde, eine gleichrnW~igere Form aufwiesen als die

Kristalle, die dern Ultraschailfeld nicht ausgesetzt waren. Zusdtzlich bestittigen die Mikrosko-

pie-Aufliabmen die Aussagen aus der Partikelgr6Bfenanalyse.

Abb. 13: NTO-Kristalle ohne Ultraschall Abb. 14: NTO-Krjstalle mit Ultraschall

4. Zusammenfassung und Ausblick

Ziel der vorliegenden Arbeit war eine systemnatische, experirnentelle Untersuchung zurn Ein-

fluB von Ultraschallanwendung auf die Keimbildung bei der Kiihlungskristallisation aus L6-

sungen.

Es wurden verschiedene Stoffsysteme bei versehiedenen Temperaturen unter Vertinderung der

Abktihlgeschwindigkeit untersucht. Dabei wurde die Keimbildungstemperatur bestimrnt und

die Induktionszeit zwischen dem Einschalten des Ultraschallfeldes und dern Aufireten erster

Keirne ermittelt. Da die Partikelgr6lBenverteilung prirndr durch die Keimbildung~und das Kri-

stallwachsturn beeinfluBt wird, ist ffir das entstandene Kristallisat eine Partikelgr6Benanalyse

mit Hilfe der Laserbeugungsspektrornetrie durchgefifihrt worden.
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Bei den Untersuchungen des Systems Kaliumaluminiumsulfat-Wasser zeigte sich, daf3 durch

Ultraschall die Keimbildungstemperatur, im Vergleich zurn unbeschallten Versuch, deutlich

heraufgesetzt wird, d.h. die Induktionszeit verkfirzt wird. Dies wirkt sich bei einer anfdng-

lichen Sdttigungstemperatur der L6sungen von 40 'C direkt auf die mittlere Partikelgr6Be der

kristallisierten Kollektive aus. Die Breite der Partikelgr6Benverteilung kann durch den Einsatz

von Ultraschall reduziert werden.

Die Untersuchungen mit NTO ergaben indifferente Ergebnisse. Lediglich in Wasser konnte

ein EinfluB des Ultrasehalls gefunden werden. Der Einsatz von Ultrasehall reduziert die Par-

tikelgr6Be und -gr6Benverteilung drastisch und hat einen EinfluB auf die Partikelmorphologie.

In weiteren Untersuchungen soil am System NTO/Wasser der EinfluB von Ultraschall auf die

Keimbildung durch Variation der Abktihlgeschwindigkeit ermittelt werden. Zudem muB ge-

klart werden, ob ein solcher EinfluB auch bei organischen L6sungsmitteln zu finden ist.
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Abstract

Compaction molded PBX are commonly used for warheads. Yet, their poor

mechanical properties are of major concern for the users. A thorough understanding

of the failure mechanisms in PBX is essential for development of PBX with improved

mechanical properties.

PBX is a highly filled particulate composite material with a filler content of

approximately 9Ovol%. In contrast, ordinary polymeric matrix composite materials,

including propellants, consist of only - 20 - 70 vol% of filler. Therefore, some of the

mechanisms in PBX are similar to those in particulate composite materials while

others are unique and stem from the fact that high filler concentration cause

interactions between particles.

The paper discusses the effects of different parameters like particle size distribution,

particle shape, and surface energies of the filler and the elastomer matrix on

mechanical behavior of PBX. Mechanical properties under tensile stress and SEM

fractographs, as well as surface energies measurements were used as experimental

tools.

The results indicate that there are some combined mechanisms that affect failure:

1. There is an interaction between particles, which results in mechanical

interlocking. The degree of mechanical interlocking depends on particle size

distribution and particle shape.

2. During compression, some of the particles are cracked and fractured, so that the

material contains inherent defects.

3. Changes in the degree of adhesion can change the role of dewetting as a failure

mechanism.
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1. Introduction

A first step in the way of improving mechanical properties of any material

(including composite materials), should be understanding the failure

mechanism. Reviewing the literature concerning mechanical behavior of

particulate composite materials, reveals that there is a variety of parameters

influencing this behavior: Particle size, particle shape and size distribution,

degree of adhesion and structural defects like microcracks, voids and

aggregation (1-4). There are few works that deal with mechanical behavior of

PBX' focusing mainly on the effect of adhesion between the binder and the

filler(5). Other aspects of mechanical behavior are dealt with in works

concerning propellants(6), which are the closest composite materials to PBX'es.

The current work will demonstrate that there is a complex of mechanisms that

govern mechanical behavior of PBX. Inhomogenieties and degree of adhesion

are the main factors that govern failure mechanisms and mechanical properties

of PBX.

2. Experimental

The materials that were tested are:

a. PBX based on HMX + Viton A.

b. PBX based on HMX + Kraton + Oil.

The PBX was manufactured in laboratory scale batches by the water slurry

method. PBX based on HMX-Viton was manufactured with different

granulations (fig 1 - 4).

2.1 Tensile properties and fracture mechanism.

Tensile samples in the shape of cylindrical "dog bones" were machined from

pressed bulk material. Three samples were tested of each batch . The tension

tests were conducted under room temperature with bridge velocity of

0.05cm/min.

Surfaces of the fractured tensile samples were analyzed with an SEM, as means

of understanding crack growth and fracture mechanisms.
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Fig. 1 - HMX- I Fig 2 -HMX-2
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Fig. 3 - HMX-3 Fig 4 - HMX-4
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2.2 Degree of adhesion

The degree of adhesion between the explosive particles and the binder was

estimated by interpreting the relevant surface energies. The surface energy of

HMX was taken from literature, while surface energies of the binder materials

were calculated according to wetting angles measurements and "Owens -

Kaelble"(7) model (equation 1). Finally, the interface energy and degree of

adhesion were estimated employing equations 2,3.

(1) 1+ cosO-= 24 (d7ye)/y7+ 24yC(•l(y)/yj

Y. = Yjp, dy

(2) y12 = + y2- 2(y•Py2)'- 2-(7 1/

(3) WA=YF + Y2- Y12
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3. Results and discussion

3.1 Tensile properties

Tensile properties of HMX-Viton A with different granulations and of HMX-

Kraton/Oil are listed in table 1.

Table 1 - Tensile properties

PBX Batch HMX granulation (%) Density G e (%)
No. (gr/cm3) (kg/cm2)

HMX-Viton GR-5 50 HMX-1+50 HMX-2 1.847 10.8 0.13 -0.21

HMX-Viton GR-6 66 HMX-1+33 HMX-2 1.848 9.4 0.32-0.37

HMX-Viton HV/5 100 HMX-2* 1.796 2.3 0.12-0.17

HMX-Viton GR-2 100 HMX-4* 1.842 16 0.30-0.35

HMX-Kr-Oil HB 66 HMX-1+33 HMX-2. 1.763 9.7 1.15 - 1.30

* Size distribution analysis is given in fig. 5.

7- hmx- '/S......hMx-I
6-

5-

Paricl Dimee-(m

a)
E

2-

0.4 1 2 4 6 10 20 40 100 200 400 1000

Particle Diameter (pm)

Fig. 5 - Particle size distribution of HMX-2 and HMX-4
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3.2 SEM analysis

SEM micrographs of the different PBX'es fracture surfaces were

straightforward means for analysing of fracture mechanisms. Generally, similar

phenomena are involved in fracture surfaces of PBX'es with different binder or

diferent granulations (fig 6-8):

Fig. 6 - HMX-Viton Fig. 7 - HMX - Kr-Oil

Fig.8 - MHX Viton; rounded granulation
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a. A dewetting of particles from the binder is spread over a considerable area

of the fracture surface. It seems to be a crucial phenomenon especially in

the PBX HMX-Kr-Oil.

b. Many particles are fractured, probably due to stress concentration that is

developed during compaction. According to the direction of the cracks,

they could not be formed as a result of the tension stresses.

c. Some particles touch each other due to a lack of any binder envelope. This

can be associated to a more general phenomena in particulate composite

materials - aggregation. Aggregation is a type of deffect in the material, but

it also contributes to the strength of the material via mechanical

interlocking.

It is much easier to see the different phenomenas in the fractured surface of PBX

with the rounded particles. Therefore, our discussion from now on will relate to

frctographs of this PBX (GR-2).

The relatively large dewetted area (fig. 9) implies that dewetting is a main

failure mechanism. The vast dewetting prevents the particles from taking part

of the load exerted on the material. The fractured particles behave like a small

aglomerate, since there is no binder material between the daghter particles (fig.

10). Mother particles with no binder between them can be related to in a

similar manner. The meaning of all the above mentioned phenomenas is that

there is no load delivery between binder and particles and mechanical

interlocking of particles can be the only mechanism of load delivery. This

explains the low strength of HMX-Viton PBX, (about l0kgIcm2) which

resembles the strength of polymeric sponges.

By looking at a fractured specimen still under tension and from fig. 10, it is

clear that the elastomeric binder continues stretching even after the sample is

severly damaged. This means that the mobility of the polymeric chains was not

injured considerably, although this is a known phenomena in particulate

composite materials with high solid loading, in which the binder layers

surrounding the particles are very thin (8). This finding implies that

deterioration of chain mobility is not the cause to the poor deformability of the

PBX. The poor deformability stems from the fact that the low content of

elastomer in the material cannot be dispersed homogeniously throughout the
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particles and cracks develop by moving through adjacent particles that are not

coated (aggregates or fractured big particles). Generally there is no structure

continuity in pressed PBX'es, which is responsible for the poor mecanical

properties of the material. There are many samples in literature for effects of

different kinds of inhomogenities in particulate composite materials -

microcracks, microvoids and aggregation. These can make a composite material

with very poor mechanical properties that are much inferior to the properties

expected according to properties of the ingredients.

The qualitative analysis of the fractographs can help partially to explain

differences in mechanucal properties of PBX with different granulations.

Fig. 9 - Rounded granulation - dewetted areas Fig. 10 - Rounded granulation - fractured particlt
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3.3 Surface energies

The tensile properties depicted in table 1, show that HB has a much bigger

strain to failure than GR-6. The granulation of both PBX's is similar,

whereas the binder is different. Both Viton A and Kraton-Oil elastomers have

an enormous strain to failure in comparison to that of the PBX's. Therefore we

assumed that the reason for the better deformability of HB does not stem from

the elastomer properties, but from interfacial energies. Table 2 depicts the

surface energies of both elastomers and of HMX crystals.

Table 2 - Surface energies

Substance yd(dyne/cm) yP(dyne/cm) y(dyne/cm)

HIMX* 34.8 6.8 41.6

Viton A 25.9 0.2 26.1

Kr-Oil 0.2 57.3 57.5

Calculating the interfacial energy for HMX-Viton A and HMX-Kr-OIl, gave

the following values for work of adhesion between HMX and both kinds of

binders:

WA (HMX-Viton A) = 55.9 dyne/cm

WA (HMX-Kr-Oil) = 44.7 dyne/cm

This calculation reveals that wicker adhesion can improve deformability

considerably. This maybe contradictory to the intuition that better adhesion

means better mechanical properties, but it is known also for inert particulate

composite materials, that adhesion should be optimised (8). This means that

very strong adhesion causes brittleness, while very wick adhesion can cause

very low strength that will impart an early failure. Also, we know from the

literature, that the dominance of granulation depends on adhesion. The

stronger the adhesion, the lower the effect of granulation on mechanical

properties.
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4. Summary and conclusions

The current work reveals the complex mechanical behavior of PBX's as highly tilled

particulate composite materials. Crack propagation which leads to failure is

influenced by amount of fractured particles in the material during compaction,

(which by itself depends on particle size distribution and particle shape) ; the

dispersion of the binder material among the particles, and the strength of adhesion

that dictates the degree of dewetting.

From the samples given in this work we can conclude that adhesion is a very

dominant factor and can change considerably the strain to failure. Granulation

parameters seem to have a smaller effect on deformability, but it affects

considerably the strength to failure, probably via mechanical interlocking.

A lot of work is still to be done in the field of mechanical behavior of PBX's. The

difficulties arise from the facts that it hard to find suitable surfactants from the

adhesion point of view ; and it is hard to get powders with similar particle shape,

but different particle size distribution, or vice versa.
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ADN Manufacturing Technology'

T.K. Highsmith, C. McLeod, R.B. Wardle
Thiokol Propulsion

Brigham City, UT 84341

R. Schmitt, J. Bottaro, P. Penwell, D. Bomberger
SRI International

Menlo Park, CA 94025

John Brough
Naval Surface Warfare Center, Indian Head Division

Indian Head, MD 20640

Ammonium dinitramide is a novel, non-chlorine containing oxidizer which offers the potential of
significant increases in performance in both solid propellants and some types of explosives.
Dramatic progress has been made in the very few years since the discovery of ADN in the U.S.
in the areas of synthesis and formulation of ADN. Even with these efforts, a chasm still exists
between the current state of ADN lab scale production and formulation and the ultimate goal of
ADN in a production system. Reports from the Former Soviet Union suggest that ADN and
ADN formulation problems resulted in a series of major incidents during production. This
program is bringing ADN manufacturing and formulation technology up to U.S. standards for
safety and quality. Reported in this paper is progress on ADN made during the first two years of
the Manufacturing Technology program.

Summary

The physical and chemical properties of ADN have a significant impact on its viability of a solid
propellant ingredient. These properties are presented in Table 1. The properties of most concern
are hygroscopicity, thermal instability, and safety characteristics. Various methodologies have
been studied in order to overcome these limitations. At Thiokol the combination of additives and
a prilling process has significantly improved these properties (see next section).

Table 1. Selected Chemical and Physical Properties of ADN
property value

melting point 92-940C
sensitive to light? yes
hygroscopic? yes
water solubility very high
impact sensitivity moderate
friction sensitivity low
thermal decomposition (onset) 1600C (20oC/min)
particle dimensions long needles
incompatibilities isocyanates

Prilled ADN

To improve the hygroscopicity, thermal stability, and safety properties of ADN a prilling process

Copyright 1998 Cordant Technologies. All rights reserved.
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was developed at Thiokol under funding from the Navy's ADN MANTECH Program. The
proprietary process involves the addition of additives, before the prilling process, to overcome
the shortcomings listed above. Improvements in these properties have been realized and these
modified properties are presented in Table 2. Further work is ongoing to seek additional
improvements.

Table 2. Selected Properties of Thiokol Prilled ADN
property value

melting point 92-940C
sensitive to light? yes
hygroscopic? no
water solubility very high
impact sensitivity low to moderate
friction sensitivity low
thermal decomposition (onset) 180-C (20°C/min)
particle dimensions spheres
incompatibilities isocyanates

The prilled ADN has exhibited improved properties in composite propellants. Most significant is
that both the bum rate exponent and temperature sensitivity in a polyether binder system is
unchanged from the analogous ammonium perchlorate system. This opens the door for a wide
range of uses for the ADN-based propellants. The major obstacle remaining to ADN employment
for booster applications is the current propellant hazards properties of ADN-containing
propellants. The following vu-graphs exhibit the properties as described.
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Rheological characterisation of castable and extrudable
energetic compositions

A.C. Hordijk, R.H.B. Bouma and E. Schonewille

TNO Prins Maurits Laboratory, Pyrotechnics and Energetic Materials
P.O. Box 45, 2280 AA Rijswijk, The Netherlands

1. Abstract

Castable compositions are made for over fifteen years now at TNO and there is a four

year experience with extrudable compositions, including gun propellants and Plastic

Bonded eXplosives. During these years rheological measurements have been carried

out not only to characterise batches but also to be able to match the castable and

extrudable compositions to the desired processing properties.

Castable compositions are generally characterised by their viscosity. Their flow

behaviour is mostly pseudoplastic and the shear rate dependence of viscosity may be

described by a power law in which the exponent is larger than 0.6.

The behaviour of castable compositions is never purely viscous. The visco-elastic

shear modulus is determined with a dynamic mechanical technique. Well castable

compositions are characterised by a relatively low shear loss modulus (G" < 100 Pa,

at 0.1 Hz) and an even smaller shear storage modulus (G').

It is observed that both loss and storage modulus rapidly increase with increasing

solid load. The storage modulus, however, increases faster than the loss modulus. At a

certain solid load both moduli are equal (G" % G' it 104 Pa) and then upon a further

increase of the solid load, the storage modulus becomes even larger, indicating that

the composition more and more resembles an elastic material. At too high solid loads

extrusion becomes an alternative to casting because of the rheological behaviour.

Extrudable compositions show typical shear storage moduli G' in the range of 105 to

107 Pa.

Apart from the solid load, also the addition of low molecular weight chain-extenders

like hexane diols has a significant effect on the visco-elastic properties and thus the

applicability of either casting or extrusion techniques.
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2. Introduction

This paper deals with two processing techniques, casting and extrusion, and the

product and preproduct characterisation. The compositions discussed in this paper,

contain an energetic filler and a curable binder to which plasticiser, bonding agent

and surface active agents are added. The mean particle size(s) and size distribution,

the particle shape as expressed by the specific surface area and the porosity,

determine the maximum volume fraction to be obtained.

Three major influences on rheological behavior are discussed:

- chemically and physicochemically induced effects, e.g. curing and the effect of

bonding agents

- volume fraction of solids (4k) or solid load (wt.%)
2

- surface area of solids (expressed for instance as Sw" in m / ml binder)

The above mentioned effects influence the properties of the composition after

processing as well, for instance mechanical properties, but also the performance and

the sensitivity to shock.

3. Rheology

The processing of PBXs at TNO-PML is carried out using

- the small scale 300 ml IKA mixer for preliminary processing characterisation,

- the larger HKV 5 (max 3 liter) and I-KV 25 (10 liter capacity) mixers for casting

of larger test items,

- or the twin screw extruder [1].

The compositions described here are based on PPG or HTPB. Unfilled prepolymers

behave as Newtonian fluids. By addition of an energetic filler to the HTPB

prepolymer, shear rate dependent behavior such as pseudoplasticity showes up; the

stress to be applied is no longer proportional to the shear rate as for a Newtonian fluid

[2]. Usually a decrease of viscosity with increasing shear rate is found, so-called shear

thinning.

Further filling leads to time dependent behaviour and more elastic behaviour [4]. The

latter appears as a yield stress (a relative large stress has to be applied before the mix

will flow) or in a oscillatory measurement as a linear viscoelasticity (LVE) region

with a corresponding critical stress. Applying a larger stress will result in a
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destruction of the structure of the mix - the mixture will become inhomogeneous (e.g.

fluid film at the boundary). The extent of these effects increases with increasing solid

load.

The rheological behaviour is measured with;

- a Haake RT 10 Rheometer to determine viscous and viscoelastic properties [2] of

the preprocessing compositions

- a Thermal Mechanical Analyser and a draw-bench to determine the mechanical

properties for the castcured and extruded compositions [2,3].

In the rotation mode of the Haake RT10 the shear rate dependence of viscosity is

determined and data is analyzed according to the power law 1l=Ký ln, with il is

viscosity, K a constant, dy/dt the shear rate and n the pseudoplasticity index.

Furthermore the extent or thixotropy or existence of yield stress is determined.

In the oscillation mode one can determine the dynamic viscosity or dynamic shear

modulus.

4. Compositions and results

The compositions presented in the tables 1 and 2 have been processed in the small

IKA mixer or in the HKV 5 planetary mixer. The extrudable compositions, gun

propellants, are mixed in the extruder, while the final propellant grain design (five or

nineteen holes) has been realised by hot pressing.

4.1 Castable compositions and castability limits

In table 1 the rheological characterisation results of some of a series of well, moderate

and bad castable propellant batches are presented. PPG and HTPB are applied as

binders with AP as filler. The percentages bonding agent, cure catalyst and the

NCO/OH ratio have been varied. In table I the results obtained by rotation mode

(viscosity at a shear rate of 1 s'i, K, the power law index n, and the extent of

thixotropy) and by oscillation mode (dynamic viscosity, G" and time to max delta -

see figures 3 and 4) measurements, are presented and rearranged according to their

castability. The phase shift 8 is equal to arctan(G"/G'), with G" the shear loss

modulus, and G' the shear storage modulus.
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When the castability becomes worse the dynamic viscosity, storage modulus,

thixotropy and K increase, while the power exponent (n) and time to max. delta

decrease. Furthermore it is clear for castable compositions, that G" is typically equal

or lower than 100 Pa.

It appears, that although d, (or solid load) and Sw" only change to a limited extent, the

castability changes considerably, thereby demonstrating the importance of chemically

and/or physico-chemically induced effects.

Table 1: Relation between castability and rheological parameters (AP based propellants).
77---' Ck12<CK1 rKS K17 *

PPG PPG HTPB HTPB HTPB HTPB HTPB
0.67 0.67 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73

Sw" 1.09 1.14 0.65 0.56 - 0.53 0.53

Castability well well moderate moderate moderate bad very
bad

rl* (Pas) 50 90 96 85 170 160 500

G" (Pa) 20 50 55 52 100 100 300
Time to 12.6 17 >15 ? 6.5 5 <1.5
max.8 Qirs)

q at 1 s"1  105 180 200 210 390 - -

(Pals)
Thixotropy 15 - 97 44 249 - -
(W/m3)
n 0.66 0.99 0.33 0.56 0.47 - -
K 93 180 219 221 347 - -

For an HTPB/AP based propellant, designated CK 45, a series of rheological

measurements has been carried on the mix before and after IPDI addition, see table 2.

The waiting/rest time after inserting the sample in the Haake RT10 and before

starting the measurement is extremely important, because of the ongoing curing

reaction. For all experiments a rest time of 10 minutes is used.

It is observed that the mixture before addition of IPDI shows an impressive yield

stress (see figure 1) in the rotation mode. In the oscillation mode the measurements

show likewise a LVE (Linear Visco-Elastic) region, however, with a smaller critical
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stress value because of the different test conditions. Besides, G" is about 104 times

larger as found as castability limit in table 1. Furthermore, G' >> G", indicating that

the rheologic behaviour is predominantly elastic.

Table 2 shows, that after the addition and mixing of the IPDI, the initially non-

castable composition can be cast as the yield stress and the critical LVE stress are

reduced considerably.

Table 2: Rheological characterisation of CK 45, a moderately castable, AP/HTPB based
propellant composition and the effect of isocyanate addition.

buto~re lPDI afdter~muil] with T1)I1
L ddiiniiii . ......

Castability does not flow moderate

rl at 0.09 s-P1 (Pa s) 13,000 2360

yield stress T. (Pa) 7800 200 -400
deformation y. (%) 4 30

lt0 moe,; f=.
Stress sweep large LVE region small LVE region

G'(Pa) 3.106 (> G") 4.105 (> G")
T. (Pa) 470 50-100

~il~on mode, time tftrvt P. .>.100.Pa.

rl* (Pa.s) 7.10 83000 45

G"(Pa) 5.10 5  300
G" (Pa) 1.1 5 150
* Measurements are carried out with a serrated plate.

The effect of the isocyanate (IPDI) addition is a reduction in the yield stress from

7800 to about 300 Pa, while applying forces larger than about 100 Pa in oscillatory

measurements results in a sharp reduction of the dynamic viscosity making casting

possible. It is remarkable to see that the loss modulus G" is reduced by a factor 1000.

Combining the results of tables I and 2, well castable compositions are characterised

by a viscosity < 200 Pa's at 1 s 1, a pseudoplasticity index > 0.6 (or 0.4 for THMD

containing compositions), and a thixotropic index < 100 Wm"3, in rotation mode

measurements. In oscillation mode measurements a castable composition is

characterized by an initial dynamic viscosity < 100 Pa-s at 0.1 Hz, or loss modulus <

70 Pa. Furthermore, the pot life, or time to max. 8 needs to be more than 10 hrs.
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4.2 Extrudable compositions

In table 3 a number of extruded compositions are presented; given are the solid load

and Sw", and the results of the rheological characterisation (see also figure 2).

Because of the very small particles (< 10 micron) the solid load is lower than for a

bimodal filler mix with the usual size distributions. The main reason is that the

surface area to be wetted is about a factor of four to six higher than for a bimodal

filler mix.

Table 3: Rheological characterisation of extrudable compositions (gun propellants).

I -_______ 11K 01-ý3* IB t7-4 IBK 100-7-6
Solid load (wt.%) 79.5 82.0 82.0
Sw" (m2/ml binder) 2.25 2.25
Castability not not not
O 0clio mode f = 0.1 a' f= I Hz f= I Hz
G' (Pa) 2.105 2.106 6.106

-. (Pa) 2300 22,000 40,000
* Measurements are carried out with a serrated plate.

Firstly, this table shows, that the G' values are larger than those presented in table 2,

while the critical stress values are more than 10 times larger.

Secondly, it is shown, that the stresses to be applied to extrudable compositions to

force the mix to flow are in the range of about 3 to 50 kPa. When exceeding these

stresses the mix becomes heterogeneous and the moduli are reduced by a factor of

about 1000.

This correspond well with those stresses found by others [6]; stresses of 18 - 22 kPa

are needed resulting in shear rates of 20 - 70 s-1. In a twin screw extruder as used at

TNO-PML the maximum shear stresses are in between 100 and 200 kPa [1] to

guarantee save processing of highly energetic materials.

4.3 Mechanical properties of cured compositions

As stated in the introduction the parameters influencing rheology have their effect on

the mechanical properties as well. In Table 4 the mechanical data are presented of

some of the compositions referred to in this paper as determined with a draw-bench.

using the tensile and compression mode.
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Table 4: Tensile and compression data of several compositions.

RU 44 U 10-1RU 147 RU 146 RU 13
Processing Casting Casting Casting Casting Extrusion

Particle size (gm) 10/mono 180/mono 355/mono 180/mono

Solid load (wt.%) 65 65 70 85 86.2

Compression modulus 6.4 7.1 80
(MPa)
Max. stress (MPa) 1 4.4

at strain (%) 16.1 22

Young's modulus (MPa) 5.5 8.5 6.4 1.4 -

Max. stress (MPa) 0.66 0.57 0.29 0.30 -

at strain (%) 60 15.7 13.3 28 -

Strain at break (%) 23 45 -

Toughness (MPa) 0.62 0.05 0.15 -

It appears that for the monomodal batches the maximum stress, the strain at

maximum stress and the strain at break decrease with increasing particle size.

Extruded compositions show a high compression modulus.

5. Conclusions

It is clear that the effect of curing agents and surface active agents are as important as

filler volume fraction and filler surface area with respect to the rheological behaviour.

Cast-cured compositions show shear rate and time dependent behaviour. The limits of

castability in rheological terms have been established, among which a limit for the

yield stress.

When a composition has a yield stress, one has to apply relatively large stresses in

order to destroy the structure of the compositions, and making it flow. The stresses

applied in the twin screw extruder correspond well to and are higher than the yield or

critical stresses determined by rheological measurements.

It is common practice to use small particle sizes to reduce the shock sensitivity and to

improve the mechanical properties of the product. For castable compositions this

implies a reduction in the maximum attainable filler volume fraction. This problem

can be solved by extruding instead of casting. For example, a PBX containing 18 gm

monomodal RDX may be cast with a solid load up to 65 wt.%, whereas the same

composition with 180 gim RDX, can have a solid load up to 78 wt.%. The difference
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is the particle surface area to be wetted. Applying extrusion the same composition

with 18 gm RDX particles can have a solid load of 86 wt.%.

ACRONYMS.
AP Ammonium Perchlorate
HDO Hexane Diol
HMX octogene
HTPB prepolymer of Hydroxy Terminated Poly Butadiene
IPDI IsoPhoron DiIsocyanate
LVE Linear ViscoElastic region
PBX Plastic Bonded eXplosives
PPG prepolymer of PolyPropylene Oxide
RDX hexogene
TMHD TriMethyl Hexane Diol

G' shear storage modulus (Pa)
G" shear loss modulus (Pa)
n pseudoplasticity index (-)
S1W surface area of solids (m2/ml binder)
k volume fraction of filler (-)
11, shear viscosity (Pa.s)
'n dynamic viscosity (Pa.s)
, yield stress or critical stress (Pa)
Sshear rate (s-)
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SMALL ANGLE NEUTRON SCATTERING TECHNIQUES
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Manuel Lujan Jr. Neutron Scattering Center, Los Alamos National Laboratory
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Abstract

Microstructural features in raw powders of High Explosives have been qualitatively observed by many
researchers, using polarized light and scanning electron microscopy. Here, we present a method for non-destructive
quantification of volume fraction and structure of intragranular cracks and crystallization voids in a bulk sample
(100-300 mg). By employing Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS) in conjunction with the method of contrast
variation, we can effectively highlight different structural features of a complex system. The technique of contrast
variation relies on immersing the sample in a uniform fluid of known neutron scattering length density. By
selectively varying the scattering length density of the immersion fluid, scattering contributions from internal and
external structures can be separated. This approach is analogous to varying the index of refraction for immersion oil
relative to a sample in polarized light microscopy.

SANS experiments on HMX were conducted using loose powders (261 and 10 micron mean particle
diameters) and pellets made by uniaxial consolidation (without binder) to 7 and 10 volume percent porosity
respectively. Detailed modeling of the SANS data indicate significant alteration of the intragranular void/crack/pore
structure, with pressing, of the HMX powders.

I. Introduction

High explosive (HE) materials are frequently composites, consisting of a crystalline high

explosive and a polymeric binder. These materials possess both naturally occurring and process-

related defects (cracks, voids, etc.) which can affect their response to certain stimuli. Under

conditions of impact or shock for example, locally heated regions, hot spots, can occur. The

creation of hot spots is thought to occur by conversion of mechanical work into thermal energy

through processes such as viscous void collapse1. The critical hot spot temperature is known to
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be dependent upon both the size and shape of the defect, so shifts in the pore size distribution in

an explosive can markedly change the explosive response to shock and impact stimuli'. Larger

pores ( > 1 gtm diameter) have lower critical temperatures and are generally thought to be of

more consequence in generating hot spots. However, recent molecular dynamics simulations2

have shown that nanometer sized defects interact strongly with shock waves and thus have

profound effects on the shock to detonation transition. In order to quantitatively describe an

explosive's response from the lowest ignition thresholds to the development of full detonations

and explosions, accurate measurements of a number of structural parameters of the HE

composite, particularly porosity and pore size distributions are required.

Experimental efforts at Los Alamos National Laboratory are aimed at providing detailed

structural information of high explosives over lengthscales from angstroms to microns. Such

efforts require the use of a variety of techniques, including optical microscopy, BET and SEM.

However, direct, quantitative determination of structural parameters is needed for an accurate

description of HE materials. Standard metallographic techniques, such as cutting and polishing

samples are adequate for measuring particle size distributions, but are inadequate for measuring

pore size distributions because the softness of the materials may cause the surface pores to be

filled in polishing. Techniques such as BET adsorption or mercury porosimetry measure only

open pores, which represent only a fraction of the total porosity in design explosives. As part of

this ongoing effort, we have performed small angle neutron scattering (SANS) measurements in

conjunction with the method of contrast variation (to be discussed later in the paper) to measure

the shape and internal structure of neat HMX powders. In comparison to other techniques,

SANS has a distinct advantage in that it is noninvasive. No special treatment (polishing,

grinding, etc.) of samples is necessary for study. A sample can then be examined in its pristine

state, exposed to some external insult and then reexamined without further altering the state of

the material. In this way, in situ measurements of the effects of external stimuli on structural

parameters can be made, allowing for more direct correlation between cause and effect. SANS

can provide detailed structural information over length scales between 10 and 1000 A. As the

scattered neutron intensity is proportional to the number and squared volume of the particles

present, SANS can provide quantitative information about pore size distributions. Over length

scales larger than 0. 1 gim, SANS can provide in situ measurements of surface area.
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II. Small Angle Neutron Scattering

In a SANS experiment, a collimated beam of neutrons impinges upon a sample, which is

characterized by a scattering length density p(r). At any point within the sample, the scattering

length density is equal to the sum of the atomic neutron scattering amplitudes (scattering

lengths) in a small volume around that point, divided by the volume3:

X nibi
p i (1)

Here, bi is the atomic neutron scattering length, ni the number of a given atom in a molecule and

Vm is the molecular volume. A fraction of the incident neutrons will be scattered through an

angle, 20, from fluctuations in the scattering length density. p(r) then reflects microscale

structure in the sample in both density and chemical composition.

The scattered intensity, I(Q), is measured as the absolute differential cross section per

unit scattering mass (cm 2g ) as a function of the magnitude of the scattering vector, Q. For

elastic scattering events, Q = (4t/X)sinO, where X is the wavelength of the incident neutron and

0 is half of the scattering angle. I(Q) is related to p(r) by a squared Fourier transform3:

I(Q) = K(If p(r)exp(-ir. Q)drj2) = KP(Q), (2)

where, the angle brackets indicate a spherical average over all possible particle orientations and

P(Q) is the normalized particle form factor, which contains the particle shape information. The

constant, K = NV2Ap2/M, where N is the number of particles, V is the volume of a particle, M is

the scattering mass and Ap = p - p. is the contrast between the average scattering length

density of the particle, p and that of the surrounding media, p,.

Eq. 2 describes the observed scattering over all possible length scales. Important

approximations to this expression exist which are valid over much more limited ranges. For

example, in the range such that QR < 1, where R is the average radius of the particles under

study, the observed scattering can be described by the Guinier approximation 3:

I(Q) = Ke-isRt 13. (3)
In Eq. 3, R9 is the particle radius of gyration and for spheres, R9 2 = 3/5 R2. Over length scales
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such that QR >>l, the scattering can be described as a negative power-law4, I(Q) = I0Q-, where

aand I, are constants. For rough interfaces, 3 < a < 4. For the special case of smooth interfaces,

a= 4 and the scattering is termed Porod scattering. Under these circumstances,

1(Q) = 2nS ApIQ-4, (4)

where S is the interfacial area per gram of material3.

Scattering From Simple Shapes

Well-defined particles give rise to distinctive scattering patterns as a function of Q. For

example, in the case of a spherical particle of radius R; the particle form factor has the form3:

2
P(Q) 3 3j1 (QR) (5)

QR

where jl is the first order spherical Bessel function. The anticipated scattering for an isotropic

solution of monodisperse spherical particles is shown in Fig. 1. As seen in the figure, in the low-

Q region, the scattering curve follows the Guinier approximation (Eq. 3). This regime is

followed by successive maxima which fall-off in intensity as Q-4. The positions of the maxima

are indicative of the particle radius. In general, most systems contain some level of size

polydispersity, the effects of which can be taken into account by performing the appropriate

population average of the form factor. The scattered intensity then has the form:

I(Q) = A I N(R)V(R)2 P(Q,R)dR. (6)

M o

As seen by the solid line in Fig. 1, where we have assumed a Gaussian distribution of spherical

particles, the effect of polydispersity (even at low-levels) is to wash-out the maxima, resulting in

a loss of information.

Method of Contrast Variation

In more complex systems, such as composite materials 5'6, detennination of the structure-

property relationships is more difficult. This is due to the fact that there are now multiple

contributions to the scattering signal. For an HE system, these contributions arise from the
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Figure 1: Modeled SANS scattering for monodisperse spheres (R = 100 A) and a Gaussian distribution of
spheres (R. = 100, a = 15%).

polymer matrix, the filler (HE material) and the matrix-filler interface as well as from defects,

such as (internal and external) voids and cracks. The first step in sorting-out the sources of the

observed scattering is to study the isolated components. But, even the investigation of these

simplified systems, because of the possibility of internal structure, requires an additional

technique, the method of contrast variation, to separate the scattering arising from the shape

from that of the internal structure. The method takes advantage of the large differences in

neutron scattering lengths among isotopes of hydrogen, and the consequential difference in

scattering length density between deuterated and non-deuterated materials. Thus, making a fluid

mixture of deuterated and non-dueterated species (cyclohexane and deuterocyclohexane in this

work) in different proportions, Ap in Eq. 2 can be varied continuously and different structural

features enhanced or suppressed (Fig. 2),

For the purpose of contrast variation we can think of the sample as a collection of

particles suspended in a uniform fluid, then the structure of the particles can be modeled as3,5:

p ( r ) = P os + ( p - P ,)Ql( r ) + • '( r ) , 

( 7 )
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Figure 2 By varying the scattering length density of the surrounding media, different structural features can be
highlighted. At infinite contrast (a) we see the particle shape and at the contrast match point (b), we see the
internal structure.

where, Ps is the scattering length density of the fluid and p is the average value of p(r) over the

entire sample volume, V, given by the expression,

- 7_ nik.
-- i V (8)V

The scattering contrast is defined as Ap = p - p,, as before. Now, two important, limiting cases

need to be considered. At very high contrast (- infinite), the internal structure of an object

makes, no significant contribution to the overall scattering. Under these circumstances, we

measure the shape of the particles, represented by K(r) in Eq. 7 (Fig. 2a). This is the shape of

the fluid excluding parts of the object. At the other extreme, Ap-+O (the contrast match point),

only fluctuations from the internal structure ('(r)), contribute to the scattering (Fig. 2b). At any

given contrast, the observed scattering intensity is proportional to the square of the Fourier

transform of Eq. 7 and can be expressed as a quadratic in Ap:

I(Ap, Q) = ApI 0l(Q) + ApI 0ý(Q) + IC(Q). (9)

The coefficients, IJQ), I0Q(Q) and I 5(Q) represent the scattering from the shape of the solvent

excluding regions, the scattering due to correlations between the shape and internal structure and

the scattering from the internal structure, respectively. In an experiment, data is collected as a

function of Ap and Q. The resulting curves are then fit to Eq. 9 at each value of Q and the three

scattering functions determined. A minimum of three different contrasts must be studied to

make an unambiguous determination of the individual functions. Measurements are typically

performed at, above and below the contrast match point.

It should be noted that in arriving at Eq. 9, we have assumed a chemically homogeneous
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system. If chemical inhomogeneity exists, the expressions for the individual scattering functions

become more complex6. To the extent that the system can be approximated as chemically

homogenous, Eq. 9 is valid. As will be shown later, the validity of this assumption can be tested

in the normal course of data analysis.

III. Experimental

Small angle neutron scattering measurements were performed on the Low-Q

Diffractometer (LQD) at the Los Alamos Neutron Science Center (LANSCE). Data were

reduced by conventional methods7 and are reported as differential scattering cross section per

unit mass, I(Q) (cm 2 g-1), as a function of the scattering vector, Q.

Experiments were performed on powders of both coarse and fine HMX, having mean

particle diameters of 261 and 10 gim, respectively. In addition, pressed pellets, made by uniaxial

consolidation of the neat material to 7 (coarse) and 10 (fine) volume percent porosity were

investigated in order to determine the effect of pressing on the microstructure. The scattering

measurements were performed in conjunction with the method of contrast variation, as

described previously. To this end, all samples were mixed with cyclohexane and placed in

rectangular quartz cells having a 2mm pathlength. The choice of a dispersion fluid was based

upon the wide range of contrasts that can be reached with cyclohexane/deuterated cyclohexane

mixtures and that HMX is insoluble in cyclohexane. The ratio of deuterated/non-deuterated

cyclohexane was varied in order change the total scattering contrast of a sample. Five to six

different contrasts were measured for each sample. The data from the individual runs were fit

according to Eq. 9. The results obtained for the shape and internal structure functions are

discussed below.

IV. Results and Discussion

SANS lineshapes for the loose coarse (HMX-C), pressed coarse (C93), loose fine (HMX-

F) and pressed fine (F90) at different contrasts are shown in Fig. 3. As the amount of deuterated

solvent is varied (contrast is varied), a change in both intensity and shape of the curves is seen.
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Figure 3 : SANS scattering curves as a function of contrast for HMX powders. Curves change in intensity and
shape as contrast is varied because of internal structure.

This initial observation is a good qualitative indication that the HMX crystals possess internal

structure over the length scales probed (10 - 1000 A) and that the SANS technique is sensitive

to this structure.

Analysis of the lineshapes according to Eq. 9 is displayed in Fig. 4 in the form of

contrast maps, which show clear minima as Q -- 0. The zero of contrast along the vertical axes

was calculated using the scattering length density predicted by the chemical composition of

HMX (p = 4.5 x 100 cm-2 ). The positions of the minima indicate the average scattering length

density (p) of the HMX material. As can be seen in the figure, in all cases the minima are

displaced from zero indicating that p is different from that predicted by the chemical
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Figure 4 Contrast maps for HMX powders. (a) HMX-C, (b) C93, (c) HMX-F, (d) F90. Position of contour

minima determines p.

composition. Except for the case of HMX-C, the minima appear at negative values of Ap,

indicating that p is less than p. This is what would be expected if the differences in scattering

length density are due to the presence of voids, internal to the HMX crystals. With the use of

Eqs. 1 and 8, we can derive an expression for the void fraction, 0, in terms of p and p:

= - p (10)

P

Values of 0, calculated from Eq. 10 and the p determined from the contrast maps are

summarized in Table I. In comparing the HMX-F and F90 samples, we see that there is a slight

decrease in the void fraction with pressing. This suggests that the internal voids are collapsing
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Table I : Summary of internal void fraction and mean internal pore size for HMX powders.

Sample Internal Void fraction, 0, Mean Pore Diameter (A) Diameter RMS (A)
HMX-C ---- 560 320
HMX-F 0.08 112 104

C93 0.04 98 46
F90 0.05 34 10

under pressure. We were unable to make a clear determination of 0, for the HMX-C sample so

we cannot make a direct comparison of the coarse material. However, the value measured for the

C93 is very near that of F90, which is consistent with the idea of collapsing voids.

While the contours of Fig. 4 have well-defined minima, a small Q-dependence to the minima

positions was found, suggesting the possible influence of chemical inhomogeneity on the

experimental results. Chemical analysis of the HMX showed only a small amount (< 1%) of

RDX impurity which will have negligible effect on the determination of p. If large chemical

inhomogeneities existed in the system, the contours in Fig. 4 would appear to be flattened-out.

So the appearance of sharp minima in Fig. 4 is a good indication of chemical homogeneity. The

basic scattering functions were calculated for values of p ranging from 4.5 - 4.9 x 10 10cm 2 (as

determined from Fig. 4) to determine the influence of p on the analysis. Over the range of

scattering length densities used, no significant changes in either I. or I were observed.

The basic scattering functions derived from the data are shown in Figs. 5-6. Fig. 5a shows

the shape functions for all four samples which display power-law scattering with an exponent, a

= 4. Analysis of the shape functions was carried-out according to Porod's law (Eq. 4) and the

total surface area per gram determined. The results are summarized in Fig. 5b. As seen in the

figure, the HIMX-F sample has a much higher surface area than the HMX-C sample. This is

expected as the fine material is made by grinding the coarse HMX into smaller particles. Upon

pressing, an increase of surface area was found in the case of the coarse material, suggesting that

pressing induces surface cracks and breaks-up crystallites. However, in the case of the fine

material, a slight loss of surface area upon pressing is seen. This behavior can be understood by

considering that when a material is pressed, several things happen which contribute to the

surface area. First, there is a gain in surface area when crystallites are broken-up or when surface

cracks are induced. But, at the same time, there is a loss in surface area to the collapse of

existing surface cracks and to increased contact of individual crystallites. So, for the coarse
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material, the dominant effect is the breaking and cracking of crystallites, resulting in a net gain

in surface area, whereas for the fine HMX, the net loss in surface area suggests that the

collapsing of cracks and pressing of crystallites together is the dominant behavior. These results

differ from those obtained by BET measurements. For the coarse HMX, the SANS results show

the same trend of increasing surface area with pressing as BET, but differ in the absolute values

measured. However, for the fine HMX, the two techniques differ in both magnitude and trend.

The differences between the two techniques may result from the different length scales probed

by the individual techniques and are currently under investigation.

The internal structure functions for the coarse and fine HMX samples are shown in Fig.

6. Significant, qualitative changes in the lineshapes are visible upon pressing, indicating that

pressing induces structural changes. In order to quantify these changes, the data were fit (solid

lines in the figure) to a general model consisting of polydisperse spherical particles (Eq. 6). N(R)

in Eq. 6 was assumed to have a Gaussian shape. From the analysis, a mean size for the internal

voids (or pores) was determined. The results are summarized in Table I, where we see that the

coarse material is characterized by a larger mean pore size than the fine as would be expected. In

both cases, there is a shift to a smaller pore size with pressing with smaller root mean deviation

1000 o (a) 4 (b)
>06 0 HMX-C

>O A o C93
IGO A HMX-F

0o F90 3

0.1 Q

0.01

0.001 0
Q (A-) HMX-C HMX-F C93 F90

Figure 5 : (a) Shape functions determined by contrast variation analysis. (b) Surface area per gram derived
from Porod analysis of shape functions.
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Figure 6 Internal structure functions. Changes in measured curves indicate pore collapse upon pressing.
Solid and dashed lines are fits to a model of polydisperse spheres.

(RMS) about the means. Such a shift can be caused by the collapse of larger pores and/or the

induction of elongated structures (internal cracks) and is consistent with the void fraction

calculations.

V. Summary and Conclusion

We have used small angle neutron scattering to study the microstructure of a high

explosive material. The changes observed in the measured lineshapes as a function of contrast

are indicative of structure, internal to the HMX material. With the use of the contrast variation

technique, we were able to separate the scattering signals arising from this internal structure and

that arising from the shape of the HMX crystals. Analysis of contrast maps enabled a

determination of the average scattering length density, p, and hence the void fraction. 0, was

found to decrease with pressing and sample preparation (grinding), suggesting a collapse of

internal voids. The shape functions for all four samples studied display Porod scattering,

indicating that the lower bound for particle size is > 0.1 gm. Through analysis of the shape
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functions we were able to measure systematic changes in the surface area as a function of

pressing. By modeling the internal structure functions as a system of polydisperse spherical

particles, a mean internal pore size for the different materials and an RMS of the distributions

were extracted. A downward shift of the mean pore size was seen, dependent upon pressing,

indicating a collapse of larger voids and/or the development of more elongated structures

(cracks).

Our results demonstrate that small angle neutron scattering is a powerful tool for use in

the characterization and surveillance of high explosive materials. With SANS, we can obtain in

situ measurements of surface area and quantitative measurements of internal void populations as

well as changes in these quantities dependent upon external insult. These preliminary results

indicate that there is significant structure in HMX in the range of 10 - 1000 A, which may

influence the shock to detonation transition2 . In the future we plan to study the more complex

PBX9501 (95 wt.% HMX, coarse:fine - 3:1) system in order to determine the influence of the

binding material on changes in the particle structure.

This work was supported in part by the U.S. Department of Energy under contract number W-
7405-ENG-36 with the University of California.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper the thermal behaviour and hazard assessment of lithium, sodium, potassium,

rubidium and cesium dinitramide are presented. Differential scanning calorimetry, thermal

gravimetric analysis, differential thermal analysis and hot stage microscopy were used to

examine the thermal decomposition of these five dinitramide salts. The metal dinitramides

quantitatively decomposed to their respective metal nitrates, which were identified by mass

spectrometry and X-ray diffraction. Hazard assessment showed that the metal dinitramides

were insensitive to impact and friction, moderately insensitive to electrostatic discharge but

relatively unstable under vacuum stability testing conditions.

INTRODUCTION

The use of ammonium dinitramide (ADN) as a potentially superior oxidant in place of

ammonium nitrate and ammonium perchlorate has been recognised for a number of years,

with a large body of patents and scientific literature published. In recent years, however, a

considerable amount of work has been devoted to the synthesis of ADN analogues. Metal

dinitramides may be formed by direct replacement of the ammonium cation in ADN, giving

rise to a large family of derivatives'. Similar reactions of ADN with organic ammonium bases

results in the synthesis of organic salt analogues 2. The dinitramide anion is an extremely

stable species and can be utilised in nucleophilic substitution reactions with organohalides to
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form organic dinitramides 3. This latter technique is able to provide a vast array of dinitramide

derivatives for use as high energy materials and oxidants, while the formation of metal

dinitramide salts enables high density oxidants to be obtained.

As part of an ongoing investigation into dinitramide chemistry in these laboratories a series of

alkali metal dinitramide (MDN) salts was synthesised for incorporation into pyrotechnic flare

compositions. Metal dinitramide salts not only provide an energetic oxidant for the

composition, but also enable metal salts to be incorporated at a molecular level to provide

pyrotechnic effects. This paper presents a hazard assessment of lithium, sodium, potassium

rubidium and cesium dinitramides, and examines their thermal behaviour and decomposition

products.

SYNTHESIS

All five dinitramide salts were synthesised via an acid/base reaction using equimolar

quantities of the appropriate metal hydroxide with ADN in water (Scheme 1). Removal of

water and liberated ammonia gas by freeze drying gave the salts as white powders.

Recrystallisation gave the salts as crystalline plates (NaDN from nitromethane) or needles

(KDN, RbDN and CsDN from methanol). The lithium salt could not be recrystallised, and the

freeze dried material was used directly for analysis.

Scheme 1

NH 4 N 30 4  MOH IN MN 30 4  (+ H20 + NH 3 )H20

00C, 90 min

M = Li (74%), Na (46%)
K (72%), Rb (87%)
Cs (76%)
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SENSITIVENESS AND VACUUM STABILITY

Sensitiveness to impact and friction were evaluated using Rotter impact4 and BAM friction 5

tests respectively, with all five dinitramide salts showing insensitivity to both stimuli (Table

1). Sodium, potassium and cesium dinitramide were characterised by Figure of Insensitivity (F

of I) values beyond the drop height range of the AMRL instrument. Lithium and rubidium

dinitramide displayed F of I values of 140 and 130 respectively, cf F of I of 30 for ADN. Gas

evolution was extremely low for both samples (1.6 and 1.1 mL cf. 18 mL for RDX with F of I

80). Low gas evolution from energetic materials upon impact initiation usually indicates poor

propagation of reaction and hence a low Explosiveness and Hazard Index6. For impact results

with energetic metal salts, however, care must be taken in drawing such definitive

conclusions. Low evolved gas volumes may be a result of oxidant consumption to form metal

oxides and give no indication as to the ease of propagation of the event through the material.

BAM friction results for all five salts were greater than 360 N.

The MDN salts showed varied responses to electrostatic discharge 4. LiDN proved to be the

most sensitive with initiation occurring above the 0.045 J level. CsDN displayed intermediate

sensitivity, while NaDN, KDN and RbDN could not be initiated at a 4.5 J discharge.

All dinitramide salts, with the exception of LiDN, reacted violently under Temperature of

Ignition 4 test conditions (duplicate runs of 200 mg samples heated at 5°C/min). Ignition

occurred at between 123 - 158°C for sodium, potassium, rubidium and cesium dinitramide

and was accompanied by an explosion or smoke. LiDN showed no ignition at temperatures up

to 400°C. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) for LiDN (Figure 1) showed exothermic

behaviour at temperatures of 125°C, yet no violent ignitions were observed under

Temperature of Ignition test conditions.

Vacuum stability testing (80'C for 40 hours) of the salts was carried out at a more moderate

temperature than the standard 120'C due to the low ignition temperatures discussed above.

Despite these mild conditions, however, all five salts liberated considerable volumes of gas.

Analysis of both lithium and sodium salts were halted early due to excessive gas pressure.

RbDN evolved the least quantity of gas after the 40 hour test period, but considerably more

than ADN.

Density measurements on recrystallised sodium, potassium, rubidium and cesium dinitramides

showed an increasing density of the salt with increasing molecular weight and, with the
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exception of potassium, density of the cation. Lithium dinitramide recorded a density higher

than the sodium salt, however, measurements were recorded on a freeze dried sample thereby

leading to anomalous results.

TABLE 1. Hazard Assessment for Metal Dinitramide Salts

LiDN NaDN KDN RbDN CsDN ADN

Density (g/cm3) 2.15-2.19 2.09 2.25 2.63 3.07 1.81

F of I (Gas evolved, mL) 140 (1.6) >145 >145 130 (1.1) >145 30 (2.3)

BAM Friction (N) >360 >360 >360 >360 >360 360

Electrostatic Discharge (J) 0.045 4.5 4.5 4.5 0.45 0.45

Temp. of Ignition (°C) >400 123 140 158 155 142

Vacuum Stability (800C / Excess Excess 22.9 4.75 25.5 0.73
40 hr, mLI5g) Gas Gas

THERMAL ANALYSIS

Lithium Dinitramide

The DSC trace of LiDN displayed two exotherms at 125°C (-298 J/g) and 182'C (-101 J/g)

(Figure 1). The melting endotherm occurred between the two exotherms at 157 0C (+83 J/g)

and corresponds to melting of an initial decomposition product rather than LiDN itself. This

was confirmed by hot stage microscopy where the salt was seen to first darken and then

evolve gas before melting. LiDN is extremely hygroscopic and becomes hydrated within a

short period upon exposure to the atmosphere. An endotherm at 63°C (+52 J/g) is observed

corresponding to the loss of H20 from LiDN.xH 20. Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) of

the sample showed a total mass loss of 40.2%, corresponding to the formation of LiNO3 from

the dinitramide, with a stoichiometric loss of N20.

Sodium Dinitramide

The NaDN salt gave a melting endotherm at 970C (+54 J/g) followed by major and minor

exotherms at 156°C (-946 J/g) and 210 0C (-105 J/g) respectively (Figure 2). The minor

exotherm at 210'C appeared just below the baseline but was confirmed by a corresponding

TG mass loss. A third minor exotherm was observed in the differential thermal analysis
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(DTA) trace just prior to melting (91°C) but was not evident in the DSC. TG analysis showed

a total mass loss of 38%, matching the formation of NaNO 3 with the loss of N20.

Additional evidence for nitrate formation was observed in both the DSC and DTA traces as

endotherms at 291'C (+61.1 Jig) for the melting of NaNO 3. The nitrate melting endotherm

observed at 291'C was lower than the corresponding literature value (307°C), however, a

significant depression in melting points for ADN and dinitramide salts is observed on

inclusion of small quantities of impurities7.

Potassium Dinitramide

The KDN DSC trace (Figure 3) displayed a large endotherm at 128°C (+96 J/g) corresponding

to melting of KDN, however, it was preceded by a smaller exotherm (105'C, -10.5 J/g) and

endotherm (108'C, +5.3 J/g). Hot stage microscopy showed the exothermic process from 92 -

108'C to be a breakdown of the crystal structure. The solid was then seen to partially melt

from 109 - 115'C, after which no further decomposition or melting was observed until the

onset of the KDN melt at 119'C. This partial decomposition / partial melt / quench sequence

has been observed by other workers 8'9. The observed endotherm at 108°C corresponds to the

melting point of a KDN/KNO3 eutectic 8. Two major exotherms were observed in the DSC,

with the first displaying at least two overlapping maxima (range 140 - 182°C, -605 J/g). A

final endotherm occurred at 319 0C (+51.5 J/g) corresponding to melting of KNO3, the final

decomposition product (KNO 3 lit. mp 334°C); the TGA mass loss of 30.2% corresponded to

the formation of KNO 3.

Rubidium Dinitramide

DSC analysis of RbDN gave a similar trace to both the sodium and potassium analogues

(Figure 4), with two complex exotherms observed at 141'C (-298 J/g) and 230'C (-60 J/g).

The major endotherm observed at 104'C (+78 J/g) corresponds to melting of the dinitramide

salt. A smaller endotherm was also observed at 85°C (+4.2 J/g). The TGA trace showed no

mass loss at this point, and the exotherm is possibly due to a crystal phase change. Hot stage

microscopy clearly showed internal fracturing of the crystal structure from 86.0°C until onset

of melting at 100.3°C. Two thermal decompositions with a total mass loss of 28.3% were

observed, corresponding to formation of the metal nitrate salt. A melting endotherm was

observed at 330°C (+295 J/g, RbNO 3 lit. mp 3 10°C).
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Cesium Dinitramide

The DSC melting point endotherm for CsDN appeared as two overlapping maxima (81 and

86°C) rather than as a discrete peak (Figure 5). Thermal treatment of the sample at 100°C

resulted in the loss of the first maximum, possibly due to loss of occluded (recrystallisation)

solvent molecules. Melting of the crystal structure onset at 85.9°C and was complete at

90.6°C. A complex exotherm was seen at 218'C (-209 J/g) with a corresponding 24.0% mass

loss. A sharp endotherm for the CsNO 3 melt was seen at 386°C (+48 J/g, CsNO 3 lit. mp

414°C).

A summary of the metal dinitramide mass losses and decomposition product melting points is

presented below (Table 2).

TABLE 2. Metal Dinitramide Decomposition Data

MDN Melting point (MNO 3) (CC) Mass loss (%)

DSC Literature TGA Theoretical

LiDN - 264 40.2 39.0

NaDN 291 307 38.1 34.1

KDN 319 334 30.2 30.3

RbDN 330 310 28.3 23.0

CsDN 386 414 24.0 18.4

With the exception of LiDN which did not show a melting endotherm for the nitrate, the

dinitramide salt residues displayed melting endotherms which approximated the literature

values for the corresponding metal nitrates. RbDN unexpectedly gave a melting point 20'C

higher than the literature value which cannot be explained at this time. Percentage mass losses

measured by TGA matched those expected for the formation of MNO3 from the dinitramide,

with differences between the measured and stoichiometric mass losses in the range 0.1 - 5.6%.

Mass spectral analysis of the metal dinitramide salt residues confirmed the presence of the

nitrate anion with no detectable dinitramide ion. X-ray diffractometer (XRD) traces were

recorded for the five decomposition residues (Figure 6). In each case the only crystalline phase

identified corresponded to the metal nitrate. Failure to detect any other significant crystalline
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phases (such as nitrites, nitrides or hydroxides) suggests that the formed nitrate salts are

essentially pure. Nevertheless, one strong peak in the potassium sample at 3.3122A (20=26.9 *)

has yet to be identified, although all other notable peaks within the trace have been matched to

the nitrate.

SUMMARY

A hazard assessment of the alkali metal dinitramide salts of lithium, sodium,' potassium,

rubidium and cesium demonstrated that all five salts were insensitive to mechanical, and in

most cases, to electrostatic stimuli. They are, however, thermally unstable and capable of

being ignited at moderate temperatures. Evolved gas quantities are significant under mild

vacuum stability test conditions and hence use of these materials in sealed stores is

questionable.

All five salts thermally decompose to their respective metal nitrate salts. Despite similarities

in both starting and end compounds, however, the complex DSC traces clearly indicate

different thermal behaviour. While there may be similarities in the decomposition pathways, it

is clear that all five would require a separate detailed study to examine the decay mechanism.
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DECOMPOSITION MECHANISM OF DINITRAMID SALTS.
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Thermal decomposition of dinitramide salts, the new class of highenergetic

explosives, are investigated. Thermal decomposition of dinitramid onium salts

proceeds via the dissociative mechanism when pKa of the base is lower than 5.0

and via the monomolecular decay of the anion at pKa>7.0.Going from the melt

to the solid state, the reaction mechanism does not change(excluding ammonium

salt), and the rate decreases by 1-2 orders of magnitude. Unusual regularities

are observed for decomposition of ammonium salt and metal salts in the solid

phase: the solid phase reaction is 10-104 times faster than that in the melt, its

rate has a sharp peak in the region of eutectics melting with the decomposition

product(metal or ammonium nitrate),and it is instantly inhibited by water

vapor.In the inhibited regime, the rate in the solid phase is lower than that in the

liquid phase. No anomalous effects inherent in dinitramide ammonium salt and

metal salts in the solid phase are observed during decomposition of onium salts.

The dinitramide salts were synthesized at 19711 . The ammonium salt (ADNA),

NH 4+N(NO2)2- is prospective highenergetic oxidant for ecologicy pure solid

roket propellants. At the same time reseach the thermal decomposition of ADNA

was initiated by ICPC RAS. As one of the result of the above research in 1972

it was found that the reaction rate in vacuum increases while changing from

melted to the solid state, unlike the usually observed dicreasing of the reaction

rate for inorganic salts in the same conditions.

The maximum increase of the reaction rate is observed at the melting point of

the ADNA and the reaction product NH4NO3 eutectic mixture(Fig.8). This
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phenomenon was called the anomalous decay. Such ADNA behaviour occurs

due to drying out of the substance crystalls. Addition of water vapour

immediately terminates decompositioning of the substance. Similar impact on the

reaction can be caused by NH3, CH 3OH, CH 3C(O)CH 3, NO, N 20, CH3J

although the effectiveness will be much less. To understand the nature of such

unordinary reaction a detailed research of other salts of dinitramide was

undertaken. Thermal decomposition of metal and onium salts in liquid and solid

states was widely studied. The results are published 2-7. DNA salts were

synthesized according to the described procedures8 ,9.

The products were additionally purified by repeated recrystallizations from

suitable solvents and dried in soft conditions. These procedures rapidly

decreased the water content to 0.2 - 0.4%, after which the drying process was

sharply retarded. More drastic drying conditions down to 0.05% H2 0 (600-700C,

vacuum) are accompanied, as a rule, by the partial decomposition of the

substance. Lithium and barium salts were sinthesized as lowmelting crystal

hydrates. They were dehydrated to 0.5% H 2 0 by drying over P 20 5 at 200 C in

vacuum (10-2 Torr).

The decomposition rate was measured by manometric or gravimetric methods.

The products were analyzed by G LC, mass-spectrometry, spectrophotometry.

Metal salts

The metal salts with Li÷, Na÷, K÷ , Rb÷ , Cs÷, Ba÷+ cations were investigated.

The products composition of metal salts conversion is simple and constant at

different temperatures and reaction stages: solid salts yield I mole of N20

MeN(N02)2- = N 2 0 + MeNO3

(barium salt -2mole N20) and liquid salts give I mole of NO + 0.5 mole of N20

MeN(N02) 2 = NO + 0.5N 20 + 0.5MeNO2 + 0.5 MeNO3.

This fact allows one to obtain rate onstants from the initial regions of kinetic gas

evolution curves with a high accuracy. Decomposition of solid salts in a vacuum

of 0.1 Torr (permanent pumping out) and in an atmosphere of moist air or at a

pressure of neat water vapor of 10-15 Torr was monitored by a thermobalance.

In the last two cases, the reactions are slow, and the manometric procedure,

which is more sensitive than weighing, was used to study the reaction. Due

to the fast escape of residual water vapor, 'the conditions of decomposition

in closed vessels correspond to the decomposition in atmosphere of moist air.
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Rate constants of the liquid-phase decomposition at 1000C were estimated to

compare decomposition rate constants in the solid phase and in the melt. The

extrapolation of data on decomposition'° in the melt was used for Li,Na,Rb,Cs

salts. In addition, the decomposition rates of RbN(N0 2)2 in a low- melting

eutectic mixture with rubidium nitrate were measured directly at 1000C. For the

barium salt, the parameters of the liquid-phase decomposition were determined

from the decomposition of 10-25mo1.% solutions of Ba++ ions in liquidKN(N0 2)2.

Ba++ ions were introduced into KN(N0 2)2 as barium nitrate. The observed

rate constant of the decomposition of this mixture is described by the equation

kob =k(K+)/[l +( m2MI/ mI M2 )] +k(Ba 2+)/[ 1 + (mIM2/m2MI)],

where m is the weighted sample and M is the molecular weight; index I refers to

KN(N02)2 and index 2 refers to Ba(N03)2. The k(K+ ) value was used for the

calculation of k(Ba2+ ) from kobs . The liquid metal salts in the cloused vessels in

vacuo are decomposed in according to equation of the first order.

The complete kinetic curves and initial regions of the mass loss curves for the

decomposition of the solid RbN(N0 2)2 and CsN(N0 2)2 in vacuum of 10-'

Torr at different temperatures are presented in Figs. I - 4. The reactions are

characterized by a pronounced acceleration, which is typical of topochemical

processes, and a very strong retention (this phenomenon appears as follows: after

the process is complete,a considerable portion of the starting compound remains

unconsumed). The rate peaks are observed in points of eutectic melting on the

Arrhenius dependences of the rate constants (Fig.5). The formation of eutectics

of DNA salts and the corresponding nitrates was studied by differential

scanning colorimetry. Rubidium, cesium,potassium, guanidinium sailts and

ADNA give these eutectics with m.p. 84.5, 81.5,102, 106, and 62 0C respectively.

Other metal salts have the same character of decomposition as RbN(N0 2)2 and

CsN(N02)2 but they do not give eutectic mixtures with products and have no

breaks on the temperature dependences of the rate constants (Fig. 5). Thus,

like ADNA, apparent effect of anomalous decay are observed for all metal salts.

Other onium salts,guanidinium salt included(Fig.5) manifests no specific

features of solid-phase decomposition. The rates in vacuum and in air are equal

(Table 2). For guanidinium salt no increase in the rate is observed
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(Fig. 5) at the point of eutectic melting with guaniclinium nitrate (1060 C).
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The retention effect can be explained by one reason: localization of the reaciion

on the surface and nonequilibrium defects of the crystal lattice. After
"working out" or "recovering" of defect regions by covering them with the

product layer, the reaction is stopped.
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It can be reinitiated by simple grinding of partially decomposed crystals. The

reaction is stopped at the early stages at temperatures higher than the eutectic

melting point, because the reaction centers begin to melt.

It can be seen from Table I that the ratio of decomposition rate constants in the

solid and liquid phases, k,/ki varies(at 1000C) froml0{(LiN(N02) 2, Ba[N(NO 2)2]2}

to 104 (NaN(N0 2)2 ). The specific feature of all metal salts and ammonium salt is

the inhibition of ihe solid-phase reaction by water vapor (Figs. 1,3,8, Table 1,2).

The addition of 10-15 Torr of water vapor at any stage of decomposition

immediately stops the reaction. The injection of moist air acts in the same

manner.
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Table 1. Kinetic parameters of decomposition of dinitramide salts

Cation M.p. of State A T E IgA klO 5/s-1 k/s-1

salt/o C oC kcal/mol s-1  (160 0C) (100 0C)

Li+ 158 Melt (36.0)a (15.0) 67b 8.x110-7

S.(0 l)c 62-120 26.0 10.0 5.7x10-6

S. (760) 60 - 98 40.6 17.3 3.2x 10-7

Na+ Ill Melt (38.0)a (15.0) 6.4b 5.4x10-7

S.(0.1) 30-50 40.0 22.0 3.6x10-2

S. (760) 70-80 46.0 21.4 2.7x10-6

K 127 Melt 130- 190 39.5 15.1 1.4 8.9x10-9

S. (0.1) 80- 100 26.6 10.3 5.x110-6

S. (760) 80- 100 41.0 15.6 3.7x10-9

Rb+ 108 Melt (39.6)a (15.0) l.Ob 6.2x10-9

Melt 130- 170 40.1 15.3 1.1 6.3x10- 9

Eutect. 100 6.1 x 10-9

with

RbNO3

S.(0.1) 50- 100 20.0 6.6 7.6x10-6

S. (760) 70 - 102 38.0 12.8 3.4x10-10

Cs+ 88 Melt (39,2)a (15.0) 1.62b l.OxlO- 8

S.(0.1) 60-85 13.0 3.0 2.4x 10-5

S. (760) 70 - 80 39.0 14.7 6.9x 10-9

Ba+ Solution 160- 180 50.0 20.8 3.2 2.8x 10-9

in KN

(N02) 2

S. (O.1) 80 - 100 47.3 20.5 5.6x10-8

Note. Calculaited trom the k values at 160oC presented in Ref. 10 assuming that

logA/s -j has the value 15,0 typical of alkaline salts. b Data in ref. 10.

'Air pressure (Torr) above the sample.

NH3,NO, N 20, and acetone or methanol vapor also retard the decomposition,

but considerably more weakly than water vapor. In closed vessels at an initial

pressure of 10-'Torr, the reaction occurs rapidly at first as in vacuum but is

stopped as N2 0 is accumulated and residual water vapor escapes.
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The strong effect of water vapor suggests that decomposition is possible only in

dry layers of the substance, and its rate depends on the degree of preliminary

drying and conditions of removing residues of the solvent and gaseous products.

The lithium and barium DNA salts, which have the smallest k ,/ki ratios, were

obtained from crystal hydrates and, perhaps, the residual moisture retards their

decomposition in vacuo at the initial stages. These compounds have the

maximum degree of acceleration (which can be related to the water loss), and at

the acceleration stage, their ký /ki values become equal to those of other salts.

The water vapor inhibited decomposition of metal salts in the solid phase has a

lower rate than that in the melt. Its parameters are presented in Table 1.

Onium salt.

It was studied DNA salts: hydrazinium (1), binary ethylenediammonium (2),

trimethylammonium (3), guanidinium (4), anilinium (5), binary o-

henylenediammonium (6), tetramethylammonium (7), tetra(n-butyl) ammonium

(8) and ADNA (9) salts. The salts were selected in such a way that the

decomposition rates in the solid and liquid phases could be measured for the

same object (2, 4, 8 and 9 ), the solid phase reaction could be carried out in vacuo

and in an atmosphere of air (difticultly volatile compound 2, 4, 7, and 8), the

effect of additives of the free base on the rate could be studied for strong and

weak amines (2, 3, 5 and 9), and the rate constants could be correlated with pKa

of the base of the cation in a wide range of pKa (1 - 6, 9). Based on these data, we

can make conclusions on the mechanism of decomposition and anomalies of the

solid phase reactions.

The kinetics of decomposition in the liquid phase (meit) was studied

manometrically. The reactions of 1,3,4-7 occur according to a first-order

equation (Fig. 6). Weak acceleration is observed for compounds 8 and 2

(after 50% decomposition), and very strong acceleration is observed for

compound 3. The ADNA decomposition occur according to a fist-order

eguation when the free volume is large ( m/v < 0,04 g/cm 3 ). If the free volume is

small (m/vf > 0,01 g/cm 3) the strong acceleration occurs the temperature interval

of 95-120 0C. In the case of the reactions with acceleration, the first-order rate

constant (k) for the initial stage was calculated from the time of achieving 1%

decomposition. The volume of gaseous products at the end of the reaction
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AVoo (cm 3 /g-1) brought to normal conditions (OOC, 760Torr) was accepted

to be 100%. For all other substnces, AVoo depends slightly on temperature

(within 10%), and the use of average AVoo values (presented in Table 2) does

not introduce substantial errors to the calculation of K.

Table 2. Kinetic parameters of decomposition of onium dinitramide salts

Com- M.p. pK2 Statea AT E logA KxI0 5 Ki/Ks AV

pound /OC of (p/Torr)b /°C kcalmol-' Is-' /s-1 /cm 3g-'

base (160 'C) (160 'C)

i 80 8.1 I 140- 180 36.0 17.70 33.0 820

2 126 10.1 1 130-155 35.0 14.00 21.0 - 500

s (0.1) 80- 105 41.6 15.60 0.4 52.5 -

s(760) 80- 120 41.6 15.60 0.4 52.5 -

3 13 1.5 9.86 I 135- 165 34.8 14.00 25.0 - 350

4 144 13.6 1 150- 170 36.9 15.00 23.4 - 450

s(760) 95- 140 40.0 14.20 0.1 234 -

5 99 4.58 1 135- 160 32.0 13.55 245 - 420

6 118 4.37 1 120-I50 30.0 12.50 224 - 500

7 230 - s (0.1) 160-205 39.6 13.80 0.06 - 590

s(760) i40 - 170 38.6 13.70 0.16 -

8 153 - 1 160-180 38.7 14.60 1.18 -

s (0. I) 120- 140 39.6 13.80 0.06 20 306

9 93 9,30 1 95- 160 35,5 14,40 28,8 - 620

s (ing)c 40 - 83 33,6 11,46 0,3 96

s(anom)d 40-83 - - - 0,019

al is liguid, s is solid. bThe air pressure in in the reaction vessel is shown in

parentheses.c "nonanomalous" decomposition;d anomalous decay;e -at 600 C.

The main uncertainly in the estimation of k from the time of 1%

decomposition is related to a possible dependence of the yield of gaseous

products on the degree of conversion.
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However, the data on the composition of the products, which are presented

in Tab.3, suggest that these changes are not great. The AVoo value can be

affected by the pressure-dependent reactions of gaseous products and

dissolution of the latter in the condensed phase. To standardize these

processes, all experiments were carried out at the same degree of filling the

vessel with a substance, m/vf 5x10-4gcm- 3. When solid salts were studied, the

thermogravimetric procedure in a constant vacuum (a thermobalance with a

sensitivity of 0. lmg) was used along with the manometric procedure. In the case

of the solid ADNA decomposition the rate constants were obtaind by only

manometric method, because sublimation is observed in constant vacuum. The

obtained kinetic parameters of the decomposition of compounds 1-9 in the

melt and in the solid phase are presented in Table 1. The decomposition

products of salts 2, 4, 8 and ADNA were analyzed.The data on the ratio of

light gases are presented in Table 2. The condensed residue after the

decomposition consists mainly of nitrate (but not nitrite) uf the corresponding

cation. The products contoin noticeable quantities of the free base and

products of the cleavage of cations excluding ADNA decomposition
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Table 3, Composition of light gases for decomposition of onium saits

Com- State T I(%) Composition of light gases (%)

pound /0 C N 2+CO NO CO2 N2 0 H20 N02

2 1 135 15 32 - 3 56 9

s 95 0.1 30 2 60 8

4 1 150 50 30 2 33 35

s 120 0.1 28 6 20 46

8 1 160 1.0 '25 5 6 38 26

1 180 77 28 4 8 32 28

s 140 0.4 30 12 8 26 24

9 1 104 1,0 1 0(N2) 90

1 170 1,0 26(N 2) traces 27 45 traces

s(ing) 80 0,02 10(N 2) 90

s(anomal)60 0,02 100

along with light gases. For example, in the case of 4, dicyan is formed, and

Me2NNO, MeCN, and MeNO2 are formed from 4. The maximum amount

of orgauic products (less than 40%) is fonned from compound 8. At all

stages, MeCN, Bun OH, Bun 3N, and butene-I are observed.

It can be seen frorn Table 3 that the decomposition rates of salts 1-4,9 are

close in the liquid phase, and their activation parameters are typical of the

decomposition ot metal salts. Compounds 5 and 6 decompose 10 times more

rapidly and compound 8 decomposes considerably more slowly than salts

1-4,9. The addition of a free base does not affect the rate of decompos ition

of the salt of strong base 3 and decreases considerably the decomposition

rate of compound 5 (pKa, of aniline is less than 5.0). The dependence of the

rate constants of decomposition of I- 6 on pKa of the base (Fig. 2) testifies

that when pKa> 7 the rate is independent of the asicity of amine, and when

pKa<5 a sharp increase in the rate is observed. These data allow one to

conclude that the mechanism of decomposition of DNA onium salts depends on

pKa of the saltforming base.
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Fig. 7. Dependence of the rate constant of decomposition of DNA onium
salts at 160 0C on pKa of the base. Figures near points correspond to numbers
of compounds (Table 2).
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conditions.
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When pKa>7, the decomposition occurs, as for metal salts, via the cleavage

of the N--N bond with the elimination of N02, and when pKa<5, the primary

dissociation of the salt to the base and acid predominates.

For the monomolecular decomposition of the anion, the difference from

metal salts is only in the mechanism of secondary reactions. Instead of

the disproportionation of the 02 NN • radical anion (which is a stronger

nucleophile than N(N02) 2), the transfer ot proton to this radical anion

followed by the formation of the free base is possible. Instead of the oxidation

of O2NN * by nitrogen dioxide, in onium salts cations are oxidized. In

salt 8, at the second stage, the Hofmann reaction type cleavage of the

cation occurs

Bun 3 N+( CH 2CH 2C2H5 ) N * NO2

8 -- Bun3 N + HN*NO2+ CH2 = CHCH2 CH 3.

On going from the melt to the solid state, the mechanism of the reactions for

1-8 remains unchanged: the composition of the products is retained, the

activation energy changes slightly, and the decomposition rates in vacuum and

in air are equal to one another and lower that those in the melt. It is impossible

to eliminate that ADNA decomposition occur, at least in part (not more 50%), by

salt dissociation way

NH4N(N0 2)2 -)- NH3 + HN(N0 2) 2

The facts such as a kinetic isotop effect (KH/ K D at 98 0 C) in the experiments

with ND4 N(N0 2) 2 , the inqibition of initial stage in presence of NH3 or by

strong bases like urotropin and the sublimation in constant vacuum were

indicated of it.

Thus, the anomalous decomposition is not inherent in onium salts 1-8.

The rate of ADNA decompositionin the solid state increases in closed vessel

(initial pressure 0,01 Torr) or in inert atmosphere (N 2 ,dry air) when the water

content in the samples less than 0.0 1% H20.The single gas product is N20 in this

caseThe large peac of rate is observed at melting point (600C) of eutectic mixture

with solid reaction product NH4NO3.

The phenomenon of anomalous decomposition, as can be assumed, is related to

changes in the structure of the DNA anion on going from the melt to the

solid state.
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The anion in the crystal can have a structure with a nonsymmetric

charge distribution and nonequivalent nitro groups. It is reasonable to expect,

that these anions have an increased reactivity, in particular, their thermal

stability can change.

A new reaction chanal fast elimination of NO3 with ejection of N2 0 is opened.

The hidrogen bond between anion and H- containing cations or direct

solvatation by H 2 0 molecules and some other dipols decreasis the anion

polarisation. These even electron assimetry of anion and prevent intermolecular

regrouhing. Local restructuring of cristall lattice occurs while nucleous of eutectic

fase are born. Tensions and new defects occur in cristall. It can affect the rate in

case the reaction on the surface goes faster than in the cristall's volume.

Thus, it may occur in case of unhibited by water the metal salts and ADNA

decomposition. It is necessary to accept that the birth of eutectic is folloued by

the destruction of hidrogen bonds.
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Stabilit~tsuntersuchungen einbasiger Treibladungspulver
- Mikrokalorimetrie im Grenzbereich -
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Kurzfassung

Sclatzungen der Einsatzlebensdauer aus dem Stabilisatorabbau bei isothermer Lagerung und
aus W~rmefluBmessungen wurden an vier cinbasigen Treibladungspulvern (TLP) verglichen.
Bei beiden Methoden m(Issen Schlitzfunktionen, die zwei unterschiedliche Werte der Aktivie-
rungsenergie enthalten, eingesetzt werden. Bei Wahl gleicher Referenzpunkte (Mindestgebalt
des Stabilisators, Zeitdauer der WarmefluI~messungen bei der h6chsten Meiltemperatur) wer-
den vergleichbare Voraussagen erhalten. Emn Nachteil der Stabilisatormethode ist die sebr lange
Lagerdauer.

Abstract

The assessment of service life, based on stabiliser consumption after isothermal storage and on
heat flow calorimetry are compared using four single base propellants. Both methods demand
kinetics containing two different values for the activation energy. If equal reference points (to-
lerable stabiliser content, time of heat flow measurements at the highest temperature) are selec-
ted, both methods lead to comparable results of the service life. The stabiliser consumption
method demands long storage times.

1 Eilneltung

Lebensdauerprognosen von TLP basieren meist auf der Bestimmung des Stabilisatorgehalts
und seiner Reaktionsprodukte nach Isothermlagerungen mit nachfolgender kinetischer Aus-
wertung der Resultate. Eine derartige Arbeitsvorscbrift ist auch in der STANAG 4527 [1]
festgeschrieben. Ein micht zu beseitigender Nachteil dieser Methoden ist die lange Untersu-
chungsdauer, da signifikante Abbaugrade des Stabilisators bei m~glichst niedrigen Lagertemn-
peraturen erreicht werden mfissen. Dieses Zeitproblemn dfirfte sich zuktlnflig noch betrachtlich
vergr6Bern, well grflndlichere Untersuchungen [2,3] gezeigt haben, daB die Abbaukinetik mit
einem einfachen Arrheniusansatz nur h6chst ungenflgend beschrieben werden kann. Daher soil
die o.g. STANAG urn die schneilere Methode WdrmefluBkatorimetrie (WFK) ergdnzt werden.
In dieser Arbeit werden die Ergebnisse beider Verfahren bei der Untersuchung einbasiger TLP
vergfichen.

2 Autokatalyse, chemische und ballistische Lebensdauer

Die WFK-Methode erfordert das Messen in luftdicht geschlossenen Gefli~en. Die Alterung
kannjedoch als munitions-dquivalent betrachtet werden, so daB der Zwang der Methode ge-
genfiber den tiblichen ,,ose verschlossenen" Metianordnungen ein Vorteil ist. Sowohl der Grad
der Autokatalyse als auch die Wirkung des Stabilisators wird - zumiindest ffbr geschlossene Sy-
steme - unangemnessen flberschiitzt. Eine WFK-Messung O~ber 8 Tage an einem DPA-stabili-
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sierten. und einem unstabilisierten einbasigen TIP sonst gleicher Rezeptur zeigt keine nennens-
werten Unterschiede imn Wilrmeflufl (Abb. 1).

Eins unserer Modeilpulver erreicht bei einer Langzeitmessung nach 25 Tagen bei 800 C einen
maximalen WlirmefluB von etwa 50 giW/g, nach 38 Tagen wird emn Energieverlust von 113 J/g
(ca. 6 % der totalen Zersetzungswalrme) erreicht, ein Zustand, der h6cbstwahrscheinllch zu
merklichen Funktionsverlusten. flihren wfirde, andererseits im Realfal kein Sicherheitsrisfiko be-
inhaltet.( Abb.2 ) Der kritische Durcbmesser eines auf 66TC erwiimten Zylinders aus diesem
ULP wird nach Frank-Kamenetzkii [4] auf noch 46 cm geschlitzt (Eingabedaten s. Tabelie 1).

P, AW/g 8 00C

30

20

I0 he tbfiao

10

3 6 9 Timecýday

Abb. 1. Vergleich eines einbasigen. DPA-stabilisierten TLP mit elnem nicht stabilisierten ULP

Tab. 1: Eingabedaten zur Ermittlung des kritischen Durcbmessers eines stabilisierten ULP

Aktiviernmgs- vorexponen- Schtitdichte Radius Wllrmeleit- geometrischer
energie tieller Faktor filhgkeit Faktor

[k/molJ [W/kg] [kg/rn] [in] [W/(mK)] -

124,4 1,61117 800 0,46 0,127 2,00

In Relation zu einem extrem autokatalytisch reagierenden unstabilisiertem Pulvervorkonzentrat
(PVK; 85 % Ngl, 15 % Nc) ,,verschwindet" das ULP (Abb. 3). Als Referenz unserer (sehr kon-
servativen) WFK-Prognosen wurde der Zustand des Minimums (Abb. 2) gewliht, die dblicher-
weise vorgegebenen Mninialgebalte des Stabilisators [5] findet man jedoch ebenibils in der
Nlihe dieses Belastungsbereicbs. Der Abbrand im W;FK-Minimum belasteter TLP in der mano-
metrischen Bombe ergibt keine signifikanten Unterscbiede im Vergleich zu unbelasteten Pro-
ben (Abb. 4), so da.B man auch auf unverlinderte ballistische Eigenschaften schieBen kann.
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P ,ItW/g spezirische Wlrmeproduktionsrate TLP A
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Abb. 2. WarmefluBmessung an TLP A bei 80'C
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Abb. 3. Vergleich der WI~mefluBmessungen von Pulvervorkonzentrat und einbasigemn TLP.
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Der Diskussion kurzer Shinn: Unsere Prognosen beziehen sich nicht auf die (sehr lange bIns un-
endliche) Sicherheits- oder chemische Lebensdauer, sondemn dienen eher einer vorsichtigen
ScbAtzung der ballistischen Lebensdauer. Diese Betrachtung ist fbir cinbasige TTP, bei denen
Diffuisionsvorgange keine Rolle spielen, berechtigt [6].

0,80

0,70 LD

=0.60 LA

0.40

0,20

0,10-

0,00 1 i i I i i i
0,00 0,10 0,20 0.30 0,40 0,50 0,60 0,70 0,80 0,90

Pipmax

Abb. 4. Abbrandverbalten belasteter und unbelasteter ULP in der manometrischen Bombe

3 Untersuchungsmaterial und -umfang

Die Rezepturen der untersuchten ULP's, deren Bezeichnungen auf Wunsch des Anlieferers zu
A, B, C und D anonymisiert wurden, sind in Tabelle 2 zusammengesteilt.

Tab. 2: Rabmenrezepturen der untersuchten ULP's mit Angabe des HerstellungsJabrs

Stoff ULP A (1990) ULP B (1994) ULP C (1992) ULP D (1997)
[Gew.-%] [Gew.-%] [Gew.-%] [Gew.-%]

Nitrocellulose 944A 91,7 a) ca. 95 a)97,5a)

Diphenykamin b) 1,2 1,1 1,2 1,0
Dibutylphthalat 1,0 - --

Canipher - 4,4 --

Kaliunisulfat 1,0 0,6 0,8-
Natrumnoxalat - - - 0,6

Feuchte 1,5 1,3 1,7 0,9
Restl6semnittel 0,9 < 0,9 < 2,0-

a) Rest zu 100 %. b) Es sind auch in umbelasteten Proben geringe Anteile an NNODPA enthalten (Tab. 5).
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TLP C wurde - urn es in die ProbengeflU~e Miien zu k6nnen - mittels einer Schneidmtlhle und
Siebung auf Komgr6Ben von 0,5 bis 2 mmn zerklienert. Das R6hrenpulver D wurde auf Langen
von ca. 2 mm geschnitten. TLP A und B wurden im Originaizustand (dii. unzerkleinert)
untersucht.

Die TLP wurden in Glasampullen (ca. 3 mil Volumen) des TAM-Kalorimeters eingefiillt und
dicht verschlossen. Die Proben wurden in dieser Form bei 80'C, 70*C, 60TC und 50TC einge-
lagert, in vorgescbatzten Zeitabst~nden entnommen und nach folgendemn Schema untersucht:

"* Bestimmung des Diphenylaniins (DPA) und seiner Abbauprodukte mittels HPLC

"* WFK-Messung an einer Paralleiprobe bei der Eilnagertemperatur (,,Serie 1 ")

"* Folgemnessung an derselben Probe bel 80TC bis zum WllrmefluBminimum (vgl. Abb. 2,
,,Serie 2")

Zur Ermittlung der Arrheniusparameter wurden WFK-Messungen an unbelasteten Proben bei
Mel~temperaturen von 80TC bis 40TC durchgeffluht (,,Serie 3").

4 Warmeflugmessungen

Aufgrund der Andernmg der Zersetzungskinetik im Bereich zwischen 50TC und 60TC 1st es er-
forderlich, die WFK-Messungen der Serie 3 m6glicbst auch noch bei 40*C durchzufilhren. Bei
dieser Temperatur liegt der WalrmefluB einbasiger TLP nur noch bei ca. 0,1 jtWfg (bzw. bei
emner Probenmenge von ca. 3 g bei 0,3 1±W absolut). Soiche Minimalstr6me k6nnen nur unter
Beachtung besonderer Mal~nahmen erfa~t werden.

Unentbebrlich 1st eine Grundlinienkontrolle wahrend des mebrere Tage dauernden Versucbs.
Daflir werden fdr das TAM-Kalorimeter zwei Verfiffren vorgeschlagen [7]. Bei der Parkposi-
tions-Technik werden Proben- und Referenzampulle aus dem Mel~bereich hochgezogen,
verbleiben jedoch auf Versuchstemperatur. Somit wird die Basislinie ,,uft/Lufr' gemessen. Bei
der Switch-Technik werden Probe und Referenz vertauscht, wobei die Basisinie zwischen
demn oberen und unteren Wiirmeflul3niveau liegt (Abb. 5). Wirf balten die Switch-Methode
genereli fdr zuver1~ssiger und nebmen die 1~ngeren Einstellzeiten in Kauf.

Die Glasampullen werden mit einer Dichtungsscheibe and einem dartiber kragenden Metall-
deckel abgedichtet. Nach Einschrauben des Haltebakens ist die Oberseite der Dichtscheibe ge-
gen die Atmosphilre offen, wobei fltichtige Bestandteile der Scheibe verdanipfen k6nnen and
somit in Relation zur MeBgr6IBe grof~e endotherme Effekte auftreten. Dies 1st in Abb. 6 anhand
emner Messang Jeeramnpulle mit Scheibe" gegen eine Messang ,,eerampuffe ohne Scheibe"
(nur mit demn Metaildeckel verschlossen) demnonstriert. Der Effekt lidBt sich durch mnehrw6chi-
ges Vorlagemn der Scheiben bei 80TC beseitigen.
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Abb. 5. Messungen eines kombinierten Switch-Parkpositions-Experiments

60*C Probe: Leerampulle mit Dichtung

PILW/gRtferenz: Leerampulle ohme Dichtung

2
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Abb. 6. Messungen einer nicht vorkonditionierten Mel~ampulie (endothermes Signal durch

Verdunstung flflchtiger Bestandteile aus der Dichtung)

Die Notwendigkeit einer guten Regelung der Raumntemnperatur veranschaulicht Abb. 7.
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Abb. 7. Messungen der Basislinie uift Korrelation zur Raumtemperatur

Messungen zur Bestimmung der kinetischen Parameter (Serie 3)

Unbelastete Proben der TLP wurden bei 800C bis zumn Erreichen des WfirmefluBminimums
gemessen. Dieser Zustand wurde nach rund 4 bis 9 Tagen erreiclit. Dieselbe Probe wurde dann
bei 70'C, anschlief~end bei 60*C usw. bis 40'C gemessen (s. Abb. 8).

Messung nor flestimmuog der Akidvlerungsenergle
P. W Ig TLP A
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20 80
0
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6,0 d
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70*C

60oC

2 4 Time, day 6

Abb. 8. Messungen zur Bestimmnung der Aktivierungsenergie
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Die am Ende der jeweiligen Me~periode erbaltenen konstanten Werte wurden fdr den
Arrhenius-Plot verwendet (Abb. 9-12).

ilAffheniusplot TLP A 01Arrheniusplot TLP C

0I I

V.0028 0.009 0.003 0.0031 0.0032 0. 028 0.0029 0.003 0.0031 0.0032

INirr y

ATIInIUPIOOhPBArrheniusplot TLP D

I I I

0100028ý 0.002 0.003 0.0031 0.00320.002i 0.0029 0.003 0.0031 0.0032
yfr

ytr
Abb. 9-12. Arrheniusplots der TLP's A bis D (konstante Werte des Wtirmeflul~signals)

Abb. 13 zeigt die Auswertung einer Messung an TIP A,, bei der die 800C-Messung (bei sonst
analoger Arbeitsweise) Oiber 18,8 Tage, also bis in die Nahe des Maximums (vgl. Abb. 2)
ausgedebnt wurde. In allen M~len wurde ein relativ scharfer Wechsel des Kurvenanstiegs - und
somit der Aktiviernmgsenergie - zwischen etwa 500C und 650C festgestellt.
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Arrheniusplot TLP A (Ref-zeit 18,8 d)
00GI
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Abb. 13. Arrheniusplot des UP A nach 18,8 Tagen MeBzeit

Die erbaltenen kinetischen Parameter sind in Tab. 3 zusanimengestelit.

Tab. 3-: Kinetische Parameter fdr die ULP's A 1,is D

TLP E____ Ai E A2  TKN WtQf
_____[kJ/mol] [jiW/g] [kJfmol] [pW/g] [OC] [d] VJ/g]

A 124,4 3,4E19 88,2 5,1E13 66,4 6,01 8
127,2 2,7E20 91,2 6,3E14 65,4 18,8 27

B 145,3 2,3E22 81,0 2,2E12 64,6 7,09 7
C136,0 2,4E21 92,8 3,1E14 53,4 4,23 11
D127,2 7,6E19 66,3 1,9E 11 57,8 8,46 9

A,, El = Frequenzfaktor mid Aktivierungsenergie des Hochtemnperaturbereichs

A2, E2 = Frequenzfaktor mid Aktivierungsenergie des Niedrigtemperaturbereichs

TN= Obergangstemperatur (gleiche Werte beider Reaktionsratenkonstanten)

tf= Referenzzeit der Lagenmng bei 800 C (= Minfimumzeit) mit Ausnabme des zweiten Wertes fbr TLP A

Qd = Energieverlust bei der Referenzzeit

Die Werte beider Aktivierungsenergien ffir das bis zum Minimum und das fdr 18,8 Tage be-
lastete TLP sind praktisch gleich, lediglich die Frequenzibktoren des letzteren sind erh6ht.
Dieses, ebenso wie Untersuchungen Ober die Form der qualitativ gleich verlaufenden Wl&rme-
fluakurven zweibasiger ULP bei verschiedenen MeBtemperaturen [8] bestlitigt die folgende
Hypothese. Bis zum Minimum sind die Effekte durch insgesamt unbedeutende Oberilachen-
reaktionen bestimmt, die kinetisch schwierig darzustellen sind. Oiber einen weiten Bereich
danach ist das Wllrmefluflsignal mit einer einheitlichen, wenn auch nicht einfachen Kinetikc be-
schreibbar. Daraus resultiert, daB das Minimum nur den kleinstmoglichen sinnvolien Extrapo-
lationspunkt darstelit. Angesichts des in diesem Zustand gemessenen Energieverlusts von max.
1 IJ/g kann angenommen werden, dalI die Wahl eines Bezugspunktes
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h~iherer Zersetzung und entsprechend %lngerer Lebensdauerscbmtzung noch zu1ltssig ware. Dies
ist jedloch obne begleitende Beschul~versuche nicht genereli quantifizierbar.

Die Zeit bis zumn Erreichen des Referenzzustandes (-- Mfinimumn des Wdrmeflusses) bel
isothermer Lagerung kann aus der tiblichen Gleichung (1) berechnet werden.

t =tfe TtrefX 1

Mit

t = isotherme Lagerzeit [d]
t,d= Referenzzeit (= Minimumzeit) der 80*C-Messung [d]
T = isotherme Lagertemperatur [K]

T,,f= Referenztemperatur (- 353,15 K/80 0C)

E = Aktivierugsenergie [kJ/mol]
R =Gaskonstante [0,0083143 kJ/(K-mol)]

Die Lebensdauer far 25'C wurde auf folgendemn Weg gesch~tzt:

Mfit El, T~f = 353,15 Y, tf = Minfimumzeit der 800C-Messung und T =Knicktemperatur wird
t ftk diese Temperatur berechnet (-- tKN). Tm zweiten Schritt wird unter Verwendung von E2,

Tf= T1m, tf,= tKN und T = 298,15 K die Lagerzeit bei 25*C berechnet. Die Ergebnisse sind in
Tabelie 4 aufgelistet.

Tab. 4: Lebensdauerschatzung ftr 25TC aus WFK-Messungen

nP A A B D
tref [d] 6,0 18,8 7,1 4,28,

t25 [Jabre] 6,9 26,9 8,5 13,1 6,0

Die auf dem Minimumn als Referenz basierenden Zeiten liegen zwischen 6 und 13 Jabren. Falls
der Energieverlust von 27 J/g noch ballistisch verkraftbar ist, erhb3ht sich die Scbitzung far
TLP Avon 7auf 27 Jahre.

Messungen bei Lagertemperatur (Serie 1)

Diese Messungen dienten vorwiegend zur Oberprilfing der Gestalt der Wlirmeflufkurven bei
niedrigen Temperaturen ohne die Kaorimeter ffir sehr lange Zeit zu blockieren. Der
Kurvenverlauf entspricht qualitativ weitgehend den Messungen bei 80TC, was die Annabme
einer einheitlichen Kinetik untersttltzt. Ein Beispiel ist in Abb. 14 dargesteilt.

Daraus ist auch ersichtlicb, daI3 eine Kontrolle des Alterungsvorganges aus der lobe des
Mel~signals zu absolut falschen Schilissen fibfren wtlrde. Bis zum Mfinimumn wird das
Mel~signal inimer kiciner; dies bedeutet jedoch keineswegs eine Zunalime der Stabilitlit.

Messungen vorbelasteter Proben bel 800C bis zumn Minimum (Serie 3)

Die Idee dieser Messungen war, zu pr(Ifen, ob sich die Verschiebung des 800C-
Minimumpunktes belasteter TLP als Alterungsmal3 fir Oberwachungstests eignet. Dieser
Effekt ist in Abb. 15 dargestelit.
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Abb. 14. VlirmefluBmessungen an TLP C bei 70'C nach isothermer Lagerung bei 70'C
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Abb. 15. Minima der 80*C-Messung nach Vorbelastung bei 60*C (ThP C)

In der Tat wurde ein in guter Naherung linearer Zusarmmenhang zwischen Vorlagerzeit bei
niedrigen Temperaturen und der 80'C-Minimumzeit geflinden (Abb. 16)
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TLP C Minima der 80*C-Messung
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Abb. 16. Minima der 800C-Messung nach Vorbelastung bei 60'C (ULP C)

Demnach ware folgende Alternative zum Surveillance-Test denkbar:

"* Efinlagemung eines frisch gefertigten UIP in WFK-Ampulien bei Raum~temperatur and
Messung eines ,,WFTK-Ursignals"(Minimumzeit bei 80*C)

"* Messungen bei 801C der cingelagerten Proben in Zeitabstlinden von einigen Jahren
"* Scbnittpunkt der extrapolierten Geraden mit der Raumtemperatur-Acbse indiziert den

m6glichen Ablauf der Einsatzdauer

5 Stabllisatorabbau

Die in Tab. 2 aufgefiihrten DPA-Gehalte der ULP sind Rezepturwerte. Wie zu erwarten, waren
bereits vor der Wdrmelagerung merkliche Anteile des DPA zu N-NO-DPA umgesetzt (vgl.
Tab. 5). Dieser Vorgang ist auch die Hauptreaktion wdhrend der Lagernmg, d.h. die Menge des
,,effektiven Stabilisators" (DPA + 0,85-N-NO-DPA) nimmt im Untersuchungszeitraum nur
sehr langsamn unter Bildung geringer Anteile 2-NDPA and 4-NDPA ab. Der Zeitverlauf der
Haupturnsetzung ist ffir das TLP C in den Abb. 17-19 dargesteilt.

Tab. 5: Stabilisatorgehalt vor Lagerung

TUP A B C DI
DPA [0/6 0,90 0,83 0,74 0,66
N-NO-DPA [] 0,22 0,16 0,33 0,29

Zur Beurteilung der Stabilita.t wurde entsprechend den Vorgaben der STANAG [ 1,5] lediglich
der DPA-Gebalt herangezogen. Der Zeitverlauf der Kurven fiber alle MeBtemperaturen ist -
wie bereits einleitend erwlihnt - mit einer n-Ordnungsreaktion nicht beschreibbar. Beste An-
passung nach der Methode der kleinsten Fehlerquadrate ergibt Abweichungen des DPA-Ge-
halts von 0, 15 bis 0,20 (auf TLP-Masse bezogen), d.h. relative Fehier von ca. 20%. Die ,,ine-
ar-exponential-Formoel" von Bohn [2], die zwei Aktivierungsenergien enthijit, fikhrt bereits zu
einer stark verbesserten Anpassung. Eine genauere Kurvenanalyse zeigt jedoch, dalI ein OYber-
gang von nuilter zu erster Ordnung nicht signifikant feststelibar ist. Die Reaktionsordnung
bleibt eher ftber alle Temperaturen konstant. Dies ist mit folgendem Ansatz darsteilbar:
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S=So1~(1n)[AxeE1RT+A -xE2 /RT] t})(2

S = Stabilisatorgehalt[%

So = Anfangsgehalt des Stabilisators %
n = Reaktionsordnung

A,, El Frequenzfaktor [d-1] tand Aktivierungsenergie [kJ/mol] des bei hoher Temperatur doininierenden
Reaktionsmechanismus

A2, E2 = Frequenzfaktor [d-1] und Aktivierungsenergie [Id/mall des bei niedriger Temperatur dominierenden
Reaktionsmechanismus

t= Lagerzeit [d]
T Lagertemperatur [K]
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0,800 ___ ___
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1,0

0,8-
altA

0,6 --- N-NO-DPA
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0,4 ___ _
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'00
0 10 20 30 40

Tags
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Stabilisatorabbau 60*C TLP C

1,2

1,0

0,8-
-4 PA

S0,6 -a- -NO-DPA
CD -~-eff. Stab.

0,4

0,2

0,0o
0 20 40 60 80

Tage

Abb. 17-19. Stabilisatorabbau von UP C bei 80, 70 und 60'C

Dieser Ansatz liefert cine binreichende Bescbreibung der MeBwerte (vgl. Abb. 20-23). Die
relative Standardabweichung liegt mit 0,01-0,03 % DPA im Bereich der Versucbsfehler der
HPLC. Die ermittelten kinetischen Parameter sind in Tabelie 6 zusanimengesteilt. In Anleh-
nung an die STANAG 4117 fordern wir einen Mindestgehalt von 0,3% DPA und berecbnen
die diesem Wert entsprechendle Lagerzeit bei 25*C ala ,,DPA-Lebensdauer" (Tab. 7).

Stabilisatorabbsu TLP A

DPA-
GehaIt

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

Lagerzeit [dl
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Stabilisatorabbau TLP B

1. 1- I I

0.81

0.6

DPA--__
Gehalt 6*

02

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

Lagerzeit [d]

Stabilisatorabbau TLP C
0.8 1 1 1

0.6

0.4

DPA- 6
0

Gebalt 0
[V%1
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F70-C
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Lagerzeit [d]
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Stabtiliatorabbau TLP D
0.7 I

0.6

0.5

0.4

DPA-0
Gehalt 0.

0.1

10 20 30 40 50, 60 70 so

Lagerzeit [dl

Abb. 20-23. Stabilisatorabbau bei 80,70 und 60'C der untersuchten TLP's

Tab. 6: Kinetische Parameter aus DPA-Abbau

TLP El A, E2  A2  n So STABW
[kJ/mol] [d-] [kJ/mol] [d'l] ION___ [IO[N

A 147,3 3,7E20 108,7 3,6EI4 0,480 0,872 0,030

B 176,8 1,2E25 83,0 6,2E10 0,784 0,822 0,011

I c 169,7 1,4E24 189,6 19,1E1I 0,67 9 10,719 0,032

ID 1193,9 5,4E27 154,9 15,8E06 0,841 10,653 0,1

Tab. 7: Lebensdauerschatzung ffir 251C aus DPA-AbbauI UP A B CD
S~f [%] 0,3 00 0,300 0,3000,0

t25 [Jahre] 58,8 13,7 11,51,

Der Wert von ULP A tduit mit ft~st 59 Jabren aus demn Rahmen. Es kann angenommen werden,
daB die Sch~tzftnktion aufgrund einer ungentigenden Datenmenge aus der 601C-Lagerung
ungenau ist (der h6cbste verwertete Abbaugrad lag bei nur 37% des Anfangsgehaltes).

6 Vergleich der Schftzmethoden

Beide Schltzfiinktionen sind im Prinzip gleichartig. Sic liefern h6here Aktivierungsenergien ftir
hbhere Temperaturen und niedrigere Werte far den Tieftemperaturbereich. Die schwerwie-
genderen Werte, des Tieftemperaturbereichs sind im Mittel angenflhert gleich. Die Wahl der
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Referenzpunkte ist bei beiden Methoden willktirllch (das WFK-Verfahren liefert jedoch immer-
bin einen Energieverlust, der einen Bezug zur Funktion bat). Gleicht man die Bezugspunkte an,
so werden auch die quantitativen Schttzungen dhnlicher. Berechnet man aus (2) die Zeiten, bei
denen bei 801C der DPA-Gebalt bei 0,3% liegt und verwendet diese Zeiten anstatt der Mini-
mumnzeit als Referenz fbr die WFK-Auswertung erbiult man die in Tabelle 8 aufgefiihrten
Werte.

Tab. 8: Vergleich der Lebensdauerschtitzung far 25'C

TLP B C D Mitteiwert
S~f [%] 0,300 0,300 0,300 ______

t,,f [d] 7,91 4,76 4,77 _____

t25 [Jahrej WFK 9,5 14,7 3,4 9,2

t25 [Jahrel DPA 1 13,7 1 11,5 1 1,5 1 8,9 1

TLP A wurde aus demn o.g. Grund nicht mitgewertet. Die Mitteiwerte - nur zur Tiberprilfng
der Tendenz gebildet - sind nahezu gleich, aber auch die Einzelwerte zeigen eine angesichts der
Problematik hinreichende Obereinstimmung.
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Abstract
There have been numerous international instances over the last several years in which

pumping of an emulsion explosive has resulted in an accident. To address the sensitivity
of emulsion explosives to various parameters including pressure, a study of a particular

ammonium nitrate (AN) based emulsion explosive has been undertaken using the ARC
(accelerating rate calorimeter) and a Tian-Calvet heat flux calorimeter (HFC).

The effects of pressure and both inert and oxidizing atmospheres on thermal behaviour
were determined and compared with similar results obtained for AN per se. All the results

for the emulsion explosive suggest an increased thermal hazard when operating in air in

contrast with the observations for the same measurements in Argon. No such difference
in the results for AN in air and Argon was observed.

Significantly lower onset temperatures are observed in air from both the ARC and HFC
measurements on the emulsion explosive. This observation is believed to be a result of

oxidation of the oil phase in the emulsion. Additionally, the ARC results show some

dependance on the choice of the initial temperature; a lower initial temperature results in

an elevated onset temperature. Sample size also appears to be a factor influencing the

onset temperature for both the HFC and ARC results.

At a heating rate of 0.1 *C min-, the HFC results show a complex exotherm pattern for

the emulsion in both Argon and air, but the latter results give a decidedly earlier onset
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temperature and a slightly larger AH. A complex exotherm pattern is expected for the

decomposition of AN but, for the emulsion in air, oxidation of the oil phase further

complicates the result.

Introduction
Emulsion explosives are in increasing use at this time because of the advantage that

they offer over ANFO and slurry explosives. In spite of their relatively high cost, they have

significant benefits such as improved water resistance. Recently, heavy ANFO [1] has

been formulated with emulsion filling in the voids between the prills of ANFO, at very little
extra cost. It has become common practice to pump these explosives during their

manufacture, transfer or loading into boreholes. Two major Canadian and several

international accidents [2] have resulted from pumping emulsion explosives.

Perlid has carried out extensive safety tests using a variety of emulsion explosives in

a progressing cavity pump in a circulation system against dead head and under dry

pumping conditions. He showed that dry pumping a heavy ANFO product resulted in rapid

temperature increase over 800 0C, with destruction of both the product and the rubber

parts in the pump. When a cap - sensitive emulsion explosive was used under the same

conditions, an explosion occurred, damaging the pump and the tubing in the system.

The thermal behaviour of an emulsion explosive is a key property that affects sensitivity

and ultimately its safe use. The parameters that determine thermal behaviour are therefore

of significant importance. Olson [3] has showni that an increase in initial temperature in an

emulsion matrix lowers the minimum burning pressure and raises the linear burning rate.

In Canada, a pumping consortium has been formed for the purpose of focussing on

safety issues related to the pumping of explosives. As part of our contribution to this effort,

CERL has undertaken, in cooperation with local industry, experimental work aimed at
elucidating factors that affect onset temperatures of emulsion explosives.

Experimental
The emulsion explosives were received from ETI Explosives Ltd and used without

further treatment. Ammonium nitrate (AN) with a purity of 99% was purchased from.Baker
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Chemical Company.
A Heat Flux Calorimeter (HEC) and an Accelerating Rate Calorimeter (ARC) were used

to study the characteristics of AN and the AN-based emulsion explosives.

HFC
The calorimeter, manifold and special high pressure vessels were used as described

in reference [4]. The following two methods were used for loading samples in the HFC: (1)
the samples were loaded directly into the high pressure vessel and the pressure change
was read by a pressure transmitter during the experiments. In this way, experiments were
carried out at ambient and 5.4 MPa pressure of air and Argon. In this method sample size
varied from 0. 1 to 1.0 g, and (ii) the samples were sealed in a glass ampoule which had
an internal volume of about 0.7 cm3 . The glass ampoule was loaded in the high pressure
vessel and a helium gas environment was used to provide good thermal conductivity.
Sample size was less than 0.1 g. Heating rates for all experiments were 0.1 and 0.3 OC
min-.

ARC

The standard ARC procedure of a heat-wait-search cycle was used for all the

experiments. During the search- portion of the cycle, the instrument checks for sample self-
heating that exceeds a user - definable threshold rate (0.02 OC min-' in this work). Once
this condition has been met, the cycle is interrupted but collection of time, temperature and
pressure data continues. If the rate drops below the threshold, the heat - wait - search
cycle restarts. Data collection stops should some other preselected condition be exceeded.
For example, experiments using 2.0 g of sample were programmed to shut down when the
rate exceeded 1 0C min-. Details of the conditions and parameters used in these studies
can be found in references [5] and [6].

Thermal hazard studies using the ARC have been published [7, 8] and the thermokinetic
information that can be obtained from ARC measurements has been described previously
[9]. In this work two sets of conditions (Table 1) were used for the different phases of
the program.
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Results and Discussion

HFC
High Pressure Vessels
The experimental curves for AN and an emulsion explosive in Argon are compared

in Figure 1. From this Figure, the four phase transitions observed for AN disappeared in

the emulsion explosive. In fact, observation of crystalline phase transition in an emulsion
explosive is not a good sign since this suggests crystallization of AN. The onset

temperature for AN appears to be lower than that observed for the emulsion explosive

whiereas the rate of the reaction for the emulsion explosive is significantly faster than that

for AN. A shoulder was observed in the high temperature region of the exotherm for the

emulsion explosive, indicating a complex reaction mechanism.

The results for AN at ambient pressure of air, 5.4 MPa of air and Argon are shown in

Figure 2. The peak temperatures of the exotherms in the high pressure measurements

were shifted to slightly higher values.

The experiments for the emulsion explosive were carried out at ambient pressure of air

and 5.4 MPa of air and Argon. All these results are shown in Figure 3. Firstly, comparing

the results obtained at ambient pressure of Argon and air, it is found that the real onset

temperature for emulsion explosives at ambient pressure of air is lower than that at

ambient pressure of Argon by about I 5*C. The peak temperature is also shifted to a lower

temperature by about 15 0C. These results suggest that early oxidation takes place. From

Figure 3, even lower onset temperatures were observed from the results at 5.4 MPa of air

and the exothermic reaction is broader, more complex and incomplete at 300 0C. High

pressure of inert gas inhibited the exothermic reaction of the emulsion explosive. Clearly,
for the experiments carried out at 5.4 MPa of air two factors affect the thermal behaviour

of the emulsion explosive: oxidation and inhibition. The former tends to lower the onset

temperature whereas the latter tends to delay subsequent reactions.

Experiments were also carried out at a heating rate of 0. 1 0C min' in order to obtain the

entire exothermic peak. The results obtained at ambient pressure of air and Argon are
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shown in Figure 4. The entire peaks were obtained for both conditions. Similarly, early

oxidation and lower onset temperature of the exotherm were obtained from the results at

ambient pressure of air. When 1 gram of the emulsion explosive was used, ignition took

place in both air and Argon at ambient pressure conditions. These results are shown in

Figure 5. At least three peaks were found in the thermogram at ambient pressure of air and

the ignition temperature is lower than that at ambient pressure of Argon, in which at least

four peaks were observed. Self-heating was considered as the reason for ignition in the

larger sample sizes.

Ampoules
The samples were directly loaded into the high pressure vessel in all the above

experiments. Because the manifold has a larger free volume than that of the vessel, part

of the sample might have vapourized and condensed in the manifold during the

experiments. In these experiments, the sample was sealed in air in a glass ampoule in

order to avoid material loss and also to simulate a confined condition. All the results are

shown in Figure 6. The results for AN show the complete exotherm and a higher rate of

reaction, compared with the results from AN obtained using the high pressure vessel.

Surprisingly, the results for the emulsion explosive indicate delay of onset temperature by

about 50 0C, similar to the results obtained using high pressure of inert gas. This suggests

that an increase in pressure from inert products, such as water, is inhibiting the exothermic

reaction. The residual of this sample was re-run and the exothermic reaction appeared

again, indicating that the reaction was incomplete in the first cycle.

ARC
Table 2 lists the ARC results obtained for the earlier studies [5] on two emulsion

explosive products, sample 1 having less AN and more calcium nitrate (CN) than sample

2. It is clear that onset temperatures are lower for emulsion explosives at P,,,,., = 1.0 MPa

than at ambient pressure and also lower than the onset temperature for AN. Onset

temperatures for AN and emulsion explosive at ambient pressure show the opposite
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behaviour.
In a more recent study [6] , a Hastelloy C vessel was used, in spite of its larger mass

and lower sensitivity, because there was some independent evidence for a catalytic effect
in titanium vessels. The "true" onset temperature in an ARC experiment is typically less
than the detected value, since an exotherm cannot be detected in either the heat or wait
modes.

A compilation of all the results for two sample masses, at a series of initial temperatures
and pressures is given in Table 3. The composition of this emulsion explosive is similar
to that of sample 2 in Table 2. Table 3 and Figures 7 and 8 indicate that both rates dT/dt
and dP/dt generally increase as the initial pressure increases. This behaviour is also
observed for AN per se [101. Additionally, the initial temperature seems to determine
whether or not the first exotherm is detected so that at 100 "C (Table 3) it is not commonly
detected. From Figure 8, it appears that the onset temperature decreases with increasing
pressure, although there is no such pattern from the results in Table 3 for 0.5 g of emulsion
at Tirndai = 150 "C. Finally, it is apparent that the highest rate in all the tests occurs at the
highest initial pressure.

From a comparison of the results in Tables 2 and 3, it appears that a lower initial
temperature results in a higher onset temperature but also generally leads to a runaway
reaction ie Rm> 10 K min-'.

Conclusions
The exothermic reaction for AN is not affected by the nature and pressure of the gas

environment. The exothermic reaction for emulsion explosives is dependent on the gas
environment. Oxidative decomposition of the oil phase in the emulsion explosive in air
is observed. High pressure of inert gas tended to inhibit and delay the exothermic reaction
for emulsion explosives, but in air oxidative decomposition resulted in a lower onset
temperature with a broadened decomposition caused by the high pressure.
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Table 3 ARC results For Emulsion Explosive [6]

Mass/ T,n,.,/ PJna i Exotherm # 1 Exotherm # 2
g °C MPa T."/0c RPCmin-1 API/ Test/°C Rr,/OCmin"l AP 1,2  102(dP/dt)W/

MPa /MPa MPa min-'

0.70 150 0.06 2.9 252 0.51 6.5 1.8

150 1.46 168 0.04 1.8 260 0.26 4.4 1.9

0.5 2.59 155 0.10 1.5 236 0.5 5.0 3.4

3.99 150 0.16 1.3 246 1.8 >5.7 16

100 0.10 230 - (0.4) 235 0.06 3.8 0.6

0.46 215 0.08 1.9 236 0.47 5.6 4.0

0.10 - - (0.4) 218 >1 >2.2 5.4

2.0 130 1.37 195 0.02 0.2 224 >50 >3.2 28

3.13 135 0.03 0.0 165 >1 >2.3 6.6

150 1.43 175 0.08 1.2 220 >1 >4.2 6.6
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Figure 3
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Figure 5
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Figure 7
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Abstract

The thermal decomposition behaviour of the following plasticizers and binders was
investigated in solutions of toluene (10 mass-%) with an 'Accelerating Rate Calorime-
ter' (ARCTM): N-Methyl- N-Ethyl-NENA (58.8 / 41.2 in mass-%), DANPE (1,5-diazido-3-
nitraza-pentane), GAPA (short chain GAP with azido end groups), EGBAA (ethylene
glycol-bis-(a-azidoacetate), octylazide (not for use in explosives), GAP-AA-2000 (nor-
mal GAP, but OH end groups as esters of a-azido acetic acid), GAP-AA-500 (short chain
GAP, but OH end groups as esters of a-azido acetic acid), PolyGLYN (poly glycidyl nitra-
te, uncured), GAP (poly glycidyl azide, uncured) from two manufacturers. Three types
of energetic groups are represented with these compounds: nitric acid ester, nitramine
and azido group. The amount of weighed-in solution was about 6g. The ARC produ-
ces a quasi-adiabatic environment for the sample by counter heating. A closed measu-
ring system was used. This prevent the solutions from evaporation. The advantage of
the investigation of the solutions is that the decomposition can be followed in a fully
controlled way. The pure energetic substances would deflagrate after a short period
of controllable self heating. The characteristic data of the adiabatic self heatings are
given: temperature and self heat rate at the onset and at the maximum and the final
temperature of the self heat rate curve, the thermal inertia of the system 'toluene so-
lution-measuring cell' and the thermal inertia of the system 'energetic substance-sol-
vent-measuring cell'. Typical values for the two groups of thermal inertia are 1.25 and
12.4. With the self heat rate curves one can distinguish the plasticizers and binders
with respect to the decomposition temperature range, the energy generation and the
energy generation rate. Different steps in decomposition kinetics can be seen. The Ar-
rhenius parameters and the released heats of reactions have been determined from
the self heat rate curves, which could be described with reactions of first order. The
self heat rate curves have been scaled to the thermal inertia equal to one, which corre-
sponds to a measurement on a solution without measuring cell and to a measurement
on a pure substance without measuring cell. With the data of the simulated situation
'pure substance' the temperatures have been calculated for heat generation rates of
25pW/g and 50pW/g. For 25pW/g the predicted temperatures of Me/Et-NENA and Po-
IyGLYN are 850C and 90°C. The azido compounds have values above 1000C. DANPE has
with 1060C the lowest temperature and the investigated GAP binders have values of
about 114°C.

Paper presented at the 29th Internat. Annual Conference of ICT, Karlsruhe, Germany, June 30- July 3, 1998.
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1. Einleitung

Neuere energetische Weichmacher und Binder haben folgendle energetische Gruppen:
Sal peterstiureestergruppe, Nitramingruppe, Azidogruppe. Die grundsatzlichen Ziele
der Entwicklung energetischer Binder und Weichmacher sind: (1) erhohte thermische
Best~ndigkeit, (2) Erhohung der Energieinhalts, (3) Verbesserung der Weichmacher-
Funktionen: Emniedrigen der Glasubergangstemperatur und der Sprod-Duktil-Uber-
gangstemperatur, Verrnindemn der Migration und des sog. Ausschwitzens, Verbessemn
der anderen mechanischen Eigenschaften der Treibmittel matrix und wenn moglich
auch des Abbrandverhaltens elnes Treibmittels. Azidlogruppen sind neben der zusatz-
lichen Energie auch interessant wegen der hohen Gaserzeugungsrate (Stickstoff) aus
der Azidlogruppe C-N3. Dieser Effekt kann z.B. die Abbrandgeschwindigkeit erh6hen
und die Druckwellenwirkung verst~rken. Von der Salpetersaureestergruppe ist ihre
geringere thermische Stabilitift von den herk6mmlichen Spreng6len und der Nitrocel-
lulose bekannt. Dies andert sich auch nicht in den neueren Bindemn und Weichma-
chemn, die sie als energetische Gruppe enthalten. Der Vorteil ist emn anderes Zerset-
zungsverhalten. Die ausgeprAgte autokatalytische Zersetzung wie bei den herk6mmli-
chen Salpetersdureestern wird bei ihnen nicht beobachtet. Eine vergleichendle Unter-
suchung bezuglich thermisch ausgeloster Zersetzung kiassifiziert die untersuchten
Substanzen bezaglich ihrer thermischen Bestandigkeit und der Freisetzung der Ener-
gie. Die Untersuchungsmethode war die adiabatische Selbstaufheizung an ToluoIl6-
sungen gemnessen mit einemn 'Accelerating Rate Calorimeter' (ARC~n. Das geschlossene
MeBsystem verhindert emn Verdampfen. Der Vorteil der Untersuchung in Losung ist,
dlaB der Ablauf der Zersetzungsreaktionen in der Geschwindigkeit eingestellt und
somit kontrolliert werdlen kann und auch homogen ist. Die reinen Verbindungen
wOrden alle nach einer kontrollierbaren Selbstaufheizungsphase deflagrieren.

2. Apparatur

2.1 Prinzip der Methode

Das 'Accelerating Rate Calorimeter' (ARCTM) von Columbia Scientific Industries, Austin,
Texas, USA (Obemnommen von Arthur D. Little Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA) ist
in Abb. 1 mit den wichtigsten Komponenten schematisch dlargestelit. Der Heizblock
besteht aus drei Einzelblocken Hj, H2 und H3, die separat Ober die Heizblockcthermo-
elemente TI, T2 und T3 geregelt werden. in der Mitte des Heizblocks wird die MeBzelle
angebracht. Die kugeligen MeBzellen mit AnschluBstutzen sind aus Titan, Edeistahl,
Tanta[ oder Hastelloy C 276 mit einem Durchmesser von einemn oder 0,5 Zoll gefertigt.
An der Mef~zelle wird dlas MeBzellenthermoelement Tm mit einer Kiemme befestigt.
Alle Thermoelemente sind vomn Typ N (Nisil/Nicrosil). Olber eine dlOnne Hochdruckkapil-
lare ist die MeBzelle mit dem Druckaufnehmer DA verbunden. in der Regel wird am
geschlossenen System gemessen, damit die adiabatische Umgqbung moglichst gut
gew~hrleistet ist. Die Mel~signale werdlen dem ARC-Prozessor zugef0hrt, welcher dlas
Mef~programm steuert und wAhrend der Selbstaufheizung der Probe die Heizungen
nachfuhrt. Durch dieses Nachfuhren wird elne quasiadiabatische Umgebung erzeugt.
Als Temperaturbezugspunkct fur die Thermoelemente wird emn hochkonstantes Eis-
punkt-GerAt verwendet. Der Ablauf einer ARC-Messung ist in der Abb. 2 dlargestellt.
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C,• TI

T T2

M: measuring cell PT: pressure transducer iii, H2, H3: heater C: calorimeter

Tin: measuring thermocouple TI. T2. T3: heater thermocouples

Abb. 1 : Schema des 'Accelerating Rate Calorimeter' (ARC).
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0
Abb. 2: ARC - Mef3prinzip im 'Heizen - Warten- Suchen' - Modus.
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Nach dem Hochheizen auf die Starttemperatur oder urn einen Heizschritt dient die
Warten-Phase zur Equilibrierung der Probe und der MeBzelle mit der Umgebung.
Darauf wird in der Suchen-Phase vom Prozessor gepruft, ob die Probe schon eine
Selbstaufheizung zeigt. Dazu wird die Temperaturanderung der Mei~zelle mit einer
vorgegebenen Anstiegsempfindlichkeit verglichen. 1st die Temperaturerhohung pro
Zeit uber einen durch Parameter bestimmten Zeitraum grofBer als diese Schwelle,
schaltet dlas Gerat in die Exotherm-Phase, und die Heizungen werden der nun begin-
nenden Selbstaufheizung der Probe nachgefujhrt. Wird w~hrend der Suchen-Phase der
Schwellenwert nicht Oberschritten, wird die Probe urn den Heizschritt aufgeheizt,
worauf wieder die Warten- und Suchen-Phasen folgen. Dies wird solange wiederholt,
bis eine Exotherme gefunden oder eine vorgegebene Enditemperatur erreicht wird.

2.2 Berficksichtigung der inerten Massen

Die Probe heizt wahrend der exothermen Zersetzung auch die MeI~zeIle mit auf. Da-
durch wird die Selbstaufheizrate gegenuber einer Messung ohne MeI~zelle verkleinert
durch die sog. therrnisch inerte Masse der MeI~zeIle und sonstiger inerter Massen. Zur
Aufstellung einer Warmebilanzgleichung wird die Temperaturerh6hung des gesam-
ten Mef~zelien-Proben-Systems mit ATms und die der Probe allein mit AT bezeichnet.
Als spezifische Warnen werden die bei konstantemn Druck verwendlet, da dlas Valumen
der Probe eigentlich nicht konstant gehalten wird, was besonders for Feststoffe und
FlOssigkeiten gilt. Der Druck ist zwar auch nicht konstant, jedloch sind die Anderungen
klein, meist nur wenige bar. Bei reinen Gasreaktionen ware C, zu verwenden. Die Bi-
lanzgleichung mit Berucksichtigung der Temperaturabhangigkeit der spezifischen
Wiirre und der Zersetzung der Probe lautet:

() (mi (R) -Cq(T))J.AT = ými(R).-CI(T) +mM. Cm(T)±+Imj -Ci (T))J ATm5

R ist die Reak-tionskoordinate (oder der Reakctionsumsatz), uber die die Probenmasse
ms und die Massen der Reakctionsprodukcte mi bestimmt werden. FOr R = 0 steht in der
Sumnme des linken Ausdrucks der GI.(1) nur 'ms5 CsM'. Die Gr6Ben mit Index M gelten
fOr die Mef~zelle, der Sumnmenausdruck Ober j erfaBt weitere thermisch inerte Massen.
Wenn nur die sich zersetzendle Probenmasse auf der linken Seite beachtet wird, steht
dort 'ms(R)-C 5MT)AT.

Beim ARC-Versuch ohne Proben- und Zersetzungsprodukctanalytik ist der Reaktionsab-
lauf gemai3 R unbekannt. FOr den linken Ausdruck der GI.(1) verwendlet man daher
nur die Probenmasse, ms und eine mittlere spezifische Warme C5, wobei auch deren
Temperaturabhangigkeit unberucksichtigt bleibt, da ATms in der Regel zwischen 300C
und 700C Iiegt. Die vereinfachte Form der GI.(1) ist die GI.(2).

(2) in5 ' Cs. AT = (in5 ,CS +mm -'CM + 1mj c1). ATMs oder umngeschrieben

(3) AT= 0'ATMS mit
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(4) 4)1+ MC :mjc5

Die Gr6fBe 4) von GI.(3) und GI.(4) wird die thermische Inertheit des Systems Probe-Mef3-
zelle genannt. 4) wird als Korrekcturgrof3e verwendlet, wodurch der Einflul3 der inerten
Massen nAherungsweise eliminiert werden kann /l/. Die exakte Korrekctur ist nach
GI.(1) moglich. Cs ist for organische Substanzen im Mittel 2,092 J/g/K.

3. Auswertung und Skalierung adiabatischer Selbstaufheizkurven

3.1 Typen von adiabatischen Selbstaufheizkurven

Die Abb. 3 zeigt typische adiabatische Selbstaufheizkurven for verschiedene Reaktio-
nen. Die zu ihrer Berechnung verwendeten Arrhenius-Parameter sind in der Abb. 3
angegeben. Die Anfangstemperatur To ist 1 500C und die Enditemperatur Tf = 2500C.
Die Kurven wurden for 4)= 1 berechnet, also fur eine hypothetische Messung ohne
MeI~zelle oder for eine Messung mit vemnachIassigbarem EinfluB der MeBzelle. Die
Selbstaufheizraten h(T sind in den Achsen als lg(h[0CIminl) gegen liT [1/K1 a'ufgetra-
gen, auf der Abszisse als OC-Werte zugeordnet. Bei einer Reakction 0. Ordlnung erhaIt
man bei dieser Auftragung eine Gerade, welche wegen des Substanzverbrauchs bei Tf
endet. For die Reakctionen 1., 2. und 3. Ordnung durchlaufen die Kurven emn Maximum
und fallen bei Erreichen von Tf auf null zurOck. Mit zunehmender Reakctionsordnung n
wird der Maximumsbereich breiter. Die Kurven mit n # 0 liegen bei diesen Bedingun-
gen unter der Kurve mit n = 0. Anhand der Kurvenverlaufe wird deutlich, daB die Re-
aktionsordnungen mit guter Genauigkeit bestimmbar sind. In der Abb. 3 ist auch der
Verlauf von h for eine autokatalytische Reakction nach GI.(5) und GI.(6) dlargestelit, mit
den AH~j als Realctionsenthalpien.

(5) A. kAl ~B+Z AHR,1

A+B-- kA2- 2B+Z AHR,2

(6) dA(t,T)
(6)dt =kAl(T).A(t,T)-kA2(T).A(t,T).B(t,T)

Die primare Zersetzung von A ist die Bildungsreakction des autokatalytisch wirksamen
Produkcts B als Reakction 1. Ordnung mit den Arrhenius-Parametemn wie fur die ande-
ren Kurven in Abb. 3. Die zweite Zersetzungsreakction ist die autokatalytische Realcti-
on. Deren Reaktionsgeschwindigkeitskonstante kA2 hat die in Klamnmemn angegebenen
Arrhenius-Parameter. Autokatalyse bedleutet, daB emn Zersetzungsprodukct B die Zer-
setzung des Ausgangsstoffs A in einer zweiten Reaktion beschleunigt. B ist im stren-
gen Sinn kein Katalysator, welcher nicht verbraucht wird und die Reak-tion zwischen
zwei Reak-tanten durch Erniedrigen der Akctivierungsenergie und/oder Erhohen des
Vorfakctors beschleunigt, also eine aktivierungsparameterbeschleunigte Reaktion be-
wirkt. Autokatalyse steht for die reakctive zersetzungsprodukctbeschleunigte Zerset-
zung einer Ausgangssubstanz.
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Abb. 3: Selbstaufheizkurven for verschiedene Reakctionsordnungen und bei
Autokatalyse.

3.2 Bestimmungen der Arrhenius-Parameter aus der adiabatischen Selbst-
aufheizung

Zur Bestimmung der Arrheni us-Parameter der Reakctionsgeschwindigkeitskonstanten
kM der Zersetzung muB diese aus demn Substanzverbrauch als Funkction von Tempera-
tur und Zeit bestimmt werden. Dies wird in der Regel durch Analyse des Substanzver-
brauchs mit der Zeit bei verschiedenen Temperaturen durchgefoihrt. Dies gilt auch bei
der adiabatischen Selbstaufheizung. Wenn die Zersetzung nach einer definierten Re-
akction abIauft, kann mit einer Bilanzierung von Substanzverbrauch und Temperatur-
anstieg und mit einemn kinetischen Ansatz die Reakctionsgeschwindigkeitskonstante
aus der Selbstaufheizrate bestimmt werden. Der Temperaturanstieg entspricht der
freigesetzten Reaktionsw~rme QR. Es werden dieselben Approximationen wie zur
Formulierung der Gl.(2) verwendet. in GI.(7) sind die Terme Mk*Ck schon herausge-
nomnmen.

(7) cýt T)QR (T(tf)) -QR (T(t)) =T - T(t) -TfMS - TMS (t)
c(o) QR(T(tf)) AT ATMS

C(t,T) Menge (Kanzentration, Masse) zur Zeit t bei der Temperatur T = f(t)
C(O) Anfangsmenge bei T(O) = To
T(t) Temperatur der Probe zur Zeit t bel 0 = 1
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Tms(t) Temperatur von Probe und MeBzeIle zur Zeit t bei 4•1
AT adiabatischer Temperaturanstieg der Probe bei =1

AT = Tf - T(O
ATMS adiabatischer Temperaturanstieg von Probe und MeBzeIle bei 4•1

ATMS = Tfm5 - TMS(O)
Tf erreichte Endtemperatur der Probe bei 4=1

Tfms erreichte Endtemperatur von Probe und MeBzeIle bei +#• 1

Die Kombination mit einemn reakctionskinetischen Ansatz mit der Reak-tionsordnung n,
GI.(8) bzw. GI.(9),

(9) dCr(t,T) = _k (T) -C'(t,T)
dt

mit Cr(tT) = C(tT)/IC(O) und kr(T)=kMCn'1(O)

und Differenzieren von GI.(7), woraus GI.(10) folgt,

dC(t,T) -C(o). dT(t) C(O) ____)C()h(m ()
dt AT dt AT h(A) ~)hTMSS )

(10)
dCr (t, T) 11

dt AT hTt)=-ATMS hTS()

ergibt f~jr die Selbstaufheizrate dT/dt = h(T die GI.(1 1).

h(T(t)) =k r(T) -AT* AT - J~)n ~

(Tms (t))= k r(T) -ATMS (Tfms _Tms (t)njfQ fr 41

Mit GI.(11-1) wurden die Kurven der Abb. 3 mit n = 1, 2, 3 berechnet. GI.(l11-1) wird zu
den folgenden Gleichungen for die

e Reaktion 0. Ordnung

(12) h(T(t))=kr(T)*AT =k0(T) AT
c(O)

* Reak-tion 1. Ordnung

(13) h(T(t)) =k r(T) -(Tf - T(t)) = k,(T).-(Tf -T(t))
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*Reaktion 2. Ordnung

(14) h(T(t)) = kr (T).- (T1 f ) 2
-k (T). S(T,- ) t

AT AT

Bei elner Reaktion 1. Ordnung ist h(T explizit unabhangig von C(O), implizit abhangig
jedoch rOber Tf, da Tf mit zunehmender Menge grdl~er wird. Zur Berechnung der auto-
katalytischen Selbstaufheizung in Abb. 3 wurde folgender reakctionskinetischer Ansatz
verwendet, GI.(1 5).

(1)dC,(t,T) -C~,)

(15) dt = k I(T)Cr (t, T)-k 2(T)Cr (t, T)(1 -C t )

Aus GI.(15) wird mit GI.(10) die GI.(16) erhalten, mit der die autokatalytische Selbst-
aufheizkurve in Abb. 3 berech net wurde.

(16) h(T(t)) = k, (T)(Tf - T(t)) + k,(T)(Tf -T(t)). (1 Tf-T

1GA.pure2

2: GAP/toluene

3: GAP/dioxan

3.3

.01

T [SC]

.001
130 150 170 190 210 230 250

Abb. 4: Selbstaufheizraten von reinemn GAP und GAP geldst in Toluol und
Dioxan, jeweils mit 10 Mass.-%/ GAP /2/.
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3.3 Skalierung der Selbstaufheizkurven zu4=1

Die Skalierung der Selbstaufheizkurven wird am Beispiel der adiabatischen Seibstauf-
heizung des reinen ungeharteten GAP (ICT, Charge 1 in Tabelle 2) und der Ldsung von
GAP in Dioxan gezeigt /2/. Es ist moglich, die L6sungskurven so zu skalieren, daB sie
die gemnessene Selbstaufheizung des reinen GAP wiedergeben. Somit ist es auch mog-
lich auf c0 = 1 zu skalieren, was bedeutet, daB keine thermisch inerte Masse mit aufge-
heizt wird und damit die adiabatische Selbstaufheizung der reinen Substanz mit der
Messung in L6sung simuliert wird. In der Abb. 4 sind die Selbstaufheizraten for reines
GAP Und GAP gel6st in Toluol und in Dioxan (jeweils 10 Mass.-% an GAP) angegeben.
Die Kurven der L6sungen haben eine definierte Endtemperatur Tfms. Reines GAP hat
einen Obergang zur Deflagration, wie auch andere Explosivstoffe /2/. Der vorherr-
schende, geschwindigkeitsbestimmende erste Reaktionsschritt der GAP-Zertsetzung ist

die Abspaltung des molekularen Stickstoffs aus der Azidogruppe C-_E-N =Ni1, wie die
Bindungsenergie /3/, die massenspektrometrische Untersuchung der Stickstoffzunah-ý
me /4/ und thermoanalytische Untersuchungen /5/ zeigen. Die nachfolgendlen Stabili-
sierungsreakctionen des dadurch entstehendlen Nitrens laufen wegen dessen hoher
Realctivit~t sehr schnell ab. Die Aktivierungsenergie der Azido- bzw. GAP-Zersetzung
saulte daher etwa den Wert der Bindungsenergie der RN-N2-Bindung haben, weiche in
/3/ mit 163,2 kJ/mol angegeben wird.

Tabelle 1: Arrhenius-Parameter fOr die GAP-Zersetzung, bestimmt mit verschie-
denen Methoden.

Methode Zitat MS To Temp.bereich Ea Z Ig(z[1/sJ)
I__ [mg] OC1 10C] [k/mol] (1/sl

N2-Entwicklung, 14/ -25 - 120 140-1 70 176,6 k.A. k.A.
Massenspektro-
metrie
DTA-Messungen /5/ (2, k.A.) - 190 220-260 174,0 k.A. k.A.
(Heizrate-Peak-
temnp.) __________

Isotherme TG /8/ 1,5-2,5 - 170 180-205 164,9 1,26. 10"4  14,1
Nichtisotherme /8/ 1,5-2,5 - 170 180-220 164,9 6,3110 1 13,8
TG____

Massenverlust/ /8/ 0,2-0,8 -240 240-260 177,0 1-01 19,0
FTIR ____ ________

NH3-EntwJFTIR /9/ k.A. - 165 165-260 170,7 3,548. 1015 15,55
Isotherme TG /10/ - 1 - 170 170-240 135,7 - 13,9
ARC, /2/ 592 167 175-230 168,9 7,814.i101 14,89
GAP/Toluol_____________

ARC, /2/ 612 167 175-230 170,2 1,116. i07- 15,05
GAP/Dioxan 1_1014
CH3-N3 (Gas) /6/ 1- 120 (155) 155-200 170,7 2,850. 14,455

C2H5 -3 (Ga) /71-40- 2801 (187) 1187-230 167,8 Th 1,9

k.A.: keine Angaben im Zitat
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Die gefundenen Aktivierungsenergien stimmen gut mit der Bindlungsenergie der RN-
N2-Bindung und den in der Literatur gefundenen Werten, aufgelistet in Tabelle 1,
Oberein. Die for die Zersetzung der Azidlogruppe in den gasfdrmigen Aziden Methyl-
azid und Ethylazid /6,7/ aus Untersuchungen ihres unimolekcularen Zerfalls angegebe-
nen Arrhenius-Parametern geben die Aktivierungsenergie des geschwindigkeitsbe-
stimmendlen Reakctionsschritts wieder.

Abb. 5 zeigt die gemessene Selbstaufheizrate der GAP-Dioxan-L6sung (10 Mass.-%
GAP in 90 Mass.-% Dioxan) mit einemn ý-Fakctor fur die Losung von 1,25. Miteinge-
zeichnet ist die nach GI.( 1) mit n = 1 (entsprechend GI.(1 3)) berechnete Selbstaufheiz-
kurve 11M). Die Obereinstimmung mit den Mef~daten ist ab demn Auswertebeginn bel
175*C sehr gut. Die berechnete Kurve ist bis 140 0C extrapoliert. Kanzentriertere 16-
sungen haben niedrigere Anfangstemperaturen To. Mit GI.(1 1) kann hCF auch fOr an-
dere ý-Fakctoren berechnet werden. FOr die Fakctoren 01 und 02 wird die GI.(1 1) jeweils
fOr dlas gesamte MeBsystemn als GI.(17) und GI.(18) formuliert. Der Index MS wurde
weggelassen. Das nichtindizierte T(t) ist laufende Variable.

(17) hi(T(t))=kr(T(t))*ATi* (i LTflT1)

(18) h2 (T(t)) = k, (T(t)) AT2 . Tf2 _ T2 (t) n

Nach GI. (3) gilt:

AT = 01 'AT1 = 02 AT2

(19) 4)1' fI1 T1(o))=042 AT2

Tf= L2 AT2 +T1 (0)
01

Aus der gemnessenen h2(T-Kurve kann damit hiM berechnet werden, GI. (20).

I-" n
02 AT2 + T (O) _ T1 (t)

(20) h1(T(t))=kr(T(t))L2AT2 I1 _ mit T,(t) _=T(t)
02 2AT2
01

Mit GI.(20) wurden die in der Abb. 5 gezeigten 'theoretischen' Selbstaufheizkurven
der Ldsungen mit 0 = 1 und 4) = 2 berechnet. Die Zunahme des 4)-Fak-tors von 1,25 auf 2
emiedrigt die hMT-Werte sehr deutlich.
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Die experimentellen Werte sind auch auf 4) = 1 skalierbar. Die entsprechendle Formel
erh~It man durch Division von GI.(17) mit GI.(18) und Einsetzen der Ausdracke von
GI.(19), was GI.(2 1) ergibt.

______) 2 AT ) 0 T t02T~) 4)1 ~A 2 + 1 O- 1 t
h2(T(t)) 4)1 Tf2 - T2(t) 2J

(21) mit folgenden Gleichsetzungert T1(t) = T2(t) =_T(t) und T1(O) = T()

Gr6fBen mit Index 2 fur die vorgegebene Messung

Die experimentellen Daten h2(T werden nach GI.(21) zu hjMT mit 0)1 = 1 skaliert. Die
skalierten experimentellen Daten liegen auf der nach GI.(20) berechneten h(T-Kurve
f~r 4)1 = 1. Zu Abweichungen kommt es, wenn T(t) grol~er als Tm wird, die Temperatur
des Maximums der gemessenen Selbstaufheizkurve 112MT, da dann h2(T sehr schnell
gegen null geht. Nicht vorhandene Mef~daten sind selbstverst~ndlich nicht rekonstru-
ierbar, so daI3 die skalierte experimentelle Kurve unvoIlstandig erscheint. Die Selbst-
aufheizkurve von reinem GAP, Abb. 4, hat im mittleren Tell etwa die gleiche Steigung
wie die Kurven der GAP-Losungen, was auf eine Ahnliche Alctivierungsenergie f~r die
Zersetzung des reinen GAP schlieBen M~It. Der 4)-Fakctor der GAP-L_6sungen ist 12,5 be-
zogen auf die Einwaage an GAP. Das reine GAP deflagriert bei den vorliegendlen
MeBbedlingungen im Gegensatz zu den GAP-L6sungen. In der Abb. 6 sind die h(T-
Kurven berechnet nach GI.(20) mit 0 = 12,5,4) = 6,2 und 4) = 1 for GAP/Dioxan zu sehen.
Der Kurve mit 0 = 1 entspricht einer 'L6sung mit 100% GAP', also reinemn GAP, ohne
thermisch inerte Masse. Die Formulierung 'L6sung mit 100% GAP' weist darauf hin,
daB die Zersetzung formal wie in der L6sung abitluft, also ahne Deflagration. Die ex-
penimentellen Daten der GAP/Dioxan-Losung werden wie in Abb. 5 sehr gut durch
GI.(20) wiedergegeben. Der 4)-Faktor der Messung an reinem GAP ist 6,2. Diese MeB-
dlaten liegen noch gut auf der h(T-Kurve mit 4) = 6,2. Die auf 4) = 1 skalierten MeBda-
ten des reinen GAP werden gleich gut mit der h(T-Kurve 'L6sung mit 100% GAP' mit 4)
= 1 beschrieben. Die Messungen an reinemn GAP und die Messungen der GAP-
L6sungen sind durch die 4)-Skalierung in guter Obereinstimmung.

4. Untersuchte Substanzen

Von folgendlen Weichmachemn und Bindemn wurde die adiabatische Selbstaufheizung
gemessen:

58,8 /41,2 in Mass.-% N-Methyl- / N-Ethyl-NENA (Me/Et-NENA), von ICI
DANPE, 1 .5-di-azicio-3-nitrazapentan, von USA
GAPA, kurzkettiges GAP mit N3-Endgruppen statt OH-Endgruppen, von USA
Al17, EGBAA, Ethylenglykol-bis-(ct-azidoacetat), von ICT
Octylazid, von ICTF, nur Modellsubstanz, nicht fOr den Einsatz vorgesehen
GAP-AA-2000, GAP mit ct-Azidoessigsaure veresterten OH-Endgruppen, von ICIF
GAP-AA-500, wie GAP-AA-2000, jedloch kurzkettig, von ICT
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PolyGlyn, (PG), Poly-Glycidylnitrat, von ICI
GAP, Poly-Glycidylazid, von SNPE
GAP, Poly-Glycidylazid, von ICT

Die Substanzen wurden in Ld6sungen in Toluol p.A. mit 10 Mass.-% Gehalt untersucht.
Dies erlaubt die Bestimmung der Zersetzungsparameter der Gesamtreakction, wie es
oben an den Messungen mit GAP gezeigt wurde.

5. Ergebnisse und Diskussion

In der Abb. 7 sind die gemnessenen adiabatischen Selbstaufheizungen der untersuch-
ten Substanzen im Oberblick gezeigt. Wegen der Oberschneidungen mit GAP-AA-500,
GAP (ICT) und Octylazid sind diese zusammen mit GAP (SNPE) in Abb. 8 zu sehen. Aus
den Abbildungen ist der Temperaturbereich der Zersetzung und Ober die erreichten
Maximaiwerte der Aufheizraten und deren 'Kurvenbreite' (Temperaturbereich) in an-
schaulicher Weise die freigesetzte Energie qualitativ entnehmbar. Die Gesamtzerset-
zungsreaktion konnte bei alien Substanzen mit einer Reak-tion 1. Ordnung beschrie-
ben werden. Bei Me/Et-NENA wurde eine deuttiche Nachreak-tion gefunden. Die ande-
ren Substanzen zeigten keine oder nur geringf~gige Nachreakctionen. Die Abb. 9 zeigt
die gesamte Selbstaufheizkurve for Me/Et-NENA. Der zweite Reaktionsbereich ist ver-
mutlich die Zersetzung der Nitramingruppe. Hier wurde nur der erste Reakctionsbe-
reich ausgewertet, der der Zersetzung der Salpetersdureestergruppe zuordnbar ist. Die
Einwaagen der L-6sungen lagen zwischen 5,8g und 6,7g. Zusammen mit den etwas
vanfierenden MeBzellenmassen ergaben sich thermische Inertheiten zwischen 1,21 und
1,27 fur die Ld6sungen sowie zwischen 12,0 und 12,7 fur die reinen energetischen Sub-
stanzen. Die Mei~bedingungen waren somit fOr alle Substanzen nahezu gleich. Die
Anfangstemperaturen der Zersetzung liegen fOr die Azidoverbindungen zwischen
1 59*C und 1 74*C, bei den Salpetersdureesterverbindungen sind sie for Me/Et-NENA
130 0C und fOr PolyGLYN 146*C. Urn die restlichen EinflOsse von Einwaage und ý-Fakctor
fOr eine Beurteilung der Substanzen zu entfemen, werden die Selbstaufheizraten auf

= 1 bezuglich der reinen Substanz (Tabelle 2) und bei Bezug auf die Ldsung neben 0
-1 auch auf die Einwaage an energetischer Substanz normiert. Die Abb. 10 zeigt eini-

ge der Substanzen mit ihren Selbstaufheizraten fOr 0 = 1 bezujglich der Lo6sung. Im we-
sentlichen bleibt die Reihenfolge erhalten, aber bei Stoffen, die emn thnliches Selbst-
aufheizverhalten haben, kann eine Umkehr erfolgen, wie bei GAPA im Vergleich zu
GAP-AA-2000 zu erkennen ist. Die wichtigsten expenimentellen Daten der Messungen
sind in der Tabelle 2 zu finden, zusammen mit den Arrhenius-Parametemn fOr eine Ge-
samtzersetzungsreakction 1. Ordnung und einigen weiteren Daten der Selbstaufhei-
zung f~rr0 = 1 bez~glich der reinen Substanzen, wie die Temperaturen for vorgege-
bene Selbstaufheizraten h. To und ho sind die Anfangswerte der adiabatischen Selbst-
aufheizung, Tm und hm die Daten des Maximums und Tf die Enditemperatur. Die Akcti-
vierungsenergien liegen fOr die Azidoverbindungen zwischen 157 ki/mol und 169,4
ki/mol. Me/Et-NENA und PolyGLYN haben eine Ak-tivierungsenergie von 165,1 ki/mol
und 166,8 kJ/mol. Die Werte liegen in den Bereichen der Bindungsenergien der Bin-
dung CN-NN (163 bis 170 kJ/mol) der Azidogruppe und der Bindung CO-NO 2 (160 bis
170 ki/mol) der Salpetersaiureestergruppe. GAP-AA-500 und Octylazid zeigen etwas
niedrigere Aktivierungsenergien. Bel Octylazid konnte dies mit den relativ kleinen
gemnessenen Selbstaufheizraten zusammenhtingen.
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t00 f h [OC/mtn] adiabatic self heating
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Abb. 7: Adiabatische Selbstaufheizung von Weichmachem und Bindern,
gernessen in Toluollosungen mit 10 Mass.-% Gehalt, Teil 1.
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Abb. 8: Adiabatische Selbstaufheizung von Weichmachern und Bindern,
gemessen in Toluollosungen mit 10 Mass.-% Gehalt, Teil 2.
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lh[°C/mln] •adiabatic self heating
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Abb. 9: Gesamte adiabatische Selbstaufheizung von Me/Et-NENA, gemessen in
Toluollosung mit 10 Mass.-% Gehalt.
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Abb. 10: Berechnete adiabatische Selbstaufheizungen einiger Verbindungen for
S=1 der Losung, normiert auf die Einwaage an energetischer Substanz.
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Aus den adiabatischen Selbstaufheizkurven jst auch die adiabatische WArmeentwick-
Iungsrate zu erhalten. Dazu braucht man die Daten der spezifischen Warmen des L-6-
sungsmittels, des Reakctanten, der Zersetzungsprodukcte und der MeI~zelle als Funkction
der Temperatur. Hinzu kommt die jeweilge Masse der beteiligten Stoffe. Ober die Zer-
setzungsprodukcte ist zur Zeit noch nichts; bekannt. In erster Naherung werden die
spezifischen Warmen so verwendet wie in Abschnitt 2.2 zur Berechnung des ý-Faktors
angegeben. Damit werden die Warmeentwicklungsraten nach GI.(22) erhalten.

(22) dQR(T(t)) =Cs *m dT(t) +CM L'dT(t) +C MMdT(t)
dt dt dt dm t

QR freigesetzte Reakctionswarme in Energie, wird unten bezogen auf
die Einwaage an energetischer Substanz angegeben, dies ist nicht
in GI.(22) enthalten

Ci spezifische Warme der Substanz j in Energie /Masse /Kelvin
Mi ~Masse der Substanz j

dTldt gemessene Selbstaufheizrate des Systems 'Energiestoff-L6s.mittel-
Mef~zelle'

Index S: energetische Substanz
Index LM L~sungsmittel
Index M alle zu ber-Ocksichtigenden Teile der Mef~zelle

Mit der Reak-tionsenthalpie AH" fOr die Zersetzung des Stoffes A nach einer Reaktion
1. Ordnung erhalt man die Warmeentwicklungsrate dQR/dt nach GI.(23).

(23) dQ(Tt)=- dATt)) AHRA = AHRA .k1(T(t)).A(T(t 0)).exp(-ki(T(t)).t)

In den Abb. 11 und 12 sind mit GI.(22) berechnete dQ/dT-Kurven fOr die Weichmacher
GAPA und Al 7 (EGBAA) beispielhaft gezeigt, einmal als Funktion der Temperatur (als
l/T mit T in Kelvin) und einmal als Funiction der Selbstaufheizzeit. In der Zeit-Dar-
stellung wird die unterschiedliche Reak-tionsgeschwindigkeit erkennbar. Das A17 rea-
giert erheblich Iangsamer als GAPA, da der Temperaturanstieg Iangsamer ist. Durch
Integration der Warmeentwicklungsrate als Funkction der Zeit erhaIt man die freige-
setzte Reaktionswarme QR, welche 2204 J/g fOr GAPA und 1861 JYg fur Al17 betragt. In
der Tabelle 2 sind auch die extrapolierten Temperaturen angegeben, bei weichen eine
Warmeentwicklungsrate von 25pW/g und 5OpW/g zu messen ware. Me/Et-NENA und
PolyGLYN haben die niedrigsten Temperaturwerte, fOr 25pW/g sind sie 850C und
89,6*C. Die Werte der Azidloverbindungen liegen alle dleutlich uber 1000C, zumn Teil
Ober 11 10C. DANPE hat mit 106,1 C einen relativ niedrigen Wert, die Werte for GAP
liegen um 1 140C. Die Abb. 13 zeigt die adiabatische Selbstaufheizrate als Funk-tion
einer normierten Selbstaufheizzeit. Normiert wurde mit dem jeweiligen 0-Faktor be-
zogen auf die energetische Substanz. Die Selbstaufheizraten sind im Zeitbereich von h
= 0,O5*Ctmin bis zu ihrem jeweiligen Maximum hm fOr einige der untersuchten Sub-
stanzen zu sehen.
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dQ/dt [J/s/gJ

.8 adiabatic self heating

heat generation rate

.6

GAPA

.4
A17 EGBAA)
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0
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150 160 170 180 190 200 210 220 230 240 250 260
Abb. 11: Adiabatische Warmeentwicklungsraten als Funktion der Selbstaufheiz-

Temperatur der Weichmacher GAPA und Al17, berechnet aus den Selbst-
aufheizraten in den Toluoll6sungen.

jdG/dt[J/s/gI adiabatic self heating

.8 heat generation rate

-GAPA. 2204 J/g
.6

.4
A17. 1861t J/g

.2

0

t [min]

0 t00 200 300 400 500 600 700 800
Abb. 12: Adiabatische Warmeentwicklungsraten als Funktian der Selbstaufheizzeit

der Weichmacher GAPA und Al17, berech net aus den Selbstaufhelzraten
in den Toluoll6sungen.
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1h(OCIninj adiabatic self heating

solutions in toluene, 10%
DANPE

Me/Et-NENA GAP (ElT)

GAPA

A1

.01

0 5 10 15 20 25

Abb. 13: Adiabatische Selbstaufheizrate als Funktion der mit c0 bezuglich der ener-
ge~tischen Substanz normierten Selbstaufheizzeit von h = 0,050Ctmin bis
zumn Maximum der Selbstaufheizrate hM.

6. Zusamnmenfassung

Von neueren Weichmachern und ungeh~rteten Bindern mit Azidogruppen, Nitramin-
gruppen und Salpetersaureestergruppen wurden die adiabatischen Selbstaufheizun-
gen in Toluollosungen mit 10 Mass.-% Gehalt an Energiestoff gemessen. Folgende
Substanzen wurden untersucht: (1) Mischung (58,8 / 41,2 in Mass.-%) N-Methyl- / N-
Ethyl-NENA, (2) DANPE, 1,5-di-azido-3-nitrazapentan, (3) GAPA, kurzkettiges GAP mit
N3-Endgruppen statt OH-Endgruppen, (4) A17, EGBAA, Ethylenglykol-bis-(at-azid~o-
acetat), (5) Octylazid, (nur Modellsubstanz, nicht for den Einsatz vorgesehen), (6) GAP-
AA-2000, GAP mit a-Azidoessigs~ure veresterten OH-Endgruppen, (7) GAP-AA-500,
wie GAP-AA-2000, jedloch kurzkettig, (8) PoIyGLYN, Poly-Glycidylnitrat, (9) GAP, Poly-
Glycidylazid, erster Hersteller, (10) GAP, Poly-Glycidylazid, zweiter Hersteller.

Mit Einwaagen zwischen 0,59 und 0,67 Gramm an energetischer Substanz wurde eine
recht hohe MeBempfindlichkeit erreicht. Da die Messungen am geschlossenen MeBsy-
stem vorgenommen wurden, ist eine Verf~ischung durch Verdampfen nicht gegeben.
Die Untersuchungen in Lbsungen erlauben die kontrollierte Verfolgung der Zerset-
zungsreaktionen. Die reinen energetischen Substanzen wurden deflagrieren. Die An-
fangstemperaturen der Zersetzung wurden fOr die Azidoverbindungen zwischen
1 59*C und 174*C bestimmt, bei den Salpetersaureesterverbindungen liegen sie for
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Me/Et-NENA bei 130*C und fur PolyGLYN bei 1460C. Die MeBdaten erlauben eine Emn-
ordnung der Substanzen nach dem zersetzungstemperaturbereich, der Energiefreiset-
zung und der Energiefreisetzungsrate. Die Arrhenius-Parameter der Gesamtzerset-
zungsreaktionen und die freigesetziten ReaktionswArmen QR wurden aus den Selbst-
aufheizkurven berechnet. FOr alle Substanzen konnte eine Reaktion 1. Ordnung for
den Hauptzersetzungsbereich angesetzt werden. Bei Me/Et-NENA wurde eine deutli-
che Nachreaktion gefunden. Die anderen Substanzen zeigten keine oder nur gering-
f~gige Nachreak-tionen. Die Aktivierungsenergien liegen for die Azidloverbindlungen
zwischen 157 kJ/mol und 169,4 kJ/mol. Me/Et-NENA und PolyGLYN haben eine Aktivie-
rungsenergie von 165,1 ki/mol und 166,8 kJ/mol. Die Werte liegen in den Bereichen
der Bindlungsenergien der Bindlung CNI-NN (163 bis 170 ki/mol) der Azidlogruppe und
der Bindlung CO-No 2 (160 bis 170 ki/mol) der Salpetersdureestergruppe. An einem
ausgef~hrten Beispiel wurde gezeigt, dlaB die gemessenen Selbstaufheizraten der L6-
sungen auf die der reinen Substanzen skaliert werden k6nnen. Mit soichen skalierten
Seibstaufheizungen wurden Temperaturen extrapoliert, bei weichen eine Warme-
entwicklungsrate von 25pjW/g und 5OpW/g zu erwarten ist. Me/Et-NENA und Poly-
GLYN haben die niedrigsten Temperaturwerte, fOr 25pW/g sind sie 85*C und 89,60C.
Die entsprechenden Werte der Azidloverbindlungen liegen alle deutlich Ober 1000C,
zumn Teil Ober 1 10@C. DANPE hat mit 106,1 OC einen relativ niedrigen Wert, die Werte
fOr GAP liegen urn 1140C.
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ABSTRACT

Alex powder (an ultra-fine aluminum powder produced by the plasma-explosion process)

has been shown to be a very effective burning rate enhancer for solid propellants and fuels. The

main objective of this study was to examine the effect of replacement of conventional aluminum

powder with Alex in a propellant formulation on burning rate and temperature sensitivity. Another

objective of this study was to determine if there is a source of stored internal energy in Alex

powders that can contribute to the enhancement of propellant burning rates. Two types of

aluminized solid propellants (formulation A and B) were tested in this study. Propellant A contains

18% of conventional aluminum particles with average particle diameters of about 30 pm.

Propellant B contains 9% of conventional aluminum and 9% of Alex particles with average particle

diameters of 0.180 gmn. Samples were tested in an optical strand burner at pressures up to 50 MPa

and propellant initial temperatures from -32 to 49 'C. The addition of Alex particles to the

propellant formulation was shown to substantially enhance the burning rate of aluminized solid

propellants. In comparing the temperature sensitivities (orp) of the two propellant formulations at

the same conditions, it was found that the Alex addition tends to increase the temperature

sensitivity of the propellant formulation. A Saint Robert's burning rate law was determined for

both propellant formulations at several different initial temperatures. It was found that the pressure

exponent of both propellant formulations increases with initial temperature. A DTA was employed

to examine the thermal behavior of Alex powders in an inert environment. Two separate batches of

Alex powders were tested in helium and argon environments. It was found that there was no

exothermic heat release of the Alex powders associated with a release of stored internal energy. It

is concluded that the beneficial aspects of Alex addition in terms of enhanced burning rate are
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caused by the large specific surface area and small size of Alex particles compared to regular

aluminum powders.

INTRODUCTION

Alex powder has been shown to possess unique thermal behavior, which makes it a

potential burning-rate enhancer to solid propellants and fuels. Mench et al. [1] have previously

shown that Alex particles behave quite differently than conventional aluminum particles. They

compared Differential Thermal Analysis (DTA) and Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) results of

conventional '(20 gm average particle diameter) aluminum to Alex particles (average particle

diameter 0.183 gim [2]) in air, helium, nitrogen and oxygen environments. According to Mench et

al. [1], a rapid weight gain and exotherm of Alex particles in air and nitrogen environment occurred

at 548 'C and 700 °C, respectively. The lower temperature reaction in air corresponds to an

oxidation reaction. The higher temperature reaction in nitrogen corresponded to an aluminum

nitridation reaction. At higher temperatures, the Alex in air also showed weight gain due to a

nitridation. In a helium environment, the Alex particle showed no evidence of an exothermic

reaction or solid-phase mass changes.

Alex powders was first fabricated by Ivanov of the Institute of Petroleum Chemistry of

Russia using a plasma-explosion process. It has been demonstrated by Ivanov and Tepper [3] that

propellants containing Alex powders exhibit burning rates 5 to 20 times greater than the same

propellant formulations containing regular aluminum powder. It was also found that propellants

containing 40% or more regular aluminum powder generally cannot burn successfully. However,

propellants containing from 42 to 75 weight percent of Alex were shown to burn at very fast rates.

In addition, AP-based propellants containing Alex have been shown to burn cleanly with essentially

no residuals, as opposed to a significant amount of condensed-phase particulate and surface

residues for AP-based propellants containing conventional aluminum powders.

In the combustion of solid fuels for hybrid rocket applications, Chiaverini et al. [4,5]

showed that the mass burning rate of HTPB-based solid fuels can be increased by 70% with a mass

addition of 20% Alex powder. For the same weight percentage of conventional aluminum, the

increase of mass burning rate is much less than 70%. Also, the recovered burning surface of the

sample with Alex powder addition was much smoother than that of the recovered sample with
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regular aluminum. It was believed that the Alex powder contributed effectively to the exothermic

reaction rate near the fuel surface and thereby enhanced the heat feedback to the unburned solid

fuel.

In spite of many benefits associated with the usage of Alex powder described above, the

exact mechanisms responsible for its unique burning rate-enhancement behavior have remained

unknown. One explanation for the observed combustion behavior of Alex is based upon the fact

that the Alex particles are much smaller in diameter than regularly used aluminum particles [1,2].

Ismail and Hawkins [2] used a surface analyzer to construct BET plots from which an average Alex

particle diameter of 0.183 gim was determined. This compares to 6 to 100 gim for some typical size

of aluminum powders used in propellant formulations. They also determined the Alex particles had

an aluminum oxide coating thickness of 0.00 19 jim and a specific surface area of around 12.1 M2/g.

The tremendous increase in surface-to-binder contact area was also suggested as a reason for

enhanced burning rate phenomena. Ismail and Hawkins [2] found that Alex retains more ambient

gas at surface sites than regular aluminum particles; possibly due to the increased specific surface

area of the Alex particles.

However, not all of the observed phenomena have been explained on the basis of specific

surface area and particle mass. Ivanov and Tepper [3] suggested that the Alex particle contains a

certain form of stored internal energy on the order of 400 cal/gram, which can be released in an

exothermic reaction at a relatively low threshold temperature. Ivanov has suggested from DTA

results a significant exotherm unique to Alex powder in an air environment initiated at a threshold

temperature of 450 'C, with the exotherm peaking with partial oxidation at 550 'C.

While most investigations have shown beneficial effects of Alex addition to propellant

formulations, few studies have directly compared similar propellant formulations with both Alex

and conventional aluminum powders. In addition, it is desired to confirm the conclusion that there

is no internal energy released for Alex powder not associated with chemical reaction [1]. These

issues are the main focus of this paper.
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METHOD OF APPROACH

Burning Rate Measurements in an Optical Strand Burner

A windowed strand burner was used to study the combustion behavior of two types of

aluminized solid propellants. A schematic diagram of the strand burner setup is shown in Fig. 1

and detailed descriptions of the testing and operation procedures can be found in Refs. 6 and 7. The

strand burner tests were conducted at an initial propellant temperature ranging from -32 to 49 'C

and chamber pressures up to around 50 MPa. Two types of aluminized solid propellants (sample A

and B) were tested. Propellant A contains 18% of conventional aluminum particles with sizes

about 30 pim. Propellant B contains 9% of conventional aluminum and 9% of Alex particles

(average particle diameter of 0.18 pm). Cylindrical test strands were prepared to have a length of

about 7 cm (2.75 in.) and a diameter of 6.35 mm (0.25 in.). The propellant initial temperature was

measured with an embedded fine-wire (bead diameter - 25 gtm) S or R-type thermocouple.

The steady-state burning rate at each chamber pressure was deduced from the output signal

of four breakwires inserted radially within the propellant strand at known separation distances. The

time of the nearly instantaneous drop in breakwire voltage was taken as the time of arrival of the

burning surface at the known breakwire location. By plotting the regression distance versus

breakwire voltage drop times, the steady-state burning rate was determined. In addition to the

breakwire data, the burning rate was also deduced from the instantaneous burning surface location

of the test sample recorded by a Pulnix CCD camera.

A plot of the natural log of burning rate versus pressure was used to determine the Saint

Robert's burning rate law (rb = a.Pn) of the propellants at various initial temperatures. By

measuring the burning rate of test propellants at various initial temperatures, the temperature

sensitivity (ap) of the propellant is determined from the following equation [8],

dlnrb ln(rb)-ln(rbre) (1)

T1 T, r1
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Thermal Analysis

In order to determine if Alex possesses internal energy that can be released at some onset

temperature as suggested by Ivanov and Tepper [2], a differential thermal analysis (DTA) of two

different batches of Alex powders in argon and helium environments was conducted. The newer

batch (stored approximately 6 months at room temperature) was tested in comparison with an older

batch (stored approximately 18 months at room temperature) to verify the findings and determine

any aging effects. Both batches of Alex were heated in a helium and also an argon environment at a

rate of 5 0C/min to a maximum temperature of 1100 'C.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the optical strand burner

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Strand Burner Experiments
Figures 2 and 3 show the effect of initial temperature and chamber pressure on the burning

rate of propellants A and B, respectively. For each curve shown in Figs. 2 and 3, a pressure
exponent (n) and pre-exponential factor (a) for the Saint Robert's law were calculated to describe

CHEC
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the propellant burning rate for a broad range of pressures. The values of a and n for propellants A

and B are shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. It can be seen that for propellant A, the pressure

exponent increases with initial propellant temperature, although the pre-exponential factor remains

nearly the same. For propellant B, the pressure exponents are higher than those of A at the same

initial temperatures. The same trend of increasing pressure exponent n with increasing initial

propellant temperature is seen.

Table I Deduced Burning Rate Law Coefficients for Propellant A at Various Initial

Propellant Temperatures

Initial Propellant Temp. (CC) a n

(cm/s)

49 1.995 0.482

25 2.092 0.390

-32 2.125 0.332

Table 2 Deduced Burning Rate Law Coefficients for Propellant B at Two Initial Propellant

Temperatures

Initial Propellant Temp. ('C) a n

(cm/s)

25 2.538 0.618

-32 3.270 0.440

A comparison of the burning rates of propellant A and B at initial temperatures of 25 and

-32 'C is shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. The burning rate of propellant B is substantially

higher than that of propellant A under the same test condition. This indicates that the addition of
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Alex to propellant formulations for partial replacement of conventional aluminum can substantially

increase the propellant burning rate over a wide range of propellant initial temperatures and

pressures.

The total energy of oxidation released per unit volume of Alex particles is less than that of

conventionally used aluminum particles, having a lower volumetric percentage of inert oxide

coating [1]. However, the heat release rate of the Alex particles during oxidation is greater than

that of regular aluminum particles, resulting in greater heat flux to the metalized propellant

samples. It is believed that several effects related to increased heat flux to the unburnt propellant

contribute to the enhanced burning rates seen for Alex propellants. First, it is believed that the large

surface area of the Alex particle enhances its reactivity with gas-phase species. Secondly, due to

small mass of Alex particles, the ignition delay time should be orders of magnitude shorter than

those of conventional aluminum particles. Finally, the bulk mass burning rate of the Alex particles

is much higher than conventional aluminum particles due to the increased surface area of the Alex

particles. These effects result in the Alex particles burning at a high mass consumption rate in

locations very close to the burning surface of the propellant. The result is that even though the Alex

particle carries a greater volume percentage of inert oxide than conventional aluminum particles,

the heat-flux feedback from the burning Alex particles to the unbumt propellant is higher than that

of the conventional aluminum particles. This effect contributes to the enhanced burning rate of

solid propellants with Alex additives.

The data in Figs. 2 and 3 were used to generate the temperature sensitivity ((;p) plot shown

in Fig. 6. It should be noted that the increasing trend in pressure exponent for both propellants

results in a temperature sensitivity that is increasing with propellant initial temperature. This can be

illustrated by substituting the Saint Robert's burning rate law into Eq. (1). If the pre-exponential

factor is assumed to be constant (which is a more reasonable assumption for propellant A than B),

then the functional dependence of the pressure exponent, n, with respect to Ti, is what drives the

change in temperature sensitivity with initial propellant temperature. Since n is shown to increase

with initial temperature for both propellants, it is expected that the temperature sensitivity will

increase with initial temperature. Figure 6 shows the temperature sensitivity of propellant A

increases with increasing chamber pressure and initial temperature, as expected. The temperature
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sensitivity of the Alex propellant B is greater than that of propellant A at the same initial

temperature condition, except for the region of very low pressure. At present, not enough data is

available to determine the true reason that Alex propellant B has a higher temperature sensitivity

than propellant A.

Thermal Analysis

Figures 7 and 8 are plots of the DTA results in helium and argon environments for the older

batch of Alex stored at room temperature approximately one and a half years after manufacture.

Testing was conducted on a Perkin Elmer 2050 DTA at a purge rate of 36 cc/min. These results

confirm the previous thermal analysis results of Mench et al. [1], conducted using a different DTA

machine (Perkin-Elmer Model 7700). There is a slight exotherm that is observed at an onset time

of around 112 minutes, which corresponds to 580 'C. This is 130 'C above the onset temperature

of exothermic heat release determined by Ivanov and Tepper [2]. The slight exotherms seen in
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Figs. 7 and 8 correspond to the slight oxidation of Alex with the small amounts of impurities in the

purge gas as well as possible adsorbed ambient air on the Alex particles because the onset

temperature of this small exotherm is consistent with oxidation onset temperatures observed in air

environments [1]. It can be seen that the results are the same for both argon and helium

environments. No release of stored internal energy was observed from these measurements.

Figures 9 and 10 are plots of the DTA results in helium and argon environments for the

newer batch of Alex stored at room temperature approximately six months. This series of tests

were conducted to confirm that the older batch of Alex obtained was not somehow tainted, and to

check if there could be some observable aging effects. A slight exotherm that is observed at an

onset of temperature time of around 112 minutes, which corresponds to 580 'C is shown in both

figures. Again, this corresponds to the slight oxidation of Alex with the small amounts of

impurities in the purge gas as well as the adsorbed ambient species on the Alex particles. The

results are the same for both argon and helium environments. No release of stored energy was

observed from these measurements, and no discernible difference was determined between the two

batches of Alex aged for different times.

Based upon this comparison, it can be stated that if there is any stored internal energy in

Alex powders, the energy is released completely in six months or less. Therefore, it is believed that

the beneficial aspects of Alex in propellant formulations can be explained in terms of the large

specific surface area and short ignition delay times, associated with the ultra-fine size of Alex

particles.

CONCLUSIONS

1. It was shown that the Alex particles substantially enhance the burning rate of aluminized solid

propellants. It is believed that several effects related to increased heat flux to the burning

propellant surface contribute to the enhanced burning rates seen for Alex propellants. First, it

is believed that the large surface area of the Alex particle enhances its reactivity with gas-

phase species. Secondly, due to small mass of Alex particles, the ignition delay time 'is

several orders of magnitude shorter than those of conventional aluminum particles. Finally,

the bulk mass burning rate of the Alex particles is much higher than conventional aluminum
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particles. These effects result in the Alex particles burning at a high mass consumption rate in

locations very close to the burning surface of the propellant, resulting in greater heat feedback

from the burning Alex particles to the propellant surface.

2. For both propellants tested, the pressure exponent is seen to increase with initial propellant

temperature, which results in a temperature sensitivity that increases with initial propellant

temperature. Both propellants also exhibited an increase in temperature sensitivity with

pressure.

3. In comparing the temperature sensitivities of the two propellants at the same initial temperature

conditions, it was found that the Alex addition tends to increase the temperature sensitivity of

the propellant.

4. Several DTA tests were conducted in argon and helium environments for both an old and a

newer batch of Alex. No release of internal energy was observed for both sample batches.
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE INFINITE DIAMETER DETONATION VELOCITIES
OF AMMONIUM PERCHLORATE AND ITS MIXTURES

Richard R. Bernecker
Naval Surface Warfare Center

Indian Head Division
Indian Head, MD 20640-5035

Abstract

Published detonation velocities for ammonium perchlorate (AP) systems have
been reviewed in order to determine values for infinite diameter charges.

These data have been evaluated in both the detonation velocity - density plane

and the detonation velocity - reciprocal diameter plane. The inter-relationship
between these two planes is discussed for both intermolecular and intra-

molecular formulations. The importance of particle size in defining detonation

velocities at infinite diameter, D., for AP-containing formulations is

discussed and changes the interpretation of previously published conclusions.
For AP/wax systems, interesting comparisons have been made for formulations

containing 25 and 200 ym AP. Finally, comparisons are made between predictions

of detonation velocities (using various BKW parameter sets in TIGER) and

experimental data for porous AP.

Introduction

Recent models of the detonation state for two dimensional geometries [1-3]

yield predictions showing that a basic tenet of detonics (validated over the
years for a wide variety of intramolecular explosive) is invalid for

intermolecular explosives. This tenet states that for charge diameters (d's)
sufficiently larger than the failure diameter there exists a linear

relationship between detonation velocity (D) and the reciprocal of charge

diameter (l/d), Eqn. 1. Here D. is the detonation velocity at infinite dia-

D = D. + M/d (1)

meter and M, treated herein in a generalized manner, is the slope in this plane

and has the units here of mm2 /ps. The absence of this linear relationship

brings into question the ability to predict D., both experimentally and

computationally.
For intramolecular explosives (e.g., RDX, HMX, etc.), these models appear to

suggest that D0 can be determined from a linear D - 1/d relationship. However,

for intermolecular explosives (e.g., AN, AP, etc.), these recent models differ

among themselves in predicting, for the D - 1/d plane, the variability and

magnitude of the slopes at large diameters for similar compositions. Thus, it
appears that values of D. can only be determined accurately via a computational

model of the detonation state and an experimental data base, that at the mini-
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mum, comprises Measurements of detonation velocity as a function of charge

diameter. But just as importantly, these computations must be based upon a

valid - not an approximate - model of the detonation state in order to obtain

values of D.. The inability to determine experimentally D., for intermolecular

explosives affects the ability to calculate detonation state properties from

thermoequilibrium codes such as TIGER, CHEETAH, etc. These codes are calibrated

against an experimental data base in order to provide some predictive cap-

ability for the detonation state of new explosive compositions. Moreover,

these calculated detonation properties are then Used in models of the

performance of these explosive formulations, e.g., late-time reaction (behind

the sonic plane) of unreacted ingredients. Thus, the present inability to

determine unambiguously values Of D. for intermolecular explosives is a

significant deficiency in the application of detonation physics and, just as

importantly, also in the fundamental understanding of the detonation state in

two (or three) dimensions for all explosives. Fortunately, these recent models

of the detonation state are being improved to minimize some Of the

approximations used in their development.

AP Systems

In our ongoing work, we are interested in understanding the detonation state

of amzmonium perchlorate, AP, and its mixtures. Since AP and its mixtures have

not been applied extensively in the calibration of the BEW parameters used in

TIGER, etc., one of the initial objectives in this work was to review the data

base of D-l/d measurements for AP systems. This in turn determines what

reliable data exist for the determination of D., for AP systems and thus for

testing TIGER predictions.

AP

The detonation properties of AP have been studied experimentally only for the

(very) porous state. Anderson and Pesante reported [4] detonation velocities

of porous samples of AP and confirmed the dependence of D on AP particle size;
their particle sizes were 6 and 13 p~m. (As with all the particle size data

herein, these values are the mean particles sizes for the various batches.)

Unfortunately, the scatter in the measurements are significantly large at times

such that a "valid" values of D., for the various densities of AP can not be

determined from their data. (Nevertheless, they reported a summary equation

relating D and density.) To have a measure of their values of D for these

particles sizes for comparison to data from others, some of their detonation

velocities were read from Figs. 1 and 2 in Ref. 4. These data are summarized

in Ref. 5 where D(min)and D(max), respectively, represent the minimum and

maximum detonation velocities, observed at a given diameter and density.

Price, Clairmont, Erkman and co-workers built upon the work of Anderson and

Pesante and took great care in preparing high quality samples for their
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measurements and in documenting the particle size distributions of the AP

batches. The data for their porous AP samples, where charge densities, charge

diameters and particle sizes were varied, are reported in References 6 to 10.

Their presentation of the data for these porous AP samples was primarily in the

D-density (p) plane (Eqn. 2) with occasional representations in the D-1/d

D = Do + Y * density (2)

plane. (For intermolecular explosives, no physical meaning is attached to Do

by this author.) For intramolecular explosives Do is a point which lies on the

TMD curve in the D-p plane. Do and Y depend upon charge diameter.

Price, Clairmont and Erkman utilized a variety of batches (and hence particle

sizes) of AP in their extensive studies on AP systems. In their summary paper

on porous AP [7], it was noted by this author that particle size was not

mentioned. This has been found to be a deficiency in their presentation and

analyses of their data; see Ref. 5 for a complete discussion of particle size
aspects for AP in Refs. 6-10.

Linear fits (Eqn. 2) were defined [5] for the different diameters of porous

AP, and used to generate D-l/d data for densities from 0.6 to 1.1 g/cc. The

results are shown in Fig. 1, illustrating the agreement between the calculated

points from the defined equations and a calculated linear fit to these points.

In Fig. 2 the D(min) and D(max) data of Anderson and Pesante are compared with

some least square fits (see Fig. 1) and the experimental data of 10 Mm AP of
Price et al. (symbol x). The dotted lines for the 1.25 and 1.50 g/cc 10 ym AP

samples represent an extrapolation of the trends seen in Fig. 1.

AP/Al Systems

Price, Clairmont and Erkman studied several AP/Al formulations to complement

their studies of porous AP. Their basic formulations were 95/5 AP/Al, 90/10

AP/Al and 80/20 AP/Al. Their extensive data bases for all their AP/Al systems

are documented in Ref. 12 with Ref. 13 being their summary paper.

95/5 AP/Al

As in the case of intramolecular explosives, Al was found by Price, Clairmont

and Erkman to decrease the critical diameter when added to AP. Hence, the

linear fit to the data in the D-p plane extended to slightly higher densities

for these AP/Al systems. The detonation velocity measurements for 95/5 AP/Al

were stated by Price et al. to be among the more precise measurements in their

AP studies. Three lots of AP were used; N-136 with a mean particle size of 7.7

pm, N-141 with a mean particle size of 7.2 pm and N-144 with a mean particle

size of 9.3 pm. The latter was used in their main study of 95/5 AP/Al while
the other lots were used for a few comparative experiments. The Al particle

size used in most of their mixtures was 7 pm. Ref. 12 states "the different
lots [of AP] were found to be equivalent in the present work." Unfortunately,
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that is not the situation for our objectives (as seen in Fig. 8 of Ref. 5).

Our analyses of their detonation velocity data for 95/5 AP(9.3)/Al(7) are

summarized in Fig. 3. For the 76.2 and 50.8 mm diameter charges, very good

linear fits were found. Eqn. 3 used data from 0.80 to 1.325 g/cc for the 76.2

mm charges while Eqn. 4 used data from 0.80 to 1.087 g/cc for the 50.8 mm

D = 1.147 (.025) + 2.664 (.015) * density (3)

D = 1.076 (.006) + 2.650 (.006) * density (4)

charges. All the linear curves in Fig. 3 have Y equal to 2.66. We conclude

from Fig. 3 that insufficient data exist for the 1.91 and 25.4 mm diameter

charges to generate values for Do and Y (Eqn. 2). For the 34.7 mm charges, a

linear fit to the 0.80 and 1.087 g/cc points yields a value of Y of 2.43.

However, because the 50.8 mm diameter data depart from Eqn. 4 somewhere between

1.087 and 1.205 g/cc, it is not clear that the 1.087 g/cc datum for the 34.7

mm diameter charges is in its linear region.

For the D-l/d plane, only Eqns. 3 and 4 have been used to define values for

the determination of the coefficients of Eqn. 1 for densities between 0.85 and

1.10 g/cc. For the three experimental densities, both the fits and experiment-

al data are shown in Fig. 4. (The dashed lines are extrapolations of the

trends seen from Eqns. 3 and 4.)

90/10 AP/Al

In contrast to the 95/5 AP(9.3)/Al(7) measurements, Price et al. noted that

there was much more scatter in the detonation velocity measurements for the

90/10 AP/Al samples. The authors used this formulation to explore more

extensively the influence of particle sizes on the detonation velocity: both

the AP and Al particle sizes were varied. The AP used for their main study on

90/10 AP/Al mixtures was the 7.2 ym batch.

With the addition of additional Al, linear regions in the D-p plane extended

to higher densities than for 95/5 AP/Al, as can be seen in Fig. 5. In spite

of the scatter in these 90/10 AP(7.2)/Al(7) data, it can be seen that the slope

decreases with charge diameter. Eqns. 5-8 summarize these linear fits for

charge diameters of 25.4, 34.9, 50.8 and 76.2 mm, respectively. These

D = 1.366 (.030) + 2.183 (.033) * density (5)

D = 1.372 (.099) + 2.281 (.097) * density (6)

D = 1.348 (.074) + 2.484 (.074) * density (7)

D = 1.291 (.105) + 2.649 (.105) * density (8)

relationships were then used to calculate detonation velocities at various

densities and charge diameters. Linear fits (Eqn. 1) were made for densities

of 0.60 to 1.40 g/cc. Fig. 6 shows a comparison of some of these linear fits

and experimental data for densities of 0.62, 0.90, 1.10 and 1.35 g/cc.
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that is not the situation for our objectives (as seen in Fig. 8 of Ref. 5).

Our analyses of their detonation velocity data for 95/5 AP(9.3)/Al(7) are

summarized in Fig. 3. For the 76.2 and 50.8 mm diameter charges, very good

linear fits were found. Eqn. 3 used data from 0.80 to 1.325 g/cc for the 76.2

mm charges while Eqn. 4 used data from 0.80 to 1.087 g/cc for the 50.8 mm

D = 1.147 (.025) + 2.664 (.015) * density (3)

D = 1.076 (.006) + 2.650 (.006) * density (4)

charges. All the linear curves in Fig. 3 have Y equal to 2.66. We conclude

from Fig. 3 that insufficient data exist for the 1.91 and 25.4 mm diameter

charges to generate values for Do and Y (Eqn. 2). For the 34.7 mum charges, a

linear fit to the 0.80 and 1.087 g/cc points yields a value of Y of 2.43.

However, because the 50.8 mm diameter data depart from Eqn. 4 somewhere between

1.087 and 1.205 g/cc, it is not clear that the 1.087 g/cc datum for the 34.7

mm diameter charges is in its linear region.

For the D-1/d plane, only Eqns. 3 and 4 have been used to define values for

the determination of the coefficients of Eqn. 1 for densities between 0.85 and

1.10 g/cc. For the three experimental densities, both the fits and experiment-

al data are shown in Fig. 4. (The dashed lines are extrapolations of the

trends seen from Eqns. 3 and 4.)

90/10 AP/Al

In contrast to the 95/5 AP(9.3)/AI(7) measurements, Price et al. noted that

there was much more scatter in the detonation velocity measurements for the

90/10 AP/Al samples. The authors used this formulation to explore more

extensively the influence of particle sizes on the detonation velocity: both

the AP and Al particle sizes were varied. The AP used for their main study on

90/10 AP/Al mixtures was the 7.2 pm batch.

With the addition of additional Al, linear regions in the D-p plane extended

to higher densities than for 95/5 AP/Al, as can be seen in Fig. 5. In spite

of the scatter in these 90/10 AP(7.2)/Al(7) data, it can be seen that the slope

decreases with charge diameter. Eqns. 5-8 summarize these linear fits for

charge diameters of 25.4, 34.9, 50.8 and 76.2 mnm, respectively. These relation-

D = 1.366 (.030) + 2.183 (.033) * density (5)

D = 1.372 (.099) + 2.281 (.097) * density (6)

D = 1.348 (.074) + 2.484 (.074) * density (7)

D = 1.291 (.105) + 2.649 (.105) * density (8)

ships were then used to calculate detonation velocities at various densities

and charge diameters. Linear fits (Eqn. 1) were made for densities of 0.60 to

1.40 g/cc. Fig. 6 shows a comparison of some of these linear fits and

experimental data for densities of 0.62, 0.90, 1.10 and 1.35 g/cc.
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80/20 AP/Al

Charges of 80/20 AP(9.3)/Al(7) were prepared using AP lot N-144. Fig. 7

shows the data for 0.826 and 1.136 g/cc charges and linear fits to the data.

AP/Wax Formulations

Price, Erkman, Clairmont and Edwards studied waxed mixtures of AP. [11,14]
The concentrations of the additive were 5, 10, 20 and 31.5%. The particles

sizes of AP from the various lots were 25, 28 and 200 pm. The wax had a
particle size of 125 pm.

95/5 AP/wax

The 95/5 AP(28)/wax(125) charges were studied at two densities (1.025 and

1.250 g/cc) and various diameters. Their detonation velocity data are shown

in Fig. 8. The higher density charges show a feature that was found to be

typical of AP/wax and AP/HMX formulations, namely non-linear characteristics

in the D-1/d plane (as discussed in the Introduction). A third order
polynomial fit to the 1.250 g/cc data is shown in the figure. (In Ref. 11, two

linear regions had been fitted to the 1.250 g/cc data.)

90/10 AP/wax

The 90/10 AP(25)/wax(125) charges were studied at two densities (0.940 and

1.201 g/cc) and various diameters. Fourth order polynomial fits have been made

to these data as shown in Fig. 9. These data extend to much smaller diameters

than found in either the AP or AP/Al studies. (In Fig. 4 of Ref. 11, two
linear regions again had been fitted to both data sets.)

80/20 AP/wax

The 80/20 AP(25)/wax(125) charges were studied at two densities(0.901 and
1.101 g/cc) and various diameters. Fourth order polynomial fits have again

been made to these detonation velocity data, as shown in Fig. 10. (In Ref. 11,

two linear regions again had been fitted to the data.) These data (as well as

those for 90/10 AP/wax in Fig. 9) show that at very small diameters the lower

density charges have the higher detonation velocities for a given diameter.

68.5/31.5 AP/wax

The 68.5/31.5 AP(28)/wax(125) charges were studied at 0.826 and 1.006 g/cc

and various diameters. As seen in Fig. 11, this formulation appears to show
the traditional linear relationship in the D-1/d plane. However, the fact that

the two curves cross at small diameters, as seen above in Fig. 10 for 80/20

AP(25)/wax(125) charges, suggests the possibility that non-linear behavior may
manifest itself at very large diameters.
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Discussion

The D-density (D-p) plane and the D-i/d olane

Our initial objective for this paper was to select values of D. that could

be used to guide the standardization of thermoequilibrium codes for AP systems.

Much of the detonation velocity data that we have reviewed herein had been

displayed in the D-p plane (Eqn. 2) in the original publications. However, it

is important to understand how these data transpose to the D-1/d plane (Eqn.
1) since it is the latter where D. selections are made.

For intramolecular explosives, the HBX-i data set [15] (detonation velocities
as a function of density and charge diameter) has served as a reference for

Group 1 behavior.[16] The summarized HBX-i data set [12] has been used to

display the HBX-1 data in the D-i/d plane, Fig. 12, for a variety of densities.

It is evident that as the density decreases from TMD (1.76 g/cc), the slope (M)

increases. This contrasts with the pattern seen herein for AP systems (see

Figs. 1 and 4) and is a manifestation of the differences between Group 1 and

Group 2 characteristics discussed in Ref. 16. However, in contrast to the
general behavior, our analyses have indicated that it is not obvious that the

Group 2 systems, as displayed in the D-p plane, always have decreasing values

of Y (Eqn. 2) as a function of decreasing charge diameters (a major tenet of
a Group 2 material). The difficulty when analyzing data in the D-p plane is

the determination at what density the measurements begin to depart from a

linear dependency. This is especially pertinent for the smaller charge

diameters where this departure may occurred at densities that are not too far

above a "stable packing density" of the granular materials.

The data for 90/10 AP(7.2)/Al(7) in Fig. 5 definitely support the Group 2
description as proposed by Price. In the D-l/d plane, the values of M increase
with increasing density, the oppQsite of that observed for the Group 1 data of

Fig. 12. On the other hand, the 10 ym AP data [5] and perhaps the 95/5

AP(9.3)/Al(7) data of Fig. 3 (76.2 and 50.8 mm diameters) show "very similar"

values of Y in the D-p plane. In the D-l/d plane these data suggest values of
M which vary very slightly with increasing densities. Hence, the following

generalities have been observed. If values of Y in Eqn. 2 decrease for

increasing charge diameters, then values of M decrease with increasing density
(Group 1). If values of Y increase for increasing charge diameters, then the

values of M increase with increasing density (Group 2). If values of Y are

nearly identical, then the values of M are nearly identical for the various

densities.

Particle Size and Infinite Diameter Detonation Velocity

It is well known, and illustrated herein and in Ref. 5, that the particle
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sizes of the A.P and other ingredients in the AP-containing formulations play

major roles in determining the detonation velocities of the systems. Although

Price et al. documented very well these particle sizes measurements in the

various technical reports, these particles size aspects were not always

sufficiently detailed in their literature (summary) publications. Examples of

this include the differences between 7.8 and 10 jim AP systems (F-ig. -2.) and

AP/Al systems (see Ref. 5). These latter, and important, observations were not

included in the summary paper on AP/Al systems, Ref. 13. For our purposes it

is very important to have values of D. that are independent of particle size,

as well as to understand how variations in particle size have affected

detonation velocities for the various systems that have been studied.

As noted in the introduction, it should not be assumed that Eqn. 1 will

describe experimental data sets. Hence, we have primarily looked for

variations to a linear fit before accepting that Egn. 1 is the best fit to the

data. The data of Price et al. from Ref. 7 for porous 10 pim AP samples appear

to fit a linear dependency fairly well. Both Anderson and Pesante and Price

et al. defined coefficients for Eqn. 2 for infinite diameter charges and,

lacking a defined associated particle size, they implied that the coefficients

are independent of particle size. We do not agree with their conclusions.

Based upon observations from Fig. 2, values of D., for 1.0 g/cc samples will

most likely be at least 0.15 ism/jis higher than 3.75 mm/jis, the intercept in

Fig. 2. Similar arguments can be made for the 1.25 g/cc samples.

For the AP/Al systems, the same uncertainty exists about the influence of the

AP particle size on any extrapolation to infinite diameter. However, there is

also the uncertainty of whether the Al is participating (either fully or

partially) in the reaction before the sonic plane. Hence, the extrapolation

of any AP/Al data set has potential particle size effects associated with both

ingredients.

From the Price, Clairmont, Erkman and Edwards data sets for AP/wax it is

evident that the Selection of any value for D. for these systems is very

uncertain. (On the other hand, these data sets are invaluable for understand-

ing the reaction kinetics of the detonation state of these intermolecular

formulations.) Price et al. used two linear fits to the data in Figs. 8, 9 and

10. We have used polynomial fits to illustrate the difference in D. values

that result from these two different interpretations. Which, if any, of these

two procedures is valid is uncertain. AS Stated in the introduction,

determination of these D,. values appears to require numerical calculations

using an accurate model of the detonation state and experimental D-1/d data

sets, such as shown in Figs. B-10. (Nevertheless, the experimental data, for

AP/Al and AP/wax Shown in the various figures, do provide estimates of the

lower bounds of D. when extrapolated (l/d = 0) and hence do provide some

guidance for standardization of TIGER, etc.)
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A very intriguing example of the particle size influence for AP is shown in
Fig. 9 for 90/10 AP/wax formulations. For AP and AP/Al formulations having 8-

10 ym AP, detonation velocities are higher than for formulations containing

larger AP particle sizes (e.g., 25 ym). For 90/10 AP/wax systems, the

detonation velocities for 1.07 g/cc 90/10 AP(200)/wax(125) samples at diameters

of 63.5 and 76.2 smm are nearly equal to detonation velocities for 1.20 g/cc

samples of 90/10 AP(25)/wax(125) at the same (respective) diameter. (The value

of D for 90/10 AP(200)/wax(125) at 50.8 mm is indicative of the much larger

critical diameter of 90/10 AP(200)/wax(125) relative to 90/10 AP(25)/wax(125).)

These observations are most intriguing and allows one to ask questions such as,
whether this particle size effect levels off beyond about 30 Ym, whether there

is a maximum reduction in detonation velocity for a particle size between 30
and 200 ym, whether the fracture of the 200 ym particles during the pressing

process produced enough smaller particles to "mimic" a 30 Ym mixture or whether

a combination of the latter with an earlier possibility is more likely. Only

future work can begin to answer these questions.

Prediction of Detonation Velocity

The selection of D. values for AP-containing formulations was to guide the

selection of parameters to be used for the BKW EOS in TIGER and/or CHEETAH.

Although D. values for these AP system are uncertain (as discussed above), we

can explore the trend in predicted detonation velocities resultant from the
recent BKW parameter sets, namely BKWR vs. BKWS vs. BKWC. These parameter sets
differ in the methodology and data bases used to standardize the parameters.

In Table I are velocities and temperatures calculated for the detonation

state for two densities of AP. They were calculated using the three BKW sets

Table I. Calculated Detonation State Values using Three BKW
Parameter Sets and the TIGER code

Composition Density D. Temperature

g/cc mm/ps oK

BKWR

AP 1.00 4.05 1854
1.95 6.49 1497

BKWS

AP 1.00 4.02 2008
1.95 6.96 1984

BKWC

AP 1.00 3.68 1902
1.95 6.42 1772
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(see Ref. 17) and TIGER. A comparison of the 1.00 g/cc detonation velocities

with the data in Fig. 2 shows that BKWC yields too low a velocity while the

BKWR and BKWS values are consistent with an estimate of D. for infinitely small

AP particles. Comparing temperatures among the three sets shows that BKWR has

much too low a value at 1.95 g/cc. (One important change from BKWR to BEWS and

BKWC is the value for the parameter, e, that plays a major role in determining

the temperature of the detonation state.) The data in Table I illustrate the

need and importance to standardize the complete BKW parameters set (including

covolumes) for AP-containing formulations. Such an effort is currently

underway.
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VULNERABILITY TESTS WITH FRAGMENT IMPACTS

VERWUNDBARKEITSTESTS MIT SPLITTERAUFSCHLAG
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Zusammenfassung

FLr den SplitterbeschuB nach MIL-STD-2105B sind ,,Projektilbildende (EFP)

Ladungen" mit 16 g Belegungsmasse besonders geeignet. Die geforderte

Geschwindigkeit von 2530 m/s wird bereits mit einer Sprengladungsmenge von 80 g

erreicht. Drei bis funf EFP-Generatoren k6nnen simultan mit einer zeitlichen

Streuung von weniger als 1 ps oder mit jeder gewLnschten Zeitdifferenz gezondet

werden. Die Splitter treffen den gewinschten Ort auf der Munition mit sehr hoher

Genauigkeit. Diese Splittergeneratoren ergeben keine wOrfelf6rmigen Splitter von

12,6 mm Kantenl&nge. Die Projektile sind halbkugelf6rmig geformt. Wirfelf6rmige

Splitter haben jedoch je nach Trefferlage - Seitenfl&che oder Wf.rfelkante - um den

Faktor 2 unterschiedliche Grenzgeschwindigkeiten. Deshalb werden mit

halbkugelf6rmigen Splittern weitaus besser reproduzierbare Ergebnisse erhalten.

Summary

EFP charges with 16 g liner mass will be very suitable for the fragment impact tests
of the MIL-STD-2105 B. They give the required velocity of 2530 m/s with about 80 g

HE. 3 to 5 EFP generators can be fired simultaneously with less than _t 1 Ps jitter or

with any intended time differences. The fragments can be very accurately aimed to

the wanted hit position on the test item. These low cost devices give no cubic

fragments with 12.6 mm side length; they are hemispherically shaped. But cubic

fragments have more than a factor of 2 threshold velocity differences, depending on

side-on, edge-on or tip-on impacts. Therefore much more reliable results are

achieved with a hemispherical fragment shape.
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1. MIL-STD-2105 B requirements

The MIL-STD-21 05 B requires for the acceptance of an ,,nsensitive Munition' the
survivability or at least no violent reactions on fragment impacts <1>. Under the
preferred test procedure § 5.2.4.2.1. mild steel cubes of 12,7 mm side length should
hit the test item with a velocity of 2530 in/s ±i 90 in/s and with at least two fragments,
but not more than five fragments.

In USA - a fragment generator FRAGMAT with 50 kgs - 90 kgs high explosive,
Composition B, is used with a central point initiation <2>, or With the NAWC
FRAGMAT launcher 18,3 kg Octol with a 5 point multi initiation opposite to 25 or only
5 cubic fragments (Fig. 1) <3>. Such a high amount of explosives is not only
generating an enormous blast effect but will also load the target additionally. Further
such an amount of high explosives can not be used at many test ranges, at least in
Europe. Also the hit position of the fragments is not very well controlled. For catching
the natural fragments built by the axial confinement originally made of steel, 75 mm
to 100 mm thick RHA shielding is necessary to avoid perforation or to overcome
spall fragments from the shield <4>. This problem is drastically reduced by using
tungsten/epoxy confinement, produced with a special molding process <3>.

Under § 5.2.4.2.2. an alternative test procedure #1 is described where a ,single"
16 g mild steel fragment with 12.7 mm diameter and 14.7 mm cylindrical length and
an additional cone of 1 400 on its front side can be used.

Under § 5.2.4.2.3. an alternative test procedure #2 is given where the test setup,
fragment characteristics and passing criteria shall be designed, based on the threat
hazard analysis (THA) to address fragment threats for tactical situations,.

The author has the impression that the trial inventors" had problems to test the
different items with the 16 g cubical fragments launched by HE generators with
2530 m/s. On one hand, this is an extremely high velocity which may occur on static
targets but at least very seldom. On the other hand, the necessary amount of high
explosives to launch such fragments creates also a lot of technical problems.

The alternative test procedure #1 is a practical compromise to reduce the
requirement now to the impact by a single mild steel fragment with a cylindrical
shape and to launch this fragment from a powder gun with 1830 m/s.
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The alternative test procedure #2 gives a further compromise, certainly imposed by
the threat hazards analysis.

To conduct the multiple fragment impacts with the required velocities - 2530 m/s-.
90 m/s and precise impact location - either on the main charge or on the most shock
sensitive location of the munitions, DRI has designed and used a dual powder gun
with two extremely long 40 mm barrels arranged in a special mobile shelter <4>.
Special problems were coming up to achieve the velocities by changing the test site.
No remarks are given on the simultaneity of the two fragments. The reactivity of
confined high explosive charges is changing by the time difference of the fragment
impacts <5>.

4 such preformed fragments can be also simultaneously launched by a very special
laboratory gun <6>. This is generally also an expensive tool. For the installation, the
gun needs a concrete base (Fig. 2). The hit positions of the individual fragments on
the AURs (all up rounds) are relatively well defined.

Launching of 16 g fragments with an EFP-design to velocities of 2530 m/s is no
problem at all. It can be used also mild steel for the fragments. Only the shape will
not be cubical. But a cubical shape is also changed to a conical or hemispherical
front after perforation, also of thin target material. The orientation of a cubical
fragment on a HE surface has a very great influence on the threshold values for
initiation (Fig. 3) <7>. More reliable results can definitely be achieved by a
hemispherical front face of the fragment.

A large number of tests were conducted by the author with 40 g heavy EFP-
fragments to find the threshold values of confined high explosive charges with
different barrier or cover plate thickness at 2.400 m/s impact velocities <5>.

2. Fragment threat

The author criticized this unrealistic requirement in his presentations on the
,,Propulsion and Energetic Panel, 7 8 "h Specialist' Meeting held in Bonn 1991 which is
published in the AGARD-CP-51 1 <8> and at the binational German French
workshop at the Institute Saint Louis in November 1992 <9>.

Boggs showed in his paper ,,Hazards of energetic materials and their relations to
munitions survivability" the fragment threat as a function of fragment mass and
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velocity and in a rough way their probability of occurring <10>. His diagram shows

that the 16 g fragment with 2530 m/s is beyond the threat range (Fig. 4). A fragment

of exactly 2050 m/s with 73 g has a higher frequency of appearing. A further critical

fragment but roughly around 1 % of the frequency compared to the 73 g fragment, is

a fragment with 430 g with a velocity of 1280 m/s. These two fragments represent a

much higher threat to our munitions compared to the unrealistically fast fragment, as

the Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 after Wagenhals show in which the perforation of steel barriers

of different wall thicknesses are additionally presented with two different equations

(THOR, respectively FATE) <11 >.

3. EFP fragment generator

For the layout of the fragment generator as an EFP charge with the liner and charge

geometry, assistance was given by Weimann <12>. A mild steel liner (ARMCO-Iron)

with a mass of exactly 16 g was used (Fig. 7). To ensure no liner mass is lost by the

launch process, a radial confinement or a so-called spallring is used with a

hexagonal shape to get also a very well controlled rear or base formation. The

weight of the cast high explosive charge of Comp. B 3 is only around 80 g. By firing 2

to 5 charges the total amount of detonating high explosive is 160 g to 400 g which is

extremely less compared to FRAGMAT generators of 18300 g to 50000 g. This gives

no blast load at all to the test item in a few meters distance.

Three 16 g EFP-fragment generators were fired simultaneously in front of 2 flash X-
ray tubes with double exposure after 500 ps and 700 ps (Fig. 8). The axial distances

of the fragment generators were 80 mm. They were glued in plastic tubes which
were fixed in a 19 mm thick plywood (Fig. 9). Then they were individually oriented to

the target by a laser.

The flash X-ray shows the designed velocity of 2500 m/s (Fig. 10). The two

externally arranged projectiles are turning both inwards" which means they are

influenced by the middle EFP-fragment generator. This was not expected but can be

taken into account. The axial distance from the axis was 80 mm and from the
surfaces 40 mm. But still the impacts are very accurate on the target plate at 2100

mm distance (Fig. 11).

On the next test a plywood was installed on the rear side between the two externally

arranged 16 g EFP-fragment generators at distances of 160 mm (Fig. 12). As the

500 ps FXR-picture shows the EFP-projectiles are much less tumbling ( Fig. 13). The
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impacts on the target plate are exactly in the wanted aiming points in 160 mm
distance ( Fig. 14).

After the first very promising tests a second series of liners was built with a different
raw material and new charges cast. To learn something from the test set-up with
only 80 mm axial distances, a blast shield was installed between the lower two EFP-
fragment generators (Fig. 15). A picture of the total test set-up shows the 16 g EFP-
fragment generators on the left side, the protecting cassette for the X-ray film in the
background and the windows for the FXR tubes on the far right side. The hazardous
fragments of the spall rings are stopped with the wooden blocks around the charges
(Fig. 16). The flash X-ray shows that the lower two EFP-fragments are obviously
turned to the blast shield which has evidently given some influence to the projectile
orientation (Fig. 17). The upper projectile was not very well built by the improper liner
material. The impacts are only partially very close to the aiming points on the target
plate (Fig. 18).
This test was again repeated where the EFP formation is again less well formed by
loosing some small pieces on the rear side which obviously created the tumbling
(Fig. 19). The lower EFP-generator had 3.5 g more high explosive weight which has
driven this projectile to slightly higher velocities, in the range of 1 %. The impacts of
these three projectiles were again good, but not perfectly covering the intended hit
positions (Fig. 20). By using the proper liner material, the hemispherical fragment
formation and the exact hit point of ±t 10 mm at 2 m distance can be achieved, as the
first two shots with the first lot of mild steel liners have demonstrated.

4. Conclusion

A 16 g fragment generator can be designed as an EFP charge and can launch a
16 g fragment with 2530 m/s. If wanted the velocity can also be increased,
respectively also easily decreased.

With the same design, also other masses can be launched as already demonstrated
with 40 g and 240 g fragment masses at 2.400 m/s velocity <6>. This means velocity
and masses can be changed relatively easily.

The liner material has to be carefully selected. In further tests it will be demonstrated
that shape and impact point can be very well controlled.
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But independent from this, these 16 g fragment generators are simple and low cost
devices to get one or more impacts on a test item with highly accurate hit positions
(Fig. 21). With the low explosive weight it is an ideal tool for testing the survivability
of ammunitions by fragment impacts required in MIL 2105 B.
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Increase of sensitivity of HMX-based pressed explosives

resulting of the damage induced by hydrostatic compression

A.Lefran~ois, G.Demol

Centre d'Etudes de Gramat

F-46500 GRAMAT

ABSTRACT

Reflection optical microscopy of polished section of recovered HMX grains submitted to

isostatic compression exhibits intragranular defects like microcracks and shear bands. The

microstructure of HMX-based pressed explosives thus contains not only porosity but also

intragranular damage, that could be responsible for producing additional hot spots, or causing

fast decomposition in shock to detonation transition. The influence of intragranular damage on

sensitivity was investigated using recovered damaged particles and initial undamaged

particles. Interface velocities between 3 mm-thick explosive samples and PMMA windows,

separated by a thin (13 pm) aluminium plate, have been recorded with a VISAR. The input

shocks were generated by the impact of projectiles launched by a light gas gun and a powder

gun. At the calculated pressure of 5 GPa, no difference was observed between the two

materials. At higher pressures, the damaged samples showed higher reactivity than the

samples made with the initial grains. It is concluded that the additional intragranular defects

induced by the isostatic compression process must be taken into account to describe the

ignition and growth of the reaction stimulated by shock.
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INTRODUCTION

It is widely accepted that initiation of pressed explosives submitted to a shock wave occur

in hot spots. Because the energy deposited in the material by the shock wave at the ignition

threshold is not sufficient to produce ignition of the bulk, it is necessary to suppose that

localization of energy happens in some points of the material. However, the nature of the

mechanism(s) involved in this localization is still controversial. Many different processes

have been proposed. All heterogeneities of the material have been considered to be potential

ignition sites including pores, cracks, contacts between grains or between grain and binder.

But the major modeling effort has been made on a mechanism called viscoplastic pore

collapse. In this mechanism, when the shock wave has passed, the pore collapses and

therefore, the solid material surrounding it strains. This deformation of a viscoplastic material

heats the explosive to produce hot spots. However, observing a micrograph of a pressed

explosive, let's say of pressed HMX, a lot of defects that can be seen are cracks and

deformation bands at the scale of a few micrometers. These microstmuctural defects are present

in the initial moulding powder but they are not so numerous there. We then designed an

experimental plan to investigate the influence of the additional defects introduced by the

isostatic compression on the sensitivity of the explosive. We will present the experimental

procedure used to that respect and the results.

The basic idea of this work is to recover the HMX grains after a hydrostatic compression

using a soluble binder. Our aim is to compare the shock-sensitivity of the two batches of

HMX grains :the initial one and the recovered one. Firstly, we describe the moulding powder

preparation, the compression process and grains recovery. The particle size distribution of

"initial and recovered" grains is controlled using laser granulometry and also the

microstructure using reflection optical microscopy.

Then, we describe the sensitivity tests. The two batches are separately consolidated the

same way with a wax binder. The thickness, the density and also the microstructure are

controlled. The sensitivity tests are plane impact experiments. Different projectile velocities

are used. VISAR signals measure the particle velocity of the explosive/window interfaces.

Teobserved shock amplification is indeed in relation with the energy release of the

explosive. Significant differences in shock sensitivity are recorded. lIntragranular defects are

reported to influence the shock to detonation transition.
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HMX-GRAINS RECOVERY

Preparation of the moulding powder

The formulation of the pressed explosive is 3 % in weight of a water-soluble binder and its

plasticizer and 97 % of a bimodal composition of HMX grains.

The water soluble binder is a partially hydrolyzed polyvinyl alcohol. The binder is named

Mowiol 10-74 made by Hoechst and the plasticizer is a polyethylene glycol (PEG 300).

The preparation of the moulding powder is composed of the four following steps:

- dissolution of the binder and the plasticizer in water,

- mechanical mixing of HMX powders in the previous solution,

- evaporation of water under vacuum with minimum mechanical agitation,

-manual granulation across sieves and drying.

The coating process itself can severely damage the grains as pointed out by Skidmore [1].

He showed that the particle size distribution can even be affected by such a process. We also

experienced a granulometry reduction after a tested magnetic mixing. We had thought

previously that this step was rather innocuous but only a careful handling of the grains can

allow not to damage the grains. The influence of the process on the microstructure of HMX-

grains is controlled with reflection optical microscopy. For the microscopic examination, all

the samples are potted in epoxy resin and polished on automated equipment. This technique

was designed to reduce artifacts. Polished sections of the moulding powder are prepared and

observed with reflection optical microscopy. Figure 1 shows the microstructure of the

moulding powder with soluble binder. Even if a crack can be seen in a large grain, the

moulding powder is slightly affected by the preparation.

Compression of the powder

The moulding powder is then pressed to produce a damage which is similar to the one

usually observed in HMX-based pressed explosives. Some preliminary experiments have been

done using uniaxial compression to determine the experimental conditions. However, it is

important to remember that the stresses are not comparable in the uniaxial and hydrostatic

processes.

The plasticizer effect on the explosive compression is important. This has already been

shown in the work by Langston and al [2, 3] and is here confirmed : Table 1 shows the

influence of the plasticizer on the density of uniaxial pressed blocks. The measurements are

performed using the adapted hydrostatic method with an intermediate oil coating. In 3 % wt.
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binder, porosity is almost doubled between the 50 % wt. of plasticizer and no plasticizer.

When there is no plasticizer, the binder is rather brittle and the compression introduces a lot of

damage in the grains. Adding some plasticizer in the binder allows to obtain a more ductile

binder and that reduces significantly the damage created in the grains by compression. The

proportion of plasticizer is fixed to 15 %.

Samples Density p. (g/cmn) Porosity I - Pa M

P TMD
Binder and Plasticizer 50 % wt. / 1200 bars 1,76 5,9

Binder only / 1200 bars 1,68 10,1
Binder and Plasticizer 50 % wt. / 1500 bars 1,80 3,7

Binder only / 1500 bars 1,72 8,0

Table 1 : Influence of PEG 300 plasticizer on the density of uniaxial pressed samples.

The temperature of the hydrostatic compression takes into account the influence of the

pressure on the glass transition of the binder [4]. The temperature is fixed to 70 'C.

The pressure with two cyclic applications is limited to 1200 bars because HMX grains are

too damaged when higher pressures are used during pressing. Figure 2 shows a micrograph of

recovered grains after uniaxial compression at 1500 bars. The microscopic investigation

reveals crosscracks and open fractures, which lead to the break-up of the coarse grains. At

lower pressure, the microstructure is less damaged.

Figure 1 Microstructure of the moulding Figure 2 . Microstructure of damaged grains
powder with soluble binder after unlaxial pressing under 1500 bars
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After hydrostatic compression, the HMX grains are recovered by dissolving the binder in

water. The pressed explosive is placed in distilled water. After a week, the compacted material

is completely weathered. The process uses some temperature cycles up to 60'C in double

boiler to accelerate the dissolution of the binder in water [5]. Every time the water is changed,

the grains are recovered by sieves and filters. Only few balls of grains remain because of

undissolved binder.

Particle Size Distribution

The analysis were performed at CEA Le Ripault on a Mastersizer S long bed. The particle

size distributions of the initial and recovered grains are compared on figures 3 and 4.

The fine particle distributions are different. The fine volume fraction of recovered grains is

smaller than the initial one. The distribution is the same for sizes above 80 pm. But, under this

limit, the fine recovered particles diminish rapidly. Different artifacts could interfere with the

measurements. The very fine grains could be dissolved in water (the recovered grains have

spent more time in water because of the dissolution of binder). They could also pass through

the filter. Fine grains could be linked to the coarse grains or to the filter because of

undissolved and settled binder. The last explanation is probably the most important one.

The bimodal distribution of the initial grains presents a gap between the fine and coarse

grains. This interval is preserved for the recovered grains. So, the coarse grains are not broken

during the process of compression.

20- Initialm Initial Recovered
SRecovered

10

0 NJ

1l0 100 1000 200 Particule Diameter (pm) 1000
Particule Diameter (pm)

Figue 3Pariclesiz ditribtios o iniialandFigure 4: Particle size distributions of initial and
Figuvred 3gPariclesiedsrbtosfiniaad recovered grains taken over a 200 pmu sieve
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For the coarse fractions of the initial and recovered grains, the median diameter is 682 pm.

However, the coarse particle distribution of the recovered grains is larger than the initial one.

This slight difference is explained by the microstructure of recovered grains :

- Assemblies of coarse and fine grains remain present after the recovery because of

undissolved or settled binder.

- Some grains are broken during the process of compression and recovery.

The results show that the morphology is slightly affected by the hydrostatic compression

and the grains recovery. The coarse fractions of the initial and recovered grains whose size is

greater than 200 pm are used for the sensitivity test. Because the particle size distribution of

the coarse recovered HMX grains is similar to the one of initial coarse grains, the particle size

effect on the compared shock sensitivity will be limited.

Additional intragranular Defects

Figures 5, 6 respectively show the microstructure of initial and recovered coarse grains.

Different kinds of defects are compared : porosity, twinned bands and cracks. The preparation

is very important to avoid artifacts. Bad conditions can lead to many artifacts : for example

scratches could be mistaken with porosity.

A

Figure 5 Microstructure of initial coarse grains Figure 6 Microstructure of recovered coarse grains

The intragranular porosity is observed as black spots and the distribution is similar in the

two batches : initial and recovered grains. Characterization of the porosity reveals from one to
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ten pores with a diameter under ten micrometers in the grains. A few big pores are present

with a diameter under 50 pm.

Twinned crystals are observed in both lots. But twinned bands appear only in the recovered

coarse grains (see the center of the grain in figure 6). Those bands cover in general a part of

the grain. They present no microscopic discontinuity, and are fine, and parallel. Cracks often

pass through it. Those bands are probably due to grain plasticity.

Intragranular cracks have already been observed in the initial coarse grains. Their number

is limited. For the recovered grains, they are much more numerous. They usually begin from

pre-existing heterogeneities : pores, grain border, inclusion. Transgranular cracks are also

present. They are often formed by coalescence of intragranular cracks.

SENSITIVITY TESTS

Pressed Explosive formulations

At this point, it is necessary to make explosive formulations from the two HMX powders.

For simplicity, we choose to use uniaxial compression of the powder mixed with a wax.

The parameters of the uniaxial compression have been optimized to avoid overdamaging

the grains. The following conditions have been tested for compression with initial grains :

pressure between 125 and 500 bars, temperature between 40'C and 60'C and wax binder

weight fraction between 10 % and 20 %.

Figure 7 Microstructure of samples pressed at Figure 8 : Microstructure of samples pressed at
50 'C, 250 bars and 10 % wax weight fraction 50 'C, 125 bars and 15 % wax weight fraction
made with initial coarse grains made with initial coarse grains
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A wax weight below 20 % and a too high pressure lead to additional cracks, and even

fractures. Those defects are generated by contacts between grains. Figures 7 and 8 show the

damage caused by contacts between grains under different conditions of compression. The

temperature of the process also plays an important role. At 60 'C, the pressed sample is pasty

just after the exit of the matrix. At 40 'C it is slightly friable.

The optimized conditions are fixed at 50 0C, 200 bars and a wax weight fraction of 20 %

Both batches of HMX the initial and the recovered ones are separately pressed. Figures 9 and

10 show the microstructure of the two different batches. Cracks and twinned bands are present

in the samples made with the recovered grains. Porosity and granulometry are preserved

between the two lots. In spite of great care, some grains have been fractured during this step.

But this is limited.

The density is also controlled, using the hydrostatic method. The mean porosity of the

pressed samples is about 2.3 %. The difference of density between the two different samples

is less than 0.01 g/ cm3.

Fiur Mcosrutreo te rssd Fiur 0 irotrcur f hepese
exloie ae ih ntilcors ran ad exlsiemae ih eovrd ors ranopimze cndton ad ptmze cndtin

Shoc exprimets sty

Figue 9xpMicrotstrctre profrted presigtedS Figure 10d Mcotruthe ofEIthe"presse
explohesiv made wthe iential coarsde grainsand Iexplosivge mtade witnhreoered coarse aninse
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diameter of 98 mm. A velocity of 850 to 2400 m/s can be obtained on "ARES". With this gun,

velocity reproducibility is better than 1 % and parallelism on impact is about 1.5 mrad.

Depending on the breech configuration, a velocity of 50 m/s to 1200 m/s can be reached on

"DEIMOS". There, the velocity reproducibility is about 2 % and parallelism on impact is

approximately 1.5 mrad.

Plane, one-dimensional impacts take place in an evacuated target chamber. Figure 3 shows

the projectile and the target including a support, thin explosives blocks, aluminium films and

PMMA windows. The two explosives blocks are glued on the same support, so that the

impact velocity is exactly the same for the two explosive samples. The velocity of the

explosive/window interface are measured on Push-Pull Valyn VISARs. The parallel

measurements allow easy comparisons of the results.

Projectile Explosives blocks PMMA windows

S

2 A

R

Support plate Aluminium films

Figure 11 : Layout of the plane impact experiments

Experimental Results

Three projectile velocities were tested, which corresponds to the calculated shock pressure

of 5 GPa, 6.5 GPa and 8.5 GPa in the explosive. Figure 12 and 13 show the experimental

results for projectile velocities of respectively 880 m/s and 1090 m/s with an explosive

thickness of 3 mm. Figure 14 shows a result for an impact velocity of 1305 m/s, with an

explosive thickness of 2.2 mm. The presented signals are "raw" and have not been smoothed.

The signals show a kind of hump approximately one microsecond after the shock front. It

is due to the aluminium film and corresponds to the reflection of the incident shock wave at

the explosive / aluminium film interface and the aluminium film / PMMA interface. A short

duration shock is then reflected.

Figures 13 and 14 show a more or less sharp decrease and increase after the hump. The

higher the impact velocity, the more important the phenomenon is. It does not happen at low
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shock pressure. Therefore, it seems that the reactivity has a great influence on this

perturbation. The lateral release wave should affect later.

1500

Soo

[ Recovered

0 123

Time (ps)

Figure 12: Experimental results for a projectile velocity of 880 m/s

For Figure 12, during the first microseconds after the passage of the shock front, the slope

of the velocity increase is very low and the comparison of the two signals reveals no

significant difference. These results show the quality of the fabrication process of the

explosive block, and the quality of the test preparation and measurement methods used.

c0 - 1500

-- o
E E

• --:- -o, t o I•I .. . Initial
-- .. Initial C - Recovered

-Recovered

I
a1 2 30 1 2 3

Time (ps) Time (ps)

Figure 13 Experimental results for a projectile Figure 14: Experimental results for a projectile
velocity of 1090 m/s velocity of 1305 m/s

For higher projectile velocities, the velocity increase in the block made with the recovered

grains is greater than in the one made with the initial grains. Figure 13 shows a higher slope

for the recovered grains, but the shock front levels are similar. In Figure 14, the shock front is

higher for the block containing the recovered grains. This shock wave is reactive.
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When the microstructure is previously damaged by hydrostatic compression, the energy

release is much faster. This could be due to an important increase of the ignition sites (hot

spots) at high shock levels because of the presence of additional defects created by hydrostatic

compression. Alternatively, the presence of defects could play a role in the buildup of

detonation because of the increase of specific surface.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

This study shows the influence of intragranular defects introduced by hydrostatic

compression on the shock sensitivity of pressed explosives.

The main kinds of damage created by the process of hydrostatic compression are cracks

and twinned bands. Porosity is not changed and the particle size distribution is only slightly

affected. Microscopic investigations are performed using reflected optical microscopy and

laser granulometry.

Same dimensions, comparable density, comparable particle size distributions and preserved

intragranular defects are obtained for the two explosive blocks processed separately with

initial and recovered from compression grains. At low shock pressure, no difference is

observed between the two blocks. At higher shock pressure the shock sensitivity increases

with the presence of additional intragranular defects.

The formation of the hot spots and the hot spots growth and coalescence are the two main

stages of the shock to detonation transition [6, 7, 8]. The influence of cracks, and twinned

bands is complex on this process. Our results show that the presence of cracks and twinned

bands lead to a faster energy release and several explanations are possible. On the one hand,

the specific surface area is increased by the opening of cracks and this could accelerate the

reaction growth. So, cracks could play a major role in the detonation build-up. On the other

hand, the presence of additional intragranular defects could also create additional hot spots.

Thus, friction is a potential mechanism involving cracks. At the reactivity threshold (around 5

GPa) there is a hot spots initiation control [9], but the presence of cracks and twinned bands

do not increase the chemical reactivity. The influence on the hot spots formation stage could

be limited at that level. Other experiments or measurements methods will be necessary.
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TEMPERATURE IN FLUSS AUF DIE EIGENSCHAFTEN VON

MITTELKALIBERTREIBLADUNGEN

Etienne Rochat

Oerlikon Contraves Defence

Pyrotec AG, CH-8845 Studen, Switzerland

Abstract

We tested the influence of the heat production in automatic medium-calibre

guns on the properties of the propellant and the igniter. The goal was to find a

solution without danger of cook-off, overpressure or non-function.

1. Einleitung

Mittelkaliber-Schnellfeuerwaffen mit Hochleistungsmunition erreichen beim

Seriefeuer hohe Kammertemperaturen. Bei hoher Feuerbereitschaft werdlen die

Treibladung und die TreibladungsanzOndung in der geladenen, heissen Waffe

hohen Temperaturen ausgesetzt.

Dadurch kann die Pyrotechnik der Treibladlungsanzundlung in ihrer Funktions-

f~higkeit beeintrachtigt werdlen und die Innenballistik beim Schuss

unvorhergesehene Druck-Werte zeigen.

Die chemnische Stabilitat der Treibladlung ist empfindlich auf lang anhaltende

Temperaturbelastung. Nach dem Oberschreiten der Verpuffungstemperatur des

Treibladlungspulvers tritt Cook-off auf.

Im Gegensatz zu konventionellen Waffen fOhrt der Cook-off des Treibladlungs-

pulvers in der Trommel von Revolverwaffen meistens zur Zerstorung der Waffe.
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Wir erfassten einerseits die Temperaturen an den verschiedenen Orten in der

Waffe und der Patrone bei Seriefeuerbeschussen, anderseits das Selbst-

erw~rmungsverhalten von Treibladlungen in ihrer Originalumngebung.

Die Funktionsverlustgrenze der TreibladungsanzOndung und die Cook-off

Temperatur der Patrone wurden dlurch Warmilagerversuche ermittelt.

Zur Quantifizierung der Verhaitnisse am Geschutz erfolgten

Innenballistikbesch~sse mit verschiedenen Treibladungspulvern bei hohen

Temperaturen. Dabel wurde auch die Treibladungsanzundung in ihren

Ausgangsleistungsparametern variiert.

2. Systembeschrelibung

Unsere Untersuchungen erfolgten hauptsachlich mit dem mobilen Low Level Air

Defence System Oerlikon Contraves SkyShield35. Dieses besteht neben dem

Feuerleitmodul und demn ADATS-Lenkwaffenwerfer (1) aus emn bis zwei 35mm

Skywhip-Revolverkanonen. Das System verschiesst mit einer Kadenz von 1000

Schuss pro Minute aus jeder Waffe Sprengmunition oder programmierbare

AHEAD-Flugkorperabwehrmunition (2) mit je 152 Subprojektilen.

Die verwendleten singlebase Treibladlungen (ca. 330g pro Ladlung) haben eine

Flammtemperatur von ca. 2400 K, eine ExplosionswArme von max. 3210 J/g und

einen Verpuff ungspunkt von +170*C. Die tiefste Cook-off-Temperatur in der

Munition ist vorschriftsmassig die der Treibladung.

Jede Waffe hat beim Seriefeuer eine Munclungsleistung Ober 6'000 kW und

w~hrend demn Treibladlungspulverabbrand werden ca. 265 MW geleistet.

Wenn die Waffe nach mehreren Salven heiss geschossen ist, aber in Schuss-

Bereitschaft bleiben muss, darf dlurch die Erwarmung der geladenen Patronen

kein Versagen der Treibladungsanzundung vorkommen, kein Cook-off der

Treibiadungen in den Patronen in den Revolverkamnmern eintreten und kein

Uberschreiten des Konstruktionsgasdruckes beim nachsten Schuss auftreten.
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3. Walrmehaushalt in der Trammell der Revolverkanone

Die Konstruktion der Waffe muss m6glichst so erfolgen, dlass auch nach dem

Seriefeuer-Schiessen die Trommeltemperatur +71 0C nicht Obersteigt. Dann sind

automatisch alle Funktionen gew~hrieistet, weji wir uns im zu erfi)Ilenden

MIL-STD-Bereich befinden. Die negative Konsequenz kann aber emn hohes

Systemgewicht, eine komplizierte K~hleinrichtung oder emn taktisch

unbefriedigender Betrieb sein (Waffe nicht immer durchgeladen, Waffe nach

kritischer Wartezeit Ieerschiessen).

Simulationsrechnungen w~hrend der Designphase der Revolverkanone ergaben

berechnete Trommeltemperaturwerte, weiche dann mittels Experiment an

realen Trommein mit scharfen Patronen uberpruft und untersucht werden

konnten.

Bei den Experimenten wurden bei Trommeltemperaturen oberhaib 75*C

w~hrend Langzeiteinwirkungen bereits TemperaturOberhohungen im

Treibladlungspulverbett durch Selbsterw~rmungserscheinungen beobachtet.

Aus diesem Grunde wurde eine dletailierte UberprOfung der folgendlen

ZusammenhAnge:

"* Temperaturinput in die geladene Patrone

"* Treib lad ungs-cook-off

"* Innenballistik oberhalb 71oC (ausserhaib MIL-STD-Temperaturbereich)

"* Anzundsicherheit nach der Temperatureinwirkung im Sinoxidsatz

(Tetrazenabbau)

yerla ngt.
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4. Wairmehaushalt im Trelibladungspulver-Bett

Zur Ermittlung des Einflusses der verschiedenen TLP-Dimensionen und der

verschiedenen Geschosstypen auf dlas Einstellen des Temperaturgleichgewichtes

in der Munition wurden laborierte 35mm-Patronen mit Thermoelementen

versehen und im Klimaschrank einer Temnperatu rpendei prof ung zwischen -540C

und +710C unterworfen.

Es zeigte sich, dlass sowohl Metaligranaten wie Kunststoff'geschosse und sowohi

grobkornige wie feinkornige Treibladlungspulver identisches AufwArm- und

Abkuhlverhalten zeigen.

Der Messort innerhaib des Pulverbettes ist aber for die Ermittlung der Emn-

pegelungszeit sehr bestimmend. Buld 1.

Zur Charakterisierung der Hitzestaueffekte unter quasi-adiabatischen

Bedingungen wurden Dewartests durchgefujhrt (schlimmstmoglicher Fall). Das

Dewar hatte emn Ahnliches Innenvolumen wie eine 35mm Patronenhulse und

wurde mit 370g Treiblaclungspulver geladen. Es wurde festgestellt, dlass

normalerweise im Zentrum des Pulverbettes bei einer Temperatur oberhalb

145*C der Cook-off eintritt. Darum wurde dlas Dewar, nach demn Erreichen dieser

Temperaturschwelle, automnatisch mit Wasser geflutet. Bild 2, Buld 3.

Treibladlungspulver Ofen-Temperatur (0C) Zeit bis 145 0C (h) Verpuff ung?
PGD550MC 130 1.2 ja, 145*C
PGD550MC 120 5.8 geflutet
PGD55OWs 130 1.3 geflutet
PGD55OWs 120 5.7 ja, 1450C
PGD550Ws 100 >> 120 geflutet
PGD550SNPE 130 1.6 geflutet
PGD550SNPE 120 5.6 ja, 140'C
PGD550SNPE 100 >>120 geflutet
PGD375Ws 120 5.5 geflutet
PGD75OWs 1 120 1 4.7 geflutet

Die verschiedenen Treibladlungspulver-Typen, zumn Tell Ober 10 Jahre alt, zeigten

emn relativ einheitliches Buld.
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In einem weiteren Versuch unter nicht adiabatischer Umgebung wurden 35mm

Patronen mit den oben aufgefohrten Treibladungspulvern geladen, mit
Thermoelementen best~ckt, und im Ofen bei 100*C, 110 0C, 115 0C und 1200C
eingelagert. Sehr interessant ist, dlass bei 1 10*C mit allen Pulvern bis 100 Stunden
nichts zu sehen war, bei 120*C aber bei allen Proben nach ca. 5.5 Stunden

autokatalytisch-ahnlicher Hitzestau einsetzte. Nach 12 Stunden verfugten alle
Pulver noch Ober genugend Reststabilisator.

Die SinoxidsAtze in den Treibladungsanzundern der belasteten Patronen zeigten

bei:

IllooC 11300C
bis 6 h bis 1 h voile Funktion
ab 150 h ab 8 h keine Funktion

Auf eine theoretische Aufarbeitung dieser Resultate zusammen mit dem

ermittelten Stabilisatorabbau im Treibladlungspulver und den telweise

vorhandenen Warmeproduktionsraten im WA rmeflIusska lori meter wurde

verzichtet. Die Treibladlungspulver differenzieren untereinander zu wenig und

dlas Endresultat wurde kaum aussagekraftiger.

Die maximal zulassige Temperatur fur Langzeittemperaturbelastungen in
Waffen und Warmeschranken (Ober Stunden) wurde von uns, unter Beachtung

der chemnischen ReststabilitAt Alterer Pulver verschiedenster Hersteller und unter
der Annahme von ad ia batisch-A hn lichen Bedingungen, bei 11 5oC festgelegt.
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S. innenballistik beli holhen Temperaturen

Zur Ermittiung des Druckverlaufes bei hohen Temperaturen bis 1 00C wurden

35mm-Drucklaufbeschtosse mit alien in Frage komnmenden Geschoss- und

Treibladungspulvertypen bei 210C, 710C, 80*C, 9O*C und 100'C durchgefuhrt.

Die schonende Treibladungsanzondung (ZSD3O4) erfolgte mit einer heissen

Beiladlung mit niedrigemn Druckniveau. Bei dieser ersten Versuchsreihe zeigte

sich, dass keine Werte Oiber demn zuldssigen Gasdruck lagen.

Temp. 750g Geschoss 550g Geschoss 550g Geschoss 550g Geschoss 380g Geschoss
00 TLP Ws TLP Ws TLP SNPE TLP MC TLP Ws

Max-Druck V0  Max-Druck V0  Max-Druck V0  Max-Druck V0  Max-Druck V0
(bar) (mis) (bar) (m/s) (bar) (m/s) _(bar) (m/s). (bar) (m/s)

21 3864 1027 3733 1180 3585 1166 3729 11771 4011 14211
71 3887 1032 4130 1196 4052 1197 4293 1218 4021 1423
80 4015 1041 4175 1197 4203 1206, 4441 1224 4186 1436
90 4064 1044 4231 1199 4224 1206 4453 1223 4164 1436

100 4174 1048 4373 1203 4124 1199 4696 1231 4219 1432

* Druckwerte korrigiert auf neues Rohr:
10000 46101 46401 4500 ___ 49171 46881 1_

Beschuss mit a Itemn Rohr

Zur Verifizierung erfolgte eine 2. Beschussreihe mit alten Treibladungspulvern

(bis 12 Jahre alt) und einer harten und gasreichen Treibladungsanzundung

(ZSD3O1) mit Nitrocellulose-Beiladung.

Versuchs- 550g Geschass 550g Geschoss 1: 380g Geschoss
temperatur TLP WS TLP MC TLP WS

Max-Druck V8  Max-Druck V8  Max-Druck V8
(C0) (bar) (miS) (bar) (m/s) (bar) -(m/S)

21 3563 1157 4109 1201 3290 1364

71 3851 1172 4792 1238 3745 1408
80 3945 1177 4893 1241 3791 1411
90 3711 1167 4800 1237 3886 14161
100 41251 11861 52121 12531 40621 14211

Beschuss mit neuwertigemn Rohr
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Relativer Druck (bar) zumn 21 C-Niveau mit weicher Anzojndung ZSD304

Temperatur 550g Geschoss 550g Geschoss 380g Geschoss
TOPWS TLPMC TLP WS

(00) (bar) (bar) (bar)
21 0 0 0
71 397 564 10
80 1442 1712 175
90 1498 1724 153
100 1640 1967 208

Relativer Druck (bar) zumn 21*C-Niveau mit hailer Anzundung ZSD301 und alten

Treibladungspulvern. Die TLP-Muster, die Ladungsmasse und die Druckrohre sind

nicht identisch wie beim Beschuss mit schonender (weicher) Anzondung.

Temperatur 550g Geschoss 550g Geschoss 380g Geschoss
TLPWS TLPMC TOPWS

(00) (bar) (ba r) (bar)
21 0 0 0
71 288 683 455
80 382 784 501
90 148 1691 1596

1100 562 11103 1772

Erstaunlicherweise unterscheiden sich die zwei Beschussreihen qualitativ nur

wenig und die gemnessenen Druckkurven zeigen keine Druckresonanzen.

Trotzdem ist auf versteckte Gefahren hinzuweisen, da der gewulnschte Druck-

Temperaturkoeff izient durch die thermomnechanischen Eigenschaften des Pulver-

kornes programmiert wird. Bei tiefen Temperaturen tritt emn gewisser Kornbruch

mit OberflAchenvermehrung auf, bei hoheren Temperaturen wird das Korn

thermoplastisch verformt und verliert OberfiAche. Bei sehr hohen Temperaturen

Oberwiegt wieder die temperatur- und druckabhangige Brenngeschwindigkeits-

zunahme und kann nicht mehr durch weitere thermoplastische Verformung

kompensiert werden. Weiterhin besteht bei sehr weichem Pulverbett die Gefahr

von sich bildenden Drucknestern. Buld 4.
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6. Temperaturmessungen in der Waffe

An der 35mm Revolverkanone wurden w~hrend Seriefeuerbeschussen

Temperaturmessungen mit Thermoelementen durchgef~hrt. Die Messorte waren

am Rohr vorne, mitte und hinten sowie in einer Messpatrone, weiche sofort

nach dem Beschuss geladen wurdle. Die entsprechendlen Messpunkte waren an

der Patronenhulsenwand, dem Schulterbereich der Patronenh~ilse, beim ZUnder,

beim Treibladungsanz~jnder und in der Mitte des Pulverbettes. Buld 5, Buld 6.

Beim Seriefeuer mit einer Kadenz von 1000 Schuss pro Minute wurden beim

foigendlen Standard-Programm, beinhaltend 3 x (4 x 18 Schuss) innerhaib von

5 Minuten, folgendle Spitzentemperaturerhohungen gemessen:

o Vorne am Rohr 500 0C nach ca. 3.5 Minuten

Nach weiteren 10 Schussen zur vo-Messu ng wurde nach total 16 Minuten die
Messpatrone eingesetzt und neu gemessen:

"* Patronenschulter 80 0C nach ca. 13 Minuten

"* Im Zunder 95 0C nach ca. 17 Minuten

"* PatronenhOlsenwand 55 0C nach ca. 22 Minuten

"* Treibladlungsanz~nder 50 0C nach ca. 38 Minuten

"* Mitte Pulverbett 60 0C nach ca. 55 Minuten

7. Schlussfolgerung

Die im Experiment an der 35mm Skywh ip-Revolverka none erschossenen

Temperaturmesswerte zeigen eine gelungene Waffenkonstruktion. Die

Trommel- und die Hitzestauprobleme im Treibladlungspulver sowie die

Zundsicherheit und Cook-off-Probleme sind unter Kontrolle. Bei weiterer

AufwArmung infolge langanhaltendlem Dauerfeuer ist genugend Sicherheits-

und Systemnreserve vorhanden. Die Innenballistilk oberhaib +71*C reagiert

gutmujtig.

(1) ADATS Air Defence Anti-Tank System

(2) AHEAD Advanced Hit Efficiency And Destruction
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RELATION BETWEEN DAMAGE ATLOW VELOCITY

IMPACT, AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

AND EXPLOSIVE LOADING

OF PLASTIC BONDED EXPLOSIVES

R.H.B. Bouma, A.C. Hordijk, J.H.G. Scholtes

TNO Prins Maurits Laboratory
P.O. Box 45, 2280 AA Rijswijk, The Netherlands

1. Abstract

At the TNO Prins Maurits Laboratory research is being carried out on the influence of

mechanical properties on the response of explosive substances that are thermally and

mechanically damaged. Mechanical properties can be determined straightforward

with a variety of rheometers. The mechanical moduli depend on temperature and

time-scale of the experiment. Furthermore, the mechanical damage at low velocity

impact may be correlated to Young's moduli, yield strength, surface under a stress-

strain curve, elongation at break, etc...

In order to understand the effect of explosive content, ranging from 65 to 95 % by

weight applying processing techniques as pressing, casting and extruding, and the

effect of binder properties on the formation of cracks and fragments when explosives

are mechanically deformed, a more pragmatic approach has been used to correlate

damage to low velocity impact.

The Friability test is one of the tests needed to determine whether an explosive

substance can be declared an Extremely Insensitive Detonating Substance (EIDS), see

test series 7 of the UN Manual of Tests and Criteria, Transport of Dangerous Goods.

In this test a cylindrical sample is firstly projected against a steel plate at about

150 m/s, and secondly the collected fragments are burnt in a manometric bomb. The

rate of pressure increase dp/dt is not allowed to exceed 15 MPa/ms. One can assume

that with increasing damage to the cylindrical charge dp/dt will increase also due to

the higher surface area that can burn.
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Experimental work has been directed to the first step of the friability test only.

Cylindrical charges are accelerated with a gasgun and impact the steel plate with

velocities ranging from 80 to 150 m/s. From high speed video films it is clear that

fracture in the charge starts at the interface with the steel plate. Often one big piece is

left intact, whereas the impact side of the charge is transformed into a cloud of tiny

fragments. The mass of the tiny fragments is determined and plotted against impact

velocity. One can clearly distinguish in such a plot the effect of explosive load in the

PBX. Furthermore, at an almost constant explosive lold, 80 to 85 % by weight, one

can see the effect of the mechanical properties of the binder on the damage at low

velocity impact.

The low velocity impact experiments require only about 3 charges of 9.0 gram each,

and are performed nowadays as another control parameter to adjust the final mix of

the binder ingredients for cast-cured compositions.

In paragraph 2 the gas gun used in the experiments is described. In paragraph 3 the

compositions and mechanical properties of the plastic bonded explosives are

described. And in paragraph 4 the experimental results on the low velocity impact are

presented, followed by discussion and conclusions in paragraph 5.

2. Experimental equipment

A gas gun has been constructed at TNO that can a Iccelerate projectiles of about 10

grams to velocities up to 180 m/s. This gas gun is used for example, to perform the

impact experiment corresponding to the friability test described in test series 7 in

order to determine whether an explosive substance can be declared an Extremely

Insensitive Detonating Substance 1. According to test series 7, the cylindrical charges

have a diameter of 9.0 ± 0.1 gram, and a diameter of 18.0 ± 0.1 mm. The same

dimensions apply to the experiments presented here. The test series 7 require an 150

ms-1 impact velocity of the charge at a steel plate, whereas the impact velocity has

been varied here from 60 to 150 ms- . The impact velocity can be varied by changing

the pressure in the pressurization vessel of the gas gun and/or the position of the
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charge in the barrel. The actual velocity is determined by measuring the time lapse of

the pulses given by two optical sensors.

The lay-out of the gas gun is given schematically in figure 1. The gas gun is mounted

at the outside wall of the test cell and consists essentially of a pressurization vessel

(2), a barrel (4), and two valves for pressurization (1) and firing (3), respectively. The

steel target plate (5) is mounted on the wall opposite side of gas barrel. A

polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) tube (6) is placed in front of the steel plate to

collect the fragments after impact. The optical sensors (7) for the velocity

measurement are placed in front of this PMMDA tube at a fixed position.

123 4 7

300

1500 , 1730 1550

Figure 1: The gas gun with PAAfragment collection tube and velocity sensors, see
also reference 2.

The mass of every charge is determined before every experiment. After impact the

mass lost in tiny fragments is calculated from the initial mass and the measured mass

of the unfragmented charge.

3. Materials

Plastic bonded explosive (PBX) charges are made with RDX or HMvX as the

explosive substances, and the corresponding batches will be referred to as RU and HU

respectively, followed by a batch number. The explosive charges are made by

pressing, extruding or casting, in order to vary the explosive content from 65 tot 95 %

by weight. As well monomodal, bimodal as trimodal mixtures of RDX or HMX have

been used.

All compositions are based on HTPB (hydroxy terminated polybutadiene), and cured

with IPDI (iso-pherondiisocyanate). IDP (iso-dodecane pelargonate) or DOA
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(dioctyladipate) is employed as plasticizer. The mechanical properties of the binder

are changed by the amount of curing agent IPDI, or the eventual addition of the chain

extender TMHD (trimethylhexanediol) or HDO (hexanediol). Batches are produced

in quantities of 300 to 400 grams typically.

The mechanical properties are determined with a draw-bench with a shear rate of

0.01 s" both for the JANNAF specimens (a crosshead speed of 50 mm/min) as well

as for cylindrical compression samples. The mechanical properties are determined at

room temperature.

In table 1 the compositions of the cast charges are given, and in table 2 the

compositions of the pressed and extruded batches. The mechanical properties of the

cast compositions are determined in tension, whereas these properties of the pressed

and extruded compositions are determined in compression.

In tables 1 and 2 the RDX or HMX solid load is given, the amount of chain extender

per unit of prepolymer (only table 1), the volume average explosive crystal diameter,

the Young's or compression modulus, and the toughness (only table 1). The

toughness is equal to the total area under the stress-strain curve.

Table 1: Descripton f the cast compositions.
solid load mol chain ext ./ diamet r Young's, toqghness

11101 niol epoly~iier pmod11(11Uus \M1a

RU 128 65 0 18 5.6 0.53
RU 130 65 0 180 8.5 0.16
RU 144-1 65 0 10 3 0.67
RU 144-2 65 0 10 5.5 0.62
RU 147-2 70 0 355 - 0.05

RU 146-1 85 0.75 (TMI-ID) bimodal 1.9 0.12
RU 146-2 85 0.75 (TMID) bimodal 1.34 0.15

HU 28 85 0 trimodal 17 0.10
HU 35-2 85 0 16/350 bimodal 12* -

HU 36-1 85 1.0 (HDO) 16/350 bimodal 7* -

HU40-1 80 1.25 (TMEHD) 16/350 bimodal 2.0 0.27
HU41-1 80 1.75 (TMHD) 16/350 bimodal 2.2 0.27
HU 39-1 79 2.5 (TMHD) 16/350 bimodal 40 0.40
*Compression modulus instead of Young's modulus.
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Table 2: Description of the pressed and extruded compositions
solid load diameter compression modulus

_________ g____ MPa

RU 132-2 86.2 18 68
[RU 133-1 86.2 180 79
RU 129-1 95 18 230
RU 131-2 95 180
RU 128-2 65 18 5.6
RU 130-2 65 180 6.7

The solid load has a strong influence on the Young's modulus or the compression

modulus, because the respective moduli of the explosive and binder phase, differ

several orders of magnitude.

From table 1 (RU 128, RU 130 and RU 144) and table 2 it appears that the diameter

of the crystal influences the mechanical properties. With increasing mean diameter of

the crystal the elastic modulus will increase, while at the same time the toughness will

decrease.

The effect of adding TM4HD (HU 39, HU 40 and HU 41) is to increase both the

modulus as the toughness.

4. RESULTS

In figure 2 the mass of the tiny fragments, referred to as mass loss, is plotted versus

the impact velocity of the charge for batch RU 147-2. The mass of the fragments is

obtained by subtracting the mass of the remaining intact part of the charge from the

initial mass of the charge. Both data of 9 gram samples and 7 gram samples are

plotted. The latter have been obtained by decreasing the diameter of charges from the

same batch with different dimensions in order to have more charges to measure the

influence of impact velocity. There is no difference between 7 and 9 gram samples.

The 9 gram samples have a length/diameter ratio of about 1, indicating that the

impact time is governed by lateral release waves.

With charges from batch RU 147-2 one can see that within the velocity range of the

applied gas gun it is possible to have non-fragmented charges (impact velocity < 75

mns") and completely fragmented charges (impact velocity > 150 ms-1 for 9 gram

samples). The curve in figure 2 is found by a fitting the data to a power law function,
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although no model is available describing the fragmentation of a heterogeneous solid,

in such an experiment.

9 /
8
7

I 6/

5#7 gram samples

S4 9 grams samples
S3

2

75 100 125 150 175
Impact velocity (nVs)

Figure 2: Gas gun experiments with RU 147-2. Mass loss versus impact velocity.

In figure 3 the mass of the fragments is plotted versus impact velocity for RDX-

based, monomodal PBXs. Note that the mass of fragments is plotted from 0 to

2.5 grams, in order to show the effect of mechanical properties at small damage

levels.

Results for the pressed charges RU 129 and RU 131 are not shown, as the charges are

fully fragmented at velocities as low as 70 ms"'. Extruded charges RU 132 and

RU 133 have less mechanical damage compared to the pressed charges. Cast charges

RU 128 and 130 show less mechanical damage than the extruded charges. The only

difference in forementioned batches is the explosive content, RDX crystals have a

mean diameter of 18 or 180 Aim. The mechanical damage in gas gun experiments

seems to be directly related to the explosive content of the explosive, which is in turn

directly related to the elastic modulus, see tables I and 2.
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2.5

I RU 144
.9 1.5 .21 1 RU128
0 / xRU 1302
0

o 132

60 80 100 120 140 160

Impact velocity (m/~s)

Figure 3: Gas gun experiments with monomodal, RDX-based charges. Mass loss
versus impact velocity.

It seems that the size of the RDX crystals has its influence too. RU 144 (10 gtm RDX)

has the same 65 wt.% solid load as RU 128 (18 3m) and RU 130 (180 gm), and

shows the least mechanical damage in the gas gun experiments. RU 144 has a smaller

Young's modulus and a higher toughness compared to RU 128 and RU 130.

The value of the Young's modulus is not the only parameter, however,, that
determines the mechanical behaviour in low velocity impact. RU 146 has a higher

explosive content compared with RU 144, but has a smaller Young's modulus. This

has been accomplished by using a bimodal distribution of RDX and applying a chain

extender. The velocity at which s gram of the impacting sample is fragmented is

105 ms"h for RU 146 and more than 150 ms" for RU 144. RU 144, however, has the

largest toughness, i.e. the largest work needs to be performed in order to break the

sample.
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In figure 4 the mass of the fragments is plotted versus impact velocity for HMX-

based PBXs. In this figure the solid load is almost constant, 79 to 85 wt.%.

Furthermore, the same bimodal distribution of -MX crystals has been employed,

except from batch HU 28.

One can easily rank the batches to their sensitivity for mechanical damage. RU 28 is

most sensitive, followed by HU 35, HU 36, and HU 39. HU 40 and HU 41 show the

same and least mechanical damage at low velocity impact.

The effect of adding 1.25 or 1.75 mol TMI-ID per mol prepolymer HTPB on

mechanical properties and damage at low velocity imact, seems to be very limited,

although addition 2.5 mol TMEHD per mol HTPB has a remarkably negative effect on

the damage level in the gas gun experiments.

9.

8/

7.

4- /
S4 A xU3

S3 A / HU40

2-

0- W
60 80 100 120 140 160

Impact velocity (mis)

Figure 4: Gas gun experiments with HMXf-based charges, effect of binder variations.
Mass loss versus impact velocity.
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4. Discussion and conclusions

Internal damage can be imposed to plastic bonded explosives already at impact

velocities of 20 to 100 ms' , see reference 3 This internal damage has shown to lower

the critical shock initiation pressure of these PBXs. In this paper PBXs have been

damaged more severely, to an extent that part of a charge is fragmented.

It is assumed that with increasing damage to the cylindrical charge dp/dt will increase

also due to the higher surface area that can burn. In reference 4, for example, the

relation between dp/dt and impact velocity has been investigated for the same impact

velocity regime as considered here and results confirm the assumption.

In this paper it has been shown that the mechanical damage at low velocity impact is

strongly governed by the elastic moduli of monomodal PBXs. A PBX with a lower

explosive content and with smaller explosive crystals is less liable to mechanical

damage.

When applying bimodal instead of monomodal crystal distributions, however, no

direct correlation has been found comparing the mechanical damage in low velocity

impact and the Young's modulus of the two crystal size distributions. The Young's

modulus is a mechanical property representing the proportion between the force

acting on the material and the deformation of the material, in the linear viscoelastic

regime. The damage imposed by the low velocity impact experiments is such that the

material fragments and one should take into account the work needed to deform the

material up to the point of failure, i.e. the toughness of the material.

In reference 5 a rationale is given to obtain so-called damage resistance compositions

by application of binder systems with sufficient tensile strength and extremely high

elongations, i.e. to have a high toughness.

Even when the relation between mechanical properties (tensile/compression modulus

and/or toughness) and damage at low velocity impact is not accurately known, one

can easily perform experiments with a gas gun and measure the mass of the

unfragmented charge, in order to know how the binder ingredients have to be adjusted

to obtain a PBX which is relatively insensitive to mechanical damage. Today this is

done at TNO for cast-cured compositions.
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5. Abbreviations
DOA dioctyladipate
HDO hexanediol
HMX cyclotetramethylenetetranitramine
HTPB hydroxy terminated polybutadiene
IDP iso-dodecane pelargonate
IPDI iso-pherondiisocyanate
PBX plastic bonded explosive
PMMA polymethylmethacrylate
RDX cyclotrimethylenetrinitramine
TMFHD trimethylhexanediol
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PROCESSING AND CHARACTERIZATION OF GUN PROPELLANT

FORMULATIONS CONTAINING ENERGETIC THERMOPLASTIC ELASTOMERS

by

Ms F. Beaupr6 and Dr. G. Ampleman

Defence Research Establishment of Valcartier

2459 Pie-XI North Blvd. VaI-B61air, Qc

Canada, G3J 1X5

Abstract

Over the last few years, the Defence Research Establishment of Valcartier (DREV) has

been involved in the development and synthesis of energetic thermoplastic elastomers

(ETPEs) to be incorporated as a binder in energetic materials. One of these ETPEs,

based on linear GAP-1 000, is presently used in high energy, low vulnerability gun

propellant formulations. Several formulations containing this new ETPE and an

energetic plasticizer (nitrate ester) have been processed and evaluated. The energies

provided by these new formulations are up to 1300 J/g.

A characterization of these formulations is presented in this paper. The properties are

also compared to those obtained for a LOVA formulation of reference containing an

inert plasticizer as well as an inert binder.
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Introduction

Over the last years, the Defence Research Establishment, Valcartier (DREV) has been

conducting research work in the replacement of cellulose acetate butyrate (CAB), the

inert binder used in the baseline formulation of LOVA-type gun propellants. Gun

propellant formulations with CAB are known for not having a good mechanical

behaviour and more especially under cold conditions. The preferred way to improve the

mechanical properties of the LOVA-type gun propellants developed at DREV was the

introduction of thermoplastic elastomers (TPEs) in the formulations. Formulations with

inert TPEs were processed and have shown an improvement in the mechanical

properties of the gun propellant grains (ref.1). Even if the addition of an inert TPE was

already an important improvement over the baseline formulation, there were

requirements, expressed and/or expected, for the development of formulations that

could still increase the ammunition's performance.

Concurrently to the research work in gun propellants, DREV is also involved in the

synthesis of energetic thermoplastic elastomers (ETPEs) to be used in energetic

materials. Although these new materials were meant to be used in melt-cast

explosives, some have been incorporated as a binder in gun propellant formulations.

At DREV, the ultimate aim of using an EPTE in a gun propellant formulation is to see if

a formulation containing only energetic ingredients could be achievable and still have

low vulnerability characteristics.

Other laboratories have also undertaken similar research work to synthesize and

incorporate energetic TPEs (ETPEs) or energetic polymers of other types in gun

propellant formulations. In the US, an ETPE which has been studied a lot is the

BAMO/AMMO (refs.2,3). In the UK work has been undertaken with a different route

and polymers such as Poly-NIMMO and Poly-GLYN are considered for their

introduction into the formulations (ref.4).
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In Canada, a GAP-based ETPE synthesised at DREV has been incorporated in the

gun propellant formulations and has provided very interesting results (refs. 5,6). One of

the other aspects of incorporating a TPE energetic or not in a gun propellant

formulation is that it opens the door to a recyclable material which is a very interesting

feature. Since it is becoming more and more evident that all the new munitions will be

designed with the idea to know exactly what to do with them from "cradle to grave", the

study of recyclable materials is an important feature.

The object of the paper is to present results obtained so far with gun propellant

formulations containing ETPEs formulated at DREV.

ETPEs

In this study, three ETPEs were prepared according to the method presented in ref.5

and incorporated in the formulations. They were all solvated in ethyl acetate prior to

their incorporation with the other ingredients. These ETPEs were based on linear GAP

and on two other polymers named here A and B.

Theoretical Evaluation

A theoretical evaluation of the impetus of the formulations containing these ETPEs was

conducted using the BAGHERRA computer code. This thermodynamic computer code

predicts, among other things, the impetus level or the ", potential force ,> of the

formulations. The impetus levels of some formulations as well as the one for the

reference formulation (for comparison purpose) are presented in Table 1. The

theoretical data presented were obtained with a loading density of 0.15 g/cm3 .
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Table 1. Theoretical impetus levels of formulations containing ETPEs

FORMULATION BINDER IMPETUS FLAME TEMPERATURE
(J/g) (K)

REFERENCE CAB 1012 2539

36 INERT TPE 1231 3164

73 GAP-based ETPE 1304 3457

90 GAP-based ETPE 1337 3556

As expected and demonstrated in Table 1, the formulations containing ETPEs have

higher impetus levels. An energetic nitrate ester plasticizer was used for all

formulations except the reference where an inert one was used ATEC (Acetyl Triethyl

Citrate). The percentage of the binder in the formulations varied between 9 and 12%.

Impetus values up to 1337 J/g are predicted by BAGHEERA. This represents an

increase of more than 30% when compared to the reference baseline formulation.

Although these impetus levels are very interesting, they do not always directly translate

into higher performance when introduced in a gun. Another aspect that should be

noted is the predicted values of the flame temperatures. High flame temperatures like

the ones in Table 1 are not suitable since they would imply gun barrel erosion.

Depending on the application chosen for these high energy propellants, a compromise

will certainly have to be made between energy and erosion.

Processing characteristics

All the formulations were processed with an energetic plasticizer and all the other

ingredients of LOVA-type formulations in a sigma-blade mixer. The technique

described in ref.7 for the preparation of solvent-based formulations was used. Also all
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the formulations were extruded in a seven perforation cylindrical geometry. The outside

diameter of the grains was 6.35 mm (0.25 in). However, the formulations did not all

have the same processing behaviour. One thing was constant though, in all cases,

another ingredient had to be incorporated in the formulations to stiffen the propellant

grains that were too soft. For the three types of ETPEs, the addition of small quantities

were sufficient to solve the problem.

Most of the formulations were processed with GAP-based ETPEs since these materials

were available in larger quantities. Their behaviour during the evaporation step differed

than what was observed for the reference formulation. The consistency of the dough

prior to the extrusion was softer that the one obtained for the baseline formulation. This

phenomenon was also noted for the formulations containing polymers A and B but to a

more important level. The formulations with the A-based ETPE were more difficult to

extrude with a perfect geometry. In some cases, the perforations were not properly

formed and tend to collapse. It is not possible at this time to state that one of the three

ETPEs was easier to process than the other two due to the limited amount of

formulations that were processed. Optimization of the ingredient ratio in these new

formulations is still going on as well as their rheological characterization.

The fact that all the formulations could be processed with a technique similar to the one

used for the reference formulation is an important aspect. Since a modification in a

processing procedure implies a lot of effort, keeping it the same becomes an advantage

for the use of these new materials.

Ballistic evaluation

A ballistic evaluation was conducted on the most promising formulations. Some of the

results obtained from experiments in a 700 cm' closed bomb vessel are reported in

Table 11. A Kistler piezoelectric gauge was use to take the pressure measurements and

a loading density of 0.15 g/cm3 was selected for all the experiments. Three experiments
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were conducted for each of the formulations tested.

Table I1. Ballistic evaluation of gun propellant formulations containing ETPEs

FORMULATION BINDER PMA RELATIVE
(MPa (psi)) IMPETUS

REFERENCE INERT 188 (27320) -

36 INERT TPE 205 (29685) 1.09

73 GAP-based ETPE 225 (32583) 1.19

90 GAP-based ETPE 225 (32600) 1.19

95 GAP-based ETPE 218 (31630) 1.16

133 A-based ETPE 222 (32181) 1.18

As one could expect and shown in Table II, all the formulations containing an ETPE

have a relative impetus higher than the formulation of reference. It can also be noted

that the rank of the relative impetus is slightly different than the one predicted by the

theoretical values reported in Table I by BAGHEERA. However, this ranking is close

enough to the one proposed by BAGHEERA that they can be considered similar.

Since, as stated in ref.8, care should be taken when comparing data from

thermodynamic computer codes, the rank suggested by the ballistic data should prevail.

In certain cases, formulations had the same relative impetus. In these cases,

preference will be given to the formulations that will demonstrate the best mechanical

behaviour. Erosion is also a very important issue. A preference will also be given to

the less erosive formulations. In order to study the erosivity of gun propellants,

conventional and LOVA-type, a set-up has recently been installed at DREV and will be

soon used to test the new formulations containing ETPEs.
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Mechanical properties

The mechanical properties of the formulations are also a very important factor to

consider when developing low vulnerability or any type of gun propellants. As stated in

the introduction, the main purpose of adding a TPE inert or energetic in a formulation is

to obtain gun propellant grains with a more elastic behavior. The first results obtained

with a Drop-Weight Mechanical Property Tester (DWMPT) according to the method

described in ref. 9 are promising. They have shown that these ETPE formulations were

not as stiff as the formulation of reference and exhibited a better mechanical behaviour

in cold conditions (-20 0C). The results of the DWMPT experiments will be available in

the near future.

Conclusion

Three energetic thermoplastic elastomers (ETPEs) have been synthesized at DREV

and evaluated in high energy LOVA-type gun propellant formulations. The results

obtained so far with the formulations containing these new binders are promising.

The formulations containing these new materials were processed with the solvent-

based technique currently available for standard LOVE-type gun propellant

formulations. Presently, the ones containing GAP-based ETPEs appear to be the

easiest ones to process.

The data obtained from the BAGHEERA computer code and the ballistic experiments

have demonstrated that these new formulations have an impetus level about 20 to 30%

higher than the one for the baseline LOVA formulation.
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Abstract

Due to environmental pressure because of the solvents used and other factors such

as possible cheaper and more reproducible processing, shorter process cycles and

improved propellant properties, the solvent-free propellant process was evaluated

against the more commonly used solvent process for gun propellant manufacturing.

This paper investigates and compares the two processing techniques, the processing

limits and the propellant formulation criteria. Various propellant properties such as

the chemical, thermochemical, mechanical, dimensional and ballistic properties

were determined and evaluated. Certain conclusions are made regarding the

advantages and disadvantages of the solvent-free process compared to the solvent

process.

1 INTRODUCTION

The propellant formulations presently in production are mostly of a conventional nature and are

processed according to the solvent process with ethyl acetate, ether, acetone and ethanol as the

typical solvents used. A new generation of propellants are sought which will have improved

properties with regards to barrel erosion, combustion characteristics, sensitivity, vulnerability

and processability. Because of environmental pressures on the solvents used and to improve the

processability, especially regarding the reproducibility of the propellant dimensional

parameters such as web and perforation, solvent-free processed propellants are sought.

In order to improve barrel erosion cooler burning propellants are required and therefore

formulations with lower flame temperatures were investigated. The ballistic performance of a

new propellant should be at least the same or better than that of the currently used propellants

and therefore the specific energy of such new propellants must be the same or higher.
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The sensitivity and vulnerability of a propellant formulation is a function of the propellant

components and by carefully scrutinising and selecting the components the sensitivity and

vulnerability of propellant formulations can be greatly improved.

1.1 CRITERIA FOR NEW PROPELLANT PROPERTIES

The following propellant properties have been set as a guideline for the development of new

propellant formulations:

- Thermochemical properties:

* Specific energy > 1040 J/g

* Flame temperature < 2900 K

* Molecular mass of combustion gasses < 23 g/mole

- Theoretical density > 1.50 g/cm3

1.2 PROCESSING PARAMETERS

Irrespective of the guidelines for all the other propellant properties, one of the most critical

parameters is that the propellant formulations must be processable. At present two basically

different types of manufacturing processes are being used, namely:

- The solvent process

- The solvent-free process

The processing parameters for the two types of processes differ considerably and we will

concentrate on propellant formulations that can be processed according to both processes.

During previous development work the processing parameters for the solvent process, when

using nitrocellulose (NC) as binder, have been determined and they are basically as follows:

- Effect of binder : plasticiser ratio on propellant processing:

* binder : plasticiser > 2 processing not possible

* binder : plasticiser 1- 1.5 good processing

* binder: plasticiser < I too soft, poor processing

- Crystalline content < 50%

A high crystalline content can be accommodated with the solvent process, but for the solvent-

free process the crystalline content should not exceed 50% and because the propellant

formulations must be processable with both processes we will strive to maintain the

concentration of crystalline material at 50% or less.
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2 SELECTION OF CANDIDATE PROPELLANT FORMULATIONS

2.1 THEORETICAL FORMULATIONS

A new generation of propellant formulations with a specific energy and flame temperature that

complies with the previously stated thermochemical criteria (refer to 1.1) and which could be

processed by the solvent-free process, was investigated. Various series of propellant

formulations were investigated and the general guideline for the selection of the formulations

were the following:

- binder to plasticiser ratio between 1.0 and 1.5 : I

- the NC was to be kept between 25% and 40%

- crystalline content < 50%

A series of propellant formulations were selected according to the above criteria for

processability and the concentrations of the components were all varied in fixed increments

between the upper and lower limits of the feasible processing range. A large number of

formulations were generated that complied with the processability and the thermochemical

criteria. In order to reduce this list further, tighter constraints were applied. This list was finally

reduced to 5 propellant formulations that could be experimentally processed and evaluated.

3 TEST AND EVALUATION RESULTS

All 5 formulations were successfully processed according to both the solvent and the solvent-

free process. The results from the various test and evaluation facilities are discussed below.

3.1 CHEMICAL AND SENSITIVITY PROPERTIES

The laboratory analysis of the densities, energy values and tvs (total volatile substances) results

of the experimental propellants are reported in Table 1. The solvent processed samples are

designated SOL and the solvent-free SF. The densities of the SOL and SF propellants are

graphically presented in Figure 1.
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Table 1: Densities, Energy Values and TVS of Experimental Propellant Formulations

Formulation Density Energy Value TVS
No (g/cm3) (J/g) (%)

SOL SF SOL SF SOL SF

1 1.581 1.582 3738 3716 0.57 1.14

2 1.619 1.604 3759 3753 0.56 1.09

3 1.595 1.580 3743 3703 0.54 0.92

4 1.604 1.588 3748 3725 0.67 1.26

5 1.618 1.595 3708 3726 0.63 0.97

There is a very good correlation between the energy values of the SOL and SF formulations

which shows that no variances in the formulations occurred during the processing. This effect

is also noticeable from the maximum pressure values recorded during closed vessel firings.

The samples from the solvent process are all drier (lower tvs) than the samples from the

solvent-free process. This is because the SOL samples were dried in an oven for a number of

days and the SF samples were only dried for a few hours to remove surface water picked up

during the cutting process. The difference between the tvs values of the SOL and SF samples

will gradually disappear as the samples reach an equilibrium with the atmospheric conditions.

1.70 . .. . ...

1.65 . . . . .. .

E 1.60 - ------. . .. . . .

1.55 .... ---- SO L
C ISF

0 1.50

1.45 ....

1.40 .....

1 2 3 4 5
Samples

Figure 1: Densities of Solvent and Solvent-Free Processed Propellant Formulations
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The densities of the solvent processed samples are in all cases the same or higher than that of

the solvent-free samples. Samples 2 and 5 have the highest densities, irrespective if the SOL or

SF samples are used, and this correlates with these two samples also having the highest

crystalline content.

The methyl violet stability test was performed on all 10 samples (SOL and SF) of the 5

propellant formulations and no sign of a colour change or of fuimes after 60 minutes at the test

conditions were reported. The stability values of these propellants are therefore at least as good

as those of conventional propellants.

3.2 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

The stress, strain, Young's Modulus and impact tests results of the experimental propellants are

reported in Table 2. A graphical presentation of the stress, strain and Young's Modulus of the

experimental propellants are given in Figure 2 respectively.

Table 2: Mechanical Properties of Experimental Propellant Formulations

Formula- Stress Strain Young's Modulus Impact Strength
tion No (Mpa) N% (MPa) (kj/M2)

SOL SF SOL SFP SOL SF SOL I SF

1 11.9 4.8 31.3 33.5 138.5 24.0 37.7 18.81

2 14.6 5.9 14.8 28.6 352.3 29.6 25.86 11.59

3 13.8 5.9 21.2 33.2 298.8 26.9 38.79 20.00

4 15.6 7.6 24.4 27.0 422.1 80.2 34.70 19.43

5 14.8 6.3 22.0 24.9 407.2 49.9 35.35 15.19

There is a good correlation between the stress values of the solvent processed formulations and

between the stress values of the solvent-free formulations. However, the stress values of the

solvent processed formulations are approximately double that of the solvent-free formulations.

There is far less variance between the different samples of the solvent processed formulations

or between the solvent-free processed formulations for that matter, than between the same

formulation processed according to the two different processes. In this case the type of process

has a larger influence on the stress values than the type of formulation.
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Figure 2: Stress, Strain and Young's Modulus of Experimental Propellant Formulations
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More or less the same trend is noticeabl e for the strain values but here the solvent processed

formulations show the lower values for all the formulations. The Young's Modulus values of

the solvent-free processed formulations are of more or less the same order of value, but the

values of the solvent processed formulations show great variance.

The conclusion can be made that the solvent-free processed samples are softer and perhaps

more rubbery and therefore less stress is required before they break than the solvent processed

formulations. On the other hand because they are softer and have more "give" they experience

far more strain or elongation before breakpoint is reached. It is interesting to note that the two

processes create more variance than the different formulations do.

The impact strengths of the experimental propellants are graphically presented in Figure 3.

The impact strength shows the same trend as was the case with the stress values namely that

the impact strength of the solvent processed formulations are approximately double that of the

solvent-free formulations. Here again the type of process generates more variance in the impact

strength values than the type of formulation. The same conclusion as for the tensile tests can be

made namely that the solvent processed formulations are harder and need more impact energy

(kJ/m2 ) before the samples break than is the case with the solvent-free processed formulations.
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Fieure 3: Impact Strength of Experimental Propellant Formulations
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3.3 DIMENSIONAL DATA

The length, diameter, web and perforation of each propellant were measured and is reported in

Table 3. The diameter, web and perforation dimensions of each propellant relative to the die

dimensions are graphically presented in Figure 4.

Table 3: Dimensional Data of Experimental Propellant Formulations

Formulation Length Diameter Web Perforation
No (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)

SOL SF SOL SF SOL SF SOL SF

1 13.92 13.06 6.30 7.49 1.95 2.37 2.41 2.76

2 13.73 13.34 6.30 7.44 1.92 2.35 2.46 2.74

3 13.66 13.30 6.21 7.89 1.90 2.56 2.41 2.78

4 13.80 13.51 6.41 7.83 1.99 2.56 2.43 2.71

5 14.08 13.33 6.54 7.79 2.00 2.51 2.55 2.78

Die k14 7.0 2.15 2.70

All the solvent processed samples showed web, diameter and perforation shrinkage whereas all

the solvent-free processed samples showed web, diameter and perforation swell. These

tendencies were expected as the removal of the solvent from the solvent processed samples

typically causes shrinkage and the solvent-free processed samples, which are more rubbery,

typically show die swell. The shrinkage of the web, diameter and perforation of the solvent

processed samples are more or less of the same order with an average value of approximately

10%. The die swell of the diameter and web of the solvent-free processed samples are more or

less of the same order but the die swell of the perforations are percentage wise far less and

typically of the order of 3% or less.

The web, diameter and perforation of all the solvent processed and the solvent-free processed

samples came out differently to the original die configuration. This must be allowed for in the

die design. This experiment did not evaluate the consistency or reproducibility of the die swell

or shrinkage, but forom previous experience the reproducibility or repeatability of the solvent-

free process should be better because it is basically only a function of the formulation and not

of the formulation and the percentage solvent as is the case with the solvent processed formu-

lations. In the latter case a variation in the percentage solvent used and a variation in the drying

conditions can both lead to variations in the percentage shrinkage of the propellant dimensions.
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3.4 BALLISTIC PROPERTIES

3.4.1 Closed Vessel Results

Closed vessel test firings were performed in the 300 cm3 closed vessel at a charge mass of 45g

which gives a loading density of 0.150g/cm'. Because the specific energy of all 5 propellant

formulations are similar the maximum pressure generated should be and was approximately the

same. Single perforation propellant pellets were used. The maximum pressure, relative

quickness and the average dynamic vivacity are given in Table 4. The relative quickness of the

experimental propellants are graphically presented in Figure 5.

Table 4: Internal Ballistic Properties of Experimental Propellant Formulations

Formulation Max Pressure Quickness Average D
No (MWa)

SOL SF SOL SF SOL SF

1 155.7 152.5 7108 6127 0.76 0.67

2 155.4 153.5 7139 6146 0.77 0.67
3 151.8 151.5 6335 5183 0.72 0.57
4 155.5 153.6 6201 5236 0.66 0.56

5 155.7 154.3 6480 5482 0.68 0.58

Relative Quickness
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Fieure 5: Relative Quickness of Experimental Propellant Formulations
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The maximum pressure of all 5 formulations for both processes are very similar and range from

151.5 MPa to 155.7 MPa. This should be so because all 5 formulations have similar specific

energy values. The relative quickness and dynamic vivacity of the formulations differ quite

considerably with formulations 1 and 2 noticeably higher than the other three formulations.

This tendency is the same for both types of processes. The relative quickness of the solvent

processed samples are approximately 18% higher than the solvent-free processed samples for

all 5 formulations. This trend can be explained by the fact that because of die swell and

shrinkage the average web of the solvent processed samples is approximately 25% smaller than

the average web of the solvent-free processed samples. It is difficult to deduct if the total trend

can be ascribed to the difference in the webs for a specific formulation or if the type of process

also influences the quickness of the propellant samples.

3.4.2 Combustion Characteristics

The burning rate of a propellant is represented by the following equation:

r = fPPa

Therefore:

log r= logo~ + a log P

A graph of the log of the measured burning rate, r, versus the log of the measured pressure, P,

is a linear relationship for conventional propellants with the slope of the graph equal to a, the

burning rate exponent, and the intersection equal to log f3, the burning rate constant.

The burning rates were determined from 5 shots fired at different loading densities namely 36g,

42g, 48g, 54g and 60g per 300 cm' closed vessel. Four different models were used to determine

the burning rates and for comparative reasons the burning rates according to the Nobel Abel

method, which uses actual closed vessel parameters, were used. These burning rate parameters

are given in Table 5. The burning rate graphs of the solvent-free samples according to the

Nobel Abel method (closed vessel parameters) only, are presented in Figure 6.

In samples 3, 4 and 5 a possible break in the linear burning rate curve occurs and if this break-

in-the-curve is taken into account and the a's and O3's for both sections of the curve are

determined separately, the theoretically calculated burning rates at 350 MPa are obtained as

presented in Figure 7.
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Table 5: Burning Rate Properties of Experimental Propellant Formulations

Formulation Burning Rate Burning Rate Burning Rate
No Exponent (a) Constant ([3) at 350 MPa

SOL SF SOL SF SOL SF

1 0.8077 0.8075 1.7049 1.7914 193.4 203.0

2 0.7808 0.7932 1.8557 1.8720 179.9 195.1

3 0.7849 0.8094 1.6897 1.6436 167.7 188.3

4 0.8037 0.8158 1.5449 1.5996 171.2 190.3

5 0.7916 0.7987 1.6742 1.7378 172.9 187.0

Solvent-Free Propellant Burning Rates

100:-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

E

_. SF-2.
IMi .. SF-3:

-- SF-A

10 100

Pressure (MPa)

Figure 6: Burning Rates of Solvent-Free Propellant Formulations

In each case the burning rate of the SF propellants are higher than that of the SOL propellants.

The difference between the burning rates of the SF and SOL propellants are more or less

constant. The effect of the difference in the webs between the samples of the 2 types of

processes should not play a role in the determination of the burning rate as was the case with

the relative quickness of the propellants. The thermochemical, dimensional and configuration

data of the propellant samples are all taken into consideration when calculating the burning

rate. It is the linear burning rate in mm/s that is determined and this value should be

independent of the propellant sample configuration.
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As was the case with the relative quickness, the burning rate of samples 1 and 2 are higher than

for samples 3, 4 and 5 for both types of processes. There is a definite break-in-the-curve for

samples 3, 4 and 5 and when this is taken into account the burning rate of the solvent-free

processed samples are higher than that of samples 1 and 2.

Burning Rates at 350 MPa
(Including Break-in-Curve for Samples 3 to 5)

240
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I• 120

100

1 2 3 4 5

Samples

Figure 7: Burning Rates of Experimental Propellant Formulations at 350 MPa

4 CONCLUSIONS

For the same formulation the type of manufacturing process plays an important role in

determining the propellant's density and its physical, mechanical and ballistic properties. In

general the solvent processed samples are harder and more brittle whereas the solvent-free

processed samples are more rubbery and have more "give".

Five propellant formulations were selected that complied with the thermochemical and

theoretical density requirements.

All 5 propellant formulations were 'successfully processed with both the solvent and the
solvent-free processes. There is a very good correlation between the theoretical specific
energy values, the measured energy values and the maximum pressure values recorded

during closed vessel firings for all the formulations which indicated that no change
occurred in the propellant compositions during the processing phase.
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* All 10 samples (SQL and SF) of the 5 propellant formulations passed the Methyl Violet

stability test.

* The densities of the formulations processed with the solvent process are the same or

higher than that of the same formulations processed with the solvent-free process.

Irrespective of the process used the formulations with the highest crystalline content have

the highest densities.

* In general the stress values and impact strengths of the SOL formulations are

approximately double that of the SF formulations. There is more variance between the

same formulation processed according to the two different processes than between

different formulations processed with the same process. The type of process generates

more variation in the stress and impact strength values than the type of formulation.

The strain values and Young's Modulus show great variance but here the SQL

formulations show the lower values for all the formulations.

* All the solvent processed samples experienced web, diameter and perforation shrinkage

whereas all the solvent-free processed samples experienced die swell. These tendencies

of shrinkage and die swell are typical of the solvent and solvent-free processes

respectively and must be allowed for in the die design. The reproducibility of the

propellant dimensions of the solvent-free processed formulations should be better than is

the case with the solvent processed formulations.

* The relative quickness of the SQL samples are approximately 18% higher than the SF

samples for all 5 formulations. The reason is that the average web of the SQL samples is

approximately 25% smaller than the average web of the SF processed samples because of

die swell and shrinkage respectively. The type of process might also influences the

relative quickness of a specific propellant formulation.

* The burning rates of the SF propellants are constantly higher than that of the SQL

propellants. The burning rate curves of the formulations containing RDX show a definite

break-in-the-curve at approximately 40 Mpa.
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ABSTRACT

Recently, a new generation of propellants was successfully introduced. The so called
"extruded impregnated" El-propellants overcome several drawbacks connected with

conventional propulsion systems and show a significant performance gain under

system-compatible conditions in small and medium calibre applications as well as in

mortars. El-propellants are produced from extruded single base propellant grains by

impregnation with a blasting oil, followed by deterring with a polymer.

In the medium calibre application range, performance gains of 7 - 12% were attained

with the El-propellant if compared to conventional alternatives. This improvement in

interior ballistic performance is achieved by a combination of enhanced bulk density,

slightly increased energy content, very progressive burning behaviour and a strongly

reduced temperature sensitivity.

A well balanced combination of two different wear reducing agents was found to suc-

cessfully counteract the adverse effect of the slight increase in flame temperature. The

relatively low erosivity of the El-propellant was confirmed in both erosion bomb tests

and in trials with the weapon.

The employment of a well stabilised base grain, proven additives, and a diffusion-stable

surface coating kept both chemical and physico-mechanical ageing to a very low level -

excellent safe life and ballistic shelf life values are therefore attainable with El-propel-

lants.
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Zusammenfassung
K~rzlich wurde eine neue Generation von Treibladungspulvern eingefbhrt, welche

diverse der bei konventionellen Produkten auftretenden Probleme Oberwindet und sich,

bei s ystemvertr~glichen Bedingungen, durch eine signifikante Leistungssteigerung in

Klein- und Mittelkaliberwaffen sowie in Mbrsern auszeichnet. Die sogenannten "extru-

diert-impr~gnierten" EI-Pulver werden durch Imprignierung von extrudierten Emn- und

Mehrlochpulvern mit geeigneten Spreng6len, gefolgt von einer Phiegmatisierung mit

polymeren Weichmachern, hergestelit.

Insbesondere im Mittelkaliberbereich ist mit der EI-Technologie eine markante, Lei-

stungssteigerung m~glich (Erhbhung der kinetischen Energie des Geschosses gegen-

Ober herk6mmlichen Treibladungen urn 7 - 12%). Diese Leistungsverbesserung wird

erzielt durch eine Kombination von erh6hter Sch(bttdichte (h6here Treibladungsmasse

bei gegebenemn Halsenvolumen), geringfOgig gesteigertemn Energieinhalt, stark pro-

gressivemn Abbrandverhalten und einer reduzierten Temperaturabhdngigkeit von vo und

Pmax ("TU-Pulver .).

Trotz geringfOgig h~herer Flammtemperatur zeigen EI-Pulver, verglichen mit einbasigen

Treibladungen, kaum eine Verstarkung der Rohrerosion. Die effizienten Rohrscho-

nungsmassnahmen (Kombination von zwei gut ausbalancierten Additiven im Innern und

auf der OberfI~che der Pulverkbrner) verm6gen offensichtlich den unerwL~nschten Emn-

fluss des erh6hten Energieinhaltes zu kompensieren. Dies wird mittels Resultaten aus

Erosionsbombe und Waffenbeschuss aufgezeigt.

Dank der Verwendung eines sorgfdItig stabilisierten Grundkornes, des Verzichtes auf

stabilitfits red uzierende Additive und der Applikation einer diffusionsstabilen OberfI&-

chenbehandlung k6nnen sowohi chemnische als auch physiko-mechanische Alterungs-

ph~nomene stark reduziert werden. Aus diesemn Grund zeigen EI-Pulver eine hervor-

ragende Sicherheits- und Gebrauchslebensdauer (oder "chemnische" und "ballistische"

Lebensdauer).
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1. Introduction

During the last few decades, different approaches have been made in order to improve

the interior ballistic performance of propellants for medium calibre ammunition. All these
"new" developments, such as deterred single and double base propellants, ball pow-

ders, consolidated charges and nitramine propellants had serious drawbacks. In the

case of single base propellants and ball powders, the gain in performance was limited

by the restricted energy content or by the grain geometry. In other propellant types,

shelf life was reduced by diffusion of deterrents and blasting oils, or excessive gun

barrel wear appeared.

Nitrochemie Wimmis AG has recently successfully introduced a new generation of

propellants overcoming the drawbacks mentioned above and showing a significant

performance gain under system-compatible conditions in:

* small calibres (5.56 - 15 mm),

* medium calibres (20 - 50 mm; sub-calibre / finstabilised ammunition), and

* mortars.

The so called "extruded impregnated" El-propellant is produced from extruded one-,

seven- or nineteen-perforated single base propellant grains by impregnation with a

blasting oil, followed by deterring with a polymer. In such El-propellants, the blasting oil

forms an outer layer several hundred micrometers thick. A diagram showing the con-

centration profiles of blasting oil and deterrent as well as the distribution of energy

content within a typical El-propellant grain is given in Figure 1.

The most important features of El-propellants for medium calibre application, namely

"* improved interior ballistic performance,

"* increased barrel life,

"* excellent safe life and good compatibility to system environment, and

"* excellent ballistic shelf life

are discussed in some detail in the following chapters. Other advantages include the

competitive pricing as well as the high parameter flexibility of the El-process which

allows efficient and quick developments to satisfy the specific demands of our cus-

tomers.
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Figure 1: Blasting oil and deterrent concentration profiles as well as corresponding
distribution of energy content in El-propellant. The concentration profiles
were determined by Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) microspectroscopy;
the energy content was calculated using the ICT code.

2. Interior Ballistic Performance

During the last years, El-propellants have proven their superiority over competitors'

products in different medium calibre ammunition systems (in already qualified applica-
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tions as well as in new developments; calibres 25, 27, 30, and 35 mm). In general,

performance gains of 7 - 12% were attained compared to conventional alternatives.

This improvement in interior ballistic performance is achieved by:

" Enhanced bulk density: The high bulk density (up to 1100 g/dm3) allows an in-

crease in the charge weight in the cartridge without consolidation. Enhancement of

charge potential directly equals performance gain.

" Slightly increased energy content: Due to the added blasting oils, the energy con-

tent is increased by 200 - 300 J/g compared to single base propellants. This additio-

nal chemical energy contributes to the performance gain.

" Very progressive burning behaviour: The burning characteristic of surface coated

propellants is dominated by the distributions of coating agents and energy content

(see Figure 1). In case of El-propellant, the deterred outer surface can be expected

to burn much more slowly than the undeterred regions of the grain. This is confirmed

by the results of intercepted bomb tests showing that combustion will start mainly

from the perforations, whereas the energy-rich, blasting oil containing outer layer

burns later in the interior ballistic cycle - exactly at the stage where its energy is

needed most. This very progressive burning behaviour further adds to the perform-

ance gain.

" Reduced temperature sensitivity: Thanks to the high parameter flexibility of the El-

process, it is possible to alter the product's properties regarding temperature coeffi-

cients of muzzle velocity (vo) and peak pressure (Pmax) within certain limits. There-

fore, the strong temperature sensitivity known from conventional products can be

reduced considerably in El-propellants. This allows the performance potential given

by the system limits of the weapon system to be fully exploited - the maximum per-

formance is obtainable at service temperature.

The excellent interior ballistic behaviour of El-propellants is demonstrated in Figure 2.

An El- and a single base propellant, both optimised for the specific application, were

tested in the APFSDS-T round for the 30 x 173 mm Bushmaster II gun. Thanks to its

higher performance level and reduced temperature sensitivity, the El-propellant enables

a gain in kinetic Energy Eo of 18% at -500C, and of 12% at +21 0C, to be made.
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Figure 2: Interior ballistic results obtained with the APFSDS-T round for the 30x173mm
Bushmaster II gun. The low temperature sensitivity as well as the significant
increase in performance obtainable with the El-propellant are clearly visible.

3. Barrel Erosion

From practical experience it is known that each increase in the propellant's energy (or

flame temperature) will reduce the barrel life considerably. However, with high perform-

ance ammunition (especially kinetic energy munitions) one cannot avoid using a charge

with a sufficiently high energy content.
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In the case of El-propellant for medium calibre application, the extent of barrel wear is

kept to an acceptable level by:

" Relatively low flame temperature: For an El-propellant designed for 25 mm ammu-

nition, flame temperatures of around 3000 K are calculated (using the ICT code).

This value lies somewhat higher than the 2800 K of a single base propellant for the

same application, but is far below the 3500 K calculated for a nitramine propellant

already in service.

" Optimised barrel protection measures (additives): In order to achieve the maxi-

mum possible barrel protection over the entire interior ballistic cycle, two different

additives are employed ("two-phase design"). One of the additives is located at the

surface of the propellant grains to ensure sufficient protection from the beginning of

the cycle (effect in transition zone - free flight zone). The second additive, being

incorporated in the base grain matrix, is released continuously up to the end of com-

bustion (effect on barrel up to muzzle proximity). The introduction of these additives

must be balanced in such a way that no contamination or fouling occurs. It must be

noted that the two additives used in small quantities are not exotic ones but known

and proven "agents".

The barrel protection concept described above has demonstrated its effectiveness in

both erosion bomb and weapon firing tests.

The results of the erosion bomb tests are given in Figure 3 (diagram of the weight

losses of the nozzle as a function of the heat of explosion). From this diagram it is

evident that the erosivity of the El-propellant lies in the same range as for different

highly surface-treated and thus so-called "cool" burning single-base charge variants,

whereas the "hot" burning nitramine propellant is in the upper investigation range.

During NATO-Homologation at the NATO test centre in the Netherlands, El-Propellant

in a 25 mm APFSDS application met the barrel life requirements of STANAG 4173

in both Bushmaster and KBA gun.

Extensive trials in the 27 mm Mauser gun revealed a barrel life of substantially more

than 3000 rounds.for APFSDS ammunition in conjunction with El-propellant.
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Figure 3: Results of erosion bomb test for different 25 mm calibre propellants (single
base, El-, and triple base / nitramine). As can be seen from the diagram of
the weight losses of the nozzle as a function of the heat of explosion, erosi-
vity increases superproportionally to increasing thermal value. The erosivity
found for the El-propellant did not significantly differ from the values obtained
for different deterred single-base propellants such as PGB 150. The two
propellants PGB 180 and PGB 150 both meet the barrel life values required
in STANAG 4173 when the relevant load rates are applied.

4. Chemical Stability / Safe Life

For the production of El-propellants, a carefully manufactured and well stabilised base

grain is used, and only known compatible and proven ingredients or additives are

applied. Thus, chemical ageing under normal storage conditions is kept to an almost

negligible level, and an excellent chemical shelf life (safe life) will result. This was

proven in different experiments:

Conventional stability tests: El-propellants have been subjected to numerous con-

ventional stability tests during development, qualification and production, e.g. to the
900C weight loss test, 1050C Dutch test, and 1150C Bergmann-Junk test. All test

requirements have been fulfilled.
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Microcalorimetry / chemiluminescence: The extremely sensitive microcalorimetry

and chemiluminescence detectors, monitoring the actual evolution of heat and nitrogen

oxides even at moderate storage conditions (40 - 800C), confirmed the very low ageing

rate of El-propellants.

Chemical shelf life determination: The chemical shelf life (safe life) of different

propellants was determined, whereby the propellant samples were subjected to

accelerated ageing for up to 108 weeks at temperatures of 400C, 500C, 600C and 700C.

The remaining stabiliser contents were assayed quantitatively for the unaged propellant

as well as for all artificially aged samples by high performance liquid chromatography

(HPLC). From the results, the time period for 50% stabiliser consumption was calcu-

lated and interpolated to designated storage conditions using the Berthelot equation.

This approach is known to be very conservative. The results of these investigations are

shown in Figure 4.

Chemical Ageing of Different Propellants

100

> 80-

0 C _-Single base 1
0 ~El-propellant I

SEo 40-- Double base 2 Double base 1
(other manufacturer) Single base 2

,.--0 20_ I _ El-propellant 2

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

Duration of Storage at 20°C [years]
(extrapolated from measurements at 600C)

Figure 4: Assessment of chemical shelf life (safe life) for different propellant types. All
propellants except "double base 2" have been produced by Nitrochemie
Wimmis AG. The safe life values extrapolated from 600C to 200C exceed 40
years for all propellants, except for "double base 2" which only manages to
reach 15 years (very conservative estimations). The extrapolation was made
using the Berthelot approach with an ageing factor of 3.0. The Berthelot law
implies that each temperature change of 10'C will increase the rate of
propellant ageing by this factor. From numerous investigations it was found
that the ageing factor generally extends between 3 and 4.
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For El-propellants, the safe storage life was determined to be in the range of 20 - 40

years at 300C, and of 50 - 100 years at 200C, respectively.

This excellent behaviour has been confirmed by the recent analysis of two El-propel-

lants of the same recipe, produced in 1985 and 1995. Despite the older sample having

been stored for 10 years under ambient conditions, it was still found to be chemically

identical to the new propellant, as can be seen from Table 1. In particular, the concen-

trations of primary stabiliser as well as the contents of stabiliser derivatives were found

to be equal within the accuracy of the method.

Type Substance Sample "1985" Sample "1995"

Primary stabiliser Acardite II 1.01 % 0.99 %

2-Nitro-diphenylamine 0.09 % 0.12 %

Stabiliser derivatives N-Nitroso-diphenylamine 0.01% 0.02 %

_4-Nitro-diphenylamine < 0.01 % < 0.01%

90'C Weight loss test 1.36 % 1.26 %

Table 1: Results of HPLC-analysis of two El-propellants of the same recipe, produced
in 1985 and 1995. Both samples were analysed simultaneously in spring
1996. The results of the 900C weight loss tests are given as well.

5. Ballistic Shelf Life

In order to guarantee sufficient ballistic shelf life, the phenomena that might contribute

to the changes in the interior ballistic behaviour have to be kept to an acceptable level.

For surface-coated propellants, the main factors are molecular weight reduction of the

nitrocellulose and the diffusion of surface coating agents into the propellant grain. Both

processes have been investigated in some detail:

Nitrocellulose degradation: From experience we know that changes in the ballistic

characteristics may occur once the molecular weight of the nitrocellulose has been

reduced by more than 45%. Shelf life investigations of EI-propellants, performed by

ageing the samples as described in section 4 and monitoring the nitrocellulose

degradation using size exclusion chromatography (SEC), predicted a molecular

weight reduction of only 40% after approximately 60 years at 200C. Thus, nitro-

cellulose degradation does not adversely affect the ballistic properties during the
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designated shelf life of the round. The low extent of nitrocellulose depletion corre-

sponds to the other chemical ageing processes (the "chemical" ageing processes,

such as stabiliser consumption, nitrocellulose degradation, heat and nitrogen oxide

evolution are strongly connected with each other - in a well stabilised propellant, all

those processes are of low magnitude).

Diffusion of deterrents and blasting oils: The diffusion of numerous deterrents

and blasting oils into different propellant matrices during accelerated ageing was

investigated using Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) microspectroscopy. The diffusion

coefficient values determined by fitting a Fickian diffusion model to the observed con-

centration profiles correlated to the changes in the interior ballistic behaviour. It was

found that the diffusion effects in single base propellants are too small to significantly

alter the ballistic performance. In double base propellants, however, the diffusion of

deterrents is much faster and will most likely limit the ballistic shelf life. In El-propel-

lants, the diffusion of surface coating agents can be minimised by carefully balancing

type and concentration of both polymeric deterrent and blasting oil. In such El-

propellants, diffusion effects are only marginally higher than in single base propel-

lants, and excellent ballistic shelf life values are achieved. Figure 5 compares the

diffusion of the polymeric deterrent in El-propellant to the diffusion of dibutylphthalate

(DBP) in a double base propellant.

Assessment of ballistic stability: Ballistic shelf life is determined using a test plan

similar to the one described in section 4. The propellant is aged artificially for up to 36

weeks at temperatures of 400C, 50°C, and 600C before being tested in the weapon at

different firing temperatures. The results are extrapolated to standard storage condi-

tions using an ageing factor of 3.0 which is known to be a conservative estimation. This

test has been performed for different weapon/ ammunition systems in conjunction

with El-propellant, revealing excellent ballistic shelf life values in all cases. Over the

entire range of firing temperatures (usually -541C to +71 0C), only marginal changes in

peak pressure and muzzle velocity were introduced by artificial ageing periods equiva-

lent to 20 years storage at 200C. In particular, no dangerous rises in peak pressure

(> 150 bar) appeared, and the low temperature sensitivity of the El-propellant was

maintained, thereby proving the effectiveness of the measures to reduce nitrocellulose

degradation as well as blasting oil and deterrent diffusion.
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Figure 5: Investigation of the diffusion of deterrents; concentration profiles of polymer
in El-propellant and dibutylphthalate (DBP) in double base propellant, deter-
mined by FTIR-microspectroscopy. Measured concentration values (dots)
and recalculated concentration profiles (lines) for to (unaged propellant), ti
(propellant stored at 710C for 1 week), t2 (2 weeks at 710C) and t4 (4 weeks
at 71 °C). The deterrent diffusion is very small in the El- propellant and there-
fore will not influence the ballistic shelf life (diffusion coefficient determined to
be D = 0.13.10-'5 m 2/s). In the double base propellant, however the diffusion
is increased by more than two orders of magnitude (D = 26.101 m2/s) - such
strong diffusion effects will reduce the ballistic shelf life considerably.

The results of ballistic shelf life assessments for five different propellants are depicted in

Figure 6. It is evident from this diagram that the single base and all three El-propellants

exhibit shelf life values of more than 20 years, whereas for the propellant with a strongly

diffusing surface coating, the ballistic shelf life is reduced to about 10 years at 200C.

The excellent ballistic stability of El-propellant was confirmed during different

qualification and homologation procedures. In particular, environmental and climatic

condition tests such as MIL STD 810 D have been fulfilled without problems. The most

severe environmental test program, however, was performed at DGA in Bourges (F).

The 30 mm rounds filled with El-propellant were subjected cumulatively to a "simulation

of climatic conditions" (80 days at +710C / 20% rel. humidity to +600C / 80% rel. humid-

ity), 30 cycles "simulation of aircraft conditions" (totally 780 hours from -40°C to

+1000C), 3 cycles of "complete firing action" (+210C to +1210C), and a "vibration test",
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before being fired in the temperature range -40 to +100 0C. Considering the extreme

thermal and mechanical stresses involved in this test procedure, the increase in peak

pressure found to be within 0 and 200 bar over the entire range of firing temperatures

has to be regarded as small. The maximum pressure level obtained with the aged

ammunition was still far below the system limits.

Changes In Muzzle Velocity Changes In Peak Pressure
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Figure 6: Assessment of ballistic shelf life for different medium calibre propellants. The
propellant samples stored for 0, 4, 8 and 12 weeks at 600 C have been tested
in the respective weapon systems (temperature during firing test 210C). The
extrapolation from 60 to 200C was carried out according to the Berthelot
equation with an ageing factor of 3.0. The single base as well as the three
El-propellants exhibit only marginal changes in muzzle velocity v, and peak
pressure p..; a ballistic shelf life of at least 20 years can therefore be guar-
anteed for all these propellants. In the sample "other composition", however,
the diffusion of improperly balanced surface coating agents leads to an
excessive rise in peak pressure which significantly reduces the ballistic shelf
life of this propellant. The weapon / ammunition systems are: 25mm KBA
APFSDS (single base), 25mm KBA APDS (El-propellant 1), 27mmx155
APFSDS (El-propellant 2), 30mmx190 APFSDS-T (El-propellant 3), and
25mm KBB APDS (other composition).
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6. Conclusions

El technology has opened new perspectives in the field of high performance medium

calibre ammunition. Thanks to the system-compatible behaviour of this product, a

combat rate enhancement can be achieved without drawbacks or undesirable side

effects. El-propellants are equally suited for application in already introduced ammu-

nition systems as well as in new developments.

As a result, El technology has established itself with much success especially in the

following applications:

25 mm x 137 APFSDS, APDS, FAPDS (frangible)
qualified according to STANAG 4173 (NATO homologation)
for use in Bushmaster (M242) and KBA-gun

27 mm x 155 APFSDS
qualified according to STANAG 4170
type classified in Germany for use in TORNADO-gun

30 mm x 173 APDS, APFSDS
for use in Bushmaster II and Mauser F-gun

35 mm x 228 APFSDS, FAPDS (frangible)
qualified according to STANAG 4170
type classified in Germany for use in RH 503 gun

50 mm CTA APFSD
Development for the RH 503 gun

In recent years, close cooperation has been built up in these field with competent

system partners, such as (in alphabetic order) Giat, Mauser, Mecar, Oerlicon Contra-

ves, Primex, Raufoss, Royal Ordnance, Rheinmetall, among others. Such cooperations

permitted investigation of system-compatible behaviour of the El-propellant under a

great variety of configurations and performance requirements. As a result, the reliability

of this system component can be regarded as being fully established.
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ABSTRACT

ROWANEX 3000 is a new polymer-bonded explosive (PBX), developed by Royal Ordnance
in conjunction with the Defence Evaluation and Research Agency, which arose from an
international WEAG(IEPG) Technical Area 25 collaborative programme on pressable
explosives and their associated processing technology '. ROWANEX 3000, is a high
performance composition capable of being pressed to give the high levels of homogeneity
and density required for precision directed energy warheads. In addition it was formulated to
have an environmentally friendly manufacturing method and to have reduced vulnerability
compared with Octol. The present paper discusses the explosive's formulation, processing
method, physical characteristics and stability. Comparison is made between the performance
and hazard properties of ROWANEX 3000 and those of conventional melt cast counterparts
such as Octol, Composition B and TNT.

1. INTRODUCTION

Pressable polymer-bonded explosive (PBX) compositions with high nitramine solids loadings
have been widely developed by explosives formulators in response to demands from directed
energy weapon system designers for increased performance. PBXs can possess a number of
advantages over traditional explosives based on TNT, such as reduced vulnerability,
improved mechanical properties and enhanced survivability in the operational environment.

Reduced vulnerability energetic materials, such as polymer-bonded explosives (PBXs), are
seen by Royal Ordnance as central elements in a systems approach to meeting IM
requirements 2 ,3 and research and development in this area forms an important part of the
Division's business strategy 4. Over recent years Royal Ordnance, initially under contract
from the UK MOD, has developed a series of PBXs for a broad range of potential main
charge applications s,6.

ROWANEX 3000 is a new polymer-bonded explosive (PBX), developed by Royal Ordnance
in conjunction with the Defence Evaluation and Research Agency, which arose from an
international WEAG(IEPG) Technical Area 25 collaborative programme on pressable
explosives and their associated processing technology. ROWANEX 3000 was formulated to
have enhanced performance and reduced vulnerability in comparison with traditional
TNT-based Octol compositions, as well as world wide environmental survivability,
prolonged service life and ease of processing.
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2. ROWANEX NOMENCLATURE

The designation ROWANEX stands for Royal Ordnance Waltham Abbey New EXplosive.
Waltham Abbey was the location of the R&D centre where formulation work on new Royal
Ordnance explosives commenced and which had historic links with previous Government
establishments on the site such as the Royal Gunpowder Factory. Since 1989 research in the
explosives area has continued at RO's Glascoed site in South Wales.

The designation code consists of the prefix ROWANEX followed by four digits. The first two
digits form a serial number assigned to a general class of formulation which relates both to its
processing method and to the predominant explosive ingredient. The remaining two digits of
the code are assigned arbitrarily in sequence and relate to specific formulations within the
general class. Serial numbers assigned to general classes and sub-classes of formulation are
given in Table 1 below.

TABLE I
ROWANEX NOMENCLATURE

1.1 Serial Numbers for General Classes 1.2 Serial Numbers For Sub-Classes

Code No General Class of
Formulation Sub-class Codes Formulation

01-09 Melt-Cast TNT-based Castable Extrudable Pressable Type

PBXs PBXs PBXs
10-19 Castable PBXs -tO0 20 30 HMX-Based

20-29 Extrudable PBXs -11 21 31 RDX-Based
30-39 Pressable PBXs

12 22 32 PETN-Based
40-49 Plastic Explosives 2

13 23 33 AP/Al-Based
50-59 Sheet Explosives F _T

14 24 34 RDX/AI-Based

60-6915-19 25-29 35-39 To be assigned
70-79

)To be assigned

80-89

90-99

When an RO explosive is first formulated as part of a research programme and before it has
been allocated a ROWANEX designation it is assigned a Research Formulation (RF) Code.
No correlation exists between RF and ROWANEX designation sequences.

3. FORMULATION

ROWANEX 3000 is a pressable, HMX-based composition designed for metal accelerating
applications, particularly those requiring high levels of homogeneity and density. It has a total
solids loading of 95% %/h (91.1%/V/) and possesses a theoretical maximum density of 1.83
Mg.m3 . The nominal formulation of ROWANEX 3000 and those of selected melt-cast
explosives based on TNT are given in Table 2. The composition employs a plasticised
thermoplastic elastomer (TPE) binder system derived from a styrene-ethylene/
butylene-styrene (SEBS) block copolymer. TPE binder systems do not involve the use of
chemical curing agents such as isocyanates and have the advantage that they can be
transformed by a reversible softening process at elevated temperatures. In this way
demilitarisation, recovery of expensive hardware and recycling of redundant explosive is
facilitated. An antioxidant is included in the copolymer in order to minimise the effects of
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ageing due to aerial oxidation and unwanted internal chemical reactions and graphite is added

as a processing aid to improve charge quality and reduce the effect of static electricity.

TABLE 2. NOMINAL FORMULATIONS

Ingredient Nominal Formulations (%w/w)

ROWANEX 3000 Octol 75/25 Composition B

RDX - -- 60

HMX 95 75 --

Binder 5 ....

I'NT - 25 40

4. PROCESSING

The ROWANEX 3000 moulding powder is prepared in an incorporator in aqueous medium
without the use of organic solvents. This method of manufacture has considerable advantages
over commonly used lacquering techniques because organic solvents, which are potentially
harmful to operators and the environment, are avoided. The TPE binder is smeared onto the
nitramine crystals to give an even coating in the course of this operation as evidenced by
optical microscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The moulding powder is dried
in heated forced air ovens then coated with graphite in a separate processing stage. Pressing
operations are conducted under vacuum and at elevated temperature to ensure void-free,
homogeneous fillings. The pressing of explosive charges can be highly automated giving the
potential for reduced production costs and higher consistency with respect to traditional melt
cast processing methods. However, due consideration must be given to optimisation of
pressing and assembly techniques for application in specific weapon systems.

5. PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

ROWANEX 3000 has been formulated to deliver levels of performance in directed energy
applications at least comparable to those given by current in service Octol compositions.

A number of pertinent performance characteristics such as velocity of detonation, detonation
pressure and Gurney velocity have been theoretically predicted for ROWANEX 3000 and are
presented in Table 3 together with analogous data for Octol 75/25, Composition B and TNT
for comparison. It will be seen that the detonation pressure predicted for ROWANEX 3000,
at over 34 GPa, exceeds that for Octol 75/25 by 4%. The velocity of detonation of
ROWANEX 3000 has been experimentally measured at 8860 m.s"' which is in excess of the
predicted value of 8704 m.s"'.

As part of the WEAG TA-25 collaboration programme the penetration performance of
candidate compositions from participating nations was evaluated in a shared generic shaped
charge test vehicle design against a common target plate configuration. Generic reference
charges, filled with Octol 75/25 (EDC IS), were fired under identical conditions for
comparison. The shaped charge test vehicles used in penetration trials were 75mm in
diameter with a 50' angle, flow formed copper cone, and an aluminium case. Profiled
ROWANEX 3000 billets were fabricated by double end pressing and the billet was fitted
onto the copper liner. The concentricities of the assembled charges were checked then the
shaped charges were fired into stacked 25mm thick mild steel plates at 4, 6, 8, 10 and 15CD
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stand off distances. Performance was slightly better than Octol 75/25 at shorter stand-off
distances but significant improvement is observed at long stand-off and approached 40% at
15CD (see Table 4 and Figure 1). The improvement in performance at longer stand-off is
most probably attributable to the homogeneity of the pressed filling and the symmetry of the
density distribution about the principal axis which leads to lower lateral jet drift velocities
than for shaped charges filled with melt cast explosives.

TABLE 3. PERFORMANCE DATA'

Parameter Explosive Composition

ROWANEX 3000 Octol 75/25 Comp B TNT

Solids Loading (%1/6) 95 75 60 --

Solids Loading (%'1) 91.1 70.9 57.9 --

Theoretical Maximum Density (glcmr) 1.83 1.81 1.74 1.65

VofD (m/s) 8704 8,516 8,071 7,014
(8860')

Detonation Pressure (GPa) 34 32.8 28.7 21

Gurney Velocity (m/s) 2,880 2,820 2,712 2,391

Heat of Detonation (kJ/g) 6.12 6.09 5.9 5.41

Gas Evolved on Detonation (cm'/g) 747 710 681 567

Theoretical data unless stated otherwise. Experimental result

TABLE 4. PENETRATION DATA'

Explosive Performance Parameter' Stand-Off (Charge Diameters)

4 6 8 10 Is

ROWANEX 3000 Mean Penetration 0-96 1.00 1.02 1.01 0"93

Maximum Penetration 1.01 1.05 1.10 1.13 1.06

EDC IS Mean Penetration 0.95 1.00 1.04 0-97 0.67
(Octol 75/25) Maximum Penetration 1-01 1.06 1.07 1.07 0"79

Normalised in each case with the mean penetration value at 6CD

FIGURE I: COMPARATIVE SHAPED CHARGE PLATE PENETRATION RESULTS

Mean Penetration

1.2
EDC 1S

0.8 ROWANEX 3000

0.6-

0.4

0.2

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
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6. HAZARD AND AGEING CHARACTERISTICS

During the course of the development of a new explosive the type and extent of the
prescribed testing will depend on the nature of the explosive, its intended role and
application, and its similarity to compositions previously assessed ~'. It is normally the case in
the UK that formal pass/fail criteria are not applied to test results but judgements on overall
safety and suitability for service are made on the basis of comparison with test results of
explosives which have been used successfully in similar applications.

An outline of the preliminary hazard assessment programme to which ROWANEX 3000 was
subjected is given in Table 5. A full description of the individual tests is beyond the scope of
this paper but the test procedures and the apparatus employed are documented elsewhere.
The trials programme was divided into three distinct parts:- (a) small scale sensitiveness
testing, (b) ageing trial, and (c) charge hazard testing.

6.1 Small Scale Sensitiveness Testing

Sensitiveness is a measure of the ease of accidental initiation of an explosive by a prescribed
stimulus. The type of testing undertaken included that generally conducted to generate an
explosive hazard data sheet and involved assessment of the sensitiveness of the composition
to a range of stimuli such as mechanical impact, friction, heat, naked flame and electric spark.
Care was taken to fabricate test samples which maintained, as far as was possible, the
integrity of the polymeric matrix encapsulating the energetic fillers so that testing was
performed under representative conditions,

TABLE 5. ROWANEX 3000 PRELIMINARY HAZARD ASSESSMENT PROGRAMME

Parameter Hazard Assessment Test

Sensitiveness Reaction to mechanical impact (Rotter impact, F oftI)

Reaction to mechanical impact with added grit

Reaction to frictional impact (mallet friction)

Rotary friction (F of F)

Ease of ignitioa

Temperature of ignition

Ignition hy flash

Reaction on inflammation

Electric spark

Powder explosiveness

Ageing 12 Months accelerated ageing trial to assess the effect of time and temperature on sensitiveness,
chemical stability, mechanical and physical properties.

Charge Hazard Burning Tube

Small Scale Fuel Fire

Large scale gap test

6.2 Ageing Trial

This trial involved accelerating the ageing of the ROWANEX 3000 explosive at elevated
temperature (60 0C ) for periods of up to 12 months. Samples were removed from ovens at
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3-monthly intervals for testing and comparison with unaged controls. The ageing explosives
were monitored with respect to changes in Shore A hardness, mass, sensitiveness to impact
and friction, chemical stability and mechanical properties. At the end of the trial mass loss
from unconfined samples over the 12 month period amounted to 0. 1% of total composition
and the results of vacuum stability tests were well within the limits of acceptability.

6.3 Charge Hazard Trials

The majority of UK charge hazard tests are designed to evaluate the explosiveness of an
explosive which is a measure of the magnitude of response to an accidental prescribed
stimulus. Since insufficient tests can be carried out under realistic conditions to give
statistically significant conclusions on the grounds of cost, tests usually employ stimuli or
conditions, such as confinement, which are more severe than would be found in practice.
Results from a selection of the charge hazard trials are described below in order to
demonstrate the reduction in vulnerability of ROWANEX 3000 when compared with
TNT-based counterparts.

6.3.1 Burning Tube Test

The burning tube test was designed to assess the behaviour of an explosive charge when
ignited by a propellant under confinement. The results of burning tube tests on ROWANEX
3000, together with those on several melt-cast explosives for comparison, are listed in
Table 6. The response of the charge to the test conditions in terms of fragmentation is
expressed as a degree of reaction on a scale of 0 to 4 ranging from failure to ignite to full
detonation. Descriptions of the experimental observations corresponding to this scale of
reaction are given in Table 7. As can be seen from the results, ROWANEX 3000 deflagrated,
thereby exhibiting a lower order response than those recorded for comparable TNT-based
compositions. Octol 75/25 under the same test conditions gave a very violent explosion.

TABLE 6. COMPARISON OF BURNING TUBE TABLE 7. DESCRIPTION OF REACTION
AND SMALL SCALE FUEL FIRE TEST RESULTS CATEGORIES FOR BURNING TUBE AND FUEL

FIRE TESTS

Explosive Reaction Degree Degree of Reaction Observation
Composition Brigue FlFreReaction Description

0 Fails to ignite -ROWANEX 3000 2 2
TN0/ 2O1 Burning End cap not

TNT 1 2ejected
RDX1TNT 60/40 I Pressure burst Eod cap(s)
(Comp B) _______________due to burning ejected
EDCIG 342 Deflagration 2 to 9 tube
(Octal 75/25) _____________ body fragments

3 Explosion 10 to 100 tube
__________body fragments

4 Detonation > 100 tube
_________ _________body fragments
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6.3.2 Small Scale Fuel Fire Test

This test was developed to examine the behaviour of an explosive charge under the fast
cook-off conditions generated in a fuel fire environment. The confinement is provided by a
steel tube, similar to that used in the burning tube test, which is suspended over a tray of
burning petrol. The results of this test on ROWANEX 3000 and a number of TNT-based
explosives are reproduced in Table 5. The scale of response is judged in the same way as in
the burning tube test as shown in Table 6. ROWANEX 3000 gave a deflagration response
(reaction degree 2) in this test which compares favourably with the detonations
(reaction degree 4) observed for Octol 75/25 and Composition B.

6.3.3 Large Scale Gap Test

The large-scale gap test is described in the SCC Manual of Tests (Test No 22) '. The
large-scale gap test is based on the US NOL large-scale gap test, and is used to measure the
shock detonation sensitiveness of explosive materials. Results are expressed as the pressure,
P., just inside the attenuator at the attenuator/acceptor interface resulting in a 50% probability
of detonation of the acceptor. The LSGT results for the candidate formulations, in terms of
median gap (in mm) and pressure (in GPa) relative to a 50% probability of detonation. The
results for ROWANEX 3000, Octol 75/25, and Tetryl are summarised in Table 8.
ROWANEX 3000 exhibited greater sensitiveness to shock in this test than the EDC IS melt
cast reference composition, but its response is still significantly lower than the pressable
explosive LX-14.

TABLE 8. COMPARISON OF LSGT RESULTS'

Composition Median Gap Pressure

(mm) (GPa)

EDC IS 44.7 2.53

OCTOL 75/25 49.5' 2.04

ROWANEX 3000 51.2 1.95

LX-14 54.5 1.7

TETRYL 60.6' 1.35

a LLNL Explosives Handbook; BM Dobratz

7. CONCLUSIONS

A new pressable polymer-bonded explosive, designated ROWANEX 3000, has been
developed for shaped charge and fragmenting warhead main charge applications. The
explosive has demonstrated enhanced performance levels and reduced vulnerability against
certain hazardous stimuli when assessed against an Octol 75/25 reference composition.
ROWANEX 3000 is in the process of being scaled-up and qualified to UK and NATO
standards and it is anticipated that it will soon be available to weapon system designers as a
fully approved explosive.
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Laser diode ignition of the combustion of pyrotechnic mixtures.
Experimental study of the ignition of Zr/KCl0 4 and
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Abstract
This paper deals with the thermal ignition of some pyrotechnic mixtures by means of
a laser diode. It is an interesting way to ignite and study these pyrotechnic mixtures
and compositions behavior during ignition. Two experimental setup using an infrared
laser beam have been carried out. The first device uses an optical fiber in order to
ignite reactions whereas the second one uses lenses to concentrate energy. This work
is devoted to the influence of the power of the laser P1aser, the pellet porosity T,
and the mode of ignition on the ignition threshold energy E50 and on the ignition
delay time T. It has been found that the ignition mode have an influence on ignition
threshold energies; using optical fiber ignition results in lower energy level than using
remote ignition system. The study has shown that P1a... increasing causes Ti and
Es0 decreasing. Concerning the influence of Pisser, experimental correlations have
been found. It has also been found that an increase of" causes a significant decrease
of T and P5so.

Keywords: laser ignition, pyrotechnic mixture, porosity,

ignition delay time, ignition threshold energy

INTRODUCTION

Ignition of explosive reaction with pyrotechnic mixtures may be obtained by means of

shock, friction, spark or heat source. Using this last way, numerous detonators have been

designed and most of them use hot or explosive wires.

A few years ago, small laser diode were employed in order to provide energy to heat up the

surface of explosives. By concentrating the laser beam in some hundred of micrometers

diameter, it was then possible to obtain an electronic optical detonator. Advantages of

such devices are well known: there are not sensitive to magnetic disruption and their

small size and high efficiency allow them to be embarked. Laser diode can be used with
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an optical fiber to drive the energy to the explosives. It is also possible to use lenses in

order to concentrate energy on the explosive surface.

These principles were used here in order to ignite pyrotechnic mixtures and to caracterize

two important parameters during initiation, ignition delay time 77 and ignition threshold

energy E.0 for two different mixtures: Zr/KC10 4 and Zr/PbCrO4.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The pyrotechnic mixtures

Two differents pyrotechnic mixtures supplied by GIAT Industrie have been studied. The

grain size of this two products was unknown. The first one was Zr/KCI0 4 , chemically

balanced (mass ratio of 60/40) and the second one was Zr/PbCr0 4 at the same mass

ratio, oxydizer lean. An amount of about 30 + 2 mg of loose mixture was pelletized at a

pressure P, depending on the porosity c at which the experiment has to be undertaken.

The dependency of - versus P, was found to be linear (Fig.1):

6 0Avege porosity io(%) S~ Zr/PbCrO4

"0 -T =53.76-9.89E-41

"50 ,.0 r-0.992

40

30

20 Zr/KClO 4

T=43.04-2.23E-3I

10 r--0.995

0 5000 10000 15000 20000
Pelletizzing Pressure Pp(bar)

FiG. 1 - Average porosity- versus PP

The porosity was calculated, first by calculating the density pp of the pellet. Therefore,

for a cylindrical pellet having a mass of mi, 4b in diameter and a high of d, it results:

4mny (1)

where: b5 = 3 mm, d is measured (round of the 1/100 of millimeter) and m5 is the amount

of powder (round of 10-' g). Given pp, it follows:

= 1 - 4mp (2)7r¢bdpc
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where Pc is the density of the compact pyrotechnic mixture. For binary mixtures, it has

been found to be equal to:
pc - x• ± _ (3)

Pory PfueI

where Xi and pi are the mass ratios and densities of each component respectively. Accor-

ding to Fig. 1, T decreases as P, increases and it can be smooth by:

CZr/KCeO,(%) = 43.04 - 2.23.10- 3 P,(bar)

cz/rPbCro4(%) = 53.76 - 9.89.10- 4 P,(bar)

Given P, = 0 in Eq.4, the natural porosity of the powder (in close relation with the

grain size) can be calculated; the greater the natural porosity is, the greater the grain size

is.

The experimental devices

Two experimental setup (Fig.2 and Fig.3) were carried out in order to use a laser as

energy source. Pyrotechnic mixture pellets surface was heated by a laser beam until the

ignition temperature is reached.

•P~~lOOMm .WA ýt

FIG. 2 - Optical fiber laser ignition FIG. 3 - Remote laser ignition

( Device I ) ( Device 2 )

An electronic box allowed to adjust the laser power and the laser pulse width. The power

Pia..r of the laser is measured by a pyroelectric laser radiometer placed just at the top

of the optical fiber for the Device n'l, and after the sapphir window for the second one.

A computer drives both the triggering line and the recording data system. The ignition

delay time ti is recorded thanks to an infrared sensor (Am.. = 850 nm) placed upon the

pellet surface. The sensor voltage is simultaneously recorded on the computer and on a
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numerical oscilloscope. These two different systems allowed us high speed photography.

Various tests were carried out from 9000 to 18000 frames per seconde on a kodack Ecktapro

motion analyser. The camera is also drived by the computer, and the camera photos can

be recorded on it.

The first device (Fig.2) uses a laser diode (SDL2262P2). An optical fiber (connected to

this diode) of 100 pm allowed to deposit a laser energy flux lower than 7.6 kW/cm 2. The

laser beam wavelength is 815 nm. The optical fiber top which is burnt after each shooting

has to be cut, and this step is very important for the efficiency of this ignition mode.

The second experimental setup consists of a remote ignition system (Fig.3); the laser

source is provided by an other laser diode (OPC-A007-815-FC) on a divergent beam of 1

mm of diameter at the top of the optical fiber. The beam wavelength and the numerical

aperture are 815 nm and 0.14 respectively. The laser beam is firstly collimated through a

lens (L1), and then focused by L2 on the pyrotechnic mixture, which is in contact with a

sapphir window (1 mm thick). The top of the optical fiber and the pyrotechnic mixture

pellet are placed on the focal length of L1 and L2 respectively. Given the optical fiber

diameter of D1 ib,, = 1 mm and the focal lens length of L2 , f2 = 4.6 mm; fs changed,

various spot diameters on the pellet were obtained (cf Tab.i):

f (nmm) 10 16 25 30

D,,ot (jam) 400 290 185 155

TAB. 1 - Calculated spot diameters.

This setup provides a tuning power lower than 4 W on a spot diameter which ranges

from 180 to 400 pm. The beam diameters were measured by using a photo paper placed

against the sapphire window; as the first device the laser is driven by a control box. In

the Device n°2 high speed camera can run through a window made into the cylindrical

steel casing. All the experiments, for Device n0 2 were carried out for a spot diameter of

185 pm.

STATISTICAL METHODS

Working on reactive heterogeneous materials implies the use of statistical methods in

order to determine E,% (ignition threshold energy correponding to a ignition probability

of c%) and the ignition delay time T7, both disturbed by this heterogeneousness.

To access the ignition threshold energy E0o and its standard deviation aE0E, "Bruceton"
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statistical test [1] has been used. This test consists firstly of preliminaries which permit to

estimate E5/ (no ignition energy threshold) and E100% (threshold energy corresponding

to an ignition probability of 100%).

Therefore a series of 30 shootings has been undertaken in order to determine E 5%, E 50%

and E95%. The test is validated if the energy step number (resulting from positive and

negative shooting) ranges from 4 to 7. Assuming that the ignition energy statistical law

is gaussian, it follows:

Eso7 = Eo + d(A ±) ()

0 - l.6 2 dlNBA + 0.0291

Where: N: Total shooting number

Eo: minimal energy value

d: energy step
step

A: • in, n number of shooting of the less numerous type of shooting
i=1

(positive or negative) at a level of energy i
step

B: Zi 2n
i~l

Given E50 and co, the energy and its standard deviation at an ignition probability of

c% is E, = TEs + Kcr- and or- = crsoQ, with Q and K tabulated values.

The average ignition delay time T7 and the average porosity E (Fig.l) were calculated

thanks to an other statistical method. Although these pellet batches are made under

identical experimental conditions, a spreading out of these two values due to the powder

heterogeneousness has been observed; a method, based on the "3cr statistic law", valid for

the large number law, has then been computed. One of the statistical law used for small

populations (less than 30) is the "Student law" which tends to a normal law for n > 30.

In order to translate the "3cr law" into a law for small populations, the tabulated value

of t e, (student coefficient) has to be found, which gives, for a number of elements n, a

probability of 99.7% to find the "true value" between:

M - < Xo < m+ (6)

Vn

W (6) - d)
Where cr: standard deviation k~l

n--i
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n Xk
m: mean of n elements Xk E

k=n

Firstly, the mean and the standard deviation are calculated with all the values of Xk

(for this study ck or ttk); then, regarding to Eq.6, all the Xk which range between the two

limits determined by Eq.6 were kept to calculate with a good precision the value of ", K

and their standard deviation. Thus, Eq.6 is used as a filter.

For T7 measurements, the infrared sensor signal is firstly calibrated to be linked to the

ignition phenomenon. In order to do that, both high speed camera and infrared sensor

voltage have been used (Fig.4):

227ms 2,61mo 2.93 ms 3ms 3,27mg 3.5g•s 3.8 ms

Infimg

91.i l(All)

2

D 05S 1 1.5 2 M. 3 3.5 4 4.5
"Thng (ma)

FIG. 4 - Determination of the ignition criterion

The ignition delay time Ki has been defined as the delay between the beginning of the

laser pulse and the very first steps of the ignition corresponding to the first visible light

production. For the two mixtures and various experimental conditions the infrared sensor

voltage associated with this event was found to be constant: Vtggitio, -= 0.338V

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As said before, the influence of the average porosity T, Pl .... and the ignition mode on

Y5-0 and ij were carried out for Zr/KC10 4 and Zr/PbCr0 4 mixtures.

The first results concerning the influence of - have shown for T5-- and Ti a monotonic

decrease as T decreases (Fig.5) for the two studied mixtures.
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FIG. 5 - Influence of T on E--o and Ti

These results were performed on the Device n°2 with P. .... 1 = 2.94 kW/cm 2 for Zr/KC104

and Pt .... 2=1.8 4 kW/cm 2 for Zr/PbCr0 4 ; Pias.r was chosen far enough from the critical

value P, under which no ignition occures and T50 standard deviation increases. As shown

in Fig.g, T-50 and 7i tend to a minimal value of 1.5 J/cm 2 and 3.4 ms respectively, when

T tends to the natural porosity. For Zr/PbCr0 4, the influence ofE seems to be more pro-

nounced. Some other studies[2 ' 3, 41 dealing with the influence of? on Z• provide support

for the results shown in Fig.5. Brochier [2] has shown that decreasing p (i.e. increasing

?) implies the surface to be rough and dark which leads to minimize the ignition thre-

shold energy flux. More theorical studies[51 have shown the same influence of the surface

roughness upon the radiative surface properties. In fact the influence of the porosity on

the studied parameters appears to be more complex; radiative and thermal parameters,

just like gaz phase reactions may be change by ?. Some experimental works (supported

by calculations) undertaken in our laboratory[61 have shown that increasing the porosity

causes a slight decrease of the thermal diffusivity a; the decrease of a emphasies hot spots

growing and facilitates ignition. It can also be thought that surface roughness raising

results in surface micro black bodies growing (i.e. surface reflexivity decrease) and thus,

minimizing the ignition threshold energy flux. Gaz phase reactions[7' 81 has to be also

taken into account because they can be alterred by a porosity decrease. A part of chemi-

cal reactions occurs into the gaz phase (ex oxydizer decomposition[ 7]) which implies that

closing porosity causes the solid specific area decrease. This last chemical phenomenon

could influence the ignition delay time decrease.

In a second part, the influence of the ignition mode and the influence of the laser power

Pi.... on Eso and Ti have been studied.
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15 Ignition threshold energy flux E50 (J/cm') Average ignition delay time t i (is)
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FIG. 6 - Influence of Pi .,. on F5-, and Tj

It can be seen for the results plotted in Fig.6 that, for the two devices and the two

mixtures, a Pla.er increase causes a huge decrease of Es5o and Ti; it also shows that over

Pia.er =2 kW/cm 2 , E50 and Ki tends to fixed numbers, meaning that Pt&..r =2 kW/crm2

constitutes a boundary limit between two ignition regimes. Fig.6 illustrate the fact that

the ignition thresholds obtained from the Device n'l (Fig.2) are lower than these obtained

on device n°2 (Fig.3). This difference may be causes by energetic losses due to the fact

that, in device n*1, the optical fiber (which drives the energy to the pellet surface) is put

into contact with the reactive mixture; thus optical energetic losses[3] are limited by heat

conduction transmission efficiency. This is worth remarkable that for the two devices, the

heating diameter is not the same, and it is known [3, 9] that for each composition, the

influence of the heating diameter upon the ignition threshold energy is not monotonic;

there is a critical diameter corresponding to a minimum ignition threshold energy. The

results plotted on Fig.6 demonstrate that there is a critical laser power Pc, below which

no ignition occures. It means that, to drive to ignition, P1o.... has to be far enough from

Pc in order to compensate energetic losses represented by P, . It follows thus that E70

versus Pl .... can be represented by:

A
E50 f(p ... - Pý) (7)

The problem is to determinate an accurate value of P,. An other way to present such

results is to plot Plae•r versus t4s0, where tpso = Ell (Fig. 7):
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Laser power flux P laser (kW/cme) Laser power flux Flaser (kW/cme)10

Device n'2
5Zr/PbCrO 4

Device n*2Zr/KCIO4

6 Device n2' 2i

Zr/KCIO4  Device nD2 2

Zr/PbCrO4 Zr/KCIO
4 Device ncl

2 ZrIKCIO4
2 , 0 .5 .

0 5 10 is 0.01 0.05 0.1 0.5 1 5 10 50 100
Laser pulse width t p (ms) Laser pulse width t p (Ms)

FIG. 7 - Influence of t,5o on P.aser

The results displayed in Fig.7 clearly demonstrate that Pla,.r =2.2 kW/cm 2 constitutes

a limit between to ignition zones. A 1D analytical study[1 0 1 has shown that it is possible

to approach Pls... versus tpso by Eq.8:

___ A

(t 5oo)b (8)

with b=0.5.

In our case Eq.8 is verified for:

A I b r

Device n*1 Zr/KCl0 4  1.72 0.519 -0.978

Device n'2 Zr/KCl0 4  3.22 0.5469 -0.986

Device n*2 Zr/PbCrO4  3.22 0.5102 -0.988

TAB. 2 - Experimental values of A and b

Despite of the two regions observed on Fig.7, this experimental output (Tab.2) give results

in quite good agreement with those predicted by the thermal ignition equation (Eq.8).

Some other experimental works [11, 12] undertaken in our laboratory have shown the same

evolution. A 2D numerical simulation carried out by gillard et al.[ 1 3], taking into account

radial phenomena follows and confirms very well with our experimental results.

In order to determinate Pc, it is very interesting to plot - versus Pli,,,,. Delichatsios[1 4l

et al. have found that, for thermal ignition, CePta....(W/m2) + C. By considering

our experimental values which correspond to thermal ignition (i.e. Ps.... <2.2 kW/cm2 ),

it becomes easier to get PC (Fig.8):
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lIt i (ms1 ) Average ignition delay time ti (ms)
.4

Zr/KCIO4 Device n°2

0.3 Zr/PbCr04
/ ~10 /

0.2
Zr/PbC,04

0.1
Device n-2
Zr/KCIO4

0 2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0 0 5 10 15
Laser Power Flux P laser (kWcme) Ignition threshold energy flux E50 (J/cmn2)

FIG. 8- - versus Plar (Device no2) FIG. 9 - Tj versus E5 o (Device n°2)

When Kj tends to infinity, - tends to zero, and P&w, tends to Pc. It follows for P&,..r <2.2

kW/cm2 and using a linear extrapolation (• = aPl... + b):
b

PC, b -(9)a

It results from Eq.9 and Fig.8 that PFc =0.139 kW/cm2 and P,2 =0.387 kW/cm 2 for

Zr/PbCrO4 and Zr/KCl0 4 respectively. For Plaer >2.2 kW/cm 2, the results plotted

in Fig.8 show that Tj tends to a limit which was 3.39 ms and 3.3 ms for Zr/PbCr04

and Zr/KCI0 4 respectively. Therefore smoothing our values with a power function and

taking into account the previous results, it follows:

z/IC 4O(ms) = 271 ±3.3

rZr/PbCrO(MS) _ 2.11 +3.

Thanks to the results obtained from Eq.9 and replacing them into Eq.7, it follows:
- IKco (J2c ) 8.47(/o (J.cM. _po,2)".. (11)

o-Zr/PbCrO 4 (J/cm2 ) 8.65

Fig.9 shows that an increase of E5-o causes an increase of Ki. This evolution has been

numericaly shown by Gillard et al.A13] in a 2D numerical simulation; it ensues that the

understanding of the phenomenon has to consider the radial dimension in order to connect

it to the reality.

CONCLUSION

Two experimental setup using two different laser diode were completed in order to initiate

pyrotechnic mixtures. Two important parameters, KY and E50- were studied for Zr/KC10 4
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and Zr/PbCr0 4 mixtures.

It was shown that both mixtures give the same results concerning the study of the in-

fluence of Pla..r and - on 77 and Y-50. It was found that the ignition mode is very important,

and results in huge threshold energy differences: in our case, optical fiber ignition gives

lower ignition threshold energy than the remote ignition system. The results shows that

an increase of P&,..r (for both studied mixtures and both devices) causes a decrease of

77 and TE-0. Calculating P,, the power under which no ignition occurs, experimental laws

have been written by linking all the experimental parameters involved in the ignition.

Concerning the influence of the porosity ?, the results have shown that T7 and T•o decrease

when e increases. It has been found some explanations about the results by refering them

to physical phenomena such as surface radiation, thermal diffusivity or gas reactions. All

this parameters seems to take place into the porosity effect.

Acknowledgements: The autors thank A. Espagnac of GIAT INDUSTRIE for providing various

types of pyrotechnic mixtures (Zr/KCI04 and Zr/PbCrO4) for this laser ignition study.
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KONTROLLIERTE VERNICHTUNG VON DATENTRAGERN

DURCH DONNE PYROTECHNISCHE SCHICHTEN

ALS BESTANDTEIL DES DATENSCHUTZES IN SICHERHEITSKRITISCHEN

BEREICHEN

Dr. Georgios Karametaxas, J6rq Kutzli, Philemon Schweizer, Markus Tobler

SM Schwelzerische Munitionsunternehmung

Allmendstrasse 74, CH-3602 Thun

SUMMARY

Compact Discs (in their various formats) are now established as the world's number 1 digital

information carrier. Their growth will accelerate with the current introduction of the very high

capacity DVD formats (working on the same physical principle).

The contents of the CD-ROM go in certain instances from very confidential to top secret,

especially in the domain MILITARY/INTELLIGENCE GATHERING.

So there is need for immediate destruction under emergency conditions. Presently CD-ROM are

routinely destroyed under non emergency conditions using microwave ovens or just by disposal at

sea. However these ways are not suitable for Emergency very Rapid complete data destruction.

The CD-ROM has the disadvantage (advantage in most instances) that it is mechanically and

chemically resistant. Its weak point is heat.

We have introduced a thin pyrotechnical layer on a surface just above the printed side of the CD-

ROM. This pyrotechnic burns at 2000 'C for under 5 seconds and assures that practically 100 %

destruction of the information is achieved. There are practically no side effects, ie no fire hazard

and no emission of toxic fumes.
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Enlnietung

Der 5" Compact Disc ist weltweit zumn digitalen lnformationstrager Nummer Emns geworden. Die

nachfolgende Tabelle m6ge dies veranschaulichen:

19941 19951 19961 1997]

WESTERN EUROPE 1343 1619 1964 2214
USA 1212 1654 1939 2247
JAPAN 491 580 639 673

LATIN AMERICA 89 127 169 203
CANADA 99 152 173 202
ASIA 210 289 453 598
AUSTRALIA 49 66 79 88
EASTERN EUROPE 29 33 44 57
MIDDLE EAST 16 23 36 40
REST OF WORLD 6 110 112 1141

WORLD OUTPUT TOTAL (Mio.) 35441 45531 55081 6336]

Tab 1 Welt CD Produktion 1994 -1997
Qelle: Understanding & Solutions Ltd., Dunstabel, Bedfordshire LU6 3HS, England

Die Zahlen umnfassen CID im Audio- und Videobereich, sowie CD-ROM. Die CD-ROM-Produktion hat

alleine von 988.52 Mio. Einheiten 1995 auf 1 580.50 Mio. Einheiten 1996 zugenommen.

Er wird zunehmend zumn Tr~ger von Informationen aus sensitiven Bereichen des Gesundheits- und

Bankenwesens, sowie dem Verteidigungsbereich. So werden z.B. Mission Profiles von Flugzeugen,

U-Booten und unbemnannten Flugk6rpern ausschliesslich ab CD-ROM gelesen.

Die Forderung nach der Vern ichtbarkei~t der Information im Bedarfsfalle ist somit gegeben.

Dies kann beim Papier wie auch bei elektromagnetischen Datentragern auf einfache Weise

geschehen. Der CD-ROM hingegen ist unempfindlich gegen Magnetfelder und bedingt durch semnen

Aufbau ebenfalls mechanisch &usserst stabil.
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Deckschicht Oberseite

Reflexion - L iL j 0L

schicht

fInf*rain- Plcroa Leseseite
schicht

Abb 1 Prinzipaufbau des CD-ROM's

Geringf0gige Beschddigungen der Reflexionsschicht, die emn Lesegerat zumn "Stottern', bringen,
k6nnen nicht als infarmationsvernichtend gewertet werden, denn diese kann mit andern Hilfsmitteln,
z.B. mikroskapisch jederzeit wiedergewonnen werden.

In der Praxis~hat man sich bis data denn auch mit ~Pfahlbauermethoden", wie erhitzen im
Mikrowellenger~t oder Versenken im Meer beholfen.

Erste Versuche, das Problem mit Hilfe von L-6sungsmitteln oder direktem chemischen Angriff
anzugehen, sind gescheitert. Sffirkste anorganische und organische Sauren inklusive K6nigswasser
vermochten die Lesbarkeit eines CD-ROM innert n~tzlicher Frist (< 60') nicht zu beeintr~chtigen.
L6sungsmittelseitig war einzig Methylenchlarid in der Lage, nach 5 Minuten die Polycarbonatschicht
wegzulbsen.

Somit bat sich als einzige erfolgversprechende Variante die thermische Vernichtung an und die
Pyratechnik war hier naheliegend.

Problemstellung

1. Ziel

Es ist im Innern des CD-ROM-Beh~Iters (Caddy) oder allenfalls auf der CD-ROM-Oberseite direkt
eine pyratechnische Schicht dermassen anzubringen, dlass diese den narmalen Betrieb nicht start,

aber im Falle einer ZOndung den CD-ROM saweit besch~digt, dass durch keine Massnahme die
Informatian gewannen werden kann. (no character readable).
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2. Randbedingunaen

Funktionstemperaturband -35 00 / +60 'C
Mechanische Belastbarkeit Failtest )gem~ss MIS 810 D/E

Schock )
Vibration

Funktion unter Wasser nicht gefordert
Lagerkondition 60 % rel. Feuchtigkeit
Nebenwirkungen * Keine Deflagrationen, weder bei ZUndung nach bei Abbrand.

9 Keine Emission von giftigen, oder korrodierenden Gasen
9 Beim Abbrand darf der Caddy verformt werden, nicht aber zu

brennen beginnen
* emn Abbrand im Laufwerk dadf dieses besch~digen, nicht jedloch die

Peripherieger~te
Caddy e Dieser muss serienm~ssig sein. Er dadf an Stelle des normalerweise

verwendleten Polystyrols aus Polycarbonat bestehen
Z~ndung o elektrisch; Zandpille T-7. Als Option kann eventuell eine

mechanische ZOndung in Betracht gezogen werdlen

L16sungsanstitze

1. Wirkmassen

Infolge den gesteliten Randbedingungen musste von vornherein auf gaserzeugendle Satze, wie
etwa phiegmatisiertes Schwarzpulver verzichtet werden. Die Auswahl beschrankte sich demzufolge
auf

- Thermite mit Ieichter Z~ndbarkeit

- Redoxsysteme Metall/Fluorkohienwasserstoffe

- Metall/Pe rchi orate (aus Sicherheitsgr~inden wurden Chloratsdtze ausser Acht gelassen)

2. Messor6ssen und Beurteilunaskriterien

Die Spritztemperatur des ailgemneinen CD-Werkstoffes Polycarbonat liegt bei 280-300 OC. Aus
Vorversuchen im W~rmeschrank war bekannt, dlass sich das Material bei ca. 250 00 dermassen
ver~nderte, dlass emn Informationscodle nicht mehr erkennbar war. Andererseits waren
W~rme0bergangszahlen von abbrennenden Pyrotechnikschichten mit Flammtemperaturen von

1500-2500 K v~llig unbekannt, sodlass man sich auf eine Trial and Error Methode mit visueller
Beurteilung beschrtinken musste.
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3. Anforderuncien an die Pyrotechnikschicht

Maximaldicke 0,5 mm (bedingt durch Platzverhaltnisse)
Adh~sion Gen~gend fOr Fall- und Vibrationstests
Versiegelung Keine Bildung von Abrieb und Staub wahrend Betrieb und w~hrend der

mechanischen Beanspruchung
Substrat CD-ROM werden wtkhrend des Lesevorgangs auf maximal 6890 U.p.mn

beschleunigt. Aus dieser Uberlegung kam bevorzugt der Caddydeckel
als Substrat in Frage. Damit ergaben sich Probleme, da dessen
Material, Polystyrol, thermisch weniger resistent war, als dlas
Polycarbonat des CD-ROM

4. Applikation

Zur Herstellung der Schichten wurden die pyrotechnischen Satze in L6sungsmittel aufgeschlamnmt,
Binder zugesetzt und anschiiessend mit Pinsel oder Erichsongerdt aufgetragen. Der
Reprodluzierbarkeit kam entscheidend Bedeutung zu. Folgende Binder kamen zumn Einsatz:

Binder 14 Compound aus Styrol-Copolymer und modifiziertem Kolophoniumharz bewirkt in kleinen
Konzentrationen (3 %) gute satzinterne Bindlung. Die Adh~sion auf demn Substrat ist jedoch gering.

Emzelllack (Nitrocellulose/Alkylharz) ergibt verbesserte Adh~sion auf dem Substrat bei jedoch
erh6hten Konzentrationen.

Acrvllack dadf als Kompromiss zwischen Binder 14 und Emzell bezeichnet werden.

Ubersicht Ober die Grundiagenversuche

1. Pyrotechnische Systeme

In einer Grundlagenstudie wurden die folgenden Stoff kombinationen ausgewahlt [1-13]

A[/Fe2Oa; Mg/Fe2O3; AI/MgFe2O3: Mg/MnO2; CaSi 2/MnO 2; Ti/Fe2O3; Ti/B; Fe/KC10 4; Mg/PTFE

Vor der Applikation wurden mit losem Gemisch erste Abbrandversuche durchgef~hrt, anschliessend
durch Abbrandversuche in dOnner Schicht erganzt. Zumn Schluss wurde mit Binder vermischt und
auf den Caddydeckel appliziert.
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Erwartungsgemdss hatte der gewdhlte Binder einen starken Einfluss durch Obermassige

Phiegmatisierung einerseits, oider Veranderung des Abbrandverhaltens durch die bei der Pyrolyse

entstehendlen brennbaren Gase.

FOr alle gewAhiten Systeme verbindlich konnte zusAtzlich beobachtet werden, dass; das
Durchbrandverhalten der Schicht stark von der Oberflachenbeschaffenheit des Untergrundes

abhdngig war. Bei glatter Oberfldche (Kunststoff, Karton, AI-Folie) musste die aufgetragene Menge
im Schnitt verdoppelt werden, urn einen Durchbrand zu erzielen. Dies wiederum hatte

unerwOnschte Nebenwirkungen auf das Gesamtsystem.

2. Versuchsresultate der Grundladenphase

Diese seien im folgenden hexagonalen Schema dlargestelit.

CD Zerstorung
100%

0% Anzondverhalten
Ab~iebgut (SP-Stoppine)

Caddy
Durchbrand angeschmolzen Mechanische
glimmen / 100% Resistenz

Caddy Zerstorung
inki. Abbrand

Die 100 % ideale Kombination hatte hier also die Form eines regufaren Sechsecks.

Generell kann folgendes bemerkt werden:

SAmtliche Gemnische haben in st6chiometrischer Form zu heftig reagiert. Aus diesem Grund musste
mit ca. 20 % Oberschuss des Reduktors gearbeitet werden.
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1) Mg/Fe 20 3 (ca. 60 % Mg)

N

S1Zugabe15% Mg
4Aeiner Al Thermit
kaum zundfahig

2) AI/Fe 20 3; Mg/AI/Fe 203

3) Mg/Mn02
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4) CaSi 2/MnO2

5) Ti/B; Ti/Fe2O3

Starke flussemission
HF-Spuren nicht ausge-

Abbrand schiossen
wird oft
unerbrochen

6) Mg/PTFE (Enerfoif)

Da Enerfoil quasi st6chiometrisch zusammengesetzt ist, verlduft der Abbrand zu heftig. Mechanisch
hingegen ist das Produkt ideal.
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7) Fe/KCIO 4.Dieses Redoxsystemn wird oft in thermoaktivierten Batterien verwendlet. FOr die

vorliegendle Anwendung ist es zu energiearm, kann jedoch infolge nachglimmen das Polystyrol des

Caddydeckels entz~nden.

Aus diesen Grundlagenversuchen geht folgendes hervor:

SAbriebfestigkeit und mechanische Resistenz kiar ungen~gend

SSubstratoberfI~che muss aufgerauht sein und soil gegen den Caddydeckel isolieren

SPolystyrol ist als; Caddymaterial nicht geeignet. Es muss ersetzt werden durch Polycarbonat

SAls Wirkmasse kann emn aktiviertes Thermitsystemn eingesetzt werden. Das System Mg/PTFE fallt

aus EmissionsgrOnden weg

Umnsetzung in ein Funktionsmuster

Das als Demonstrator vorgesehene Funktionsmuster ist aus den in den Vorversuchen gewonnenen
Erkenntnissen entstanden und verf~gt Ober folgende Konfiguration:

Caddydeckel: Polycarbonat gM
Tr~germaterial: Glasfaserviies /27gm
Pyrotechnik (3 % Binder 14) Fe2O3: 30%

Mn0 2: 16%
Al: 13%
Zr: 21%
Fe: 20%

Das Eisen nimmt nicht aktiv an der Reaktion tell, sondern wirkt als KOhler und gibt die gespeicherte

Energie Oiber Strahlung an das CD-ROM ab.

Die Leistungscharakteristik sieht folgendermassen aus:

95%

100% 100%

90%

100%

*~90%
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Emn Mittel zur eff izienten Informationsvernichtung auf CD-ROM, wie auch auf DVD (Digital Versatile
Disc) ist somit gegeben.

Zusammenfassung

Pr~gnant ausgedr~ckt war folgendle Aufgabe zu I6sen:

In einemn Kunststoffbeh~lter ist ohne Auswirkungen auf dessen unmittelbare Umgebung emn
Kunststoffgegenstand grossfl~chig thermisch mittels Pyrotechnik unbrauchbar zu machen.

Dies bedeutet:

-Minimale Energieabgabe an das Substrat; maximale Energieabgabe an das zu zerst6rendle
Objekt

- Erzielung eines stabilen Abbrandes mit Glimmcharakter trotz Energieverluste an das Substrat
- Mechanische H~rtung der Schicht, urn Beanspruchungen im Rahmen von MIS 810 D zu

widerstehen

Durch Verwendlung von Glasfaservlies als Isolierschicht zumn Kunststaff, beimischen eines
metallischen Energiespeichers zur verwendeten Thermit, konnten die Probleme gel~st werden.
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Evaluation of polyNIMMO in a Reduced Smoke Propellant

Poly(3 nitratoi nethyl-3-methyloxetane or polyNIMMO (CH9O4N) Is a new and promising
polymer fi, A imposite propellants and is a potential replacement for hydroxy-terminated
polybutadiene (HTPB).
PoIyNIMMO is compatible with the range of newly developed energetic plasticisers such as
Glycldyl Azide (GAP-A). Use of such plasticixers allows a reduction in solids loading whilst
maintaining pef'ormance. In the case of Ammonium Pcrehloratc (AP) this leads to a reduced
secondary irl ke level.
This paper pre;ents a study of a polyN1MMO / GAP-A / AP composition. It presents
sensitiveness ard stability results of the propellant, in both a cured and uncured state.
Sensitiveness iesults show that while the formulation can be more sensitive to Impact and
friction in the uncured state than a standaid HTPB /DOS /AP formulation, once cured there is
no significant tiffercncc. Remslts of work undertaken to reduce the sensitiveness of the
precurc arc 8i en.
Ballistic result are given for both burti rate and performanoe in small scale motoT•s. These
show that a high burn rate is possible without the use of ballistic catalysts although their use is
not precluded. As AP is the oxidiser all the usual ballistic catalysts can be considered. Pressure
exponent results are low which will also be advantageous to rocket designers. Rheological
data over a rat ge of temperatures show that, even at these early stages, usable mechanical
properties are kchievable, especially at low temperature.% and there is no reason to believe that
thcee cannot b, ý improved upon once the cure system is optimised.
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Festtrei bstoffe fuir den Ei nsatz in U nterwassertriebwerken

H. P. Hebekeuser und H. P. Mackowiak
Dynamit Nobel GmbH Explosivstoff- und Systemtechnik

D-57299 Burbach-Wuergendorf

Abstract

Obwohl Feststoffraketenmotore nur einen relativ geringen rechnerischen Wirkungsgrad
gegentiber konventionellen Antrieben aufweisen, zeigen sie doch deutliche Vorteile, n~mlich

Kostengunstige und relativ einfache Herstellung
hohe Lebensdauer bel vollstfindiger Wartungsfreiheit
trotz einfacher konstwuktiver Auslegung hohe Zuverlassigkeit
hohe Leistung bei keinelne Bauvolumen

Feststoffraketenantriebe eignen sich auch fur die Verwendung in Unterwasserlaufk6rpemn,
die Oiber kurze Laufstrecken bel einmaliger Anwendung eingesetzt werden sollen. Hierzu
werden soiche Festtreibstoffe bentbtigt, mit denen sich unter den besonderen Anforderungen
fur Unterwasserantriebe mne moglichst hohe Leistung erzielen lIMt.

Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit1 wird uber die Entwicklung elnes hexogenhaltigen
Hoch leistu ngstrei bstoffs berichtet, der bei extrem hohen Brennkammerdrficken auch noch
eine relativ niedrige Abbrandrate besitzt, so daIg bei dessen Anwendung auch relativ hohe
Reichweiten erzielt werden k6nnen.

1. Einleitung und Problemstellung

Die Forderung zu miner h~heren Leistungsdaten von Triebwerken fujhrt i.a. st~ndig zu
Verbesserungen der jeweils verwendeten Treibstoffsysteme. Dies gilt insbesondere for
Festtreibstoffe, die fujr die Anwendung in Unterwassertriebwerken vorgesehen sind. Von
eminennter Bedeutung ist das Erzielen einer sehr kompakten Bauweise. Daher gehbrt
neben einem hohen spezifischen Impuls auch eine extrem niedrige Abbrandrate bei relativ
hohen Brennkammerdr~icken zu den wichtigsten Parametern eines Festtreibstoffs, der for
den Einsatz in Unterwassertriebwerken fuir Arbeitstiefen von m6glicherweise mehreren 100
m vorgesehen ist.

Im Gegensatz zu Flugkorpern ist bei Unterwasserantrieben selbstverst~ndlich auch noch
deren Auftrieb (Wasserverdra;ngung) zu ber~icksichtigen, der die Gesamtauslegung eines
Unterwasserlaufkbrpers stark beeinflussen kann.

Hohe Leistung, d.h. ein hoher spezifischer Impuls ist verst~ndlicherweise auch nur mit
einem hochenergetischen Treibstoff erzielbar. Solche Treibstoffe besitzen in der Regel eine
g~jnstige Sauerstoffbilanz und liefern daher - wie in nachstehender Tabelle 1 am Beispiel
zweier energetisch unterschiedlicher doppelbasiger Treibstoffe gezeigt wird - auch meist
relativ hohe Verbrennungstemperaturen.

1Hierbel handelt es sich urn Teilergebnisse einer vom BWB WF 14 finanzierten Studie, die gemeinsam mit
dem ICT, Berghausen und der Firma TMS, Bonn bearbeitet wird.
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Tabelle 1: Kenndaten zweier energetisch unterschiedlicher doppellbasiger Treibstoffe

DBE D7150 DBG D731
Sauerstoffbilanz [% 021 -32,5 -45,9
mitti. Verbr. Temperatur [K] 2680 2018
mitti. spez. Impuls _Ns/kg. ____2400 2130
Explosionsw~rme 1J/g 4058 3392

Der Leistungsgewinn fuhrt dann jedoch zu einem fOr den hier behandelten Einsatzzweck
unerw~nschten Anstieg der Abbrandrate, wie in der nachstehenden Grafik gezeigt wird.

Abbrandgeschw. als Funktion des Brennkammerdruckes

bei 20*C

35 ___

S25
E

S 10 ...... -_ _ _ _ _

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 .400

Brennkammerdruck [Bar]
ý=BG D731/81-11 -OBE D71501

Die Forderung nach einem Hoch leistungstreibstoff mit extrem niedriger Abbrandrate bel
hohen Brennkammerdrucken erscheint daher zunachst kontrar.

Fujr den Einsatz in einem speziellen Unterwassertriebwerk wurde emn Treibstoff ben6tigt, mit
dem sich emn geratespezifischer Impuls von etwa 2200 Ns/kg erzielen 169~t, d.h. unter der
Vorraussetzung eines Wirkungsgrades von Tj = 0,88 wird min. emn theoretischer
spezifischer Impuls von 2500 Ns/kg gefordert. Die Abbrandgeschwindigkeit soil bei einem
Brennkammerdruck von 20 bis 25 MPa nur maximal 10 mm/s betragen.

Beide oben aufgefujhrten doppelbasigen Treibstoffe sind daher verst~ndlicherweise
aufgrund des spezifischen Anforderungsprofils nicht geeignet.
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2. Problemlosung

Bereits frOher in elnem anderen Zusammenhang durchgef~jhrte Versuche haben gezeigt,
daR der spezifische Impuls hexogenhaltiger Festtreibstofformulierungen durch
Ammoniumperchloratzusatz verbessert werden kann, ohne dag die Abbrandrate dadurch
wesentlich beeinfluf~t wird, wenn eine bestimmte Kornzusammensetzung gew~hlt wird.

Wir haben daher zur Erfojllung der oben genannten Forderungen emn Treibstoffsystem
basierend auf Hexogen und Ammoniumperchiorat mit elnem zweikomponentigen
Bindemittel auf Polybutadienbasis gewahit und versohiedene Formulierungen untersucht, in
denen nicht nur die Zusammensetzung sondern auch die Korngr6Renvertei lung variiert
wurde. Insbesondere haben wir im Rahmen einer umfangreichen Me~reihe die Auswirkung
des Ammon iumperch loratzusatzes auf die Abbrandgeschwindigkeit r(200) (bel t = 20'C)
naher untersucht. Einige Teilergebnisse sind in der Tabelle 2 aufgefojhrt und in der
nachstehenden Grafik visual isiert.

Tabelle 2: Abbrandgeschwindigkeit in Abhtingigkeit vom AP/RDX-Verhaltnis

AP: RDX - r(200) -

1 5,1:1,08) 12,42mm/s
2 5,1:,Tb 9,68 mm/s
3 5,1:1,0c' 19,66 mm/s
4 3, : 1 Od 16,0 mm/s
5 5,0:1,0e) 8,68 mm/s_

16 5, 1:1, O 9,64 mm/s

a) Fein- zu Grobkornverh~Itnis AP =1:6 ;b) dto. jedoch 1:13; c) dto. jedoch 1:3 ; d) dto. jedoch 1:7; e) wie b)

jedoch mit zus~tzlichem Weich mache ra nteil, 0 ohne Feinkornanteil.

Abbrandgeschw. als Funktion des Feinkornanteils im AP

(bei P = 200 Bar)

20

E 15 ____

CD

C 10 -_ _

5
0 5 10 15 20 25

Feinkornanteil [%]

Schutzvermerk nach DIN34 beachten
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Au~erdem haben wir den spezifischen impuls verschiedener Formulierungen mit
unterschiedlichem AP-Gehalt (f~r elne Entspannung von 200:1) berechnet. Er ist in der
nachstehenden Grafik als Funktion des AP-Gehalts (bei konstant gehaltenem
Gesamtfeststoffanteil) dargestelit.

theoret. spez. Impuls (frozen) als Funktion des AP-Gehaltes

2600 -

050

-~2400

2300

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
AP-Gehalt [%]

Es ist ersichtlich, daR emn theoretischer spezifischer Impuls oberhalb 2500 Ns/kg nur dann
erzielbar ist, wenn die Formulierung mindestens 50 %, optimal jedoch etwa 70%
Ammoniumperchlorat enth~lt. Die gunstigsten Abbrandgeschwindigkeiten bei 200 bar
Fremdgasdruck werden erhalten, wenn im eingesetzten Ammoniumperchiorat das
Verh~Itnis Fein- zu Grobkorn etwa 1:13 betr~gt, und der Weichmacheranteil geringfugig
erhdht wird.

3. Charakterisierung des fur den speziellen Einsatzzweck entwickelten
Treibstoffs ,,Schubetfit"2

In den nachfolgenden Tabellen und Grafiken sind die Thermodynamischen Leistungsdaten,
die Abbrandcharakteristik in der Crawford-Bombe und in der Normbrennkammer sowie
einige der im anwendungsnahen Mal~stab auf dem Raketenprufstand ermittelten
Leistungsdaten aufgefoihrt.

2 Dieser Treibstoff, der im nachfolgenden ,,Schubertit'genannt wird, wurde Herrn Prof. Dr. H. Schubert, ICT,
anigg1Iich seines 70. Geburtstags gewidmet

Schutzvermerk nach DIN34 beachten
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3.1 Thermodynamische Leistungsdaten

Entspannung 70:1 Entspannung 200:1
Sauerstoffbilanz ()-24,4 -24,4
Bildungsenthalpie (kJ/1 Q0g) -195,13 -195,13
Brennkammertemperatur (K) 2828 2846
Dujsenaustrittstemp. (K) 1223 979
spez. Impuls (NsIKg) 2376 2546
charakt. Geschwindigkeit (m/s) 1502 1504
x = CDIc 1,27 1,29
mitti. Molmasse der Gase (glmol) 24,3 24,3
Molzahi der Gase 4,11 4,10
Gasvolumen, aktuell (LIKg) 4188 3343
1Gasvolumen, normal (LIKg) 667 663

3.2 Abbrandcharakteristik
3.2.1 Untersuchung in der Crawford-Bombe

Schubertit

Erprobung in Crawford-Bombe

12

E 1o
E

-0

S 8

6
50 100 150 200 250

Druck [bar]

ýr(mmr/s) +21'C -mr(mm/s) +50*C mK(mm/s) -40*C

Schutzvermerk nach DIN34 beachten
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3.2.2 Erprobung in der Normbrennkammer

Sch ubertit

Erprobung in NBK 799

20 -- --- - - --

E

10

< 
-

--- ~----- 
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__ 
_____0 50 100 150 200 250

Druck [bar]
-r(rnm/s)4+21oC -ar(mm/s) +50*C .u-r(mmls) -40oC

Schubertit

Erprobung in NBK 799
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Schutzvermerk nach DIN34 beachten
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3.2.3 Erprobung im anwendungsnahen Malistab (Raketentriebwerk mit.
Sterninnenbrenner)

Erprobung im Raketentriebwerk

Sterninnenbrenner Erpr. bei 21 'C

20

_15

10

-o 5

.0

100 150 200 250 300 350

Druck [bar)

praktisch erzielte Leistungsdaten:

phys. GrnIe Wert
mitti. Druck 190 bar
max. Druck 303 bar

spez. Impuls 2324 Ns/kg
Abbr. geschw. 8,5 mm/s

4. Zusammenfassung

Obwohl die Forderung nach einem Hochleistungstreibstoff mit extrem niedriger
Abbrandrate zunachst kontrar erschien, konnte sowohi durch Korngr6llenvariation als auch
durch Variation der Zusammensetzung einer Mischung aus Ammoniumperchiorat und
Hexogen emn Treibstoff - Schubertit genannt - entwickelt werden, der bei einemn mittleren
Brennkammerdruck von 190 bar einen praktischen spezifischen Impuls von 2324 Ns/kg
liefert. Auch Iiegt dessen Abbrandgeschwindigkeit unterhaib des geforderten Wertes von 10
mm/s. Es steht damit ein neuer Festtreibstoff fOr vielftiltige Aufgaben fOr
Unterwasserantriebe zur Verfugung.

Schutzvermerk nach DIN34 beachten
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ABSTRACT

The Continuous Processing of Composite Propellants (CPOCP) project is a collaborative

research and development effort between the U.S. Department of Defense and the French

Department of Defence, respectively represented by IHDIV, NSWC and SNPE. The initial

project, which began in September 1994, is nearly complete and has resulted in the development

of common technologies and processes for continuously manufacturing both extruded and cast

composite propellants.

The technical approach for the project divided the major tasks between the U.S. and

France so that each country could brings it's expertise to bear on a focused part of the overall

effort. France had the lead on the advancement of state-of-the-art liquid and solid feed systems.

The U.S. had the lead on the development and redefinition of state-of-the-art on-line quality
control equipment and integration of that equipment into the overall control system for the

process.

Both countries have continued to operate and upgrade their own process development

scale facilities which are capable of manufacturing rocket motors using a co-rotating twin screw

mixer/extruder. The French team has demonstrated the successful mixing, deaeration and
continuous casting of their chosen cast composite formulation. The American team has

demonstrated the successful mixing, deaeration and extrusion of extruded composite propellant
without the use of solvents which are required for conventional batch processing. Finally, these

demonstrations have led to full operational tests of each facility to manufacture rocket motors.
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The presentation, given jointly by American and French participants, will include a

description of each of the two process development facilities and the accomplishments of the

project including the results of the rocket motor static testing.

INTRODUCTION

The Continuous Processing of Composite Propellants Project (CPOCP) is an international

cooperative research and development effort, between France and the United States, to develop

the technology to continuously process solid rocket propellants. This project is governed by a

bilateral Memorandum of Agreement (MOA), signed in May of 1994. The official project start

date was September 1, 1994 and it was originally scheduled to last 36 months. Due to technical

challenges, the project was extended nine months. The total cost of the project is split evenly

between the U.S. and France.

The major objectives of this project are to develop continuous processing technology to

manufacture both extruded and cast composite propellants and to agree on common standards for

the design of continuous processing equipment for the production of these types of propellants

The continuous process is applicable to a wide variety of cast and extruded motors ranging in

size from small unguided rockets and tactical missile motors to strategic booster motors.

Composite propellants were chosen as the focus of this project for two reasons: 1) these types of

propellants are of interest to both France and the United States; and 2) composite propellants are

the most complicated energetic materials to process in a continuous manner because of multiple

feed stream requirements, accuracy requirements of the formulation in order to meet the

propellant specifications (burn rate, mechanical properties, etc.), moisture sensitivity, and

processing vacuum requirements. This project is specifically directed towards the development

of the processing technology for composite propellants, however, the processing technology is

directly applicable to PBX explosives, gun ammunition and pyrotechnics.

The management organization for the CPOCP project includes both a Steering Group and

a Project Manger appointed by each country. The responsibility of the Steering Group is to

provide executive level oversight of the project and to devise solutions to any issues identified

and unresolved by the Project Managers. The Project Managers are responsible for the

management and execution of the technical portions of the project as well as effective

implementation of the project in accordance with the MOA.

Previous experience in the field of continuous processing of energetic materials has

revealed two deficient areas which must be improved to achieve a truly effective and viable

continuous process for the production of energetic materials. The first area of focus is the

accurate metering of solid and liquid ingredients to the continuous processor. The second area of

focus is the real time analysis and monitoring of the quality of the final product and using that
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information to control the process. The scope of work for the CPOCP project was defined to

specifically address these two areas while developing improved mixing and casting or extruding

technology to continuously manufacture composite propellants. The two countries have worked

jointly to improve the state-of-the-art ingredient feed systems, develop on-line quality analysis

and process control technologies, and advance the understanding of the process/quality/safety

relationships in a twin screw mixer/extruder. The technology developed has been demonstrated

through the testing of propellants and will ultimately be demonstrated through the testing of

rocket motors manufactured by the continuous process.

The technical approach for the project divides the major tasks between the U.S. and

France so that each country brings its expertise to bear on a focused part of the overall effort.

France has the lead for the advancement of state-of-the-art liquid and solid feed systems while

the U.S. leads the development of state-of-the-art on-line quality analysis equipment and

integration of that equipment into the overall control system for the process. Both countries have

continued to operate and upgrade their own pilot scale prototype facilities for both cast and

extruded composite propellants. France has concentrated on the development of improved

mixing and casting technology for cast composite propellants while the U.S. has concentrated on

mixing and extrusion of extruded composite propellants. Both countries have conducted full

operational tests of their facility to manufacture rocket motors for testing and will jointly prepare

a final technical report summarizing the experiments that have been conducted, results, and

recommendations for the design and operation of continuous processing equipment. The overall

success of the project will be measured by small scale propellant quality tests and static testing of

the rocket motors manufactured by continuous methods.

FRENCH PROJECT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The continuous processing facility at SNPE, Saint Mddard en Jalles

The CPOCP studies are conducted in Saint-Mddard plant in a development facility focused on
continuous processing. The facility is able to process the all energetic materials handled at SNPE :
solvent single, double and triple base, solventless double base, composite propellant, PBX,
composite gun powders.

The facility itself is organized around a co-rotating self wiping twin screw mixer extruder built on
CLEXTRAL design (French company).

The extruder is an 85 mm diameter equipped with cantilever screws, L/D = 16 .It is exhibiting five
different heating/cooling zones : die, screws, and three zones on the barrel. The barrel is a crocodile
type opening barrel allowing a perfect cleaning of the whole screws. The mixer extruder is
hydraulically powered showing a range of rotation speed from 0 to 50 rpm. It is able to work under
vacuum and exhibit two different solid feed ports and five different liquid feed ports.

The chosen formulation for the CPOCP project is a castable HTPB based propellant filled with a
bimodal distribution of ammonium perchlorate (68% in mass) and aluminium (18% in mass). The
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formulation has been split in three chemically stable components called : oxydizer, binder and
curing agent. These three components are continuously fed by two liquid feeders and one solid
weighing feeder. Because of the sensitivity of loss in weight feeders to refill operations that occur
frequently in a continuous process, the solid feeder is a specific device showing no sensitivity to
refill. Moreover in order to minimize the mechanical agressions on ammonium perchlorate it is
equipped with vibrating trays.

The total throughput has been set to 60 kg/h (120 lbs/h) of composite propellant. The facility
allows eight hours long live runs, with help of two refill systems for binder and oxidizer. In this
case the shop is equipped with a specific propellant conveyor used to match with safety
requirements.

During extrusion it is possible to regularly take samples and to cast rocket motors. These jobs are
realised using a specific three ways valve located at the nozzle of the extruder. Connected to the
three ways valve SNPE have developed two different devices used to cast the rocket motors under
vacuum.

Figure 1 : industrial scale pilot plant

French CPOCP Team

The French portion of the project is managed by the R and D department of SNPE with
control of the French Ministry of Defence.
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PROJECT ACCOMPLISHMENT

Since the beginning of the project (september 1994), the French team has focused on the

following areas :

q> Design of the screw profile and choice of the running parameters.

SDesign of the propellant stream from extruder nozzle to casting device.

SSplit of the propellant formulation in several chemically stable components.

SCalibration and measurement of the feeders accuracy.

t Improvement of the quality control system based on residence time distribution principle
(RTD) and on I.R spectroscopy.

SMathematical design of dies, screws ...

q> Design of experiment on the formulation parameters (live propellant).

i> Live casting of rocket motors

t Common IHDiv / SNPE live trials in the SNPE facility.

i Development of a continuous to batch filling of rocket motors

Only few items will be described in this paper, we will particularly focuse on

q Live manufacturing of rocket motors and fire testings

t I.R spectroscopy as a method for quality control

q Mathematical modelling of processes

1) Live manufacturing of rocket motors and fire testings.
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Several runs have been done in order to manufacture, live Baria rocket motors. The Baria rocket
motor are used as control motor for Ariane V propellant, and are able to be manufactured either
with batch or continuous process.

Three kinds of live Baria motors have been manufactured with the same raw materials but with
three different process :

c Classical batch process with an horizontal mixer and a vacuum
casting of the propellant.

* Lab scale continuous process with the SNPE Research Center twin
screw extruder and a << Lazy Suzan >> casting of the propellant.

* Industrial scale continuous process with SNPE Saint-Medard plant

twin screw extruder and a << Lazy Suzan > casting of the propellant.

The lab scale twin screw extruder, is located in the SNPE Research Center in Le Bouchet, it is a
Clextral BC45 specifically designed for Energetic applications wich exhibit a 0 55 mm diameter
screws with cantilever shafts. The total mass flow used during the manufacture of the Baria rocket
motors is 10 kg/h (20 lbs/h).

The SNPE industrial scale twin screw extruder is a 0 85 mm diameter screws with cantilever
shafts. The total mass flow used during the manufacture of the Baria rocket motors is 60 kg/h (120
lbs/h).

During each manufacturing runs some samples have been recovered to check the denstity, and
the mechanical properties of the propellant. Fire testings have been done with several rocket motors
coming from each process.

Running Parameters of the extruder

1200E ooo -

U8004

-Vaccum]

400 L

O200
0 I - - I

0 ----------- ------- ---

09:21:36 09:36:00 09:50:24 10:04:48 10:19:12 10:33:36 10:48:00

Time

The average burning rate and the standard deviation recorded for each manufacturing are listed
in the following table.
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Table nol : Burning rate results:

Process Burning rate, mm/s Standard deviation

(13 MPa)

Batch process 10,47 0,08

Lab scale Continuous 10,58 0,1

Industrial scale Continuous 10,37 0,12

Average value for all 10,45 0,14
processes

As it can be seen the results of each processes are in a quiet good agreement, with low variations
of the burning rate.

Such results make the continuous processing of continuous propellant a trully industrial process.
It is also interesting to note that the scale up of processes has been done from a lab scale machine to
an industrial machine.

2) I.R spectroscopy as a method for quality control

Chemometric treatment of mid-infrared spectrometry data of propellants has been investigated as
a method for quality control.

2.1) Description of propellants standards set

The first step in the definition of chemometric models is the elaboration of the calibration matrix
with given well known propellants. In this study, we have modified the original formulation in
order to test the accuracy of the I.R methodology.

Just like in the D.O.E on formulation parameters we have modified the filler/binder ratio (+/- 2%
of filler content), and the size distribution of the filler +/- 7% on the fine granulometry.

2.2) Description of analysis method
The analytical technique is Fourier Transform Infrared spectrometry (FTIR), in mid

wavenumbers region. Two types of analysis method have been evaluated:

Horizontal Attenuated Total Reflexion Analysis (HATR), for macroscopic observations using a
ZnSe crystal with multi reflexions. The analysis area is 7 cm2 and the depth of analysis is 10jim

Micro ATR analysis, for microscopic observations using a diamond crystal, with single-
reflexion. The analysis area is 50 to 100 ,t

2 and the depth of penetration < 10 p.
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2.3) Description of chemometric algorithms

Spectral data are treated by Chemometric techniques. Two types of algorithm have been
evaluated : Discriminant analysis and PLS

2.3.1 Discriminant Analysis algorithm

It is a Spectral Classification algorithm. The calibrated model determine the known samples
class which is nearest from an unknown sample. It is a qualitative analysis based on similarity with
known samples, rather than quantitative measures. A distance between unknown sample and
nearest class is calculated : this is Mahalanobis distance. Lower is the distance, better is the
similarity.

In our application, Discriminant Analysis model is calibrated with 5 standard-class:

"* class 68/12 (b=53 - f=-15) <* nominal composition
"* class 70/10 (b=60 - f--10)
"* class 70/10 (b=50 - f=20)
"* class 66/14 (b=47 - f-=19)
"* class 66/14 (b=56 - f=-10)

2.3.2 - PLS algorithm

It is a statistical approach for quantitative analysis, based on the Partial Least Square algorithm.

a) It determines spectral area, which are varying statistica Ily as a function of components
concentrations.

b) It develops a calibration method, using Beer's Law:

Absorbance matrix /Abs I=K I Conc.

Molar absortivity matrix Component concentrations matrix

c) It predicts concentration values of unknown samples.

In our application, two PLS models have been elaborated:

- one, based on a calibration matrix of:

binder concentration in a calibration space of 10 to 14% and

fillers concentration in a calibration space of 66 to 70%

- the other, based on a calibration matrix of size particles distribution of fillers, only for
macroscopic spectral data, in a calibration space of:

• 53.4 to 60% for large sizes

10 to 20% for fine size
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2.4) Validation procedures

Validation procedures test each model. They allow us to know performances and limits of each
elaborated model.

2.4. 1) Validation procedure for Discriminant Analysis model (D.A.)

The indicator for a good discrimination in a D.A. model is the Mahalanobis distance of each
standard in its own class and face to the other reported classes, with a fixed discrimination
threshold of < d (other classes) > 3D (standard classes) >>. Results of our D.A. models are given in
the table n' 1.

Table n' 2 - D.A. models of ATR spectra and MICRO-ATR spectra.

Class MAHALANOBIS DISTANCE AVERAGE
_________ATR ALT

standard 0.2 0.17

Next 0.52 0.4

70/10 (60.10) 0.74 0.85

70/10 (50.20) 1.2 0.64

68/12 (53.15) 1.0 0.55

66/14 (47.19) 0.66 0.66

66/14 (56.10) 0.8 0.46

We can deduce, from these values, that D.A. models are discriminant enough for the 5 defined
classes.

2.4.2) Validation procedures for PLS models

Two types of validation test allow us to validate PLS models:

0 Diagnostic tests help us to optimise parameters during elaboration of the method ; the
most significant are statistical spectra (variance and correlation spectra) Press test and
Outliers diagnostic.

0 Cross-validation test quantifies each calibration standard-as if it were a validation one, by:

- sequentially removing a standard from calibration set

- calibrating the new method

- quantifying removed standard with the new method
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Cross validation results of each PLS model, at macroscopic and microscopic scale, give
following accuracy and dispersion relative values:

* 0,8 % for fillers concentration matrix

* 2% for large and medium size particles distribution of fillers

2.5) Conclusion

Chemometric techniques, coupled with IR spectral data, are performing methods to control
propellant process, as well at macroscopic as at microscopic scale. However, we can notice some
limits for PLS methods :

4>Low accuracy on binder concentration prediction , because of its low rate face to fillers rate or
a too large calibration.

VBad accuracy on fine particles distribution prediction, at macroscopic scale, and no method at
microscopic scale, because of low correlation between spectral and particles distribution
informations.

3) Mathematical modelling

Some years ago it appeared mandatory to SNPE to develop Mathematical simulation of
processes operations, in order to reduce development cost by decreasing the number of trials.

This has specially been done during the CPOCP project. Four different mathematical tools have
been employed to design : the screw profile, the extruder die, and the casting tools. It can be said
today that mathematical modeling of processes had been of great help to reach the goals.

The design of the screw profile has been done using LUDOVIC software. This sofware created
developped by CEMEF Sophia Antipolis has been used to design the proper screw configuration
(conveying elements, number of mixing paddles etc...). It has also been used to choose the screw
rotation speed with regards to the total throughput and to the degree of fill of the desaeration
chamber.

Moreover, the quality of mixing has been evaluated using the Residence Time Distribution of
the different screw profiles and a specific SNPE-CERILOG sofware called ECLIPSE.

The die or extruder nozzle has also been mathematically designed using the RHEOTEK software
POLY 3D (see figure n*2). This sofware used by SNPE since 1992, had been applied to the
extruder nozzle in order to calculate the pressure drop, and to eliminate all the dead spots in the
stream.

Last, the whole casting device has been designed using PROCOP F2D, as a tool for evaluating

pressure drops with highly viscous fluid.
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Figure 2 Extruder nozzle of the Clextral BC 72
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US PROJECT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The emphasis of the U.S. team is on the mixing and extrusion of extruded composite
propellants as well as the development of on-line, real time quality analysis and monitoring
techniques. The overall success of the project will be measured by small scale propellant quality
tests and static firing of rocket motors manufactured by the continuous process. These tests will
determine the merits of the continuous process. An extruded composite propellant formulation
for the 2.75 inch rocket motor was chosen as the test vehicle for the US portion of the project.
This grain is approximately 61.5 mm (2.42 inch) in diameter, 762.0 mm (30 inch) in length and
has a single star shaped perforation. The propellant formulation is an elastomeric binder filled
with a bimodal distribution of ammonium perchlorate and cured with an isocyanate. The solids
loading is approximately 86 percent by weight.

The Continuous Processing Facility at Indian Head Division is a small scale facility
which is used for process development of both class 1.1 and 1.3 materials. The facility is
centered around a Werner & Pfleiderer (W & P) ZSK-40 co-rotating, fully intermeshing twin
screw mixer/extruder. The extruder has six segmented barrel sections and three liquid injection
plates which can be arranged to serve different ingredient addition locations and operating
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requirements. The W&P extruder is equipped with five separate temperature control zones for

maintaining process temperature. The facility has an eight feed stream capability. There are four

loss-in-weight feeders for feeding solid materials, three volumetric pumps for liquid metering

which use closed loop control systems based on mass flow, and one loss-in-weight liquid feeder.

The product is extruded through a die mounted in a die holder at the end of the extruder. A

variety of extrusion dies and take away systems are available to accommodate different products.

The entire process is controlled remotely. A PC-based data acquisition system is utilized to

acquire process information. The facility has been operational since July 1988 with inert material

and May 1990 with live material. Extruded products, such as Lova nitramine gun propellant, are

processed at production rates of 6.8 to 13.6 kg/hr (15 to 30 lb/hr). The anticipated maximum

throughput for highly solids loaded castable systems is approximately 45.5 kg/hr (100 lb/hr).

Highly solids filled, extruded and castable products have been successfully processed.

Initially the US team focused on the following areas: developing methods of feeding the

polymer and other ingredients to the continuous processor, processing of inert propellant to

develop operating protocols for live propellant, developing rheological measurement techniques

and mathematical models to aid in extrusion die design, and investigating and selecting

promising real time, on-line analytical techniques. More recently, the US team focused on using

mathematical models to design an extrusion die followed by the fabrication and testing of that

die; optimizing the processing of live propellant; and developing near infrared spectroscopy as

an on-line quality analysis technique.

The collection of rheology data was necessary to provide input to mathematical models

for extrusion die design. The rheological behavior of the extruded composite propellant,

manufactured by the twin screw extruder process was characterized. Under the guidance of Dr.

Kalyon at HfMI/SIT, the capability to measure rheology data of highly solids filled materials

under fully developed flow conditions was established. The shear viscosity function of the

formulation was characterized under systematically varied pressure drop and volumetric flow

rate conditions. A vertical ram extrusion press was used in conjunction with a series of specially

designed, instrumented and jacketed capillary dies. These instrumented capillary dies are unique

in that they are capable of directly measuring the propellant pressure and temperature at the

entrance of the capillary. A sketch of the die geometry is shown as Figure 1. A Dynisco

temperature/pressure transducer (TPT) is inserted into a mounting hole in the die. This method

of directly measuring the temperature and pressure of the propellant during steady state extrusion

(i.e. constant ram speed or pressure) allows accurate rheological data to be collected.
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Figure 1
The data collected under isothermal conditions was corrected for capillary entrance and

exit effects as well as deviation from Newtonian behavior. The propellant exhibited viscoplastic

behavior. The rheology data were fitted with a Herschel-Bulkley type viscoplastic constitutive

equation in the high shear rate region (20 - 250 s"'). The best-fit of the Herschel-Bulkley

equation generated a yield stress of 150,000 Pa, a consistency index of 31,812 Pa-s0 "1' and a

shear rate sensitivity index (power law) of 0.1. This equation was then used as input to a

mathematical model.

A three-dimensional finite element method (FEM) based source code, previously

developed at HfMI/SIT, was utilized to design the internal profile of an extrusion die for the

continuous processing and shaping of extruded composite propellant using a twin screw extruder.

The die design target was a pressure drop of 1000 psi from the screw tips to the die exit. This

pressure drop was chosen to ensure good weld line healing after the propellant flowed over the

spider legs of the die. Collaboration with Shear Tool, Inc., a die manufacturer, and IHDIV,

NSWC yielded a final die design that met the requirements and could be easily manufactured.

Initially, the die was designed without consideration for wall slip. This propellant is known to
flow as a plug and therefore, slip at the wall. An additional 75 mm (2.96 inches) was added to

the length of the die land, increasing the total die length to 305 mm (12 inches), to account for
wall slip and result in an extrusion die that would still yield an overall pressure drop of 1000 psi.

The actual pressure drop predicted by the model prior to adding the 75 mm was 1041 psi at a
throughput of 50 Ib/hr and a screw speed of 85.

The first live extruded composite propellant extruder run conducted with the 2.75 inch

extrusion die occurred in July 1997. Since then we have conducted six additional extruder runs

yielding approximately 500 pounds of propellant. The actual average pressure drop measured at

a throughput of 50 lb/hr and a screw speed of 85 rpm ranged from 600 to 650 psi. The last
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extruder run was conducted, at those same operating conditions, to manufacture propellant grains

for static testing. The average pressure drop measured during this run was 630 psi versus the

predicted pressure drop of 1041 psi.

Investigation into the source of error led Dr. Railkar at HfMI/SIT to discover that the

rheology data used to design the die was in the high shear rate range when actually low shear

rates are experienced in the die. The rheology data in the low shear rate region (1 to 20 s-l), the

actual operating shear rate range, were fitted with a Herschel-Bulkley type viscoplastic

constitutive equation. The best-fit of the Herschel-Bulkley equation generated a yield stress of

107,331 Pa, a consistency index of 1722 Pa-s0 "2, and a shear rate sensitivity index (power law)

of 0.2. This equation was then used as input to a mathematical model and a pressure of 630 psi

was predicted for the die without wall slip (the short die without the additional 75 mm). The

original model did not have the capability to incorporate wall slip. However, incorporating wall

slip with analytical methods, adjusts the predicted pressure drop to 750 psi. This prediction is

within 20% of the observed pressure. HfMI/SIT has developed a new source code which

incorporates wall slip for three dimensional geometries. They are currently implementing this
source code and anticipate even better agreement with the measured pressure drop from this new

code.

The initial live extruded composite propellant extruder runs revealed a variation in the

propellant's properties that was unacceptable. The first extruder run with the 2.75" extrusion die

was conducted with constant parameters to define the scope of the problem. The parameters

were as follows: throughput of 50 lb/hr, screw speed of 55 rpm, vacuum level of 50 mm Hg,

mixing temperature of 11 0IF, and extrusion temperature of 80'F. Six propellant grains were

extruded during the course of the 1.5 hour processing run. Each grain was divided into three

sections and propellant samples were tested from each. The resulting data was averaged and is

presented in Table 1 along with appropriate statistical values.

Table 1

Density Heat of Explosion Strand Bum Rate

g/cc cal/g at 77'F, 1000 psi

cm/sec (in/see)

Mean 1.754 1380 1.783 (0.702)

Standard Deviation 0.004 34 0.074 (0.029)

Coefficient of Variation (%) 0.20 2.46 4.10

Minimum Value 1.748 1333 1.623 (0.639)

Maximum Value 1.760 1440 1.892 (0.745)

Range 0.012 107 0.269 (0.106)
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Not only was there too much variation in the burn rate from grain to grain, the burn rate

was from 6.4% to 20% higher than the typical burn rate obtained from batch mixed extruded

composite propellant (1.519 cm/sec or 0.598 in/sec at 77'F and 1000 psi). The high burn rate

was not as much of a concern as the variability because we knew we could adjust the formulation

to obtain the required burn rate.

The first issue addressed was the feed rate accuracy. Three solid feedstreams and two

liquid feedstreams were fed to the extruder for the initial extruder runs. Once the burn rate

variability was discovered, the feedstream scenario was evaluated and modified. The graphite

coated HyTemp binder was cryogenically ground to a smaller particle size and blended with the

burn rate modifier feedstream. This change decreased the feed rate variation of the HyTemp

from approximately 16% to a feed rate variation of the combined stream of less than 4%. The

feed rate variation of the AP preblend feedstream was approximately 2% which was the best that

could be achieved. The liquid feed rate accuracy was satisfactory all along.

A design of experiments (DOE) approach was then used to solve the burn rate variability

problem. The goal of the experiment was to understand what process parameter values decreased

the burn rate variability. The experimental design used was a full factorial design with

replication. The parameters chosen for investigation were those that we felt most likely affected

the product variation. All other parameters were held constant (throughput of 50 lblhr, vacuum

level of 10 mm Hg, mixing temperature of 11 I00F, and extrusion temperature of 80'F). The

parameters (factors) and the values evaluated are presented in Table 2.

Table 2

Low Value -High Value +
IBinder Mixing Screw Configuration Section INormal*~ Intense
Oxidizer Mixing Screw Configuration Section Normal* Intense
Screw Speed (rm) 50 85
* The normal value of each screw configuration section was the design previously used to make the propellant that
exhibited the variable properties.

The DOE involved the evaluation of eight different treatment combinations of the process

parameters and the replication of each combination during the course of four extruder trials. The

experiment was blocked on screw configuration (i.e. all treatment combinations involving one

complete screw design were evaluated during one extruder run) because the screw configuration

could not be changed during the course of an extruder run. One propellant grain was extruded

for each set of processing conditions. The grains were cured for four days at 1 70'F and then

dissected to provide samples for laboratory analysis. Testing included density, burn rate and heat

of explosion.
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The analysis of the data revealed that, to a 95% confidence level, the process parameters

evaluated do affect bum rate and burn rate variation. The main factors which significantly

decreased bum rate variation in descending order of importance were: intense oxidizer mixing

screw configuration section, intense binder mixing screw configuration, and a screw speed of 85

rpm. Figures 2, 3 and 4 show the decrease in burn rate variation for each of these factors.

Main Effect for APMixZone, iRsp. BlC OVoar
44 -_____ ____ _____ _____ _____ .. RCOV.r

12-

APMI.Z-4..
N 1 I R2.0.84831 R2AdI, 0.7725

DF;101 Q2-0.61171 RSD-2.38611 I CnFLS-l 0.93

Figure 3

Figure 3 shows a 5.72% decrease in burn rate variability when the oxidizer mixing screw

configuration section was changed from normal to intense for all levels of the remaining factors.

Main Effect for HTM ixZone, rssp. BRCOVar

II

6S

N 1 I R2.-0.84831 R2Adj=0.7725

DFýl 0 132. 0.61 171 RSDM 2.38611 ConfL-= 0.00

Figure 4

Figure 4 shows a 4.45% decrease in bum rate variability when the binder mixing screw

configuration section was changed from normal to intense for all levels of the remaining factors.
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The propellant data obtained at the optimum processing conditions determined by the

DOE are presented in Table 3.

Table 3 ______

Density Heat of Explosion Strand Burn Rate

g/cc cal/g at 77'F, 1000 psi

cm/sec; (in/sec)

Mean 1.7493 1375 1.590 (0.626)

Standard Deviation 0.0086 25 0.046 (0.018)

Coefficient of Variation (%) 0.49 1.82 2.84

Minimum Value 1.7335 1341 1.529 (0.602)

Maximum Value 1.7605 1405 1.682 (0.662)

Range 0.0270 165 0.152 (0.060)

The DOE determined the values of the process parameters required to achieve a 38%

reduction in the burn rate standard deviation, a 1.26% reduction in the burn rate coefficient of

variation and approximately an 11% reduction in burn rate. An extruder trial was then conducted

to confirm these results and to manufacture 2.75" extruded composite propellant grains for static

firing. The propellant data generated from the confirmation trial is presented in Table 4. Only

one propellant sample was tested for HOE, so statistical data is not available.

Table 4 _____________

Density Heat of Explosion Strand Burn Rate

g/cc cal/g at 77'F, 1000 psi

____________cm/sec: (in/sec)

Mean 1.7496 1395 1.663 (0.655)

Standard Deviation 0.0052 N/A 0.03 6 (0.14)

Coefficient of Variation (%) 0.30 N/A 2.10

Minimum Value 1.7369 N/A 1.631 (0.642)

Maximum Value 1.7594 N/A 1.720 (0.677)

Range 0.0225 N/A 0.089 (0.035)

This data is acceptable and we are going forward with testing the propellant grains. Prior to

braiding the inhibitor onto the TSE processed 2.75" extruded composite propellant grains,

detailed measurements of the diameter and web thickness at both ends of each grain were taken.

The diameter measurements revealed that the grains are slightly under sized with the average

diameters ranging from 59.92 mm (2.359 inches) to 60.20 mm (2.370 inches) versus a desired

diameter of 61.47 mm (2.420 inches). The outcome will likely be a slightly lower impulse
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during the rocket motor firing. This discrepancy is easily rectified by simply enlarging the die by

1.78 mm. (0.070 inches). The twin screw processed extruded composite grains are up to 0.79 mmn

(0.031 inches) out of round. Typically, the batch processed grains are out of round from 0.25

mm (0.010 inches) to 0.51 mm (0.020 inches. This variation is a moot point since the inhibitor

braiding and curing process modifies the grains so that they are almost perfectly round. The web

thickness are also slightly low, as a result of the small diameters, however their variation is very

similar to the web thickness variation measured from batch processed 2.75" extruded composite

propellant grains. The variation for both processes is about 0.38 mm (0.015 inches). Overall, the

twin screw processed 2.75" extruded composite propellant grains compare dimensionally very

well to the batch processed grains.

Near infrared spectroscopy (NIR) was evaluated as a real time, on-line technique for

predicting ballistic and physical properties of extruded composite propellant manufactured on a

twin screw extruder. NIR was selected because the technology had a highi probability of success

and of begin easily integrated into the extruder process. The concept was to develop NIR models

capable of accurately predicting propellant properties (primary measurements) based on NIR

spectra (secondary measurements) and then use those models to predict the propellant's

properties from the NIR spectra obtained real time during twin screw processing. Predictive NIR

models allow the twin screw processing operator to immediately identify out of specification

material (caused primarily by feeder upsets), scrap only the out of specification material, and

correct the problem with minimal loss of material or operation time.

The approach taken to develop this on-line analytical tool was to develop and validate

the NMR models using small scale batch mixes that were extruded in a two inch vertical ram

press, transfer the NIR equipment to the twin screw extruder, and then refine those NIR models

with data obtained from the twin screw process. The instrument that was used was a LT

Industries Quantum 12001 General Purpose Analyzer equipped with a special reflectance probe

designed to interface with existing instrumentation ports on the extruder and also in a set of batch

extrusion dies. Prior to model development, depth of penetration and probe fouling studies were

conducted to ensure the spectra collected were valid.

Depth of penetration experiments were conducted to determine how deep the probe could
"see" into the propellant. In theory, as the limit of the depth of penetration is reached, the

absorbance should stop changing as a function of increasing sample thickness. These

experiments showed that the absorbance at a given wavelength was inversely proportional to the

thickness of the sample up to 250 microns. After that thickness, no correlation exists. This data

is shown in Figure 7, a graph of the first derivative single wavelength (1520.5 nm) correlation.
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Figure 7

From this data, the conclusion was drawn that 250 microns is the limit of penetration of the
infrared light into the extruded composite propellant. These results are significant since the

binder rich layer formed during the extrusion process is much less than 250 microns, we are sure

that the NIR is analyzing the bulk of the propellant.

Another concern associated with the application of the NIR technology was the extent to

which propellant could build up on the lens of the probe, thus fouling it. This effect would result

in a false sense that the process is at steady state when in fact the process could be in an upset

condition.
An experiment was conducted where two batches of extruded composite propellant, each

a variation of the baseline formulation, were extruded using a two inch vertical ram press and a
die fitted with the NIR probe. The main variation between the two batches was the amount of
oxidizer (79% vs. 89%) and the total solids fill (82.69% vs. 89.12%). NIR spectra was collected
as propellant was extruded. The resulting series of spectra, shown in Figure 8, clearly show the
difference between the two formulations.

Figure 8
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The two high solids spectra show higher absorbance overall than the two low solids spectra. The

spectrum in the middle is the transition from the high solids to the low solids propellant. Looking

at 1550 nm (characteristic peak for the oxidizer) also shows the energy absorbed is much higher

at that wavelength for the high solids propellant and that the energy absorbed by the propellant

decreases with decreasing solids fill. From this data, the conclusion was drawn that the

propellant is not fouling the probe lens and the instrument can detect composition variations

within a formulation.

Once we were convinced that the data obtained with the NIR was valid, we developed the

predictive models by conducting a designed experiment varying the composition of a series of

batch mixes of extruded composite propellant; collecting spectra for these mixes as they were

extruded; testing each propellant mix for density, bum rate, heat of explosion (HOE) and

mechanical properties; and then correlating the spectral data with the tested properties. The

composition was varied for this experiment over a range that exceeded anticipated feedstream

feed rate variations in the extruder. The predictive models were developed from all of the data

and we found that the spectral data did correlate with the propellant density, bum rate and HOE

data. Two validation batches were subsequently mixed and the models were used to predict the

density, bum rate and HOE of these mixes. The model for density yielded the best results. Figure

9 shows measured versus predicted propellant properties for the validation mixes.

Density (Wml) Model
PCR/1 st derivative data/Kubleka-Monk correctionMeasured I Predicted [ Delta [ %1.7537 11.7538 1-0.0001 -0.01 1
1.7434 1 1.7436 [ -0.0002 -0.01

Burn Rate (in/sec) Model
PCR/Iog data

Measured I Predicted } Delta %
0.594 0.611 -0.017 -2.86
0.535 0.563 -0.028 -5.23

HoE (cal/a) Model

PCR/Iog data
Measured Predicted I Delta %

1400 1353P 1 47 3.36
1275 1281 1 -6 1 -0.47

Figure 9

The best models developed for all three properties used principle components regression

(PCR) analysis. For density, the first derivative absorbance data was used. Also the Kubleka-

Monk (K-M) correction was applied. The K-M correction is used to correct for light scattering

that occurs with certain materials being scanned. The log(l/T) absorbance data was used for the

bum rate and HOE models. The K-M correction did not improve the accuracy of the models for

these two properties and was not applied. The density and HOE models predicted accurately.
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the burn rate model consistently predicted higher burn rates than the measured values. Sources

of error effecting the burn rate model are being investigated. A possible reason is that the iron
oxide, a burn rate catalyst, is invisible in the near infrared region.

Following the work using the batch mixed propellant, MR spectra were collected during

a series of extruded composite propellant twin screw processing runs. This data was collected
during the designed experiment described earlier. The tested propellant properties were

correlated with the spectra that were obtained. The data from both the TSE runs was integrated
with the models developed from the batch mixes to refine them.

The spectral data that were collected provided the first glimpse into the twin screw

extruder process. During the ramp up process for the extruder, the solid and liquid feed rates are
incrementally increased until the full formulation is reached. Once the process stabilizes,

vacuum is then applied. A simple plot, shown in Figure 10, of the absorbance at wavelength

known to be related to the oxidizer in the propellant clearly shows an increase in absorbance with
each increase in the oxidizer feed rate. This data correlates with the ramp up to full formulation

on the extruder. This data was very encouraging.

Ramp Up to Steady State Processing

[4

Time- Samples 1 - 100

--c5s cansJ

Figure 10

Selected spectra from the extruder runs and the data from the properties tests were
incorporated into the original batch models. These models were compared to models based only

on TSE data. The data presented in Figure 11 shows the average difference between the

measured and the predicted property. The models were based on Kubleka-Monk corrected 1st
derivative absorbance data and partial least squares (PLS) correlation.
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Average Difference Between Measured and Predicted Property
Propert/Model Batch 7 Batch & TSE I TSE
Density (g/ml) 0.008 0.005 1 0.004

Bum Rate in/sec 0.061 0.035 0.028
HoE (cal/g) 108.9 18.4 11.4

Figure 11

Density continues to be the propellant property that yields the best correlation to the

spectral data. Using four sample averaged data, the models generated with batch propellant

predicted density with an average error of 0.008 gm/ml. When the TSE data was incorporated

into the model, the average difference between the predicted density and the test result decreased

to 0.005 gm/ml. The initial bum rate model predicted with an average error of 0.061 in/sec.

After this model was revised with data from the TSE runs, the averaged predicted error decreased

to 0.035 in/sec.

The validation extruder run conducted early in January 1998 provided an opportunity to

test the revised models which incorporate the TSE data. The revised model predicted density

with an average error of 0.005 gm/ml. The standard deviation of the tested density samples was

0.005 gm/ml. The revised model predicted burn rates with an average error of 0.019 in/sec. The

standard deviation of the tested burn rates was 0.013 in/sec. Both of these models are

sufficiently accurate to be useful as a quality and process control tool.

CONCLUSION

The CPOCP project has been a major effort in the development of continuous technology for

energetic materials. Major milestones have been reached on both sides of the Atlantic Ocean and

the collaboration between, French and U.S teams has been really rich and casual.

If only one aspect should be pointed out, it surely be the manufacture on both side of the Ocean

of live material with respect of the specifications and with industrial-like technologies.
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ABSTRACT: The depletion rates of MNA and 2-NDPA were investigated by accelerated aging test

in PEG/RDX solid propellant containing BTTN and DEGDN as nitrate ester plasticizers. It was

found that both MNA and 2-NDPA were depleted by the 0&h order reactions and these reactions had

two kinds of activation energy which showed the break-point at 60*C for MNA and 70 'C for 2-

NDPA from Arrhenius plots in temperature range of 20 - 80 °C. Therefore, the stabilizer content in

propellant could be predicted much better by using reaction rate in the low temperature range than

that in the high temperature range.

NOMENCLATURE

C Stabilizer content [wt.%] ko Frequency factor [wt.%/week]

Co Initial stabilizer content [wt.%] R Universal gas constant [J/kmol.K]

E Activation energy in Arrhenius eq. [J/kmol.] T Temperature [K]

k Reaction rate constant [wt.%/week]

INTRODUCTION

Solid propellant for military or space application has been improved to have higher performance

and density. Recently, the energetic solid propellant has contained nitramine oxidizer and nitrate

ester plasticizers such as nitroglycerine(NG) or butanetrioltrinitrate (BTTN) to get the higher
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specific impulse[l, 3-5]. By aging for long time, the gaseous holes inside the propellant could be

formed or the mechanical properties could be degraded due to the natural decomposition of nitro

group in the nitrate ester plasticizer. To prevent this kind of gas fissuring, adequate amount of

stabilizer which could react with gaseous products has been used in propellant formulation[ 1,6,7].

The conventional double base propellant with nitrocellulose and NG used to be formulated with 1

2% of stabilizer such as ethylcentralite or 2-nitrodiphenylamine(2-NDPA) to keep the sufficient

service life especially for military weapon system. But two kinds of stabilizers, 2-NDPA and para-

nitro-N-methylaniline(MNA), were found to be more effective than single stabilizer to prevent gas

fissuring in not only double base but also nitrate ester plasticizered composite propellant[4,8,9].

"Many papers have reported the detail function of stabilizer, but the stabilizer content variation with

aging period has shown different results for the formulation of solid propellant. In order to predict

the service life, the consumption rate of stabilizer should be measured experimentally and predicted

by empirical equation.

Sammour[8,10-12] and Bohn[17] reported how the concentration and their derivatives of stabilizers,

2-NDPA and MNA, changed with accelerated aging at temperature over 60'C for composite

modified double base propellant composed with NC and NG as the main ingredients. In this study,

the concentrations of these stabilizers in polyethylene glycol(PEG)/cyclo trimethylene

trinitramine(RDX) plasticized with BTTN and diethyleneglycol dinitrate (DEGDN) were analyzed

during accelerated aging from room temperature to 80°C and better prediction method for their

contents was suggested with storage time.

EXPERIMENTAL[6,9,13]

The cured propellant of L130mm x D30mm x W40mm was prepared and 5 sides of this sample

were wrapped with aluminum foil. Every edge of aluminum foil was sealed with glue to protect

from environmental effects. After samples were stored in ovens controlled at constant temperature

of 20, 40, 50, 60, 70, and 80°C for assigned period, 3 grams of each aged propellant was taken in I

mm thickness like thin chip. The plasticizers and stabilizers were extracted by soxhlet apparatus

soaking in 150 ml dichloromethane solution with each thin sample in extraction thimble for 20

hours. Dichloromethane in this extracted solution was removed using nitrogen degassing method

and methanol was filled in 100 ml volumetric flask with solvent free solution. Two stabilizers(MNA,
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2-NDPA) were analyzed by high performance liquid chromatography(HPLC, Waters Co.) at 270

and 340nm wave length of UV detector. C-18 column(NOVAPAKR 3.9 x 150mm and

BONDAPARKR 8 x 100mm) of Waters Co. were selected for this experiment with 1.0 ml/min of

flow rate and acetonitrile: methanol: water = 45: 10: 45 of moving solution.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Stabilizers Consumption by Aging: The main function *of stabilizers was known to react with NO,

NO 2, HNO2, and HNO3 which were produced from denitration of BTTN and DEGDN and to inhibit

the further denitration reactions of nitrate esters and degradation of propellant[ 1]. The reaction

rate of decomposition products and stabilizers in propellant was found to be faster with temperature

to general chemical reaction. The propellant containing 15% of BTTN and 5% of DEGDN as the

nitrate esters and 0.6% of MNA and 0.5% of 2-NDPA as the stabilizers is selected in this study.

HPLC analysis curves at 340nm wavelength for MNA detection were shown in figure 1 for the

original and aged propellant. The peaks at 2.5 minutes of retention time meant MNA and the peaks

at 3 minutes were considered to be N-nitroso-MNA which is the derivative from reaction of MNA

and denitration products of nitrate esters(BTTN and DEGDN)[1,1 1]. It was found that MNA levels

were lower and the content of N-nitroso-MNA was increased with higher aging temperature. For the

same sample, 2-NDPA detection curves analyzed by HPLC at 270nm wavelength were shown in

figure 2, where the peaks at about 10 minutes of retention time meant 2-NDPA content which was

decreasing with aging temperature and period. Two peaks at about 6 to 8 minutes of curve c were

inferred to be the derivatives of 2-NDPA[14-16], where 2-NDPA was decreased by the half of

initial content after aging for 7 weeks at 80°C.

MNA content variation with aging temperature and period was plotted in figure 3, which showed

slower depletion rate of MNA at 20 - 60*C than at 60 - 80°C and MNA concentration was linearly

decreased with aging period. It meant that reaction order of MNA depletion was 0 th. Also 2-NDPA

concentration was found to deplete in similar tendency to MNA in figure 4. The stabilizer depletion

in CMDB propellant with NC and NG as the main ingredients was reported as combined reaction of

0th and 1st order[10,17]. But in this study, both MNA and 2-NDPA showed the 0 th order depletion

rate in PEG/RDX propellant with BTTN and DEGDN. The reaction rate constants for each

temperature were calculated from figure 3 and 4 and listed in table 1.
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Fig. 1. HPLC chromatograms detected at UV-340nm for MNA analysis, (a) before
aging, (b) aged at 60'C for 21 weeks, (c) aged at 80'C for 7 weeks.
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Fig. 2. HPLC chromatogramns detected at UV-270nm for 2-NDPA analysis, (a)
before aging, (b) aged at 60 0C for 21 weeks, (c) aged at 80'C for 7 weeks.
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Fig. 4. 2-NDPA content variation with aging temperature and period.
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Table 1. Reaction rate constants for MNA and 2-NDPA from fig. 3 and 4

Temperature(
0 C) Reaction Rate Constant(wt.%/week)

MNA 2-NDPA

20 7.846 X 10-4 2 .2 4 9 X 104

40 8.859 X 104  4.104 X 10"4

50 2.044 X 10-3  1.151 X 10"3

60 4.188 X 10"3 1.539 X 10-3

70 2.317 X 102  2.882 X 10-3

80 8.941 X 10.2 2.548 X 10.2

Arrhenius Plots for Stabilizers: The depletion rates of stabilizers can be expressed as the

following equation (1) because stabilizers content variations showed the 0 th order reactions.

dC t = k

(1)

C = C0 - kt

where C represents the stabilizer concentration, t, the aging period, k, the reaction rate constant, and

C., the initial concentration of stabilizer respectively. If the reaction rate constant was assumed to

follow Arrhenius equation,

k = k, exp(- E/RT) (2)

In equation (2), k. represents the frequency factor, E, the activation energy, R, the universal gas

constant, and T, the reaction temperature in Kelvin. In order to calculate ko and E, the reaction rate

constant vs. temperature was plotted in figure 5 for MNA and 2-NDPA.

The activation energy for MNA depletion reaction was found to change at the break point of 60'C:

E/R=9820K in 20 - 60°C temperature range and E/R=18037K in 60 - 80'C. For 2-NDPA, the

activation energy was shown to change at the break point of 70°C: E/R=5233K in 20 - 70'C

temperature range and E/R=2641 IK in 70 - 800C. To predict the remaining content of stabilizer,
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accelerated aging tests have been performed at higher temperature in general. Sammour[10],

Bohn[17], and Bivin[7] reported that the stabilizer content and the self-life of propellant were

predicted based on the results from the accelerated aging at 60 - 90TC. Because the depletion rates

of stabilizers under 60'C were much slower than those over 60'C in this study, it could make an

error when predicting them after long time storage at ambient temperature if these concentrations

were calculated from the accelerated aging over 60TC.

The remaining contents of MNA and 2-NDPA of the propellant stored at 250C were predicted in

figure 6 using two kinds of reaction rate equations different with the aging temperature range.

Prediction at lower temperature range(lines MI and NI in figure 6) was considered to be more

reasonable than that at higher temperature range(lines M2 and N2 in figure 6) judging from the

experimental data in figure 3 and 4. Therefore it is recommended that the stabilizer content is

calculated from aging result under 60°C because the propellant is stored below 60'C in real. Figure

7 showed that the calculated value was coincident with the experimental result for 2-NDPA level

change at 60TC.

l0~ * MNA
A 2-NDPA

*•o EIR = 18037K(60-80
0

C)

"10-2

0
0 . ER= 9820K(20-60

0
C)M 10-3 ,=0.

.o ER 26411K(70-80
0 C)

S. A.

104 E/R = 5233K(20-70
0

C)

S I I I

2.8 2.9 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5

1o3rr, K-1

Fig. 5. Arrhenius plot for stabilizer depletion rate.
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SUMMARY

The stabilizers content degradation was experimented by accelerated aging at 20 - 80'C for

PEG/RDX solid propellant containing BTTN and DEGDN as nitrate ester plasticizers. It was found

that the stabilizers, both NINA and 2-NDPA were depleted by the 0th order reactions and these

reactions had two kinds of activation energy which showed the break-point at 600C for MNA and

70'C for 2-NDPA from Arrhenius plots. Therefore, the stabilizer content in propellant could be

predicted much better by using reaction rate in the low temperature range than that in the high

temperature range over 60'C because the propellant is stored below 60'C in real application.
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Synthesis of Cyclodextrin Polymer (Poly CD), a raw material for insensitive, high
energy and shock survivable explosives

Gary L. Statton and Bernard M. Kosowski

Mach I Inc., 340 East Church Road,
King of Prussia, PA 19406

Abstract

The U.S. Air Force has a need for high energy, less sensitive shock survivable explosives. The
U. S. Navy, Naval Surface Warfare Center, Indian Head, MD has an ongoing program to evaluate
nitrated cyclodextrins, as possible components in formulations of propellants which are
insensitive, high energy and minimum smoke-producing. By polymerizing the cyclodextrin into
higher molecular weight versions and nitrating, the processing characteristics of explosive
formulations should improve measurably. This paper describes the polymerization of y-
cyclodextrin using diisocyanates and nitration of the polymers to provide energetic materials.

Introduction

Cellulose is a polysacchharide polymer made up of chains of D-glucose units attached to each
other by 1,4 beta linkages. Nitration of cellulose provides a useful energetic compound.
Nitrocellulose has long been used as an energetic in a multitude of propulsion and explosive
applications. The drawback in its use has been the unstable nature of the material when in the
dry state requiring the material to be transported and used while wetted to prevent accidental
detonation. Nitrocellulose is classified as a 1.1 class energetic.

Starch is a polysaccharide polymer made up of chains of D-glucose units attached to each other
by 1,4 alpha linkages. A recent development is the commercial production of cyclodextrins, a
unique group of oligosaccharides, produced from selective enzyme action upon corn starch.
Cyclodextrins have the D-glucose units attached to each other to form rings. The most common
of these being c, 13 and y-cyclodextrin having 6, 7 and 8 glucose units respectively (Figure 1).

cM°o CH OH . CH, Co

0 No o o
00"/0

OH HOO

HOO' 'Oft HO,3 :

"OH9 
10, 6 000

ct-Cyclodextrin 3-Cyclodextrin y-Cyclodextrin

Figure 1. Structure of Cyclodextrins
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The cyclodextrins are doughnut shaped molecules constructed so that hydroxyl groups lie along

the rims and are hydrophilic while the interior is relatively non-polar and lipophilic. The

lipophilic cavity can entrap or encapsulate other chemical compounds without the formation of

covalent bonds (Figure 2). The cavity of the cyclodextrins vary in size ranging from 5.3

olb °0o
00,

0

Aliphatics 0° 0

Aromatics

Aldehydes 0

0Acids 0 ,.

Arnines 
0

Ketones

Alcohols

Polymers

Figure 2. Cyclodextrin Structure and Molecular Inclusion

angstroms for the a-cyclodextrin to about 9.0 for the g-cyclodextrin. Van der Waals forces,

hydrogen bonding. dipole forces, release of high enthalpy water and hydrophobic interaction

have been offered as hypothesis for the energy, up to 12 kcal/mole. necessary for inclusion of the

guest molecules'. The nature of the forces for a particular complex thus depends on the guest

which occupies the cavity and the host. The thermodynamic stability of a cyclodextrin inclusion

complex is generally expressed as a dissociation constant, and this value can often be correlated

to physiochemical properties of the guest molecules. The classes of compounds which may be

included are quite varied and includes compounds as straight or branched chain aliphatics,

aldehydes, ketones, fatty acids, esters, aromatics, amines and recently polymers. Inclusion of the

guest molecule in the cavity can give rise to some beneficial modifications of the guest not

otherwise achievable, as for example; solubility enhancement, stabilization against degradative
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(a-). 21 (P3-) or 24 (7-) hydroxyls. Unlike the nitrated cellulose, the nitrated cyclodextrin is
classed as a 1.3C explosive. Similar to the unnitrated cyclodextrin, the nitrated cyclodextrin has
a cavity which can be a host for other energetic components such as nitrate esters or nitramines.
Figure 3 shows a model of y-cyclodextrin nitrate with the energetic BTTN in the cavity.

Figure .3. Depiction of y-Cyclodextrin Nitrate-BTTN Inclusion Complex

The U.S. Navv. Naval Surface Warfare Center. Indian Head. MD has an on~going program -to

evaluate nitrated cyclodextrins. as possible components in formulations of propellants which arc
desired to be insensitive, high energy and minimum smoke-producing.

Mr. John Consaga. of NSWC Indian Head, concluded that his existing program of evaluation of
cyclodextrin nitrate demonstrated the following:

"* That cyclodextrin nitrate desensitizes nitrate ester plasticizers by complexation
"* Scaled-up the gamma cyclodextrin nitrate to the 100 gallon reactor (50 lb.)
"* Achieved a 55 cards, high energy. minimum smoke propellant .

The nitrated cyclodextrin which has an Isp of 226 seconds forms an inclusion complex wvith an
energetic organic nitrate ester plasticizer guest increasing the energy' of the composition up to an
Isp of 250 seconds. Howvever, since the energetic is contained in the inclusion complex. it acts as
if partially coated, thus the composition resists detonation due to impact shock, friction or
electrostatic discharge ~

The viscosity of the nitrated gamma cyclodextrin monomer is too low however to be used alone
without a binder in many formnulations. By polymerizing the cyclodextrin into higher molecular
weight versions and nitrating. the processing ch~aracteristics should improve measurably and
offer explosive chemists new and exciting components. The increased molecular wveight of
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cyclodextrin polymer nitrate over the nitrated monomer can provide added viscosity and strength
to compositions.

Results and Discussion

Polymers may be prepared from cyclodextrins by crosslinking cyclodextrin rings using di or
polyfunctional agents as aldehydes, ketones, allyl halides, isocyanates or epoxides (Figure 4)

Figure 4. Structures of Cyclodextrin Polymers

where the cyclodextrin rings are connected to other rings by links and can have tails of the
linking groups. If the polymerization conditions are judiciously controlled, soluble products may
be obtained having weight average molecular weights above 20,000 4.

We chose to attempt the polymerizations using the diisocyanates, 4,4'-diphenylmethylene
diisocyanate (MDI) and hexamethylene diisocyanate (HDI), (Figure 5) as linking groups for y-
cyclodextrin. This cyclodextrin was chosen since it's large cavity could complex several
molecules of nitrate ester.

0 Cl N C O 4-0. 0H 2  H2  H2  j/O
C N a C N 4PC'N \2/ C •CC - CC/ • NN C

H2  H2  H2
H2

MDI HDI

Figure 5. Isocyanate Crosslinkers

Water was a problem since a small amount could essentially react with all or part of the
diisocyanate thus reducing polymer yield and molecular weight. y-Cyclodextrin can crystallize
with from 7 to 18 molecules of water '. To insure that the cyclodextrin was thoroughly dried, an
experiment was run to determine the time necessary to completely dry the material. As figure 6
shows, the water is only slowly released at high temperature and under vaccuum.
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Figure 6. Drying CD at 1400 C. under Vacuum

The complete drying of the cyclodextrin at elevated temperatures under vacuum and removal of
water in the DMSO solvent by mol sieves did provide high mass spec MW and high weight
average molecular weight (Table 1).

Table 1. Polymerization of MDI and y-CD

Run Temp. C. MDI/CD Yield % MWw Mass Spec Polymer
MW MDI/CD

7029 20 1.0 33 10,000 3500 3.5
7049 20 1.2 77 --
7000 40 1.0 33 54,000 4500 4.0
MDI/CD = Molar ratio
%OH reacted = Decrease in OH peaks of polymer by NMR
Mass Spec MW = Highest MW obtained by Mass spec analysis

Aromatic complexes in DMSO solution are known to exist and molecular models of an MDI
inclusion complex with y-cyclodextrin (Figure 7) indicated that the y-cyclodextrin is of sufficient
size to contain the aromatic portion of the MDI but the isocyanate groups, could extend out of the
cavity allowing reaction with the outer primary or secondary hydroxyls. This reaction would
reduce isocyanate concentration without resulting in polymerization.
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Figure 7. Model of MDI y-CD Inclusion Complex

The temperature of the polymerization reaction was thus increased which would destabilize
complex formation and the MDI was added dropwise to minimize possible complex formation.
These runs are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. MDI y-Cyclodextrin Polymerization Runs

Run MDI/CD Temp. C Yield % % OH Reacted Mass MW

7070 1.0 60 32 12 3500
7075 1.0 80 41 16 4500
7100 1.3 80 58 17
7110 1.0 100 52 17 5000
7112 1.0 80 50 15 6100

MDI/CD = Molar ratio of reactants
%OH reacted = Decrease in OH peaks of polymer by NMR
Mass MW = Highest MW obtained by Mass spec analysis

The higher temperature and dropwise addition of the crosslinker would appear to be providing
higher MW as shown by the mass spec.

Correlation of the data with the variables from all of the polymerizations run showed that better
drying of the CD and solvent leads to increased yield and % OH reacted. Higher MDIICD molar
ratio of reactants resulted in increased yield but ratios higher than 1.5 resulted in gel.
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Hexamethylene diisocyanate (HDI) was also used to prepare a polymer with the -y-cyclodextrin.
The aliphatic isocyanate linkages might be expected to be less likely to be cleaved by nitration
conditions. The temperature was run at the higher level since the aliphatic isocyanate is less
reactive. These results are shown in the following table.

Table 3. HDI y-Cyclodextrin Polymer

Run HDI/CD Temp. *C Yield % % OH Reacted Mass MW

7115 1.0 100 41 - 25 7000

MDI/CD = Molar ratio of reactants
%OH reacted = Decrease in OH peaks of polymer by NMR
Mass MW = Highest MW obtained by Mass spec analysis

Small samples of two of the polymers, runs 7112 and 7115 were sent to NSWC Indian Head for
nitration. Their procedure for nitration of the cyclodextrin polymer uses liquid carbon dioxide as
solvent with the dinitrogen pentoxide.

NSWC nitrated the polymers assuming that 17 hydroxyls were available as suggested by the
NMR analyses. They reported that the polymeric crosslinked cyclodextrin nitrates showed
increased viscosity over the unnitrated polymer and the cyclodextrin nitrate monomer. Both
nitrated polymers were soluble in dimethyl sulfoxide but insoluble in acetone. The molecular
weights of the original polymers and the polymer nitrate are indicated by the GPC curves shown
in figures 8 -10. Figure 8 shows the GPC curves of the polymer prepared from HDI and y-
cyclodextrin, figure 9, the MDI and 7-cyclodextrin polymer and figure 10, the nitrated polymer
from HDI and y-cyclodextrin.. DSC analysis of the polymer nitrate (Figure 11) from the HDI and
7-cyclodextrin show transitions at 1980 C and at 3000 C and indicate the energetic nature of the
product. Nitrogen analysis of the polymer was 13%.
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Conclusions

Soluble crosslinked polymers having high weight average molecular weights can be produced
from the reaction of diisocyanates and y-cyclodextrin. These polymers can be successfully
nitrated by the procedure used at NSWC Indian Head to provide energetic binders having
increased viscosity over the cyclodextrin nitrate monomer. The polymerization procedure is
viable to scale up to produce larger quantities of the polymers for nitration and further study in
energetic formulations.
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Nitrotriazole : Chemische Struktur und explosive
Eigenschaften
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Kurzfassung:
Nur gering erscheinende Strukturunterschiede verm5gen gravierende Auswirkungen auf die
explosiven Eigenschaften von energetischen Materialien zu haben. Das wird am Beispiel einer
Reihe verwandter Stoffe demonstriert, die alle zur Klasse der Nitrotriazole gehbren und mehr oder
weniger ausgepragte explosive Eigenschaften besitzen.
Da in dieser Stoffklasse Tautomerie- und lsomerie-Erscheinungen berOcksichtigt werden m~ssen,
ist bereits die Struktur-Ermittlung an aufwendige analytische Verfahren gebunden. Die
Bestimmung der explosiven Eigenschaften ergab auffallende Unterschiede: Es wurden Vertreter
aus der Klasse der IHE und Verbindungen mit Prim tirsprengstoff-Eigenschaften beobachtet.

Abstract:
Already small structure differences may affect the explosive properties of energetic materials in a
great extent. This is demonstrated in the case of a series of related compounds which all belong
to the group of nitrotriazoles and exhibit more or less distinct explosive properties.

As isomerism and tautomerism had to be taken into account the structure elucidation already
implied intense analytical efforts. The investigation of explosive properties yielded striking
differences: There were found Insensitive High Explosives and compounds which proved to be
primary explosives.

Einleitung.

Das wohl bekannteste Nitrotriazol NTO (Nitrotriazolon) hat inzwischen weltweite Aufmerksamkeit
und bereits auch praktische Anwendung als militarischer Sprengstoff gefunden. Obwohl es schon
vor 90 Jahren erstmals beschrieben wurde Ill, liegt doch der Nachweis seiner Explosivstoff-
Eigenschaften erst 10 Jahre zurOck /2/. Damit wurde die ganze Stoffklasse der Nitrotriazole in das
Blickfeld der Explosivstoff-Fachleute gerockt, und so sind die Anstrengungen, die bisher nur
unvollstAndig vorliegenden Erkenntnisse zur Chemie und zum Explosivstoff-Charakter dieser
Stoffe zu vertiefen, mehr als begrindet.

Nach einer von uns durchgef0hrten eingehenden Untersuchung von Nitrotriazolen wird hier der
Versuch unternommen, das Phanomen des Zusammenhangs von chemischer Struktur und
Sprengstoff-Eigenschaften eines potentiellen Explosivstoffs zu demonstrieren. Trotz der
Begrenzung auf die Grundstrukturen von nur zwei Triazolringen werden alle praktisch
bedeutsamen Explosivstofftypen in einer begrenzten Verbindungszahl nachweisbar.

Voraussetzung hierfur war eine entsprechende Anzahl von Substanzen, die verallgemeinernde
Schlulfolgerungen uberhaupt erst zulielen. Bis auf das NTO sind die hier behandelten
Verbindungen keine Handelsprodukte, muBten also im Labor hergestelit werden. Und 7 der 19 im
folgenden beschriebenen Verbindungen wurden erstmals im ISL synthetisiert. Detaillierte
explosive Eigenschaften wurden von anderer Seite bisher nur fur das NTO beschrieben.
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Chemie der Triazole.

Triazole gehbren zu einer Gruppe von heteroaromatischen Verbindlungen, die trotz ihres hohen
Stickstoffgehalts - anders als die sonst recht ahnlichen Azidloverbindlungen - relativ stabile Stoffe
sind. Das Iiegt daran, dafl ihre N-Atome am Aufbau stabiler elektronischer Grundstrukturen
beteiligt sind. Ihre Stickstoffatome sind entweder Teil des Doppel bind ungssystems (Pyridin-N)
oder liegen in Einfachbindlung (Pyrrol-N) var.

N-N' N-N N-N N-N .- Pyridin-Typ

R)'<Nk RN>~ ~kNR N . Pyrrol-Typ

H H

Zwei Arten von Triazolen sind zu unterscheiden: 1,2,4 und I 2,3-Triazole. Sie haben eine
strukturelle Gemeinsamkeit, die Erscheinung der Tautomerie: Die Protonen an den
Stickstoffatomen sind beweglich. Seine genaue Lage hangt von zwei Faktoren ab, den sonstigen
Substituenten und demn L6sungsmittef. Aber es kann auch emn Gleichgewicht tautomerer
Strukturen vorliegen. W~ird dieses H-Atom durch einen anderen Substituenten ersetzt, kommt zu
dem Problem der Tautomerie das der Isomerie.
Die Nitrogruppe in Triazolen verleiht dem am Stickstoff gebundenen Wasserstoffatom einen
sauren Charakter, dem ganzen Molekfil Sprengstoff-Eigenschaften. Alle von uns untersuchten
Nitrotriazole zeigen bereits nach Einfohrung nur einer Nitrogruppe einen mehr oder weniger
explosiven Charakter, der zwischen dem eines Insensitive High Explosive (IHE) und dem eines
Initialsprengstoffs liegen kann.

Untersuchte Verbindungen.

Die folgendlen Nitrotriazole wurden in die Untersuchung aufgenommen (Anlage 2).
Es stand als Handelsprodukt zur VerfUgung: 3-Nitro-triazol-5-on (NTO), 7
Nach Literaturvorschriften wurden hergestellt:

4-Nitro-1 ,2,3-triazol (4-NT) 2 /3/,
3-Nitro-5-amino-1,2,4-triazol (ANTA) 3 /4/,
4-Nitro-2(1 ,2,4-triazol-3-yl)-1,2,3-triazoI (NBT) 4 /5/,
3-Nitramino-1,2,4-triazol (NITRA) 6 /6/
4,6-Bis(3-nitro-5-amino-1 ,2,4-triazol-1 -yl)-5-nitropyrimidin (DANTNP) 13 /7/,
1 -Pikryl-4-nitro-1,2,3-triazol (1 -PNT) 14 /3/,
2-Pikryl-4-nitro-I ,2,3-triazol (2-PNT) 15 /3/,
I -Dinitrophenyl-3-nitro-1,2,4-triazol 16 /19/.

Fur die folgendlen Verbindungen haben wir eigene Darstellungsmethoden entwickelt:
3-Nitro-1 ,2,4-tr'iazof (3-NT) 1 /8/,
2-Dinitrophenyl-4-nitro-1,2,3-triazol 10 ,
I -Din itrophenyl-4-n itro-I1 2,3-triazol 11.

Die weiteren Stoffe wurden erstmals im ISL synthetisiert:
C,N-Dinitrobitriazol (C, N-DNBTr) 5 /9/,
COC-Dinitrobitriazol (C,C-DNBTr) 8 /8/,
N-Dinitrophenyl-nitrobitriazol 9,
4,6-Bis(3-nitro-1 ,2,4-triazol-1-yl)-5-nitro-pyrimidin 12,
4,6-Bis(4-nitro-i ,2,3-triazol-1 -yl)-5-nitropyrimidin 17,
2,4-Bis(5-amino-3-nitro-l ,2,4-triazol-1 -yl)-5-nitropyrimidin 18,
4-Nitro-2-(I ,2,3-triazol-4-yl)-I 2,3-triazol 19.
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Synthesen von Nitrotriazolen.

Unsere Synthesen der neuen Verbindungen sind im Anhang I n~her beschrieben. Die folgende
Obersicht beschreibt zwar nur das Synthese-Prinzip, erlaubt aber bereits Einsichten in den
Chemnismus der Nitrotriazole.
Nitrotriazole mit ihremn reaktiven Proton konnen mit geeigneten Partnern wie 2,4-Dinitro-
chlorbenzol und 5-Nitro-4,6-dichlorpyrimidin, die eine aktivierte Austrittsgruppe tragen, zur
Umnsetzung gebracht werden. Imn Falle derartiger Reaktionen mit 3-Nitro-1,2,4-triazol I wurde nur
jeweils emn Reaktionsprodukt (9, 12, 16), mit 4-Nitro-1,2,3-triazol 2 aber emn Gemnisch aus demn 1-
und demn 2-substituierten Produkt erhalten (10, 11).

N NO,H

)H CO, 'C N, NH,

N O,'N INLNO, \'N-ON NO

2 H NO, MkNO, O NO%

* tL~i 11 NO 
NO

10 NO,
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O N4ýN.H NI~LC ,. N .N

y 1y3H 3 H

Schema 1
Die Ausnutzung der Diazotierbarkeit von Amninotriazolen stelit den ersten Schritt auf demn Weg zu
(unsymmetrischen) Bitriazolen dar. Anschlie~end werden diese Reaktionsprodukte mit einer
Nitroverbindung, der Methazonsgure, gekuppelt und danach zu einem 2-substituierten 4-Nitro-
1,2,3-triazol cyclisiert /20/.
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Das 2-Dinitrophenyl-4-nitro-1,2,3-triazol 10 haben wir nach dem o.e. Prinzip /20/ aus Dinitroanilin
hergesteilt. Dadurch konnte die Struktur der bei der vorher erwahnten Reaktion (Schema 1)
entstandenen und chromatographisch getrennten Dinitrophenyl-nitrotriazole 10 und 11 aufgeklart
werden. Das 4-Nitro-1,2,3-triazol 2 1511t sich zumn 4-Aminotriazol reduzieren /21/ und entsprechend
dem obigem Mechanismus zu einem Bitriazol 19 umwandeln.
Zwei weitere von uns gefundenen Reaktionen, die sich als Alternative zu publizierten Synthesen
anbieten, seien erwahnt. Die Nitrierung von Aminotriazol zu NITRA 6 ben6tigt nicht unbedingt
NO2BF4 /10/, sondern ist auch mit Oblicher Nitriersaure (konz. Salpetersaure / konz.
Schwefelsaure) realisierbar. Allerdings haben wir, als es urn die Herstellung gr6llerer Mengen von
NITRA fOr die Charakterisierung als Explosivstoff ging, auf die Methode von HENRY /6/
zurUckgegriffen, die von Aminonitroguanidin (ANQ) ausgeht.
3-Nitro-1,2,4-triazol ist problemlos in einer SANDMEYER-Reaktion ohne Katalysator zugainglich
/11/, liefert aber nur emn verunreinigtes Produkt. Emn Nitrotriazol in hoher Reinheit kann man
erhalten, wenn man aus ANQ - nicht aus Aminotriazol - hergesteiltes NITRA mit H202 (84 %) in
einer zwar recht unubersichtlichen, aber wirkungsvollen und reproduzierbaren Reaktion /8/
oxidiert.
Die Isomeren 13 und 18, die durch Umsetzung von 2,4- bzw. 4,6-Dichlor-5-nitropyrimidin mit
ANTA 3 dargestellt werden, haben eine auffallende Gemeinsamkeit: Sie sind thermisch stabil und
praktisch unloslich in den gangigen Lo6sungsmitteln. Trotzdem zeigen sie eine gewisse chemische
Labilitat insofern, als sie beim Behandeln mit heillem Dimethylformamid oder Dimethylsulfoxid
zwar in Lo6sung gehen, jedoch nicht mehr aus der Losung ausfalibar sind, was auf chemnische
Veranderungen hinweist.

Strukturprobleme.

Bei den meisten der hier untersuchten Verbindungen steht die exakte Struktur nicht a priori fest,
da untersohiedliche tautomere oder isomere Formen in Erwagung gezogen werden mussen.
Ebenso mull - zumindest in Lo6sungen, und das ist der fur chemnische Reaktionen wesentliche
Zustand - auch emn Gleichgewicht mehrerer Strukturen neben- einander in Erwagung gezogen
werden. Die Entscheidung, welche Struktur im Einzelfall vorliegt, ist nicht Ieicht zu treffen. Die
analytische "Methode der Wahl" ist die kernmagnetische Resonanzspektroskopie und zwar
besonders 1N-NMR, da es hier umn die Charakterisierung von Stickstoff-Atomen geht.
Das 1H-Spektrum des NTO a511t sowohl die Struktur eines Triazoions wie eines Hydroxytriazols
(zwei unterschiedliche, mit D20 austauschbare Signale) zu. Das 13C-Spektrum reicht ebenso
wenig fur eine Entscheidung aus, da die Signallage von 153 ppm H 0 OH
nicht gerade typisch fuir eine Ketogruppe ist. Erst das 15N-Spektrum N-C 11N-C

ist mit zwei positiven Signalen - entspr. zwei protonentragenden N- ýN ONKN,

Atomen - eindeutig (Fig. 1-3). Die Signale sind in diesem Versuch H,-J1 - ,-I

(Gated Decoupling) positiv, wenn sie emn H-Atom tragen, sonst
negativ.
Im Falle des 4-Nitro-1,2,3-triazols - gelost in DMSO-d5 - erhalt man emn 15 N-Spektrum mit 4
Signalen (eines fujr das N-Atom der Nitrogruppe und je eines for die Ring-N-Atome, da jedes N-
Atom sich in einer anderen magnetischen Umgebung befindet). Da zwei Signale positiv sind (Fig.
4), also protonentragende N-Atome anzeigen, mull emn tautomeres Gleichgewicht zweierr
Strukturen vorliegen; denn im Nitrotriazol liegt nur elne NH-Gruppe vor. Das gleiche Phanomen
beobachtet man beim NITRA und dem C,C-Dinitrobitriazol 8 (Fig. 5). Welche Strukturen dabei
beteiligt sind, kann erst durch weitergehende Betrachtungen entschieden werden, wobei oft
Signallage und Signalform (Aufspaltungen) Hinweise auf die chemische Umgebung und damit die
Struktur liefern. So zeigt das '5N-Spektrum von C,N-Dinitrobitriazol mehrere markante
Aufspaltungsmuster (Fig. 6), deren Auswertung (s. /12/) dazu verwendet werden kann, den Ort der
N-Nitrierung festzulegen. In Einzelf;§llen wird das Auftreten von Tautomeren schon im
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1H-Spektrum erkennbar, so beim Bitriazol 19, dlas allerdlings nur im Lo6sungsmittel Aceton-d6 die
neuen temperaturabhangigen Signale zeigt (Fig. 7).

In anderen Fallen hilft nur eine Inkrementenabschatzung, die dann auf Modeliverbindlungen
basiert, da in einem gewissen Streubereich die Signallage for die jeweiligen Atome reprodluzierbar
ist. Im ailgemneinen beobachtet man, dall dlas H-Atom an dem Stickstoff zu finden ist, der von der
Nitrogruppe am entferntesten Iiegt. Methodik und Ergebnisse dieser Studie sind in /12/ im Detail
dlargestelit. Im Anhang 11 sind in jenen Fallen, wo - zumnindlest in Lb6sung - emn tautomeres
Gleichgewicht vorliegt, beide tautomere Formen angegeben. Durch Auswertung einer Vielzahl von
NMR-Spektren konnten bereits aus den 1H-- und 13C-NMR-Signalen der hier betrachteten 19
Verbindungen Zusammenhtinge deutlich gemacht werden, die gesicherte Strukturanalysen
zulassen:
In den 1.2.3-Triazolen gift: lm Falle der Substitution an N-1 ist 8c-5 < 130 ppm, bei Substitution an
N-2 > 130 ppm. Auch die 2jC_ H-5 -Kopplungkonstanten unterscheiden sich: Sie sind < 8 Hz im
ersten Fall und > 8.5 ppm bei 2-Substitution. Im Falle der 1.2.4-Triazole wird unterscheidbar, ob N-
1, C-3 und / oder C-5 emn H-Atom, eine Nitrogruppe oder einen sonstigen Rest tragen, da im einen
Fall H-5 < 9 ppm, C-3 > 161 ppm und C-5 < 154 gefunden wird, wahrend im Falle von
Substitutionen durch Elektronenacceptoren H-5 > 9.5 ppm, 0-3 < 161 ppm und C-5 > 154 ppm ist.
Die 1JC-5 . H-5 - und die 3jC-3 , H- -Kopplungskonstanten sind stets > 212 Hz bzw. > 12 Hz
(Anhang 1ll).
Bei der Umsetzung von 4,6-Dichlor-5-nitro-pyrimidin mit 4-Nitro-1,2,3-triazol fallt emn Gemisch aus
drei Stoffen an, das zu 70 % aus dem 4,6-Bis(4-nitro-1 ,2,3-triazol-1 -yl)-5-nitropyrimidin besteht.
Einer der beiden anderen Stoffen konnte als die zu 17 isomere Verbindlung identifiziert werden, bei
der die Nitrotriazolgruppen am N-2 gebunden sind. Diese Analyse konnte ohne Reindlarstellung
der Verbindlung geschehen, worauf wegen der begrenzten Handhabbarkeit (s. Tab. 1) verzichtet
wurde.
Das Bis-nitrotriazolyl-nitropyrimidin 12 erweist sich so als 1-substituiertes 3-Nitrotriazol. Analog
kann im Falle der Verbindlungen 10 und 11 sicher zwischen 1- und 2-substituierten I 2,3-Triazolen
entschieden werden.

Explosive Eigenschaften.

Als Explosivstoffe wurden bisher NTO /13/, DATNP /7/ und ANTA /14/ beschrieben. Emn Isomeres
des ANTA ist dlas wesentlich Ieichter zugtingliche NITRA, dlessen explosive Eigenschaften wir
speziell unter dem Aspekt eines Vergleichs dieser Isomeren untersucht haben /15/.
Alle Substanzen sind bei Raumntemperatur kristalline Substanzen von befriedigender thermischer
$tabilitat (Tab. 1). Die niedrigste gemnessene Zersetzungstemperatur (DTA/TG : 6*/min Aufheiz-
geschwindigkeit) lag bei 20700. Dem steht emn Ho1chstwert von 35800 f~r dlas Dinitrophenyl-4-nitro-
1,2,3-triazol 16 gegenuber. Wesentlich aussagekriftiger ist aber bisweilen die Art der Zersetzung:
So beobachtet man bei 1-Pikryl-4-nitro-1,2,3-triazol 14 einen scharfen Zersetzungspeak: Die
Substanz zersetzt sich nicht einfach exotherm bei 23400, sie explodiert. Dagegen gibt dlas Bis(4-
nitro-1,2,3-triazol-1-yI)-5-nitroyprimidin 17 wahrend seiner Zersetzung bei 20700 keinen Hinweis
darauf, dall es sich hier um eine nicht mehr handhabbare Verbindlung handelt, die schon bei
geringster mechanischer Beanspruchung zu explodlieren vermag. Sie stel It die empfindlichste
Substanz dlar, die von den Verfassern je untersucht wurde, und diese Tatsache kann nicht mit
dem Hinweis auf die ,Verunreinigungen" erklart werden, da die eher phlegmatisierendle Wirkung
haben sollten.
Mit den Daten der Schlag- und Reibempfindlichkeit lassen sich drei Klassen von Explosivstoffen
unterscheiden :

A: Deutlich reib- und schlagempfindlich, bisweilen Prim irsprengstoff-Eigenschaften: 5, 14, 7.
B: Reib- und Schlagempfindlichkeit vergleichbar mit klassischen Sprengstoffen wie Hexogen

und TNT: 4, 6, 8,11, 15, 19.
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C: Unempfindlich (keine Reib- und Schlagempfindlichkeit nachweisbar), IHE, eventuell ohne

Explosivstaff-Eigenschaften: 1, 3, 4, 7, 9, 10, 12, 13, 16, 18.

Wegen seiner Sensibilittit haben wir das C,N-Dinit rabitriazol 5 var einer Verarbeitung zu einer
Ladung aus zylindrischen Prellkorpern mit 7 % Wachs phiegmatisiert. Die metallisch
eingeschlossenen Ladungen detonierten problemlas im Durchmesser van 16 mm. Dagegen waren
NTO und NITRA auch im unphlegmatisierten Zustand im Durchmesser van 16 mm nicht
detonierbar. Auch plattenformige Ladungen des NTO van 10 mmn Dicke, 90 mm Breite und 150
mm Lange, beidseitig mit Metall belegt (Sandwich-Ladungen), detonierten nicht. Diese beiden
Sprengstoffe wurden in Metallrahren van 25 mm Durchmesser und 250 mm La§nge gesprengt. Im
Falle des NITRA wird emn interessantes Ph~namen deutlich, die Nicht-ldentitat van Empfindlichkeit
und Initiierbarkeit: NITRA ist kein unempfindlicher Sprengstaff - die Falihammer- und Reibapparat-
Ergebnisse weisen deutlich auf einen Explosivstaff hin -, trotzdemn ist es schwer dletanierbar.

Auch chemische Stabilit~t und IHE-Qualifikation gehen nicht immer parallel: DANTNP 13 /7/ wird
als IHE beschrieben, zersetzt sich aber beim Erhitzen in Methylpyrrolidinon, demn Lbsungsmittel, in
dem man seine Konstitution mittels NMVR bestimmt hat.

NTO ist auch von seiner Leistung (Tab. 2) her unter den Nitratriazolen der interessanteste
Sprengstaff: Seine gute Zuga§nglichkeit erlaubte es, NTO einem vertieften Vergleich mit
klassischen Sprengstaffen zu unterziehen. Zwar darf seine Leistung (D, GURNEY-Kanstante,
Plate-Dent-Test) nicht mit Hochleistungssprengstaffen wie Hexogen und Oktogen verglichen
werden. Aber als leicht herzustellender und gut zu verarbeitender IHE (Gap-Test) erreicht NTO
muhelos die Qualitaten von TATB.
NITRA 6 ist als Isameres des ANTA mit diesem auch in seiner Leistung gleichwertig. Das geht
nicht nur aus theoretischen Berechnungen hervar, die NITRA sogar geringfOgig gujnstiger
bewerten, sandern l;§Rt sich auch aus den Mef~ergebnissen schlieIgen, wenn man die Ladedichte
der Pr~fk~rper, die nur 85 % ihrer Kristalldichte ausmacht, in Rechnung steilt.
Das COC-Dinitrobitriazal 8 wurde aus dem ANTA hergestellt mit der Idee, auf diesem Weg zu
einem zumindest thearetisch leistungsgesteigerten Explasivstaff zu gelangen. Eine experimentelle
Uberprafung war erst nach Synthese von dessen Isomeren, demn C,N-Dinitrabitriazol 5, m~glich,
das sich besser zur Herstellung der benatigten Staffmengen eignete. Seine relativ hahe
Empfindlichkeit zwang uns allerdings, die Versuche mit einemn phlegmatisierten Pradukt:
durchzufuhren. Trotz eines Sprengstaffgehalts von nur 93 % und einer dementsprechend
niedrigen Ladedichte ist die gemessene Detonatiansgeschwindigkeit des Dinitrobitriazals hoher als
die des ANTA..

Struktur und explosive Eigenschaften.

An mehreren Beispielen konnte in dlieser Untersuchung die sonst nur empirisch begrundete
Tatsache studiedt werden, dall bestimmte expaosive Eigenschaften wie thermische Stabilitat oder
mechanische Empfindlichkeit mit (chemischen) Strukturparametern zusammenhaingen.

Tratz offensichtlicher Ahnlichkeit konnen schan Isomere gravierende Unterschiede im Hinblick auf
ihre explasiven Eigenschaften aufweisen. Doch sollte hier klar differenziert werden: Nicht alle
(explosiven) Eigenschaften werden durch Isamerie, um bei diesemn Beispiel for einen scheinbar
geringfujgigen Struktureinflull zu bleiben, im gleichen Umfang tangiert. Es gilt im Allgemeinen
falgende Regel der abnehmenden Auswirkung:

Mechanische Empfindlichkeit > Dichte > Leistung (D) > thermische Empfindlichkeit.

Beispiel: Die Isomeren ANTA / NITRA, C,C-DNBTr / C,N-DNBTr und 1-Pikryl- / 2-Pikryl-4-N-1,2,3-
triazal unterscheiden sich am auffalligsten in ihrer Schlagempfindlichkeit. Bisweilen kann die
isamere Struktur deutliche Auswirkung auf die Kristallstruktur und damit die Kristalldichte haben.
Aber es falit auf, dall auch (mechanisch) hachempfindliche Stoffe thermisch aft vail befriedigen
und keinen Hinweis auf ihre sanstige Labilitait geben.
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Bef den nur selten realisierten Fallen einer vergleichenden Leistungsbetrachtung
(Detonationsgeschwindigkeits-Messung) ergaben sich - wie auch theoretisch zu begrunden -, oft
Ahnliche Werte, weil sich die Isomerie bisweilen Ober die Dichte, aber immer nur in begrenztem
Umfang Ober die Bildungsenthalpie auf die Leistung auswirkt. Damit ist eine Strategie fur emn
Sprengstoff-'Tailoring" aufgezeigt: Ungonstige Eigenschaften k6nnen in gewissen Fallen durch
Isomerisierung unter Erhalt der Leistung verbessert werden. Der Weg dahin, die chemnische
Synthese, kann allerdings erheblich komplizierter, eventuell gar ausgeschlossen sein.

In dieser Arbeit wurden mehrere ,,Composite"-Sprengstoffe untersucht, die aus zwei Explosivstoff-
Systemen zusammengesetzt sind: Ausgehend von zwei Nitrotriazolsystemen, wurden mit
Dinitrophenyl- und Pikrylverbindungen und der Nitropyrimidyl-Gruppe neue Dinitrophenyl-, Pikryl-
und Nitropyrimidyl-nitrotriazole aufgebaut, deren zu erwartende Eigenschaften nicht ohne weiteres
vorhersagbar sind. Zur Charakterisierung dieser Einzelbausteine lARt sich folgendes sagen: Die
(reinen) Nitrotriazale haben wir als meist gutartige, also mechanisch mehr oder weniger
unempflndliche Sprengstoffe kennengelernt, deren Brisanz und Leistung sie fur elne Verwendung
als militarische Sprengstoffe geeignet erscheinen lassen. Unter den Pikrylverbindungen befinden
sich so populaire Sprengstoffe wie Pikrinsaure und TNT, und auch Dinitrobenzole sind bei
entsprechendem EinschluR~, Ladungsdurchmesser und lnitiierung detonationsfahig. DaR
Nitropyrimidin ein Sprengstoff ist, ergibt sich aus der Beobachtung, dali sein Einbau in andere
energetische Systemne (Nitrotriazole) keinen Energieverlust, keine ,chemische Phlegm atisieru ng"
zur Folge hat. Allerdings ist reines Nitropyrimidin so schwer zugdnglich, dali wir im Augenblick
keine Chance sehen, den Beweis Ober die Messung seiner Detonationsgeschwindigkeit erbringen
zu konnen. Dennoch sind Schiusse auf den Energieinhalt der Verbindung gerade aus den Daten
der hier behandelten Beispiele m~glich.

Bel den ,,Corhposite"-Sprengstoffen, also Verbindungen, die aus zwei verschiedenen Explosivstoff-
Systemen zusammengesetzt sind, ergeben sich die explosiven Eigenschaften nur selten als
arithmetisches Mittel oder Sumnme der Einzelwerte. Die Regein folgen chemischen, strukturellen
Vorgaben:
Wir beobachteten z.B., dali im Falle der Verbindungen 13 und 18 der Ort der Anbindung des
ANTA-Teils an den N itropyrimidi nring im Hinblick auf seine Explosivstoff-Eigenschaften
unerheblich ist. Die 2,4- und 4,6-Isomeren sind - wie das (eine) Ausgangsprodukt IHE. Wird aber
4-Nitro-1,2,3-triazol mit Nitropyrimidin-Verbindungen substituiert, ist Ort und Art der Substitution
entscheidend: 1-substituierte 4-Nitro-1,2,3-triazole sind extremn empflndlich (im Einzelfall nicht
mehr handhabbar), wahrend die 2-Isomeren als gutartig eingestuft werden konnen unabh~ngig
davon, ob der Substituent der hochbrisante Pikryl- oder der (praktisch nicht mehr
explosionsfahige) Dinitrophenyl-Rest ist. Wird also das potentiell labile 4-Nitro-1,2,3-triazol an der
richtigen Stelle angebunden, kann es dadurch stabilisiert werden.

Die Erklarung fur dieses Phainomen ist in der unterschiedlichen Ringoffnung des Nitrotriazoirings
zu suchen. Die drei nebeneinanderliegenden Stickstoffatome des Triazoirings stellen im Falle der
1-Substitution eine Gruppierung dar, die offenbar sehr leicht die N-Atome N-2 und N-3 in Form
eines Stickstoffmolekuls abspaltet, wogegen im Falle der 2-Substitution dieser Zersetzungsweg
blockiert ist, somit eine therm isch und mechanisch stabile Gruppe von drei N-Atomen vorliegt.
Im Falle der Pikrylnitrotriazole 14 und 15 kamn eine Untersuchung aus Los Alamos /17/ zu dem
Ergebnis, dag sich die unterschiedliche Substitution in differierenden Bindungsla§ngen speziell der
N-2- und N-3-Atome auswirkt. Im Falle der 1-substituierten 4-Nitro-1,2,3-triazole erleichtert das
eine N2-Eliminierung nach Ringbffnung zwischen N-3 und C-4. Das so entstandene reaktive
Zwischenprodukt ist als Diradikal fur die auffallende Empfindlichkeit dieser Verbindung
verantwortlich.

Das ANTA-Isomere NITRA 6 stellt nur hinsichtfich seiner mechanischen Empfindlichkeit eine
Ausnahme von der Beobachtung dar, dag 1,2,4-Triazole durchweg IHE-Eigenschaften - emn
Hinweis auf die Stabilitat dieses Ringsystems - haben. Im Falle der Detonierbarkeit zeigt auch
NITRA dieses Charakteristikum.
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Zusammenfassung

Neunzehn Nitrotriazole - dlarunter sieben Verbindungen, die erstmals im ISL synthetisiert wurden, -
sind einer vertieften Strukturuntersuchung unterworfen worden, da wegen des Vorliegens von
Tautomerie und Isomerie eine verfeinerte Strukturbestimmung (Position eines mobilen Protons) in
mehreren Fal1len offengeblieben war.

Fast alle Verbindungen erwiesen sich als Explosivstoffe, die Mehrzahl gutartig und problemlos;
handhabbar, aber es wurden auch einzelne Vertreter von extremer Labilitat beobachtet, was sich
anhand der jeweiligen Struktur erkiaren lieR. Dabei spielten isomere (s.o.) Strukturen elne
bedeutsame Rolle.

Der anwendungstechnisch wichtigste Vertreter, das NTO, wurde eingehend als unempfindlicher
Sprengstoff (IHE) charakterisiert und dem bekanntesten militkrisch genutzten IHE, demn TATB,
gegenubergestelit, das im NTO einen gewichtigen Konkurrenten (Preis, Leistung) erhalten hat.
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Tab. 1 : Explosive Eigenschaften (Stabilitit und Empfindlichkeit)

Dichte Bildungs- Tex ý Reibempfind- Schiag-
Verbindung (glCM 3) enthallpie (*C) lchkeit (k p)2

) em findlichkeit

3-Nitrotriazol 1 1.72 97.9 218 > 36 >25
4-Nitrotriazol 2 1.73 167.0 218 29 4.5
ANITA3 1.82 70.1 254 > 36 > 25
Nitrobitriazol 4 267 > 36 > 25
C,N-Dinitrobitriazol 5 1.82 515.6 258 8.4(Nadeln) < 1.5

24 (Pulver) 2.0
5 +7 % Wachs > 36 25
NITRA 6 1.83 93.9 226 19 6.5
NTO 7 1.91 -59.9 /2/ 236 > 36 25
C,C-Dinitrobitriazol-8 1.89 189.9 271 > 36 4
N-Dinitrophenyl-nitrobitriazol 9 > 350 > 36 > 25
2-Dinitrophenyl-4-nitrotriazol 10 246 > 36 > 25
1-Dinitrophenyl-4-nitrotriazol 11 247 19 2.0
Bis(3-Nitrotriazolyl)-nitropyrimidin 12 1.82 638.1 260 > 36 > 25
DANTNP 13 1.865 M7 431.2 328 > 36

/16/
1-Pikryl-4-nitrotriazol 14 1.75 /17/ 234 7 (KnalI) < 1.5 expl.

exp.
2-Pikryl-4-nitrotriazol 15 1.83 /17/ 272 > 36 5.5
1-Dinitrophenyl-3-nitrotriazol 16 358 > 36 > 25
Bis(4-Nitrotriazolyl)-nitropyrimidin 17 207 < 0.5 (Knall) < 1.5 expl
2,4-Bis(5-amino-3-nitro-1,2,4-triazol-1->
yl)-5-nitropyrimidin 18 338 36 25
Nitro-(1 ,2,3-triazolyl)-1 2,3-triazol 19 258 22.5

Hexogen (RDX) 1.82 230 12 4.5
Nitropenta (PETN) 1.77 202 6 3.0
Anmerkungen: " DTA/TG 6T0/ryin, Reibapparat I. PETERS: 1. Reaktion; ') BAM-Fallhammer: 1. Reaktion

Tab. 2: Explosive Eigenschaften (Leistung)

A D -2EPlate-Dent-Test Gap-Test
(glcm3) (m/s) (mm/ps) (mm Kratertiefe) (kbar)

NITRA 1.56 7346 2.28
ANTA 1.75 7710 /14/
C,N-Dinitrobitriazol
(+ 7 %Wachs) 1.57 7767 2.55
NTO 1.82 8001 2.34 5.72 > 50

ROX 1.73 8489 2.87 7.71 12.4 (class E)
TATB 1.86 7539 2.34 5.87 > 50
TNT 1.60 6913 2.39 5.51 > 50 (gegossen)
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ANHANG 1: Experimenteller TeO

2.4-Dinitrophenyl-4-nitro-2-(1.2.4-triazol-3-yl)-l.2.3-triazol 9:

3.5 g 2,4-Dinitrochlorbenzol und 3.4 g Nitrobitriazol werden in Ethanol suspendiert. Nach Einstellen des pH-
Werts auf 7 -8 durch Zugabe von Triethylamin wird 1 Std. zumn R~ckfluR erhitzt. Nach dem Abkahlen wird der
gebildete Niederschlag filtriert und getrocknet: Ausbeute : 3.24 g (52 %). Nach Umnkristallisation aus
Ethanol/Aceton hat das beigefarbene Produkt einen Smp. von 19400.
Bei der Umsetzung von Dinitrochlorbenzol mit 4-Nitrotriazol 2 in Ethanol/Triethylamin entsteht emn durch
Saulenchromatographie auftrennbares Gemisch aus zwei Nitrotriazolen 10 und 11, die sich durch 1- bzw. 2-
Substitution unterscheiden. Verbindlung 10 mit Schmelzpunkt 11800 wurde durch die nachstehend
beschriebene eindleutige Synthese hergestelit. Da LYNCH und CHAN /18/ for ihr Produkt 10 nur einen
Schmelzpunkt von 10400 angeben, ist vom Vorliegen eines; Gemischs auszugehen.

1-Hydroximino-2-nitroglyoxal-(2.4-dinitrophenyl-l-vl)-hydrazon:

11 g (60 mmol) 2,4-Dinitroanilin werden wasserfeucht (nach Losen in Eisessig und Ausfallen auf Eis) in eine
Mischung aus 90 ml H2S04 (konz.) und 22 ml Wasser eingetragen. Nach Kahiung auf - 50C wird eine
L~sung von 4.5 g Natriumnitrit in 10 ml Wasser zugetropft. Zur Lbsung des Diazoniumsalzes; laBt man eine
gesattigte LOsung von 10 g Natriummethazonat in Wasser zutropfen, wobei die Temperatur nicht Uber 100
ansteigen soil. Es bildet sich emn gelber Niederschlag, den man noch eine halbe Stunde bei R.T. r0hrt.
Danach wird filtriert, mit Wasser gewaschen und bei 6000 W.. getrocknet. 19.9 g Ausbeute (quantitativ). Die
Verbindung wird for die weiteren Schritte als Rohprodukt verwendet.

2.4-Dinitrophenyl4-nitro-(2l-l'1.2.3-triazoI 10 :

2 g (70 mmol) des Hydrazons werden in 40 ml Eisessig suspendiert und mit 30 ml Acetylchlonid versetzt.
Die Reaktionsmischung wird so lange unter Rockflufl erhitzt, bis eine kiare L~sung entstanden ist. Nach dem
Abk~hlen liegt emn gelber Niederschlag vor, dlas Acetat der Hydroxylamin-Verbindlung, dlas abfiltriert und mit
Ethanol gewaschen wird. Die Cyclisierung gelingt durch Erhitzen im Vakuum bei 17000, durch Kochen unter
ROckfluR in Ethanol oder durch azeotrope Destillation mit Toluol. Man erhalt 0.5 g (25 %) eines Rohprodukts,
das aus Ethanol umnkristallisiert werden kann.

4.6-Bis(3-nitro-1.2 4-triazol-1 -ylt-5-nitropyrimidin 12:

1.94 g (0.01 mol) 4,6-Dichlor-5-nitropyrimidin und 2.28 g (0.02 mol) 3-Nitro-1,2,4-triazol werden in 30 ml
Aceton suspendiert und mit 2.02 g (0.02 mol) Triethylamin versetzt. Nach 2 Std. R~hren bei R.T. wird filtriert,
mit Wasser gewaschen und mit 100 ml Aceton ausgekocht. Das Acetonfiltrat wird zur Trockene eingedampft.
Es lassen sich 2.3 g (65.9 %) des Rohprodukts isolieren, dlas nach Umnkristallisieren aus Acetonitril einen
Zersetzungspunkt von 260*0 besitzt.

4.6-Bis(4-nitro-1.2.3-triazol-1 -yl)-5-nitropyrimidin 17:

1.94 g (0.01 mol) 4,6-Dichlor-5-nitropyrimidin und 2.28 g (0.01 mol) 4-Nitro-1,2,3-triazol wurden in 40 ml
Tetrahydrofuran (THE) suspendiert und bei R.T. tropfenweise unter Ruhren mit 2g (0.02 mol) Triethylamin
(TEA) versetzt. Der Niederschlag aus TEA.HCl wurde mit 80 ml Wasser aufgel~st. Nach wenigen Minuten
bildete sich emn neuer, gelber Niederschlag, der filtriert, mit Wasser gewaschen und bei 5000 W.. getrocknet
wurde. (Die NMR-Daten wurden mit diesemn Rohprodukt erstellt.) Eine Halfte des Rohprodukts wurde mit
Ethylacetat umnkristallisiert und filtriert. Das noch nicht v~llig getrocknete Produkt explodierte beim Aufruhren
mit einemn Spatel. Die zweite H91fte wurde dann unter entsprechendemn Sicherheitsaufwand ohne weitere
Reinigung for die Prufung der mechanischen Empfindlichkeit verwendet.

2.4-Bis(5-amino-3-nitro-1.2.4-triazol-1-yfl-5-nitropyrimidin 18:

1.94 g (0.01 mol) 2,4-Dichlor-5-nitropyrimidin (frisch destilliert) und 2.58 g ANTA 3 wurden in 40 ml THEF
suspendiert und im Verlauf von 30 Minuten mit 2 g (0.02 mol) TEA (Triethylamin) in 10 ml THE versetzt.
Nach Ende der Zugabe hat sich eine rote Losung gebildet, aus der sich TEA.HCl abscheidet. Nach Zugabe
von 80 ml wird eine weitere Stunde bei R.T. gerahrt, wobei sich der ursprungliche Niederschlag weitgehend
aufl~st und emn neuer entsteht, der filtriert, gewaschen und getrocknet wird. Die Verbindung erwies sich als
praktisch unl~slich in allen gangigen Lbsungsmitteln, konnte nur unter vollstandigemn Verlust der Substanz in
heillen, hochsiedendlen L~sungsmitteln (NMP, DMF) gel~st werden, aus denen sie nicht wieder
zurackzugewinnen war. (So entsteht z.B. beimn Versuch einer Ausfallung mit Wasser nur emn Gel.)
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4-Nitro-2-(1 .2.3-triazol-4-yl)-l.2.3-triazol 19 :

1 g (10 mmol) 4-Amino-i 2,3-triazol /21/ werden in verd, HN0 3 (1.4 ml HN0 3 (100 %) + 5.7 ml H20) gelOst
und bei -5* tropfenweise mit elner w~ssrigen LOsung von 0.8 g NaNO2 versetzt. Nach 15-minfitigemn R~hren
wird bei einer Temperatur unter 100 eine w~ssrige Lbsung von 1.4 g Natriummethazonat (mit verd.
Natronlauge auf pH = 5 eingestellt) zugegeben, der entstandene Niederschiag abfiltriert und mit Wasser
gewaschen. Nach dem Trocknen bei 60' i.V. liegt emn Rohprodukt (60 % Ausbeute) vor, dlas for die weitere
Umsetzung verwendet werden kann.
1.14 g (5.7 mmol) des Rohprodukts werden in 40 ml NaOH (5 %) gelbst, 2 ml Eisessig zugegeben. Bei elner
Temperatur von 20 bis 25' werden aus 2 Tropftrichtern gleichzeitig 2 ml Essigsaureanhydrid und soviel
NaOH (5 %) eingetragen, dafi der pH-Wert miner noch alkalisch bleibt. Nach einer halben Stunde wird mit
Eisessig angesguert und der orange-braune Niederschlag abfiltriert, der neben demn gewunschten Bitriazol
(beigefarben) noch emn acetyliertes Zwischenprodukt enthalt. Umnkristallisieren aus Ethanol ergibt ein
Reinprodukt. Aus der Reaktionsl~sung kann durch Aus~thern weiteres Bitriazol gewonnen werden.
Gesaintausbeute 82 %. Schmelzpunkt 1940.

Anmerkuno: Elementaranalysen (CH,N,O ± 0.4 % max.) und IR-Spektren liegen vor und sind mit der ange-
nommenen Struktur vereinbar.

Anhang HI Strukturen der untersuchten Nitrotriazole
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Anhang III: Auswertung der IH- und 13C-NMR-Signale und Kopplungskonstanten unter

Berijcksichtigung von Strukturelementen.

I. 1.2.3-Triazole (L~sungsmittel DMSO-d6; Raumtemperatur)

H-5 C-4 'J C-5 'j Verb. Substituent
9.1 154 9.1 126 206 2 RI=H
10.1 157 6.3 127 212 11 R, =dinitrophenyl
10.0 153 7.7 129 212 14 R = pikryl
9.2 156 8.1 135 210 10 R2 = dinitrophenyl
9.0 155 9.0 134 208 4 R2 = triazolyl
9.0 156 9.0 135 210 8 R 2 = C-nitrotriazolyl
9.2 156 9.1 135 210 5 R2 = N-nitrotriazolyl
9.3 156 9.2 135 210 15 R2 =pikryl
9.0 155 8.0 133 208 19 R2=1,2,3-triazolyl
9.2 158 8.6 137 210 9 R2 = dinitrophenyltriazolyl

II. 1.2.4-Triazole (Lbsungsmittel: DMSO-d6; Raumtemperatur)

H-5 R, H-5 R, C-3 R, C-3 R, 3J C-5 R5  C-5 R5  'J Verb.
8.9 H 163 NO2  14.0 146 H 218 1

161 NO2  158 NH2  3
8.8 H 157 N-Trz 12.9 146 H 215 4

10.1 NO2  153 N-Trz 15.6 144 H 234 5
H 151 N-Trz 160 NO2  8

9.6 DNPh 160 N-Trz 13.4 151 H 224 9
10.1 N- 162 NO2  14.7 147 H 231 12

Pym
162 NO2  159 NH2  13

9.6 DNPh 162 NO2 16.0 148 H 226 16
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(ppm) (ppm)

Fig. 1: 1H-NMR-Spektrum von NTO 7 Fig. 2: 13C-NMR-Spektrum von NTO 7

U)(ppm) i M

Fig. 3: 15N-NMR-Spektrum von NTO 7
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Fig. 4: 'rN-NMR-Spektrum von 4-NT 2
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co L 0 00 O

Fig. 5: '5N-NMR-Spektrum von C,C-DNBTr 8

c00cc i CD (pm

r~~~i~ Oc C f I Iq

Fig. 6: 1 5'N-NMR-Spektrum von C,N-DNBTr 5
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a)

. .. I . . . . . . . . . . I I J . . ~r 7

9,2 8,8 8,4 8,0 ppm

b)

9,2 8,8 8,4 8,0 ppm

Fig. 7: ' H-NMR-Spektrum von 4-Nitro-2-(1,2,3-triazol-4-yI)-1,2,3-triazol 19
in Aceton-d6
a) be! + 20 0C
b) bei - 70°C
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NEW SYNTHESIS OF TATB. PROCESS DEVELOPMENT STUDIES

Robert D. Schmidt, Alexander R. Mitchell and Philip F. Pagoria

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Energetic Materials Center, Livermore, California

94551, USA

ABSTRACT

We described a new synthesis of 1,3,5-triamino-2,4,6-trinitrobenzene (TATB) in 1996 at

the 27th International Annual Conference of ICT. 1,1,1-Trialkylhydrazinium salts are highly

reactive reagents which aminate nitroaromatic compounds through vicarious nucleophilic

substitution (VNS) of hydrogen. When applied to picramide, these reagents produce TATB in

high yield. Traditionally, TATB has been manufactured in the USA by nitration of the

relatively expensive and domestically unavailable 1,3,5-trichlorobenzene (TCB) to give 2,4,6-

trichloro-1,3,5-trinitrobenzene (TCTNB) which is then aminated to yield TATB. Elevated

temperatures (1500 C) are required for both reactions. Our new VNS synthesis potentially

affords an inexpensive and a more environmentally benign preparation of TATB. We describe in

this report our progress in scaling up the synthesis of TATB from the laboratory to the pilot

plant. We will discuss structure and control of impurities, changes in yield/quality with reaction

conditions, choice of solvents, workup and product isolation, safety, and environmental

considerations. Particle size characterizations as well as small-scale safety and performance

testing will also be discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The compound 1,3,5-triamino-2,4,6-trinitrobenzene (TATB) is a reasonably powerful

high explosive (HE) whose thermal and shock stability is considerably greater than that of any
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other known material of comparable energy.1 The high stability of TATB favors its use in

military2 and civilian applications3 when insensitive high explosives are required. In addition to

its applications as a HE, TATB is used to produce the important intermediate

benzenehexamine. 4
-
8 Benzenehexamine has been used in the preparation of ferromagnetic organic

salts8 and in the synthesis of new heteropolycyclic molecules such as 1,4,5,8,9,12-

hexaazatriphenylene (HAT) that serve as strong electron acceptor ligands for low-valence

transition metals. 5,7 The use of TATB to prepare components of lyotropic liquid-crystal

phases for use in display devices is the subject of a German patent.9

There is a definite need for a less expensive and more environmentally benign production

of TATB. Current production techniques for making TATB are expensive and rely on

environmentally hazardous reagents and relatively harsh conditions. We recently reported a

novel approach to the synthesis of TATB which utilizes relatively inexpensive starting

materials and mild reaction conditions. 10 12 This new process relies on amination of

nitroaromatic starting materials using a reaction known as Vicarious Nucleophilic Substitution

(VNS) of hydrogen.1 3 Scheme I outlines the approach.

NH 2  NH2

02 NO 2  X-NH 2  02 NO 2

Base / DMSO H2  "2 NH2NO2  NO2

X = Me3N+, OH TATB

Scheme 1. VNS Synthesis of TATB from Picramide.

We have been working on the scale-up of this new synthesis with the goal of developing a new

production of TATB. This paper examines the influence of aminating reagent, base, solvent,

temperature, quenching, etc. on yield, purity and morphology of TATB product.
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PROCESS STUDIES WITH 1,I,1-TRIMETHYLHYDRAZINIUM IODIDE AS THE VNS

AMINATINGREAGENT

Initial Studies

We have determined that 1,1,1 -trimethylhydrazinium iodide (TMHI) is the most

efficient aminating reagent available for the VNS synthesis of TATB. '0 -
2

,1
4 Picramide and solid

TMHI are dissolved in DMSO, and base (sodium methoxide or ethoxide) is added to initiate the

reaction. The reaction is conducted at room temperature, and is complete in under 3 hours,

giving TATB in 80-90% yield (Scheme 2).

NH 2  1. TMHI (5 eq.), NH 2NaOMe (10 eq.),
02N, NO 2  DMSO, r.t. 02 N2

2. H3 O+ H2 * NH2
NO2  NO 2

80-90% yield

Scheme 2. VNS Synthesis of TATB using TMHI

The major expected impurity is 1,3-diamino-2,4,6-trinitrobenzene (DATB), which

results from incomplete amination. Under these reaction conditions, no DATB (<0.5%) was

detected by FTIR spectroscopy or direct insertion solids probe mass spectrometry (DIP-MS).

Studies on Varying Reaction Conditions

The initial studies of this reaction employed picramide concentrations < 0.13 M with

large excesses of TMHI and base to drive the reaction to completion. We examined the effects of
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decreased solvent and reagents on the reaction. Table I summarizes some of the results of this

study.

Entry Mole Ratio of Reagents Base Used Molarity of % Yield Purity of
(Picramide:TMHI: Base) Picramide, (Total Product) TATB, %

moliL
1 1 :5 : 10 NaOMe 0.13 89 > 99

2 1:4:8 NaOMe 0.11 82 > 99

3 1:4: 8 NaOMe 0.22 86 = 97

4 1 :4: 8 NaOEt 0.22 80 = 97

5 1: 2.5 : 5.6 NaOMe 0.27 86 88

6 1:3.1 :8.4 NaOMe 0.11 81 > 99

Table 1. Effect on yield of TATB by varying quantities of reagents.

In general, the reaction will run efficiently up to 0.2 M picramide and using 3 eq. TMHI. The

success of the reaction seems most dependent on base, requiring 8 eq. to proceed efficiently.

The yield and purity of TATB drop significantly if an insufficient excess of base is used. It

was also found that the reaction is very sensitive to the quality of the base, particularly in the

case of sodium methoxide: older lots of the base which had been exposed to air, even while

retaining the identical physical appearance of fresh material, gave reduced yields (or, in the worst

case, no yield at all) of TATB.

Thus far, the largest scale attempted has been the 10 gram level. The reaction appears to

scale linearly, delivering 82% yield of TATB at >99% purity. Larger scale work is currently in

progress.

Methods of Quenching the Reaction

All initial studies of this reaction used either aqueous mineral acid solutions or water to

quench the reaction and induce precipitation of TATB. This method results in a very small

particle size, on the order of 0.2-1 gm. It was reasoned that quenching with a weak organic acid
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in the absence of water might result in larger particle size. We found that quenching with citric

acid monohydrate in DMSO produced particles in the 1-10 gim range. A larger particle size (20

gim) has recently been obtained using other organic acids.15 It was also noticed that the final

color of the product TATB varied when different quenching solutions were used (Table 2).

Entry' TMHIAddition Quench Method % Yield Physical Appearance
Method 2  TATB

1 solid aq. HCI -- Yellow powder, >99% TATB
2 solid aq. HNO3  82 pale tan-yellow powder, >99% TATB
3 in situ ag. HNO3  86 pale tan-yellow powder, >99% TATB
4 solid citric acid/DMSO 80 yellow-maize powder, >99% TATB
5 in situ citric acid/DMSO 86 yellow-maize powder, >99% TATB
Notes: 1. Reaction conditions were 2 mmol picramide, 4eq TMHI, 8eq NaOMe in 20 mL DMSO.

2. See next section for description of TMHI addition methods.

Table 2. Effects of varying TMHI addition method and quenching method.

In Situ Generation of TMHI

Although TMHI is easy to prepare and handle12'14 its use in the solid form requires an

additional synthesis and isolation step, which would increase the overall product costs at

production scale. Therefore, several experiments were conducted which examined the in situ

generation of the reagent. To accomplish this, the precursor reagents--1,1-dimethylhydrazine

and methyl iodide--were sequentially added to DMSO and allowed to react. Picramide was then

added to this solution, followed by base, and the reaction was allowed to proceed as before.

This method appears to give at least as good results as the original method, and in several cases

gave slightly higher yields of TATB (Table 2).
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Quality of Starting Materials

As mentioned earlier, the reaction appears to be very sensitive to the condition of the

sodium methoxide. Several attempts at making TATB using an older lot of NaOMe failed, even

though the base had been stored in a dessicator and the physical appearance of the base was no

different from newer material (white, free-flowing fine powder). Analysis of this lot of NaOMe

revealed that much of it had been converted to sodium carbonate by absorption of ambient CO2

which inactivated it in the VNS reaction. Good yields (>85%) were again obtained when fresh

NaOMe was employed.

In a few experiments, there was some variation in the purity of the starting picramide,

and this appears to have affected the final appearance of the TATB, even though the TATB

appears to be chemically >99% pure by spectroscopy. The principal impurity in the picramide

was picryl chloride (vide infra). Impurity levels of greater than a few percent cause the product

TATB to darken and, of course, reduce the total yield of TATB (although corrected yields are

similar to those using pure picramide). High levels of impurities in starting picramide also

change the crystal morphology of the product TATB.

Product Analysis

Since TATB is nearly insoluble in most solvents, simpler forms of chemical analysis

such as NMR or Gas Chromatography are not practicable. Therefore, other techniques which

allow analysis of the solid were investigated. The first of these attempted was Fourier

Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR). The amine N-H stretching modes in TATB produce

two characteristic absorptions at approximately 3225 and 3325 cm"1, while those for DATB

occur at 3360 and 3390 cm-1. By using Nujol mull preparations for TATB samples, we have

found that DATB can be reliably detected at concentrations of 1% or greater.

Another technique for TATB product analysis which we are using is direct insertion

solids probe mass spectrometry (DIP-MS). In this technique, a solid sample of TATB is placed
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in a sample holder at the end of a probe. The probe tip is inserted into a mass spectrometer, and

is heated to cause the solid sample to evaporate into the MS ion volume, thereby allowing

analysis of solids. Compounds with differing volatilities will evaporate at different times (a

process known "probe distillation") and can thus be resolved to some extent by the MS

detector. We have found that DATB can be reliably detected in a TATB sample at 1%

concentration, and in some cases in concentrations as low as 0.1%.

Selected samples were submitted for elemental analysis. In early samples, the elemental

analysis revealed that the product TATB was contaminated with 1-2% iodine. Unreacted

TMHI as a source of iodine contamination was ruled out as TMHI could not be detected in the

TATB samples using mass spectroscopy. We are examining the effects of quenching methods

on impurities such as iodine, chlorine, etc.

In order to compare the TATB from this VNS process to that from more traditional

processes, we have also conducted DSC, CRT, DH 50, spark and friction sensitivity tests on this

material. In general, results are similar to those observed for TATB, except that thus far, the

DSC values run consistently low by about 20-30 degrees. This may be an artifact of the much

finer particle size produced by this process, although to confirm this more tests will be needed.

PROCESS STUDIES WITH HYDROXYLAMINE AS THE VNS AMINATING REAGENT

Due to the relative toxicity and cost of reagents used to make TMHI, we reinvestigated

the use of hydroxylamine as a VNS aminating reagent. Hydroxylamine is in fact, the earliest

known example of a VNS aminating reagent,16 although the term "VNS" was coined many

decades later.' 3 Our earliest work in aminating picramide with hydroxylamine was disappointing

since the reaction only provided DATB containing trace amounts of TATB at best.11 The poor

reactivity of hydroxylamine was independently confirmed by Seko and Kawamura who were

unable to aminate nitrobenzene using hydroxylamine.17 The low cost of hydroxylamine as an

aminating reagent initiated further investigation and recent work in our laboratories showed that
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hydroxylamine will aminate picramide to TATB at elevated temperature (65-900C) to furnish

TATB (Scheme 3). 18

1. NH2OH-HCI (5 eq)

NH2  NaOEt (16 eq) NH2DMSO
02Nf NO 2  650C 02 NO2

H2 N "NH2

NO 2  2. H3 0+ NO 2

Scheme 3. VNS Synthesis of TATB using Hydroxylamine Hydrochloride.

Although the work with hydroxylamine is preliminary, satisfactory yields of TATB at

approximately 97% purity have been achieved. Thus far the best results were obtained using

NaOEt as the base in DMSO at 65°C for 6-12 hours. We are in the process of testing other

hydroxylamine salts and anticipate the purity of the product will increase to over 99%. The

relatively low cost of hydroxylamine salts makes this option very attractive.

STUDIES OF PICRAMIDE SYNTHESIS

As mentioned earlier, picramide is no longer commercially available. Therefore, as part of this

project, we were required to reinvestigate methods for its production. One simple method is

nitration of4-nitroaniline, an inexpensive commodity chemical (Scheme 4).19

NH2  NH21. KNO 3 , H2SO 4  02 NO 2

2. aq. NaCI

NO 2  NO 2

Scheme 4. Synthesis of Picramide.
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Early studies in our laboratories using similar conditions gave good results, although

some impurities were noted, the most significant being picryl chloride. (The workup of

picramide is facilitated by the addition of brine, which apparently gives rise to the picryl

chloride impurity.) In one case, picryl chloride was present in up to 20% impurity. Such

impurities would require expensive recrystallization processing, since they affect the quality of

TATB produced, as discussed earlier. However, our project collaborators at Pantex (Mason &

Hanger Corporation, Amarillo, Texas) have improved the process and have prepared picramide

in high yields (90%) and purity (>99.5%).
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DIE REAKTION VON AMMONIAK MIT DISTICKSTOFFPENTOXID

Christian Frenck*, Wieland Janitschek*, Werner Weisweiler**

Abstract

Since 1849 dinitrogen pentoxide (N205) has been well-known as a powerful

nitrating agent. Its reaction with ammonia (NH3) leads to the formation of

ammonium nitrate (AN), nitramide (NH2NO2) and ammonium dinitramide (ADN).

The mechanism of this ADN synthesis is described proposing a double nitration of

NH3 via the intermediates nitramide and dinitramide acid. Due to the catalytic

decomposition of the intermediates, H20 and N20 are formed as further reaction

products provable by IR spectroscopy. In addition to the well-known reaction of

NH3 with N20 5 forming ADN, nitramide and its decomposition products, a third

reaction was dicovered: the reaction of NH3 with N205 forming AN and N20 with

the same stoichiometry as it is observed for ADN synthesis. Kinetic modelling of

the total reaction scheme leads to a equation for the differential selecticity of

ADN. The equation could be confirmed by experimental results.

Fraunhofer Institut fur Chemische Technologie, Josef-von-Fraunhofer-Str. 7, 76327 Pfinztal

Institut fi]r Chemische Technik an der UniversitMt Karlsruhe, Kaiserstr. 12, 76128 Karlsruhe
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1 Einleitung

Seit der Entdleckung von Distickstoffpentoxid (N205) vor etwa 1 50 Jahren wird es

haufig als Nitrierreagenz in der pr~parativen Chemie verwendlet [1], [2]. Im

Vergleich zu den Reaktionen von N205 mit organischen Substraten ist Ober die

Reaktionen mit anorganischen Substraten, insbesondere mit Nichtmetall-

Verbindlungen wenig bekannt [3]. Die Reaktion von Ammoniak (NH3) mit

Distickstoffpentoxid ist seit der Entdleckung des Ammon iu mdi nitra mids (ADN),

einem potentiellen Oxidlator fur Raketen-Festtreibstoffe, von besonderem

Interesse.

2 Die Reaktionen von Amnmonialk mit Distickstoffpentoxid

Sainte-Claire Deville [4] beobachtete die Bildung von Ammoniumnitrat (AN) bei

der Reaktion von N205 mit NH3. Vast et al. [5] gelang die Synthese von Nitramid

(NH2NO2) dlurch dieselbe Reaktion bei -1 960C in Ausbeuten bis zu 30%:

2 NH3 + N205  - ~NH2NO2 + NH4NO3  GI. 2-1

Nach der Entdleckung des ADN durch Tartakovsky und Luk'yanov [6] gelang

Schmitt et al. [7] dlessen Synthese aus NH3 und N201:

4N NH3 + 2 N 205 - NH4N(N0 2)2 + 2 NH4NO3  GI. 2-2

Die Ausbeuten betrugen bei Ammoniak-UberschuB und einer

Reaktionstemperatur zwischen -200C und -800C bis zu 15%.
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3 Ableitung elnes Reaktionsschemas

Bei den bisher bekannten Reaktionen von NH-3 mit N20 5 entstehen die

gewonschten Produkte Nitramid bzw. ADN in geringen Ausbeuten; als

Hauptprodukt entsteht AN. Wegen des grof~en Interesses an ADN und der

einfachen Einstufen-Synthese aus NH-3 und N20 5 ist die Erhbhung der Ausbeute emn

vorrangiges Ziel bei dlieser Methode. Dazu ist dlas Verstandnis der chemnischen

Vorgange im Reaktionssystemn von Nutzen.

Schmitt et al. [7] postulierten einen Zweistufen-Mecha nism us zur Bildung von ADN

uber Nitramid als Zwischenstufe, die mit einem zweiten Aquivalent N205 nitriert

wird. Bei einer Temperatur unterhaib von -1 200C verlauft diese Reaktion sehr

Iangsam, wodurch Nitramid aus dem Reaktionsgemisch isoliert werdlen kann.

Aul~erdlem ist emn NH3-UberschuB fur die Bildung von ADN notwendlig. Die Bildung

von ADN ist dlemnach nach folgendlem Mechanismus zu verstehen:

NH3 + N205 - NH2NO2 + HN0 3  GI. 3-1

NH2NO2 + N205 - HN(N0 2)2 + HN0 3  GI. 3-2

HN(N0 2)2 + NH3  - ~NH4N(N0 2)2  GI. 3-3

2HN0 3 + 2 NH3 - 2 NH4NO3  GI. 3-4

In diesem Reaktionsmechanismus treten Nitramid und Dinitraminsaure (HDN) als

reaktive Zwischenstufen auf, die sich zersetzen konnen [8], [9]:

NH2NO2 baena N20 + H20 GI. 3-5

saurekatGI3-
HN(N0 2)2 'N20 + HN03GI3-
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Unter Ber~cksichtigung dieser beiden Reaktionen lOt sich das in Abbildung 3-1

dargesteilte .Reaktionsschema fOr die Reaktion zwischen NH3 und N205

formulieren.

N205 + NH3

ro

NH2NO2  r3 N20 + H20

r0, N205

HN(N0 2)2

N20 + HN0 3  r1 NH3

NH4N(N0 2)2

Nebenreaktion der aus ro, ro' und r2 gebildeten SalpetersAure:

HNO3 +NH 3 r --- NH4NO3

Abbildung 3-1: Schema fur die Reaktion von Ammoniak und Distickstoff-
pentoxid (ri sind die Reaktionsgeschwindigkeiten der Teil-
reaktionen)

Aus diesemn Reaktionsschemna sind die folgenden Brutto-Reaktionsgleichungen

ableitbar:

R, 4 NH3 + 2 N205 - ~ NH4N(N0 2)2 + 2 NH4NO3  GI. 3-7

R24 NH3 + 2 N205 -~N 20 + 3 NH4NO3  GI. 3-8

R3 : 2NH3 +N 20 5 - N2 0+ H20 +N H4NO3 GI. 3-9
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WMhrend die Reaktionsgleichung R, der bereits bekannten Reaktionsgleichung GI.

2-2 und die Reaktion R3 der Brutto-Gleichung aus GI. 2-1 und GI. 3-5 entspricht,

steilt die Reaktion R2 eine neue, bisher unbekannte Reaktion von NH3 und N205

mit der zur ADN-Bildungsreaktion analogen Stochiometrie dar.

4 Kinetische Modellierung

Aus demn in Abbildung 3-1 dargestellten Reaktionsschemna kann eine

Modellgleichung ftir die ADN-Selektivitat in Abh~ngigkeit der Reaktanten-

Konzentration abgeleitet werden. Fur die Rea ktionsgeschwindigkeiten ri kbnnen

die folgenden Ansatze erster Ordnung bezuglich der an den Reaktionen

beteiligten Reaktanten machen:

1. Nitrierung: ro ko c(NH3) c(N 205) GI. (4-1)

2. Nitrierung: ro. ko. c(NH2NO2) c(N 205) G1. (4-2)

ADN-Bildung: r, k, c(HN(N0 2)2) c(NH 3) GI. (4-3)

HDN-Zersetzung: r2 =k 2 c(HN(N02)2) c(HNO3) GI. (4-4)

Nitramid-Zersetzung: r3 =k 3 c(NH 2NO2) c(NH3) G1. (4-5)

AN-Bildung: r = k c(HNO3) c(NH 3) GI. (4-6)

Bei Gultigkeit des Quasistationaritatsprinzips fur die Zwischenprodukte in

Gegenwart eines Ammoniak-Uberschusses, laBt sich f Or die Selektivitat zur Bildung

von ADN die folgende Modeligleichung ableiten:

S= d c(NH4N(N0 2)2) _ 512 GI. (4-7)
d c(N205) 1+ Si
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wobel fi~r die differentiellen Selektivit~ten

=i 1 + k3 c(NH 3)GI(48
ko' c(N205)GI(48

S2 -1 =2 (1 + C - (4 S1 (S1+1) + C (C+2) +1)0,5 GI. (4-9)

mit

k k, c(NH 3)
k, k2 c(N205)

gilt. Hieraus wird deutlich, daB die differentielle Selektivitat S vom

Konzentrationsverhiltnis, nicht jedloch von den absoluten Konzentrationen der

Reaktanten abhangig ist. Die Parameter

Ki k G1. (4-10)

k k,
"K2 kok2  GI. (4-11)

konnen durch Anpassung der Modellfunktion an experimentelle Werte ermittelt

werden.

5 Experlimentelle Untersuchungen

Zur experimentellen Untersuchung der Vorgange im Reaktionssystem NH3-N205

wurde in Chloroform gelostes N205 mit einem OberschuB gasformigem

Ammoniak in einem kontinuierlich betriebenen R~hrkesselreaktor (280 mL)

umgesetzt Die kristallinen Reaktionsprodukte wurden abfiltriert und einer Fest-

Fl Ossig -Extra ktio n mit Essigsaureethylester unterworfen. Die Losung wurde

anschlieBend im Vakuum bis zur Trockene eingedampft, der Ruckstand getrocknet

und ausgewogen. Die Identifikation dieses Feststoffes und der knistallinen

Raffinatphase der Extraktion erfolgte mittels IR-Spektroskopie. Der Gasraum O~ber
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der Reaktionslbsung wurde wahrendl der Umsetzungen lR-spektroskopisch

analysiert. Das nach der Filtration gewonnene Filtrat wurde zun~chst IR1-

spektroskopisch untersucht, zus~tzlich wurde eine Wasserbestimmung nach Karl

Fischer [10] im Lb6semittel sowohl var als auch nach der Umsetzung dlurchgef ohrt.

Nach dliesen Untersuchungen wurde dlas Lb6semittel im Vakuum verdampft und auf

einen eventuell vorhandenen loslichen kristallinen Ruckstand hin Oberproft.

5.1 Identifilkation der Reaktionsprodukte

GemaB dem Reaktionsschemna entsteht dlurch die Zersetzung des intermediar

gebildeten Nitramids Wasser, dlas in der Lo6sung nachzuweisen ist. Der

Wassergehalt des 1-6semnittels 6ndert sich dlurch die Umsetzung jedloch nur

unwesentlich (< 0,01% var bzw. 0,04 % nach der Umsetzung). Auch laBt sich

Wasser IR-spektroskopisch nicht nachweisen. Dies ist auf die hygroskopischen

Reaktionsprodukte zuruckfuhren, die der Lo6sung dlas Wasser und somit demn

Nachweis entziehen. Nach Eindlampfen des Filtrats der Reaktionsmischung

verbleibt kein Ruckstand. Das bedleutet, daB ebenfalls kein Nitramid nachweisbar

ist, was auf eine Reaktion im Sinne von GI. 3-9 hinweist. Die kristallinen

Reaktionsprodukte wurden als AN in der Raffinatphase und ADN in der

Extraktphase nach der Fest- FluOssi g- Extra ktion identifiziert. Die Analyse des

Gasgemisches uber der Reaktionslosung ergab neben der ebenfalls in Lo6sung

auftretendlen Komponenten (NI- 3, Chloroform) den eindleutigen Nachweis for N20

(Abbildung 5-1).
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2,0 CHCI,

1,6 -N 20

. 2

C

0,8-

0,4- N20 CHCi3
N20 N20 NH3

0,0 - A.- -

3600 3100 2600 2100 1600 1100 600
Wellenzahl / cm-

Abbildung 5-1: iR-Spektrum von der Zusammensetzung des Gasraumes uber der
Reaktionslosung bei der ADN-Synthese aus Ammoniak und Di-
stickstoffpentoxid (bei Ammoniak-Uberschul3).

5.2 Bestimmung der Produktverteilung

Mit den drei aus dem Reaktionsschemna abgeleiteten Reaktionsgleichungen lassen

sich die chemnischen Vorg~nge im System N205-NH3 beschreiben, wenn das

Gleichungssystem aus den Stoffbilanzen der Schiusselkomponenten (N205, AN,

ADN) f Or die Schlusselreaktionen R1, R2 und R3 losbar ist. Zudem IaIBt sich dann mit

den experimentellen Werten f~r die Stoffmengen in Abhangigkeit des

Konzentrationsverhaltnisses die Produktverteilung bestimmen. Wie aus der

Abbildung 5-2 hervorgeht, nimmt der Anteil der ADN-Bildungsreaktion (Rl) und

der Anteil der Reaktion zu AN und N20 (R2) mit zunehmendem

KonzentrationsverhAltnis aus NH3 und N205 ab. Dagegen nimmt der Anteil der

Reaktion zu Wasser und Lachgas (R3) ZU.
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0,8-

0,6-NN--

C: A

.2R

~0,4-A 5 R2
-~ !AR3ý

0,2 -a--
ZA IA - ---.-- - -

0,0 ,I
0 2 4 6 8 10

c(NH 3)/c(N205)

Abbildung 5-2: Produktverteilung als Funktion des Konzentrationsverhaltnisses
der Reaktanten.

5.3 Anpassung der Modeligleichung an die experimentellen Ergebnisse

Mit Hilfe der Parameter K, und K2 ist eine Anpassung der Modeligleichung an die

experimentellen Ergebnisse m~glich. In Abbildung 5-3 sind neben den

experimentellen Werten und dem Graph der Modeligleichung die differentiellen

Selektivitaten S1 und S2 angegeben. Die Funktion der Modeligleichung weist eine

prinzipielle Oberinstimmung mit dem Experiment auf. WMhrend for

Konzentrationsverhaltnisse von c(NH3)/c(N205) > 5 emn uberwiegender EinfluB

durch S1 zu beobachten ist, ist fOr kleine KonzentrationsverhAltnisse S2 fur die

Selektivit~t bestimmend. Die Abweichung der Modeligleichung von den

experimentellen Werten betragt bis zu 4%. Diese Abweichung ist auf die der

Modellierung zugrunde liegenden kinetischen Potenzansatze zuruckzufuhren, bei

denen die Konzentrationen der Reaktanten und Zwvischen produkte nach erster

Ordnung eingehen.
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1,0 ___

0,8

p0,6 * xp

-~I-Modell

0,2 - ---

0,0 I

0 2 4 6 81 10
C(N H3)/C(N 205)

Abbildung 5-3: Abhangigkeit der Selektivitaten S1 S2 und S vomn

KonzentrationsverhaItnis der Reaktanten (K, = 0,8,; K2 = 3,3).

Ein verbessertes Modell kann demzufolge durch elne *Verandlerung der

Reaktionsordlnung in den reaktionskinetischen Potenzans~tzen erreicht werden.

Diese Verainderung fujhrt zur Einf~hrung zweier zus~tzlicher Parameter p und q.

Die Modellgleichung lautet damit

[1 +S1]

mit den differentiellen Selektivitaten

Si 1+'K rK1[4Jj1 -

521=25(1 + C -(4 S1 (S1+1) + C (C+2) +1)0,5

mit

C k k1 r c(NH,) Iq

ko k2 L c(N\205)
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Eine erneute Anpassung der Modeligleichung mit Hilfe der nunmehr vier

Parametern (Kj, K2, p, q) fuhrt zu einer verbesserten Wiedergabe der

experimentellen Ergebnisse durch dip Modeligleichung (Abbildung 5-4). Die

Abweichung von den experimentellen Ergebnissen betr~gt maximal 1 %.

1,0-

0,8 NN

0,4 - Ep

0,2 - .

0,0 I

0 2 4 6 8 10
c(N H3)/c(N205)

Abbildung 5-4: Funktion der Selektivitaten S1, S2 und S vom Konzentrations-
verhaitnis der Reaktanten (K, = 0,25; K2 = 1,8; p = 1; q = 0,01).

6 Zusammenfassung

Die Reaktionen von Ammoniak (NH3) und Distickstoffpentoxid (N205) werden seit

der Entdeckung des N205 untersucht. Neben Ammoniumnitrat (AN) war bisher die

Bildung von Nitramid (NH2NO2) und Ammoniumdlinitramid (ADN) bekannt. Hiervon

ausgehend wurde emn Reaktionsmechanismus abgeleitet, bei dem durch eine

dloppelte Nitrierung des Ammoniak uber Nitramid und Dinitraminsaure als reaktive

Zwischenstufen nach der Neutralisation neben AN dlas ADN ensteht. Die

Ber(~cksichtigung der Reaktionsmoglichkeiten der Zwischenstufen unter den

gegebenen Reaktionsbedingungen (kat. Zersetzungsreaktionen) fL~hrte zu einem

Reaktionsschema, in dem neben den genannten Reaktionsprodukten Lachgas und

Wasser auftreten. Aufgrund der hygroskopischen Eigenschaften von AN und ADN

wird dlas Wasser der Reaktionsmischung entzogen und 1613t sich somit nicht in der
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Losung nachweisen. Dagegen konnte das Lachgas eindeutig in der Gasphase Ober

der Reaktionsl6sung wahrend der Umsetzung nachgewiesen werden. Aus dem

Reaktionsschema lassen sich drei Reaktionsgleichungen ableiten. Wahrend eine

Gleichung der bereits bekannten ADN-Bildungsreaktion entspricht, stellt eine

weitere Gleichung die Bruttoreaktion aus Bildung und Zersetzung von Nitramid

dar. Eine dritte Reaktionsgleichung mit zur ADN-Bildungsreaktion analoger

St6chiometrie ist die bisher unbekannte Reaktion von Ammoniak mit

Distickstoffpentoxid zu Lachgas und Ammoniumnitrat. Eine reaktionskinetische

Modellierung des Reaktionsnetzwerkes ergab eine zweiparametrige bzw.

vierparametrige Modellgleichung f~r die differentielle ADN-Selektivitat.

Untersuchungen ergaben eine gute Ubereinstimmung zwischen Modell und

Experiment hinsichtlich der ADN-Selektivit~t.
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ISOPHTHALIC DIMETHYLOXAZIRIDINE AS A POTENTIAL BONDING AGENT FOR ROCKET

SOLID PROPELLANTS.

11A. M. Kawamoto', M. M. Calnpbell" and M.F. Mahonb

"Chemistry Division, Space Activity Institute, S~o Jose dos Campos, SP, Brazil
bSchtool of Clhemistry, University of Bath, Bath, UK

Abstract: The synthlesis, reactions and crystal structure of Isoplithalic dimethyl oxaziridine are

presented here. The synthesis was carried out utilising hydroxylamine-O-sulfonic acid to produce oxaziridinc

unsubsituted on the nitrogen, which was reacted in situ with isophthaloyl dichloride to give the corresponding

Isophthatic dimethyl oxaziridine. It is an analogue of Isophthalic 2-methyl aziridine, a product which has been

used as a bonding agent for Composite Solid Propellant. The oxaziridine was tested in oxidative reactions of

sulfides to sulfoxides, styrene oxide, cyclohexene to cyclohexene oxide, and l-(2-cyclohexenyl)-2-propanone to

[I-(2-cyclohexenyl)-2-propanone] oxide.

Oxaziridines are three-ucembered rings constructed of three kinds of atoms having different

electronegativitics in adjacent positions. Oxaziridines have recently received attention as potential anti-tumor

agents and as anologues of penicillin'. They also have been considered as potential irreversible alkylating

inhibitors of tIe bacterial serine D,D-transpeptidase 2.

The title compound (1) is expected to be capable of oxidizing sulfides to sulfoxides and epoxidizing

alkcnes.

Besides being used as an oxidizing agent, thie title compound is also envisioned to be a potential

bonding agent for Rocket Solid Propellants.

Up to the present, many bonding agents, and their mechanism of action, have been studied. Several

papers lave been reported as to the action mechanism of bonding agents, and it was pointed out that the bond

strength between AP and fuel-binder is dominated by tbe cohesive strength of binder bulk 3
,4 and wetting

efficiency of binder prepolymer on AP surface 4.5. Therefore, of particltar interest is thie interaction mechanism

which bonding agents play in the vicinity of the interface between AP and fuel-binder. Oberth 3 concluded that

the bonding agents act by forming a tear-resistant layer around the filler particle, thus preventing peel. Ncma 6

described that the bonding agents are either chemically reacting with AP or being absorbed by secondary

intermolecular attraction.

Aziridine derivatives are known as bonding agents which h'ave a high potential for improving tbe

mechanical properties of the propellant grains composed of the fuel-binder, hydroxyl terminated polybutadiene

(HTPB), and the solid fillers ammonium pcrchorate (AP) and aluminium powder7. It can be envisaged that

certain analogues of these derivatives, such as the oxaziridincs, will provide a propellant with higher

performance, due to the oxygen in the three membered ring. The oxygen will increase the intermolecular
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attraction (hydrogen-bondcd) bctwccn the AP and the bonding agent, improving the mechanical properties of

the propellants.

Isophthalic 2-methyl aziridine (2), a 3M product known as HX-752, has been successfully tested as a

bonding agent for ammonium perchorate in composite solid propellants using hydroxyl terminated

polybutadiene. This paper reports to the synthesis of its analogue, the Isophthalic dimethyloxaziridine (1), by

the replacing of the N-C-C group by N-O-C (Figure 1).

0 ,0 3

c •1 -- CH3  . ,C

/00 CH 0 C'13
C< OH3 • C . CH3(2)(1)

Figure I - Structures of Isophlhalic diiucthyl oxaziridine (1) and tsophthalic 2-methyl aziridine (2).

Results and Discussion

Isophthatic dimethyloxaziridine (1) was prepared from the coupling reaction of 3,3-

dimiethyloxaziridinc with isophthalovl dichoride (Scheme 1).

Scheme I

0 •DC [H3 --C-N -- 0--
NH2OSO3H + b oH/ o IM

CH3IK H cH' L 0 J
CH3

0 a 0

c

6% • C o•

CH3

3,3-Dimiethyl oxaziridine obtained from hvdroxylaimine-O-sulfonic acid and acetone, following the

method described by Schiuitzg, was not isolated due to its limited stability and it was reacted in situ with

Isophtahloyl dichloride giving the desired oxaziridine (I) in moderated yield.

This new compound was well characterized in the 'H-NMR by a singlet at 1.61 ppm assigned to be the

equivalent methyl groups. The 13C-NMR also showed a typical singlet at 84.5 ppm which is characteristic of

the oxaziridine function.
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The formation of oximc instead of oxaziridine had to be considered (Scheme 2), since the 'H-NMR,

mass spectrum and elemental analysis for compound 1, Isophthatic dimcthyloxaziridine and compound 3

(oxime) could be the same. However, the resonance of the C=N group in the 13C-NMR normally appears at

155-165 ppm9 .

Scheme 2 0cI

0 O-N-C/

N 2OSO3H + c0!CH\C-N -OH - \ci bo
\ H/

(3) 0-N-c

Isophlthalic dimethyl oxaziridine was isolated as a crystalline solid which recrystallization from ethyl

acetate and light petroleum ether (b.p. 60-801C), gave crystal of suitable quality for a successful X-ray

crystallographic structure detennination (Figure 2).

033

C•4 C2 0 C9

C4

C131

Figure 2 - X-Ray strucuture of lsophthalic dimethyl oxaziridine (1).

The methyl group from both oxaziridine rings in the compound appeared as only one singlet at 1.65

ppm at 1H-NMR spectrum, and this indicated that the oxaziridine ring is conformnationally mobile and can

undergo a "flipping" movement that interconverts the nitrogen lone pair from one side of the XYZ plane to thle

other, thus converting thle molecule between its enantiomer faster than thle NMvR time scale (Figure 3).
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X Y
N.N

Figure 3 - Flipping movement of nitrogen lone pair.

The manufacture of the propellant using Isophthalic dimethyl oxaziridine as a bonding agent for

composite solid propellant, is in progress and a comparison of the mechanical properties for propellants

manufactured with Isophlthalic 2-methyl aziridine (2) and Isophlthalic dimethyl oxaziridine will be published

later.

The oxaziridine was also tested in the oxidative reactions of sulfides to sulfoxides, styrene to styrene

oxide, cyclohexene to cyclohexene oxide and 1-(2-cyclohexenyl)-2-propanone to [l-(-cyclohenenyl)-2-

propanone] oxide (Scheme 3).

Scheme 3

s ý',ýH3 0 ,CH3

Oxaziridine 

(

Oxaziridine

Q0 1 CHCI,/fl=~a / 07 days (ntom)
Oxaziridine , o (- n o'>)

0 0

Oxaziridine _ 0 (ndt fomed)

The oxidation of methyl tolyl sulfide proceeded successfully in 60% yield. The 'H-NMR analysis and

mass spectrum of the resulting compound contirned the formation of methyl tolyl sulfide. A strong band at

1039cm1 in the IR spectra also indentified the presence of a sulfoxide.

In the epoxidation of styrene only a low yield of styrene oxide was formed when the reaction was

refluxed overnight in chloroform, and the reaction failed for the epoxidation of cyclohexene and 1-(2-

cyclohexenyl)-2-propanone.
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Future studies should possibly address the possibility of developing a catalytic system for oxidation,

employing catalytic quantities of oxaziridine (Figure 4).

0 o
R / R2 -5S- Rz 2 '-R

R 1 R--2o R2- L R3 + NR,
R R

R

NR0

Figure 4 - Catalytic oxidation system for oxaziridine

Experimental Section

Melting points were determined on commercially available apparatus (Electrothermal melting point

apparatus), or Biichi 510, and arc uncorrected. Elemental microanalysis were carried out using a Carlo Erba

1106 Elemental Analyser. Infrared spectra were recorded in the range of 4000-600cm'", using a Perkin Elmer

1600 FT-IR spectrophotometcr and peaks are reported (v,-a.) in wave numbers (cm-1). Spectra of liquid samples

were taken as nujol mulls, or in chloroform solution, as indicated.

Proton NMR ('H-NMR) spectra were recorded on a Jeol GX FT-270 (270 MHz) spectrometer

although, where indicated, a Joel GX FT-400 (400 MHz) spectrometer was used. Carbon 13 magnetic

resonance (' 3C-NMR) spectra were recorded on a Jeol GX FT-270 spectrometer operating at 67.8 M~lz and

using 90 and 135 DEPT pulse sequences to aid multiplicity determination. Chemical shifts (8) are expressed in

parts per million downfield from internal tetramethylsilane (TMS). Mass spectra were recorded using a VG

analytical 7070 E instrument with a VG 2000 data system. Eletron ionisation (E.I) was produced using an

ionisation potential of 70 eV. Chemcial ionistion (C.I.) was empolyed using isobulane as the reagent gas

although, where indicated, ammonia was also used.

Isophihalic dimewtvI oxaziridine (1). - A solution of hydroxylamnie-O-sulfonic acid (0.0 1mol,

1.12g) in water (10ml) and NaOH 2N (5mil), was added rapidly to a stirred solution of acetone (13.6mmol,

1.Oml) in dichlorometlhane (30m1l) and NaOH 2N (20ml) at 2-51C. Immediately, a solution of isophathaloyl

dichloride (0.005tool, 1.0g) in dichloromethane (10mil) was added, and the stirring was continued for an

additional 10 min. The dicholomethane layer was then separated and dried over magnesium sulphate and

filtered. Concentration on a rotating evaporator gave a white solid wich was recrystallised from ethyl

acetate/light petroleum (b.p. 60-801C) to give colourless crystals (0,16g, 6.0% yield): mn.p. 114-116'C; Rf =

0.27(petrol-ethyl acetate 4:1); v0,(CDCl 3)/cm"f 1716(C=O), 1432(oxaz.), 1200(P=O); 5H(CDC13) 1.65(s, CH3),

7.66-8.61(mn, Ar-H); Bc(CDCI3) 22.14(s, C-CH 3), 85.12(s, C_,,z.), 128.97, 129.54, 132.07, 133.58(4s, Ar).

176.56(s, C=O); rn/z(C.t.) 277(Mtt+, 25%); m/z(E.I.) 276(M+, 2%), 240(M+ - NOC(CH3)2, 90), 146(62),

118(100), 90(78), 43(66). Anal. Calcd. for C14H16N20 4: C, 60.8, H, 5.8; N, 10.1:;Found: C, 60.6, H, 5.8; N,

10.0.
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ABSTRACT

The conditions of the final stages of nitrotriazolone (NTO) and tetraoxadinitraminoisowurtzi-
tane (TEX) syntheses have been experimentally verified and their effect on the physical proper-
ties of the above mentioned substances. The previously found correlation between F = p . ý
parameter and detonation enthalpy H has been confirmed using a series of low - sensitive
substances. This finding enables the primary estimation of performances and sensitivities for
new structures of the substances of this category.

INTRODUCTION

During the last tens of years, insensitive explosives have been receiving a great deal of attention
in connection with low vulnerability. Apart from the influence of size and shape of crystals,
their defects, compatibility with the binder and physical states on sensitivity to various internal
stimuli, such molecule structures are observed that comprise a high energy content and are
marked by a low sensitivity.

A very nice surwey of these types of compounds was published by Doherty and Simpson'
where, in addition to basic characteristics, the values of performance and sensitivity for the
individual substances are given as well. With the exception of long known
triaminotrinitrobenzene (TATB) and nitroguanidine (NQ), among the suggested structures
turned out to be very interesting nitrotriazolone (NTO) 2 " and tetraoxadinitraminoisowurtzita-
ne (TEX)4'5 for their relatively simple and cheap preparation and acceptable values of their
performance and sensitivity.

EXPERIMENTAL

We have specified the limits of the optimum conditions for the last steps of synthesis of NTO
and TEX considering both quality of the products and technological feasibilities.
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NTO

Nitration of 1,2,4-triazole-5one (TO) with nitric acid 2 at temperatures above 60'C leads to a
high quality product (NTO) but is accompanied with considerable flow of nitrogen oxides. We
consider this procedure to be technologically unsuitable.

The acceptable course of nitration of TO with nitric acid 3 is obtained at temperature ranging
between 20 and 25°C; the optimum HN0 3/TO nitration ratio has been found 7.7 : 1 . Nitration
time 2.5 hours seems to be sufficient, the value of dilution ratio varies around 0.5
Crystallization has been carried out from water.

TEX

The initial compound for the last stage of synthesis, 1,4-diformyl-2,3,5,6-tetrahydroxypipera-
zine (DFTP),and glyoxal react in nitric acid and sulphuric acid (HNO 3 - H2 SO 4 mixture)4 or in
nitric acid only5 forming TEX.We have found that the procedure4 in mixed acids leads to the
product comprising considerable quantity of acid in the crystal (1.5 to 2.5%). Boiling the
product in water for 17 hours results in reduction of acid content to 0.44% only.
The reaction in nitric acid5- leads, at the same yield, to remarkably lower content of acid in

crystal (0.16%) that remains unchanged even after 50 hours boiling in water.

According to our experiments, the optimum conditions are as follows:

* DFTP/glyoxal/HNO 3 ratio : 1/0.52/9.5

* temperature : 23 to 27°C

* time interval of reaction 24 hours is considered to be sufficient

* utilization of glyoxal in the form of water solution leads to reduced yield

Stability of both compounds has been determined by means of vacuum stability test and the
results are given in Table 1.

Table I - Vacuum Stability Test NTO and TEX (20 hours)

Temperatura [0C] NTO [ml.g] TEX [ml.

110 0.06 0.05

Sensitivity of both compounds has been determined by means of the method of gap test for
mixtures with trinitrotoluene (TNT). The results are given in Table 2 where P1i,, is the
initiation pressure leading to detonation (50%).
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Table 2 Sensitivity to shock wave (GAP TEST)

Specimen Density [g.cm3 1 Pinit [GPa]
RDX/TNT (50/50) 1.662 3.65
TNT/NTO (50/50) 1.703 8.60
TNT/TEX (50/50) 1.700 9.50

TNT 1.585 10.75

DISCUSSION

The last stage of preparation of NTO and TEX is not complicated and due to accessibility of
the initial compounds it is possible to obtain relatively cheap products. Their stability and low
sensitivity enable them to be employed in charges of low vulnerability. It is, however, true
that the performance of these compounds is lower than this of the commonly used explosives
(RDX,HMX).

From the published set of compounds we have tried to form a new idea of properties of low
sensitive molecules with a high performance, see Table 3. Other efficient explosives are also
given here for the purpose of comparison; marking of the compounds is the same as in the
quoted work'.

For the given set we have calculated the Kamlet parameter do from the equation:

4) = N . Mln-. Qle

where N - quantity of gaseous products (mol.gl)
M - mean molecule weight of the gaseous products
Q - heat of explosion (cal.g")

From the 4) parameter and density p we have defined the F parameter6

F = p.4

We have verified the existence of a very good correlation between F parameter and specific
enthalpy H expressing the working capacity 7*8 .

H = -0.0847 + 1.3771 . F

This equation holds good also for compounds given in Table 3. The performance of the
explosive is known to be dependent on the composition, heat of formation and density. The
first two quantities are included in 4) parameter and from Table 3 it can be seen that for each of
low sensitive substances 4) < 6 and a good performance is gained due to their high densities; the
substances with 4) > 6 are not likely to belong among the low sensitive ones but their
performance will be high. The opposite statement, of course, is not possible to be applied; it
cannot be said that all explosives with 4) < 6 are insensitive; there is a series of other factors that
define the sensitivity of the substance.
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The factor of great importance is density; its value for the substances given in Table 3 is
altogether high. With one exception only, it is a matter of cyclic substances, predominantly
with heteroatoms (N,O) in basic structure. In cases of purely carbon structures, the molecules
with high density have relatively great number of substituents. More significant differentiation
can be found at cage structures (CL - 20, TEX) at which the source of high density seems to be
the presence of heteroatoms in the skeleton; the difference between densities is small compared
with the number of - NO2 substituents.

Even if the number of potential candidates for low sensitive and, at the same time, efficient
explosives is relatively small (see Table 3), it is possible to imagine molecules with relatively
low energetic content [43 < 6] but with high crystal density. Except the known types of
compounds, other heterocycles come on offer as e.g. oxaderivatives, possibly cage structures
comprising heteroatoms in the basic skeleton.
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Table 3 Properties of explosives

P AHc H
[g.cm3  [kJ~mo-'] ~llig- 1J

1. CL-20 2,03 415,6 6,85 13,91 19,11
2. HMX 1,90 92,8 6,76 12,85 17,60
3. RDX 1,80 60,2 6,78 12,20 16,66
4. LLM-105 1,91 13,0 5,58 10,67 14,62
5. LAX-112 1,86 164,0 5,58 10,38 14,21
6. CL-14 1,94 86,3 5,30 10,30 14,13
7. ADNBF 1,90 153,9 5,41 10,28 14,09
8. TEX 1,99 -540,9 5,07 10,06 13,84
9. 2,4-DNI 1,76 20,5 5,70 10,05 13,70

10. NTO 1,93 -130,0 5,09 9,82 13,47
11. TATB 1,94 -139,5 5,00 9,70 13,33
12. NQ 1,71 -92,4 5,58 9,54 13,00
13. DAAF 1,70 443,5 5,58 9,49 12,92
14. DATB 1,84 -98,8 5,07 9,33 12,77
15 TNT 1,65 -75,3 4,84 7,98 10,86

Abbreviations:

1. CL-20 - 2,4,6,8,10,12-hexanitro-2,4,6,8,10,12-hexaazatetracyclo [5,5,0,0590.'o1 I]

dodekane
2. H1MX - 1,3,5,7-tetranitro- 1,3,5,7-tetraazacyclooktane
3. RDX - 1,3,5-trinitro- 1,3,5-triazacyclohexane
4. LLM-105 - 2,6-diamino-3,5-dinitropyrazine-I-oxide
5. LAX- 112 - 3.6-diamino- l,2,4,5-tetrazine- 1,4-oxide
6. CL-14 - 5,7-diamino-4,6-dinitrobenzofuroxane
7. ADNBF - 7-amino-4,6-dinitrobenzofuroxane
8. TEX - 4,1 0-dinitro-2,6,8,12-tetraoxa-4, I 0-diazatetracyclo [5,5,0,05"90"'1]

dodekane
9. 2,4-DNI - 2,4-dinitroimidazole

10. NTO - 3-nitro- 1,2,4-tetrazol-5-one
11. TATB - 1,3,5-triamino-2,4,6-trinitrobenzene
12. NQ - nitroguanidine
13. DAAF - diaminoazoxyfuroxane
14. DATB - 1,3-diamino-2,4,6-trinitrobenzene
15. TNT - 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene
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Orientation in the nitration benzoic acid in mixtures
of sulfuric and nitric acids.

Yudin N.V., Zhilin V.F., Zbarskiy V.L.

Nitrobenzoic acid - important initial substance for synthesis of various chemical
compound, including thermally stable (triaminotrinitrobenzene) and high
(bexonitrobenzene) explosive substances. The conditions of their synthesis are interesting
not only with practical, but also from a theoretical point of view, and thus the study of
influence of various factors on isomer chemical composition of obtained products is quite
useful.

We carried out nitration of benzoic acid in acid mixtures prepared from 70-107 %
H2S0 4 with a constant low concentration of nitric and benzoic acids. Isomeric composition
of the obtained products was determined by the method GLC and HPLC. The outcome of
the experiments is partially represented on the figure:
Content of
orto-isomer.% a a *

20 .0

00 0 0 0
15.0

10.0

5.0

0 .0 I I I

70 .0 8 0.0 90.0 100.0 110
Concentration of initial sulfuric acid. %

Dependence contents orto-isomer from concentration H2S0 4, %, with 23'C.

As one can see from the figure raise of concentration sulfuric acid in an indicated
interval the diminution content of o-nitrobenzoic acid in a nitration product from 20,2 %
down to 5,2%. However the speed of a reaction in oleum area is considerably reduced.
Can be explained by assumption that benzoic acid is nitrationed in three forms: by
molecular (site a-a* on figurel), protonated (b-b *) and acyl cation (d). On the figure
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demonstrate the results of calculation on the basis of the mathematical model composed
because of the chemical scheme:

+H ++ -H20+
h-COOH H Ph-COOH + Ph-CO+

-H +H

+NO~-H4  +No~ +H e'
N0 2-Ph-COOH

The obtained results show possibility to control isomeric structure of nitration
products of oxygen-containing aromatic compounds (on example benzoic acid at the
expense changing of medium acidity .)
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ABSTRACT

This work deals with the synthesis and characterization of new macrocyclic systems

containing different amounts of diazeno- and diazenoxydofurazanyl units (2-8) as well as diazeno-

and diazenoxydodifurazanyl units (2-3). Macrocyclic derivatives with diazenofurazanyl fragments

were for the first time synthesized by oxidative macrocyclocondensation of various dianzines of

furazan series: 3,4-diamninofurazan, 4,4'-diamino-3'3-diazenofurazan and dianinodifiurazanyl

under action of different oxidizers. Macrocycles with diazene oxide groups were obtained by two

ways: by oxidation of diazene groups in polydiazenofurazanmacrocyclic derivatives and by

oxidative macrocyclocondensation of furazan diamnines, already containing diazene oxide

fragments. Some characteristics of compounds obtained were studied and it was shown that

specific features of these structures are: the high thermic stability (about 200 °C), the high

formation enthalpy (700-1200 Kcal/kg) and the quite high density (1.7-1.93 g/cn?).
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INTRODUCTION

Furazan derivatives for a long time have occupied an important place among other nitrogen

heterocycles as prospective components of high energetic materials. It is associated with their

thermic stability, positive formation enthalpy and presence of active oxygen atom inside the cycle. A

special interest in furazan derivatives stands with explosophoric groups, e.g. nitro, nitroxy, diazene

and diazene oxide groups. From these groups the two latters make essential especially high

contribution to the formation enthalphy of corresponding molecules. According to calculated data

the macrocyclic systems of furazan series, containing diazene and diazene oxide groups in

macrocycle have the particulary high characteristics [1]. The key purpose of this work consisted of

the search of the approaches to design of macrocyclic compounds containing both diazeno- or

diazenoxydofurazanyl(difurazanyl) units as well as both these units with different sequence.

SYNTHESIS

As the main approach to design of title macrocyclic systems the interaction of furazan series

diamines with different oxidizers [Pb(OAc) 4; its mixture with Bu 4NBr, dibromoisocyanurate (DBI)

and different hypohaliets] was studied. 4,4'-Diamino-3,3'-azofurazan (DAAF), 3,4-diaminofurazan

(DAF) and 4,4'-diamino-3,3'-difurazanyl (DADF) were used as the starting diamines. The

investigations were started from Pb(OAc) 4 . It was shown that the treatment of DAAF with this

oxidizer in chloro- and o-dichlorobenzenes at high temperatures gives 5-[4amino-l,2,5-oxadiazol-3-

yl]-5H-[1.2.3]triazolo[4.5-c][1.2.5]oxadiazole 1 as a result of intramolecular cyclisation involving

the deazene fragment and one of amino groups of DAAF [2]. The oxidation of DAAF with

Pb(OAc) 4 in the presence of Bu4NBr (Br2 or NaOBr) results in essential change in the reaction

pathway: instead of 1, previously unknown macrocyclic compounds 2-4 are formed, products of

intermolecular oxidative condensation of two, three and four DAAF molecules, respectively

(Scheme 1) [3]. The macrocyclocondensation of DAAF occurs at room temperature in aprotonic

solvents (MeCN, EtOAc, CH2 CI2 , C6H6). Macrocycle 2 is a main reaction product and can be

isolated in 60-70% yields, while compounds 3 and 4 are formed under the condition studied only in

small quantities and can be isolated in < 1% yields.
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In addition to DAAF, we also studied the reaction of DAF with Pb(OAc) 4 in the presence of

Bu 4NBr. This reaction results in a mixture of macrocycles not only with an even number of

diazenofurazan units, as is the case in the cyclocondensation of DAAF (compounds 2-4), but also

with an odd number of diazenofurazan units, macrocycles 5 and 6. It should be noted that tetracycle

2 again predominates in this reaction (Scheme 1) [3].

NH 2

N_~ N \N

0133N
N N -- --

1

H2N NH,

H2N---- N N7  N112 0

DAAF 0- DAF

-N

N
N~2 1

N=N N N 3 3

N N5 0

I N N=N 6 2

N N

\NN

Scheme 1. Oxidizer - Pb(OAC) 4

As seen from above mentioned data Pb(OAc) 4 is suitable only for the synthesis of compound

2. The more convenient oxidizer for the preparation of other macrocycles proved to be

dibromoisocyanurate (DBI). At first we have used this oxidizer for the intramolecular cyclization of

4,4'-bis(4-aminofurazanyl-3-azo)-3,3'-azofurazan 7 to macrocycle 2 [4]. The oxidative

cyclocondensation of DAF and DAAF under the action of DBI has been studied in different

solvents (MeCN, C6H6, CH2C12, MeOH and different their mixtures). It was shown that the results

of oxidation with this reagent depend significantly on the type of solvent, the diamine: DBI ratio
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and their concentrations. The reaction of DAAF with a 2.5-6-fold excess of DBI in MeCN affords a

mixture of macrocycle 2-4 with an even number of diazenofurazan fragments. Under the same

conditions, DAF affords a mixture of these compounds with macrocycles 5 and 6 containing an odd

number of diazenofurazan fragments (5 and 7, respectively), with compound 2 predominating

substantially in the reaction products (Scheme 2) [5]. Variing the amount of a solvent, we found

both conditions that allow to obtain tetradiazenofurazan macrocycle 2 in a preparative yield (88%)

and conditions that increase the yield of macrocycles with six and eight diazenofurazan units 3 and 4

to 35% and 8%, respectively. It has been established that carrying out the reactions in considerably

more concentrated (10-15 times) solutions than are needed for the preparation macrocyccle 2

favours the formation of macrocycles with the number of diazenofurazan units >4.

The reaction of DAAF with a two-fold excess of DBI in MeCN or with its 1.7-3-fold excess

in other solvents resulted in the formation a mixture of tetracycle 2 and a linear product of the

oxidative dimerisation of DAAF - compound 7 in a 15% yield. When the reaction with DAF was

carried out in MeOH and DBI was added in portion three-membered macrocycle 5 was formed with

12.5% yield (Scheme 2) [5].

0-N

N N N . -' " N N N '• _

DAAF )-N / N=-N"
/ •- N

DBI/6 N \

C21 MC)MeCN N-

o2-6

1= (2). 3 (3). 5 (4), 0 (5), 2 (6)

SN=N -/---yNH2 DII
Tj -T-T = T__ NMe CN

NO" NO/" NO O.-
0 0 H2N NH2

7
5 

N " 0\0/

(12.5%) DAF
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Scheme 2. Oxidizer - DBI

DBI was also used for the oxidative cyclocondensation of diaminodifurazanyl (DADF). The

reaction DADF with DBI in MeCN resulted in synthesis of macrocycles 8 and 9. Both compounds

formed simultaneously with similar yields (32.5 and 28%, respectively) (Scheme 3) [6]. The

formation of macrocycles with more than three subunits in this reaction is according to '3C NMR

data for the third fraction, which was isolated in a small yield by preparative chromatography of the

reaction mixture. In this spectrum there are resonance signals due to carbon atoms in the same

region as for 8 and 9. The structure of compound 8 was confirmed by X-ray analysis [7].

H2N 0 N N N
NH2  1'0

NNoN N
N

/ N N!

DADF NN N

1Z 8 n=2
8 9 =3

00 O0

O-O N ••NN
0 ýN0 NN- N,

N /I0
N N/

N
N NN/ N N

0 NNN==N N0

00

8a 8b

Scheme 3.
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During the study of DAAF and DAF oxidation under action of Pb(OAc)2 it has been

proposed that acetyl hypobromite (AcOBr) is the oxidizer that directly reacts with these diamines

[3]. In order to confirm this assumption, we studied the possibility of oxidative

macrocyclocondensation of DAAF and DAF under the action of AcOBr and other hypohaliets

(NaOBr, AcOCi and NaOC1). It was shown that the reactions of these diamines with AcOBr or

NaOBr (high excess) in MeCN or EtOAc and DAAF with the same hypobromites in aqueous-

methanol solution result in the cyclocondensation of both diamines to form polydiazenofurazan

macrocycles 2-4 from DAAF and macrocycles 2-6 from DAF. It is noteworthy that the formation of

the four-membered macrocycle 2 is the preferential process under the conditions studied upon both

the action of DBI and Pb(OAc) 2 with Bu4NBr. The study of the oxidation of the DAAF in AcCN by

a small excess AcOBr (1:4) showed that DAAF did not react completely under this conditions,

cyclocondensation occurred only insignificantly (6%) and linear product 7 was isolated in a yield of

37%. The same product and DAAF were found in the oxidation of DAF by hypobromites [8].

The study of the reactions of DAAF and DAF with hypochlorites (AcOCI, NaOC1) in

aqueous-organic (MeCN, EtOAc) media allowed to establish that the reactivities of these diamines

with respect to hypochlorites differ substantially. Macrocycle 2 was mainly obtained from DAAF,

while the reaction of DAF resulted in the formation of the previously unknown compound

difurazano[c,g]-l,2,5,6-tetrazocine 10 as a sole reaction product, the result of the oxidative

cyclocondensation of two DAF molecules [8]. The formation of dimer 10 agrees with calculations

made on the electrostatic potantials and relative energies of the hypothetic structures 10 and 11 [9].

According to these calculations, structure 10 should have the form of a "boat" with a cis-

configuration of the furazan units relate to the diazene bridges. These calculations showed that

structure 10 is considerably more energetically favourable (by 33 Kcal/mol) than pentalene

structure 11. In the aromatic series the pentalene structure 13 is thermodynamically prefered for the

isomeric compound dibenzo[c,g]l,2,5,6-tetrazocine 12 [10]. The inversion dependence observed

for the corresponding difurazano derivatives 10 and 11 is likely to be related to the instability of the

system consisting of four fused five-membered polyheterocycles. Macrocycle 10 is not formed from

DAAF, in which furazan cycles have trans-configuration to the diazene fragment. It is likely its

formation from DAF carries out by another way (Scheme 4) [8].
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Scheme 4. Oxidizers - hypochlorites.

Among various chemical transformations of the synthesized macrocycles, the possibility of

oxidation of the diazene fragments into diazene oxides ones was tested. For this transformation to

proceed was found to require quite severe conditions (Karo acid in 20% oleum). The oxidation of

macrocycle 2 was studied especially in detail. Since this compound incorporates four diazene

groups, its oxidation can lead, in principle, to several species differing either in the number of

diazene oxide groups (if the numbers of these groups are the same) or in the position of the N-oxide

oxygen atoms with respect to the same furazan rings (whether it is distal or proximal) and in their

spatial arrangement with respect to the macrocycle (directed inwards or outwards). It was shown

that oxidation of the macrocycle 2 under action of Caro acid in oleum results in the conversion of

all four diazene groups into diazene oxides those with formation of macrocycle 2a (Scheme 5) [11].

Apart from compound 2a, compound 2b with one diazenofurazan and three diazene oxide furazan

units was isolated in 5% yield. The tetraoxide molecule consists of planar furazan rings joined by

strictly alternating diazene oxide bridges. This macrocycle is nonplanar: the furazan rings are
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rotated with respect to one another through angles of 11.7, 6.7, 10.1 and 13.90 and the azo bond in

each diazene oxide furazan fragment occurs in the -sc-ap and -sp-ap orientation with respect to the

nearest C=N bond of the furazan ring [11].

The same oxidative mixture was used for the oxidation of the diazenes groups into diazene

oxides ones in macrocycle 8. Both diazene groups in compound 8 are subjected to oxidation,

resulting in a mixture of isomeric diazene oxide derivatives 8a,b in the ratio 1:1 (Scheme 3) [6].

To synthesize macrocyclic systems with an a fortiori known sequence of oxygen atoms in

the diazene oxide groups, oxidation of diamines 14 and 15 through the action of DBI was studied.

We found that the diamine 14 undergoes intramolecular oxidative cyclization to give dioxide 2c

whereas in the case of the diamine 15, intermolecular cyclocondensation occurs yielding two

isomeric compounds, namely, the dioxide 2c (as the major product) and dioxide 2d with another

orientation of N-oxide groups [I11].

The most part of macrocycles obtained and some their characteristics are presented in

Table. As seen from table data these novel energetic macrocyclic systems of furazan series have the

high formation enthalphy, the high melting points and rather high density.

Table
Some characteristics of compounds obtained

AHf°
1 Compounds M.p. Kcal/kg

C g/cm3 (calculate

d)
1 2 210* 1.80 1093.0
2 3 280* 1.74 1093.0
3 4 246* 1.70 1093.0

4 5 116-117 1.69 1093.0

5 8 220 1.80 1095.0
6 9 300 1.77 1046.0

7 10 232* 1.69 1093.0
8 2a 234-235 1.94 796.2

9 2c 144-145 1.75 967.3
10 2d 105-106 1.75 967.3
11 mixture 137-140 1.86 964.5

8a,b

*) with decomposition
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ABSTRACT

This work deals with di~fferent synthetic ways .fr the .formation of trinitromethyl (7NA1)

derivatives ?f aromatic and heteroaromnatic systems, that were developed at the N.D.Zelinsky

histitute (?f O)ganic (Chemistiy. To obtain of 7NAM-arenes the interaction of N204 with nitro- and

dinitromethyl(DNAM)arenes as well as ii'ith aromatic aldehyjde oximes were used. 7NM-hetarenes

were obtained through the interaction (?f N20 4 iwith heteroaromatic carboxaldehyde oximes and

destruttive nitration of the dicarboxymtethylene. fagmnent contected with heterocyclic conimpounds.

As a result of these investigations a iwide range o.fbenzene, tohiene, imidazole, thiophene, J)yridine

and 1,3,5-triazine 7INM derivatives were synthesized, inchlding his- and tris-7M'N derivatives o'/

benzene, tohuene and 1,3,5-triazimme. Some characteristics o/f their coni,)ounds iwere also studied.

Among the comtpounds obtained there are structures with zero oxygen balance, oxidants,

hydrogenf'ree and high density compqoumds. Calculations of density, enthalpy formation and

detonation velocity qf obtained coml)ounds and were carried out. Experimental and calculated

data proved to be in a good corrielatiom,.

INTRODUCTION

The trinitromethyl (TNM) group connected directly with aromatic and heteroaromatic rings

has been used for the energetic materials design during many years. Its introduction to the molecule

is practically equivalent to the introduction of two nitro groups ( one nitro group is necessary for

full oxidation of the TNM group carbon atom). The replacement of part of aromatic ring carbon

atoms by heteroatoms, e.g. nitrogen ones, could serve as an indirect way for increasing the oxygen

balance. Introduction of TNM groups to nitrogen heterocycles could lead to structures with a high

content of oxygen, including oxidants. So the key objective of this work is the development of the
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methods for the preparation of TNM-arenes and TNM-hetarenes along with the study on some of

their characteristics.

SYNTHESIS OF TNM-ARENES

The reaction of N20 4 with salts of DNM-arenes is a known method for the preparation of

TNM-arenes [1,2]. In its turn, the key method for the synthesis of DNM-arenes is the reaction of

N2 0 4 with aromatic carbonyl compounds oximes [3,4a-d]. However literature data on the direct

transformation of these compounds into TNM-arenes was lacking till our works. Besides, TNM-

arenes with two or three TNM groups in one molecule were not described. To develop the method

for the preparation of such compounds we studied in detail the interaction of N20 4 with

nitromethyl(l)- and DNM(2)-arenes as well as with aromatic carbonyl compounds oximes (3) [5-

II]. As a results of these investigations it was stated that:

" Nitromethylarenes, especially their salts la, yield a mixture of the compounds (DNM- and TNM-

arenes and arylnitrolic acids) in this reaction, though one of these compounds can be mainly

obtained by the alternation of reaction conditions. Arylnitrolic acids 4 were the key products in

the reaction of la with N20 4 at low temperature and DNM-arenes 2 were obtained at high

temperature and in the excess of N20 4. Heminal nitronitroso derivatives 5 were isolated with low

yield during the investigation of these reactions [10]. Compound 5 is likely to be a precursor of

both DNM-arenes 2 and arylnitrolic acids 4.

"* Arylnitrolic acids 4 give TNM-arenes 7 with a high yield by the interaction with N20 4, however

DNM-arenes 2 do not enter the reaction with this reagent. Precursors of TNM-arenes 7 are

probably arylnitrolic acids 4. We carried out a search of the best method for the preparation of 4

and found that such method is the interaction of aromatic carbonyl compound oximes3 with 0.5

mole of N20 4 in ether [9].

"• TNM-Arenes can be obtained in a one-pot reaction from aromatic carbonyl compound oximes 3

and N20 4.: at first, 0.5 mole of N20 4 was added to solution (or suspension) of 3 in ether at low

temperature and than an excess of N20 4 in dichloroethane was used at 50 'C [9].

A general scheme for the preparation of TNM-arenes 7 was proposed based on the results

obtained and literature data (Scheme 1). Consequently TNM-arenes 7 can be obtained by the

interaction of N20 4 with nitromethylarenes salts I a, DNM-arenes salts 2a, arylnitrolic acids 4 and

aromatic carbonyl compound oximes 3. All the compounds were isolated for the exception of

aryldinitronitrosomethanes 6 that had been assumed as direct precursors of TNM-arenes 7.
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Scheme 1

ArCH=NO 2"HB+ N20 4
la [NO N204A,I,=No0.- [ArCH..oJ _

ArH OJN 20 4  AC NO] rH NO 2NO 5
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ArCH(NO 2)2 B-P ArC=NO 2 "IB+
N20 4  2 NO2 2a N204

ArCH-NO2II
NOH

4

[ ,,NO
IA :--NO2  -- ArC(NO 2)3S NO 2

6 7

Ar= Ph, MeC 6H4, i, p- O2NC6 t14, 3,5-(NO 2)2C6H3

Compounds 6 were identified when the reaction of DNM-arenes salts 2a with N20 4 was

studied by 1H, "3C and 14N spectroscopy in the temperature range from -40 to -20 'C. Becides

ethoxycarbonyldinitromethane and dinitroethane sodium salts 2b,c were studied in the same

reaction [12,13]. Analysis of the dynamics of NMR spectra and nature of the final reaction products

showed that the first step of the interaction of 2a with N20 4 was nitrosylation of the dinitromethane

anion to form dinitronitrosomethylene compounds 6a-c irrespective of substituents. The structure

of 6a-c was confirmed by spectroscopy and blue color of their solutions, and dinitronotrosoethane

6c was isolated.

The reaction not interrupted, fluther transformation of DNM-arene sodium salts 6a was

irreversible oxidation by N20 4 to produce TNM-arenes 7. If the reaction of N204 with salts 6a was

interrupted after 10 minutes, the key products were benzonitrile oxides 8 followed by their

cyclodimerization to yield furoxans 9 (Scheme 2). Thus the reaction of DNM-arene salts with N20 4

can serve as both a method for the synthesis of TNM-arenes 7 and a new technique for generating

nitrile oxides 8 and obtaining corresponding furoxans 9.
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Scheme 2.
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However the method for the synthesis of TNM-arenes 7 and furoxans 9 from DNM-arene

salts 2a and N20 4 has some constraints - TNM-arenes and furoxans are not formed in the presence

of o-substituents near the DNM-group. 2,4,6-Trinitrophenyl(Pic)DNM sodium salt 2d gives only

corresponding nitrile oxide 8d. Neither bis(Pic)furoxan 9d nor Pic-TNM 7d were obtained.This

might be connected with a steric hindrence arising due to two o-nitro-groups. The interaction of

2,4,6-trinitrophenyl carboxaldehyde oxime 3d gives only Pic-nitrolic acid 4d (Scheme 3).

To obtain bis(10)- and tris-TNM(l1)-arenes from corresponding bis- and tris-oximes 3e,f, it

was necessary to transform the latter into corresponding bis- and tris-nitrolic acids 4e,f, though the

transformation of three oxime groups needs more than 0.5 mole of N20 4. But the excess of N 20 4

leads to the undesirable formation of DNM-derivatives. This opposition was overcome by the use
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Scheme 3
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of solvents inclined to the complex-formation with N20 4 - dioxane or acetonitrile. Such method

allowed to increase the concentration values of N20 4 without the DNM-arenes formation and, for

the first time, to obtain bis- and tris-TNM-arenes - 1,3-bis(trinitromethyl)benzene 101, 3,5-

bis(trinitromethyl)toluene 10b and tris(trinitromethyl)benzene (or nonanitromesitilene) I I (Scheme

4).

Scheme 4
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HON-CH 7xa IION C ( /

C11=NOH O=-NOH C(N0 2)3
NO2

3M 4f 11
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SYNTHESIS OF TNM-HETARENES

Thiophene- and imidazole-2-carboxaldehyde oximes 12a,b in contrast to arylaldoximes

enter readily the reaction with N20 4 to yield TNM-derivatives with simultaneous nitration of the

heteroaromatic cycle [14, 15]. Nitration proceeds even in positions which are usually inert to

electrophylic substitution reaction, e.g., in position 2(4) of the imidazole ring. 3,4-Dinitro-2-

(trinitromethyl)thiophene 13 and a mixture of 4(5)-nitro-and 2,4(5)-dinitro-2-

(trinitromethyl)imidazoles 14a,b were obtained in good yields. Natural antibiotic azomichine 15 was

synthesized during these investigation.

Furfuryl aldoxime 16 also interacts readily with N 20 4. though in this case bis-(3,5-

dinitrofurfur-2-yl)furoxan 9e is obtained instead of the TNM derivative. Evidently this reaction

proceeds over intermediate furfuryl nitrile oxide 8e. Nitration of the heterocycle takes place,

nevertheless . Pyridine-2- carboxaldehyde oximne 17 gives only TNM derivative 18. It should be

noted that the interaction of 17 with N 20 4 could evidently proceed by over two different

intermediates - nitrolic acid 4g and DNM derivative 2g, because of both these compounds are

internal salts and structure intermediate product does not matter [14] (Scheme5).

Scheme5

S (II=N0II 0 2 N S C(N0 2)3 02N N
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12b 14a N0 02N 141)
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0 ( II=NOII 0,N 010 NO 2

N .o'..N,-

16 9C

9II=NOl N C-(NO2 )2  N LNO"

il I II Irs"1 2 d 4g )
N 2 0 4

N (C(N02)3
18
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2,4,6-Tris(trinitromethyl)-l,3,5-triazine 20 was obtained by another method - destructive nitration

of the carboxyl groups to trinitromethyl entities in 2,4,6-tris(dicarboxymethylene)-1,3,5-triazine 19

by action of concentrated HNO 3 [16]. Compound 20 is an oxidant and has high density - 2.00

g/cm 3, but it is unstable in the air and so is preferably stored as a solution in absolute CCI4 at 5-10

*C. When undried dioxane is added to the solution of 20 in absolute CC14 one trinitromethyl group

is subjected to nucleophilic substitution by hydroxyl one due to water present in dioxane. 2-

Hydroxy-4,6-bis(trinirtoniethyl)-1,3,5-triazine formed was isolated as a stable complex 21 with

dioxane in the ratio 2:1 mol (Scheme 6). The structure of this complex was determined by X-ray

analysis.

Scheme 6
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(HOOC)0N2 "-' N C(COOH)2 (HOOCHC1 N CH(COOH)2 (02N)3C N' C(N0 2 )3
H

19 21)

CN0 2)3  CN0 2 )3

dioxanez20 N -1N N N

(O2N) 3C N OH ------.. O - --- HO N CNO2)3

21

PROPERTIES OF SYNTHlESIZED COMPOUNDS

In this section of paper the inclination to hydrolysis and thermic stability as weel as

detonation parameters of compounds obtained are discussed in the first instante (Table I). As a

whole, it could be suggested that trinitromethul groups should be connected directly with the

aromatic ring influencing each other easier than nitro groups. The most highly nitrated compounds

among those synthesized are 3,5-dinitro-l-(trinitromethyl)benzene (Table 1, comp. 3) and tris-

(trinitromethyl)benzene 11 (Table 1, comp. 6). All trinitromethyl derivatives obtained are stable to

hydrolysis in contrast to hexanitrobenzene, which is quickly hydrolyzed to pentanitrophenol in the

air.
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There are another situation with heterocyclic trinitromethyl derivatives. The most

highly nitrated compounds among these series of compounds are 2,4,6-tris(trinitromethyl)triazine

20 (Table 1, comp. 10) and 2,4-dinitro-5-(trinitromethyl)imidazole 14b. Mono-TNM-pyridine 18 is

rather stable compound. So the presence of one pyridine nitrogen atom in molecule does not

increase capacity of TNM group for hydrolysis. However the accumulation of pyridine nitrogen

atoms in one molecule increases this capacity. The inclination to hydrolysis of the trinitromethyl

group in compound 20 is very high (see Scheme 6) - like of one nitro group in hexanitrobenzene.

The trinitromethyl group hydrolyses by action even of water traces. In compound 14b, the influence

of both the heterocyclic nitrogen atom and trinitromethyl group takes place. Such combined

influence leads to increasing acidity of the "pirrolic" NH-group. Thus compound 14b is very

hydroscopic. This undesirable property disappears after replacing of the NH-group for the N-Me

group or by obtaining salts (e.g. compound 8, Table 1).

As seen from Table I density of the obtaained compounds is not very high. Probably,

it is connected with the influence of the volumetric trinitromethyl group on the crystal packing.

Nevertheless, density increases in proportion to the accumulation of trinitromethyl groups both in

aromatic and in heterocyclic rings. As was expected density of heterocyclic trinitromethyl

derivatives was higher than that of aromatic ones. The compounds with three trinitromethyl groups

are oxidants. Their detonation velocity is not very high, however it is not so low for compounds

with negative formation enthalpy. These parameters along with density and detonation velocity

were calculated by the methods of computer chemistry.

CALCULATIONS

As it is well-known the most important characteristics of explosive materials (as well as

energetic compounds in general) are the detonation parameters and, first of all, the detonation

velocity (D). For their estimation it is necessary to learn the main chemical-physical characteristics -

that is molecular crystal density (c) and energy content (enthalpy of formation in solid state -

AHfi(s)). To estimate these parameters we can use one of the methods of computer chemistry - the

Atom-Atom Potentials Method (AAPM) [17]. In this method the enthalpy of formation is

calculated as the following:

AH,'(s) = AHi9(g) - AH2, (1)

where AHrfi(g) is the enthalpy of formation in gas state; AHf," is the enthalpy of sublimation. These

calculations have been conducted by us in two main stages.
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Firstly, we have estimated molecular characteristics in gas phase, since molecular models

with optimized structural parameters in this state can be used to ýonstruct the elementary cell of

crystal structure of compounds and in further calculation of their molecular crystal density. On the

other hand, the enthalpy of formation in the gas phase AHf"(g) is needed to find the energy content

in solid state (see (1)). The structure and energy of molecules in the gas phase were calculated with

the use of the set of semi-empirical methods of quantum chemistry (program AMPAC [18]). The

molecular geometry of compounds was obtained by one of this set (AMI calculations). It is

necessary to note that compared to other semi-empirical methods the AM I one provides the best

correspondence of experimental and calculated values of torsion angles between nitrogroups and

benzene ring for nitro derivatives of benzene. On the other hand, theoretical values of bond length

for N0 2-C groups are somewhat different from the average experimental ones available from

literature [19]. Considering this fact, we used in our further calculations molecular structures with

N=O and C-N bonds lengths equal to 1.22 and 1.48 A (average experimental values), respectively,

i.e. for our calculation we corrected the values of N-O and C-N bonds lengs accordingly to the

experimental values and as for the torsion angles we used the AMI calculated values.

The enthalpy of formation in gas phase was calculated by PM3 method since this method

allows to estimate the energy content of nitro-oxygen contained compounds with the most

accuracy comparable with the other semi-empirical quantum chemistry methods.

The second stage of our research was the estimation of molecular crystal density and

sublimation enthalpy of compounds. It was conducted according to the original technique [20]

making use of the method of Atom-Atom Potentials. For search of possible molecular packings of

compounds under consideration we employed the PMC (Packing of Molecules in Crystals) program

[21,22] of crystal lattice energy minimization.

As a result of these stages, the calculational values of enthalpy of formation in gas, crystal

density, and sublimation enthalpy for compounds (1)-(6) were obtained. It gave us possibility to

estimate detonational velocities for these compounds. The calculational results as well as the

experimental values are presented in Table 1.

For almost all considered compounds, the calculated molecular crystal densities are higher

than the experimental ones. Maximum estimated density was obtained for compound (5) and equals

to 1.83 g cm3 . The compounds (1) have higher density value than its structural isomer (2). This

result is in the contrast to the experimental data (1.62 and 1.64, correspondingly) and the fact
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is that the p-derivatives usually form denser packings than the m-derivatives. In comparison with

benzene nitroderivatives (m-dinitrobenzene, p-dinitrobenzene and 1,3,5-trinitrobenzene) the

trinitromethylarenes have higher crystal density values. For example, crystal density of 1,3,5-

trinitrobenzene is 1.68 g cm- In the same time, the compound (3) and (5) have densities of 1.83 g

cm"3 . This differences may be due to higher molecular densities for trinitromethylarenes.

Among compounds under consideration the highest value of energy content was got for

compounds (5) and equals to 27.0 kcal mol". According to our calculations [23] this compound

also has the highest detonational velocity (8.503 km sec').

Table 1. Some physico-chemical and detonation characteristics of TNM-arenes and TNM-

hetarenes (obtained and calculated (in brackets)).

m.p., d, g/cm3  D, km/sec AHf) (s),
Compounds °C kcal/nol

O C(N0 2) 3  65 1.62 7.35 -82.6

0 2N (1.73) (7.49) (1.3)

2. 0 2N- < C(NO 2)3  47 1.64 7.15 -105.7
(1.71) (6.75) (2.9)

02N
1.76 7.93 -140.4

3 C(NO 2)3 82 (1.83) (8.05) (-4.6)

02N

C(N0 2 )3

4 0 65 1.73 7.90 35.2

'C(NO2)3  (1.73) (7.86) (16.9)

C(N0 2 )3

5 H3C__ 1.62 7.40 -207.3

C(N0 2 )3

C(N0 2)3
8.80,

6 (N0 2)3C 113 1.90 for d18 5  84.9

C(NO 2)3 (1.83) (8.50) (27.0)
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7 C(N0 2)3  72 1.62 7.00 -10.6
aN (1.67) (7.25) (14.1)

C(N0 2).3

8 0 2N 4-J No 2  1,35 1.90 8.82, -4.3
N (D for d1.84

NH 4

NO 2
9 80 1.85 8.10-

02N CN23

N C(N0 2) 310 (D90-91 2.00*--
(NOA)X~~ (1.91)

C(N0 2)3

*Additive schemne calculation.
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Abstract

Organic synthesis ways for completely nitrated carbone atom of C-C-

bonded bi-, tri- and tetra-pyrazoles have been elaborated. Some characteristics of

their properties have been calculated: enthalpy of formation, molecular crystal

density, some detonation and combustion parameters as well as some parameters

of sensitivity. As it follows from the results of this study, sensitivity of these

compounds is comparable with HMX.

Wide-scope investigations of many years in the chemistry of

nitrazoles (nitro-containing oxadiazoles, tetra- and triazoles,

imidazoles and some others) have shown the prospects for

synthesizing high-energy substances on the basis of such compounds.

However compounds of the pyrazole sequence have remained actually

unstudied so far.

At the same time moderately endothermic pyrazoles, if compared

with tetra- and triazoles, in general, could be of high interest for

generating materials with high energy capacity on their basis in terms

of a current tendency to designing maximally safe, yet high-energy,

explosives. Our choice of polycyclic pyrazoles was dictated by their

feasibly predicted higher thermal stability.
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Only two unsubstituted bipyrazoles 1 [1] and 3 [2] were described

before our work. We managed to select conditions under which

nitration proceeded on all unsubstituted carbon atoms of bipyrazole I

(Scheme 1).

NO2 NO2
HN'• •-N HNO 3 /H 2SO 4  HN

N' N' \ AN'H
96%

NO 2 NO 2 2
Scheme 1

As, while nitrating NH-pyrazoles with free-positioned 4 directly by

the sulfuric-nitric acid mixture, 4-nitropyrazoles are formed which are

not nitrated further on [3], we have chosen an indirect way to obtain

tetranitrobipyrazole 6. It has a literature analog [3] and incorporates N-

nitration of bipyrazole 3, rearrangement of the obtained N,N'-

dinitrobipyrazole 4 and follow-up nitration (Scheme 2).

7 H HNO 3 /AqO / K A

3 \O / \
3 2  4  NO2

N02 N02

02N N02 02N N02

-N N- HNO 3 / H2SO4

5 6
Scheme 2

The structure of tetranitrobipyrazoles 2 and 6 was confirmed by

NMR 'H, 13C, 14N, 1SN, IR, mass spectroscopy and elementary analysis

data. The NMR 13C spectrum registered under double heteronuclear

resonance with selective unbinding of the nitro group from the
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nitrogen atom enabled us to identify the proton position at the cyclic

nitrogen atom in bipyrazole 6: it is fixed in position 1.

Tetranitrobipyrazoles 2 and 6 are rather strong two-base acids.

The molecular structure and conformation of

tetranitrobipyrazoles 2 and 6 were identified with the help of x-ray

analysis.

Crystals of tetranitrobipyrazole 2 crystal hydrate are monoclinal,

elementary cell parameters are as follows: a = 11.142 (2), b = 14.078

(3), c = 8.236 (1)A, p = 108.98 (4)0, Vl., = 1209.1 (13)A3, Z = 4, spatial

group Cc. An autodifractometer "Syntex-P21 " (kMo-Ka, graphite

monochromator) detected 2,192 non-zero independent reflections. The

structure was decoded by a direct SHELX-based method and specified

in the anisotropic approximation for each non-hydrogen atom.

Coordinates for H atoms were determined from the Fourier differential

series. The final value of the R-factor was 0.028. Accuracy for

determining bond lengths was ± 0.003 A, that for valence angles -

+0.20.

Tetranitrobipyrazole 6 crystals representing potassium salt of

crystal hydrate are triclinal. Elementary cell parameters are as

follows: a = 9.058 (6), b = 10.730 (7), c = 7.358 (6)A, a = 94.49 (7), /3

108.98 (4)0, y = 105.61 (4)0, Ve.,, = 640 (1)A 3 , Z = 2, spatial group PI. A

set of experimental data (1398 non-zero independent reflections) was

obtained with the use of an autodifractometer "Syntex-P2 1" (XMo-K.,

graphite monochromator). The structure was decoded by a direct

SHELX-based method and specified in the anisotropic approximation

for each non-hydrogen atom, for the exception of H atoms found from

the Fourier differential series, up to the R-factor 0.047. Accuracy for
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determining bond lengths was ± 0.004 A, that for valence angles -

±0.30.

In molecule 2 (Fig. 1), to reduce steric hindrance arising from the

presence of nitro substituents in ortho-positions to atoms C(4) and

C(4a), heterocycle planes are almost straight angled around the C(4)-

C(4a) bond and nitro groups are co-planar to respective heterocycles.

0(231)
0(131)

N(31) 
r

U2) CO) 1
S( -ý N(512) 0(152)

N(22) &Y ""T(5

C(4a)00132) N(312) -)CM,
0 232) }"' " N(1)

C(5) M

1 N(51)

0(251)

Figure 1. Structure of neutral molecule 2 (crystal hydrate).

The structure of anion 6 is shown in Fig. 2. Bond lengths and

valence angles are close to standard values. A dihedral angle between

heterocyclic five-member rings is 35.2%, nitro groups [N(3A), N(4A),

N(4B), and N(3B)] form 24.4, 28.3, 24.5, and 36.30 dihedral angles,

respectively, with heterocycle planes. The identified positions of nitro

groups, non-planar to heterocycles they are bonded with, are governed

by intramolecular steric contacts between 0 and N atoms of

neighboring nitro substituents: distances 0...0 and O...N are close to
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sums of corresponding Van der Waals radii of 0 and N atoms (1.4 A for

0 and 1.5 A for N).

Distinctions in the structure of bicyclic nuclei of

tetranitrobipyrazoles 2 and 6 (rotation around the C-C bond that

integrates heterocycles and various orientations of nitro groups

towards pyrazole ring planes they are bonded to) discovered by the x-

ray study evidence to the effect of the steric factor on the molecular

conformation.

N(2) N(1M

N(11)

0(13o) C C(5) N(12)

[(105) C13)

0(23a) C2(14) (b

N (4 a) 0(23b)

0(14b)

Figure 2. Structure of anion 6.

Till our research no general approaches to the synthesis of C-C-

bonded polypyrazoles had been known. We designed a general method

for synthesizing such polypyrazoles on the basis of C-

(diformylmethyl)nitropyrazoles. To achieve this, in the row of pyrazoles

and N-nonsubstituted azoles we pioneered double formulation of the C-

polypyrazole methyl group (having employed Wilsmeier's reagent). In

so doing, the methyl group should be activated by the nitro group
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located at the neighboring carbon atom, i.e. C-

(diformylmethyl)nitropyrazoles [4] are generated (Scheme 3).

The structure of 8 and 9 was determined using NMR 1H, 13C and

confirmed by IR and UV spectroscopic data and elementary analysis.

NMR 13C spectroscopic data evidence that methyl groups in

trimethinium salts 8 are not equivalent (proved by NMR 'H data) and

malondialdehydes 9 obtained exist fully in the enol form since signals

from ((carbonyl) and central carbon atoms of the diformylmethyl

fragment are in the region of 179 - 180 ppm and 110 - 111 ppm ,

respectively, which is characteristic of the enol form of

malondialdehyde itself [5], and there are no signals detected in the

regions of 200 and 60 ppm , respectively, as it takes place in the case

of the keto-form of P-diketons [6]. In addition, if dialdehyde 9a is

considered, the signal from the ((carbonyl)) carbon atom at 179.73 in

the NMR 13C spectrum has a view of a broadened doublet with coupling

constant 176.0 Hz and the signal at 11.14 ppm of the central carbon

atom of the C-diformylmethyl grouping - that of a triplet with vicinal

coupling constant 20.0 Hz, thus testifying that the latter lacks its own

proton. Hence the diformylmethyl grouping was enolized and the

proton was positioned between two oxygen atoms. The presence of

the chelate-type hydrogen bond is also indicated by a broad band of

OH group valence vibrations at 3200 cm-1 in IR spectra of compounds 9

obtained in KBr. It may be therefore stated that compounds 9, both in

solution and in solid state, are in the enol form.

NO2  NO 2

Rj'- R2 DMFI/POCI 'NZ 2 KOH/IJO x '( 'X

N-NH 75, 4 h N-NH N-NH

7 8 9
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a)Ri=H, R2=Me a)ZI=H, a) X1 = H,
Z2 = NMe2

b) Ri =R2=Meo2 .. C104- X2_•= • H

47 NMe2 85%
c)R] =Me, R2=

N02 b) Zi = Z2 NMe2 b) Xi X2 =

Ri + 4ioQ
CIO4 ".( 'H

76 --o NMe2 83%

= NMe2 0
c)Zi = + C) Xi=

NMe2 CiOz -- Q.H

N02 N02

70% N 51% -N

Scheme 3

Having treated C-(diformylmethyl)nitropyrazoles 9 with hydrazine,

we obtained relative bi-, tri- and tetracyclic 4-nitropyrazoles 10

(reaction B). Yet it was found that this objective could be successfully

attained using precursors of 9 - relative perchlorates of trimethinium

salts 8 (reaction A). This would drastically facilitate the method for

generating polycycles 10 and increase their yield [7] (Scheme 4).

A:KNMeOH, H.]/H B:N1* 4  i" H
N •-NMe2 4n 4-Oh n 2% 2-7 h .'- n

8 10 9
Scheme 4

NO% N02 N02 NO2

Het, n & _ (

N-NH N-NH N-NH HN-N
n=I n=2 n=2

Yield, %, in A: 81 98 91

A*: 91 48 71
A**: 77 40 36

yield calculated for compound 9;
"yield calculated for compound 8.
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Nitration of the synthesized polypyrazoles was studied. It turned

out that bipyrazole 10a could not be nitrated by C atoms in a wide

range of varied conditions. At the same time, in nitration of tripyrazole

10b and tetrapyrazole 10c with the sulfuric-nitric acid mixture, we

achieved, for the first time, C-C-bonded pentanitrotripyrazole 11 and

hexanitrotetrapyrazole 12 with free NH fragments fully nitrated by

carbon atoms (Scheme 5). Their structure was confirmed by NMR 'H,
13C, 14N, "5N spectroscopic data.

NO2 NO2 NO2 NO2

N -N HNO 3 /I-SO4  NN
HNJI• hN NH HN NH

WNH 1/WNHNO2 NO2
10b 

11

NO 2  NO2  NO 2 NO 2  NO 2 NO2

-ýN HNO 3 /H 2S0 4 N- -N

-/qN ýN- -N N- N
NO 2  NO 2

1 O0 
12

Scheme 5

To evaluate the future usability of the synthesized compounds as

energetic materials we calculated their key physical-chemical

characteristics (molecular crystal density, energetic and certain

performance parameters) and detonation velocity.

Molecular mechanics, quantum chemistry and Atom-Atomic

Potential Functions [8] methods were employed for calculating

molecular crystal densities (d) and formation enthalpies in the gas

phase (AHf°(g)) necessary for subsequent calculations of the energy

content in solid substances (AHf°(s)).

First, with the help of semiempiric quantum chemical methods

we evaluated structural parameters for molecules and formation
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enthalpies of the compounds under study (2, 6, 11, and 12) in the gas

phase. The evaluation of molecular geometry was conducted by the

AMI method and that of enthalpies of formation by the PM3 method as

the former enables to calculate structural parameters of nitrogen-

oxygen-containing compounds most realistically and the latter (PM3)

is most accurate in the semiempiric pool of methods for estimating the

energy content of such compounds in the gas phase. In our

calculations we used the known AMPAC program complex [9] that

allowed to take advantage of various semiempiric quantum chemical

methods with a focus on a specific problem.

As shown by the analysis of theoretical values for intramolecular

parameters (bond lengths, valence and torsion angles), those values

differ noticeably from the mean experimental ones. The highest

deviation refers to bond lengths of N=O nitro groups with the mean

theoretical value being 1.18 A and experimental - 1.22 A. Yet the AMI

method allows to reproduce the orientation of nitro groups towards

heterocycle planes close to the experiment for related compounds. A

wide gap between experimental and calculated intramolecular

parameters could be narrowed once x-ray analysis data are

considered. Having taken into account these data in the calculation of

potential crystal packages of the studied compounds, we used

molecule geometry obtained from the calculation done by the AM1

method though having corrected the obtained results in terms of mean

values known from the experiment (these data were taken from the

Cambridge database for X-ray data [10]). As for torsion angles, they

were in line with the calculated values.
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At the next step we calculated molecular crystal densities and

sublimation enthalpies (AHM.) for compounds 2, 6, 11, and 12. For the

evaluation of these characteristics we used a search technique for

molecule optimal packing in the crystal developed by us on the

grounds of the AAPF method and detailed in [11]. Digital calculations

were carried out with the help of the PMC program [12, 13]. Then,

basing on the obtained values for AH,0(g) and AHM. and following the

known equation AHf°(s) = AHf°(g) - AHs° , the energy content of

compounds 2, 6, 11, and 12 in a solid state was estimated.

Table 1. Physical-chemical and detonational parameters of

compounds.

Compound 2 6 11 12

AHf(s), kcal/mol 41.0 42.0 77.9 111.9

d, g/cm' 1.89 1.82 1.84 1.76

Detonational parameters:

Velocity, km/s 8.219 7.964 8.232 7.737

Detonation pressure in the 338.3 296.9 309.1 274.6

Jouget point, kbar

A further step in our research was the evaluation of detonation

characteristics done on the basis of a number of known empiric

schemes [14].

The values obtained for physical-chemical and detonation

parameters of compounds 2, 6, 11, and 12 are listed in Table 1.

Reviewing the results, it should be noted that among the

compounds under consideration compound 2 has the highest

molecular crystal density (1.895 g/cm 2). This is likely to have resulted

from both this compound having the less molecular volume and a more

efficient package of its molecules in the crystal (Fig. 3). In its turn, the

lowest density was found with compound 12, this probably being
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accounted for by the molecule conformation specifics (namely, the

absence of symmetry elements that leads to the inefficient molecule

crystal package).

Figure 3. Calculated crystal package for compound 2.

Generally, compounds 11 and 12 were identified to have the

highest energy capacity among the discussed substances. The highest

detonation velocities however correspond to compounds 2 and 11

(8.219 and 8.232 km/sec, respectively).

It is acknowledged that, in addition to the physical-chemical

aspect, the evaluation of performance characteristics of a substance

and primarily its sensitivity to mechanic impact is significant for

assessing usability of high-energy materials. We accomplished the

usability assessment employing the QSPR-based (Quantitative

Structure Property Relationships) computational technique described

in [15]. As shown by our calculations, compound 6 has the critical

thickness of the detonation-capable layer (
2Acr = 66jicm) being

approximately equal to HMX (68 pcm (exp)) with the corresponding

calculational value [15] of 60 gcm. According to our calculations,

compound 2 having 2Acr= 72 pcm is less sensitive than compound 6.
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So, we obtained compounds are inferior to HMX by the set of

energetic parameters and are close to HMX in sensitivity to

mechanical impact.
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Despite the fact that 1-fluoro-l,l-dinitromethyl units play important
role in construction of energetic plasticizers and polymers, heterocyclic
compounds incorporating the unit have received little attention compared to
their aliphatic congeners.

Bis(1 -fluoro- 1,1 -dinitromethyl)difurazalyl ether, FOF-13, was
synthesized and evaluated in terms of insensitivity and performance. The
compound is high dense, insensitive to impact, and very stable to thermal
stimuli. Performance was found to be higher to bis(2-fluoro-2,2-
dinitroethyl)formal, FEFO. The synthesis of FOF-13 is a multy-step pathway
using another energetic plasticizer 3,3-dicyanodifurazanyl ether, FOF-2, as a
precursor.

INTRODUCTION

In an earlier communication[lJ we disclosed our initial results on the

discovery of analogies and varieties between two series of compounds, namely

picryl derivatives (Pic-R) and their nitrofurazanyl (Nif-R) analogs. The

investigation showed that (i) the incorporation of Nif in place of Pic in the

molecule decreased melting point on 50-200°C; (1i) the density of Nif, as a rule,

was 0.1 - 0.2 g/cm 3 greater than for Pic analogs; (ii) Nif compounds possessed

high positive heat of formation, and Pic analogs ranked below them in the

parameter from 100 to 500 kcal/kg. A more recent study[21 showed that

installation of furazan moieties to pentaerythritol derivatives provides a new and
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versatile approach to the synthesis of high energy monomers and polymers

which demonstrates excellently compatible both with each other and with earlier

prepared by us high energetic furazans.[3-7l

The properties of furazans suggest that they would be potential building

blocks for construction of insensitive high energy plasticizer to new and

common high energy materials.

As a part of a broad program to developing versatile processes providing

syntheses of various high energetic materials from common precursor, we have

tested some pathways for modification of 3,3-dicyanodifurazanyl ether (FOF-

2)818 which is insensitive high energy co-plasticizer.

RESULTS and DISCUSSION

Because of the interest in the difurazanyl ether derivatives, as insensitive

thermal stable energetic materials, the synthesis of the related compound, bis(1-

fluoro-l,l-dinitromethyl)difurazanyl ether (FOF-13), was investigated. The

efficiency and the relative simplicity of the preparation and subsequent base

promoted coupling reaction of 3-cyano-4-nitrofurazan 1 to yield FOF-2 was

first noted by us (Scheme 1),181 and previously discussed in our review.191 The

ready availability of FOF-2, combined with the high yields of these reactions,

makes the compound highly appealing and very practical, and suggests strongly

the possibility of being able to generate more complex molecular assemblies

from it.

Scheme 1

NC)>NH2  NC 02 NCO0

CN N,. sN N,. 'IN N,• 0 N N, 0 N

0 0 0 0

FOF-2

The synthesis of FOF-13 involved a multi-step reaction sequence in

which FOF-2 was hydroximated to 2 followed by diatization with sodium nitrite
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Scheme 2

NC , 1N NH2 NsNNH 2 O2

0N HON 0NOH HO, NON •
0 0

0 0 0
02 02

HON NO 2  eF HON' N C.<o<(NO 2 )

FOF-2_

0 2 0 2 )2  F

•OC 5H6N4O1 oF2  320 84.6 13.4 1.607 -203

o--s

02N2 N02 XeF

F(z~C.{ C(NO 2)F C6 NsO,1 F2  398 100 48 1.97 -35

FOF-I3 3_ _ _
* - oxidant coefficient, for explosives that contain carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and
fluorine, k0 is given by equation: (no + 0.5nF)/(2 nc + 0. 5 nH)100%
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in hydrochloric acid to yield bis-hydroxamoil chloride 3 (Scheme 2). The

dichloride was converted to tetra-N-hydroxy derivative 4 by the treatment with

hydroxylamine. Subsequent oxidation with sodium persulfate gave requisite bis-

(dinitromethyl) precursor 5, which was converted to the desired FOF-13 by

final fluorination with xenon difluoride.

FOF-13 is colorless needles, possesses excellent solubility in all organic

solvents, and is not soluble in water and not hydroscopic. Differential scanning

calorimetry showed no obvious decomposition of FOF-13 below 2700C. As

starting FOF-2 decomposes slowly at the temperatures above 250 0C, the less

conjugated with the furazan ring fluorodinitro group seems to stabililize the

desired molecule. Some of the physical and explosive properties of FOF-13,

together with the data for analogs, are tabulated in Table 1.

The liquid mixtures (with M.p. up to -80°C) in which FOF-13 is a major

part are made by the inclusion of some additions in the compositions. FOF-13

is excellently compatible both with other high energetic furazans, for example

1o
O, 0N%,NN 02~

N, 0N N,0 0N N0 0N N, 0N

and common ingradients utilized for preparation of explosive and pyrotechnic

mixtures, powers and solid rocket propellants (TNT, RDX, HMX, NC, AP,

AND and other).

The properties exhibited by FOF-13 suggests their practical application as

energetic plasticizer.

It should be noted that the intermediate 3 is effective building block for a

series of other energetic furazans. For example, treatment of 3 with a base

afforded the 7- and 14-membered macrocycles 7 and 8, as well as linear high

molecular weight products 9 (Scheme 3). Previous publication from this

laboratory have described the design and synthesis of a series of potential high

energetic macrocycles based on the furazan block.14,1,n]
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Scheme 3

HON-1\ýNOH

N,, ,N N, ,.N

0 

0

N., .N NN..,N

o 0
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5,5'-Bis(tetrazolyl)amine is a stable solid substance with high N-content

(>82 wt. %). We consider this tetrazole as a promising gas-generating agent and exp-

edient additive into propellants and other energetic systems. 5,5'-Bis(tetrazolyl)amine

has been synthesized in 4-step process from the starting cyanuric chloride. The yield of

the final tetrazole was about 40%. 5,5'-Bis(tetrazolyl)amine has been characterized by

IR-spectroscopy, 1H and 13C NMR.
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Thermogravimetry, volumetry, calorimetry, IR-spectroscopy, and mass

spectroscopy were used to study the kinetics and decomposition products (including

volatile and condensed products). The kinetic and activation parameters of the

decomposition in air and argon have been determined over the temperature range

200 - 2420C. The kinetic curves have an evident S-shape and fit an equation of

autocatalysis of the first order daldt = ki(l - a) + k2a(l - a), where the rate

constant of noncatalytic decomposition ki and the rate constant of catalytic reaction k2

satisfy the Arrhenius equations ki = 1015,6 ± °, 5exp[-(197 ± 5)/RT] s-I and

k2 = 1017' ± 0.7exp[-(201 ± 7)IRT] s" (R is measured in kJ/mol.K). Every 5,5'-

bis(tetrazolyl)amine molecule splits out 2,5 molecules of N2. The purity of nitrogen

formed is more than 97,5 vol. %. The evolution of N2 is accompanied with the

formation of the condensed product of unusual structure. The calorimetric data have

confirmed the autocatalytic manner of the decomposition. The total reaction heat is

about 440 cal.g". The critical conditions of the thermal explosion have been evaluated.

We suppose the specific never declared before mechanism of the thermal

decomposition of 5,5'-bis(tetrazolyl)amine via the intermediate imino and amino

triazoles.
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ABSTRACT

The primary stages of the decomposition of compounds RN(N0 2)-

CH 2C(NO 2)2X is the homolytic cleavage of the C - NO 2 bond, if X = NO 2,

and N - NO2 bond, if X = F. The inductive effect of substituents decreases

the dissociation energies of the C - N and N - N bonds by 1 - 2 kcal/mol.

Kinetic effects caused by the spatial interaction of groups and by stepwise

decomposition of polyfunctional compounds are described.

INTRODUCTION

Although thermal decomposition of secondary nitramines have been

studied in numerous works [1], these reactions are still not adequately

investigated. Many problems concerning the influence of substituents and

the medium on the rate and the mechanism of decomposition remain

unsolved. Decomposition of simple nitramines normally starts with

homolytic cleavage of the N - N bond, whose strength depends relatively

slightly on the substituents. However, when some substituents, for
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example an F atom and carbonyl group [1] or a furazan ring [2] are present

in the a - or #-position with respect to the nitramino group or when the

decomposition is carried out in a hydrocarbon medium [3], its mechanism

and rate sharply changes. The process is accompanied by intramolecular

rearrangement and intermolecular interactions, whose mechanisms are

unknown. The kinetics of decomposition of nitro-derivatives of nitramines,

which constitute a large group of energetic compounds, have not been

studied either. The molecules of these compounds incorporate two or

several reaction centers, which interact and compete with one another in

the primary decomposition reactions.

Therefore, in this work, we studied the kinetics and mechanisms of

the initial (non-catalytic) steps of thermolysis of trinitromethyl and

fluorodinitromethyl derivatives of secondary nitramines in the liquid phase.

As a typical representatives, we chose the following compounds:

MeN(N0 2)CH 2C(NO 2 )3  (1), (N0 2)3CCH2N(NO 2)CH 2C(NO 2)3  (2),

[(N0 2 )3CCH2 N(NO2 )CH 2-]2  (3), MeN(N0 2)CH 2 C(NO 2)2 F (4),

F(N0 2)2CCH 2N(NO 2)CH 2C(NO 2)2F (5), [F(N0 2)2CCH 2N(NO2 )CH 2-]2 (6),

and [F(N0 2 )2CCH2 N(NO 2)CH 2-]2CH 2 (7).

Decomposition of compounds 2, 3, and 5 has been studied previ-

ously [4] but only under conditions of fast heating. It was found that NO2 is

formed as a primary thermolysis product; however, this fact hardly makes

it possible to elucidate the nature of the primary step of decomposition. Ki-

netic approach appears more promising for this purpose. We carried out

formal kinetic analysis of the decomposition of heterofunctional com-

pounds under isothermal conditions, distinguished the initial step, deter-

mined its kinetic parameters, and compared these parameters with known

characteristics of the decomposition of monofunctional compounds, viz.,

nitramines or polynitroalkanes.
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For this approach, accuracy of kinetic measurements is an impor-

tant point. Therefore, the reactions were studied mostly in dilute solutions,

i.e., under conditions when the disturbing influences of admixed catalytic

or autocatalytic processes is almost entirely eliminated. To analyze the

products of decomposition and to elucidate a possible role of intermolecu-

lar interactions in the initial stages of the process, some experiments were

carried out in a melt.

EXPERIMENTAL

All the solids used were purified by recrystallization from ethanol or

aqueous acetone. Decomposition reactions were studied by the manomet-

ric method. The pressure in the reaction vessel was measured by the

compensation method using sensitive sickle-shaped membranes, usually

in the range 5 - 700 Torr with a relative error of <2%. During the experi-

ments, the temperature was maintained with an accuracy of - 0.1 °C using

a liquid thermostat filled with a low-viscosity silicone oil.

When the reaction was carried out in solution, m-dinitrobezene,

which is a low-melting non-volatile substance, inert toward nitro-

compounds and the products of their decomposition at 2000C, was used

as the solvent. The melts of the compounds under study in m-

dinitrobenzene (concentration 0.3 - 3.0 mol.%) were prepared prior to the

experiments, usually at 1 000 C.

The kinetic experiments in solutions were carried out until the degree

of conversion of the initial compound was 50 - 100%. The kinetic curves

were described satisfactorily by a first-order equation. Decomposition in

the melt was studied for nitramines land 2. In this case, the reactions

were autocatalytic. The rate of the catalytic (but not of the initial) stage de-
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pended on the degree of filling of the vessel with the substance. The ki-

netic curves were poorly described by the first-order equation of autocata-

lysis; the rate constants (k) for the initial step of decomposition were cal-

culated from the time needed to reach a degree of decomposition of 1%.

The complete gas evolution (which is convenient to express in the units of

adjusted volume A Vn/N cm3/g) corresponding to 100% decomposition

was determined at elevated temperatures. Since A Vx may depend on the

temperature and the compositions of the gas products formed at the initial

and autocatalytic stages may be different, errors in the determination of k,

activation energy E, and preexponential factor A are possible. Therefore,

the data obtained for solutions are, in principle, more accurate, and the

measurements for the rest of the compounds were carried out only in so-

lutions.

For compounds 1 and 2, the A Voo values equal to 635 and 730

were used in the calculation of k. The stoichiometric coefficients of the re-

action (the numbers of moles of gaseous products formed from 1 mole of

the initial compound) for compounds 1 and 2 were 6.8 and 12.7, respec-

tively. Large stoichiometric coefficients were also observed for decomposi-

tion of all the other compounds. For compound 3 in solution, A V.0 = 565,

which corresponds to the evolution of 12 moles of gaseous products.

The manometric procedure chosen provides well reproducible kinetic

curves. The experiments showed that the rate constants found in three

entries differ by 10 - 15%. For this accuracy of the measurements, 10 -

12 entries carried out in the temperature range from T to T equal to 400C

are sufficient for the activation energy to be determined with an accuracy

of ± 1.0 kcal/mol. For a smaller number of entries, the error increased to

± 1.5 kcal/mol. The activation energies for the key compounds I and 4 and

also that for compound 3, for which it was significant to carry out the most
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accurate comparison with compound 1, were determined with the above-

mentioned minimum error.

The products of decomposition of compound I were analyzed at

1400C and at degrees of conversion of 2, 15, and 100%. The products

were fractionated by freezing at -78 and -195°C. Light gases were ana-

lyzed by gas chromatography on columns with Paropack Q, and NO2 was

determined by colorimetry. The products were identified by IR spectros-

copy and by chemical analysis. The yields of gaseous products proved to

be identical to within 10 - 15% and amounted to (in moles per mole of 1):

CO, 0.3; C02, 1.4; NO, 1.0; NO 2 , 0.2; N20, traces; N2 , 1.25; MeONO 2,

1.0; H20 =_ 0.8. Complete decomposition of compound I yielded a non-

volatile condensed residue (5% w/w) consisting of five products. Due to

the small amount of the residue, these products could not be reliably iden-

tified. The major compound (65%) was a low-volatile (100°C/0.1 Torr) liq-

uid, whose elemental composition and IR-spectra corresponded most

closely to MeN(N0 2)CH 2C(O)Me or MeN(N0 2)CH 2COOMe. The second

component in order of the content (15%) was an amino acid, probably,

MeNHCH 2COOH, which catalyzes decomposition of compound 1. The

rest of the condensed products also contained C=O and N=O bonds and

might have been carboxy or nitro derivatives.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

It follows from the data presented in Table I and in Fig. 1 that the

rates of decomposition in a dilute solution and in the melt are virtually iden-

tical (especially in the case of the most thoroughly studied compound 1);

this indicates that the decomposition of those compounds is not accompa-
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nied by any side reactions or bimolecular interactions. The rate constant

also does not depend on the concentration of the compound in solution.

Table 1. Kinetic characteristics for the decomposition of nitronitramines

Compound Medium C E/kcal Log AIs- ks- ' *

mor11  150 0C
I solution 1 130-180 40.3 16.70 7.6.10-0 9.1

I melt 90-140 40.4 16.74 41 8.9
2 solution 110-165 36.1 15.06 j2.6.10' 31.3

melt. 110-150 36.8 15.59 13.8.1i0-4 145.8
3 solution 130-180 40.7 1 16.80 '5.9.10- 17.0
4 solution '175-210 40.5 1--..14.90 -- 9.5 -. i 15.3

5 solution i 170-210 39.8 14.92 i2.3.10u 12.8
6 solution A160- 2 10 40.0 15.29 3,3.10. '18
7 solution 160-210 42.3 16.20 2 .2 107'65 12.2

CH 3C(N0 2 )3  42.6 16.93 8.3.10-6
R2NNO 2  I solution C4.1 14.50 1.8.17

-)2 Ia 41.7 16.70 1 1.1.10-" _

CH 3C(N0 2)2  I a 5 _______ ____ ______

* The ratio of the rate constant of decomposition of the compound

under study (k) to that of the reference monofunctional compound (krf) at
150 C. For 1-3 kref = 8.3.10-6 s-1 (the data for 1,1,1-trinitroethane in the
melt [6], for 4-7 kref = 1.8.107, the typical value for decomposition of a
planar nitramine group [7].

The first-order kinetics of the irreversible decomposition of a com-

plex polyfunctional compound can correspond to a one-step monomolecu-

lar reaction, a nonbranched chain process, or a sequence of transforma-

tions with the rate-determining first step. Since stoichiometric coefficients

are large, the first of these possibilities can be immediately ruled out.

Chain mechanisms of decomposition of aliphatic polynitro-compounds are

never observed [5]. They are impossible, because the products of ther-

molysis always contain large amounts of NO and NO2, which are inhibitors

of free-radical processes. Hence, there remains only the third version, viz.,
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a sequence of transformations, whose rate is limited by the first step. The

non-integer stoichiometric coefficient is in agreement with the following se-

quence of processes: some intermediate compounds are converted ac-

cording to several pathways characterized by different stoichiometric coef-

ficients (see, for example, Scheme 1), and, therefore, the stoichiometric

coefficient for the overall reaction is fractional.

1010

76-

A-<A

tho In

Fig. 1. Examples of kinetic curves of gas evolution 0during decomposition
of compounds I and 2: compound 1, solution, 130 C (1); 1, melt, 1300C
(2); 2, solution, 13000 (3); 1, solution, 15500 (4); 2, melt, 1300C (5); 2,
solution, 1450C (6): 1, melt, 14000 (7); 1, solution, 16500 (8); 2, solution,
16500C (9); 1, solution, 180'C (10).

Scheme 1

1 -* MeN(N0 2)CH2C *(N0 2)2 + NO2  (1)
MeN(N0 2)CH2C.(N0 2)2 --> MeN(N0 2)CH2C(O.)N0 2 + NO (2)
MeN(N0 2)CH2C*(N0 2)2 + NO -> MeN(N0 2)CH2C(NO)(N0 2)2 (2a)
MeN(N0 2)CH2C(NO)(N0 2)2 -_ MeN(N0 2)CH2CN + NO2 + NO 3 (3)
MeN(N0 2)CH2C(0*)N0 2 -* MeN(NO 2)CH2C 0 = + NO2  (4)
MeN(NO2)CH2CO=O > MeN(N0 2)C*H2 + CO (5)
MeN(NO2)CH2C*=O+ N0 2 -* MeN(N0 2)CH2CO0* + NO (5a)
MeN(N0 2)C *H2 + NO2 --1 MeN(N0 2)CH20* + NO (6)
MeN(N0 2)CH2C000 -. MeN(N0 2)C'H2 + C02 (7)
MeN(N0 2)CH2CO0O + RH -* MeN(N0 2)CH2C00H + RO (7a)
MeN(N0 2)0H20* -+ MeN *(N0 2) + CH20 (8)
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CH20 + NO 2 --> CO +.CO 2 + H2 0 + NO (9)
MeN*(NO 2) + NO 2 --> MeNO + NO + NO 2  (10)
MeNO + 2NO --> Meo + N2 + NO 3  (11)
Me* + NO 2 - MeO° + NO (12)
Me' + NO 3 -÷ MeONO 2  (13)
MeO° + NO 2 -* MeONO 2  (14)

The first-order rate constant found experimentally should apparently

be attributed to the first step of this sequence provided that all the subse-

quent reactions are fast. Thus, the mechanism of the thermolysis of com-

pounds I - 7 can be analyzed using the kinetic data listed in Table 1.

The activation energies of the decomposition of trinitroalkanes and

secondary nitramines are close, whereas the preexponential factors are

appreciably dissimilar. In the former case, they always exceed 1016 s-1,

while in the latter case, they are seldom greater than 10 s- . Thus, de-

compositions of a trinitromethyl group and of a nitramino group can be dis-

tinguished from each other only based on the rate constants, which, unlike

the E values, are measured with high accuracy and can differ by a factor

of 60 for monofunctional compounds. Effects of substituents, an increase

in the number of reaction groups in polyfunctional compounds, and simply

the errors in determination of E distort the relationship between the Ar-

rhenius parameters characterizing the cleavage of the C - N and N - N

bonds but not between the corresponding rate constants. Thus an error in

determination of E is always counterbalanced by a change in A (false

compensation effect), which has only minor influence on the difference

between the rate constants.

From a comparison of the magnitudes of rate constants k and pre-

exponential factors A, it follows that decomposition of compounds I - 3

begins with trinitromethyl groups.
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In the case of compounds 4 - 7, the easiest way of choosing be-

tween the decomposition of nitramino and fluorodintromethyl groups is to

use the E values for the reaction. The rates of decomposition of these

groups at the temperatures used in our experiments differ by approxi-

mately an order of magnitude, and their E differ by 6 kcal/mol, which is

much greater than the experimental error. The data for compounds 4 - 7

presented in Table 1 (low E values and moderate A values) unambiguously

indicate that decomposition of these compounds begins with nitramino

groups.

By comparing groups of compounds I - 3 and 4 - 7 one can see

that the ratio of the rate constants for key compounds 1 and 4 is equal to

95, i.e., it is larger than that in the case of monofunctional compounds,

and that the smallest ratio (between compounds 3 and 6) is 30. The rates

of decomposition of compounds 3 and 6 are 7 and 18 times, respectively,

greater than those for the reference monofunctional compounds. Thus, a

comparison of the groups of compounds I - 3 and 4 - 7 leads to the con-

clusion that decomposition of polyfunctional compounds I - 3 involves the

less stable trinitromethyl group.

The results obtained here make it possible to identify a number of

fine effects concerning the rate and mechanism of decomposition of the

compounds studied.

Compound I is 10 times less stable than 1,1,11-trinitroethane, be-

cause the C - N bond in it is -2 kcal/mol less strong. This difference can

be fully attributed to the inductive influence of the fl-nitramino group on

the decomposition of the C(N0 2)3-group.

Using the views on the secondary reactions accompanying decom-

position of trinitroalkanes reported in the literature [5] and the data on the

transformations of the methylnitramine radical MeN NO2 in an oxidative
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NO and NO2 medium [8], the detailed mechanism of the decomposition of

compound I can be represented by Scheme 1. This scheme provides for

a qualitative explanation of the composition of the thermolysis products

formed from I including the high yield of methyl nitrate and the absence of

N20. It is unlikely that the same products are formed upon the primary

cleavage of the N - N bond in compound 1. Detailed schemes of the fast

chemical reactions that accompany decomposition of secondary nitra-

mines have not yet been reliably established. However, it is known [1] that

decomposition of these compounds always yields N20 or stable N-nitroso-

derivatives, which have not been detected among the products of decom-

position of 1. Thus, the homolytic mechanism proposed for decomposition

of 1, according to which dissociation of the C - N bond is the first step of

the process, is quite justified.

The CO and CO 2 resulting from the thermolysis of 1,1,1-

trinitroalkanes are formed from the a-C atom. This carbon atom passes

into nitrile or carbonyl groups to only a small extent. The f6-C atom is not

oxidized at the C - H bonds and enters into the composition of stable

compounds in combination with some groups such as OH, NO 2 , or ON0 2

(5]. In compounds like 1, the /,-C atom also undergoes complete oxidation

due to the low strength of the C - N bond in H2C*- NNO 2R (see Scheme

1). Subsequently, the nitramino group is decomposed, and the reaction

stops only at the g-C atom. Partial oxidation in excess NO2 yields stable

nitro ester. At temperatures of decomposition of nitro esters, they are con-

verted into alcohols and carboxylic acids or undergo the deeper oxidation

at the g -C atom.

The above-presented scheme of secondary reactions can be applied

to compounds 2 and 3. It can be assumed that in the case of compound 2,

the whole molecule immediately decomposes to light gaseous products in
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a sequence of rapid secondary reactions, while the destruction of 3 occurs

in two steps: after the rate-determining abstraction of one of the nitro-

groups, a part of the molecule up to the .- position is oxidized via fast

secondary reactions, whereas the rest of the molecule is converted to in-

termediate A of the RCH2(NO2)NCH 2C(NO 2)3 type, where R = CN,

CH 2OH, COOH, CH 2ONO 2 , or CH 2 NO 2.

Comparison of the rates of decomposition of compounds 1 and 3

(see Table 1) reveals the following feature that seems strange at first

glance. Compound 1 contains one trinitromethyl group acting as a reaction

center, while compound 3 contains two groups of this kind. It might be ex-

pected that 3 would decompose twice as fast as 1. However, the gas evo-

lution rate constant found for decomposition of 3 is far from being twice

larger than that observed for 1; conversely, it is even somewhat smaller.

This can be explained by the fact that decomposition of 3 occurs stepwise

via intermediate A, whose structure was considered above. The essence

of the stepwise decomposition becomes clear from Scheme 2. The first

step of the decomposition of compound 3 is characterized by the rate con-

stant, which is twice as large as that for compound 1. This step involves

the cleavage of one of the trinitromethyl groups, and, in addition to gase-

ous products, it yields a condensed intermediate A in which the second

C(NO2 )3 group is retained. Decomposition of this intermediate is the sec-

ond step of process, and its rate is half that observed in the case of 3.

Scheme 2

3 -•A + PI (2ki) (1)

A -P P2  (k2) (2)

The curves of gas evolution were calculated assuming that the first

and the second reactions yield equal amounts of gaseous products P1
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P 2 = 6P0 (Po corresponds to the evolution of 1 mole of gaseous products)

and k, = k2 = 7.6.10-5 s-1 (as in the case of 1). As seen from Fig. 2, the

calculated gas evolution curve closely simulates a first-order reaction and

nearly coincides with the experimental curve for decomposition of com-

pound 3. The rate constant calculated from the overall curve of gas evolu-

tion is 7.6.10-5 s- , i.e., it coincides with kl and is somewhat larger than the

observed rate constant for the decomposition of 3 (5.9.10-5 s-1). Complete

agreement between the calculated and experimental curves was obtained

for P1 = 5P0, P 2 = 7P0. This result makes it possible to draw a general

conclusion: the rate constant for gas evolution in the stepwise decomposi-

tion of compounds with two reaction centers is approximately identical to

that for compounds with one decomposition center.

;-K

0 200 4.0 000 000
tUmn

Fig. 2. Kinetic curves for the yield of gaseous products calculated from
Scheme 2 (see the text) at P1 = P2 = 6Po, k, = k2 = 7.6.105 s-1; reaction
(1) (1); the curve for P2 (2); the overall curve for P1 + P 2 (3); the asterisks
mark experimental points (k = 5.9.10-5 s-1).

Yet another unexpected fact can be discovered by comparing the

rates of decomposition of compounds I and 2 (see Table 1 and Fig. 1): the

decomposition of 2 is characterized by the lower activation energy and oc-

curs at a substantially higher rate than the decomposition of 1. This differ-
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ence between compound 2 and compounds I or 3 can be explained by the

field effect, which has been observed previously for structural analogs of

2, namely, for pentane derivatives overloaded with nitro groups [5]. Owing

to steric restrictions and electrostatic interactions, the molecule of 2 exists

predominantly in a twisted conformation [9], in which one of the 0 atoms

of the nitramine group approaches the C atom of the -C(N0 2)3 group to a

distance of 3.09 A (which is smaller than the sum of the van der Waals

radii of 0 and C atoms equal to 3.19 A) and thus stabilizes the free va-

lence in the radical generated on the abstraction of NO2. This results in a

decrease in the E value and, to some extent, in the A value (since free ro-

tation around the C - C bond in the RCH 2C * (NO2)2 radical becomes hin-

dered).

The rate of decomposition of compound 4 is 5 times higher than the

typical rate of decomposition of a planar nitramine group. This is a result of

the inductive influence of the -C(N0 2)2F group on the -NNO 2- group lo-

cated in the /J-position. Note that in compound 1, the effect of the nitra-

mino group on the destruction of -C(N02)3 is twice stronger.

In the case of compound 5, the rate constant is approximately twice

higher than that for nitramine 4; this is due to the inductive effect of the

two fluorodinitromethyl groups. No conformation effects are manifested in

compound 5. In this respect, compound 5 differs from its analog, com-

pound 2, in which the nitramino group exerts a strong through-space effect

on the cleavage of the C - N bond.

Compounds 6 and 7 contain two nitramino groups each, and the rate

constants of their decomposition are 4 and 2 times larger than that for

compound 4, respectively. Possibly, the decomposition of these com-

pounds proceeds stepwise, and the increase in the rate of the process

(especially in the case of 6) is due to the 0... NNO 2 through-space inter-
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action of the nitramino groups separated by two or three methylene

bridges. The intermediate six- or seven-membered cyclic structures

needed for this interaction are the most accessible nonstrained configura-

tions of atoms linked to one another. In view of this hypothesis, it is of in-

terest to study other polyfunctional nitramines containing the

-N(N0 2 )CH2CH 2N(NO2)- structural fragment.

Thus, in the study of polynitro-substituted nitramines, we found that

the decomposition of these compounds always starts from the cleavage of

those bonds that are the least strong according to the analysis of the cor-

responding compounds. The reaction proceeds via a homolytic mecha-

nism that includes the cleavage of the C - N or N - N bonds. The strength

of these bonds decreases by 1 - 2 kcal/mol as a result of the inductive

effect of groups. In addition, in some cases, spatial interactions (field ef-

fect, anchimeric assistance), which are impossible in monofunctional

compounds, may also be manifested. In the case of compound 2, the oc-

currence of this effect can be regarded as proven, while for compounds 6

and 7, its role has been assumed. Yet another result of this study is that

the kinetic effect of the stepwise decomposition of polyfunctional com-

pounds was demonstrated experimentally as follows. The evolution of the

final products imitates the first-order kinetics but is characterized by a

smaller rate constant than the destruction of the initial compound. The

first-order kinetics is retained for this sequence of transformations if the

rate constants for the first and the second steps are close to each other

and if the final products are independently produced in approximately equal

amounts from the initial compound and from the intermediate.

The scheme for stepwise decomposition can be easily adapted to

compounds containing three or four identical reaction groups, and it can

be used to interpret numerous published data on the kinetics of decompo-
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sition of polyfunctional compounds of various classes (organic azides,

nitramines, nitro esters, difluoroamines, polynitro compounds) including

explosives: RDX, HMX, nitroglycerol, PETN, trinitrotriazidobenzene, etc.
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Abstract

A relatively inexpensive molecular orbital method has been developed for estimating bond

dissociation energies ab initio. The method uses a combination of a small basis set (SV

3-21G*) together with density functional theory (B3-LYP). It may be applied to quite large

models by the normal standards of ab initio quantum mechanics calculations. Validation of

the method has been carried out for a diverse range of bond types for which experimental

data is available.

The method has been applied to study the nitrate ester (0-N) bond strengths in model

trinitrocellulose. A variation in bond strength with ring position has been predicted. We

have also predicted the effect of ring conformation of nitrocellulose on the nitrate ester bond

strength.
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Introduction

The thermodynamic bond dissociation energy (BDE) is defined as the enthalpy change during

the conversion of a molecule into two radical moieties by the scission of a given bond. It is

therefore calculated by the difference in enthalpies of fornation of the radical moieties and

the parent molecule. It is an important property which is often invoked in the kinetics of

unimolecular reactions, such as the thermal degradation of explosive materials. The

measurement of BDEs involves difficult and expensive experimental thermodynamic

techniques.

Molecular orbital (MO) calculations have been used to estimate theoretically bond

dissociation energies for over two decades (ref 1). Over the past ten years methods, such as

the GI, G2 and "complete basis" methods (ref. 2), have been developed that now approach

experimental accuracy for predicting BDEs. However, such methods are still relatively

expensive and may only be applied to small molecules (e.g. a maximum of 5-10

non-hydrogen atoms). An important aspect of such predictions is the necessity to include a

good description of electron correlation (i.e. a description of how electrons move under the

influence of the other electrons in the molecule - such motions are correlated because of their

mutual repulsion). These accurate methods use Moeller-Plesset perturbation theory which

scales roughly with the fifth or higher power of the number of atoms or electrons in the

molecule.

Recent developments have focussed attention on Density Functional Theory (DFT) methods

(ref. 3) which appear to offer a more efficient treatment of electron correlation. Software,

such as the Gaussian 94 package (ref. 4) used here, now allows the use of traditional MO

description of the wavefunction (linear combination of atomic orbitals themselves described

by Gaussian functions) with a variety of density functionals. Among the most successful

treatments developed recently are the so-called hybrid functionals, such as those developed

by Becke (ref 5.).

In this paper we investigate the prediction of bond dissociation energies of a wide range of

small molecules using a hybrid density functional combined with a small Gaussian basis set.
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The advantage of this treatment is that it may be applied to larger molecules. We therefore

have used the method to predict the nitrate ester (0-N) bond dissociation energies in a model

trinitrocellulose ring as a function of ring position of the nitrate group and ring conformation.

Such calculations would normally require the use of a supercomputer but the calculations

here were carried out on a desktop workstation.

Methods

We have used the B3-LYP hybrid density functional (ref 6) combined with the Gaussian

split-valence basis set, SV 3-21 G* (ref. 7). Calculations were performed on the parent

molecules and the radical moieties formed by breaking the bonds. Zero point energy changes

were included by estimating the harmonic vibrational frequencies of parent molecule and

radicals using the Hartree Fock method with the SV 6-3 1G* basis set (ref 8). The

frequencies were scaled by a well-established factor of 0.8929 (ref. 2). All calculations were

performed using the Gaussian 94 program (ref 4) or the GAMESSUK program (ref. 9) on

Silicon Graphics, IBM or Sun desktop workstations.

Results for Small Molecules

Bond dissociation energies have been predicted for a variety of bond types and are compared

with experimental values in Tables 1, 2 and 3. Also shown are predictions made with a more

traditional MO method (Moeller-Plesset level 2 treatment with the SV 6-31 G* basis set - see

ref 1) and the much more expensive G2 method (ref 2).

An examination of the statistics from these results is instructive. The G2 results demonstrate

the accuracy of this method by having a squared correlation coefficient, R2, of 0.990 and

standard deviation, a, of 2.6 kcal/mol with the experimental values. The traditional Moeller

Plesset level 2 method (UMP2/6-31G*) has R-2 
= 0.900 and a = 10.2 kcal/mol. The density

functional method (B3-LYP/3-21G*) is the least expensive technique but has R2 = 0.953 and

cr = 6.7 kcal/mol. Furthermore, much of this error is concentrated in a few cases involving
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very small molecules such as l-W and water where a very accurate description of electron

correlation is probably required.

In most cases the density functional technique outperforms the MP2 method and often rivals

the expensive G2 predictions for accuracy. In the few nitrate ester N-0 single bonds for

which we have found experimental information (ref. 10 ) there are indications that the

density functional method is most accurate (Table 3). It should, however, be noted that the

method is not suitable for predicting the full energy surface for bond dissociation because the

local density approximation is poor at dealing with extended bond lengths in molecules.

Application to Nitrocellulose

Nitrocellulose has been used as an energetic polymer binder in PBX formulations. The

thermal stability of nitrocellulose is therefore of considerable interest (ref 11) and the

breakdown mechanism is not well understood. Three different ring positions are possible

for the nitrate groups (Figure 1). Studies have consistently shown that the primary (C6)

nitrate ester is most stable. A high resolution Fourier transform nmr study (ref. 12) indicated

that the C3 ester is more stable than the C2.

A major advantage of the density functional method described above is its applicability to

quite large molecules by ab initio MO standards. We have therefore calculated the nitrate

ester bond dissociation energies for the three ring positions in a model nitrocellulose. The

chosen model was a single ring with the glycidyl linkages capped with methoxy groups

(Figure 1). Calculations were performed on this molecule and the corresponding radicals

formed by breaking each N-0 bond in turn. The zero point energy change was too large to

calculate directly and was estimated from equivalent calculations on i-propyl nitrate (for C2

and C3 positions) and CHOCH(CH3)CH2ONO, (for C6) as 4.5 kcal/mol, irrespective of ring

position of the nitrate group.

The results are shown in Figure I as values of the BDE adjacent to each ester bond. The

primary (C6) nitrate ester is predicted to the most stable in agreemrent with experiment.

However, the C3 ester is predicted to be less stable than the C2 ester in contrast to the nmr
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experimental work. The calculated BDEs are therefore in the stability order C6 = C2 > C3.

The difference between C2 and 03 is small and certainly within the likely errors of the

calculations.

A further topic of interest lies in the effect of ring conformation on the ester stability. It is

generally assumed that ring inversion does not take place in nitrocellulose because of the

conformational changes that would be necessitated by the polymer chain. However, studies

by ourselves using molecular mechanics and semi-empirical molecular orbital calculations

on the isolated ring model described above indicate that at least one boat form and possibly

an inverted chair form should be populated at normal temperatures (See Figure 2).

Nitrocellulose undergoes a considerable thermal history during nitration and subsequent

digestion processes during its manufacture. Perhaps it is possible that ring inversion occurs

as an alternative means of relieving strain. Ring inversion would force the nitrate ester

groups from equatorial into axial positions. What then are the implications for the nitrate

ester bond strength?

This question may only be answered by theoretical modelling. We have estimated the BDEs

using the density functional method described above for one boat conformer (boat I) and the

inverted chair conformer shown schematically in Figure 2. The results are shown in Table 4.

Inverted the ring to the opposite chair conformation is seen to weaken the secondary nitrate

esters, while the primary (C6) stays unchanged. In the inverted chair all the nitrate esters are

in equatorial positions. For the "boat 1 " form of Figure 2 we have calculated the bond

strength of the predicted weakest nitrate ester (03). The result is intermediate between the

two chair forms.

Conclusions

We have evaluated an efficient method of predicting themodynamic bond dissociation

energies by ab initio molecular orbital methods. While not as accurate as the state of the art

methods, our technique may be applied to quite large molecules. In particular, it appears to

be particularly accurate for nitrate ester N-0 bonds. We have used it to study the strength of
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the nitrate esters in model trinitrocellulose, both as a function of ring position and ring

conformation.
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Table 1 Experimental and Predicted H-X Bond Dissociation Energies (kcal/mol)

Bond Expt. B3-LYP/3-21G* UMP2/6-31G* G2

H-CH3  103.8 104.8 94.6 104.1

H-CHCH3  101.1 100.4 91.6 100.6

H-CH(CH3)2  98.6 97.6 91.8 100.6

H-CHEOH 98.0 93.0 86.7 96.2

H-HC(O) 87.0 86.9 77.3 87.9

H-CN 123.8 127.6 134.8 126.9

H-CHEF 103.1 97.0 90.7 101.2

H-CHF2  99.5 97.0 91.9 103.1

H-CF3  105.9 102.3 97.3 108.5

H-CH2Cl 100.8 99.4 90.4 99.3

H-CHCI2  98.4 96.6 88.5 97.4

H-CCI3  93.6 93.8 86.3

H-CH2OCH3  93.0 94.3 87.7 96.2

H-C(O)CH 3  89.4 89.2 80.9 90.5

H-CH=CH2  111.3 110.5 107.5 112.3

H-CCH 132.9 133.6 140.8 135.0

H-OCH3  104.4 91.3 93.2 105.1

H-C(O)OCH 3  97.1 97.8 95.6

H-OH 119.2 102.3 105.0 119.3

H-OOH 88.1 77.5 78.0 87.8

H-OC(O)CH 3  105.8 100.8 105.1

H-NH2  107.4 102.1 96.1 108.0

H-F 136.2 110.4 118.9 137.2

H-Cl 103.2 97.6 86.0 103.8

N.B. Gaps in the results indicate that the calculation was too large for our resources.
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Table 2 Experimental and Predicted Bond Dissociation Energies (nonH-R bonds)

Bond Expt. B3-LYP/3-21G* UMP2/6-31G* G2

CH 3-CH3  88.5 88.0 89.1 88.3

CH3-CHzCH 3  88.8 86.1 91.5 90.5

HOCH2-CH2OH 89.1 78.7 86.9 85.4

CH3-CH(O) 83.4 84.3 85.4 85.7

CHH-C(O)CH3  84.3 83.5 72.4 85.7

CH 3-C(O)OH 85.0 90.5 95.1 95.2

CH 3-C(O)OCH3 93.2 92.4 96.2

HC(O)-C(O)H 68.5 72.5 72.6 73.0

CH 3-CN 121.8 124.5 140.8 122.5

NC-CN 134.6 151.6 179.2 140.5

CH 2=CH2 (singlet)* 193.0 207.8 208.8 189.7

CH2=CH2 (triplet)* 175.1 173.6 167.4 170.0

CH 3-OH 92.3 84.4 90.0 91.5

(CH3)2CH-OH 96.0 88.4 97.7

CH 3-OCH 3  81.9 76.6 85.4 84.1

CH3C(O)-OH 110.4 108.3 113.9 111.6

HC(O)-OCH3  97.4 98.1 106.2 103.1

CH3C(O)O-CH3  84.0 84.0 96.0

CH3C(O)-OCH3  99.5 97.6 107.2

F-CH3  112.8 100.2 106.9 110.7

F-CH2F 119.5 108.6 120.8 122.1

F-CHF 2  124.5 120.0 131.2 130.4

F-CF3  129.7 126.4 132.6 133.1

CI-CH3  83.4 77.7 78.5 82.8

CI-CH 2C1 80.5 71.2 76.6 81.0

C1-CHC12  77.0 66.8 72.7 77.6

Cl-CC13  68.0 59.8 67.0

HO-OH 51.2 54.1 50.9 50.5

HC(O)-NH2  99.5 106.0 101.6 101.1

CH 3C(O)-NH2  98.9 103.7 101.1 99.8

CH 3-NO2  60.8 54.4 58.4 62.0
* singlet indicates formation of two single CH2 moieties; triplet indicates formation of

two triplet CH2 moieties.

N.B. Gaps in the results indicate that the calculation was too large for our resources.
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Table 3 Bond Dissociation Energies for Nitrate Ester Bonds

Bond Expt. B3-LYP/3-21G* UMP2/6-31G* G2

CH3O-NO2  40.7 40.4 45.3 44.7

CH3CH 2O-NO2  40.8 40.4 45.3

CH 3CH 2CH2O-NO2  40.5 40.2 45.4

(CH3)2CHO-NO 2  40.9 40.3 43.8

N.B. Gaps in the results indicate that the calculation was too large for our resources.

Table 4 Predicted Nitrate Ester N-O Bond Dissociation Energy as a Function of Ring
Conformation for Trinitrocellulose

Bond "Normal" Chair "Inverted" "Boat 1"
Chair

C20-NO2 38.5 35.0

C30-NO2 36.8 30.8 32.4

C60-NO2 38.7 38.5
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TEX: A Promising New Insensitive High Explosive*

P.C. Braithwaite, W. W. Edwards, R. M. Hajik,
T. K. Highsmith, G. K. Lund, R. B. Wardle

P.O. Box 707, M/S 244
Thiokol Propulsion

Brigham City, Utah 84302

ABSTRACT

It is a continuing objective in the design and production of explosives to provide
compositions which are highly energetic when intentionally initiated, but in which the
risk of unintentional detonation is minimized. A series of new explosives have been
developed based on the new insensitive high explosive 4,10-dinitro-2,6,8,12,-tetraoxa-
4,1 0-diazatetracyclo-[5.5.0.05,903, 11 ]dodecane (TEX). Although the synthesis of TEX
was initially reported by Boyer1 in 1990, it received little attention in the energetic
materials community until recently. Thiokol Corporation has recently developed an
improved two step synthetic route for the production of TEX which involves the use of
readily available, low cost materials. This new synthesis has resulted in sufficient
quantity of this material being available to allow some initial evaluations to be
conducted.

Characterization of TEX shows it to be more thermally stable and significantly less
sensitive to shock, impact and friction than conventional high performance solid
nitramines such as RDX, HMX or CL-20. TEX has also been shown to be less likely to
proceed from deflagration to detonation than conventional nitramines. Theoretical
performance calculations of explosives utilizing TEX predict increased performance
relative to NTO, principally due to its high density.

In studies performed to obtain performance characteristics of TEX a simple castable
explosive was prepared using an energetic binder system and compared to analogous
explosives using RDX and NTO. In instrumented card gap tests the TEX explosive
detonated at 0 cards but did not detonate at 70 cards, while RDX and NTO analogues
detonated at both 0 and 70 cards. Furthermore, the detonation velocity of the TEX
explosive at 0 cards was higher than the NTO explosive. In shock sensitivity studies
the go no-go point of a 93% solids TEX pressed explosive was found to be
approximately 150 cards less than an analogous HMX composition.

BACKGROUND

During the past decade a significant effort has been made in the development of high
explosives which meet the insensitive munitions requirements of MIL-STD 2105,

"Copyright 1998 Cordant Technologies. All rights reserved.
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"Military Standard Hazard Assessment Tests For Non-Nuclear Ordnance." A common
formulation strategy used to develop insensitive munitions (IM) explosives is to replace
some of the conventional ingredients such as HMX or RDX with less sensitive
ingredients such as 3-nitro-1,2,4-triazol-5-one (NTO) and nitroguanidine (NQ). This
formulation approach has been successful in the development of less sensitive
explosives; however, the performance of these explosives is often not acceptable for
the desired application. Clearly there is still a need to develop new ingredients and
formulations which are insensitive to common stimuli and still retain the desired
performance characteristics.

SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERIZATION

TEX is a caged nitramine and has the structure shown in Figure 1. The synthesis of
TEX reported by Boyer is a two step process in which diformyltetrahydroxypiperazine
(DFTHP) is formed by the reaction of formamide and glyoxal. DFTHP is then nitrated
by sequential treatment with sulfuric and then nitric acids in the presence of glyoxal to
give TEX. Thiokol has made improvements to the synthesis which have increased both
the yield and purity. These improvements are the subject of pending patents and have
greatly simplified the scale-up of TEX.

000

00/ N - N N-- --- N

00

Figure 1. Structure of TEX. The structural similarity of TEX to the well-known CL-20 is obvious. In this
depiction, the hydrogen atoms are deleted for simplicity and the carbon atoms are not labeled.

Early samples of TEX produced at Thiokol had a relatively small particle size with a
broad distribution. As additional improvements in the synthesis were made, the particle
size obtained increased and the particle size distribution became narrower (see Figure
2). Over 100 pounds of TEX has been produced to date for evaluation in explosive and
propellant compositions. Efforts with grinding TEX in a fluid energy mill have also
proven particularly successful (see Figure 3).
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Figure 2. TEX Particle Size Distribution. Shown above is the particle size of TEX as obtained directly from
the nitration reaction after quench and washing.
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Figure 3. Ground TEX Particle Size Distribution. This material was obtained from the distribution initially
obtained from the nitration by fluid energy mill grinding.
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Figure 4. Micrograph of TEX. The quality of the individual TEX crystals and the favorable shape are
apparent in this photomicrograph.

The heat of formation of TEX was experimentally determined to be -106.5 kcal/mole
and its density was reported by Boyer to be 1.99 g/cc. This density is consistent with
out experimental data and the high density of TEX can be attributed to its three
dimensional caged structure. Laboratory scale safety tests have been conducted which
demonstrate that TEX is much less sensitive to friction and impact stimuli than RDX and
HMX. TEX has excellent thermal stability, is compatible with common inert and
energetic polymers and plasticizers, fuels, and oxidizers. TEX also appears to have a
mild cook-off response and evolves very little gas during the vacuum thermal stability
test (0.05 ml gas is evolved after 48 hours @ 1 00°C). Selected safety data for TEX,
RDX, HMX, and NTO are shown in Table I (SBAT2 is a small scale autoignition test
which has been developed at Thiokol and successfully used to predict the cook-off
temperature of energetic materials in full scale test articles).

Table I. Summary Of Safety Test Results For TEX, RDX, HMX, and NTO.
Material Impact ABL Friction ESD SBAT onset

Thiokol (in, ABL (cm, (psi @ (Joules, (0C)
50%) t.i.l.) ft/sec, t.i.l.) 50%)

TEX (200 ja) >46 33 800 @ 8 >8 199

RDX (10 li) 22 3.5 130 @ 4 <0.03 189
HMX (20 la) 27 1.8 50 @ 4 0.25 208

NTO (250 ji) 43 26 800 @ 8 >8 234

Additional testing which demonstrated the insensitive nature of TEX was performed
using a small-scale deflagration-to-detonation transition (DDT) test. This DDT test,
initially developed in the former Soviet Union in the early 1970's2.3 uses a thick walled
ductile metal tube which is filled with the energetic material to be evaluated. The tube
is sealed at both ends and the energetic material is ignited. If the material transitions
from burning to detonation then the detonation wave expands the tube, otherwise the
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inner diameter of the tube remains unchanged. The distance between the initiation of
the burn and the detonation is an important parameter used in this test to rank the
tendency of a material to undergo DDT. When TEX and NTO were evaluated in this
test they did not detonate, while materials such as RDX, HMX, TNAZ and CL-20 readily
detonate in this test.

THEORETICAL EXPLOSIVE PERFORMANCE

Theoretical computer modeling calculations have been made to predict the
performance of TEX as a neat material and in typical explosives. Selected calculations
are shown in Table I1. As shown by these calculations the predicted performance of
TEX is better than NTO and NQ and is similar to RDX. These calculations were
performed using TIGER4 computer program with the BKW equation of state. Similar
calculations have been performed using the JCZ3 equation of state. The JCZ3 equation
of state predicts the performance of TEX to be better than NQ, similar to NTO and
somewhat lower than RDX. Because of the apparently non-ideal detonation reaction of
TEX it is suggested that JCZ3 be used to predict the performance of explosives
containing appreciable quantities of TEX.

Table I1. Performance Predicted By TIGER Using BKW Equation Of State.
Material Density (g/ml) Detonation Pressure Detonation Velocity

(katm) (m/sec)
TEX 1.99 370 8665
RDX 1.82 360 8802
NTO 1.91 307 8120
NQ 1.71 286 8348

TEX/TNT (75/25) 1.89 329 8306
RDX/TNT (75/25) 1.77 325 8435
NTO/TNT (75/25) 1.84 288 7938
NQ/TNT (75/25) 1.70 277 8146

INITIAL EXPLOSIVES CHARACTERIZATION

Initial studies performed to obtain performance characteristics of TEX were performed
using a simple castable explosive. The composition selected for this evaluation
consisted of 70 percent TEX in a poly(glycidyl nitrate) (PGN)/DEGDN binder system.
For comparative purposes analogous explosives using RDX and NTO were prepared.
Each explosive was mixed and loaded into two standard LSGT card gap pipes. The
card gap pipes were instrumented every inch to determine detonation velocity. The
results of this test series are shown in Table II1. As shown in Table II, the explosive
containing TEX detonated at 0 cards but did not detonate at 70 cards, while the RDX
and NTO explosives detonated at both 0 and 70 cards. Furthermore, based on the
detonation velocity TEX outperformed NTO but fell quite short of the RDX analog
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indicating that the non-ideal nature of the TEX detonation reaction is important. This
was verified in experiments in which the TEX detonation products were frozen by
adiabatic-free expansion followed by mass spec analysis.5 These experiments showed
the production of TEX decomposition products occurred over a period of time roughly
30 times longer than for HMX. This is slower than for TATB. Further, the products
included considerable higher molecular weight, complex species typical of non-ideal
detonation.

Table III. LSGT Test Results With Castable Explosives
Energetic Solid* Gap (cards) Input Pressure (kbar) Test Results

TEX zero 213.1 detonation, 6811 m/sec
TEX 70 69.8 no detonation, recovered

unburned explosive
NTO zero 213.1 detonation, 6263 m/sec
NTO 70 69.8 detonation, 5571 m/sec
RDX zero 213.1 detonation, 7844 m/sec
RDX 70 69.8 detonation, 790 m/sec

* All explosives contained 70% solids in a PGN/DEGDN binder system.

The insensitive nature of TEX was also demonstrated in a composite explosive
containing 20% TEX, a PGN/DEGDN binder, ammonium perchlorate and aluminum
powder. An similar explosive was prepared in which the TEX was replaced with HMX.
These explosives were also cast into two each instrumented LSGT card gap pipes.
The results of the card gap tests on these explosives are shown in Table IV. Even
though these explosives only contained 20% nitramine a significant reduction in
sensitivity was achieved through the use of TEX. As shown in Table IV both explosives
detonated at 35 cards, but the explosive containing TEX did not detonate at 70 cards
while the explosive which used HMX detonated at 70 cards.

Table IV. LSGT Test Results For Castable Composite Explosives
Composition Gap (cards) Input Pressure (kbar) Test Result
TEX/AP/AI 35 92.0 detonation, 5579 m/sec
TEX/AP/AI 70 69.8 no detonation, ave.

__reaction rate 2409 m/sec
HMX/AP/AI 35 92.0 detonation, 7432 m/sec
HMX/AP/AI 70 69.8 detonation, 7180 m/sec

TEX has also been successfully formulated into pressed explosives using energetic and
non-energetic explosives. For example in a formulation containing 93% TEX and 7%
Estane® the go/no-go shock sensitivity in the insensitive high explosives gap test the
shock sensitivity was found to be between 63 and 75 cards. The go/no-go shock
sensitivity in analogous HMX/Estane® explosive was between 216 and 219 cards.
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Because of the favorable response of explosives containing TEX in card gap testing it is
expected that these formulations will have milder reactions to sympathetic detonation,
bullet impact and shaped charge jet attack than analogous explosives which use
conventional nitramines. The mild response of TEX in small, unconfined, cook-off tests
is very encouraging and gives the promise of a mild response in confined full scale
cook-off testing. Clearly additional testing and evaluation of TEX and TEX based
explosives is needed to confirm these trends.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

TEX is a new energetic material which is readily synthesized from low cost starting
materials. It has a promising blend of insensitivity and performance. It is readily used
with inert and energetic binder systems in castable and pressed explosives. It is
planned to continue the development of TEX in new high performance, IM explosives.

' Ramakrishnan, V.T., Vedachalam, M., Boyer, J.H., "4,10-Dinitro-2,6,8,12-tetraoxa-4,10-
diazatetracyclo[5.5.0.0'. 903,']dodecane," Heterocycles, 31, 479, 1990.
2 Smith, L.D., "Easily Test Thermal Stability an Detonability," Chemical Engineering Progress, September 1994,

67-74.
3 Belyaev, A.F., Bobolev, V.K., Korotkov, A.I., Sulimov, A.A., Chuiko, S.V., "Transition from Deflagration to
Detonation in Condensed Phases," Israel Program for Scientific Translations, Jerusalem, 1975, 142-148.
' Coperthwaite, M. Zwisler, W.H. "TIGER Computer Program and Documentation," SRI International Publication
#Z]06, 1973.

Greiner, R., Rev. Sci. Instruments, 64 (1), 1993, and Los Alamos Report 93-1545.
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HERSTELLUNG VON AMMONIUMDINITRAMID-PARTIKELN

FORMATION OF AMMONIUM DINITRAMIDE (ADN)

PARTICLES

U. Teipel, T. Heintz, K. Leisinger, H. Krause

Fraunhofer-Institut fOr Chemische Technologie (ICT)

Postfach 1240, 76318 Pfinztal

Abstract

Ammonium dinitramide (ADN) is a powerful oxidizer that should be used in

propellants and explosives in future. The particle shape of synthesized ADN is not

unique and contains agglomeration. To have an intentional influence on the burning

rate, it is necessary to modify the particle shape of the initial material to particles with

a defined ratio of surface/volume. Besides, it is necessary to produce particles with

predetermined mean particle size and particle size distribution. To keep this demand

it is practical and functional to formate spherical particles.

Spheres can be shaped in a two-phase system. In this case, the molten ADN is

dispersed in a continuous phase which is not mixable with ADN. Caused by the

surface- and interfacial tension the molten droplets take on a spherical shape.

Emulsions from molten ADN and different oils are investigated. The solidification of

the molten droplets to spherical particles takes place during the cooling down to a

temperture less than the melting point of ADN.

By the choice of suitable substances and optimizing the process parameters,

spherical ADN particles with a mean size from 5 pm until 800 pm can be reproduced

successfully.
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1 Einiletung

Ammoniumdlinitramid (ADN) ist emn leistungsstarker Oxidator f~jr Treib- und Explosiv-

,stoffe, welcher gegenoiber anderen energetischen Materialien wesentliche Vorteile

hat /1,2/:

"* Signaturarmer Abgasstrahl beim Abbrand von ADN-Raketentreibstoffen

"* Geringere Gef~hrdung der Umwelt da dlas Abgas frei von Chior und SalzsAure ist

"* Hoher Sauerstoff~jberschull

Das synthetisierte ADN hat iW.R. eine uneinheitliche Partikelform und ist agglo-

meriert. Urn bestimmte Eigenschaften, wie z.B. dlas Abbrandverhalten, gezielt zu

beeinflussen ist eine Rekristallisation des Ausgangsmaterials zu Partikein mit

definiertem Oberfl~chenNolumen-Verhiltnis erforderlich. Aufgerdem ist es notwendlig

eine definierte mittlere Partikelgr6lle und PartikelgrbRlenverteilung herstellen zu

k6nnen. Daher hat sich die Erzeugung von kugelf6rmigen Material als praktikabel

und zweckm~lig erwiesen.

Zur Erzeugung der Kugelform wird ADN-Schmelze in einer zweiten Phase, die nicht

mit ADN mischbar ist, fein verteilt. Die Schmelzetropfen nehmen aufgrund ihrer

Ober- bzw. Grenzfl;§chenspannung eine sph~rische Gestalt an.

Die Untersuchungen wurden an fl~issig/fl~jssig-Systemen durchgefohrt. Dazu wurden

Emulsionen aus ADN-Schmelze und verschiedenen Olen hergestelit. Die Umwand-

lung der Schmelzetr6pfchen zu festen, kugelf6rmigen Partikeln findlet w~hrend der

Abkojhlung der Emulsion auf Umngebungstemperatur statt, also unterhalb der

Schmelztemperatur von ADN.

Durch geeignete Stoffauswahl und Optimierung der verfahrenstechnischen Para-

meter kann kugelfdrmiges ADN mit einer Partikelgr6!le von 5 pm bis 800 pm

reproduzierbar herzustellen.

2 Chemische und physikalische Eigenschaften von ADN

Summenformel: NH4N(N0 2)2
Dichte: 1,82-1,84 g/CM 3 /2/

Schmelzpunkt: 91,5 - 92,5 'C /3/

Zersetzungstemperatur: 127 TC /3/
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Bildlungsenthalpie -AHf: -150,6 kJ/Mol /2/

Zersetzungsenergie: 255 ± 12,5 kJ/MoI /3/

Massenverlust: 4 % (nach 24 Stunden bei 100 0C) /3/

Wassergehalt: 0,42 % (nach Synthese)

0,41 % (nach Emulsionskristallisation)

Reibempfindlichkeit: 64 N

Schlagempfindlichkeit: 3,5 Nm

3 VersuchsdurchfUhrung

Die Herstellung von sph~rischen ADN-Partikeln aus Emulsionen erfolgt in zwei Teil-

schritten:

1. Herstellen einer W/O-Emulsion aus ADN-Schmelze als disperse Phase und 01 als

kontinuierliche Phase. Eine Bedingung ist, dafl die Grenzfl~chenspannung

zwischen ADN-Schmelze und 01 hinreichend grog ist urn spharische Tropfen zu

erzeugen und diese auch bei der anschlieflenden Erstarrung nicht von der Kristall-

struktur dleform ieren zu lassen.

2. Kristallisation der ADN-Tropfen zu festen sphdrischen Partikein. Da ADN-

Schmelze emn stark inhibiertes Verhalten aufweist, ist neben der Unterkohiung der

Schmelze eine zus~tzliche Initiierung durch den Eintrag mechanischer Energie

oder durch Partikel-Partikel Wechselwirkung erforderlich. Urn bei der Kollision der

Tropfen Koaleszenz oder Agglomeration zu vermeiden sind je nach Art der

gew~hiten kontinuierlichen Phase entsprechendle Emulgierhilfsstoffe, wie z.B.

Stabilisatoren oder Schutzkolloide, beizufujgen.

Die vom R~jhrer eingebrachte Energie darf nicht so grogi sein, daR die erstarrenden

Partikel bzw. Tropfen deformiert werden. Es ist m6glich den Zeitraumn des Phasen-

Ciberganges von flOssig nach fest Ober die ADN-Konzentration in der Emulsion zu

steuern, da sich die Anzahl der St6Ble mit der Konzentration erh6ht.
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3.1 Versuchsaufbau

Der in Abbildung 1 schemnatisch dargestelite Versuchsaufbau wird mit maximal 3 g

ADN betrieben. Grunds~tzlich werden die Versuche nach folgendlem Ablauf durch-

gefohrt:

1. Das 01 (kontinuierliche Phase) und evtl. Zusatzstoffe werden unter Rcjhren

aufgeheizt.

2. ADN zugeben und dispergieren.

3. Emulsion abk(jhlen lassen -> Suspension.

4. Fest/flOssig Trennung durchf~jhren und ADN-Partikel trocknen.

Blattr~jhrer

ThermmeterBechergias
Thermmeter40 ml

Abbildung 1: Versuchsaufbau im Labormalistab

3.2 Stoffauswahl

Als kontinuierliche Phase wurde Silikon6l oder Paraffinbl eingesetzt. Es wurden ver-

schiedene Emulgierhilfsstoffe verwendet:

Tenside fuhren durch Herabsetzung der Grenzfldchenspannung zwischen ADN-

Schmelze und 01 zu einem leichterem Tropfenaufbruch und somit zu kleineren ADN-

Tropfen. Sie Ibsen sich aber nicht nur in der kontinuierlichen Phase, was wclnschens-

wedt ist, sondern ebenfalls in der Schmelze und beeinflussen deren Eigenschaften.

So wird bedingt durch die Redluzierung der Grenzfl1§chenspannung der Schmelze die
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Kugelform der Tropfen beim Kristallisieren deformiert und die unregelmdaig geform-

ten Partikel neigen zur Agglomeration.

Die verwendeten Stabilisatoren erh6hen die Viskosit~t der kontinuierlichen Phase

durch Wasserstoffbr~ckenbindungen. Daher kann beim RCahren eine gr~lere Scher-

spannung auf die Schmelzetropfen Obertragen werden, wodurch man die Tropfen-

grflie beeinflussen kann. Der zweite, und noch entscheidendere Vorteil ist, dafl die

beim Abk~hlen und Reduzieren der R~hrerdrehzahl wieder ansteigende Viskosita§t

des Oles die Koaleszenz der Tr6pfchen verhindert. Die Ober- bzw. Grenzf1achen-

spannung wird nicht verringert, was sich positiv auf die gewolnschte Kugelform der

Partikel auswirkt. Zu beachten ist allerdings, dali die Konzentration des Stabilisators

und die Konzentration der dispersen Phase (ADN-Schmelze) im richtigen Verha§itnis

stehen, da sich wenige Teilchen in hochviskosemn 01 gegenseitig kaum zur

Erstarrung anregen. Dies kann dazu f~hren, dali bei Raumtemperatur noch neben

festen ADN-Kugeln noch flcissige Tr6pfchen vorliegen.

3.3 Nachbehandlung

Die ADN-Schmelzetropfen erstarren bei ca. 69-76 TC. Aus der Emulsion wird somit

eine Suspension aus welcher das feste Produkt abgetrennt werden muli.

Aufgrund der Dichtedifferenz zwischen ADN und 01 sedimentieren die Partikel. Der

grolite TOi des Ols kann abdekandiert und der Rest mit n-Heptan abgespOlt werden.

Die ADN-Partikel k6nnen im Exsikkator getrocknet werden. Bel diesen Vorgangen ist

zu beachten, dali das ADN nicht Idngere Zeit der Umgebungsluft ausgesetzt ist, da

es stark hygroskopisch ist und sofort Feuchtigkeit aus der Luft aufnimmt.

ADN-Partikel aus Paraffinolemulsionen lassen sich relativ leicht von der konti-

nuierlichen Phase trennen, da Paraffin6l weniger polar ist als Silikon6l und sich

daher im unpolaren n-Heptan besser l6st.
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4 Versuchsergebinisse

Abbildung 2 zeigt dlas als Ausgangsmaterial verwendlete ADN aus der Synthese. Die

einzelnen Partikel haben eine ungleichm;§Rige, kristallartige Form und sind stark

agglomeriert.

500 pm

Abbildung 2: Ammoniumdlinitramid aus der Synthese

Abbildung 3 zeigt ADN-Partikel aus einer Silikon6lemulsion. Zur Erh6hung der Visko-

sitat der kontinuierlichen Phase und zur Vermeidlung von Koaleszenz der dispersen

Phase wurde dem Silikon6l emn Stabilisator beigemischt. Es k6nnen Schmelze-

tropfen mit einer Grofle von 50 bis 300 pm erzeugt werden. Die Anlagerung der

Stabilisatormolek~le an den ADN-Tropfen verhindert deren Koaleszenz, wodurch

allerdlings auch die gegenseitige Anregung zumn Erstarren vermindert wird. Versuche

haben ergeben, daB ADN-Schmelze auch im stark unterk~jhiten Zustand erst durch

den Kontakt mit kristallinem ADN zur Erstarrung angeregt wird. Somit ist es not-

wendlig eine dem jeweiligen System angepa~te Menge an Emulgierhilfsstoffen zu

bestimmen, weiche einerseits Agglomeration verhindert und andererseits noch die

Wechselwirkungen der Tropfen in der Str6mung zulI51t.
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500 pm

Abbildung 3: Spharische ADN-Partikel aus Silikonolemulsion mit Stabilisator

Die selben Versuche wurden auch mit Paraffinol als kontinuierlicher Phase durchge-

f~jhrt. Verwendet man reines Paraffin6l erhalt man relativ grolie Tropfen (300 pm -

1200 pm), die aber wesentlich weniger agglomerieren als in reinem Silikonbl

(Abbildung 4). Der Verzicht auf Zusatzstoffe hat den Vorteil, dali die anschlieliende

festlfl~issig Trennung zwischen Partikel und 01 einfacher ist, da die viskosit~ts-

steigernde Wirkung des Stabilisators die Sedimentation hemmt.

500 pm

Abbildung 4: Sph~rische ADN-Partikel aus Paraffin6lemulsion ohne Zusatzstoffe

Die besten Ergebnisse liefert eine Paraffinolemulsion mit geeigneten Emulgier-

hilfsstoffen. L;§Rt man die anderen Versuchsparametern konstant entstehen Partikel
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mit einem Durchmesser von 80 pm - 600 pm, weiche sich durch ihre exakte Kugel-

form auszeichnen (Abbildung 5).

Abbildung 5: Kugelf6rmiges ADN: Hergestelit aus Paraffinolemulsion mit

Emuigierhilfsstoffen

4.1 Partikeigrogenanalyse

Die PartikeigroRe lAst sich var aliem Ober die Eigenschaften des Oles, z.B. dlessen

Viskosit~t, die Emulgierhilfsstoffe und die Prozellparameter beeinflussen.

In Abbildung 6 ist die Volumensumnmen (Q3(X))- und Volumendlichteverteilung (q3(X)),

die mittels Laserbeugungsspektrometrie ermittelt wurde, f~r feines und grobes ADN

dlargestelit. FOr beide Verteilungen wurden der Medianwert x50,3 und der Dispersions-

grad K(84/1 6) ermittelt.

Der Medianwert X50,3 ist derjenige Wert einer Verteilung, bei demn die Verteilungs-

summe Q3(xi) den Wert 50 % annimmt, d.h. die HAIfte der Partikel hat einen

gr6lleren Durchmesser als X50,3.
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Abbildung 6: Volumensummen- Q3(x) und Volumendichteverteilung q3(x fur grobes

und feines ADN

.....ADN-Kugeln aus Silikonolemulsion: X50,3 = 81 pm; K(84/16) = 0,56

ADN-Kugeln aus Paraffin6lemulsion: X50,3 = 540 pm; K(84/16) = 0,20

Die Charakterisierung der Verteilungsbreite kann z.B. mit Hilfe des Dispersions-

grades K(84/16) erfolgen, welcher nach der Gleichung

K(84 /16)= - 'I
2. x, (1)

definiert ist. Die Ermittlung von Y84 und x16 erfolgt anhand der Volumensumnmen-

verteilung, wobei Q3(XI) = 84 % bzw. 16 % betragt.

Nach VDI-Richtlinie 3491 gilt fur:

K(84/16)! •0,14 monodisperse Verteilung

0, 14 •K(84/16)5 •0,41 quasi-monodisperse Verteilung

0,41 •K(84/16) polydlisperse Verteilung

Somit hat dlas grobe Produkt mit K(84/16) = 0,20 eine quasi-monodisperse Verteil-

ung.
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In Abbildung 7 sind die Volumensummen- und die Volumendichteverteilungen zweier
Partikelkollektive dargesteilt, die mit u ntersch ied lichen R~hrergeometrien (Propeller-
und Blattr0hrer) erzeugt wurden dargesteilt. Die Ruhrerdrehzahl und der Rujhrer-
durchmesser, sowie die weiteren Versuchsparameter wurden konstant gehaiten. Die
ROhergeometrie beeinfluI~t haupts~chlich die Str6mung im Emulgierreaktor. Der Pro-
pellerr~hrer erzeugt eine axiale Str6mung, weiche die Sedimentation der dispersen
Phase verhindert und fOr eine gute W~rme0bertragung an der Gef;§Rwand sorgt. Bei
der Umwandlung der mechanischen Energie des Ru1hrers in kinetische Energie in
der Str6mung hat der Propellerr~hrer weniger Verluste, und somit eine gr6flere
Scherwirkung, was zu kleineren Tropfen f~hrt.

20 100

/ 90

80

'C-70

q3(X) -60 Q3(x)

0 0

I, CC 10

0 0
110.0 100.0 1000.0

Partikelgrblle x in pm

Abbildung 7:......PropellerrOhrer; X50,= 200 pm; K (84/1 6) 0,44

Blattrohrer; x,50, = 370 pm; K(84/16) = 0,33
Riihrerdrehzahl und ROhrerdurchmesser sind konstant.
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4.2 Produktanallyse

Die Produktequalitdt kann w~hrend des Herstellungsprozesses durch thermische Be-
lastung oder die am ProzeR beteiligten Stoffe beeinflu~t werden:

Urn dies zu OberprOfen wurden die getrockneten Produkten und das Ausgangs-
material aus der Synthese mit Hilfe der DSC-Analyse (Differential Scanning Calorie-
metrie) und der Infrarot (IR)-Spektroskopie untersucht.

Emn Vergleich der IR-Spektren des Ausgangsmaterials (Abbildung 8.1) mit den ADN-
Partikeln aus Paraffin6lemulsionen (Abbildung 8.2) und den ADN-Partikeln aus Sili-
kon6lemulsionen mit Stabilisator (Abbildung 8.3) zeigt keine relevanten Verander-

ungen durch den Emulsions-Kristallisationsprozell.
Vergleicht man die DSC-Analysen des Ausgangsmaterials (Abbildung 9. 1), der ADN-
Partikein aus Paraffinblemulsion (Abbildung 9.2) und der ADN-Partikeln aus Silikon-

6lemulsion mit Stabilisator (Abbildung 9.3) s0 haben die aus Emulsionen re-

kristallisierten ADN-Kugeln einen Schmelzpunkt von etwa 90 0C, wihrend das reine

Ausgangsmaterial bei ca. 93 *C schmilzt. Dies ist emn Hinweis darauf, daft sich

geringe Mengen des ADN-Zersetzungsproduktes Ammoniumnitrat (AN) gebildet
haben.
Desweiteren wurde der Wassergehalt des Ausgangsmaterials und der ADN-Partikel

(iberprOft, da ADN hygroskopisch ist und vor allem bei der Nachbehandlung die

Gefahr besteht das Luftfeuchtigkeit aufgenommen wird. Die Messungen ergaben

einen Wassergehalt von 0,42 % fOr das Synthesematerial und 0,41 % fclr die rekri-

stallisierten ADN-Partikel.
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Abbildung 8. 1: 1IR-Spektrum des Ausgangsmaterials aus der Synthese
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Abbildung 8.2: IR-Spektrum von ADN aus Paraffin6lemulsion
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Abbildung 8.3: IR-Spektrum von ADN aus Silikon6lemulsion mit Stabilisator
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ABSTRACT

The recrystallization of NTO crystals was investigated in the laboratory scale

and the bench scale crystallizers. The effect of additives on NTO morphology

in crystallization was also explored. The kinetics of crystallization of NTO in

solvents were measured. These kinetic data were employed along with a

supersaturation balance to predict the crystal size in cooling crystallization.

Some solvents to be acceptable for enhancing of NTO crystal morphology in

a cooling crystallizer were selected. It is found that solvent has a large

influence on the crystal shape, and the kinetics of crystallization and

operating conditions are sensitive the crystal size and its distribution.

Performances of a laboratory scale crystallizer and bench scale crystallizer

were compared. Results suggest that mean crystal size can be predicted by

the model combined with the supersaturation and crystallization kinetics.

INTRODUCTION
3-Nitro-1,2,4-triazol-5-one(NTO) is more attractive than common explosives

like hexahydro - 1, 3, 5 - trinitro - 1, 3, 5 - triazine(RDX), octahydro - 1, 3, 5, 7

- tetranitro - 1, 3, 5, 7 - tetrazocine(HMX) and 2,4,6 - trinitrotoluene(TNT) in
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terms of its insensitivity and stability. The morphology of NTO crystals coming

from the reaction process has typically a jagged rod-like shape, which is easy

to agglomerate and ultimately becomes sensitive to a sudden shock. One of

the ways to lower the sensitivity toward sudden shock is to control the crystal

morphology to be close to spherical. On the other hand, the mother liquors

contain additional components from the chemical reaction, in particular formic

acid, nitric acid, sulfuric acid and 1,2,4-triazole-5-one. Some of these are

trapped into the crystals and are present even after washing. The purification

process is necessary to remove these impurities. One attempts to solve these

problems is by recrystallization of the NTO in a solvent which allows the

control of the crystal size and crystal shape, purity, and narrow crystal size

distribution.

EXPERIMENTS

The experiments were performed in a laboratory scale crystallizer as well as

a bench scale crystallizer, which were operated batchwise. The crystallizers

were a draft-tube type with external baffles and was equipped with an agitator,

marine propeller type at a speed in the range of about 400 to 700 rpm. Either

heated or cooled medium from a thermostated bath could be circulated

through the jacket. An ethylene glycol - water solution was thermostated and

controlled by a PID controller, with accuracy of 0.05K. The analysis of CSD,

shape and mean crystal size were carried out by image analysis

system(VIDAS, Karl Zeiss) with optical and electron microscopes.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Nucleation

For nucleation from solution cooled down at constant rate, Nyvlt[4]

proposed the following between the maximum allowable undercooling(i.e.

metastable zone width), ATmax and cooling rate, b
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logb = log(k / a) + n1 log(ATm) (1)

where, k = k,(dC8 / dT)n-1

The maximum allowable undercooling ATmax, was taken as the difference

between the equilibrium temperature and the temperature at which nuclei

were detected for each particular cooling rate. The equilibrium temperature

was obtained from the experimentally determined solid-liquid diagram. Figure

I shows the plots of cooling rate against maximum undercooling in log-log

coordinates for saturation temperature.
10 11
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1 *9

E 8

.I * 338K 7
. 348 K

358 K
368 K 6

.01 5
5 6 7 8 9 10 20 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

AT_(K) AT_ =•K)

Fig. 1. Plot of b versus ATm Fig. 2. ATmax, exp versus ATmax, cal

As shown in Figure 1, the maximum allowable undercooling (i.e. maximum

allowable supersaturation) varies with cooling rate and equilibrium

temperature. The relationship among them can be expressed as the following

relation.

ATm = clb'Tsm  (2)

The values of cl, I and m obtained in this study are 144.6, 0.0905 and -0.47,

respectively. All experimental data obtained from this work were correlated

from equation 2, shown in Figure 2. Therefore, equation 2 expresses the

maximum allowable supersaturation in which the variation of the cooling rate

and initial concentration in such a cooling crystallizer considered.
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Linear crystal growth rate

The linear crystal growth rate is defined as the change of the characteristic

dimension of the crystal with time as equation 3.

It depends mainly on the supersaturation.

tb = kg' A-C(3S~(3)

Where L is crystal size, tb batch time, kg rate constant of crystal growth and

AC average supersaturation working in . Figure 3 shows a plot of the linear

growth rate as a function of supersaturation. The crystal growth rate is

proportional to the second power of supersaturation.

Calculation of crystal size

The mean crystal size is complex functions of nucleation and growth, which

are functions of process variables such as agitation rate, feed composition

and production rate. These functions are therefore related to the

supersaturation. The average size of crystals obtained in this study was in the

range of 5 to 1000 micron, which depends mainly on the supersaturation.
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Fig.4. Lexp versus Lcal
Fig. 3. Plot of G against AC
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Crystal size depends on the growth rate G, the nucleation rate B, and holdup

of crystal ,s.

E f G9,(4)

This equation results from the fact that the mean crystal size increases with

an increasing growth rate and holdup of crystal and a decreasing nucleation

rate. Figure 4 shows the comparison between mean crystal sizes calculated

from equation 4 and obtained in bench scale and laboratory scale

crystallizers. It is obvious that the results of experiments are reasonably well

approximately by relation expressed by equation 4.

Shape of NTO crystals

Figures 5 and 6 show the crude NTO crystals coming from reaction process

and NTO crystals crystallized in water under right operating conditions,

respectively. Selecting an appropriate operation of crystallizer is thought to be

very important to control morphology of NTO crystals.

Fig. 5. Crude NTO from reaction Fig. 6. NTO crystallized
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CONCLUSION

The kinetic data of crystallization of NTO in solvents were employed along

with a supersaturation balance to predict the crystal size in cooling

crystallization. Performances of a laboratory scale crystallizer and bench

scale crystallizer were compared. The results suggest that in a scale-up of

crystallizer the mean crystal size can be predicted by the model combined

with the supersaturation and crystallization kinetics.

SYMBOLS

B Nucleation rate

b Cooling rate

AC Supersaturation

L Crystal size

g Crystal growth order

k Nucleation rate constant

n Nucleation order

T Temperature

tb Batch time

ATm Metastable zone width
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Abstract

This paper describes the results which were obtained during a two-year cooperation between ICT

(FRG) and TNO Prins Maurits Laboratory (NL). During this cooperation, both institutes selected a

solvent from which HMX was recrystallized, with the objective to produce two grades of HMX

differing in internal crystal quality, predominantly the amount of inclusions in the crystals. After

sieving of the particles, casting of the HTPB-based PBX samples, the influence of the internal

crystal quality on the shock sensitivity was investigated. As a reference material for these tests, the

commercially applied HMX was used.

The results of the shock sensitivity tests point at a direct relation between the HMX crystal density

(and hence crystal quality) and shock sensitivity of these particles in the final PBX: the higher the

crystal density, the higher the crystal quality and the lower the shock sensitivity. Comparison of the

results of ICT and TNO show a very good agreement.
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I1. Introduction

The objective of this research project is to gain insight in the role of internal defects in nitramine

crystals - more specifically the nitramine HMX - in relation to the shock sensitivity of HTPB based

PBX's containing 70 wt% solid load [ 1]. Three different qualities of HMX are used: commercial

HMX, and two recrystallized HMX batches. These latter two batches comprise HMX crystals with a

difference in their internal defect content, whereas the properties with respect to mean size, shape

and surface smoothness should be practically constant. The commercially supplied HMX is

included as the reference material.

Section 2 shortly reviews the experimental details of the techniques used during this research

programme. In section 3 the HMX production and subsequent characterization of the produced

batches with respect to the internal defect content and density of the crystals is reported. This

section also includes the results of the shock sensitivity tests and the relation of these data with the

product properties of the crystals used in the PBX's. The conclusions are summarized in section 4.

2 . Experimental

2.1I Crystallization

The crystallization experiments were carried out in a 2.0 liter jacketed glass vessel, which is

temperature controlled by means of a thermostat and computer software. With this equipment a

certain temperature profile can be imposed. This so-called bench scale reactor is equipped with a

propeller stirrer combined with a draft tube and four baffles. By using a draft tube and a propeller,

an axial flow profile of the slurry is built up and maintained throughout the crystallization process.

The four baffles divide the vessel in four compartments, in this way breaking up the vortex. A

reflux unit prevents the evaporation of the solvent. A mixture of acetone and y-butyrolactone was

used as the crystallization solvent. More details can be found in an earlier paper [I].

2.2 Sieving

hin order to prevent influences - other than the internal quality of the crystals - on the shock

sensitivity, the width of the crystal size distribution (CSD) of the different batches was kept

constant as much as possible. The width of the CSD was controlled by sieving the recrystallized

batches as well as the commercial HMX product. The sieve fraction used for preparation of the

PBX's is 250 - 42S gin.
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2.3 Characterization ofHMX crystals

The HMX crystals were characterized with respect to the crystal modification (X-ray powder

diffraction), shape (optical microscopy, SEM), size distribution (laser diffraction), surface structure

(SEM), defect content (optical microscopy, Laue X-ray difraction), impact and friction sensitivity

(BAM), crystal density (fluid pycnometry) and purity (GC). The majority of the results of these

characterization tests were reported and discussed earlier [1]. This paper focuses on the relation

between the shock sensitivity of an HMX/HTPB PBX and the crystal density of the HMX crystals

in the PBX. Therefore, the determination of the crystal density is explained in more detail.

The crystal density is determined by means of liquid pycnometry. The liquid used for the density

measurements is dodecane which is saturated with HMX. All the measurements are carried out at

room temperature and at least in duplicate. Usually an accuracy of 0.5% or better is reached in this

way.

The theoretical density of 03-HMX is 1.903 g/cm 3. Measurements deviating from this value point at

the presence of inclusions or voids either filled with solvent or with vapour or a combination of

these two possibilities. In principle, the vol% of inclusions (Vi/Vtot) can be determined if the

content of the inclusions is known. This ratio can be calculated on the basis of mass conservation

(with p the measured density and Ps the theoretical density of HMX):

total mass = mass solid + mass inclusions = ms + mi = mtot or: psVs + pi Vi = pVtot

where Vs = Vtot - Vi. The vol% of inclusions is then known from the equation:

i -= 1- 'L forpj<<ps

The inclusion density, pi, is - depending on the content of the inclusion - determined by the liquid

or vapour density, or some averaged value in case the inclusion contains both liquid and vapour.

This can be concluded from the optical microscopic pictures, since generally solvent containing

inclusions do not give rise (or to a much lesser extent) to the intensely black spots as can be
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observed in the HMX crystals shown in figures 1 to 3. The density of a vapour is much smaller

compared to the theoretical solid density Ps, hence in the above given equation for the vol% of

inclusions, pi can be neglected compared to Ps,

2.4 Casting of HMX/HTPB PBX

HMX/HTPB-based PBX's with a solid load of 70 wt% HMX were mixed and cast with help of an

HKV5 vertical mixer, equipped with planetary mixing blades. For determination of the shock

sensitivity according to the water gap test, samples were required of 0 21 mm and 40 mm high. The

PBX was cast into PMMA cylinders with these internal dimensions.

Figure 1: HMX crystals taken from the commercial product (sieve fraction).

2.5 Shock sensitivity test

The shock sensitivity is determined according to the BICT or water gap test within the research

group Properties of Energetic Materials at TNO PML. This test is described in ref. [2]. As donor

charge, an RDX/wax (hexocire) composition was used. The water gap test determines a 'go/no go'

level, i.e. the water gap distance in mm below which the PBX will detonate. By using a calibration

of the water gap and the pressure to which the PBX is subjected, the water gap distance can be

translated to a shock initiation pressure. This pressure corresponds to the shock pressure in water,

just before impact on the acceptor charge and is therefore not equal to the pressure in the PBX at the
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moment of impact. The shock initiation pressure is determined by means of the Bruceton up-and-

down method with an accuracy of 1 mm.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Crystallization of HX batches

For the production of sufficient samples required for the shock sensitivity tests, several

crystallization batches were needed. After recrystallization of the commercial HMX, the products

which were obtained under the same experimental conditions corresponding to a specific quality of

the batches, were mixed and sieved.

Figure 2: HMX crystals taken from the 'bad' quality batch (sieve fraction).

The HMX particles of the commercial product were non-transparent. Therefore, these crystals were

slightly etched in order to smooth the particle surface. An example of a sample of the particles

treated in this way is shown in figure 1. The commercial product consists of rounded particles,

whereas the recrystallized material comprises more angular particles. Pictures of the two

recrystallized batches can be found in figure 2 and 3, respectively. Although the recrystallized

particles were much more transparent than the untreated commercial product, also the recrystallized

material was slightly etched in order to have a fair comparison. The inclusion content in the

recrystallized batches is much lower than in the commercial batch. This is substantiated by the

crystal density of the three batches, which is considerably higher for the recrystallized batches (see
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section 3.2). The observation that the inclusions are present as dark spots in the crystals suggests

that the inclusions do not contain solution, but either vapour or vacuum.

Figure 3: HMX crystals taken from the 'good' quality batch (sieve fraction).

3.2 Crystal density

The theoretical density of HMX is 1.903 g/cm3 . The density of the commercial HMX crystals as

supplied by DYNO was measured to be 1.868 g/cmn (liquid pycnometry), while ICT found a value

of 1.871 g/cm3 (gas pycnometry) [3]. The HMX batches available at TNO and ICT are taken from

the same lot as produced by DYNO, hence the starting material is the same for both institutes. For

the sieved fraction (250-425 jim) of the commercial product the density was found to be

1.886 glcm3, so slightly higher than the (mean) density of the crystals comprising the entire size

distribution. Also ICT found a slightly higher density for the sieved fraction of the commercial

product, namely 1.888 g/cm3 .

The density of the recrystallized batches was always higher than the commercial product (see

table 1). The difference between the crystal density of the 'bad' and 'good' quality product was

higher for the unsieved batches. Apparently the crystals which contributed the most to the

difference in mean crystal density of the entire batches, were sieved from the batches in both .cases

leading to a fraction of particles with a relatively high crystal density. Also microscopic

observations showed a tendency of a higher inclusion content with increasing particle size.
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The differences in crystal density are quite small, in particular the densities of the two recrystallized

batches. Taking into account an accuracy of- 0.5% in the determination of the density, the values

of 1.900 and 1.902 g/cm3 clearly show an overlap. In principle also the density of the sieved

commercial product shows a (slight) overlap with the other two crystal densities. However,

comparison of the microscopy pictures (figure 1 versus figures 2 and 3), shows that the inclusion

content in the commercial product is higher than in the recrystallized product, indicating that the

difference in crystal density between the reference and recrystallized batches is significant.

Table 1: Density of the three HMX batches comprising the commercial one and
two recrystallized batches. The data refer to the 250 - 425 Ipn sieve fractions of
the batches.

Batch code (sieve fractions) density a Density b inclusion content
[g/cm3] [g/cm 3] [vol%]

Reference batch (DYNO) 1.886 1.888 0.89
Low-density ('bad' quality) 1.900 - 0.16
High-density ('good' quality) 1.902 - 0.05

a Density determined by TNO PML by means of fluid pycnometry.
b Density determined by ICT by means of gas pycnometry.
c Inclusion content calculated with help of the equation given in section 2.3,

under the assumption that the inclusions contain vapour or vacuum, rather
than solvent.

Several parameters characterizing the CSD of the sieve fractions of the recrystallized batches and

the commercial product are given in table 2. The data show that the values of d,0 and d,0 of the

commercial product practically coincide with the sieve meshes of 250 and 425 llm. For the

recrystallized batches the cut-off values differ from the sieve meshes applied. Probably this is due to

the fact that the shape of the crystals of the commercial product are more spherical than the particle

shape of the recrystallized products, which consist of slightly more elongated particles. The size

analysis technique is in principle best suited for measuring spherical particles and errors may be

introduced when particles are measured which deviate from a sphere. On the other hand, sieving of

elongated rather than spherical particles may also result in errors, since then an orientational

dependence of the particles is introduced during sieving. Taking into account an accuracy of 5-10%

in the size analysis data, this implies that the median sizes of the recrystalllized batches are
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comparable. The median size of the commercial HMX batch is lower than that of the recrystallized

batches.

Table 2: Median size (d5 0) and sizes bounding the sieve fractions (dl0 and
d9 0 ) of the recrystallized and commercial batches.

Batch code d1o [hm] d., [(pm] d.o [!rm]
Reference batch (DYNO) 249 328 430
Low-density ('bad' quality) 328 428 552
High-density ('good' quality) 298 381 498

3.3 Shock sensitivity

Table 3 summarizes the results of the BICT shock sensitivity tests for the PBX's HU32-1, 33-1 and

34-1. The lower the value of the water gap, the less sensitive the PBX is. The shock initiation

pressure is plotted versus the crystal density of the HMX particles in figure 4. This figure also

contains the data generated by ICT on the shock sensitivity of their PBX's [3]. For the ICT data set

a similar tendency is found. Moreover, the TNO and ICT data sets agree very well and appear to fit

on a single line.
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Figure 4: Plot of the shockpressure vs. crystal density of the HMXparticles.
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The finding that the density of the crystals correlates with the shock sensitivity of the PBX in which

these crystals have been incorporated, is an important result. Earlier papers by Borne [4,5] pointed

at a relation of the inclusion content in RDX and HMX crystals and the shock sensitivity of PBX's

containing crystals with different amounts of inclusions. Borne used a flotation technique by means

of which he was able to separate crystals of a certain density. These different crystal grades were

incorporated in a PBX and subjected to shock sensitivity tests. Borne thus showed that crystals with

a high inclusion content were more sensitive to shock than crystals with a low inclusion content.

An effect of ageing of the HU32-1 PBX, which was produced several months earlier than the other

two PBX's, might be held responsible for the difference in shock sensitivity. However, the

mechanical properties, which in general will change due to e.g. oxidation and therefore degradation

of the binder during ageing, usually do not influence the shock sensitivity. This implies that the

measured differences must be a result of differences in the HMX particle properties, like size,

density, internal quality or shape. By using similar sieve fractions of the particles in all of the

PBX's, effects of differences in size range are minimized as much as possible. The density of the

commercial grade HMX sieve fraction (table 3) is significantly smaller than the density of the

recrystallized batches, which are almost the same. This might then explain the fact that HU32-1 is

more sensitive than the HU33-1 and HU34-l, assuming that a lower density corresponds to a higher

amount of voids which, in turn, triggers the initiation of the PBX. Also, the difference in sensitivity

between the latter two PBX's is in line with the density of the HMX crystals: the PBX with the

slightly higher density HMX (HU34-1) is less sensitive than the HU33-1, see figure 4.

Table 3: Results of the shock sensitivity tests. The shock initiation pressure is
determined by means of the Bruceton up-and-down method with an accuracy
of I mm. This implies that the differences in shock initiation pressures are
signi~fi cant.

PBX code -HMX water gap [minI shock pressure
_______ ____________ _____________ [GPa]

HU32-1 Commercial HMVX 13 (go) - 14 (no go) 4.1
_____p = 1.886 g/cm

3  
________ _______

HU33-1 'low density' HMX 7 (go) - 8 (no go) 6.4
p = 1.900 g/cm

3  
________ _______

HU34-1 'high density' HMX 6 (go) - 7 (no go) 6.8
_____p = 1.902 glcm

3  
I________ I_______

a The values given for the shock initiation pressure correspond to the 'no
go' levels of the test.
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Nevertheless, additional factors might play a role, like the presence of e.g. microscopic defects, that

might not have been observed by means of the standard optical microscopy techniques. This was

not considered further. As can be concluded from the figures 1 to 3, the crystal shape of the

commercial product is slightly more spherical compared to the shape of the recrystallized particles.

In case particle shape has an influence on shock sensitivity, it might be expected that a more

spherical shape leads to a less sensitive explosive [6,7]. Since the reverse effect is found, the shape

of the crystals in this particular case, is of less importance compared to the effect of the crystal

density on shock sensitivity.

4. Conclusions

The most important conclusion that can be drawn from the results obtained during the cooperation

between ICT and TNO is that the shock sensitivity of the PBX's shows a direct correlation with the

the HMX crystal density, and hence the internal crystal quality of the HMX particles. The PBX's

containing the recrystallized HMX particles is a factor of about 1.5 less sensitive than the reference

PBX, containing the commercial grade HMX, and, of much more importance, the shock pressure of

the PBX's is linearly dependent on the crystal density of the HMX particles used in the PBX. The

same holds for the PBX's cast and characterized by ICT. Moreover, the data obtained by ICT and

TNO agree very well.
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HERSTELLUNG FEHLSTELLENARMER

OKTOGENKRISTALLE DURCH REKRISTALLISATION

AJS LOSUNGEN'

FORMATION OF ILMX CRYSTALS WITH HIGH INTERNAL

QUALITY BY COOLING CRYSTALLIZATION

H. Kr~Sber, U. Teipel, K. Leisinger, H. Krause

Fraunhofer Institut fiir Chemische Technologie (ICT)

Postfach 1240, D-76318 Pfinztal

e-mail: hkr@ict.fhig.de

Kurzfassung

Ffir die Weiterverarbeitung und den Einsatz von Festtreib- und Explosivstoffkomponenten

kommt den Partikeleigenschaften, z.B. der Partikelgr8f8e bzw. der Partikelgr6Benverteilung

und der Partikelform, eine besondere Bedeutung zu. Insbesondere im Hinblick auf un-

empfindliche Explosivstoffe ist die Herstellung febistellenarmer Kristalle von grof~em Interes-

se. Durch Rekcristallisation aus L6sungen lassen sich mittels Variation von Versuchsparameter

bestimmte Produkteigenschaften gezielt veriindemn.

In diesem Beitrag sollen Zusammenhiinge zwischen Partikeleigenschaften und Kristallisa-

tionsparametemn aufgezeigt werden. Des weiteren werden Kristalldefekte und deren Abhiin-

gigkeit von den Versuchsparametern qualitativ und quantitativ ermittelt. Durch Empfindlich-

keitsuntersuchungen an den umnkristallisierten und unterschiedlich fehierbehafteten Partikel-

kollekctiven soil die Auswirkung von Kristallfehlern auf die Empfindlichkeit dargestelit

werden.

'In Zusammrenarbet mit der TNO-PML, Rijswijk (NL), Dr. van der Heijden
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Bei der Formulierung von Treib- und Explosivstoffen werden als energetische Materialien u.a.

Nitramine eingesetzt. Hierzu geh6ren z.B. Hexogen (RDX) und Oktogen (H1MX).

Urn eine gr8lBere Leistungsfdhigkeit von kunststoffgebundenen Sprengstoffen (plastic bonded

explosives, PBX) zu erreichen, muI3 der Anteil an energetischem Material im PBX m6glichst

hoch sein. Dies kann durch den Einsatz eines Gemisches mit einer bimodalen Komgr6Ben-

verteilung gew~hrleistet werden, da. hierbei die Schtittdichte vergr6B~ert wird. Deshaib mfissen

energetische Materialien sowohi mit gr6Beren als auch mit kleineren mittleren Korngr6Ben

hergesteilt werden. Wahrend kleine Partikel vorwiegend durch Mahlen, aber auch durch Ver-

drangungskristallisation [1, 2] oder Kristallisation aus fiberkritischen Fluiden [3] hergestellt

werden k6nnen, lassen sich gr~Bere Partikel durch Umnkristallisation aus LUsung gewinnen.

GroBe Kristalle k6nnen eine erh6hte Empfindlichkeit aufvveisen, die sich nachteilig auf die

Verarbeitbarkeit und den Einsatz des Sprengstoffs auswirken kann. Als Ursache ffir die

hbhere Empfindlichkeit ist die vermehrte Anzahl an Fehistellen im. Kristall zu nennen. Die

Fehistellen wirken bei AuBerer Beanspruchung als ,,hot spots", an denen es bei ausreichender

Energie zur Reaktion des energetischen Materials und somit zur Detonation des PBX kommen

kann [4]. Dieses Verhalten tritt erst bei Fehlstellen mit einer Mindestgr6B~e von etwa 5 jim

emn, so daB Partikeln kleiner 5 gim nicht betroffen sind. Bei diesen Partikel kann es allerdings

an der (3renzfluiche (Partikel/Binder) zu Abl6sungen und damit zu ,,hot spots" kommen. Aus

diesem Grund ist es n6tig, Kristalle mit m6glichst wenig Nuf3eren und inneren Fehlstellen her-

zustellen. Dies ist durch Mahlen nur schwer zu erreichen, da die durch den MahlprozefB ver-

ursachte hohe liuBere Belastung zu Besch~digungen der Oberfihiche und Spannungen im Kri-

stall fibfren. Deshalb sollen zur Formulierung unempflndlicher Explosivstoffkomponenten mit

definierten Eigenschaften andere Verfahren eingesetzt werden. Eines davon ist die Rekristal-

lisation aus der fl~ssigen Phase.

In diesem Beitrag wird die Leistungsfdhigkeit dieses Verfabrens aufgezeigt, indem Kristal-

lisationsversuche in einem Batchreaktor unter Variation verschiedener Kristallisationspara-

meter durchgefiihrt werden. AnschlieBend erfolgt eine Charakterisierung der so erzeugten

Partikel hinsichtlich ihrer inneren und tiuleren Beschaffenheit und hinsichtlich ibres Verhal-

tens gegen Au13ere Belastungen, urn so eine Optimierung zu erreichen.
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2. Grundla~pen der Kristallisation

Ailgemein wird die 10berfiihrung eines Stoffes in den kristallinen Zustand als Kristallisation

bezeichnet. Mit ihrer Hilfe k6nnen morphologische Stoffeigenschaften gezielt vera.ndert

werden. Des weiteren lABt sich der Prozefl zur Reinigung, Stoffirennung und Aufkconzentrie-

rung einsetzen. Die am hBufigsten angewandte Technik ist die Kristallisation aus der flfissigen

Phase. Die Einteilung der verschiedenen Kristallisationsprozesse erfolgt zumeist nach der Art

wie die 10bersiittigung erreicht wird. Man spricht von Kfihl-, Verdampfungs-, Vakuumkiihl-,

Verdriingungs- und Reaktionskristallisation.

Fur den Kristallisationsvorgang ist eine Triebkraft erforderlich, d.h. das System mul3 in einen

Ungleichgewichtszustand gebracht werden. Diese Triebkraft kommt durch die unterschied-

lichen chemischen Potentiale, die der gel6ste Stoff in der LUsung und in der festen Phase be-

sitzt, zustande. Ftir das chemnische Potential gi des gel6sten Stoffes i in der LUsung gilt2:

Piig = Aj + RTIn a, (1)

FUr den Gleichgewichtszustand muB gelten:

A~.Lg Ikpi + RTln a*= (2)

Daraus folgt:

a.-C
=A =L~g -A, = RTIn-&=RTlnS= RTIn±= RTlnIK+1 (3)

a-. ( kC *1

Das tObers~ttigte System versucht zumn einen durch Bildung neuer fester Partikel (Keimbildung),

andererseits durch Anlagerung an Partikel (Kristallwachstum) den Gleichgewichtszustand wieder

herzustellen.

Zur Steuerung eines Kristallisationsprozesses sind umfangreiche Kenntnisse fiber das verwen-

dete System notwendig. Dies gilt insbesondere ffir den Verlauf der L6slichkeits- and O0berl~s-

lichkeitskurve. In Abbildung 1 ist der Zusammenhang zwischen L6slichkeit and Temperatur

exemplarisch dargestellt. Dem Verlauf der L6slichkeitskurve lassen sich bereits grundlegende

Informationen Uber den zu verwendenden ProzeB entnehmen. Verlguft z.B. die L6slichkeits-

kurve nahezu waagerecht, besteht also keine Abhiingigkeit zwischen der L6slichkeit and der

Temperatur, kann durch Abkfihlen der LUsung keine Kristallisation ausgeli~st werden. Dies ist

2 Eine Zusammenstellung der verwendeten Formeizeichen befindet sich am Ende des Beitrags
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flir das System NaCiAWasser der Fall, weshaib mstasta~es Ge-biel

NaCi durch Verdampfiingskristallisation ge- (Oswnte-Kan Sukiihi /*

wonnen wird. ,
labiles Zustandsgebil

Beim Keimbildungsprozel3 unterscheidet man fsporitaneleioidimgl /

zwischen der primaren und der sekundilren

Keimbildung, wobei erstere noch eiamal in * /4*
homogene und heterogene Keimbildung unter-

teilt wird. Nach weicher Art die Keimbildung ' /

im. Einzelfall ablauft hiingt insbesondere von tbesZtadgif
der H16he der {Ybers~ttigung und dem Energie-

eintrag in das System ab. Hierbei kommt es bei _____________

hohe 10ers~fignge zurpri~r hmognenlemperatut
hohe t~ersittgunen zr pimlr hmognen Abb. 1: LUslichkeitsdiagrammn [5]

Keimbildlung, bei der die treibende Kraft allein

die Obers~ttigung ist, bei mittleren Werten zur primlir heterogenen Keimbildung, die an

Fremndstoffoberfl~chen abl~uft, und bei geringen Qbersdttigungen zur sekundliren. Keimbil-

dung, die nur bei Anwesenheit arteigener Partikel auftritt. Die absolute Hbdhe der Ubersatti-

gung, ab der die einzelnen Mechanismen auftreten, ist stark stoffspezifisch und lidlt sich Uber

die Bestimmimg der metastabilen Breite ermitteln.

Die Wachstumsgeschwindigkeit eines Kristalls hfingt: von zahlreichen Parametern ab. Dazu

geh6ren neben der (}bersfittigung auch die Relativbewegung zwischen Kristall and LUsung.

Dies lIS~t sich mit Hilfe des Zwei-Stufen-Modells erkldren. Danach kann der Wachstumspro-

zel3 in zwei Schritte unterteilt werden. Im, Diffhsionsschritt werden die Kristallbausteine durch

die Diflhsionsschicht an die Kristalloberflilche transportiert; im. sich daran ansoblieflenden

Einbauschritt erfolgt der Einbau der Bausteine in die Oberfldche. Formal lassen sich beide

Teilsobritte durob folgende kinetisohe Ansatze bescbreiben:

rD =k. .(C. -c i)=J .(c. -c 1 ) (4)

and

=r kr . (C _ cj) (5)

Setzt man n-1, so erh~lt man ffir die Gesamtkinetik
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Welcher der beiden Schritte die Wachstumsgeschwindigkeit bestimmt, hiingt von den Kristal-

lisationsbedingungen Ab Die Abhqngigkeit der Wacbstumsgeschwindigkeit von der Relativ-

bewegung zwischen Kristall und LUsung ergibt sich fiber die Abh~ngigkeit der Diffusions-

grenzschichtdicke 8 von der Relativbewegung. Diese 158~t sich durch die Rtihrerdrehzahl und -

form beeinflussen.

Die Obersfittigung kann durch das Einstellen verschiedener Abktihlgeschwindigkeiten variiert

werden. Urn eine fiber die Versuchsdauer konstante Wachstumsgeschwindigkeit zu erhalten,

muB bei Annahine einer linearen L6slichkeitskurve die Abktihlgeschwindigkeit kontinuierlich

gesteigert werden.

Dieses Zwei-Stufen-Modell steilt eine starke Vereinfachung der tatsdchlich ablaufenden Vor-

g~nge dar. Nach Elwell und Scheel [6] lIdBt sich der Kristallisationsvorgang in bis zu 9 Teil-

schritte aufteilen. Des weiteren wird in den bisher ga.ngigen Modellen der Einflui3 der Kristal-

lisationsw~rme auf die LUslichkeit in unmittelbarer Oberflaichenniihe vemachllissigt, obwohl

sich die Temperatur nahe der Oberfl~che wegen des geringen Volumens, in der die Energie

frei oder verbraucht wird, deutlich von der Temperatur in der LUsung unterscheiden kann.

Die Produkteigenschaften werden im, grol~en MaI~e dadurch beeinfluBt, welcher Keimbil-

dungsmechanismus dominiert und in weichem Verha1tnis Keimbildung und Kristallwachstum

zueinander stehen. So k6nnen z.B. feine Partikel erzeugt werden, indem die ProzeBbedingun-

gen so gewahlt werden, daB die Keimbildungsrate hohe Werte annimmt, da dann ein GroBteil

der zur Verfilgung stehenden 10bers~ttigung durch die primare homogene Keimbildung abge-

baut wird. Andererseits werden groBe Kristalle vorwiegend bei Bedingungen gebildet, die sich

durch geringe Obers~ttigungen und einem geringen Energieeintrag auszeicbnen.

Ein weiterer wiclitiger Parameter, der die Produktqualiflit beeinfluf3t, ist das LUsungsmittel,

aus dem auskristallisiert wird. Durcb die Wahl des L6sungsmittels kann die Form des Kri-

stalls veraindert werden. Je nachdem weiches L6sungsmittel verwendet wird, entstehen Kri-

stalle unterschiedlichster Formen, obwohl der Aufbau einer Elementarzelle stoffspezifisch

und damit unabhiingig vom verwendeten L~Ssungsmittel ist. Erkiliren kann man dieses Phano-

men damit, daB3 verschiedene Kristallfluichen unterschiedlich scbnell wachsen, wodurch sich

der Kristallhabitus ausbildet. Bei verschiedenen L6sungsmitteln k~innen die Verbfiltnisse an

den einzelnen Fl~cben stark differieren. Denkbar ist, daI3 die Flache A im. Verhifitnis zur F1d-

che B im ersten L6sungsmittel sehr rasch, in einem zweiten L6sungsmittel dagegen nur sebr
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langsam wL~chst. Grund daflir sind die fl~chenspezifischen Wechselwirkungen zwischen Kri-

stall und Lt~sungsmittel. Aus dem gleichen Grund k6nnen auch der LUsung zugesetzte Addi-

tive die Kristallform ver~ndem. Bei Kenntnis soicher Wechselwirkungsparameter (z.B. Ober-

flachenenergie) ist eventuell eine Voraussage der Kristallform m6glich. Zu beachten. ist, daB3

im Kristallhabitus diejenigen Filachen dominieren, die die kleinsten Wachstumsgeschwindig-

keiten besitzen, und die schnell wachsenden verschwinden.

3. Kristallfehfler

In jedem realen Kristall befinden sich Stellen, an denen das regelmaBige Raumngitter gest6rt

ist. Ailgemnein werden soiche Kristallfehler in drei Kategorien eingeteilt:

chemische Verunreinigungen,

Kristallbaufehler und

elektronische Fehlstellen.

So ist fik das Kristallwachstum das Vorhandensein von Fehistellen in Form von Stufenver-

setzungen unabdingbar, da dadurch Halbkristallagen gebildet werden, an denen sich die Kri-

stalibausteine energetisch gfinstig einlagern. Grundstitzlich ist anzumerken, daB sich FehIstel-

Len durch einen erh6hten Energiezustand im Gitter auszeichnen. In kristallinen Explosiv-

stofikomponenten ist deshaib die zur Detonationsauslt~sung von auBen zuzuflibrende Energie

an Fehistellen gegentiber ungest~rten Kristallbereichen herabgesetzt, weshaib m6glichst fehi-

stellenarme Kristalle im Explosivstoffbereich eingesetzt werden. Je nach Art der Fehistelle

sind unterschiedliche Ursachen flir die Entstehung soicher Defekte verantwortlich.

Elektronische Fehistellen zeichnen sich durch fehiende oder iiberschtlssige Elektronen aus.

Diese k6nnen durch den Einbau von F remdatomen, die mehr oder weniger freie Elektronen.

als die regulgren Atome haben, erzeugt werden. Bei der Herstellung von Haibleitemn wird

dieser Effekct durch eine gezielte Zugabe von Fremdatomen ausgenutzt.

Chemnische Verunreinigungen haben unterschiedliche Auswirkungen auf die Kristallstruktur.

Bei Fremdatomen, die eine Mhnliche chemnische Struktur wie die regul~ren Kristallbausteine

besitzen, kommt es nur zu einer geringen Stt~rung. In anderen Fallen. kann es zur Bildung von

Mischkristallen oder Clustern (Einlagerungen) kommen, die zu Verzerrungen und Spannun-

gen in der Gitterstruktur flibren.

Kristallbaufehler bilden sich direkct w~hrend des Kristallwachstums. Sie werden gema13 ibrer

Dimension in vier Kiassen eingestuft.
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*Punktdefekte, die auch als nulidimensionale Fehier bezeichnet werden, sind z.B. nicht be-

setzte oder mit Fremdatomen besetzte Gitterpliitze oder in Gitterzwischenr~umne eingebaute

Atome und Molekiile. Punktdefekte kommen sehr haufig vor, da die Gitterbausteine in

folge fiher W~rrnebewegung stdndig in Bewegung sind.

*Versetzungen sind von eindimensionaler GrdBenordnung. Dabei unterscheidet man zwi-

schen Stufen- und Schraubenversetztngen, wobei Schraubenversetzungen aus einer um 900

versetzten Aneinanderreihung von Stufenversetzungen entstehen. Die Stufenversetzungen

selbst bilden sich infolge starker Scherbeanspruchung auf den Kristall aus. Wie oben er-

walnt findet an soichen Versetzungen das Kristallwachstumn bevorzugt statt, da der einzu-

bauende Baustein in der ,,Halbkristallage" bereits von bis zu drei gleichen Nachbarn urn-

geben ist. Bei einemn Einbau in eine ebene Kristallfldche wdre nur emn Nachbar vorhanden,

was einen gegenllber der Halbkristallage energetisch ungUnstigeren. Zustand bedeutet.

"* Aneinanderreihungen von Versetzungen kann man als zweidimensionale, fl~chenhafte Kri-

stalibaufehier interpretieren. Hierzu geh6ren neben Phasengrenzflmtchen auch Kleinwinkel-

korngrenzen, die sich aus einer regelmdBigen Anordnung von Stufenversetzungen ergeben.

Grenzflgchen existieren nicht nur zwischen verschiedenen Kristalliten - dann spricht man

von Korngrenzen -, sondern werden auch durch Gas- oder Flissigkeitseinschlflsse gebildet.

"* Soiche Gas- oder Fliissigkeitseinschlllsse sind dreidimensionale Defekte, die durch unre-

gelmafBiges Wachstum entstehen. Wenn Oberflaichenbereiche ibr Wachsturn verlangsamen

oder gar beenden, Nachbarbereiche dagegen weiterwachsen, kommt es zu einer soichen

Lunkerbildung, die verstgrkt an Versetzungslinien auftritt.

Zur Detektiernmg soicher Defekte stehen verschiedene Methoden zur Verfligung. Dabei bieten

heute die modemen. Analysenger~te prinzipiell die M6glichkeit, sarmtliche Arten von Fehi-

stellen zu erkennen und zu quantifizieren. So k6nnen z.B. hochaufl6sende Elektronenmikros-

kope selbst Punktdefekte detektieren. Dabei ist zu bedenken, dal3 soiche hochempfindlichen

Methoden aufwendig und teuer sind und sich nur selten fiir Reihenuntersuchungen eignen. Da

diese Methoden zumneist fUr Untersuchungen an Einkristallen entwickelt worden sind, erweist

sich eine (Ybertragung auf Untersuchungen an Kristallkollektiven als schwierig oder gar un-

m~Sglich, so dal3 in diesen FNilen eine Fehistellenanalyse h6chstens qualitativ erfolgen kann.

Als relativ unproblematisch erweist sich die Detektierung chemischer Verunreinigungen, da

hierzu auf die Methoden der analytischen Chemie zurtickgegriffen werden kann. Dazu geh6-

ren chromatographische (Gas- oder Flilssigkeitschromatographie) und spektroskopische Me-
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thoden, mit denen die Kristalle auf ibre Reinheit hin untersucht werden k6nnen. Diese Metho-

den sind stoffspezifisch und lassen gegentiber einem defmnierten Standard quantitative Aussa-

gen zu.

Zur Detektierung von Gas- oder Flfissigkeitseinschlilssen stehen zwei sich ergiinzende Metho-

den zur Verfilgung. Mit Hilfe der optischen Mikroskopie kt~nnen in transparenten Kristallen

vorhandene Einschlfisse sichtbar gemacht werden. Da mit dieser Methode nur eine begrenzte

Anzahl von Kristallen untersucht werden kann, saulte zur Ermittlung quantitativer Daten eine

Dichtemessung durchgefifihrt werden. Soweit sich das cingesohiossene Material in der Dichte

vomn reinen Kristall unterscheidet, lassen sich dadurch gr6lBere Mengen von Kristallen bin-

sicbtlich Lunkerbildlung charakterisieren.

Bei der Detektierung von Kristallbaufehlem treten mit Ausnahme von Volumendefekcten er-

hebliche Schwierigkeiten auf. Lediglich Komgrenzen, also Fliichendefekcte lassen sich nach

aufwendiger Probenvorbereitung mikroskopisch nachweisen. Untersuchungsmethoden, die

die Reflexion oder Beugung von R6ntgenstrahlen ausnutzen, liefem Aussagen Oiber Gitter-

strukturen, woraus Rfickschliisse auf die vorliegende Kristallmodifikation und eventuelle

Gitterverzerrungen gezogen werden kbnnen.

Da ffur die Bildung von ,,hot spots" Fehistellen mit einer Mindestgr6iJ3e von 5 gim vorhanden

sein mfissen, bescbr~nkt sich die Cbarakcterisierung der vorhandenen Fehistellen auf Volu-

mendefekcte, wie z.B. Einschliisse and Cluster. Die anderen oben genannten Kristallfehler be-

sitzen in der Regel wesentlich geringere Ausdebnungen und kfinnen deshalb aul~er acht gelas-

sen werden.

4. Durchzefiihrte Versuche

4.1 Versuchsaufbau

Fuir die Umkcristallisationsversuche stand folgende Glasapparatur zur Verfligung, die in Abbil-

dung 2 schematiscb dargesteilt ist. Die Kristallisation erfolgt in einem zylindrischen Doppel-

mantelgefdB aus Duranglas, das mit einem passenden Planflansch-Deckel geschlossen werden

kann. An diesen Deckel sind fiber Normschliffflglse ein Tropftrichter, ein Thermoelement, ein

Thermometer and dlas Rfibrorgan angebracht. Die Temperierung der Lbsung erfolgt fiber

einen Kryostaten (Lauda, RIJK 90), der mit einem extemen Programmgeber (Lauda, PM 35 1)

ausgerfistet ist. Als Wdrmetr~germedium dient eine Wasser-Glycerin-Mischung, die durch den

Doppelmantel str~mt. Die damit erreichbaren Temperaturen liegen im Bereich zwischen O0 C
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und 1001C. Mit Hilfe des extemen Pro-

grammngebers ist es m6glich, definierte
Mes-Steue, -Aufheiz- und Abkfihlkurven vorzugeben. Reqel -Eiheil

Die jeweilige Temperatur der LUsung IKtRuehrer

sich sftndig Oiber das in die LUsung ein- Wosser

gebrachte Thermoelement bestimmen und Tprk

auf einem Schreiber aufzeichnen. TeprttHeizen/ Kuehien

Zumn Einsatz kamen zwei verschieden
Okiogen-Loesunq

groBe KristallisationsbelIlter. Zun~chst EmWoernetfoeger

wurden Versuche in einem 11 GefliB durch-

geffluht. Die fdr die GAP-Tests erforder-

liche gr~lere Menge HMX wurde in einem Abb. 2: Schematische Darstellung des Versuchaufbaus

2,51 GefdBI umnkristallisiert.

Ffir die vor den cigentlichen Umkristallisationsversuchen durchgefbhriten L6slicbkeits-

versuche wurde ein 400 ml fassendes Doppelmantelgeflii verwendet.

4.2 Versuchsdurchfiihrunff und -eraebnisse

Da den L6slicbkeitskurven bereits grundlegende Erkenntnisse fiber den weiteren Kristallisa-

tionsprozel3 zu entnebmen sind, wurde fdr Oktogen die Ltislichkeit in mebreren L6sungsmit-

tein bestimmnt. Dazu wurde in einem DoppelmantelgefiJ3 ca. 200 ml LUsemnittel vorgelegt und

temperiert. Dann wurde unter stmindigem Rflhren solange Oktogen hinzu gegeben, bis sich ein

Bodensatz bildete. Diese Suspension wurde anschliel~end eine Stunde bei gleichbleibender

Temperatur gertiht. Nach Abschalten des Rif~irers setzten sich die ungel6sten Partikel am

Boden ab (Beruhigungszeit ca. 30 Minuten), so daI3 sich eine kiare LUsung fiber dem Boden-

satz ausbildete, aus der mit einer Pipette eine Probe entnonimen werden konnte. Durch Ein-

trocknen dieser Proben wurde flir verschiedene Temperaturen die Gleichgewichtskonzen-

tration in der Uisung gravimetrisch ermaittelt. Aufgetragen fiber die Temperatur ergeben sich

die L6slicbkeitskurven. Da die verwendeten L6sungsmittel zumeist schwerflfichtige Verbin-

dungen sind, muf~te die Trocknung irn Vakuumffockenscbrank bei ca. 50 mbar und 901C

stattflnden, daniit sichergestelit ist, daI3 das gesamte L6sungsmittel entfemt wurde (auch aus

dem Kristallinneren).

Die Ergebnisse flir die untersuchten L6sungsmittel sind in Abbildung 3 dargestellt.
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Von sechs L6sungsmitteln komnmen vier f~ir weitergehende Untersuchungen in Betracht. Urn-

kristallisationen aus Aceton wurden aufgrund des geringen LUsevenntigens genauso wenig

weiter durchgefiffhrt wie aus DMSO, da hierbei wegen des hohen Restgehalts an Okctogen am

Ende der Abkiihlphase nur eine sehr geringe Ausbeute erreichbar gewesen waire.

0,5 - - - - ---- -- x--- 0,8

0,45 : PC
*'M -N 0,75

A, j DME
0,35 )KAceton .)---~ ,

~0 3 I 9 Cyclohexanon

0,25 -06

0,12

0,05 U A6
A M&

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

Temperatur P0C

Abb. 3: LUslichkeitsdiagrammn von HMX in verschiedenen LUsungsmitteln

4.2.1 Cyclohexanon

Bei der Umnkristallisation aus Cyclohexanon

zeigte sich, daB nur sehr geringe Ausbeuten er-

reicht werden konnten. Theoretisch soliten bei 7

einer Abkcifihlung von 80'C auf 5'C 90% des emn-

gesetzten Oktogens auskristallisieren. Tats~ichlich

fielen aber nur 15% als kristalline Partikel an.

Die als Alternative durchgefifihrten Verdlamp-

fungskristallisationen ergaben zwar eine verbes- Abb. 4: HM~X aus Cyclohexanon durch Ver-

serte Ausbeute (ca.30%), jedoch waren die so dmfnsrsalsto;x=5p

erhaltenen Kristalle sehr klein und unregelmilBig geformt (Abb. 4).

Bei der Verdampfungskristallisation lassen sich generell die Versuchsparameter nur bedingt

variieren, so dali der Prozeli nur ungenflgend gesteuert werden kann. Dies gilt insbesondere

ffir die im Rotationsverdampfer ablaufenden Versuche, bei denen sich nur die Verdampfungs-

geschwindigkeit veriindem l5Bt. Da die mit. verschiedenen Verdampfungsgeschwindigkeiten
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hergesteilten. Partikel hinsichtlich der 0r613e und Form kaum Unterschiede zeigten, wurden

diese Versuche vorerst nicht welter gefiihrt.

4.2.2 N-Methylpyrrolidon (NMP)

Bei den Umnkristallisationen aus N-Methylpyrrolidon wurden folgende Parameter eingestellt:

"* Temperaturprogramm: Abkijhlung von 85'C auf 5'C in 4 h

isothermes Halten bei 5'C fiir 30 mlin

"* 4-Blatt-Riihrer mit 150 U/mmn

Dabei stelite sich heraus, daf3 die Kristalle eine rauhe Oberfliche und unregelmaIBige Form

haben (Abb. 5). Weiterhin waren die Kristalle

teilweise nicht transparent, was auf L6sungs-

mitteleinschlijsse hindeuten kann. Die Mes-

sung der Reib- und Schlagempfindlichkeit

zeigte, daB die Umnkristallisation keine Ver-

besserung der Empfmndlichkeit mit sich

brachte. Auch eine Verringerung der Abktihl-

geschwindigkeit (Abkiihldauer 8 Stunden),

wodurch ein gleichmAJ~igeres Wachstum er- Abb. 5: HMX aus NWP umkristallisiert; x 62O1im

reichbar 1st, fifihrte zu keiner Verbesserung der Form und Oberflacheneigenschaften.

4.2.3 Dimethylformamid (DAMF

Die Ktihlkristallisation in DMF wurde zun~chst unter den gleichen Bedingungen wie die in

NMP durchgefiihrt. Die dabei erhaltenen Partikel zeichneten sich durch eine anndhernd spha-

rische Form und einer glatten Oberfldche aus (Abb. 6).

Aufgrund dieser positiven. Ergebnisse soilte durch Variation der Parameter Abktihgeschwin-

digkeit, Riihrerdrebzahl und Rifihrefform versucht werden, ob sich eine Optimierung hinsicht-

lich Komgr6Be und Form erreichen IdA~t.

Als Rifihrer kamen Blattriffbrer mit zwei bzw. vier schrdgen Rifihrerbllittemn zumn Einsatz. Nach-

demn sich beim Einsatz des 2-Blatt-Riffirers herausstellte, daB die LUsung speziell bei niedri-

gen Umdrehungszahlen nur unzureichend gut durchmischt wird, und die Gefahr besteht, daB3

bereits gebildete Kristalle zu Boden sinken, wurden die weiteren Versuche mit dem 4-B3latt-

Rifihrer durchgefifhrt.
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Die Abktihlgeschwindigkeit wurde dahingehend variiert,

daB die Abkiihlung der LUsung von 85'C auf 5'C in 2, 4

bzw. 6 h bei einer Rtihrerdrehzahl von 150 U/mmn erfolgte.

Dabei steilte sich heraus, daB eine VerIldngerung der Ab-

ktihlzeit, also eine Verringerung der AbkIcfihlrate, eine

gr6lBere mittlere Komgr6lle und engere Komgr6lBen-

verteilung zur Folge hat (der X50,3-Wert ver~ndert sich von

252 auf 348 bzw. 365 [rn). Dies ist dadurch zu erkffiren, Abb. 6: HMvX aus DIff unikristalli-

daB wifihrend des Abcifihlens keine so hohen fYbersdttigun- set Og

gen auftreten und sich somit eine geringe Keimbildungsrate einstellt. Die zur Verfliigung ste-

hende (Jbers~ittigung kann dann fiberwiegend durcb das Kristallwachstumn abgebaut werden.

Zudem steht flir das Wachstum mehr Zeit zur Verffigung, so daJ3 die geringere Wachstums-

geschwindigkeit, bedingt durch die geringere (Jbersiittigung, ausgeglichen wird. Durch die

geringe (Ybersattigung kommt es zu einemn langsamen u nd gleichunlBigen Wachstumn, was

wiederum zu gleichrndBigeren. Kristalle fifihrt.

Die Riihrergeschwindigkeit beeinflul~t die Relativbewegung zwischen Kristall und LUsung.

Eine steigende Drehzahl fflhrt zu einer Verringerung der Diffusionsgrenzschicht und damit zu

einer gr~1eren Wachstumsgeschwindigkeit. Dies gilt allerdings nur ffir den Bereich, in dem

die Wachstumskinetik durch den Diffusionsschritt begrenzt wird. Ab einer bestimmten Rtih-

rerdrehzahl kann das Wachstum nicht mehr durch eine weitere Erh6hung der Drehzahl gestei-

gert werden, da dann der Einbanschritt limitierend auf die Wachstumsgeschwindigkeit wirkt.

Es wurden Versuche mit Rtihrerdrehzahlen von 75, 150 und 225 U/min durchgefiihrt, wobei

jeweils eine Abkfihlung von 850C auf PoC in 4 h erfolgte. Es zeigte sich, daB eine Erh6hung

der Ri~ihrergeschwindigkeit eine gr6Bere mittlere Korngr8Be und eine breitere Verteilung be-

wirkt (der XSO, 3-Wert verlindert sich von 284 auf 348 bzw. 407 jrn). Die Kristallform ndhert

sich mit steigender Drehzahl der Kugelform an, was allerdings kein Wachstumseffekct ist,

sondern durch Kristallabrieb hervorgerufen wird. Dies wird auch durch die breitere Verteilung

bei h6heren Drehzahlen best~tigt, da der Feinanteil durch Kristallbruch entsteht.

Aus diesen Ergebnissen ergibt sich, daB durch Umnkristallisation aus DMF sowohi hinsichtlich

der mittleren KomgrtSBe als auch be ztglich der Komform eine deutliche Verbesserung gegen-

tiber dem Ausgangsmaterial erreicht werden kann. Dabei ist dlas Ergebnis um so besser, je

gr6Ber die Rtihrerdrehzahl und je lunger die Abktihlphase ist. Bezfiglich der Abkiihldauer ist

allerdings anzumerken, daB3 eine 6-sttindige Abkiihlphase gegeniiber einer 4-stiindigen nur
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eine geringe Verbesserung bringt, die den Nachteil der Ringeren Versuchszeit nicht recht-

fertigt. Bei Steigerung der Rflhrerdrehzahl ist zu bedenken, dlaB vennehrt Kristallabrieb und

Kristallbruch auftritt, was zu einer breiten Verteilung fifihrt.

Trotz dieser Ergebnisse wurde die Umnkristallisation aus Dimethylformamid eingestellt, da

R6ntgenbeugungsuntersuchungen zeigten, daJ3 das aus DMF kristallisierte Oktogen nicht in

der kristallinen fl-Phase, sondem in einer nicht kristallinen Modifikation vorlag. Die Reib-

und Schlagempfindlichkeit des umnkristallisierten Materials entspricht der des Original-

oktogens, wohingegen die Ergebnisse des GAP-Tests eine deutlich gesteigerte Empfindlich-

keit des umnkristallisierten HMX zeigen.

Die Bildung der nicht kristallinen Modifikation aus DMF kann gegebenenfalls durch Zugabe

von Additiven unterdrtickt werden, ohne dabei die weiteren Eigenschaften des Oktogens zu

beeinflussen. Dies soilte durch weitere Experimente und Simulation verifiziert werden.

4.2.4 Propylenearbonat (PC)

Bei der Kristallisation aus Propylencarbonat trat das Problem auf, daB die Keimbildung erst

bei sehr hohen Unterkiihlungen (Ubersattigungen)

einsetzte. Daraus ergab sich eine Vielzahl sehr kleiner

Kristalle, was zu Schwierigkeiten bei der Filtration

und Trocknung fifihrte, da die Kristalle stark agglome-

rieren. AuBerdem trat die Keimbildung nicbt reprodu-Ax

zierbar bei der selben Temperatur emn, so daBl stark

unterschiedliche Produktqualitqiten erzielt wurden.

Urn reproduzierbar zu gr6Beren Kristallen zu kom-

men, muBte die Keimbildung zu einem fihiheren Zeit- Abb. 7: HMX aus PC unikristallisiert;
x = 700 pm

punkt ausgel6st werden. Somit konnte die Wachs-

tumnsphase verltingert und eine primgr homogene Keimbildung unterdrilckt werden. Diese

Initiierung der Keimbildung l58t sich z.B. durch Zugabe von Wasser in die heiBe, iibersattigte

Libsung erreichen. Durch die Wasserzugabe wird das LLseverm6gen des Propylencarbonats

beztiglich Oktogen vermindert, d.h. die O~bersiittigung nimmt spontan zu, wodurch es zur

Keimbildung kommt. An diese Keimbildungsphase schlieflt sich die Abktihlpbase an, in der

die Kristalle wachsen. Auf diese Weise lassen sich Kristalle, die sich durch eine rhombus-

artige Form auszeichnen, herstellen (Abb. 7). R6ntgenbeugungsuntersuchungen ergaben, dal3
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es sich dabei urn die gewlinschte Kristallmodifikation handelt, so daB weitere Untersuchungen

mit diesem System erfolgten.

Fur die Versuche wurden eine LUsung bestehend aus 900 g Propylencarbonat und 135 g HMIX

(X=0,15) auf 95'C erhitzt. Daran schloB sich eine Abkiihlung auf 75'C an (dT/dt=-0,67

K/mmn), wodurch sich ei ne relative Obersattigung von 1,26 bzw. eine Unterkhi~ung von 17'C

einstellte. fiber den Tropfirichter wurde der LUsung nun innerhaib von 1 Minute 60 ml Was-

ser zugesetzt, wobei emn feiner Kristallnebel auftrat. Darauf folgte die eigentliche AbkOhl-

phase, wiihrend der das Kristallwachstumn stattfand. Im. AnschluB an die AbldihIphase wurde

die Suspension bei 5'C far 30 Minuten weitergertfhrt, ehe der Kristallbrei tiber emn Filter von

der L6sung getrennt und mit Aceton nachgewaschen. werden konnte.

Bei den Kristallisationsversuchen kam emn 4-Blatt-Rifihrer bei 250 U/mmn zurn Einsatz. Die

Abka~hlrate wurde auf 17,5 K/h eingestellt. Es entstanden Kristalle mit einer mittleren. Kom-

gr6JBe von 420 gm und einer engen Korngrollen-

verteilung. Die Partikel waren rautenfdrmig und hatten

weitgehend eine glatte Oberfldche. Bei einigen Kri-

stallen hatte sich die Rautenform noch nicht volistiindig

ausgepr~gt, statt dessen wiesen diese Kristalle eine

Kreuzform auf (Abb. 8). Dies deutet auf die Bildung

von Twin-Kristallen hin, bei denen. in der Twinebene

eine innere Spannung auftritt. Die gute Transparenz der

Kristalle lIJ~t eine einfache optische Beurteilung desAb.8 wnBlugvnHXx45g

Kristallinneren zu. Durch Untersuchungen im Licht-

mikroskop lassen sich keine Einschltisse nachweisen, was auf emn gleichmbrniges Wachsturn

hindeutet.

Die folgenden Versuche wurden unter Verwendung eines Turbinenrfihrers durchgefifihrt, der

eine bessere axiale Vermischung errn6ghicht.

Urn den EinfluB des Rifihrers zu bestimmen, wurden zuniichst die anderen. Versuchsparameter

konstant gehalten. Es entstand emn deutlich gr6beres Produkt mit einem mittleren Korndurch-

messer von 527 g~m. Dies Thilt sich durch den verbesserten Stoffilbergang erklaren, der zu

einer erh6hten Wachsturnsgeschwindigkeit und darnit zu gr~leren K~ristallen fifihrt. Auf die

Form der Kristalle hat die eingesetzte Rtiffrerart keinen signifikanten EinfluB. Es entstanden

wiederurn rhombusartig geforrnte Partikel, die allerdings keine glatte Oberflache besitzen.

Vielmehr sind auf der Oberfliche neue Keime zu erkennen, die als Dentriten aus demn Mutter-
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kristall beraus wachsen. Verschiedene Kristalle weisen Bruchstellen auf, die auf eine hohe

Belastung durch den Riihrer hindeuten. Die durchgeflihrten lichtmikroskopischen Untersu-

chungen zeigen, daB die Kristalle keine gr85Beren Einschliisse aufweisen. Es kommt also auch

bei der erh6hten Wachstumsgeschwindigkeit zu einem gleichmgfBigen Wachstum.

In weiteren Versuchen wurde die Riihrerdrehzahl bei 250 U/mmn konstant gehalten, jedoch

erfolgte die Abktihlung von 75 auf 5OC innerhaib von 2 Stunden (dT/dt=35 K/h). Unter diesen

Bedingungen entstanden Kristalle mit einer mittleren Korngr6lBe von 390 gm, die in ibrer

Gr6Be allerdings sehr breit verteilt waren. Das Vorhandensein kleiner Partikel ist zumn einen

auf erh6hten Abrieb durch die groBe Riihrerbeanspruchung und zumn anderen auf die auf die

HNlfte reduzierte Kristallisationszeit zuriickzuftihren. Zwar ist aufgrund der erh6hten Ubersdit-

tigung auch die Wachstumnsgeschwindigkeit gr6Ber, doch scheint dies die verkdrzte Wachs-

tumszeit nicht zu kompensieren. Weiter ist anzumerken, dal3 die Kristafle aufgrund der hohen

Wachsttumsgescbwindigkeit eine erheblich schlechtere Oberfluichenbeschaffenheit aufweisen.

Auf der Kristalloberfhiche traten Unebenheiten auf, die auf emn dendritisches Wachstum hin-

deuten. Dieses tritt vor allem bei hohen Obersattigungen auf und ftihfrt zu einer verst~rkten

sekund~ren Keimbildung, was wiederum eine kleinere mittlere Partikelgr6Je bedingt.

Urn den Einflul3 der Riihrergeschwindigkeit auf die Produkteigenschaften zu ermittein,

wurden weitere Versuche durchgeflihrt, bei denen die Abktihlzeit 4 Stunden und die Riihrer-

drehzahl 350 U/mmn betrug. Die entstandenen Kristalle hatten eine mittlere Komgr6Ble von

380 [rn, wobei es sich dabei allerdings urn eine bimodale Verteilung handelt. Bei den kleinen

Partikein handelt es sich urn Kristallabrieb, der durch die Zusammenst6BIe mit dem Rfthrer

oder den Partikeln untereinander entsteht. Diese Kristalle besitzen keine einheitliche Form

und haben eine unebene Oberflache. Dagegen zeigen die durch Abrieb nicht zerst6rten grol~en

Partikel (mittlere Komgr6Be ca. 550 [rn) die ffir die Kristallisation aus PC charakteristische

Rautenform. Neben dem Kristallabrieb tritt unter diesen Kristallisationsbedingungen emn wei-

terer unerwtinschter Effekt auf. Viele der Kristalle besitzen im Licbtmikroskop deutlich er-

kennbare Einschltisse, die entweder Luft oder L6sungsmittel enthalten. Ursache daflir ist die

zu grol~e Wacbstumsgeschwindigkeit, die zumn einen auf den guten Stoffaustausch zwischen

LUsung und Kristall und zumn andern auf die hohe Versetzungsdichte auf der beschlidigten

Oberfliche zurtickzufiihren ist. Man geht davon aus, daB das Wachstum bei stark beschaidig-

ten Kristallen haupts~chlich an den Versetzungen stattfmndet, wobei dann verinebrt Lunker-

bildung auftritt [7].
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5. GA-P - Tests

Urn einen m~glichen Zusammenhang zwischen den Versuchsparametern und der Empflnd-

lichkeit der 1HMX-Kristalle gegenfiber einer Druckwelle zu erhalten, wurden BICT-Wasser-

GAP-Tests durchgefiihr. Die fiir diese Tests ben6tigten PBX batten. einen Fiillgrad von 70

Gew.-% HMX, das eine Partikelgr6JBe zwischen 250 und 425 ptm aufwes. Als Binder wurde

HTPB3 verwendet. Die eingesetzten Siebfraktionen besaf~en unterschiedliche Dichten, was auf

unterschiedliche Kristallqualititen hindeutet. In Abbildung 9 ist das Ergebnis der GAP-Tests

graphisch dargesteilt.

14 -

13 - - -0Original - HMX

12 *- unkikistallisiertes

11 HrvIX

10 10

9

8 -A

7 --- -

6 __ -- --- --- _-_

1,885 1,89 1,895 1,9 1,905

Diebte /g/cmn
Abb. 9: Graphische Darstellung der Ergebnisse der GAP-Tests

Dargesteilt ist die GAP-Distanz h, bei der es gerade noch zur Detonation des PBX kommt, als

Funktion der Partikeldichte ffir das Original-HMX und vier in Propylencarbonat umkristal-

lisierte HMX-Chargen. Je geringer der Abstand zwischen Initiator- und Testladung ist, dlesto

imempfindlicher ist di e Ladung. Es zeigt sich, dalI die PBX, die mit umkristallisiertem HMX

hergestelit wurden, deutlich unempfindlicher gegenfiber einer Druckbeanspruchung sind als

jene, die Original-HMX enthalten. Da gleichzeitig die Dichte der Partikel durch die Urn-

kristallisiernmg zugenommen hat, ist eine Korrelation der Empfindlicbkeit mit der Partikel-

dichte m6glich. Nimmt man die Dichte als MaB3 fir die innere Qualitat der Kristalle, so Mlft

sich diese durch eine geeignete Umkristallisation deutlich verbessem, d.h. die Anzahl der

Fehistellen kann reduziert werden, wodurch unempfindlichere Ladungen hergestelit werden.

konnen. In weiteren Tests ist zu verifizieren, ob dieser Zusammenhang mathematisch z.B.

durch eine lineare Abhdngigkeit bescbrieben werden kann und ob sich fir andere engere Sieb-

frakctionen fihnliche Abhdngigkeiten finden lassen. Hierbei ist zu erwarten, dalI ftir kleinere

Partikel. der kritische Abstand, ab dem es zur Detonation kommt, bei gleicher Partikeldichte
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gr6Ber und die Ladung dementsprechend empfmndlicher wird [8]. Umgekebrt soilte eine mit

gr~5eren Partikein geftilite Ladlung unempfindlicher werden.

6. Zusammenfassuniz

In diesem Beitrag konnte gezeigt werden, daB sich Oktogen in verschiedenen U~sungsmitteln

umkristallisieren lId~t. Als L~sungsmittel kamen Cyclohexanon, Dimethylformantid, N-

Methylpyrrolidon und Propylencarbonat zumn Einsatz, wobei die Kristallisation bei Verwen-

dung von Cyclohexanon durch Verdampfen des L6sungsmittels und bei Verwendung der an-

deren Substanzen durch AbkiHlen der LUsung erreicht wurde.

Durch Variation der Prozeilparameter (Rtihrerfonn, -drehzahl, Abktihlgeschwindigkeit) ist es

gelungen, daB Ausgangsmaterial hinsichtlich der Kristallform, -gr6B~e und Oberfliichenbe-

schaffenheit wesentlich zu verbessern. Die Empfmdlicbkeit wurde mittels GAP-Tests iinter-

sucht, wobei sich heraus steilte, daB das in Propylencarbonat unikristallisierte MAX deutlich

unempfindlicher gegenflber einer Druckbelastung war als das Originalmaterial. Fur das unter

verschiedenen Bedingungen aus Propylencarbonat umkristallisierte HMvX ergaben sich zwar

keine signifikanten Empfindlichkeitsunterschiede, allerdings lIJBt sich die Empflndlichkeit der

PBX mit Hilfe der Dichte der eingesetzten Kristalle korrelieren. Aus den Ergebnissen hld3t

sich emn linearer Zusamnmenhang zwischen dem kritischen Abstand (MaB ffir die Empflndlich-

keit) und der Partikeldichte (MaB ffir die interne Kristallqualitit) postulieren, wobei zur Be-

statigung weitere Untersuchungen erfolgen milssen.

7. Verwendete Formeizeichen

a Aktivitit

cKonzentration kg/rn3

D Diffusionskoeffizient M2/S

k Geschwindigkeitskoeffizient rn/s

n Wachstumsexponent-

r Wachstumsgeschwindigkeit kg/s m2

R universelle Gaskonstante J/mol K

T absolute Temperatur K

8 Grenzschichtdicke In

chemisches Potential J/mol
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RECRYSTALLIZATION OF HMX WITH COMPRESSED

GASES AS ANTI-SOLVENT

U. F6rter-Barth, U. Teipel & H. Krause

Fraunhofer Institut fir Chemische Technologie (ICT), P.O. Box 1240,

76318 Pfinztal, Germany

Abstract

A ternary system consisting of cyclotetramethylene tetranitramine (octogen, HMX)

as the solute, acetone respectively y-butyrolactone as solvents, and carbon

dioxide as the anti-solvent was used to investigate the formation of fine particles

with the GAS-process as well as the influence of the solvents upon the particle

morphology under the same operating conditions. The precipitated particles were

examined by infrared radiation spectroscopy (IR), laser light diffraction and light-

optical microscopy. The results show that octogen with a narrow particle size

distribution was obtained. The crystals are of the same modification as the raw

material and of high purity. The modification and the particle size are influenced

by the solvent used for the recrystallization.

Keywords: carbon dioxide, anti-solvent, fine particles, GAS-process

Introduction

Compressed gases have been introduced in the near past as solvents for

extractive applications. On industrial scale, the decaffeination of coffee beans and

the extraction of hops and essential oils with supercritical carbon dioxide as

solvent were employed.

A new field of .non-extractive" applications of compressed gases is the formation

of fine particles with a narrow particle size distribution. The formation of solid

particles with well-defined properties, i.e. the particle size, the particle size

distribution, the particle shape and free of solvent inclusions, is of great
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importance for many industrial purposes. It is possible to process moderately

solids like pharmaceuticals or energetic materials which are difficult to comminute

due to their sensitivity to mechanical or thermal stresses. The characteristics of

compressed gases allow to vary the morphology of solid particles in a wide range.

Solids which are insoluble in compressed gases can be processed by applying the

GAS (Gas Anti-Solvent)-process. For this, a high-compressed gas is added to a

solution of a solid in an organic solvent. The GAS-process is based on the ability

of a high-compressed gas to dissolve in and expand an organic solvent at

moderate pressures and temperatures. Due to the dissolution of the compressed

gas, the expanded solvent has a lower solvent capacity towards the solute. The

complete miscibility of the organic solvent with the compressed gas is the basic

requirement for applying these anti-solvent techniques. Additionally, it is required

that the compressed gas has no solvent power towards the solid to be crystallized.

Diverse applications have been reported, e.g. the purification and comminution of

the energetic materials cyclonite (RDX) 1 and nitroguanidine (NQ) 2, the separation

and purification of B-carotene 3 and the comminution of proteins 4.

Materials and Methods

Materials

Cyclotetramethylene tetranitramine (octogen, HMX) was used to investigate the

formation of micron particles by using compressed gases as anti-solvent. The

modification that is obtained depends on the solvent used for recrystallization

processes. For example, acetone and y-butyrolactone yield the desired B-form.

Both were taken as solvents to find out how the morphology of the recrystallized

particles is influenced by using different solvents, but keeping the process

parameters (pressure, temperature) constant. Carbon dioxide was used as anti-

solvent. It is not toxic, not flammable, easy available and has low critical

parameters (critical pressure Pc = 7,38 MPa, critical temperature T. = 304,5 K).

HMX is sparingly soluble in supercritical carbon dioxide, even when a modifier is

added .
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Methods

The experimental setup of the GAS-process is illustrated in Figure 1. The

apparatus consists of three sections: the C02-SUPPIY unit, the crystallization vessel

with a sinter metal filter inside (mean pore size = 0. 1 pm) and the separator for the

separation of the solvent and the anti-solvent. The CO2 coming from the supply

bottle is liquified in the heat exchanger WI and is stored in the tank LR. To avoid

cavitation in the pump, the C02 is undercooled (W2) and afterwards heated up to

process conditions (W3). The solution of solvent and solid is put into the
crystallization vessel. In the following, CO2 is let in up to the desired pressure,
preferably from the bottom to achieve a better mixing of solvent and anti-solvent.

After a holding time C02 is supplied via the top of the crystallization vessel,

keeping the pressure at the same level as before, to wash and clean the

precipitated particles, while the mixture of solvent and 002 flushes into the

separator to be separated by pressure reduction.

crystallization vessel

heat exchanger W1

metal filter
liquid reservoir LR

pump

C02 heat exchanger W2
heat exchanger W3

sepaatorc0 2-supply bottle

solvent

FIGURE 1: Flowsheet of the experimental setup.

All experiments were carried out at p = 8 MVPa and T =313 K. Under these

conditions, the expansion of the solvents used for this process, i.e. the dissolution
of carbon dioxide in the solvents, is sufficient to lower the solvent capacity that
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HMX-particles are precipitated 6. The amount of HMX dissolved in the solvents

was 2 g / 100 g solvent. The solubility of HMX is in acetone 2,8 g / 100g solvent

and in y-butyrolactone 15 g / 100 g solvent at 313 K. The pressure in the

crystallization vessel was constantly built up within 60 seconds. After having

reached the desired pressure, the system was allowed to sit for about 10 minutes

to ensure equilibrium. The washing procedure was conducted for 0,3 hours at the

same pressure and temperature level as for the precipitation step.

The degree of saturation of a solution has an effect on the morphology of the

recrystallized particles. As it can be seen in Figure 2, the pressure, needed to

reach that supersaturation that nucleation occurs, depends on the solid

concentration in the solution. Generally, higher temperatures request higher

pressures for the onset of nucleation at the same degree of saturation. The time

to built up the pressure as well as the degree of supersaturation also effect the

number of the nuclei and the growth of the precipitated particles. For the chosen

operating conditions which are kept constant for both solvents as described

before, it is expected that the morphology of the precipitated particles will vary due

to the different solvent capacity of the two solvents towards HMX. This means that

the supersaturation of the HMX - acetone solution is higher in comparison to the

HMX - y-butyrolactone solution.

p

T, < T2 < T3

Csut C

FIGURE 2: Qualitative course of the pressure - concentration isotherms for the
beginning of nucleation
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Results and Discussion

First of all, investigating the precipitated HMX particles, the most important

question was if the crystals are of the same modification as the raw material. For

this purpose, infrared radiation spectroscopy (IR) was used to examine the

chemical structure and the purity of the received particles compared to the raw

material. The results of the IR-spectroscopy are shown in Figure 3 and 4.

HMX, ORIGINAL

0
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FIGURE 3: IR-spectroscopy of raw I-HMX.

HMX
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FIGURE 4: IR-spectroscopy of HMX recrystallized from acetone and y-
butyrolactone.
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The absorption spectra of the raw HMX and the recrystallized HMX coincide. They

correspond to the spectra of I1-HMX as described by Bedard et al. '. Due to the

resolution of the IR-spectrometer, it can be assumed that the pollution of the

particles by solvent residues is less than 1 %.

The particle size and the particle shape were determined by laser light diffraction

respectively by light-optical microscopy. The following figures show the results in

comparison to the raw material.

bcr

so

0 rw HMX

_-X-HMX from gamma4tyrolactone

s0 "-HMX from ao.one

Q3(x) % 50

40

30

20 _

10

0 --l I- - 4-*..

0.01 0.1 1 10 100 10D0 10000

particle size x I pmn

FIGURE 5: Volume sum distribution Q3(X).

For raw P-HMX, the mean volume diameter X50,3 =200 pm; for P-HMX from

acetone, X50,3 = 65 pm; for P-HMX from y-butyrolactone, X50,3 = 90 pm. It has to be

considered that the particle size distribution of P-HMX from y-butyrolactone is

more spread compared to the distribution of P-HMX from acetone. The raw
material has the broadest size distribution.
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FIGURE 6: Light-optical microscopy of raw P-HMX.

FIGURE 7: Light-optical microscopy of P3-HMX from acetone.
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FIGURE 8: Light-optical microscopy of P-HMX from y-butyrolactone.

Note that the figures are on the same scale. The pictures give an impression of

the particle size reduction received by the GAS-recrystallization. The particles

precipitated from acetone are more regular shaped and of more uniform size than

the particles from ,-butyrolactone. It is noticed that long, rectangular crystals

appear when y-butyrolactone was used as solvent.

Maintaining process conditions (amount of HMX in the solution, pressure,

temperature and time to built up pressure), the supersaturation gained is different

for the two solvents due to their different solvent capacity towards the solid. The

supersaturation for the HMX - ,-butyrolactone solution is high enough to start

nucleation. But, for the HMX - acetone solution, the rate of nucleation is higher

due to the higher supersaturation. The nuclei grow until the solution is depleted of

the solute, and, due to the larger number of nuclei, smaller and more regular-

shaped particles are formed in comparison to the HMX - ,-butyrolactone solution.

Conclusion

The GAS-process is well suited for the formation of solid particles which are

difficult to handle due to their sensitivity towards thermal and mechanical stresses.
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The operation conditions are moderate with regard to pressure and temperature if

carbon dioxide is used as anti-solvent. Carbon dioxide itself is non-toxic, not

flammable and easy available.

The morphology of the precipitated particles is influenced by the solvent used for

recrystallization. The supersaturation that is reached depends on the solid

concentration in the solution and the pressure in connection with the

corresponding temperature, but the time to built up the pressure within the

crystallizer also influences the nucleation and the growth of the particles. The

obtained particles are of high purity, probably due to the mechanism of nucleation

and particle growing.
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PROPERTIES OF SPRAY-DRIED BORON/POTASSIUM NITRATE GRANULAR

Katsuhiko TAKAHASHI, Nobukazu ASANO and Koji OCHI

NOF Corporation

61-1 Kitakomatsutani, Taketoyo, Chita-gun, Aichi 470-23, Japan

ABSTRACT

In this report, we will describe the outline of our developed spray-dried process to

manufacture Boron/Potassium Nitrate granular, the safety countermeasure which we have

introduced in this process and the properties of the product manufactured by this process.

The advantages of the use of spray-dry process to manufacture Boron/Potassium Nitrate

granular are mainly; 1) High productivity and low manufacturing cost, 2) Perfect remote

control process, 3) Consistency of properties and performance and 4) Easy recycling.

However, it should be noticed that the above advantages will be available when the

manufacturing conditions are appropriate and well-controlled. The important safety

countermeasures in this process are; 1) Prevention of Boron/Potassium Nitrate to stick on the

inner wall of drying chamber duct, cyclone, etc., 2) Control of the electric field inside the drying

chamber by real-time sensor, and 3) Installation of an appropriate expansion vent for pressure

release.

The Boron/Potassium Nitrate granular manufactured by spray-dried process has good free-

flow property, sufficient calorific value and mild burning performance. These characteristics are

suitable to ignite various gas generating formulations.

1. INTRODUCTION

Boron/Potassium Nitrate (hereinafter called "BKNO3") granular is popularly used as booster

in many type of inflators, usually placed between squibs and gas generants or charged into the

squibs, to ignite the gas generants with predetermined output rate at wide range temperature

conditions. BKNO3 is a well known ignitor composition and many companies have been

manufacturing this composition for many years. The conventional manufacturing process for

BKNO3 granular is a batch process and basically consists of four processes, namely, blending,

granulation, sieving and drying, which process requires much manpower. In addition, the
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conventional process is hard to increase the batch size because of BKNO3's high sensitivity and

its violent burning characteristic)~. From those reasons, the BKNO3 granular manufactured by

the conventional process is quite difficult to drastically reduce the cost.

In recent years, many different azide free gas generating formulations have been developed to

replace the azide based formulations. Those azide free formulations are generally hard to ignite

compared with the azide based formulations. It is considered that the mild burning property of

BKNO3, which means the slower burn rate with sufficient calorific output, will help the azide

free formulations to be ignited within the prescribed time frame.

Therefore, for customer's satisfaction, the development program to manufacture BKNO3

granular by spray-dry process has been completed in accordance with four steps; 1) Testing by

mini-spray-dryer, 2) Full size spray test with dummy formulation, 3) Process hazard evaluation

and 4) Full size test production.

This paper describes the outline of our developed spray dry process to manufacture BKNO3

granular, the safety countermeasures which we have introduced in this process and the

properties of the product manufactured by this process.

2. ADVANTAGES OF SPRAY-DRY PROCESS TO MANUFACTURE BKNO3

The flow chart of spray-dry process to manufacture BKNO3 granular is shown in Fig.l. This

process consists of two step; 1) Preparation of homogeneous water slurry and 2) Spray dry

process and BKNO3 granular will be manufactured automatically.

There are mainly four advantages of the use of spray-dried process to manufacture BKNO3

granular.

a) High productivity and low manufacturing cost

In spray-dry process, the productive capacity is generally 20 to 100kg per hour at dried

product base. In this process, it is necessary for only few operator to supervisory control the

process. In addition, raise of the lot size will be able to reduce not only the cost of quality

assurance tests in the manufacturers but also the cost of lot acceptance tests in the customers.

b) Perfect remote control

By isolating the drying chamber in an explosion proof room, and by controlling all the process

conditions from the outside of this room, the operator is free from any injuries even if the worst

should happen.
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BPotassium AIon Exchanged
Boron • Ntae Additive)Wae

Nitrate Water

Fig.1 Flow Chart of Spray-Dry Process
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c) Consistency of properties and performances

A skilled hand is not necessary to run the spray dry process. Because the BKNO3 granular will

be manufactured automatically, the inside lot variability and the lot between variability will be

smaller than the conventional processes if the spray drying conditions are fully controlled.

d) Easy recycling

In the conventional processes, a binder (i.e. polyester resin, nitrocellulose or "viton") should

be added to make a favorable BKNO3 granular. On the other hand, a binder is not necessary in

spray dry process because potassium nitrate dissolved in water slurry will function as binding

agent when it recrystallize during the drying process. Therefore, it is easy to recycle the

BKNO3 granular or the powderized BKNO3 produced by spray dry process. The spray dried

BKNO3 will again form a homogeneous water slurry if the slurry is mixed by an appropriate

mixing machine with some water. The product manufactured by using the recycled materials

also shows the same properties and performances as the product manufactured by using the

virgin materials.

3. SAFETY COUNTERMEASURES

As a result of process hazard evaluation, we may conclude that a considerable origin for

unexpected ignition during spray dry process will be an electrostatic discharge. The possibility

of unexpected ignition caused by mechanical force (impact, friction) or thermal decomposition

of BKNO3 have also been evaluated, the results of which evaluation suggests that those causes

will never be a major factor of an unexpected ignition.

3.1 ELECTROSTATIC SENSITIVITY OF BKNO3

The electrostatic sensitivity of BKNO3 in various conditions have been measured in

accordance with the test method determined by Research Institute of Industrial Safety, Ministry

of Labour, Japan. The sensitivity of BKN03 dust were measured with 1.2 liters explosion

chamber (Hartmann type) at various concentration level. And the sensitivity of BKNO3 layer

were measured with a few milligrams quantity at various discharging resistance. The data are

summarized in Fig.2.

The sensitivity of BKNO3 layer is rather higher than the sensitivity of BKNO3 dust. This fact

means that the prevention of BKNO3 to stick on the inner wall of the drying chamber, duct,
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cyclone, etc. should be one of the important safety countermeasures to run the spray dry

process with safe. To prevent this sticking phenomenon, the below items should be well

controlled during the process.

a) Temperature of drying air

b) Blowing rate of drying air

c) Supplying rate of BKNO3 slurry

d) Water content of BKNO3 slurry

e) Atomizing conditions of BKNO3 slurry

3.2 ELECTRIC FIELD INSIDE THE DRYING CHAMBER

It is very hard to suppress the yield of static electricity in spray dry process because the slurry

should be atomized anyway by nozzles or disks, and as the result of this atomization, the

charged particles will spread inside the drying chamber to form a charged cloud (just like a

small thundercloud).

The basic point to maintain the spray dry process with safe is to keep the energy level of this

charged cloud lower than the electrostatic sensitivity of BKNO3. The charged energy can be

estimated by monitoring the electric field of the drying chamber using the below equation 2).

W= e,/2 S 0E2*4 7r r2 dr
r

= eo/2 S0  (r p/3 e )2*47r r2dr

=27rp 2 r5 /4560 (1)

where -1 0 is vacuum dielectric constant (e 0=8.854x10- 2F/m), r, the relative radius of the

drying chamber (V=4/3 7r r3, where V is the volume of the drying chamber), E, the electric field

inside the drying chamber, and p, the electric charge density inside the drying chamber.

If the level of E is monitored by real time sensor, the level of ' can be estimated by the law

of Gauss (P=3 E oE/r), and then, the level of W can be estimated by the equation (1), which

level should be controlled much lower than the minimum ignition energy of BKNO3.
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3.3 EXPLOSION VENT FOR PRESSURE RELEASE

An appropriate explosion vent should be installed for the pressure release of the drying

chamber to make provision in case the worst should happen. The required vent area can be

obtained from the following equation3 )6).

A = (a)[V3][Kst]b[Pred]e (2)

where:

a = 0.000571exp(2Pstat)

b = 0.978exp(0.105Pstat)

c = 0.687exp(0.226Pstat)

and A is vent area( m2),V, enclosure volume(m3), Pred, maximum pressure developed during

venting( bar gauge), Pstat, vent closure release pressure( bar gauge) and Kst, dust specific

characteristic(bar m/sec)1 )8).

It must be noticed that the value of Kst for BKNO3 is not constant, which fact is different

from many other inflammable powders. Kst at various BKNO3 concentrations was measured by

ASTM-E 1226:Standard test method for pressure and rate of pressure rise for combustible dust

with 30 litters spherical tank. Fig.3 shows the experimental Kst data at various BKNO3

concentrations. Considering the process conditions, the appropriate BKNO3 concentration

should be estimated to determine the proper Kst, and then, the required vent area can be

calculated by the equation (2).

4. PROPERTIES AND PERFORMANCES

Fig.4 shows a typical SEM photograph of spray dried BKNO3. The shape of granular is

almost spherical, which fact is important to obtain a free flow property even though the average

particle size of the granular is less than 100 microns.

Table 1 shows the main properties of spray dried BKNO3, which properties are comparable

with the conventional ones.

One of the unique features of spray dried BKNO3 compared with the conventional BKNO3 is

its mild burning performance. Fig.5 shows the comparison of burning characteristic evaluated

with 150cc closed bomb testing. In this test, 15 grams BKNO3 was used and ignited by

Platinum wire, and then Pressure-time curves was measured. The spray dried BKNO3 showed

the better ignitability than the conventional one, however, the quickness of spray dried BKNO3
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is lower, and as the results of these characteristics, the time to Pmax are almost the same. Here,

the quickness was defined as the time from 0.1 Pmax to 0.9 Pmax. The cause of these

differences is not sure at this time, however, we are considering that the presence of binding

agent or the difference of the real particle size of potassium nitrate (because of the

recrystallization in spray dry process) will be the main cause of these differences.

Fig.6 and Fig.7 show the performance of driver inflator with 60 liters tank at -40TC. There was

no difference of inflator performance between spray dried BKNO3 and the conventional one

when the charged gas generant was azide based formulation (Fig.6). On the other hand, spray

dried BKNO3 showed the better inflator performance when the charged gas generant was azide

free based formulation (Fig.7). Those data demonstrate that spray dried BKNO3 which has

mild burning characteristic is more suitable than the conventional one to ignite azide free based

formulations. In other words, the mild burning characteristic should be a good characteristic to

ignite the formulations which has poor ignitability such as azide free based formulations.

5. UN CLASSIFICATION

U.S.DOT has certified our BKNO3 as Propellant, Solid (UN number:0499) and for

classification as Explosive 1.3C in accordance with Sections 172.101,173.59 of U.S.DOT

Hazardous Materials Regulations.

In addition, 120 grams/box (with special packaging) of our BKNO3 has been certified by

U.S.DOT as Articles, explosive, n.o.s. (UN number:0471) and classified as Explosive 1.4E,

which enable us to ship the material by air. We hope this classification will help our customers

to receive the sample quickly for their evaluation.

6. NEW SPRAY-DRIED BKNO3 GRANULAR

By means of particle size control of BKNO3 and virgin potassium nitrate, a kind of additives

and so on, spray dry process will be able to control burning characteristic . The development

program of new BKNO3 granular with more mild burning performance has been started.

Table 2 shows an example of burning characteristics of new BKNO3 granular. Modified 1

includes a new additive, aluminum and potassium perchlorate is mixed in Modified 2, and

Modified 3 uses new grade of boron. The quickness of Modified 3 is about 5 times lower than

that of conventional BKNO3. This means that the use of spray dry process to manufacture
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Table 1 Properties of Spray-dried BKNO 3

Testing Results
Impact Sensitivity 50cm height with 5kg hammer

Friction Sensitivity more than 36kgf
(BAM Method)

DSC Decomposition Temp. more than 510TC

Detonation Test Detonation not occurred
(035mm Steel tube)
Aging Weight loss: less than 0.1%

(107'C-400hrs)
Heat of Explosion

-Under latm argon gas more than 1600cal/g
-Under 20atm argon gas more than 1450cal/g

Apparent Density between 0.85"-1.05g/ml

Table 2 An Example of Burniing Characteristics of new BKNO 3 granular

Type of BKNO, The quickness(ms)
Convwntional BKNO, 3.1
Current Spray-dried BKNO3 5.1
Modifiedl(including a new additives) 8.4
Modified2(including alminium and 11.1

Potassium perchlorate)
Modified3(including new grade of boron) 14.7
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BKNO3 will be able to supply BKNO3 granular with several kind of mild burning

characteristics to the customers. This characteristics is suitable to ignite various gas generating

formulations.

7. CONCLUSION

BKNO3 can be manufactured by spray dry process with safe if some appropriate

countermeasures have been taken. The BKNO3 manufactured by spray dry process has almost

the same properties as the conventional ones. It was found that, although the spray dried

BKNO3's burning characteristic is more moderate than the conventional ones, inflator

performances were comparable or better.
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RADIATION PROTECTIVE AND RADIATION RESISTIVE MATERIALS
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It was developed the new superdisperse modificators on the base of carbides nitrides various metals
for obtaining radiation protective and resistive materials.

The problem of creation of radiation-protective and radiation-protective and radiation-proof
materials is connected with forming a super-fine substructure in the process of their creation.
It can be obtained while utilizing special dispersive and ultra-dispersive powders of various
materials and their compounds.
On the basis of study of adsorbent, crystallographic, phase, electromagnetic and other
characteristics of different powder-like systems we have created new highly effective
compounds-modifiers (NiAI, AIN, TiCN, Ni-Co, BV, Ni-V, SiC, WC, VC, MgSi and others)
of ultradispersive kind with a particle size = 10...50 nm (100...500 A) for obtaining radiation-
protective and radiation-proof materials. Carbides, inter-metalloids, silicids, nitrides and
other compounds of the created chemical structure and the proper size-and-crystallographic
form were synthesized in special high-frequency plasmochemical plants utilizing waste
products of ferroalloys, titanic-magnesium, chemical, carbon and silicon-polymeric
industries.
To generate plasma in plasmochemical plants we used whirlwind induction plasmotrons with
gas stabilized discharge.-Initial powder-like materials measured out in doses were put in the
zone of nitrogen plasma flow the temperature of which was 5500...7500 K. As the result the
materials got heated, melted and evaporated and came into appropriate chemical interaction.
The synthesized gas-powder mixture from the plasmochemical reactor passed through heat
exchangers into a catching chamber and further through a plating-protective system into a
removable container. Among well-down methods of obtaining ultra-dispersive powders, such
as : dispersion, grinding, electrolysis and decomposition of metal solts including those using
explosions; emanation and thermoblow only plasmochemical synthesis allows not only
synthesizing of compounds with optimum structure and form, but also their output on a
large industrial scale in automated and computerized plants.

Obtaining of plasmochemical ultra-dispersive compounds is conditioned by high
speed volumetric condensation of gasoplasmic flow which results in unstable state of ultra-
dispersive particles /1-31 : a particle has smaller parameters of its crystalline lattice then
massive samples of the same chemical composition and we can find amorphous formations
/41; in the particle itself we can observe lattice parameters decreasing from the centre to the
surface due to maximum compression of the surface layer. This results in inhomogeneous
arrangement of components and phases in the particle radius direction.

Turning of the material into ultra-dispersive state with the size of particles being
decreased causes a steep ride in adsorbent and catalytic-activity of the system since a share of
surface in a particle volume considerably increases (picture I, curves 1-3).
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Picture 1. The influence of a particle size upon the value of specific surface (I -Ti(CN), 2-WC,
3-NiAI) and surface energy4.

A steep increase in surface energy while particles is turning into ultra-dispersive state
(picture 1, curve 4) and a change in thermodynamic conditions of phase balances result in the
following phenomena emerging en ultra-dispersive systems: high temperature super-
conductivity /3/, super-paramagnetic and amorphous state /3-4/, temperature shifts in phase
transformations, and finally a considerable increase in oxidizing processes.

Ultra-dispersive powders are good hetteras, materials with a developed free surface
capable of chemical adsorption and adhesion and at the same time inclined to aggregating in
vacuum and neutral medium as well as to oxidation. These peculiarities made it difficult to
utilize ultradispersive compounds in the process of smelting of radiation-proof and obtaining
radiation-protective materials. As the result of oxidation and diffusion of admixtures the
clean active surface of particles is rapidly covered by an absorbed layer which considerably
decreases protective characteristics of ultra-dispersive powders in radioactive irradiation.
Therefore in the process of obtaining of radiation-protective powders the dominating role
belongs to the task of saving clean the surface with high adsorbent and catalytic activity. In
this case only ultra-dispersive compounds put into melt will act as centers of crystallization
during hardening of smelted radiation-proof materials.

As a result of the carried out researches we have developed and assimilated a method
of double-plating of ultra-dispersive powders with covering the processed surface with
particles of a micro-layer of solid carbons of methane row 151. Unlike non-plated ultra-
dispersive powders plated ones can be kept in non-hermetic capacities for a long time /picture
2/.
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Picture 2. Influence of time of keeping an ultra-dispersive modifier in non-hermetic capacities
upon its oxygen content.
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Radioactive irradiation essentially changes material's structure and characteristics.
The basic consequences of radiation are gas and vacancy intumescence of space and nuclear
materials accompanied by an essential change in sizes, warping, cracking and destruction of
airspace goods. Cosmic irradiation consists mostly of high energetic charged particles
(electrons, protons) damaging a surface layer of materials. Apart from ordinary damages
beating atoms out and their taking away from the surface of spaceships acquire great
importance in high vacuum conditions.

In the created radiation-proof materials obtained with plasmochemically synthesized
ultra-dispersive compounds being utilized in the process of smelting we can not find
anisotropy of characteristics and can observe a balanced fine-grained structure. They in less
degree change their mechanic and anti-friction characteristics and thermal-and
elertroconductivity then currently used materials. Ultra-dispersive carbon in a solid solution
restrains intumescence of nickels and other alloys of Fe-Cr-Ni system and extends a
transition period. The assumed mechanism of carbon atoms activity in a solid solution is
their being traps for point defects.

Carbon takes active past in the processes of capture of point defects, diffusion,
segregation and dissociation. The optimum carbon concentration in austenite kinds of steel is
to be within the limits of 0,5 ...O0,08%. Ultra-dispersive boron carbide has the effect similar to
that one of carbon. When in a solid solution boron restrains the development of porosity in
austenite kinds of steel and fusions of Fe- C-Ni. The usage of the materials smelted with
addition of ultra-dispersive powders of boson carbide, vanadium carbide and wolfram allows
to save such expensive materials as molybdenum, zirconium, vanadium, niobium.

Rare earth metals, lead, various compounds of barium are used as the materials for
protection against X-radiation. They are applied for common and individual protection.
Protective screens are made on their basis. Nevertheless, the effectiveness of their protection
combines with the essential technological technological difficulties of manufacturing, with
the large weight of goods and toxicity.

After carrying out investigations of the materials containing particles of the size less
than 100 nma (1000 AO) it was determined that some metals and their compounds reveal their
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aptitude for intensive absorbing of X-radiation (3-5 times). The compounds of wolfram,
vanadium, boron and other elements are referred to such compounds.

The difference in the output work of the various crustallographic facets of ultra -
dispersive particles attains lev. This entails regulating by the crystallographic orientation in
the system of interacting particles. The level of the regulated orientation depends on the scale,
mutual disposition of the particles and characteristics of the surrounding materials.
Dispersion of the X-rays upon the inner surface of ultra-dispersive particles, coherent
dispersion upon the particles themselves and diffractive effects on the conglomeration of
particles lead to the increase of protons optical length. Correspondingly, photoabsorbing of
X-radiation in the ultradispersive compounds of the developed structure and crystallographic
form grouse abruptly too.

It is possible to solve not only important problems of the vital activity in the space,
but also create conditions for profitable international business through the application of
new forward - looking technologies in space equipment engineering, especially in the field of
radiation protection.
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Abstract

Ultrafine Diamond, UFD, is a nanostructured diamond material obtained by processing

detonation residues. The structure and properties of this material were verified by

combining destinct analytical methods. Promising steps of industrial applications are

discussed

1. Introduction

Using energetic materials for the synthesis of diamonds was first demonstrated in the

1960 's by the work of DeCarli et al. [1]. The detonation energy thereby causes a shock

compression by which the hexagonal graphite structure is transformed into the cubic

diamond structure.

Two decades later detailed analysis showed the presence of diamonds in residues of

graphite-free explosives. The explanation forwarded by R. Greiner, F. Volk et al. [2] was

that diamond was formed during the detonation process itself. Subsequently the

process of direct diamond synthesis was studied by many laboratories over the last

twenty years, most of them in the Sowiet Union / GUS [3,4,5].

From the research efforts a new material resulted, called Ultrafine Diamond UFD, which

basically is a nanostructured diamond powder displaying unique properties, presently

under study for industrial applications.
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2. Synthesis and purification

At ICT, UFD are synthesized in a 1 .5 m' tank using charges of Composition B (60 % TNT
/40 % RDX) up to 300 g weight with confinements consisting of pasteboard or ice. To

decrease carbon oxidation the experiments are carried out in an inert atmosphere. After
the detonation the tank is washed with water and the UFD containing residue retrieved

by an 0,8 pmn filter system.

This residue contains three different carbon modifications, namely

"* diamond

"* carbon black

"* graphite.

Besides, the residue contains the impurities copper (from blasting caps), silicium

(contained in Composition B), calcium and magnesium (contained in washing water)

and iron formed by the erosion of the steel tank during detonation. These impurities are
removed by a special purification process with the aim to recover the UFD powder with
maximum yield and minimal use of chemistry. The following scheme expresses the diffe-

rent steps involved in the synthesis process:

Product Process

Enrgt ic]
Material

DetonDeto

Ionn

Diamond

Fig. 1: Scheme of the UFO synthesis.
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The purification process at ICT comprises two steps, the first step removes most of the

carbon black by a thermal treatment in air. This process requires careful monitoring of

the temperature of the residue to prevent loss of UFD. The second step consists of a

special acid treatment in a microwave desintegration chamber at reaction conditions up

to 240 °C and 30 bar. The conditions enable a short process duration and ensure mini-

mal loss of diamond. The basic chemistry involves is the removal of the impurities by

reaction with nitric acid, followed by reaction with hypochloric acid. Certain impurities

like silicium oxide, glass, aluminium oxide are removed in an additional chemical step

with hydrofluoric or phosphoric acid.

To improve the environmental friendlyness of the purification process, experiments with

hydrogen peroxide as a replacement for the acid treatment and / or plasma-treatment of

the residue are in progress at ICT.

Since the processes markedly influence the surface properties of the UFD, the purifica-

tion process is adapted to the particular application sought and will be custom-tailored

in cooperation with the UFD material user.

3. Characterization

The characterization of the UFD-material focuses on the following criteria:

* particle size

* chemical purity

* thermal behaviour

* surface properties.

Table 1 summerizes the analytical methods and results of the UFD characterization.
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Table 1: Results of UFD characterization

PROPERTY DETECTING METHOD MEASURED

size of crystallite area x-ray diffraction 5 nm

particle size of dry powder scanning electron microscope 50-100 nm

particle size in dispersion photon correlation spectroscopy 40-200 nm

density pycnometer 3, 10 g / cm 3

specific surface BET 247 m2 / g

zeta-potential at pH 7 laser doppler anemometry -22 mV

carbon content CHN automatic analyzer 91 %

decomposition temp. in air thermogravimetry 390 °C

chemical impurities energy dispersive x-ray analysis 0, Si

Practice showed that a combination of analytical methods is necessary to get a clear

picture of the particle size and structure. For example, X-ray diffraction allows the

calculation of the crystallite size by using the Sherrer equation. Typical crystallite diame-

ters are in the range of a few nanometers. These results are verified by visualizing the

crystallites using transmission electron microscope (fig.2). These nano-sized crystallites,

in turn, form clusters which can be identified by scanning electron microscope (fig. 3).

The clusters range between 50 and 150 nm.

Fig. 2: TEM-picture of UFD
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Fig. 3: SEM-picture of UFD

Particles with diameters larger than 40 nm are detected by photon correlation

microscopy (PCS) of UFD dispersed in liquids. This method, however, requires effective

deagglomeration of the clusters (fig. 4). The deagglomeration of UFD is difficult and not

yet completely solved. Typical diameters of UFD-agglomerates are detected above 1 pm.

Hence, UFD purification and characterization have to be linked to the envisaged

application.

40

30

20

10

41,9 52,7 66,4 83,6 105,3 132,5 166,9 210,1 264,5

[nm]

Fig.4: Particle size distribution of UFD (photon correlation spectroscopie)
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4. Application

The gap between research results and industrial UFD application is challenging.

Although some papers on usable effects are published [6, 7, 8, 9], there is no industrial

application established yet in the western industry.

Fields of interest for using UFD are:

* coatings

* composites

* polishing.

To explore applications direct cooperation between industry and institutes is realized by

ICT. The efforts resulted in two UFD projects up to now. ICT cooperates with Fraunhofer

Institute IST, Braunschweig, to develop anti-wear coatings produced by electroplating.

Secondly, UFD/Polymer-composites are produced for testing heat conductivity and

tribological properties.
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Kurzfassunq

Zielvorgabe fOr die folgenden Untersuchung war die Bereitstellung von C-CL-20

Partikeln mit einer engen Partikelgr6oenverteilung und einer mittleren Partikelgr6l3e

von 5 pm. FOr die Zerkleinerung des Explosivstoffes wurde ein geeignetes Verfahren

zur Zerkleinerung ausgewahit. Die Auswahl des Zerkleinerungsprozesses wird in

diesem Beitrag erldutert. Urn eine m6glichst sichere und schonende Zerkleinerung

zu gewahrleisten wurde ein Zahnkranzdispergierer eingesetzt. Anschlielend folgt der

Vergleich der Zerkleinerungsergebnisse von E-CL-20 und Hexogen (RDX).

Abstract

The aim of the following investigations was to produce e-CL-20 particles with a

narrow partice size distribution and an average particle size of 5 pm. For grinding of

explosives a suitable grinding process for this task was selected. The selection of the

grinding process is studied in this article. To have mild and safe process conditions,

a wet grinding process with a rotor-stator mill was used. The results of the experi-

ments for the grinding of E-CL-20 and Oktogen (RDX) were presented.

To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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1. Einleitung
Fur die Herstellung von Raketenfesttreibstoffen, Treibladlungspulvern und Explosiv-

stoffen werden s,-CL-20 Fraktionen mit einer mittleren Korngrbf3e X50,3 von 5 pm

ben6tigt. Die Partikelgr6Brenverteilung soil m6glichst eng sein; Partikel gr6l3er als
100 pm sollten foiglich in dem Partikelkollektiv nicht enthalten sein. Die mittlere

Partikelgr6l3e X50,3 des Ausgangsproduktes (Thiokol, USA) betrug 200 pm. Urn zu

Oberprafen, weiches Zerkleinerungsverfahren am geeignetsten ersoheint, werden

zun~chst die Grundlagen des Zerkleinerung und die Auswahikriterien des Zer-

kleinerungsprozesses erIautert.

2. Material & Methoden

2.1 Grundlagen der Zerklienerung

Die Zerklienerung dient demn Zerteilen von Feststoffen in TelistOcke, wobei immer

eine Vergr6l3erung der spezifischen Oberfl~che des zu zerkleinernden Gutes bzw.

eine Verringerung der Komgrbf~en und eine Ver~nderung ihrer Verteilung erfolgt. Ziel

der Zerkleinerung ist die Herstellung bestimmter K6rngr6Blen und Korngr6rBenver-

teilungen. Eine physikalisohe oder chemnische Anderung des Explosivstoffes, eine

Beeinflussung des Reaktionsverhaltens durch die hohe mechanische Beanspru-

chung w~hrend des Zerkleinerungsprozesses kann ausgesohiossen werden. Zer-

kleinerungsprozesse lassen sich nach den folgenden Kriterien einordnen:

stoffliche Widerstandsfdhigkeit~bei mechanisoher Beanspruchung der

Zerkleinerungsprodukte

Wie Tabelle 1 zeigt, kann die Zerkleinerungsaufgabe nach der Mohs-Hdrte oder

Ritzhdrte des Aufgabegutes eingeteilt werden. Urn den Verschleil3 wahrend des Zer-

kleinerungsprozesses zu begrenzen, ist die Kenntnis der Harte des Aufgabegutes

unabdingbar. Da Explosivstoffe wie Hexogen oder CL-20 nicht in der Lage sind Stahl

(Mohs-Harte: 4) zu Ritzen, handelt es sich bei Zerkleinerung von Explosivstoffen umn

eine Weich- bis Mittelhartzerkleinerung.

* Korngr6lBe des zu zerkleinerten Produktes

PartikuIdre Explosivstoffe weisen in der Regel eine maximale mittlere Partikelgr6l3e

von bis zu 500 pmn auf. Bei der Zerkleinerung von Explosivstoffen handelt es sich

somit immer umn eine Fein- oder Feinstzerkleinerung. (s. Tabelle 2)
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Tabelle 1: Einteilung des Zerkleinerungsprozesses in Abh~ngigkeft der Mohs-Hdrte /1/

Hart- Mitteihart Weich-

zerklienerung zerkleinerung zerkleinerung

Mohs-Harte 10 ... 6 5 ... 22..1

Beispiele Quarz, Topas Saize, Kalk- Kalk, Gips,

Zementklinker stein, Kohie, Getreide,

Korund Schwefei Faserstoffe

Tabelle 2: Eintellung des Zerkleinerungsprozesses nach der Partikelgr6l3e des

Aufgabegutes /1/

Zerkleinerungsart Durchmesser des Aufgabegutes dA

Grobzerkleinerung dA> 100 MM

Mittelzerkleinerung 5 mm < dA > 100 MM

Feinzerkleinerung 0,1 mm < dA > 5 mm

Feinstzerkleinerung dA < 0,1 MM

Beanspruchungsart

Nach Rumpf /2/ unterscheidet man drei verschiedene Beanspruchungsmechanis-

men, weiche in Abbildung 1 dlargestellt sind. Im Fall I erfolgt die Kornzerkleinerung

durch Druck zwischen zwei Fldchen, im Fall 11 durch Prallbeanspruchung und im Fall

III erfolgi die Zerkleinerung durch dlas umgebendes Medium (z.B. SchergefaIle).

p

7/,

Abbildung 1: Beanspruchungsmechanismen bei der Zerkleinerung
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2.2 Eigenschaften der Explosivstoffe

aCL-20

Summenformel: C6H6Nl 2012

Kirstailmodifikation: F-CL-20
0 2NN .NIN0 2

Strukiurformel: 0 2NN NNO,

Loslichkeit: in Wasser nahezu unlbslich

in Aceton gut I6slich

Dichte: 2,03 g/mI (theoretische Dichte: 2,04g/m1 E - Phase)

spez. Oberflache: 0, 16 m2/g

*Hexogen

Summenformel: C3H6N606

O2N 1 NC 1, .N02

I I
H2C\ CH 2

Strukturformel: NO02

Loslichkeit: in Wasser nahezu unlbslich

in Aceton gut I6slich

Dichte: 1,81 g/mI (theoretische Dichte: 1,82 gfmI)

Die Dichte wurde mit einem Gaspygnometer gemessen, wdhrend die spezifische

OberfIache der Partikel durch Gasadsorption mit dem Quanta Chrome, Nova 2200

ermittelt wurde.

2.3 Zerkleinerungsmaschinen

Die auBerordentliche Vielfalt der Zerkleinerungsaufgaben hat eine grof~e Zahi ver-

schiedener Zerkleinerungsmaschinen entstehen lassen. FOr die Zerkleinerung von

CL-20 lautet die Zerkleinerungsaufgabe:

Welch- bis mitteiharte Feinzerkleinerung

Die Zerkleinerung von reib- und schlagempfindlichen Komponenten wie z. B. Hexo-

gen, Oktogen oder PETN in schnellaufenden MOhien, weiche die Explosivstoff-
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partikel durch Reibung, Prall oder Schiag beanspruchen, bergen emn gewisses
Risiko, weshaib aus Sicherheitsgr~nden die Nal~zerkleinerung dieser Materialien
bevorzugt wird /3/. Dies urn so mehr, seit bekannt wurde, daB Dispersionen aus reib-
und schlagempfindlichen Explosivstoffen in Wasser mit Feststoffanteilen gr6lBer
20 % detonationsfdhig sind /4/.

Im folgendlen werden die Zerkleinerungsmaschinen vorgesteilt, mit weichen eine
Feinzerkleinerung als Naf~zerkleinerung durchfahrt werden kann.

" KolloidmOhien

Als KolloidmOhien werden etwas groBzUgig Maschinen far die Feinstzerkleinerung

von Suspensionen bezeichnet. Die Partikel verbleiben dlabei im ailgemneinen im
Gr6l3enbereich urn 1 pm herum, also noch Ober demn Kolloidbereich. Diese Moh-
len sind meistens Scheibenmahien mit sehr engem versteilbarem Spalt oder

besitzen einen Messerrotor, der durch einen feststehenden Rost kAmmt. Auch
hier sind enge Spalte fOr eine gute Arbeitsweise notwendig. Die profilierten Schei-

ben konnen aus Stahl, Sintermaterialien oder Korund bestehen und rotieren mit

Umfangsgeschwindigkeiten von einigen Metem pro Sekunde. Die Spaitweite wird

mechanisch oder hydraulisch eingestellt. /2/

Abbildung 2: Prinzip einer Scheiben-KolloidmOhie, a, b Mahisoheiben

s Spaltweite

"* R~hrwerksmOhle

Die ROhrwerksmOhle hat sich far die Zerkleinerung von mittelviskosen Medien
bewdhrt. Sie besteht aus einemn vertilkal angeordneten zylindrischen Behalter, der
mit Sandk6rnem, Stahikugeln, Steatitkugeln oder &hnlichen Mahlkbrpern von Ab-
messungen zwischen einigen Zehntel bis zu einigen Millimetern gefOllt ist. In der
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Achse ist emn Ruhrer angeordnet. Die Suspension durchstr6mt den Mahiraumn von
unten nach oben. Emn Sieb oder emn Spalt am Austritt hdit die Mahikorper zurUck.
Zerklienert wird durch Druck und Scherung zwischen den Kugein.

Abbildung 3: Prinzip einer ROhrwerksmOhle

Dispergierer, Homogenisator, Turboruhrer
Dazu gehbren Maschinen mit elnem schnellaufenden profilierten bzw. zdhne-
besetzten Rotor-Stator System und Apparate, in denen die Suspension mit grofsem
Druck durch enge Spalte geprel~t werden. Diese Maschinen eignen sich vorwiegend
zur Desagglomeration in niedrigviskosen Flussigkeiten. Mit einem Zahnkranz-
dispergierer wurden die folgenden Untersuchungen durchgefuhrt.

Abbildung 4: Zahnkranzdispergierer, X40, Fa. Ystral
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2.4 Versuchsdurchfulhrung
In einem zylindrischen Glasbeh~Iter mit abgerundetem Boden wird demnineralisiertes
Wasser und der zu zerkleinemde Explosivstoff vorgelegt. Die Verwendung von Glas-
behdlter erlaubt die Beobachtung und Kontrolle des Zerkleinerungsprozesses. Es ist
vortejihaft die Behdltergr6lBe so zu wdhlen, daB das Volumen des Behaiter nur zu
ca. 3/ mit Dispergiermedium und Explosivstoff gefullt ist. Der Zahnkranzdispergierer
saugi die Suspension axial an, weshaib emn Mindestabstand von einem Schaft-
durchmesser vom Boden des GefdI~es einzuhalten ist. Da sich das Dispergier-
medium bei einer Versuchsdauer von zwei Stunden auf uber 5000 erw~rmt, wurde
zur KOhiung der Suspension emn Thermostat eingesetzt. Urn eine m6glichst hohe
Beladung an Explosivstoff zu erzieien, und dennoch mit der Konzentration unterhaib
einer detonationsfahigen Suspension zu bleiben, wurde eine Feststoffkonzentration
von 15 % gewahit. Zur Erzielung hoher Feinheitsgrade ist emn hoher spezifischer
Energieeintrag erforderlich, weshaib es fOr die Feinstzerkleinerung sinnvoll ist, die
Batchgrol3e so klein wie m6glich zu w~hlen.

SuspesionThermostat

Abbildung 5: Schemnatische Darstellung der Batch - Zerkleinerungsanlage
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3. Versuchsergebnisse
3.1 Zerklsinerung von CL-20
Urn die Partikel vor und nach der Zerklienerung zu verglielhen, zeigen die Abbil-

dungen 6 und 7 die jeweiligen Partikeigr6Blenverteilung, w~hrend Abbildung 8 und 9

die zugeh6rigen REM - Aufnahmen zeigen. Die Partikelgr6lBenverteilungen wurden

mittels Laserbeugungsspektrometrie (Malvem Mastersizer S) bestimmt.

20 100

90

* 80

70

-0

30

oT - . 100

0.1 1.0 10.0 10. 10.0

x
Abbildung 6: Partikelgr6iBenverteilung, vor Zerkleinerung
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Abbildung 7: Partikelgr6Brenverteilung, nach Zerkleinerung
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Urn die Reproduzierbarkeit des Zerkleinerungsverfahrens zu Oberpr~ifen, wurden

zwei Zerkleinerungsversuche bei sonst gleichen Versuchsbedlingungen durchgefiihrt.

Das Ergebnis ist in Tabelle 3 zusammengefal3t. Da die Abweichungen der

Partikelgr6l3e vomn Mitteiwert ( 6,1 pm ± 0,4 pm) innerhaib der Reproduzierbarkeit

des Mel~ger~tes Iiegt, kann die Reproduzierbarkeit des Zerkleinerungsverfahrens als

gut bezeichnet werden.

Tabelle 3: Partikelcharakterisierung vor und nach der Zerkleinerung

Thiokol (USA) Versuch 1 Versuch 2

Partikelgr6l3e x 50,3/pm 117,2 5, 7 6,6
X 10 .3/PM 190,5 1,9 2,1

x 90,3/pm 344,8 23,3 24,4
Xmax/Pml < 400 < 60 < 60

BET - OberfIache sv / (m2/g) 0,16 ±0,04 1,27±0,37 1,20±0,44

Dichte p / (g/mI) 2,03 2,04 2,04

Modifikation F,- Phase F- - Phase c - Phase

3.2 Zerklelnerung von Hexogen
Mit den in Kapitel 2.4 erIauterten Versuchsbedingungen wurden die gleichen Ver-

suche mit Hexogen (RDX) durchgefbhrt. Abbildung 10 zeigt die Partikelgr6l3en-

verteilung nach der Zerkleinerung.
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Abbildung 10: Partikelgr6lBenverteilung, RDX nach Zerkleinerung
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Tabelle 4: Vergleich der Partikelgrbl3enverteilung von CL-20 und Hexogen, nach

der Zerklienerung, bei gleichen Prozel3bedingungen

CL-20 Hexogen

X 50 ,3/pm 5, 7 9,2

X 10 .3/Pmn 1,9 2,1
x 90,3/pm 23,3 36,5
X max/Pm < 60 < 75

Das Versuchsergebnis zeigt, daI3 bei der Zerkleinerung der entstehende Feinanteil

bei Hexogen nicht so groB ist, wie fOr CL-20. Die Ursache hierfur kann in der unter-

schiedlichen Dichte der Explosivstoffe liegen. CL-20 weist mit 2,04 g/ml eine urn ca.

10 % h6here Dichte und somit eine hohere Sinkgeschwindigkeit auf. Je h6her die

Sinkgeschwindigkeit, desto h6her die Wahrscheinlichkeit, daB die Partikel wieder zu

Boden sinken und yam Zahnkranzdispergierer angesaugt und zerkleinert werden.

Urn die Zerkleinerung von Hexogen zu verbessern kann der Einsatz von Dispergier-

medien mit niedrigerer Dichte als Wasser vortejihaft sein, damit die Sinkge-

schwindigkeit erhbht wird. Einen h6heren Feinanteil kann durch verkleinern des

Batchvolumens erreicht werden, urn bei unverdndertem Energieeintrag einen

hoheren spezifisch Energieeintrag zu erzielen.
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velocity vs explosive dispersity.
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Abstract

Ammonium nitrate is used as an oxidizer in solid propellants and gas generators.

Its use is hindered by the volume changes caused by the phase transitions of the

polymorphic substance under storage conditions. Diammine Copper(ll) was

incorporated into the ammonium nitrate lattice to improve the phase

behaviour.

The thermal expansion and the phase transitions of materials with Diammine

copper (11) contents corresponding to 7% CuO were measured with temperature

resolved X-ray diffraction. Series of measurements were performed, while the

samples were heated with the temperature programs 20/100/-70/100 and

20/143/-70/20 *C. The series were evaluated by Rietveld refinement yielding

thermal expansion curves of the phases, which were identified by the known

diffraction patterns. In temperature regions with coexisting phases Rietveld

refinement was used for quantitative phase analysis.

The obtained data determine unambiguously the stability ranges and the

thermal expansion of the phases. They show that the stability of the room

temperature phase IV and of phase II is extended to lower temperatures.

Compared to pure AN the elementary cell of phase V of CuPSAN approaches a

tetragonal structure like phase II.
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Introduction

Ammonium nitrate (AN) is used as oxidizer in solid propellants, gas generators

and explosives. Phase transitions, low performance and low burning rates are

drawbacks for ist use.

AN crystallizes in five polymorphic phases with well known structures [1-5],

stability ranges and phase transition temperatures. The crystallographic data

and the stability ranges of the five phases are given in Table 1.

Phase V IV III II I

Crystal system orthorh. orthorh. orthorh. tetrag. cubic
Space group Pccn Pmmn Pnma P4mbm Pm3m
Formula per unit cell 8 2 4 2 1
[ZI
Lattice parameters a = 7.943 a = 5.745 a = 7.7184 a = 5.7193 a = 4.366

b = 7.972 b = 5.438 b = 5.8447
c = 9.832 c = 4.942 c = 7.1624 c = 4.9326

mesuared at [°C] -100 22 45 82 150
Stability ranges [°C]

humid <-18 -18-32 32-84 84-125 >125
dry <-18 -18-55 55-125 >125

Table 1: Crystallographic data and stability ranges of the AN phases

Earlier studies showed that doping ammonium nitrate with small amounts of

alkali nitrates [6,7] or diammine complexes of copper, zinc and nickel [8]

influences the phase transitions of ammonium nitrate.

In this work we investigated the phase behaviour of samples containing

diammine copper. The results obtained with the so called phase stabilized

ammonium nitrate (CuPSAN) were compared with those of pure ammonium

nitrate [9].
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Experimental

The samples were produced by atomizing an ammonium nitrate melt containing

diammine Copper (11) corresponding to 7% CuO.

The measuring system consists of a Bragg-Brentano diffractometer D-5000 from

Siemens equipped with a copper or a chromium tube, a low temperature device

TTK from Paar Inc. and a position sensitive proportional counter produced by

Braun.

Series of X-ray diffraction patterns were measured, while the samples were

heated with the temperature programs 20/100/-70/100 and 20/143/-70/20 *C. The

measurement conditions are shown in Table 2.

Temperature program 20/100/-70/100 20/145/101/-70/20
Radiation Cu-Tube Cr-Tube
Profile range 15 - 70 °2Th7eta 20 - 105 02Theta
Step scan increment 0.02 02Theta 0.02 °2Theta
Measurring time per 5,5 min 23 min
pattern

Table 2: Measuring parameters

Evaluation

The diffraction patterns were evaluated with the Rietveld method [10] using the

program WYRIET3 [11]. This refinement technique calculates X-ray diffraction

patterns based on stucture models. The calculated patterns are fitted to the

measured patterns. Refining and varying the parameters of the structure model

yields lattice parameters, volumes, atom coordinates and a quantitative phase

analysis of coexistent phases. Further details of the Rietveld method are

obtained by ref. 12 and from the literature cited therein.

By plotting the obtained data versus temperature thermal expansion, transition

paths, lattice dynamics and volume changes are obtained.
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Results and Discussion

Transition paths and temperatures

CuPSAN shows at room temperature the coexisting phases II and IV. On heating

phase IV transforms into phase II at 60 0C. The transition into phase I is not

observed on heating to 1430C. On cooling phase If transforms partially into

phase IV. Below 2°C phase II and V can both be fitted to the measured patterns.

On the second heating the transitions occur in the reverse order.

By heating until 100°C the same transition path is observed:

IV+II - (60°C) ) II heating from 20°C to 143°C

II - (2 0C) - IIN ) (-280C) - IIN+(IV) cooling from 101 C to -70°C

IIN+IV- (200) - IV+II heating from -70 0C to 20°C

Lattice parameters

Table 3 shows the lattice parameters of PSAN measured at defined

temperatures. The values for AN are included for comparison.

They are plotted versus temperature in Figure 1 (heating) and Figure 2 (cooling).

The linear expansion coefficients are summarized in Table 4. These values were

calculated form the lattice parameters by a linear fit.

AN CuPSAN Difference

Lattice Value /A Value / A Value/7A
parameter

Phase I a 4.370
at 150°C
Phase II a 5.708 5.713 -0.005
at 82°C c 4.929 4.916 0.013
Phase IV a 5.755 5.754 0.001
at 22°C b 5.444 5.448 -0.004

c 4.931 4.928 0.003
Phase V a 7.938 7.956 -0.018
at -1 00°C b 7.966 7.960 0.006

c 9.805 9.799 0.006

Table 3: Lattice parameters
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Figure 1: Lattice parameters of the phases II and IV and equivalent distances of
the phase V on heating.
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CuPSAN AN

Lattice Range/ Expansion / Expansion /
parameter [°C] [10,6/K] [1 06/K]

Phase I a 124

Phase II a heating -70 - 143 79 96
c -70-2 -22 58
c 2-143 67
a cooling 101 -- 70 82
c 101--70 42

Phase IV a heating -70 - 62 -17 -25
b -70-62 260 309
c -70-62 45 44
a cooling -37 -- 70 186
b -28--70 191

c -40--70 -79
Phase V a heating -70 - 20 93 85

b -70-20 67 66
c -70-20 -11 -13
a cooling 5--70 72
b 5--70 76
c -40--70 -7
c 5--40 7

Table 4: Linear expansion coefficients

By heating the sample of CuPSAN the lattice parameter b of phase IV increase.

Whereas parameter a decreases, and so the elementary cell approaches a

tetragonal structure. This occurs by an oscillation of the planar nitrate groups

around an axis in direction of c with increasing temperature according to a

model of Amoros [13]. The nitrate groups deviate from the position aligned in

direction of a causing the transition IV/II.

By heating until 143°C no transformation from phase II to the high temperature

phase I is observed.

As the lattice parameters a and b of phase V of CuPSAN are nearly the same,

corresponding to a tetragonal basis of the elementary cell, the transition
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temperature into the nearly identical phase II cannot be clearly defined. At

room temperature phase V as well as phase Il is observed.

Compared to AN only the lattice parameter a for the phase V of CuPSAN shows

a significant difference.

The linear expansion coefficients are comparable for the corresponding lattice

parameters for all phases of AN and CuPSAN. However, for phase IV a difference

is observed on cooling. As shown in Figure 2 the thermal expansion for the

lattice parameters a and c change. The lattice parameter a increases and c

decreases. This point is not clear and requires further investigation.

Specific Volumes

In Figure 3 the specific volumina on heating and cooling are shown. The

corresponding values and the volumetric expansion coefficients are shown in

Table 5 and 6.

AN CuPSAN
Volumen // Volumen /7A3 Difference / A3

Phase I 83.45
at 150°C
Phase II 80.30 80.27 0.03
at 82°C
Phase IV 77.27 77.27 0
at 22°C
Phase V 77.50 77.58 -0.08
at -100°C

Table 5: Specific volumes
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Figure 3: Volumes of the CuPSAN phases.
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CuPSAN AN

Range Expansion I Expansion I
[°C] [10-6/K] [10-6/K]

Phase I 372

Phase II heating -70- 143 206 250
cooling 101 -- 70 205

Phase IV heating -70 - 62 286 331
cooling -37--70 312

Phase V heating -70 - 20 170 141
_cooling 1 5--70 162

Table 6: Volumetric expansion coefficents

Comparing the specific volumes of CuPSAN with AN only small differences are

observed. The volumetric expansion coefficients calculated from the curves in

Figure 5 are strongest for Phase IV and comparable with those for AN.

Conclusion

The transition paths of CuPSAN distinguish from pure AN by an extended

stability range of phase II down to room temperature and up to more then

140 0C, so that no transition into phase I is observed on heating to 1430 C. Phase

IV coexists with the phase II and V decreasing from 40% at -70 °C to <10% at

600C on heating and from about 1% at -28 0C to 10% at -70°C on cooling.

Incorporating diammine copper(ll) into the' lattice enhances the tendency to a

tetragonal structure. The lattice parameters a and b for phase V become nearly

the same. The tendency explains the extended stability of phase II and increases

the difficulties of distinguishing between the phases II and V.
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Abstract

An optical system for measuring size and concentration of particles less than 01

micrometer in flames, developed at the ICT, is described. The measuring-system is

working non-intrusive and has been built up in an experimental scale. The function of

the system is based on a multiple-wavelength-extinction-method. In case of sufficient

particle-concentration in sooting flames, the system is able to detect particle-sizes in a

range of 0.01 ...0.5pm. Additionally the plume of an Al-filled composite propellant

was investigated.

Kurzfassung

In der vorliegenden Arbeit wird ein am ICT entwickeltes optisches Melsystem zur

Bestimmung der Gr613e und Konzentration von Partikeln im sub-pm-Bereich in

Flammen beschrieben. Hierbei handelt es sich um ein berohrungslos arbeitendes

MeBsystem das im LabormaBstab aufgebaut wurde. Als MeBprinzip kommt ein

Mehr-Wellenl~ngen-Extinktions-Verfahren zum Einsatz. Das System ist in der Lage bei

einer gen0gend groBen Konzentration von Partikeln in Flammen den

Partikeldurchmesser in einem Bereich von 0.01 ...0.5pm zu bestimmen. Zusatzlich

wurde die heiBe Reaktionszone eines Aluminium-Composit-Treibstoffes untersucht.
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Einleitung

Im Forschungsý- und Entwicklungsbereich der Flamnmendiagnostik am ICT werden

MeBsysteme entwvickelt, die die Charakterisierung und Optimierung von

Verbrennungsprozessen gestatten. Die Kenntnis von GrbBe und Konzentrationen der

Partikel in ruf~enden Flammen, speziell derer mit einem Durchmesser Hleiner 1 pm, ist

hierbei von besonderer Bedeutung. Urn den Verb ren n ungsverlauf in den

untersuchten Flamnmensystemen nicht zu beeinflussen, werden ber~ihrungslos

arbeitende Mef~verfahren bevorzugt .

Aus diesemn Grund wurde am ICT emn optisches Mel~systemn entwickelt, das diesen

Anforderungen Rechnung tr~gt.

Grundlagen

Das Mehr-WeIlenI~ngen-Extinktions-Verfahren, auch Dispersionsquotientenverfahren

genannt, beruht auf der Lichtextinktion mehrerer Lichtstrahlen unterschiedlicher

WelienI~nge beimn Durchgang durch das gleiche Partikelkollektiv. Durchquert emn

Lichtstrahl emn Partikelkollektiv, so wird dieser durch Extinktion (Absorption und

Streuung) geschwkcht.

Unter der Annahme einer monodispersen Partikelverteilung, wird die Extinktion eines

monochromatischen Lichtstrahls durch das bekannte Lambert-Beer'sche Gesetz

beschrieben:

( - I e(Lr 2 Q,Adrxkn))

Dabei bedeuten:
1, -intensitit des auf die Partikel treffenden Lichts

I -Intensit~t des Lichts hinter demn Partikelkoliektiv

N -Partikeldichte

r -Partikeiradius

Q, -Extinktionskoeff izient

n -Brechungsindex

L -MeBvolumenl~nge

x --WeIlenI~ge des verwendeten Lichtes
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Obwohl in der Gleichung sph~rische Partikel vorausgesetzt werden, IOft sie sich

durch die Betrachtung eines ganzen Partikelkollektivs auch auf andere Partikelformen

anwenden. Durch die unterschiedliche r~iumliche Orientierung der Partikel, innerhaib

des yam Lichtstrahl erfaBten Kollektivs, ergibt sich bei von der Kugelform

abweichenden Teilchen, im Durchschnitt wiederum emn " mittlerer Radius". Da es sich

in der Realit~t in den seltensten F6I1en urn kugelftbrmige Teilchen handelt, wird diese

N~herung als hinreichend genau betrachtet und im Dispersionsquotientenverfahren

angewendet.

In demn Lambert-Beer'schen Gesetz ist auf~er der Partikelgr6Be auch noch die

Partikelkonzentration unbekannt. Bildet man jetzt den sogenannten Dispersions-

quotienten durch Division der Iogarithmierten Intensit~tsverh~Itnisse zweier

Lichtstrahlen unterschiedlicher WeIlenI~nge die das gleiche Partikelkollektiv passieren,

so kOrzt sich die unbekannte Partikeldichte.

In rl ,, D Q -Q ext(r, l, n) .

In( IIh Q ext (r, X 2,n)

Da der Zusammenhang zwischen Dispersionsquotient und PartikelgrbBe nicht miner

eindeutig ist, werden zus~tzliche WellenI~ngen eingeftihrt. Nun k6nnen weitere

Dispersionsquotienten gemnessen und eine eindeutige TeilchengrbI~e zugeordnet

werden.

Der Extinktionskoeffizient Qext kann mit Hilfe der Mie-Theorie bestimmt werden und

setzt sich additiv aus dem jeweiligen Koeffizienten f~ir Absorption bzw. Streuung

zusammen.

Qext(r,k,n) =Qabs(r,X,n) + Q,,r(r,X,n)

Leicht UOberschaubar sind lediglich die FýIle grol~er (r>>A) bzw. kleiner (r<<k) Radien.

Im Falle kleinster Teilchen verschwindet die Streustrahiung, da sie in der 4. Potenz

von r/X abh~ngig ist (Rayleigh-Streuung).
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Bei groben Tejichen wirkt sich die Streustrahlung als reflektierte Strahlung aus, die im

Falle runder Partikel zwar den gesamten Raum erfijilt, bevorzugt aber entgegen der

Einfallsrichtung erfolgt. [1]

Will man nun das zwischen den Extremen liegendle Gebiet r - betrachten, so

kommt man nicht mehr ohne die exakte Theorie aus, die Gustav Mie (1868-1957) im

Jahr 1908 ver6ffentlichte. Mie hat auf Grundlage der Maxwellschen Theorie die

Strahiung von Kugein berechnet, die von ebenen Wellen getroffen werden. Er 16st

das Randwertproblem exakt. Den Kugeln werden dabei selbst for die kleinsten

Dimensionen die Werte des komplexen Brechungsindex zugeschrieben, wie sie dlas

massive Material besitzt. Die Kugeln werden zu eigenen Schwingungen angeregt,

deren Wellenzoge dann mit den urspronglichen interferieren. Die Lbsung ergibt sich

als Reihenentwicklung, deren Koeffizienten sich aus Besselschen und Hankelschen

Funktionen errechnen.

Q ext (M,r, A) Y=2 + 1)* Re(an + bn)

Voraussetzung for die Berechnung ist die Kenntnis des komplexen Brechungsindlex

(m=m 1-m2.i) des Partikel-Feststoffes.
Da die genauere Berechnung des benbtigten Extinktionskoeffizienten nicht

Gegenstand dieser Arbeit sein soil, sei an dieser Stelle auf die Literatur [2-4]

verwiesen.

Aus dieser Berechnung kann nun for jedle der verwendleten Wellenl~gen emn Kurve

fur den Verlauf des Extinktionskoeffizienten in Abh~ngigkeit von der PartikelgrbBe

abgeleitet werden. Durch die Kombination jeweils zweier Wellenl~ngen kann dann

emn theoretischer Dispersionsqluotient DQlhnO, gebildet und mit dem dazugeh~rigen

gemnessenen Quotienten DQ,,p gleichgesetzt und, letztendlich emn Partikelradius

zugeordnet werden.
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Aufbau und Funktionsweise

Das von dem Lichtbogen einer Kurzbogenlampe erzeugte Licht, wird durch eine

Kondensoroptik am Lampengeh~use parallelisiert. Eine spezielle Einkoppeloptik

fokusiert den Lichtstrahl auf die Offnung eines Lichtwellenleiters mit einem

Kerndlurchmesser von 200 pm. Am anderen Endle der Faser wird das austretendle

Licht dlurch eine Linse auf die MeBebene fokusiert. Dieser Lichtstrahl dlurchluft einen

StrahlteilerwOrfel, der einen Teil des Lichtes urn 900 auf eine Silizium-Fotodliode

ablenkt. Die Spannung an dieser Detektordiode wird direkt Oiber eine AID-

Wandlerkarte in einen tragbaren Rechner eingelesen.

Der andere Teil des Lichtstrahls trifft auf die Blenden~ffnung eines elektronisch

gesteuerten, mechanischen Shutters und wird mit dessen Taktfrequenz am Durchtritt

gehindert. Im weiteren Verlauf des Strahiengangs befindet sich nun die MeBkammer,

die mit Seitenwv~nden aus Glas versehen ist. In ihr befindlet sich das eigentliche

MeBobjekt, die Flamme. Das pulsierende Licht trifft hier auf die von der Flamme

erzeugten Partikel und wird dlurch diese in seiner lntensit~t geschw~cht.

Auf der anderen Seite des MeBvolumens befindlet sich eine zweite Optik, die den

abgeschwkchten Lichtstrahl, sowie die Strahiung der Flamme, wiederum auf die

Offnung eines Lichtwellenleiters (Durchmesser 1000pm) fokusiert. Eine Lins6 bildet

den Ausgang des Lichtwellenleiters auf den Eingangsspalt des Monochromators ab.

Hier wird nun das auftreffendle Licht dlurch emn Reflexionsgitter in seine spektralen

Anteile zerlegt und letztendlich auf die Diodenzeile (1024 Elemente) des Detektors

abgebildet.

Im Rechner des Spektrometers (Optical Multichannel Analyser) werden nun die

kompletten Spektren des erfal~ten Lichtes verarbeitet. Man erh~lt abwechselnd emn

Spektrum der Flamnmenstrahlung, mit bzw. ohne Oberlagerung dlurch den MeBstrahl.

Synchronisiert wird dlas gesamte System dlurch die am Spektrometer eingestellte

lntegrationszeit. Dieses Triggersignal wird durch einen Funktionsgenerator aufbereitet

und dient der Steuerung des zumn Shutter gehbrenden Controllers. Dieser erzeugt emn

Signal, je nach Zustand der Blenden~ffnung am Shutter. Mit diesem Signal wird die

Mef~werterfassung an dem genannten tragbaren Rechner ausgel~st. Abbildung 1

zeigt in einer schematischen Darstellung den optischen Aufbau und die

Datenerfassung.
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Ergebnriisse:

Urn die Qualit~t der Partikelgrbf~enbestimmung des entwickelten MeBsystemn

beurteilen zu k~nnen, wurde dieses an verschiedenen Flammen getestet. Im

Nachfolgenden sind einige MeBergebnisse aus unterschiedlichen Versuchs-

anordnungen graphisch dargesteilt.

Mittlerer Partikelradius r in einer Flammenhohe von 1.5 cm

100.

7 0 ... ... .. .

6 0 - ...... .. .......... ......

5 0 - .......... ........ .............

20- ....... ..... 0 Kerzenflarnme

20 * petrojeunroamme

0:0 0'2 0:4 0:6 0:8 1,0 1:2 1,4 1,6

Zeit t [s]

Abb. 2: RuBpartikelgroBe in Modeilflamnmen

Abbildung 2 zeigt den Verlauf zweier MeBreihen foir unterschiedliche
Modeliflamnmen, bei denen der Mei~strahl die Flammenzone in einer festen H-16he von

1,5cm durchdringt.

Weiterhin wurden Messungen an Poolfire - selbst kontrollierten Diffusionsfiamnmen

Ober Brennstofflachen - durchgefoihrt, bel denen die axiale Lage des MeBstrahIs

variiert wurde. In Abbildung 3 sind die gemnittelten PartikelgrbBen (RuB) in

Abh~ngigkeit von der axialen Flamnmenposition fo~r unterschiedliche brennende

Substanzen dargestelit. Der Basisdurchmesser betrug 5 cm.

Die MeBergebnisse stimme sehr gut mit aus der Literatur bekannten Partikelgr6Ben

Ciberein [1,5]. Man beobachtet emn Partikelwachstumn bzw. eine

Partikelagglomeration mit zunehmender Flammenh6he. Der Verlauf der Partikelgr6Be

in Abh~ngigkeit der horizontalen Flamnmenposition deckt sich ebenfalls mit durch

andere MeBsysteme gewonnenen Ergebnissen [9].
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Mittlere PartikeigroBe r in Abhangigkeit der Flammenhhhe h

120 - - - - -- - - -

100...................

S 80 -.... ....

S 60 - ........i -.......

_ -*-ToluoI
40 - .... ..... ................. Polystyrol

40 ~.-A- Methanol

-v- HeIzol
20- ......-;I. -1 1 .. Heizhi . I% Ferrocen

I+ Isopropanol

0 r-rr'--
0 1 2 3 4 0 6 7 8 9

Me~hohe h in der Flamme [cm]

Abb. 3: Rul~partikelgrOfen aus Poolfire-Versuchen

Da die Kenntnis des komplexen Brechungsindex des Partikel-Feststoffes die einzige

Voraussetzung for das MeBsystemn darstelit, k~nnen auch andere partikelbeladene

Flammensysteme untersucht werden. Als Beispiel hierf~ir wurde die Grbf~e der A 120,-

Partikel beim Abbrand eines Aluminium-Composit-Treibstoffes (HTPB 1029)

bestimmt. In Abbildung 4 sind sowohi die gemnessenen Teilchengr6Ben wie auch die

Partikelkonzentration dieser Untersuchungen dargesteilt.

Gr66e und Konzentration der Al 03 Partikel bein, Abbrand von HTPB 1029

400 - - ___ ____ ____- __ _- 1E13

350-
00-

300- IE12 -E

250- +.. * * Z

00 0

100- .. ........

50 .-

0 Partikelgr6ýe Partikelk~ozentration
0- 1 E9

0 5 10 10 20 25

Nummer der Mesung

Abb. 4: A1203-Partikel beim Abbrand von HTPB 1029
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Zusammenfassung:

Das hier vorgestelite MeBsystemn ist in der Lage den Partikeldurchmesser in einemn

Gr6Benbereich von 0.01 ... 0.5pm, sowie die Partikelkonzentration im Bereich von

101 ... 101
1CM-

3 in Flammen berohrungslos zu messen.
Emn Vorteil des Mel~systemns gegenober bekannten Systemen ist die M~5glichkeit, sehr

kleine Partikelgr~Ien bei hohen Konzentrationen zu detektieren. Durch die

Verwendung von fi~nf und mehr WellenI~ngen zu Bestimmung des

Dispersionsquotienten, Iiegt der Hauptvorteil dieses Verfahrens in der hohen

Sicherheit der MeBergebnisse. Die Doppeldeutigkeiten im Verlauf des

Dispersinsquotienten lassen sich hiermit wesentlich einfacher beseitigen als bei

herkbmmlichen Mef~systemnen, weiche mit lediglich zwei bzw. drei WeIlenI~ngen

arbeiten. AuBerdem ist eine Kalibrierung des MeBaufbaus nicht erforderlich.

In einer nkchsten Entwicklungsphase soil das bestehende Laborsystemn auf emn

komnpaktes und handliches MeBsystemn reduziert werden. Durch eine direkte

Rechneranbindung mit integriertemn Spektrometer wird die zeitaufgel~ste Online-

Auswertung von partikelbeladenen Systemnen wie Aerosole, Suspensionen und

Emulsionen angestrebt.
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EinfluB der PartikelgroBe auf das Abbrandverhalten
von B/KNO3-Anzundmischungen

V. Weiser, D. Kuhn, R. Ludwig, H. Poth

Fraunhofer-Institut for Chemische Technologie (ICT)
P.O.Box 1240, D-76318 Pfinztal (Berghausen), Germany

Abstract

Gun propellants and particularly LOVA-ammunition with low temperature sensitivity need
matched ignitor systems to guarantee reliable and effective ignition. For this systems
privileged conditions of the ignitor jet are only partly known like temperature, particles and
gas content. Also the influence of the mixture preparation like particle sizes and densities
are less investigated. First approaches to investigate these influences to the burning
behaviour and ignitor jet of B/KNO 3-mixtures and black powder are presented.

Kurzfassung

Jecles Treiblaclungspulver ben~tigt speziell angepal3te Anzondmischungen (AZM), um eine
zuverl~ssige und effektive AnzOnclung zu gew~hrleisten. Dies gilt im besonderen MaBe for
LOVA-Munition und temperaturunempfindliche Pulver. In vielen Fallen sind die effektiven
AnzOndbedingungen bzgl. der Temperatur oder dem Partikel/Gas-VerhNltnis nur
unzureichend bekannt. Beim AnzOndverhalten spielt die Aufbereitung des AZM bzgl.
Partikelgr6Benverteilung und Packungsdichte eine ausschlaggebencle Rolle. Untersucht
wurde der Einflul dieser Parameter auf dlas Abbrandverhalten des AZM und der Anzond-
schwaden.

1 Einleitung

Die konventionelle AnzOndung eines Treibladungspulver (TLP) geschieht dlurch Obertragung
thermischer Energie aus dem reagierenden AnzOndmittel (AZM) auf die Pulverschottung
Ober Strahlung undcl das Auftreffen heil3er Gase und Partikel. Diese Vorg~nge laufen in
wenigen Millisekunden oder schneller ab. Eine hohe kinetische Energie der Gase und
Partikel und ihr ausgewogenes, dem TLP angepaBtes Verh6ltnis sorgt for den Durchgriff auf
einen ausreichenden Teil der Pulverschottung [4].

Das unempfindliche Verhalten von neuen TLPs, insbesondere gegenober thermischen
Einwirkungen, basiert auf der Verwenclung von Komponenten, die im Vergleich zu NC erst
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bei h~heren Temperaturen pyrolysieren. Dies gilt speziell for kalte Hochleistungspulver
(KHP) und LOVA-Pulver. 7. B. zeigen Nitramine, die hohe Leistungen aufweisen und hNufig
bei diesen Pulvern zumn Einsatz kommen, eine im Vergleich zu NC urn ca. 50'C h~here
Zersetzungstemperatur - meist in Verbindlung mit einemn Schmelzvorgang bei moderaten
Heizraten [100OK/mini. Binderanteile pyrolysieren z. T. endlotherm. Dies erfordert allerdlings
mehr Energieobertragung und stelit die Entwickler von Anzondern var dlas Problem, die
AnzOndmischungen den neuen Pulvern anzupassen, ohne zu gravierendlen Steigerungen
der notwendligen Anzondmengen zu kommen.

Ziel der berichteten Arbeiten war es zu untersuchen, wie die Eigenschaften von AZM
variiert werdlen k~nnen, ohne ihre chemnische Zusammensetzung zu ýndlern. Dadurch sollen
chemische und physikalische Wirkmechanismen voneinander getrennt untersucht werden.
Als Parameter zur Variation von Abbrandgeschwindligkeit und Partikeldichten wurde zuerst
der Einflul3 von PartikelgrbBen und SchOttdichten untersucht.

2 Einfl' uB von KorngroBen und SchUttdichten auf die
Umsatzgeschwindigkeit von B/KNO3

Untersucht wurde der EinfluB der Partikelgr6Benverteilung auf das Abbrandverhalten von
Anzojndmischungen (AZM). Die Partikelgrbl~enverteilung bestimmt die mikroskopische
Vermischung der Reaktionskomponenten und die Grn5Be der reaktionsf~higen Oberflkche.
Daher kann erwartet werden, dlaB Sie einen grof~en EinfluB auf die Umsatzgeschwindigkeit
des AZM aus~bt. Auch ist mit einem Einflui3 auf die Art und Grbl~e der Schwadenpartikel
zu rechnen.

2.1 Versuchsaufbau und Durchfuhrung
Ober das Abbrandverhalten von Pulversch~ttungen gibt es bislang nur sehr wenige
Untersuchungen [ 1]. Da keine geschlossene Oberflkche auf einemn homogenen Material
vorliegt, versagt die konventionelle Definition der Abbrandrate, und man beschrnkt sich
auf die Ermittlung der Umsatzgeschwindigkeit.

Bislang gibt es f Or derartige Messungen kein einheitliches Mel~verfahren. Berger [1] mil~t
z.B. die Fortpflanzungsgeschwindigkeit einer Verbrennungsfront an einer pyrotechnischen
PulverschOttung in einer Rinne. Dieses Verfahren kann nicht in konventionellen
Druckbomben eingesetzt werden. Deshalb wurde emn Verfahren entwickelt, dlaB Ahnlich-
keiten mit der Mel~methode nach Crawford [2] aufweist, die zur Abb rand raten messu ng
von Festtreibstoffen routinerMBig eingesetzt wird.

Fine definierte Pulvermenge wird in emn 150 mm langes Glasrohr mit 6 mm Innendlurch-
messer eingefOllt, auf einer R~ttelmaschine mbglichst gleichm~Big verdlichtet, senkrecht
aufgestellt und mit Hilfe einer kurzen Zondschnur angezC~ndet. Die Mel~strecke betr~gt
100 mm. Ober und unter der MeBstrecke verbleiben etwa 20 mm Vor- bzw. Nachlauf. Der
Abbrand wird mit einer Videokamera und eingeblendetem Zeitsignal aufgezeichnet. Die
Aufnahmen k6nnen manuell und computergestOtzt ausgewertet werden. Bild 1 zeigt einen
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charakteristischen Abbrand; die reagierendle Flamnmenfront lbetr~gt nur wenige Millimeter
und verI~uft absolut eben; so ist das MeBsignal eindeutig auszuwerten.

Bild I Videoprint eilnes reprAsentativen Abbrandversu chs

2.2 Anzuindmischungen undProbenaufbereitung
Untersucht wurden Schtittungen von Bor/Kaliumnitrat (B/KNO 3) in st~chiometrischer
Zusammensetzung von 1 5 zu 85 Massenprozent. Das konventionelle Borpulver hatte einen
miftieren Korndurchmesser von x,0 = 2 pm. Die Kaliumnitratkbrner wurden gemahien und
durch Siebung in drei Kornfraktionen aufgeteilt. Die x,50-Werte lagen bei 3, 6 und 12 pm.

Es wurden jeweils 3.7 g des Pulvers in emn R6hrchen geftillt und mit einer Stampfmaschine
verdichtet. Durch unterschiedliche Stampfzahlen von 300 bis 2000 Hfiben konnten
verschiedene Verdichtungen erreicht werden. Die Ermittlung der Sch~ttdichte erfolgte
durch Messen der FOllh6he nach demn ROttein.

2.3 Umsatzgeschwindigkeiten
Die unterschiedlichen erreichten Schot~tdichten sind in Abh~ngigkeit vomn mittleren
Durchmesser der KNO,-Partikel in Tabelle 1 zusammengestellt. Gleichzeitig ist die maximal
erreichte Steigerung der SchOttdichte eingetragen. Die Sch~ttdichten steigen mit der Gr65Be
der KNO,-Partikel, d.h. mit demn Gr~lBenunterschied zwischen Bor und KNO3. Die kleinen
Bor-Partikel fOgen sich besser in die LOcken zwischen den KNO,-Partikeln emn. Durch
aufwendiges ROttein ist nur eine relativ geringe Steigerung der Schattdichte um etwa 20%
erreichbar. Die Reproduzierbarkeit der Sch~ttdichte bei gleicher Hubzahl war mit
Schwankungen von etwa 10% zufriedenstellend.
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Tabelle 1 Erreichte Schuttdichten be! unterschiedlichen KINO3-
Partikeldurchmessern; x,,0(Bor) = 2 pm.

x50(KNO,) in pm 3 6 12

x50(KN03): x50(B) 1.5 3 6

Sch~ttdichte in g/cm' 0.71 bis 0.87 0.79 bis 0.96 0.92 bis 1.06

Steigerung in % 23 22 15

Die Verbrennung verIuft r~ckstandsfrei. Nur an der Rohrwand findlet man eine hauch-
donne Ablagerungsschicht. Es werden praktisch keine gl~henden Partikel aus dem Rohr
geschleudert.

Die bei verschiedenen Sch~ttdichten gemessenen Umsatzgeschwindigkeiten erweisen sich
als m~f~g reproduzierbar, wie Buld 2 verdleutlicht. Es zeigt die gemessenen Regressions-
geschwindigkeiten r der einzelnen AZM in Abh~ngigkeit von der Sch~ttdichte p. Die
Abh~ngigkeit von der Dichte erweist sich als signifikant und ergibt eindleutige Trends.

In Richtung groBer KNO,-Partikel steigert sich die Umsatzgeschwindigkeit von 2 auf 3 mm/s
bei niedrigen Schojttungdichten auf von 4 auf 6 mm/s bei hohen Verdlichtungsgraden. Als
Grund for den Anstieg der Umsatzgeschwindigkeit kann die h~here Packungsdichte bei
den 12 pmn Pulvern angesehen werden. Durch die bessere Einlagerung und Verteilung der
Borpartikel sind Brennstoff und Oxidator besser vermischt; die Reaktionspartner liegen
n~iher beieinander. Dies beschleunigt und optimiert die mikroskopischen W~irme- und
Stoffaustauschprozesse bei der chemnischen Reaktion.

Die absoluten Werte erscheinen sehr klein im Vergleich zu den Erfahrungen im Anz~nd-
simulator [3] und realen Waffensystemen, in denen sich 6hnliche Menge gleichartiger AZM
in wenigen Millisekunden umsetzen. Allerdlings spielen dlabei h~here Iniziierungsenergien
und starke Verdl~mmungseffekte eine ausschlaggebendle Rolle. Die dlargesteliten Versuche
wurden so konzipiert, daB sich dlas Abbrandverhalten unabh~gig von diesen Effekten
m~glichst vergleichbar untersuchen W~t. Wie auch bei den Arbeiten von Berger [1 ] sollen
nur isolierte Einflosse wie die KorngrbBe und Sch~ttdichte auf dlas AZM untersucht und
Tendenzen aufgezeigt werden.
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Die Umsatzgeschwindigkeit varliert starker mit der Schcittdichte als mit den untersuchten
Korngr65Ben der KNO,-Partikel. Mit h~5here SchOttdichte steigt die Umsatzgeschwindigkeit
Ciberproportional an. Der Anstieg kann nicht als exponentiell betrachtet werden, weil die
Steigerung der Schiittdichte nach oben begrenzt ist. Der Anstieg der Umsatzgeschwindig-
keit kann, wiederum durch die geringeren mittleren Abst~nde zwischen den Reaktions-
partnern erkIrt werden. Als weiterer Effekt muI3 der gestiegene Str6mungswiderstand
angesehen werden, der durch die h~here Packungsdichte und die damit verringerten
Porendurchmesser entsteht. Die Gase str~men Iangsamer ab; dies ffjhrt zu einer Druck-
steigerung im R6hrchen und zu einer schwkcheren WMrmeabfuhr aus der Reaktionszone.

0,80
0,75 3 3jLm
0,70 o 6jgm
0,65 & 12 gmA
0,60
0,55
0,50 A

u) 0,45 3ým6ýr 2ýrE 0,40
0

0,25
0,200
0,15
0,10
0,05
0,00-

0,70 0,75 0,80 0,85 0,90 0,95 1,00 1,05

p in glCM3

Bild 2 Umsatzgeschwindigkeiten r der AZM unterschiedlicher
KorngroBenfraktionen in Abhangigkeit von der Schuttdichte p.
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3 Untersuchung der Anzundschwaden

Zur Beurteilung der Eigenschaften der Anziindschwaden wurde eine Versuchsapperatur mit
2 cm' Foillvolumen aufgebaut, die es erlaubt, AZMV-Pulver kontrolliert anzuzConden und
einen definierten Schwadenstrahl zu erhalten. Dabei wurden 6hnliche Lochdurchmesser
gew~ht, wie sie zRB. bei der Anz~ndeinheit Kaliber 76 mm auftreten. Dieser Strahi kann
mit optischen Mel~methoden auf Art, Temperatur und Geschwindigkeit von Gas- und
Partikeln untersucht werden oder auf emn im bestimmten Abstand befestigtes Pulverkorn
gerichtet werden, urn das Anzondverhalten des Pulvers w~hrendl der Anz~indphase zu
beobachten.

3.1 Aufbau
Das Geh~use der Apparatur wurde aus Stahl gedreht. Das F~livolumen betr~gt 2 cm3 und
erlaubt eine Befollung mit verschiedenen Ladedichten. Fin Bodenteil aus Perdinax erlaubt
die elektrisch isolierte Durchfiihrung von zwei Anz~ndelektroden mit 1 cm Abstand. Buld 3
zeigt eine Schemazeichung der Apparatur. Das Ger~t ist modular aufgebaut, so daB ohne
grol~e Anderungen dlas FCillvolumen variiert werden kann. Die Modulteile sind gegenseitig
verschraubt und erlauben emn einfaches und schnelles bef~jllen. Dadurch k~nnen auch
umnfangreiche Versuchsreihen schnell durchgefohrt werden.

Durch Austausch der oberen Lochplatte kann die Kiemmung variiert werden. Sinnvolle
Durchmesser liegen bei 1 bis 5 mm. Zwischen Blendle und Pulver wird eine doinne
Aluminium- oder Kunststofffoiie gelegt, um einen definierten Austrittstrahl der Schwaden
ab einem bestimmten Innendruck zu gew~hrleisten.

1 VerschluB
2 a Platte
2b Alu-Fol~ie
3 Mantel
4 Pertinax

5Bdenplatte

Bild 3 Apperatur zur Untersuchung von Anzundschwaden

Die AnzOndlung erfolgt nach dem Prinzip der Kondlensatorentladlung Ober einen
Anz~indraht aus einer Nickellegierung. Er ist Ober eine Strecke von 10 mm dloppelt
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gewickelt und wird zwischen den beiden Elektroden eingeklemmt. Der gleiche Draht wird
technisch in der Kalorimetrie eingesetzt und weist einen Brennwert von nur 6 i/cm auf. Die
zugefohrte Energie ist wesentlich geringer als der Energieinhalt der eingef~llten
AnzOndmischungen und beeinfluBt kaum dlas Verhalten des AZM.

3.2 Ergebnisse
Es wurden 20 Versuche mit u ntersch ied lichen ModeII-AZM durchgef~ihrt. Dabei wurden die
Kiemmung und Ladedichte variiert. Tabelle 2 fal~t den Versuchsplan zusammen. Eingesetzt
wurden Schwarzpulver, eine konventionelle B/KNO 3-Mischung mit einer angegebenen
Zusammensetzung von 66.7-72.7% KNO3, 22.2-25.2% Bor, 4.6-6.6% Binder und die o.a.
B/KNO3-Mischungen mit verschieden grol~en KNO 3-Partikel. Bei den Versuchen 7 und 8
wurde der Schwadenstrahl auf emn JA2-Pulverkorn gelenkt. Die Versuche wurden mit
Videokamera verfolgt. Beim Abspielen der Videos im Einzelbiidmodus erwies sich die
Videogeschwindligkeit von 25 Bildern pro Sekunde als gerade noch ausreichend, umn die
Strahlausbreitung zu verfolgen.

Tabelle 2 Versuchiplan zum Einfahren des AZM-Test-Moduls

V-Nr Stoff Korngr6Ige Ladegewicht Kiemmungs- Bemerkung
in pmn in g durchmesser

________ _____________in mm _____

1 BKNO3 3 0,5 4
2 BKNO3 3 0,5 4 _____

31 SP ____ __ 0,5 4 _ ___

4 SPD 0,5 4
5__ SPD 0,75 4
6 SP 0,75 4 _____

7 SP 0,5 4 +JA2
8 SPD 0,5 4 +JA2
91 SP 0,5 1 _____

10 SPD 0,5 2 _____

11 SP ____ __ 0,3 1 _ ___

12 SP _______ 0,3 2 _____

13 _ _SIP 0,3 4 _____

14 BKNO3 3 0,3 2 _____

151 BKNO3 3 0,3 2 _____

16 BKNO3 6 0,3 2 _____

17 BKNO3 6 0,3 2 _____

18 BKNO3 12 0,3 2 _____

19 BKNO3 LOS S1X108195 0,3 2 _____

20 BKNO3 LOS S1X/081951 0,3 1 2 _____
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a) b) C)

Bild 4 Videoprints von der Anzundung sines JA2-Pulverkorn mit
Schwarzpulverschaden (25 Bilder/s)

Als sinnvolles Ladlegewicht erwiesen sich 0.3 g (A=O. 15) bei einer Klemm ungsdurch messer
von 2 mm. Dabei war der Schwadenstrahl einerseits deutlich ausgepragt, aber foir
weiterf0hrende Untersuchungen noch nicht zu groB. Die Reprodluzierbarkeit der
Strahlausdlehnung war in alien Fallen zufriedenstellend. Der Strahi zondet JA2 an, wie Buld 4
eindrucksvoll veranschaulicht. Dargestellt ist eine mit Vide 'o aufgenommene Bildfolge mit
40 ms Zeitabstand und einer Beiichtungszeit von 1/4000 s.

Obwohl die Versuche in erster Linie dem Test der Apparatur dienen soliten, konnten einige,
erste Ergebnisse erzielt werden. Dies betrifft im wesentlichen Aussagen Ober die
Strahigeometrie in Abhangigkeit von den AZM-Substanzen, der Kiemmung, und der
mittleren Korngrbl~e.
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a) b) C)

Bild 5 Vergleilch des Schwadenstrahls eines Schwarzpulvers (a) milt ellnem
konventionel-len B/KNO3 Anzundmischung (b, c) zum Zeitpunkt maximaller
Ausdehnung

In Bild 5 werden die Schwadenstrahlen zwischen einem Schwarzpulver (a) und einer
konventionellen BKNO,-AZM (b) zumn Zeitpunkt maximaler Ausdehnung verglichen. Buld 5c
zeigt den BKNO 3-Strahl 80 ms sp~ter. Die Klemmungs~ff nung betrug 2 mm und die
Ladedichte A=O. 15. Schwarzpulver ergibt einen eng begrenzten, relativ schwach
Ieuchtenden Strahi. Am Rand sind einige einzelne, Ieuchtende Partikel zu erkennen. Der
Strahi erscheint nur in 3 aufeinanderfolgenden Videobildern; daraus ergibt sich eine
Reaktionsdauer von etwa 100 ins. Der Strahi des BKNO, ist wesentlich heller und breiter.
Augenscheinlich enth~It er eine erheblich hc~here Partikelmenge. Dies wird auch durch die
Aufnahme 80 ms danach dokumentiert. Man erkennt viele, Ober die FIlche des ehemaligen
Strahis verteilte Leuchtpunkte, die erst nach weiteren 200 ms vollstandig erl~schen. Es
handelt sich urn Borpartikel, die in der Luft nachverbrennen.
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a) b) C)

Bild 6 Screenshat des Schwadenstrahls bel Schwarzpulver zum Zeitpunkt
maximaler Ausdehnung bel unterschiedlichen Offnungsdurchmessern;
a) 1 mm, b) 2 mm, c) 4 mm.

Den Einflui3 der Kiemmung auf den Schwadenstrahl eines Schwarzpulvers (A=O. 15) ist in
Bild 6 dargestelit. Die Offnungsdurchmesser betrugen 1, 2 und 4 mm. Die Lainge des
Ieuchtendlen Schwadenstrahls verhtilt sich etwa proportional zur Klemmungs~ffnung. Die
hellgelbe Strahiung wird von heil~en Kleinstpartikeln hervorgerufen, d. h. bei kleineren
Offnungen verbrennen die Schwarzpulverk6rner schneiler als bei groBen. Daf or muB der
h~here Innendruck im Modul veraniwortlich gemacht werden, der Thnliche Effekte
hervorruft, wie sie im Abschnitt 2 beschrieben sind. Bei kleinen Klemmungs~ff nungen
6ndert sich die Strahibreite nicht. Erst ab relativ groBen Offnungsradien fMchert der
leuchtende Anteil des Strahies auf. Wahrscheinlich werden mehr Partikel des AZM aus der
Brennkamnmer geschleudert.
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a) b) C)

Bild 7 Screenshot des Schwadenstrahls bel B/KNO3-Pulvern zum Zeitpunkt
maximaler Ausdehnung und verschieden groBen KNO,-Partikeln
a) x50(KNO,) = 3 pm, b) x50(KNO,) = 6 pm, c) x50(KNO,) = 12 pm.

Auch die Partikelgr6Be des Kaliumnitratpulvers weist einen deutlichen EinfluB auf den
Schwadenstrahl aus (Bild 7). Bei feinerer KNO,-Aufmahlung endet die leuchtende
Hauptreaktionszone kurz nach der Austritts~5ffnung (Bild 7a). Erst elnige Zentimeter darober
erscheinen einige leuchtende Partikel. Vermutlich handelt es sich hier wiederurn urn nicht
verbrannte Borpartikel, die durch den heiBen Gasstrahl erw~rmt werden aber erst bei
ausreichender Umgebungsluft anzonden und nachverbrennen. Der Ieuchtende Tel des
Strahis ist urn so U~nger, je gr6Bier die KNO,-Partikel sind. Dabei steigt die Zahl der
nachverbrannten Borpartikel an. Die Abbrandreaktion scheint Iangsarner abzulaufen,
obwohl alle drei AZM die gleiche Zusarnmensetzung aufweisen. So f~hren die
Beobachtungen zu der Annahrne, daB nur die klienen KNO,-Partikel schnell genug
ausreichend Oxidationssauerstoff abgeben k~nnen, urn das Bor voIlst~ndig zu verbrennen.
Nur bei hohen Kornaufmahlungen I~uft die Reaktion vollst~ndig in der inneren Kammer
statt.
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EFFECT OF CRYSTAL DEFECTS ON REACTIVITY OF ENERGETIC
MATERIALS: 1. THE EFFECT OF MECHANICAL DEFORMATION.

Rogers Longjohnt and Michael. Cartwrightt

ABSTRACT

The impact sensitivity of mechanically deformed RDX have been performed on the

Rotter Impact Tester. Mechanical deformation was brought about by dropping a 5 kg

weight on the samples from a height below the Median Drop Height (M.D.H.) of pure

RDX. Increasing the Initial Impact Height (I.I.H.) from 20 cm to about 80 cm produced a

corresponding increase in sensitisation of the RDX as measured by a reduction in the

M.D.H. for second and final impacts. Above an I.I.H. of 80 cm, reduced sensitisation

occurred and a slightly higher impact height, although still less than that for the original

RDX sample, was then required to bring about an ignition event.

These results can be explained assuming that the initial impact sensitises RDX by

increasing the dislocation pile-up concentration (potential hot spots) and hence reducing

the required height for a subsequent ignition event. The dislocation pile-up theory

sufficiently describes the sequence of events from an I.I.H. of 20 cm up to an I.I.H. of 80

cm. Above an I.I.H. of 80 cm blunting of the initial pile-up sets in - effectively reducing

the initial stress concentration which existed at the pile-up. Consequently, a slightly

higher impact height was required to bring about an ignition event when compared to

samples initially impacted just below 80 cm.

t Department of Environmental Ordinance Systems, Cranfield University, Royal MilitaW College of Science,

Shrivenham, Swindon, Wiltshire, UK SN6 8LA.
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1. INTRODUCTION

During impact testing of solid explosives hot spots can be generated from the adiabatic

compression of the hrapped gases and friction between the crystal particles[']. The

hardness, particle size and habit of the explosive crystals can also act to enhance the

explosive sensitivity. On the atomic scale crystal defects, such as substitutional and

interstitial impurity atoms, dislocation lines, stacking faults and grain boundaries also

affect sensitivity of crystalline explosives. This work was undertaken in an effort to

understand the role of crystal defect in the sensitivity of energetic material.

There are a number of convenient techniques[ 2 1 that can be used to increase the

concentration of defects above the thermal equilibrium concentration. These include

plastic deformation, quenching from high temperature, alloying or doping and irradiation

with energetic particles. This paper investigates the effect of mechanical deformation on

the sensitivity response of RDX. Initiation of crystalline explosives by impact is via a

mechanism in which extremely localised plastic deformation zones resulting from shear

stresses cause a pile-up of dislocation and act as sources of hot spots[""]. Consequently,

pre-existing dislocation pile-up, previously introduced by mechanical deformation, could

be expected to enhance an explosive response to impact. Rotter impact testing is one of

the standard method for the evaluation of impact sensitivity of energetic materials 4 .

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

During the impact of most crystalline solids the resulting dislocation movement causes

lattice perturbations which generate a phonon field. The radiated phonon can be locally

concentrated to form hot spots which in turn can influence the mechanical strength, as

well as other properties, of the solid. Early work on the heat generated by a moving

dislocationt58&S] found small temperature increases in commercial grade aluminium -

between 4.7 and 14.3 'C, and between 25.2 and 79.5 0C for a structural aluminium alloy.
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Recent modification of these earlier results - through a correction factor - to allow for

much higher temperature increases have been reported by Coffey and Armstrong[71 ; their

observations were based on experiments on rapidly deformed crystals of sodium chloride.

More recently, C. S. Coffeys81 have derived a quantum mechanical expression for the

phonon energy (t) generated by a moving dislocation and from the equation he estimated

the local energy and temperature produced by a moving dislocation in RDX as 4.6 x 10"13

J and 185 °C respectively, stressing the fact that these are only approximate calculations

since some of the imput values are not accurately known. However, from their rough

estimate, a much higher temperature was predicted with this model. Figure 1 is a

schematic representation of the microstructural changes within RDX explosive crystals

during drop weight impact loading giving rise to the generation of localised hot spots[91.

On the microscale, localised heating in a material is believed to result from adiabatic

collapse of dislocation pile-up avalanche[9 ' 10]. This model predicts a greatly increased

heating effect if the dislocations are first arranged in a static pile-up configuration within

a slip band with subsequent sudden release as in a catastrophic avalanche. Other factors

which can influence an explosive response to impact are discussed elsewhere[n' 12 & 13]

Drop Weight

RDX Crystal - Brass cap

Potential 

Heat

Hot Spot 

I ea

' ',, " Shear
SZDeformation-1 0 .5 m m 

)

AsRd -RDX

Figure 1. High Rate Localised Shearing of RDX Explosive Crystals.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

MULTIPLE IMPACT TESTING

Standard RDX (AsRd-RDX) supplied by DERA, Fort Halstead was used for these

experiments. It was oven dried at 80 °C under a vacuum of s 900 mbar (675 Toff) and

stored in a desiccator with no further treatment. The Rotter Impact Machine[41 was used to

carry out the testing. Double impacts were carried out on each sample. The Initial Impact

Height (I.I.H.) was chosen such that no ignition event was possible; i.e. a height well

below or not higher than the Median Drop Height (M.D.H.) of RDX - which is 120 cm. A

second and final impact on each batch of samples from each I.I.H. was then carried out to

determine the 0 % ignition height and the 100 % ignition height, along with intermediate

mixed response heights (Yes/No ignition events) at 10 cm intervals to obtain typical

response curve of the type shown in Figure 2. A whole spectrum of I.I.H. was looked at; 0

cm to 120 cm, at 20 cm intervals. Evidence of a positive impact response was determined

by using the usual standard gas evaluation criterial4].

SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY (SEM)

Samples from two extremes, one from an I.I.H. of 20 cm and another from an I.I.H. of 80

cm, recovered from the multiple impact testing, were examined under the SEM (JOEL

JSM - T300A) for structural damage resulting from the initial impact. An attempt was

also made to obtain evidence of adiabatic shearing. In order to facilitate this, some of the

sample was deliberately gently tapped into smaller half flakes to allow some sideways

viewing and to allow the assessment internal damage; the rest of the samples were

mounted with care to preserve the damaged surfaces as they were just after impact.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

MULTIPLE IMPACT TESTING

ROTTER IMPACT RESULTS

Figure 2 shows a typical response curve for the AsRd-RDX - Median Drop Height

(M.D.H.) = 120 cm; obtained from single impact experiments i.e. Initial Impact Height

(I.I.H.) = 0 cm. During multiple impact testing, the sample remained in the test cell after

the first impact and the impacting weight was readjusted to a new height for the second

and final impact. The second impact occurred within twenty seconds after the first

impact. Some significant sensitisation of the AsRd-RDX occurred even at a very low

I.I.H. of 20 cm. Figure 3 (a) and (b) show the combined effect impact loading on the

AsRd-RDX as the I.I.H. is progressively increased from 0 to 120 cm, and Figure 4 is a

trace of the M.D.H. for all the samples tested versus the corresponding I.I.H..

OPERATIVE MECHANISM DURING IMPACT LOADING

Ljungberg1 14
3 first observed a sharp drop in pressure during the impact of PETN, but it

was Heavens and Field1 3
3 who correctly attributed this phenomenon to material flow

resulting from the impact energy. The proposed mechanism to account for the changes

observed in the sensitivity response of the AsRd-RDX at different I.I.H. is be based on

the material flow of the sample resulting from the impact energy via the Dislocation Pile-

up Theory. As the I.I.H. was progressively increased some energy localisation

(dislocation pile-up) occurred up to a certain point depending on the magnitude of the

impact energy. This energy localisation is possible due to the formation of adiabatic shear

banding[15] resulting from the mechanical deformation; grain boundaries are also a good

means of generating and pinning dislocations - leading to the formation of Unstressed

Single Pile-up of dislocation on removal of the initial impacting load - Figure 5. Particle

fragmentation resulting from the mechanical failure also brings about the creation of new

surfaces or a mosaic structure which act as grain boundaries - effectively increasing
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not only the number of dislocations but also the obstacles to pin these dislocations. The

RDX sample, having undergone an initial impact, is in a highly strained state due to the

LLH =eOr Effect of Multiple Impact on AaRd-RDX

120
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Figure 2. Impact Response Curve for Figure 3 (a).Changes in Response of AsRd-
AsRd-RDX. RDX at Different I.I.H. - 0 to 80 cm.
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Figure 3 (b).Changes in Response of AsRd- Figure 4. The Effect of Impact Loading on
RDX at Different I.I.H. - 80 to 120 cm. the M.D.H. of AsRd-RDX.
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Dislocation Obstacle

III I I I I Ili Q

Figure 5. Single Pile-up in the Absence of Stress.

dislocation pile-up activity and as a result potential hot spots are thus created.

Consequently, a moderately high subsequent impact height (between 15 and 50 % less

than the M.D.H. of the AsRd-RDX - depending on the I.I.H. used) is required to bring

about an explosion event.

With reference to the sensitisation curve of Figure 4, the above dislocation pile-up theory

adequately describes the sequence of events from an I.I.H. of 20 cm up to an I.I.H. of 80

cm; i.e. increasing the I.I.H. from 20 cm to about 80 cm produces a corresponding

increase in sensitisation of the AsRd-RDX by increasing the dislocation pile-up

concentration (potential hot spots) and hence reducing the required drop height for a

subsequent ignition event. Above an I.I.H. of 80 cm, reduced sensitisation (still greater

than untreated RDX) occurs and a slightly higher impact height was then required to

bring about an ignition event; hence, the pile-up theory breaks down at this point and a

different mechanism is then required to account for the observed impact response above

the I.I.H. of 80 cm.

OPERATIVE MECHANISMABOVE I.IH. OF 80 cm

Microhardness indentation studies on RDX crystals have been carried out by a number of

worker including P. J. Halfpenny et al. [16], Elban and Armstrong[21 and J. K. A. Azumu

et al. [17] and a well define primary slip system have been reported as (010) [16,18] with

limiting possible dislocations with Burgers vectorst' 6], b, of [001], [100] and [101] (1.07,

1.359 and 1.690 nm, respectively). There is also evidence for a secondary slip system, but

controversy surrounds the exact slip plane for this system. Elban and Armstrong[21
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proposed a {021 } primary slip system following indentation and etching studies of only

the {021} faces. P. J. Halfpenny et al. have put forward, from their extensive studies on

different faces of RDX facets, a (021) or (011) secondary slip plane since both plane

intersect the (001) faces in a line parallel to [100] direction. However, more evidence

from their work have led them to nominate the (011) plane as the most likely slip plane

rather than the (021) plane. A Molecule of RDX is shown in Figure 6 (a), and the unit cell

of RDX is shown in Figure 6 (b). Figure 7 is a schematic diagram of the operative slip

planes in RDX unit cell.

H(4) H (1) lei)

(6 ) &-t.1574.. (CO•I)

(AS..7 I 
....

H (3) 0( 6)5, 
Al O I

(a) 
(b)

Figure 6. Side View of the RDX MoleculeN
19) (a) and A Unit Cell ofRDX (b) [20].

[010] ~ [100](10

P (021)

[001 
(011 )

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7. Directions and Planes in RDX. (a) Three Orthogonal Directions, (b) the (010) Primary

Slip Plane, and the (011) Secondary Slip Plane, (c) the (021) Secondary Slip Plane.

[0 0 .... (0 1 0 l I I I I I II II I
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For a crystalline material with a high stacking fault energy such as RDX, the possibility of

glide dislocation pile-ups becoming BLUNTED are favourable at sufficiently high

stresses during plastic flow. Cross slip (requiring a secondary slip system) or operation of

new dislocation sources near the dislocation pile-up tip are responsible for such

processesI213. Figure 8 is a schematic representation of a glide pile-up blunting. Although

the dislocation in tangle (i.e. blunted) do not resemble an ideal pile-up (Figure 5), the

long-range stress field at distances greater than the length of the "tangled" pile-up is

similar to the ideal pile-up results. Only at the spearhead of the tangle pile-up are the

stresses reduced by blunting.

Obstacle

S. ...... L..... L. . ...... ..

±

Figure 8. Blunting of a Glide Pile-up.

It is possible that as the I.I.H. is increased above 80 cm, blunting of the ideal dislocation

pile-up occurs in these samples of RDX - thus reducing the stress concentration at the tip

of the pile-up and hence a slightly higher subsequent impact height was required to

initiate explosion events in these samples.

SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY (SEM) STUDIES

SAMPLES FROMANLI.LH. OF 20 cm

Figure 9 (a) and (b) are electron micrographs of samples of AsRd-RDX recovered from

the brass cap used in the Rotter testing. The remaining micrographs are selected areas of

the above mentioned two samples. Figure 9 (c) is a magnified top central region (arrow

pointing downwards) of Figure 9 (a). On this micrograph (Figure 9 (c)) a typical brittle

fracture surface, multiple cleavage-type fracture, can be seen on the right; and on the top

left - evidence of shear banding can clearly be seen; a magnified version is shown in
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Figure 9 (d). At even higher magnifications, the flat surface of Figures 9 (a) appears to be

completely covered with tiny line of cracks, and inclusions - highlighted with arrows -

which were forced to the surface by the impacting load, can also be seen in Figure 9 (e).

Figure 9 (f) is a magnified micrograph of an area of Figure 9 (b) (arrow pointing

upwards) where a brittle fracture surface and particle inclusions (lighter in contrast) can

be seen.

SAMPLES FROMAN LLH. OF 80 cm

Figure 10 (a) is an electron micrograph of recovered AsRd-RDX sample after an initial

impact from 80 cm. A magnified region which is indicated by the arrow pointing upwards

in Figure 10 (a) is shown in Figure 10 (b); a dense structure with what appears to be

microcracks are obvious - a magnified version is shown in Figure 10 (c). At even higher

magnifications, Figure 10 (d) reveals a whole series of tiny protrusions; they appears to be

perfectly aligned in one direction. The reason for or the significance of these aligned

protrusion are not clearly understood yet; work is in progress to find out more about this

effect. What appeared initially as tiny microcracks are actually filled with previously

molten material - they are mostly glassy in appearance. A large, previously liquefied

region is also indicated by the arrow. Figure 10 (e) and (f) are images of a piece of sample

on Fighre 10 (a) indicated by the arrow pointing downwards. Here again there are a large

collection of previously molten regions. It is highly likely that these were a result of

melting at the tip of propagating cracks - causing the thermal decomposition of the

surrounding material during mechanical deformation. P. G. Fox & J. Soria-RuizI221 have

studied fracture-induced thermal decomposition in brittle crystalline solids. By relating

the amount of decomposition to the fracture velocity and the kinetics of thermal

decomposition of each material, a figure for the crack tip temperature was deduced in

each case that was investigated. K. N. G. Fuller et al. [23] have also reported a temperature

rise of about 500 K at the tip of fast-moving cracks in polymethyl-methacrylate. More

recently, W. L. Elban et al[
2 4

"26] have reported on the observation of a decomposition

product - R-Salt - from impacted samples of RDX.
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(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 9. Recovered Samples of AsRd-RDX after an I.I.H. of 20 cm.
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(a)(b

(e)

Figure 10. Recovered Samples of AsRd-RDX after an I.I.H. of 80 cm.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

Mechanical deformation of RDX crystals via impact loading results in the RDX being

sensitised. Increasing the I.I.H. from 20 cm to about 80 cm produces a corresponding

increase in sensitisation of the AsRd-RDX by increasing the dislocation pile-up

concentration (potential hot spots) and hence reducing the required drop height for a

subsequent ignition event. Above an I.I.H. of 80 cm, reduced sensitisation occurs and a

slightly higher impact height was then required to bring about an ignition event.

The dislocation pile-up theory sufficiently describes the sequence of events from an I.I.H.

of 20 cm up to an I.I.H. of 80. Above an I.I.H. of 80 cm, reduced sensitisation may

indicate the operation of a different mechanism where blunting of the initial dislocation

pile-up occurs - effectively reducing the initial stress concentration which existed at the

pile-up. Consequently a slightly higher impact height is required to bring about an

ignition event.

SEM studies on samples impacted at an I.I.H. of 20 cm revealed typical brittle fracture

surfaces; evidence of shear banding, cracks and foreign inclusion were also found.

Studies on samples impacted at an I.I.H. of 80 cm showed, in addition to the observations

mentioned for samples impacted at an I.I.H. of 20, that the cracks were filled with

previously molten material believed to be a known decomposition product of thermally

degraded RDX.
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Characterization of electro-exploded aluminum
(Alex)

Roland Sand6n, Defence Research Establishment, FOA, Sweden

Abstract
A nanostructured aluminum material, "Alex", from the Argonide Corporation, USA, has
been studied with the aim of using it both as fuel in high explosives and in rocket
propellants.

The Alex material is much easier oxidized than ordinary aluminum is. Differential
scanning calorimetry measurements show that, when heated in air, the Alex material is
partly oxidized resulting in a large exotherm starting at around 450°C. With an ordinary
aluminum powder, A-100 from Carlfors Bruk, Sweden, a much smaller exotherm is
obtained.

Microcalorimetry measurements, carried out at 65 0C and at 450C, show that Alex has good
stability in dry air but that it reacts quickly, though not vigorously, at high relative
humidity, releasing much heat.

The BET surface area for a sample of Alex was measured to about 12 m2 .

Drop weight tests indicate that the Alex material has a very low sensitivity to impact. Tests
were carried out both on the pure material and on HTPB/AP propellants containing 10%
Alex.

The experiments carried out so far shows that Alex reacts easily with oxygen and water. A
substantial part of it is easily oxidized at temperatures far below the melting point. It can,
however, be handled with safety. It seems to be well worth to continue with further studies
on this material.
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Introduction
The phenomenon of electro-explosion of a metal wire (BEW) has been much studied in recent
years. Reports in international symposia and numerous articles in scientific magazines have
been published. However, not much have been published on producing fine aerosols and on
research on the properties of the materials produced. In 1996, properties of a type of ultra-fine
aluminum powder, formed by the EEW process, was reported [1]. The material was called
"Alex". According to this report, after 1970, studies started in the High Voltage Institute in
Tomsk, Russia, on the production of ultra-fine aluminum particles by the EEW process. In
these experiments the explosion of the wire was achieved by powerful impulses of electrical
current in a vessel filled with a non oxidizing gas of either hydrogen, argon or helium, and the
particles were collected by sedimentation. The material is now made also by the Argonide
Corporation in Florida, USA. It is suggested to be used as a fuel in pyrotechnics, explosives
and propellants. In 1996, studies of a superfine aluminum material, "SAl", was reported in
China [2]. The SAl material may be similar to the Alex material.

By using ultra-high resolution scanning electron microscopy the Alex powder was shown to
consist of irregular clumps of small particles, approximately 50-100 nm in size, with a
substantial amount of crystal defects. In the act of exotherming, the recrystallization offers
remarkable new surface for reactions with oxidizers as in propellant mixes, and even fast
enough to contribute to reactions in high explosives" (letter from the Argonide Corp.). A
coating of oxide of about 3 nm on the particles was also shown. Chemical analysis showed
that the powder consisted of about 92-95% aluminum. Thermal analysis (DTA) indicated that
the material contains some conserved energy which in these experiments was released when it
was heated to about 4500C

Possible applications for the Alex material could be to increase the reaction rate in explosives.
It is of special intererest for under-water weapons, where ordinary aluminum may react too
slowly and in rocket propellants when high burning rates are of great importance. A problem
that occures with aluminum containing composite propellants is that when the charges burn in
rocket motors, the particles of aluminum melt and agglomerate to large droplets. These
droplets generally do not burn completely within the engine resulting in a substantial loss in
performance. In this case a type of aluminum with special burning properties like Alex, is of
interest [1].

Experiments

The Alex material

The Alex material was used as received. It is a fine gray powder. It was delivered carefully
sealed in polyethylene containers, with about 0.23 kg of the material in each. The bulk density
is said to be about 1.0 g kcm 3 and the particle size about 70-100 nm. In preliminary
experiments at FOA the volume weight was found to be 0.34 g/cm 3when the powder was
poured over into a graduated measuring glass and slightly shaken. By light compressing of the
powder, manually in a cylinder, the volume weight was increased to 0.92 g /cm3 .

Results from elemental analysis performed at different laboratories differed a lot. At Carlfors
Bruk, Sweden, a method based on treatment of the sample with sodium hydroxide was used.
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The amount of hydrogen gas evolved is a measure of the aluminum content. The result for one
batch was 95.6% aluminum.

A sample of Alex was studied by X-ray diffraction. The results were similar to those for
ordinary pure metallic aluminum. The complicated internal structure was probably
transformed to the ordinary aluminum structure by the strong X-ray radiation, similar to what
may happen with this material in ordinary scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
measurements (information from the Argonide Corp.). The only conclusions that can be
drawn from these measurements are that the purity of the material is at least 90% metallic
aluminum and that its internal structure is sensitive to the X-ray treatment.

For comparison a reference material of an ordinary fine particle size aluminum powder, type
A-100, from Carlfors Bruk, Sweden, was used. The bulk density of this material is about
1.0 g/cm 3. More than 92% has a particle size of less than 60 lim and 70-90% has a particle
size of less than 42 lim. Its aluminum content is at least 97.5%.

Drop weight tests

Tests were carried out on samples of Alex mixed with hydroxyl terminated polybutadiene
(HTPB), cured with the diisocyanate IPDI. The samples contained 50% Alex. Tests were also
carried out with the pure powder and a composite propellant of the HTPB/AP/A1 type with
60% AP and 10 % Alex as the aluminum ingredient (AP= ammonium perchlorat, about 5 Rm
particle size). A 2.0 kg hammer was used, and it was dropped from heights of at most 140 cm.

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)

Experiments were carried out with Alex in air and in inert atmosphere (argon). If not
otherwise said the heating rate was 100C/min. It was not easy to find an apparatus which gave
reproducable results at high temperatures. Therefore experiments were carried out at different
laboratories. The apparatuses used were Mettler DSC 820 and Seiko DSC 6200. For
measuring up to 6000C the Mettler 4000 apparatus was used. For thermogravimetric
measurements the Mettler TGA 820 apparatus was used. Measurements were carried out at
temperatures up to 7000C in aluminum oxide crucibles.

Microcalorimetry

The measurements were performed with a computerized LKB 2277 instrument.
Measurements were carried out at 450C and at 650C. The measurement vessels (2.5 ml glass
ampoules) were charged with about 2.0 mg of Alex or about 20 mg of aluminum A-100. In
some experiments after a stable power signal was reached, water was added to the vessels in
very small open ampoules so that a 100% RH humidity was obtained without any direct
contact of liquid water with the sample.

Surface BET measurements

The measurements were performed in a Micromeritics/Gemini apparatus. The active surface
as well as the pore volume were measured.
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Results

Drop weight tests

No reaction was seen for any of the samples, not even when the 2.0 kg hammer was dropped
from a height of 1.40 m. See Table 1. The Alex material can be regarded as very insensitive to
impact treatment.

Differential scanning calorimetry and thermogravimetric analysis

In all DSC experiments, when run in air, a large exotherm appeared at temperatures around
4000C. This shows that no quick oxidation occurres in air up to about 4000C. Figure 1 and 2
show typical thermograms in the temperature range of 400-7000C of Alex and of A- 100 in air.
The amount of energy released differed at different experiments and was at the most
5.5 MJ/kg for Alex and 0.1 MJ/kg for A-100. In all cases the melting point endotherm
appeared at around 630 to 6600C. After cooling, the Alex residue was a gray powder looking
rather similar to unreacted Alex. It could be initiated and burned in air.

It seems to be difficult to measure any structurally bound energy that may occur in the Alex
material. With the equipment used for high temperature measurements, it was very difficult to
avoid small amounts of air to penetrate into the sample. For measurements up to about 6000C,
it is possible to use sealed aluminum crucibles. When those were used no heat evolution was
seen. Figure 3 shows thermograms of a sample of Alex which was first heated in a sealed
aluminum crucible and then run a second time in air with the crucible punctured. With the
crucible punctured a large exotherm, similar to what can be seen in Figure 1, appeared. The
crucibles were weighed before and after every DSC was run. When the samples were heated
in sealed crucibles there was no increase in weight. When the crucibles were punctured and
heated in air the Alex samples increased their weight with about 15% and the A-100 samples
with less than 1%. The A-100 material reacted, however, to some degree. Figure 4 shows a
thermogram for a sample of A-100 in punctured crucible in air at high amplification.

The TGA experiments were carried out in argon atmosphere. It was difficult to avoid small
amounts of air to reach the sample in the apparatus. The Alex material reacted with traces of
oxygen, which could be seen as an increase in weight, beginning at a temperature of about
500 °C. To avoid oxidation from traces of air, the experiments had to be performed very
carefully. Argon was added to the apparatus. The sample was added to the crucible in a flow
of argon and the crucible was equipped with a lid. Figure 5 shows the increase in weight for a
sample of Alex when heated in air and in argon. With no weight increase of the sample during
the heating, no heat evolution was seen.

Microcalorimetry

Figure 6 shows the heat flow for samples of Alex when stored in the instrument at 450C and at
65 0C. It was stored for more than 9 days in dry oxygen. Only a small heat evolution can be
seen. After the initial deviation the heat flow is very small. Even if the initial deviation is
included the total heat evolved is small. In another experiment after one day in the
microcalorimeter, the ampoule was opened and new dry oxygen was added. Here a similar
curve was obtained with a new initial deviation similar to the first deviation. One of the
samples was taken for DSC measurements. A thermogram similar to that for samples of fresh
Alex was obtained. It seems that the endo- and exotherms which could be seen the first 1-2
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hours from the start of the calorimeter do not emanate from the sample but from initial
deviations of the instrument.

In other experiments, samples were kept for 20 hours at 45 0C in air atmosphere in sealed
ampoules. Then the relative humidity was raised to 100 % by bringing small test tubes with
water into the ampoules. No heat, or only small amounts of heat, were evolved before the
humidity was raised. In humid atmosphere a large amount of heat was quickly evolved,
though the reaction was not vigorous. See Figure 7. Because of the initial deviation the
amount of heat evolved was difficult to estimate, but it seems to be near to the total reaction
energy of the formation of aluminum oxide from aluminum. For comparison the sample of
ordinary aluminum powder, A-l100, was treated in the same way as the Alex samples. In this
case only a very small heat 'flow was observed. Compared to what was obtained with the Alex
samples the reaction rate for the A- 100 material with water seemed to be much slower.

Surface BET measurements

The BET surface area for a sample of Alex was measured to 12 ±2 m1/g and the adsorption
total pore volume 0.0 11 cm 3 /g. The same sample of the material was kept for about one month
in open air in the laboratory and then measured again. This time the value obtained for the
BET surface area was 4.7 m1/g and the adsorption total pore volume 0.0024 cm 3/g. For a
sample of ordinary aluminum powder, A-l100, the BET surface area was measured to
0.10 M 2 /g and the total adsorption pore volume was measured to 0.0002 cm 3/g.

Discussion
The drop weight tests indicate that the Alex material has a very low sensitivity to impact
treatment.

The DSC results indicate that the Alex material, compared to ordinary aluminum, reacts very
fast with oxygen when heated. In spite of this, the material is remarkably stable up to about
4000C in air under dry conditions. In the DSC experiments the amount of energy evolved
when heated up to 7000C, could be as high as 5 MJ/kg. This is about the same as the heat of
explosion for the well-known explosive TNT, which is 5.07 MI/kg. The heat of combustion of
ordinary aluminum is 3 1.0 MJ/kg. Aluminum melts at about 660 0C. The heat of melting is
about 390 J/g. For the Alex material the melting is shown as an endotherm at around 6300 C-
6600C close to the foregoing exotherm. For measureing at high temperatures it is important to
use proper types of crucibles. Copper crucibles are not useful because aluminum forms an
alloy with the copper. Crucibles made of alumina are useful. When Alex was heated up to
6000C in sealed aluminum crucibles, no weight change and no heat evolution was seen. If
there is any structurally bound energy in Alex the amount of it seems to be very small.

The microcalorimeter experiments where Alex was treated with humid air shows clearly that
Alex reacts very easily with water, so when handled it has to be protected from moist air. No
clear reactions could be seen in dry air at 450C (RH was 30% at room temperature), but when
the relative humidity was raised to 100%, strong exothermic reactions occurred quickly. The
amounts of energy released in wet air was difficult to measure because of the initial deviations
of the instrument, but it was estimated to about 15 MI/kg. Theoretically 15.14 MI/kg is
evolved when aluminum reacts with water to give the oxide (A1203) and hydrogen. The
reaction seemed to start as soon as the humid air appeared. With a sample of the ordinary
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aluminum, Carlfors A-100, using the same conditions, only a very small reaction occurred.
This shows that the Alex material reacts much easier with water than ordinary aluminum.

The results from the surface BET measurements show, as expected, that the surface area of
the Alex material is much larger than the surface area of ordinary small particle size
aluminum (Carlfors A-100). The pore volume of Alex is very small. When a sample of Alex
was stored in an open vessel in the laboratory for one month the BET surface area decreased
"considerably. This indicates that Alex in open air and ambient temperature slowly
deteriorates.

In summary, the main conclusions are as follows:

1. When the superfine aluminum material, Alex, is slowly heated in air it is partly oxidized
and a substantial amount of heat is evolved. This reaction starts far below the melting
point, leaving a metallic powder residue. With ordinary aluminum powder, only very little
of this kind of heat evolution is seen.

2. The Alex material is very insensitive to impact treatment.

3. The Alex material is stable and easy to handle in dry conditions. In air at high humidity,
and at slightly elevated temperature, it reacts quickly but not vigourosly under heat
evolution.

4. The BET surface area for Alex was measured to about 12 m2/g. For an ordinary fine
particle size aluminum powder, Carlfors A-100, a value of 0.1 m2/g was obtained.

5. The experiments carried out so far indicates that Alex is an interesting energetic material
and that it is well worth to continue with further studies on this material.
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Table I. Drop weight tests on Alex containing compositions. Weight of hammer: 2.0 kg.
Height of fall: 1.40 m.
Composition Components (%) Reaction
No Alex HTPB binder AP (3-4 pm) Iron oxide
1 100 -- -- No reaction
2 10 30 60 -- No reaction
3 10 25 50 15 No reaction
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Figure 2. DSC thermogram for aluminum, A-100, in air.
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Figure 5. TGA experiments. Weight increase for Alex in air (1) and in argon (2).
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Figure 6. Microcalorimetry. Heat flow for samples of Alex in dry oxygen at 650C
(1, 2) and at 450C (3,4). The amounts of Alex were 36 mg, 42 mg, 74 mg and 18 mg
in sample number 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively.
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Figure 7. Heat flow for Alex (i), 1.90 mg. and for A-100 (2). 19.88 mg. in
humid air at 45 C.
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Bestimmung der Oberfiachenenergie von Polymerbindern

und Explosivstoffpartikeln

U. Teipel, E. Marioth, T. Heintz, I. Mikonsaari

Fraunhofer Institut for Chemische Technologie (ICT), Pfinztal, D

Abstract

The surface free energy of the filler and the matrix considerably influences the

quality of the coupling between these two components to a compound. This

contributes to the processing properties and the ultimate properties of the

composite. These characteristic values can only be measured indirectly. In case of

polymers the determination of the surface free energy by measuring contact angles

is a proven technique. The contact angles have been measured by a modified

Wilhelmy-method. For HTPB and Viton A the surface free energy has been

determined from the theory of Owens, Wendt, Rabel and Kaelble. Five different

types of HTPB and Viton A as binder material for particles of explosives have been

examined.

1 Einleitung

In vielen Bereichen finden partikultre Polymersysteme ihre spezifische Anwendung. Der

FOIllstoff kann verschiedene Funktionen ubernehmen, welche die Eigenschaften des

Polymers anwendungsspezifisch unterstOtzen, bzw. erst den Einsatz erm6glicht.

FUlistoffe k6nnen die optischen, mechanischen und chemischen Eigenschaften der

Polymere entscheidend beeinflussen. Viele Anwendungen sehen das Polymer als

Hilfsmittel, den eigentlichen Funktionstrager in Partikelform zu binden. Bei der

Einarbeitung energetischer Materialien in eine Matrix steht der FOI1stoff als reaktiver Teil

eines Compositewerkstoffes im Vordergrund.

Die Herstellung solcher Systeme wird durch Beschichtung, Ruhren oder Kneten der

festen Phase in eine flOssige Phase erreicht. In jedem Fall wird die Grenzflache Feststoff-

Dampf durch eine Grenzflache Feststoff-FlOssigkeit ersetzt. Dieser Vorgang wird als

Benetzung bezeichnet. Geschieht der Vorgang der Benetzung spontan und vollstandig,

wird von vollstandiger Benetzung oder Spreitung gesprochen. MuB zur Herstellung

eines guten Verbundes zus~tzliche Arbeit in das System gesteckt werden, ist die

Benetzung unvollst~ndig. Dabei besteht die Gefahr, daB Blasen an der Grenzflache
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eingeschlossen werden, die die Eigenschaften des Verbundes entscheidend negativ

beeinflussen k~nnen. Durch Zugabe von oberfIlchenaktiven Stoffen in die flcissige

Phase oder durch Aufbringen von Sorptionsschichten auf die Festk~rperoberfIche 1613t

sich dlas Benetzungsverhalten in weiten.Grenzen variieren.

Emn Maf3 fOr die Benetzbarkeit ist der Benetzungs- oder Randwinkel. Er ist jedloch keine

stoffspezifische Eigenschaft, sondern abh~ngig von den grenzfl~chenenergetischen

Gr~lBen der beteiligten Phasen. Urn also Voraussagen Oiber das Benetzungsverhalten von

Stoffkombinationen treffen zu kbnnen, mussen die grenzflchenenergetischen GrbBen

bekannt sein.

In diesemn Beitrag wird die Methode zur Ermittlung der Frelen Grenzfl~chenen'ergie

polymerer Binder HTPB und Viton A vorgesteilt und die Ergebnisse pr~sentiert.

2 Grundlagen

2.1 Definition der Frelen GrenfA~chenenergie

Die freie Oberfl~chenenergie ist die reversible Arbeit, die bei konstantemn Volumen und

konstanter Temperatur aufgewendet werden muB, urn die Oberflache zu vergrbl~ern.

OF

cA' V,T

mit A,1 = Grenzflche zwischen den Phasen i undj

2.2 Grundlagen und Modelle

W~hrend die Grenzflchenspannungen von Floissigkeiten ohne grof~en Aufwand direkt

meBbar sind, ist dies bei Festkbrpern aufwendiger. Emn Weg erschlieBt sich aus der

Young'schen Gleichung:

COS5 = 7S - YSI (2)

mit: 8= Randwinkel [0], y1=Fl~ssigkeitsoberfl~chenspannung [mN/mi, 7,1=GrenzfI~chenspannung [mN/rn],

y,= FestkbrperoberfI~chenspannung [mN/rn]

Wenn der Kontaktwinkel einer FIlissigkeit mit bekannten Eigenschaften auf einemn

Festk6rper gemnessen werden kann, sind die Freien Grenzflchenenergien der
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Phasengrenzen fest-gasfbrmig und fest-floissig unbekannt. Urn die Freie

Grenzflkchenenergie fest-gasf~rmig zu ermittein, gibt es verschiedene Modelle. For

Polymeroberflkchen wird das Modell von Owens, Wendt, Rabel und Kaelble empfohlen

(WUJ, 1982) und dieser Arbeit angewendet. Dieses Modell formuliert die Frele

GrenzfIlchenenergie als Sumnme aus dispersen und polaren Anteilen (Gleichung 3).

-= 7 dispers +polar (3)

Ausgehend davon, daB nur die beiden polaren Anteile und die beiden unpolaren

Anteile des GrenzfIlchenpaares miteinander in Wechselwirkung treten, wird folgende

Beziehung for das geometrische Mittel der freien Grenzfichenenergie formuliert:

Y 12=71 + 72 - 2.(ý '1772d + J'(1- '2p (4)

Indices: 1: Phase 1, 2: Phase 2; d; disperser Anteil, p: polarer Anteil

in der Praxis bedeutet dies, daB die polaren und dispersen Anteile der MeBflossigkeiten

bekannt sein mussen, urn mit dieser Gleichung und der Kenntnis des Kontaktwinkels die

Freie GrenzfI~chenenergie des Feststoffes ermittein zu k~nnen. Als Ergebnis erh~It man

eine Geradengleichung, aus deren Achsenabschnitt der disperse Anteil und aus deren

Steigung der polare Anteil der freien GrenzfI~chenenergie hervorgeht (Kombination von

Gleichung 1 und 4):.

y =m.x+b (5)

X= d p j-~m Y (6)

1+os b - (7)
2 

Y
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Fin weiteres Modell der Bestimmung der Oberfl~chenenergie geht auf Zisman zurock.

Hier werden Kontaktwinkel von Floissigkeitsreihen an einer Feststoffoberfla6che bestimmt

und der cos 5 gegen die Oberf l~chenspannung der Fl~issigkeit auf getragen (Abbildung

2.1).

casý

Ykrft [mN/rn]

Abb. 2.1: Zisman-Auftragung zur Ermittlung der freien GrenzfI~chenenergie von

Feststoffen

Fi~r cos 5 = 1 erhalt man mit Hilfe der Ausgleichsgeraden den Wert Ykrit, der dem

theoretischen Randwinkel von 8 = 00 entspricht und als Freie Grenzfl~chenenergie des

Feststoffs ubernommen wird. Einschr~nkendl fOr dieses Modell ist die Tatsache, daB es

fur die Verwendlung ausschlieBlich unpolarer Fluissigkeiten entworfen wurde. Da dlas

hier untersuchte Material HTPB die Neigung hat, in n-Alkanen zu quellen, konnte diese

Auswertungsmethode nicht angewandt werden. Durch die Vielfalt der Modelle wird

deutlich, daB dlas Verfahren der Kontaktwinkelmessung zur Bestimmung der freien

Grenzflachenenergie nicht uneingeschr~nkt geeignet ist, quantitative Aussagen zu

machen. FOr die Bestimmung qualitativer Daten und zumn Vergleich verschiedener

Binder reicht diese Methode jedloch aus.

2.3 Ermittlung der Randwinkel

Um Randwinkel verschiedener Flussigkeiten an PI6ttchen messen zu k~nnen, wurden

Randwinkeluntersuchungen nach der Wilhelmy-Methode durchgefohrt. Bei den

Versuchen nach dem Prinzip der Wilhelmy-Platte wird emn PI6ttchen in eine Flu~ssigkeit

eingetaucht und die Kraft gemessen, die durch die OberfI~chenspannung der Flossigkeit

an dem Plattchen ausgeUbt wird (Abbildung 2.2).

Der Randwinkel berechnet sich, wenn der Auftrieb der Platte und die Masse der

angehobenen Flussigkeit vernachI~ssigt werden kann, nach folgender Gleichung (8):
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Cos5 (8)

mit L =benetzte Lange, Fw Wilhelmy-Kraft

Fw

S

Abb. 2.2: Schema der eingetauchten Platte nach Wilhelmy

Wird die Platte in die Flussigkeit getaucht und wieder zuruck gezogen, lassen sich

dynamische Randwinkel ermittein. Als Resultat der Versuche erhait man einen

dynamischen Vorruckrandwinkel und einen dynamischen Ruckzugsrandwinkel. Die

Vorteile dieser Randwinkelmessung im Vergleich zu der Vermessung elnes liegendlen

Tropfens bestehen dlarin, daB sie reprodluzierbar ist und der Randwinkel Ober einen

vergleichsweise groBen Bereich des Plattchens gemnessen wird.

Aufgenommen wird die Kraft auf dlas Plattchen in Abhangigkeit von der Eintauchtiefe.

Die Kraft, die auf dlas PI6ttchen wirkt, setzt sich aus zwei Komponenten zusammen. Die

Wilhelmy-Kraft Fw wirkt nur an der Dreiphasengrenzlinie, also an der

Flussigkeitsoberflche, und ist wv~hrendl des gesamten Eintauchvorganges bzw. wahrend

des Ruckzugsvorganges konstant. Dies gilt nur unter der Voraussetzung, daB die

Geometrie (Umfang entlang der Dreiphasengrenzlinie) des Plattchens konstant ist. Dann

ist die Auftriebskraft F, eine lineare Funktion der Eintauchtiefe (Gleichung 9):

FA = p, -g -I -b -d (9)

mit I = Lange des P15ttchens, b = Breite des PIattchens, d = Eintauchtiefe
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Durch Trennung der Wilhelmy-Kraft (konstant) von der Auftriebskraft (abh~ngig von der

Eintauchtiefe) kann jeweils fOr den Eintauchvorgang und das Herausziehen die

Wilhelmy-Kraft berechnet werden. Der Randwinkel errechnet sich dann mit der

Kenntnis der Flcissigkeitsdaten nach Gleichung (10).

cs58(v)=- +(Fw +FA) (10)

Die benetzte Lange der Probe, d~h. der Umfang der Dreiphasengrenzlinie, kann

entweder unter BerOcksichtigung von Rauhigkeiten durch Messung mit einer voIlst~ndig

benetzenden Flossigkeit ermittelt werden oder I6Bt sich bei glatter OberfIche direkt

messen.

2.4 Materlialien

2.4.1 HTPB

Von HTPB (Lbydroxy-lerminated-poly-kutadien) wurden funif verschiedene Rezepturen

verwendet (Tabelle 2.1). Folistoffe, wie RuB oder Siliziumoxidpartikel wurden nicht

eingesetzt.
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Tabelle 2. 1: Rezepturen der verwendleten HTPB-Proben

Bezeichnung HTPB 1 HTPB 2 HTPB 3 HTPB 4 HTPB 5

HTPB R45 HT 91,42 91,42 91,42 91,42 91,42

Eq: 1205

Irganox 1 1 1 1 1

IPDI difkt. Eq: 111 7,58 7,58 7,58 7,58 7,58

Sumnme 100 100 100 100 100

Katalysator FeAA FeAA D22 IPB FeAA

Menge 40 ppmn 400 ppmn 4 Tr./lOOg 200 ppmn 200 ppmn

2.4.2 Viton A

Viton A (Handeisname der Firma DuPont) ist ein Copolymerisat von Difluorovinyl und

Hexafluorpropylen. Viton A zeichnet sich, wie alle Fluor-Kohienstoff Elastomere, dlurch

hohe Bestandligkeit gegenuber Warmeeinwvirkung und Olen aus und findlet deshalb

seine Hauptanwendlung als Dichtungsmaterial.

Das Viton A lag als linsenformiges Material (Durchmesser ca. 4 mm) var.

2.4.3 Me~fIflssigkeiten

Bei der Auswahl geeigneter Mel~flussigkeiten steht zumn einen die chemnische

Vertraglichkeit hinsichtlich der untersuchten Elastomere im Vordergrund, andererseits

muB die OberfIchenspannungen der verwendeten Fl~ssigkeiten emn moglichst weites

Spektrum abdecken. Zur Anwendlung kam dlestilliertes Wasser und Dekanol p.A.

(Tabelle 2.2).
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Tabelle 2.2: Daten der MeBficissigkeiten bei 20 0C

Wasser, dest. 1 -Deka nol (p.A.)

Dichte p [gfcm'] 0,99 0,83

Oberflhchenspannung y [mN/rn] 72,8 28,8

polarer Anteil yjP [mN/rn] 51,0 6,3

disperser Anteil -11' [mN/rn] 21,8 22,5

2.4.4 Probenpraparation

Urn Randwinkel nach der Wilhelmy-Methode bestimmen zu konnen, ist eine konstante

Probengeometrie unerIl3Iich. Urn storende Finflusse dlurch Kanten moglichst gering zu

halten, muI3 die Probe emn hohes Breite/Dicke-Verhaitnis haben. Andererseits werdlen

elastische Plattchen mit zunehmendlem Breite/Dicke-Verhaitnis instabil gegen

Verformung.

Diese Bedlingungen fuihrten zu der hier verwendleten Methode der Praparation auf emn

starres Tragerplatchen.

Das nicht ausgeh~rtete HTPB wurde auf Deckglaischen aufgebracht, wie sie aus der

Mikroskopie bekannt sind. Erst nachdem sich auf der Glasoberftiache emn gleichmAl~ger

HTPB-Film gebildet hatte, wurden die Proben im Ofen ausgehtirtet. Die Viton A

Plattchen wurden ebenfalls auf Glasplattchen pripariert, urn den oben genannten

Anspruchen hinsichtlich konstanter Geometrie und Steifigkeit zu entsprechen.Dazu

wurden die Viton A-Linsen zunachst in Butylacetat p.A. gelost.

Nach Eintauchen der Glasplattchen und Verdampfen des Lbsungsmittels verblieb emn

d~inner Film (Dicke < 0,1 mm) von Viton A auf der GlasoberfI~che. Vorversuche, die mit

massiven Viton A-Platchen durchgefuhrt worden waren, lieferten identische

Randwinkel. Auffallend ist jedloch die hohere Reproduzierbarkeit der mit den

beschichteten G lasplattchen ermittelten Ergebnisse.



3 Ergebnisse und Diskussion 7-

3.1 Dynamische Vorruckrandwinkel

Zur Auswertung kamen Benetzungsuntersuchungen an den oben beschriebenen Platten

nach der Wilhelmy-Methode. Die errechneten dynamischen Vorrojckrandwinkel sind in

Tabelle 3.1 aufgefuhrt.

Tabelle 3.1: Dynamische Vorr~ckrandwinkel (Mittelwerte) von Wasser und

1-Dekanol an den HTPB und Viton A Proben

Wasser, dest. 1 -Dekanol p.A.

Viton A 111,50 52,60

HTPB 1 94,0-0 24,8 0

HTPB 2 91,2- 10,00

HTPB 3 90,60 19,50

HTPB 4 93,2- 19,40

HTPB 5 92,70 21,00

Bei den verschiedenen HTPB-Platchen sind die Unterschiede im Benetzungsverhalten

mit Wasser gering. Fine quantitative Aussage uber den FinfluB der verschiedenen

Katalysatoren oder deren Gehalte ist aufgrund dieser Werte nicht moglich. Auffallig ist

jedoch die Tendenz, die sich bei den Platchen mit HTPB 1, 5 und 2 zeigt: Mit in dieser

Reihenfolge zunehmendem Gehalt an FeAA sinken die gemnessenen Randwinkel von
94 0 bei 40 ppm uber 92,7 0 bei 200 ppm bis auf 91,2 0bei 400 ppm. Die gleiche

Tendenz zeigt sich ebenfalls an den Randwinkeln, die mit Dekanol aufgenommen

wurden. Hier sanken die Randwinkel von 24,8 0 uber 2 1,0 0 auf sogar 10 0.

Das HTPB 3 zeigte mit 90,6 0 den geringsten mit Wasser gemnessenen Randwinkel, weist

jedoch mit Dekanol einen mittleren Wert von 19,5 0 auf.

HTPB 4 weist mit Wasser elnen relativ hohen Wert mit 93,2 0 fur den Randwinkel auf,

wa~hrend bei Dekanol emn mit HTPB 3 vergleichbarer Wert von 19,4 0 gemnessen wurde.

Interessant ist der Vergleich der GrolBenordnung der Randwinkel, die mit HTPB und

Viton A gemnessen wurden.
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Die Randwinkelwverte von Viton A liegen sowohi mit Wasser, als auch mit Dekanol

deutlich Oiber den gemnessenen Werten der HTPBs. WMhrend Wasser an HTPB den

benetzenden Bereich mit Werten knapp Oiber 90 0 gerade nicht mehr beroihrt, liegt das

System Viton A mit Wasser schon deutlich im nicht-benetzenden Bereich. Ebenso Iiegt

der Randwinkel bei Dekanol deutlich hbher, als bei den HTPB-Proben.

3.2 Ermittlung der Freien GrenzflAchenenergie nach Owens, Wendt, Rabel und

Kaelble

Wie in Abschnitt 2.2 erI~utert, wvird auf Grundlage der Gleichung (4) eine

Geradengleichung aufgestellt. Die Steigung f~hrt auf den polaren Anteil der Freien

GrenzfIchenenergie des Festkbrpers, wv~hrend der Achsenabschnitt den dispersen

Anteil angibt.

Jede Randwinkelmessung mit einer FlOssigkeit ergibt einen Punkt zur Bestimmung der

Geraden.

y =m.x+b (1

Die dimensionslosen x-Werte sind durch die Mef~flussigkeit vorgegeben (Gleichungen (6)

und (7)) und betragen for

- Wasser: x = 1,52953

- 1-Dekanol: x = 053271.

Die y-Werte (Einheit (mN/m)1' 2) , die sich aus den Messungen der Elastomere mit den

Flussigkeiten ergeben, sind in Tabelle 3.2 aufgefoihrt.
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Tabelle 3.2: Aus den Randwinkelversuchen ermittelte y-Werte

y-Werte [(mN/rn)11 ]

Wasser 1-Dekanol

Viton A 4,9414 4,8618

HTPB 1 7,2546 5,7700

HTPB 2 7,6351 6,0029

HTPB 3 7,7167 5,8754

HTPB 4 7,3632 5,8771

HTPB 5 7,4312 5,8480

Die aus den zwei x-Werten und den jeweiligen y-Werten errechneten

Geradengleichungen lauten fur die entsprechenden Elastomeren wie folgt (Tabelle 3.3):

Tabelle 3.3: Errechnete Geradengleichungen fujr die Systemne Viton A bzw. HTPB mit

Wasser und 1 -Dekanal

Geradengleichung

Viton A y = 0,0799-x + 4,8192

HTPB 1 y = 1,4894. x + 4,9766

HTPB 2 y =1,6375. x+ 5,1306

HTPB 3 y =1,847 2. x +4,8913

HTPB 4 y = 1,4908. x + 5,0829

HIPB 5 y =1,5882 -x +5,0019

Aus diesen Geradengleichungen gehen nach den Gleichungen (6) und (7) die polaren

und dispersen Anteile hervor, deren Addition zur Freien Grenzflachenenergie der

Elastomere f0hren.

In Tabelle 3.4 sind die polaren und dispersen Anteile, sowie die Freien

GrenzfI~chenenergien der Elastomere dargestelit.
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Tabelle 3.4 Polare, disperse Anteile und Gesamtsumme der Freien GrenzfI~chenenergie

von Viton A und HTPB 1 bis 5

Polarer Anteil der Freien Disperser Anteil der Gesamtsumme der
Grenz-flkhenenergie ys' Freien dFreien

Grenzfl~chenenergie y7. GrenzflAchenenergie y.
[mN/rn] [mN/rn] [mN/mi

Viton A 0,01 23,22 23,23

HTPB 1 2,22 24,75 26,97

HTPB 2 2,68 26,32 29,0

HTPB 3 3,41 23,96 27,37

HTPB 4 2,22 25,84 28,06

HTPB 5 2,52 25,02 27,54

Das Viton A zeigt nach dieser Auswertung den geringsten Wert fur die Freie

Grenzflachenenergie und ist zudem fast vollig unpolar, was auch anhand der Struktur

zu erwarten war. In der Literatur war ein Wert der Freien GrenzfI~chenenergie fur Viton

A von 23 mN/rn angegeben und findlet sich in den hier prasentierten Messungen

bestatigt [Wu, Handbook of Polymer Science].

For HTPB fand sich in der Literatur keine Angabe uber die Freie Grenzflchenenergie. Im

Vergleich liegen alle Werte Ober demn des Viton A. Der polare, wie der disperse Anteil

steigt mit zunehmendem Gehalt an FeAA leicht an. Foiglich ergibt sich in der

Gesamtsumme ebenfalls eine ansteigende Tendenz. Der hochste, polare Anteil wurde

bei HTPB 3 ermittelt.

Der polaren Anteile bei HTPB 4 und 1 sind identisch, dlurch einen hbheren dispersen

Anteil bei HTPB 4 ist dlessen Gesamtsumme hoher.

Die hochste Gesamtsumme findlet sich beim HTPB 2, die vor allem aus dem hohen Wert

fur den dispersen Anteil hervorgeht.

4 Zusammenfassung

Durch den Vergleich des Literaturwertes der Freien Grenzflchenenergie von Viton A

und den in dieser Arbeit ermittelten Werten, kann die Anwendbarkeit des verwendleten

Verfahrens bestatigt werden.
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F~ir HTPB aus u ntersch ied lichen Rezepturen werden Werte fir die Frele

G renzfIchenenergie angegeben, mit denen der Verfahrensschritt Benetzung

spezifischer gestaltet werdlen kann. Gehalte und Art der verwendleten Katalysatoren

kbnnen die Hb1he der Frejen Grenzflachenenergie verandern. Dieser Punkt f~ihrt darauf,

die Auswahl und Dosierung unter dem Aspekt der veranderten Wechselwirkungen mit

dem Explosivstoffpartikel genauer zu betrachten. In weiteren Untersuchungen folgt die

Erfassung der oberfI~chenenergetischen Groi~en von Explosivstoffpartikeln, urn diese

Grundlagen zu vervoIlst~ndligen.

Liegen diese Daten vor, konnen mit Hilfe der Binder- und Partikeldlaten Schwachstellen

dlurch Blasen im Composite dlurch gezielten Eingriff in dlas Benetzungsverhalten

verringert werden.
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Abstract

A microscale fluidized bed reactor for coating fine particles is being presented. In
contrast to conventional organic solvents, supercritical carbon dioxide (sc CO2) was
used as a solvent. By injecting sc CO, loaded with wax through a nozzle into the flui-
dized bed, glass particles with diameters in the range of 40 to 60 jtm diameter have
been coated with stearylstearate. Analysis of the particles via scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) as well as optical microscopy (OM) gives evidence that very
smooth and regular coatings can be achieved. The experiments indicate that there
exists a minimum Reynolds number for the nozzle (Re,") of about 30 required to coat
particles (diameter of 54 jtm) without agglomeration. The measured thickness of the
encapsulation can be satisfactorily correlated with the mass fraction of the coating
material as well with process parameters like time or the collection efficiency of the
fluidized bed.

Introduction

Usually, particles are encapsulated by spraying an organic solvent solution into a flui-
dized bed [1, 2]. However, significant problems are connected with this technique.
Organic solvents are only applicable for particles with diameters above 100 jim due
to strong capillary forces of the organic solvent resulting in defluidization of the bed
[1]. Also high temperatures are necessary to perform this process thus limiting the
technique to temperature-insensitive substances [2].
Using sc carbon dioxide as a solvent may be an attractive alternative because capil-
lary forces are neglectible [3]. Additionally the fluidized bed material can be coated
at mild thermal conditions due to the low critical point of carbon dioxide. In order to
study the applicability of the proposed process a microscale fluidized bed reactor was
built.
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Experimental

Fi__ure 1 shows schematically the apparatus being used for the experiments. Liquid
carbon dioxide having a pressure of 11 MPa provides the pump in order to fill the au-
toclaves each with a volume of 100 ml at defined temperature and pressure. In these
autoclaves the sc fluid is loaded with the coating material and then expanded through
a nozzle into the reactor exhibiting a diameter of 1.4 cm.

auI reactor

rautoclave

I orI

__autoclave

_o pressure sensor heat exchanger V pump

Smass flow control >T< two-way valve 0t microfilter

S thermocouple t three-way valve o stirrer

-0 analogue pressure sensor >< pressure-reducing control T temperature control
valve

Figure 1: Experimental set up

By varying the nozzle diameter from 50 to 100 pm, different flow rates can be adju-
sted at a constant nozzle pressure and nozzle temperature. The support gas flow of
the fluidized bed is also provided by the carbon dioxide tank. The pressure of the
fluidized bed can be varied up to 10 MPa. Observation of the fluidized bed is enabled
by using an optical cell which can be fixed in different heights of the reactor.
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Results

Ficure 2 shows the solubility of the coating material stearylstearate in sc carbon
dioxide. It is evident that increasing the density at constant temperature enhances the
solubility of the substance whereas the solubility decreases by varying the tempera-
ture from 333 K to 393 K at constant pressure.

14-
12
10 --X--393 K

$8 '--373 K

1-- 353 KLE 6-
Z) : A- -333 K0 4

2

0O
300 400 500 600 700 800 900

density, g/l

Figure 2: Solubility of stearylstearate in sc carbon dioxide as function of the pressure

The stearylstearate is an industrial product having a molecular weight distribution.
Another problem in modeling the solubility is faced by the fact that at 333 K the sub-
stance begins to melt. Since most equations of state (EOS), for example the Peng-
Robinson or Sanchez-Lacombe EOS [4], do need physical parameters like the ac-
centricity or the molar volume, which for the material used are not available, the
semi-empirical model proposed by Chrastil was used [5]. Hence the concentration of
the wax can be calculated as follows with c being the concentration of the solute in
weight percent and d being the density of the solvent:

k a
cdco, .exp(- + b) (1)

c = solute concentration, w%
dC0 2 = density of C0 2, kg/m' k = coordination number
a, b = constants T = temperature, K

The mass flow of stearylstearate as a function of the density of the sc carbon dioxide
at a temperature of 353 K is pointed out in figure 3. It is evident that the mass flow of
stearylstearate increases with the extraction density. At a density of 15 MPa there is
no difference of the amount of solved wax in the fluid in comparison to the amount
of solved wax at equilibrium conditions, whereas at an extraction pressure of 20 MPa
only 40 percent of the maximum wax loading is achieved.
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Figure 3: Mass flow of stearylstearate versus extraction density
(T ......... = 353 K, d -, = 50 rtm)

Figures 4 and 5 present micrographs of encapsulated glass spheres with a diameter of
54 [tm. In order to intensify the contrast of the wax layer with the background, polari-
zed light was used. Both pictures display a very regular encapsulation of all particles.
A comparison of the SEM picture of an untreated glass sphere presented in figure 6
with the SEM picture of a coated sphere depicted in figure 7 shows clearly that an in-
tact coating can be achieved.

Figure 4: coated glass beads Figure 5: coated glass beads

Fgr 200 utrm gabd F r 20 elam

Figure 6: untreated glass bead Figure 7: coated glass bead

- =14 pam --- =14 pt
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Assuming that the collection efficiency of the fluidized bed remains constant with
time, for spherical particles equation (2) can be derived. Hence, in equation (3) the
coating thickness is a function of time as well as of coating parameters, namely the
mass flow and density of the coating material, the density of the treated particles and
the collection efficiency of the fluidized bed.

ds = d p rP mw (2) ds = dp. p. m w.T(,).t (3)
Vrw mE rw mE

t = time, min
d, = coating thickness, lim pp = particle density, kg/m3

dp = particle diameter, lrm Pw = wax density, kg/m3

m. = mass of wax, kg m.= mass of particles
mw = mass flow of wax, kg/min T()= collection efficiency

A comparison of the calculated encapsulation thickness as a function of the coating
mass fraction with the experimental results is shown in figure 8. It is evident that
there is good aggreement of the calculated encapsulation thickness with the experi-
mental encapsulation thickness if a nozzle with 100 gtm diameter is used. Figure 8
also shows that by using a nozzle with 50 lm diameter considerable agglomeration
occurs. Since the melting point of the extracted wax is below the temperature of the
fluidized bed, agglomeration due to capillary forces can be excluded.

E 14-- ••i
S12 A coating thickness (50 pm

12 nozzle)

9 coating thickness (100 pm
S7 nozzle)

4-4 - - - calculated coating thickness
2-1

0

0 2 4 6 8 10

coating mass fraction, w%
Figure 8: Coating thickness of encapsulated particles (diameter of 54 Vm) versus

the mass fraction of the coating substance
(Treactor = 308 K, Preactor = 8,5 MPa, Tnozzle = 353 K, Pnozzle = 18 MPa)
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It is well known in literature [6] that agglomeration in the fluidized bed occurs, if the
kinetic energy of the particles is lower than the binding energy of a potential agglo-
merate. The Rep" number at the nozzle is connected with the circulation velocity of
the fluidized particles and hence with the kinetic energy of the particles. A calcula-
tion shows that the Rep" number increases from 6 to 33 by changing the nozzle dia-
meter from 50 to 100 pmo. Therefore the validity of the proposed equations (2) and
(3) is limited to Rep numbers higher than 33. Also there is to be expected an upper
limit of the Rep" number at the nozzle because attrition of the coating layer may oc-
cur.

26- m coating thickness (100 pm
=L 5 nozzle)

4.. A coating thickness (50 pm
nozzle)

--coating thickness calculated
tm 2--for 100 pm nozzle

------------------ coating thickness calculated
0 ý. . for 50 pm nozzle

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

time, min

Figure 9: The coating thickness of encapsulated particles with a mean diameter of
54 gm versus time
(Treactor = 308 K, Preactor = 8,5 MPa, Tnozzle = 353 K, Pnozzle = 18 MPa)

A comparison of the calculated coating thickness as a function of time with the expe-
rimental result shows qualitative agreement with respect to the 50 pm nozzle (figure
2), though the equation yields too high coating thicknesses for the first 4 minutes.
According to the literature the collection efficiency increases with time. This is pri-
marily due to an increase of the collection efficiency of the fluidized particles [7].
Also it is assumed that by adding a wax layer to the spheres, the electrostatic forces
may be strongly increased and hence the electrostatic deposition as a very efficient
collection mechanism may be getting dominant with time. Since for the calculation
mean collection efficiencies were used this might result in an overestimation of the
coating thickness of the treated glass spheres in the first minutes and an underestima-
tion of the coating thickness at advanced time.
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Conclusions

The encapsulation of fine particles with a diameter below 100 Prn is connected with
significant problems due to the adhesion forces of the particles. Consequently agglo-
meration of the particles and therefore the break down of the fluidized bed may oc-
cur. In this study it has been shown that an increase of the mass flow of the sc fluid
through the nozzle reduces the agglomeration of the particles.

Also it has been proven that a theoretically derived equation predicts the coating
thickness as a function of the processing time as well as the particle diameter and the
mass of the fluidized bed material, the mass flow of the coating substance and the
collection efficiency of the fluidized bed in fair agreement.

It is well known that agglomeration is avoided, if the kinetic energy of the fluidized
bed particles is higher then the binding energy. The results indicate that the circula-
tion velocity and hence the kinetic energy of the fluidized bed particles is beeing in-
fluenced by the mass flow of the sc carbon dioxide through the nozzle. Therefore the
propability of coating the particles without agglomeration can be estimated by
calculating the Repn number of the expanded fluid at the nozzle. Hence agglomera-
tionfree coating of particles with a diameter of 54 gim can be achieved, if the Re,"
number exceeds a value of 33. It is the goal of further works, to investigate the Rep"
number for different particle sizes in order to find an equation, which predicts the
process parameters for agglomeration free coating in a fluidized bed.
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MONTE CARLO SIMULATION OF ALUMINUM AGGLOMERATION
IN COMPOSITE SOLID PROPELLANTS COMBUSTION
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In metalized composite solid propellants combustion, agglomerates of metals are formed. Its
possess a wide sizes spectrum significantly different from the original metal powder sizes. At
present there doesn't exist a complete agglomeration theory, which is capable to predict all the
array of experimental data. A pocket model allows to obtain only qualitative conformities as
the very notion of pockets is to a certain extent conditional, and on the composite solid
propellant burning surface it is impossible to exactly define the volume required for
agglomerates spectrum formation. As a basis of a complete agglomeration theory must be a
statistical model taking into account the agglomerates generation dynamics, it evolution on
burning surface and separation from its. Such model for fusible metals (aluminum) has been
presented in the paper. Experimental research results lie in the foundation of this model.
Governing equations, describing the agglomerates sizes distribution function changes in the
carcass layer and on the composite solid propellant burning surface, has been derived. It was
shown that the given equations are, to a sufficient degree, fundamental and that it must be in
the foundation of any complete statistical agglomeration theory. The distinction of possible
agglomeration theory is connected with various models of agglomerates generation and
separation from composite solid propellant burning surface. The exact solution of
agglomeration equation for monodisperse initial metal powder are obtained. The properties of
the developed agglomeration models were investigated. The Monte Carlo method for
agglomeration investigation are considered. Several models of agglomerate-agglomerate and
agglomerate-ammonium perchlorate particles interaction in solid propellants combustion were
investigated. It was shown, that there are three mechanisms of agglomerate separation from
burning surface. It is a aerodynamical, small-disperse and "collision" mechanisms. The
"collision" mechanism of agglomerate separation take place at collision of agglomerate with
ammonium perchlorate particles, which going to burning surface. For this case the Monte
Carlo simulations are carried out. It was shown, that agglomerate sizes distribution function
are bi-modal and polymodal for different spectrum of ammonium perchlorate powder. The
correlations between average-mass diameter of agglomerates and average-mass diameter of
ammonium pechlorate particles are obtained. The comparison of Monte Carlo solutions with
exact solution of agglomeration equation and with well-known experimental data are carried
out. The agglomerate evolution on burning surface vs time were investigated. Statistical nature
of agglomerate generation was shown. The developed method are closed the new possibilities
for theoretical investigations of agglomeration process and for control of agglomerates sizes in
composite solid propellants combustion.
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SIMULATION OF COMPOSITE SOLID PROPELLANTS

STATISTICAL STRUCTURE

Serguei A. Rashkovsky
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Abstract - Analog method of a random distribution of the hard spheres in the volume (hard

disks on a plane), consisting in computation of spheres system evolution to an equilibrium condition,

in which they are not crossed, is suggested. Using the suggested method a statistical structure of

metalized composite solid propellants is investigated. Is shown, that all necessary statistical

performances, required for modeling of various properties of propellant, can be received by computer

simulation. The parametrical research of various properties of composite solid propellants at a wide

range of aluminum particles sizes and concentration of components are carried out. Is shown, that

average size of agglomerates, which form in composite solid propellants combustion, has linear

dependence upon the size of an oxidizer particles. Is shown, that the statistical structure of solid

propellants depends on mutual effect of components: the oxidizer particles correlation function much

depends on aluminum concentration in propellant and upon sizes of its particles. Thus a correlation

range of oxidizer particles is more large at presence in propellant of aluminum particles, than without

them at identical volumetric concentration of an oxidizer. Is shown, that there is the critical aluminum

concentration in propellant, is higher which after combustion of propellant there is the solid residue,

formed by sintered aluminum particles, the shape of which repeats the grain shape. The suggested

method opens new opportunities for statistical modeling of various properties of composite solid

propellants and other composite materials, containing hard particles.

Introduction

Composite solid propellants are the complex composite materials, containing disperse

components, distributed in continuous binder. Disperse components of composite solid propellants

are an oxidizer (ammonium perchlorate, ammonium nitrate, etc.) and power additives, for example,

nitramine HMX and RDX, and also powdery metals (aluminum, boron, etc.) or metals hydrides. The

sizes of disperse components particles can change in ranges from a fraction of micrometer up to
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hundreds of micrometers, and a total volumetric fraction of disperse components in composite solid

propellants can reach of 80 %.

Thus, solid propellants are highly filled composites, the properties of which (physical and

mechanical, thermal, ballistic, electromagnetic, etc.) are defined not only properties of components,

their concentration and dispersion, but also distribution of disperse components in the volume of a

material.

Modem computers allow to carry out direct numerical modeling of various properties of

composite solid propellants, however thus it is necessary to be limited by assumptions about their

regular internal structure. For development of more exact methods of direct computer modeling of

composite solid propellants properties, it is necessary to reproduce their random internal structure.

From the mathematical point of view the problem is reduced to random distribution of given

hard spheres in the space without crossing with each other.

The problem of hard spheres random distribution in the space (or hard disks on a surface), has

not only applied, but also the basic importance and meets in many fields of a science. The problem

concerns to the category of combinatorial problems, which investigate by methods of stochastic

geometry [1-3]. The analytical solution of this problem, even in the elementary case, is absent,

therefore the basic research method remains computer modeling. However and in this case there is no

general method of particles distribution in the space, for any given particles diameter distribution. The

basic difficulty consists that the distributed particles should not be crossed.

At present such methods of particles distribution in the space, as "the hard-core point

processes", "Gibbs point processes", "the Strauss model", "the spatial birth-death processes", etc. [1-

3], are known and are investigated in detail . However, the area of these methods application is very

limited, as they have weak convergence for large volumetric density of space filling, close to

maximum, and require of large computational time. The greatest difficulties arise at distribution in the

space of particles, which have a wide spectrum of the sizes. The above-mentioned methods very

frequently result in that the distribution of the placed particles sizes differs from the distribution of

initial particles sizes.

The method of particles distribution in the space, suggested in the present work, does not

depend upon an initial particles spectrum and upon a volumetric density of particles in the space. It

has good convergence, allowing to investigate the systems with volumetric density of space filling,
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close to maximum, and is, apparently, the most general method of the similar problems solution.

Physical model and computer realization

Abstract oneself from real investigated system, we shall consider the following model physical

problem.

There is a system of N spherical particles with known radiuses r, (jil._N), We shall

consider, that the particles can free move, to draw together on distances, smaller, than the sum of

their radiuses and between them have repulsive force, equal zero for non-crossed particles. It allows

to replace a system of spherical particles by a system of point particles, which interact by means of

repulsive forces. The forces are central, pair and for two point particles i andj, which correspond to

spheres with radiuses r, and rj, the force is defined by the following ratios

X, .- Y .)

F. (r 0 for r< r, + r.
V~r) 0, for rý!r,+r 1

where X, - radius-vector of the particle i; r = J1'-i-shrscnetoetrdsac, F0 -

some function, which in a general case depends on distance r.

The movement of particles in such system can be investigated numerically by a method of

molecular dynamics [4]. The particles are in a continuous and chaotic movement. That this process

could be used for random distribution of spheres in the space, it is necessary "freeze" system in some

moment, i.e. to stop calculation and to fix of particles coordinates. Such method is possible to name

as "molecular dynamics point process" and it can be considered as a molecular dynamics variant of

"Gibbs point processes". These processes correlate among themselves same as a method of molecular

dynamics and a method of Monte Carlo in statistical physics [4]. Obviously, in "frozen" condition of

system some spherical particles will be crossed and additional complex thin out procedure are

required, to receive system of non-crossed, random distributed particles.

This difficulty is displayed stronger, than closer is volumetric density of system filling to

greatest possible. To remove it we shall consider, that viscous force, equal (-p v), act to a particle,
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where V - particle velocity, u - factor of proportionality (viscosity). Under viscous force action the

free (non-crossed) particles stop and at rather large value of factor p the system should very quickly

reach in an equilibrium condition, in which all particles are motionless and are not crossed.

Dynamics of such system is described by system of the equations

d 2 
r ,

'dt 2 =i I

where in, - mass of a particle iv, I - time.

The resulted equation describes dynamics of viscous suspension, consisting from particles,

between which repulsive forces act.

The equation of a system dynamics contains a number of uncertain parameters and functions

(p, in,, F.). These parameters are insignificant from the point of view of particles in the space

random distribution problem, but rather are essential from the point of view of calculation method

realization and convergence.

Taking into account, that in the given problem has interest final stationary particles distribution

in the space, but not a system relaxation process to this condition, is possible essentially to simnplify a

model. System viscosity u increase results in acceleration of system relaxation to an equilibrium

condition, as the inertial member in the left part of the equation is of no importance. It allows to

neglect the inertial member and to write the equation of system evolution as IV, = IY F Y * At the

appropriate definition of parameter FO it is possible to accept P= 1. We consider a case

F,, =Const . The evolution equation can be written as

where

1 f, if i-Vl<r+r
A~ 0, if I, rjl Ž r, + r3

Assuming F. = 1, it is possible to redefine a time scale. Then the evolution equation of hard

spheres system in a examined problem is following
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d~i Iz A.)(

This equation is basic in the suggested method and does not contain any insignificant

parameters, describing particles or viscous medium.

The solution of the equations (1) converges to a condition, in which the right parts for all i s

equal to zero. In this condition the system can be unlimited time. This condition is equilibrium.

The described process can be used for random distribution of particles in the space. We shall

name the suggested method as a "viscous suspension" method, or, by analogy to other processes of

distribution of hard spheres in the space [1-3], as " viscous suspension point process".

The equation system (1) describes regular dynamics of hard spheres system and does not

contain the elements of fortuity. The random nature of hard particles equilibrium distribution is

defined by the random initial conditions. The initial conditions are given by pseudo-random number

generator, which defines initial coordinates of each particle. Thus, the centers of particles are

randomly distributed in given area of space and further a system evolve to an equilibrium condition

according to the equations (1).

In the viscous suspension method it is possible beforehand to generate system of particles with

the given performances, which should be randomly distributed in the space. Thus, it is possible to

hope, that even if one condition of system is available, in which the particles are not crossed, the

system sooner or later it will reach. At present the strict mathematical proof of this statement is not

obtained, however numerous calculations, executed for different systems down to volumetric density

of space filling, equal 0.95 of maximum possible for given system, show that the process (1) always

converges.

The computer realization of a viscous suspension method is similar to realization of a molecular

dynamics method in statistical physics, however, it has the number of peculiarities.

In first, there is no necessity to apply the high order calculation methods to solution of the

equations (1), it is enough to use the simple integration scheme Y, (I + 651) = X (1) + t', Si, where

Jt - temporal integration step, V, f ight parts of the equations (1). The integration step can be

chosen rather large, for example S& 0.01, being not feared of calculation instability.

The process calculation consists in a fingering on the given step of all particles of system and
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calculation of new particles coordinates. At calculation of the right parts of the equations (1) for each

particle is made fingering of the other particles of system. At simple fingering of all particles of

system for determination of force, which acts on the given particle, the calculation time increase

proportionally to a square of particles number in system.

For decrease of calculation time, it is necessary to finger only near neighbours of the given

particle. For this purpose the whole calculation area was divided into cells with the size, equal to a

diameter of the largest particle. It has allowed at calculation of force, which acts on the given

particle, to consider only those particles, which were in 27 nearest cells for a 3D3-problem or in 9

nearest cells for a 2D3-problem.

As boundary conditions in a viscous suspension method, as well as in a molecular dynamics

method either periodic conditions [6] are used, or it is considered, that volume, in which particles are

distributed, is limited by hard, impenetrable walls.

Results and discussion

Below some results of numerical modeling of composite solid propellants structure by a viscous

suspension method are adduced.

In the beginning of each calculation was carried out a random initial distribution of particles

centers in calculation area. This distribution stopped as soon as given value of components

volumetric fraction were reached.

In calculations the hard, impenetrable walls were chosen as boundary conditions.

The calculation stopped, when the right parts of all equations (1) turn into zero.

For simplicity the propellants, containing particles of two kinds: large particles of an oxidizer,

e.g. ammonium perchlorate, and small particles of aluminum, were considered. The particles are

considered spherical, and all particles of one kind have an identical diameter. Such simplification

allows to avoid the difficult analysis, connected to dispersion of the particles sizes.

As the problem is geometrical, it is possible to abstract from real spatial scale of system and to

introduce relative scale, in which the length unit is a diameter of large particles (oxidizer). Thus, it is

considered, that the diameter of particles of an oxidizer is equal to unit, and the relative diameter of

aluminum particles is equal d < 1.
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The system is characterized by components volumetric fraction, equal to t he ratio of given kind

particles total volume to whole system volume. We shall introduce volumetric fraction of oxidizer

particles vP and aluminum particles v.,,. In the present work the composite solid propellants, in

which the aluminum mass fraction changed in ranges 10 ... 25 % ( v, 0.07... .0.17), and oxidizer

mass fraction - in ranges 40 ... .70 % ( V~,, 0.38... .0.66) were considered . The rest of the propellant's

weight is related to binder. 2
For understanding of composite

solid propellants structure is of interest 2
evidently to see as components in volume

of system are distributed. Although the 1
viscous suspension method allows to

obtain coordinates of all particles of

system, to show its 3D-picture in the 1

present work it is difficult. To imagine

distribution of particles in system, we shall 5

consider a planar model of propellant,

described by a set of hard disks on 0.
0 5 10 15 20 25

plane. Figure 1. Planar model of composite solid propellant.
Fig. 1 shows the structure of a White circles-oxidizer; black circles-aluminum.

planar model of composite solid (vp =0. 65; V At=0.1 3 7; d=0.2).

propellants, containing particles of two

kinds.

The analysis shows, that at a microlevel the particles of components are distributed non-

uniformly: the particles of large fraction are grouped in grains, containing a number of oxidizer

particles, and the small fraction particles (aluminumn) are distributed on borders of oxidizer

particles grains, forming thin layers.

In composite solid propellants combustion on account of sintering and the melting of metal

particles in a thermal wave the agglomerates form. They are connected with a burning surface and

carried away from it under action of propellant gaseous burning products [5-9]. For agglomerates

sizes prediction use a model of pockets [5-6].
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The analysis of composite solid 1.2

propellants structure, obtained by the

viscous suspension method computer

modeling, shows, that it is impossible

to speak that in propellant the oxidizer 0.8

particles form closed pockets, inside

which the metal particles are 0.6

capsulated. Nevertheless, modeling I

shows, that the aluminum particles in 0.4

propellant are located compactly,

forming isolated clusters of contacting 0.2

particles. In combustion take place the

sintering of contacting aluminum 0 00 .6 00 .2 01
particles, their melting and fusion in a Aluminum volumetric fraction

single, large particle, which can be a Figure 2. Dependence of non-dimensional average

basis of agglomerate. We shall name such mass diameter of agglomerate upon
aluminum volumetric fraction.

particle as sub-agglomerate. The agglomerate ( ", =0.3 8).

can consist several of sub-agglomerates,

fused on burning surfaces.

If sub-agglomerates not crumble and do not merge with each other on a burning surface the

agglomerates coincide with sub-agglomerates.

We determine the sizes of sub-agglomerates (agglomerates) in melted states, assuming, that the

sub-agglomerates coincide with clusters of contacting aluminum particles.

The algorithm of clusters picking in the system is based on the following definition of cluster:

the particle concerns to the given cluster, if it contacts though of one particle, belonging to this

cluster. Inertness of the calculation scheme in a viscous suspension method, connected with final size

of a step iSt, results in that in a final equilibrium condition, strictly speaking, will be absent

contacting particles, and, an average backlash between surfaces of particles will be about 83t/2.

Therefore it is hereinafter considered, that the particles have contact in propellant, if the backlash

between them does not exceed 3t, i.e., if a condition I1,i- xj, < r,+ rj + 9t is realized.
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The statistical characteristic of clusters (agglomerates) system is function of clusters mass

distribution. For considered propellant, containing aluminum particles of the identical sizes, it is

meaningful to speak about a mass fraction of clusters (agglomerates), formed by equally k aluminum
kN(k)

particles: P(k) = N• -' where N(k) - number of clusters, containing equally k particles, N, -

total number of aluminum particles in

propellant. The average mass 2 0.9 [ d=0.35

diameter of agglomerate is 0 L I
determined by a ratio 4 0.8 . d=0.5

0.7
D13 = d _k P(k). The superscriptk~l "• 0.6-

k=1C
0

"1" specifies on the fact, that the " 0.5

average mass diameter is related to • 0.4
/0

unit oxidizer particle diameter. 0 0.3

Taking into account a geometrical = 0

similarity of a problem, the " 0
0.1

agglomerate average mass diameter at 0

any diameter of an oxidizer particle 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2

D, is determined by ratio Aluminum volumetric fraction

D4 3 = D43 DAp, where factor of Figure 3. Dependence of maximum clusters size uponaluminum volumetric fraction. ( vA, =0.3 8).
proportionality D43 depends only on a

relative diameter of aluminum particles d

and volumetric fraction of components vAp and VA,. The obtained ratio correlate with well known

experimental fact of proportionality between an agglomerate average mass diameter and an oxidizer

particles average mass diameter [5-9].

Fig.2 shows dependencies of agglomerates average mass diameter D'3 upon aluminum

volumetric fraction VA, for different relative diameter of aluminum particles d.

The analysis of mass clusters distribution shows, that for small aluminum volumetric fraction
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v,:5• 0.15 great mass of aluminum is concentrated in clusters, containing no more than 10-30

particles. However already at vA, >- 0. 17 more than 70 % of aluminum mass is concentrated in single

large cluster.

For confirmation of this fact we consider as the size of the largest cluster in system change with

increase of aluminum volumetric fraction and at which fractions there is the coherent structure,

extending from one borders of system to other.

Fig.3 shows dependence of the maximum cluster size, referred to the size of system upon

aluminum volumetric fraction.

For considered system, since concentration vA;t 0.17, the sizes of the greatest cluster coincide

with the sizes of whole system. Thus for v,! ->0.17 in system there is cluster, extending per whole

system and ensuring its connectedness. In combustion of such propellant remains solid, unburned

residue, the shape of which repeats the propellant grain shape.

At volumetric fraction VAl < 0.14 the probability of cluster formation, covering whole system,

is close to zero. At volumetric fraction in the range VA! t 0. 15... .0.17 the significant fluctuations of the

sizes of the greatest clusters are observed: from test to test in system can be formed as small clusters,

have the sizes much less than system sizes, and large clusters, covering whole system. The

fluctuations decrease with increase of the system sizes. It is possible to contend that for system of

infinite volume there is a threshold value of aluminum volumetric fraction, close to' VA A- 0.17, is

higher which in system coherent cluster, covering whole system, will be formed. For volumetric

fraction of aluminum in system, smaller 0. 17, separate isolated clusters will be formed only, sizes of

which there are less system sizes.

Many properties of composite solid propellants are defined by a mutual location of disperse

component-particles. To such properties concern first of all acoustic and electromagnetic: the mutual

location of particles in propellant defines dispersion and attenuation of sonic and electromagnetic

waves in a material.

One of the important statistical performances of propellant is pair correlation function g(r),

deemnda )=dN (r, dr) dN(r dr)
deemie as gnr 2 for a spatial problem and g(r) = 2; nrfor a planar problem,

where dN (r, dr) - number of particles in spherical (circular) layer [r, r + dr], average on all particles,
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chosen as a centre of spherical (circular) layer; n - average number of particles per unit volume.

As real calculation volume has the limited sizes (in present work it is 10xl0xl0), for each

particle the minimum distance up to 3

volume borders was determined and

contribution of the given particle in 2.5

dN(r,dr) was calculated for all r,
o •d=0.5

smaller this distance. It allows to avoid . 2

distortions of function g(r) for the X
account of boundary effects. At 1.5

calculation of dN(r, dr) and correlation 1
0 Lfunction was assumed dr = 0.1. ,

Fig.4 shows pair correlation 1 0.5

function for aluminum particles.

The analysis shows, that at small 0

volumetric fraction of aluminum 0 0.5 1 1.5 2
Distance, r

particles the pair correlation function of
Figure 4. Pair correlation function of aluminum

an oxidizer particles quickly decreases and particles. vAp=0.38; v, =0.137.

already on distances about 3-4 poorly differs

from unit. Increase of aluminum particles fraction results in that the location of an oxidizer particles

in propellant becomes more correlated and correlation range is increased in some times.

The conclusion

Thus, in work an analog model of random distribution of hard spheres in volume (hard disks on

a plane), named by a viscous suspension method is suggested.

By the method of viscous suspension the statistical structure of metalized composite solid

propellants are investigated. Is shown, that many properties, required for modeling of various

performances of propellant can be obtained by computer simulation, using a suggested method.

Parametrical research of some properties of propellant in a wide range of the aluminum

particles sizes and components concentration is carried out.

Is shown, that the agglomerates, formed in composite solid propellant combustion, have the
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sizes, linearly dependent on the sizes of an oxidizer particles. This dependence is purely geometrical

and, apparently, poorly depends on physical properties of components.

Is shown, that the statistical structure of propellants depends on mutual influence of

components: the pair correlation function of an oxidizer particles much depends on aluminum

concentration and size of its particles.

Is shown, that there is the critical value of aluminum volumetric fraction, is higher which after

propellant combustion there is the solid residue, formed by sintered aluminum particles, shape of

which repeats the shape of propellant grain.

The suggested method opens new possibilities for statistical modeling of various properties of

composite solid propellants, composite explosives and other composite materials, containing hard

particles.
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Finite Elemente Modellierung der Mikromechanik von Festtreibstoffen und

Treibladungspulvern

E. GeiBler, Ch. HObner

Fraunhofer-Institut fOr Chemische Technologie ICT

Joseph-von-Fraunhofer-Str. 7

D-76327 Pfinztal (Berghausen)

Abstract

Modern rocket motor propellants and gun powders can be regarded as composite
materials: hard filler particles are embedded in a soft matrix material. In these materials

the adhesion between filler and matrix is very important. The influence of the
dewetting, the detachment of the matrix from the filler surface, on the mechanical
behavior of the composite material was simulated with the help of a Finite Elemente
Model of an elementary cell of a filler particle in the matrix material. In this paper, the

influence of the stage of dewetting on Poisson's Ratio is discussed.

Kurzfassung

Moderne Raketenfesttreibstoffe und Treibladungspulver k6nnen als Composite-

Werkstoffe betrachtet werden: Harte Fllstoffpartikel sind in einem weichen
Matrixmaterial eingebettet. Bei diesen Materialien spielt die Haftung zwischen

Matrixmatrial und FOllstoff ein groBe Rolle. Die Auswirkung der Abl6sung der Matrix
von der Follstoffoberfl~che auf das Materialverhalten wurde an einem

Elementarzellenmodell eines F~llstoffteilchens in dem Matrixmaterial mit der Methode

der Finiten Elemente simuliert. Der EinfluB des Abl6segrades des F1llstoffes von der
Matrix auf das Poissonverhaltnis ist hier beschrieben.

1. Einleitung

Durch den Haftungszustand zwischen FOllstoff und Matrixmaterial werden die

Gebrauchseigenschaften (Mechanik, Abbrandverhalten) von Raketenfesttreibstoffen und
Treibladungspulvern sehr stark beeinfluBt. Die Ablbsung zwischen Matrixmaterial und

dem eingearbeiteten Follstoff 6uBert sich in einer Anderung der mechanischen
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Eigenschaften, insbesondere auch durch die Anderung des Querdlehnungsverhaltens.
Zur experimentellen Analyse dieses Querdlehnungsverhaltens wird im ICT emn
berohrungsloses Mei~verfahren eingesetzt /1/.
Parallel dazu wird an elnemn Elementarzellenmodell der Einfluf3 des Abl~segrades des
F~llstoffes von der Matrix auf dlas PoissonverhNltnis untersucht.

2. Elementarzellenmodell

Das in /2/ entwickelte Elementarzellenmodell wurde als Grundlage fOr die Finite
Elemente Berechnungen herangezogen. Der Treibstoff wird durch eine kubische
Elementarzelle aus elastischemn Matrixmaterial mit einemn starren worfelft~rmigen
EinschluB als FOlistoff beschrieben.

Matrix

Bild 1: Modell der Elementarzelle
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Zur Untersuchung des Einflusses von Matrix-F(~Ilstoffabl~sungen auf das mechanische
Verhalten der Elementarzelle werden die folgenden drei Zust~inde definiert und
modelliert (Bild 2):

- pefektes Haften

- abgel6ster Zustand

- totale AbI~sung.

Matrix Matrix

Falistoff Falistoff

perfektes Haften abgeloster Zustand< Matrix
F~jlistoff

totale Ablosung

Buld 2: Modelle der drei Ablbsezust~inde

Zu Beginn der Belastung haftet das Matrixmaterial am F()Ilstoff. Dieser Zustand wird als
perfektes Haften bezeichnet. Hierdurch wird der Anfangszustand zu Beginn der
Belastung beschrieben.

Wird die Elementarzelle welter belastet, dann lbst sich das Matrixmaterial an den

horizontal liegenden FQIlstoffoberflkchen aufgrund von Normaispannungen ab. Es
herrscht jedoch zwischen den vertikalen Grenzfl~chen des Folistoffes und dem

Matrixmaterial weiterhin Haftung. Der Eintritt dieses abgelosten Zustandes macht sich
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in einer Abflachung der Spann ungs-Dehnungskurve foir die Elementarzelle bemnerkbar.
Das Material erscheint weicher.
Bei weiterer Belastungssteigerung 16st sich die GrenzfI~che zwischen Matrixmaterial und
FOlistoff auch an den vertikalen Grenzfl~chen des Einschlusses ab. Hierdlurch tritt eine
weitere Erweichung des Materials emn. Es Obertr~gt nur noch dlas weiche Matrixmaterial

die Spannung. Dieser Zustand wird totale Ablo~sung genannt.

3. FE-Madell der Elementarzelle

Die in Abschnitt 2 beschriebenen Zust~nde ,,perfektes Haften", ,,abgel6ster Zustand"
und ,,totale Abl6sung" wurden for Folistoffanteile von 15 Vol% und 45 Vol%
modelliert. Zur Reduzierung der Rechenzeit werden die Symmetrieeigenschaften des
Bauteils bezojglich Geometrie und Belastung ausgenutzt. Es wurde emn Achtel-Ausschnitt
der Zelle for die FE-Rechnung diskretisiert /3/. Hier wurde dlas Model! entlang seiner
Symmetrieebenen bezoglich der Belastung und Geometrie aufgeteilt. Die
Randbedingungen an den Symmetrieebenen wurden so gew~hlt, daB sich die in den
Symmetrieebenen befindlichen Knoten nur innerhalb der Symmetrieebenen bewegen
k6nnen. Die Zelle wird axial auf Zug belastet. Der Belastungszustand ist somit
symmetrisch zu den Symmetrieelbenen der Elementarzelle, deshalb bieiben die
Symmetriebenen bei der Belastung eben.

SMatrix

FOllstoff

Bild 3: FE-Model! der Elementarzelle
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Das FE-Modell fOr den Folistoffanteil von 45 Vol% ist im Bild 3 dlargestellt. Bei einem
F~listoffanteil von 15 Vol% ist die Elementeinteilung Thnlich, ledliglich der FOlistoff

nimmt entsprechend des kleineren Anteils weniger Raum emn. FOr beide Folistoffanteile

wurde dlas weiche Matrixmaterial mit einem deutlich klieneren Elastizititsmodul (4.2

N/mm2 ) als der FOlistoff (40.000 N/mm2) modelliert. Das FO~lstoff verh~lt sich durch den

deutlich gr6Beren Elastizit~tsmodul im Vergleich zur Matrix praktisch starr.

Die Elementarzelie wird zur Simulation des Zugversuches in der Finite Elemente
Rechnung auf Zug belastet, und das mittlere PoissonverhaItnis Ober die gesamte

Elementarzelle wird numerisch berechnet. Die Belastung wird durch sogenannte Master-

Slave-Knoten aufgebracht. Das heil~t, an einem Knoten - dem Master-Knoten - wird die
Belastung aufgebracht. Die anderen Knoten, die in der Belastungsebene liegenen, die

sogenannten Slave-Knoten, werden durch die Master-Slave-Beziehung so gekoppelt,

daB sie in Belastungsrichtung den gleichen Weg zurOcklegen wie der Masterknoten. Die

Belastungsebene bleibt somit eben. Diese Annahme entspricht den
Einspannbedlingungen beim Zugversuch.

Beim Zustand des perfekten Haftens besteht eine feste Verbindlung zwischen

Matrixmaterial und FOlistoff, dl.h. daB die Knoten, die an der GrenzfIjche zwvischen

FOlistoff und Matrixmaterial liegen, direkt miteinander gekoppelt sind.

Der abgel6ste Zustand wurde so diskretisiert, daB zwischen der DeckfIache des

FollstoffwOrfels und dem Matrixmateriai keine feste Verbindlung vorlag.

Beim Zustand der totalen Abl6sung waren alle seitlichen GrenzfI~chen zwischen FO~lstoff

und Matrixmaterial abgek~st. Bei der totalen Abl6sung wurden die Matrix und der

Folistoff als Kontaktk6rper modelliert /4/. Die Wechselwirkung zwischen Folistoff und

Matrixmaterial wird als Kontaktk6rper berechnet.
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4. Finite Elemente Berechnung des PoissonverhAitnisses der Elementarzelle

Das Poissonverh~tnis der Elementarzelle ergibt sich aus der mittleren Querdlehnung der
Elementarzelle, bezogen auf die Ausgangsbreite. Sie entspricht in der Modeil vorstel lung
dem makroskopisch meBbaren PoissonverhNltnis des Treibstoffes, dlas im Zugversuch
ermittelt wird.

Das Querkontraktionsverhalten des Matrixmaterials wurde in den FEM-Berechnungen
durch emr deformationsabh~giges Poissonverhtiltnis beschrieben, dlas mit der folgenden
vereinfachten Geradengleichung definiert wird:

v(s1) = 0.5 -0,34 -s (1)

Dies ist naherungsweise dlas Poissonverh~inis eines volumenkonstanten Materials,

weiches exakt der Formel

V(80=i1 ( 1:-~ (2)

gehorcht, was im Zugversuch an reinem Matrixmaterial best~tgt werden konnte.

4.1 Definition des PoissonverhAitnisses der Elementarzelle

Die experimentelle Ermittlung des Querkontraktionsverhaltens von Materialien erfolgt im
ICT im Zugversuch mit einem ber~hrungslosen Projektionsverfahren. Hierbei wird emn
Probestab mit einer optischen *Vorrichtung durch WeiBlicht angestrahit, und zur
Bestimmung der Querkontraktion wird dlas Schattenbild vermessen /l/. Bei diesem
Versuch wird die mittlere Querkontraktion Ober die Probenl~nge gemnessen. Die
Bestimmung der L~ngsdlehnung erfolgt ebenfalls berohrungslos mit einem
iaseroptischen Verfahren /8/. Aus der L~ngsdlehnung und der Querkontraktion wird dlas
Poissonverh~inis berechnet.

Zur qualitativen Bewertung und Beurteilung der Finite Elemente Ergebnisse wird dlas
Poissonverh~Itnis der Elementarzelle berechnet. Es hNngt vom Abl6sezustand und dem
F~illstoffgehalt ab. Bei der Belastung der Elementarzelle in L~ngsrichtung verl~ngert sie

sich. Durch den steifen FOlistoff, der die Querdlehnung behindert, ist die Verschiebung

quer zur Belastungsrichtung nicht fiber die gesamte Lange der Elementarzelle konstant.
Im Bereich des FOlistoffes ist die Querkontraktion daher am kleinsten.
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Das Poissonverh~Itnis v der Elementarzelle ergibt sich aus demn Verh~Itnis der mittleren

Querdehnung Eq und der GesamtI~gsdehnung ci der Elementarzelle:

= -~ (3)

Aus der Diskretisierung der Elementarzelle (Buld 3) ergibt sich direkt eine Einteilung des
Elementarzellenwiirfels zur Berechnung des mittleren PoissonverhaItnisses (Bild 4).

I j~ Hbhe der unverformten Elementar-
Ali zelle

I 1+Ali~ Hohe eines unverformten Elementar-
zeilenstreifens

I 10 Ali VerIangerung der Elementarzellen-
streifens in Langsrichtung

ges Gsriverti~ngerung der
- - -- - -Elementarzelle in L~ngsrichtung

______qo Breite der unverformten
Elementarzelle

IAqi Querverschiebung des
qO Elementarzeilenstreifens (Verschie-

bung quer zur Beiastungsrichtung)

Buld 4: Viertelausschnitt der Elementarzelle zur Berechnung des Poisonverh~Itnisses
unbelastete Struktur ( - - - ), belastete Struktur (- )

Zur Einsparung von Rechenzeit gen~gt es, aus SymmetriegrOnden einen
Viertelausschnitt aus der Mittelebene der Elementarzelle zu betrachten. Die
Elementarzelle wird in L~ngsrichtung auf Zug belastet. Somit bleiben die
Symmetrieebenen bez~glich der Geometrie und der Belastung nach Aufbringen der Last
erhalten. Das heil~t, die Symmetrielinien des Viertelausschnittes bleiben gerade.
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Die mittlere Querdlehnung eq der Elementarzelle ergibt sich aus demn Verh~Itnis des

arithmetischen Mittelwerts der Querverschiebung Aq und der Breite der unverformten
Elementarzelle qO:

-Aq
Sq- (4)

qo
Der arithmetische Mitteiwert der Querverschiebung der Elementarzelienstreifen
berechnet sich aus den Querverschiebungen der einzelnen Streifen Aq, gewichtet mit
demn relativen L~ingenanteiI der Streifen:

- AnzahldeTStreiten Ii+AI,
Aq= Aq (5)

4.2. Berechnung der mittleren Pollsonzahl mit dem Elementarzelienmodell

Ffir die drei Zustindle ,,perfektes Haften", ,,abgel~ster Zustand" und ,,totale Abl6sung"
wurden mit demn deformationsabh~ngigen Poissonverh~Itnis for dlas Matrixmaterial nach

Gleichung 1 Finite Elemente Berechnungen durchgefohrt. Das Ziel dieser Berechnungen
war es, den Einf 'luB des Abl6sezustandes auf dlas mittlere Poissonverh~ltnis der
Elementarzelle nach Gleichung 2 zu simulieren und mit experimentellen Ergebnissen zu
vergleichen.

Die Ergebnisse der Finite Elemente Berechnungen sind in Buld 5 for die drei

beschriebenen Zust~nde dlargesteilt. Es zeigt sich, daB mit zunehmendem Ablosegrad

dlas berechnete Poissonverh~Itnis abnimmt.

Dieser Sachverhalt wird durch die experimentellen Ergebnisse unterstotzt (Buld 6). Das
Poissonverh~Itnis wurde experimentell in einemn zyklischen Belastungsversuch ermitteit.

Mikrospische Aufnahmen von gefojliten Probek6rpern zeigten, daB mit zunehmender
Belastung der Abl6segrad zwischen Matrixmaterial und Folistoff zunimmt. Parallel dazu

zeigt der zyklische Versuch, daB mit zunehmender Zahi der Lastwechsel dlas

Poissonverh~itnis abnimmt. Dies iOlt sich dlahingehend deuten, daB mit zunehmender
Abl~sung des F~jlistoffes vomn Matrixmaterial dlas PoissonverhaItnis abnimmt. Dieser

experimentell gefundene Sachverhalt wird durch die durchgefohrte Finite Elemente
Berechnung qualitativ best~tigt.
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Bild 6: Im zyklischen Versuch experimentel ermittelte Poissonverhailtnisse
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S. SchluBfolgerung und Ausiblick

Die Anderung des Poissonverh~ltnisses von Festtreibstoffen unter Belastung im
Zugversuch wurde dlurch eine zunehmende Ablbsung des Matrixmaterials von der

Follstoffoberflche erklrt, wofolr einige gewichtige experimentell ermittelte Indlizien

sprachen. Dieser Zusammenhang konnte durch eine FE-Rechnung einer Elementarzeile

eines F~llstoffteilchens in elastischem Matrixmaterial qualitativ best~tigt werden.

Mit der Messung des Poissonverh~ltnisses von Festtreibstoffen ist es dlaher m6glich,
Schad ensdletekti on im Hinblick auf die Matrix-FOlistoff-Anbindung zu betreiben und
dlamit deren Qualit~t zu beurteilen.

Die Arbeiten werdlen weitergefohrt mit realistischeren Modellen (kugelf6rmiger Folistoff)
zur Verifikation des Zusammenhanges von Abklsezustand und Poissonverh~Itnis.
Danach werdlen verschiedene Elementarzellen kombiniert, urn die gegenseitige
Beeinflussung der Elementarzeilen untereinander zu studieren und zu einem
realistischeren Materialmodell zu gelangen. Zur Berechnung h~herer FOligradle wird an
eine Simulation bimodaler Verteilungen gedlacht.
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'UARACTERIZATION FOR BONDING EFFICIENY. OF TUB
BONDING AGENTS IN COMPOSITE SOLID PROPELLANTS

BY DYNAMIC MECIANICAL AYALYSJS

AIMIN PANG, JINNAN VU, RIPING JIANG
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ABSTRACT

Cox to solid propellant is a highly filled elastower, the
fillers d extensively in today's composites solid propellants are
AP, BMX * vX,which are all noe- reibfarced, fillers; Thus, the
interacti between these filler and binler matrix will be very weak.
This- a s results in dewetting under a certain load, which have a
detrimqt 1 effect on the mechanical properties, combustion
proper4F and aging properties of the propellants. Adding a dash of
bhndin ent, is the moat effective and eemv•aucl metbod 'to
ameli the interfacial binding.

[Dyn , mechanical analysis is an effective approach in the
invest ion of visco-elastic response of polymers, The visco-lastie
spect is a reflection of the molecular movement which can combine
the s copi structure with .its.mitroseopic tehn ical properties.

Thel anic mechanical properties of composite solid propellasnts
with without a bonding agent were studied as a function" of
temp re in this paper. The propellants O(liiVAP, .Polyeter/JEE) sas
evalu -by establishing a- mesophase -or Interphase model and
intr ag a eharacterization factor, k. The result shous. that. the
lower t e value of A, the higher .the bonding efficiency is in 'this
tepe••o re range. This investigation provids a new method for the
chartt rization of bonding efficiency of bonding agents in composite
soli opelants.
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Characterisation of Propellant Cure

L Ctibb, A V Cunliffe and D A Tod

DERA, WX4
Fort Halstead

Sevenoaks, Kent, UK

Composite rocket propellants based upon hydroxy terminated polybutadiene cured with
isophorone di-isocyanate are probable the most common systems used today. Little work has
been conducted upon subtle dhnges in the mechanical properties of the material during tho
cure cycle, The way the material cures in-situ within the motor body will inevitable affect the
mechanical integrity of the charge.

In this study we report the characterisation of the cure of rubbery composite propellants
based upon HTPfl cured with IPDI. The technique of dynamic stress rheometry has been used
where small samples of the material have been cured in-situ whilst the dynamic viscosity has
been monitored. The key element of the trials is the sensitivity of the tansducer system used
which allows very subtle changes in mechanical stiffness to be determined. The trials have
included a range of different binder curative ratios with and without the incorporation of
fillers. The cure tempenrure has also been investigated together with the influence of bonding
agents.
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PLASTICISERS FOR NEW ENERGETIC BINDERS

Paul Bunyan, Anthony Cunliffe & Peter Honey

DERA, FORT HALSTEAD, Sevenoaks, Kent TN14 7BP, UK

ABSTRACT

The physical and chemical behaviour ofplasticisers for new elastomeric energetic binders

are discussed. It is emphasised that a number of different properties need to be considered

when choosing plasticisers, and the choice often depends upon a compromise between

conflicting properties.

Experimental results for the lowering of the polyNIMMO binder glass transition temperature

by a range ofplasticisers, as measured by DSC, are presented The experimental results can

be described in terms of simple equations, relating the Tg of mixtures to those of the pure

components. An expression is derived for the efficiency ofaplasticiser in lowering the Tg,

and this is used to compare different plasticisers. However, high plasticising efficiency is not

the only criterion for choice ofplasticiser, since it is necessary to consider other properties,

such as miscibility and migration properties.

One measure of migration is the diffusion rate. Experimental results for diffusion rates of

plasticisers in polyNIMMO binders are presented The results show that plasticisers which

are good at lowering the Tg of the binder may also have high diffusion rates, leading to

migration problems. Conversely, aplasticiser (BDNPA/F) which is relatively poor at

lowering Tg has a particularly low diffusion rate. It is suggested that free volume theories

provide the necessary link between the various physical properties.

The importance of stability considerations for the choice ofplasticiser/binder systems is

stressed Examples of instability caused by plasticisers are given.

There is a need for better plasticisers, and one possibility is to use oligomeric plasticisers.

DERA results for materials of this type are presented, and show encouraging properties. It is

concluded that further work is required, to understand the behaviour of existing plasticisers,

and to develop new ones.
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1. Introduction

There has been considerable interest, over the past few years, in energetic binders based on

elastomeric, energetic pre-polymers. Composite energetic materials, based on these binders,

in conjunction with crystalline fillers such as HMX, have been proposed for most types of

application, including rocket propellants, gun propellants and plastic bonded explosives

(PBXs) [1]. The most developed systems are based on glycidyl azide polymer (GAP),

poly(3-nitratomethyl-3-methloxetane) (polyNIMMO), and poly(glycidyl nitrate)

(polyGLYN). In the UK, collaboration between DERA and ICI Explosives has resulted in

extensive development of polyNIMMO and polyGLYN, and the materials show considerable

promise. One aspect which has been the recognised from the outset with all currently

available energetic pre-polymers is the need to use energetic plasticisers to obtain

formulations with properties acceptable for service use. From UK experience, it has become

clear that there are problems associated with currently-available plasticisers, which are all far

from ideal. We have thus initiated a programme to address this problem. The programme is

presently in progress; this paper describes some of the results to date, and also indicates

future directions. It is concerned mostly with our attempts to understand the behaviour of

existing plasticisers, and their implications for developing improved systems.

It is clear that plasticisers are required in energetic formulations for a number of reasons, and

that the properties which need to be considered are even more numerous (Table 1).

1. Plasticisation - lower Tg
2. Improve processing - lower viscosity
3. Physical compatibility - polymer-plasticiser interaction parameter
4. Low migration - diffusion
5. Low migration - volatility
6. No adverse effects on cure reactions
7. Energy - plasticisers often added to increase energy.
8. Stability - long term stability can be crucial.
9. Chemical compatibility - adverse reactions between ingredients

10. Hazard properties - particularly in processing
11. Availability
12. Cost
13. Purity
14. Toxicity.

Table 1. Plasticiser Requirements
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We may divide the properties required into three categories. Firstly, there are physical

considerations, which would be similar to requirements for ordinary polymer systems,

ranging from ability to lower the glass transition temperature (Tg) of the binder, to low

migration properties, together with the requirement not to adversely effect the cure behaviour.

Secondly, there are a whole set of considerations which arise because we are dealing with

energetic materials, ranging from the plasticiser's ability to increase the overall energy, to

considerations of stability, compatibility and hazard properties. Finally, there are the

standard considerations of availability, cost, purity and toxicity. Many of these requirements

are conflicting, and we therefore usually end up with the best compromise for a given

situation: If a plasticiser is chosen on the basis of optimising a single property, then this will

often lead to problems with other requirements.

2. Lowering of the Tg

The currently available energetic prepolymers all have Tg s above -350C, and the values are

usually about 100 C higher for the cured binders. The UK temperature requirement for air

carriage of munitions is approximately -550 C to +700 C, so that it was immediately apparent

that a plasticiser was necessary to lower the Tg of polyNIMMO and polyGLYN binders. In

order to preserve or improve the energy of the binder, this had to be energetic. This did not

appear to be a great problem initially, since it was soon found that energetic plasticisers were

effective in lowering the Tg. Data for K1O/polyNIMMO is shown in Table 2 ( all Tgs were

measured by DSC). However, it was clear that different plasticiser had different abilities to

lower Tg, and we therefore looked at the plasticiser efficiency of different plasticisers with

polyNIMMO.

Plasticiser Concentration % w/w Tg "C Tg uK

0 -15.0 258.2

25 -36.4 236.8

33 -39.1 234.1

50 -49.3 223.9

100 -66.7 206.5

Table 2 Plasticisation of PolyNIMMO by K10
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The first step is to develop a method to describe the behaviour of the plasticiser in the binder.

Our approach is illustrated in figure 1. We measure the Tg of the cured polymer, the Tg of

the pure plasticiser, and the Tg of cured plasticiser/polymer mixtures. (We found that all the

plasticisers which we have studied so far readily form a glass on cooling, and therefore show

a Tg). In order to understand the factors controlling the plasticiser behaviour, we wish to

describe this behaviour. We therefore looked at theories of plasticiser behaviour. Firstly, we

may take a purely empirical approach. The simplest assumption is that the Tg of the mixture

lies between that of the pure components, and the simplest relationship is a linear one.

Tg = wl * Tgl + w2 * Tg2

As with all problems of this type, the second approach is an inverse relationship;

1/Tg = wl/Tgl + w2/Tg2

This is sometimes referred to as the Fox equation; I will call it the simple Fox equation. It is

sometime successful in describing plasticiser behaviour and the similar problem of Tgs of

copolymers, but does not in general fit our data..

We then looked at theories of Tg of plasticisers or co-polymers. There appear to be two

equations commonly quoted. One is due to Gordon and Taylor [2].

cl(Tg-Tgl) + Xc2(Tg-Tg2) = 0

The quantity X is given by

2, = ApI/A02

where AP I is the difference between the expansion coefficients for the rubbery and glassy

states for polymer 1.

The other equation is the generalised Fox equation [3];

1/Tg = 1/(cl+Bc2) *(cl/Tgl + Bc2/Tg2)

It is easy to show that these two equations are the same, if we write;

? = B*Tgl/Tg2
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We find that we can fit our experimental data with equations of this type, by choosing a

suitable value of B. A typical result is shown in figure 2. In general, the experimental data

tend to have values of B3 greater than unity, so that the experimental points fall below the

simple theories.

Clearly, we can describe the deviation from simple behaviour in terms of the quantity B. The

nature of this quantity is indicated by the approach of Gordon and Taylor [2]. Their theory

defined the Tg in terms of volume changes in the glassy and rubbery phases of the polymer.

In general terms, it is possible to relate B to free-volume changes caused by plasticisation.

The larger the value of B, the greater the free volume increase caused by the plasticiser.

Thus, if the data deviates greatly from the simple Fox equation, then the plasticiser is causing

a greater than expected increase in free volume.

We may define the plasticiser e efficiency as

(.aw2Iw O

E= X(T gl-T g2)

1 - Polymer 2 - Plasticiser

We see that there are two factors contributing to a high value of e. Firstly , we require a large

value of (Tg - Tg2); that is, the plasticiser should have a much lower T. than the polymer.

Thus, for a given polymer system, we require a plasticiser with as low a Tg as possible. in

addition, we require a large value of X. Since X. (and B) represents the deviation from ideal

behaviour in the Fox equation, large values of this quantity represent increased plasticiser

efficiency over that expected for ideal behaviour. Thus, large deviations from ideal behaviour

can give greater lowering of the T9 s of the binder. It will be seen, however, that this may

lead to other, undesirable features when the total trade off between a range of properties is

considered.
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We have found that this simple approach describes very well our data on the effect of

plasticisers on polyNIMMO binders. Typical results are shown in figures 2 and 3. The

approach is a good way of characterising the plasticisation behaviour of the different

plasticisers. We can thus characterise the behaviour in terms of the parameters described

above. Values for a number of energetic and non-energetic plasticisers of interest are shown

in Table 3. The approach so far is a good way of rationalising the experimental data, but we

wish also to understand the relationships between chemical structure and behaviour. We

hope to apply molecular modelling techniques to this end. Previous work [4] has shown the

usefulness of the molecular modelling approach, and we are in the process of extending the

techniques to our ore comprehensive and better understood experimental data.

PLASTICISER Tg Tgl-Tg2 X ,

K10 206.3 51.7 1.905 98.5
BuNENA 191.2 66.8 1.607 107.4
MEN42 193.9 64.1 2.334 149.6

BDNPA/F 210.8 47.2 0.891 42.0
LNP 223.2 34.8 1.415 49.2
DOS 167.6 90.4 2.338 211.4
DBP 180.0 78.0 1.342 104.7
DOP 190.2 67.8 1.927 130.7

NIMMO Monomer 178.0 80.0

Table 3. Plasticiser Efficiencies

3. Miscibility and Migration Properties

From the results so far, it would appear that the best plasticisers are ones with low Tgs, and

large values of , (and B). It might appear that we require the largest value of X, since this

gives the lowest Tg for a given concentration. However, this is not necessarily the case. The

reason is that other properties are also important.

I show two examples of this. If we consider plasticisation of polyNIMMO by DOS, then this

shows a very large value of B (figure 4). However, the curve stops at 20 % of DOS. This is

because at this stage the DOS becomes immiscible, and phase separation occurs. In general,
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large plasticisation effects are associated with poor solvent systems, and there is thus a

greater tendency for phase separation in materials which cause large reductions in Tg.

Similarly, good capability for lowering the Tg is often associated with high migration rates.

This is understandable in terns of free volume theories. Large free volume will produce large

reductions in Tg, but it will also be associated with large diffusion rates. The free volume

approach to plasticisation is particularly useful, as it links several of the important quantities.

Thus, free volume theories can be used to describe the lowering of Tg, the diffusion rates and

the viscosity of polymer/plasticiser compositions.

We hope to develop these ideas further to attempt to rationalise plasticiser data. It has always

been recognised that migration problems are associated with plasticisers in energetic

materials, the most important and longest-suffered case being "sweating" of NG. We wish to

obtain reliable quantitative data to compare different plasticisers. One problem is that the

actual practical behaviour depends upon a number of properties, such as diffusion

coefficients, vapour pressure, polymer/solvent interaction parameters etc., as well as the

actual configuration of the system, temperature and temperature gradients etc. However, as a

starting point we have a programme to measure diffusion coefficients. In certain

circumstances this will determine migration behaviour, and is a good first indication of the

relative mobility of plasticisers.

The next table shows measured diffusion coefficients for a number of plasticisers in

polyNIMMO binders at 750 C.

PLASTICISER TEMPERATURE TC D X10 ACTIVATION ENERGY
cm2 secs-1  KJ Mole']

MEN 42 75 2.40 51.5
BuNENA 75 1.23 51.2

K10 75 1.15 56.6
BDNPA/F 75 0.45 59.6

Table 4. Coefficients & Activation Energies for Diffusion in PolyNIMMO Binders

We see that there is a considerable variation in the diffusion coefficients for the four

materials.
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It is of interest to compare these results with the better known example of nitro-cellulose

migration. Results are shown in Table 5.

PLASTICISER/POLYMER TEMPERATURE D X !05 ACTIVATION ENERGY
0°C cmz secs 1  KJ Mole-I

K1O/PolyNIMMO 75 1.15 56.6
BuNENA/polyNIMMO 75 12323 51.2
BuNENA/Nitro-cellulose 75 .013 72
NG/Nitro-cellulose 75 .014 95

Table 5. Diffusion Constants in PolyNIMMO and Cellulose Nitrate

We see that the diffusion constant for BuNENA in polyNIMMO is roughly two orders of

magnitude greater in polyNIMMO than in cellulose nitrate. This is no surprise when we

consider the nature of the two materials. Cured polyNIMMO is a soft, elastomeric material

whereas un-plasticised nitro-cellulose is a thermoplastic, partially crystalline material at room

temperature. The different behaviour can be understood in a general way in terms of the

relative glass transition temperatures of the two materials. Thus, plasticiser migration

problems can be rationalised in terms of the glass transition temperatures of the two

materials.

These considerations illustrate that migration problems may be relatively more severe for any

elastomeric binder system, whether energetic or non-energetic, and is one of the main reasons

for the need for better (in this case, less mobile) plasticisers. On the basis of Table 4, it

appears that BDNPA/F is the best material with regard to plasticiser migration, and this has

been noticed already from practical weight loss tests on model formulations. However, it has

other drawbacks. It is not very good at lowering the Tg, and another problem is indicated as

follows.

We initially carried out diffusion measurements at higher temperatures, to obtain results

rapidly. The experimental set up is such that we are effectively measuring the rate of

diffusion of plasticiser out of the sample. The results are plotted as Arrhenius plots i.e. the

log of the rate constant v l/T. Most of the samples show reasonable Arrhenius plots, with

activation energies similar to those obtained at lower temperatures. However, the BDNPA/F

results are anomalous. The highest temperature measurements could not be analysed by the

expected equations. For the two lower points, the activation energy of- 196 KJ Mole-1 is
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much too high for a diffusion process. In fact, it is typical of a value for chemical

decomposition of an energetic material, and it is clear that this is dominating the sample

weight loss at high temperatures. We are in the process of investigating this effect further,

but at present we believe that it is decomposition of the acetal component which is the

problem.

4. Stability Considerations

This question of the stability of the materials is one of the major areas of study within DERA.

There are several aspects to this; for example, the stability of plasticiser alone, the

compatibility of the plasticiser with other components of the energetic composition, and the

effect of plasticiser on binder stability e.g. binder cross-link density & mechanical properties

and gas production.

BDNPA/F is an example of the first type of behaviour. However, a lot of binders show the

second type of behaviour, particularly when real formulations with a number of potentially

reactive additives, added for various performance reasons, are considered.

For polyNIMMO binders, for example, the critical ageing mechanisms is oxidative chain

scission of the binder, which causes a softening (figure 5). This is often accelerated by

plasticisers, as shown in figure 5 for the changes in crosslink density of polyNIMMO binders

plasticised with MEN42. It is seen that the softening, which also accelerates migration

problems etc., is much more severe for the MEN42 binder, leading to a significant reduction

in expected service lifetime. These types of behaviour is not confined to polyNIMMO. For

example, it has been shown that propellants based on GAP, which is an azide-based

energetic polymer, may suffer from high rates of gassing [5]. Some minimum smoke rocket

propellants, based on GAP plasticised with nitrate ester stabilisers, have been shown to

exhibit high rates of gas evolution at elevated temperatures [5].

5. Future Plasticisers

Our results so far indicate that there are problems with all the plasticisers which we have

studied. Of particular concern are the migration and stability considerations, which cause

doubts about the use of the lower molecular weight materials. One approach being pursued

at DERA to address this problem is the use of oligomeric plasticisers e.g. NIMMO oligomers,

and GLYN oligomers, to plasticise the energetic binders [6]. The development of oligomeric
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plasticisers has a number of attractions. Oligomeric NIMMO is expected to show good

physical and chemical compatibility with polyNIMMO, and can be prepared by a

modification of the same process. Work has already been carried out on this material, and the

preliminary indications are promising. In the case of NIMMO, either the cyclic tetramer, or

linear oligomers may be prepared. The linear materials appear more promising at present. It

is possible to prepare linear materials, based on a difunctional initiators, or branched

materials with tri- or tetra-functional initiators. Initially, hydroxyl terminated oligomers are

produced, and these are then nitrated. We are at present in the process of optimising the

chain lengths and structures to obtain the best compromise between properties such as

plasticisation efficiency, low migration and energy. Finally, it is clear that there are

difficulties with all separate plasticisers, and a very attractive solution would be to achieve

internal plasticisation. This would involve modification of the polymer structure to improve

the properties without the use of a separate plasticiser.

6. Conclusions

We may draw a number of conclusion from our work so far.

1. It is necessary to consider a range of properties when assessing plasticisers

2. Plasticiser behaviour can be rationalised in terms of simple theories

3. We need to develop these further, and extend them to other plasticisers

4. No plasticiser is ideal

5. There is a need for new plasticisers
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Evaluation of a Homologous Series of
High Energy Oxetane Thermoplastic Elastomer Gun Propellants*

IA. Wallace, P.C. Braithwaite, A.C. Haaland, M.R. Rose, R. B. Wardle
Thiokol Propulsion

Brigham City, Utah 84302

INTRODUCTION

Current state-of-the-art gun propellants produce energies slightly above 1100 J/g and
loading densities of roughly 1.1 g/ml. In a standard grain configuration, this energy-
density combination does not deliver the desired muzzle energy for future indirect fire
support requirements. Similar shortfalls occur in using today's propellant in tomorrow's
direct fire gun systems. Higher loading densities of hazardous ingredients (HMX, RDX)
and unique grain geometries provide energy growth but only with great difficulty are the
required muzzle energy levels achieved.

An alternate strategy for meeting the need for increased performance in impetus,
ballistics, and density in advanced gun propellants is the use of high energy/density
ingredients. As with the vast majority of emerging technologies, these materials have
required considerable research and development prior to being mature enough for use
in a developmental gun propellant system. This fundamental groundwork has been laid
by extensive research under the auspices of the Office of Naval Research into the
synthesis, characterization and exploratory formulation of novel high energy materials.

SUMMARY

Six TPE-based gun propellants were evaluated. The TPE's used included BAMO-
AMMO (25% BAMO), BAMO-NMMO (25% BAMO), and BEMO-NMMO (25% BEMO).
The monopropellants/oxidizers used included CL-20, RDX, TNAZ and NQ. The
ingredients were vertically mixed and ram extruded into ½-in diameter cords. These
were subsequently rolled into sheets from which 1-in by 1-in by 0.10-in "squares" were
stamped. Closed bomb testing was done on the samples which had burn rates ranging
from eight to nearly eleven inches per second (40ksi, 21°C) and impetus (calculated)
between 1278 and 1349 J/g.

DISCUSSION

Theoretical Trade Study

A fairly large number of TPE's, mono-propellants and additives were available for use
as gun propellant ingredients when this work began. Some prior knowledge of their
effect on performance and ballistic properties in propellant formulations was available.
For example, in propellants using BAMO-AMMO TPE, it was known that the use of CL-
20 resulted in much higher burn rates and energy-densities than RDX did.

Theoretical calculations also indicated that energy-density increased with increasing
BAMO/AMMO ratios. Six formulations were pursued. These formulations are shown in
Tables I through VI along with calculated performance values and closed bomb data.

Copyright 1998 Cordant technolgies. All rights reserved.
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The NBLAKE thermodynamics code was used to perform the calculations. Impetus and
closed bomb burn rate of most of these formulations are plotted in Figure 1. In general,
the CL-20 formulations result in the highest impetus (and burn rates). A notable
exception, however, is formulation ONR #5, a BAMO-NMMO/RDXITNAZ formulation.
Here the use of NMMO instead of AMMO and the use of 24 percent TNAZ instead of
RDX add about 100 J/g to the impetus of a 76 percent solids BAMO-AMMO/RDX
formulation (not plotted). BEMO is the least energetic of the three TPE's used for the
ONR propellants and the performance of the BEMO-containing formulations reflect this.

Table I. Formulation ONR #1, Calculated and Measured Properties.

Ingredients .Wt. Percent Hazards Characteristics
BAMO 6.00 ABL Impact (cm, TIL) 33
AMMO 18.00 ABL Friction (psi, TIL) 800@8ftts
NMMO TC ESD (J) >8
BEMO SBAT (Onset, °F) 304
CL20 (3 .8 p, bimodal) 76.00 Mechanical Properties
RDX (7p) Not measured
NQ (50p, needles)
TNAZ (11 p)

Calculated Performance
Impetus (J/g) 1291 Ballistic Properties
Temperature (K) 3378 Pressure (ksi) Rb (ips)
TMD (g/cc) 1.78 -32°C 220C 4800
Gamma 1.267 30 6.13 6.54 6.81
Energy-Density (J/cc) 8588 40 8.24 8.74 9.07

Other 50 10.07 10.71 11.09
Density (g/cc) 1.733 n 0.98 0.97 0.96

Table II. Formulation ONR #2, Calculated and Measured Properties.

Ingredients Wt. Percent Hazards Characteristics
BAMO 6.00 ABL Impact (cm, TiL) 26
AMMO ABL Friction (psi, TIL) 800@8ft/s
NMMO 18.00 TC ESD (J) >8
BEMO SBAT (Onset, OF) 290
CL20 (3. 8 p, bimodal) 64.00 Mechanical Properties
RDX (7p) Not measured
NQ (50P, needles) 12.00
TNAZ (l1 p)

Calculated Performance
Impetus (J/g) 1280 Ballistic Properties
Temperature (K) 3476 Pressure (ksi) Rb (ips)
TMD (g/cc) 1.75 -321C 221C 2490C
Gamma 1.254 30 6.99 7.14 7.34
Energy-Density (J/cc) 8793 40 9.74 9.66 9.89

Other 50 12.01 11.71 12.13
Density (g/cc) I 1.732 n 1.07 0.97 .99
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Table Ill. Formulation ONR #3, Calculated and Measured Properties.

Ingredients Wt. Percent Hazards Characteristics
SBAMO 6.00 ABL Impact (cm, TIL) 33
AMMO 18.00 ABL Friction (psi, TIL) 800@8ft/s
NMMO TC ESD (J) >8
BEMO SBAT (Onset, oF) 304
CL20 (3.8g, bimodal) 52.00 Mechanical Properties
RDX (7p) Not measured
NQ (50g, needles)
TNAZ (1 gp) 24.00

Calculated Performance
Impetus (J/g) 1278 Ballistic Properties
Temperature (K) 3306 Pressure (ksi) Rb (ips)
TMD (g/cc) 1.74 -32°C 23oc 49oC
Gamma 1.267 30 6.88 7.57 7.70
Energy-Density (J/cc) 8322 40 9.18 10.01 10.20

Other 50 11.12 11.99 12.24
Density (g/cc) ] 1.698 n 0.94 0.90 0.91

Table IV. Formulation ONR #4, Calculated and Measured Properties.

Ingredients Wt. Percent Hazards Characteristics
BAMO 6.00 ABL Impact (cm, TIL) 21
AMMO ABL Friction (psi, TIL) 800@8ft/s
NMMO 18.00 TC ESD (J) >8
BEMO SBAT (Onset, °F) 275
CL20 (3.8pi, bimodal) 76.00 Mechanical Properties
RDX (7g.) Not measured
NQ (50P, needles)
TNAZ (11g)

Calculated Performance
Impetus (J/g) 1349 Ballistic Properties
Temperature (K) 3794 Pressure (ksi) Rb (ips)
TMD (g/cc) 1.78 -331C 22o-CI 48-C
Gamma 1.249 30 7.43 7.65 8.04
Energy-Density (J/cc) 9633 40 10.19 10.43 10.95

Other 50 12.54 12.70 13.21
Density (g/cc) 1.777 n 1.03 1.00 0.98
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Table V. Formulation ONR #5, Calculated and Measured Properties.

Ingredients Wt. Percent Hazards Characteristics
BAMO 6.00 ABL Impact (cm, TIL) 26
AMMO ABL Friction (psi, TIL) 800@8ft/s
NMMO 18.00 TC ESD (J) >8
BEMO SBAT (Onset, °F) 264
CL20 (3.8g, bimodal) Mechanical Properties
RDX (7g) 52.00 Not measured
NQ (50g, needles)
TNAZ (1 lp) 24.00

Calculated Performance
Impetus (J/g) 1283 Ballistic Properties
Temperature (K) 3327 Pressure (ksi) Rb (ips)
TMD (g/cc) 1.626 -331C 24°C 490C
Gamma 1.254 30 6.41 6.66 7.00
Energy-Density (J/cc) 8205 40 8.69 9.08 9.40

Other 50 10.59 11.27 11.44
Density (g/cc) 1.646 n 0.99 1.03 0.96__

Table VI. Formulation ONR #6, Calculated and Measured Properties.

Ingredients Wt. Percent Hazards Characteristics
BAMO ABL Impact (cm, TIL) 21
AMMO ABL Friction (psi, TIL) 800@8ft/s
NMMO 18.00 TC ESD (J) >8
BEMO 6.00 SBAT (Onset, IF) 269
CL20 (3.8g, bimodal) 76.00 Mechanical Properties
RDX (7 p) Not measured
NQ (50g, needles)
TNAZ (11 p)

Calculated Performance
Impetus (J/g) 1290 Ballistic Properties
Temperature (K) 3489 Pressure (ksi) Rb (ips)
TMD (g/cc) 1.76 -33°C 240C 490C
Gamma 1.254 30 5.75 5.99 6.75
Energy-Density (J/cc) 8926 40 8.27 8.26 9.36

Other 50 10.54 10.32 11.35
Density (g/cc) 1.732 n 1.19 1.07 1.02

Table VII. Ingredients and Thermochemical Data for ONR ETC Gun Propellants.
Ingredient AHf (kcallmol) Formula Density

BAMO 53.3 C 3.033, H 4.790, 0 0.498, N 3.635 1.26
AMMO 4.32 C 3.967, H 7.180, 0 0.723, N 2.400 1.26
NMMO -79.67 C 5, H 9, N, 1, O, 4 1.26
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BEMO -164 C 9, H 18, 0 3 1.10
CL-20 101 C 6, H 6, 0 12, N 12 2.04
RDX 15.9 C 3, H 6, 0 6, N 6 1.82
NQ -22.1 C 1, H4, 02, N4 1.73
TNAZ 2.8 C3, H4, 06, N4 1.84

11

10

9

E

S7-

6_

1000 1100 1200 1300 1400

Impetus (Jig)

Figure 1. Impetus (calculated) and closed bomb bum rate (40 ksi, 21 0C) of the propellants of this study and of a
72% solids RDX BAMO-AMMO propellant for comparison (impetus 1121 J/g, burn rate 5. 36 ips).

Propellant Processin'

Each formulation manufactured for this program was processed using a three step
process: 1) batch mixing, 2) ram extrusion, and 3) roller milling to final configuration.
The overall goal of all propellant processing operations was to produce the most
uniformly high density and homogeneous gun propellant possible. This processing
method has been successfully used to produce the small quantities of propellant
needed for analytical testing and closed bomb testing. A brief description of each
processing step is found below.

All propellant mixes produced in this program were processed in a 1-pint vertical mixer.

The basic mix cycle used consisted of three steps:

1) Add polymer and solvent to the mix bowl and mix until the polymer is
dissolved.

2) Add the solid ingredients and mix until uniform.
3) Slowly heat the mixer and mix until all of the solvent has been removed

and the mix is of the proper consistency.
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The goal of the batch mixing step was to thoroughly wet all of the solid particles with the
TPE binder and to provide a consistent and homogeneous feedstock for ram extrusion.
Fine adjustments (temperature, mix times, etc.) were made with each composition to
compensate for differences in the processibility. As expected, formulations which had
higher solids were more viscous than those with lower solids contents.

Once propellant was mixed it was immediately taken to a 2-inch ram extruder and
extruded through a ½2-inch diameter circular die. By controlling the extrusion rate,
pressure and temperature it was possible to obtain extruded propellant with a smooth
surface. It was found that the surface finish was an excellent indicator of final
propellant quality. Therefore every effort was made to obtain the smoothest propellant
surface possible. Formulation quality was verified by measurement of density and
comparison to the theoretical value.

Following extrusion the final step in the process was roller milling. In this process the
extruded cord was taken and cut into appropriate lengths and processed through a
laboratory scale roller mill. Typically a piece of propellant would be processed several
times through the mill in order to get it to the desired thickness and width (0. 100-inch
thick and a minimum of 1.1 inches in width). Once the propellant had been rolled to the
desired dimensions it was cut into 1 -inch squares which were 0.100-inches thick. All
formulations were readily rolled and cut into squares.

Closed Bomb Testing

Gun propellant samples consisted 1 -in by 1 -in squares stamped from 0. 100-in thick
sheets. Several squares were loaded into a Harwood closed bomb. The bomb used is
rated at 129 ksi and has an operating pressure of 100 ksi. The bomb was not equipped
with a cooling jacket. Prior to ignition, the samples were conditioned for 4 hours. The
ignitor used was a bag type ignitor with one gram of DuPont FFFG black powder
secured to an electric match (Davey Corp.) with paper.

It was desired to obtain burn rate data in duplicate at three different temperatures for
each of the six formulations chosen, and this was done. A sample of the data are
presented in the propellant data sheets, Tables I through VI. The McVece
thermochemnical code along with the data of Table VII was used to provide the input
required for the closed bomb data reduction.

Conclusions

A homologous series of oxetane-based gun propellants were prepared using a
combination of mixing, extrusion and rolling to prepare reproducibly high quality
samples. The series examined the effect of filler and characteristics of the binders on
the ballistic properties. The high energy and flame temperature of the formulations led
to generally high burn rates although a 26 percent range in burn rate was demonstrated
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over a 5.6 percent range of impetus. This suggests these formulation changes can
offer the ability to tailor ballistics at a constant performance and to manage the energy
of a given charge to maximize ballistic performance.
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THE MODELLING OF EXPERIMENTAL BUNENA/RDX/NC
PROPELLANT PROPERTIES

Charles Frank Wiehahn, Martin Ayliff Jeremy Gantana and Jeffrey Charles Engel

Somchem, Division of DENEL, (Pty), Ltd, Gun Propulsion - R & D,
PO Box 187, Somerset West, 7129, South Africa

Abstract

In order to develop new generation propellants with improved properties various

energetid components, and formulations thereof, were considered. One of the most

promising components was BuNENA and it was decided to investigate a series of

propellant formulations with BuNENA as energetic plasticiser, nitrocellulose as binder

and RDX as oxidiser. Certain constraints were placed on the thermochemical, density

and processing properties and this was used as a guideline in the experimental design.

This paper describes the experimental design matrix used to study various propellant

properties (responses) as a function of propellant composition. These propellant

properties were measured and evaluated and then used to generate response surfaces or

contour maps that display the effect of the changing component levels of the

formulation on the various propellant properties. The information so gained was of

great importance in generating a comprehensive computer model to predict the various

response trends as a function of the changing component levels of the

BuNENA/RDX/NC propellant formulations.

1 INTRODUCTION

As part of the ongoing process to develop propellant formulations with improved properties,

various energetic components and propellant formulations thereof, were investigated.

BuNENA [N-n-butyl-N-(2-nitroxy-ethyl) nitramine] has been identified as one of the most

promising components and it was decided to investigate a series of propellant formulations

with BuNENA as energetic plasticiser, nitrocellulose as binder and RDX as oxidiser.

BuNENA has previously been synthesised and characterised with regards to its chemical,

thermal and sensitivity properties. We needed to evaluate it as an energetic plasticiser in NC

containing propellant formulations and an effective way of evaluation is the modelling of the
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propellant properties as a function of BuNENA and its other components. Various families of

propellant formulations containing BuNENA as energetic plasticiser and NC as binder were

investigated for possible use in the modelling process. However, after applying the design

criteria for new generation propellants only the propellant family containing NC, BuNENA,

RDX and NQ remained as a viable option for the modelling of propellant properties.

In our experimentation a variation of the extreme vertices mixture design was used to study the

propellant properties as a function of composition. A design matrix consisting of four

components or variables was generated and consisted of 17 formulations. These formulations

were processed and the initial model was constructed after analysing the propellant properties

to determine the various responses. These responses were then used to generate response

surfaces or contour maps that display the effect of the changing component level of the

formulation on the propellant properties.

The response surface contours, which are generated for each property, are useful in predicting

the effect of changing component levels on the various propellant properties. These optimisa-

tion plots offer the flexibility of making meaningful trade-offs between various propellant

properties when confronted with the need to prioritise propellant properties according to user

requirements. These models and all the response surfaces or contour maps generated, are

discussed in detail.

1.1 CRITERIA FOR NEW GENERATION PROPELLANT PROPERTIES

The propellant properties that have been set as a guideline for the development of new

generation propellant formulations are the following:

- Thermochemnical properties:*

* Specific energy Ž1050 J/g

* Flame temperature •5 2700 K

* Molecular mass of combustion gasses •5 20 glmole

- Theoretical density > 1.50 g/cm'

1.2 PROCESSING PARAMETERS

In experimenting with mixtures it is often also necessary to constrain the components to avoid

compositions which would be undesirable in terms of economic reasons, processability and/or

mixture properties. Irrespective of the guidelines for all the other propellant properties, one of
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the most critical parameters is that the propellant formulations must be processable. During this

experiment we only concentrated on propellant formulations that are processable with the

solvent process. The following processing parameters are used as a guideline for the solvent

process with NC as the binder. They are basically as follows:

- Effect of binder : plasticiser ratio on propellant processing:

* binder: plasticiser > 2 processing not possible

* binder : plasticiser 1- 1.5 good processing

* binder : plasticiser < 1 too soft, poor processing

- Crystalline concentration 10% - 60%

1.3 THERMOCHEMICAL DESIGN CONSTRAINTS

The above mentioned design constraints for new generation propellants were applied to various

propellant formulations containing BuNENA as plasticiser and NC as binder. In order to be

able to model the propellant properties as a function of the propellant composition, we strived

to keep the composition or formulations as simple as possible. We attempted to model the

effects of BuNENA and the BuNENA/NC ratio's on the propellant properties and only RDX as

a third formulation variable was initially investigated. The thermochemical data that we

initially had for BuNENA was considerably higher than the thermochemical data according to

the latest ICT Database (third update, 1997). The formulations containing only BuNENA/NC/-

RDX gave flame temperature values that were all above our guideline criteria. For this reason

we introduced NQ as a fourth formulation variable to cool the formulations.

2 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Propellant formulations that complied with the thermochemical and density criteria and that

fell within the feasible processing range formed the framework for the construction of the

experimental design matrix. A variation of the extreme vertices mixture design was used to

construct models which were then used to generate response surfaces or contour maps that

display the effect of the changing component levels of the formulation on the propellant

properties. This type of design matrix minimises the number of formulations required for

experimental processing and at the same time maximises the information obtained from the

experiment.
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The Design Expert Software Package was used to generate the design matrix and the various

contour maps (models). The design matrix consisted of 17 formulations for the four component

system under the constraints as given in Table 1.

Table 1: Constraint Levels For Each Of The Four Components

Component Lower Level Upper Level

NC (11.7% N) 25% 40%

BuNENA 20% 30%

NQ 15% 35%

RDX 10% 25%

The stabiliser concentration was kept constant for all the formulations.

3 TESTING AND EVALUATION

The 17 experimental NC/BuNENA/NQ/RDX propellant formulations were all successfully

processed using the solvent process. The samples were evaluated for a wide range of chemical.

stability, sensitivity, physical, mechanical and ballistic properties. The test and evaluation

results are not presented in this paper and only the modelling of the results will be presented.

4 MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF RESPONSE DATA

The objectives of the modelling of propellant properties are to:

- determine practical processing limits

- design formulations that comply with thermochemical constraints

- predict specific propellant properties

- manipulate propellant formulations to meet specific requirements

Computer-aided experimental design, multiple regression analysis and response surface

methodology was used to study the influence of the independent variables (components) on the

propellant properties (responses). From this analysis, empirical regression models for the

properties of the propellant within the given experimental domain, were derived.
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The design model consists of 4 variables namely the BuNENA, NC, RDX and NQ concen-

trations and each response is modelled as a function of these 4 variables. Only 3 of the 4

variables can be graphically depicted in a 2-dimensional presentation and therefore for each

presentation one of the variables is kept at a constant value while the other 3 are varied between

the upper and lower design concentration levels. A different value for the constant variable is

then used and the modelling process repeated at that level.

The larger number of responses measured and the corresponding models generated, cannot all

be reported in this paper and only the following responses or properties were included.

- stress

- strain

- impact strength

- Tg value (glass transition temperature)

- percentage die swell or shrinkage

- relative quickness

- burning rate at 350 MPa

Many of the other properties such as the specific energy, flame temperature and density can be

calculated empirically from the formulation and modelling is therefore not necessary to predict

these properties as a function of the component formulation. However, in order to predict the

specific energy, flame temperature and density trends as a function of changing component

level these properties can be modelled.

4.1 MODELLING OF MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

Stress Properties

The stress value of a propellant formulation is a direct indication of the mechanical strength of

the propellant sample. The modelling of the stress values was done at a constant NQ

concentration of 20% and repeated at a NQ concentration of 30%. The NC, RDX and BuNENA

concentrations were varied between the upper and lower constraint levels. The graphical

presentations of the models generated are presented in Figure 1.

The trends of the graphic models are as follows:

- both the NQ and RDX concentrations and the total crystalline concentration have
negligible influence on the stress values
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the highest stress values occur at the highest NC values and when the BuNENA
concentration is at its lowest level

BuNENA has the largest influence on the stress values, but in a negative sense in so far
as the lowest stress occurs at the highest BuNENA concentration and the corresponding
lowest NC concentration

there is basically no change in the range and the trend of the stress values for a NQ
concentration of 20% or 30%

the relations of stress versus component concentrations are all linear

Model- h A (48.0) 
A (38.0)

23

Response: Stes
20

Varbbles: 23

A= NC B (10.0) C (20.0) 17 a (10.0)

B = RDX
c =BuNEqA/ 11 14

14

8

8 (33.0) A (25.0) C (43.0) B (23.0) A (25.0) C (33.0)

NQ = 20.0% NQ = 30.0%

Figure 1: Modelling of Stress Values at Two NO Concentration Levels

The stress value of any formulation that lies within the boundaries of the experimental design

matrix can be predicted from the stress value model. The exact propellant formulation and its

corresponding stress value can be "read" from the graphs at the two BuNENA concentration

levels. For each of the graphical presentations the minimum and maximum stress values for

that BuNENA concentration level can be determined from the graph.

Modelling of Strain Properties

The strain property of a propellant formulation is an indication of the elongation or elasticity of

the propellant sample. The modelling of the strain properties was done at a constant NQ

concentration of 20% and the NC, RDX and BuNENA concentrations were varied between the

upper and lower constraint levels. This process was repeated at a constant NQ concentration of

30%. The graphical presentations of the models generated are presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Modelling of Strain Values at Two NO Concentration Levels

The trends of the modelling of the strain properties are as follows:

- the BuNENA concentration has by far the largest influence on the strain properties and
the strain value increases linearly as the BuNENA increases

- both the NQ and RDX concentrations have a minor influence on the strain values and the

strain values decrease gradually as the NQ or RDX increase respectively

- the strain values increase gradually as the NC value increases

- the strain value stays constant for a specific BuNENA contour line as the NQ increases
and the NC proportionally decreases

- for a specific BuNENA contour line the influence of an increase in the crystalline
concentration is exactly countered by the proportionally decrease of the NC

- the relations of strain versus component concentrations are all linear

Modelling of Impact Properties

The impact property of a propellant formulation is an indication of the hardness of the

propellant sample. The modelling of the impact properties was done at a constant RDX

concentration of 14% and the NC, NQ and BuNENA concentrations were varied between the

upper and lower constraint levels. This process was repeated at a constant RDX concentration

of 24%. The graphical presentations of the models generated are presented in Figure 3.
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B= NQ 3 21 25
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RDX = 14.01/6 RDX = 24.0%

Fieure 3: Modelling of Impact Values at Two RDX Concentration Levels

The basic trends are as follows:

- the NC concentration has no apparent influence on the impact values

- the highest impact values occur at the highest BuNENA values and when the NQ
concentration is at its lowest level

- there is a basic shift in the impact values from the 14% RDX concentration level to the
24% RDX level with lower impact values at the increased RDX level

- the lowest impact levels are at the maximum crystalline level of 53%

- the relations of impact values versus component concentrations are all linear

In general the BuNENA concentration has the greatest influence on all three types of

mechanical properties measured.

4.2 MODELLING OF GLASS TRANSITION TEMPERATURE

The primary glass transition temperature (Tg-1) of a propellant formulation is the temperature

above which the propellant becomes soft with reduced tensile strength and the secondary glass

transition temperature (Tg-2) is the temperature below which the propellant becomes hard and

brittle - its glass point. The ideal propellant would have a Tg-1 above 63°C and a Tg-2 below -

40'C. The larger the Tg range the better.
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The modelling of the glass transition temperatures was done at a constant RDX concentration

of 14% and the NC, NQ and BuNENA concentrations were varied between the upper and

lower levels. This process was repeated at a constant RDX concentration of 24%. The graphical

presentations of the models generated are presented in Figure 4.

A (49.0) A (39.0)

Model: Uinear

Response: Tg-1 s0

Vaiiabl58
A =NC C k(20.0)90B (19.)C.0) 0) 46 (15.0)A = NC 0C&0.)0

42
B = NQ 34

C = BuNENA
26 26

116

8 (39.0) A (25.0) C (44.0) B (29.0) A (25.0) C (34.0)

RDX = 14.0% RDX = 24.0%/o

Figure 4: Modelling of the Glass Transition at Two RDX Concentration Levels

The trends of the graphic models are as follows:

- both the NQ and RDX concentrations have negligible influence on the Tg values

- the highest Tg-1 values occur at the highest NC values and when the BuNENA
concentration is at its lowest level, namely when the NC : BuNENA ratio is 2 : 1

- the lowest Tg- 1 values occur when the NC : BuNENA ratio is 1 : 1

- there is basically no change in the Tg-1 values for a RDX concentration of 14% or 24%

- the relations of Tg- 1 values versus component concentrations are all linear

4.3 MODELLING OF DIE SWELL AND SHRINKAGE

The modelling of the percentage die swell or shrinkage was done at a constant NQ

concentration of 20% and repeated at a constant NQ concentration of 34% while the NC, RDX

and BuNENA concentrations were varied between the upper and lower constraint levels. The

graphical presentations of the models generated are presented in Figure 5.
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Model: Quadratic A (48.0) 
A (34.0)

Response: Die Sel //
0

Variables: C(00)1 (2.)C10)

A = NC c 0. (20.0)

B =BuNENA

C = RDX

0'
-51

8 (43.0) A (25.0) C (33.0) B (29.0) A (25.0) C (19.0)

NQ = 20.0%/6 NQ = 34.01/o

Figure 5: Modelling of Die Swell or Shrinkage at Two NO Concentration Levels

The trends of the graphic models at the two NQ concentration levels are as follows:

- the relations of swell or shrinkage versus component concentrations are all quadratic

- at the NQ concentrations of 20% both die swell and shrinkage occur, but at the NQ
concentration of 34%, where the minimum total crystalline concentration is 44%, only
shrinkage occurs

- at the NQ concentration of 34% and the RDX at its minimum concentration of 10%,
therefore total crystallinity at 44%, no die swell or shrinkage occurs when the BuNENA
concentration is at its minimum level of 20%, and the NC at its highest level of 34%, but
as the NC decreases and the BuNENA increases the shrinkage increases quite rapidly

- it seems that the percentage total crystallinity plays an important role, but that at a
specific crystallinity level the NC : BuNENA ration has the biggest effect upon the die
swell or shrinkage

- in general the total crystallinity and the NC : BuNENA ratio play the biggest role in
determining the die swell or shrinkage

- die swell occurs below a total crystallinity of approximately 40% and shrinkage occurs
above a total crystallinity of approximately 40%

- the maximum die swell occurs at the highest ratio of NC : BuNENA

- under certain conditions at a total crystallinity of approximately 40% and a NC
BuNENA ratio of approximately 1.5 : 1 basically no die swell or shrinkage occurs
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4.4 MODELLING OF RELATIVE QUICKNESS

The modelling of the relative quickness was done at a constant NQ concentration of 20% and

repeated at a constant NQ concentration of 30% with the NC, RDX and BuNENA concen-

trations varied between the upper and lower constraint levels. The graphical presentations of

the models generated are presented in Figure 6.

A (48.0) A (38.0)

Modd Lkiea

Response: Qudkness

Va~bbls: 00

A = NC C (20.0) • (10.0) C ( 8 (10.0)

B=RDX 3200 3200
36'00 30 0

C = BuNENA 3600

3800

4000

B (33.0) A (26.0) C)43.0) 8 (23.0) A (25.0) C (33.0)

NQ = 20.01/6 NQ = 30.0%a

Figure 6: Modelling of Quickness Values at Two NO Concentration Levels

The trends of the graphic models at the two NQ levels are as follows:

- the RDX concentration has the largest influence on the relative quickness

- the NC has a small negative effect

- the BuNENA has a larger, but also negative effect, than the NC

- the highest relative quickness values are at the highest RDX concentration and the lowest
NC : BuNENA ratio

- there is basically no change in the range and the trend of the relative quickness for a NQ
concentration of 20% or 30%

- the relations of stress versus component concentrations are all linear
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4.5 MODELLING OF BURNING RATE

The modelling was done at a constant BuNENA concentration of 20% and repeated at a

constant BuNENA concentration of 29% with the NC, NQ and RDX concentrations varied

between the upper and lower constraint levels. The graphical presentations of the models

generated are presented in Figure 7.

Model: QuadraIc A (53.0) A (44.0)

Response: Burn Rate

Varables:

A = NC C (10.0) B (15.0) C (10.0) 8 (15.0)

B = NQ
140 160

C = RDX 180

200 35 165 0

220 120

B (43.0) A (25.0) C (3.0) B (34.0) A (25.0) C (29.0)

BuNENA= 20.0/o BuNENA = 29.0%/o

Figure 7: Modelling of Burning Rate Values at Two BuNENA Concentration Levels

The trends of the graphic models at the two BuNENA levels are as follows:

- the RDX has the greatest influence on the burning rate

- the effect of the NQ is minor

- there is a definite shift in the burning rate from a constant BuNENA concentration of
20% to a BuNENA concentration of 29% with the general burning- rate being
considerably higher at a 20% BuNENA concentration

- the relations of burning rate versus component concentrations are quadratic

4.6 PREDICTION OF OPTIMUM PROPELLANT FORMULATION ZONE

The model of a specific response can be used to determine the optimum propellant formulation

for that specific response. The optimum formulation for a specific response can, however, be

totally the opposite to the optimum formulation for a different type of response. In many cases

a trade-off or compromise must be made between various responses or propellant properties in

order to obtain the best overall formulation for a specific requirement. The models of the
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various responses can be superimposed upon each other to find the formulation or formulation

zone that will give the best compromise of the required propellant properties.

The following is an example of superimposing the models of various responses upon each

other to find the optimum formulation range that complies with the requirements placed on the

specific propellant formulation. The requirements are as follows:

- stress value > 12 MPa

- impact value > 20 kN/m2

- relative quickness > 3300

- Tg-O < 450C

- a constant RDX concentration of 20%

The models of the 4 specific properties at a constant RDX concentration of 20% are superim-

posed over each other. The end result depicts the workable zone for propellant formulations

that comply with all four these requirements at a RDX concentration of 20% and is graphically

presented in Figure 8. In this specific case there is a central workable zone, enclosed by the RI,

R2, R6 and R7 boundary lines, which complies with all four requirements. So often there will

not be an overlap zone that complies with all the requirements and then a compromise will

have to be found based on the priorities attached to each response or propellant property.

A (43.0)

Vaibles:

A= NC

B = NQ

C = BuNENA

RDX = 20.01/6
C (00 (15.0)

Stress (R1) > 12MPa

Impact (R6) > 20 kN/rnR

Quckness (R7) > 3300

Tg-1 (R2) < 45°C........ ..BgR2)<4506(33.0) A (25.O) . .. C (38.0)

Figure 8: Modelling of Propellant Formulations with Restrictions on Stress, Impact,
Ouickness and T2-1 Temperature Values Imposed
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5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Various properties of propellant formulations containing NC as binder. BuNENA as energetic

plasticiser and RDX and NQ as oxidisers were evaluated and modelled as a function of the

formulation component variables. The experimental design matrix consisted of four component

variables at two levels each plus a centre point formulation giving a total of 17 formulations.

These experimental propellant formulations were processed, evaluated and the responses were

used to generate response surface plots. The objectives of the modelling of the propellant

properties (refer to 4) were all met.

A summary of the experimental work, analysis, results and some of the trends are listed below:

- BuNENA has the greatest influence on the mechanical properties of the propellant
formulations. As the BuNENA concentration increases, the stress values are reduced, but
the strain values or elasticity of the formulations are increased.

- NC has the greatest effect on the glass transition temperature and the NC : BuNENA ratio
also plays a major role.

- RDX has the largest influence on the relative quickness and on the burning rates.

- NQ has very little effect on most of the measured propellant properties.

- In general the tendency is that die swell occurs below approximately 40% total
crystallinity and shrinkage occurs above 40% total crystallinity.

- Die swell/shrinkage and burning rate show an quadratic relationship versus changing
component concentration levels whereas all the other properties show a' linear
relationship..

- The computer models of the various propellant properties can be used to predict and
optimise the propellant formulations for each specific property. The models can also be
used to predict the optimum propellant formulation zone when various propellant
specifications require seemingly very different optimum propellant formulations.
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AN INVESTIGATION INTO THE THERMAL STABILITY OF
END - MODIFIED PolyGLYN

H Bull, P F Bunyan*,A V Cunliffe*, W B H Leeming, E J Marshall and M J Rodgers

ICI Explosives, Stevenston, Ayrshire, KA20 3LN, UK.
*DERA, Fort Halstead, Sevenoaks, Kent, TN14 7 BP, UK.

ABSTRACT

It has been reported',•'2 ) that end-modification ofpolyGLYNpre-polymer, by ring closure of the secondary
hydroxyl group followed by hydrolysis toform a primary/secondary diol, gives rise to rubbers of very good
cure stability when reacted with conventional isocyanates. However, even though the cured material showed
no tendency to soften mechanically upon ageing, the modified polymers exhibited higher gas generation than
desirable, in particular in the form of uncuredprepolymer.
This paper reports the development of a more effective post-modification purification treatment for diol
end-modified polyGLYN. The thermal stability of both the treated, modified polyGLYNprepolymer and the
cured rubber is described using microcalorimetry, vacuum stability, thermomechanical analysis and nuclear
magnetic resonance spectroscopy. The results show clearly that modified potyGLYN, manufactured by this
process, exhibits far superior long-term chemical stability characteristics than shown by ail earlier varieties
ofpolyGLYN.
The stability of a longer chain variant ofpolivGLYN, formed by optimising the level and ratio of the
catalyst/initiator in the polymerisation reaction and subjected to the same post-modification purification
treatment, is also discussed
These processes have been scaled up to pilot plant level and PolyGLYAN, exhibiting excellent long term
chemical stability characteristics, is now available in standard and higher molecular weight versions.

1. INTRODUCTION

Developments in the field of energetic binders have resulted in the appearance of polymers
such as polyNIMMO, polyGLYN and GAP which can compensate to some extent for the
reductions in performance associated with lower explosive filler levels and the replacement of
more energetic oxidisers with Ammonium Nitrate. Although polyGLYN (Fig. 1) is the most
energetic and, in some applications, the most attractive of these new polymers, unmodified PG
rubbers have been shown(3) to exhibit age-related softening resulting from breakdown of the
polyurethane network. This behaviour has been attributed (3) to a low activation energy
degradation mechanism associated with chain scission at the urethane linkage (Fig.2).

The H atom on the B position to the urethane oxygen is slightly acidic due to the proximity of
the O-nitro group. The geometry of the system is such that this proton can be abstracted by
the weakly basic nitrogen in a favoured six-membered transition state reaction. It is also
possible that an NO2 radical becomes attached to the N, thus further increasing it's basicity.
This, in turn, destabilises the C-O bond to the polymer chain and the group, fragments via a
cyclic transition state.

This instability appears to be an inherent property of polyGLYN cured with any isocyanate
and so in order to overcome this problem it was necessary to modify the chain ends (Fig.3).
This is effected by ring closure of the secondary hydroxyl group into an epoxide followed by
ring opening of the epoxide under sulphuric acid catalysis, water being the active nucleophilic
species. This results in a very desirable secondary/primary diol prepolymer which is faster
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curing and less sensitive to the presence of water, and which gives rise to rubbers of very good
cure stabilityW3 ).

However, even though the cured material shows no tendency to soften mechanically upon
ageing, the modified polymers exhibit higher gas generation than expected(",4). In an attempt to
eradicate this behaviour, several post-modification purification treatments were investigated.
The most effective, employing potassium carbonate, has now been incorporated into the
standard method of manufacture for polyGLYN prepolymer.

2. MANUFACTURE OF POLYGLYN PREPOLYMER

The technologies involved in the laboratory preparation of polyGLYN and its scale up to pilot
plant production rely on the now well proven application of dinitrogen pentoxide (N20 5).(') An
overview of the process is shown in Figure 4. Glycidol (vacuum distilled before use) is nitrated
in a flow reactor to produce a dichloromethane (DCM) solution of GLYN in a very high yield
(>95%) and of such a high purity (>99%) that no further purification is required prior to
polymerisation.

2.1 Polymerisation

A classical ring-opening method is used to polymerise the energetic oxirane, GLYN, to give
hydroxyl terminated polyGLYN. The initiator system employs tetrafluoroboric acid etherate
combined with a di-functional alcohol to give a nominally di-functional polymer. The
procedure involves the slow addition of monomer solution at O0 C to the initiator solution in a
stirred reactor over a prescribed period of time. An activated monomer unit combines with the
alcohol in a ring opening reaction which regenerates a proton which can then activate a further
monomer unit which adds to the polymer chain. Complete monomer conversion is achieved by
raising the temperature of the reaction to 20'C for several hours at the end of monomer
addition. The polymerisation reaction is terminated by quenching in excess water and
neutralisation is carried out by means of two separate sodium bicarbonate washes.

The molecular weight of the resulting polymer can be varied by altering the initiator/monomer
ratio. Currently polyGLYN is made in two molecular weight ranges:-

Mw Mn
'Standard' 1000-2000 750-1100
'Longer Chain' 2000 - 3500 1100 - 2000

2.2 End Group Modification

The prepolymer dissolved in DCM obtained from the polymerisation reaction is reacted with a
potassium hydroxide/ethanol solution in a stirred reaction vessel at room temperature. After
stirring for the prescribed period, an excess of water is added and stirring continued for a
further 30 minutes. The organic layer is then given a further wash with a 1% (w/w) aqueous
sulphuric acid solution and the epoxidised polymer is isolated by separation and removal of the
DCM.
The epoxidised polymer is then dissolved in tetrahydrofuran (THF) and refluxed with an
aqueous sulphuric acid solution for several hours at 66 0C. The THF is then removed to yield
the crude end-modified polyGLYN.
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2.3 Post - Modification Purification

Purification of the crude end-modified polyGLYN was originally carried out by re-dissolving
the prepolymer in DCM and washing twice with an aqueous sodium bicarbonate solution.
However an improved method is now employed whereby the crude DCM solution of
polyGLYN is stirred for a period with solid potassium carbonate before drowning with an
excess of water. After a further period of stirring, the solution is allowed to separate and the
organic layer is given a further water wash. The purified polymer is then isolated by separation
and removal of the DCM.

3. ASSESSMENT OF THERMAL STABILITY OF POLYGLYN

3.1 End modified PolyGLYN

A sample of polyGLYN (batch BX6), which had been end-modified using the sulphuric acid
hydrolysis process described in section 2.2, but which had not received the post modification
purification treatment outlined in section 2.3, was assessed for stability characteristics using
the techniques of vacuum stability, microcalorimetry and NMR spectroscopy. Where
indicated, the prepolymer was cured to form solid rubbers by reaction with Desmodur
N100/IPDI (1 equivalent weight polyol mixed stoichiometricaliy with 0.5 equivalent weights
of each isocyanate), or reacted stoichiometrically with BuNCO to form soluble urethane
compounds.

VS tests were performed at 100IC on 5g samples of each polymer both in the form of liquid
prepolymers and after being cured to form solid rubbers. Pressures were recorded manually
every 4 hours. Both uncured and cured samples of this material exhibited excessive gas
generation under these conditions and each test was curtailed before the scheduled 40 hour
test period. This contrasts with the behaviour of earlier varieties of polyGLYN where high gas
generation was found solely in cured rubbers. Figure 5 shows the gas generation profiles of
modified polyGLYN BX6, along with those of unmodified (GLYN ended) polyGLYN and the
earlier chlorohydrin-ended polyGLYN ").

In order to allow tests of the normal 40 hours duration to be completed, VS tests were
repeated using 2g samples of filly hydrolysed end-modified polyGLYN (BX6). Total gas
generated during this test was 12.65 ml gas at STP for the uncured 2g sample and 6.62 ml gas
at STP for the cured 2g rubber sample. These VS test results would suggest that the
prepolymer is exhibiting marked instability whereas the curing process appears to improve the
vacuum stability of the fully hydrolysed, modified material.

Heat generation from end-modified polyGLYN (BX6) samples held isothermally at 77°C was
monitored for 90 hours using a Thermometric thermal activiy monitor. Results are summarised
in Table I and illustrated in Figures 6-7.

These results on the sulphuric acid hydrolysed polyGLYN are in line with the VS behaviour of
this material, which suggest that the prepolymer exhibits gas generation problems whereas
curing the sample to a rubber appears to reduce the tendency to evolve gas. This is the
opposite of what has been reported previously with all other types of polyGLYN, including
the chlorohydrin-ended, modified material ,
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Clearly the VS and heat generation tests both reveal that the diol end group modification
process results in increased chemical activity in polyGLYN prepolymer of a type which has
not been seen in earlier types of polyGLYN.

"3C NMR spectra were recorded on modified polyGLYN (batch BX6), both unaged and after
storage at 600C for 6 weeks. The samples are described in Table 2 and the spectra illustrated
in Figures 8-9.

The uncured, modified BX6 prepolymer shows two notable changes in its "3C NMR spectrum
when aged for 6 weeks at 60'C. First, a large, single peak appears at 109.5 ppm. Secondly, the
peaks assigned to the primary hydroxyl end group carbons disappear almost entirely. These
samples exhibit a very small peak at 191 ppm, which is a feature frequently observed in aged
polyGLYN-urethane samples.

3.2 End Modified PolyGLYN with Post-Hydrolysis Purification

A later batch of end-modified polyGLYN (batch BX1O), which had been subjected to the
post-modification purification treatment described in section 2.3, was assessed for stability
characteristics, again using the techniques of vacuum stability, microcalorimetry and NMR
spectroscopy.

VS tests were performed at 1000C on 2g samples of each polymer, either as liquid
prepolymers, or as cured rubbers. Pressures were recorded manually every 4 hours. Results
are illustrated in Figures 10 and 11 and total gas generated during the test is summarised in
Table 3. Results under similar conditions for a sample of unmodified polyGLYN are shown for
comparison.

Heat generation measurements were made in the TAM at 77 'C, as described for earlier
polyGLYN batches both in the form of liquid prepolymers and after being cured to form
rubbers. The results are illustrated in Figures 12-13 and summarised in Table 4.

"3C NMR spectra were recorded on treated, modified polyGLYN (batch BXIO), both unaged
and after being stored at 60°C for 6 weeks. The samples are described in Table 5 and the
spectra illustrated in Figures 14-15.

3.3 Longer Chain End Modified PolyGLYN with Post-Hydrolysis Purification

End-modified PolyGLYN has now been produced with a significantly higher molecular weight
than was possible before - see section 2.1. Preliminary studies of the stability of 3 batches of
this material (BX14, BXI5 and BX16) have been performed, using vacuum stability (Fig. 16)
and microcalorimetry (Fig. 17). It can be seen that the results are similar to the standard
product which has been modified and treated and there is no evidence of any new instabilities
introduced by the manufacturing process used to achieve the longer polymer chains.
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4. DISCUSSION

Vacuum stability and TAM experiments on polyGLYN batch BX6 show that high gas and
heat generation behaviour are introduced into the prepolymer when epoxidised polyGLYN is
hydrolysed using sulphuric acid. The complicated, but reproducible appearance of the TAM
traces indicate that the observed reactions differ in nature, as well as rate, from the "normal"
exothermic decomposition which is exhibited by all nitrated polyethers. This is in agreement
with the NMR evidence on aged, modified polyGLYN (BX6), which shows the aged material
to be characterised by the appearance of a large peak at 109.5 ppm in the spectrum. This is
thought to be caused by the production of an acidic species during ageing which catalyses a
reaction between the modified end groups and the deuterated acetone solvent employed for
the NMR analysis (". When diol ended polyGLYN has received the purification treatment
described in 2.3, this type of instability is no longer observed.

The various experiments appear to be consistent with each other and to agree on the general
features of the phenomena and, in particular, on the effectiveness of the K2C0 3 treatment in
eradicating this type of instability The overall picture appears to be very promising. The latest
sulphuric acid hydrolysed / K2CO3 stabilised end-modified polyGLYN represents a significant
advance, in terms of stability characteristics, on all earlier types of polyGLYN.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The immense promise of polyGLYN as the most energetic of the current range of energetic
polymers for binder systems appears at last to have been realised. The problem of cure
instability has been overcome with an elegant epoxidation / hydrolysis end modification
reaction and an additional post-modification purification step has resulted in a very stable
polymer which is compatible with all of the common fillers used in propellant and explosive
formulations.

PolyGLYN is now routinely and consistently manufactured on a pilot plant scale in two
molecular weight ranges - 'standard' and 'longer chain' - both of which exhibit excellent long
term chemical stability characteristics.
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Table I Heat Flow Calorimetry - Diol ended polyGLYN; No stabilisation treatment

Sample' Heat Evolution Rate After Total Heat Generated in
90 Hours (pIW/g) 90 Hours (Joules/g)

Uncured Prepolymer Samples

BX6 IN AIR 127 19.3
BX6 IN NITROGEN 128 12.5

Cured Rubber Samples

BX6 IN AIR 31 19.9
BX6 IN NITROGEN 29 17.2

Table 2 NMR Spectroscopy - Diol ended polyGL YN; No stabilisation treatment

Sample Description Spectrum no.

PolyGLYN BX6 prepolymer - end modified by hydrolysis with 4909
sulphuric acid - tmaged
PolyGLYN BX6 prepolymer - end modified by hydrolysis with 4942
sulphuric acid - aged 6 weeks at 601C a

PolyGLYN BX6 - end modified by hydrolysis with sulphuric 4997
acid and pseudocured with BuNCO - tmaged
PolyGLYN BX6 - end modified by hydrolysis with sulphuric acid 4940
and pseudocured with BUNCO - aged for 6 weeks at 601C b

a A large single peak appeared at 109.5 ppm in the spectrum of the uncured material when aged (Fig 4)
b A small peak appeared at 191 ppm in the pseudocured material, a feature seen in aged polyGLYN

urethanes before. However, there was no sign of the 109.5 ppm peak which appeared in the aged,
uncured sample (Fig 5).

Table 3 Vacuum Stability Tests on Straight and Modified/Treated PolyGLYN Blend BX10

Sample Gas from 2g sample (ml STP)

UncuredPrepolymer Samples

Straight GLYN-ended polyGLYN 1.8
Diol end modified polyGLYN (post-purified) 2.1

Cured Rubber Samples

Straight GLYN-ended polyGLYN 13.3
Diol end modified polyGLYN (post-purified) 4.8
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Table 4 Heat Flow Calorimetry on Straight and Modified/Treated PolyGLYN Blend BXIO

Sample Heat Evolution Rate Total Heat Generated
After 90 Hours (uW/g) in 90 Hours (Joules/g)

Uncured Prepolymer Samples

Straight GLYNended polyGLYN 19.6 7.1
Diol end modified polyGLYN (post-purified 19.6 10.7

Cured Rubber Samples

Straight GLYN-ended polyGLYN 42.4 29.8
Diol end modified polyGLYN (post-purified 27.0 13.2

Table 5 NMR Spectroscopy- diol endedIK2CO3 treated polyGLYN

Sample Description Spectrum no.

PolyGLYN BX10 prepolymer- end modified by hydrolysis with 5742
sulphuric acid and then treated with K2C03 - unaged'
PolyGLYN BXIO prepolymer - end modified by hydrolysis with sulphuric 5860
acid and then treated with K2C03 - aged 6 weeks at 60'C'
Pseudocured PolyGLYN BX10/BuNCO - end modified by hydrolysis 5733
with sulphuric acid and pseudocured - unagedO
Pseudocured PoIyGLYN BX10/BuNCO - end modified by hydrolysis 5847
with sulphuric acid and pseudocured - aged for 6 weeks at 60°CP

No obvious change in spectrum observed in the prepolymer as a result of accelerated ageing - in particular,
the 109.5 ppm peak associated with ageing untreated diol-ended polyGLYN, was absent - spectra illustrated in
figure14.

0 No obvious change in spectrum observed in pseudocured polymer as a result of accelerated ageing - in particular
the urethane peaks at 155 ppm have not split into multiplets and the 191 ppm associated with aged, unmodified
polyGLYN, has not appeared - spectra illustrated in figure 15.

NO2  0N02

N0 2  POLYMERISE ISOCYANATE /R

0 Pfft NH

Glyn monomer: PG prepolymer: PG cured rubber

Figure 1 PolyGLYN
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Figure 2 Postulated Decomposition Mechansim for polyGLYN
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Figure 3 Formation and Hydrolysis of the polyGLYN Epoxide
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Production of PoIYGLYN
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Wash with water
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Remove solvent

Epoxidised PolyGLYN
Hydrolyse with H2SO4ITHF (reflux)
Remove THF
Dissolve in DCM
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Wash with water
Remove solvent
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(Stable when cured)

Figure 4 Manufacture of PolyGLYN
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STUDIES TO UNDERSTAND THE ROLE OF BALLISTIC MODIFIERS IN THE
PLATONISATION OF DOUBLE BASE PROPELLANTS

MP Sloan IA Duncan SF Dixon
Royal Ordnance Rocket Motors ICI Explosives ICI Explosives
Summerfield, Kidderminster 2550 Eisenhower Avenue Ardeer, Stevenston,
Worcs., UK Norristown PA 19403 Ayrshire, UK
DYlIl 7RZ USA KA203LN

ABSTRACT:
The studies presented were carrded out to enable a better understanding of the mechanism and
hence control of plateau burning rate behaviour in double base propellants. The physical and
chemical mechanisms underlying this behaviour were explored. It is hoped that the information
gained on the operation of lead and copper based ballistic modifiers can be used to formulate less
toxic and hence environmentally friendly alternatives.

Previous literature concerning mechanisms of platonisation is briefly discussed. These
mechanisms are considered in terms of our current formulatory experience.

Experimental studies aimed understanding the operation of individual modifiers by defining
some of their physical and chemical characteristics are detailed. The temperatures experienced
by these organometallic compounds in burning propellant were modeled. Thermal ramp
decomposition experiments of the modifiers and the roles of different ligands and carbon black
were investigated. The conclusions of these in-virtro' experiments were tested by manufacture
and ballistic characterization of extruded and case double base propellants.

It is considered likely that lead organometallic ballistic modifiers decompose to a metal oxide
plus ligand with the precise form of oxide being determined by the physical, chemical and
thermal properties of the individual modifier. The active supcrrate catalysis is hypothesized to
be a PbO/C moiety with platonisation resulting from competitive oxidation of the carbon by NO.
This behaviour will be compared with studies on copper modifiers where the specific surface
area of the copper compound is a primary contributor to catalysis although the ligand is also
important.
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FAST BURNING ROCKET PROPELLANTS

WITH REDUCED SMOKE

Klaus Menke, Siegfried Eisele,
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1. Abstract

Rocket propellants with reduced smoke and high burning rates recommend

themselves for use in a rocket motor for high accelerating tactical missiles. They

serve for an improved camouflage on the battle field and may enable guidance

control due to the higher transmission of their rocket plume compared to tradi-

tional aluminized composit propellants.

In this contribution the material based ranges of performance and properties of

three non aluminized rocket propellants will be introduced and compared to

each other. The selected formulations based on AP/HTPB; AP/PU/TMETN and

AP/HMX/GAP/TMETN have roughly the same specific impulse of Isp = 2430 Ns/kg

at 70:1 expansion ratio. The burning rates in the pressure range from 10- 18 MPa

vary from to 26 - 33 mm/s for the AP/HTPB propellant, 52 - 68 mm/s for the for-

mulation based on AP/PU/TMETN and 28 - 39 mm/s for the propellant based on

AP/HMX/GAP. With 58 % and 20 % AP-content the propellants with nitrate ester

plasticizers create a much smaller secondary signature than the AP/HTPB re-

presentative containing 86 % AP. Their disadvantage, however, is the connecti-

on of~high performance to a high level of energetic plasticizer. For this reason,

the very fast burning propellant based on AP/PU/TMETN is endowed with a low

elastic modulus and is limited to a grain configuration which isn't exposed too

much to the fast and turbulent airstream.

The mechanical properties of the AP/HMX/GAP-propellant are as good or better

as those of the AP/HTPB propellant. The first one exhibits the same performance
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and burn rates as the composit representative but produces only one fifth of HCI

exhaust. For this reason it is recommended for missile applications, which must

have high accelerating power together with a significantly reduced plume signa-

ture and smoke production.

Zusammenfassunq

Rauchreduzierte Festtreibstoffe mit hohen Abbrandgeschwindigkeiten bieten

sich for den Antrieb hochbeschleunigender taktischer Flugk6rper an, da sie ge-

genober aluminiumhaltigen Composits eine bessere Tarnung auf dem Gefechts-

feld und durch die h6here Transmission des Abgasstrahls u.U. Kommando-

Lenkung erm6glichen.

In diesem Beitrag werden die stoffbezogenen Leistungsbereiche und Eigen-

schaften dreier metallfreier Raketentreibstoffe vorgestellt und miteinander ver-

glichen. Die ausgewahlten Formulierungen auf der Basis AP/HTPB, AP/PU/TMETN

und AP/HMX/GAP/TMETN besitzen in etwa den gleichen spezifischen Impuls von

2430 Ns/kg bei einem Entspannungsverhaltnis von 70:1. Die Abbrandgeschwin-

digkeiten im Druckbereich 10 - 18 MPa betragen for den AP/HTPB-Treibstoff 26 -

33 mm/s, for die Formulierung auf der Basis AP/PU/TMETN 52 - 68 mm/s und for

den AP/HMX/GAP-Treibstoff 28 - 39 mm/s. Mit 58 % und 20 % AP-Anteil besit-

zen die Treibstoffe mit Nitratesterweichmachern eine geringere Sekundarsigna-

tur als der AP/HTPB-Vertreter mit 86 % AP. Ihr Nachteil ist eine von einem hohen

Anteil des energetischen Weichmachers abhangige Leistung. Der extrem schnell-

brennende AP/PUITMETN-Treibstoff erhalt dadurch einen geringen E-Modul und

bleibt in der Anwendung auf weniger str6mungsbelastete Treibsatzgeome-trien

beschrankt.

Der AP/HMX/GAP-Treibstoff besitzt ebenso gute und bessere mechanische Ei-

genschaften wie der AP/HTPB-Composittreibstoff. Bei gleicher Leistung und Ab-

brandgeschwindigkeit st6ot er nur ein Fjnftel der HCI-Emission des Composit-

vertreters aus. Er empfiehlt sich damit for Flugk6rperanwendungen, die eine

hohe Beschleunigung zusammen mit einer betrichtlich reduzierten Rauchbil-

dung und Abgasstrahlsignatur erfordern.

bfkpost9g.doc 11,0598
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2. List of Symbols

Isp Specific Impulse
Tc Combustion temperature
ic kappa =Cp/Cv ratio of specific heats
AP Ammoniumperchlorate
BTTN 1,2,4 Butanetrioltrinitrate
DOA Diisooctyladipate
FTS Festtreibstoff - solid propellant
GAP Glycidylazidopolymer
HDI Hexamethylenediisocyanate
HMX Octogen
HTPB Polybutadiene, hydroxyterminated (R45 M)
IPDI Isophorondiisocyanate
MPa Megapascal
N100 trifunctional Isocyanate (Bayer)
NGI Nitroglycerine
PU Polyurethane (Desmophen Type)
TMETN Metrioltrinitrate

3. Introduction

Composite propellants which have been specifically designed on the basis of

ammonium perchlorate, aluminium and polybutadiene binders fulfil the de-

mands for high specific impulse, high burning rate and high mechanical

strength. However, their burning is accompanied by a great deal of smoke pro-

duction.1'2,3)

Applications which include active guidance e.g. by means of radar or laser gui-

dance or battle field applications which require the camouflage of the launch

location, are made very difficult or even impossible by the vast amount of pri-

mary and secondary signatures and the consequent sight and absorption effects

of the rocket plume.

For this reason rocket propellants with low smoke or reduced smoke rocket pro-

pellants with high specific impulse and high burning rates are of special interest

for the development of high accelerating missiles.

This paper describes three types of fast burning, reduced smoke rocket propel-

lants which under certain circumstances can be adapted to suit these applicati-

ons and compares their properties.

hfkpostgM.doc 11.05.98
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4. Propellant systems

4.1 Basic components

In today's existing propellant technology, the rocket propellants used which ha-

ve high specific impulse and high burning rates were and are connected with

the presence of ammonium perchlorate in small particle size. Using smoke redu-

ced double base and nitramine propellants, it has so far not been possible to

achieve the high performance of composite propellants and high burning rates

at the same time1 -). In order to compare their properties, three propellants were

selected which represent systems with high, medium and low perchlorate pro-

portions.

System 1 is based on traditional composite components:

AP / HMX / HTPB / DOA

System 2 replaces HTPB and DOA with a polyesterurethane and an energy rich

nitrate ester as plasticizer:

AP / PU / TMETN

System 3 reduces the proportion of AP to 20% and introduces glycidyl-

azidopolymer with nitrate ester as energetic binder and plasticizer apart from

octogen as an energetic solid:

AP / HMX / GAP / TMETN / BTTN

4.2 Performance ranges

In order to present the performance ranges of the three propellant systems, up

to 25 thermodynamic performance calculations were performed in each case

using the thermodynamic program and the associated material database gene-

rated by Volk and Bathelt6 ) within the following concentration limits:

System 1: AP :84 - 92 %

HMX : 0- 25 %

HTPB+DOA: 8-16%

Composition of binder:

R45M + IPDI with R = NCO/OH = 1.0

hfkpost98do- 11.05.98
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System 2: AP :50 - 80 %

PU : 4- 20 %

TMETN :12-40%

Composition of binder:

PU = Desmophen® prepolymer + HDI with R = NCO/OH = 1.0

System 3: AP : 20 %

HMX :50 - 60 %

GAP/N100 : 6-18%

TMETN : 8-21%

Composition of binder:

GAP elastomer = 86.2 % GAP

13.8 % N100

GAP + TMETN = 20 - 30 %

with TMETN = 40 - 70 % of the binder

The calculated values for the specific impulse in Ns/kg with an expansion ratio of

70:1 were converted into two dimensional concentration diagrams to lines of

the same impulse values with a distance of 10 - 20 Ns/kg. The results are repre-

sented in Figs. 1, 3 and 5.

Fig. 1 shows the isocurves of the specific impulse determined in this manner for

the propellant system AP/HMX/HTPB. From this it can be seen that:

" The greater the solids loading, the greater the performance of the smoke

reduced composite. The maximum is reached at approx. Isp = 2475 Ns/kg

with 89% solids without HMX addition.

Values up to and above 2500 Ns/kg are possible if more solids and HMX are

applied.

" If up to 88% filler is added, the addition of HMX always results in a reducti-

on of the thermodynamic performance. It is not until formulations include

more than 88% solids that the addition of octogen increases performance

hfkpo-t98.doc 11.05.98
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due to the performance improved oxygen balance. The maximum of 90%

filler is approx. 2493 Ns/kg with a 12 % proportion of HMX.

Regarding processibility, the maximium solids loading amounts to 86-88%

up to which castability of the ready mixed propellant slurry can be achieved.

In this case, the performance limit is marked at 2430 - 2460 Ns/kg by propel-

lant formulations without HMX..

Fig. 3 shows the isocurves of the specific impulse for the propellant system

AP/PU/TMETN. In this case the maximum for the specific impulse is dependent on

the proportion of nitrate ester plasticizer and lies in the range between 55-70%

ammonium perchlorate. Due to the improved oxygen balance of the binder/ pla-

sticizer system, the Isp value quickly decreases with AP contents of greater than

70%.

In the case of a 60% AP proportion, the specific impulse is significantly increased

by the increase of the TMETN content by only a few percent. However, if the

nitrate ester proportion is increased, the propellants become soft, migration and

sweating processes can take place. The maximum values for a stable propellant

in this range lies with 30% TMETN, i.e. a 70 - 75% percentage of nitrate ester in

the binder. The maximum possible specific impulse therefore is Isp = 2460 Ns/kg.

Fig. 5 shows the isocurves of the specific impulses for the system

AP/HMXIGAP/TMETN. It can be seen that as is the case with system 2, the specific

impulse increases with the proportion of the energetic plasticizer in the binder

and with the solids loading. Due to the decreased oxygen balance of the binder

and the nitramine solid, there is no maximum up to 80% solids loading, instead

there is a constant increase of the specific impulse up to 2550 Ns/kg in regions

which are usually only reserved for composite propellants containing metals.

The cause of this is the very high energy of the system from nitramine, energetic

binder and nitrate ester plasticizer. In order to make a castable, fast burning

propellant it is virtually impossible to increase the 70% proportion of solid.

The limit of this propellant systems therefore lies at Isp = 2500 - 2510 Ns/kg

without additives. However, further increases in performance are possible by

hfkpost9Sdoc 11.05.98
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including the high energy BU-N into the plasticizer proportion of TMETN. In this

manner a specific impulse of Isp = 2540 Ns/kg is possible for a propellant with a

high amount of plasticizer8 ).

5. Propellant formulations and properties

In order to discuss the properties of propellants of the systems presented, three

formulations were chosen, the compositions of which are shown in table 1. Re-

presentative for propellant system 1, an AP/HTPB composite No. 27a with 86%

AP in a bimodal particlesize distribution, 12% HTPB binder as well as 2% iron-Ill-

oxide as burning catalyst were used.

Propellant system 2 is represented by formulation No. 130 with : 58% AP in very

fine bimodal particlesize distribution, 30% TMETN, 10% PU binder content and

2% copper chromite as burning catalyst.

Propellant system 3 is represented by formulation No. 103 with 20% air jet gro-

und AP, 45.5% ground octogen, 12% GAP binder, 18% TMETN and 4.5% iron-Ill-

oxide as burning catalyst.

All three formulations make use of fine ground ammoniumperchlorate and bur-

ning catalysts in common. Because the latter are added as metal oxides and

furthermore stabilising or wetting additives are necessary, the values for the

specific impulses compared to the performance limits described in section 2, are

reduced by 2 - 4%.

5.1 Thermodynamic properties

Tables 2 and 3 show that all three propellants have approximately the .same spe-

cific impulse, but other densities, different oxygen balances and different com-

positions of the exhaust gases. Due to the lower oxygen balance and the lower

AP proportion,

the average molecular weight of the gaseous combustion products is reduced

from AP/HTPB propellant No. 27a to that of AP/HMX/GAP propellant No. 103. As

the proportion of hydrochloric acid and steam in the exhaust gases decrease, the

hfkpost98 doc 11.05.98
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hydrogen and CO proportions increase significantly.

The lower hydrochloric acid and steam proportion drastically reduces the resul-

ting smoke formation for formulation No. 103. According to the new AGARD

classification, this propellant is given the B-classification for secondary signa-

ture7 ).

Due to a better 02 balance, propellant no. 27a reaches a higher burning tempe-

rature compared to the propellants 130 and 103. In the case of propellant no.

103, mainly the high energy components HMX and GAP contribute towards hig-

her values of Tc and Isp. Overall, the higher burning temperature and the smal-

ler kappa = Cp/Cv of the HTPB propellant balance out the greater average mo-

lecular weight of the combustion gases. Therefore the three propellants all have

approximately the same thermodynamic calculated specific impulse.

5.2 Sensitivity and stability

Tables 4 and 5 show the data of the propellants for the processing viscosity and

mechanical properties, sensitivity and chemical stability. Due to the, in some ca-

ses, high proportion of very fine crystalline ground perchlorate, all three pro-

pellants are especially friction and impact sensitive compared to doublebase or

nitramine propellants. This is noticeable most in the case of the traditional com-

posite propellant which has the greatest AP proportion and therefore also the

greatest friction and impact sensitivity. As octogen and nitrateesters are missing,

AP/HTPB propellants belong to the safety classification group 1.3 not showing

any detonation sensitivity in small dimensions. In the case of the formulations

No. 130 and No. 103, the safety classification is 1.1.

The chemical stability of all three propellants, determined by the Holland test

and vacuum stability, are good, they are especially high in the case of AP/HTPB

propellant. The use of TMETN which is somewhat lower in energy but more

stable compared to the energy richer but more unstable representatives NGI or

BU-N, also results in good stability values for propellants No. 130 and No. 103.

hfkpoMt98.doc 11.05.98
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5.3 Processibility and mechanical properties

All three propellants have a sufficiently low casting viscosity and can be proces-

sed well in the slurry casting procedure, i.e. can be processed in a manner in

which they adhere to the walls of the chamber. In order to set a sufficiently long

potlife, propellants No. 130 and No. 103 with the curing agents HDI and N100

are processed at 30°C, FTS 27A with IPDI at 600C.

All three propellant types show viscoelastic mechanical properties in the tempe-

rature range between - 400C to+ 50 °C, in each case the glass transition and

freezing points lie below - 500C, in each case the softening point lies above

+ 600C.

All three propellant types were not optimised in their mechanical properties, all

three can be adapted, within limits, to specific grain designs and requirements

by changing the binder networking and curing cinetics. Differences which can-

not be avoided are manifested in the details. They are caused by the different

proportions of the solids, binder polymers and plasticizer contents.

At plus and minus temperatures, the HTPB Propellant No. 27A shows approxi-

mately the same tensile strength and E-module values as GAP bound formulati-

ons No. 103, but at + 20°C and + 50 °C it shows lower elongation at break. In the

case of HTPB propellant, a lower proportion of plasticizer and improved curing

cinetics result in improved elongation at break, tensile strength and E-module

without changing the specific impulse and the burning behaviour of the formu-

lation. In the case of the GAP propellant, this is only possible within certain li-

mits, e.g. by changing the network density. As in the case of propellant No. 130,

reducing the proportion of the plasticizer also results in a reduction in perfor-

mance.

Due to its high plasticizer and low filler content, the mechanical strength, espe-

cially the E-module of propellant No. 130 lies significantly below the values of

the other two propellant systems. Although the high stretchability indicates that

the E-module can be increased by increasing the binder networking and there-

fore reducing the elongation at break, the high plasticizer content which is con-

nected with performance limits very high tensile strengths and E module values

being reached. Therefore in this case, the mechanical properties make a simple
hfkpost98.doc 11.05.98
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grain configuration which is not exposed too much to the fast and turbulent

airstream necessary for the use of this propellant.

5.4 Burning behaviour

One of the most important functional properties of the propellant is its burning

behaviour, i.e. the interaction of burning rate, pressure exponents and tempera-

ture coefficients.

Figs. 2, 4 and 6 show the burn rate versus pressure diagrams in the range bet-

ween 2 - 25 MPa, determined by using Crawford measurements at -40 °C, +20 °C

and +50 °C together with their pressure exponents . The range between 10 - 18

MPa which is interesting for the applicational profile has been marked by two

vertical green bars.

In the case of the HTPB propellant No. 27A, the burning rates between 10 and

18 MPa combustion chamber pressure lie just under and around r = 30 mm/s, the

pressure components between n = 0.4 and 0.5.

Propellant No. 130 is set to be very fast burning due to the use of air jet ground

perchlorate. Its burning rates lie between r = 52 mm/s and r = 68 mm/s with

pressure exponents between n = 0.40 and n = 0.55.

Propellant No. 103 shows burning rates between r = 28 - 38 mm/s and somewhat

greater unfavourable pressure exponents between n = 0.50 to n = 0.65 in the

pressure range between 10 and 18 MPa. The high pressure exponents so far are

a very significant disadvantage which limits the use of this propellant to simple

grain configurations.

The temperature coefficients lie around (lIr)p = 0.03 - 0.42 for FTS 27 A and for

FTS No. 130 around (H-r)p = 0.10 - 0.22.

6. Evaluation of property profiles

In this section we will try and compare the differences and limits of the system

properties performance, burning behaviour, signature and mechanical proper-

ties of the propellants and to evaluate them for the application in high accelera-

ting missiles.

hfkpost98.doc 11.05.98
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The specific impulse of the AP/HTPB propellant No. 27A can be increased by in-

creasing its filler content, however, if high burning rates are required, it very

quickly reaches the limits of processability in the casting process. In the case of

the HTPB representative, greater burning rates, such as for example are exhibi-

ted from propellant No. 130, are frequently achieved with a reduction in per-

formance. The formulation described therefore represents a compromise bet-

ween a high specific impulse and a sufficiently high burning rate. With regard to

the latter property it cannot strike the other two propellants No. 130 and No.

103. Instead its advantages lie in its high chemical stability, lack of detonation

sensitivity and good mechanical properties which can be improved compared to

the values shown here for tensile strength, elongation at break and E-module.

This makes the propellant accessible for high stress applications in the HFK sec-

tor.

Because of the lower solids loading necessary, propellant No. 130 has the grea-

test burning rates in combination with good specific impulse values when com-

pared to the other systems. It seems possible that its performance can be in-

creased with the use of high energy nitrateesters but this may be accompanied

by a decrease in chemical stability and probably makes it necessary to add per-

formance reducing, stabilising additives.

The disadvantage of this propellant type is the coupling of a high specific impul-

se with high proportions of energetic nitrateester plasticizers. This increases the

sensitivity of the propellant, the tensile strength and E-module values are redu-

ced. This type of propellant can release a great deal of energy in a very short

period of time due to its high burning rate, but it is bound in its application to

simple, less strained grain configurations. Compared to the HTPB propellant,

propellant No. 130 has approximately one third less hydrochloric acid in its ex-

haust gases, but still has a secondary signature which is very dependent on air

humidity.

Propellant No. 103 shows that it is possible to limit the perchlorate proportion in

the propellant to 20%, to reduce the proportion of hydrochloric acid in the ex-

haust gases to the AGARD B classification and to combine good performance

and high burning rates in one formulation. However, as the perchlorate propor-

hfkpost98doc 11.05.98
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tion cannot be increased without increasing the secondary signature, the bur-

ning rates achieved for propellant FTS No. 103 represent the maximum for this

type of propellant. The disadvantage of the propellant representative described

here consists of the high pressure exponents, which prevent its use in complex

grain designs demanding a pretentious combustion behaviour. However, it

should be possible to develop this propellant system further and to improve its

combustion properties.

Further possibilities of improving the performance have so far only been pos-

sible by increasing the specific impulse with energy rich nitrateesters which bring

with it new problems regarding chemical stability and sensitivity. Increasing the

solids loading does not seem possible, because ingredients with coarser particles

must be used to maintain castability of the propellant in the slurry casting

process. Use of AP or HMX with greater particle size will however decrease the

burning rates (with coarser AP) or increase the pressure exponents (with coarser

HMX).

7. Conclusion

The observation and evaluation of the properties have shown that the smoke

reduced composite propellants presented here can be used to drive high acce-

lerating missiles if the grain configuration is compatible with the specific

properties of the propellant. Compared to highly filled composite propellants

containing aluminium, they have an approximately 5 % lower specific impulse,

but the production of primary smoke is significantly reduced and the transmissi-

on of the exhaust plume is greater. For the system with the least smoke pro-

duction the perchlorate proportion has been reduced to 20% and the HCI pro-

portion in the plume has been reduced to one fifth of that of the AP/HTPB com-

posite propellant. On the battle field this improves protection and camouflage

of the launching location significantly and should enable active command gui-

dance.
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Tables and Figures

Table 1:
Selected propellant formulations.

Nr.27A Nr.130 Nr.103

Ammoniumperchlorate 200pm/8pm 86.00%
HTPB-Binder (R 45 M / IPDI / DOA) 12.00%
Burning rate catalyst 2.00%

Ammoniumperchlorate 30pm/2pm 58.00%
Trimethylolethanetrinitrate (TMETN) 30.00%
PU-Binder 10.50%
Burning rate catalyst 1.5 %

Ammoniumperchlorate 2pm 20.00%
Octogen 11pm 45.50%
GAP / N100 (NCO/OH =1.00) 12.00%
Trimethylolethanetrinitrate (TMETN) 18.00%
Burning rate catalyst 4.50%

hfkport98.doc 11.05.98
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Table 2:
Calculated thermodynamical properties

Nr.27A Nr.130 Nr.103

Thermodynamic Properties
(Expansion Ratio 70:1)

Spec. Impulse Isp.ro in Ns/kg 2431 2435 2422
Spec. Impulse ISP.FR in Ns/kg 2368 2383 2391
Vol.Spec. Impulse

ISPEQ *p in Ns/dm3  4174 3970 4239
VoI.Spec. Impulse

ISP.FR *P in Ns/dm 3  4065 3884 4184

Char. Velocity c* in m/s 1489 1491 1516
Density Ptheor in g/cm3 1.72 1.63 1.75
Temperature Tc in K 3003 2865 2925
Adiabatic Coeff. 1.208 1.217 1.234
Mean Molecular Weight in g/mol 26.59 25.21 24.47
Oxygen Balance in % -6.42 -16.93 -25.74

Table 3:

Calculated reaction products after expansion.

Nr.27A Nr.130 Nr.103

Reaction Products Nozzle MoI% Ma% Mol% Ma% MoI% Ma%

CO2  16.27 26.38 20.01 32.36 10.94 19.63
H20 43.23 28.69 38.20 25.27 20.71 15.21
N2  10.12 10.48 11.83 12.18 23.85 27.24
CO 5.60 5.79 9.59 9.87 22.78 26.01
H2  5.30 0.39 6.29 0.47 16.69 1.37
HCI 18.84 25.32 13.43 18.00 3.75 5.57

FeCI2 G 0.51 2.38 0.21 1.10
FeCI2  L
FeO S 0.71 2.07
Cr 203 S 0.18 0.99
Cu L 0.17 0.41
MgO S 0.30 0.45
ZrO2  0.13 0.60 0.36 1.79

hfkpost98.doc 11.05.98
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Table 4:
Processing viscosity, mechanical properties.glass transition temperature and
chemical stability of the selected propellant formulations

Nr.27A Nr.130 Nr.103

Processing Viscosity 112 Pas 84 Pas 184 Pas
(+60SC) (+30-C) (+30OC)

Mechanical Properties
(50mm/min)
- 40' C Tensile strenght

a In N/mm2  2.01 2.56 2.92
Elongation e in % 31.7 > 200 35.3
Modulus E in N/mm2  50.4 13.5 51.39

+200 C Tensile strenght
a in N/mm 2  0.64 0.63 0.65

Elongation £ in % 19.5 > 300 39.5
Modulus E in N/mm2  5.59 0.57 6.43

+ 50° C Tensile strenght
ca in N/mm 2  0.59 >0.35 0.54

Elongation c In % 16.9 > 300 29.3
Modulus E in N/mm 2  5.20 0.57 5.67

Glass Transition Temperature -79 °C -61 'C -57 'C

Chemical Stability:
Weight Loss : (105 oCt 8-72h) 0.01% 0.33% 0.63%
Gasevaluation: (40h /100 °C) 0.02 mVg 1.04 mVg 1.44 ml/g
Deflagration Temperature (20°C/min) 256 °C 185 °C 188 0C

Table 5:
Mechanical sensitivity, safety- and signatureclassification

Nr.27A Nr.130 Nr.103

Safety Datas

Impact Sensitivity 7.5 Nm 4 Nm 3 Nm
Friction Sensitivity 24 N 40 N 40 N
Safety Classification Class 1.3 Class 1.1 Class 1.1

Signature Classification

Primary AGARDP B A B
Secondary AGARDS C C B

hfkpost98t.doc 11.05.98
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Figure 1:

Isocurves of the specific impulse in Ns/kg at an expansion ratio of 70:1 for the

AP/HMX/HTPB propellant system.
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Figure 2:
Burning rates and pressure exponents for the AP/HTPB-propellant Nr. 27A
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Figure 3:
/socurves of the specific impulse in Ns/kg at an expansion ratio of 70:1 for the

AP/PU/TMETN propellant system.
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Figure 4:
Burning rates and pressure exponents for the AP/PU/TMETN-propellant Nr. 130.
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AP 20%
HMX 50% - 60%
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Figure 5:
Isocurves of the specific impulse in Ns/kg at an expansion ratio of 70:1 for the

AP/HMX/GAP/TMETN propellant system from 70 % to 80 % solids loading.
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IMPROVING THE ELONGATION CAPABILITY OF
HTPB-BASED COMPOSITE PROPELLANT

Gideon J. J. Steyn and Gideon J. van Zyl

Somchem, Division of Denel (Pty)Ltd
P.O. Box 187, Somerset West, 7129

South Africa

Abstract

The elongation capability of composite propellants plays an important role in the design of

case-bonded end-burning solid propellant grains, as well as propellant grains with small

inner bore diameters. This investigation focused on improving the elongation capability of

a baseline HTPB-based composite propellant. A certain ratio of a tri-functional crosslinking

agent (trimethylol propane) and a chain terminator (1-decanol), as well as a low

polymer/curing agent ratio improved the elongation capability of the baseline propellant

significantly. Results also indicate that propellant cured with the aliphatic curing agent

dimeryl diisocyanate (DDI) have better elongation capabilities than corresponding

propellants cured with the cyclic curing agent isophorone diisocyanate (IPDI). The tri-

functional isocyanate curing agent Desmodur N100 was also part of the planned

investigation, but due to the much shorter pot life of the N100 cured propellants, these

propellants could not be processed and was subsequently not investigated.
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1. Introduction

For more than twenty years, since the early seventies, composite propellants based on the

hydroxy terminated polybutadiene resin, HTPB, have been the state of the art propellants

for solid rocket motors. One of the several advantages of propellants based on HTPB is the

superior mechanical properties of such propellants. The mechanical properties of HTPB-

based composite propellants are a function of the properties of the HTPB prepolymer i.e.

molecular weight, hydroxyl value, functionality, etc. Selection of a proper curing agent to

form the three-dimensional binder network is also essential. Other ingredients such as

bonding agents and plasticisers are normally included in the binder and are also beneficial

in improving the propellant mechanical properties.

The range of available mechanical properties of composite propellants based on these basic

ingredients is limited between certain boundaries, which, unless the bindersystem is

modified, is fixed. Varying the molecular weight of-the prepolymer and the crosslink

density can induce drastic changes in the properties of the elastomer. Adjusting the ratio

between various crosslinking agents can vary average molecular weight between crosslinks.

Depending on the number of functional OH groups of the compound, these crosslinking

agents can be divided into the following groups11 .2 31:

"* Crosslinkers, which are trifunctional alcohols like trimethylol propane (TMP),

1,2,6-hexanetriol and glycerol.

"* Chain-extenders, which are difunctional alcohols like butanediol.

"* Chain terminators, which are monofunctional alcohols like 1-decanol (DEC).

The essential requirement of composite propellants suitable for case-bonded end-burner

configurations or configurations with small inner bore diameters are high strain capabilities

with moderately high tensile strengthsf'1 . The objective of this investigation was to

investigate to what limits the strain capability of a chosen baseline propellant can be

improved without substantially decreasing the tensile strength.

There are three basic characteristics of the polymer network which determine along with

two other factors the mechanical properties of the propellant1 41. These characteristics are (1)

the degree of chain extension (2) the degree of chain branching and (3) the degree of chain
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termination. Two other factors, (1) the degrees of freedom (or flexibility) of the basic

polymer chain and (2) the concentration and type of non-network material (plasticisers and

bonding agents), also have an effect on the mechanical properties of the propellant. Two

different approaches were followed in this investigation to improve the elongation

capability of the baseline propellant. The first approach was systematic variation of the

trifunctional crosslinker (TMP) and the monofunctional chain terminator (DEC)

concentrations to vary the extent of chain extension, chain branching and chain termination.

The crosslinking density was also varied by variation of the equivalence ratio between the

species with functional OH groups (HTPB, TMP and DEC) and the isocyanate curing

agents (the NCO/OH ratio).

The second approach was evaluation of the two difunctional isocyanate curing agents, IPDI

and DDI, as well as the trifunctional curing agent Desmodur N 100.

H3  N JcO

H3 C' O=C=N-(CH2)36-N=C=O

H3C ýCH27-N=C=O

Isophorone diisocyanate Dimeryl diisocyanate

H
/C--N--(CH2)6--N=C=O

O=C=N-(CH2)6 --N\
N-•-(CH12)6--N=C=O

O H

Desmodur N 100

The main difference between the two difunctional curing agents is that DDI has a long

chain molecular structure and that IPDI is a cyclic molecule. The chain length between the

two isocyanate groups in the case of DDI is 37 while the chain length in IPDI is only 5. In

the case of IPDI the chain between the two isocyanate groups forms part of a cyclohexane

ring and therefor DDI has theoretically more degrees of freedom in terms of parameters

such as bond rotation, bond angle deformation and molecular entanglement, compared to

IPDI. The chain length between the isocyanate groups in the case of Desmodur N100 of
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between 16 and 18 falls intermediate between that of IPDI and DDI. Desmodur N100 also

does not have a rigid cyclic structure like IPDI, but have a chain molecular structure like

DDI. Desmodur N100 can also function as a crosslinker in the binder network due to the

trifunctional nature of this curing agent.

2. Experimental

A reduced smoke propellant composition with a total solids content of 83.0 % was chosen

as baseline for this investigation. The propellant contained a binder system, a combustion

stabiliser and a bimodal particle size distribution of ammonium perchlorate as oxidiser. The

baseline binder system consisted of HTPB and a curing agent (IPDI/DDI/Desmodur N 100).

The tri-functional crosslinker (TMP) and/or a monofunctional chain terminator (DEC) were

added to this baseline binder system in different ratios to manipulate the mechanical

properties of the propellant. The binder system also contains a bonding agent and

plasticiser. The general formulation of the baseline propellant is tabulated in Table 1.

Table 1. Baseline reduced smoke propellant composition

Component Concentration (m/m %)
Binder system:

HTPB
TMP 14.7

DEC
IPDI/DDI/NI 00

Anti-oxidant 0.1
Bonding agent 0.3
Plasticiser 1.9
Combustion stabiliser 1.0
Ammonium perchlorate 82.0

Pilot plant mixes of 6 kg each were mixed on a 10-liter vertical mixer. Mechanical

properties were determined with JANNAF samples at 21 °C on an Instron tensile test

apparatus. End-of-mix viscosities at 60 °C were determined on a Brookfield viscometer.
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Propellant cured with IPDI

The binder compositions of the propellant cured with IPDI with their respective properties

are tabulated in Table 2. The relative concentrations of species that contains functional OH-

groups (HTPB, TMP and DEC) are expressed in terms of percentage values.

Table 2. Binder compositions and mechanical properties of propellant cured with IPDI

No. 1NCO/OH- ]HTPBITMP-IDEC-I CF. Z. 1 " 1
ratio -OH OH OH (MPa) (%) (%) (MPa)

(%) (%) M%

IPDl/I 0.80 3100 1- - 11.02 J43 148 15.1
IPDI/2 0.70 90 110 0.87 64 68 2.6
IPDI/3 0.75 90 10 1.07 44 50 4.5
IPDI/4 0.80 90 [10 - 11.18 28 33 8.8
IPDI/5 0.70 80 20 1.05 59 64 3.5
IPDI/6 0.75 80 20 1.34 38 40 6.6
[PDI/7 0.80 80 20 1.43 28 31 9.7
IPDI/8 0.85 80 20 1.41 24 27 10.9
IPDI/9 0.70 80 15 5 0.60 71 83 1.4
IPDI/10 0.75 80 15 5 10.99 65 71 2.7
IPD1/11 0.80 80 15 5 1 1.22 56 161 [4.8
1PDI/12 10.75 80 110 110 10.24 86 i 111 0.72
IPDI/13 0.70 75 20 15 [0.57 72 83 1.3
IPDI/14 0.75 75 20 5 0.56 80 101 1.3
IPDI/15 0.75 75 15 10 0.26 107 163 1.1
IPDI/16 0.75 75 10 15 * * * *

IPDt/17 0.75 70 25 5 0.91 71 75 .1
IPDI/18 0.75 70 20 10 0.24 105 154 0.82
IPDI/19 0.75 70 15 15 * * * *
* NCO/OH ratio was too low to cure the propellant properly

The baseline propellant where the binder was not modified is represented by formulation

IPDI/I. It was decided that all propellants developed as part of this investigation must have

a tensile strength of between 0.8 and 1.0 MPa. The baseline propellant conforms to this

requirement.

The second (IPDI/2 to IPDI/4) and third (IPDI/5 to IPDI/8) data sets in Table 1 represent

formulations where the crosslinking density was increased by inclusion of the crosslinker

TMP. The effect of increasing TMP concentration at various NCO/OH ratios on the tensile

strength and elongation of the propellant are represented graphically in Figures 1 and 2

respectively. At the same NCO/OH ratio, the tensile strength increases while the elongation

decreases with increasing TMP concentration. This trend is expected since inclusion of
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TMP in the binder system increases the crosslinking density and leads to the formation of a

more rigid polymer1 41.

1.6

NCOIOH 
= 0.80

kNCOIOH =0.70

1.2

G( 0.6

__-4--OOH07

0.8
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0.2
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TMP-OH (%)

Figure 1. Relationship between Tensile Strength and TMP concentration at various NCO/OH ratios.
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Figure 2. Relationship between Elongation and TMP concentration at various NCO/OH ratios.
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In spite of this observed trend, it is also interesting to note that the elongation capability of

the propellant can be improved by inclusion of TMP, while maintaining the required tensile

strength. The tensile strengths of both formulations IPDI/2 and IPDI/5 conform to the

requirement of 0.9 ± 0.1 MPa, but the strain capabilities of both these propellant

compositions are substantially higher than that of the baseline propellant. The NCO/OH

ratio has to be lowered substantially, from 0.80 to 0.70, to achieve this goal. These results

are in line with those of Marsh and Udlockt4l where it was found that a combination of low

crosslink density with flexible chains leads to a highly extensible rubber.

The last five data sets (IPDI/9 to IPDI/19) in Table 1 represent different combinations of

the trifunctional crosslinker (TMP) and the monofunctional chain terminator (DEC). A

large amount of chain termination interferes completely with formation of a network

polymer. In the case where a small amount of chain termination exists, a network polymer

is still produced, but there is a proportion of non-crosslinked branches. The main objective

is to increase chain extension at the expense of crosslinking. The effect of chain termination

on the tensile strength and elongation, at a fixed NCO/OH ratio of 0.75, is graphically

represented in Figures 3 and 4 respectively.

1.6

NCOIOH 0.7.1 0 % DEC-OH

1.4

1.2 -______

0.8) -7. 5%DEC-O

5 % DEC-OH

I-0.8

0.6 4 5 % DEC-OH

0.4 -______

A 10%DEC-OH% 10%DEC-OH

0,2 - -%--Be-EH--

0

0 5 10 15 20 25 30

TMP-OH (%)

Figure 3. Relationship between Tensile Strength and TMP concentration at various DEC concentrations.
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.o 100
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115 % DEC-OH
C
.2 60
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20
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Figure 4. Relationship between Elongation and TMP concentration at various DEC concentrations.

The delicate balance between desired degree of crosslinking and chain termination is

evident when comparing the results of formulations containing 5 and 10 % DEC-OH

respectively. The inclusion of 5 % DEC-OH has a small decreasing effect on the tensile

strength (IPDI/1 0 and IPDI/1 7), while the elongation capability increased substantially with

more than 20 % when compared to that of formulations containing only TMP. When

comparing the mechanical properties of these two propellant compositions with that of the

baseline propellant (IPDI/1), it is evident that the required tensile strength (0.9 ± 0.1 MPa)

is achieved by both formulations, but with substantially higher elongation capabilities.

It is also clear that when the DEC-OH is increased from 5 to 10 %, the extent of chain

termination is so large that it almost prevents the formation of a three-dimensional polymer

network. The result is a polymer with unacceptably low tensile strength and but high

elongation capability (IPDI/12, IPDI/1 5 and IPDI/18). Increasing the NCO/OH ratio higher

than 0.75 will help to increase the tensile strength, while maintaining good elongation

capabilities.
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3.2 Propellant cured with DDI

The binder compositions of the propellant cured with DDI with their respective properties

are tabulated in Table 3.

Table 3. Binder compositions and mechanical properties of propellant cured with DDI

No.J N CO/OH- HTPB3-r TMP-1 DEC- [ a Y . E ] [" Y.
ratio OH OH OH (MPa) (%) (%) (MPa)

(%) M% (%)

DDI/1 0.8 100 [0 I0 1.02 160 f65 [3.2

DDI/2 0.8 87.5 J12.5 ]0 1.11 139 140 14.8
DDI/3 0.7 80 20 0 0.696 83 94 1.6
DDI/4 0.75 80 20 0 1.26 55 58 4.2
DDI/5 0.8 80 20 0 1.28 30 34 7.6
DDI/6 0.85 80 20 0 1.39 30 35 8.8
DDI/7 0.7 80 15 5 0.16 116 185 0.60

DDI/8 0.75 80 15 5 0.41 87 107 0.76
DDI/9 0.8 80 15 5 1.02 169 77 2.7
DDI/0 _0.85 80 15 5 11.19 133 141 5.7
DDI/I 1 0.8 70 25 5 1.14 47 51 4.3
DDI/12 0.8 75 20 5 1.05 66 70 2.9
DDI/13 0.8 77.5 17.5 5 0.98 72 81 2.4
DDI/14 0.8 80 15 5 1.02 69 77 2.7
DDI/15 0.8 85 10 5 0.931) 73 80 2.3

DDI/16 0.8 72.5 20 7.5 1.13 61 63 3.2
DDI/17 0.8 75 17.5 7.5 0.63 84 91 1.3
DDI/18 10.8 77.5 15 7.5 0.76 79 84 1.7

DDI/19 0.8 70 20 10 0.62 87 96 1.2
DDI/20 0.8 72.5 17.5 10 0.67 79 03 1.3
DDI/21 0.8 75 15 10 1.17 49 50 3.7
DDI/22 0.8 80 10 10 0.48 100 113 0.82

DDI/23 10.8 ]70 i15 15 10.50 ]86 99 10.95

The relationship between the mechanical properties and increasing TMP-OH at different

DEC-OH values is represented in Figures 5 and 6 respectively. The NCO/OH ratio of all

formulations was held constant on 0.80. Similar to the IPDI formulations an almost linear

trend is observed between the mechanical property (tensile strength and elongation) and

increasing concentrations of the crosslinker TMP. This linear trend is also observed when

the chain terminator DEC is added in 5 and 10 % quantities. It is also obvious that the

effects of crosslinking and chain termination by the inclusion of varying quantities of TMP

and DEC in the DDI cured formulations, are similar to those observed in the IPDI cured

formulations. A small degree of chain termination (5 % DEC-OH) accompanied by chain

branching and chain extension by the inclusion of 10 to 20 % TMP, forms a polymer
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network with suitable tensile strength and excellent elongation capabilities (DDI/12 to

DDI/15).
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Figure 5. Relationship between Tensile Strength and TMP concentration at various DEC concentrations
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Figure 6. Relationship between Elongation and TMP concentration at various DEC concentrations
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The mechanical properties of the latter formulations are also superior to that of the baseline

propellant (DDI/1), which does not contain any TMP or DEC. The required tensile strength

of 0.9 ± 0.1 MPa is achieved, but the elongation capabilities are improved by between 10

and 15 %. As is the case with the IPDI cured formulations, it is obvious that increasing the

concentration of the chain terminator DEC to more than 5 %, prevents the formation of a

suitable network polymer, due to the high degree of chain termination. The result is a

polymer with high elongation capabilities, but unsuitably low tensile strengths (DDI/17 to

DDI/23).

3.3 Comparison between propellants cured with IPDI and DDI respectively

The effect of the two different curing agents, IPDI and DDI, on the mechanical properties

of formulations containing similar quantities of HTPB, TMP and DEC respectively, is

represented graphically in Figures 7 and 8 respectively.

1,6

1A

12 . o _

1 ]POI - 20 % TMP OH 0 % DEC-OH II/

4 0.8

DDI- 20 %TMP OH 0 % DEC-OH
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I- 

,

04 - .._

02 ,-_"
DDI - 15 % TMF OH 5 % DEC-OH A

06 0.65 07 0,75 0.8 0.85 0.9

NCOIOH

Figure 7. Relationship between Tensile strength and NCO/OH ratio for JPDI and DDI cured propellants
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Figure 8. Relationship between Elongation and NCO/OH ratio for IPDI and DDI cured propellants

The same trend is observed at all NCO/OH ratios and for both formulations, the one

containing 20 % TMP-OH, as well as the one containing 15 % TMP-OH and 5 % DEC-

OH. The tensile strength of the formulation cured with IPDI is in every case higher than the

corresponding DDI cured formulation. The elongation capabilities of the DDI cured

formulations are however better than the corresponding IPDI cured formulations.

The benefit of using DDI as curing agent provides two essential characteristics to the

polymer network that is beneficial for better elongation capabilities. The long chain

molecular structure of the DDI molecule serves as chain extender in the polymer network,

which as discussed earlier, improves the elongation capability of the polymer network. The

other important characteristic of the DDI molecule is that is has substantially more degrees

of freedom (more flexibility) when compared to the rigid cyclic structure of the much

shorter IPDI molecule. Using DDI in the polymer network has the advantage of providing

chain extension while simultaneously providing more degrees of freedom to the network.

3.4 Propellant cured with Desmodur NIO0

One of the initial objectives of this investigation was to evaluate the trifunctional curing

agent Desmodur N100. The potential benefit of using Desmodur N100 is that the
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trifunctional isocyanate will also function as crosslinker and in combination with TMP

and/or DEC may provide interesting results. Unfortunately, it was not possible to process

the Desmodur N 100 propellant batches due to the short pot life of these formulations. An

attempt to improve the pot life by excluding the combustion stabiliser was fruitless.

Inclusion of a pot life extender was also unsuccessful in improving the pot life. One

explanation for the short pot life of the Desmodur N 100 formulations is that this isocyanate

compound is more reactive towards the alcohol species in formation of urethane than either

IPDI or DDI.

4. Conclusions
This investigation proved that it is possible to improve the elongation capability of HTPB-

based propellants by manipulating the degree of chain extension and crosslinking in the

polymer network. This is done by incorporating crosslinkers such as TMP as well as chain

terminators such as DEC in the binder of the propellant. The best results are obtained with a

small degree of chain termination (DEC-OH = 5 %) and a moderate degree of crosslinking

(TMP-OH = 10 to 20 %). Less than stoichiometric quantities of the isocyanate curing agent

(lower NCO/OH ratios) which produces a lower crosslinking density is also beneficial in

obtaining propellant with better elongation capabilities. The target tensile strength of 0.8 to

1.0 MPa can be achieved, but the elongation capabilities of propellants with the modified

binder systems are between 10 and 30 percent higher than those of the two baseline

propellant compositions.

The curing agent also affects the elongation capability of the propellant. A curing agent

with a long chain molecular structure and more degrees of freedom like DDI produces a

polymer network with better elongation capabilities than one cured with IPDI. IPDI is a

cyclic more rigid molecule with a very short chain length between the two isocyanate

groups. The trifunctional curing agent Desmodur N100 could not be evaluated due to the

short pot life of these formulations.
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Symbols and Abbreviations

HTPB Hydroxy-terminated polybutadiene

TMP Trimethylol propane

DEC = I -Decanol

IPDI Isophorone diisocyanate

DDI Dimeryl diisocyanate

NCO NCO-value

OH OH-value

HTPB-OH Hydroxyl groups of HTPB

TMP-OH = Hydroxyl groups of TMP

DEC-OH = Hydroxyl groups of DEC

am = Tensile strength

S= Elongation at maximum stress

Eb= Elongation at break

Y= Young's modulus
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Use of Butacene In Composite Propellant

Ferrocene derivatives are well known as efbctive burning rate catalysts for solid composite
propellants baied on ammonium perchlorate and hydroxy-terninated polybutadiene (HTPJ),
both with and jvithout aluminium. Low molecular mass ferrocencs such as 2,2-bis(ethyl
ferrocenyl)pro ane (Catocene) arc relatively volatile and introduce additional hazards during
propellant ma uffoture. They also tend to migrate to the charge surface and to promote
atmospheric o jdatioo during storage, thus reducing the life ofthe propellant due to the
development "inconsistent burning rates, reduced strain capability, and increased
sensitiveness.
Butacene is a f rrocenyl hydroxy functional polymer based on HTPB (R45M grade)

manuflotured Iby SNPE, which is non-volatile and migration free. This paper reviews work
conducted at oyal Ordnance Rocket Motors on a range of formulations containing various
levels ofButac me. Results are presented covering the following aspects.

1. ptimisation of processability through the use of polymer blends and
irocessing aids,

2. ;snitiveness testing of Butacene propellants.
3. he effect of Butacene on burning rates compared to other iron compounds.
4. he effect of Butacene on the temperature sensitivity of burning rate.
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Properties of CL-20 based High Explosives
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ABSTRACT

A new processing technology for PBX's, called ,,Isogen Pressing", is described. The

equipment needed therfore, is a conventional press and an adapted pressing tool, so

that its implementation can be realized without extensive investments. ,,Isogen Pres-

sing" combines the advantages of high energetic filler content from pressed formula-

tions with good mechanical properties as known in cast cured compositions. We

have applied this technology on HMX and CL-20 based formulations using the binder

systems GAP and HTPB.

Handling safety parameter are compared with other CL-20 and HMX based composi-

tions, such and LX-119. Chemical compatibility of the compositions ingredients was

checked with Micro Calorimetry. The thermal stability was investigated with Differen-

tial Scanning Calorimetry (DSC). Detonation velocities have been calculated and

verified with experimental data.

EINLEITUNG

Die Zug.nglichkeit von neuen Energietragem, wie beispielsweise CL-20 1,2,3, er6ffnet

im Bereich von Hochleistungssprengstoffen die M6glichkeit einer nicht unerheblichen

Leistungssteigerung 4,5. Auf der anderen Seite ist man aber auch bestrebt, die Emp-

findlichkeit von Explosivstoffen soweit zu reduzieren, dass diese in entsprechenden

Munitionsanwendungen die geforderten Verwundbarkeitskriterien (IM, MURAT...) er-

fallen 6,7,8. Entscheidend fOr die Reduktion der Empfindlichkeit ist, neben der intrinsi-

schen Empfindlichkeit des Energietr&gers und der Optimierung von Komform und

Komgr6ssenverteilung, auch das auf den Energietrdger abgestimmte Bindersystem,

bzw. dessen mechanische Eigenschaften, sowie dessen Kornhaftungsverm6gen.
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Kunststoffgebundene Sprengstoffe auf der Basis von Harz/Hartersystemen, weiche

mit Hilfe der sogenannten ,,Cast-cure Technologie" verarbeitet werden, zeichnen sich

neben den meist hervorragendlen mechanisohen Elgenschaften auch durch Dichten

aus, welche nahe an den theoretisch erreichbaren liegen (>99% TMD). Diese Vortel-

le m~issen jedoch durch eine Leistungsreduktion erkauft werden, da der F0ligrad

eines Polymers aufgrund der zunehmenden Viskosit~t bei steigendlem Energietrd-

geranteil, begrenzt ist. In sehr gut optimierten Systemen k6nnen Foligrade von zirka

90% erreicht werden.

Auf der anderen Seite existieren zahireiche pressbare kunststoffgebundene

Sprengstoffformulierungen, welche mit F0lllgraden von weit Ober 90% zwar sehr gute

Leistungen aufweisen, deren Dichten jedoch, ohne die Anwendlung besonderer

Techniken, weit hinter den theoretisch maximal erreichbaren nachhinken (>95%

TMD).

Ziel dieser Arbeit war die Vorteile von kunststoffgebundenen Ladungen auf der Basis

von HarzIHartersystemen mit denjenigen von verpressten Ladungen zu kombinieren,

d.h. eine Technologie zu konzipieren, bei der emn konventionelles Harz./Hdrtersystem

bis zu 98% (w/w) mit Oktogen oder CL-20 gef~llt werden kann. Neben einer ausge-

sprochen hohen Leistung (FUllgrad: >96%, Dichte: >97% TMD) sollten die entspre-

chenden Ladlungen auch Ober gute mechanische Eigenschaften verfOgen, welche

eine spanabhebendle Nachbearbeitung auf einer Drehbank ohne Probleme zulassen

soilten.

Wie bereits erw~hnt, wurden im Hinblick auf die anvisierte Leistungsoptimierung die

Energietrager Oktogen (HMVX) und Hexanitrohexaazaisowurtzitan (CL-20) verwendlet.

Als HarzIHdrtersystem entschied man sich Mir die OH--endstandigen Polymere HTPB

(inert) bzw. GAP (energetisch) und den Hdrter Isophorondiisocyanat.

0 2 N ý 1 NO O 2N

N N 2

N/N N-\NO 2 0 N - NO\

N2  N 2  NO 2

CL-20 HMX

Dieser Beitrag umfasst sowohl die Beschreibung der Technologie (Isogenpressen),

welche es erm6glicht, Sprengstoffe mit den beschriebenen Anforderungen herzustel-

len, wie auch die Diskussion der entspre~chenden Sprengstoffeigenschaften.
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ISOGENPRESSEN

Unter dem Begriff ,,Isogenpressen"9 versteht man eine Verarbeitungstechnologie, bei
der in elnem ersten Schritt emn Energietrager (HMX, CL-20) durch Aufbringen eines
HarzIHartersystems zu elnem rieselfahigen Granulat verarbeitet wird. In einem nach-
sten Schritt erfolgt die Herstellung eines Formk~5rpers. Dabei wird dlas Granulat bei
erh6hter Temperatur unter Vakuum verpresst und zugleich ausgehartet. Das Bindle-
mittel bleibt bei Raumtemperatur wdhrend des Pressvorganges fI~ssig und kann
durch vorgewdhlte Temperaturbereiche in seiner Aushdrtung gesteuert werden. Das
wdhrend der Verdlichtung fl(~ssige Bindlemittel fahrt zu einer hohen Dichte und Homo-
genitdt der Sprengladlung. Emn 6hnliches Verfahren wurde in einem Patent von
THIOKOL 10 beschreiben, wobei emn OH-endstdndiges Polymer zuerst durch einen
Isocyanathdrter zu einem ,,Extended Chain"-Polymer mit h6herem mittlerem Molge-
wicht und h6herer Viskosit~t umgesetzt wird. Dieses wird dann in Losung durch Zu-
gabe eines Antilbsungsmittels auf dlas Sprengstoffkomn aufgetragen, dlas Granulat
getrocknet und verpresst. Die beiden Verarbeitungsverfahren unterscheiden sich in
zwei wesentlichen Punkten:

"* Beim Isogenpressen wird dlas gesamte Bindersystem, als Gemisch von OH-end-
standigem Polymer, Hdrter und Reaktionsbeschleuniger durch Abdampfen des
L6sungsmittels auf dlas Sprengstoffkom aufgetragen. Beim THIOKOL-Verfahren
wird emn bereits vemetztes Polymer durch einen FdIlungsprozess auf dlas Korn des
Energietrdgers gebracht.

"* W~hrenddem beim Isogenpressen dlas Polymer unter Druck zu einer Kunststoff-
matrix aushdrtet, welche sich O~ber den gesamten Presskbrper erstreckt, werden
beim THIOKOL-Verfahren die plastischen Eigenschaften des ,,Extended Chain"-
Polymers unter hohem Druck ausgenutzt. Dies entspricht der kiassisohen Funk-
tion von Bindern in pressbaren Formulierungen. Zwei wesentliche Vorteile, wie die
hohe Adhasion der Bindermatrix an die Kristalle des Energietragers und die hohen
Dichten (% TMD) sind dadurch nicht mehr ohne weiteres gegeben.

a) Herstellunc, des Granulates

In einem ersten Schritt wird dlas OH-endstdndige Polymer (HTPB R-45-M, GAP) bei
Raumtemperatur unter mdssigem Ruhren mit einem Reaktionsbeschleuniger homo-
gen vermischt, in Aceton aufgenommen und mit einem H~rter (IDPI) versetzt. Um
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einen optimalen Vernetzungsprozess zu gewdhrleisten, ist darauf zu achten, dlass

unter mbglichst wasserfreien Bedingungen (< 0. 1% (w/w) Wasser) gearbeitet werden

kann. Die BinderI~sung wird mit Hilfe eines Trommelmisohers auf die Sprengstoffkbr-

ner aufgebracht. FOr Granulate auf der Basis von HMX wurde Oktogen, welches der

Spezifikation des MIL-H-45444, Grade B, sowie STANAG 4284 gen~gt, verwendlet.

Das von uns verwendlete CL-20 (e-Polymorph) erfOilt die Anforderungen des entspre-

chenden STANAG-Entwurfs. Die von uns verwendleten Korngr6ssenverteilungen

sind in Tabelle 1 dargestellt.

HMX, Kiasse C CL-20

90% < 1340 gm < 134 gm

50% < 460 gm < 35 gm

110%/ < 90 gm<6 i

Tabelle 1: Korngrossenverteilungen der verwendeten Energietrager

Nach der Beschichtung des Energietr~gers Idsst man das restliche Lo6sungsmittel bei

Raumntemperatur unter Vakuum (1 mbar) w~hrend einer Stunde verfl~chtigen. Das

Granulat wird dabei rieselfdhig (vgl. Abbildung 1) und Iasst sich weiterverarbeiten,

obwohl dlas Bindlemittel auf der Kornoberfldche an sich bei Raumntemperatur noch

flassig ist.

Abbildung 1: 20 fache Vergrosserung des Granulates (98% CL-20, 2% HTPB)
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b') Vempressen des Granulates

Je nach Anwendlung kann das Granulat axial oder isostatisch verpresst und ausge-

hdrtet werden. Voraussetzung ist einzig, dlass dlas entsprechende Presswerkzeug

evakuier- und beheizbar ist. Die in dieser Arbeit beschriebenen Pressk6rper wurden

schwimmend auf einer Axialpresse hergestellt, wobei dlas entsprechendle Presswerk-

zeug Ober O-Ringdichtungen zur Evakuierung des Pressraumnes und Ober einen

Heizmantel zur Steuerung der Temperatur verfugte. Nach demn Einfallen des

Granulates und demn Anlegen eines Druckes von 2000 bar wird die Temperatur des

Presswerkzeuges auf 80 *C bis 85 00 erhbht. Dadurch wird der Reaktionsbeschleu-

niger aktiviert und der Aushdrtungsprozess eingeleitet. Die Temperatur wird je nach

Gehalt an Reaktionsbeschleuniger w~hrend einer halben bis zu zwei Stunden auf-

recht erhalten, dlann wahrend einer halben Stunde gekahlt und schliesslich der Druck

entlastet. Der Sprengkbrper liegt nun als hydrophobe, formstabile Ladung vor, wel-

che zur vollstAndigen Aushartung w~hrend weiteren 72 Stunden bei einer Tempera-

tur von 65 00 unter Normaidruck gelagert wird. Die mit dieser Methode erreichten

Dichten sind in Tabelle 2 dargestellt.

Energietr~ger Binder Korperdimensionen Dichte % TMVD

Typ Gehalt LAnge

HMX 96 % HTPB 21.3 mm 35.04 mm 1.789 gcm'3 98.1 %

HMX 98% HTPB 21.3 mm 15.03 mm 1.812 gcm' 3 97.3%

HMX 96% GAP 21.3 mm 115.03 mm 1.822 gCM, 3 97.6%

HMX 98% GAP 21.3 mm 15.03 mm 1.831 gcm'3 97.2 %

CL-20 98 % HTPB 21.3 mm 15.60 mm 1.943 gCM,3 97.4 %

CL-20 98 % GAP 21.3 mm 15.48 mm 1.964 gCM,3 197.4 %

Tabelle 2: Dichten von isogengetertigten Presskorpern

Die Oberfldche der mit demn lsogenverfahren gefertigten Pressk6rper erscheint aus-

serst homogen und glatt. Die maschinelle Nachbearbeitung auf einer Drehbank ist

aufgrund der sehr kompakten und homogenen Struktur problemlos m6glich. Die Ab-

bildung 2 zeigt einen mit Hilfe der Isogentechnik hergestellten Presskorper (links) im
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Vergleich mit elnemn Pressling auf der Basis von Oktastit VIII. Die unterschiedlichen

OberfIdchen sind offensichtlich.

Abbildlung 2: Oberflache von isogen (links) und konventionell (rechts) gepressten
Sprengstoff korpern in 1 0-facher Vergrosserung

VERTRAGLICHKEIT

Die chemisohe Vertr~glichkeit der Komponenten von Oktogensprengstoffen auf der

Basis von HTPB und GAP wurde bereits in frOheren Untersuchungen nachgewiesen.

Obwohl aufgrund der Nitraminfunktionalitdt von CL-20 keine Inkompatibilit~ten mit
den verwendleten Binderbestanditeilen zu erwarten sind, wurden zur Sicherstellung

der Vertrdglichkeit mikrokalorimetrische Messungen durchgefohrt.

Dazu wurde der Wdrmefluss eines Gramms des jeweiligen Sprengstoffes bei einer

Temperatur von 70 00 w~hrend eines Zeitintervalls von 60 Tagen gemessen. Dies

entspricht einer Alterung urn zirka 40 Jahre. Die w~hrend der PrOfung umgesetzte

Wdrme l~sst sich durch numerisohe Integration des Wdrmeflusses Ober die Zeit be-

stimmen. Ein Sprengstoff wird als chemisch stabil beurteilt, wenn Ober die gesamte

Messdauer bei einer PrOftemperatur von 70 OC der W~rmefluss den Grenzwert von

±10OgW nicht Oberschreitet und der integrierte W~rmeumsatz kreiner als 52 Joule ist.

Alle untersuchten Sprengstoffe zeigten w~hrend der ersten Tage emn endothermes
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Verhalten, welches dann in emn exothermes Obergeht. Innerhaib der Prufzeit zeigte
keine der Proben Anzeichen einer autokatalytischen Zersetzung. Der Grenzwert wur-
de von keinem der getesteten Isogensprengstoffe Oberschritten (vgl. Abbildung 3).

4

21 -

Is0 -2

0, 10 2030 450 6

Zelt [Tago]

Abblidung 3: Wbrmeflusskurve der Systemne CL-20 (96%)IHTPB (4%), CL-20 (96%)I
GAP (4%) und CL-20 (100%) bel elner Pruftemperatur von 70 *C.

Der integrierte Warmefluss (d.h. die w~hrend der 60 Tage produzierte Warme) be-
trdgt 0.25 J/g bei CL-20, 8.8 J/g bei CL-2014% HTPB und 16.75 J/g bei CL-20/4%

GAP. Der Grenzwert von 52 J wurde in keinem der getesteten Formulierungen Ober-

schritten. Aufgrund dieser Tatsache kann angenommen werden, dass die untersuch-

ten Isogenformulierungen Ober einen Zeitraumn von zirka 40 Jahren chemisch stabil

sein soilten.

Die chemnische Vertr~glichkeit der Sprengstoffbestandteile mit eventuellen Kontakt-

materialien, wie Eisen, Kupfer und Aluminium ist fOr sdmtliche Kombinationen mit

HMX, CL-20 und HTPB gegeben. Hingegen zeigen die mikrokalorimetrischen Mes-

sungen beim Kontakt von GAP mit Eisen und insbesondere mit Kupfer einen erhoh-

ten Wdrmefluss und somit eine nicht akzeptable chemnisohe Kompatibilitdt.
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THERMISCHE STABILITAT

Die thermische Stabilit~t wurde mit Hilfe von Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)

untersucht. Zur Messung stand emn METTLER TOLEDO Star System zur Verf~gung.

Die in Tabelle 3 aufgef~hrten Daten beziehen sich auf eine Heizrate von 50C/Min
und eine Probemenge von 5 mg bei HMX-Formulierungen, bzw. 1 mg bei OL-20-

Kompositionen.

Komponenten Zusammen- Phasenumwandlung Onset Max.

setzung [%] (max) Temperatur Exotherm

HMX 100 P8:180 00 27100C 276 O

HMX/HTPB 98/2 j3-48: 180 O0 270 00 271 00

HMX/GAP 98/2 P3-*8: 178 00 265 O0 270 00

HMX/ESTANE LX-14 0r-)B: 18600C 265 00 275 00

CL-20 100 --4y. 170 00 232 00 244 00

OL-20/HTPB 96/4 s-'y. 168 00 233 O0 236 00

CL-20/GAP 96/4 s-'~169 O0 238 00 241 00

CL-20/ESTANE LX-1 9 --->y. 168 00 22000 227 O0

Tabelle 3: Differenciall Scanning Calorimetry Daten von HMX, CL-20, sowie der
entsprechenden HTPB3, GAP und ESTANE-Formulierungen

Wie bereits; die Daten der chemnisch reinen Stoffe zeigen, erfolgt die exotherme che-

mische Zersetzung von CL-20 bei rund 3000 tieferer Temperatur als diejenige von

Oktogen. Der Einfluss der Binder kann jo nach Energietr~ger recht unterschiedlich

sein. Wahrend beispielsweise der Binder ESTANE in LX-14 die Onset-Temperatur

urn 6 00 und die Temperatur der maximalen exothermen Umsetzung umn bloss 100

erniedrigt, ist der Effekt bei der OL-20-Formulierung LX-1 9 bedeutend ausgepragier.

Die Onset-Temperatur wird um ganze 12 00 und die Temperatur des maximalen

exothermen Warmeflusses um nicht weniger als 17 OC erniedrigt. In den vorliegen-

den Sprengstoff -Formulierungen scheint der Einf luss des Binders unter den erwahn-

ten Versuchsbedingungen keinen grossen Einfluss auf die Temperatur der endother-
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men Kristallumwandlungen zu haben. Es wdre jedoch faisch, dlaraus in der jeweili-
gen Bindermatrix eine gute Stabilitat der verwendeten Kristallmodifikationen ableiten
zu wollen. lnsbesondere im Fall von CL-20 wurde gezeigt, dlass sowohi das Loslich-
keitsvermogen des Binders' 12 , wie auch Verunreinigungen1 massgeblich die Urn-
wandlung in andere Kristallmodifikationen f6rdert.
Die Formulierungen auf der Basis der Binder GAP und HTPB zeigen bei Aufheizra-
ten von 50C/min eine exotherme Vorreaktion (vgl. Abbildung 4). Diese korrespondiert

MW CL20/4% HTPB 30-350/5- Ar 2p
60 Integral 1285.29 .W
60Onset 232.83 C

Peakhthe 58.50 SW
eAk 23.47, ~C
Extrapol. Peak 236.44 -C
Peakwelte 0.61 C

40-

20-

0-

50 100 100 200 250 300

Abbildung 4: DSC von CL-20/HTPB (96/4), Aufholzrate: 5 C/mln

mit der exothermen Umsetzung des Binders. Die Reaktion der energetischen Kom-
ponente selbst findet dann sehr rasch in einem engen Temperaturbereich staff. Der
Einfluss der Binder HTPB und GAP auf die Erniedrigung der Temperatur des maxi-
malen WArmeflusses ist fOr HMX und CL-20 in den untersuchten Konzentrationsbe-
reichen kWeiner als 8 OC.
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HANDHABUINGSSICHERHEIT

Zur Ermittlung der Handhabungssicherheit wurde die Schiag- und die Reibempfind-

Iichkeit bestimmt. Die Empfindlichkeit bez~glich Schlag wurde auf einem BAM-Fall-

hammer mit einem 2 kg Fallgewicht ermittelt. Zur Bestimmung der Reibempfindlich-

keit stand emn Julius Peters Reibapparat zur VerfOgung. Die Durchf0hrung und Er-

mittlung der Resultate entspricht den Beschreibungen aus ,,UN Recommendations

on Transport of Dangerous Goods", Tests 3(a)(ii) bzw. 3(b)(i).

Formulierung Zusammen- Reibempfindlichkeit Schlagempfindlichkeit
setzung___________

HMX, Kiasse C 100 8.0 kg 20 cm

HMX/HTPB* 98/2 9.6 kg 110cm

HMX/GAP* 98/2 9.6 kg 10 cm
HMX/ESTANE LX-14 28.8 kg 15 cm

CL-20 100 9.6 kg 15 cm

CL-20/HTPB* 96/4 14.4 kg 15 cm

CL-20/GAP* 96/4 9.6 kg 10 cm

CL-20/ESTANE LX-19 14.4 kg 10 cm

- Binder ausgehartet

Tabelle 4: Reibungs- und Schlagempfindlichkeit von HMVIX und CL-20-Formulie-
rungen auf der Basis von HTPB, GAP und ESTANE

Die Schlagempf indlichkeit aller Formulierungen bewegt sich zwischen 10 und 15 cm,

in einem Bereich also, welcher typisch fOr die meisten hochbrisanten Oktogen-

sprengstoffe ist. Bei der Reibungsempfindlichkeit gibt es gewisse Unterschiede. So

scheinen die Binder HTPB und ESTANE eine eher phiegmatisierende Wirkung aus-

zu~ben, w~hrenddem bei GAP kein eindeutiger Effekt festgestellt werden kann.

Die Empfindlichkeit bez~glich elektrostatischer Entladung" ist f~jr alle in Tabelle 4
aufgef~hrten Formulierungen in einem fOr die Handhabung unproblematischen Be-

reich.
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LEISTUNG

Zur Abschatzung der Leistung wurden einerseits Explosionswarmen bestimmt, ande-

rerseits aber auch Detonation sgeschwi nd igkeiten berechnet und teliweise experi-

mentell verifiziert.

Formulierung *Zusammensetzung [%] Explosionswarme

Oktogen (H MX) 100 5558 J/g
HMX/ESTANE LX-14 5063 J/g
CL-20 100 6090 J/g
CL-20/HTPB 96/4 5443 J/g
CL-20/GAP 96/4 5799 J/g
CL-20/ESTANE LX-19 5382 J/g

Tabelle 5: Explosionswairmen von CL-20- und HMVX-Formulierungen

Wie bereits aus den Explosionsw~rmen der reinen Substanzen ersichtlich ist, kann

aufgrund der Substitution von HMX durch CL-20 mit einer Erhbhung der Energie-

ausbeute von zirka 10% gerechnet werden. Die Applizierung eines Binders vermin-

dert diese zwar, doch der Energieverlust kann durch die Verwendung energetischer

Binder, wie beispielsweise GAP, reduziert werden.

Die experimentelle Bestimmung der Detonationsgeschwindigkeiten hiess sich mit

Hilfe von Prdzisionszeitmessem und Ionisationssonden durchfahren, weiche jeweils

zwischen zwei Pressk6rpern plaziert wurden. Die Dicke (0.08 mm) der verwendeten

h

Start Stop 1 Stop 2 Stop 3 Stop 4

Abbildung 5: Experimenteller Aufbau Mir die Messung der Detonationsgeschwindig-
keit
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Kammfolie wurde bei der Bestimmung der Detonationsgeschwindligkeit berlicksich-

tigt.

Formulierung Zusammensetzung Dichte Geschwindigkeit

HMX/HTPB 96/4 1.789 gCM,3  8710 ± 12 rn/s

HMX/HTPB 98/2 1.812 gcm'3  8763 ± 30 rn/s

HMX/GAP 96/4 1.822 gCM,3  8760 ± 35 m/s

HMX/GAP 98/2 1.831 gcm-3  8833 ± 26 rn/s

HMX/ESTANE LX-14 1.800 gCM-3  8760 ±70 rn/s

CL-20/HTPB 98/2 1.943 gcm-3 9231 ± 7 rn/s

CL-20/GAP 98/2 1.964 gCM-3  9286 ±6 rn/s

CL-20/ESTANE LX-19 1.929 gcm'3  9124 ± 12 rn/s

Tabelle 6: Experimentell ermittelte Detonationsgeschwindigkeiten von Spreng-
stoffen aut der Basis von CL-20 und HMX im Vergieich.

Die theoretische Berechnung der Detonationsgeschwindligkeiten erfolgte mit Hilfe der

Sumin-Kondrikov-Zustandsgleichungl 5 und entsprechenden Pararnetern aus der

,,Datenbank Thermochemnisoher Daten" (Version 3) des IOT, wobei die theoretisch

maxirnale Dichte (TMD) von CL-20 auf den Wert von 2.04 gcm-3 korrigiert wurde.

9500

9400

9300

9200

S9100

9000
0CL20/GAP (caic)

8900U 0 L20/GAP (exp)
-HMXIGAP (caic)

8800 [_0 HMXIGAP (exp)

8700
1.800 1.850 1.900 1.950 2.000 2.050

Dlchte

Abblildung 6: Berechnete und gemnessene Detonationsgeschwindigkeiten der For-
mulierungen CL-20/GAP (98/2) und HMXIGAP (98/2).
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Wie aus Abbildung 6 ersichtlich ist, kbnnten theoretisch bei isogenverpressten For-

mulierungen auf der Basis von CL-20 und GAP Detonationsgeschwindligkeiten von

Ober 9400 rn/s erreicht werden. Dies entspricht gegenaber den aquivalenten HMX-

Formulierungen eine Steigerung von mindlestens 400 rn/s. Dieser Trend wurde auch

durch experimentelle Daten best~tigt. Wdhrenddem far dlas System HMX/GAP (98/2)

eine Detonationsgeschwindligkeit von 8833 rn/s gemessen wurde, erreichte die For-

mulierung CL-20/GAP (98/2) 9286 m/s, was einer Steigerung urn 5% entspricht. Der

selbe Trend konnte auch far die Systeme HMX/HTPB bzw. CL-20/HTPB nachgewie-

sen werden, wobei die erreichten Detonationsgeschwindigkeiten diejenigen der ent-

sprechendlen GAP-Formulierungen nicht ganz erreichten.

SCHILUSSFOLGERUNGEN

Die Technologie des Isogenverpressens Idsst es zu Sprengstoff kbrper herzustellen,

weiche trotz einem Energietrdgergehalt (HMX/CL-20) von bis zu 98% hervorragende

mechanische Eigenschaften aufweisen. Als Nachteil dieser Verarbeitungsmethode

muss die beschrAnkte Haitbarkeit des Granulates, sowie die zeitliche Inanspruch-

nahme der Presswerkzeuge erwahnt werden. Dies sind jedloch Probleme, weiche

grunds~tzlich technisch lbsbar sein soilten.

Die untersuchten Systeme auf der Basis von HMX und CL-20 als Energietrager

sowie HTPB und GAP als Bindersysteme zeichnen sich durch gute Langzeitstabilitdt

aus. Wie bereits aus der Literatur bekannt war, ist einzig der Kontakt von GAP mit

bestimmten Metallen (z.B. Kupfer) problematisch. Die Thermostabilitat von CL-20-

Formulierungen ist im Vergleich zu entsprechenden HMX-Systemen Ieicht

vermindert, jedloch bei weitem in einem akzeptablen Bereich. Die Stabilitat. der bei

CL-20 verwendleten s_-Kristalmodifikation in versohiedenen Bindermatrizes ist Ge-

genstand noch laufender Untersuchungen.

Die Handhabungssicherheit bewegt sich aufgrund der ermittelten Schiag- und Reib-

empfindlichkeit im Rahmen heute verwendeter hochbrisanter Oktogensprengstoffe.

Die Empfindlichkeit bez~glich elektrostatischer Entladlung ist sowohi far die unter-

suchten Oktogen-, wie auch far die CL-20-Sprengstoffe unproblematisch.

Wie die Messung der Explosionswarme zeigt, ist durch die Verwendung von CL-20

anstelle von Oktogen eine Steigerung der Energieausbeute urn fast 10% zu erwar-
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ten. Aufgrund der theoretisohen Berechnungen, wie auch der experimentell ermittel-

ten Leistungskenndaten ist absehbar, dass mit Hilfe der Isogentechnologie und auf-

grund einer weiteren Optimierung der Ausgangsprodukte, CL-20-Sprengstoffe mit

Detonationsgeschwindigkeiten im Bereich von 9400 m/s hergestelit und verarbeitet

werden k6nnen. Die hbchste bis anhin experimentell ermittelte Detonationsgesdhwin-

digkeit von 9286 rn/s wurde fOr das System CL-20/GAP (98/2) gemessen.

Da die Isogentechnologie auch emn Ausharten des Binders unter isostatischer Druck-

verteilung zulasst, saulte die erreichte Leistungssteigerung bei den Sprengstoffen

auch im Bereich grosskalibriger geformter Ladungen umzusetzen sein.

~Neue ZUrcher Zeitung", 18. Mail 1994
2 J.F Bottaro, Chemistry & Industry, 249 (1996)

3 A.T. Nielsen, US Patent 5,693,794 (1997)
4 S.M. Nicolich et aI.,"High Energy PATHX CL-20 Formulations', Insensitive Munitions & Energetic

Materials Symposium, Tampa FL (1997)
5 R.L. Simpson et al., Prop. Expi. Pyrotech. 22, 249 (1997)

' STANAG 4439, Draft Edition 1 (1995)
7Military Standard 21 05B, Hazard Assessment Tests for Non-Nuclear Munitions (1994)

8 International Defense & Technologie, Insensitive Munitions", October 1992, ISSN 1155-3480

9 J. Mathieu, P. M&der, OH Patent 685 118 A5 (1995)

10 P.C. Braithwaite, G.K. Lund, R.B. Wardle, UK Patent Application GB 2 307 906 A (1995)

"1 M.F. Foltz et al., Prop. ExpI. Pyrotech. 19, 19 (1994)
12 M.F. Foltz et al., Prop. ExpI. Pyrotech. 19, 133 (1994)

13M.F. Foltz, Prop. Expi. Pyrotech. 19, 63 (1994)

14B. Berger et al., 18th International Conference of lOT, P55 (1987)

15B.N. Kondrikov et al., Fizika Goreniya i Vzryva 23, 114 (1987)
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IMPROVEMENTS IN NTO BASED PBXs

A lain BECUWE - A lain DEL CL OS - Georges DONZEL
Martine GOLFIER

S.N.P.E.

Centre de Recherches du Bouchet
91710 VERT-LE-PETIT

France

A&VTRACT

For more than ten years SNPE has been looking for insensitive high explosives for IM. The way
chosen to achieve this target was to use NTO as an insensitive filler in a PBX. The first result of
these studies was the preparation ofB2214 (NTO/HMX/binder) which has been described during the
ninth symposium on detonation (Portland, 1989).

Besides its very low sensitivity, B2214 shows two major difficulties which are its large failure
diameter (around 75 mm) and its relatively limited performances (Detonation pressure 22.5 GPa).

To improve these properties the first way was to increase the HMX content while still being EIDS.
This was described during an ADPA meeting (Phoenix, 1995).

The second one is to replace the inert binder by an energetic one. Using this method two PBXs
called B3017 (NTO/Binder) and B3021 (NTO/HMX/Binder) were formulated and characterised.

This presentation will report and summarise those results.

1. INTRODUCTION On this basis a cast cured PBX named
B2214 using HTPB as binder and filled with a

For many years, S.N.P.E. has been loo- mixture of NTO and HMX was manufactured
king for insensitive ammunitions (IM). EIDS and characterised (3). It showed a high
(Extremely Insensitive Detonating Substance) insensitivity to FCO, SCO, bullet impact,
seemed to be the best way to obtain intrinsic shock (gap test, heavy fragment impact) and
insensitivity. Among different available tech- shaped change.
nologies, it has been shown (1, 2) that NTO
based cast cured PBXs was the more accurate
in terms of processability, cost, performances More, the resistance to sympathetic
and vulnerability, detonation has been demonstrated up to a

stack test using 0 248 mm - I 450 mm con-
fined (0,5" of steel) model.
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Unfortunately such wonderful insensiti- use an energetic binder for the two last
vity has a price which has to be paid in terms properties and NTO alone as filler for the first
of high critical diameter (2 75 mm uncon- one.
fined) and poor initiability.

This B2214 is suitable for large 3.1. Composition:
ammunitions such as general purpose bombs
but has to be improved for other applications. Looking for processability, mechani-

cal properties and energy, the best compro-
mise was found to be 74 % of fillers in a
classical energetic binder (i.e. inert polymer
with a large amount of energetic plasticizer).

2. IMPROVEMENT OFB2214 This PBX named B3017 has been formulated
with a classical process to prepare cast cured

As we were looking for EIDS one way PBX.
was to increase the HMX content and to op-
timise the ratio NTO/HMX while still having a
extra large gap test lower than 70 mm of Processability was optimised by using
PMMA. available classes of NTO particle size manu-

factured by SNPE. Samples were obtained
directly by casting and curing or by machining

This way was explored and lead to after curing. Compositions of B3017, as well
define B2248 whose properties had been as B2214 and ORA86A as references are
described earlier (4). shown in table 1.

The performances have been increased
by 20 % (as p D2), the failure diameter %
divided by 7 (11 mm) but if this PBX is still an MASS B3017 B2214 ORA86
EIDS, its sensitivity has been increased a lot
and cannot insure sympathetic detonation of % Binder 26 16 14
large ammunitions. % NTO 74 72 -

% HMX - 12 86
This B2248 can be used in missile

warheads up to 140 or 150 mm diameter. Specificmass 1.75 1.63 1.71

(g/cm3 ) I I

Table 1: Composition of PBX
3. THE ENERGETIC BINDER WAY

The target of the study reported
hereafter was to process a PBX having the 3.2. Detonation velocity
same shack sensitivity than B2214 with a
lowered failure diameter and increased amor- The detonation velocity of B3017
cability and performances. It was choosen to extrapolated to infinite diameter was found to
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be 7.780 m/s. Comparison with references is 3.5. Bullet impact test
given in table 2

For the three compositions the same
model was used and one bullet (12.7 AP) was
shot at different velocities. Once again for all

B3017 B2214 ORA86 velocities from 600 m/s to 1140 m/s the same
results was found i.e. type IV / type V
reaction (type V for B2214) depending on the

D-o (m/s) 7780 7440 8380 exact configuration.

pD2 /4 (GPa) 26.5 22.5 30.0

3.6. Extended larre scale Pap test
Ratios 1.17 1 -

The gap test is used to determine the
threshold of the propagation of detonation in a

Ratios 0.88 1 solid substance. A inert barrier of PMMA is
placed between an initiating booster (hexo-

Table 2:Performances wax 95/5 - 0 75 mm) and a sample of
explosive to be tested (0 75 mm - 1 280 mm)
confined in a 4 mm thick steel pipe.

The failure diameter was found to be
between 10 and 15 mm. Results are given in table 3. They are

expressed in thickness of PMMA needed to
stop the transmission of detonation from the
booster to the sample to be tested.

3.3. Fast cook off

For the three compositions, the fuel Thickness of Pressure
fire tests were performed using the French barrier (kbar)
MOD model (3.0 1- 0 123 mm - e = 10 mm (mm)
steel). The result was type V reaction for the
three composition which means only smooth ORA86 80 30
combustion of the HE without any violent
event.

B2214 40 80

B3017 35 90
3.4. Slow cook off

Using the same model and a heating of Table 3 Extended large scale gap test
3.30 C/h (60F/h) the same result i.e. type V
reaction was observed on all of the three
compositions.
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It can be seen that although it is more All the results are summarised in table
performant, B3017 is slightly less shock 5
sensitive than B2214 and twice less than
ORA86. Conflgu L I e x Result

-ration

D/A 400 90 12.5 25 NSD

3.7. Heavy fragment impact Stack 400 90 12.5 25 NSD

This test, usually performed in France, is D/2A 400 90 6 25 NSD
another mean to measure the shock sensitivity.
The sample is confined in the same model than Stack 400 90 6 35 NSD
hereabove and a steel ball (0 39.5 mm - m =
252 g) is shot at it. The velocity can be D/2A 400 90 3 25 NSD
increased up to 2300 m/s. D/2A 260 123 10 25 NSD

The result is expressed as the higher NSD No sympathetic detonation

velocity which didn't lead to the detonation of Table 5
the sample (table 4).

Velocity Pressure
(nt/s) (kbar) 4. IMPROVEMENT OF B3017

ORA86 1910 60 Although the goal of the study had

been fully reached, some more improvements

B2214 > 2273 > 90 seemed to be possible, looking for the most
performant EIDS.

B3017 > 2240 > 90
For this purpose HMX was

progressively substituted to NTO and the
Table 4: Heavy fragment impact sensitivity to gap test evaluated. The limit of

the sensitivity to be EIDS was reached with an
amount of 25 % of HMX.

3.8. SensitivitV to sympathetic detonation This PBX, named B3021, has the same
binder than B3017 and a content of 50 % of

Different experiments were performed NTO and 25 % of HMX. Some properties of
using the kinds of models and configurations B3021 in comparison with B3017 are listed in
as described hereafter. No sympathetic table 6.
detonation have been observed.
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B3021 B3017 good and B3017 is a very good candidate to
B___21_B3_17_fill insensitive ammunitions.

Detonation 8050 7780
velocity (m/s) . Nevertheless it can be thought that

pD2 / 4 28.7 26.5 performances are still a bit low. That's why
(GPa) B3021 has been conceived and its charac-

Critical diameter teristics show that it is possible, using NTO

(mm)< 10 0 to 15 based cast cured PBXs, to manufacture EIDS
having performances very close to compo-

ELS Gap test 60 35 sition B.

FCO Type V Type V

SCO Type V Type V REFERENCES

Bullet impact Type IV/V Type IV/V [1] A. BECUWE, A. DELCLOS
"L'oxynitrotriazole et son utilisation en
tant qu'explosif insensible". Proceedings

Table 6 of the 18th International Annual Confe-
rence of I.C.T., KARLSRUHE (F.R.G.)
1-3 July 1987.

5. CONCLUSIONS
[2] A. BECUWE, A. DELCLOS

The target of this study m ade by SNPE "Us of o y ir ia o as a low

was to improved performances, failure diame- "Use of oxynitrotriazole as a low

ter and amorcability. This target has been sensitivity explosive". Proceedings of the

achieved by processing B3017 which is a 1st International Symposium on Pyro-

mixture of NTO and an energetic binder. It technics and Explosives, BEIJING

can be seen in the reported results than the (China) - 12-15 October, 1987

shock sensitivity is equivalent to B2214 while
the performance in terms of detonation [3] A. BECUWE, A. DELCLOS
pressure is increased by 17%.

"Use of oxynitrotriazole to prepare an
insensitive high explosive". Proceedings

The comparison with a classical PBX of the 9th International Symposium on
such as ORA86 (86 % HMX - 14 % Detonation, Portland (USA) - 28 August
polyurethane binder) is the following : shock - 1st September, 1989
sensitivity is divided by three while the
decrease of performances (as detonation
pressure) is only 12 %. [4] A. BECUWE, A. DELCLOS, J. ISLER

"E.IDS. High explosives for 1.6.
munitions". ADPA Meeting, Phoenix,

The behaviour of such a PBX versus September 1995.other stimuli (FCO, SCO, bullet impact) is stillSetm r195
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EXTRUSION TRIALS WITH A TSK045 TWIN SCREW EXTRUDER

Sabel, H.W.R. and Schonewille, E.

TNO Prins Maurits Laboratory, Pyrotechnics and Energetic Materials, P.O.Box 45, 2280AA Rijswijk,
The Netherlands

ABSTRACT

In 1994 a 45mm twin screw extruder was introduced at the Prins Maurits Laboratory of TNO for the

processing of energetic materials. Initial safety experiments were carried out by using inert

compositions with small amounts of different energetic components and micro encapsulated chemical

sensors to simulate solventless extrusion processing.

By this approach the internal shear forces and the thermal behavior during such type of extrusion

processing could be assessed. As a consequence, some limiting and verifiable processing parameters

as product temperature, product pressure, drive torque were found and used to avoid hazardous

situations when processing energetic materials at similar conditions. The range of encountered shear

stresses within the product during processing could be measured with CAMES'-particles and these

too could be related to possible hazardous conditions.

Initial processing of some PBX compositions, which cannot be processed by existing casting

techniques, based on monomodal RDX and a solid loading upto 86-87 w% showed promising results.

To process the same type of compositions by casting the solids level has to be reduced to the range of

70-78 wt% depending on the crystal sizes and tapdensity.
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1. INTRODUCTION

At the Prins Maurits Laboratory (PML/TNO) a project was started to investigate the process

behavior during solventless extrusion processing of various composite materials. The main

objectives were to determine which type of explosive substances can be safely used in the extruder

by measuring the forces and by assessing the thermal behavior during the extrusion process. This is

performed by testing different types of liquid prepolymer binders with small amounts of some high

explosives and an inert filler. Furthermore, microencapsulated chemical sensors were used to

indicate the range of shear stresses during the high-shear mixing and extrusion cycles of the same

type of compositions.

2. TECHNICAL DETAILS OF EXTRUDER

The technical data of the Theysohn Maschinenbau GmbH (BRD) TSK045 extruder used during the

experiments are as follows:

"* Type: co-rotating self-wiping twin screw extruder (SWE)

"* Capacity: 2 - 45 kg/hr

"* Number of screws: 2

"* Screw diameter: 45 mm (D)

"* Screw length: 1305 mm (29 L/D)

"* Processing unit length: 1260 mm (28 L/D)

"* Number of barrel sections: 7 (each 4 L/D)

"* Screw shaft rotational speed: 0 - 150 rpm

"* Drive: frequency controlled flange motor,

max.capacity =7.5kW (50Hz/1500rpm)

This extruder is feeded by:

"* Two gravimetric feeding units for solid ingredients (Brabender, 0-2 and 1-15kg/hr)

"* One volumetric feeding unit for solid ingredients (Ktron, 0-261trihr)

"* Four volumetric feeding units for liquid ingredients (2 LDT single-piston dosing pumps, 0-2 ltr/hr

and 2 Verderflex displacement pumps 2010, 4-100 ltr/hr)
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The screw elements are interchangeable, with dispersive mixing elements (complete destruction of

agglomerates) and distributive mixing cog-wheel elements (mechanical turbulence and re-

orientation for good thermal homogenisation).

3. SAFETY MEASURES

IN HARDWARE:

* safety clutch on drive, with a set shifting torque of 480 Nm

* burst disc in last part of processing unit, which tears at pressures > 300 bar

* breaking bolts mounted in extrusion head construction, which tear at pressures > 250 bar

IN SOFTWARE:

* Continuously monitoring of product temperature and product pressure in process unit and in head

construction, which are compared to the specified set points.

4. DETERMINATION OF SAFETY LIMITS

The safety limits were measured by extrusion trials during a process flow of 2-3 kg/hr, different

rotational speeds (70-150 rpm) and a continuous temperature of 60'C in the process unit and head

construction based on:

* [K2SO 4 / HTPB + plasticizer]

or:

* [K2S0 4 / PPG + plasticizer]

with:

* Solid Load: 83 - 92 %

and:

* 2-3% High Explosive additive as thermochemical sensor, with different friction sensitivities

and thermal behaviour (TNT, RDX, HMX, and PETN)
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or:

* 0.2% 'microspheres' CAMESTM as coloring sensor (Mach I Inc), of which the %-fracture is

a function of wall thickness and shear stress

Since it was assumed that an accidental ignition of an energetic material during extrusion processing

can be related to its thermal behaviour and friction sensitivity, it was decided to use in the

experimental compositions some high explosives with remarkable differences in these two

characteristics as shown in the following table:

High Explosive additive Thermal characteristics BAM-friction 50%-value

TNT melting at 80°C, > 360 Nm
TG onset at 190'C
-AH- = 14980 kJ/kg

RDX melting/exothermic reaction 250 Nm
at 2000C
TG onset at 200'C
-AII = 9450 kJ/kg

HMX exothermic reaction at 250'C 100 Nm
TG onset at 240'C
-AHI = 9330 kJ/kg

PETN melting at 140 0C 70 Nm
exothermic reaction at 170'C
TG onset at 1 00°C
-H, = 8140 kJ/kg

These high explosives were used as thermo-chemical reactive sensors in an inert medium with as close

as possible comparable flow behavior during extrusion as is the case with high energetic compositions.

As a start some prepolymer binder/inert filler 15/85 blends were prepared and mixed with 2.0 wt-% of

these energetic components, whereafter the final compositions were tested by TG/DTA/DSC. As a

selection criterion for these trials it was required that the compositions should only react to a degree

comparable to the concentration of the HE ingredients included. A more violent reaction, in terms of a

higher reaction enthalpy and/or a higher weight loss then should be expected based on the amount of

HE, was not acceptable.
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From these TG/DTA/DSC tests it was decided to perform all extrusion trials with the inert filler

Potassium Sulfate. This filler was used earlier at the PML/TNO as an inert ingredient in energetic

formulations. The high crystal density of this filler compared to most types of HE's (2.66 and 1.6-1.9

g/cm3 respectively) is a disadvantage, because this results in a lower specific surface area and thus in

lower dynamic viscosities during the extrusion process. However, this material is less sensitive to

moisture and shows also less or no corrosive reactions to metallic surfaces.

Potassium Chloride is mentioned in literature as an inert ingredient to simulate high explosives (crystal

density of KCL 1.98 g/cm3). It is however sensitive to moisture, which results in agglomeration

(feeding problems) and corrosive reactions with metallic surfaces of the hardware. Powderous Sugar is

also mentioned in literature as an inert filler for preparation of "mimics". The main advantages are a

comparable crystal density as HE's (about 1.6 g/cm3) and a smaller particle size and distribution.

However, it is known that this ingredient could also act as an oxidizer, which may lead to a follow-on

reaction with the binder after a burning-type ignition has already started. Miller of ICT [6,7] used

Powderous Sugar as an inert to measure the relationship between shear stress and shear rate during an

extrusion process within a Continua twin-screw C-37E extruder to simulate the Gun Propellant XM-

39. From the TG/DTA/DSC-results it was found that all compositions based on Powderous Sugar and

HE-sensor showed much too high reaction enthalpies and weight losses as could be expected if the

inert filler was really inert.

The thermal differences between the KIS0 4- and KCl-compositions are however negligible, so it was

decided to start the extrusion trials with K2SO4 as an inert filler because of a better feeding capability

and negligible corrosive behaviour.

During the International Annual Conference of ICT (Karlsruhe BRD) in 1991 and in 1994 papers were

presented [1,2], in which the use of spheres of micro-encapsulated dyes during extrusion processes

was shown. These spheres rupture when a specified set of shear conditions is exceeded. The colour

resulting from the released dye can be monitored to indicate the value of the highest shear stress on the

extruded composition and/or alert for an impending critical situation.
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The supplier, Mach I Inc., was willing to deliver some samples of these microencapsulated chemical

sensors to the PML/TNO for testing purposes. Some characteristics of these sensors as presented by

the supplier are summarized in the next table:

CAMES sample particle wall thickness Shear stress Shear stress
diameter range at 10% rupture at 90% rupture

lot 19-67A 63-74[t 0.40±0.03gx - 110 kPa - 240 kPa

lot 25-11 < 44g 0.87±0.00g - 500 kPa - 2600 kPa

As a start CAMESTM Lot 19-67A was used by setting up a calibration curve. This was done by

accurately preparing samples of inert filler and prepolymer binder with well-known fractions of

ruptured and unruptured CAMES-particles. These samples were extracted and tested with a

Spectrophotometric analysis technique (extraction liquid: xylene; extinction peak at 525 nm; overall

concentration CAMES: 0.20%). The resulting calibration curve could be fitted with the exponential

equation:

E(525) 0.309 * e" 5 .* FRC) [1]

In which:

E(525) = Photospectrometric extinction at 525nm

FRC = fraction ruptured CAMES-particles

Based on earlier presented data of the supplier, it was assumed that an almost linear relationship exists

for the tested lot 19-67A with a maximum shear stress at 100% rupture of about 260 kPa. Based on

this assumption the following equation approximates the relationship between shear stress and fraction

of ruptured CAMESTM-particles lot 19-67A:

Shear stress z 163 * FRC + 94 [kPa] [2]

And, by combining these two equations, the following relationship between the shear stress and the

extinction at 525nm can be derived:

Shear stress z 88 * ln E(525) + 197 [kPa] [3]
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This lot CAMESTM was tested in similar extrusion trials as was performed with the HE-sensor

additives. By this method the shear stresses at which reaction occured in the HE-sensor compositions

can be determined quite accurately.

The following data were monitored continuously during these trials:

"* absorbed power on the drive in kW

"* drive torque

"* pressure of product in process unit and head construction

"* temperature of product in process unit and head construction

"* feeding rates of components

5. RESULTS

Of all compositions with the prepolymer HTPB only those with PETN as HE-thermochemical sensor

showed a heat-generating reaction. In comparison to the other HE-sensor compositions (RDX, TNT

and HMX) with comparable SL-ratios', these results points of an effect only caused by the higher

sensitivity to friction of PETN, because the TG/DTA/DSC-onset temperature of this type of PETN-

composition is almost the same as for the TNT-composition.

The same behavior could also be extracted from the results with the PPG-prepolymer. In comparison

with the RDX- and HMX-sensor compositions the PETN-compositions showed a remarkable heat

generating effect and change of colour of the product. As with the HTPB-compositions, this could

only be suppressed by increasing the liquid binder content.

However, another transition could be recognized, in which the RDX-sensor based compositions

showed a remarkable temperature increase and change of colour of a part of the product at the lowest

binder concentrations (about 10.5 wt%, SL-ratio 3.3). Such a reaction did not occur with the HMX-

sensor compositions with comparable SL-ratios. This heat generating effect cannot be related to the

friction sensitivity, because HMX shows the highest sensitivity between these two HE-components.

SL-ratio: Solid/Liquid volume ratio, these values can be used for comparison purposes between different
combinations of fillers and liquids
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Some other remarkable reactions were observed during the trials with the TNT/PPG-compositions. In

one test (8.5 wt% binder, SL-ratio 4.1) a moderate burning reaction occurred, while a second test with

a higher liquid content (11 wt% binder, SL-ratio 3.1) was prematurely interrupted to avoid another

hazardous reaction. Also, by comparison of the different trials, this heat generating effect cannot be

related to the friction sensitivity of the specific HE-sensor. Besides, it can be assumed that the TNT-

crystals are melted during the highest value of shear flow in the head construction since the recorded

product temperatures exceeded this phase transition temperature.

The most likely explanation for these phenomenona is the thermal behavior of the extruded product,

due to the heat-up of the material above the onset temperature of the composition. This heat-up is

mainly caused by the rotational friction of both screw-tips with the pressurized product within the head

construction.

The maximum peak-pressures during these trials ranged from 10 upto 60 bars. These values are lower

than the pressures which are needed by statically pressing HTPB-based Gun Propellant strands (60-90

bar). In related literature comparable extrusion process pressures are summarized from 40 upto 90 bar

(solvent extrusion processing of 7- and 19-holes Double Base, CAB/RDX-based, triple-based M30

and Kraton modified-M30 GP-strands in twin-screw extruders) [3,4,6]. The maximum product

temperatures during the trials with no reactions at all (65-690C) are comparable to literature data as

well [6].

During the extrusion trials with the CAMESTM sensor (lot 19-67A) samples of the product were taken

after running at an adjusted rotational speed of the screws for about 20 minutes, after which the

samples were analysed with an extraction/spectrophotometric technique. These analysis results were

incorporated in equation [3] to calculate the value of the shear stresses. From these measurements,

values were found in between 80 and 190 kPa for SL-ratios from 3.5 to 4.3 and rotational speeds of 70

to 150 rpm.
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From these experimental trials the following provisional safety limit values for solventless extrusion

processing of RDX- and HMX-based energetic compositions were extracted:

"* temperature rise product above last barrel temperature < 100C

"* peak pressure of product in barrel < 70 bar

"• torsion main drive < 25 Nm

"• shear stress < 150 kPa

"* SL-ratio < 3.3

7. PROCESSED ENERGETIC COMPOSITIONS

Besides process parameters, also the accuracy of the feeding process is very critical in respect to

safety. Due to the periodical fluctuations of the solid and liquid feeding units an unsafe condition

could arise recurrently, by exceeding the required SL-ratio upto or crossing the limit value. Most

such irregularities from the feeding units are dimmed in this TSK045-extruder, since the periodical

fluctuations of the gravimetric units are lower as about 20% of the mean residential time in the

processing unit.

Based on the provisional safety limits the following first PBX-batches were processed safely on the

TSK045-extruder:

CODE RDX-wt% TYPE RDX

ECX1001/1 79.9 ± 1.2 20g

ECX1001/2 82.8 ± 1.0 20gt

ECX1001/3 84.0 ± 1.0 2011

ECX1003 84.0 ± 1.2 20gt

ECX1004/1 86.2 ± 1.4 1811

ECX1004/2 86.5 + 0.7 18gt

ECX1005 86.7 ± 0.5 18011

Binder/Curing Agent: HTPB/IPDI

Plasticizers: DOA, IDP

Additive: Dantocol DHE
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The distribution values of the RDX-concentration are based on the periodical fluctuations of the

feeding units and thus are only representative for the initial composition which enters the processing

unit or in the case the extruder is considered as a tube reactor with no backmixing effects at all. In fact,

due to backflow at some of the mixing elements and in front of the head construction most of these

fluctuations are dimmed to a much lower value for the finally processed compositions.

6. MAIN CONCLUSION

Provisional safety limit values for extrusion processing of composite materials could be extracted by

using "mimics" with small amounts of energetic ingredients and/or microencapsulated chemical

sensors (CamesTM).

By using these safety limits PBX-compositions based on unimodal RDX could be processed

solventless on the TSK045-extruder with a solid loading upto 87wt% (SL-ratio t 3.1).
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SUMMARY

The poster describes the design of a small scale laboratory twin screw extrusion compounding

facility based upon a 24mm twin screw extruder now installed at DERA Fort Halstead. The

design methodology of the extruder, and ancillary equipment such as loss in weight feeders,

to ensure safety for energetics materials processing is discussed. The role of computer based

process control systems is described together with an assessment of the safety of the total

process.

INTRODUCTION

The development of new energetic materials formulations for gun and rocket propellants and

high explosives which meet the various criteria of higher performance but with reduced

vulnerability will need to make use of the new energetic binders and energetic solids now

being researched and developed in the laboratory. Exploitation of new materials will require

evidence of their usability in compositions and will therefore require appropriate formulation

technology. Some materials, such as energetic TPEs, may not be readily processable using
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conventional batch mixing techniques, whilst other materials may only be available in small

laboratory scale quantities at high cost. The DERA therefore required to develop a process

which was configurable for a wide range of materials and which could be used, both for

initial processing studies with new ingredients and the small scale processing of formulations

for early trials purposes.

A review of techniques used for processing conventional polymers indicated twin screw

extrusion compounding to be a versatile technique which was also finding application in the

explosives field. An analysis by the Thiokol Corporation at their Longhorn Division (' has

demonstrated that the use of a remotely controlled compounding extruder for the manufacture

of flare compositions greatly reduces the risk to personnel when compared to more

conventional batch processing techniques. The more intensive mixing regime generated in

twin screw extruders also offered the potential of improved mixing and performance of

formulations compared to those manufactured by conventional batch processes.

There are a number of designs of twin screw extruder based on the direction of rotation of the

shafts, the degree of intermeshing between the screws and the screw profiles. After carefuil

consideration of all aspects of design, and the implications on both safety and processing

capabilities, a laboratory scale 24mm co-rotating machine with fully intermeshing self wiping

screws was selected.

DESCRIPTION OF PLANT

The plant comprises four basic units

* extruder

* feeders

* control system

* post die operations

Extruder : One major design consideration was whether to select a segmented barrel or clam

shell design. If it was necessary to rapidly vent the barrel the clam shell design offers
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significant advantages. Firstly the complete length of the screw is exposed rapidly whereas

w ith a segmented design there is a considerable time delay before the screw tips are exposed.

Secondly the very act of withdrawing the barrel segments over the screws may in itself

constitute a frictional hazard and cause an ignition. A clam shell design of barrel, with an l/d

of 20/1, was finally selected.

To allow the greatest versatility in configuration for processing the screws are segmented.

However for large scale manufacture monolithic screws would be chosen to minimise the risk

of material becoming trapped between the segments and the shafts.

Feeders :The choice of feeders was based upon the presumption that a likely composition,

similar to a PBX would be based on a liquid binder, a plasticiser with curative, and a bimodal

filler. For accuracy two liquid and two powder loss in weight feeders were selected from

Brabender. The standard design of the powder feeders is also being changed to incorporate

low pressure blow out discs at the base of the hoppers to prevent any build up of pressure.

Control system :Control of the system is via a Supervisory Control And Data Aquisition

(SCADA) software package (ex Eurotherm) loaded onto client and server PCs. All process

parameters are controlled via the two computers, and in the event of one failing the other is

capable of running the system. Set point values for all process parameters are input together

with hi, hi-hi, lo and lo-b alarms and actual values are data logged as the machine is running

providing a history of the process. Once correct parameters are achieved and the process is

running satisfactorily the recipe values may be saved to disc for future use. This aspect is

particularly useful where repeat trials are required, or in a manufacturing environment where

different formulations are processed.

If any parameter goes out of limit a warning is given automatically. Should the alarm not be

corrected, or the hi-hi or bo-b value be reached the complete process undergoes an automatic

shut down procedure which results in all feeders stopped, the main drive stopped and the

barrel open. If the process goes out of control very rapidly, then hard wire alarms on torque,

pressure and temperature cause an immediate and automatic safe shut down. The barrel is
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positively clamped under hydraulic pressure and safe shut down initiates dumping of the

hydraulic oil, releasing the barrel.

The control hierarchy is depicted in Figure 1.

Post die operations :The extrudate is removed by the use of a pneumatically controlled

haul-off system comprising a number of belts, onto which lengths up to 2m can be extruded

and left to cure. The system is ideally suited to the production of high performance LOVA

gun propellant cord.

SAFETY

Safety in operation is of course of prime importance. The fact that the plant is operated

remotely significantly reduces the risk to operators but the risk to the plant is high. To

minimise this risk the design philosophy has been to reduce the risk of an ignition occurring

and if it does then to encourage rapid release of any pressure rise and to reduce containment

thereby minimising the risk of an ignition running to detonation. It is to be hoped therefore

that any event would be limited to a bum. If any heat source is detected by UV detectors then

high pressure water drenchers are automatically activated.

In designing the equipment a number of areas were identified which represented a high risk of

an ignition or event, in particular the inter-action between the screws/barrel and explosive in

both the powder feeders and the extruder and the design of the extrusion die. Should such an

event occur then it is hoped that the design of the control system and the safe shut down

sequences would minimise any possible damage to the plant by limiting the event to, at worst,

a fire.

Hazard data (F of I & F of F) :The inter-action between the screws of both the powder

feeders and the extruder constitute an effect similar to a combined impact and rotary friction

test due to rotational and possible sideways motions of the screws. Possible solutions rely on

desensitisation of the nitramine filler and the use of materials of construction which reduce

any hazard.
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For reasons of safety it is not possible to process dry nitramines and for processing a

desensitising agent is required. However for the feeders to accurately dispense the powder

the addition of a liquid, such as binder or plasticiser, must not adversely affect the flow

properties of the powder. A series of formulations, using RDX Grade 1 Fine with a specific

surface of 5000 to 7000cm 2 /cm 3 , were prepared with per cent increments of dioctyl sebacate

(DOS), and subjected to rotary friction, impact and electric spark hazard tests. Results, Table

1, indicated that whilst the DOS did not have an appreciable affect on the Figure of Friction a

significant reduction in impact hazard was achieved at DOS additions >3%. Moreover at this

level of addition the flow behaviour of the powder was not adversely affected. Therefore to

desensitise the nitramine against an impact stimulus 3% DOS would be sufficient to

significantly reduce the risk of ignition but other considerations would have to be applied to

reduce the risk due to friction.

Work some years previously by Cooke (2) and reproduced in Table 2 indicated that the

hardness of the anvils in a rotary friction test had a significant effect on the outcome of the

test and the use of anvils with lower hardness than steel could significantly reduce the

potential risk of ignition when a friction stimulus was applied. However the use of

conventional engineering polymers with poor electrical conductivity properties could

introduce a further hazard associated with electrostatic charging. An extensive survey of

available materials resulted in a highly modified grade of polyetheretherketone (PEEK) being

selected for the manufacture of both extruder screw elements and the feeder screws. This had

good thermal, mechanical (including wear) and electrical conductivity characteristics. In a

rotary friction test, with a conventional rotating steel wheel with modified PEEK anvils, a

Figure of Friction >6 was obtained with RDX, a result which is in accordance with previous

data. At present only limited trials have been conducted to ascertain the actual wear

characteristics of the material, but early indications are encouraging.

Though the reported wear characteristics of PEEK are extremely good it must be remembered

that further hazards may be produced by possible embedding of particulate fillers in the screw

leading to wear and other chemical instabilities. Also particles produced by wear of the

polymer may also introduce a stability problem with some energetic compositions.
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Critical height : In operation the largest concentration of explosive materials, and therefore

potentially the area of greatest risk, will be in the hoppers of the two powder feeders. A

sample of RDX Grade I Fine with a specific surface of 5000 to 7000cm 2/cm 3 was prepared

with 3% addition of DOS as shown in other trials to offer the optimum desensitisation. Initial

trials used a 95mm internal diameter tube filled to a maximum height of 18.5 ems which

equated to 1 Kg of RDX/DOS. Using an E Type fuze head with either CK2 or SR886F as an

ignition system both dry RDX and RDX/DOS 97/3 burnt gently with no damage to the tube.

A second series of tests was performed using a 50mm diameter tube which allowed a

maximum height of 75cms with 1Kg of RDX, representing a severe 50% overtest compared

to the maximum height in the feeder hopper of 50cms. In this series a cardboard disc was

taped across the top and base of the tube to minimise ejection of unbumt material and the

contents were firmly tamped down. At heights up to 75cms the explosive burnt vigorously.

Only in the case of the dry RDX at maximum height (75cms) was there any event other than

burning but this was of low order and not a detonation.

FUTURE PROGRAMME

Much of the immediate programme is concerned with characterising the process envelope of

the various items of equipment and in particular the limits for safe processing with

explosives. In particular :-

"* Performance characteristics of the loss in weight feeders, e.g. the variation of feed

rate with time

"* Improvements in die design to minimise shear heating

"* Wear characteristics of the polymer screw elements

"* Extruder process parameters (including maximum throughput, particle

comminution, safe operating envelope for explosive ingredients).
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%RDX 99 98 97 96 95 94
%DOS 1 2 3 4 5 6

Fofi 95 100 108 111 114 121
F of F 2.7 3.7 3.8 3.2 3.5 3.2

Electric spark test (J)
Ignition at 4.5J yes yes yes n/a n/a n/a

Ignition at 0.45 J no no no yes yes yes

Ignition at 0.045J n/a n/a n/a no no no

Table 1 Effect of DOS as a Desensitiser of RDX Grade 1 Fine

Explosive Materials tested under 70kg load Velocity of wheel for a 50%

explosion point (mis)

Wheel Anvil

Material Hardness Material Hardness

RDX s/s 500 mild steel 200 2.5 0.1

RD2423 s/s 500 mild steel 200 2.5 0.2

RD2423 s/s 300-330 mild steel 200 2.7 0.1

RD2423 s/s 500 grp 50 4.7 0.2

(across ends)

RD2423 s/s 500 grp (aligned) 50 4.5 0.2

RD2423 s/s 500 Japanese oak n/a no ignition at 7

RD2423 s/s 500 Cablec 874 n/a no ignition at 7

RD2423 s/s 500 Tufnol n/a no ignition at 7

RD2423 s/s 500 nylon 66 30 no ignition at 7

RD2423 s/s 450 . s/s 450 1.41 0.06

RD2423 s/s 500 tool steel 675-695 1.23 0.12

RD2423 s/s 450 mild steel 293-296 2.75 0.1

[Diamond hardness measured using Cabul penetrascope]

Table 2 : Variation of rotary friction with substrate hardness
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Abstract

In recent years near infrared (NIR) spectroscopy developed to a frequently used tool for

analysis of chemical manufacturing processes, especially for determination of compositi-

ons or concentrations. These informations are of high interest for many processes in the

chemical industry. A concrete example is polymer extrusion, where the extrusion of pro-

pellants and explosives, which themselves are highly filled polymers, play an important

role. In this case the mentioned parameters decide on the quality of the final products

(e.g. propellants) and therefore on the reliability of corresponding weapon systems.

Hence a continuous quality control of the extrusion process by NIR spectroscopy will be

a contribution to improved manufacturing processes.

In this paper the development of a suitable measurement technology for controlling

extrusion processes is reported. The system itself is a transmission measuring system

consisting of fiber optic probes and a flow cell, which can be adapted to different ex-

truders for in-line measurements. First measurements at pure polymer extrusion

processes demonstrate the applicability of the system. Use of multivariate data analysis

allowed a first estimate On the accuracy of the developed method. Deviation between'

predicted and measured polymer composition of a PE/PP blend was below 2 %. An in-

crease of the accuracy can be expected due to improved modelling.

1 Einfiuhrung

Moderne Treib- und Explosivstoffe sind zumeist kunststoffgebundene Explosivstoffe

(plastic bonded explosives, PBX) [1]. Hierbei bildet ein Polymer, das sich bei der chemi-

schen Reaktion zweier Komponenten bildet und als Brennstoff und Bindemittel dient,
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dlas Matrixmaterial. In diese Matrix bettet man vor demn Aush~rten kristalline Explosiv-

stoffe, wie z.B. Hexogen oder Octogen, emn. Der Polymeranteil (10 bis 20 %) verleiht der

fertigen Masse eine kautschukartige Elastizit~t, wodurch diese Massen z.T. auch extru-

dierbar sind. Bel der Herstellung und Verarbeitung dieser Stoffe ist besonderer Wert auf

eine gleichbleibendle Qualit~t zu legen, da diese die Eigenschaften des Endproduktes

wesentlich beeinflul~t. Urn dlas sicherstellen zu k~nnen, bedlarf es dlaher zus~itzlicher

Kontrollen im HerstellungsprozeB, die in- bzw. on-line (d.h. in bzw. an der Fertigungsli-

nie) erfolgen mOssen. Denn nur so k~5nnen Stoffe minderer oder gar unzureichender

Qualit~t noch var der Weiterverarbeitung zumn Produkt erkannt und verworfen werden.

Soich eine Qualit~tskontrolle kann mit Hilfe der Nahinfrarot (INIR)-Spektroskopie vorge-

nommen werden.

In den letzten Jahrzehnten ist die Nahinfrarot (NIR)-Spektroskopie zu einem intensiv ge-

nutzten analytischen Werkzeug in vielen verschiedenen Anwendungsfeldlern geworden

[2], u.a. auch bei Treib- und Explosivstoffen [3,4]. Die ProzeBanalyse und -Oberwachung

mit NIR-Spektroskopie er6ffnet dabei neue M~glichkeiten f~ir verbesserte Prozesse, ins-

besondere bei der Polymerverarbeitung [5]. Diese neuen Kontrollkonzepte kbnnen zumn

Beispiel im Extrusionsprozel3 genutzt werden, urn dlas Wissen Ober das verarbeitete Ma-

terial zu vergr6Bern. Derzeit werdlen hauptskchlich stichprobenartige off-line Messungen

angewandt, urn z.B. Zusamrnensetzung, rnechanische Eigenschaften, Feuchte, etc. zu

bestimmen. Dieses geringe Informationsniveau Ober dlas gerade verarbeitete Produkt

kann zu groBen Verlusten f0hren, was auf den Zeitverzug zwischen der Detektion unzu-

reichender Prodluktqualit~t im Labor und der Reaktion im Prozef3 selbst zurockzufohren

ist. Dieser Zeitverzug kann bis zu einigen Stunden betragen und verursacht u.U. groBe

Abfallmengen, da Produkte, die den vorgegebenen Qualit~tsanfordlerungen nicht ent-

sprechen, in vielen Falen nur noch entsorgt werden k~nnen. Die NIR-Spektroskopie

kann hier zusMtziche Informationen wie z.B. Feuchte oder Zusammensetzung in-situ

liefern.

Die MV1glichkeiten der in-line NIR-Spektroskopie zur Restimmung von Extrudlatzusam-

mensetzungen werdlen im folgendlen am Beispiel von Polymerschmelzen aufgezeigt.

Hierbei stellt die Polymerschmelze lediglich emn Dummy-Material dar, an dem die An-

wendbarkeit der Mel~methode als solche untersucht werden sollte. In einem sp~teren

Schritt soil dlann die MeBtechnik soweit weiterentwickelt werden, daB sie die Untersu-

chung von Ireib- und Explosivstoffen im Vera rbeitu ngsp rozeB zul~Bt.
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Die Probleme bei der Realisierung der oben angefohrten MeBtechnologie sind vielseitig:

"* die Sensoren sind heiBer und unter Druck stehender Polymerschmelze ausge-

setzt, die auch korrosiv sein kann;

"* das angewandlte Spektrometer muB den rauhen Umgebungsbedingungen wi-

derstehen;

"* die Datenverarbeitung muB schnell und zuverl6ssig sein;

"* das komplette System muB 6konomisch und sehr robust sein.

in dem vorliegendlen Beitrag wird emn MeBsystem for in-line Transmissions-NIR-

Spektroskopie bei Polymerextrusionsprozessen vorgesteilt, dlas diesen Randbedingungen

geniigt. Die Anwendlung zur Bestimmung der Extrudlatzusammensetzung wird anhand

eines PE/PP-Blends dlemonstriert. Die Ergebnisse werdlen besonders in Bezug auf die

Anwendlung bei der Extrusion von Treib- und Explosivstoffen bewertet und diskutiert.

2 Methode und Materialien

2.1 AusrUstung

For die Aufschmelzung von festem Kunststoffgranulat wird emn 20 mm Einschneckenex-

truder (Haake Rheomex 252) mit einem Lange/Durchmesser-Verhaltnis von 25 benutzt.

Das maximale Drehmoment betr~igt 100 Nm, der maximale Schmelzedruck liegt bei 7

GPa. Das Temperaturprofil kann Ober vier unabh~ngige Heizzonen (inclusive Dose) emn-

gesteilt werden. Die maximale Wandltemperatur am Zylinder betr~gt 400 'C. Eine Kon-

trolleinheit reguliert die Extrusionsbedingungen und registriert automnatisch Drehmo-

ment und Schneckendrehzahl.

Zwvischen dem Endle der Schnecke und der Dose befindlet sich emn Adapter, der zu einer

DurchfluBzelle umfunktioniert wurdle, die ihrerseits Adapter und Sensoraufnahme in

einem Bauteil vereinigt. In der DurchfluBzelle sind zwei faseroptische Sensoren derart

installiert, daB sie sich gegenOberliegen um Lichtstrahlung dlurch die Schmelze leiten zu

k~5nnen (Abb. 1). Daher passiert die Polymerschmelze die MeBzone noch im Extruder

und wird somit einer echten in-line Messung unterzogen. Der Abstand zwischen den

Sensoren kann durch dlas EinfOhren von Abstandshaltern variiert werden, woraus sich

Wegl~gen zwischen 0 und 10 mm ergeben. Die Sensoren sind mittels Lichtwellenleiter

mit einer Lichtqluelle bzw. einem AOTF-N IR-Sp ektro meter (siehe Kap. 2.3) verbunden.
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Extruderende Matf

Abbildung 1: Schema des Mef~kopfes mit integrierten faseroptischen Sensoren.

2.2 Sensoren

Faseroptische Sensoren for in-line Beobachtung Von Polymerextrusionsprozessen mussen

verschiedene Anforderungen erfOllen. Hierbel sind zunkchst die normalen Extrusionsbe-

dingungen wie hohe Temperatur, hoher Druck, hohe Viskosit~t und Korrosivit~t der Pa-

lymerschmelze zu nennen. Thermische Wechselbeanspruchung aufgrund von ProzeBan-

und abfahrvorg~ngen steilt eine weitere Schwierigkeit bei der Entwicklung dar. For die

Messung mOssen die Sensoren Strahiung effektiv transportieren, so daB die D~impfung

dlurch die optischen Komponenten gering ist. Chemische Anforderungen beziehen sich

auf den Einfluf3 der Sensoren auf dlas Extrudlat: es muB sichergesteilt sein, daB die Sen-

soren die Extrudlateigenschaften nicht beeinflussen. Auf der anderen Seite mossen die

Sensoren robust und preisgOnstig sein, um eine breite Akzeptanz in der indlustriellen

Anwendlung zu finden.

Das Konzept der Sensoren kann in zwei Teile unterteilt werden. Der erste Teil besteht

aus einer Kugellinse, die auf einen Lichtwellenleiter aufgeschweil~t ist. Beide Komponen-

ten sind aus Quarz. Diese zentrale Optik ist in eine H~jlse aus Edeistahi eingebettet. Der

Raum zwischen HOlse und Optik ist mit einem Kieber ausgefolit, der gegenober hohen

Temperaturen resistent ist. Fin sch~tzendes Geh~use in Form einer weiteren Holse ist

der zweite Teil des Sensors. Dieses Geh~use beinhaltet den ersten Tei und hat eine Off-
nung for die Kugellinse, so daB nur emn Tei der Linse in Kontakt mit der Polymerschmel-
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ze steht. Auf der anderen Seite des Geh~iuses ist elne Standlard-SMA-Kupplung for elnen

Lichtwellenleiter angebracht. Die Verbindlung zwischen den beiden Sensorteilen ist wie-

derum mit einemn Kieber hergesteilt warden. Die fertigen Sensoren sind in Abbildung 2

zu sehen.

Abbildung 2: Faseroptische Sensoren. AnschluBseite mit SMA-Stecker (linker Sensor)

und zur Polymerschmelze gerichtete Seite (rechter Sensor).

Die Auswahl dieser Anordlnung hat mehrere Griinde. Der Gebrauch von Kugellinsen

redluziert die lntensit~tsverluste im Vergleich zur einfachen Gegenoiberstellung von zwei

Lichtwellenleitern. Dies resultiert in einer Gesamttransmission von 12 %. Durch die Wahl

von Quarz als Linsenmaterial gibt es keine Probleme mit hohen Temperaturen, da Quarz

bis zu 800 'C als optisches Material einsetzbar ist. Der Unterschied zwischen den ther-

mischen Ausdlehnungskoeffizienten von Quarz und Geh~usemnateriaI wird durch den

eingesetzten Kieber aufgefangen, so daB es keine internen Spannungen gibt. Auf der

anderen Seite sind die Ausdlehnungskoeffizienten des Geh~iuses und der DurchfluBzelle

gleich, so daB eine Spielpassung zwischen diesen beiden Teilen ausreicht.

Die N~tzlichkeit dieses Sensor-Designs ist offensichtlich. Es wird kein By-pass benutzt, so

daB kein Ausschul3 produziert wird, und dlas verarbeitete Material selbst untersucht

wird. Die Kosten for einen Sensor sind gering, well keine teuren Materialien (wie z.B.

Diamant- oder Saphir-Fenster) verwendlet werden. Die Handhabung dieser Sensoren ist

einfach, da sie nur in die DurchfluBzelle eingeschraubt werdlen brauchen. Die Adlaption

an andere Extruder ist ebenfalls unproblematisch, weil die Sensoren nur wenig Platz be-

n~tigen (leidglich emn M10 Bohrloch). Alles in allem lassen diese Vorteile dieses Sensor-

Design gOnstig for den indlustriellen Einsatz erscheinen.
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2.3 AOTF-NIR Spektrameter

Das benutzte AOTF-NIR Spektrometer wurde ebenfalls am ICT entwickelt [6]. Es besteht

aus den Komponenten Halogen-Lichtquelle, Quarzfaseroptik, akustooptisch durch-

stimmbaren Filter (acousto-optic tunable filter, AOTF) aus Tellurdlioxid (TeO2), Germani-

um-Photodetektoren (1 .000 bis 1 .800 nm) und einer Kontroll- und Datenerfassungsein-

heit. Die Scan-Geschwindigkeit des Spektrometers betr~gt 1.000 nm/ms mit einem Zeit-

verzug von 10 l.s zwischen zwei Spaktralscans. Die Wellenl~genaufl~sung von 2 bis 3

nm kann fi` r geringere Scan-Geschwindigkeiten erreicht werden.

AOTF-NIR-Spektrometer haben alle notwendligen Eigenschaften, um in einer industriel-

len Umgebung eingesetzt zu werden:

"* Robustheit

"* akzeptable Kosten

"* hohe Scan-Geschwindigkeiten (bis zu 1.000 Spektren pro Sekundle)

"* Unempfindlichkeit gegenober Stbrungen dlurch Verwendlung von Faseroptiken

"* schnelle Datenerfassung und -verarbeitung mittels PC.

All diese Vorteile wurden bereits bei Kunststoffidentifikations-Prozessen in Recycling-

Anwendlungen gepr~ft [7]. Daher erscheint dlas entwickelte Spektrometer am besten for

den indlustriellen Einsatz auf dem Gebiet der Polymerverarbeitung geeignet zu sein.

2.4 Materialien

For die Untersuchungen wurden Kunststoffgranulate von Polyethylen (PE-LD) und Poly-

propylen (PP) eingesetzt (siehe nachstehendle Tabelle). Diese Materialien wurden als rei-

ne Substanzen und als Mischungen eingesetzt. Die Mischungen wurden durch abwie-

gen hergesteilt, wobei die Genauigkeit der Wiegung ± 0,01 g betrug. Daher sind alle

Mischungsverh~ltnisse in Gewichtsprozent angegeben.

Handeisname Hersteller MFI

Polyethylen ESCORENE EXXON MFl (190 'C; 2,16 kg): hoch viskos
(PE-ID) Chemical 0,3 g / 10 min

Polypropyllen Hostalen PP Hoechst AG MFl (230 *C / 2,16 kg): niedrig viskos
(PP) 47 g / 10 min
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2.5 Experimentelles

Der Extruder wird auf emn vordefiniertes Temperaturprofil aufgeheizt, entsprechend dem

zu verarbeitendlen Material. AnschlieBend wird er mit polymerem Material beschickt.

Nach der Verarbeitung im Schneckenbereich passiert die Schmelze die DurchfluBzelle,

wobei die Nahinfrarot-Spektren w~hrend dieses Vorganges aufgenommen werden. Die

registrierten Spektren werdlen abgespeichert und auf einem separaten PC ausgewertet.

Neben der spektroskopischen Messung werdlen zus~tzlich die Parameter Schmelzetem-

peratur, Schmelzedruck, Drehmoment der Schnecke und Spektrometereinstellung do-

kumentiert. Die Mel~zeit for emn Spektrum (wobei die Mittelung von 500 Einzelspektren

eingeschlossen i-st) betr~gt etwa 0,5 Sekunden.

3 Datenanalyse

Die aufgenommenen Spektren wurden mit dem Software-Paket The Unscrambler, der

Firma CAMO Inc. verarbeitet, ausgewertet und analysiert. Gebruchliche statistische

Analysen, wie z.B. Hauptkomponentenanalyse (principal component analysis, PCA),

Hauptkomponentenregression (principal component regression, PCR), Partial-Methode

der kleinsten Fehlerquadrate (partial least squares analysis, PLS), stehen innerhalb dieses

Programms zur VerfOgung. For die Untersuchungen an Polymerbiends wurde nur die

PLS-Analyse [8] benutzt, die hier nur grob skizziert werdlen soil.

Bei der PLS-Analyse wird emn Satz von Spektren unterschiedlicher Polymermischungen for

eine Art Lernprozedur verwendlet. Die Spektren werden in ihre Hauptkomponenten zer-

legt, d.h. die wesentlichen spektralen Informationen in Bezug auf die Zusammensetzung

des Polymerbiends werdlen herausgefiltert. Mit diesen Hauptkomponenten k~nnen nun

andere, unbekannte Spektren derart angefittet werden, daB sich dlaraus Ober emn Re-

gressionsverfahren die Zusammensetzung des untersuchten Gemisches vorhersagen

O~t. Diese Vorhersage wird mit einem zweiten Satz von Spektren Oberproft (validiert),

um die Zuverl~ssigkeit des PILS-Modells zu bestimmen. Auf diese Weise kann die Quali-

t~t des Modells bereits im Vorfeld ermittelt werden.

Die fOr die oben genannte Vorgehensweise verwendleten Spektren bzw. Datens~tze

wurden schnell hintereinander aufgenommen, so daB die Spektren die gleiche Mi-

schung repr~sentieren. For die Erstellung des PLS-Modlells wurden je 20 Spektren von 10
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Mischungen verwendlet, wohingegen for die Validlierung je 20 Spektren von 8 Mischun-

gen genutzt wurden.

4 Ergebnisse und Diskussion

4.1 Technische Ergebnisse bezuglich der entwickelten Sensoren

Die entwickelten Sensoren widerstehen den normalen Extrusionsbedingungen. Schmel-

zetemperaturen von 300 0C und Drucke von bis zu 35 MPa waren unproblematisch. Der

komplette Mel~kopf war abgedichtet, so daB keine Schmelze austreten konnte. Die An-

derung der Transmissionsstrecke zwischen den beiden Sensoren konnte problemlos

durch unterschiedliche Einschraubtiefe der Sensoren herbeigefohrt werdlen und beein-

fluBte dieses Ergebnisse nicht: der MeBkopf war miner noch dicht und die Sensoren

waren unbeschcdigt. Obwohl die Sensoren in den Schmelzekanal hineinragen, wird der

SchmelzefluB in Bezug auf Durchsatz und offensichtliche FlieBinhomogenit~ten nicht

gestb5rt.

Die optischen Eigenschaften der Sensoren sind for die hier beschriebene Anwendlung

volikommen ausreichend. Das Licht, dlas die Sensoren verIa'Bt, bildet einen Kegel mit

einem Fokuspunkt bei etwa 2,5 mm, ist also nicht parallel. Daher eignen sich diese Sen-

soren nicht for hochpr~zise spektroskopische Untersuchungen, die exakte Extinktions-

werte zumn Ziel haben. Jedloch sind sie absolut tauglich for spektroskopische Messungen,

die ledliglich eine relative Aussage Ober einen Prozel3 liefern sollen, z.B. ob emn ProzeB

gut oder schlecht abl~uft oder ob emn bestimmter Parameter aus dem zul~ssigen

Schwan kun gsbereich herausl~ut. For diese Art der Anwendlung ist die Gesamttransmis-

sion von 12 % wichtiger als eine hohe Spektrenqualit~t, da eine hohe Transmission I~n-

gere Absorptionswege zul~t, z.B. um zu hdheren Extruderdlurchmessern zu gehen oder

umn die Oberflkcheneffekte bei den Sensoren zu verringern.

4.2 PE/PP11-Blends

Als Untersuchungsobjekt wurde emn leicht zu verarbeitender Polymerblend

(Kunststoffgemisch) gew~ht, um die prinzipielle Bestimmung der Extrudlatzusammen-

setzung auszutesten. Dazu wurdlen verschiedene PE/PP-Blends hergestellt und vermes-

sen (s~o.), wobei der PE- (bzw. PP-) Gehalt Von 0 bis 100 % in unterschiedlichen prozen-

tualen Schritten variiert wurde. In Abbildung 3 sind exemplarisch die Spektren for 20 %
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Schritte dargestellt. Besonders auffillig sind der zweite Oberton der C-H-

Streckschwingung bei 1,2 jim und die Kombinationsbande bei 1,4 pm [9].

PE-PP-Mischungen - 240 *C - 50 U/min
85 Anzahl gemittelter Spektren: 500

80 Scanfrequenz: 100 Spektren / sec

75 Aufl6sung: 2 nm

vs.., ~

65 -

_o 60 Verhtnis PE PP
•_ -- 00: 0

55 ..... 80 : 20S....... 60 : 40

50 ....... 40: 60S........ 20 : 80
45 0 O:100

40 1 1 1 1
1,0 1,1 1,2 1,3 1,4 1,5 1,6

Wellenlnge [pm]

Abbildung 3: Spektren von PE/PP-Blends mit unterschiedlichen Mischungsverh~ltnissen,

die von reinem PE bis zu reinem PP in Schritten von 20 % variieren.

80

... ................................ ... .... •..2•.......:

70" -

... .. ....... . .

,6 60

""60. -, / Verhaltnis PE :PP

-100:0
---- 80:20

. .. .........6040
50 ' •..., ' ----- 40o: 60

50 ... ........... 20 : 80
. . .. ........ 0:100

40 I I , I I I
1,14 1,16 1,18 1,20 1,22 1,24 1,26 1,28 1,30

Wellenlange [pm]

Abbildung 4: Spektren von PE/PP-Blends (Detail).
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Es ist offensichtl ich, daB die spektrale Hauptinformation in Bezug auf die Blend-

Zusammensetzung im zweiten Oberton der (C-H)-Streckungsbande urn 1,21 Pim Iiegt

(Abb. 4). Die Transmission fa~Ilt hier mit zunehmendem PE-Gehalt ab. Emn gegens~tzlicher

Effekt kann kann im im Bereich 1,19 pim beobachtet werden, wo sich mit zunehmen-

dem PP-Gehalt eine Bandenschulter zu einemn Nebenmaximumn entwickelt. Dieses Ne-

benmaximumn von PP kann dladurch erklrt werden, daB neben (C-H)-Schwingungen der

CH2-Gruppen auch Schwingungen von CH- und CH,-Gruppen auftreten, die im Ver-

gleich zu den CH,-Gruppenschwingungen leicht versetzt sind. Dies f~ihrt zu einer Ban-

denaufspaltung und einer Verschiebung der Bandenschwerpunkte.

Anhand dieser Spektren wird bereits deutlich, daB eine Bestimmung der unterschiedli-

chen Konzentrationen prinzipiell m6glich ist. Unklar ist dagegen, bis in weichen Bereich

man eine solche Unterscheidung vornehmen kann. Im Falle der 20 %-Mischungen kann

dies einfach durch Bildung eines linearen Regressionsmodells erfolgen. For geringere

Unterschiede in den Spektren ist diese einfache Analyse nicht mehr ausreichend und es

mul3 auf andere Verfahren ausgewichen werden muB.

Daher wurde for die Vorhersage der Polymermischung, d.h. des Verh~Itnisses von PE zu

PP, emn PLS-Modell angewandt. Die for dieses PLS-ModeII benutzten Mischungen variier-

ten zwischen 100 % PE und (90 % PE + 10 % PP) in Schritten von 1 % und wurden

ausgesucht um a) verschiedene Additivanteile in einer Polymermatrix und b) das blendlen

zweier verschiedener Polymere zu simulieren. Daher umfaBt das PLS-ModeII 11 verschie-

dene PE/PP-Blends, mit je 20 Spektren pro Mischung for die Kalibrierung und 20 Spek-

tren von 8 Mischungen for die Validlierung.

Die gemnittelten Spektren des Kalibriersatzes sind in Abbildung 5 dlargestellt. For eine

erste NWherung des MischungsverhMltnisses war es ausreichend, diese Rohspektren

(ohne jedle weitere Datenaufbereitung) und die limitierte Spektrenanzahl zu benutzen.

For dlas PLS-ModelI waren vier Hauptkomponenten ausreichend.
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PE/PP-Verh~Itnisse verglichen werden. Der quadratische mittlere Fehier der Vorhersage

(root mean square error of prediction, RMSEP) des PLS-Modells betr~gt 0,402, was emn

recht guter Wert for ein derart grobes Modell ist. Mit Ausnahme der Mischungen mit 1

% und 8 % PP liegen alle Vorhersagen nur leicht Ober den gemnessenen Werten. Dies

kann dlurch die grobe Datenbearbeitung erkIrt werden, die nicht darauf abzielte emn

pr~zises PLS-Modell zu generieren. Trotzdem variieren die Wolken der vorhergesagten

Verh~Itnisse for jedle Mischung nur innerhaib von 1 % und sind deutlich voneinander

getrennt. Eine Verbesserung der Bearbeitung der spektralen Dateri, die durch dieses

neue MeBsystem erhalten werden, und emn differenzierteres PLS-ModlelI kann die Auflb-

sung von Blendverh~iltnissen in der Zukunft stark erhbhen.

5 Zusammenfassung und Ausblick

Emn Mel~systemn for die in-line NIR Spektroskopie bei Extrusionsprozessen wurde am ICT

entwickelt. Es besteht aus einem MeBkopf, der an einen Einschneckenextruder adlaptiert

wurdle, mit integrierten faseroptischen Sensoren und einem AOTF-N IR-Spektro meter:

Transmissionsmessungen bei typischen Extrusionsbedingungen (Temperatur 300 'C,

Druck 35 MPa) lieferten gute Ergebnisse in Rezug auf mechanische und optische Eigen-

schaften der Sensoren. Das entwickelte System ist in der Lage verschiedene Extrudlatzu-

sammensetzungen zu vermessen, wie am Beispiel von PE/PP-Blends gezeigt wurde. In

diesemn Fall lag die Vorhersagem~glichkeit eines PLS-Modlells im Bereich von 1 bis 2 %

Es wurde gezeigt, daB sich die ln-Line-NIR-Spektroskopie sehr gut for die Beobachtung

von Extrusionsprozessen eignet, was auf die hohe MeBgeschwindigkeit und die Beroh-

rungslosigkeit der Messung zurOckgefohrt werdlen kann. Somit k~nnen Fehlfunktionen

innerhalb des Prozesses rechtzeitig dletektiert und schnell korrigiert werden. Dies fohrt

zu verbesserter Prodluktqualit~t und h~herer Prozel~effizienz.

In weiteren Untersuchungen sollen Materialien eingesetzt werden, die reale Treib- und

Explosivstoffe besser simulieren als reine Polymerblends, n,ýmlich gefollte Polymere.

Hierbei kommen vor allemn einfache Polymermatrices (z.B. Polyethylen oder thermoplasti-

sche Elastomere) und kristalline Follstoffe (z.B. Zucker) in Betracht. Auch hier soil geproft

werden, in wieweit sich die Extrudatzusammensetzung on-line bestimmen N~t. Erst da-

nach kann daran k~nnen reale extrudlierbare Treibstoffe untersucht werden.
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Summary

The submitted paper gives the results of experiments that help to clear up the process of

phlegmatization of powder grain for large calibre ammunition. This is a matter of method that

can be called ,internal phlegmatization". The experiments have been carried out with single

base powders. Distribution of various substances with phlegmatizing effect in powder grain

has been observed.

The manner is given here, how the concentration of individual phlegmatizing substances was

found in various depths of powder grain.

Determination of different phlegmatizers in individual layers of powder grain has been carried

out by means of gas and liquid chromatography.
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Introduction

Phlegmatization of the surface layer of powder grain is a wide spread method aimed at

modifying burning rate of powder grain. With classical method of phlegmatization, the

phlegmatizer is applied on the grain from external environment no matter if the process is

lead in dry or wet way. This method is called ,,external phlegmatization".

This work deals with finding out of phlegmatizer distribution in powder grain after

phlegmatization that can be called ,,internal phlegmatization". When carrying out this

phlegmatization, the phlegmatizer is introduced into powder mass in the kneader at mixing

and the phlegmatizing layer is formed during the next technological process of powder

production.

Theory

To carry out external phlegmatization in both wet and dry way requires expensive facilities

and in both cases it is necessary to perform very dangerous operations especially at the dry

way, which makes production of gun powder more expensive.

The aim of this work is to find distribution of phlegmatizing substances in powder grain

prepared in the way that can be called ,,internal phlegmatization". In this way of carrying out

phlegmatization, some very dangerous operations come off the technological process because

phlegmatizing substances are introduced into powder grain already during the basic

technological steps of production of single base powders. Accordingly to the course of these

steps, the kind and quantity of the used phlegmatizer, various concentration profiles arise

inside the grain.

Knowledge from the works observing movement of phlegmatizers in powder grain in

nitrocellulose environment in dependence on length of hydrogen bond in the observed

compounds [1] or on length of the bond between carbonyl group of the described compounds

and non-esterified -OH group of NCL [2,4] were employed at the experiments.
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The works where the authors give various ways of measuring of concentration profiles arising

due to diffusion of phlegmatizers in the environment of NCL mass [3,5,6,7,8,9] then

influenced selection of the method used in this work. Liquid and gas chromatography have

been used here to identify and determine the phlegmatizer in the individual layers of powder

grain.

Experimental

All specimens were prepared in the same way. The calculated quantity of NCL [2,4], ether,

diphenylamine and the appropriate phlegmatizer (2,4 - DNT, CI, DBP or camphor ) were fed

into the kneader. The temperature was maintained at 20'C and the speed of the stirrers was

during the whole time of kneading maintained at constant value 24 r.p.m.The whole process

of kneading took 60 minutes. After that time interval the powder mass was taken out of the

kneader and placed into the cylinder of the extruding facility and then the mass was extruded

at constant speed of the piston 10mm/min. through the extruding die.The extruded thick-

walled tubular thread was cut to 10cm and then subjected to pre-drying, dipping and drying.

The final product was tubular NCL powder with 2mm wall thickness. Layers of 0.4 mm

thickness in radius were turned off from the dried powder. In this way always 5 layers were

obtained.Determination of the used phlegmatizer was then carried out in each layer. Liquid or

gas chromatography was used in dependence on the used phlegmatizer.
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Results

Distribution of phlegmatizer (2,4 - DNT) that proved to be a characteristic one for NCL

tubular single perforated powder is shown in Figure 1.

Fgure I Distribution of 2,4-DNT at initial concentration 5,0%
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Figure 2 represents the case when initial concentration of phlegmatizer 2,4 - DNT

influenced the course and size of the maximum concentration profile inside the powder grain.

The maximum concentration profile in case of 5.0% content of phiegmatizer in a batch is

0.55% for 2.5% content of phlegmatizer it is 0.39%.
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Figure 2 Distribution of 2,4-DNT In dependence on initial
concentration
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The influence of time interval of pre-drying on phlegmatizer distribution is given in Figure 3,

which represents the case when a change in technology of powder production was performed.

Figure 3 Influence of time interval of pre-drying on 2,4-DNT
distribution at initial concentration 5,0%
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Apart from the experiments with 2,4 - DNT, the influence of time interval of pre-drying on

phlegmatizer distribution in powder grain wall was also observed in the cases when

Centralite I, DBP and camphor were used. The results of those experiments are given in

Figure 4.

Figure 4 Comprehensive graph - distribution concentrations of the
observed phlegmatizers
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Conclusion

Existence of an uneven distribution of phlegmatizers in powder grain walls was proven and

characteristic distribution of phlegmatizer in NCL tubular powder (Figure 1) was found.

The phlegmatizer distribution can be influenced by a quantity of the introduced phlegmatizer

(Figure 2) but also by changes in technology at powder production (Figure 3).

By comparison of concentration profile curves of various phlegmatizers it is possible to find

the suitability of the given phlegmatizer for this way of phlegmatization (Figure 4).
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The temperature sensitivity of interior and exterior ballistic parameters is
discussed with respect to the effects of shape, deterrent coating and
chemical composition of propellant. Spherical and tubular small arm
propellants were prepared and the ballistic performance tested in various
weapons at various temperatures.
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Abstriact

As the urgency increases for hypervelocity guns,. i.e., velociies > 1600 rm/sec, the propellant
chemist will eventually need to seek propellhnts of higher impetus than currently available
with RDX or I-MX, i.e., 1250-1300 Joules/g. Ingredients such as CL-20, TNAZ, and ADN
offer promise to slightly higher values, but a ceiling begins to appear near 1350 Joules/g,
beyond which new compounds are required. in this poster, possibilities will be discussed for
attaining impetus values substantially greater thm 1400 JoulesIg, i.e., > 40% above current
operational double-base propellauts.

A class of compounds known as diazido nitramines offer significantly more impetus than
RDX. Some well-known exmnples are: DADNI4 (1,6-diazido-2,5-dinitrazalhexane),
DADZP (1,5- diazido-2,4-dinitrazapentane), and DANP (1,3-diazido-2-nitxazapropane),
which have impetus values as neat ingredients ranging from 1500 to 1750 Joules/g.
Unfortunately, these nitramines have very high is•choric flame temperatures (Tv) > 40000K,
and hence, are of limited usefilne.ss New compounds arc rcquhi d which have the proper
stoichiometry to generate lower molecular weight gases, and a suitable AM to provide a
reasonable flame temperature.

A number of energetic compounds are being examined to significantly increase the
performance of explosives, but unfortunately, these are not suitable for gun propulsion. The
figure of merit fur explosives is C-J detonation pressure, which is a ftuntion of the square of
the density and a high flame temperature. Compounds of very high density (> 2 Wee) are
being synthesized, but these have little or no hydrogen, and consequently have very poor gas
output. Not only is high gas output or low gas MW relati-ely unimportant for explosives,
but the need for high density precludes the presence of hydrogen.

For gun propellants, on the other hand, density is relatively unimportant, and high flame
temperature is intolerable. High gas output and low gas MW is all important to high
impetus. Compounds best suited for gun propulsion are quite different than those designed
for high performance explosives, mid compounds that make outstanding explosives do not
necessarily make good propellants ... because of the lack of hycb ogen.
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Two families of C-H-0-N compounds have been identified to illustrate the potential
increase in impetus possible via a radical change in stoichiometry and AlIt The first is a
baseline C1 HI O N3, which has a theoretical gas output of 42.23 molesikg, equivalent to a
gas MW of 23.7, approximating that of conventional double-base. At a flame temperature of
3400'K (Qear that of the 120mim propellant JA-2), the system has an impetus of 1 i 80
Jlloules/g.

The second family is Ct 14401 N4,, which has a theoretical gas output of 56,77 moles/kg,
equivalent to a gas MW of 17.6, representing a "quantwn" leap irt improvement. At a flame
temperature of 3400'K, the new system has an impetus of 1565 Joules/g. At a slightly higher
flame temperature of 3600'>KJ the system has an impressive impetus of 1660 Joules/g.

It is important to consider both the stoichiometry and AM in combination. Neither one alone
prnvides a complete answer. Stoichiometry is a predictor of gas output (or gas MIM), while
flame temperature is a strong function of All. Gas output is not especialy sensitive to Alf,
and in general, as AR? increases, gas output increases only very gradually,

A number of similar C-H1-O-N compounds; have been examined to illustrate the behavior
possible for various performance gains. The objective has been to provide guidelines, i.e., a
road map, for the synthesis ch•misi to pursue new possibilities and to identify key functional
groups as targe-t molecules. Some of these may not be practical, but should provide a
fundamental basis to search for new compounds-
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Abstract

New results of the cooperation between Fraunhofer ICT and Mauser Weapon Systems

concerning combustible cases and weapon concept for the Recoilless Automatic

Cannon RMK 30 will be presented.

The recoillessness of the new weapon designed by Mauser could be realized by a

telescoped ammunition with combustible case developed by Fraunhofer ICT. Firing tests

brought up good results in muzzle velocity at the required maximum pressure, and the

hit pattern showed very low deviation. Applications of the recoilless cannon RMK system

are light carriers and helicopters.

A Combustible cases for RMK 30

Introduction

Since many years combustible cases are wellknown for the 120 mm tank gun and for

modular charges for the 155 mm howitzer. They mainly consist of pressed nitrocellulose

fibers with a special after-treatment. These combustible cases serve the purpose of

loading conventional gun powders but do not contribute to the energy of the

ammunition.

The new generation of combustible cases are intended for machine guns of middle

caliber. In contrast to the cases mentioned above the new type of combustible cases

must have an additional high performance.
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The cases for RMK 30 consist of plastic bonded explosives. The required performance is
reached by combining the case with a conventional gun powder. Using different types

of single or double base propellants the internal ballistic properties can be adjusted very

accurately.

A new concept is the inductive ignition which allows a very high rate of firing. Another

big advantage is the fully telescoped projectile. Because of the lower weight of this type

of ammunition the platform can store more rounds.

Combustible Case

Fig. 1 and 2 show the conventional ammunition, caliber 30 mm, in comparison to the

telescoped ammunition with combustible case.

Fig. 1: Conventional ammunition Fig. 2: Combustible case.

Fig. 3 compares the telescoped ammunition to conventional cartridges with calibers in

the range of 20 to 35 mm. The telescoped ammunition has the same length than the

conventional 30 mm cartridge, but possesses higher energy because of the combustible

case. Fig. 4 shows different types of combustible cases (caliber 30 mm).

Fig. 3: Comparison of 20 - 35 mm cartridges Fig. 4: Telescoped ammunition with com-
and telescoped ammunition. bustible case and inductive ignition.
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Telescoped ammuntion with inductive ignition and combustible cases has several

advantages:

"* low production costs because no metall cartridge is needed

"* no ejection of cartridges

"* recoillessness

"* no firing pin because of inductive ignition

"* high performance
"* high rate of fire

"* transferable to other calibers.

The combustible case developed by FhG ICT had to fulfill essential requirements like:

"* muzzle velocity > 1000 m/s

"* maximum pressure of 400 MPa

"* perfect flight of the projectile

"* residueless combustion

"* reproducibility

"* good mechanical properties

"* no cook-off behaviour

"* chemical and thermal stability

"* low cost production.

The designed combustible case is based on plastic bonded explosives. Specific energy

and burning characteristics of the case depend on parameters like

"* type and quantity of explosives

"* particle size of explosives

"* additives
"* density and porosity of the case.

In order to adjust force and internal ballistic behaviour of the telescoped ammunition,

the case is combined with different single or double base propellants, further

influencing parameters are

"* type and amount of additional propellant

"* type and amount of igniter material

"* performance of the fuze.
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Results of firing tests

Performance and functioning of the ammuntion could be demonstrated in several firing

tests. Fig. 5 and 6 show some results of firings tests of cases combined with a double

base propellant.
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Fig. 5: Pressure-time curve of the telescoped ammuntion.
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Fig. 6: Muzzle velocities at different pressures.
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B RECOILLESS AUTOMATIC CANNON RMK 30

Introduction

The projekt RMK 30 has been started in 1993 with the goal of designing a recoilless

weapon system for use on helicopters or other light weapon carriers.

In the past, such low recoil or recoilless weapons have only been designed for operation

in single fire. In fact, an automatic cannon that is able to operate in burst fire has not

yet been presented recoilless until now.

During the feasibility study a prototype of the RMK 30 has been built which in 10/96

was presented for the first time in full operation. For this firing demonstration the

weapon was integrated in the light armoured vehicle WIESEL. Optimization procedures

concerning weapon and ammunition are currently being carried out aiming to start

production after the year 2002.

The weapon system RMK 30 with its new concepts of gun and ammunition opened a

completely new field of applications [see Fig. 7]

Wiesel with RMK 30
Wiesel with
HOT and RMK 30

Helicopter UH-Tiger

__ RMK 30

FFennek

Fig. 7: Field of applications of the RMVK 30.
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Weapon Concept and Basic Principles

The new weapon concept had to satisfy the requirements of low weight, compactness,

and simple design - features that are needed for a helicopter weapon or other light

carriers. To realize this concept, Mauser had to use some totally new technologies:

"* Recoillessness in combination with high performance
"* Ammunition feeding from the front, to get the shortest possible gun length
"* Telescoped cartridge to enable the front feeding system
"* A new compact solid propellant and a combustible case
"* inductive electrical priming system.

The results of the new design [see Fig. 8] are
"* accurate action of the weapon
"* smallest possible dimensions and low weight.

Recilless Ammunition Feeding Combustible Case
Machine Gun I from Barrel Side Cartridge

with I with jwith
High Performance Telescoped Cartridge Inductive Ignition

LgtWeight Compact Simple Design

Fig. 8: Design Concept of the Recoilless Automatic Cannon RMK 30.

Fig. 9 gives details of the weapon concept with the 3-chamber breech cylinder, the

ammunition feeding from the barrel side, and the gas jet nozzle. The Jet-cannon

combines the rocket propulsion principle with the features of a conventional revolver

type machine gun like the Mauser B3K 27mm.
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SRate of Fire : 300 rpm
SGun Mass : 100 kg

Barrel Length 1700 mmS: j.... :••" • IGun Length : 2340 mmII

:, •1,Primary Coill

3-Chamber Breech Cylinder, 
of the

Cylinder Housing, Inductive Ignition

Electric Drive Mechanism

Fig. 9: Gun lay-out of the RMK 30.

The principle of recoillessness is based on the idea that the rear outstream of firing

gases through a gas jet nozzle compensates the recoil impulse of the weapon. It has

been demonstrated, that the remaining recoil is a simple function of the nozzle

diameter, and that it is also possible to get a counter recoil [see Fig. 10].

90

-0 ISOM.00k0

-1 0 . .. . 7

Muzzle Brake 20
-30 HN

Nozzle Diameter [mm] 0020 R0202 WOO BK27 JU30 R0130 WO3

Fig. 10: Impulse Compensation according Fig. 11: Comparison of Muzzle Energies.

to the Nozzle Diameter.

When the project was started at Mauser, the ammunition performance of the RMK 30

was expected to be considerably reduced compared to other conventional cannons with

the same caliber. Nevertheless, by using ammunition with suitable propellants, even

higher muzzle velocities or higher muzzle energies, respectively, could be achieved [see
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Fig. 11]. The performance of the existing prototype is even higher than the conventional

MK 30 mm with GAU 8A Ammunition. This new weapon can be used for the same

missions as classic automatic cannons.

Advantages and System Applications

The recoillessness of the weapon has the following advantage:

Because of the low or nonexistent recoil forces on the carrier the cannon shows a

significantly higher accuracy [see Fig. 12]. When being integrated into a weapon system

the hit probability is improved especially during burst firing.

The consequences of this higher accuracy are:

1. The amount of ammunition used can be considerably reduced.

2. A very high rate of fire, that usually is requested of conventional automatic cannons

to compensate for their lack of precision, is not needed.

3. Due to the low total firing disturbances, the Fire Control System can be integrated

closer to the weapon, which suppresses the standard problems in harmonization.

Aiming Point

STelescoped Ammunition

Standard-Deviation

aT < 0.3 mrad

Fig. 12: Hit Pattern.

A sensor integrated weapon system allows a dispersion of the complete dynamical

system of less than 1 .5 mrad. Therefore, a high maneuvering air target in the range up

to 1 500 m (like a combat helicopter) can be effectively intercepted with only 3 rounds.

The RMK 30 posseses the advantage of a short reaction gun system with "Fire and

Forget" missile technology, in a range, where a missile itself cannot operate.
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Summary

Recoillessness and good performance of the RMK 30 could be reached with a new
designed telescoped ammunition with combustible case and inductive ignition.

*By combining new technologies the RMK enlarges the application spectrum of classic
automatic cannons with respect to the field of precisely operating weapon systems,
which until today has only been applied to guided missiles.
Hence, this new type of weapon - allocated in between automatic cannon and missile -

represents an interesting alternative to both effective systems.
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LASER CUTTING OF PRESSED EXPLOSIVES

J. P. Armstrong, P. S. Banks, M. D. Feit, R. S. Lee,
M. D. Perry, F. Roeske, B. C. Stuart

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Livermore, California 94550

ABSTRACT

We have used a femtosecond laser beam to make cuts through small pressed pellets of six

common high explosives (HE's). The laser system produced 100 - 150 fs pulses of 820 nm

light at a repetition rate of 1 kHz. Maximum energy per pulse was 5 mJ. The samples

were 6.35-mm-diameter, 2-mm-thick, pressed pellets of various explosives mounted on

stainless steel substrates whose thickness ranged from 0.1-1.2 mm. Various cutting rates

were used, with average power varying from 0.1W to 3W. The HE was easily cut at low

power levels. At 0.5W average power, one or two sweeps sufficed to cut most of the

pellets. Experiments were also performed where we cut through both the HE pellet and

the stainless steel substrate from either direction. Explosives that were cut included high-

surface-area PETN, LX-16 (96%PETN/4% FPC 461 binder), LX-14 (95.5% HMX/4.5%

Estane), LX-15 (95% HNS/5% Kel-F), LX-17 (92.5% TATB/7.5% Kel-F), PBX-9407

(94% RDX/6% Exon 461), and pressed TNT. Absorption of femtosecond pulses

transfers virtually no heat to the material being cut and no evidence of HE burning or

decomposition was observed on the cut surfaces. Numerous applications appear feasible

for the processing of energetic materials, including HE machining and demilitarization

operations.

INTRODUCTION

Cutting and machining operations on energetic materials present significant safety

challenges. If conventional machine tools are used, improper fixturing of the work,

improper tool configuration and improper cutting speeds have resulted in violent reactions

* Work performed under the auspices of the US. Department of Energy by the Lawrence

Livermore National Laboratory under Contract W-7405-Eng-48.
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during machining operations. In addition, significant hazardous waste is generated from

the machining chips and the necessity of using cutting fluids to cool the cutting tool.

Ablation of the energetic material by femtosecond laser pulses may offer an attractive

alternative to conventional machining. Absorption of these ultra-short pulses occurs on

such a short time scale that the material is ablated with virtually no heat transfer to the

surrounding material, resulting in a "cold" laser cutting process. In contrast, cutting with

laser pulses longer than -10 ps is a thermal process which proceeds by first melting and

then vaporizing the material with significant heat transfer to material outside of the cutting

region. The waste products from short-pulse laser cutting are, for the most part, solid

carbon or benign gases, which can be released into the atmosphere. If the quantity of

chlorine and fluorine from the binder is a problem, these gases are easily removed.

ULTRA-SHORT-PULSE OPTICAL ABLATION

Laser heating of a solid occurs when incident radiation is absorbed in electronic states and

is subsequently transferred to the lattice. When a dielectric absorbs a laser pulse of

duration 'r, a thermal conduction model predicts that the threshold fluence for damage

(melting or vaporization) has a t
1
'
2 dependence on pulse length, 1, in good agreement with

experiment for pulses in the range 20 ps to >100 ns. 3 -10 For pulses shorter than 20 as, the

damage threshold for dielectrics deviates from the thermal scaling law."'9 Stuart et al.

report a continuously decreasing damage threshold and a gradual transition from the

thermal regime to an ablative regime dominated by collisional and multiphoton ionization

and plasma formation. After formation of the plasma, no further energy is transferred to

the dielectric during the laser pulse because the plasma strongly absorbs the laser beam.

Heat transfer to the lattice does not occur because the entire duration of the laser pulse is

comparable to a single period of the highest frequency lattice vibrations. HE is a good

dielectric and in the work reported here, the 100- 150 fs pulses are well within the ablative

regime.
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In the case of metal targets, the laser pulse initially produces Joule heating, as the

electromagnetic fields of the laser beam diffuse into the metal. When the temperature

becomes high enough for plasma formation, the plasma shields the metal from the

electromagnetic fields and absorbs the laser pulse. For pulses in the 100-150 fs range,

virtually no energy is transferred to the metal after plasma formation and heat transfer

does not occur because of the short duration of the pulse..

Subsequent to the laser pulse, the material that has been converted to a plasma moves

away from the surface by hydrodynamic expansion and cools adiabatically. For the laser

pulse energies we employed, the plasma temperatures are of the order of a few eV and

expansion occurs very rapidly. Each pulse typically removes a few microns of material

and if the plasma expands at a speed of a few km/s, it will cool in a few ns, leaving no time

for significant heat transfer. This means that in the ablative regime (100-150 fs) where our

laser operates, the cutting process is "cold" with no significant heat transfer to the material

being cut. Care must be taken to ensure that the plasma can expand rapidly away from the

region being cut, otherwise heat could be transferred by condensation of the plasma onto

surfaces close to the cutting region.

LASER CHARACTERISTICS

The laser used in these experiments produced up to 5 W average power at 1 kHz

in 120 fs pulses at 825 nm. The system, which was based on the technique of chirped-

pulse amplification,' 2'13 consisted of an oscillator to generate the initial short pulses, a

pulse stretcher to temporally stretch the pulse and avoid nonlinear effects during

amplification, a regenerative amplifier, and a pulse compressor to return the pulse width to

near transform-limited duration. Seed pulses for this system were generated by a Kerr-lens

mode-locked Ti:sapphire oscillator (Coherent Mira) which produced 0.8 W of transform-

limited 100-fs pulses at 80 MHz. The seed pulses were stretched to 500 ps in a four-

element all-reflective pulse stretcher. The seed pulses were switched into a Ti:sapphire

linear regenerative amplifier where they were amplified by approximately 108 to 7 mJ. The
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Ti:sapphire crystal was pumped on each end by 20 W from a frequency-doubled Nd:YLF

laser running at 1 kHz. Switching in and out of the amplifier was done with two quarter-

wave Pockels cells. After amplification, the stretched pulses were compressed in a four-

pass, single-grating compressor, yielding up to 5 mJ, 120-fs pulses at 1 kHz.

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENTS

It was necessary to develop a safe procedure for performing experiments on small

amounts of HE in the laser laboratory, which was not designed to allow the handling of

explosives. Protection from accidental reaction of the HE was provided by performing the

cutting experiments inside a portable steel firing chamber, shown in Fig. 1, that has been

designed and tested to safely contain the detonation of two grams of HE. To further

reduce the risk from the HE, the samples for our initial experiments were limited to 100-

125 mg, 6.35-mm-diameter, 2-mm-thick, pressed pellets of various explosives. These were

mounted in the chamber on stainless steel substrates whose thickness ranged from 0.1-1.2

mm. To avoid nonlinear effects as the beam passed through the optical port into the

chamber, it was necessary to use a thinner window than was usual. We determined that a

6-mm-thick quartz window outer window and a 3-mm-thick quartz blast shield inside the

chamber gave adequate protection in the event of a sample detonation.

Sample

holder

Laser path

Figure 1. Portable firing chamber, shown without its steel lid in place.
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For each experiment the HE sample was loaded into the chamber in a HE-handling area

and the chamber was closed and evacuated to a pressure of - 5 Pa (40 mTorr).

Evacuation of the chamber is important to avoid air breakdown from the high electric

fields in the laser beam when it is focused on the target and it also greatly increases the

safety margin of the chamber. The chamber was then transported to the laser laboratory,

which was located in another building. The laser beam was introduced into the chamber

through an optical port with a 6-mm-thick fiised quartz window and passed through a 3-

mm-thick blast shield inside the tank. Both the outer window and blast shield had anti-

reflection coatings. Before the beam entered the chamber it was reflected from a tilted

mirror that could be translated to scan the beam back and forth across the sample. The

laser beam was focused to a line 300 p.m long and 25 ptm across. Various cutting rates

were used with average power varying from 0.1W to 3W. The sample was also

monitored, through another optical port, by a video camera and video recorder. The

video camera recorded the plasma plume as the beam swept back and forth. Multiple cuts

on a sample were made by repositioning the beam and repeating the scanning process.

When the requisite number of cuts had been made, the chamber was transported back to

the HE facility, unloaded, and the sample was inspected and photographed.

RESULTS OF HE CUTTING EXPERIMENTS

We used LX-16 explosive (96%PETN/4% FPC 461 binder) for our initial experiments

because PETN is one of the most sensitive of the secondary explosives. In some of the

experiments the beam first cut through the HE pellet and then into the stainless steel

substrate and in other experiments the beam first cut through the stainless steel and then

into the HE pellet. In either case, no reaction was observed in the LX-1 6 pellets. We also

cut through pellets that were not backed by a substrate. In addition to LX-16 we cut

pellets of LX-14 (95.5% HMX/4.5% Estane), LX-15 (95% HNS/5% Kel-F), LX-17

(92.5% TATB/7.5% Kel-F), PBX-9407 (94% RDX/6% Exon 461), and pressed TNT.
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HMX and RDX are high-performance explosives used in many types of explosive

ordnance, PETN and FINS are initiating explosives, TATB is an insensitive explosive and

TNT is ubiquitous in conventional ordnance

The HE was easily cut at low power levels. At 0.5W average power, one or two sweeps

sufficed to cut most of the pellets. The LX-14 required more sweep than the other HE

materials. No reaction was observed in any of these materials. In experiments where the

pellets were cut on a stainless steel backing, the metal plasma produced discoloration of

the pellet surface, particularly when the cuts were made through the pellet into the metal

substrate. When LX- 16, LX- 14 and PBX-9407 were cut without the stainless steel

backing, the cut was clean with no discoloration or other visible evidence of reaction but

the TNT, LX- 15 and LX- 17, which have solid carbon in their reaction products, showed

some soot deposition on the cut surfaces. Figure 2 shows some typical cuts made in

different explosives.

The only experiment in which reaction was observed was in cutting a LX- 16 pellet when

we did not compress the pulse after amplification (a factor of 5000 increase in pulse

length). Using 500 ps pulses, 10 sweeps at 1W average power barely marked the surface

of the pellet, but with a single sweep at 3W, the video record of the experiment clearly

showed that some material was reacting, as is shown in Fig 3. Examination of the pellet

afterward revealed that the edges of the cut were melted, although the pellet was still

intact. Figure 4 shows a photo of the cut made with the uncompressed pulse. It is clear

that ultra-short pulses are essential to laser cutting and machining of explosive materials.

We performed a second series of experiments where the purpose was to explore hole

drilling and to try to measure cutting rates more precisely. For these experiments we used

LX- 16 because of its sensitivity and used compressed pulses for all of the experiments.

Figure 5 shows a photo of several holes drilled in a 2-mim-thick sample. As before, we

observed no evidence of reaction in the LX-16. Our cutting rate experiments consisted on

performing parallel cuts on a sample and varying the number of sweeps or the power on
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(a) (b)

(d)

Figure 2. Cuts made at 0.5 W average power: (a) LX-14, 9 sweeps, (b) LX-15, 1 sweep,

(c) LX-17, 2 sweeps. (d) LX-16, 1 sweep.

each cut. We then rotated the sample by 90' and cut all the way through to expose the

depths of the cuts. Unfortunately, this was not entirely successful because it appeared that

stress relaxation in the pressed pellets was closing up the cut at the bottom so we could

not measure the true depth of the cut. For these experiments the laser beam was only 25

ltrm across. For a future series we will use a wider beam. Figure 6 shows a photo of a

sectioned LX-16 sample with two parallel cuts.
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plasma plume

(a) (b)
Figure 3. LX-16 being cut with (a) 100 fs pulses (0.5 W) and (b) 500 ps pulses (3 W).

HE reaction is clearly contributing to the plume in (b).

Figure 4. LX- 16 cut with uncompressed laser pulses with average power of 3 W.

In the second series of experiments we also explored the range of materials that could be

cut using femtosecond laser pulses. We chose diamond for a material that is extremely

difficult to cut. Diamond does not absorb at 820 nm, but the beam intensity is sufficient to
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100 pm 25 pm
holes holes

Figure 5. Holes were drilled in a LX-16 sample in less than a second. The 25 gm holes

were drilled at 0.1 W average power and the 100 pm holes at 0.3 W average power.

1 sweep 2 sweeps/ /
865 pTwom 25-p m

Figure 6. Two - 25ýtin-wide cuts made in LX-16 at an average power of 0.4 W.
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produce charge carriers by multiphoton processes. These carriers can produce other

carriers by avalanche breakdown in the strong electric field and a plasma is thus formed, as

discussed above. Our interest was to see if it might be possible to machine features on a

diamond surface. Figure 7 shows some lines scribed on the surface of a diamond wafer.

For a fragile material we chose a low-density SiO2 aerogel with a density of 0.02 g/cm3 .

The femtosecond laser beam made clean cuts as shown in the photo of Figure 8. The two

cuts on the left were made in vacuum, the cut on the right was made in air. The damage

around the cut made in air is probably due shock waves from laser-induced air breakdown.

DISCUSSION

The initial experiments we have performed on cutting HE with a femrtosecond laser beam

show that ultra-short laser pulses have great promise for machining HE parts and for

demilitarization operations on munitions and munition components containing energetic

materials. One of the greatest potential advantages in machining operations is that laser

machining would produce virtually no waste. Most of the products formed from the laser-

produced plasma will be benign gases. Chlorine and fluorine from binders can be

scrubbed and carbon particulates can be easily collected. Because the laser pulse can be

adjusted so as to remove oaly a few microns of material with each pulse, precision

machining should be possible. Obviously, more studies and a great deal of engineering

will be needed to develop laser machining of HE into a practical tool for HE processing..

Another area that shows great promise is demilitarization. Two important features that

the femntosecond laser brings to this arena are "cold" cutting of both metal and high

explosives and the surgical precision with which the cuts can be made. When cutting open

a metal munitions casing, the casing does not get hot, and our results so far indicate that

one could safely continue cutting into the HE. If one wishes to salvage high-value

components, the focused laser beam offers unprecedented precision of cutting with little

loss of material.
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Figure 7. Three - 40-[rn lines scribed in a diamond wafer. Laser power was 0.13 - 1 W.

Figure 8. Cuts made in 0.02-g/crn3-density SiO2 aerogel. The two cuts on the left were

made with 0.5 W in vacuum and the cut on the right was made at 1 W in air.
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It is clear that much work remains to be done to explore the capabilities and limitations of

femtosecond laser processing of explosives and explosive components. We have

demonstrated that the laser beam cuts a wide range of explosives and that it cuts through

steel/HE interfaces from either direction with no evidence of thermal effects. We need to

obtain more information on the interaction of the laser-produced plasma with the HE. The

plasma itself is at a very high temperature and carries thermal energy. As long as the

plasma expands and cools on a time scale short enough to preclude heat transfer, the

explosive will remain cool. For the experiments we have performed, this has been the

case, but we need to understand, both by experiments and modeling, the conditions under

which the plasma can transfer heat to nearby surfaces and the extent of HE reaction that

can be produced by such transfer. This is important in setting limits on laser peak power,

scan rate and depth of cut. We need to be sure that there are no unexpected pitfalls such

as cutting into internal voids or gaps at interfaces. It is important that we understand how

the plasma interacts with HE when we cut metals other than steel. We need to look at

other explosives, including aluminized explosives.

Working in the laser laboratory we are severely limited in the quantity of HE that we can

use in our experiments. We plan to obtain a portable femtosecond laser system that we

can use in our High Explosives Application Facility at Livermore, where we can safely

work with up to 10 kg of HE in enclosed firing tanks. The larger quantities of HE will

allow us to perform realistic tests of the safety limits on the operating parameters.

SUMMARY

We have used a femtosecond laser beam to make cuts through small pressed pellets of six

common high explosives (HE's). The laser system produced 100 - 150 fs pulses of 820 nm

light at a repetition rate of 1 kHz. Maximum energy per pulse was 3.5 mJ. The samples

were 6.35-mm-diameter, 2-mm-thick, pressed pellets of various explosives mounted on

stainless steel substrates whose thickness ranged from 0.1-1.2 mm. Various cutting rates

were used with average power varying from 0.1W to 3W. The HE was easily cut at low
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power levels. At 0.5W average power, one or two sweeps sufficed to cut most of the

pellets. Experiments were also performed where we cut through both the HE pellet and

the stainless steel substrate from either direction. Explosives that were cut included high-

surface-area PETN, LX-16 (96%PETN/4% FPC 461 binder), LX-14 (95.5% HMX/4.5%

Estane), LX- 15 (95% HNS/5% Kel-F), LX- 17 (92.5% TATB/7.5% Kel-F), PBX-9407

(94% RDX/6% Exon 461), and pressed TNT. Absorption of such short pulses transfers

virtually no heat to the material being cut and no evidence of HE burning or

decomposition was observed on the cut surfaces. Numerous applications appear feasible

for the processing of energetic materials, including HE machining and demilitarization

operations. Further experiments are planned to study and model the cutting process. We

will measure the cutting rate as we vary the peak power and scan rate of the beam. We

will cut through metal/HE interfaces using metals other than steel, e.g. aluminum and

copper. A particular concern will be to understand the interaction of the laser-produced

plasma with the HE. Longer-range plans include installing a portable femtosecond laser

system in our High Explosives Application Facility so that we can perform more realistic

experiments and verify the scaling behavior of the cutting process.
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METHOD FOR EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF FLAME
SPREAD ALONG COMBUSTIBLE NARROW CHANNELS

Igor G. ASSOVSKII* and Oleg A. KIJ)RYA IkISFV**
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Kosygin St. 4, Moscow 117977, Russia.; Fax: (7-095) 938 2156;
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The purpose of this paper is an experimental investigation of gas flow patterns and
ignition mechanism by flame penetration into narrow channels or pores of
combustible porous materials. An original experimental method is proposed for
such investigations. This method includes the independent and simultaneous
measurement of gas-pressure, -temperature, and -velocity at several points of gas
flow along the channel. A distinguishing feature of this method is the registration
of ignition front position during the inflamnmation, using small inert insets in the
channel. The transition of ignition front through that inset makes the typical mark
on the pressure time curve.

The capabilities of the method are demonstrated on the inflammation of semi-
closed cylindrical channels in solid-propellant grains. It is shown that the flame
penetration process can be accompanied by pressure oscillations having two
modes of frequency. The amplitude of the low-fiequency fluctuations is much
more than amplitude of high frequency pressure oscillations. It is founded how the
diameter and length of channel, the initial gas-pressure in chamber, and initial
temperature of propellant influence the process of channel inflammation.
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Combustion products flowing over the burning surface can significantly increase
the rate of solid propellant combustion. This phenomenon (so-called "razduva-
niye" [I] or "erosive burning" [2]) is one of the main factors (together with gas
pressure and initial temperature of propellant) governing the combustion rate in
propulsion systems. That is why the propulsion systems design needs data on
erosive burning obtained with high accuracy. Meanwhile it meets some principal
problems, as determination of the rate needs constancy of all mentioned factors
during a test time.

A traditional experimental method is a fire-test of propellant in a model rocket
motor. Majority of such data is based on direct measurement of a part of propellant
grain burnt during respectively long time interval (between ignition and
extinction). Thus it is impossible to obtain the instant local rate with high
accuracy, especially for thin propellant elements. In addition, the erosive burning
takes place coincidentally with the effect of unsteady accelerated combustion after
ignition [3]. These obstacles cause wide scattering of experimental data for erosive
burning. Therefore it is necessary to devise a method to derive the instant local
rate without any interruption of combustion process and gross error of averaging.

The main purpose of this paper is to propose such an experimental-calculating
method to derive the erosive burning law using correlation between the burning
rate and the pressure-time curve of combustion chamber. Such a correlation is
established employing a theoretical model that takes into account dependence of
the instant rate on local values of pressure and gas flow velocity, as well as on
ignition conditions. This method gives a possibility to obtain new data on the
combustion and ignition processes or to correct the data obtained from the tests in
closed bombs. Capability of this method is demonstrated for example of double
base propellant charges having tubular elements.

1. Lcypunskii 0.1. On Physical Fundamentals of Interior Ballistics of Missiles. Doct dissertation,
Moscow, Inst. Chem. Phys., 1945. Reprinted in: "'Theory of the Combustion of Powders and
Explosives". Moscow, Nauka, 1982, p. 2 2 6 (in Russian).

2. Wimpress R. N. Internal Ballistics of Solid-Fuel Rockets, NY, 1950, McGrow-Hill.
3. Assovskii I.G., Theory of Non-steady-state Combustion of Fuel at High Pressure, Dokl. Phys.

Chern., Proc. Acad. Scien. USSR, Vol. 294, Nos. 1-3, pp. 421-424. (1987).
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TECHNISCHE HARMONISIERUNG IN DER EUROPAISCHEN

GEMEINSCHAFT - CE - KENNZEICHNUNG FOR ZIVILE TREIBMITTEL

Dr. Heike Michael-Schulz

Bundesanstalt fur Materialforschung und -prufung

Unter den Eichen 87

D-12205 Berlin

Abstract:

The attempt to harmonization of regulations in Europe keep on. With coming into

force of the Council Directive 93/15/EEC of 5 April 1993 on the harmonization of the

provisions relating to the placing on the market and supervision of explosives for civil

uses the regulations of the rules of the separate member states are changed, the

proceeding will be standardized within Europe. It will have two parts; the proceeding

of EU - conformity of type and the proceeding of quality system for the products. The

propellants for civil uses will be characterized by a representative example, by per-

forming the requirements the propellants get a CE-mark and could be transfer in the

community.

Zusammenfassung:

Die Bestrebung zur Harmonisierung von Rechtsvorschriften innerhalb Europas

schreitet immer weiter voran. Mit Inkrafttreten der Richtlinie 93/15/ EWG des Rates

vom 5. April 1993 zur Harmonisierung der Bestimmungen Ober das Inverkehrbringen

und die Kontrolle von Explosivstoffen fOr zivile Zwecke 6ndern sich die gesetzlichen

Vorschriften der Regelwerke der einzelnen Mitgliedstaaten - das Verfahren wird in-

nerhalb Europas vereinheitlicht. Es gliedert sich in zwei Bereiche; das Verfahren der

EG- BaumusterprOfung und das Qualit~tssicherungssystem fOr die Produkte. Die

Treibmittel fOr zivile Zwecke werden durch ein vorgelegtes Baumuster charakterisiert,

erhalten bei ErfOllung der Anforderungen ein CE - Zeichen und k6nnen innerhalb der

EU inverkehrgebracht werden.
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Einleitung:

I nnerhalb der europaischen Gemneinsohaft erfolgen technische Harmonisierungen

nach elnem einheitlichen Konzept.

Mit Einf~jhrung des Binnenmarktes am 1. Januar 1993 wird der freie Warenverkehr

im Gemeinschaftsgebiet erm~5glicht. Voraussetzung hierfOr ist die Anwendung ge-

meinschaftlicher Richtlinien zur Harmonisierung im technischen Bereich, die Gruppen

von Industrieerzeugnissen wie z.B. Masohinen, Bauprodukte, pers~5nliche

SchutzausrOstung, Telekommunikation oder auch Spilezeug betreffen.

Die Richtlinie 93/15/EWG des Rates vom 5. April 1993 zur Harmonisierung der Be-

stimmung Oiber das Inverkehrbringen und die Kontrolle von Explosivstoffen for zivile

Zwecke regelt den Warenverkehr mit Explosivstoffen.

Die Mitgliedstaaten sind verpflichtet den Inhalt der Richtlinie innerhaib einer festge-

Iegten Frist in nationales Recht umzusetzen.

Das Umsetzen der Richtlinie 93/15/EWG, die Rechte und Pflichten der Beteiligten

begrOndet, erfolgt in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland durch Gesetze oder Verord-

nungen.

In der Bundesrepublik Deutschland wird deshaib emn Anderungsgesetz zumn Spreng-

stoffgesetz vorbereitet, das Anderungen im Sprengstoffgesetz und in der I .SprengV

beinhalten wird.

Von der Richtlinie werden nur die Explosivstoffe fOr die zivile Verwendung erfaiM.

Alle Treibmittel, Sprengstoffe, ZOnder und Sprengschn~ire, die als Explosivstoffe in

der 8. revidierten Fassung der ,,Empfehlungen der Vereinten Nationen Ober die Be-

fbrderung gef~hrlicher GOter" als soiche betrachtet werden und die in diesen Emp-

fehiungen der Kiasse 1 zugeordnet sind, unterliegen der Richtlinie. Konftig sind alle

diese Explosivstoffe mit einemn CE - Zeichen zu kennzeichnen.
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Unter die Treibmittel fallen Treibladlungspulver, Raketenmotoren und Festtreibstoffe.

Auch Schwarzpulver unterliegt der Pflicht zur CE - Kennzeichnung bei Verwendlung

als Treibladlungspulver, Sprengpulver und in gepreRter Form als Antrieb fOr Modell-

raketen

Ausgenommen von der Richtlinie sind pyrotechnisohe Erzeugnisse und Munition so-

wie Explosivstoffe die nach einzelstaatlichen Bestimmungen zur Verwendlung durch

die Streitkr~fte und die Polizei bestimmt sind.

Inverkehribringen und Verbringen

Unter Inverkehrbringen wird jedle erstmalige entgeltliche oder unentgeltliche Bereit-

stellung eines unter die Richtlinie fallendlen Explosivstoffes auf dem Gemeinschafts-

markt fOr den Vertrieb und/oder die Benutzung im Gebiet der Gemeinschaft - aber

nicht die Verwendlung der Explosivstoffe selbst - verstanden.

Vom lnverkehrbringen ist dlas Verbringen zu unterscheiden.

Unter Verbringung ist jede tats~chliche Verbringung innerhaib des Gemeinschafts-

gebiets unter Ausschluf? der Verbringungen, die an emn und dem selben Ort stattfin-

den, zu verstehen.

Das Befdrdern von Explosivstoffen innerhaib einer Betriebsst~tite ist somit kein Ver-

bringen und setzt deshaib auch nicht die Pflicht zur CE - Kennzeichnung der bef6r-

derten Explosivstoffe voraus.

Export und Import beziehen sich kunftig nur noch auf den Warenverkehr zwischen

der Gemneinschaft und DrittI~ndern.

Mit Inkrafttreten der Richtlinie d~rfen in der Gemneinsohaft nur noch Produkte in den

Verkehr gebracht werden, die die Anforderungen der Richtlinie erf~llen. Derartige

Produkte sind durch dlas CE - Zeichen erkennbar.

Die Verbringung von Explosivstoffen innerhaib der Europ~ischen Gemeinschaft un-

terliegt durch den Wegfall der Binnengrenzen, der Kontrolle der national zust~ndigen

Beh6rden.

Der Verbringensvorgang bedlarf somit der Genehmigung durch die zustandigen Be-

hbrden. Eine Voraussetzung fOr die Verbringensgenehmigung ist emn rechtm6Rig mit
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dem CE - Zeichen gekennzeichneter Explosivstoff. AuRerdem mOssen die beteiligten

Personen zumn Verbringen befugt sein.

Die Genehmigung zur Verbringung mug der Empftinger des Explosivstoffes beantra-

gen.

Jeder am Verb ri ngen svorga ng beteiligte Mitgliedstaat mug der Verbringung zustim-

men. Der Empf~nger sorgt for die Obersendlung der Genehmigungen an den Absen-

der.

Die Verbringensgenehmigung begleitet den Explosivstoff bis zu seinem Bestim-

mungsort.

CE - Kennzeichnung und die unterschiedlichen Module

Emn unter die Richtljnie 93/1 5/EWG fallender Explosivstoff kann nur in Verkehr ge-

bracht werden, wenn er die Anforderungen der Richtlinie erfclilt.

Eine hierf~r benannte Stelle Oberpr~ift anhand eines Baumusters, ob die Anforderun-

gen der Richtlinie erfuijlt sind (EG - Baumusterprufung oder Modul B).

Innerhaib Europas wird es mehrere benannte Stellen geben, diese werden von den

Mitgliedstaaten gegen~ber der Kommission fOr die jeweilige Aufgaben benannt.

Den Antrag auf eine EG-Baumusterpr~ifbescheinigung kann nur der Hersteller oder

sein in der EU - anstissiger Bevollm~chtigter nur bel einer der daf~ir benannten Stel-

len in Europa stellen.

ErfOllt dlas Baumuster die Anforderungen der Richtlinie, erstelit die benannte Stelle

eine EG - Baumusterpr~ifbescheinigung. Diese ist die Voraussetzung dafor, daR der

Hersteller die dem Baumuster nachgefertigten Produkte mit einem CE - Zeichen ver-

sehen kann.

Mit Hilfe eines geeigneten Verfahrens mug der Hersteller sicherstellen, daR die

nachgefertigten Produkte dem Baumuster entsprechen.

Die Richtlinie legt fOr diesen Zweck mehrere Verfahren fest, der Hersteller kann zwi-

schen diesen Verfahren, auch als Module bezeichnet, w~hlen.

FOr die Explosivstoffe kommen im Prinzip nur die Module C, D, E und F in Betracht.
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Die Module C und F gehen davon aus, dlal der Hersteller Ober kein zertifiziertes

Qualittitssicherungssystem verf~gt. Der Hersteller beauftragt in diesemn Fall durch

Vertrag eine fOr diese Aufgabe benannte Stelle mit der Oberprojfung der Konformitat

zwischen Baumuster und nachgefertigten Produkten.

Die benannte Stelle prOft stichprobenartig bestimmte sicherheitsrelevante Aspekte an

den nachgefertigten Produkten und bescheinigt bei Obereinstimmung die Konformit~ti

der nachgefertigten Produkte mit demn Baumuster.

Die Module D und E setzen emn zertifiziertes Qualit~tssicherungssystem des Her-

stellers voraus. Eine fOr diese Aufgabe benannte Stelle Oberpraft regelm~fliig das

Qualitgtssicherungssystem. Der Hersteller bescheinigt die Konformitat von Baumu-

ster und nachgefertigtemn Produkt.

Die EG - Baumusterprflfbescheinigung (Modul B) und die Sicherung der Kon-

formitift der nachgefertigten Produkte mit Hilfe elnes der Module C, D, E oder F

ergeben die Berechtigung zur CE - Kennzeichnung elnes Explosivstoffes.
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ABSTR ACT

As the, basis of detonation model ,C-S theory has been proposed

for near one hundred years and has been successfully used in detonation

study and practice At the same time .some imperfections of this theory

are also found :fur C,-j point is an instant and intermediate.

condition ,the measured so-called C-i pr,,ssure. and temperature

deviate from theoretical result obviously; it is hard to explain the

si tua~tion in expansion area "rarefaction )wi th C-J theory ; etc .. AltI

of these weakness of C-I theory are thoroughly discussed in this paper.

Based on theoretically anialysis , a neow detonation. modc, has been

proposed by this paper .The. C-J condition , i. e.. u=lJ-'C is not cited in this

theory, Comparing with the C-J t~heory ,the. advantage or this model is

that the aft-explosion condition Is described clearly and

definitely.Recause thte properties of original explosives and final

products hiave been fully considered , the result obtained are more

reasona~ble find significant in both theory and pracýtice,

Key words Detona t (n mc(del C-J theory
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NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT ON DETERMINATION OF LIQUID EXPLOSIVES
INITIATION BY IMPACT

A.V. Dubovik
Semenov Institut of Chemical Physics RAS

Kosygin Str. 4, 117977 Moscow, Russia

Numerical experiment on determination of minimal energy initiati-
on Em depending on thickness of liquid explosive (LE) charges h0 ,lo-

cating in the clearance between plane surfaces of striker and anvil,
is presented. Statement of the experiment simulates the conditions of
real testings any explosives on sensitivity to impact. Obtained re-
sults are evidenced that there are exist LE layer with "soft" type of
mechanical behavior, which more intensive takes up the energy from
striker. Soft layer is heated up stronger than other' layers at given
energy of impact. This layer formes the critical thickness layer h. ,
which characterized by absolute minimum of initiation energy E, . The
existing in charges under test more thicker layer with "stiff" type of
mechanical behavior explaines a non-monotonic variation of Em(ho) de-
pendence. Necessary experimental data on non-monotonic Em(ho) depen-
dence for row of liquid and solid explosives are presented in [1,2].

Two-dimensional mathematical model of spreading and heating LE
during the impact is developed in [3]. This model includes the hydro-
dynamical equations for average (along layer's thickness) and local
(Lagrangian) values of velocities, pressures and temperatures in liqu-
id flow. These equations is completed by the equations for striker's
braking which determines the values on the contact boundary with stri-
ker (anvil) and velocity for striker's center of attraction. Dynamic
viscosity is assumed to change according to exponential low

g= po exp[-(U/GT0 )(T/T 0-1)+o(P-P 0 )]

where U- activation energy for viscous flow, 0- piezocoefficient of
viscosity, G - gas constant. Initial values are marked by interior, in-
'dexes 0.

Numerical experiment on LE initiation was carried out like that.
For' given layer's thickness ho it is assumed the initial velocity of
impact Vo and Lagrangian (particle) coordinates (ro,zo). Under explo-
sion condition the law of particle temperature variation T(t) must be
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so as
tb

f= Sdt/i[T(t)] =1
0

where t(T)- induction period under, temperature T, tb- time of explosi-
on. The explosion condition must be fulfilled under next limitations
on particle state in the flow: 1) point of explosion rb must be in the
limits of striker (rb< R- radius of striker); 2) time. of explosion
must be lower than time of impact (tb<tk); 3) for all particles f<1
except of "the hotest" one. Further after variation of independental
values Vo,r 0 ,zo it is determined the minimal energy of initiation
Em=MV0 2 /2 for, given ho. By analogy with that case it is determined all
dependence Em(ho).

Connecting equation's system of hydrodynamics, dynamics of impact
and explosion delay was integrated on personal computer, in according
to modified program STIFFR from MATHCAD 5.0+. Accuracy of determinati-
on ro was not more than 100 Aum, z0- 10 Am, Vo - I mm/s.

As known from the experiment [1,2] LE charge of any thickness h0
may be exploded by impact with minimal energy Em=MgH0 (Vo=V2gH0 ). Em-
pirical dependence E,(ho) has a form of strong dropping curve for
Oh0 0hc. For ho>h, initiation energy is roughly constant Em=Ec (type
3) or it is increased to value E,. For ho>h, initiation energy may be
roughly constant E,=Es (type 2) or it is decreasing function to value
Em=En )E,. For ho>h, initiation energy is roughly constant En (type
1). Thus curves type 2 or 3 may be obtained from one type I when hn~-hs
or hn-*hc accordingly (fig.I).

Numerical simulation of impact initiation LE charges shows Em(ho)
dependeces as empirical ones. For example we consider the results of
numerical experiment on hypothetical explosive with p=1500 kg/m3,
cp=1,25 kJ/(kg.K), po=50 Pa.s, U=80 kJ/mol, 0=5 GPa-1 , thermochemical
and kinetic parameters Q=4,3 MJ/kg, E=165 MJ/mol, Z=4*10'5 s-, coef-
ficient of heat removal from LE to striker (anvil) 3 kW/(m2 K). Para-
meters of impact system : mechanical stiffness 0,35 GN/m, diameter of
striker 2R=19 mm, drop weight 5 kg.

Calculated curve Em(ho) and experimental points are presented on
fig.2. Real experiment was made with pasteous mixture fine-grained
HMX, Al and binder. Obtained dependence Em(ho) belongs to I-rd type
ones. The curve has absolute minimum E,=34,5 J in point hc=0,225 mm
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and characteristic maximum E,=49,1 J in hs=0,35 mm. For all h0 >hn=0,5
mm the value En=40 J is approximately constant and En>Ec.

In order to better understand the reason of non-monotonic curve
change we turn to fig.3 where is shown time-dependent picture the
changing of impact parameters under critical conditions: h,,=0,225 mm,
Vc=3,715 m/s. Observed particle, which "the hotest" one, is placed in
point with r0 =3,0 mm and zo=O,06 pm. At the beginning of impact the
viscosity is increased because of the pressure rises and elastic ener-
gy of striker is increased also. LE temperature is increased very
small. However because of strong temperature-viscosity dependence the
viscosity drops and after it the pressure breaks down also from value

Pc=0,495 GPa. Elastic energy of striker transits to energy of liquid
stream and LE temperature is increased to maximum Tm=668 K. Note the
main heating of particle take place not in time of maximum striker's

surface velocity wm=11, 4 m/s but in time of coming the spreading wave

in point r0 . At that time inertial forces is negative and viscous
pressure rises above middle pressure p. Maximal velocity of dissipati-

on energy q, is 20,4 kW/Al. Immidiately after maximums q and T value
f-d what meanes the initiation of explosion in time of tb=0, 6  tk. At

that time the particle is stopped in 0,2 R from the border of striker,

and approximately in the middle of compressed layer which thickness is

95 nm. Maximal value of Reynolds number Rem in spreading flow is 28,2.
Consider fig.4 where are presented the extremal parameters of im-

pact with critical energy E, for different h0 . All curves have charac-
teristic extremums in points of hc=0,225 mm and hs=0,35 mm. The charge

of thickness h. names "soft" as it is compressed to minimal thickness
hk= 92 nm and it absorbs maximal part of impact energy el=0,725 E,
(viscous part of energy e, is 0,47 el). After impact the striker rebo-
unds from hk with velocity Vk=O,5 2 V,. This charge is heated the

strongest and the fastest than other charges.
In contrast to hc the charge of thickness h, names "stiff" as it

is compressed to maximal thickness hk=130 nm and it absorbs only 58%

Ec. The velocity of rebound is 0,65 V,, maximal velocity of heat dis-

sipation is 13,7 kW/pl, temperature T, =619 K. Therefore maximum

fm=0,14 and the explosion is absent. For all h0 >hn=0,5 mm the values

of extremal parameters is roughly constant.
For all ho0hc the explosins are absent. In order to explode its

it is necessary to lift the impact energy E0 more than Ec and the most
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level of this lifting must be made for ho=hs. For all ho>hn the lift
of Eo must be roughly constant.

Considering fig.2 we may convince in justing of this conclusion.
In fact the local maximum of initiation energy E. take place for'
"stiff" layer hs, absolute minimum of initiation energy E. - in h. and

for all ho>h, the initiation energy Er is roughly constant. As one wo-

uld expect from condition f=1 along curve Em(ho) the values Tm=668±0

K, q,=20)8±0,4 kW/gl, hb=98±2nm are conserved as constants. Although

impact time tk increases with h0 but the time At from beginning of
pressure drop tp to moment of explosion tb has a week minimum Atm= 8 6

As under ho=h,.
It was made other numerical experiments on initiation LE with

different rheology but the same explosion characteristics. These cal-

culations shown the 5-fold decreasing AO brings to Em(ho) dependence
2-nd type and additional 2-fold decreasing U brings to Em(ho) depen-

dence 3-rd type (fig.1). Some obtained results are presented in Table.

Table

2 Type Em(ho) I 1 2 1 3
go Pas I 50 I10 10

E - U kJ/mol 80 80 40
I

jM2
El: J/cm I 12,2 10,2 4,97

PC. GPa 1 0,4951 0,4481 0,257

hr mm 1 0,2251 0,11 1 0,20EC - Rem. 1 28,2 28,5 0,762

ý AS A0 k qm kJ/g~l 120,4 I34,3 6,09
Tm K f 668 674 629

Fig.1. Schematic diagram of At .s [. 86,0 63,8 218
Em(ho) dependences Er J/cm2  I 14,0 22,2 6,11

As follows from the Table, the 5-fold decreasing go brings into
slightly increasing of LE sensitivity which is characterized by the
values of E, and pu. But additional 2-fold decreasing U increases LE
sensitivity most visible. Small U equivalent to weak dependence p(T).

Therefore LE type 3 may be considered as isoviscous liquid. The impact

compression of this LE runs in noninertial regime (Re<<1). The viscosi-
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ty plays a two-fold role in explosion initiation of LE. It increases
dissipation velocity of impact energy but it increases the crushing
strength of liquid layer. In result the maximal impact temperature may

be small. Often great impact time tk and concerned with its long time

of dissipation heating At plays a dominant part in the explosion ini-

tiation,
In the case of a strong temperature-viscosity dependence (high U)

the pressure dropping due to heat instability of LE layer under load

(l] has a break down character. In the break down moment tp the stri-
ker' accumulates up to 80 % impact energy E, and break down pressure p,
is about 0,5 GPa. This high pressure may be produced only at very thin
layer' of LE. The less A0 the less must be h, to produce the same pres-
sure under' roughly the same E(,. Therefore it is observed a weak depen-
dence of LE sensitivity on the A0, if the value pA is not so big.

Thus the variation of rheological characteristics LE only gives a

possibility to explain qualitative the origine of different types

Em(ho) dependences and LE sensitivities to impact. All extr'emums at

these dependences may be explaineddue to new insight about substati-
ally different mechanical behavior of LE charges under' impact, in par-

ticular the existence of soft and stiff layers. To obtain quantitative
characteristic of LE sensitivity it is necessary to have an accurate

data about its rheological and explosive properties.

After' all it is necessary to discuss one principal conclusion

from this work about the justification of the choice E, (or p,) as an

absolute index of explosive sensitivity to impact. As per fig.2 the

interval of h0 near hc is narrow in comparison with wide range h0>h,,.
In this range ho the initiation energy E,I>EC but the change En, is not

coinciding with EC change (see Table). Therefore the using only E, as
a characteristics of impact sensitivity may bring into some overesti-

mation (or underestimation) of real explosive hazard.
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Fig.2. Initiation parameters according to h0: I- Em(in J), 2- re-
bound velocity Vk/Vo, 3- striker elastic energy-liquid
energy ratio es/e 1 , 4-explosion delay At=tp-tb(in As), tp-
moment of pressure break down beginning.
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Time-dependent parameters of impact with E,=34,5 J: 1- p/px; 2- w/VN; 3- EE,; 4- (?/E,; 5- /pjo'0,4

6- (T/To-I); 7- f. Scale values: px=0,5 4 8 GPa, 0o=50 Pas, T,=293 K, Vc=3,71 m/s, to=60,6 ps.
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Fig. 4. Extremal impact parameters according to ho under Ec =12, 2
J/cn 2 " 1- hk (in jim), 2- Vk/Voo 3- ev (in J/j•l), 4- qm (in
kW/jil), 5-(Tm/To-I)o 6- Pmirn (in ,aPas), 7- fk
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ANOMALOUS DETONATION OF CONDENSED EXPLOSIVES

WITH THE CJ CONDITION VIOLATION AND

CHANGE IN CARBON PHASE STATE

Sergey B. Victorov and Sergey A. Gubin

Moscow State Engineering Physics Institute (Technical University),

31, Kashirskoe shosse, Moscow, 115409, Russia

Previous theoretical investigations of TNT detonation associate a break in the D vs

po slope at initial density Po = 1.55 g/cm3 with the graphite to diamond transition and

assume that both phases of solid carbon (i.e. graphite and diamond) are present in the TNT

detonation products at Po > 1.55 g/cm3 . We have computed the detonation properties of two

explosives, carbon-rich TNT and carbon-poor RDX. The size and structure effects of solid

carbon clusters were taken into account. The results of this study show that coexistence of

both the graphite and diamond phases of solid carbon in the detonation products of

considered explosives is impossible at any po. Depending on p0, the condensed detonation

products consist of either graphite or diamond. Both explosives have a range of Po where

their detonation occurs in anomalous mode: the CJ condition of equality between sound and

detonation products velocities is not satisfied but the detonation is stable. Our calculations

yield sharp increase of temperature and pressure of the detonation products at the beginning

of the oanomalous region» of p0. The predicted values of po corresponding to the

anomalous mode of detonation are sensitive to size and structure of the graphite and diamond

clusters. We suggest experiments on detonation pressure of porous explosives that should

reveal whether the predicted anomalous mode of detonation occurs and that will help us

specify the parameters of solid carbon clusters in detonation products.

1. INTRODUCTION

Condensed carbon presents in detonation products of many high explosives

(HE). Its principal phase states are graphite, diamond and liquid. Carbon phase state in

detonation products depends on their temperature and pressure and affects to

detonation parameters of explosives because distinct carbon phases have different

thermodynamic properties. Therefore, knowledge of carbon phase state in detonation

products is important for accurate prediction of HE detonation characteristics.
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We have researched the detonation properties of carbon-rich TNT and carbon-

poor RDX to show how changes of carbon phase state in detonation products

influence HE detonation parameters.

Besides different carbon content several other factors motivate the study of

these two explosives. There are a lot of precise experimental data on detonation

parameters of TNT and RDX. Hence, it is possible to compare calculated detonation

parameters with experimental ones. Both explosives have breaks in their experimental

dependencies of detonation pressure and velocity slope on initial charge density.

These breaks seem to be result of phase transitions in the detonation products. Thus,

the choice of TNT and RDX for studying effects of carbon phase transitions on HE

detonation behavior is quite justified.

2. THEORY

The chemical formula of TNT is C7H5N306 and of RDX is C3H6N606. The

standard heats (enthalpies) of formation of TNT and RDX are equal to -17.8 and 14.7

kcal/mole, respectively. We assume that both explosives produce the only gaseous

phase and a solid carbon phases, i.e. graphite or diamond. The gaseous phase consists

of 14 gaseous species (C, C2, C5, CH4, CO, CO,, H2, H20, N,, N20, NH3, NO, NO2,

02).

The Gibbs free energy G of k reacting species is

k
G(Jp,nl,...,nk) = nlj(Tpnl,..nk),

J=1

where T - temperature, p - pressure, nj - molar concentrations, uj - chemical potentials

for gas and solid species.

We have used BKW equation of state (EOS) for the gaseous phase with our

own set of EOS coefficients BKW-RR [1].

To describe thermodynamic properties of solid carbon phases more accurately

we have obtained new EOS for graphite and diamond with the Grineisen gamma

depending on specific volume only. All available experimental data on thermal

expansion, heat capacity, shock-wave and static compression have been used to

determine the best EOS parameters. These EOS have been applied to calculate the
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graphite-diamond equilibrium line in a wide range of pressures and temperatures. The

computed phase equilibrium line fits available experimental data and theoretical

calculations.

Condensed carbon in form of graphite or diamond clusters is a major

detonation product of many HE. The regions of phase stability and synthesis

conditions of carbon clusters are little investigated. While the phase diagram of non-

disperse carbon is well established even at high pressures and high temperatures,

researches devoted to properties of small carbon clusters almost are not present.

In this work it is supposed, that the sizes of clusters are not small so, that a

qualitative state (internal structure) of substance has appreciably changed. Therefore,

we consider that the structure, lattice parameters, bond energies and heat capacity of

small clusters are equal to corresponding parameters of non-disperse crystals.

The distinction consists only of high surface energy of clusters, that causes

respective changes of enthalpy AH and entropy AS of substance:

AH= f __ a ý

AS = f[~ LI

where cy - surface energy, A - molar surface area.

It is supposed, that the surface energy linearly depends on temperature and

does not depend on pressure. Such assumption is convenient for carbon clusters with

number of atoms more than thousand and size above 10 nm [2].

Within the framework of offered model changes of enthalpy and entropy of

carbon clusters caused by its small size do not depend on temperature and pressure,

and are defined only by shape and size of crystals. Thus, the effect of structure and

size of clusters on the thermodynamics of solid carbon particles can be described by

correction of the standard-state heat of formation and entropy of carbon phases. The

corrections to the heat of formation and entropy depend on shape and size of crystals.

We have used compact shape (a regular hexagonal prism) of carbon clusters

for calculations of TNT and RDX detonation parameters. Our results show increasing
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of graphite-diamond cluster equilibrium pressure in comparison with one of non-

disperse carbon phases.

A new computer code (TDS) has been developed to carry out multi-phase

equilibrium calculations of HE detonation. The TDS code allows to determine all

local minima of detonation velocity and to find the only point of the HE Hugoniot

(absolute or global minimum) which corresponds to the real state of products behind

the detonation wave.

3. RESULTS

The theoretical detonation parameters calculated by the TDS code are in

satisfactory agreement with experimental data for a lot of HE. We have used this code

to compute detonation of porous TNT and RDX in a wide range of initial charge

density.

The Hugoniots of TNT and RDX were carefully researched by means of the

TDS code. The size and structure effects of graphite and diamond clusters were taken

into account. These parameters of solid carbon clusters have been determined to

obtain the best agreement between calculated and experimental detonation properties.

The experimental data on porous TNT are in [3]. The summary of

experimental data on porous RDX is in [4].

Previous theoretical investigations of TNT detonation associate a break in the

detonation velocity D vs p. slope at initial charge density Po = 1.55 g/cm3 with the

graphite to diamond transition and assume that both phases of solid carbon (i.e.

graphite and diamond) are present in the TNT detonation products at p0 > 1.55 g/cm3.

Our researches confirm that this break in the D vs p0 slope is really caused by

the graphite to diamond transition but the assumption about graphite-diamond

coexistence in the detonation products was found to be quite incorrect.

In fact, coexistence of both the graphite and diamond phases of solid carbon in

detonation products of the considered explosives is impossible at any Po. Depending

on p0, the condensed detonation products consist of either graphite (at Po < 1.55 g/cm3

for TNT and at Pa < 1.43 g/cm3 for RDX) or diamond (at Pa > 1.55 g/cm 3 for TNT and

at Po > 1.43 g/cm3 for RDX). Both explosives have a range of Po where their

detonation occurs in an anomalous mode [5]: the CJ condition of equality between
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sound velocity and velocity of detonation products is not satisfied but the detonation

is stable.

The stability of anomalous detonation is due to global minimum of detonation

velocity on the detonation Hugoniot. The experimental data on porous TNT and RDX

also indicate to stability of their detonation.

Our calculation predicts sharp increase of temperature and pressure of the

detonation products and break in the D vs po slope at the beginning of «anomalous

region»> of p, (i.e. at po, 1.55 g/cm' for TNT and at p0  1.43 g/cm' for RDX). The

calculated detonation properties of TNT and RDX fit available experimental data

(Fig.l-3). The predicted values of po corresponding to the anomalous mode of

detonation are sensitive to size and structure of the graphite and diamond clusters. We

suggest experiments on detonation pressure of porous explosives that should reveal

whether the predicted anomalous mode of detonation occurs (i.e. the beginning and

the end of oanomalous region») of po).

The anomalous mode of detonation exists due to the following difference

between graphite and diamond thermodynamic properties: at the same temperature

and pressure entropy of diamond always appears less than entropy of graphite. At

some HE initial densities this feature of carbon thermodynamics causes solid carbon

to change its phase state in the detonation products (graphite to diamond transition

occurs) and results in appearance of the anomalous detonation.

4. CONCLUSION

The results of this study show that solid carbon clusters are required to explain

the experimental detonation data of porous TNT and RDX.

Both explosives have a range of p, where their detonation occurs in anomalous

mode: the CJ condition of equality between sound and detonation products velocities

is not satisfied but the detonation is stable. Our calculations yield sharp increase of

temperature and pressure of the detonation products at the beginning of the

<<anomalous region») of p, The predicted values of p, corresponding to the anomalous

mode of detonation are sensitive to size and structure (shape) of the graphite and

diamond clusters. We suggest experiments on detonation pressure of porous

explosives that should reveal whether the predicted anomalous mode of detonation
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occurs and that will help us specify the parameters of solid carbon clusters in

detonation products.

The anomalous detonation seems to be "the rule rather than the exception"

even for explosives containing relatively small amounts of carbon. We expect that

many high explosives have a range of initial charge densities where their detonation

occurs in the anomalous mode.

6.75

6.5 )3

1.05 1.15 1.25 1.35 1AS 1.55 1.65
-I a dsity (g9/-b-m)

FIG. I. Detonation velocity vs initial TNT density. Vertical dotted line indicates
the beginning of initial density region where detonation occurs in the anomalous mode.
Solid line - our calculation, square markers - experiment [3].
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FIG. 2. Detonation velocity vs initial RDX density. Vertical dotted lines indicate
the beginning and the end of initial density region where detonation occurs
in the anomalous mode. Solid line - our calculation, square markers -
experiments summarized in [4].30
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FIG. 3. Detonation pressure vs initial RDX density. Vertical dotted lines indicate

the beginning and the end of initial density region where detonation occurs

in the anomalous mode. Solid line - our calculation, square markers -
experiments summarized in [4].
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Development and optimisation of the Fiber Optic Probe; a new optic
method for measuring the shock velocity in energetic materials

R.J. van Esveld, M.P. van Rooijen, W.C. Prinse, A.C. van der Steen

TNO Prins Maurits Laboratory, P.O. Box 45, 2280 AA Rijswijk, The Netherlands

The TNO Prins Maurits Laboratory uses an electric gun to characterize the behaviour of
energetic materials on impact with a flyer plate. The electric gun generates a powerfiul
electromagnetic field, which makes the use of electrical measuring methods like resistance
wire or ionisation pins problematic. The need for accurate measurement of shock and
detonation velocities in a strong electomagnetic environment has led to the development of
the Fiber Optic Probe (FOP), which is an optical method.

The FOP is an optic fiber, in which several holes are drilled. This fiber is placed in the
sample normal to the shockfront. When a shockwave travels through the sample, the air in the
drilled holes is compressed and will emit light through the process of ionisation. This light is
recorded with a digital signal analyzer (DSA), on which a peak in light intensity will be
visible each time the shockfront passes a hole. The distance between two holes (measured
during the construction of the FOP) divided by the time between the two corresponding peaks
gives the average shockwave velocity in between two holes.

Initially the FOP has been used for solid energetic materials, for example RDX and HMX
based plastic bonded explosives, pressed HNS II and pressed TATB. Recent optimisations
have extended the use of the FOP to powder (guanidine nitrate) and liquid (nitromethane)
energetic materials. The velocity range, in which the FOP has proven to work correctly,
ranges from 3 km/s to 12 km/s. The error in the measured velocity is mainly influenced by
the distance between the holes, and is usually less than 0.3 km/s.

The FOP has some distinct advantages relative to other methods of shock velocity
measurement. One advantage is the small scale on wich experiments can be performed.
Usually only 2.5 to 10 grams of energetic material is used, but at large scale the FOP also
performs excellent. Furthermore, the FOP is capable of monitoring the shock to detonation
transition in explosives. These advantages, combined with the insensitivity of the FOP to
electromagnetic fields, make the FOP an excellent tool for the characterisation of energetic
materials used in Exploding Foil Initiators (EFIs).
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CHARACTERISATION OF BOOSTER EXPLOSIVES
BY FLYER IMPACT

W.C. Prinsel, T. Jordan2, A. Cardell2, R.H.B. Boumal, A.C. van der Steen'
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DERA and TNO are both interested in the response of new explosives candidates to flyer impact for ap-
plication in Insensitive Munitions. The objective of a joint research programme is to analyse, and even-
tually optimise, the response of new explosives to flyer impact initiation. The type of explosive and the
influence of crystal size distribution are investigated in this programme. As the explosives are typically
applied in exploding foil initiators or in parts of an explosive train, the dimensions of the flyer are also
changed in the flyer impact initiation experiments.
In the design of exploding foil initiator both the explosive's crystal size 1'2, and pulse length1 of the input

shock wave, are crucial to its reliable operation, the pulse length being proportional to flyer thickness.

DERA has prepared charges of explosives that show good thermal characteristics and low explosiveness.
At TNO the flyer impact initiation of these charges has been investigated. In the experiments the run-to-
detonation or initiation distance is determined optically, as a function of the velocity of the impacting
flyer. From the experiments one can determine the initiation threshold of an explosive; the initiation
threshold being characterised by a pressure or energy, specific for the applied flyer thickness. Experi-
ments are then repeated at various flyer thicknesses, and plots of the initiation energy at the threshold
versus the corresponding initiation pressure will be constructed. These plots show a curve that separates
the two regions of detonation and no-detonation, which is important to the design of an electric foil initia-
tor. Two asymptotes are found, a critical initiation energy for thin flyer impact initiation, and a critical
initiation pressure for thick flyer impact initiation.

Results will be shown on the flyer impact initiation of HNS II and HNS IV, TATB C and TATB superfi-

ne. The thicknesses of the flyers are 125 gm and 250 jm.
Due to the relatively high shock sensitivity of HNS, difficulties are encountered in the determination of
the shock initiation threshold. The capacitorbank used in the initiation experiments operates reliably bet-
ween 10 kV and 40 kV, which in turn determines the range of attainable flyer velocities, specific for each
combination of flyer thickness and flyer diameter. In order to lower the velocity of the impacting flyer, a
primary flyer hits a PVC barrier with a relatively low velocity, on top of which a secondary flyer has
been placed. Because of the damped shock wave in the PVC barrier, the secondary flyer is released at a
lower velocity. In this way the lower limit of attainable flyer velocities has been altered successfully, al-
lowing for the determination of the shock initiation threshold of HNS. The dimensioning of the PVC
barrier is determined from an analysis of shock and release wave propagation in both the primary flyer
and the PVC barrier. The velocities of the secondary flyers have been determined by calibration in sepa-
rate experiments applying the Fabry-Perot velocity interferometer system3 .

At the moment experiments are being carried out on the shock initiation behaviour with 25 and 50 jim
thick flyers, which requires also a new flyer velocity calibration procedure at respective flyer thicknesses.
Furthermore the detonation pressure of HNS and TATB will be determined with the Fabry-Perot velocity
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interferometer system by measuring the time-evolution of the particle velocity at the explosive/PMMA
interface, as described in reference 3.

At small flyer thicknesses typically small size crystals should be employed for the reliable functioning of
an electronic foil initiator, as the critical initiation energy is larger for the larger crystal sizes.

1 W.C. Prinse, M.P. van Rooijen, B. Coleau, J.M. Mul, H.J. Verbeek, A.C. van der Steen, Shock
sensitivity testing of explosives with the gap test and the thin flyer impact test,EuroPyro 95,
Tours, France, 5 - 9 June 1995.

2 H. Moulard, Particular aspect of the explosive particle size effect on shock sensitivity of cast
PBX formulations, Proceedings of the Ninth Symposium (International) on Detonation, Portland,
USA, 28 August - 1 September 1989, pp 18-24.

3 L.K. Cheng, A.J.A. Bruinsma, W.C. Prinse, C. Smorenburg, A Fabry-Perot Interferometer
System for high-speed velocity measurement, High Speed Photonics Congress, 28 October -
1 November 1996, Santa F6, USA.
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ABSTRACT

The behavior of condensed media under detonation loading is classically investigated
through free-surface and final velocity V reached by a liner coating one side of an
explosive mass, detonating parallel to its surface. The liner mass constitutes an available
parameter to be related with V. This method of observation of flow boundaries, provides
important information on detonation and the flow behind it.

It is used to calculate parameters of some equations of state for the detonation gas, and
also in the present work, whose aim was to characterize and classify NTO-formulated
high explosives on the basis of the maximum kinetic energy transferred to the liner in the
lateral projection geometry.

By varying the thickness of the inert plate and measuring the free surface velocity, data is
obtained which is extrapolated to zero plate thickness. The acoustic approximation is
used to calculate the Chapman-Jougeut explosive pressure. The polytropic exponent, the
chemical energy released in the detonation, and the maximum fraction of this energy
transferred to the liner, can also be calcutatod.
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NTO (3-Nitrol,2,4-Triazol-5-one) was identified as a relatively insensitive explosive
with a calculated performance near that of RDX. Several experiments were performed.
NTO was incorporated into TNT and RDX-mixtures. The experiments used various
combinations of charge mass and plate mass, and various types of explosive charges,
such as NTOITNT (40/60), RDX/NTOiTNT (25/25950), RDX/TNT (60/40), TNT, and
various PBX formulations. The determination of the energetic eharacteristics of the
explosives was determined forn the registration (performed by X-ray apparatus) of the
projection of the metal plate driven by the detonation products. Detonation velocity was
also mcasured.

Thooretical predictions (based on the conservation of momenium and energy) are
compared with the experimental results. Although used in small-scale experiments, the
present method has been successfully used to characterize various NTO compositions.
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Abstract

A process of shock initiation of nitromethane and its mixtures with ammonium
nitrate or hexogen or aluminium powder or copper powder was investigated. A
modified gap test was employed to measure the mean velocity of explosion propa-
gation at different depths in an acceptor charge and to determine the length of a
plexiglass gap for which the probability of detonation initiation is equal 50%. The
experimental results show that the critical velocity of propagation of explosion that
leads to detonation is independent of a kind of addition and it coincides with the
value for pure nitromethane but it is reached for different lengths of the plexiglass
gap. An observed increase of shock sensitivity cannot be explained only on the ba-
sis of physical phenomena connected to shock wave propagalion in a heterogene-
ous medium. A hypothesis is made that in the first stage of initiation the thermal
explosion of nitromethane in hot-spots placed at solid inclusions occurs and after
that the decomposition products of nitromethane react with adjacent material of
inclusion.

1. Introduction
The process of shock initiation of nitromethane (NM) has been a subject of many experimen-

tal and theoretical investigations [1-10]. Their results show that the chemical reactions in NM un-

der shock initiation conditions have an induction period and that the length of time induction de-

creases with increasing the shock pressure. In many works devoted to the shock initiation of liquid

explosives, it was showed that experimental results could be interpreted using a homogeneous

thermal explosion theory. On the basis of this theory, the qualitative relationships were found be-

tween time to detonation or an amplitude of initiation pressure and the chemical kinetics of the

heat releasing reactions.
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Addition of solid inclusions to the homogeneous liquid explosive turns it into a heterogeneous

explosive and radically changes the mechanism of initiation of detonation. In consequence of in-

clusions attendance (with different wave impedance), the shock compression energy is localised in

particular areas. Multiple reflections of shock wave andcollision its curved front create inhomo-

geneous fields of temperature and pressure with many regions of elevated values of the parame-

ters. After exceeding critical values by local temperatures, the regions act as ignition sites (hot-

spots) in which the exothermic decomposition of NM begins. Decomposition of the hot-spots

leads to energy release that is proportional to their volume. If the concentration of hot-spots is

high enough, the chemical energy strengthens the shock wave and transforms it into a self-

sustaining detonation wave. In their classic work on the shock initiation of solid particles suspen-

sion in nitromethane, Howe, Frey, Taylor and Boyle [7] showed that shock sensitivity of the ex-

plosive mixtures is proportional to total surface area of inclusions in wide range their individual

size (0.5+200 gim) and concentration (0.15÷20% vol.). Furthermore, at a constant surface area,

the sensitivity increases with increasing the shock impedance of the inclusions.

According to the authors' knowledge there have been done very limited studies on the shock

initiation of NM mixtures with chemical active solid additives which are nominally able to react

with nitromethane decomposition products in hot-spots. Since the elevated temperature regions

are placed in a neighbourhood of inclusions, a chemical interaction between initial decomposition

products and the material of addition may occur. In case of appearing that reactions, the shock

sensitivity should be not only a function of addition concentration and its dispersity or density but,

should depend also on its chemical nature. To check this hypothesis, 40% in mass of powdered

aluminium (Al) or crystalline ammonium nitrate (AN) or hexogen (RDX) or powdered copper

(Cu) were added to nitromethane. The addition of 2% in mass of polymethylmethacrylate

(PMMA) to NM was also added to obtain stable suspension of additives in it. The shock sensitiv-

ity of explosives tested was investigated with modified gap test technique. In succeeding shots, the

mean velocity of explosion process propagation at different depths in the tested charge was meas-

ured by short-circuit sensors. Moreover, the length of plexiglass gap was determined for which the

probability of detonation initiation was equal 50%.
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2. Experimental approach and results

Commercial grade nitromethane, aluminium powder (size of grains < 150 gm), crystalline

ammonium nitrate (size < 500 gim), hexogen (size < 50 gm) and powdered copper (mean size of

grain = 63 gm) were used to prepare explosive mixtures. The addition of 2% in mass of PMMA to

NM increased its viscosity sufficiently to obtain stable suspension of 40% additives in it. To avoid

air bubbles, the explosive mixtures were prepared by mixing the additive with homogeneous, vis-

cous NM/PMMA mixture at least two hours before the shot. Before the main experiments, the

density of the mixtures was characterised by a pycnometric method and the detonation velocity

was determined under the same conditions as during the experiments. The detonation velocity was

measured by short-circuit sensors located in the 36-mm-diameter charge. The composition of the

explosive mixtures tested and the results of preliminary measurements are given in Table 1.

Table I. Composition and properties of the explosive mixtures
Explosive mixture Composition Density* Detonation velocity

[% mass] p [kg/m 3] D. [m/s]

NM/PMMA 98/2 1140 6350

NM/PMMA/AI 58.8/1.2/40 1470 5870

NM/PMMA/AN 58.8/1.2/40 1305 5800

NM/PMMA/RDX 58.8/1.2/40 1335 6850

NM/PMMA/Cu 58.8/1.2/40 1748 5300
* - initial density at the temperature T = 293 K

The charge configuration used in main experiments is shown in Fig. 1. It conformed to the

usual large-scale gap test [11], except that the short-circuit sensors to measure the mean velocity

of explosion process propagation were employed. A booster made of phlegmatised hexogen

served as a shock wave generator. From shot to shot, the length of plexiglass attenuator was

changed with 2-mm step. The highest and the least gap values were appointed for which the com-

plete detonation and failure of explosion process were observed. The complete detonation of ex-

plosive charge was indicated when a clean hole was cut in the steel witness plate that was 5-mm

thick. The mean shock wave velocity in plexiglass gap and mean value of explosion process
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propagation in the acceptor charge was measured by short-circuit sensors. The manner of the sen-

sor location is shown in Fig. 1.

witness plate

container, PVC tube

explosive tested, d36 mm1402

15-7'

15 short-circuit sensors

15

plexiglass gap

50 booster

10 detonator and holder

ý50

Fig. 1. Scheme of the charge configuration to determine the shock sensitivity and to measure the
mean velocity of explosion process propagation.

The shock sensitivity of explosives tested as the usual gap test results in the form ,,detonation-

no detonation" are presented in Table 2 and the results of measuring the mean velocity of explo-

sion process propagation are shown in Figs. 2, 3, 4 and 5. The curves illustrate changes of the

velocity values as a function of distance from the loaded surface for different length of the plexi-

glass gap. The value of mean velocity obtained on a given measured distance is shown as the

point corresponding to the centre of the distance. On all the graphs, there are also points (0)

which correspond to the value of mean shock wave velocity in the plexiglass attenuator (for differ-

ent its length). The values of shock wave velocity that are marked as black points (.), were ob-

tained at the first measured distance in the NM/PMMA charge for different length of the gap. Two

of them which are described as NM+ and NM- correspond to the critical values of velocity for

that complete detonation and failure of NM explosion process were observed. The values were

obtained for the length of the plexiglass gap equal adequately 30 and 32 mm.
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Table 2. The length of the plexiglass gap as a measure of the shock sensitivity.

Explosive Length of the plexiglass gap [mm]

detonation no detonation 50%

NM/PMMA 30 32 31

NM/PMMA/AI 40 42 41

NM/PMMAIAN 36 38 37

NM/PMMA/RDX 34 36 35

NM/PMMA/Cu 28 30 29

6000 1 i I -
S I I IL mm.,I I •/ /

1 122 mm
5500 FI r ' I/---------------------.---------- ,-----.----.-.

'• I I I I I / I. I I
IL I i I Imi ,

I 138 m 0 mini
5000 - - - - - - -

4500I I I I IC I *. .I I I I I I

"2' 4000 ..-

3500. I I I- I I

S~I I ".I I I

3000 I I - -I - I I

I I l "-. l /42 mm

2500 - L --- -

I I 1 "I / 1 I

I I I 144 mm

•"I I I " I I I

2000 LL..- -L- -F - L- - - I -
I I I " 50m m

I .I I " I I I
S. . . . II I I *...• L _ I

1500 I_ _ i _ 1_ .,._ I - I
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

Distance fron the booster, "[1m]

Fig. 2. Mean velocities of wave in the plexiglass gap (o), in NM/PMNA (e) at the first measuring
distance and in NMIPMMA/AI (-) at the consecutive measuring distances as a function of
distance from the end of the booster for different lengths of the gap.
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6000

1 1 114mm-

5500 '---
I 24., rnqvl

`30I

4000 - -- --

1 38

4500 L -L -L L L-L-

0 IO 20 40I

654000 --- 4------------

600 -I -4

5500~~~~~~ I--- __ .L--

I IN

2500 i__I _

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 800

Distance from the booster, x [mm]

Fig. 3. Mean velocities of wave in the plexiglass gap (o), in NMIPMMA (e) at the first measuring
distance and in NMIPMMAIANX (--) at the consecutive measuring distances as a function
of distance from the end of the booster for different lengths of the gap.
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Fig. 5. Mean velocities of wave in the plexiglass gap (o), in NM/PMMA (e) at the first measuring
distance and in NM/PMMA/Cu (-) at the consecutive measuring distances as a function
of distance from the end of the booster for different lengths of the gap.

4. Calculations

Detonation velocities of explosive tested were calculated by assuming the neutrality of addi-

tives in the zone of chemical reactions or their activity in this zone. Calculations of the detonation

velocity in the first case (Di) were performed by the method described in Ref. 12 and calculations

in the second one (D.) were done by means of a program for thermochemical calculations TIGER

- [13] with the set of parameters in the BKW equation of state recommended in [14]: a = 0.50, J3

= 0.176, K = 11.80, 0 = 1850. The results of calculations are presented in Table 3. For compari-

son, the experimental results (D.) are also given in this table.

On the basis of the measured values of time of propagation of shock waves across the plexi-

glass gap of different thickness, the time-dependence of a shock wave velocity (D,) can be deter-

mined. Thus, the shock wave velocity against distance from the plexiglass surface can be obtained

(Fig. 6).
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Table 3. Experimental and calculated detonation velocities for the mixtures tested

Explosive mixture D. [m/s] Di [mis] D. [mi/s

NM/PMMA 6530 6360 6670

NM/PMMA/AI 5870 5910 6060*

NMiPMMA/AN 5800 5635 7280

NM/PMMA/RDX 6850 5870 7320

NM/PMMA/Cu 5300 5280 -
* maximal value obtained for 13 % chemically active aluminium

6 .... , , , , , .,,, , , ., , , , , , , , ,

5

4

3

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

x [mm]

Fig. 6. Shock wave velocity, D,, in plexiglass as a function of distance, x, from the loaded surface.

If shock adiabates of the explosive mixtures are known then initial parameters of shock wave

generated in the explosive may be calculated on the basis of the value of shock wave velocity at

the end of plexiglass block. Shock adiabates of NM/additive mixtures were determined by the

method of constructing the shock adiabate of a multi-component medium proposed in [13]. The
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values of parameters characterising the properties of plexiglass, NM, and additives are given in

Table 4. The parameters p0, a , , and yo are the density of a pure material, the coefficients of a

shock adiabate DN = ca + X UN (DN and uN denote normal shock wave and mass velocities in a pure

additive), and the Gruneisen coefficient, respectively.

Table 4. Parameters of shock adiabates and Gruineisen coefficients for materials used in tests

Material po [kg/m 3] a [m/s] YO

Plexiglass 1186 2598 1.516 0.97

NM 1140 2650 1.64 1.25

Al 2710 5250 1.39 2.13

AN 1690 1800 1.8 1.55

RDX 1800 2870 1.61 1.29

Cu 8920 3940 1.489 1.99

The calculated values of the initial shock pressure (p*) leading to the detonation of given

mixture are presented in Table 5.

Table 5. Calculated critical shock pressures leading to detonation

Explosive mixture p* [GPa]

NM/PMMA 4.75

NM/PMMA/AI 3.55

NM/PMMA/AN 4.00

NM/PMMA/RDX 4.45

NM/PMMA/Cu 5.95

5. Discussion

The results of experiments and calculations presented in Table 3 give an answer to the ques-

tion if the reactions between additives and the products of decomposition of NM take place in the

reaction zone of the detonation wave. Comparison of the measured and computed values of the

detonation velocity shows that the values of D. for the mixtures with Al, AN or Cu additives are

similar to those of Di which are calculated by assuming the chemical inertia of the additives. Dis-

crepancies between the values of De and Di are much lower than those between the values of D.
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and D.. This fact enables us to formulate a conclusion that possible reaction, in which Cu, Al and

the products of AN decomposition participate, proceeds behind the reaction zone of the detona-

tion wave. In case of NMIPMMA/RDX mixture the value of D. is higher than that of Di and only

insignificantly lower than that of Da. This means that the decomposition of RDX takes place in the

reaction zone and reactions between the products of NM and RDX are possible.

From the gap test results presented in Table 2 and the calculated critical shock pressures

shown in Table 5 it follows that there is no correlation between a shock sensitivity of the NM

mixtures and the dispersity and shock impedance of additives' material. If only physical phenom-

ena influenced the sensitivity of explosive tested then copper powder would be the best sensitizer

because of its high dispersity and high density. But aluminium and ammonium nitrate are better

sensitizer in spite of their greater particles and lower shock impedance. This fact enables us to

drawn a conclusion that higher sensitivity of the NM mixtures with Al or AN is caused by chemi-

cal reactions of the additives with the products of NM decomposition. These reactions lead to an

increase of a rate of heat release behind the initiating shock wave. Strong influence of aluminium

and ammonium nitrate on the sensitivity of NM means that the NM decomposition products are

able to react with reductants as well as oxidizers. Unexpected weak influence of RDX on the NM-

mixture sensitivity is caused by the fact that RDX is not strong reductant nor strong oxidizer as

well. That is why the heat effect of reactions between the products of decomposition of RDX and

NM is lower than that in the NM mixtures with Al or AN.

Copper powder decreases the shock sensitivity of NM in a significant degree. Presence of Cu

particles affects positively the shock sensitivity of the mixture by the formation of hot spots but

simultaneously copper absorbs the heat energy and reduces a probability of occurring of chemical

reactions in the shocked nitromethane.

Thus, on the basis of experimental results, a conclusion can be drawn that the sensitivity of

explosives tested decreased in series NM/PMMA/AI > NM/PMMA/AN > NM/PMMA/RDX >

NM/PMMA > NM/PMMA/Cu. This changes do not correlate with total surface area and shock

impedance of the inclusions but they can be explained with assumption that the shock initiation

process consists of two stages, the thermal explosion of NM in hot-spots and the heterogeneous

combustion of the inclusion material.
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DETECTION OF IMPACT TIME IN DROP-HAMMER TEST
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ABSTRACT

Drop-hammer test is a well known method for characterization of explosive safety and the test result

obtained therefrom is one of the most important data concerned in the explosive application. But there are

few methods which can be used to accurately reflect the impact process. The accurate time of the hammer

striking the impact set with sample is essential for the further research and application of explosives, but this

accurate time is very difficult to detect. We have designed a device and procedure to gain the impact time

by using a Data Acquisition System to record the acceleration variation of the hammer striking upon the

impact set. A series of data related to the acceleration variation of impact can be obtained under different

conditions, including

. impact set without any sample:

. impact set with non-explosive sample;

* impact set with explosive sample;

* impact with different drop-hammer height, etc.

According to comparison and analysis of the acceleration vs time ( a -I ) curves scanned in the tests

said-above, the impact time under different conditions were obtained for a series of explosives. The

preliminary results of the experiments indicate that this device could be used as a new method to evaluate

the impact sensitivity of granular explosives and describe their mechanism from the impact time and the

shape of the corresponding a -t curves.

KEYWORDS .impact sensitivity of explosive impact time drop-hanuner test

1. INTRODUCTION

The drop hammer test is still a widely used method to describe the impact sensitivity I'l and usually for

granular explosives (I.* In general, the test results are evaluated by two ways, one is the sensitiveness of the

This work is supported by the Science Foundation of China Academy of Engineering Physics.
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explosive in terms of 50% drop height to cause ignition [31, the other is the explosion probability under a

specified hammer weight and drop height. Both ways are on the basis of statistical principle which can show

nothing of the impact process. It is impossible, therefore, to give the answer about how long a time has gone

for the sample to ignite after it was impacted.

Based on the " hot spot " theory which is usually used to explain the mechanism of explosive ignition by

impact, we thought it should be necessary to find a way to reflect the response of the explosive sample while

being impacted by a hammer, at the same time the factors influencing on the response should be easily

detected by means of some devices and not disagreed with the " hot spot " mechanism. The acceleration

variation of the hammer striking the impact set is taken as a criteria describing the response process of the

test sample. According to this idea, we have designed a device and procedure to scan the acceleration

process of the striking hammer and a series of acceleration vs time ( a -t ) curves were obtained. After

analyzing the curves, it can be found apparent differences in the impact process among the explosives of

different types such as PETN; HMX and RDX ['I; Teryl and TNT etc..

2. TEST DEVICE AND PROCEDURE

The experiments are carried out on the drop-hammer device with a 5kg weight. The impact set consists of

two steel rollers of 10mmn diameter in a close-matched sleeve on a pedestal as shown in Fig. 1. The sample is

placed in-between the adjacent ends of the two rollers. An accelerometer YJ-5 is fixed on the hammer and

the signals produced are transmitted into the Data Acquisition System DAS-820 through a charge amplifier

YES 852. The impact time under different conditions can be obtained by computer analyzing the a -

cures recorded.

Fig. 1 lImpact set

1. roller 2. Sleeve 3. Pedestal

3. TEST RESULT

3.1 Blank test

In order to verify' the function stability of the device, the tests without any sample in-between the rollers

were carried out at the drop height of 20, 50 and 70cm and repeated at each one. the curves picturing the

relationship between the impact acceleration, a, and time, t, were scanned as in Fig. 2, 3 and 4. The range of
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the impact time is marked by letters " a " and " b " in each of the curves. Since all the experiments

below were made on the same device with the same procedure, the curves obtained from different group of

tests will be shown in the same manner.

I I p p

0,3 -00? 0 0, Rs -0,44 -0,f 8,00 0,22 Ms

tab = 0.324ms tab = 0.326ms

Fig. 2 a vs t curves of blank test at drop height 20cm

-0,35 -0,13 001 031 as -0.3w "017 0,05 0,37 as

tab 0.330ms tab = 0.330ms

Fig. 3 a vs t curves of blank test at drop height 50cm

CIL

"-0,35 -0.13 0,09 0.31 -s -0.35 "0,13 00, 0,31 Ms

tab = 0.332ms tab= 0.330ms

Fig. 4 a vs t curves of blank test at drop height 70cm
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The small deviation among the , t~b values in three groups of blank test shows an acceptable reproducibility

of the device.

3.2 Non-explosive test

Graphite and wax were selected to examine their behaviors under impacting, because they are often used as

additives to reduce the sensitivity of polymer bonded explosives (PBXs). The a - t curves of graphite and

wax with different quantity at drop height of 40cm are as below.

" ", -0,17 0,05 O, R5 40N• -0,17 0,05 OZ7 Rs
( a ) tab= 0.364ms ( b ) tab = 0.368ms

-0,35 -0, 0.,5 0,27 MS
C ) tab= 0.372ms

Fig. 5 a vs t curves of graphite with (a) 10mg, (b) 30mg, (c) 50mg

It can be seen that the sample quantity of graphite shows little influence on the impact time.

"-0, 3 -0,17 0.05 M.Y ms *0. 4 "0,22 0.00 0,2. 9 s
(a) tb =0.350ms ( b ) taa=0.410ms
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,.D53 -0.30 "0,0 0,14 is -0.6 -6.43 -0,21 0,01 i

(c) tab=0.502ms ( d ) tab=O.582ms

Fig. 6 a vs t curves of wax with (a)lOmg, (b) 20mg, (c ) 3Omg, (d) 40mg

The results show that the quantity of wax apparently increases the range of impact time, which should be

resulted from some melted sample squeezed out of the rollers after impact.

3.3 Explosive test

It is well known that different explosive shows different impact sensitivity in the drop-hammer test, In order

to record the responses of both explosion and non-explosion of the sample tested on our device under a

certain condition, the drop height of the hammer should not be the same.

When 50mg of PETN was tested under drop height of 10cm, explosion responded with both "yes " and

"no as shown in Fig. 7 and 8, respectively.

0' b . J

•0,56 -034 ",12 0],10 Ns -0,4 "026 -0.04 0,18 as

Tab = 0.434ms tab = 0.438ms

Fig. 7 a vs t curves ofPETN at drop height 10cm (no explosion)
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"0,44 010 0.2 0,56 -0,27 0,06 03• 0.72 s

t&b=0.384ms tb= 0.222ms

Fig. 8 a vs t curves ofPETN at drop height 10cm (explosion)

It can be seen from the figures, in the case of " no ,the tab of two tests are well agreed to each other,

while the " yes " responses in Fig. 8 give much shorter impact time and show an apparent difference

between the two tests. When 50mg PETN was impacted by a hammer from 40cm high, all samples gave

much violent explosion within a very short time as shown in Fig. 9.

•0,14 0,19 0, 0, is 1,4 ,0DI 0,30 0.59 As

tIb=0.075ms tb =0.1OOms

Fig. 9 a vs I curves of PETN at drop height 40cm

0104 -0, 0,00 0,22 Ns -0,39 -0,17 0.05 0.27 i

tab = 0.346ms Itb=0.348ms

Fig. 10 a vs t curves of 50mg HMX at drop height 40cm (noexplosion)
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To compare their behaviors with that of PETN, the tests of HMX, RDX, Tetryl and TNT were carried out at

the same conditions of 50mg sample and 40cm drop height. All the explosives except TNT responded with

"yes" and "no" explosion as shown in Fig. 10 to 15, while the different shape of the curves scanned in

the experiments should imply different reaction process in each group of samples.

-0, 0.,Z 031 0,61 As -0,35 -0,02 0.31 0.64 is
tAb= 0.306ms tab=0.303ms

Fig. 11 a vs t curves of 50mg HMX at drop height 40cm (explosion)

f.f39 -0.17 0.5 0.27 "s
t.b =0.362ms

Fig. 12 a vs t curves of 50mg RDX at drop height 40cm (no explosion)

OL 6 OL bMNVV

-0.39 0, 0,27 0.60 s -035 -0,02 0.31 0.64 As

tab= 0.330ms; tw= 1.044ms tab= 0.330ms; tc= 0.933ms

Fig. 13 a vs I curves of 50mg RDX at drop height 40cm (explosion)
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Because of the special behavior of RDX while being impacted, a further time interval is marked as "ac "

in the figures.

-0,43 -0,26 -0,04 0,13 i -043 -0.26 -001J 0.1 ag

tab = 0.386ms t~b= 0.428ms

Fig. 14 a vs t curves of 50mg Tetlyl at drop height 40cm (no explosion)

-0,37 -0,04 0,2 0.62 4 -V 0.06 0,39 0.72 s
tab = 0.753ms tb= 1.083ms

Fig. 15 a vs t curves of 50mg Tetiyl at drop height 40cm ( explosion)

TNT did not explode under the same conditions above, but its behavior were quite different in the time

intervals of ab, bc and cd as shown in Fig. 16.

V,• V V I/ VVv /

+ +
-0,3 ,0d• 0,7 0160 4s -, -0,06 0,27 0,60 as

tab=0.192ms; t==0.510ms; tat=0.g52ms t lb=0.1g0ms; ta.=0.468ms; td=0.g34ms

Fig. 16 a vs t curves of 50mg TNT at40cm drop height
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4. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Impact process

The impact is actually an instant process consisting of two stages, i.e. the hammer striking the roller and

consequently rebounding away. In the first stage at the moment of the hammer contacting the roller, the

acceleration of the hammer coming from its potential will continually increase due to the elastic strain of the

roller. Until the elastic strain reaches its limit, the hammer can not move down any more and its acceleration

will get up to the maximum. At this moment the compression stress of the roller will make the hammer

rebounding away, decreasing its acceleration down to zero at the moment of their disengagement. We define,

therefore, the impact tine, tib, as the duration of the hammer acceleration from zero to maximum and then to

zero. If there is sample in-between the two rollers of the test device, its response to the impact should affect

the shape of a -t curve scanned by the DAS, implying the reaction characteristics in some extent.

4.2 Reproducibility of test results

The blank tests as shown in Fig. 2, 3 and 4 indicate that the device can fairly reproduce the impact time. Fig.

5 show that the results of the test with graphite under different conditions are also well-reproducible, even in

the case of no explosion of PETN, HMX and RDX after impact, the reproducibility of the test under

corresponding conditions is acceptable as the shape of a -tcurves shown in Fig. 7, Fig. 10 and 12. The

a - tcurves in Fig. 11I and 13 indicate that if HMX or RDX exploded in the test, the deviation of their

impact time is quite agreed with each other, respectively.

The sample of PETN or Tetryl exploded after impact could give similar results but not fairly reproducible as

shown in Fig 8, 9 and 15. These phenomena can be explained by " hot-spot " mechanism of explosive

ignition as the heat energy coming from the mechanical shock could not evenly distribute over all the sample

grains but on some local points and as a result to form " hot-spots "I while the position and time of hot-spot

formation are random rather than the same.

4.3 Impact time and low melting point

Unlike the results said-above, the test reproducibility of the samples with low melting point such as wax

( Fig.6 ) , Tetryl ( Fig. 14 ) and TNT ( Fig. 16 ) are not satisfied. The complex picture of their a ~-t
curves must be resulted from the squeeze and scatter of the melted sample. These processes will fluctuate the

pressure in-between the rollers and, therefore, the acceleration of the hammer. This fluctuation will last until

the hammer rebounding away, lengthening the impact time.

4.4 Hammer drop height
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Fig. 8 and 9 indicate that the drop height increases the explosion probability as usual, but shortens the

impact time.

4.5 Reaction propagation

Compared Fig. 11, 13 and 15, there seemed to be different ignition mechanisms for different explosives. It

can be supposed that friction among the explosive grains is the main source of the heat energy for the hot

spot forming, but the behavior of the said explosives are quite different at the end of impact time. The

reaction of HMX immediately grows up to deflagration even explosion, while RDX gives a period of

reaction propagation from point " b" to "c " before the violent explosion comes and whether the

intervals of " ab " and the sum of "ac" are close to each other in the parallel experiments. The

fluctuation in the range of " ab " in Fig. 15 implies that the ignition of Tetryl should be mainly due to its

viscous heating caused by rapidly squeeze of the sample in-between the impact rollers or capillary flow

among the non-melted grains.

5. CONCLUSION

From the results of the preliminary experiments it can be concluded

* The test by using Data Acquisition System ( DAS ) combined with the drop hammer device is

promising to be used as a new method for evaluating the impact sensitivity of granular explosives, especially,

the high melting point samples because of the fine reproducibility of the impact time recorded.

. The reaction process of low melting point material can also be explained based on their a* t curves and

the longer impact time seems to agree with the desensitizing effect of the well-known substances like this

kind.

* As discussed in 4.2 - 4.5, the length of impact time and the smooth or fluctuating shape of a - t curves

scanned by DAS attached with the drop hammer device can be used to describe the impact sensitivity of

explosives and their response mechanism to impact in some extent. The further experiments and examination

are going on.
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ABSTRACT

Dispersion of pollutants in the case of the complex terrain or in the very near-field
vicinity of buildings is difficult to predict due to the complex flow patterns. The
authors have proposed the new 2-D computer model for predicting the wind flow
field and pollution dispersion near urban and industrial sites. The model permits to
take into account the arbitrary geometrical form of buildings, orography , different
types of pollutant ejections and different disposition of sources of pollution. The
results of the numerical simulation of the pollutant dispersion after explosions are
shown.

INTRODUCTION

In Ukraine and other countries of the former USSR the ground-level concentrations
are estimated by the Berlyand's method which is called now "Method OND-86". This
method gives very rough results because it does not take into account the effect of
complex terrain , buildings, their geometrical form, different regimes of sources of
ejections on the pollutant dispersion. That is why this method is subjected to sharp
criticism. It is well known that an application of Navier-Stokes equations, K-s model
and others "high level" models to describe the flow field among buildings , in the
case of complex terrain and to create the robust computer model for solving real
problems of air pollution which the designers face is now out of the question. That is
why the development of the appropriate computer models capable of predicting
pollution under varying factors is of great interest. In this work to describe the 2-D
wind flow between buildings or in the case of complex terrain the model of the
inviscid separated vortex flows is used. The computational procedure is based on the
implicit difference schemes.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

Wind flow between the buildings or in the case of complex terrain (See Fig.1) is
described by the equation of vorticity transfer and Poisson equation
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The solution of these equations is used to determine the components of the wind flow
vector. The assumption is made that the separation of flow takes part in the comer
points of buildings or terrain and this causes the formation of vortices the intensity of
which is determined.

The computational procedure is carried out using the rectangular computational
mesh. The vorticity is determined in the centres of the cells, the flow function is
determined in the knots of the mesh and the velocity components u, v are determined
on the sides of the cell. The geometrical form of the buildings , terrain is formed by
"markers" in the discrete model. These "markers" help to differ the cells which
correspond to buildings, terrain from the computational cells where the equations of
the model are solved. The implicit "time-splitting" difference scheme to calculate the
vorticity is as following:

A t (L± L .. n+2 =(E, At(Lx + _y)) (2)

At( + t 12(2

where, E: the identical operator,

a__ U+ ( Uilj O)i,j - Ui+,j) ; + _ Jul

a X A x 2

SU- (1) Ui-+l,j 0.)i+l,j -- Ui,j~o,)ij U -- U]
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This scheme is used to determine the vorticity field on the new time step. To
determine the intensity of free vortex in the comer points of buildings , terrain the
following procedure is used. In the area ABCD near the comer point (See Fig. 2) the
summary intensity of vortices is equal to

vl(yc -yb)-U 2 (Xc -Xd)= Go+I((ObASb +woCASc +(OdASd),

4

where, GO: intensity of the vortex in the comer point; Wb, Wc, O)d: the intensity of the
vorticity in the computational cells; ASb, ASc, ASd: the square of the computational
cells.

From this expression we can obtain the intensity of the vortex in the comer point

Go = v0 (yc -Yb)--U2 (Xc - Xd)--4((ObASb +cocASc +CodASd)
4

We assume that at the separation of flow in the comer point the vortex formed is free.
The direction of its movement can be obtained if we use the approximate value of the
velocity in the comer point
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Figure 1. View of the computational region.
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Figure 2. Calculation of the vorticity in the comer point.

The vortex displacement results in changing of the vorticity value in the cells which
are situated nearby the comer point. This new value of the vorticity can be expressed
as

--b=o)b÷ + ,X 1if uo <0, vo>0AxAy'v 0

Go
OC--=(C + - , if Uo>0, Vo>0 (3)

AxAy0
GoCo-d= d- +,X if Uo>0, Vo<0

AxAy 0 v<

To determine the velocity field the Poisson equation having the form

aw+ a2w a2 +Dt -a-x2+ay2
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is calculated by following implicit scheme
1Oij-((Oi ij+O~i-l,j +)i~j-1 +Coi-lij-1),

1+ 4" At
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The complete algorithm to solve equations (1) is as following. At the initial time step
t" the values of u, v, (9 are known. At first the vorticity o is determined by using
scheme (2). At the next step the intensity of the vortices in the comer points and their
displacement is determined. Then the new value of vorticity in the cells which are
near by the comer point is determined using expressions (3). Then the Poisson
equation is calculated and the new value of u, v, o on the new time step t('+1) is
obtained. The obtained velocity field is used at the next computational step to
calculate the pollutant dispersion . The governing equation which is used at this step
is the equation of the gradient transport model:

a u a+ + a 9 = div(lt V(),
at ax ay

where 9: is concentration; a: represents the chemical reactions; w.: velocity of
pollutant fall; p: is the coefficient of the turbulent diffusion.

To solve this equation the implicit scheme like scheme (2) is used. To create the form
of the cloud formed in the place of the accident after the explosion the "markers" are
used.

CALCULATION RESULTS
The results of the pollutant dispersion after explosions in the case of the different
typical situations , which occur in practice are shown below . In all examples the
geometrical form of the pollutant cloud, the concentration of the pollutant in it were
given at the place of the explosion.
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Example 1. The explosion on the industrial site.

This type of explosion occurs while transporting , loading of explosives on the
industrial site or in the case of accidents in the storage of explosives .This example
illustrates the possibility to apply the model developed to predict the environment
pollution with the account of buildings and reliefs .The explosions took place
between the buildings and after the second building (Fig.3,4) .The initial form of all
the clouds formed after explosion was like the "column". One can see that both
buildings and the slope form the stagnant zones where the pollutant is accumulated.

"I- - 1

Fig.3. The isolines of pollutant concentration at t=0.5

Fi4 T

Fig.4. The isolines of pollutant concentration at t=0.8 .
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Example 2. The explosion at the storage situated in the hollow.

Very often the storage's of the explosives are situated in the "negative" places' of
reliefs (in the hollows ) The dynamic of the air pollution when the explosion
occurred at the storage are shown in Fig.5.

Fig.5. Isolines of the pollutant concentration for three time moments

Example 3. The explosion in the buildings.

The situation when the explosion took place in the buildings and this caused the
ejection of pollutant outside of them is considered. The place of the pollutant
ejection on the buildings is shown with the help of designation " *" (Fig. 6 ) . In this
example two clouds of pollutant appeared on the first building and one on the
second. The clouds are seen to become larger during the time and a part of pollutant
is accumulated in the stagnant zone between the buildings .The polluted air tends to
go to the ground after the second building.
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Fig.6. Isolines of the pollutant concentration for two time moments

CONCLUSION

The computer model developed was used at the State Research Institute of the
Chemical Industry (Shostka, Ukraine) and Chemical plant "Desna" (Shostka,
Ukraine) for solving the forecast problems of the air pollution in the case of
different accidents with explosives.
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ABSTRACT

The explosive characteristics of a gasol mixed with fluorine agent were investigated in a

vertical detonation tube. Filling the tube with a premixed gasol-air-oxygen, a fluorine agent was

sprayed by a jet installed at the bottom of the tube and generated rapidly a lot of free -radical. This
free- radical induced the rapid reaction of the gasol-air mixture, then transition to detonation was

realized. Detonation wave parameters piezoelectric and infrared transducers were recorded. At a

point, 2.2m away from the jet, the maximum overpressure was about 2.8Mpa and the temperature

was more than 2500"C in these laboratory tests. In unconfined field tests, the experimental

apparatus was plastic bag in im diameter. To obtain a very rapid dispersing rate an effective push

force can be got by a blast-generating piston apparatus. It took less than 1 millisecond to mix

gasol-oxygen with the fluorine agent, detonation can be achieved immediately 12cm away from

the edge of the bag, the overpressure of shock was 1.2Mpa. When the agent was sprayed into

gasol-air mixture in the same size bag, only deflagration phenomena was observed by high-speed

photography. Influence factor might include:(1) the size of the bag.(2) the initial concentration and

volume of gasol.

1. INTRODUCTION

The accidental release of combustible gases or evaporating liquid can lead to devastating

explosions. Gaseous detonation research up until the early 1970s focused on theoretical and

laboratory studies of detonation phenomena in fuel-oxygen mixtures. Very few experimental data

were available on detonations in fiiel-air mixtures. The energy and the cloud volume required to

establish a self-sustained detonation in most fuel-air mixtures are too large for laboratory testing.

Fuel-air detonations were studied in laboratory tubes and channels. Since 1980s large-scale field

tests have been performed to determine the detonablity and the behaviors of detonations in fuel-air

mixtures. In such research detonation can be achieved by two models, These include:( i ) Direct

ignition. The initiating explosion is provided by an external high-energy source. (e.g., a high

explosive charge) The strong shock waves produced by such explosions directly initiate a self-

sustained detonation without going through a deflagration phase. ( ii ) weak ignition. The flame is

accelerated to high speeds and to cause transition to detonation within such clouds. In these case

the ignition is delayed so that a potentially explosive fuel-air cloud has been formed.

According to a different concept, Browser KR. and co-workers~l' studied the chemical

initiation in unconfined fuel-air mixtures. In this case, the detonation can be obtained by mass

flow, which was generated by very rapid fuel and fluorine agent dispersion, and an ignition delay

for mixing fuel with air didn't require, that is, it seems possible to obtain detonation in fuel-air

mixtures by flow generated by very rapid dispersion and energy release. This paper presents

results of an investigation on the explosive phenomena of gasol mixed with fluorine agent (e.g.,

BrF3).
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2. TEST CONCEPT

A rapid chemical energy release proceeds after hydrocarbon fuel mixed with fluorine agents,

for example,

BrF3 + 2CH2-}= 2C + 2HF + HBr

The reaction releases heat energy and accelerates the following combustion process.

2{CH 2Y+ 30, -> 2CO2 + 2H 20 + Q,

G.Ven Elbe and E.T.McHale321 studied the chemical kinetics of the proceeds. The chemical

energy release proceeds via collisions of free radicals, that is, molecules carrying a free chemical

bond, with neutral molecules of fuel, oxygen and intermediate reaction products. The probability

of occurrence of chemical reaction in such collisions at ordinary temperatures exceeds the

probability in collisions between neutral molecules by at least twenty orders of magnitude, due to

the comparatively low activation energies E of the free-radical reactions and the correspondingly

large Arrhenius factors exp. (-E/RT). In the reaction the free chemical bond is transferred to one of

the product molecules and may thus continue the reaction chain. The chain is broken if the product

free radical is substantially non-reactive, as for example the radical HO2, or if two free radicals

combine to form a neutral molecule. The latter process becomes significant only at the high free-

radical concentration in the final stage of the combustion process. The chain branches of the

reaction is sufficiently energetic to break a chemical bond and to separate the molecular fragments,

this generating two new free radicals.

Taking butane, C4H10 , for example, this is explained by chain branching in collisions of BrF3

with radical C4H9 , i.e.,

C4H 9 .+BrF3=C4H 7 .+2HF + BrF +Q

F. +C4H5H -• HF + C4H 9 .

CAH .+02 -- C 4HO00.

CH 900. +BrF3 --> C4H9 + neutralmolecules

It is certain that at the high 02 - concentration in flammable gaseous hydrocarbon-air mixture

C4H9 00 predominates over C4H9.and the chemical consideration suggest that reaction of C4H9 00

with BrF3 produces a molecule HF and breaks the peroxidic band 0-0, with BrF3 the molecular

fragments apparently combine with two of the available atoms, i.e., Br and F, to form neutral

molecules.

3. EXPERIMENTAL APPARTUS

3.1 Detonation Tube

A vertical detonation tube is shown in Figure 1. The apparatus consisted of a 4. 5 meter long

tube with internal diameter of 120mm. In the experiments whole tube was filled with gasol-air

or gasol-air-oxygen mixtures, the fluorine agent was sprayed by a nozzle installed at the bottom

of the tube.

The diagnostic system consisted of piezoelectric pressure transducer (1#, 2#,3#,4#,5#,6#)

and Infrared temperature transducers (1',2') . The locations of the transducers are shown is

Figure 2. The signals from the pressure and temperature transducers were recorded on TEK644.

3.2 Field Test Apparatus
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The test apparatus shown in Fig.3, was plastic bag in Imeter diameter. The bag was filled

with gasol-oxygen or gasol-air mixtures. To obtain a very rapid dispersing rate, a blast-

generating piston apparatus, was used. When the powder was ignited, a very powerful push

force drove a metal piston so that the fluorine agent was spurted to the gasol-air or gasol-

oxygen mixtures.

0.12m

1.2m1 5# _

2' - 4#

1.2m 0.7m
-3# 0.5m

zzle 2# 0.3m
S1.1m -l#.-{ 0.8m

fluorine agent gasol oxygen

Figure 1: A schematic of the detonation tube Figure2: Location of pressure and

temperature transducers

The overpressure of shock wave was measured by six PCB piezoelectric pressure

transducers, which were placed in an array as shown in Figure 4.

FAE
.1 -.0, 40 b w.0 3.0 w 3.0

bast pisto
gasol oxygen or air Figure 4: transducers array

Figure 3: Schematic of the bag test of bag test

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1 Reaction products

Using Magna 750 and HP 589011/5971A, Qian-Yong Xun31 analyzed the composition of the

gasol sample. The content of the gasol sample were listed in Table 1. The infrared spectrum for

gasol sample is shown in Figure 5.
Table 1: Content of gasol sample

Ethane Propylene Butane Butene Isopentane
Content 14% 62% 12% 10% 2%

Notice that there are absorption peaks of methyl (3000-2800, 1500-1350cm') and alkene

bond.

The gasol reacted with fluorine agent BrF3 in a cylindrical vessel. In which the initial

pressure was 130Pa.That is, in the vessel oxygen was absence. In the tests, the gasous reaction
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products were froge out by liquid nitrgen and the infrared spectrum are shown in Figure 6.

Spectrum of the products at ordinary temperatures is shown in Figure 7. The absorption peaks of

the methyl (see Fig6 ) are visible and the peaks of dangling bond don't exist. At ordinary

temperatures the products consists of propane, butane, isopentane and dibromine-propane (see Fig

7).

100

1680/ 1396.8 T576.
16"4.3M 1637 T14449 6.

80 1473.3 /
Z894.3 / .

4WD 309 2000 1=00

Wave Number(cnra)

Figure 5: Infrared spectrum of gasol sample

100'

so -: 1342.6 F631.4

-0. ,1305.4 1 M5 730.0

213017.2 2967.5 1281.3

)o3000 2060 1(539

Wave Number(cm"')

Figure 6: Spectrum of products(froge by liquid nitrgen)

80- 2185.8 1470.7 9.96~29.S

2880.0 1378.6 1305.
F-40 3018.8 2894.5 1209. 5

2937. 1
20

2968.4 2956. 1 1286.6 T

4000 3000 2000 1000
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Figure 7: Spectrum of products(atmospheric temperature 298k)

4.2 Explosion behaviour in the tube

Table 2 contains the summary of tests, The results show the deflagration and detonation

behaviour achieved in the detonation tube for the chemical initiation of gasol-air and gasol-air-

oxygen mixtures.

In the vertical detonation tube BrF3 mixed with gasol-air mixtures generated a lot of free

radical. These free radical induced rapid reaction of gasol, the deflagration regime was detected. If
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the gasol was added (gasol and oxygen at stoichiometric composition). Transition to detonation

was realized. Detonation wave overpressure and temperature(see Table 2) measured by

piezoelectric and infrared transducers.

Table 2: Results of tests to mix gasol with BrF3
%content by volume Flourine Overpressure Temperature Result

Trial Gasol air Oxygen Agent(ml) (Mpa) k

1 3.8 96.2 0 10 Deflagration
2 7 93 10 Deflagration
3 12 88 10 Deflagration

4 5 86 9 10 2.2 2570 Detonation
5 1 6 78 16 10 12.8 2773 1 Detonation

4.3. Detonation parameters of filed tests

As shown in Table 3 the detonation parameters are valid for the gasol-oxygen mixture at

stoichiometric composition. But the detonation was unavailable for the gasol-air mixture. The

overpressure was measured by PCB piezoelectric transducers placed in 12cm away from the edge

of the bag, and the deflagaration or detonation phenomena was observed by high-speed

photography.

Table 3: Results of bag tests

%content by volume Flourine Overpressure Result
Trial Gasol Oxygen Air Agent(ml) (Mpa)
1 16 84 25 0.82 Detonation
2 17 83 25 1.2 Detonation
3 18 82 25 0.62 Detonation
4 3.8 96.2 25 Deflagration

5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A series of experimental study for explosive hazard of gasol mixed with flourine agent has

been performed. In laboratory tests, that is, in confined experiment, detonation was easily

achieved. In the filed tests, that is, in the unconfined tests, the agent mixed with gasol-air,

deflogaration was merely obtained unless the volume of the mixtures was big enough for DDT.

in the gasol-oxygen mixtures detonation was realized. Detonation wasn't achieved in the gasol-air

mixture. The influence factor of transition to detonation might include: (1) the size of the bag. (2)

the initial concentration and volume of gasol.

Further work should be done to measure the middle products of gasol reacted with fluorine

agent to determine the limit concentration and voloum of the gasol by using fluorine agent as a

chemical initiation charge.
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ABSTRACT

A short description of the structure of detonation parameters data base and some further
characteristic data of the concerned condensed explosives are presented in the paper.

The data registered in the form of charts have mostly been drawn from the professional
publications. The smaller part of the data set has been obtained from a series of experiments reali-
zed at the V(JPCH workplace. The DETPAR Catalogue can be employed in both printed form
and live (operable) form. Among others, the following data are stored: reference, the name of the
substance in question, its composition, density and Chapman - Jouguet (C-J) parameters. If avai-
lable in the original source, the dimensions of the specimen, the figure describing the method or
the arrangement of specimen for measurement of C-J parameters, and the results of PDT and Gap
Test evaluation are presented as well.

The DETPAR data base offers a possibility of filtering the collected data. Consequently,
it is possible to separate reliable C-1 parameters from the data loaded by some methodical error.

The enclosed examples of figures, charts, and references represent the contents and grap-
hical arrangement of the DETPAR Catalogue.
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1. INTRODUCTION

For any design process concerning explosives, detonation parameters expressing the per-
formance of detonation products of the used charge, are of fundamental importance. For this rea-
son, the data base DETPAR comprising C-J parameters and some other basic characteristics of

broad spectrum of condensed explosives has been drawn up. Now it contains some 1,000 charts.
Data archived were mainly drawn from tens original sources, above all from Dremin's work [1],

from publications that were issued in printed form by LASL, see [2], [3], and from the reports
produced in the VOPCH workplace.

2. STRUCTURE OF THE DATA BASE

A chart is used in the information system, referred to hereinafter as DETPAR, as the
most convenient way of presentation of the stored data. The chart represents a combination of
graphic part and texts - see Table 1. The concerned data were primarily inserted into the table
created in dBASE IV environment that is tabulated of fields (vertical columns of corresponding

meaning) and lines. The content of a line represents the contents of one chart.

Table 1. Invariable texts and contents of individual fields of the chart.

CLASS COMP
Refer.: CONT 0= kg/m 3

C-J D = m/s u- rm/s PCi GPa
parameters Exp. k = E= 03 m2/s2 la= mm

FigFure No. d = mm L= mnm
HEAT Q = cal/g TEXT
PDT Y = mm d.= mm 14, mm
GT b= mm Pb= GPa TEXT

TEXT
TEXT
TEXT
TEXT
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It follows from Table 1. that the chart comprises both invariable texts as e.g. C-J parame-

ters, PDT etc., and symbolism, values and dimensions of variables.
The contents of individual fields and meaning of the symbols in Table 1. are defined as

follows:

CLASS
In principle, the explosives given here are, in accordance with Table 2, divided into seven

classes. The first four classes represent the types of explosives containing TNT, RDX, PETN, or

HMiX as a predominant compound. Industrial explosives are stored under the class PRUM.

Table 2. Classification of explosives in the CLASS field

Filename Class File contents

DPTNT TNT Explosives containing predominantly TNT

DPRDX RDX -" - RDX

DPPETN PETN -" - PETN

DPHMX HMX -" - HMX

DPVBTZ VBTZ Other explosives of known composition

DPVBTN VBTN Explosives of unknown composition

DPPRUM PRUM Industrial explosives and other explosive substances

In case the explosive is composed of two components present in equal portions, the data

are usually mentioned in both appropriate classes.
The field COMP is designated to store the data concerning composition, name or brand

of explosive here.

The field containing invariable text Refer. is designated for inserting the obligatory refe-

rence to the source of information.

The field labelled as CONT serves for inserting the content of individual compounds ex-
pressed in % by weight.

Density of the specimen is given in p. field.
The fields with invariable texts D, uj, Pcj, and Exp. k are designated for storing the fol-

lowing values:

D - detonation velocity
u~j - particle velocity at the C-J plane

P• - detonation pressure of products, and
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Exp. k - polytropic exponent of gas products of the given explosive.
At present, a series of methods is used, developed for measurement of C-J parameters:

- If the time contour of particle velocity, up = f(t) is measured by the inductive method,

then the curve in the form similar to that of the ideal curve presented in Figure 1 and also a fairly

detailed view into the process observed may be obtained [1].

- C-J pressure of products can be determined using Manganin piezoresistive gauge, whi-

ch is directly embedded into the measured specimen. Then the change in electric signal, which is

proportional to the change in resistivity of the gauge due to the acting pressure of products is re-

gistered - see Figure 2.

Velocity up Pressure p
-Real 

C-J

upcj

0 . t. Timet 0 Timet

Figure 1 Figure 2

Idealized particle velocity Typical pressure-response
contour behind the front of of Manganin gauge inserted
detonation wave (DW) into the HE specimen

- C-J parameters may be evaluated by means of various types of indirect methods. Their

basis usually consists in measurement of planar shock wave front velocity U,, = f(x) or particle
velocity behind the shock front up = f(x) along the calibrated inert material, which is tightly con-

tacted to the scoped specimen. As the second step, the impedance mismatch is processed and the

set of C-J parameters is evaluated in accordance with theoretical postulate [3].
Detonation velocity is usually measured using the charge of cylindric geometry with

length, L, several times outnumbering the diameter, d,,. More information about the technologies

and advantages or problems of various methods is given in [2], [3].
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The relation between pressure Pj, density, detonation velocity and particle velocity, u1,j

is expressed by the equation of conservation of momentum (1):

P, = p. D up (1)

The polytropic exponent is defined by the equation (2):

k =(D-)-1 (2)

The next field, Eg, is designated for the Gurney energy value, which is calculated from C-

J parameters set, as theoretically defined by equation (3):

=ý D 2 -lk k +(3)

This relation is suitable mainly in the area of small ballistic ratios.

E, data, experimentally determined by means of any type of ballistic method, are usually

presented in the bottom text part of the chart.

The width of reaction zone, a, is defined by the equation (4):

a = (D -- P)At ,j (4)

where-ii,, in accordance with Figure 1, represents the value of median particle velocity in the in-

terval (t0j - tQ) = At~

The number of illustration showing the appropriate method of measurement C-J para-

meters is given in the field Figure No.

The dimensions of diameter and length of the specimen are put into the fields labelled as

dp, L.
The HEAT field serves to record there experimentally determined or calculated specific

detonation heat, Q, of the explosive.
The line labelled with the PDT abbrevation is designated to insert there Plate Denting

Test data (the depth of steel plate dent), Y, and specimen and plate diameters, d.., dp1.
In the line labelled with GT symbol, the height of barrier, b, and the value of pressure

behind the shock wave front in barrier at boundary, Pb, are inserted. Both these parameters repre-

sent the sensitivity of the observed specimen to shock wave, determined by means of Gap Test.
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Other data characterising the explosive concerned are possible to be given in the text
fields using accessible alpha-numerical symbols. The data drawn from other sources are always

accompanied with reference to the source of these information.

3. CONCLUSION

Comparation of the data stored enables, to a certain extent, to distinguish influences of
measuring system and the way of interpretation of primary data from the influences of conditions

of individual experimental procedure on the reliability of the resulting data obtained. In such a
case it is necessary to avoid the application of simple statistic access into the process of fitting of
data compared, because e.g., the dimensions of specimen, planarity/nonplanarity and stabili-
ty/instability of detonation regime play a very important role here.

C-J data obtained at the self-sustaining planar detonation regime may serve as basic input
data for a numerical simulation of product effects on the surroundings. The data obtained at the

measurement of cylinder shaped specimen describe another, but natural and frequently generated
regime of detonation. The apparent distinction between those two detonation systems is necessary

to be taken into account whenever the DETPAR Catalogue or any similar database collecting C-J
parameters is processed or analysed.

The printed form of DETPAR Catalogue in English language, designed for specialists in

this branch, is prepared at present time.
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EXAMPLE S OF THE

PICTURES

PWB

2 .1

SCardboard tube

Inductive gauge

* PMMA

Pair of coils generating Measured

magnetic flux ,specimen

Steel ring 0 1 m

Oscillograph

Concrete basis

Figure 14. Measurement of particle velocity contour behind the DW of an industrial
explosives. Construction of magnetic flux generator.
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Measured HE Inert calibr. plate - A], Dural, brass, Mg

KW 
a 

Optical slit

High-speed
Detonator Thin Argon gap smear camera

Figure 21. Measurement of shock wave front velocity along the inert calibrated plate
according to [29]

Detonator PWB

Measured HE
specimen
Optical slit Exposed film

L

Flash-light - - -•

__Shock front _

Transparent tank of water t

Figure 22. Measurement of shock wave velocity in water using high-speed camera according
to [30]
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v =4.29 mm/ps

LiF single crystal

]!ý: ----------------- E---i-i-
L Al mirror 0.2 mm thin

Mylar flyer LX 14 d = 25 mm Fabry - Perot

0.25 mm thin velocimeter

Figure 23. Measurement of velocity of the HE - LiF window boundary using Fabry - Perot inter-
ferential device [35]

PWB Measured Particle velocity u,
specimen

From gauge S2

L block From gauge SI

S2

0 to t-j Time t

a) b)

- ---------- Evaluation of S2 signal

a) Arrangement of a specimen with couple of embedded inductive gauges, Si, S2

b) Comparation of a rather idealized response of the gauge Si, which is embedded
into HE, with a response of the boundary gauge S2

Figure 24. Simultaneous measurement of particle velocity in the specimen and at the HE -PMMA
boundary by means of inductive gauges.
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TNT TNT-

Refer.: 93 _ _-_

C-J D= 3450 m/s u,,-, = 966 m/s EXAMPLE S OF THE
parameters Exp. k = 2.57 E = 904x 10 m/s DATA STORED

Figure No. 33 d,, = 40 mm
HEAT -Q=
PDT Y =dcxpi d.,,=
GT Ib =Ptb =

Simultaneous measur. of DV and U, velocity along PMMA

TNT TNT

Refer.: 93 r, = 640 kg/m
C - J D = 3850 m/s u- =974 m/s P - 2.4 GPa

parameters Exp. k = 2.95 Eý = 813×10' m
2
/s"

2  
a =

Fig ure No. 33 d,, = 40 mm L
HEAT -Q=
PDT Y d,== TIE:
GT b =PI, =I

Simultaneous measur. of DV and U, along PMMA

TNT TNT

Refer.: 93 r,=710 k'/mu

C-J D = 4100 m/s Up. = 1133 m/s Pý. 3.3 GPa

parameters Exp. k = 2.62 E, = 1227x 10' mi/s
2  

a =
Figure No. 33 dc, = 40 mm L =

HEAT IQ=
PDT Y= dPl = d,,
CT b= P,

Simultaneous measur. of DV of specimen and U, along PMMA
For TNT in accordance with 1931 is valid: D = 4340 + 2830(r, - 800): [m/s, kg/mij
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-D '-nX RDX/NH4NO3/U/Water DH 50

Refer.: 114 50/28/7/15 ro = 1450 kg/m'
C-J D = 7250 m/s up = 1690 m/s Pc-i = 17.7 GPa

parameters Exp. k = 3.3 E= 2200x 103 m2/s2  a =
Figure No. 15 cdi =70 mm L =

HEAT Q = E - experiment, determined value
PDT Y = dexvp, d=.,
GT b= Pb=

U - urea
Filled into PVC tube

"['lX RDX/NH 4NO 3/U/Water DH 70

Refer.: 114 70.0/16.8/4.2/9.0 r. = 1530 k /m3

C-J D = 7900 m/s u c-= 1620 m/s -Pc- = 19 GPa
parameters Exp. k 3.89 Eý = 3170× 10' m2/s2 a=

Figure No. 15 d, =70 mm L=
HEAT Q= Eý - experiment. determined value
PDT Y= dp= d.,=
GT bb= Pb=

U - urea
Filled into PVC tube

RDX RDX/NH4NO 3 /Water

Refer.: 113 70/18/12 ro = 1530 kg /m3

C-J D = 7510 rn/s u = 1680 m/s Po-= 19.3 GPa
parameters Exp. k = 3.46 E = I a =

Fiure No. 15 dp = 70 mmL=

HEAT Q =
PDT Yd= dexp=d
GT b= Pb=

Filled into PVC tube
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HMX HMx

Refer.: 71 r, = 1900 k /mn

C-J D =ui P'-. =
parameters Exp. k = E, = Ia=

Figure No. dcp = L=
HEAT Q =
PDT Y = d,=,
GT b = Pb =

HMX single crystal, nonreactive shock adiabat: U, 5800 + 0.59 u.: [rm/sl
U. [m/s] 7200 7350 7550
up [m/s] 2610 2490 2930
P [GPa] 35.705 34.773 42.031

HMX -MX 
Phlegmat.

Refer.: 78 r,, = 1770 kg/m3

C-J D = 8690 m/s u,,-, = 2028 m/s PC- = 31.2 GPa
parameters Exp. k = 3.28 E = 3227x 10 m2/s2 a =

Figure No. 28 dci =64 mm L = 120 mm
HEAT Q =
PDT Y = dexpt d,,,
GT b= Pb

PMMA slices cca 0.3 mm thin, contacted to HMX
Device LIVS described in source 180]
At, = 40 ns, Pd = 46.8 GPa,
Shock velocity at the interface PMMA - HE: U,. = 8060 m/s

HMX HMX Phlegmat.

Refer.: 78 rý = 1770 kI/m3

C-J D = 8690 m/s u- -=2028 m/s P,.- = 31.2 GPa
parameters Exp. k = 3.28 E, = 3226× 103 m2/s2  a =

Figure No. 18 d, =64 mm L = 120 mm
HEAT Q =
PDT Y = d,.,p=

GT b= P, =

Velocity of interface between HE products - PMMA measured by laser and photomultiplier
devices,
Time interval Atcj = 40 ns
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THE

ICT - THERMOCHEMICAL DATABASE

Version 1998 (Fourth update)

H. Bathelt
F. Volk

M. Weindel
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Joseph-von-Fraunhofer-Str. 7
D-76327 Pfinztal
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The calculation of chemical equilibria is not only of interest for the evaluation

of the performance of rocket and gun propellants. It is being used also for

optimization purposes of different combustion processes with regard to

temperature, pressure and product formations. Such calculations can be

performed for example with the ICT-Thermodynamic Code, which is running

on PC.

The reliability of the results of thermochemical calculations depends primarily

on the accuracy of the data used. Therefore the Fraunhofer-Institut fur

Chemische Technologie (ICT) began very early to collect data on energetic

materials. In 1971, tables with properties of substances related with the

preparation of rocket and gun propellants were published1 . This publication

contains besides enthalpies of formation other data like heat of combustion,

molecular weight, oxygen balance, density and structure formula of some 500

substances. Data of 147 additional substances was published in 19812.

Meanwhile, properties of a lot of new energetic substances have been

published. Therefore, instead of compiling an additional supplement, the

main properties of all these substances are stored in a Thermochemical

Database. Compared with printed tables, this has the advantage that data can

be retrieved very fast; updates can be made easily and regularly.

The first published database of 1994 contained data of 1850 substances; this

fourth update is containing data of more than 3800 substances.

The database is available in a MS-DOS-Version and now also in a Windows-

Version (to be used with Windows 951 Windows NT 3.51 and higher). With the

new Windows-Version the structure formulas can be seen at the screen, they

can be printed together with the data and are easily transferred to the

clipboard.

1 F. Volk, H. Bathelt, R. Kuthe: Thermodynamische Daten von Raketentreibstoffen,

Treibladungspulvern sowie deren Komponenten

2 H. Bathelt, F. Volk: Thermodynamische Daten von Raketentreibstoffen,

Treibladungspulvem und Sprengstoffen sowie deren Komponenten
1. Erganzungsband, ICT-Bericht 1/81
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The Thermochemical Database

4contains data of more than 3800 substances

4contains especially data of energetic materials

4is available in English and German

4is updated regularly

The following data is stored:

"* Sum formula

"* State of aggregation

"* Name(s)

"* Molecular weight

"* Oxygen balance

"* Density

* Melting point

* Boiling point

* Enthalpy of formation (up to four values)

9 Energy of formation

& Energy of combustion

9 References

Structure formulas of the stored organic substances

are given in the manual (MS-DOS-Version) or are shown at

the screen in the Windows-Version
w238.doc
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The Thermochemical Data Base

allows to search for

Names

eSum formulas

*Parts of names

*Parts of sum formulas

*Names beginning with a certain letter

eSubstances consisting of certain elements

eSubstances containing certain elements

eSubstances with certain properties

(for example with a positive oxygen balance or

with a positive enthalpy of formation)

Substances belonging to certain classes

for example: Primary explosives

Stabilizers

Liquid fuels

Pyrotechnics

w239.doc
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Windows - Version: Search for names: W381 .dOC

2-h t7)m-as 6bwD

17.2>217 81S(NITROFURAZAN ONNA7>2M FRZA >7 "

,-AMINOPI3OPIONITP[L NITF7ATE roI AZ3'BtS(NrrmOFURtiZANY71L-NNO-

5-AZIDOETHftLAM 4NE-3-NrrtRO-1.2.4-TRtIA2OLE -501441 AZ'O717FURAZANE

b-GLYCEROL NrlRATE
5-NAPKHTSYL-OIPHENY1LUREA
b-NAPHTHY-MfiIINE 77

b'NITRONAPHTHALENE L ~ ~ ~ n7 ee

b P101 vgzee ý

B1 0H144(NH3)3 ett .~fn 8

B 0H _SN H, Melting point 146 C 4835
82H6 I
B2H6N2814

Efap of Foormrti ,nry of Forrhatin

Label _____________________ 11485.14854 351,88 115,05 1518693 352.79 48'

B~i Sheemetev et at Furmzan Derivatives High Energeteic
Material fnronfiaminoturazen M08 Int PynotechSemnnrne.

By clicking on the Print button in the lower right corner the stored data includingi the

structure formula and sources can be printed.

Search for part of names: Example: Search for -hexanitro-.(3na~mesfou~nd)

iC N, 2, 0N0

t1 I

ýHE35-ITROETHANE

586 HEXA7JlT14CAR8MJUDE I

47. HE4rTRODIPENTAERYtTHRrrOL ..'> or~h O~y Bal~. Sim a-.

1881l HE><AM1PI0DIPHENY7LGLY0-EROLMONONI FOMe-174r-tgt HEeeflrpaD ______IE 17- 1,1r
586 HEVANITPODIPHENYLUREA , ' ' '

m HEXANrTPOETHANE ~ KneeeProeraties 7
878 HF>IANITPI0HE7<AZA7ISOMuIJTZiANE
1885 HEX8NITROHEX7AZAADAMA ANE Progyy veoi. pimeeýs Isog

2888 HEXAN JTROIMNNITOL Density 1,05 gi-nn EX

1583 HEXANITPI0O>C5-ILICE 11,eln, point 158 C De...nnp,,iti,, 148
105 HEXAN8TROSOR8ITOL

1232 HEXO717TROTRIPRISMANE
554 ttann-2.2'.4,4',.8.8-HEX87t[TROST1LBENE

Efth.Jpy ofFormeton EnergyofFormai~on

118.74 -28.8 85.32 142'.08 33.6g3 SE"
83'7 4 20.800 6 6 .85 108.8 283 48
85,41 28.48 87.86 187.73 25.373 91l
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Windows - Version: Example for Partial Element Search

Ci W N4 04

15. 2.D.4-INITROIMIDA2OLE

2411 DNIADN 
'

1 15 3-DIFLOO-I.6-IAZD.3.3-TETRAZNITOROE

1114 4.5-TRIOXOIMIDAZOLIDINE

2234 MALON.. i

ý1986 N.N24-DITRILUOROAMIN O)M'ETHYL)U. ..

11 N.N'-OXALUREA Y17gjm361114 PAA 43ANIC4ACID T Meltng point 278-280 "C Decomposition B235

2234 PROPANEDINITRILE 2'

2 b 38,52 9.20 5
i•••"- • "•" "• •T '• zlki • •t us.:, O. ' .o .. :' 4.19 1.00 6,3 16.58 119 24; l :

111 EA-A-6-G-1 8Meeting-Energetic Material sFor Munitions,2

2 2234 I17PAEDNIIrE

Nitrocellulose:
2 2 -37.1 2':>,iSoi Po2yme binder

~~~. .... ... ... ... . ... • -I.U -...... .66 • - . .. J

,,--J. 2 ,j

~~~I ', - -. -385--2-585-551-218 3-

Bio SI65s 6.7 Moy.Mo J ree

SEn cydlopedi. of Explosives and Related Items :i.
7G1Miens l inD-. ENelrseI

1554o :ii:IilII :i'Ii ~ :::i :iii:iii!II:~:i::i!]iii:/,; :+i: :ii!!I:'•lI~'
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Windows - Version: Search for substances with certain properties

It is possible to choose:
1 State of aggregation: Solid and / or liquid and I or gaseous

* Classes of substances
Choosing the other options

r Oxygen balance
-Enthalpy of Formation

F Density
• Melting Point

: Boiling Point

you can decide whether the values shall be greater, equal or less than the entered
"value. Besides this, the Enthalpy of Formation can be entered in Kcal/mol or in

KJlmol.

S: 0 :: : ; 0 : 0 0 : :: :

By clicking on the Copy button the structure is copied to
"the clipboard.
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Samples

C 4 H 4 N 8 0 14 ofthe stored values Solid

N-NITROBIS(2,2,2-TRINITROETHYL)AMINE
1,1,1,3,5,5,5-HEPTANITRO-3-AZAPENTANE HOX BTNENA
BIS(2,2,2-TRINITROETHYL)NITRAMINE

Molecular Weight: 388.121 [g] Oxygen Balance: 16.49 [%]
Density [g/cm3]: 1.96 at 20'C Source: 93
Melting Point [oC]: 94-95 Source: 93
Boiling Point [oC]: 175.7 D Source: 420

Enthalpy of Formation Energy of Formation Source
[KJ/Mol] [Kcal/Mol] [Kcal/kg] [KJ/Mol] [Kcal/Mol]
-28.03 -6.70 -17.26 4.17 1.00 72
-27.20 -6.50 -16.75 5.01 1.20 34
20.29 4.85 12.50 52.50 12.55 358

-136.82 -32.70 -84.25 -104.61 -25.00 STB

Energy of Combustion: Source: 93
506.1 [Kcal/Mol] = 1304.0 [cal/g]] 1- 182

C5 H9 N1 04 Liquid

POLY-3-NITRATOMETHYL-3-METHYLOXETANE POLYNIMMO PN
pNMMO

Molecular Weight: 147.131 [g] Oxygen Balance: -114.18 [%]
Density [g/cm3]: 1.26 Source: 253
Boiling Point [°C]: 187 D Source: 484

Enthalpy of Formation Energy of Formation Source
[KJ/Mol] [Kcal/Mol] [Kcal/kg] [KJ/Mol] [Kcal/Mol]
-309.20 -73.90 -502.27 -291.86 -69.76 349
-309.20 -73.90 -502.27 -291.86 -69.76 253
-393.30 -94.00 -638.89 -375.96 -89.86 465
-334.72 -80.00 -543.73 -317.38 -75.86 390

1-1594

H 4 N 4 0 4Soi

AMMONIUM DINITRAMIDE NH4N(NO2)2 ADN

Molecular Weight: 124.056 [g] Oxygen Balance: 25.79 [%]
Density [g/cm3]: 1.812 at 20 0 C Source: 396
Melting Point [°C]: 92.9 Source: 467
Boiling Point [°C]: 135 D Source: 226

Enthalpy of Formation Energy of Formation Source
[KJ/Mol] [Kcal/Mol] [Kcal/kg] [KJ/Mol] [Kcal/Mol]
-149.79 -35.80 -288.58 -134.92 -32.25 364
-150.62 -36.00 -290.19 -135.76 -32.45 278
-146.44 -35.00 -282.13 -131.58 -31.45 243
-140.16 -33.50 -270.04 -125.30 -29.95 226
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405 M.E. Grice, Dept. of Chemistry, University of New Orleans, USA
Personal communication, 1995

406 A. Gunasekaran, M.L. Trudell, J.H. Boyer
Dense Energetic Compounds of C,H,N,and 0 Atoms
IV Nitro and Azidofurazan Derivatives
Heteroatom Chemistry, Volume 5, No. 5/6, 1994

407 J. Heulenbrugge, A.vd Steen, A. vd Heyden
Crystallisation of energetic materials;
the effect on stability, sensitivity and processing properties
Proc. Int. Symp. on Energetic Materials Technology,
Sept. 24-27, 1995, Phoenix, Arizona

408 K.Y.-Lee, N. Chan
The Two Polymorphs of N-DNAT, A High Nitrogen Molecule
Proc. Int. Symp. on Energetic Materials Technology,
Sept. 24-27, 1995, Phoenix, Arizona

409 B. Wang, C. Zhu, Q. Longl
Synthesis and Properties of 1,3,3-Trinitroazetidine
Hanneng Cailiao, 3(1), 7-9 (Chinese), 1995

410 J.R. Cho, J.S. Kim, Y.G. Cheun
An Improved Synthetic Method of Poly(NMMO) and PGN Prepolymers
Proc. Int. Symp. on Energetic Materials Technology,
Sept. 24-27, 1995, Phoenix, Arizona

411 M.R. Buehler, S.A. Aubert
Characterization of the Sensitivity and Performance Properties
of Bis-(2,2-Dinitropropyl)Fumarate and 1,3,5-Trinitrobenzene
Proc. Int. Symp. on Energetic Materials Technology,
Sept. 24-27, 1995, Phoenix, Arizona

412 S.T. Peters, R.B. Wardle, I.A. Wallace, A.C. Haaland
The Selection, Processing and Characterization of a Set of
Gun Propellants Utilizing Novel Ingredients
Proc. Int. Symp. on Energetic Materials Technology,
Sept. 24-27, 1995, Phoenix, Arizona

413 P.C. Braithwaite, W.W. Edwards, R.M. Hajik, T.K. Highsmith,
G.K. Lund, R.B. Wardle
TEX: A Promising New Insensitive High Explosive
Proc. Int. Symp. on Energetic Materials Technology,
Sept. 24-27, 1995, Phoenix, Arizona

414 V.N. Gamezo, S. Odiot, N. Blain, S. Fliszar, A. Delpuech
Theoretical analysis of the effects of nitration of the
explosive properties of triazoles: 4-nitro-2H-1,2,3-triazole
and 4,5-dinitro-2H-1,2,3-triazole
Journal of Molecular Structure (Theochem) 337 (1995), 189-197

415 J.P. Ritchie, S.M. Bachrach: Molecular Models for Explosives
Journal de Physique, Colloque C4, Tome 48, Sept. 1987, 377-391

416 T. Glowiak, L. Sobczyk, E. Grech
Chemical Physics Letters 34, 292 (1975)

417 L.A. Camerman, L.H. Jensen, A.T. Balaban
Acta Cryst., Sect. B25, 2623 (1969)

418 S. Zeman
On the Physical Thermal Stability of Some Cyclic Nitramines
Proc. 21. Int. Pyrotechnics Seminar, Moscow, 1995

419 V.P. Sinditskii, A.E. Fogelzang et al.
Combustion of 5-Aminotetrazole Salts
Proc. 21. Int. Pyrotechnics Seminar, Moscow, 1995

420 Yan Hong, G. Xiao-Pei, Chen Bo-Ren: Comparison of Thermal
Stabilities of Azidomethyl-gem-Dinitromethyl Compounds...
Proc. 21. Int. Pyrotechnics Seminar, Moscow, 1995

421 M.E. Walsh, T.F. Jenkins, P.G. Thorne
Laboratory and Analytical Methods for Explosives Residues in Soil
Journal of Energetic Mat. Vol. 13, 357-383 (1995)
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1-1688 TETRAMETHYLLEADSapeag
1- 468 TETPAMETHYLOLCYCLOHEXANOL PENTANITRATESapeag
1- 467 TETRAMETHYLOLCYCLOHEXANONE TETRANITRATE of the list of substances
1- 441 TETRANETHYLOLCYCLOPENTANOL PENTANITRATE (Manual)
1- 440 TETRAMETHYLOLCYCLOPENTANON TETRANITRATE
1- 747 TETRAMETRYLOI1'ETEANE
1- 187 TETRAMETEYLOZONIDE
1-2454 TETRAMETNYLTETRAZENE
1-2449 TETRAMETBYLTHIACYCLOPROPANE
1-270 1 TETRAMMINE-cis-BIS (5-NITRO-2H-TETRAZOLATO-N2) COBALT/3/PERCHLORATE
1-2032 1,2,4,7-TETRANITRAMINOCUBANE
1-1886 2,6,8,10-TETRANITRAZA-4,8-DIAZA-TRICYCLOC7.3,0.0)DODECANE
1-1885 2,6,8,1O-TETR.ANITRAZA-A4,8-DIAZA-TRICYCLO(7.3.0.0)DODECANE-5,11-DIONE
1-2730 2,4,5,7-TETRANITRQ-1- (2,4,6-TRINITRoPHENYL)NAPHTEALENE
1- 159 1,3,5,7-TETRANITRO-1,3,5,7-TETRAAZACYCLOOCTANE
1-1946 trans-1,3,5,7-TETRANITRO-1,3,5,7-TETRAAZAflECALIN
1-1945 cis-1,3 ,5,7-TETRANITRO-1,3,5,7-TETRA.AZAflECALIN
1-1944 1,3,7,9-TETRANITRO-1,3,7,9-TETRAAZASPIRO(4.5)DECANE
1- 868 1,3,5, 5-TETRANITRO-1 ,3-DIAZACYCLOHEXANE
1- 868 1,3,5,5-TETRANITRO-1,3-DIAZINE
1- 323 trans-1,4,5,8-TETRANITRO-1,4,5,8-TETRAAZAflECALIN
1-1241 1,4,5,8-TETRANITRO-1,4,5,8-TETRAAZAflIFURAZANO-(3,4-c) (3,4-b)DECALIN
1-2686 1,4,5,8-TETRANITRO-1,4,5,8-TETRAAZAFURAZANO(3,4-b)DECALIN
1-1153 2,4,6,8-TETRANITRO-2, 4,6,8-TETRAAZACYCLOOCTANON-1
1- 198 2,4,6,8-TETRANITRO-2,4,6,8-TETRAAZAnICYCLo(3,3,0)-ocTANDIoNE-(3,7)
1-1152 2,4,6,8-TETRANITRQ-2,4,6,8-TETRAAzAnICYCLo(3,3,0)oCTANE
1-1143 2,4,6,8-TETRANITRQ-2,4,6,8-.TETRAAZADICyCLo(3,3,0)ocTANoN-3
1-1941 2,4,8,10-TETRANITRo-2,4,8,10-TETRAAzASPIRo(5.5)urqDEcANq
1-2458 2,5,7,9-TETRANITRO-2,5,7,9-TETRA-AZAEICYCLo[4.3.0]NoNANE-8-ONE
1-1167 1,3,5,7-TETRANITRO-2,6-DIOXo-1,3,5,7-TETRAAZACYCLooCTANE
1-12 63 1,3,6, 8-TETRANITRO-3, 6-DIAZA-n-OCTANE
1-2107 1,1,1, 3-TETRANITRO-3-AZABUTANE
1- 872 2,2,6,6-TETRANITRO-4-AZABEPTANE
1-1878 2,2,6, 6-TETRANITROAAM4ANTANE
1- 238 2,3,4,6-TETRANITROANILINE
1-1240 1,2,3, 4-TETRANITROBENZENE
1- 312 1,2,4,5-TETRANITROBENEENE
1-1239 1,2,3, 5-TETRANITROBENEENE
1-2652 2,2' ,4,4'-TETRANITROBENZIL

1-764,5,6, 7-TETRANITROBENZOFUROXANE
1- 789, 1,3,8, 10-TETRANITROBENZOTRIAZOLO[1 ,2-aJBENZOTRIAEOLE
1- 507 1,3,7 ,9-TETRANITROBENZOTRIAZOLO (2, 1-aJBENZOTRIAZOLE
1- 204 1,1,1,4-TETRANITROBUTANE
1- 967 1,1,3,3-TETRANITROBOTANE
1- 171 2,2,3,3-TETRANITROBUTANE
1- 491 1,3,6,8-TETRANITROCARBAZOLE
1-2041 1,3,5,7-TETRANITROCUBANE
1-2642 1,2,3,4-TETRANITROCUBANE
1-2648 2,4,4' ,6-TETRANITRODIBENZYL
1-2646 2,2' ,4,4'-TETRANITRODIBENZYL
1-1537 TETRANITRODIGLYCEROL
1-1413 2,2' ,4,4'-TETRANITRODIPNENYLAMINE
1- 154 TETRANITROERYTHROL
1- 198 1,3,4,4-TETRANITROGLYCOLURIL
1- 868 1 ,3,5,5-TETRANITROHEXAHYDROPYRIMIDINE
1-1881 2,2,6, 6-TETRANITRO-NEXAMETHYLENE TETRAMINE
1-2685 1,3,4,7-TETRANITROIMIDAZOLINE(4,5-b)-FURAZANO(3,4-e)PIPERAZItqE
1- 2 TETRANITROMETEANE
1- 487 1,4,5,6-TETRANITRONAPETRALENE
1- 474 1,3,6,8-TETRANITRONAPHTRALENE
1- 483 1,4,S,8-TETRANITRONAPHTHALENE
1-1295 2,2,7 ,7-TETRANITRONORBORNANE
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ETC Plasma-Propellant Interactions

P.J. Kaste, R.A. Rodriguez-Pesce, M.A. Schroeder, G.L. Katulka, K.J. White, M.L. Leadore, A.E. Kinkennon

U.S. Army Research Laboratory (ARL), AMSRL-WM-BD, APG, MD, 21005-5066, USA

Abstract

Characterization of propellants after treatment with ETC plasmas was undertaken to understand the

mechanisms of plasma-propellant interaction. Samples of various chemistries were studied, including JA2,

composite propellants containing RDX and CL20, and propellants with energetic thermoplastic elastomeric

(ETPE) polymers as the binders. The plasma source was characteristic of that used in ETC ignition, except

that the power was reduced so that reaction, but not ignition, occurred for most samples, and material

remained for analysis. Samples were exposed to the following plasma treatments: a) direct exposure to the

plasma, b) shielding with polyethylene terephthalate (Mylar) films to screen a large fraction of the UV

component and reduce convective heating, and c:) shielding with aluminum foil to reduce the radiative, but not

conductive, component. Morphological and chemical characterization studies were performed on the treated

samples, and compared with the virgin material. Scanning electron microscopy of some treated JA2 samples

showed that melting and probably degassing occurred. Through reflectance Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)

spectroscopy, the following changes in treated propellant samples were observed: denitration of nitrate esters,

hydrolysis of cellulosic binders and a reduction of the nitramine level. Desorption-gas chromatography-mass

spectrometry was used to determine that some treated samples suffered a loss of nitrate ester plasticizer. X-

ray fluorescence spectroscopy showed that tungsten is deposited on the propellant after plasma treatment.

Background

Electrothermal chemical (ETC) gun concepts are being explored for improving gun performance in propelling

charges with high energy densities. High energy plasmas are used as igniters in ETC firings. The goal is to

enhance propellant burning rates through interaction of the plasma with the propellant. Experimentally, ignition

times are shorter and more reproducible with ETC igniters compared to conventional igniters (1,2). Moreover,

if propellant temperature sensitivity could be reduced so that firings over a range of temperatures would yield

similar gun pressures, then a concomitant improvement in performance could be realized. However, to exploit

the potential of plasma igniters, it is necessary to understand the mechanisms involved in plasma-propellant

interactions. These mechanisms could include radiative, conductive, and convective transfer, as well as

chemical interaction of the plasma species with the propellant. This paper is a summary of efforts to date at

the ARL in the area of plasma propellant interaction. Samples were generated in three different series of

experiments and under different conditions, therefore it is not possible to correlate the results of the different

experiments. It is possible to make observations from each regarding the role of plasma mechanisms.
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Moreover, the studies have been valuable in developing the methodology and strategies to be used in future

systematic experiments for understanding plasma propellant interaction, which will be an integral part of a

basic ETC research program.

Experimental

A 100 kJ capacitor-based pulsed power supply (PPS) was used for generating the high energy plasmas in

these experiments. The power supply consists of two capacitors (11 kV, 830 uF), interconnected with a 10 uH

inductor and an ignitron switch. The plasma generator has an inner diameter of 0.6 cm and an overall length of

about 10 cm. Power levels for the different experiments ranged from 60 to 125 MW, depending on the initial

capacitor voltage level. In response to a pulse from the plasma generator, a metal (commonly aluminum) fuse

positioned between the anode and the cathode is rapidly vaporized and ionizes the polyethylene liner to form a

dense plasma in which a high current discharge is sustained (3). The desired ignition effect is to increase the

propellant gas generation rate so that the pressure profile is optimized (lowered in amplitude and broadened in

time), compensating for the propellant burning rate temperature sensitivity.

Three types of experiments, involving different plasma-propellant exposure mechanisms, were performed. In

all experiments, JA2 (consisting of nitroglycerin, NG; diethylene glycol dinitrate, DEGDN; and nitrocellulose,

NC) was used as a sample. Additionally in the third experiment, a matrix of a variety of propellant materials

was examined. These experiments are described below:

1. JA2 Exposed through a Polyethylene Tube: The first experiment involved exposure of sheet JA2 through a

polyethylene tube; Figure 1 shows a schematic of the experimental setup (4). The plasma cartridge was fired

into a polyethylene centercore tube (OD-44 mm; wall thickness-3mm; length-235 mm). Small rectangles of the

JA2 sheet were located at the same axial position along the outside of the polyethylene centercore tube which

provided a physical barrier between the plasma and propellant. The JA2 was therefore not subjected to the

convective flow of the gases, but was exposed to some radiant energy. The polyethylene tubing is largely

transparent in the visible and infrared regions, but has a cut-off at wavelengths lower than 200 nm, as shown in

Figure 2. Although the propellant samples were located at the same axial position along the length of the tube,

they were located at various stand-off distances from the tube outer surface. Thus, the conductive effect of the

plasma was virtually eliminated. The power output of the PPS was 60 MW; peak energy is delivered by 250-

300 usec, with a total pulse duration of about 500 usec.

2. JA2 in a Freely-Expanding Plasma: In the second experiment granular JA2 was used. A schematic for the

experimental setup is shown in Figure 3. The propellant was exposed to the plasma in three different ways:

a) direct exposure to the freely propagating electrical plasma

b) shielding of the grains by covering with aluminum foil. This allowed the propellant to be subjected to the

conductive heat, but diminished the effects of radiation and convective gas flow.
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c) shielding of the grains by a sheet of Mylar film. The latter is transparent in the visible region, but is an

effective filter of UV radiation below 300 nm- at least down to 190 nm- the lowest wavelength measurable with

the spectrometer used (Figure 2). Thus, the Mylar would allow the propellant to be subjected to visible

radiation, but would diminish the convective and conductive gas flow effects, and exposure to UV radiation.

3. Propellant Array: The third experiment was performed in August, 1997, and consisted of a matrix of

propellants which were exposed simultaneously to a single plasma output. Samples were positioned with
adhesive to a sheet of Plexiglas. An array of fourteen samples, consisting of two sets of seven different

formulations, were tested as shown in Figure 4. The top set of samples was exposed to the plasma directly,

whereas the bottom, "twin", set was covered by a sheet of Mylar film. The distance from the plasma output
nozzle to the Plexiglas center was 30 cm, and the direction of propagation of the plasma was normal to the
sample surfaces. The PPS power level was 125 MW; it is estimated from computer simulations (5) that the
plasma temperature inside the generator core and prior to expansion in the open air, reached about 30,000 K.

The spatial distribution of the plasma across the Plexiglas sheet (nom. 7 mm x 15 mm) is not known, thus it is

not certain that all the samples were exposed to the same plasma intensity. Not only were the samples
exposed to the plasma, but also to the heat and reaction products of the surrounding samples, several of which

burned. Thus, this experiment is not meant to determine the relative reactivity of the samples, but rather to

identify chemical changes in a variety of formulations caused by direct, or indirect, interaction with the plasma.

The propellants which were tested include the following types: a) M9, containing NC and NG; b) JA2,
containing NC, NG and DEGDN; c) a HELP variation containing cellulose acetate-butyrate (CAB) binder, NC,

RDX and an energetic plasticizer, EP; and d) energetic thermoplastic elastomeric (ETPE) binders containing

either RDX or CL20 as the nitramine solids fill.

Chemical Characterization

Plasma-treated samples were analyzed by D-GC-MS, reflectance FTIR and XRF spectroscopies:

Thermal desorption gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (D-GC-MS): D-GC-MS was used to heat
uniformly prepared propellant samples in a pyroprobe at 175 C for 20 sec to release nitroglycerin (NG) and

diethyleneglycol dinitratrate (DEGDN). The desorbed plasticizers are injected simultaneously through an
interface onto a GC column for separation, and passed through a mass-spectrometer for identification.

Desorption was achieved via a CDS Model 122 Pyroprobe (coil type) connected to a heated interface chamber
to the splitless injector of a Hewlett Packard GC-FTIR-MS system (Model 5890 GC and Model 5970 mass

selective detector), as shown in Figure 5. The pyroprobe interface temperature was 175C and the sample was

pulsed at 175 C for 20 seconds. The GC column was a J & W Scientific capillary column (0.25 mm x 15 m;

0.25 um DB5 film). The GC injector temperature was 200 C. The oven temperature program used was as

follows: 50 C isothermal for 1 min; 70 C/min to 250 C for 4 min (total run time 7.9 min). This D-GC-MS
method has been used previously for quantitative analysis of energetic materials (6).
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Micro-Reflectance Fourier Transfer Infrared (FTIR) Spectroscopy: FTIR was used to obtain spectra of the

surface (i.e. about top 10 microns) of the propellant samples. The spectrometer used for all the IR

measurements was a Mattson Polaris. The reflectance spectra were obtained using a Spectra-Tech

microreflectance attachment and were run at 4 cm1 resolution, with 200 scans signal averaged for background

and sample spectra.

X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF): XRF was performed on the Mylar film used to shield the matrix of propellant

samples, in order to determine what metals are present in the plasma, and whether they penetrate the film.

Spectra were obtained on a Kevex Delta 1 x-ray fluorescence spectrometer attachment to a JEOL 820 SEM

using Quantex V software.

Results

The results from the three different experiments will be presented in the same order in which they were

described in the Experimental Section.

1. JA2 Exposed Through a Polyethylene Tube: In this experiment, an attempt was made to mitigate the

conductive, convective and far-UV components of the plasma to which the JA2 sample was exposed, by

channeling the bulk of the plasma output through a polyethylene tube and locating samples on the outside, up

to a couple of centimeters away from the tube. Post-testing analysis of the recovered propellant indicated that

a subsurface reaction was initiated which resulted in the propellant changing from a green translucent color to

a creamy opaque green-yellow color. An SEM analysis of the reacted propellant showed that the reaction

extended to a depth of approximately 1 mm into the sample, and that voids within the sample became larger at

greater depths (7). The JA2 plasticizers, DEGDN and NG, are known to be volatile and are readily diminished

at temperatures used in aging studies (up to 75 C). Thus, if heating and subsurface reactions occurred, the

levels of NG and DEDGN might easily be diminished.

The NG and DEGDN levels were determined by D-GC-MS as a function of depth below the surface which had

been exposed to the plasma. For comparison, a virgin JA2 sample was depth profiled in the same manner.

The results are shown in Figure 6. Both the virgin and plasma-treated samples showed that the same level of

NG was present. However, the level of DEGDN in the treated sample was reduced about 5-10% from its

original level in the virgin samples.

2. JA2 in a Freely Expanding Plasma: In this experiment the samples were characterized by reflectance

spectroscopy, in order to determine if decomposition of the JA2 occurred. D-GC-MS analysis was performed

to determine plasticizer levels in the treated and virgin samples.

a) direct exposure to the freely propagating electrical plasma: The effect of full plasma exposure was

definitive, and showed that significant denitration of the nitrate esters of JA2 occurred. This is evident from the

IR spectra shown in Figure 7b, in which a band at 1740 cm"1 appears, due to the aldehyde carbonyl which is
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formed when nitrogen dioxide is released. The spectrum of virgin JA2 is provided for comparison (Figure 7a),

and shows that the only significant bands are at 1650 cm"1 and 1290 cm*', and are due to the asymmetric and

symmetric stretching modes of N-0, respectively. Components which could be the source of the nitrogen

dioxide include NC, DEGDN and NG.

b) shielding of the grains by Mylar film: As mentioned above, the Mylar film diminishes the conductive and
the convective flows of the plasma, and filters UV radiation below 300 nm. The Mylar was very effective in

mitigating the effect of the plasma on the propellant. This spectrum is virtually identical to JA2, and is not

shown here.

c) shielding of the JA2 by aluminum foil: The aluminum foil allowed the propellant to be subjected to the

conductive heat, but would diminish the effects of radiation and convective gas flow. This sample was non-

uniform, with a gradient over the surface which could be detected visually. One end had the same color and

flatness of the virgin sample, while the opposite end appeared darkened and pitted, as did the directly exposed

sample. The spectra confirmed the visual assessment (Figure 8). The darkened end gave a spectrum very

similar to that found in Figure 7b, showing the aldehyde carbonyl formed from denitration, while the opposite

end appeared much like JA2, with no evidence of oxidation. This gradient in the level of reaction suggests that

plasma effects were not uniform over the sample.

The three samples exposed to the freely expanding plasma were analyzed by D-GC-MS. The results are

shown in Figure 9, and indicate that, within the error of the analysis, the NG and DEGON levels were the same
for the treated and virgin samples. The D-GC-MS and IR data indicate that the plasticizer level is not affected
by plasma treatment, but in the directly exposed and aluminum covered samples, denitration occurs to some
extent in NC, NG, and/or IDEGIDN.

3. Propellant Array: This experiment was done as a preliminary screening to explore how samples might
react, and to develop the methodology to characterize the decomposition products and reaction mechanisms of

propellants with a wide variety of chemistries. Conclusions regarding the relative reactivity of the propellants
can not be made based on these results because: a) the spatial distribution of the plasma intensity over the
dimensions of the Plexiglas plate is not known, and is currently being investigated and b) the samples were
not run independently, and were in close proximity to one another. Thus, samples which ignited could generate

heat and reactive products which could, in turn, react with other samples in an uncontrolled and unpredictable

manner. Thus, further experiments will be performed to determine whether the reactions observed are direct

or secondary effects of the plasma.

Of the array propellants shown in Figure 4, only the samples directly exposed to the plasma appeared to have
reacted or ignited. As in the freely expanding plasma experiment described above, those shielded with Mylar
film did not appear to react. The samples which burned included: JA2, and three of the four samples which

had BAMO-AMMO (BA) as the binder (two containing CL20 and one containing RDX and NO). The samples
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which partially reacted and for which material was recovered included: RDX-BA (without NQ), HELP and M9.

Reflectance IR was performed on: a) the partially reacted samples, b) the Mylar shielded samples, and c)

the virgin samples for comparison. Chemical changes can only be discussed for the samples which partially

reacted, i.e RDX-BA, HELP and M9:

RDX-BAMO/AMMO without NQ: The exposed sample appeared deep grey at one end, and light grey at the

other. The spectra for dark grey area differed most from those for the virgin material (Figure 10), and bands

unique to RDX and BAMO-AMMO are readily distinguished. The RDX bands diminish significantly for the

exposed, dark grey sample, relative to the virgin sample; the light grey RDX bands were intermediate in

intensity (not shown). Thus, the reflectance data shows that RDX is reduced significantly, at least at the

surface, upon plasma treatment. The decomposition of AMMO polymer was previously reported (8) and

showed that heating to 260C in an Argon atmosphere, virtually eliminated the azide group (i.e. disappearance

of the IR band at 2100 cm 1) through the loss of nitrogen and formation of the imine (R-C=NH) group

(appearance of the 1660 cmr 1 band). Both the azide and imine bands are sharp and are easily monitored; the

azide is present in BAMO as well. The fact that the imine is not observed in the spectrum of the treated

sample shows that under the conditions of this experiment, the RDX level begins to diminish, while the

BAMO-AMMO polymer remains intact.

HELP Propellant: The virgin and Mylar-shielded samples appeared yellow, while the exposed sample was light

green at the surface (underneath was yellow). The spectra of the unshielded sample was only slightly different

from the virgin and shielded samples (Figure 10); band assignments agree with those reported previously

using ATR microscopy (9). The differences are subtle, but the unshielded sample has reduced bands at 1750

cm-1 and 1660 cm-1, which are assigned to the ester C=O of CAB and the nitrate N-O of NC respectively.

(Nitrate ester plasticizers were not present in the HELP sample.) It is known that the acetic and butyric acids

esters of CAB diminish under relatively mild thermal exposure. Moreover, the acids resulting from CAB

decomposition can, in turn, promote the decomposition of the nitrate esters, accelerating the release of

nitrogen oxides. The green color may arise from reaction of the nitrogen dioxide with the stabilizer. The latter

is present at a level too low to be detected in the infrared, but can be a very powerful visible chromophore.

Although the unshielded sample reacted only very slightly, spectroscopic changes were detectable. At greater

plasma intensities and increased levels of reaction, IR spectroscopy should be a valuable monitor of chemical

changes. Moreover, D-GC-MS will also be very useful to quantify hydrolysis of the CAB esters and the

denitration of NC.

M9 sample: The virgin and shielded spectra of M9 look identical to that of JA2, the main features being the

nitrate esters which dominate both formulations (JA2 containing NC, DEGDN and NG; M9 containing NC and

NG). The unshielded sample yielded a small but distinct peak at 1740 cm-1 , indicative of carbonyl formation,

analogous to that found in JA2 (Figure 12). Although neat DEGDN, found in JA2 but not M9, has a strong

ether C-O-C band at 11 35cm-1 , this band is not evident in the propellant spectrum. Thus, for propellants rich
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in nitrate esters, e.g. single and double base formulations, IR spectroscopy is not useful for quantitative

analysis of the nitrate esters, but it is a quick tool for assessing if their oxidation has occurred.

For the samples which burned, it was only possible to compare the virgin with the Mylar-shielded samples, and

in every case the spectra were identical. Future studies are planned, however, in which samples with varying

propellant chemistries will individually be exposed to the ETC-plasmas at appropriate intensities so that the

sample will partially decompose. For this purpose, the spectra of the virgin propellants are of interest to

determine if bands are present which can serve as indicators that specific components are decreased or

undergo chemical reaction initiated by the plasma. Thus, the virgin spectra for the samples that burned to

completion are presented below:

a) RDX-BAMO-AMMO with NO: The virgin spectrum appeared much like that of the RDX BAMO-AMMO

sample shown in Figure 13, except that a few bands due to NO are present. The intensity of the bands is

detectable, although not great, since the NO is present at less than 20 weight percent in the sample; the band

at 1640 cm"1 could be enhanced if the water vapor were more completely purged. The sample with NO had the

coarsest surface of any virgin material, and that is reflected by a baseline which more irregular than the other

propellants.

b) JA2 sample: Spectra of a virgin and denitrated sample of JA2 were shown in Figure 6; the formation of

the aldehyde can be readily monitored in the IR.

c) CL20 BAMO-AMMO samples: The spectra of the two different virgin samples showed much different

relative band intensities of CL20 vs the BAMO-AMMO, reflecting a difference in the solids fill level. Strong

sharp bands for CL20 and BAMO-AMMO are evident (Figure 14), which will facilitate monitoring of these

components in future plasma propellant interaction studies.

Conclusions

Three experiments were performed, under different conditions, to begin to understand the effect of ETC

plasma on ignition. In the first experiment, JA2 was exposed to plasma radiation (60 MW) through a

polyethylene tube which shielded the convective and conductive effects of the plasma. The treated sample

showed evidence of subsurface reaction, and the level of DEGDN plasticizer was reduced to 15-20% from the

25% measured for the virgin material. In this case, plasma radiation (filtered below 200 nm by polyethylene)

appears to have been effective altering the propellant composition.

The second experiment involved grains of JA2 which were exposed to a freely expanding plasma (60 MW).

Grains were either unshielded, or shielded with aluminum foil or a Mylar film. None of the grains had a

significant change in plasticizer level after treatment. However, IR spectroscopy of the surface showed that for

the unshielded sample, some denitration of the nitrate esters (either NC, NG or DEGDN) occurred. The

aluminum-shielded sample showed a gradient of denitration, with one end having significant reaction and the
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other end having no reaction. The aluminum foil did not appear disturbed, and it is believed that it did block the

plasma radiation. Thus, conduction also appears to be a factor in plasma propellant interaction. The Mylar

shielded sample showed no evidence of denitration. In this case radiation which passed through the Mylar film

was not sufficient to generate reaction of the propellant, and the thermal insulation provided by the Mylar film

reduced conductive heating.

Although the power levels used in the above two experiments were the same, other important parameters are

different. Mylar (polyethylene terephthalate, used in the freely-expanding plasma experiment) cuts off below

300 nm, whereas polyethylene (used in the tube experiment) begins to cut off below 200 nm; thus the two

samples are not exposed to the same spectral distribution. Also, the form of the plasma is much different in

each case. For the tube experiment the plasma is channeled through a confined region, whereas in the

second experiment, the plasma expands freely into open air. A third variable is that the sheet JA2 sample was

used in the polyethylene tube experiment, whereas JA2 grains were used in open air configuration. Thus, it is

not possible to directly correlate the results of both experiments, but the conclusion which can be drawn is that

there is experimental evidence for both radiation (as evidenced in the polyethylene tube experiment) and

conduction (as evidenced from the samples shielded with aluminum foil) as being important mechanisms in

plasma-propellant interaction.

The third experiment consisted of an array of samples exposed directly to a freely expanding plasma (125

MW). The intensity of the plasma impacting each sample is not known, so further work is needed to assess

relative reactivity of the various samples. Samples shielded with Mylar film all appeared unreacted; IR analysis

of the surfaces confirmed that no degradation occurred. Samples which burned included JA2, and three

samples with a BAMO-AMMO binder (two containing different CL20 levels and one containing RDX and NO).

The three samples which remained all showed some evidence of decomposition: a) reduction of the nitramine

level in the RDX-NQ-BAMO/AMMO sample; b) reduced carbonyl band of CAB and nitrate ester band of NC,

respectively; and c) denitration of nitrate esters in M9 (analogous to that described above for JA2). For the

samples which burned, IR spectra were obtained for the virgin samples, and bands are evident which can be

monitored for identification and quantifying components in future plasma-propellant studies under conditions
which result in partial decomposition.

Future Work

The results described in this paper were a summary of several plasma-propellant studies which were done as

auxiliary parts of other programs. Future experiments will have as a goal, the understanding of the

mechanisms involved in plasma propellant interaction. An important element of that understanding is

characterization of the plasma, and work is in progress to measure the spatial distribution of the plasma in

terms of pressure, temperature and spectral content. Metal particles may be generated from fuse and nozzle

erosion, and contribute to the plasma composition; such effects will be investigated and minimized. Alternative
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materials will be used to pass or block radiation, such as quartz or sapphire, rather than reactive materials

such as polyethylene and Mylar which might complicate interpretation of the data.

The mechanisms involved in plasma-propellant interaction can be expected to be quite sensitive to sample

chemistry. Future efforts will focus on treating a single sample with a well-characterized plasma. Samples will
be well characterized in terms of their processing history and morphology, which can result in physical

differences between samples of even the same composition. For example, samples with solids fill will be well

characterized in terms of final particle size and coating, particularly at the surface. Also, as the plasma levels
are better tuned to each propellant type, more complex decomposition products may result. For better

characterization of the products, additional analytical methods will be performed. Gel permeation

chromatography will be used to analyze changes in the length of polymeric components such as CAB, NC and

the ETPE binders. Other FTIR methods will be investigated, such as attenuated total reflectance (ATR) and
photoacoustic spectroscopies (PAS). ATR offers advantages in quantitative analysis, and PAS offers

advantages for non-destructive depth profiling. Moreover, full use of the pyroprobe-GC-MS instrumentation for
identification and quantification of decomposition products will be made. Thermal analyses and X-ray

techniques sensitive to organic species will be applied as appropriate.
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Figure 2. UV-visible absorbance spectrum of polyethylene tubing and Mylar film; sapphire was run as a

reference material.
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Figure 3. Schematic of the experimental setup used in the treatment of JA2 to a freely expanding plasma.

*JA2 sample was either unshielded, or shielded with aluminum foil or a Mylar film.
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Figure 7. FTIR microreflectance spectrum of a) virgin JA2 and b) a sample exposed directly to the output of
the freely expanding plasma.
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Figure 8. FTIR microreflectance spectra of opposite ends, a and b, of an aluminum-shielded sample of JA2 in

the output stream of the freely expanding plasma.
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Figure 9. Analysis of plasticizers in virgin JA2 and the three samples exposed to the freely expanding plasma:

1) unshielded; 2) Mylar shielded and 3) Aluminum foil shielded.
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Figure 12. FTIR microreflectance spectra of virgin and unshielded M9 sample.
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ABSTRACT

Pyrolisis reactions, existing in explosives components and mixtures, are very hard to

follow by experiments, because these processes are very fast and proceed with

increasing pressure and temperature. The thermogravimetric analysis (TGA),

differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and conventional cook-off methods, do not

give precise and correct answer to the problem of detecting the level of life time of

any chemical explosive or powder, by the beginning of its decomposition reaction.

The method, here presented, is based in thermogravimetric analysis, correlated with a

simple ignition and transition to combustion model. The original experimental set-up,

presented in a previous paper, is based in classical thermogravimetry equipment

(TGA), recording the evolution of sample mass as a function of temperature, for

samples larger enough to solve heterogeneity problems. The sample is enclosed in an

open cylindrical container, inside a glass column, where the products of combustion

of propane/air flow. Different heating levels can be selected as a function of the

distance from the propane/air burner. The temperature and the mass of the sample are

continuously measured and recorded during heating process. The warming transient

regime and the ignition zones are clearly visible in obtained results, in range of 800 -

1000 K.

The selected energetic materials are Ammonium Nitrate (AN), pentaerythritol

tetranitrate (PETN) and cyclo-1,3,5-trimethylene-2,4,6-trinitramine (RDX), very well

known energetic components of industrial and military plastic bonded explosives.

A reaction path, final composition and thermodynamic properties of products, are

predicted as a function of temperature and pressure, for isobar and isochor adiabatic

combustion conditions, using a thermochemical computer code, named THOR. The

results are discussed with theoretical prediction of ignition temperature and time
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delay, based in Semenov criteria for one single particle. The ignition criteria is based
on the changement of reaction intensity, during heating regime, showing the start of
combustion or explosion regime. Experimental results prove the validity of this
ignition criteria. Kinetics parameters are based on Coats and Redfem approach. From
the selected materials, PETN and RDX present an interesting temperature jumping
phenomena, after ignition, predicted in theoretical model and observed in

experimental results.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT

1. Introduction

For people safety, environmental control and adequate strategy during storage and

transportation of energetic compounds, is very important to know its thermal

decomposition behaviour. The existing run-away phenomena, gerierating explosions,

are complex. Past experiences have shown that there are neither simple nor universal

predictive methods. Small-scale tests could be desirable because all explosion

phenomena start in a single or multiple small flame kernels. Thermal decomposition

of AN, PETN and RDX, in a silica sand bed, showing its ignition temperature and

delay and its pyrolysis behaviour, were already presented [Cardao et al., 1997].

Thermal response of those energetic materials were discussed in such a way to relate

thermal behaviour, from the small scale DSC and TGA samples (3 mg) with those

obtained from an intermediate scale experiment with larger samples (100 mg). A

cylindrical brass container, inside a glass column, where the combustion products of

propane/air flow, was used to heat the sample up to its ignition. The silica sand bed

was used to clarify' ignition mechanism, reducing the violence of the decomposition

stage and its blasting effects. The temperature and mass of the sample were

continuously measured. Selected external temperature range was 800 - 1000 K and

obtained results have been discussed according to a simple theoretical model based in

Semenov ignition criteria [Cardao et al., 1997].

Based on previous work, the theoretical model and discussion of thermal flow of each

energetic material, for several compositions, in order to determine when the regime of
the decomposition reaction is going to change, showing its ignition and explosion
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regime, is now presented and discussed. The kinetic parameters are based on Coats

and Redfern, 1964, theoretical approach.

2. Selected energetic materials and thermal characterization

Selected energetic materials are Ammonium Nitrate (AN), pentaerythritol tetranitrate

(PETN) and cyclo-1,3,5-trimethylene-2,4,6-trinitramine (RDX) used respectively in

industrial and military plastic bonded explosives.

The particle range size of AN was obtained using laser diffraction spectrometry.

PETN, RDX and inert silica particle sand sizes were measured by Coulter Counter

(Cardao et al., 1997).

Simultaneous thermal analysis (heat flow DSC and TGA) was also employed to

investigate the thermal decomposition of the selected energetic materials, in non-

isothermal conditions (using a Rheometric Scientific STA 1500 equipment). The

nominal heating rate of 10 °C/min (covering the temperature range from 298 K to 623

K) was employed using samples size of 3 mg. The samples were loaded into open

crucibles and a dry nitrogen purge flow of 50 ml/min at 0.1 MPa absolute pressure

was used in all measurements. A resume of the more relevant experimental results

comparatively with the ones theoretically predicted is presented in the following

figure.

Theoretical and experimental results
Tempe
ratare 7.O0E+02
Of
particl.OOE+02 •
I K

5.OE+02
A g * experimental

4.OOE+02 • osc

3.GOE+02 A T-OR• : ' : x Semenov

2.OOE+02

1.00E+02

0.00E+00

0.00 AN PETN RDX

Energetic material

Figure 1 -Theoretical and experimental results of ignition temperature of AN, PETN and

RDX samples.
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3 Experimental equipment and results

The original thermal analysis equipment was already presented [Cardao et al., 1997].

A propane/air burner and a glass column make the experimental apparatus. Different

temperature levels can be obtained depending on the distance from the burner and in

the propane/air ratio. An open brass cylinder container, suspended by a spindle, fixed

in a digital balance, is used to confine the sample. The temperature and the mass of

the sample are continuously measured. Two thermocouples are placed at different

levels inside the sample. A third thermocouple measure the flow temperature at the

level of the container.

Two independent valves previously calibrated as a function of the upstream pressure

controlled the mass flows of propane and air. The glass column has an internal

diameter of 44 mm and a thickness of 3 mm, for a length of 68 mm, divided in five

stages. The external temperature inside the glass column at fifth level was calibrated

for two propane/air ratios, Tg=857 K and Tg--959 K, and recorded using K-type

thermocouples, using a system composed by two digital signal acquisition and

analyser system.

In order to protect the original thermal analyser equipment, the energetic particles

were mixed with silica sand particles, in a bed, with total mass of 500 mg. A

calibration of the bed warming evolution temperature, without energetic particles, was

performed. Mass fractions of energetic materials ranging, from 5 to 20%, were tested

for each selected energetic material.

The thermal flow analysis is presented in figures 2 to 4, showing the thermal flow

regime as a function of time, for different concentrations of energetic materials in the

bed (with silica sand particles). These results allow to calculate the mean value of

observed thermal flow regime immediately before and after the ignition instant (vd.

Table 1).
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Q Before "Ignition" After "Ignition"
AN
5% 8.7 8.78
10% 8.78 8.78
15% 8.78 17.56
20 % 5.85 17.56
PETN
5 % 4.2 52.7
10% 5.0 193.2
15% 5.9 216.6
RDX
5% 8.78 17.56
10% 4.18 8.78
20% 5.85 35.13

Table 1- Average of the thermal flow before and after the "explosion", for AN, PETN

and RDX.

4. Kinetics analysis

Several authors have discussed the kinetic parameters based on thermogravimetric

data. In the present text Coats e Redfern, 1964, approach is applied to the

experimental curves of temperature and weight evolution.

For a reaction like aA (s) -- bB (s) + cC (g) the rate of consumption of reagent A is

given by:

da k(l-a()
da

with ca=(m0-m/mo) the fraction of A that undergo decomposition during time t, n the

reaction order and k the rate constante.

A linear heating rate allows 6 --- j 3=dT/dt (2)

Combining the last expressions it can be obtained:

da -A T-EERdT

0(I -)" e (3)

With several approaches and simplifications, the expression becomes:

AR{ ) RTE
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To n=l the graphical representation of In i]2- a)] function of I gives, if the

chosen order is correct, a straight line with inclination -E/R. This is true since in the

temperature interval chosen the expression ! - is constant.

For each energetic material the bigger zone of linearity were chosen. The kinetic

parameters can then be obtained through a linear regression. The presented results

correspond to the average of the kinetic parameters obtained for the different tested

compositions.

AN PETN RDX
E/Jmol"' 2.10 x105  1.16x 105  1.10x 105

A/s' 2.38 x 1017 1.17 x 10'9 4.95 x 1012

Temperature zone/K 564 - 620 465 - 570 520 - 598
1- a 0.85-0.47 0.95-0.76 0.91 -0.56

E /Jmol' /DOBtRATZ 1981] 1.96 x 10' 1.96 x ls 1.97 x 10"

A / s' /DOBRATZ, 1981] 4.00 x 10" 6.30 x 10"9 2-02 x 10"

Table 2 - Correlation between experimental and referenced kinetic parameters

[DOBRATZ, 1981] for AN, PETN e RDX.

5. Discussion and conclusions

A good agreement, in ignition temperature, was found between theoretical approaches

and the experimental results. The experimental results were really more concordant

with the obtained by DSC, the theoretical results from Semenov criteria were slightly

above and the predicted values using THOR code were slightly under the

experimental.

Relatively to the thermal flow, PETN shows a higher jumping of the thermal flow

before and after the "explosion" reaction. For AN that difference only appears for

composition near 20 %, which is in accordance with the previous results.

The strongest thermal reaction, among the selected energetic materials, was observed

for PETN. This energetic material presents a higher trend for the "temperature
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jumping phenomena ". This trend increases with the increase of PETN concentration

in silica sand bed. This temperature jumping corresponds to a run-away followed by

fast reaction rate. The ignition temperature of PETN and RDX is independent both of

the sample mass concentration in silica send bed and external temperature. On the

other hand, the ignition temperature of AN has a tendency for slightly decrease with

increasing concentration and increasing external temperature.

The kinetic parameters, based on the experimental results, appear to be very

coincident with the presented by other authors. These results prove the validity of the

presented experiment method and theoretical approach.
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ABSTRACT

Many activities of the Canadian Forces such as firing, demolition procedures and

destruction of obsolete ammunition by open burning and open detonation may lead to the

dispersion of energetic compounds in the environment. These compounds are being closely

examined due to their highly specific physical, chemical and toxicological properties. In

Canada, limited effort has been spent to examine this particular environmental threat. In this

context, R&D was dedicated towards the establishment of a protocol that allows reliable and

safe characterization of sites contaminated with explosives. This protocol is based on DREV

research efforts and expertise in the chemistry of energetic materials, on the current existing

literature, on the experience gained in practical field sampling and on collaborative work

with Biotechnology Research Institute and Cold Regions Research and Engineering

Laboratory. The protocol covers all aspects related to surface and sub-surface sampling,

extraction, analysis, field screening methods and environmental fate related with these

specific contaminants. Furthermore, safety procedures are described that take into account

the explosive and toxic nature of these compounds. This protocol will serve as a reference

guide for sampling campaigns on sites that are potentially contaminated with explosives.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Identifying and developing economical and effective methods to eliminate

undesirable contaminants from soil and groundwater is of increasing environmental interest

and importance, worldwide. The task is all-the-more critical and complicated when the

contaminants are energetic materials, main components of gun powders, explosives warheads

and solid rocket propellants. The new international context with the end of the Cold War

has resulted in the closing of many military bases and a growing awareness in environmental

issues. This awareness has led many countries to integrate R&D programs related to the

environmental impacts of energetic materials. It is within this context that the Canadian

Research and Development Branch has directed some of its resources to assess the

environmental risks associated with explosive compounds.

Many sites such as impact areas, training ranges, demolition and open burning/open

detonation (OB/OD) ranges used to destroy the out-of specification materials are highly

suspected to be contaminated by energetic substances as described in the literature (Refs. 1-

2). Explosive manufacturing sites are also contaminated with energetic compounds. In order

to evaluate the extent of contamination of DND sites, the sampling and characterization of

various types of ranges have been performed in the last four years. All standard sampling,

analysis and data management techniques should be applied when characterizing explosives

contaminated sites. However, the overall work within this task has led to the establishment

of a specific sampling protocol addressing different aspects related to these unique crystalline

organic contaminants.

Our efforts were first targeted towards the characterization of secondary explosive

compounds in soil and groundwater, since they represent the major threat. TNT and/or RDX

are major ingredients in nearly every munition formulation and are the secondary explosives

used in the greatest quantities (Ref. 3). Several other organic chemical explosives have also

been used in specific munition formulations, including 2,4-dinitrotoluene (2,4-DNT), HMX,

tetryl and trinitrobenzene (TNB). In addition to chemicals added to explosive formulas,

munition residues often contain other chemicals impurities from production or as

environmental transformation by-products. As an example, military grade TNT often

contains a number of impurities, including 2,4-DNT and other isomers of dinitrotoluene. In

addition TNT is prone to photo and microbial degradation from which a variety of
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transformation products have been identified. The extraction and characterization protocol

should include all these co-contaminants and should also take into account the sensitive

nature of these molecules toward biotic and abiotic transformations. More details related to

the protocol described in the present paper can be found in reference 4.

2.0 SAMPLING

Accurate chemical characterization of a hazardous waste site requires the

development and implementation of a well-designed sampling plan. After defining the area

of interest, which might be an entire site or several defined areas within a site, samples are

collected according to one or several possible schemes. Distribution of contaminants are

very site specific, depending on the manner in which the contamination occurred, the

physical and chemical properties of the contaminant involved, soil type, and the geology and

hydrogeology of the site.

The particular nature of explosives as contaminants must be taken into consideration

for all aspects related to the sampling, preservation and analysis of soil or water matrixes.

Explosives are solids at ambient temperature, dissolve slowly and sparingly in aqueous

solution and have low vapour pressure (table 1). These properties limit their mobility

compared to other organic contaminants such as fuel or solvents. These contaminants

demonstrate a pattern of high degree of heterogeneity in their distribution because of their

low solubility and their crystalline nature. A protocol which will minimize this

heterogeneous waste distribution must be implemented. The use of field screening methods

is of high value since it will help in establishing a sampling pattern and in reducing

laboratory analytical costs. The sampling of soil and groundwater and preservation of these

samples must also take into account the particular nature of these contaminants.

2.1 Soil Sampling

A minimum of 500 g of soil must be sampled for each discrete or composite sample.

Explosives are not volatile compounds (see table 1) and therefore, no specific precautions

such as the use of sealed containers have to be taken. The containers that are recommended

for use are I litre amber glass bottles with a polypropylene or black phenolic baked

polypropylene cap.
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2.2 Spatial Heterogene~ity

Several papers have been published by CRREL scientists on short range spatial

heterogeneity of explosive concentrations in surface soils (Refs. 5-7). A collaborative study

between CRREL and DREV has also led to the study of spatial heterogeneity at an HMX

contaminated site (Refs. 8-10). Overall we found that sampling error greatly exceeds

analytical error, and that the homogenization and compositing approach minimizes the

sampling error. Thus, a characterization campaign of an explosives contaminated sites

should involve the collection of composite samples using the sampling pattern previously

described (Ref. 4), or a composite sampling pattern which will lead to the collection of

representative samples.

2.3 Groundwater Sampling

Sampling the groundwater plume of a potentially contaminated site is often the best

way to monitor the environmental impact. Operational ranges are often very large areas for

which systematic griding and soil characterization can result in large expenditures. Thus, a

sampling plan involving groundwater can minimize the associated sampling and analytical

costs. If contamination is not found in detectable levels neither in the groundwater on-site,

down and up-gradient of the site, it means that the potential contamination does not leach

from the site and does not represent a threat to the watertable. If contamination is found in

the groundwater, a more detailed sampling plan for the soil must be undertaken. However,

depending of the future use of the site, surface soil contamination can represent a threat and

might have to be evaluated. A detailed protocol for sampling explosive contaminated

groundwater was developed as part of a natural attenuation study conducted in the US by

Waterways Experiment Station (Ref. 11). All details related to well water sampling can be

found in references 4 or 11.

2.4 Field Screening Methods

Field analytical chemistry is a growing area of chemical analysis in which the

analytical measurement is accomplished at the site. Traditionally, analysis has been

accomplished by collecting a sample from a site, transporting the sample to an analytical

laboratory and, finally storing the sample until laboratory testing. This delay in data
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availability delays decisions about the sampling site. Some decisions, such as those

concerning human safety and product liability, are desired in real time. This is particularly

true when explosives are the targeted contaminants. In addition to time saving and increased

safety, the use of on-site methods can significantly reduce analytical costs. The site can be

mapped with respect to analyte concentrations, decreasing the total number of samples

required to characterize a site. For explosives, the cost of on-site analysis is much lower than

laboratory analysis and this approach eliminates the need for transportation and storage. Two

field methods designed for explosive compounds are currently available. Both methods were

tested by DREV and CRREL under many different conditions and strong and weak points

of both methods have been methodically assessed. These methods can be used to pre-screen

the extent of contamination, ensure human safety, provide accurate and reliable results and

reduce the total analytical costs. These methods are based either on colorimetric or on

enzyme immunoassays. All details related to the use of these two methods are covered in

reference 4.

2.5 Sample Preservation

The maximum holding time (MHT) for soil and water samples are critical to

determine shipping and storage requirements. These factors are important in order to obtain

reliable analytical results from field sampling. Table HI presents the MHTs for soils and

groundwater samples which have been determined based on references 12-14.

2.6 Other Co-Contaminants

When sampling an explosive contaminated site, parameters other than explosive

compounds might be of interest. Activities which might have led to the contamination of

soil and groundwater by explosives might also have led to the dispersion of other

contaminants in the environment. The most probable one is contamination by metals, since

they are either part of the ammunition casing, the ignition system or the target. Screening

for metals and heavy metals should be conducted simultaneously at ranges where metallic

shrapnel is generated and spread on the ground. Mercury should also be investigated where

munitions fired at the ranges include this chemical. Also, some activities such as the open

burning of obsolete ammunitions may lead to the accumulation of polycyclic aromatic
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hydrocarbons in the environment and they should be monitored when their presence is

suspected.

3.0 EXTRACTION AND ANALYSIS

At present, the established extraction/analysis method is the EPA SW846 Method

8330 (Ref. 12). Briefly, it uses solvent extraction by sonication for soils, salting-out pre-

concentration for groundwater followed by an isocratic HPLC separation and UV detection.

Detection limits for 15 individual compounds (HMX, RDX, TNB, DNB, tetryl, NB, TNT,

2-ADNT, 4-ADNT, 2,6-DNT, 2,4-DNT, 3,5-dinitroaniline, and the three isomers of NT) are

all less than I pg/g. Analytical explosive standards for method EPA 8330 are available from

AccuStandard® and other commercial sources.

3.1 Soil Preparation

A soil preparation method was developed in order to improve the availability and to

minimize the heterogeneity problem of nitroaromatic and nitramine residues in soil. Soil

samples (-500g) are air-dried to a constant weight at room temperature. The air-drying

process should be done away from sunlight. The sample is then saturated with lab-grade

acetone to minimize its heterogeneity and to optimize the availability of the contaminants.

The soil is ground with a mortar and the soil/acetone slurry is thoroughly mixed. The sample

with acetone is air-dried again until no traces of acetone are detectable (24 hours). The soil

is then grounded to pass a 25-30 mesh sieve and then extracted.

3.2. Acetone Extraction

Another possible extraction method is the direct extraction by shaking the soil sample

in acetone. Dried soil (20g) is placed in an extraction bottle with 100 ml of acetone and

shaken vigorously for 30 minutes by vortex. This extraction procedure was recently

compared with EPA sonication (Ref, 8-9) and proved to be equally effective at extracting

explosive compounds. Acetone extracts can also be injected directly for HPLC/UV analysis.

The limitation is the fact that acetone absorbs in the UV, and the separation used needs to

take this into account. LC-CN columns can be used for acetone extracts but it is not

appropriate for all applications.
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3.3 Groundwater Extraction

Aqueous samples require an initial pre-concentration step before analysis in order to

enable measurements in the low parts-per-billions (pg/L) range. This preconcentration step

can be performed by using a salting-out method or by a solid phase extraction (SPE)

method. In the past, EPA salting out method has been the predominant method to

preconcentrate contaminants. Today, many laboratories are also employing the SPE

technique due to many advantages brought per this technique. Solid phase cartridge

extraction has been recently studied as an alternative pre-concentration method for

explosives in water (Ref. 15). Prepacked cartridges of Porapak RDX Sep-Pak, 6cc, 500mg

(Waters Corporation) can be used and will maximize the efficiency of pre-concentration.

4.0 ENVIRONMENTAL FATE OF EXPLOSIVES

Explosives are organic, crystalline compounds and have low vapour pressure and

low water solubility. Their crystalline properties result in heterogeneous dispersion in the

soil matrix. Explosives behave differently from each other, depending on the water solubility

and structure. TNT is more soluble in water than RDX which in turn is more soluble than

HMX. Also, TNT dissolves more rapidly compared to RDX and HMX, which dissolves

slowest. TNT has a tendency to degrade by photolysis while RDX and HMX do not. In

addition, TNT can degrade into at least 21 metabolites, which possess their own solubilities

and toxicities. Some of these metabolites can be stabilized by the formation of amides with

organic content of the soil. Moreover, sorption mechanisms with soils containing clays are

stronger with TNT and its metabolites than for RDX and HMX (Ref. 16). Therefore, a soil

multi contaminated by these three explosives would lead to a complex situation and as a

result, RDX would leach out faster than TNT which would leach out faster than HMX.

Relative environmental fate of explosives must be taken into account when sampling

explosives contaminated sites.

5.0 SAFETY PROCEDURES

High explosives have specific chemical, physical and toxicological properties. Their

explosive characteristics must be carefully integrated in the risk analysis and safety protocol.
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They can lead to either reactions of: detonation, deflagration or burning under various stimuli

such as heat, shock, friction and electrostatic charge. Thus, specific safety procedures have

been developed for sampling at explosive-contaminated site. Their toxicological

characteristics also have to be considered to ensure proper safety of the sampling team. A

final consideration is the potential presence of unexploded ordnance. This represents a

unique and important risk which has to be understood and properly managed.

5.1 Explosive Nature of Contaminants

Safety precautions must be taken at sites contaminated with explosive wastes. The

United States has been involved in sampling and treating explosive wastes for many years.

They have developed safety protocols and handling procedures for sites potentially

contaminated. They determined that soils containing more than 12 percent secondary

explosive by weight are susceptible to initiation and propagation. As a conservative limit,

it is suggested that a soil containing more than 10 percent secondary explosives by weight

(100,000 mg/Kg) has to be considered as explosive and a number of safety precautions have

to be implemented during sampling and treatment (Ref. 1).

When a site is suspected of being contaminated with high levels of explosives, a

preliminary sampling of the worst contaminated area should be carried out. Only surface soil

samples should be taken and no drilling should take place. Representative composite

samples of the worst area should be built and analysed. This is a good example of where the

field methods may be applied. In the case where levels higher than 10% by weight are

encountered, safety precautions will have to be implemented. The mlost important safety

precaution is to minimize exposure, by reducing the number of workers exposed to the

hazardous situation. To reduce the hazard at explosives wastes sites, physical activities

should be carried out on materials that have been diluted to a wet slurry. If needed, water

should be added to the soil to achieve the desired moisture content. Another safety precaution

is the use of non sparking tools, conductive and grounded plastics and no screw tops, which

have been developed for manufacturing explosives. If an operation involving mechanical

shovelling is needed, remotely controlled operations would offer the best protection. When

this is not possible, armnoured safety glasses must be installed in the operator compartment.

Drilling operations should only be permitted after removing the soil layer that is

contaminated above the safety level. Equipment used in treatment must have sealed bearings
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and shielded electrical junction boxes. The equipment must also be decontaminated

frequently to prevent the build-up of explosive dust.

5.2 Toxicity Associated with Explosives

In addition to the explosivity associated with energetic compounds, some

toxicological aspects must be taken into consideration. Secondary explosives are considered

carcinogenic and mutagenic. Human health toxicity of explosive chemicals has been studied

extensively by the U.S. Army Biomedical Research and Development Laboratory and a

summary of these investigations has been published (Refs. 17,18). No general

recommendations have been issued for explosive contaminant levels in soils. In the United

States, threshold levels in soils are evaluated on a site by site basis, depending o n factors

such as the proximity of the contaminated soils to other locations and the use of surrounding

groundwater.

Generic criteria for soils and groundwater were calculated by Daniels and

Knezowitch in 1994 (Ref. 19). The same human health based criteria were calculated using

a Canadian model 1997 (Ref. 20).The latest threshold criteria are very severe and do take

into account all possible intakes of these compounds by humans. Many exposure pathways

considered in the calculation of the criteria are not encountered in real site situations and

therefore, the levels recommended are probably too severe. The evaluation of site by site

threshold criteria as it is done in the U.S. appears to be the best choice to obtain threshold

criteria that are realistic and will still protect human health. This can be achieved by a

detailed site risk assessment which considers all possible exposure pathways relative to the

site.

Explosive compounds are not volatile with the exception of nitroglycerine (NG).

Therefore, no specific precautions have to be taken to prevent the inhalation of explosive

vapour. If NG is a possible contaminant, an organic vapour protective respiratory mask

should be worn at all times during sampling and manipulation of these soils or water

samples. For other explosives, this protective equipment is not needed. However, explosive

crystals dispersed in the soil might be carried away with soil dust, and a dust mask must be

worn by the sampling team when dry sandy or clay type soils are encountered. Protective
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clothing, gloves and glasses should be worn in all situations to avoid dermal contacts with

the contaminated media.

5.3 Unexploded Ordnance Clearance

In many contaminated sites such as firing ranges, there is a high probability of

contamination by unexploded ordnance. These dispersed duds are often still fused and

armed and represent a high risk level when carrying out site investigation. Specially trained

military personnel such as an ammunition specialist, field engineer or specialist contractors

have the required expertise to take care of this situation. They can perform clearance of the

contaminated site at three different levels of safety: Level one clearance: consisting of

identifying only surface duds by visual observation of the site. Level two clearance:

Consisting of clearing a layer of soil of 30-45 cm depth from duds with the help of a

magnetic detector. Level three clearance: Consisting of completely cleaning the area of the

site to any depth until nothing is detected.

Ideally, a level three clearance of a contaminated area should be performed before a

soil characterization program or remedial action plan is undertaken. However, this operation

might be economically or physically unfeasible and level one or two clearance may still

provide a safe working environment. In addition, level 3 clearance disturbs the soil profile

and it is impossible afterward to characterize depth distribution of explosives. No drilling

operations should be conducted until a level three clearance has been done, or remotely-

controlled drilling could be conducted. Cautious surface sampling can still be accomplished

after one or two level clearance operations but an ammunition specialist or a field engineer

must be present at all times during the sampling operation in order to ensure that proper

procedures are followed. When shovelling or implanting grids on the site, the verification

by a specialist of the absence of metallic debris underneath the surface soil must be done

with the help of a portable metal detector. In conclusion, the characterization of these

unexploded ordnance contaminated sites can still be carried out, with the active participation

of ammunition specialists that will ensure the safety of workers.
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6.0 CONCLUSION

The ultimate goal of site characterization is to provide effective and sufficient

information to assess the environmental risks and to allow a decision making process about

development of an optimal remediation plan. Explosives are just now gaining recognition

as possible sources of soil or groundwater contamination and specific actions for effective

and safe characterization of explosive contaminated sites have to be taken.

The best approach to assess the environmental impacts of sites contaminated with

explosives is to begin with a hydrogeological characterization of the site. The screening of

groundwater up and down gradient of the site will provide the first indication of whether or

not there is an environmental impact. The first step is to evaluate the potential of finding

unexploded ordnance on the range and if yes, no well should be drilled on the range without

proper clearance and specific precautions (level 3 clearance). This groundwater sampling

will indicate if leaching of explosive and explosive metabolites have contaminated the

watertable. At the same time, random composite soil samples may be taken to get

preliminary results. If an environmental impact is detected and traces of explosives are also

detected in the groundwater samples, a more detailed soil sampling plan must be

implemented. The soil characterization should then follow the procedures recommended to

minimize the large heterogenous pattern demonstrated by explosives. Subsurface sampling

on the range should be conducted when possible.

Field screening methods should be used in many situations in order to decrease the

risk and cost associated with sampling. The most useful application of field screening

methods are: 1) Establishment of safety levels for the manipulation of highly potentially

contaminated samples in relation with the 10% threshold safety limit. 2) Screening of soil

or water samples for the absence/presence of explosive compounds to discriminate samples

that will or will not be sent to the laboratory for HPLC analysis. 3) For the establishment of

the most effective sampling plan to delineate the area and depth of contamination for both

soil and groundwater. 4) For the safe disposal of pumped groundwater.

The collection, conservation and treatment of samples should follow the

recommendations detailed in section 2. The extraction and analysis with the HPLC

laboratory method should be carried out following recommendations provided in section 3.
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Soils should be extracted by the standard sonication method while water extraction should

be done using the salting-out or the SPE. All aspects related to the environmental fate and

soil/explosive interactions as described in section 4 should be integrated in the sampling

strategy. Finally, the specific chemical and physical properties of explosive must be taken

into consideration and safety precautions outlined in section 5 should be carefully followed.

Certain military activities may lead to the accumulation of explosives in the environment

which represent a threait to human health and to the surrounding environment. Thus,

screening of potentially contaminated ranges should be conducted.

The goal of this characterization work is not to stop any operational activities. It

should be conducted to assess the environmental impacts of these activities so that proper

remedial action and safety precautions could be taken when operating at ranges.

Recommendations could be drafted in order to pursue these activities while minimizing their

environmental impacts. In conclusion, the protocol described in the present paper will help

the Canadian Forces to pursue its activities in an environmentally responsible manner.
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Table I

Physical and Chemical Properties of Nitroaromatics and Nitramines.

Molecular Meltig B Water Vapour

Analyte Weight Pt Solubility Pre~ssure

______ ______(C) 4(nIg/L), at 20'Gitorr

TNT 227.13 80.1-81.6 240 (explodes) 130 @ 200 1.1 X 10.6

RDX 222.26 204.1 (decomposes) 42 @ 20' 4.2 X 10-9

HMX 296.16 276-280 (decomposes) 5.0 @ 250 3.3 X 10-14

TNB 213.11 122.5 315 34 @ 20' 2.2 X 10-4

DNB 168.11 89.6 .300-303 460 @ 150 3.9 X I0"

Tetryl 287.14 129.5 (decomposes) 80 5.7 X 10.9 @

25

2,4-DNT 182.15 70 300 (decomposes) 270 @ 22' 2.2 X 10-4 @

25'

2,6-DNT 182.15 64-66 206 @ 250 5.67 X 104

2-A-DNT 197.17 176 2800 4 X 10-

4-A-DNT 197.17 171 2800 2X 10-'

Table II

Maximum Holding Time (MHT) for Nitroaromatics and Nitramines.

MHT MHT. MHT . MHT
Target analyte Water >. .1 Water : Soil Soil

_ _ (4-C) >(-20-C) (4-C)Y (20'c)

Nitroaromatics 28 days* 6 months 7 days 8 weeks

Nitramines 50 days 6 months 8 weeks 6 months

* (Stabilized with NaHSO4, 1.5g/L)
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Abstract

The manometric method combined with chromatography and chromato-

mass spectrometry was used for detailed analysis of kinetics and products of

thermal decomposition for the homological series of primary nitramines in the

melted state with general formula R-NHNO2, where R = Me, Et, n-Pr, n-Bu, i-

Bu, t-Bu, 0 2NHN(CH2)3, NC(CH2)2, 0 2NHNCH2, 0 2NHNCH2N(NO2)CH2, with

the objective to find how nitramines' structure influences decomposition rate.

Arrhenius' equation parameters vary in the following limits: E,=106.3-129.9

kJ.mol-', lgA=9.55-12.72. A linear correlation, found between the decomposi-

tion rate constant logarithm and nitramines' pKa, indicates nitramines' primary

ionization under thermal decomposition. The proposed mechanism of thermal

decomposition is based on ionization and the following decomposition of a

nitramine's molecule, protonated by aminonitrogen.
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Introduction

The application of primary nitramines as energy-supplying compounds is re-

stricted because of their relatively low thermal stability. The earlier research, con-

ducted by various authors, shed no light on how primary nitramines' thermal sta-

bility depends on their structure [1]. The systematic studies of aliphatic primary

nitramines, conducted by us during the last several years, made it possible to de-

termine the decomposition mechanism for nitramines in condensed state and also

allowed to understand how nitramines thermal stability depends on their structure.

Present article summarizes the results of studies on thermal decomposition kinetics

and decomposition products for the homological series of primary nitramines in the

melted state with general formula R-NHN0 2, where R = Me (I), Et (II), n-Pr (III),

n-Bu (IV), i-Bu (V), t-Bu (VI), 0 2NHN(CH2)3 (VII), NC(CH2)2 (VIII), O2NHNCH2

(IX), 02NHNCH2N(NO2)CH2 (X).
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Experimental Results and Discussion

We used manometric method (Bourdon-type compensation manometer)

combined with chromatography and chromato-mass spectrometry. Thermal de-

composition of nitramines (I-X) is described by the first-order equation of reaction

in the temperature range of 120-180'C. The thermal decomposition rate constant

depends neither on the size of reactionary vessel's surface area nor on the ratio of

substance's mass to the volume of reaction. This proves reaction is homogeneous.

Table 1 lists Arrhenius parameters for compounds (I-X). These parameters are

smaller than those observed during radical decomposition on N-N0 2 bond for pri-

mary nitramines in the gas phase [2].

Table 1. Arrhenius Parameters for Thermal Decomposition of Primary

Nitramines in the Melted State with General Formula R-NHNO2 (I-X)

Substitute R AT, -C E., kJUmol' igA k,5o.10 5, s"1 pK.
I Me 120-170 106.3 9.55 26.9 6.23
II Et 130-170 111.8 10.19 24.8 6.30
III Pr 120-170 111.4 10.15 25.2 6.35
IV Bu 130-180 109.3 9.87 24.3 6.43
V i-Bu 140-180 116.0 10.66 22.4 6.50
VI t-Bu 130-170 117.2 10.78 20.4 6.59
VII 0 2NNH(CH2)3  120-160 116.4 11.18 66.3 5.59
VIII NCCH2CH2 140-180 119.7 11.43 44.7 5.27
IX 0,NNHCH2 110-150 128.9 12.72 61.4 5.00
X 02NNHCH9N(NO,)CH2 150-160 127.7 12.42 45.4 3.80

The kinetic compensation effect shows in the series (I-X) (Fig. 1). This is

characteristic for catalytic reactions.
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Figure 1. Plot of all Arrhenius parameters for primary nitramines' (I-X) thermal

decomposition showing that a kinetic compensation effect exists.

LgA = (0.14 ± 0.0l)Ea- (5.53 ± 0.05) (1)

r=0.993; Sy=0.14; n=10

Almost all nitrogen, contained in (I-X), goes out as N20 as a result of ther-

mal decomposition. Some NO (12-14%) is contained in the thermal decomposition

products in case of (X). The corresponding alcohols are found in the condensed

residue after decomposition of nitramines (I-VII). Thus, for instance, butanol-1

(46%) and butanol-2 (37%) are the main products of decomposition for (IV) at

170'C and conversion of 97% [3]. The main products of decomposition for nitra-

mines (IX) and (X), except for N20, are formaldehyde and water, while for (VIII)

these products are acrylonitrile, acrylic acid, water and molecular nitrogen. Gener-

ally, the observed decomposition products differ only slightly from products found

earlier for decomposition in aqueous acid medium [4].
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Therefore, results obtained are treated within the scheme of the acid catalysis

mechanism in which autoprotolysis of a nitramine is followed by the nitramine's

fast decomposition on N20 and alcohol.

RNHN02+RNHN02 - RNH2 NO2+ [RNN02] (2)
U

RNH2NO2 R 9 R+NH2NO 2  (3)

NH2 N0 2  - H20+N 20 (4)

RM+H 20O ROH+H H (5)

Reaction (2) plays a decisive role in the mechanism (2)-(5). This is proved,

in particular, by the relationship between the decomposition rate constant loga-

rithm and nitramines pKa found in experiment (Fig.2). Opposite to the results ob-

tained for primary nitramines decomposition in the aqueous acid medium [4], the

rate of decomposition in the melted state goes up with the increase in electron-

acceptor properties for the substituent R.

Ig K+4

0.81 A

0.6-

0.4-

0.2...

4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 pKe

Figure 2. Dependence of the thermal decomposition rate constant logarithm on

pKa value for primary nitramines (I-X) in the melted state.
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Lg k 1500C = -(0.31±0.05)pKa- (1.62±0.03) (6)

r=0.928; Sy=0.08; n=9

The best correlation is found for alkylmononitramines (I-VI) [5]. Although

nitramines (VII-IX) have a slightly worse correlation coefficient, the general trend

still remains. Note, that data for compound (X) were not used in these calculations.

Reaction (2)-(5) is thought to proceed in a cell in a weakly salvationed ionic

pair. The logic is that dissociation into ions does not occur after ionization (2) be-

cause of the medium's low dielectric coefficient which is lower than that of water.

Not only structure of the forming carbcation influences the decomposition products

composition for (I-X) but the reactionary ability of nitramine's anion does so too.

Although anion is ambident and carbcation alkylation proceeds both on amino-type

and on nitrogroup's oxygen, the latter appears to be the preferable direction for the

reaction under those conditions. The forming O-alkyl ethers are unstable and

break up into free radicals. Reaction between these radicals explains formation of

some propionic aldehyde and tetrahydrofuran (8.4%), for example, in case of de-

composition of (IV) [3].

The anion's reactionary ability in reaction of oxidation-reduction increases

as the experiment's temperature goes up. At relatively low temperatures (below

100'C), the proportion of N-alkylation reactions increases and, accordingly, secon-

dary nitramines show up in decomposition products.

R'+ [RNNO2]e - R2N-N0 2  (7)

Therefore, the process of primary nitramines thermal decomposition in the

melted state differs from the one in water solution because in the melted state auto-

protolytic decomposition goes on in non-divided ionic pair. This fact explains

phenomena described above.
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ABSTRACT

This investigation is devoted to a comparative study of thermal
decomposition of organic compound in liquid and solid states.
The compound 1,9-diazido-2,4,6,8-tetranitro-2,4,6,8-tetra-
azanonane (I) is linear analog of HMX. The kinetics was studied
by the manometrical method. The reaction rate in liquid was
described by the first-order equation. The activation parameters
are: in solvent in m-DNB - IgA,=14.59 + 0,7 (s-1), E, = 36.3 ±1,3
kcal/mol, T = 120-180°C and IgAm = 14.73 (s1), Em = 36.3
kcal/mol in melt. The decomposition rate of solid I is
independent of m/v, and the gas and liquid products do not
affect the first stage rate. Activation parameters are: IgA, =
12.86 (s-1), E. = 36.7 kcal/mol, T= 120-175°C. It is possible that
both homogeneous and located reactions in solid I take place.

INTRODUCTION

Different models of monomolecular reactions in the solid state [1-3] predict a depends of

the retarded effect of crystal state (RECS), that is the ratio of rate constants, ki/ks (k, is the

rate constant of the reaction in liquid state and k, - in solid state, correspondingly, on as

activated volume of reaction AV\. There is a deficit of experimental data for checking this

deduction. Therefore, the collecting of information on both k, and AV\ is important. For this

problem the research of thermal decomposition of azidocompounds RN3 that must have

little AV\ and should be weakly retarded by solid state is of interest.

Monofunctional azides have comparatively low melting points and do not

decompose in a crystal state. Therefore, the polyfunctional compound

N3(CH 2NNO 2)4CH2N3 (I) was chosen as the object of study. The most reactivity groups in I

are azido-groups. It follows from comparison of stability of nitramine- and azido- groups in

monofunctional compounds [2,4,5] and from the data on primary decomposition products

of compound N3(CH2NNO2 )3CH2N3 [6] which is the nearest analog of I. The high melting
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point (177 0 C) and absence of phase transition in solid state (as has been shown by DSK

method) allow studying of the decomposition of I below m.p. in the wide temperature

range. Its advantage is that it can be easily purified from impurities and studied by

manometrical method which is highly sensitive and accurate. This allows the rates to be

determined at early stages of a convertion starting from 0,01%.

EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULTS

The purity of I was controlled on melting and decomposition curves. After two-

stage recrystallization in water-aceton mixture and drying in vacuum at 40'C the rate

constant of the gas evolution was abtained without showing any signs of impurity

processes.

The kinetics of thermal decomposition of I was studied by manometrical

method in a solid state at 120-175°C, in a liquid state at 180-185°C and in solution

at 120-180'C.

Meta-dinitrobenzene which has low vapour pressure has been chosen as an inert

solvent. The reaction proceeds by the first-order equation both in solution and liquid state

almost up to 100% conversion. The final evolve (AV-, cm 3/g) is 550 in the melted I and 480

- in 1-2% solvents. The first value was used for calculation of the first-order rate constants

according to the time of 1% decomposition at low temperatures. The rate constant of

decomposition in solution does not depend on concentration (see Table) and is described

by Arrhenius equation with parameters: IgA = 14.59 ± 0.7 (s-1) and E = 36.3 ± 1.3 kcal/mol.

In a melted state the rate is higher by 40% than in a solution and is described by equation

k, =101473 exp(-36300/RT), s. (1)
The rate constants of the decomposition in a solid state (k.) were obtained at an early

stage of convesion. It has been assumed that AV-,, = AV-,, = 550 cm3/g. In a solid

phase k, does not depend on the degree of filling the substance in the vessel (m/v).

This is explained by low volatility of I, gas decomposition and catalysis of gas products

are absent. Condensed products are chemically inert, which is confirmed for the liquid

phase data, but they increase. the rate due to dissolving the initial substance.

Therefore, the whole kinetic curves at temperature close to the melting point have an

S-image pattern.
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Table 1. The rate constants of decomposition of I

T,VC Concent- k, s-1 k, s-1
ration,
% mass

120,5 5 2.84.10-6 4.86.10-1
140 5 2.46.10"' 3.75.10-.
145 5 4.09.10-.
150 5 6.71.10-6 1.06-10-6
155 5 1.09.10.4
160 5 1.75.104 2.65.10-6
170 5 4.35 .104 6.78 .10-6

175 5 8.95.104 1.02.10-6
180.5 1 1.04.10-3

180.5 5 1.06.10 .3

180.5 100 1.35.10V3
185 100 2.52.10.

Due to melting influence k has been determined at the earlyest stages (<1%).

The obtained ks are described by the Arrhenius equation within 120-175°C:

k, = 1012.86 exp(-36700/RT), s1. (2)

Therefore, the activated energies E, and E, are approximately equal to one another

and at all temperatures k,/ks = 70.

DISCUSSION

The combination of two facts: E, = E, and k,/k, = 70 allows one to confirm that

decomposition of solid I takes place at inequilibrium defects and on the surface but not in

the bulk. Therefore, the true RECS does not equal 70, it much exceeds this magnitude.

This conclusion follows from the analysis of different monomolecular reactions in solid

state models [1-3]. The retardation of reaction in a crystal lattice is always due to energy

factors and, if RECS exceeds unity, then AE = E, - E, > 0. The supplementary energy AE is

necessary for producing near the reacting molecule a free cavity with volume AVc, within

which decomposition with activated energy E, is possible. The magnitude of AE can be

estimated [1-3] by equation

AE = RT-In (k,/k,)= (yAV 8)/(2pV0 ), (3)
where P3 is compressibility of a crystal, V0=M/p - molar volume, M - molar massa, p-

density, y- structural factor that takes account of the mismatch of an activated complex

and a free cavity in form and dimension yAVe=AVc.
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If the true RECS > 100 for I and P = 1.0.10-1° Pa 1 (the average magnitude for

organic compounds), V, =200 cm3/mole from (3) we can find that 7AVM>1 3 cm 3/mole.

The activated volume for decomposition of I can be estimated as follows. Assuming

that the azide group ia a cylinder with a radius equal to intermolecular radius of a nitrogen

atom RN, and that in a transition state the extension of bond (Al) is 0,18 A (in RN-N2 I= 1,24

A, Al is usually 10-15% [7], we have AV* = 7tR 2 xAl = 0,52 cm2/mole and 7 = 25.

The decomposition of I indicates thus, that the effective value of activated volume

in solid phase considerably exceeds the true activated volume. Moreover, the magnitude

of AV*, comprises about 5% of the substance mole volume, and can be compared with

free volume in liquids (about 10% of V ). In order to react the molecule should eliminate

general intermolecular interaction and not the local one (near the reaction center) and

acquire a considerable oscillatory freedom of motion.
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Characterization of ADN and CL20 by NMR spectroscopy

Manfred Kaiser, Bert Ditz, Wehrwissenschaftliches Institut ffir Material-, Explosiv- und
Betriebsstoffe (WIWEB), Grof3es Cent, D-53913 Swisttal, Germany

Summary

The new explosives ammonium dinitramide (ADN) and 2,4,6,8,10,12-hexanitro-
hexaazaisowurzitane (CL20) were explored by NMR spectroscopy under high resolution
conditions. The measurements were performed with a NMR spectrometer at 400.13 MHz
proton resonance frequency. The 1H, 13C, 14 N, 15N and 170 NMR spectra were
measured and the signals were assigned. With the help of the 13C NMR spectroscopy the
1JC-H coupling constants could be determined for CL20.

Zusammenfassung

Die neuen Explosivstoffe Ammoniumdinitramid (ADN) und 2,4,6,8,10,12-Hexanitro-
hexaazaisowurzitan (CL20) wurden NMR-spektroskopisch unter Hochaufl6sungs-
bedingungen untersucht. Die Messungen erfolgten an einem NMR-Spektrometer mit 400.13
MHz Protonenresonanzfrequenz. Es wurden 'H-, 1'C-, 14N-, "5N- und 170-NMR-Spektren
aufgenommen und die Signale zugeordnet. Mit Hilfe der "3C-NMR-Spektroskopie konrten die
'Jc.H-Kopplungskonstanten ffir CL20 bestimmt werden.

Introduction

The compounds ammonium dinitramide (ADN) and 2,4,6,8,10,12-hexanitro-
hexaazaisowurzitane (CL20) are relatively new explosives that are up to now not used in
German ammunition. ADN is a new compound, which has very promising properties for
the formulation of new propellants. CL20 is interesting as a component for main charges
because of its high density. For blast investigations an exact characterization of the
materials is of particular importance. This can be accomplished for example with
chromatographic and/or spectroscopic methods. One of the spectroscopic methods is
NMR spectroscopy. It is very interesting, since it provides information on the structure of
the compounds and on mixtures of substances. In the following both products are explored
with the help of different NMR techniques and with the aid of different NMR active nuclei.

Instruments and methods

The investigations were accomplished with a Bruker DMX 400-NMR spectrometer with a
proton resonance frequency of 400.13 MHz. The resonance frequency for the 13C nucleus
lies at 100.62 the one for 14 N at 28.91 and for 15N at 40.56 MHz. The 170 NMR spectra
were measured at a resonance frequency of 54.24 MHz.
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For the measurement, the substances were dissolved in D20 (ADN) or acetone-d 6
(CL20). A 5 mm and a 10 mm multinuclear high resolution probe were used. The amount
of the data points totaled characteristically 32 K and/or 64 K. All measurements were
executed at ambient temperature. 1H and 13 C spectra were calibrated relatively to
tetramethyl silane (TMS). The chemical shifts in the 14N and 15N spectra refer relatively
to external nitromethane, which was measured before the measurement of the substances.
It was calibrated to the value of 5 = 0. Before the measurement of 170. spectra deionizised
water was measured and its chemical shift was fixed at 8 = 0. The CL20 samples were
technical products of Thiocol (USA) and SNPE (France). ADN was synthesized by ICT
(Pfinztal-Berghausen).

1H NMR spectroscopy

CL20 shows two signals at 6 = 8.34 and 5 = 8.20 in the IH - NMR spectrum. The
assignments can be accomplished through integration of the signals. The first signal
corresponds to 4 protons and the second to 2 protons (figure 1). The measurement of the
1H NMR spectrum of ADN was omitted, since an exchange between the NH4 + signal and
the signal of the HDO appears in the spectrum. Thus a mean value of the signal appears in
the spectrum, whose chemical shift depends on the ADN concentration.

7

8. N N4

.... _0 2N NO2

8.4 8.3 8.2 ppm

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 ppm

Figure 1: IH NMR spectrum of CL20 in acetone-d 6

13C NMR spectroscopy

In contrast to proton NMR spectroscopy the 13 C NMNR spectroscopy is less sensitive
because of the natural abundance of 1.1 % of the 13C nucleus.
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The 13C NMR spectrum of CL20 shows two signals at 8 = 72.1 and 6 = 75.1 (figure 2).
An assignment can be carried out by quantitative Inverse Gated NMR spectroscopy /1,2/.
In this case one signal corresponds to 2 and the other to 4 carbons. The 1J C-H coupling
constants were determined by means of a Gated NMR spectrum /1,2/ (figure 3). The 13C

NMR signal at 8 = 75.1 shows a coupling constant of 1J C-H = 175.9 Hz and at 5 = 72.1 a

I Jc.H = 176.6 Hz. Both coupling constants hardly deviate from each other, since the
chemical environment of the carbon atoms is very similar.

In the case of ADN no 13C spectrum was acquired, since no carbon is available in the
substance.

I I I I

76 74 72 ppm

I I I ii I I

200 180 160 140 120 100 s0 60 40 20 ppm

Figure 2: 13C NMR spectrum of CL20 in acetone-d 6

I I [I I

76 75 74 73 72 71 ppm

Figure 3: 13C Gated NMR spectrum of CL20 in acetone-d 6
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14 N NMR spectroscopy

Although the 1 4 N nucleus has a large natural abundance of 99.63 %, the measurement of

14 N nuclei is not simple, because the nuclear spin is I = 1 and thus the nucleus shows a

quadrupole moment /3,4/. This leads to broadening of the signals and a loss of the signal to
noise ratio.

The 14 N NMR spectrum of ADN shows three signals at 8 -12.0, 8 = -60.2 and

8 = -360.1. The signal at 8 = -12.0 can be associated with the nitro group in the

dinitramide. At 8 = -60.2, the central nitrogen atom of the dinitramide appears and at 5= -

360.1 the nitrogen atom of the ammonium ion is visible. A small signal at 5 = -3.9 is a

nitrate impurity of the ADN. The line widths of the signals of ADN are very different,
whereby the signal of the ammonium ion shows the smallest line width, followed by the
nitro groups and the central nitrogen atom of the dinitramide. The line widths correlate

with the quadrupole moment of the 14 N nucleus. Sharp lines will only be obtained in a
symmetrical environment of the 14 N nucleus and with very fast rotating groups around the
nitrogen nucleus.

The 1 4 N NMR spectrum of CL20 shows two signals at 6 = -41.6 and at 8 -180.6. The

signal at 6 = -41.6 is assigned to nitro groups. The signal at 5 = -180.6 corresponds to the

nitramine nitrogens. Both lines are quite broad, whereby the signal at 5 = -180.6 is so

broad, that it disappears almost in the baseline. So again the quadrupole moment of the
14 N is responsible for the broad lines and for the missing splitting of the signals.

+ /NO2-
NH-4 N

NO,

,i .. ..... I......... I....

0 -100 ppm

0 -50 -100 -150 -200 -250 -300 -350 ppm

Figure 4: 1 4 N NMR spectrum of ADN in D20
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-100 -200 -300 ppm

. I . I I . . I

50 0 -50 -100 -150 -200 -250 -300 -350 ppm

Figure 5: 14N NMR spectrum of CL20 in acetone-d 6

15N NMR spectroscopy

In contrast to 14 N NMR spectroscopy 15N NMR spectroscopy has the advantage of very
sharp lines in the spectrum /5,6,7/. The reason lies in the missing quadrupole moment,
since the nuclear spin quantum number is I = '½. Yet the measurement of 15N spectra is
very time consuming, because the natural abundance of this isotope is only 0.36 %. So a
measuring time of I day with a sample amount of I gramm is needed for the spectrum in
fig. 6. Additional reasons are the long relaxation times and the negative nuclear Overhauser
effect because of the negative gyromagnetic ratio.

The ammonium dinitramide shows three signals at 6 = -12.2, 5 = -60.8 and at 8 = -360.1 in
the 15N spectrum. The signal at 8 = -12.2 corresponds to the nitro group and the one at
8 = -360.1 to the ammonium ion. The signal of the central nitrogen atom of the dinitramide
at 5 = -60.8 is broadened in the spectrum because of chemical exchange.

The 15N spectrum of the CL20 is much more resolved than the 14 N spectrum. Four lines
can be seen at 6 = -40.3, 6 = -43.4. -179.5 and 8 = -199.0. The two signals at 5 = -40.3
and 8 = -43.4 are assigned to nitro groups. The signals at 6 = -179.5 and 5 = -199.0
correspond to the nitramine nitrogen atoms. An assignment by intensity of the signals is
indicated in figure 7.
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0 -2-0 -40 -60 PPM|

I I I oI II I I I . . .

0 -50 -100 -150 -200 -250 -300 -350 ppm

Figure 6: 15N NMR spectrum of ADN in D20

IIII I I I I" I I

-40 -60 -80 -100 -120 -140 -160 -180 -200 ppm

Figure 7: 15N NMR spectrum of CL20 in acetone-d 6
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170 NMR spectroscopy

The NMR active 170 nucleus has some unfavorable characteristics in NMR spectroscopy
/8/. One reason is its small natural abundance of 0.037 %, the other is its nuclear spin
quantum number of I = 5/2. This leads to a quadrupole moment, which has a negative
effect on the line widths.
The oxygen signal of the nitro groups in ADN appears at 5 = 469.6. In. the spectrum the
water is visible at 6 = -3.0. The calibration was performed by measuring external H2 0.
Since the sample is dissolved in water the chemical shift of the water differs from the
external calibration. The small signal at 5 = 414.2 is a nitrate impurity of ammonium
dinitramide.
The 170 signal of the nitro groups of CL20 is visible at 5 = 468.7. The large signal in the
spectrum is caused by the carbonyl group of the acetone, which was used as solvent.

500 450 AOO ppm

I........................ I I I 1... I ..

700 600 500 400 300 200 100 ppm

Figure 8: 170 NMR spectrum of ADN in D20

............ I.....I.....I.....I......

600 550 500 450 400 ppm

II I ' I I . . . . . I . . . . . I . . . . . I . . . . . I ' " "

700 600 500 400 300 200 100 ppm

Figure 9: 170 NMR spectrum of CL20 in acetone-d 6
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Summar

The following table shows all NMR signals of ADN and of CL20.

nucleus MHz ADN CL20
-H 400.13 -- 8.20 (2H) (H-I, H-7)

8.34 (4H) (H-3, H-5, H-9, H-11)
13C 100.62 72.1 (OJcH = 175.9) (C-i, C-7)

75.1 (CJn = 176.6) (C-3, C-5, C-9, C-11)
T4N 28.91 -12.0 (NN-O2) A1/2 = 12.4 Hz -41.6 (NN•O 2 ) A1/2 = 140 Hz

-60.2 (NNO2") AI/2 = 940 Hz -180.6 (NNO 2) AI/2 = 4.3 kHz
-360.1 (NIH14) A1/2 =4.5 Hz

15N 40.56 -12.2 (NNO2") -40.3 (NNO2)
-60.8 (NNO2) -43.4 (NON2)
-360.1 (NH4I) -179.5 (NNO2)

-199.0 (NNO2)
170 54.24 469.6(NNQ02)A1/2=204Hz 468.7 (NNQ2) A1/2 =2.1 kHz
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Untersuchung der Zersetzung von Pulvervorkonzentrat

Stephan Wilker, Uldis Ticmanis, Manfred Kaiser, Gabriele Pantel, Gerhard Holl
(WIWEB, ASt Heimerzheim, Groles Cent, 53913 Swisttal),

KarI-Friedrich Elshoff (WASAG Chemie, Werkstr. 111, 45721 Haltern)

Kurzfassung

Pulvervorkonzentrate (PVK) bestehen aus Mischungen von Spreng6len (Nitroglycerin oder DEGN) und
Nitrocellulose im Verhdltnis 85/15 und werden zur Herstellung zweibasiger TLP und FTS verwendet.
Frisch hergestellte PVK enthalten ca. 5-7 % Alkohol und sind in dieser Form lagerstabil. Gegebenenfalls
enthalten sie zushtzlich noch Amine oder Hamstoffderivate als Stabilisatoren (ca. 0,5 %). Wenn sie ge-
trocknet werden, gehen die stabilisatorfreien PVK bei 80°C innerhalb von ein bis zwei Tagen im Wirme-
fluBkalorimeter in eine heftige Autokatalyse Oiber, deren Kinetik berechnet wurde.

Die Zersetzung des Nitroglycerins setzt an der mittleren Nitratestergruppe ein, wie ID- und 2D-NMR-
Untersuchungen belegen. AnschlieBend folgen die endstindigen Nitratestergruppen, wobei sich unter
den Reaktionsbedingungen zuniichst Alkohole und danach Carbonsdiuren bilden, die mit den Alkoholen
Ester entstehen lassen, die dann polymerisieren. Diese Masse weist unter NOx-Atmosphbire eine intensiv
grtinliche Fdrbung auf, an Luft ist sie weiB. Bei Unterbrechung der Messung im autokatalytischen
Zustand und Abktihlen der Reaktionsmischung auf Raumtemperatur wird diese grOne oder weille Masse
innerhalb von einigen Wochen durch den dichten VerschluB des MeBgeffiles nach auBen gedrickt.
Treibende Kraft ist hierbei die Bildung von NO, und damit verbunden ein erheblicher Druckaufbau.
Diese Autokatalyse bei Raumtemperatur wird durch eine eindrucksvolle Bilderserie belegt.

Die Stabilisierung durch 2-NDPA kann die Autokatalyse des getrockneten PVK lediglich verz~gern, aber
nicht verhindern. Dagegen zeigen Untersuchungen von mit Akardit-stabilisiertem PVK keine Auto-
katalyse innerhalb von 25 Tagen bei 80'C. PVK mit DEGN als Sprengtl sind im Vergleich stabiler als
PVK mit Nitroglycerin.

Abstract

Primitive masses (PVK) are a mixture of nitroglycerin or DEGN (85%) and nitrocellulose (15%). They
are used for the production of double base propellants. Freshly synthetised PVK contain about 5-7 wgt%
ethanol. In this form they are sufficiently stable at room temperature. Some PVK contain additionally
amines or urea derivatives (0,5%) as stabilisers. When the unstabilised PVK are dried they decompose
within 1-2 days at 80'C showing a severe autocatalysis in the microcalorimeter. The kinetics of the
decomposition was calculated.

ID and 2D-NMR spectra show that the decomposition starts at the central nitrate ester group of nitro-
glycerin. After that the terminal nitrate ester groups follow. At first alcohols are formed which are oxi-
dised under the reaction conditions to carboxylic acids. These acids react with the primary and secondary
alcohols to esters, which form a polymeric mass showing a greenish colour under NO, atmosphere. It lo-
ses its colour under air. If the autocatalysis at 80'C is stopped and the reaction mixture is cooled to room
temperature this greenish mass comes out of the measuring ampoule within a few days or weeks forced
by huge amounts of gases (NOx) produced. An impressive series of photos documents this behaviour.

The stabilising of PVK with 2-NDPA can only delay the autocatalysis but not prevent it. Akardite II
stabilised PVK don't show an autocatalysis within 25 days at 80'C. PVK containing DEGN are more
stable than PVK containing nitroglycerin.
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Einleitung

PVK's dienen als Rohstoffe ftir die Herstellung zweibasiger TLP und FTS. Sie bestehen in der
Regel aus einer Mischung aus Spreng6l (Nitroglycerin oder DEGN; 85% in der Trockemnasse)
und Nitrocellulose (15% in der Trockenmasse). Frisch hergesteilte PVK enthalten ca. 5-7 %
Alkohol und sind in dieser Form lagerstabil. In den vergangenen Jahren ist es trotzdem immer
wieder zu folgenschweren Unfdllen mit PVK in Lagern der explosivstoffverarbeitenden Industrie
gekommen, deren Ursache oft nicht restlos gek1qrt werden konnte. Obwohl stabilisatorfreie PVK
bei Raumntemperatur hinreichend lagerstabil sind (s. Abschnitt ,,Bewertung"), wird seit 1997
PVK nur noch stabilisiert hergesteilt und ausgeliefert.

Uns interessierte die Frage, ob PVK emn gunliches Verhalten wie Pulverrobmassen []zeigen und
ob es m~Sglich ist, den Verlauf der Autokatalyse durch chemnisehe Analysen zu verfolgen. Dies
gelang durch NMR-Analysen belasteter PVK in verschiedenen Abbaugraden. Durch die Untersu-
chung verschiedener PVK-Typen (Variation des Feuchtegehalts, des Spreng6ls und der Stabilisa-
toren) woliten wir den EinfluB dieser Faktoren auf die Stabilitit der PVK ermitteIn. Durch die
Untersuchung der PVK bei verschiedenen Temperaturen konnte die Kinetik der Zersetzungs-
reaktion ermittelt werden und das Ergebnis auf die relevante Lagertemperatur von PVK extra-
poliert werden.

VersuchsdurchfUhrung

Das PVK (stabilisiert und unstabilisiert) wurde sowohi im Originaizustand als auch getrocknet
im WtirmefluBkalorimeter (Typ TAM) bei verschiedenen Temperaturen untersucht. Die Trock-
nung erfolgte im Trockenschrank bei 40'C Oier Nacht. Die Proben wurden bei jeder Temperatur
frisch in das Kalorimeter eingesetzt. Darilberhinaus wurde die Explosionswarme nach TL 1376-
0600, 3.4 1.1 bestimmt.

Die NMR-Spektren wurden bei 400 Mf~z (H-NMR) und 100 MHz (13 C-NMR) in geeigneten
deuterierten Ltdsemnitteln (meist Aceton-d6) mit einemn Bruker-NMR-Spektrometer (400 Mf~z)
aufgenornmen.

Proben

Tabelle 1 zeigt die untersuchten Proben und ibre chemnische Zusammensetzung

Tab. 1 Untersuchte PVK-Proben

Bezeichnung Inhaltsstoffe Stabifisator Herstellungsmonat

PVK A 85/15 NGL/Nc Ak 11 8/97

PVK B 85/15 NGL/Nc keiner 10/96

PVK D 85/15 DEGN/Nc Ak Il 12/96

jPVK N 185/15 NGL/Nc 12-N-DPA 12/97

1PVK Q 185/15 NGL/Nc Ikeiner 14/88
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Ergebnilsse

WMrmeflufgmessungen an feuchten PVK

Die durchgefifhrten Messungen (s. Abb. 1 und 2) zeigen, daB bei allen Temnperaturen nach kurzer
Zeit eine, nahezu konstante Zersetzungsrate erreicht wird.

Eine Langzeitmessung bei 40'C ergab auch nach 14 Tagen keine meBbare Wlirmeproduktion, so
daB davon ausgegangen werden kann, daB3 bei diesen Temnperaturen eine nur sehr geringe Zerset-
zung der Proben eintritt. Dies gilt nattirlich analog ffir alle dlarunter liegenden Temnperaturen.

P [liW/g]

30

15

70'C

2 4 6 Time [day]

Abb. 1. Spezifische Wiirmeproduktionsrate von nicht stabilisiertemn feuchtemn PVK B;
bei j eder Prtiftemnperatur frisch eingesetzt.

Tab,2: Konstante MeBwerte der spezifischen Wiirmeproduktion feuchter PVK

Temnperatur unstab. PVK B MeBzeit stab. PVK N MeBzeit

[0c] [IpW/g] [Tage] Wig]/ [Tage']

80 41,8 5,1 nicht konst. (s. Text) 6,8

70 6,32 6,0 7,88 8,0

60 1,50 6,5 1,60 8,5

50 0,36 8,0 n.b.

40 < Best.grenze 16,2 n.b.
n~b. = nicht bestimmt
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Im Gegensatz zumn nicht stabilisierten feuchten PVK zeigt das stabilisierte feuchte PVK bei 80"C
eine deutlich geringere spezifische Warmeproduktionsrate (16 giW/g staff 40 pWMg). Diese steigt
jedoch im Zeitraumn zwischen zwei und sechs Tagen von 14 auf 16 jiWlg an, obne daB jedoch
eine Beschleunigung dieses Anstiegs zu beobachten ist. Die Messung bei 60'C (s. Abb. 2) zeigt
keine signifikanten Unterschiede zwischen dem stabilisierten und dem unstabilisierten feuchten
PYK B und N.

Die aus demn Arrheniusplot (Abb. 3) berechneten kinetischen Parameter (Aktivierungsenergie
und vorexp. Faktor) betragen fir das nicht stabilisierte feuchte PVK B 132 kJ/mol bzw. 7 107

W/kg (Tieftemperaturbereich (70-50'C)) bzw. 191 kJ/mol bzw. 7 -10 26W/kg (Hochtemperatur-
bereich (80 und 70'C)).

P [IpW/g]

4 Tme[dy

Abb.~~~~~~~~~~~~~V B. Ve8e0'zice taiiirtmudn ChstbiseemeutePV

20mf~Imss e angtocntnPVKN 0C.

Im Gegensatz zu den alkoholfeuchten Proben kommt es bei 80'C bei den getrockneten, nicht
stabilisierten Proben innerhaib vonl ca. 15 h (abhdngig vomn Trocknungsgrad und der Einwaage)
zu einer den Pulverrobmassen (PRM) vergleichbaren heftigen autokatalytischen Zersetzung. Sie
weist - wie schon bei den PRM beobachtet - eine vorgelagerte exotherme Reaktion auf 111, die
etwa einer Energieabgabe von 2 J/g entspricht. Die Abb. 4 und 5 zeigen den Verlauf der Zerset-
zungsreaktion; die Ergebnisse entstamnmen verschiedenen Versuchsreihen, die alle eine sehr hohe
Reproduzierbarkeit aufwiesen.
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Arrheniusplot PVK B unstab. alkoholfeucht

0.1

0.01

..0027 0.0028 0.0029 0.003 0.0031 0.0032 0.0033 0.0034

lIN [I/K]

- Regression sgerade 2
-Regressoinnsgerade I

MeBwerte

Abb. 3. Arrhenius-Plot des nicht stabilisierten, alkoholfeuchien PVK. Eingetragen sind die
konstanten Endwerte der spezifischen Warmeproduktionsrate.

P [W/gI 1. Maximum .... ~

600- Pruftemnperatur 801C

300-

6 12 is 24 Time [hour]

Abb. 4. Zersetzung getrocknetes PVK B bis zumn ersten Minimum (Einwaage ca. 150 mg).
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Da die autokatalytische Zersetzung einer gefifillten Ampulle (3,5 bis 4 g) durchaus eine Gefahr
f~ir das Mel~systemn und den Operator darstelit, wurden die meisten Versuche mit geringen Pro-
benmengen (s. Tab. 3) durchgefifihrt. Diese MeBanordnung erlaubt aul~erdem, den vollsttindigen
Ablauf der Zersetzungsreaktion zu verfolgen (maximal erfaBbarer GesamtwarmefluB 30 mW/
Probe). Dabei zeigte sich im Vergleich zu denen komplett geffillter Ampullen emn etwas spaterer
Eintritt in die Autokatalyse. Bei Mehrfachbestimmungen mit ahnlicher Einwaage wurden ver-
gleichbare Zeiten ermittelt. Der Gewichtsverlust bei diesen Versuchen liegt nach vollsta.ndigem
Durchgang der Autokatalyse bei 90-95%. Die Probeng1~schendecke1 sind nach der Messung
aufgerissen, die Gummidichtung ist angeschmolzen und aufgebogen.

Tab. 3a: Eintritt in die Autokatalyse bei 80'C, 7Q0 und bei 60'C (PVK B); sortiert nach MeI3-
temperatur und Einwaage.

Ver- Einwaage T 1. Maximum 1. Maximum 1. Minimum 1. Minimum
such [mg] [0C] [iiWlg] [Tage] [I'Wig] [Tage]

91 143 80 765 1,39 210 1,24

88 151 80 698 1,29 398 1,39

83 151 80 825 1,04 272 1,09

90 154 80 712 1,15 385 1,19

85 159 80 748 1,20 216 1,24

84 161 80 782 1,17 -

86 162 80 680 1,30 350 1,45

89 j 169 80 850 1,60 490 1,70

87 172 80 635 1,15 300 1,31

81 1635 80 427 1,23 329 1,27

82 3743 80 161 0,71 106 0,75

93 4075 80 120 0,79 86 0,83

71 ,3920 70 68 3,07 51 3,45

64 14046 60 31 16,3 29 16,4

-)Messung im 1. Maximum Abgebrochen

Die Abhtingigkeit des Zeitpunkts des Eintritts der Autokatalyse von der Einwaage f~ihrte zu der
Frage, ob der sich fiber dem PVK aufbauende Gasdruck zu einer Beschleunigung der Zerset-
zungsreaktion fiffhrt. Daher wurde das PVK Q mit verschlossenemn und nicht gasdicht versehios-
senemn Ampullendeckel bei 80'C gemessen. Das Resultat ist Abb. 6 zu entnehmen. Es zeigte
sich, daB der Verschlull der MeBampullen im Rabmen der Streuung der Metiergebnisse keinen
EinfluB auf die Zersetzungsgeschwindigkeit hat.

Das bedeutet, daB es nicht der sich aufbauende Gasdruck ist, der Ampullen mit htiherer Bin-
waage fri-her in die Autokatalyse geraten iltit. Hier spielen offensichtlich andere Vorg~inge eine
Rolle (z.B: die NOx-Konzentration im. PVK selbst). Interessant ist auch die Korrelation zwischen
Energieabgabe und GewAichtsverlust (s. Tab. 3b). Es zeigt sich, dalI emn merklicher Gewichtsver-
lust erst bei einer Energieabgabe von etwa 500 J/g einsetzt. Vorher baut sich offensichtlich emn
erheblicher Druck auf. Erst nach dem Aufspringen der Dichtung (Maximaidruck nach Herstel-
lerangaben: 2 bis 3 bar) k6nnen die gasfbrmigen Reaktionsprodukte entweichen.
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Tab, 3b: Gewichtsverluste und Energieabgaben bei 80'C, 70' und bei 60'C (PVK B); sortiert
nach Temperatur und Energieabgabe

Versuch T MeBzeit Gewichts- Gewichts- abgegebene
[°C] [Tage] verlust [mg] verlust [%] Energie [J/g]

84 80 1,17 1 < 1 2,70

93 80 0,94 1 < 1 3,60

85 80 1,24 1 < 1 3,82

82 80 0,93 0 0 5,35

81 80 1,39 1 < 1 12,4

91 80 2,04 0 0 68

88 80 2,09 1 < 1 224

89 80 2,22 1 < 1 281

90 80 1,80 1 < 1 317

86 80 2,06 55 34 630

87 80 2,08 85 49 1400

83 80 5,83 146 95 > loo1 a)

71 70 4,00 1 < 1 11,4

64 60 21,4 n.b. n.b. 31,7

a) Wegen Oberschreitung des MeBbereichs ist eine genaue Aussage nicht m6glich (s. Abb. 5).

20

P [mW/gI

15

Prilftem peratur 800C

5

1. Maximum aus
Abb.4

0-

1!5 3!0 4.5 Time [day]

Abb. 5. Zersetzung getrocknetes PVK B (gesamter Zerfallsvorgang; Einwaage ca. 150 mg)
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P [mW/g] 800C

4.5-

of fen

3.0 dicht

1.5

0.0

1 2 18 2 4 Time [hour]

Abb. 6. Spezifische Warmeproduktionsrate PVK Q (85% NGL, 15% NC, < 0,1% EtOH) mit
geschlossener und nicht geschlossener MeBampulle. Einwaage je ca. 0,6 g.

P [mW/g]

200 T = 80'C

150

PRM 133 I'VK i. NitrBu

100

Nitrocellulose 12,1 5-/N

510

1.5 3.0 4.5 Time [day]

Abb. 7. Vergleich des PVK mit PRM 133E aus [1] sowie mit Nitrocellulose sowie Nitroglycerin
bei 80'C (Einwaage je ca. 150 mg)
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800

P [pW/g] Prfi tternperatur 700C7

600-

Prflftemperatur 801C

400-

200

20 40 60 80 Time [hour]

Abb. 8. Zersetzung getrockneter PVK B bei 80 und 70'C (Einwaage ca. 4 g)

200

P [pW/g] 60oC

150-

100-

5CJ

5 10 15 Time [day]

Abb. 9. Zersetzung getrockneter PVK B bei 60'C. Einwaage ca. 4 g.
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Der Vergicich zwischen PVK, unstabilisierter PRM, reiner nicht stabilisierter Nitrocellulose und
von reinem Nitroglycerin ist Abb. 7 zu entnehmen. Es zeigt sich, daB PRM (mit einem Nitrocel-
lulosegehalt vonl ca. 60%) bei vergleichbarer Einwaage scbneller die Autokatalyse erreicht. Reine
Nitrocellulose (Stickstoffgehalt 12,15%) weist cine ,,schwachere" Autokatalyse auf, die zu einemn
spliteren Zeitpunkt auftritt; reines Nitroglycerin schlieillich bildet mit ciner Zeit bis zur
Autokatalyse von gut 31/2 Tagen das ,,Schlulllicht". Interessanterweise zeigt Nitroglycerin emn
sehr frifihes erstes Maximum von 250 ýt Wig nach 6 Stunden. PVK, PRM und Nitroglycerin haben
prinzipiell die gleiche Kurvenform.

Der Gewichtsverlust nach der Messung des Nitroglycerins betrdgt 74%. Die Energieabgabe be-
liuft sich auf ca. 1500 J/g.

Die autokatalytisehe Zersetzungsrektion tritt auch bei 70"C und bei 60'C emn. Wahrend das erste
Maximum des PVK B bei 80'C nach 17,1 h (0,71 Tagen) eintritt, betrdgt die Zeit bis dahin bei
70'C 3,1 Tage (s. Tab. 3 und Abb. 8) und bei 60*C knapp 16 Tage (Abb. 9). Das zehn Jahre alte
PVK Q erreicht das erste Maximum schon nach 13 Stunden (0,54 Tagen; 80'Q), 1,6 Tagen
(70'C) bzw. 3,9 Tagen (60'C); Abb. 10.

Die Form des WarmefluBsignals bleibt bei tieferen Temperaturen - wenn auch mit vertinderten
Zeit- und WdrmefluBachsen - im wesentlichen gleich. Dies bedeutet, daB die verschiedenen ffir
diese Wilrmet6nung verantwortlichen chemnischen bzw. physikalischen Reaktionen vergleichbare
Aktivierungsenergien aufweisen. Dies erm6glicht somit auch, Extrapolationen zu tieferen
Temperaturen hin durchzufiihren (s. Abschnitt ,,Bewertung").

Die Reaktion des getrockneten 2-N0 2-DPA-stabilisierten PVK bei 80'C zeigt zunachst nur
einen allmiihlichen Anstieg des MeBwertes (s. Abb. 11). AnschlieBend erfolgt hier eine auto-
katalytische Zersetzung, ohne daB ejine Vorreaktion wie bei den unstabilisierten PVK eintritt.

Im Vergleich mit nicht stabilisiertemn PVK findet der Eintritt in die Autokatalyse bei sonst identi-
schen MeBbedingungen urn den Faktor 20 (14 statt 0,7 Tage) sptiter statt. Der Stabilisator hat in
den ersten Stunden der Messung keinen EinfluB auf das Niveau der Wdirmeproduktionsrate.

Dagegen zeigen Akardit-stabilisierte PVK (sowohi mit Ngl als auch mit DEGN) innerhaib von
25 Tagen keine Autokatalyse. Interessanterweise liegt die spezifische Wiirieproduktionsrate der
DEGN-PVK deutlich unter der der Ngl-PVK. Dies deutet auf eine geringere Zersetzungsge-
schwindigkeit des DEGN im. Vergleich zumn Nitroglycerin hin und somit auf eine gr6fBere Stabili-
tat dieses Spreng6ls (Abb. 12). Der gesamte Gewichtsverlust nach der Messung belduft sich beimn
PVK D auf 2,8 %.

Der Stabilisator 2-N0 2-DPA ist im PVK N nach 14 Tagen nicht mehr nachweisbar, sondern hat
sich in Tetranitro-DPA umgewandelt. Das PVK A (akardit-stabilisiert) weist nach 25 Tagen
ebenfalls keinen origindren Stabilisator mehr auf; bier sind die Reaktionsprodukte Di-, Tri- und
Tetranitro-DPA, d.h. die stabilisierende Wirkung von Akardit II ist etwas besser als die des 2-
NDPA, was sich auch in der fehienden Autokatalyse zeigt. Im Gegensatz dazu ist im PVK D
Akardit II auch nach 25 Tagen noch in fast der Ausgangsmenge enthalten. Im Vergleich zwi-
schen PVK A und D (beide Akardit-stabilisiert) ist der Abbau des Akardits im PVK A schneller
(Nitroglycerin zersetzt sich schneller als DEGN).
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P [mW/g]

4.5- 8 00C
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Abb. 10. EinfluB der Zersetzungstemperatur auf das WETK-Signal (PVK Q). Einwaage ca. 0,6 g.

P [pW/g]

400

80*C

300

PVK BPVK N

getrocknet getrocknet
200 instbiliiertstabilisiert mit
200- Unstbiliiert2-NDPA

Abb. 11. Zersetzung getrockneter stabilisierter und nicht stabilisierter PVK bei 80'C (hohe
Einwaage)
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20-
SOOC

P [ptW/g]

PVK A

612 18 Time [day]

Abb. 12. Zersetzung getrockneter stabilisierter PVK bei 80'C (je ca. 600 mg Einwaage,
Stabilisator Ak II)

NMR-Untersuchungen belasteter Proben
Thermisch belastete Proben aus der WiirmefluBkalorimetrie wurden NMR-spektroskopisch un-
tersucht. Fernziel dieser Untersuchungen war es, die chemnische Struktur der entstehenden Zer-
fallsprodukte zu erinitteln und den zeitlichen Verlauf ibrer Konzentration in Abhdrngigkeit von
der Lagerzeit zu ermittein. Zu diesem Zweck wurden verschiedene NMR-Techniken angewandt,
so (eindimensionale) 'H- und 1

3 C-NMR-Spektroskopie und 2D-NMR-Spektroskopie ('IH-'H-
Korrelation und verschiedene IH-13 C-Korrelationstechniken). Detaillierte Angaben werden in [2]

ver6ffentlicht.

Die NMR-Spektren unbelasteter PVK's in Aceton-d6 zeigen drei Multipletts ffir die Protonen des
Nitroglycerins bei 5,9; 5,1 und 4,9 ppm. Im 1

3 C-NMR liegen die Signale bei chemnischen Ver-
schiebungen von 76,5 (CH-) und 69,8 ppm (CH2-Gruppe).

Die Resonanzen der Nitrocellulose sind sowohi im 'H- als auch im 1
3 C-NMR nur als breite klei-

ne Hilgel sichtbar. Qualitative oder gar quantitative Aussagen oder Zuordnungen dieser Signale
zu bestimmten funktionellen Gruppen sind nicht m6glich. Insofern kann der EinfluB der Zerset-
zung der Spreng~Sle auf die Nitrocellulose nicht ermittelt werden. Der EinfluB der Nitrocellulose
auf die Zersetzung der Spreng6le ist nur indirekt ilber den Vergleich der PVK mit reinem Nitro-
glycerin m6glich (vgl. Abb. 7).

Geringfiigig belastete Proben zeigen emn charakteristisches IH-NMR-Spektrum (s. Abb. 13). Es
konnten mit Hilfe der oben angegebenen Kopplungstechniken die sieben in Abb. 14 genannten
Stoffe identifiziert werden. Im Beginn der Zersetzung (Energieabgabe 0,4 J/g noch vor dem
ersten Maximum) sind. Signale einer bislang nicht identifizierten Verbindung zu sehen, die im
ersten Maximum wieder verschwunden sind.
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ppm 5.5 5.0 4.5 4. 0

Abb. 13. 'H-NMR-Spektrum (Ausschnitt) einer belasteten Probe (PVK B)

H H H
HI ON0 H ON2 H -ON2

H ON02 H OH H--=O 2

H ON0 2  H I ON2 H -OH
H H H

Trinitroglycerin 1 ,3-Dinitroglycerin 1 ,2-Dinitroglycerin

1 2 3

o CH 0 OH 0 OH

H---OHH-~ H -OH COOH

H -ON 2  H__ ;OH H- -OH CO
H H H

3-Nitroglycerinsdure 2-Nitroglycerinsgure Glycerinsaure Oxalsbure

4 5 6 7

Abb. 14. Mittels NMR-Spektroskopie identifizierte Verbindungen (Reaktionsprodukte des Ngl)
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Abb. 15. 2D-NMR ('H-f'H-Korrelation) der belasteten PVK B (Energieabgabe ca. 280 J/g)

Diese Stoffe bilden sich nicht alle zur gleichen Zeit. Urn die zeitliche Entstehung zu
dokumentieren, haben wir die Autokatalyse nach verschiedenen Zeitpunkten (bzw.
Energieabgaben) abgebrochen und die Itislichen Reaktionsprodukte NMR-spektroskopisch
quantitativ erfaf3t. In Tabelle 4 sind die Ergebnisse dieser Untersuchungen zusammengesteilt.

Iabelle 4: Relativer Gehalt der Dinitroglycerine bezogen auf den Nitroglyceringehalt nach
Lagerung bei 80'C, bezogen auf 100% = Sumnme der drei Verbindungen (Der Absolutgehalt 1st
mittels NMR nur schwierig zu bestimmen, da emn vielffiltiges Produktgemnisch vorliegt und das
entstehende polymere Material unlbslich ist).

Energieabgabe Anteile Anteile 1,3- Anteile 1,2-
[J/g] Trinitroglycerin 1 Dinitroglycerin 2 Dinitroglycerin 3

0 100 0 0

5 94 6 0

68 50 30 20

281 59 26 15

630 26 48 26

1400 19 54 27

Alle Messungen wurden mit PVK B durchgeftihrt.
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Nach kurzzeitiger Belastung bis zumn ersten Minimum (Abb. 4; Energieabgabe ca. 5 J/g) haben
sich etwa 6 % des Nitroglycerins in 1 ,3-Dinitroglycerin umgewandelt und eine Spur von 1,2-
Dinitroglycerin ist erkennbar.

Im weiteren Verlauf nimmnt der Nitroglyceringehalt rasch ab; in der Nahe des Maximums setzt
cmn erheblicher Gewichtsverlust cmn (vgl. Tab. 3b). Gleicbzeitig bildet sich eine polymere past6se
Masse, die gemliB NMR-Spektrum' zahireiche Ester- oder Carbonsduregruppierungen aufweist
und vermutlich aus einer Reaktion von entstandenen Glycerinmono- oder -dicarbonsliuren mit
Glycerin o. A. gebildet wurde. Diese Masse weist unter NO,,-Atmosphqre eine intensiv griinliche
Fdrbung auf, an Luft ist sie weiB. Bei Unterbrechung der Autokatalyse und Abkijhlen der Reak-
tionsmischung auf Raumtemperatur wird diese grime oder weiBe Masse innerhaib von einigen
Wochen durch den dichten VerschluB des Mellgefhf~es nach auBen gedriickt. Treibende Kraft ist
hierbei die Bildung von NO,, und damit verbunden emn erheblicher Druckautbau. Diese Auto-
katalyse bei Raumntemperatur wird durch eine eindrucksvolle Bilderserie (auf dem Poster) belegt.

Qex-Untersuchungen
Die Bestimmung der Explosionswiirme ergab fOr das nicht stabilisierte feuchte PVK B 6587 J/g,
flir das stabilisierte feuchte PVK N 6151 J/g. Die bei der Umsetzung entstehende polymere
Masse hat dagegen nur noch eine Explosionswdrme von rund 4300 J/g. Die Differenz entspricht
grti8enordnungsmiiig dem Energieverlust wiihend der Wa.rmefluBkalorimetrie.

Bewertung

Die feucbten 2 PVK zeigen - sowohi stabilisiert als auch unstabilisiert - keine Neigung zu auto-
katalytischer Zersetzung innerhaib von 5 Tagen bei 80'C. Bei Temperaturen > 50'C k6nnen die
spezifischen Wiirmeproduktionsraten nach Arrhenius ausgewertet werden (s. Abb. 3 und Tab. 2).
Die durchgefiihrten Messungen (s. Abb. 1 und 2) zeigen, daB bei alien Temperaturen nach kurzer
Zeit eine konstante Zersetzungsrate erreicht wird. Eine Autokatalyse bei Lagertemperatur (15 <
T < 30'C) kann ftir die feuchten Pulvervorkonzentrate innerhaib der fiblichen Lagerzeit von
maximal 3 Jahren mit an Sicherheit grenzender Wahrscheinlichkeit ausgeschlossen werden.

Die adiabatische Selbstauflieizung des getrockneten PVK ist im doppelten Sinne eine ,,worst
case"-Betrachtung, da

1) im Realfall immer eine Ableitung der durch die Zersetzungsreaktion erzeugten Wdrme des
PVK an die Umgebung erfolgt und

2) das PVK alkoholfeucht vorliegt (was wie oben dargelegt, einen Eintritt in die autokatalytische
Zersetzungsreaktion verhindert oder zumnindest stark verz6gert).

Bewertung PVK B

Bei 70'C wurde - vor Beginn der Autokatalyse - eim iiber 68 h konstanter Wiirmeflul3 von 2,8
jiW/g gemnessen (s. vorletzter Eintrag in Tab. 3), der einer W&imemenge von 0,69 J/g entspricht.
Die spezifische W~iime des Systems betriigt bei 30*C 1,55 J/(g-K). Die maximal m6gliche (adia-
batische) Erwiirmung des PVK ist daher lediglich 0,69/1,55 = 0,44 K. Nimmt man (wiederumn als

IProblemnatisch ist die geringe LUslichkeit dieser Masse, so daB zur Zeit nur der in Aceton 16sliche Anteil aufgrund
seiner NMR-Signale beurteilt werden kann.
2Feucht bedeutet in diesemn Zusammenhang alkoholfeucht. Emn Mindestgehalt mnuI eingehalten werden, da eine

Verringerung des Alkoholgehalts z.B. von 7% auf 1% eine wesentliche Beschleunigung der Zersetzungsreaktion
bewirkt.
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,,worst case") die niedrigsten berechneten Aktivierungsenergien von 130 kJ/mol, so entsprechen
68 h Lagerzeit 3,2 Jabren bei 30'C (bzw. von 2,9 Jahren bei adiabatischen Lagerbedingungen).
Das bedeutet, daB die Zeit bis zur Autokatalyse der trockenen PVK selbst unter adiabatischen
Lagerbedingungen bei einer Starttemperatur von 30'C langer als 2,9 Jahre ist.

Somit ist ffir eine Selbstentziindung von PVK selbst unter ,,worst case"-Bedingungen eine Vor-
laufzeit von Jahren notwendig und damit die Wahrscheinlichkeit einer Selbstentziindung auBer-
ordentlich gering. Dies gilt nur ffir den Zustand vor der Autokatalyse. Sobald diese eingetreten
ist, erreicht das PVK emien Reaktionszustand, in dem bei tiblichen Geometrien der Packgebinde
und Lagertemperaturen durchaus mit einer Selbstentz(indung zu rechnen ist.

Die kritische Temperatur fiir emn Gebinde aus 4 '5 Packeinheiten, das als unendliche Platte mit
einer Dicke von 0,42 m angenommen wurde, liegt bei 21'C im Maximum der Reaktion (spezif.
Wairmeproduktionsrate bei 80'C 200 mW/g, E. 130 kJ/mol, vorexp. Faktor 3.5 -10 21 W/kg,
Warmeleitfdhigkeit 0,21 W/(m-K)).

Zusammenfassung
Es wurde die autokatalytische Zersetzung verschiedener PVK-Typen mittels WarinefluBkalori-
metrie untersucht. Dabei wurde festgestellt, dalI - nach einer Periode mit vergleichsweise sehr
geringen Wurmeproduktionsraten - eine kurze Vorreaktion und anschlieBend eine heftige auto-
katalytische Zersetzungsreaktion eintritt. Der Zeitpunkt dieser Autokatalyse hdngt von folgenden
Faktoren ab:

"* Alkohol- (Peuchte-) Gebalt der Proben (alkoholhaltige PVK neigen nicht zur Autokatalyse)

"* Lagertemperatur (es liegt in etwa der Faktor 2V2 bis 3'/2 pro 100C Temperaturunterschied)

"* enthaltener Stabilisator (die stabilisierende Wirkung von Akardit II ist gr6Ber als die von
2-N0 2 -DPA)

"* enthaltenes Spreng6l (nitroglycerinhaltiges PVK zeigt deutlich h6here Warmeproduktions-
raten als DEGN-haltiges PVK)

"* Versuchsaufbau (h6here Einwaagen flufiren zu einem rascheren Eintritt in die Autokatalyse;
bei Einwaagen < 100 mg wird keine Autokatalyse mehr beobachtet)

Bei der Zersetzung entsteht zunachst eine unbekannte Verbindung geringster Konzentration,
danach 1,3-Dinitroglycerin, spater wird auch 1,2-Dinitroglycerin gebildet. Unter den Versuchs-
bedingungen entstehen dann Nitroglycerin-carbonsduren sowie Oxalsiture und eine weiBe poly-
mere Masse, deren. Struktur noch nicht endgtiltig aufgeklairt werden konnte.

Eine Autokatalyse bei Lagertemperatur kann ffir die feuchten Pulvervorkonzentrate mit an
Sicherheit grenzender Wahrscheinlichkeit ausgeschlossen werden. Zu beachten istjedoch, daJ3
sich der Alkohol in nicht dicht geschlossenen Behiiltnissen relativ leicht verfliichtigt. Eine regel-
mullige Kontrolle des Alkoholgehalts des PVK ist daher notwendig. Die vorgeschriebenen
Lagertemperaturen sind einzuhalten.

Trockene PVK zeigen, wenn sie unter hinreichend lange und hohe Temperaturbelastung geraten,
eine aul~erordentlich heftige Autokatalyse. Bis diese Autokatalyse eintritt, vergehtjedoch unter
vorgegebenen Lagerbedingungen emn Zeitraum. von mindestens einigen Jahren, selbst wenn. man
den ,,worst case" einer adiabatischen Selbstaufheizung zugrundelegt. Wird diese Autokatalyse
jedoch erreicht, so ist mit einer Selbstentziindung der Packeinheiten zu rechnen.
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Durch die Verwendung des Stabilisators 2-NDPA kann der Zeitraurn bis zur Autokatalyse noch
eirmal urn etwa den Faktor 20 verltingert werden. Die Verwendung von stabilisiertern PVK ist
daher empfehlenswert. Die Stabilitat Akardit TI-haltiger PVK's ist noch cinmal urn mindestens
das zweifache besser; hier konnte innerhaib von 25 Tagen kein O0bergang in die Autokatalyse
beobachtet werden.
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International Round Robin Test to Determine the Stability of DB Ball Propellants
by Heat Flow Calorimetry

Stephan Wilker #, Pierre Guillaume

Abstract

In this paper a method for the determination of the slow decomposition of propellants by heat
flow calorimetry (HFC) was tested amongst ten laboratories in eight countries. As it is known
that small changes of sample preparation and measuring procedure affect the HFC signal very
much it was very easy to detect whether the operational procedure was conducted in a com-
parable way. The results show that - besides the initial effects - the standard deviation of the
HFC curves at 80'C were very low which means that the measuring principle proposed by PB
Clermont and WIWEB was good enough to be reproduced. This method should thus be inte-
grated into a STANAG ,,HFC of DB ball propellants".

Zusammenfassung

In dieser Publikation wird eine Methode zur Bestimmung der langsamen Zersetzung von TLP
mittels WiirmefluBkalorimetrie beschrieben, die in zehn Laboratorien in acht Landern durch-
geffihrt wurde. Aus frilheren Arbeiten ist bekannt, daB geringf'tigige nAmderungen bei der Pro-
benvorbehandlung und der Mel~durchflihrung einen groBen Einflul3 auf das MeBsignal haben.
Somit ermdglichen die erhaltenen Ergebnisse eine einfache Oberpriifung der Obereinstim-
mung der MeBdurchfiihrung. Die Ergebnisse zeigen, daB - abgesehen von unterschiedlichen
Anfangseffekten - die Standardabweichung der WarmefluBkurven bei 80'C sehr gering ist,
was nichts anderes bedeutet, als daB die von PB Clermont und WIWEB vorgeschlagene MeB-
methode sehr gut in anderen Laboratorien reproduziert werden kann. Daher sollte diese Me-
thode Eingang in eine STANAG-Vorschrift ,,WiirmefluBkalorimetrie von zweibasigen Kugel-
pulvem" finden.

Introduction

In April 1997 ten scientists agreed to participate in a Round Robin Test dealing with micro-
calorimetric measurements of double base ball propellants. The aim was to harmonize the
measurement conditions and the evaluation procedure and to compare the obtained data. The
DPA stabilised propellant K 6210 was chosen because the decomposition of this propellant
was intensively investigated during the past three years [1]. Lot 225 was taken for this test.

The participants of this Round Robin Test are collected in table 1. Only the results that were
available in March 1998 are collected in this paper.

SWehrwissenschaftliches Institut f(jr Werk-, Explosiv- und Betriebsstoffe (WIWEB), ASt
Heimerzheim, Grofges Cent, D 53913 Swisttal

PB Clermont SA., Rue de Clermont, 176, B-4480 Engis
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Table 1. Participants of the Round Robin Test ,,Heat Flow Calorimetry"

Affilation Name Address
Celsius Materialteknik Dr. L.-G. Svensson Gammelbackav~gen 6 S-69151 Karlskoga

DERA J. Dodds Fort Halstead TN1 47BP Sevenoaks

ETBS Dr. C. Bal~s Route de Guerry F-1 8015 Bourges
ICT Dr. M.A. Bohn J-v-Fraunhofer-Str. 7 D-76327 Pfinztal

PB Clermont S.A. Dr. P. Guillaume Rue de Clermont, 176 B-4480 Engis

Puolustusvoimien Mrs. M. Hihki6 PL 5 SF-341 11 Lakiala
Tutkimuskeskus

Schweizerische Mu- Mrs. R. Sopranetti CH-3752 Wimmis
nitionsunternehmung
SNPE - CRB Mme M. Rat Boite Postale N* 2 F-91710 Vert-le-Petit
TNO P.M. Laborat. Dr. N. v.d.Meer Postbus 45 NL-2280AA Rijswijk
WIWEB Dr. S. Wilker Groles Cent D-53913 Swisttal

Program

To conduct a Round Robin Test it is necessary to define as exactly as possible the measuring
conditions. This includes sample preparation, preconditioning, measurement temperature and
time and calibration.

The following method was evaluated at PB Clermont and WIWEB/BICT during the past
years and has proved to be satisfactory for HFC measurements of DB ball propellants. Its ad-
vantage is that it's very convenient, reproducible and it gives results within a few weeks. The
measuring conditions are well-defined and are - what is very important - analogous to the
conditions in small caliber ammunition. We describe the measuring instruction in this paper.

Sample Preparation and Measurement

The ball propellant grains are taken as they are (no cutting necessary). From former experi-
ence we know that there is a dependence of the HFC signal from the moisture content. Thus a
preconditioning of the propellant is recommended. The sample should be stored in 60-69%
relative humidity (21°C) environment for some days and - for comparison reasons - used
unconditioned under ambient conditions. However the moisture content of the samples has to
be known (Karl-Fischer titration).

The HFC signal is also dependent from the degree of filling (this is due to oxidation
reactions). The measuring ampoules are filled up to the top so that the amount of air inside is
minimal. The loading density is thus approximately 0,9 to 1,0 g/ml (2,7 - 3,0 g for a 3 ml
ampoule). If other ampoules (e.g. 4 ml) are used the amount of propellant is of course higher.
The closing of the ampoules must be complete so that the top can not be turned around
manually. The closing can be easily controled by looking at the HFC curve (see fig. 1).

The measurements are done by a TAM microcalorimeter. Always double or triple measure-
ments are recommended. They start at 80'C, followed by 60°C, 50*C and 40'C. Measure-
ments at temperatures below 50°C are quite tricky and depending on a good room temperature
constance. An inverse temperature program (from 40 up to 80'C) is not useful because the
initial effects last very long at lower temperatures. But it is possible to control the values at 50
or 60'C after the descending temperature program.
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P, iIW/g

120 j

I \ Ampoule not closed.
I Stabiliser: mixture of nitro-DPA's and NNODPA

90

- Stabiliser: Mainly NNODPA

6

30

0

2 4 6 Time, day

Fig. 1. One example of closed and non-closed ampoule measurements of K 6210, lot 219,
(stabiliser content analysed at the end of the measurement).

Before measurement the system is calibrated. A stable baseline (minimum 12 ht of stability)
must be waited for, that means the base line drift and the noise should be below the specifica-
tion of the TAM apparatus. On the reference side empty ampoules are used (inert material like
sand on the reference side has no effect on the stability of the signal, but in this case the time
for equilibration is much longer). The lowest possible measuring range for calibration and
measurement should be used (e.g. 300 pW for 80'C, 100 [tW for 60'C, 30 jiW for 501C and
10 gtW for 40'C).

The ,,Switch technique" must be used to be sure of the niveau of the true baseline at 50/400C
measurements. Switch technique means exchanging sample and reference ampoule to obtain
the negative signal. The ,,Switch technique" needs a time of at least 20 min in the park posi-
tion before putting the switched samples down into the measuring position. Otherwise the
thermal equilibrium might be disturbed too much. The same is true for the ,,e-switch"'. The
switched measurement should last at least several hours (e.g. over night). Alternatively both
sample and reference can be put up into the park position. Thus a ,,zero against zero" baseline
measurement is possible. For data evaluation the measured values have to be corrected with
the ,,eal zero". Fig. 2 shows a Switch and a Switch/baseline experiment.

The measuring time of 8 days at 80'C is recommended to reach a constant niveau. The lower
temperature HFC measurements should be run until a constant level is reached. Constant level
in this case means a variation of<Il0 % of the signal within a period of 24 h. The use of the
park position for about 20 minutes prior to a measurement is possible but not really necessary.

If endothermic peaks due to gas evolution occur at the end of the 80'C measurement the
control - and if necessary the correction - of the closing of the ampoules is recommended
before the samples are measured at lower temperatures.
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P [IiW/g]

I SWITCH

-0.5

2 4 6 8 Time [day]

Fig. 2. Measurements showing a Switch and a combined Switch-baseline experiment

P, lpW/g PBC P1C WIWEB SNPE

9 1 second maximum

9second minimum

intersection value I

first maximum

60

S• 80oC

,,Knick"

30

first minimum

01

2 4 6 Time, day

Fig. 3. Explanation of maxima, minima, ,,Knick", and 90% value (see text). K 6210, lot 223.
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HFC Results

At first the values at different temperatures deriving from all laboratories are compared to
look at the ,,qualitiy" of measurement. As mentioned before the shape of the 80'C curve is
very dependent on the humidity of the propellant, on the degree of filling and on the closing
of the ampoules. So we separated the evaluation into samples with and without
preconditioning. We took out values and time of some very special points of the curve ( 1st
maximum, ,,Knick", 1 " minimum, intersection value, 2nd maximum and the 2 nd minimum) and
compared the results from different laboratories. The intersection point is consistent with the
graphically estimated point of intersection where the tangent of the decreasing part of the
curve meets the tangent going through the point of inflexion between the first minimum and
the second maximum (see fig. 3). It is taken because it is much easier to determine in time and
heat flow than the second maximum itself. Its value is about 90% of the heat flow of the 2"d

maximum.

All average values are collected in table 2 (80'C). The results of the 60/50/40*C
measurements are collected in tables 3-5.

See fig. 3 for explanation of minima, Knick and maxima.

Table 2. Averages of measurements at T = 80'C

labs A-F precond. P/I. max. t/l. max. P/Knick t/Knick P/i. min. t/l. min.

[laW/g] [h] [jIW/g] [d] [lAW/g] [d]

Average Y 68,2 2,62 22,2 1,09 20,4 1,74

Standard deviation Y 8,32 1,24 1,20 0,10 1,33 0,15

Rel. standard dev. Y 12,2% 47,4% 5,4% 8,8% 6,5% 8,5%

Average N 65,9 2,26 22,7 1,12 20,7 1,70

Standard deviation N 5,54 1,37 0,81 0,23 0,93 0,10

Rel. standard dev. N 8,4% 60,5% 3,6% 20,2% 4,5% 5,7%

Explanation: labs A-F: laboratories participated in these measurements; precond. = preconditioning (Yes/No);
P/I .max. = value at the I"' maximum; t/1. max = time of 1" maximum; P/Knick = value of Knick; t/Knick = time
of Knick; P/I. min. = value at I" minimum; t/1. min. = time of 10t minimum

Table 2 (contd). Averages of measurements at T = 80*C

labs A-F precond. P/inters t/inters P/2. max. t/2. Max. P/end t/end Qg

[iiW/g] [d] [lPW/g] [d ] [[tW/d] [d] [J/g]

Average Y 79,4 3,56 87,2 4,13 78,3 7,68 42,2

Standard deviation Y 4,72 0,13 6,02 0,13 a) a) a)

Rel. standard dev. Y 5,9% 3,6% 6,9% 3,1% a) a) a)

Average N 78,1 3,46 87,0 4,27 79,6 7,93 41,9
IStandard deviation N 1,47 0,23 1,73 0,26 a) a) a)

Rel. standard dev. N 1,8% 6,7% 2,0% 6,2% a) a) a)
a) not useful (different times of end of measurement)

Explanation: P/inters = value at the intersection point; t/inters time of the intersection point; P/2.max. = value
at the 2nd maximum; t/2. max = time of 2 d maximum; P/end = value of the end of measurement; Qg = total
energy released during measurement.
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Relative standard deviation at 80°C
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Fig. 4. Comparison of preconditioned and non-conditioned samples at 80'C

P [IAW/gI T = 60'C
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Fig. 5. Comparison of results at 60'C.
I = lab. A; conditioned sample; measured at 80 -+ 60'C
2 = lab. B; unconditioned sample; measured at 80 -- 60'C
3 = lab. C; unconditioned sample; measured at 80 -- 70 -- 60'C
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Table 3. Averages of measurements at T = 60'C

labs A-D, F precond. P/2d P/4d P/6d P/8d meas. time Qg
M[iW/g] [PsW/g] [lPW/g] [PW/gJ [d] [J/g]

average Y 8,73 7,85 7,61 7,77 4-12 2-10
std. dev. Y 1,48 1,44 1,50 1,79 - -

average N 7,77 7,18 6,92 6,72 4-11 1-8
std. dev. N 1,03 0,98 1,17 0,53 -

Table 4. Averages of measurements at T = 50'C

labs A-D, F precond. P/2d P/4d P/6d P/8d meas. time Qg
[PsW/g] [lPW/g] [lAW/g] [lgW/g] [d] [J/g]

average Y 2,58 2,42 2,30 6-9 1 - 2,3

std. dev. Y 0,48 0,49 0,52 - - -

average N 1,86 1,71 1,65 1,67 6-23 0,8 -.4,8

std. dev. N 0,20 0,20 0,20

Table 5. Averages of measurements at T = 40'C a)

labs A-D, F precond. P/2d P/4d P/6d P/Sd meas. time Qg

I[aW/g] [PW/g] [lgW/g] [pW/g] [d] [J/g]

average Y 0,870 0,789 0,757 6-20 0,3 - 1,0

std. dev. Y 0,085 0,108 0,110 - -

average N 0,689 0,586 0,560 1 6,5-20 0,2 - 1,0

std. dev. N 0,049 0,074 0,078 - I -

a) all values are corrected by Switch and/or baseline experiments (see fig. 1)

Discussion

After all the data were collected and analysed by comparison (see tables 2-8) and by statistical
analysis (see table 9). To find out the differences between samples with and without precon-
ditioning they were evaluated separately. It was also necessary to give details of the measu-
ring conditions (type of cell used). The details of all measurements are published in the final
report of the Round Robin Test [51. Some examples are picked out in the following tables.

The preconditioning has large effects at 80 0C only on the samples of laboratory D because the
measurements were conducted in winter with a very low humidity in the laboratory. Espe-
cially the value of the second maximum of the 800C measurement differs between conditio-
ned and unconditioned samples. In all other cases the effects of preconditioning were ne-
gligible and differ in both directions (higher and lower values can be found) from the values
of unconditioned samples.

Whereas the first maximum is quite dependent of the experimental procedure in the beginning
the following points of the 80'C curves are quite indifferent towards it. So there are big stan-
dard deviations of heat flow and time of the first maximum. The best agreement was the time
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and the value of the second maximum. This is the period where the DPA is nearly totally con-
sumed.

The second maximum indicates the maximum of N-NO-DPA content and the reduction of
DPA to a very low value. DPA reaches nearly zero after 8 days at 80'C. Comparing the mea-
surements of conditioned and unconditioned samples there is no big difference between the
two (neither in value nor in time; and the standard deviation is quite comparable) except for
the measurements in laboratory D as mentioned earlier. It is probably not useful to discuss in
detail small differences in HFC value. What can be seen is that the standard deviation of HFC
values is somewhat smaller using nonconditioned samples whereas the standard deviation of
the measuring times to reach the different points of the curve is smaller with preconditioned
samples.

Interestingly there is nearly no difference between measurements in glass or in steel (Inox)
ampoules if the other parameters like closing, degree of filling and preconditioning are
comparable.

Table 6. Details of 80'C measurements. (Average = average of all measurements of precond.
samples). Abbreviations see table 2.

Sample N' ampoule V precondition. K.F. P/1. max. t/l. max. Knick t/Knick

[ml] [%] [lW/g] [h] [IW/g] [d]

Al INOX 5 65%r.H./3 d 0,60 73,4 3,18 23,6 1,23

B6 Glass 3 65%r.H./3 d 0,62 62,0 3,08 22,8 1,07

C23 Glass 3 no n.d. 66,0 3,22 22,9 0,96

D24 Glass 3 no n.d. 62,4 0 22,0 1,46

F16 Glass 20 0%r.H. 0,20 59,0 5,02 19,7 1,34

Average 68,2 2,62 22,2 1,09

Table 6 (contd.)

Sample N1 P/L. min. t/l.mm. P/inters t/inters P/2. max. t/2. Max. P/end t/end Qg

[pW/g] [d] [;iW/g] [d] [pW/g] [d] [pW/d] [d] [J/g]

Al 22,5 1,67 86,1 3,45 - - 87,2 8,00 44,3

B6 21,0 1,75 77,3 3,49 85,6 4,08 72,5 7,94 40,1

C23 20,4 1,79 78,4 3,56 87,9 4,36 80,8 7,89 40,8

D24 20,6 1,83 60,6 3,17 67,2 3,83 54,3 6,33 41,1

F16 18,4 1,91 60,2 3,70 66,9 4,18 46,6 8,00 30,0

Average 20,4 1,74 79,4 3,56 87,2 4,13 78,3 8,83

The difference between preconditioning and no preconditioning is much bigger at 60 0C. After
6 days for example the average value differs between 7,6 jiW/g (precond.) and 6,9 PW/g (no
precond.). The increase in average value after 6 and 8 days is due to the reduced number of
samples, there is no increase in value itself. To show the slow decrease we put the values at
the end of the measurement and at one day before the end in two columns. The reduction of
the value is about 60 nW in the last 24 hours so it can be regarded as being constant enough.
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Table 7. Detailed values at 60'C.

lab. V ampoule precond. meas. P/2d P/4d P/6d P(end-ld) P/end meas. Qg
program time

[ml] [%r.H] [jiW/g] [[tW/g] [giW/g] [jiW/g] [iiW/g] [d] [J/g]

A 5 INOX 65 80 -+60 11,30 10,41 9,88 9,48 9,44 11,01 10,1

B 3 GLASS 65 80 -+60 8,48 7,37 6,87 6,12 6,04 12,21 7,75

DI 3 GLASS 69 80 -> 60 7,43 7,10 7,00 6,99 7,02 6,50 4,25

D2 3 GLASS 69 80,60,50, 5,71 5,47 - 5,79 5,47 4,00 1,81
40 -- 60

C 3 GLASS no 80 -- 70 7,56 7,21 7,21 7,21 7,31 7,02 4,46
-> 60

F 20 GLASS 0 80 - 60 4,75 4,23 3,93 3,93 3,81 7,13 2,72

average - 8,73 7,85 7,61 - - -

a) average of all preconditioned samples. precond. = %rH of preconditioning; meas. program = temperature
program; P/2d = heat flow after 2 days; P(end-ld) = heat flow one day before the end of the measurement; P/end
= heat flow at the end. See also table 2.

Interestingly laboratory D had measured the sample again at 600C after the whole temperature
program (table 7, entry D2). The HFC value has dropped down to about 4 ýLW/g, reaching a
constant level quite fast. Even the sample C (no preconditioning) that had been measured at
70'C prior to 60'C shows a lower heat flow value than the others. The time to reach a
constant niveau is also much faster. The (possible) reason for this is explained later on. The
dried sample (lab. F) shows severe differences in HFC value compared to the other samples.

The same is true for the 50 *C measurement (tables 4 and 8). Here we also find bigger
differences between the samples' preconditioning: 2,30 gsW/g (precond.) and 1,65 gtW/g (no
precond.) after 6 days. At the end the signal was constant enough for evaluation (decrease of
20-50 nW in the last 24 hours).
If the sample comes directly from 80'C to 50'C the HFC value is much higher (see entry Cl)
and the time to rach a constant level is much longer whereas if 70'C had also been measured
this time is much shorter. This shows that an exact temperature program must be kept.

Table 8. Detailed values at 50'C. Abbreviations see table 7.

lab. V ampoule precond. meas. P/2d P/4d P/6d P(end-ld) P/end meas. Qg
program time

[ml] [% r.H.] [p.W/gi [psW/g] [jtW/gl [pW/g] [jiW/g] [d] [J/g]

B 3 GLASS 65 80,60,50 2,23 2,13 2,03 2,00 1,98 7,60 1,48

F 4 GLASS 65 80,60,50 1,89 1,71 1,77 1,66 1,67 8,04 1,17

A 5 INOX no 80,60,50 1,94 1,77 1,65 1,63 1,61 8,00 1,31

CI 3 GLASS no 80,50 3,50 2,90 2,58 1,76 1,72 22,68 4,69

C2 3 GLASS no 80,70,60, 2,03 2,00 1,98 1,98 2,01 6,86 1,09
50

F 20 GLASS no 80,60,50 2,23 2,06 1,97 1,94 1,91 8,05 1,32

average 2,58 2,42 2,30

The averages of the preconditioned samples (0,76 vs. 0,56 liW/g after 6 days) at 401C (see

table 5) are still higher than those of the unconditioned ones. Nearly all measurements are
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corrected with the Switch. The baseline is never at zero but differs about 50 to 80 nW in both
directions. This is in the range of the value of the detection limit which we know from
calibration experiments we conducted in the last months [2]. They show that the ,,correct"
values can be slightly different from the observed ones. If the data evaluation is done by
Arrhenius plot these small differences can cause a change in slope and though in activation
energy and preexponential factor, especially at lower temperatures.
At the end the signal was constant enough for evaluation (decrease of 20-50 nW per day).

Statistical evaluation of data

By calculating the performance index using formula (1) the quality of the obtained data can be
checked. As the 80'C measurement does not deliver a single value (like in HPLC tests) but a
complex curve we took out the intersection point (see explanations to table 2) and looked at
the value and at the time of it. The results are divided into conditioned and unconditioned
samples.

Sc i 1 0 .0 0 0
PI = -[1 I ] (1)i=1 ci N

ci =average of laboratory; cj* = average of all laboratories; N =number of samples; s =standard deviation of all
samples

Because there is no ,,true value" for the HFC measurement we took the average of all measu-
rements (but conditioned and unconditioned separately) as c*. The I z I score is calculated
with formula (2); the average value of the unconditioned samples does not contain the 1tW
values of lab D, because they are much lower due to low humidity of the propellant (see
above). A performance index < 100 and a I z I score < 2 can be regarded as satisfactory. In fact
for both value and time of the intersection point all laboratories reach this goal.

Izl = (c, - c;) (2)
I si(2

Table 9. Performance index and I z I scores for the intersection value and time at 800C

cond. samples uncond. samples
Lab. PI value PI time I z I score I z I score PI value PI time I z I score I z I score

value time value time
A 25,57 2,00 1,47 -0,69 1,90 30,94 -1,27 -1,43
B 0,54 0,05 -0,30 0,15 0,72 1,60 0,90 0,38
C 49,10 7,12 -1,67 1,06 0,00 5,54 0,05 0,70
D 2,49 10,82 -0,38 -1,31 239,57a' 26,10 -11,63") -1,07
E 7,81 1,64 0,67 0,51 - - - -

F 0,86 4,97 0,16 0,63 0,02 4,09 0,08 -0,30

P1 = performance index; a) = value not in average

The higher performance index and I z I score of time of the intersection value of the uncondi-
tioned samples is due to some differences between early (labs A, D) and late (labs B, C)
second maximum, which is also visible in the relatively high standard deviation.
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Performance Index Round Robin Test

precond. sarnpies
200

SP1 value
non conditioned

150 sanples

1 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

50-

0.
A B C D E F

Laboratories

Fig. 6. Performance Index of heat flow at the intersection point

jz: score Round Robin Test

2

1,5

0,5

80 : C E
_- 0 ,5 " •

-1 M zlscore timie
precond, samnples, ,

-1,5 Izj score tne
non conditioned sarrples

Fig. 7. 1 z score of time of in tersection point. There is no value of non conditioned sample
from lab. E available. All laboratories fit the limit of -2 < I z I < 2, which is also true for the
heat flow at the intersection point.

Evaluation of stability of propellants

There are two possibilities of evaluation for this purpose.

The first is the calculation of service life analogously to the formula presented in the TL and
at the TTCP workshop [1]. The first step is to establish an Arrhenius plot (formula 3). The
determination of the correlation coefficient from all measurements is useful to get a feeling
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for the quality of the data . As in nearly all cases a change in slope at about 60'C occurs two
Arrhenius plots (the first with the 80/60'C values; the second with the 60/40'C values) have
to be established.
The calculation of the time of 3% energy loss according to formula (4) as always done by
WIWEB is not useful any more because there is no direct evidence between 3% energy loss
and a significant and limiting loss of v0 at this stage of decomposition. Moreover, long time
experiments show that the decomposition rate does not remain constant over this range of
energy loss (; 120 kJ/mole) [3].

-E,_

P C * e R*T (3)

Qex * 0,03
t40 0,0 (4)

P40 * 86400 * 365,25

using

P = heat flow [[iW/g] R = universal gas constant [8,31 J'Ký'moi"1]

C = preexp. factor [W/kg] t = time [years]

Ea = activation energy [kJ/mol] P40 = from (1) calculated heat flow at 40'C

T = temperature [K] Q,, = heat of explosion [4075 J/g]

The calculation of the kinetic parameters had been done by MathCad® program using every
single value (for tab. 1Oa) resp. average values of the measurements (for table lOb) at the end
(801C) or after 6 days (60/50/40'C). In the following table it can be seen that there are dif-
ferences in activation energy and pre-exponential factor between conditioned and uncon-
ditioned samples. It is also of importance that not always all values could be taken after 6 days
(some measurements had been stopped earlier; in these cases the last value has been taken).

If the values 80, 60 and 50'C are taken together, the activation energy changes a little bit (see
an example in table 10b). In the case of non conditioned samples the correlation coefficient is
even a little bit better if the 50°C measurement is integrated into the higher temperature area.

The grey marked values are not taken for the average calculation.

Table 10a. Calculation of kinetic parameters from different laboratories

Ea 80-60 pF 80-60 Ea 60-40 pF 60-40 KK 80-60 KK 60-40

sample precond.

Lab. [kJ/mole] [W/kg] [kJ/mole] [W/kg] - -
A 106 4E14 106, 4i 4 0,9994 0,9990

B 125 2E17 96 6E12 0,9994 0,9990

D 128 6E17 120 4E16 0,9995 0,9937

F 125 2E17 110 1El5 1,0000 0,9999

As a general rule it can be said that if KK > 0.999 all values can be described by the same straight line. If KK <
0.999 then a change in slope must be assumed which means there is no constant activation energy in the whole
temperature range.
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sample uncond.

A 125 2E17 104 1E14 0,9999 0,9874

B 122 8E16 105 2E14 0,9999 0,9933

C 115 7E15 112 2E15 0,9972 0,9980

D I I S 1M6 120 3IE1 0,9998 0,9999

F 121 6E16 114 5E15 0,9999 0,9987

sample dried

F 1 2 2 I8 120 miE6 0,9996 0,9987
Ea = activation energy, pF = pre-exponential factor, KK = correlation coefficient

There is a small change in slope of the Arrhenius plot at about 50-60'C. This can be found
with any gun propellant as far as we know. The ,,detection limit" of the activation energy is
about 3 kJ/mole [2] which means that these effects are real.

Arrhenius plot K 6210 - 225 samples precond.
0.1 I

P [W/kg]

0.01

I I I I

.0027 0.0028 0.0029 0.003 0.0031 0.0032 0.0033 0.0034

irr
- Regression 2

-- Regression 1

o 0 aver. values of different labs

Fig. 5. Arrhenius plot (all laboratories; conditioned samples)

The second method for evaluation of stability is to measure the time of the 2 "d minimum and
extrapolate it with the activation energy on storage temperatures of e.g. 30'C. As we know
that the shape of the curve of fresh samples is very comparable also at 70, 60, and 50'C [1]
the time of the 2nd minimum is an ,,iso-a-point" and therefore the calculation method is relia-
ble. The problem of this method is the long measuring time of fresh samples at 60'C or 50'C.
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Table 1Ob. Activation energy and preexp. factor from all measurements

sample precond. sample non cond.

temp. activation preexp. corr. activation preexp. corr.
range energy factor coeff. energy factor coeff.

[°C] [kJ/mole] [W/kg] [kJ/mole] [W/kg]

60-40 108 6E14 0,9917 112 2E15 0,9942

80-60 126 4E17 0,9995 120 5E16 0,9981

80-50 120 3E16 0,9987 120 6E16 0,9986

Arrhenius plot K 6210 all values uncond.

0.01

i- o 4 I I I I I

0.0027 0.0028 0.0029 0.003 0.0031 0.0032 0.0033 0.0034

itT

- Regression 2
- Regression I
-1 av. values

Fig. 6. Arrhenius plot (all laboratories; unconditioned samples)

Chemical analysis after measurement

To be sure of the correctness of closing of the ampoules the samples were analysed after the
HFC measurements by HPLC and/or GPC to look at the changes of the stabiliser content and
its reaction products and at the molecular mass decay under the measured conditions. The
results will be presented on the poster and in [5], which also include the total energy lost
during the measurement and the actual heat of explosion after measurement, which show a
comparable reduction.
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Conclusion

The results show a very good comparability and reproducibility leading to the conclusion that
the Round Robin Test was a success. Thus a STANAG method ,,HFC of DB ball propellants"
should be established using the HFC method described in this paper.

Very surprising was the fact that the standard deviation of all measurements at 801C was -
besides the initial effects - very low and that even the preconditioning of the propellant is not
really necessary. This is not true if the measurement is prepared and conducted in a cold
winter (then the humidity of the propellant is too low). At measuring temperatures below
80'C the preconditioning has a bigger effect, which is not fully understood. If the evaluation
of data is done by Arrhenius equation the preconditioned samples show a lower activation
energy and a lower preexponential factor making the propellant a little bit ,,less stable".

What is as well surprising is that a measurement at e.g. 60'C after the whole temperature pro-
gram shows different results than the first 60'C measurement because between both measure-
ments there are only some J/g energy difference in the propellant. That means that both mea-
surements are done nearly at the same stage of decomposition (iso-a). One explanation for
this might be that the thermal decomposition is superimposed by long lasting endothermic
evaporation and exothermic condensation or diffusion processes probably of moisture and/or
nitroglycerin. If the equilibrium is not completely established deviations of the total signal in
both directions may occur depending on the conditions of the experiment (e.g. duration of the
experiment, the measuring temperature before, the treatment and the time between two mea-
surements). A hint in this direction has been obtained by HFC testing of single base propel-
lants [4] where an equilibrium is reached within 1-2 days, which is faster than here.

The stabiliser consumption measured after HFC measurements shows that the closing of the
ampoules was good enough (mainly N-NO-DPA), because if the ampoule is not closed
correctly then dinitro- and trinitro-DPAs are dominating.

Acknowledgements. The authors want to thank all participants for their engagement and time
they spent into this project.
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Abstract

In order to standardise a test procedure and to minimise the errors, a detailed study of various

factors affecting the heat flow calorimetry (HFC) results like the moisture content of the

propellants or the loading density of the cell.

Besides those effects on HFC measurements, the correlation of HFC with stabiliser

consumption has been worked out.

The results show that HFC measurements are an easy, reproducible and sensitive method for

the determination of the slow decomposition of propellants.

Zusammenfassung

Um die Testmethode zu standardisieren und die m6glichen Felher bei der Meo3durchfihfhrung zu

minimieren, wurde eine Studie verschiedener Faktoren, die die Warmeflufokalorimetrie

beeinflussen, durchgefifhrt. Zu diesen Faktoren zahlen z.B. der Feuchtegehalt des TLP und die

Ladedichte der Mej3ampulle.

Parallel dazu wurde der Stabilisatorgehalt der Tribladungspulver untersucht und der

Stabilisatorabbau mit den Warmeflup3messungen korreliert.

Die Untersuchungen zeigen, dao3 die Warmefluo3kalorimetrie eine einfache, reproduzierbare

und sehr empfindliche Mel3methode fir die Bestimmung der langsamen Zersetzung von

Treibladungspulvern ist.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Heat Flow Calorimetry (HFC) is one of the most useful technique for assessing a service

lifetime of nitrocellulose based propellant [ 1], [2], [3 ], [4].

The fundamental principle of HFC is that all chemical or physical reactions which produce or

absorb heat are recorded during the whole measuring time.

The measurements are conducted at different temperatures between 80 and 30TC. The values of

constant heat production rates are taken for the calculation of the activation energy and the

preexponential factor according to Arrhenius kinetics.

It is important to know what chemically happens during HFC measurements of a propellant. A

previous study has already showed that the I-FC results can be correlated with stabiliser

consumption results [5].

Moreover, assuming a maximum loss of energy of the propellant that still delivers an acceptable

ballistic behaviour, it is possible to evaluate a service lifetime of the propellant [6].

However, the error in lifetime calculation depends on the correctness of the measurements of the

heat production rates.

In order to minimise the errors, a detailed study of various factors affecting the HEC results has

been undertaken.

Spherical propellants were used for this study.

We have considered the following factors.

1. the moisture of the propellant

11. the loading density of the cell.

Those 2 parameters are encountered in the real life of the propellant in the cartridges and can

affect the rate of decomposition of the propellant.

Beside those two parameters we have to consider the reproducibility of the measurements.

Measurements in three different laboratories were carried out inl order to check the reproducibility

of the results, to standardise the test procedure and hence to minimise the errors in service life

calculations [7].

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

For the purpose of this study, double base spherical propellants were used. Most of the work has

been done with the double base spherical propellant K62 10. The mean composition is 20%

Nitroglycerine, 4.5% dibutylphtalate, 0.9% diphenylamine, 0.5% potassium nitrate and the

remaining % is nitrocellulose.
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The experiments were runned in a TAM calorimeter with glass ampoules. Three different working

ampoules were used: 3 cm 3 (WIWEB and PB Clermont), 4 cm3 (SNPE) and 20 cm 3 (SNPE)

At least double measurements were recorded on each samples. The measurements were started as

soon as the samples were introduced into the microcalorimeter.

The measurements were started with a fresh sample at 80'C for at least 8 days. Then the samples

are measured at lower temperatures until they reach a constant HFC signal that is used for the

evaluation of the kinetic parameters. The measuring temperatures lie in the range between 80 and

30'C (mostly excluding 70'C).

Some measurements have been made with fresh samples at temperature below 801C in the range

between 70 and 500C.

A few measurements have also been recorded in a CALVET calorimeter with a sample vessel of

92 cm3 .

In parallel we have analysed the stabiliser products at different times of samples that had been

aged under the same conditions. The analysis of stabilisers and derivatives were performed by

HPLC.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1. Analysis of the shape of the HFC curves

In the case of double base propellants (see FIG 1), we have a certain and reproducible structure of

the curves of freshly introduced samples which can be described by

a first maximum

a first minimum

a second maximum

a second minimum

an increase of the heat flow

Combining HFC measurements with stabiliser analysis we can better understand what chemically

happens during HFC measurements.

As it can be seen on FIG 2, the DPA concentration decreases while the measurement goes on. In

the minimum only a few percent of the original of DPA remains while

N-NO-DPA is increasing rapidly reaching a maximum value at the second maximum of HFC (all

DPA has disappeared at that point). Other derivatives of DPA are also measured : 4-N-DPA, 2-

N-DPA, N-NO-2-NDPA, N-NO-4-NDPA and 2,2'DN-DPA. The three last appear mainly when

the N-NO-DPA has reached its maximum and start to decrease (TABLE 1).
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The same shape is recorded at lower temperature (e.g. 70, 60 or 50'C) when a fresh sample is

introduced (FIG 3). However as expected, the time to reach the different stages is much longer

and the heat flux much lower, but the energy release is comparable (TABLE 2). That means that the

decomposition mechanism is unchanged for all these temperatures.

TABLE 1

T DPA N-NO- 4-N- 2-N- N-NO-2- N-NO-4- 2- HFC
(d) DPA DPA DPA NDPA NDPA 2'DNDPA (gtW/g)
0 0.5 0.59 0.033 0.031 0.0027 133
1 0.29 0.76 0.038 0.038 0.0099 32

2 0.26 0.68 0.045 0.048 0.016 25.5
3 0.022 0.95 0.046 0.056 0.0324 0.0424 28.6
4 0.019 1.06 0.02 0.035 0.0476 0.0638 51

6 0.018 1.04 0.021 0.012 0.1078 0.0757 48.3
7 0.013 1.04 0.024 0.008 0.1259 0.1047 46
8 0.004 0.94 - 0.01 0.1568 0.3426 0.01 43.3
10 - 0.81 - 0.148 0.4101 0.045 N.A.

TABLE 2
T 0C 1st minimum (J/g) 2nd maximum (J/g) 2nd minimum J/

8 80 5.2 14.5 42.2
70 5.2 14.3 44.6
60 5.4 15.4 - *

(*) the second minimum is nearly reached and the value is approximately 41 J/g

P,!tW /g

80 K6210 (20% NGL)S0-'" •• •... .. •.. ..~...... •

60 I,
K5310 (26% NGL)

20

01 2 4 -, 6 Time,day

FIG 1: Heat flow calorimetry of different spherical propellants at 800C
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7.OOE-05 0.6
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4.OOE-05 0.3
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FIG 2: Heat flow calorimetry at 80TC of propellant K6210 (lot 215) combined with stabiliser
loss.

tacE-cm

TW0E-05 -T

6.0DE405 -

8A.-

4AE-05T =70*C

0 2 0 4 0 6 Y S ) 1 0 0 12 0 141 01

FIG 3: Heat flow calorimetry of propellant K6210 (lot 225) at different temperatures.
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Using a zero order reaction the heat production rate can be described by the following equation

q=A . e' DT eq. 1

At the same stage of decomposition of the reaction (same energy release) at 2 different

temperatures TI and T2 we have

tl. e -E/RT1 = t2. e -E/RT2 eq 2

and hence combining (1) and (2)

q, tl = q2 t 2  = constant eq.3

or In q = -In t +constant eq.4

On a graph we can draw the curves In q as a function of In t for the different temperatures (FIG 4).

The intersection of the various curves with a straight line of slope -1 corresponds to a same stage

of the reaction.

a.'N I I-I

0.1 1IME MAYS) 100 1000

FIG 4: Iso-stages of decomposition during HFC experiments with fresh samples at different
temperatures.

On FIG 4 you can see the results of the plot for the HFC measurement presented in

FIG 3. This shows that when you reach the same part of the HFC curve at different temperatures

you reach the same degradation point.
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From those plot one can calculate the activation energy from the plot of In q as a function of l/T.

Values between 126 and 138 kJ/mole are calculated.

Those values are in good agreement with the values calculated by Shin and al. [9]. They are also

in the same range as those calculated when we start the measurements at 80'C and continue the

measurements with the same sample at 70'C and 60'C (see table 4).

3.2. Influence of the moisture content

The propellant K6210 has been conditioned for several days at different relative humidity before

measurements. The moisture content is determined by Karl-Fisher tiration (KF).

1. drying on P2 0 5 or CaCl2 : RH = 0 % (KF = 0.02%)

2. conditioning at 65 % RH (KF = 0.65%)

3. conditioning at 80 % RH (KF = 0.85%)

The HFC results are presented on FIG 5 and the values reached at different stages of the HFC

reactions in TABLE 3.

The differences observed by HFC are confirmed by the measurement of stabiliser consumption

where the same trend is recorded ( see FIG 6 and 7). That is to say:

1. the rate of consumption of DPA decreases when the moisture content of the propellant

increases.

2. the maximum of N-NO-DPA increases with moisture in time and value.

3. the steady state reached after the second maximum increases with the moisture. This is

also true for the constant values measured at lower temperatures

When one calculates the activation energy and the preexponential factor (TABLE 4) according to

equation 5, it appears that the activation energy remains nearly constant but the preexponential

factor differs significantly leading to different service life (equation 6).

P = C * e -Ea/RT eq. 5

Qýý * 0.03

t 40 --- eq. 6
P40 * 86400 *365.25

P = heat flow (piW/g) R = universal gas constant (8.31 J. K"'.mol-)

C = preexp. factor (W/g) t time (years)

Ea = activation energy (kJ/mol) P40 = from eq 5 calculated heat flow at 40'C

T = temperature (K) Qex = heat of explosion (4075J/g)
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The value of the activation energy calculated for the 60-40*C range beeing lower that for the 80-

60'C range, the service life is calculated only for the range 60-40°C for safety reason. In addition

the activation energy calculated for the temperature range 80 to 60°C is in agreement with the

activation energy calculated from experiments with fresh samples (see above).

P.
6

W IS

150

KF = 0.85%

100

"•KF =0. 62%

50 jKF =0.33%

20 40 60 Time,hour

FIG 5: Heat flow calorimetry at 80'C of propellant K6210 at different moisture content

Table 3: Important values of HFC measurements of fig 5 for propellant K6210
MOISTURE (%) 1. Max [gtW/g] 1. Min [iW/g] 2. Max [gW/gl

0.05 164 [2.0h] 52 [20.3h] 67.8 [1.4d]
0.33 158 [2.lh] 50 [19.5h] 68.3 [1.5d]
0.62 145 [2.3h] 49 [22.2h] 91 [2.04d]
0.85 106 [2.6h] 34 [37.7h] [3.12d]

Table 4: Kinetic parameters for the fig 6
moisture content activation pre-exp, correlation SERVICE SERVICE

(KF) energy factor coefficient LIFE AT LIFE AT
(60-40) (60-40) 40 0C 300C

M) (%) (kJ/mol) /kg) (Years) (Years)

start end
0.05 0.20 98 1.1*1013 0.977 9.3 32
0.33 0.24 88 2.5"101' 0.996 7.7 23
0.62 0.61 101 4.4"1013 0.993 6.2 22
0.85 0.86 106 4.5* 1014 0.996 4.2 16

activation pre-exp. correlation
energy factor coefficient
(80-60) (80-60)

0.05 0.20 125 1.2*1017 0.999

0.33 0.24 118 1.3*10' 6  0.999

0.62 0.61 121 5.8*1016 0.998
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FIG 6: Heat flow calorimetry at 800C of K 6210 (lot 215) after various conditionnings
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FIG 7: Stabiliser consumption of K 6210 (lot 215) at 80'C
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3.3. Influence of the loading density

in order to see the ability of HFC measurements to show reproducible values within different

laboratories having different cells, we have undertaken a study of the loading density of the cells.

Indeed if one is using a larger cell, with an unknown propellant, it is interesting to know the

evolution of HFC curves in order to avoid any damages to the apparatus that may arise from a

large build up of pressure inside the cell. To reduce this risk one way is to reduce the amount of

propellant in the cell, the other way is to start at lower temperature but then the time to reach a

constant heat flow will be much longer.

An other point is to see if a different filling grade of the ampoule can lead to different results for

the sample studied.

On FIG 8 one can see the evolution of the HFC curves for different filling grades of the ampoule.

When the loading density of the ampoule is decreasing, the shapes of the HFC curves vary from

the shape described earlier to the following shape:

1. first maximum

2. first minimum

3. second sharp maximum

4. second minimum

5. increase to a nearly constant value

This last increase leads to a higher heat flux value when the loading density decreases.

The time to reach a nearly constant value increases also when the loading density decreases.

The change of the shape of the HFC curves may be due to the fact that all DPA is transformed

before oxygen has been consumed.

In order to verif~y this hypothesis, some experiments have been run with an fuill filled ampoule

where the air has been replaced by pure oxygen.

As it can be seen from FIG 9, the same shape of curve arises with an oxygen atmosphere.

When the kinetics parameters are calculated, the main difference is due to the preexponential

factor (see TABLE 5).

We can suppose that additional reactions with oxygen occur increasing the consumption rate of

the stabiliser leading to a diminution of the service life of the propellant.
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Table 5:Kinetic parameters for propellant K6210 1ot222

CELL Activation energy pre-exp. factor TIME AT 40 0C
(60-40)
(U/mol) W/Kg (Years)

FULL 97 1 *1016 6.1
HALF 94 4. *10'2 4.3

1 .40E-04

1..20E-04 50%

1.00E-04

4.00E-05

4,00.OE-05 
, 

54.O-5100% 
25%

16%
2.00E-05 

•

O.OOE+O00 
-

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

TIME (DAYS)

FIG 8: Influence of the loading density on the HFC signal at 80'C.

P,pW/g

120 O X Y G E

90

30 
N

0

12 4

FIG 9: Heat flow calorimetry of propellant K6210 (lot 215 ) under different atmospheres at 80'C
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3.4. Influence of the sealing of the ampoule

In some experiments an "abnormal" shape of the HFC curve is recorded [7][8] or some

endothermic peaks are observed (e.g. fig 2 or 9).

The "abnormal" shapes are much like the shapes observed at low loading density or when air is

replaced by oxygen. It can be concluded that those "abnormal" shape arises when the ampoule is

not firmly sealed and then air can enter.

The endothermic peaks arise only after a few days at high temperatures. During the measurement

a build up of the pressure occurs due to the degradation process of the propellant. According to

the quality of the sealing of the glass ampoule, the ampoule will hold a pressure of a few bars

before it leaks. The appearance of those endothermic peaks is thus the results of the leaks.

3.5. Comparison between two types of calorimeters

A few experiments have been run in 2 different calorimeters : TAM and CALVET (Setaram). The

comparison of the results is given on FIG 10 for lot 215.

The results obtained in the CALVET are for 46 g. of propellant in a 92 cm 3 cell and for the TAM

in a 4 cm 3 cell with 2 g. of propellant. The results obtained show a good agreement especially if

one takes into account the differences in sample size. The loading density is comparable (see

chapter 3.3).

9.00E-04

8.00E-05

6.00E-05

5.00 E-05

3.00E-05

2.00E-05

1.00E-05

0.00E0.0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 9 10

TIME (DAYS)

FIG 10: Heat flow calorimetry at 80'C of propellant K 6210 (lot 215) in different apparatus.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have discussed different parameters that have an incidence for the reliability

and reproducibility of the results.

At the start, HEC test which gives you the rate at which the reaction is going forward has to

be combined with stabiliser consumption experiments or molar mass degradation that give the

actual stage of the decomposition reaction. Then it is possible to calculate the service life of

the propellant.

It is still unknown what the service life would be if a not preaged sample is used for HFC

experiments for all the temperature lower than 80'C.

But it is impossible to do HFC measurements within an acceptable time frame with unaged

samples.

The same problem arises with stabiliser comnsumption experiments but the HFC allows to

determine the Arrhenius factors in an acceptable time frame.

In order to standardise a test procedure one has to take into account all the different

parameters.

This means that

1) the propellant has to be conditioned before measurement or the moisture content of the

propellant has to be fixed.

2) the filling of the ampoule has to be kept constant in the ampoules for all measurements

of the different samples. A completely filled ampoule is to be preferably used because it

is more close to the situation encountered in the cartridges.

3) great care must be devoted to the sealing of the measuring ampoule.

To be sure of the quality of the measurements at least duplicate experiment have to be

made.

4) special care must be paid for HFC measurements at low temperature for the calibration

of the apparatus (a more detailed investigation is presented in [10]).

As a conclusion it can be said that HFC measurements can be run with an excellent

reproducibility in different laboratories and/or vessels if the parameters like loading density,

moisture content and measuring method are fixed [7].
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1 Abstract

The synthesis of hydrazine azide is reported. Physical and chemical characterization was done

by IR-, Raman-, mass-, NMR- and X-ray spectroscopy comparing and completing well known

datas of this compound. In addition we determined the purity and thermal stability with TG,

DTA, DSC and calorimetry. With a drop hammer, friction device, steel tube and an electric

discharge device we tested the explosive properties.

By the time we could produce new derivatives (alkyl-, aryl-) of this very potent molecule in an

aspiration to fit the thermal and explosive properties of this class of compounds.

2 Introduction

Hydrazine azide N2H5N3 is since 1891 a well known compound and was first prepared by

professor THEODOR CURTIUS by adding hydrazine hydrate to an aqueous solution of

hydrogen azide'll. In the following years many scientists could improve the synthesis and

puritytb'€'cadl, but only J.H. KOCH could prepare in 1959 a 1,1-dimethylhydrazine azide, the

only known derivative of this inorganic azide till todayto. But he could not purify and

characterise this new compound. In the same time a few studies on the explosive properties of

hydrazine azide were donel'•. Hydrazine azide was tested as an explosive, gun and rocket

propellant showing good efficiencies. In later times many data about IR-, NMR-, mass- and X-

ray spectrometry were collected. In this context the present study is a summery of all known
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data on hydrazine azide and is the starting point of a systematic evolution of the potentials of

this substance class.

3. Hydrazine Azide: Synthesis and physical chemical characterization

3.1 Synthesis

Hydrazine azide was synthesized by blowing gaseous hydrogen azide, made from stearic acid

and sodium azide at 130 'C (1), in an ice-salt-cooled ethanolic solution of hydrazine hydrate

(2). The crude ionic colourless salt can be recrystalized in absolute methanol getting crystals

with a melting point of 72 'C.

CH 3(CH 2) 16COOH + NaN 3  130-16°*Cb CH 3(CH 2 ) 16COONa + HN 3  (1)

EtOH . H\ +/H + -HN3  + N2H5 -HN=N÷:N + H20
-5C H V11H N N +12 2

H

3.2 Infrared spectrum

Figure 1 shows the infrared spectrum of hydrazine azide. The typical bands from deformation

and stretching vibration of the functional groups are in good agreement with earlier
publicationsI,]

da k dazick 2034

1595 1501 952

645

Figure 1: Infrared spectrum of hydrazine azide (wavenumbers/absorbance)
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Figure 3: 
14

N-NMR- and '
5
N-NMR-spectrum of hydrazine azide.

3.6 X-Ray diffraction investigations

The structure of hydrazine azide (N5H5 ) was investigated by means of x-ray diffraction.

Investigations at various temperatures were carried out using a x-ray diffiractometer. Due to

the hygroscopic nature of hydrazine azide, the specimens were preserved in an exsiccator.

12000 0,dr441032N5 OS50 6e'R. In trockenerLo f
HyOrtfl•nl N5 135 S1 Rt. In tDenrLuft -feak0talgamn-

'2000-ROE ,N '

Moooo

Wooo

2040000 -
IL

6000

4000

zoooo2: 75 azn Iid !N

4MOO

2000 

J

25.00 30.00 35.M0 40.00 . 45.00T-o thet

Figure 4: X-Ray diffraction diagramme of hydrazine azide at room temperature with a
peak-diagramme of the JCPDS-Database (literature values for comparison).
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X-ray diffiraction measurement of hydrazine azide taken at room temperature showed no

agreement with the structural data of the literature (Figure 4). Phase transition of hydrazine

azide were observed at higher temperatures. Further investigations are necessary to clasify this

phenomena.

3.7 DTA-TGA, DSC and HFC

As indicated by the TGA-DTA curves in figure 5, hydrazine azides exhibits a very unsharp

melting point at 72 'C. The peaks are interpreted as follows: The first peak at 4,7 'C

corresponds to the melting point of residual water., the next two peaks are due to the crystal

structure transformations, followed by the melting of the substance. In the first TGA-DTA

measurement, carried out some weeks before, the solid state transformation was not observed,

and the melting point was found at a considerably higher temperature. In the meantime the

sample was stored in an open pan in an exsiccator. Taking into consideration the different

values of the melting points in the literature (up to 80 'C), it can be assumed that the substance

reacts during storage in air. It is often be observed that crystal transformations are hindered in

the pure compound.

Mosse. DTA/uU
59 130

-58 •100

-50

70

-100g 
TG

40

10
-280-

0

- 2 5 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . ...... . . . .. . .
.' 

- 2 0

20 70 120 179 220 2T1
Temperatur/oC

Figure 5: TGA-DTA diagramm of hydrazine azide (heating rate: 5 °C/min).
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Figure 6 shows the heating of hydrazine azide in a pierced aluminium tube meassured by DSC.

The peaks before the melting point (65.9 'C) could not be identified. The DSC-diagramm in

figure 6 makes clearly, that hydrazine azide which was stored in an exsiccator, shows a

different as one would expect from the TGA experiment. In the cooling curve the whole

exothermic changes are shifted to lower temperatures.

DSC hW/mg

1.6
elm ,Peak : 50. 9"C

1 
Peak1iache :219.9 Jig

1.4j

1.2

1.0

0.8

Peak :15.6"C

0.6 Poo"kfikhe :13.53 J/g

0.4 Peak :4. 7 C /
Peaktladhe :1.828 JI2g

0.2-

-0-0 0 4b 60 so

Twmlwft~r rC

Figure 6: DSC of hydrazine (heating rate: 5 °C/min).

To check the ability of chemical decomposition, three samples were meassured by heat flow

calorimetry (I-IFC)'Pl at constant temperature of 60 *C. The first tube (4 mL) was filled with

hydrazine azide under normal conditions. To exclude the interaction with oxygen and water,

hydrazine azide was filled in the second tube (4 ml) under argon. The corresponding

thermogramm shows a similar effect at the beginning as observed under normal condition. To

give an evidence, that the reaction may be influenced by the free volume in the tube, a third

sample of hydrazine azide was filled in a larger tube (20 ml). The reaction starts slower and is

not competed before eight days. But the area under the curve (= lost energy of an exothermic

process) after more than one week is nearly the same as for the specime 1,2 and 3. This may

point to an impurity of hydrazine azide. Further investigations are necessary.
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Figure 7: Heat flow calorimetry of hydrazine azide (storage temperatur: 60'C).

3.8 Impact-, friction-, electrostatic- and thermal sensitivity

Using BAM drop hammer and friction devices for the determination of the impact and friction

sensitivity Io , it was shown that hydrazine azide has an impact sensitivity at about 40 Nm

which is not very sensitive. The friction sensitivity of the pure crystalyzed material was found

to be at 80 N. For the determination of the electrostatic sensitivity[o] the material (approx. 25

mm 3) was subjected to an electric discharge of 32 Joule. No reaction accured in a series often

tests. The electrostatic sensitivity is very low.

The sensitivity to a thermal stimulus[°] was determined by means of Koehnen test. The

investigations were done with orifice plates of 2 and 6 mm. Tests with the 6 mm plates showed

no reaction where as with the 2mm orifice plate the steel tube was fragmented into a lot of

small pieces (Figure 8).
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Hydraziniumazid I
Stahihillse 2mm

Auftrags-Nr.: 97/X0738/50001-005

Figure 8: Steel tube after heating hydrazine azide with an orifice plate diameter of 2 mm

4. New derivatives of hydrazine azide: Synthesis and physical chemical characterization

The equations (3) and (4) show the general chemical reaction to produce new derivatives of

hydrazine azides.

CH 3(CH 2) 16COOH + NaN 3  13°-160°C, CH 3(CH 2)16COONa + HN 3  (3)

R1 R RI_ +/R

HN3 + - -/2 solvent +-N=N+:N 4

IN3 +-N N -N ,,, H = : (4)
HN N\R3 T lci HN , H

R3
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Table 1 gives a survey on the new derivatives of hydrazine azide with reaction conditions and

the physical chemical analysis. We will report on the characterization of these new compounds

shortly.

Substance name Conditions Physical chemical characterization

Monomethylhydrazine azide T = 0 °C m.p.; element analysis; IRM Raman;

R2 = -CH3  solvent = THF NMR: ill, 1
3C, 14N, 15N.

1, 1-Dimethylhydrazine azide T = -25 °C m.p.; element analysis; IR; Raman;

RW = -CH3; R3 = -CH 3  solvent = CH 2C12  NMR: 1H, '3C, 14N, '5N; X-ray.

Phenylhydrazine azide T =RT m.p.; MR Raman;

R' = C6H5- solvent = Et2 0 NMR: IH, 3
c, 1

4
N, 15N.

Acetylhydrazine azide T = RT IR; NMR: IIH 1
3
C.

R'= CH3CO- solvent = i-prop.

Table 1: New derivatives of hydrazine azide with reaction conditions and physical chemical characterization.

5. Conclusion

Energetic materials, designed by the elements of N and H are of general interest.

The observed properties of hydrazine azide pertaining to its chemical variability, the explosive

character and the thermochemical behaviourr can not be chraracterized in all details. Of

particular interest is the question, as through new derivatives of hydrazine azide, its properties

may be influenced. 'Further investigations will follow.
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BEIJRTEILIJNG DER VERSPRODIJNGSNEIGIINC. VON TLP MIT HILFE
DES SCHLAGSCHERVERSUCHS

Burkhard Nicklas

WIWEB Auf3enstelle Swisttal
Grol3es Cent

53913 Swisttal

ABSTRACT

A new test method was develloped to measure the transition to brittle behaviour of gun propel-

lants. The test method is called impact shear test. With this test it is possible to measure the work

necessary to shear a gun propellant grain with high shearing velocity as a function of temperature.

A pendulum for measuring the izod impact strength was reconstructed with a new specimen hol-

der for propellant grains (instead of the original clamping system ) and a new striking edge. The

striking edge hits the grain 0. 1 mm above the specimen holder. A first test series shows, the im-

pact shear test is a good method to determine the temperature region where the gun propellant

becomes brittle.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Um Aussagen uber das Verspr6dungsverhalten von TLP-K6rnern machen zu konnen, wurde eine

neue Prifmethode entwickelt, die es erm6glicht einzelne TLP K6rner mit hoher Verformungsge-

schwindigkeit zu untersuchen: der Schlagschertest. Die Versuchseinrichtung gestattet es (in Ab-

hangigkeit von der Temperatur), die Arbeit zu messen, die notwendig ist um ein TLP Korn abzu-

scheren. Dazu wurde ein vorhandenes Pendel mit einer neuen Probenaufnahme und einem neuen

Pendelarm ausgestattet. Der Einbau erfolgte so, daB die Hammerscheide 0,1 mm oberhalb der

Probenhalterung auf die Probe trifft. Erste Versuche zeigen, daB dieses Verfahren geeignet ist,

den Temperaturbereich zu bestimmen, bei dem ein TLP verspr6det.

1. EINLEITUNG

Beim Abbrand in einem fur die sich bildenden Gase geschlossenen System, wie es in einem Waf-

fenrohr vorliegt, werden die TLP-K6rner durch den Gasdruck sehr stark mechanisch belastet.

Neben einem grol3en hydrostatischen Druck belasten auch Druckwellen das TLP, z. B. eine K6r-

nerdruckwelle, die das TLP am GeschoBboden komprimiert. Die TLP-K6rner werden mechanisch

verformt, wenn sie eine gewisse Duktilitat aufweisen. Ist die Duktilitat zu gering, tritt im Extrem-
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fall der Sprodbruch ohne Verformung auf. Dabei wird Oberfliache ffir den Abbrand neu geschaf-

fen; dies mui3 soweit wie moglich vermieden werden. Daraus folgt, TLP Komer muissen eine ge-

wvisse Duk-tilitat aufiweisen und zwar bei realen sehr grof~en Belastungsgeschwindigkeiten.

Werkstoflpruffgerifte, die mit relativ hohen Verf'ormungsgeschwindigkeiten arbeiten (auf~er Zug-

pruffgerate), sind spezielle Druckpruifinaschinen (1) Pendelschlagwerke und jede Art von Failge-

ruisten (2). Wegen der vertretbaren Anschaffiingskosten und der leichteren Handhabbarkeit wurde

flir diese Untersuchungen an TLP das Schlagpendel gewdhit. Mit einem speziellen Umnbau, der im

Hause vorgenommen wurde, ist es nun moglich, ULP uber einen grof~en Temperaturbereich im

Scblagscherversuch zu testen.

Da Treibladungspulverlose immer aus mebreren Ansatzen bestehen, muf3 bei der Messung an Emn-

zelkomem immer mit einem rel. groBen Streuband gerechnet werden. IFur iese Untersuchung

wurden pro Temperatur immer 5 Korner gemessen.

2. KONSTRUKTION DER VERSUCHSAPPARATUR

Fur die Durchfiihrung der Tests wurde emn vorhandenes 50 J Pendelschlagwerk umgebaut, d.h.

mit einer neuen Probenhalterung und einem neuen Pendeihammer versehen. Das 50 J Pendel-

schlagwerk besitzt die notwendige Steifigkeit fur Versuche dieser Art. Abbildung I zeigt die we-

sentlichen Teile des Pendelschlagwerks. Die Probenhalterung besteht aus einem Grundgestell und

einer Probenaufhahme. Das Grundgestell (aus Stahl) wird auf demn Aufspanntisch des Pendel-

schlagwerks aufgeschraubt. Es enthalt eine Bohrung zur Aufname der eigentlichen Probenhalte-

rung, einem Messingzylinder mit zentraler Bohrung ffir dlas TLP Kom. Dieser Messingzylinder

wird mittemperiert und trAgt somit dazu bei, das dlas TLP Korn die Temperatur der Vortemperie-

rung bis zur Abscherung hilt. Durch eine Schraube im Boden der Bohrung im Grundgestell kann

eingestellt werden, wie tief die Probenaufnahme in diese Bohrung abgesenkt werden. Damit wAird

die Hohendifferenz zwischen Oberkante Probenhalterung und Hamnierschneide eingestellt ( z. B.

mit einer Fuhierlebre). Die Hammerschneide wurde ebenfalls neu gestaltet. Dort, wo der vorderen

Teif des Pendeihammers auf die Probe triffi wurde emn Hartmetalleinsatz. mit definierter Auftreff-

flache eingeffigt.

Die Auftreffgeschwindigkeit des Hammers auf der Probe betragt 3,9 m/s. Gemessen wird die Ar-

beit, die benotigt wird, urn das TLP Korn abzuscheren.. Die Ermittlung der Schlagarbeit erfolgt

mit der vorhandenen Mef3- und Auswerteeinheit. Da dlas Pendelschlagwerk mit den Umbauten
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noch nicht kalibriert wurde, ist in den Diagranimen als Einheit [xx] anstelle von nil/mm 2 angege-

ben. Die Bestinimung der Versprodungstemperatur erfolgt als Schnittpunkt der Geraden durch die

Mef3werte bei tiefen bzw. hoben Temperaturen analog zu dem Verfahren f~ir Scblagbiegeversuche

an FTS in der entsprechenden TL (1). Von einer Versprbdungstemperatur kann allerdings nur

gesprochen werden, wenn die Schlagzalhgkeit bei tiefen Temperaturen kleine Werte annimmt.
Zum Vergleich wurden auch Messungen mnit der Dynamnisch Mechanischen Analyse (DMA) ge-

macbt.Die Durcbfifihrung und Auswert der DMA erfolgte nach STANAG 4540 (2). Die Glas-

uibergangstemperatur wird als Maximnum der Verlustmodul (E-) - Temperatur - Kurve ermnittelt

3.VORVERSUCBE

AMs erstes wurde untersucht, wie sich die Ho6he des Auftreffpunktes der Harmmerscbeide auf die

Probe oberhalb der Probenaufliabme auswirkt. Wird die Probe nicht direkt oberhalb der Proben-

aufliabme getroffen, so kann aul~er Scherung auch noch Biegung aufireten. Nachstehendle Skizze

zeigt schemnatisch das Aussehen der Komer nach demn Versuch, links ist noch Biegung vor dem

Bruch beteiligt, wiffirend rechts das Korn glatt abgeschert wurde. Abb. 2 zeigt die ermittelten

Mel3werte.

Skizze 1 : Schematische Darstellung eines TLP Koms nach dem Bruch

Kom bei 1,5 mm freier Ho6he Korm bei 0, 1 mm freier Hohe

Da bei grol3eren freien Hohen zusatzlich zur Scherung auch Biegung auftritt, wurden alle weiteren

Versuche mnit 0, 1 mm freier Hohe durchgefiffhrt.

Um einen Vergleich der Mef3ergebnisse mit denen anderer Mel3methoden zu erhalten, wurde an-

schliel~end eine Untersuchung mit Proben (0 8 mmn) aus doppelbasigem FTS durchgefifhrt. Die

Messungen konnen dann mit Ergebnissen aus Schlagbiegeversuchen und DMA am gleichen Ma-

terial verglichen werden. Die Ergebnisse sind in den Abb. 3 und Abb. 4 dargestellt. Die ermittelten

Kennwerte lauten: Glasuibergangstemperatur (DMA) T, = 238 K; Versprodungstemperatur

(Schlagbiege ) TL = 242 K und Versprodungstemperatur (Schlagscher ) T, = 234 K Die ermnittel-

ten Werte tnit drei unterschiedlichen Verfahren liegen innerhalb, von 8 K, emn recht gutes Ergebnis.
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4. TESTERGEBNISSE AN TLP UND VERGLEICH- MIT DMA MESSUNGEN

Urn cinen Anhaltspunkt zu haben, ob die Messungen zumn richtigen Temperaturbereich fifhren,

wurde die Versprodungstemperatur mit der Glasuibergangstemperatur aus DMA - Messungen

verglichen.

Ads erstes TLP wurde cmn dreibasiges Pulver untersucht. Abb. 5 zeigt die entsprechenden Dia-

gramme. Versprodungstemperatur (242 K) und Glasuibergangstemperatur (243 K) liegen sehr

nahe beisammen, jedoch zeigen auch die rel. grol3en MeBwertstreuungen, daB diese sehr gute

U0bereinstimmung nicht bei jeder Messung erwartet werden kann.

Ads zweites wurde emn zweibasiges Pulver untersucht (Abb. 6). Die U0bereinstimmung zwischen

Glasubergangstemperatur (248 K) und Versprodungstemperatur (238 K) ist zwar nicht so gut wie

bei den Messungen am dreibasisen TLP, jedoch ist auch hier die Tatsache zu berucksichtigen, daB

es sich urn Messungen am Einzelkorn bandelt. Mit 238 K beim zweibasigen TLP liegt der Wert

der Versprodungstemperatur gegenuber 242 K am dreibasigen TLP im erwarteten Bereich.

Das einbasige TLP zeigt erwartungsgemaB keine Versprodungsneigung. Selbst bei 2 10 K liegt der

Mitteiwert der Schlagzahigkeit noch uber 50 MJ/MM 2.

Abschlief3end noch die Ergebnisse von Untersuchungen an zwei Versuchs-TLP, die mit TLP A

(Abb. 7) und TLP B (Abb. 8) bezeichnet wurden. Die ermittelten Temperaturwerte fair Glasuber-

gang bzw. Versprodung liegen innerhaib von 10 K, wobei besonders bei der DMA zu erkennen

ist, dal3 durch Tiberlagerung der Effekte der Einzelkomponenten eines TLP oft die Bestimmung

eines Maximums in der E' I-- Kurve sehr schwierig ist. Die Ergebnisse des Schlagscherversuchs

sind in diesemn Fall eindeutiger.

(1) Robert I. Lieb, Mechanical Response and Morphological Charakterization of Gun Propellant,

ARL-TR-1205, 1996

(2). R.C.Warren, Dynamic Mechanical and Fracture Properties of Some Double And Triple Base

Gun Propellants, MRL-TR-93-40 Report, 1994

(3) TL 1376- 0701 Arbeitsvorschrift 2.7, Bestimmung des Versprodungsverhaltens von Fest-

treibstoffen im Schlagbiegeversuch

(4) STANAG 4540, Explosives, Procedures for Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA) and De-

termination of Glass Transition Temperature
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Prif vorrichtung f Or Schtagschei-versuche

Pendeistange

Probeufnhm

Probenaufnahme

StUtzbock Aufspanntisch

Abb. I Skizze des Versuchsaufbaus
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BDNPA/F AS ENERGETIC PLASTICIZER IN PROPELLANT

FORMULATIONS

G.M.Gore, R.G. Bhatewara, K.R. Tipare, N.M. Walunj,V.K.Bhat

High Energy Materials Research Laboratory, Pashan, Sutarwadi,

Pune, India 411021

ABSTRACT

A study on energetic plasticisers have been carried out for their use as a

desensitiser for nitroglycerine(NG) in the propellant formulations. Two reported

nitroplasticisers bis (2,2 dinitropropyl ) acetal (BDNPA) and bis (2,2 dinitropropyl ) formal

(BDNPF) were synthesised using oxidative nitration route for converting nitroethane to

gem-dinitroethane. The compounds were characterised using IR and NMR techniques. Impact

and friction sensitivity data generated with mixed plasticisers showed desensitisation of

nitroglycerine on incorporation of these plasticisers. Propellant processed using these

plasticizers in double-base (DB) and composite modified double-base (CMDB) formulations

gave improved energetics and bum-rate as compared to propellant containing inert plasticiser

such as diethyl phthalate (DEP). BDNPA and BDNPF gave better mechanical and thermal

properties in combination, rather than when used singly. Plasticiser viscosity however was

found to be higher than DEP, and thus lowered solid loading capability in CMDB propellant.

BDNPA and BDNPF thus appear to be promising candidates for high energy, minimum

smoke propellant formulations

INTRODUCTION

Plasticizers have an important role in rocket propellant development because of

their potential to modify the propellant characteristics particularly mechanical properties

and energetics. Plasticizers having energetic groups in their molecular structure

enhance propellant performance. Research work is being conducted on compounds with

nitro, nitroso, fluro, fiuronitro, azido or fluroamino groups for application in propellant

field as energetic polymers and plasticizers' -.. However, nitroglycerine (NG) is one of the

earliest energetic plasticizer and is still being used on large scale in double base (DB),

composite modified double base (CMDB) and elastomer modified double base (EMCDB)
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propellants. But hazardous nature of NG dose not permit its use as such during propellant

processing. For handling NG, its desensitization is necessary and is conventionally done by

mixing NG with inert plasticizers such as diethyl phthalate (DEP), triacetine (TA) etc.

However, incorporation of these inert plasticizers adversely affect the propellant energetics.

Search for insensitive but energetic plasticizers led to synthesis and characterization of

nitroplasticizers such as Bis (2,2 dinitropropyl) formal (BDNPF) and acetal (BDNPA)4. Most

of the data on the propellant compositions using these nitroplasticizers and their performance

are available in patent form5 and very few results of studies on desensitizing effect with NG

and propellant performance characteristics are available in open literature. In the present

study these plasticizers have been synthesized, characterized and used in DB and CMDB

propellant formulations in combination with NG. Data on propellant parameters using mixed

plasticizer are also included in the paper.

EXPERIMENTAL

I.Synthesis of plasticizers:

Energetic plasticisers BDNPA and BDNPF were synthesized following the

reported6'7 methods involving oxidative nitration of nitroethane (EtNO2) with aqueous

NaOH-NaNO 2-AgNO 3 and its condensation with aqueous HCHO to get 2,2

dinitropropanol. Condensation of this compound with paraformaldehyde in H2SO4  and para

acetaldehyde in BF 3 etherate gave BDNPF and BDNPA respectively. The overall

sequence of reaction involved is shown in fig-1. The plasticisers were prepared on

laboratory scale and characterized by IR, 1HNMR and elemental analysis. FTIR, Perkin-

Elmer model 1605 and Bruker 90MHz were used for IR and NMR respectively. IR spectra of

liquid compounds were recorded by smear method where as NMR were recorded using

CDCI3 as a solvent with tetra methyl silane(TMS) as an internal standard.

Thermal decomposition and sensitivity properties were determined for these

nitrocompounds seperately and for mixed plasticizer before using in the propellant

formulations. Thermal decomposition pattern were determined in air and recorded using

locally fabricated Micro DTA apparatus. Heating rate and sample size were maintained at 100

C /min and 10 mg respectively in all the DTA experiments. Friction and impact sensitivity

were determined using Julies peter apparatus and fall hammer method.

2. Propellant Processing:

Ingredients used in propellant formulations are nitrocellulose (12.2% nitrogen content)

in dense spheroidal form of 25-45 micron size, nitroglycerine desensitized(DNG) with
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insensitive plasticizers such as diethyl phthalate(DEP) or nitroplasticizer(BDNPA/F),

ammonium perchlorate (AP) of 8-11 micron size, and minor amounts of stabilisers, curing

agents and curing catalysts. All the solid ingredients are dried to moisture level of less than

0.5% before processing. Desensitized nitroglycerine(DNG) is deaerated under vacuum for half

an hour at 10amm of mercury before using. Non energetic plasticizer DEP, curing agent toluene

diisocyanate(TDI), stabiliser 2-nitro diphenyl amine(2-NDPA) and curing catalyst ferric acetyl

acetonate(FAA) are procured from trade and are used as such. Propellant processing was done

by slurry cast process' in 1 kg batch size by mixing all ingredients in DNG and casting in

aluminium moulds. The slurry was evacuated for 1/2 hour at less than 10 mm of mercury

before curing in oven at 600 C for minimum 3 days. Propellant slabs were processed both in

DB and CMDB formulations.

Cured propellant samples were cut to generate data on mechanical properties, thermal

stability, burn rates, cal-val, etc. and propellant energetics were calculated by thermochemical

calculations using NASA -273 programme9 . Propellant mechanical properties were

determined using universal test machine (INSTRON) on tensile samples as per ASTM

standard. Heat test was conducted at 160°F as per BS standard. Burning rate was

determined by burning 6.0 mm strands in an indigenously built up equipment using acoustic

signal for determining burn time. Cal-Val was determined using Julius Peter calorimetric

bomb at 0.01 g/cc loading.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1.Plasticizer characterisation:

IR traces of BDNPF and BDNPA are given in fig 3 where as NMR traces are

given in Fig-4 & 5 respectively.

The IR spectrum of BDNPF and BDNPA showed the characteristic peaks of gem-

dinitro group frequencies'at 1576 cm" (asymmetric C-N02 stretching) and 1328 cm"

(symmetric C-N02 stretching) as well as at 1142 cm" and 1018 cm" for >C-O-C< ether

linkage.

'-HNMR for BDNPF gives peaks for three different types of protons at 2.2 5 (6H

singlet), 4.2 8 (4H singlet), 4.8 8 (2H singlet), whereas for BDNPA peaks are observed

at 2.1 6 (6H singlet), 1.38 (3H doublet), 4.2 8 (4H singlet), 4.8 8 (IH quarterlet).
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Fig-2 shows the DTA decomposition pattern for BDNPA and BDNPF. Both the

plasticizers show exothermic decomposition with a peak at around 248-2500 C indicating the

energetic nature of the plasticizers.

2. Plasticizer Parameters:

The plasticizer and propellant formulations taken up in the present study are given in

Table - I and 2 . The comparative physical properties and plasticizer parameters affecting the

propellant performance are given in Table -3 and 4 respectively for these plasticizers. As

compared to energetic plasticizer NG, these nitro-plasticizer are stable as seen from the data in

table-3. Boiling points have been reported at pressures of 0.01 mm for BDNPA/F at around

150'C whereas NG decomposes on heating. Both BDNPF and BDNPA have higher melting

points as compared to DEP and NG while 1:1 mixture of BDNPA and BDNPF exhibit lower

melting point and can be used as a liquid plasticizer in this combination.. Density values of

BDNPA/F are higher than DEP which is an added advantage. However higher viscosity values

as compared to DEP, affect the solid loading capability of these nitroplasticizers in propellant

formulations. The pararmeters affecting propellant performance such as heat of formation(H),

cal-val, Oxygen balance(O.B.) are given in Table -4. Cal-val and O.B.of nitroplasticizer and

nitroplasticizer-NG combinations are either positive or less negative respectively as compared

to NG-DEP combination indicating the energetic nature of mixed plasticizer. On the contrary

sensitivity values are comparable with the mixture of NG- DEP making the NG-BDNPA/F

highly attractive energetic plasticizer and an alternative to the inert NG-DEP combination.

3. Propellant performance:

Preliminary studies on processing and curing using nitroplasticizer was done using NG-

BDNPF combination as a plasticizer in a DB formulation. Data generated on mechanical

properties and stability as seen from the Table-4 and 5 indicate comparable values both in

mechanical properties and thermal stability results as compared to composition containing

DEP. Increase in energetics were found to be substantial as seen from cal-val and specific

impulse(Isp) data in table-6. Cal-val increased by 20-30% where as Isp increased by 10%.

BDNPF when used singly as NG-BDNPF plasticizer in filled propellant formulations of

CMDB showed decrease in mechanical properties and further studies were conducted using

eutectic combination of BDNPA/F as NG-BDNPA/F plasticizer in CMDB formulations. In

this case comparable mechanical properties were obtained to NG-DEP formulations. Increase

in cal-val and Isp were seen to be as obtained in case of DB formulations( 30% & 10%
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respectively) indicating the advantage of these nitroplasticizer combinations in CMiDB

propellant. Thermal stability as indicated by the heat test results show comparable values with

the NG-DEP composition indicating no adverse effect of nitroplasticizers in CMDB

propellant. Burn rate results showed in table-5 indicate a remarkable increase upto 40% in

bum-rate in the pressure range of 50 - 100 kg/cm 2 and further studies on combustion aspect

may be necessary to understand this increase in bum-rate.

CONCLUSIONS

BDNPA/F combination appears to be promising energetic plasticizer in propellant

formulations. The preliminary study conducted with thermal stability and processability of

propellant compositions showed no adverse effect as compared to inert plasticizer such as

DEP. BDNPA/F may thus find application in high bum-rate, energetic low solid loaded

propellant formulations.
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NG

DEP

BDNPF

BDNPA

NG-DEP

NG/BDNPF

NG/BDNPA/F

Note: mixed plasticizers contain 78% NG and 2% 2-NDPA

Table 1- List of plasticizers and their combinations

Sr. Propellant Composition
No. Class DNC NG DEP BDNPF BDNPF/A 2-NDPA AP TDI

1. DB 50 39 10 1 0.5
(control)

2. DB 50 39 10 1 0.5
(BDNPF)

3. DB 50 39 10 1 0.5
(BDNPA/F)

4. CMDB 40 31.2 8 0.8 20 0.5
(Control)

5. CMDB 40 31.2 8 0.8 20 0.5
(BDNPF)

6. CMDB 40 31.2 8 0.8 20 0.5
(BDNPNF)

Table 2- Propellant compositions
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Sr. Plasticizer B.P. M.P. Density Viscosity
No. at at

270 C 270 C
0 C o C g/cc cps

1. NG Decomposes 2.2 &13.2 1.59 -

2. DEP 298 -40 1.12 28

3. BDNPF 149/0.01 mm Hg 31 1.41 -

4. BDNPA 150/0.01 mm Hg 33-35 1.36 -

5. BDNPNF 150/0.01 mm Hg -18 1.39 250

Table 3 - Physical properties of plasticizers

Sr. Plasticizer - Hf Cal-Val Oxy-Bal Sensitivity
No. cal/g callg % Impact Friction

cm >kg

1 NG 392 1785 +3.5 1 36

2 DEP 806 -1765 -194 170 36

3 BDNPF 457 700 -51 170 36

4. BDNPA 484 700 -63 170 36

5. NG-DEP 464 1003 -39 90 36

6. NG-BDNPNF 395 1496 -11 85 36

Table 4 - Plasticizer parameters affecting propellant performance
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ABSTRACT

Automatic headspace sampling in conjunction with capillary gas
chromatography employing a dual-column switching system
coupled to a mass spectrometer has been investigated as a means
of identifying gases evolved from energetic materials and of
monitoring their evolution as a function of time. Four of the
principal gases arising from nitrate ester propellant degradation
during accelerated aging (CO, C02, N2 0 and N2 ) can be successfully

separated using this approach and the sensitivity of the detection
system allows gas monitoring to be carried out at temperatures
close to ambient. Evolution rates of individual gases can
therefore be determined over a wide range of aging temperatures.
An example of the application of the system is presented.

INTRODUCTION

Gas chromatography has been extensively used14 to separate and
detect permanent gases evolved from propellants and other
energetic materials during natural and accelerated aging. Such
investigations can help in understanding the decomposition
mechanisms of a range of established and novel energetic
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materials and are of particular value in the study of double base
rocket propellants which are susceptible to gas cracking.

Various types of gas sampling equipment have been used but in
most cases the energetic material is held in an evacuated vessel
with the gases being sampled periodically and injected onto the

GC. Separation has been achieved with a single packed column
using temperature programming 3 or with a system involving two
packed columns in series 2 maintained at widely different

temperatures. The gases have been detected using either a
thermal conductivity detector (TCD) or by mass spectrometry.

Recently the use of headspace sampling gas chromatography for
analysing gases evolved from solid propellants aged in air has
been reporteds. In this study a number of identical propellant
samples were held in standard crimp top glass vials under normal
atmospheric conditions and the vials were sampled in turn after
increasing aging periods using a headspace autosampler.
Separation of gases was achieved by column switching using two

capillary columns and detection was by TCD. As part of a
continuing investigation into the aging properties of energetic
materials we have sought to extend this approach by using
narrower bore columns to improve chromatographic separation
and by interfacing the GC to a mass spectrometer to give greater
sensitivity.

EXPERIMENTAL

Apparatus

Analyses were performed using a Dani 3950 HSS automatic
headspace sampler interfaced to a Fisons MD800 gas
chromatograph - mass spectrometer running under Masslab
software. A Chrompack PoraPLOT Q fused silica porous layer open
tubular (PLOT) column (30 m long x 0.32 mm internal diameter x
10 lim film thickness) and a Chrompack Molsieve 5 A fused silica
PLOT column (25 m long x 0.32 mm internal diameter x 30 jim film

thickness) were installed in series on the GC. Column switching
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was achieved by means of a Valco EH4N10WE 10-port valve and
attempts were made to reduce pressure fluctuations during
switching by incorporating a J&W DB1 restrictor (15 m long x
0.32 mm internal diameter x 1 gim film thickness) in line with the
PoraPLOT Q column when the latter was used alone. A deactivated
fused silica column (15 m long x 0.32 mm internal diameter) was

used as a transfer line to connect the outlet of the 10-port valve
to the mass spectrometer. Samples were injected onto the GC
using a split-splitless injector held at 2500C and the carrier gas
was helium.

Procedure

Column switching was set up to achieve baseline separation of
CO, C02, N20 and N2. These gases could be successfully separated
from 02 although it was found that the latter co-elutes with

argon (Ar) if that gas is also present.

Initially the system was configured to allow the injected gas
sample to pass first through the PoraPLOT Q column (column 1)
and then through the Molsieve 5A column (column 2). This
configuration (valve Position A) is shown schematically in Figure
1 (where P1 and P2 are the carrier gas pressures in the two parts
of the system) and was maintained until the co-eluting N2 /CO/0 2

had passed onto the Molsieve 5A column. The valve was then
switched so that the remaining gas sample flowed through the
PoraPLOT Q column (column 1) and the restrictor only (Position B,
Figure 2). It was kept in Position B until the C02 and N2 0 peaks
had been detected whereupon the valve was switched back to
Position A to allow the gases which had passed onto the Molsieve
5A column to elute from the system. Under the the GC conditions
normally employed it was found that the first switch was
required at about 6.5 minutes and the second at just under 10
minutes.

Calibration gas mixtures were injected directly onto the GC using
a gas tight syringe. Propellant samples were loaded into separate
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20 cm 3 vials and aged for various periods before being placed in

the headspace sampler for automatic programmed analysis.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Injection of a N2 0/N 2 /CO/CO 2 calibration gas mixture showed

that the column switching system was capable of achieving

complete baseline separation of these gases under isothermal

conditions (500C) to give an elution order of C02, N2 0, N2 , CO. The

approximate retention times for a typical carrier gas pressure of

50 kPa were: C02 - 7.8 mins, N2 0 - 8.3 mins, N2 - 14.8 mins and

CO - 36.0 mins. 02 and Ar elute together after 11.2 mins under the

same conditions. It was possible to shorten the analysis time by

setting up a simple temperature programme about 14 minutes into

a run. This involved raising the oven temperature to 1400C at a

rate of 100C min- 1 and then holding it there for one minute. The

retention time of CO was thereby reduced to less than 25 minutes.

The technique has been used for investigating gas evolution from

a number of different propellants undergoing accelerated aging in

air and two typical total ion chromatograms from different

stages of one such *study are presented in Figures 3 and 4. In this

case the propellant yielded increasing quantities of N2 0 with

time and it was important that the column switching system

could successfully separate this gas from C02. No CO was evolved

and the chromatograms do not extend to the point where CO would

have eluted.

The monitoring of each gas in the aged air-filled vials was

carried out by comparing the peak area for the selected gas with

the peak area for Ar from each headspace sample and then

plotting this ratio as a function of the aging time of the vial.

Although Ar was not able to be separated chromatographically

from 02 its GC peak is readily identified by using the mass filter

function in the Masslab software and it can therefore be used as

an internal calibrant.
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The column switching system described herein has been used
successfully for monitoring gases evolved at temperatures as low
as 300C. Further work is underway in an attempt to increase the
range of examinable gases and to extend the applications of the
technique.
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Figure 1. GC Column Configuration for Valve Position A
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Figure 2. GC Column Configuration for Valve Position B
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INVESTIGATION OF LATTICE IMPERFECTIONS

IN ENERGETIC MATERIALS USING X-RAY DIFFRACTION

Michael Herrmann and Walter Engel

Fraunhofer Institut fOr Chemlsche Technologie / Joseph-von-Fraunhofer-StraBe 7

D-76327 Pfinztal / Berghausen

Abstract

Lattice Imperfections play an important role in the production and quality assurance

of energetic materials as they Influence properties like the mechanical sensitivity,

elasticity and stability. However, the quantitative detection of lattice Imperfections

Is difficult. Direct methods measure small areas that are often not representative,

and the preparation Is troublesome and could induce Imperfections by Itself. Inte-

gral methods characterize larger sample volumes and deliver average values that

are useful for quantitative detection. Especially suited is X-ray diffraction, as the Im-

perfections effect the dliffration to a reasonably observable extent.

The paper gives the theoretical background for the investigation of lattice imperfec-

ftons with X-ray diffraction that should be introduced as a method for the charac-

terization of energetic materials like HMX, CL20 and ADN.

Zusammenfassung

Gitterdefekte splelen elne wichtige Rolle bel der Herstellung und Qualitatsslcherung

von energetischen Materlalien, da sie wichtige Eigenschaften wie die mechanische

Empflndlichkelt, Elastizitdt und Stabilitdt beeinflussen. Ihre quantitative Erfassung ist

schwierig. Direkte Methoden beleuchten klelne, oft nicht reprdsentative Ausschnitte,

und sie sind meist mit aufwendlgen Pr6parationen verbunden, die selbst Defekte

erzeugen k6nnen. Integrale Methoden charakterisleren gr6Bere Probenvolumen und

liefern Mittelwerte, die elne quantitative Erfassung unterst~tzen. Besonders bletet sich

die R6ntgenbeugung zur Untersuchung an, da hier aussagekr6ftige Effekte von Git-

terdefekten auf die Beugungsphdnomene auftreten.

Die Arbelt gibt die theoretischen Grundlagen fOr Untersuchungen von Gitterfehlern

mit Hilfe der R6ntgenbeugung. Die Methode soil fOr die Untersuchung von kristallinen

energetischen Materlalien wle Oktogen, CL20 und ADN Anwendung finden.
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Introduction
The requirements to energetic systems increase continuously. Especially systems with

Increased performance and LOVA characteristics are needed. Therefore new ener-

getic materials as CL20 are proposed for applications in solid propellants. On the

other hand high performance materials as HMX could be used, if the material prop-

erties are Improved for example by recrystallization procedures avoiding lattice im-

perfections (Heijden et al. 1996).

Lattice imperfections Influence properties like mechanical sensitivity, elasticity and

stability. Their characterization should be envisaged for the characterization of en-

ergetic materials as HMX, CL20 and ADN as well as for the evaluation of recrystalliza-

tion procedures,

Lattice Imperfections

There are three Important types of lattice imperfections Influencing material proper-

ties: Thermal and chemical imperfections and dislocations. Thermal lattice imperfec-

tions are vacancies or interstitial atoms. They belong to the thermodynamical equi-

librium and can not be avoided by careful preparation. Chemical lattice imperfec-

tions are impurities on lattice sites or Interstitials. For example a volume of 1cm 3 with a

purity of 99,9999% includes about 107' foreign atoms.

Dislocations are lattice Imperfections that extend through crystallites as edge or

screw dislocations built by plastic deformations or misfits in crystallization processes

(Bohm 1995). The dislocations glide easily perpendicular to the dislocation edge

causing plastic properties of solids. However, dislocations often settle down at

chemical imperfections, which explain the hardening of steal caused by impurities

(Gerthsen et al. 1989).

The dislocation density p (cm-3. is defined as the length of all dislocation lines per vol-

ume. Typical values of metals amount to 106 per cm', where dislocation lines add to

a length of 10 km (Bohm 1995).

The lattice imperfections distort the lattice and change lattice distances. They are

described by the strain which is defines by e=Ad/d, where Ad is the difference be-

tween distorted and undistorted lattice distance d . The distorting force per area is

called stress.
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Detection of Lattice Imperfections
The detection and quantitative determination of offtice Imperfections Is difficult. Di-
rect methods as high resolution electron microscopy or scanning tunnel microscopy
Include small areas that are often not representative, and at low Imperfection densi-
ties the probablitly to find Imperfections Is rather small. Besides, the preparation of
thin films for the high resolution electron microscopy Is troublesome and may Induce
Imperfections by Itself. On the other side scanning tunnel microscopy measures only

surfaces.

Direct or Integrated methods base on measurements of the density, Intrinsic energy,
specific heat or electric conductivity. However, the most informative integral effects
of dislocations rely on their Influence on diffraction phenomena especially of X-ray
diffraction (Bohm 1995).

X-ray Diffraction
The use of diffraction line profiles for the investigation of micro crystalline properties is
nearly as old as the powder diffractometry Itself. In 1918 Scherrer reported, that the
breadth of diffraction lines are Inverse to the size of crystallites. Van Arkel found 1925,
that lines are broadened by micro strains. The evaluation of these effects Is based on
the kinematic theory of the X-ray diffraction by polycrystalline structures. X-rays are
diffracted by electrons under special geometrical conditions, described by the
Bragg law and the Laue equations. The theory proposes sharp reflection lines or
peaks for perfect large crystallites. However, such sharp lines are not found in real
experiments, as the lines are broadened by geometrical and physical effects.

Therefore the first task of a peak profile analysis Is the determination of the pure dif-
fraction profile due to the diffraction at the sample (Klug and Alexander 1974).
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Determination of the pure Line Profile

The superposition of geometrical and pure line profile is described by the convolu-

tion as shown in equation 1.

h(e) =g *f f Jg(Tj)f(e -Tldn[1

The pure line profile f can be determined by deconvolution of the measured profile

h and the geometrical profile g. Useful methods are the Fourier-method (Stokes

1948) and the method of the iterative deconvolution (Ergung 1968).

The Fourier method yields the pure line profile as a Fourier series and their Fourier

coefficients

f (e)= IF,ý)cos ~+ XF.(ý)sin2 XCC
60 .[2]

The iterative deconvolution uses the difference between the measured profile and

the convolution g*h as a first approximation of the effect of the convolution g*f. The

method starts with

f, =fo +(h-g*fo)=h+(h-g*h) [3]

and approximates the pure line profile with

f +, =f+(h -g* f,,) [4]

The method deliver a curve of the pure line profile.

Both methods need geometrical profiles, that are practically obtained from meas-

urements of nearly perfect crystals.

Analysis of the pure Line Profile

The pure line profile includes the effects of the sample on the breadth and profile

shape due to micro strain and particle size simultaneously. The most used method for

the separation and evaluation of the strain and stress effects is based on the theory

of Warren and Averbach (1950). Besides, the method of Williamson and Hall will be

used for the separation.
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Fourier-Method of Warren and Averbach

Warren and Averbach start with the assumption, that for a given crystallite the vec-

tor location of the origin of a particular unit cell mm 2m3 is defined as

R,. =a 1 +ma2 +ma3 +D(ný.nm 3 ) (5]

where the m,im, and m, are the number of unit cells along a, a, and a, and

8(m,mdin3) allows distortion displacements. Using the powder pattern power theo-

rem the profile Is expressed as the Fourier series

KNF
2

P'(20) = . )(. cos2itnh + B. sin2itnh3)si 2 [6]

with the Fourier coefficients

A. =-2S-(cos27rlZ,) B. = ---L' (sn27tlZ,)

N3  and N, [7]

The coefficients are obtained by the deconvolution with the Fourier method.

The cosine coefficient A. is the product of NIN3 which depends only on the size and

<cos2n IZ,,> which depends only on the distortion. Denoting size and distortion by

superscripts S and D, respectively, we have then

N 3 and =(cOs2it/Z-) with A4. = A:4 [8]

The separation of As and A D is based on the fact that the size coefficient is inde-

pendent of order I , whereas the distortion coefficient is a function of I and ap-

proach unity as I goes to zero. On the assumption that I and n are small the loga-

rithm of the measured Fourier coefficients may be written as

In A. (l)= InA .' _ 21T212 (Z ý219

Now for each fixed value of n the value of in A,(l) is plotted against f (see fig....).

whereupon the f zero Intercepts give the size coefficient A4 s and the slopes give val-

ues of -2nt2<Z 2>. where <Z,2> can be replaced by n2<eL2>, from which the mean-

square values of the component of <eL2> strain may be calculated.
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Williamson-Hall-Plot

An other method for the separation of strain and size effect is the Williamson-Hall plot

(1953). Starting with a strain contribution with an integral breadth t the correspond-

ing integral line breadth 13, due to strain is

13, = 2 tanO

where e is the Bragg angle. In terms of the reciprocal lattice strain broadens the re-

ciprocal lattice points to a breadth 13*0

*=c~os and*=2sinO
and

13,* =d* 41

Particle size broadening has been shown to obey the relation

Op = X 1 *=11t tCOSO or P [12]

where X is the X-ray wavelength and t is a mean linear dimension of the particle. The

reciprocal lattice breadth due to particle size is a constant independent of d* and

equal to 11t.

However, the method consists essentially in plotting the breadth of the reciprocal

lattice points against their distances from the origin. Small particles alone then give a

horizontal plot with an intercept at 1/t and strain alone gives a line through the origin

with a slope ý, if the strain distribution is isotropic. The composite broadening pro-

duced by simultaneous small particle size and strain depends to some extend on the

broadening functions of the separated effects.

Measuring Systems

The measuring systems consist of Siemens diffractometers equipped with a primary

or a channel-cut monochromator to minimize the line broadening due to the

measuring geometry. With the channel-cut monochromator peak widths are re-

duced to about 0.02 degree two theta, which is near the values obtained by syn-

chrotron radiation. The measuring systems will be optimized for the investigation of

lattice imperfections. First results will be presented at the poster.
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I. SUBJECT:

The aim of this work is to replace the linkage of two computation codes by simple analytical formulae

elaborated using an experimental design method. These formulae are then applied to the combustion of

propellants and their erosion characteristics are evaluated.

The two computation codes are:

- ALJAN in its isobaric version (previous version of ALJANEP)

- RADCAL which calculates the IR emission spectra of a combustion and its total

directional radiation in the correct spectral band.

11. CODES USED:

Il-A. ALJAN

The physical following terms are defined by:

Product Chemical species formed at the end of the combustion

Reactant Chemical species existing at ignition

Energy of formation Energy used to form a reactant or a product, under isochoric

conditions and at standard temperature, from the elements

taken in their stablest state

Enthalpy of formation Energy used to form a reactant or a product, under isobaric

conditions and at standard temperature, from the elements

taken in their stablest state

aik number of atoms k in the chemical species i.

Ak number of atoms k in the reactant medium.

Xk atom name from species k

ni mole number of species i.

"Pi chemical potential of species i

(D fugacity

4ý standard fugacity

P pressure
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Po standard pressure

r magnitude of the gaussian perturbation

R perfect gases constant ý(8,314 J/mol/K)

T temperature (K)

V Volume (m3)

S random integer number

S random real number taken between 0 and I

Il-A-1. GENERAL PRESENTATION

The purpose of this software is to compute the thennodynamic variables of the combustion:

- Flame temperature or balance

- Combustion energy

- Composition of reactant products

It can be used for every pyrotechnic composition, powder or explosive.

1l-A-2. EQUATIONS OF THE MODEL

In this report, only the case of the composition of products as a function of temperature or

pressure will be considered. Isochoric (u=uo, v=vo) and isobaric (h=ho, p=po) cases are easily

solvable once the distribution of combustion products is known.

Two equations have to be solved simultaneously:

1- Mass law action:

For the chemical reaction

X 1 X 2 X1 ... Xk _nX' X 2 X 3 X. .. 
1 X2 X3  X" +. X

1  2  ,
3  X

-- hA, A, 4 nu•"" , +, 2A A, a a.... +/ a,,4,.. A, "" ap.Xa)

the conservation balance of matter can be written:
nepe-e

Vk t[1..natomes] > ada, = Ak (1)

Every vector n has to answer to this equation.

2- Minimal free enthalpy:

Free enthalpy is related to the entropic balance of the reaction. A minimum value exists

for the best thermodynamical reaction. This approach does not take into account the

chemical kinetics of the reaction.
neapeces

F = •p,.ni minimale (I1)
c=1

The chemical potential p' is calculated following:

p =/4 + RT ln(J) (III)

In case of a perfect gas (PV=nRT), this equation becomes:
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u, =u;+cd. RTlnf -n, +RTIn(P/PO)I (IV)

where

cd = 1 for gaseous species

cd = 0 for condensed phases

These equations are easily solved using Lagrange's multiplicator method. This

method consists in writing the sum of (l)*.(11) and then deriving it with respect to all

the unknown variables.

11-B. RADCAL

The physical terms employed for this part of the computation are:

Intensity I1, (W/cm 2/sr/pm) Monochromatic energy radiated by the medium

Total directional Intensity I (W/cm 2/sr) Total directional intensity integrated in the spectral

band considered

Blackbody Intensity 1°X (W/cm/sr/mi) Energy radiated by the reference emitter

(blackbody)

Absorption coefficient K (m-) Part of the emitted energy absorbed by the gaseous

medium

Scattering coefficient T (m]) Part of the energy scattered by the medium

Extinction coefficient ji (n- 1) Sum of the absorption and scattering effects

Optical pathlength s (in) Optical length along which the computation of

radiative transfer is made

Temperature T (K) Temperature of the homogeneous path considered

in the medium

Transmittivity T Transmittivity of the gaseous column considered

II-B-1. GENERAL PRESENTATION AND HYPOTHESIS OF THE MODEL

The aim of this computation code is to determine the infrared emission spectra (I to

200pm) of hydrocarbon combustion from the gaseous and particle concentration of the

medium. At first sight, this type of computation can be nmade with isobaric combustion; this

thermodynamic computations have been made with this configuration.

The gaseous species taken into account are: CO2, H20, CH4. CO, 02, N2. Carbon

particles, most commonly called soot, found in a more or less substantial quantity in

hydrocarbon combustion, radiate in a continuous and stronger manner than the gaseous

species which radiate in specific spectral bands. The volume fraction of soot particles is

needed to carry out the computation.
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The scattering effects of soot are negligible; absorption is the only effect considered for

thifs type of computation and it is evaluated using a theory similar to the Mie scattering

theory: Rayleigh's theory.

The basic equation of the model is the Radiative Transfer Equation (RTE) applied to

combustions. A gradient temperature and concentration of species can be taken into account.

11-B-2. PHYSIC EQUATIONS OF THE MODEL

The thermochemical computations have shown that no soot was encountered in our

application cases and that only gases radiate in these powder combustions. Moreover,

radiative computations have been made on homogeneous gaseous pathlength.

The RTE in its most general form can be written as :

+ (4(s)+ r(s 14 (su) =)x(s).I;[r( +( (V)

In equation (V), the different parameters of the radiative transfer are detailed for a

combustion. For the combustion of powders, scattering effects are negligible because of the

small size the particles in comparison with the computation wavelength. The equation (V)

becomes:

' ' AbsCpt~nEd l
"of atlon td n rtyl

To solve this equation, two computation options are possible: determining the radiative

energy using the tabulated data (function of temperature and wavelength) of the absorption

coefficient', or calculating it using models directly issued from quantum mechanics theory.

These models have been studied by several authors 2'3'4 and exploited by Grosshandler5 .

Thus, equation (2) has been solved and rendered discrete as follows:

- -i + )= ziTj(o). ),N) - 1,N)V

the transmittivity of the gaseous column being obtained directly using the classical

formulation:

+j,s) = exp[-fK's')dsj (VIII)
0 1

"Handbook of Infrared Radiation from Combustion Gases" - C.B. Ludwig, W. Malkinus, J.E. Reardon &
J.A.L. Thomson - NASA SP-3080 (1973)

2 "The Spectral and Total Emfissivity of Carbon Dioxide" - B. Leckner - Combustion & Flame, Vol. 17, pp. 27-

44(1971)
"Thermal Radiation of Methane Gas" - Ind. Eng. Chem. Fundamentals 3, pp. 167-176 (1964)
"Infrared Emissivity of Diatomnic Gases for the Anharmonic Vibrating-Rotator Model" - W. Mallunus,
A. Thomson - JQSRT 2, 17 (1961)
"A Narrow Band Model for Radiation Computations in a Combustion Enviromnent" - W. L. Grosshandler -
Fire Sci. Div. Natl. Stand. Tcchlol. (BFRL). NIST/TN-1402, 57 p. (1993)
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which is integrated on the optical pathlength considered for the computation. The different

values of the intensity are obtained at the different wavelengths of the computation path

(Q2.5x10i3m) making it possible to constitute a complete emission spectrum which can be

integrated on the required spectral band; the total directional intensity is computed in this

manner.

IIM. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

I1l-A. SELECTED CASES

For this report, a hadamard's experimental design based on an alteration of the JA2 powder

formula has been used. Tius type of matrix is relatively efficient because of its isovariance by rotation

and its uniform accuracy on the domain. In this study, the interactions will not be considered.

C H 0 N Of=-Hf

21 31 37 8,93 2000
20 31 37 9,79 2200
20 30 37 9,86 2200
21 30 36 10,14 2200
20 31 36 10,93 2000
21 30 37 9,00 2000
21 31 36 10,07 2200
20 30 36 11,00 2000

This experimental design leads to 8 formulae of powders and the reduced centered variables are:

Xl Carbon number in ATG/kg (C)

X2 Hydrogen number in ATG/kg (H)

X3 Oxygen number in ATG/kg (0)

X4 Enthalpy of formation (kJ/kg) : (Qf)

The nitrogen quantity is calculated knowing that molecular mass of the powder is 1000 g/mol.

Those variables correspond to the following domain:

C H 0 N Qf=-Hf

max 21 31 37 11,00 2200
min 20 30 36 8,93 2000

Knowing the maximum (VM) and minimum (Vm) values of the real variable, the reduced centered

variables X are expressed by :

X = 2V-(VM+Vm)
( - Vm)

So, for the following conditions:

V=VM => X=+I
V=Vm => X=-I

the previous matrix becomes:
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1 1 1 1

-1 -1 1 1
-1 -1 -1 1

1 1 1 1

1 -1 1 -1

-.1 -I • 1 -1

III-B. ANALYTICAL FORMS

ALJAN and RADCAL computations are made on every point of the domain in order to establish

the analytical forms after an analysis of the experimental design:
C H 0 N Qf=-Hf T(K) N(mol/kg) F (MJ/kg) Intensity

(W/cm2/sr)
21 31 37 8,93 2000 2732 41,807 0,95 0,923
20 31 37 9,79 2200 2715 41,204 0,93 0,97
20 30 37 9,86 2200 2725 40,776 0,92 0,98
21 30 36 10,14 2200 2608 41,528 0,90 0,856
20 31 36 10,93 2000 2700 41,7 0,94 0,908
21 30 37 9,00 2000 2743 41,378 0,94 0,941
21 31 36 10,07 2200 2593 41,97 0,90 0,836
20 30 36 11,00 2000 2712 41,27 0,93 0,92

The studied answers are:

T Isobaric flame temperature at 1 atm.

N Mole number produced by 1 kg of powder

F Force = NRT

I Gas intensity between I and 200 pun.

Yj= Temperature N (mol/kg) Force Intensity
(K) (MJ/kg) (W/cm1/sr)

O0 2691 41,4541 0,92737 0,91675
p1 -22 0,21662 -0,00275 -0,02775
12 -6 0,21612 0,00276 -0,0075
JP3 37,75 -0,16287 0,00941 0,03675
P4 -30,75 -0,08463 -0,01259 -0,00625

The analytical formulae are:

Yi = 30 + 131 XI + P2 X2 + P33 X3 + 031 X4

The differences between calculated values with the analytical forms and those computed with the

computation codes are very low (0,030 % on T; 0,006 % on N; 0,03 % on F et 0,02 % on I).
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IV. APPLICATION TO PROPELLANTS

To validate these analytical forms both inside and outside the analysed domain with the hadamard matrix,

several powders have been computed using ALJAN/RADCAL codes and the analytical forms previously

determined.

Propellant area in-out C-11-0-Hf

P1 I-i-i-I
P2 1-0-1-0
P3 1-0-1-0
P4 0-0-1-0

PX1 0-0-0-0
PX2 0-0-0-0
P5 0-0-0-0

P6(1) 1-0-0-0
P6(2)6  0-1-0-0

I indicates that the variable is within the domain (interpolation case): 0 indicates that the variable is out of the

domain (extrapolation case). Two computation results can be seen in Figure 1 at the end of the article.

Temfperature(K) Gases (moVkg) Force (MI/kg) Intensity (W/cm/sr)

_______desigti _____ si______ desiei d.esigoPropellant Uj aln diffl,' Es Alice diftfo E~. AIjan dilt% x RADCAL difl/o Exp.

P1 2692 0,17% 2688 41,18 -0,03%. 41.20 0,92 0,15% 0,92 0,931 0,09% 0,93
P2 2684 0,26% 2677 40,04 -0,06% 40,06 0,89 0,24% 0.89 0.955 0,53% 0,95
P3 2678 0,240o 2672 40,31 -0,05% 40,33 0,90 0,23% 0,90 0.936 0,26% 0,93
P4 2386 -2,06% 2436 41,28 0,40% 41,12 0.82 -1,49% 0,81 0.773 -4,27% 0,81

PXI 2384 -4,37% 2490 47,60 0,89% 47.18 0,94 -4,55% 0,99 0,35 29,53% 0,26
PX2 2818 -2,01% 2875 48,00 0.560. 47.73 1.12 -0,78% 1.13 0,49 9.78% 0.44
P5 2862 -3,16%o 2954 44,58 0,57% 44,32 1.06 -2,15% 1,08 0,69 -5,82% 0,73

P6(1) 2756 -0.450. 2768 42,77 0,10% 42,73 0,98 -0.31% 0,98 - 0,83
P6(2) 2783 -0,70%o 2803 42,35 0,170. 42,28 0.98 -0,51% 0,98 0,87

The deviations between the analytical forms and the results of complete computation codes are once more

very slight, except, however, for two composite powders.

V. CONCLUSION

This way of computation easily allows slow codes to be replaced by simple analytical formulae. It can be

noted that even if the chemical formulae are not completely included in the experimental design domain, the

variation of the results is not illogical.

It seems that the range of intensities follows that of erosion. However, the intensity of composite powders is

low whereas they have a high power of erosion.

This can be explained by the remarkable heterogeneity of the materials (the intensity of RDX grains is very

high) and because of their formulation, which is out of the experimental design and which influences the

results more than the other powders.

The intensity of the new ISL powders (nitramine based powders P6(l) and P6(2)) radiates in the same range

as P4 but with a higher force.

The P5 is also an interesting formula, with a force of 1,08 and a spectral intensity of 0,73.

"'LICHT H.H, BRAUN S.; Poudrc haute puissance Ai plusicurs bases A drosivit6 rdduitc; ISL RT 506/96F
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ABSTRACT

Here is presented the elaboration of a model able to compute the radiative effects generated by

the combustion of hydrocarbon fuels or pyrotechnic based compositions. A brief bibliography has

been made on the different ways to realise such a modelisation. The justification of our choice in

the way to model these phenomena is presented. The main equations of the solved problem are

recalled. The first validations made thanks to data found in the literature are shown for the two

types of combustions.

NOMENCLATURE

a Albedo.
.f Soot volume fraction [m

3
/m

3
].

k Absorption index of particle.
L,(s,u) Monochromatic intensity towards i along the path s [W/m 2/sr/pm].

IL% (s,fl) Monochromatic blackbody intensity towards 5 along the path s [W/m 2/sr/pm].

U (s) Forward calculated intensity along the path s [W/m
2/sr/pm].

1.(s) Backward calculated intensity along the path s [W/m 2/sr/pm].

m Complex index of particles.
n Refraction index of soot particle.
P,(',0,) Phase function characterising scattering from ii towards i;
X Optical depth parameter.
K-, :Monochromatic absorption coefficient [m1].

a, : Monochromatic scattering coefficient [m1].
d.Q' :Solid angle [sr].
A Radiation wavelength [pmJ.
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INTRODUCTION

Pool fires have been studied for many years in lots of domains : industrial flames hazards

of chemicals and various oil-derived fuels. In the defence industry also, in particular for

pyrotechnic applications, the limitations of the development of a fire is at the heart of interest.

In this domain, pool fires of gelified hydrocarbons, sodium or sodium/potassium eutectic fires,

phosphorus or phosphorus based compositions fires, thermit fires, ignition compositions,
combustion of powders, ... can be encountered. In all these cases, radiation emitted by

flames is a dominant factor in fire development. The objective of this work is to discuss about

the possibility to model the radiative effects generated by the combustion of such energetic

materials. A radiation model has been performed, accounting for both contributions of gases
and particles. Some validations of our computations are carried out using literature data.

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The Radiative Transfer Equation

A few applications concerning radiation computations in pyrotechnic situations can be
found in literature. In a related domain, some work has been done to evaluate infrared

signatures of exhaust plumes [1, 2]. In these media, extinction (including absorption and
scattering) phenomena have to be considered depending upon radiative species of interest

(gas and particles). The general Radiative Transfer Equation (RTE), accounting for these

phenomena has an integro-differential form. It can be written as:

tJAS) f()+o(s).. = ,,s) • ,s) + , "',,, ji la L•(,iJ ,f, (1)

of Ule rtmdt,

At the sight of this equation, it appears that the radiation intensity results from a
combination of two different phenomena : on the one hand, the contribution of gases (emitting

and absorbing in particular spectral bands) and, on the other hand, the contribution of large
size particles which scatter (in a continuous way, but anisotropically).

When combustion situations involving hydrocarbons are considered, the scattering term

can be neglected, the radiative medium being a melting between gases and small generally

non-scattering particles : soot. So the RTE (1) becomes:

67• (v,,i) , r(s)..LJ[T(,)](2
,- (,)t,(,)(2)

%-f i.om f l-r4•li,

For pyrotechnic combustion situations, the products of combustion are more various and

imply the generation of metal oxide particles of important size and the scattering effect can

not be neglected in the radiative computation.
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Radiative effects modelisation

The resolution of RTE for a non-scattering medium (Eq. 2) leads to consider the gaseous

radiation first. In this perspective, different degrees of resolution can be used; one consists in

a line by line treatment which is the most precise way, but very expensive in time

computation. Moreover, it becomes quickly prohibitive when complex geometries are involved

and this is why approximated solutions have been developed. Among these methods,

Statistical Narrow-Band (SNB) models can solve (Eq. 2) with acceptable accuracy. Two

algorithms are strongly recommended : the Single Line Group (SLG) algorithm which

considers the line strengths constant in a spectral interval, and the Multi Line Group (MLG)

model which details the spectral interval grouping the lines of equivalent strengths.

The spectroscopic parameters needed to perform SNB models can be found in the

literature [3]. For non-isothermal gaseous media, the Curtis-Godson approximation [3] is

commonly added to the band model.

Other ways to apprehend the radiation of gases can be mentioned. Some models

expressing the radiative properties of gases in terms of absorption coefficients or more

precise models depending on the distribution function of the absorption coefficient exist : the

correlated-K (CK) model [4] and the Correlated-K Fictitious Gases (CKFG) model [5]. For the

CK model, the notion of histogram of the absorption coefficient values into a spectral band is

important but for a non-isothermal medium, the correlation of the spectra between two points

where the properties are different is necessary. To avoid the "over-correlation", main default

of the CK model, in a column of gases with a great temperature gradient, the CKFG model

has been created [5]. The method consists in to consider the real gas as a melting of fictitious

gases.

Concerning particles radiation, the contribution of small size (generally soot) particles

which do not scatter can be considered together with gases; this contribution is accounted in

terms of an absorption coefficient.

Considering the large size particle radiation implies the resolution of the complete RTE

(Eq. 1). A few solutions can be recalled here; it is important to note that these methods are

not necessarily used with the scattering term of the RTE but they do not exclude this

opportunity.

We can mention:
- Exact solutions: the resolution is complex in most of the cases. Some results

are obtained with very simple monodimensional configurations like gray media

with uniform boundary conditions [6].

- Statistical methods: the best known is the Monte-Carlo method which is more

useful to apply for complex geometries and non-gray media [8, 9]. The degree

of precision increases with the number of statistic samples but it often costs a

lot in time computation.
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- Zone methods: this calculation way [10] is most of the time used to estimate the

radiation in the industrial ovens or combustion in enclosures. The aim is to
divide the space and bounds into surface and volume zones with isothermal

and constant thermophysical properties.

At the present time, the flux methods are the most frequently used methods. This category

of modelisation of the RTE includes three distinct principles: the basis of the process is that

the integro-differential equation is replaced by a system of partial differential equations. The
different methods are :

- Multi-flux methods: they consist in rendering discrete the angular space into

elementary solid angles where the intensity is uniform within.
- Discrete ordinate method (or SN-approximation): it is based on a discrete

representation of the directional variation of the radiative intensity. The RTE

is solved choosing a set of discrete directions, the integral terms being

approximated by a quadratic sum of intensities.

- Method of spherical harmonics (or PN-approximation): another technic

considering the angular variation of the intensity. Low-order approximation
are usually accurate in optically thick media, but accuracy improves slowly for

higher-order approximation while mathematical complexity increases

extremely rapidly.

Most of these methods are described in details in the book written by Modest [11].

In the present work, a simple two-flux method coupled with a SNB model has been chosen

to solve the general RTE. Being aware that at the present time the discrete ordinate method
is often used, most of the published works using this last method concem applications for
which a linear anisotropic scattering phase function is considered. The aim of this work is to

provide a convenient mean to calculate radiation of anisotropically scattering oxide particles

encountered in pyrotechnic applications, for which the optical properties are not clearly
established. Thus starting with a simple method will lead to a more sophisticated one

depending on the adequation between the computations and first experimental results.

PARAMETERS OF THE MODEL

Gaseous Radiation Parameter

Concerning the gaseous band model, tabulated parameters can be used [3]. Narrow-band

gas parameters can be also computed using formulations issued from quantic mechanical

considerations. The bases of the work undertaken by Grosshandler [7] and the principles of

his calculations have been followed, especially for C02, CH4 and CO band modelling [12,
13 & 14]. The bandwidth parameter, the mean line intensity of the lines in the band and the
line spacing are determined in order to calculate the absorption coefficient. For H20

spectroscopic parameters, the tabulated data of [3] have been used. The SLG algorithm is
used.
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Emission spectra of hydrocarbon based compositions can be calculated by adding the

contribution of absorption from soot particles to the gaseous absorption coefficient. The soot

absorption coefficient can be obtained from the Rayleigh theory:

36r n(3)A' (.2-, 2+2)2 +(2.,) n -k)
Considering that soot optical parameters (n, k) do not vary strongly with wavelength, the

following simple correlation can be used:

CK, f (4)

with C taken equal to 7.

Particle Radiation Parameters

For most of pyrotechnic combustion applications, the radiating medium may include large

size particles for which the extinction and scattering parameters must be known. These

parameters (extinction and scattering coefficients, albedo, phase function) can be calculated

from Mie theory assuming spherical particles. Mie computations require the knowledge of the

complex index of particles. Data concerning this last parameter may be found in literature [15]

for aluminium oxide, carbon and magnesium oxide. Unfortunately, the variations of the

complex index with wavelength and temperature are not well established and the choice of

the appropriate values is difficult.

"TWO FLUX METHOD.

Dividing equation (1) by X = [(ra(s) + a, (s)). s] leads to:

Zx =_-Li(s) + (,--). L,(s) + a f,,p1(s,s.). LA(s')d(,,) (5)

where X is the optical depth parameter and a the albedo. A two-flux method permits to

integrate radiation along a line of sight as it can be done in the absence of scattering.

Anisotropic scattering can be considered by introducing two integrated average fractions for

forward and backscattering:

S= �.IP()sin(O)do (6)

b 1 JP(o)sin(O),,O

The two-flux formulation leads to the following system for radiation intensity in the positive

and negative direction respectively:
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-dL)s) + (1-a) L(s) + a I[,' (s)+ b L (s)]

S=-L-(s)+(1- a).L(s)±a.[f.U(s)+b.V(s)j

For an heterogeneous medium, n homogeneous "slabs" can be considered. Then a system

of 2n equations should be solved, the radiative intensity being calculated between each "slab"
in the positive and negative direction. In general, one of the two bounds intensity is looked for.
The algorithm loops on the wavelength to compute a complete emission spectrum in the

infrared.

COMPUTATION RESULTS

In order to appreciate the behaviour of the model calculating the emission spectra of

hydrocarbon fuels, different sets of data found in the combustion literature have been
considered, allowing spectra comparisons.

For the combustion of pyrotechnic compositions, published experimental or theoretical
data are quite difficult to find. Consequently, the first computations presented in this paper

concern simulations consisting in adding assumed particle oxide (A1203) concentrations of
given size to gaseous concentration profiles.

Computations without scatterina

A tentative of validation has been carred out using published experimental results
concerning spectral radiant emission from pool fires of various fuels [161. The given data for

the combustion of a 113 mm diameter isooctane pool fire have been selected for
computations. Measurements reported in reference [16] were given for two different heights in
the flame. We present here a computation concerning data at 20 mm above surface,
assuming equal concentration for H20 and CO2 because the concentration for H20 was not

directly measured. NOx concentration was neglected.

Table I shows the set of gaseous concentrations. Temperature can be approximated with
the curve of [16] which shows its evolution as a function of time. A mean temperature value
was then taken to 1600 K. The radiation pathlength for computation has been taken equal to
the pool diameter (113 mm). As the soot volume fraction was not easily accessible too, a

value of 0.4x10e has been considered for this parameter, according to a previously reported

value for the combustion of isooctane [17].

Height CH4  CO CO 2  02 H 2 0

20 mm 14 5 7 0.5 7

TABLE 1: Gaseous Species Concentration in Flames (% mol)

The results of computation are drawn in Figure 1.
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FIGURE 1: Calculated Emission Spectrum of an Isooctane Flame at 20 mm Height

The main gaseous bands (2.7 pm for H20, 2.7 and 4.3 pm for CO2 and 3.3 pm for CH4)

can be identified in Figure 1. The computed spectrum agrees quite well both on qualitative

and quantitative level with the experimental time-mean spectrum from reference [16] and

reported in Figure 2. The high emission level for shortest wavelengths in Figure 1 leads to
think that soot concentration has been probably overestimated in our calculations.

12

01
�...... .. ..li• | •L W jE a 7 a 1

FIGURE 2: Emission Spectrum Measured in Reference [161

Computations includinq scaftenq
Computations have been made on a simulated 1 m diameter fire containing C02, H20 and

soot considered by Grosshandler [7]. The simple radial profile for concentrations and

temperature can be seen in Table 2 (soot has been removed in our simulation).
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Dist. (m) T (K) CO2 (kPa) H20 (kPa) N2 (kPa)

0.05 899 7.07 7.07 86.8
0.1 1158 10 10 81
0.2 1438 13.1 13.1 74.7
0.3 1637 15.4 15.4 70.3
0.5 1770 16.1 16.1 67.3
0.7 1637 15.4 15.4 70.3
0.8 1438 13.1 13.1 74.7
0.9 1158 10 10 81

0.95 899 7.07 7.07 86.8

TABLE 2: Temperature and Gaseous Concentration Profile.

In a first step, we have calculated the spectral radiant intensity distribution resulting from

gaseous pathlength of TABLE 2. In a second step, an uniform concentration of A120 3 have

been introduced (1 pm diameter) in the preceding simulated profile in order to study the

influence of scattering.

Two spectral calculations have been performed considering two different values for A120 3

volume fraction : 0.5x0l and 2x106. The results can be observed on Figure 3 and 4; on both

figures, the comparison with gaseous spectrum is made to display the influence of scattering.

2.50E+04

2.00E+04 - _

it r N =0O5x10-6

"- - - Gaseous Spectrum

S1.50E+O4

I.OO+4i 1.W-E40•

0.O0E+00 - - _____. .

1 2 3 4 5 6. 7 8 9 10

Lambda (pn)

FIGURE 3: Effect of Scattering with a Low A120 3 Concentration
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FIGURE 4: Effect of Scattering with a Higher Concentration of A120 3

The effects of scattering are much more marked when the concentration of A120 3 is more

important. It can be seen on Figure 4 that particles give a contribution to emission in regions

where gases do not emit and absorb (especially in the short wavelengths region). On the

contrary, the radiative intensity is lowered in band regions (especially around 2.7 pm) because

a part of energy emitted by gases is scattered by particles.

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented in this report the first computation results conceming hydrocarbon

fires and simulated pyrotechnic flames. A model has been completed to compute the

radiative emission spectra for these two types of combustions. The computations for

hydrocarbon fuels show a satisfying agreement with experimental published data. Concerning

pyrotechnic combustion, we hope to undertake a deeper prospecting in literature and to carry

out some tests in order to validate the first results presented here. We intend also to study the

effects of the data choice for particles optical properties on the emission spectrum

computation.
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A NEW ASPECT OF RELATIONS BETWEEN DIFFERENTIAL
THERMAL ANALYSIS DATA AND THE DETONATION
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ABSTRACT: An attempt is made to explain previously published relationships between the DTA data and
detonation characteristics of polynitro compounds in terms of the entropy of their thermolysis onsets. It is
concluded that primary fragmentation of these compounds in their detonation is most likely identical with the
primary fragmentation in their low-temperature thermolysis.

Recently the non-isothermal differential thermal analysis (DTA) was realized in the case

of polynitroarenes [1-7], nitramines [8], nitrosamines [8], and nitrate esters [8] with the

evaluation of the corresponding records by the method of Piloyan [9] modified in the sense of

refs. [2,3,10] - see. Figs. I and 2. The values of activation energies E, following from these

measurements for the low-temperature intervals immediately at the beginning of thermal

decomposition TD corresponded to the non-autocatalyzed start of thermolysis: this is

documented by the existence of relationships between the values of EP*TD" ratios and the

characteristics of molecular structure, namely the moments of inertia of alkyl groups in N-

alkyl-2,4,6-trinitroanilines [2,10] or the Rr! factors in paper chromatography of N-alkyl- and

N,N-dialkyl-polynitroanilines [2,11-13]. From what has been given it then appears logical that

there also exist relationships between the values of EP*TD-' ratios and the values of Arrhenius

parameters resulting from application of the Soviet manometric method (SMM) to studies of

thermolysis of polynitroarenes [1,3-6]. With regards to the homolytic nature of primary

fragmentations in the thermolysis of organic polynitro compounds (in general) the values of

activation energies Ep and decomposition onsets TD depend also on the construction materials

which are in contact with the substance thermolyzed [10]. More definite dependencies result

from the DTA method where the sample thermolyzed is in contact with glass [14] - the method
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was called ,,method B" in refs. [1-7,10,14]. That is why this paper adopts the results of DTA

measurements. of this type.

""0

I N I

__ 0.0

TD TEMPERATURE __________'

"1 165 1,68

Figure 1: A modified Piloyan method of the
DTA-curve treatment [2,3,10]. Figure 2: An linearization of the initial

part of the exotherm of TPT
according to the modified
Piloyan method (taken from

ref- [3]).

The physical meaning of Ep*TdI expression can be specified by using the definition

equation of activation enthalpy of an endothermic reaction:

AH' = Ep - T,*R (1)

where Tm is the mean temperature of the temperature interval for Ep. A modification then leads

to:

(AH'fTD) = ASpt = EP*TD7I - (Tm*TD-)*R (2)

where ASpt can be referred to as the entropy of thermolysis onset. With respect to magnitude

of those values and experimental error in determination of E, the value of expression

(T,/TD)*R (from 8.4 to 8.5 J.mol'K') has an only slight mathematical meaning. Therefore,
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in the first rough approximation, the expression Ep*TD" can be considered a representative of

the above-mentioned entropy.

Mutual comparison of the Ep*Tnl values with the corresponding characteristics of

detonation of polynitroarenes and their derivatives valid for the maximum theoretical crystal

densities (TMD, i. e.for a monocrystal) has led to the following general relationship [14]:

In(E,/TD) = a*X + b (3)

where X can be square of detonation velocity, D2, or the heat of detonation, Q, or the ratio of

detonation pressure PcJ and density p of the given nitro compound, Pcj"'.

A graphical representation of relationship 3 for polynitroarenes and for X = Pcj.p-1 is

given in Fig. 3, that for nitrosamines, nitramines and nitric esters in Figs. 4 (X = D2) and 5 (X

= Q). The last picture given adopts the theoretical heats of explosion (Qmý.•) calculated by

method of Kamlet & Jacobs [15] as well as the values Q, calculated by means of the

semiempirical relationships by Pepekin et al. [16] to give the real experimental values.

7.0

6.5,5TN CTS N Y[•L - ! 021S.-.S3Y. DIPS y .R,., ,0.969
it.5 P FNON

aTTHOTNCr DoAM OATB AS

5.0 PA46 .5-DNXDPODTT

7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0 11.0 12.0 13.0 14.0 15.0 16.0

PIP (km 2.s")

Figure 3: Graphic representation of the relationship 3 for X = Pcj*p"1 (constnrcted on the
basis of E, and TD values which were taken fi'om ref. [14]).
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Substances studied in the sense of Fig. 3 and Table 2 (substance - code desizn.):
1,3,5-Trinitrobenzene- TNB, l-Methyl-2,4,6-trinitrobenzene- TNT, 1,3-Dimethyl-2,4,6-trinitrobenzene- TNX,
1,3,5-Trimethyl-2,4,6-trinitrobenzene - TNMs, l-Amino-2,4,6-trinitrobenzene- PAM, 1,3-Diamnino-2,4,6-
trinitrobenzene- DATB, 1,3,5-Triamnino-2,4,6-trinitrobenzene - TATB, 1-Chloro-2,4,6-trinitrobenzene- CTB,
1-Hydroxy-2,4,6-trinitrobenzene-PA, 1-Hydrox'y-3--methyl-2,4,6-trinitrobenzene-TNCr, 1,5-Dinitronaplithalene
- 1,5-DNN, 1,8-Dinitronaphthalene - 1,8-DNN, 1,4,5-Trinitronaphthalene - 1,4,5-TNN, 1,4,5,8-Tetranitro-
naphthalene-TENN, 1,3-bis(Methylnitramino)-2,4,6-trinitrobenzene- Ditetryl, 2,2',4,4',6,6'-Hexanitrobiphenyl-
HNB, 2,2',4,4',6,6'-Hexanitrodiphenylsulfide - DIPS, 2,2',4,4',6,6'-Hexanitrodiphenylsulfone - DIPSO,
2 ,2 ',4, 4 ',6,6'-Hexanitrodiphenylamine - DPA, Potassium'2,2',4,4',6,6'-hexanitrodiphen.laminate - KDPA,
2,2',4,4',6,6'-Hexanitrostilbene - HNS, 2,2',4,4',6,6'-Hexanitroazobenzene - HNAB, 2,2',4,4',6,6'-Hexanitro-
oxanilide - HNO, 2 ,2 ',2", 4 ,4',4",6,6',6"-Nonanitro-m-terphenyl -NONA, 2,4,6-tris(2,4,6-Trinitrophenyl-
amino)-I,3,5-triazine - TPM, 2,4,6-tris(2,4,6-Trinitrophenyl)-1,3,5-triazine -. TT.

A more detailed analysis [14] of the relationship 3 shows that classification of

polynitroarenes in the sense of Fig. 3 is given [14] by thermochemical factors, and beside that,

by steric conditions and electron configuration in the ground state of the reaction centre of the

molecule. In this context, by the reaction centre is meant the grouping of atoms and/or

functional groups in the molecule whose mutual chemical interaction initiates the thermal

decomposition of this molecule at the given experimental conditions.

Relationship 3 can also be applied to the specification of the centre of primary

thermolysis in the molecule, e.g. participation of hydroxyl group in the primary splitting in the

case of trinitro-m-cresol (TNCr).

Figures 4 and 5 document the validity of relationship 3 also for nitramines, nitrosamines

and nitric esters [8], and it has been proved that the correlation is much closer for X = D2 than

forX= Q.

A significant generalization of relationship 3 was achieved by Bhide et al. who extended

it to the thermolysis of a mixed explosives of hexolite type [17]: these authors applied here

both the calculated and the experimental D values. Similarly, in works by Prabhakaran et al.

[18] or Makashir &Kurian [19], relationship 3 is applied to the thermal decomposition of

nitrosamines, nitramines, nitrates of quanidine derivatives and other energetic materials.

In connection with the findings quoted [i.e. refs. 8,14,17-20], Thesis [20] has checked

the validity of relation 3 for X = Pcj*p' (see Fig. 3) and the p values lower than TMD

(examples see in Table 1): on transition from a monocrystal to lower charge densities the fit of

correlation in the sense of the relationship mentioned markedly decreases. A likely reason can

lie in the comparison of thermolysis characteristics of crystals and/or melt (i.e. undihlted

substances) with the explosive characteristics of the ,,as-if diluted" polynitroarenes (the
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theoretical increase in the number of all possible realization of molecules in space which

should be different for different molecular structures). The facts given signalize the

significance of entropy in evaluation the mutual relationships between properties of an

explosive system (in general) and its explosive characteristics. On this basis, Prof Urbanski

[21] tried to interpretation the temperature dependence of impact sensitivity of TNT and the

detonation velocity of two-component explosives, but this work [21 ] remained at the stage of a

short communication.

On the basis of what has just been said and with regard to relationship 2 a relationship

was derived [20] in the following general form:

ASPt = a*ln X + 3 (4)

where X can be either Pcj*p"1 or the heat of explosion, Q. In the sense of this relationship (for

X = Pcj*p'), polynitroarenes of Fig. 3 were reclassified [20] - resulting groups are presented in

Table 1: Coefficients of the relationship 3 for a transition from TMD to lower
charge densities of some polynitroarenes - for X = Pcj*p- [20]
(corresponding E, and TD values taken from ref [14]).

Group % Coefficient

of polynitroarenes TMD a b

TATB, DATB, PAM, PA, HNO, 100 -0.1447 8.1588 0.9166
HNS, HNAB, DPA, TNCr, Ditetryl

95 -0.1246 7.7714 0.7777
90 -0.1296 7.7514 0.7490
85 -0.1397 7.7770 0.7722

TNB, HNB, NONA 100 -0.2896 10.4530 0.9690
95 -0.5070 13.1980 0.7.670
90 -0.5309 13.1410 0.7579
85 -0.5778 13.3310 0.7555

Table 2. Compositions of the groups are almost identical with those defined by modified

relationship of Evans-Polanyi-Semenov [20] (i.e. by the relationship between activation

energies of low-temperature thermolysis from SMAvI and heats of detonation of polynitro

compounds [22]). The nitramines, nitrosamines and nitric esters from Fig. 4 correspond to a
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single form of relationship 4 [20]. Also here a transition from a monocrystal to lower charge

densities causes an abrupt decrease in the correlation fit (see in Table 2).

In the context of interpretation of the meaning of relationship 3 the following opinion

was published in 1981 [23]: A stable detonation is characterized by constant parameters, i.e.

constant detonation velocity, detonation pressure, and detonation energy throughout this

explosion transformation. That means a constant production of fragments and/or radicals in the

primary fragmentation processes at the shock compression of that particular explosive

throughout the detonation time, which must be characterized by a constant chemical

mechanism of the whole process. Similarly, constant chemical mechanisms and their relative

Table 2: Coefficients of the relationship 4 - for X = Pcj*"1' [20]

(corresponding E, T., and TD values taken from ref [14]).

Group of % Coefficient

polynitroarenes TMD ca r

TNB, HNB, NONA, HNAB 100 -3063.70 8681.9 0.9729
95 -3987.10 10950.0 0.9468
90 -4051.20 10901.0 0.9364
85 -4022.60 10599.0 0.9351

PAM, DATB, TATB 100 -259.18 1122.6 0.8210
95 -221.19 1008.7 0.7552
90 -167.84 860.7 0.4763

HNS, HNO, DPA, TNCr, PA, PAM 100 -1540.70 4508.7 0.9873
95 -713.30 2299.1 0.3602

90 -702.90 2235.6 0.3379

TNT, TNX, TNMs, CTB, DIPS, 100 1858.50 -4228.1 0.8832
DIPSO, KDPA

1,5-DNN, 1,8-DNN, 1,4,5-TNN 100 1445.70 -2667.8 0.9994

95 1447.10 -2596.8 0.9996
90 1447.10 -2596.8 0.9946

85 1454.40 -2451.1 0.9989

TPM, TENN, TPT 100 1443.20 -3234.4 0.9939

95 3486.00 -8266.2 0.7522
90 3672.00 -1295.8 0.1027
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ratios in mutual interaction of fragments and/or radicals must be present in the zone of

throughout the detonation time, which must be characterized by a constant chemical

mechanism of the whole process. Similarly, constant chemical mechanisms and their relative

ratios in mutual interaction of fragments and/or radicals must be present in the zone of

chemical reaction of the detonation wave. From these conditions of stable detonation it follows

that e.g. the heat of reaction of the primary splitting processes must be regularly related to the

overall reaction (explosion) heat. If the thermochemical kinetic characteristics of primary

fragmentation processes in low-temperature non-autocatalyzed thermolysis of explosives

correlate with the reaction heat of detonation transformation, then it in an identity of, or a

regular context between, the primary mechanism of a low-temperature and a detonation

reactions. The opinion presented is, however, in a better correspondence with relationship 4

(see ref- [20]).

The identity of the primary mechanisms of low-temperature and detonation reactions of

polynitro compounds is also confirmed by the most striking pieces of experimental evidence.

First of all they include the evidence (obtained with the help of XPS) of primary splitting of

N-NO2 bond in 1,3,5-trinitro-1,3,5-triazacyclohexane (RDX) exposed to a shock wave [24]

(homolysis of this bond is the primary step of thermolysis of nitraminies in general). On the

basis of deuterium kinetic isotope effect (DKIE) it was proved [25] that the rate-limiting step

of thermolysis of TNT (in condensed state) and that of initiation of its detonation are identical.

It is also possible to give the evidence provided by furoxanes and furazanes in the XPS

spectrum of TATB exposed to shock [26,27] (the pyrolysis of ortho-nitroaniline is a method

of synthesis of benzoflirazane [28], in the case of DA TB this reaction leads to 4-amino-5, 7-

dinitrobenzofiirazane [29]).

The said identity is, however, in far the best correspondence with the modified Evans-

Polanyi-Semenov equation [20] (it might determine the bond which is the first split in

detonation - preliminary study see ref. [221). Thesis [20] gives more detail analysis of the

above-mentioned facts and also of other relations between thermal reactivity and the

detonation characteristics of polynitro and polynitroso compounds, taking ito account some

newest findings due especially to Prof. Dremin in the field of detonation theory [30, 31]. The

following conclusion 'resulted from this analysis [20]:

The primary fragmentation of polynitro and polynitroso compounds in their

detonation transformation proceeds at milder conditions than those present at the front of

detonation wave or in its reaction zone That means that the detonation transformation
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itself of the given substance should be preceded by an induction period The course of the

fragmentation mentioned is not random but is characterized by a chemical mechanism

which is most likely identical with that of the primary fragmentation of the compounds

given in their low-temperature thermolysis.

It must be stated here that this primary fragmentation is not probably thermally

initiated: the newest findings confirm that explosives sensitivity to shock and impact is related

to electronic excitation of their molecules by both these mechanical stimuli (e.g. see refs.

[27,30, 32-34]).
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Abstract

Kinetic data on thermal decomposition reactions, generating 1,3-

dipoles [named due to R.Huisgen] or including intermediate ones,

create unique possibilities of the numerical estimations of

thermochemical parameters of that highly reactive molecules or

thermochemical increments for their fragments. Up to now there is a

deficiency of such data on heat formations and bond energies for

azides, nitriloxides and etc.

Using known data and obtained kinetic information for recyclization

of dimethylfurazan and dimethylfuroxan the bond energy for N-->O

in alkylnitriloxides was evaluated. The scheme of evaluation and the

values of bond energy are discussed.

Using thermochemical and kinetic data for monomolecular thermal

decomposition of 1,5- and 2,5-disubstituted tetrazoles the

increments of heat formations of groups AfH 0[Cd-(C)(N 3)], AfH°[Cd-

(Cb)(N3)] and AfH 0[Cd-(Cd)(N 3)] [according to additivity rules by

S.Bensonj were evaluated. The scheme of evaluation, the values of

increments and obtained heats of formation for some azides are

discussed.
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Activation energy E of thermal decomposition reaction, that rate is

controlled by stage of weakest a-bond breaking, as, for example, for

many C-NO2 compounds, practically equial strength bond D(R1 -R2),

calculated from equation:

E=D(R1 -R2)= AHfA(R1) + AHfA(R2) - AHf*(R 1R2),

where AHf'- enthalpies of formation. Here and below data correspond to

standard conditions in gas phase.

This simple equation is correct under small activation energy for reverse

recombination of radicals into initial molecule, and often is used for

calculating of enthalpies of radicals formation [1].

In 1963 year R. Huisgen [2] represent the definition of 1,3-dipolar

molecule and 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition reactions, i.e. reaction of

formation of heterocyclic compound due to interaction between 1,3-

dipole and dipolarophile. Now huge number of papers is devoted to

reactions of this kind. In the meantime, data, especially thermochemical

parameters for 1,3-dipoles, remain difficult of access due to their high

reactivity.

For multicentered heterocycle decomposition reaction 1

(cycloreversion, reaction retro- 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition) and for reverse

reaction -1, that is really 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition, can be written

equation (in terms of workability of detailed equilibrium principle [3])

AHf(heterocycle) + EI(cyclodecomposition) = E-1 (cycloreversion) +

AHf(1,3-dipole) + AHf(dipolarophile) (*)
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We use such equation (*) for estimation of enthalpy of formation

nitriloxides - 1,3-dipolar compounds, so often these energetic

compounds have high reactivity.

For irreversible cycle opening (reaction 1) in tetramethylenefurazan

(TMF)

TMF => NC-(CH 2)4-CNO

experimental activation energy E1=44.1 Kcal/mol [4].

Enthalpy of tetramethylenefurazan formation must be near equal to value

for tetramethylenefuroxan, known from [5], AHf'=22.3 Kcal/mol

because bond strength N->O in furoxans D(N->O);60 Kcal/mol [6].

From [7] the experimental activation energy E-1 =21.1 Kcal/mol is

known for 1,3-cyclization NC-(CH=CH) 2-CNO into benzfurazan (BF).

This value corresponds well-known data [81 on relation between reagents

structure and rates of cycloaddition reactions. The assumption on almost

same value of activation energy (E-1) for 1,3-cyclization NC-(CH 2)4-

CNO into TMF corresponds data [8] also.

From equation type (*) for TMF we can calculate

AHf(NC(CH 2) 4CNO)=45.3 Kcal/mol

Using known data [3], we can calculate increment

AHf 0[C-(H) 2(C)(CNO)]=32.8 Kcal/mol

and from equation

D(N->O)= AHf0 [C-(H) 2(C)(CN)]+AHf(O)-AHfe[C-(H) 2(C)(CNO)]

strength bond N->O in nitriloxide group, binded to methylene link

D(N->O)=49.3 Kcal/mol.
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In recent paper [9] by determining combustion heat of 1,4-

dicyanobenzene and 1,4-dicyanobenzene-di-N-oxide the value D(N-

>0)=53.3 Kcal/mol was calculated according equation:

D(N->O)= AHf0 (1,4-dicyanobenzene)+AHf0 (O)-AHf°(1,4-

dicyanobenzene-di-N-oxide)

Inspite of made assumptions, our estimation scheme leads to result

that corresponds value D(N->O) from [9] within the summary accuracy

of estimation (near ±5 Kcal/mol).

Using value D(N->O)=49.3 and data [3] we can calculate the

formation heat of intermediate compound

AHF0(NC(CH=CH)2CNO)=98.7 Kcal/mol

Again the experimental activation energy E-1 for 1,3-cyclization NC-

(CH=CH)2-CNO into benzfurazan is equal 21.1 Kcal/mol [7].

The enthalpy of formation AHf 0(BF)=70.1 Kcal/mol [6].

As experimental value of activation energy E1 of BF decomposition is is

equal 58.7 Kcal/mol [4] and we have

AHf0(BcP)+E 1 >EI+AHf 0(NC(CH=CH) 2CNO) or

El> E_1 +AH

this is mean, that thermal decomposition of benzfurazan is running in

stepwise manner. Most probable second stage of decomposition is

monomolecular isomerization of nitiloxidic fragment into isocyanatic

one. If we can consider, that another following steps runs sufficiently fast

and don't contribute appreciable addition in observed rate constant of

decomposition, then we have estimation for second stage E 2=30.1

Kcal/mol.

Using D(N->O)=49.3 Kcal/mol and known data on decomposition

kinetics of dimethylfuroxan [4] for estimation of activation energy for
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dimerization methylnitriloxides into dimethylfuroxan we find value near

7 Kcal/mol.

Mechanism of thermal decomposition 1,5-disubstituted tetrazoles,

as for benzfurazan is stepwise. Azidoazomethine that is the result of

tetrazolic ring opening O6pa3ymotUHficA B pe3yjibTaTe pacKpITrI

rerepotijnriecKoro qbparMeHTa azidoazomethine (reaction 1)

cnoco6eH can close heterocycle quickly into initial structure (reaction -

1) and can eliminate nitrogen from azidic fragment (reaction 2).

Detailed analysis of the decomposition mechanism is discussed in paper

[11]. Using analogous scheme we estimate the heat formation for

intermediate azidoazomethines:

AHf0 [(CH 3)(N3)C=N(CH 3)]=84.5 Kcal/mol

AHfe[(C2H 3)(N3)C=N(CH 3)]=110.1 Kcal/mol

AHf0 [(C6H 5)(N3)C=N(C 6H5)]=143.7 Kcal/mol

and increments of azidic groups in heat formation:

AHf'[Cd-(C)(N 3)1=83.4 Kcal/mol

AHf 0 [Cd-(Cd)(N 3 )]=85.8 Kcal/mol

AHfe[Cd-(Cb)(N 3)1=88.4 Kcal/mol.

Before the next values were estimated [101:

AHF1[Cd-(H)(N 3)1=81.4 Kcal/mol

AHf 0[(Cb)-(N 3)]=75.8 Kcal/mol
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ABSTRACT

The propellant fTrmulation is an essential physioochemical parameter fIr the
improvement of its energetic and kinetic performances. It exists also other properties and more
particularly the incorporation of specific additives that have generally tbr role, in one hand to
modify mechanical properties, in other hand to increase ballistic characteristics [1].

The present work consists in study the effect of the satuxe of some combustion
catalyst as copper chronmit; fbrnic oxide and ferrocen on thennoanalytic properties of PVC-
plasticised propellants and also the determination of reaction kinetics data from thermodynamic
nisur exnts: temperature and enthalpy of decomposition, by using kinetic methos of
OZAWA [2] and KISSINGER [3]. They allow the determination of the activation energy and
the fequency flctor.
The reaction model based on the work of L.Willelmy [4) is usually employed hare:

doe
dt

where " is the reactionrate in s7l, kIs tdh itvoonstatin sandn ise order of th.

dt
reaction.
The reaction constant is generally assumed to have a temperature dependence of

k = ko.eXp(- E/ RT),

where k, is the frequency factor in s1', ,E is the activation energy of the reaction in Jtmol, R is
the gas constant and T is the absolute temperaure ofthe reaction mixture in K.

The appropriate apparatus for theLe analysis is the d•irntW scaning c•lorimn•r

(DSC) [5]. The. chemical reaction of interest is measured with several heating rates Ai. The
sample temperature at the peak tip is determined for every curve. The activation energy can be
obtained from the slope of the graph of log (3 versus 1 / Tpa ( OZAWA ) or In I3 ( Tp )2

versus 1 / Tpg (KISSINGER).
The determination of kinetic parametem of thermally hzardous materials, by OZAWA

and KISSINGER methods, allows finally to define the mechanism of the reaction.

[1]. DAVENAS.A & Coil, Techrologie des propergols solides, MASSON, Paris 19g9,
[2]. DOYLE.C/D, . Appl. PolyScti, 1961,
131. WENDLANDT.W, Thermal analysis, VoL19 third cdition, John Wiley & SonsUSA 1986,
[4]. WIDMANN.G, RIESEN. R, Thermal analyis, Huthig, Heidelberg 1987,
[5]. McNAJGHITON.J.L, MORTIMERA C.T, Difential scanning calorimetr,

PERKIN-ELMER, USA 1975.
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ABSTRACT

Mixtures of 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT) and cyclo-l,3,5-trimethylene-2,4,6-trinitramine

(RDX, Cyclonite, Hexogen), standard high explosives, in different mass proportions, are

widely used as an explosive fill for different types of projectiles.

The mass fraction of TNT in such mixtures may be easily determined by a standard

analytical method based on the selective solution of one of the components in suitable sol-

vent. This method is precise, but time consuming.

The procedure and the results of quantitative determination of TNT in mixtures with

RDX by the use of Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) are described in the paper. The

obtained accuracy (error less than ±3 mass percents), as well as the fact that the method is

fast and that it simultaneously gives several pieces of information about a sample to be

tested (e.g. temperature and heat of melting, temperature and heat of decomposition, calo-

rimetric purity, etc.) make it applicable for fast and rough quantitative determination of

TNT in a mixture with RDX.

The described method can be also used for the determination of TNT in a mixtures

with HMX and PETN.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Mixtures of trinitrotoluene and hexogen are known under various names: Cyclotols (USA),

Hexotol (Sweden), Hexolite (France), Fullpulver (Germany), Tritolite (Italy), etc. [1,2]. The

content of TNT and RDX in such mixtures may vary in broad limits, depending on techno-

logical requirements, detonation performances required, etc.

A usual way to determine TNT content in such mixtures is by the selective solution

of TNT by using a suitable solvent. This method is very precise, but time consuming [3].

Today, in the field of explosive materials the methods of thermal analysis have found

widespread use. This refers in particular to Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC), Dif-

ferential Thermal Analysis (DTA), and Thermogravimetry (TGA). Their application is,

however, directed mostly to the characterisation of explosive materials and studying their

thermal properties (e.g. melting process, polymorphic transformations, thermal stability,

thermal decomposition kinetics, etc.) [1,4,5,6,7].

Since these methods give qualitative and quantitative information about the physical

or chemical changes in a sample tested, associated with the heat liberation or absorption,

they may be successfully applied for the quality control, as well as for some analytical pur-

poses (e.g. identification thanks to a compound specific thermogram ), for compositional

analysis of mixture, etc. [8,9,10,11,12].

The determination of a component content in a mixture, as an important quality

control test, may be for some types of mixtures done by DSC [13]. The determination is

based on the fact that the heat of melting (crystallisation, phase transition, etc.) of a sample

is in simple relation with the heat of melting of 100% pure compound.

To determine TNT content in a TNT/RDX mixture, a weighted sample is heated

from well below TNT melting temperature to well over it. The area under the melting en-

dotherm is then integrated and the heat of melting calculated. Rationing the so obtained heat

of melting with the heat of melting obtained for a 100% TNT sample, the mass percent of

TNT in the mixture is obtained.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL

To perform the experiment, the TNT and RDX samples of a commercial grade of quality

(the melting point of TNT was 80.66 'C, and the melting point of RDX 203.48 °C) were

chosen.

The mixtures of TNT and RDX were prepared by hand mixing of previously finely

ground explosives.

The DSC curves were obtained with TA Instruments model DSC 2910 by placing a

sample, about 5 mg in mass, in an aluminium sample pan covered by an aiuminium cover

without crimping, with a heating rate of 5 °C/min, and under nitrogen pouring with a flow

rate of 100 mi/min.

The TGA curves were obtained with TA Instruments model SDT 2960, using the

same sample masses, aluminium sample pans, the same heating rate, and nitrogen pouring,

as for the DSC curves.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The temperature and the heat of melting of pure chemical compound may be easily deter-

mined by the DSC technique. However, the melting behaviour of the samples containing

more than one chemical component may be more complex, and thus the determination of

the sample temperature and the heat of melting. For example, if one pure solid component

does not dissolve at all in other pure solid component in a mixture, they form an eutectic

mixture; two solid components very similar in structure may form solid solution; one solid

component may be partially soluble in other component of the mixture; two components

may chemically react and form a compound, etc. [8].

A usual way to study the phase behaviour of a mixture by the methods of thermal

analysis is to obtain the DSC or DTA curves of the components forming the mixture, and

the mixtures having a different mass ratio of components. Thus, in order to estimate the

possibility of quantitative determination of TNT in TNT/RDX mixtures by the DSC tech-

nique, the first step was to obtain DSC curves of TNT, RDX, and the mixtures with differ-

ent TNT/RDX ratios (Fig. 1).
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10. TNT

TNT/RDX - 75/25

TNT/RDX - 50/50

TNT/RDX - 25/75

TNT/RDX - 15/85

RDX•

-20-

e 30 80 130 180 230 280 330
exo Temperature (*C) Universal Vi.9D TA Instruments

Figure 1. DSC curves of TNT, RDX and TNT/RDX mixtures

It can be seen from Fig. I that TNT shows a sharp melting endotherm in the tem-

perature range of 75-85 TC, and an exothermic peak corresponding to decomposition in the

range of 250-300 TC (the shape of TNT thermogram, particularly over 130 TC, depends

strongly on testing conditions: heating rate, whether a sample cup is hermetically crimped or

not, etc.).

The DSC curve of pure RDX shows a sharp melting endotherm in the range of 200-

210 TC. Immediately after melting, decomposition takes place, and an exothermic peak is

observed in the range of 210-250 TC.

The DSC curves of TNT/RDX mixtures show two separate melting peaks; one cor-

responding to TNT melting, and the other to RDX melting processes. Such behaviour is

typical for eutectic mixtures [8]. The peak corresponding to RDX melting decreases rapidly

with the decrease of RDX content in the mixture, and disappears completely below about

50% RDX. This is a consequence of two processes: dissolution of solid RDX in melted
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TNT at higher temperatures [14], and overlapping with the exothermic decomposition of

the mixture.

It is also evident from Fig. 1 that there are no other peaks overlapping the TNT

melting peak, and from Fig. 2 that there are no mass losses in the range of TNT melting

process (75-85 TC). These facts are important preconditions for the quantitative determina-

tion of TNT in a TNT/RDX mixture on the basis of TNT heat of melting.

Enthalpvy of meltink

From the DSC curves showing TNT melting endotherms (Fig. 3) it is clear that the decrease

of TNT content in the mixture results with the decrease of the area under the melting en-

dotherm, i.e. decrease of specific enthalpy of melting. The relation between sample mass

(ms), area under peak (A), and specific enthalpy of melting (Ah) is given by the equation:

A.K
A mh = - -(1)

where: K - DSC calibration constant

Mass percent of TNT (wTNT) in the mixture is calculated from specific enthalpy

of melting of 100% TNT (AmhTr), and specific enthalpy of TNT melting in TNT/RDX

mixture (Ahr/Ru)x), according to the following equation [13]:

w%TNT= A•'hr•/Rx .100 (2)

The specific enthalpies of melting are obtained from the DSC curves given in Fig. I

(integration of melting endotherm and calculation of enthalpy by Eq. 1). The values ob-

tained are given in Table 1.
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Figure 2. TGA curves of TNT, RDX and TNT/RDX mixtures
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Figure 3. Endothermic peaks corresponding to TNT melting process as a function of TNT

content in the mixture
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Table 1. Experimentally obtained enthalpies of melting

Specific enthalpy of melting
TNT/RDX Mean value Standard
mass ratio J/g deviation

__________ __________ J/g
100/0 93.47 2.01
85/15 80.11 1.87
75/25 67.45 2.70
50/50 46.52 1.55
25/75 20.57 1.26
15/85 12.64 2.15
5/95 2.99 _______

The specific enthalpy of melting of 100% TNT of 93.47 J/g is obtained as a mean

value of seven measurements, with standard deviation of 2.01 J/g. This value is quite close

to some literature values for pure (recrystallised) TNT of 99.5 and 103.2 J/g [151, and

98.51 J/g [1]. The values of specific enthalpies of melting, given in Table 1, are obtained as

a mean values of 3-5 measurements.

From Fig. 4, showing the dependence of the experimentally obtained values of spe-

cific enthalpy of melting, and the values of the enthalpy of melting calculated by Eq. 2, upon

actual (as prepared) TNT content, it follows that there is a good agreement between the ex-

perimentally obtained and the calculated values of melting enthalpies (difference less than 3

J/g). The experimentally obtained values are consistently slightly lower than the calculated

ones, and result with a slightly non-linear dependence of melting enthalpy on TNT content.

Such result should be attributed to the partial solution of RDX in melted TNT (about 4.5%

at 81 0C, according to [14]). Because of that, the experimentally obtained values of enthalpy

of melting should be lower than expected, i.e. calculated by Eq. 2 for actual TNT content

(because of enthalpy of mixing and enthalpy of solution).

From the experimentally obtained values of the specific enthalpy of melting, TNT

content (found) is calculated applying Eq. 2. The comparison of the so obtained TNT con-

tent, and the actual content (Fig. 5), shows that a satisfactory agreement exists between

them (error less than ±3%)
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Figure 4. Specific enthalpy of melting vs. TNT content in TNT/RDX mixture
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Figure 5. Comparison of found and actual TNT content in TNT/RDX mixture
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However, instead of applying Eq. 2 for the calculation of TNT content, one may use

experimentally obtained relationship between the enthalpy of melting and the actual TNT

content in the mixture (Fig. 4), i.e. calibration curve:

Amh(,•q) = 0.7. (%TNT)1, 35  (r = 0.9952) (3)

Calculating TNT content in such a way, the error between the actual and the found

TNT content may be decreased below 1.8 mass percents.

Melting temperature

The melting temperatures of TNT and RDX, given in Table 2, are obtained from DSC

curves.

Table 2. Melting temperatures of TNT and RDX

Melting temperature of TNT Melting

TNT/RDX Mean value Standard temperature of
mass ratio deviation RDX

oC oC OC
100/0 80.66 0.10 -

85/15 80.00 0.05 -

75/25 79.86 0.03 -
50/50 79.32 0.24 169.3
25/75 79.15 0.01 188.0
15/85 79.02 0.13 198.1
5/95 78.99 - 199.4

0/100 - - 203.48

The melting temperature of 100% TNT of 80.66 TC (obtained as a mean value of

seven measurements, with a standard deviation of 0.099) decreases with TNT content de-

crease, approaching asymptotically about 79 *C. This melting temperature is stated in lit-

erature as the melting temperature of Comp B (60 % RDX) and Cyclotols having 70 and

80% RDX [1].
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The melting temperature of RDX decreases more rapidly with RDX content de-

crease. Below 50% of RDX melting endotherm corresponding to RDX disappeared com-

pletely: as mentioned earlier, this is connected with RDX dissolution in melted TNT, as well

as with the overlapping of the melting endotherm with the exothermic decomposition proc-

esses.

It is known that the melting temperature shows the effect of soluble impurities on a

pure compound: a small amount of soluble impurity lowers the melting temperature [8].

Thus the melting temperature depression may serve as a measure of a substance purity. In

this paper, TNT melting temperature depression is applied for the calculation of the content

of RDX dissolved in melted TNT (in the range of TNT melting endotherm: 75-85 'C), ac-

* cording to the van't Hoff equation in the following form [11,12]:

mol%RDX=:100" mH• ' [Tý'r - TMTW/RDx] (4)

where: moP/oRDX - mol percent of soluble RDX

T,Tr - melting temperature of pure TNT

T,TNT/Rrx - melting temperature of TNT in TNT/RDX mixture

A.HTNr - molar enthalpy of melting of 100% TNT

It follows (Fig. 6) that the mol percent of RDX soluble in melted TNT is dependent

on its content in the mixture. The amount of soluble RDX increases with increase of RDX

content in the mixture, approaching asymptotically a value of about 3.5%. This value is

close to the value of 4.5% at 81 TC, cited in literature [14].
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Figure 6. Dependence of TNT melting temperature and RDX solubility in melted TNT on
RDX content in the mixture

4. CONCLUSIONS

The results of the presented show that Differential Scanning Calorimetry may be applied for

a rough quantitative determination of TNT content in mixtures with RDX. The difference

between the actual and the found TNT content less than 3 mass percents was obtained. If

the calibration curve, expressing the dependence of the enthalpy of melting on TNT content,

is used, the difference may be lowered below 1.8 mass percents.

The advantage of the described method is in its simplicity, quickness, and in the fact

that it gives at the same time several pieces of information about the tested sample. This

makes the method suitable for fast and rough quantitative determination of TNT in mixtures

with RDX. Following the same principle, the method may be applied for the determination

of TNT in mixtures with HMX and PETN.
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Introduction

2,4,6,8,10,12-hexanitrohexaazaisowurtzitane (HNIW; also known as ,,CL 20") is a

relatively new polycyclic strained-cage nitramine which was first synthesized in 1987 by

A.T. Nielsen at the former Naval Surface Weapons Center at China Lake, California.

The molecular structure of HNIW (exact chemical name: 2,4,6,8,10,12-hexanitro-

2,4,6,8,10,12-hexaazatetracyclo[5.5.0.05.9.03,11 ]dodecane) consists of a basic

isowurtzitane cage with one nitro group attached to each of the bridging nitrogen

atoms as shown in Figure 1.

02N,,N /\ N."NO2

02N N\\/ 'NO 2

N N/\
0 2N NO2

Fig. 1: molecular structure of HNIW (,,CL 20")

Although HNIW is chemically similar to the well-known monocyclic nitramines, RDX and

HMX, it has remarkable advantages due to its cage structure. Table 1 shows that the

cage structure of HNIW effects a high molecular density as well as a significant increase

in the heat of formation caused by additional ring strain.
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Tab. 1: physicochemical properties of HNIW compared with RDX and HMX

smfruaCHN,0 6  CHN,08  C61-6N12012

molecular eight 222.12 g/mol 296.16 g/mol 438.19 glmol

density 1.81 g/cm' 1.90 g/cm3  2.04 g/cm'

beat of formation 70 ki/mol 88 ki/mol 415 OJnol

oxygen blaance -21.61% -21 .61% -10.95%

Four stable polymorphs of HNIW ((x, P3, y and e) are known to exist at ambient

conditions from which the s polymorph is the one with the highest density (2,04 g/cm 3).

The application of e-HNIW in energetic formulations, for example as a substituent for

RDX or HMX, requires reliable information on its thermal and energetic properties. This

work presents first results investigating thermal decomposition, thermal stability and

thermal phase behavior of e-HNIW.

Experimental

c-HNIW was purchased from Thiokol Corporation, Brigham City, Utah (USA), with a

particle size of d(0.s) = 163 pm. A portion of the sample was ground at ICT to particle

sizes of d(0.) = 5 pIm [1]. An additional sample of e-HNIW was received from SNPE, Vert-

le-Petit (France), having a particle size of d(0 .,) = 16 pm.

The chemical and polymorph purity of the samples was characterized by FTIR, X-Ray

diffraction, HPLC, NMR and other analytical techniques that are described in detail

elsewhere [2, 3]. Main chemical impurities were lower nitrated derivates of HNIW as

well as different solvent residues.

The thermal behavior of e-HNIW was investigated by Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA;

TA Instruments, New Castle, DE, USA), Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC; TA

Instruments, New Castle, DE, USA) and infrared spectroscopic Evolved Gas Analysis

(EGA; for detailed description see ref. [4]) under isothermal conditions or by using slow

linear heating rates (0.5 to 10.0 K/min). The experiments were performed under argon

atmosphere. DSC experiments were carried out in sample pans with pierced lids made
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of aluminum. Visual monitoring of the thermal behavior of HNIW was realized by a

video CCD camera which was adapted to a self-constructed thermo-microscope, again

working with slow linear heating rates or under isothermal conditions.

Results

The thermal behavior of e-HNIW is dominated by two main thermal effects, illustrated

by a typical DSC measurement of e-HNIW in Figure 2:

1. solid-solid phase transition from the e- to the y-polymorph, followed by:

2. thermal decomposition of the y-polymorph at higher temperatures

23. 46-C

0.0.

164.22- C

10.3

A -4

-0.#

171.211C 21a.01.C
2047.dig""I30..1/

T~0$9o. r ... .....300 303ticP~tr M) V1..... IA M t• 110 
.0o 

210 T0 . .. V A0 TA St 0100

Fig. 2: endothermic phase transition and exothermic decomposition of E-HNIW

measured by DSC

phase behavior of e-HNIW.

Heating of e-HNIW to temperatures above 1640 C (onset temperature) effects a solid-

solid phase transition to the y-polymorph detected as an endothermic signal in DSC

experiments (Fig. 3). The e -* y transition is irreversible; cooling and heating again of ,-

HNIW effects no polymorphic conversion. The different polymorphs of HNIW can be

easily identified and distinguished using FTIR spectroscopy, especially in the spectral

range between 1200 cm-' and 600 cm-' (see Fig. 4).
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Fig. 3: twofold heating and cooling of HNIW between 25°C and 2000 C

demonstrating irreversible e -+ ', solid-solid phase transition (measured by

DSC)

In addition to the fast and quantitative s -•+y transition of HNIW under conditions of

linear heating also a slow s -* y transition was observed at temperatures < 1640 C. For

example, more than 15% y-polymorph was observed after 20 hours storage of B-HNIW

at 1400 C (Fig. 4). Indication of a slow polymorphic conversion of E-HNIW at

temperatures below 1640 C is also described by Foltz et al. who measured 8 -* y

transition of dissolved HNIW already at T = 64 ± 1°C [5].

Since the s -+ y solid-solid phase transition is combined with a decrease in molecular

density as well as an increase in volume the knowledge of HNIW phase stability even at

lower temperatures has a significant importance for the application of HNIW in

energetic formulations and will be investigated much more in detail in future work.
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Fig. 4: Infrared spectra of pure e-HNIW, pure y-HNIW and original &-HNIW 20 hours

after storage at 1400C, containing significant amounts of y-HNIW due to

polymorphic conversion
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thermal decomposition of y-HNIW:

As shown in Figure 2 further heating of polymorphic converted 'Y-HNIW to temperatures

above 210 0C causes the exothermic decomposition of the polycyclic nitramine. On

closer inspection of the exothermic DSC peak a low-temperature shoulder can be

observed indicating two superimposed decomposition steps.

Since the few DSC data of e- resp. y-HNIW found in literature show no reliable

accordance [6, 7], and even in some cases uncontrolled decomposition [7] Table 2

summarizes mean values of ten DSC experiments carried out at a linear heating rate of

2 K/min with sample sizes between 0.669 and 0.945 mg.

Tab. 2: DSC data of s- resp. 'y-HNIW decomposition (2 K/min, argon atmosphere, Al

sample pans with pierced lids; mean values of ten DSC runs)

218.87+ 043 0 C 232.36+ 018 °C 3.75±0.17 1133.9+29.4
kW/mol kJ/mol

(8.55 + 0.39 W/g) (2588 + 67.1 Jig)

TGA experiments confirm the two-step decomposition of HNIW. Figure 5 show TGA

measurements of the large particle fraction (d(0o.) = 163 pm) indicating a significant

influence of the heating rate on the two-step mass loss. Since the 5 and 16 pm

fractions of HNIW show no two-step decomposition at lower heating rates (Fig. 6) (but

still at higher heating rates > 10 K/min) it can be supposed that the initial

decomposition of HNIW is - at least partly - kinetically controlled by particle size.

(Furthermore, the slower the heating rate, the more complete polymorphic conversion

to the y-phase takes place, combined with volume expansion as well as micro-cracking

and fracturing of the crystals, as it was observed by thermo microscopy; see also [7]).

In contrast to the monocyclic nitramines RDX and HMX which produce only gaseous

decomposition products, polycyclic HNIW produces a solid residue of 9 - 14 mass% at T

= 3000 C (Fig. 5 and 6). The infrared spectrum of the residue is shown in Figure 7.
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A broad absorption band centered at 3237 cm-1 can be identified as a secondary amine

fragment. Further absorption bands are located between 1750 and 1200 cm-1 that

could be used as evidence for carbonyl (resp. amide fragments), C=N, C-C, C=C, NO or

polymeric fragments like azines and melon-like fragments, as it was also suggested by

Brill and Patil [8 - 9].
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Gaseous decomposition products of HNIW which were detected by rapid scan FTIR

spectroscopy are shown in Figure 8. Main decomposition products are C02, N20, NO,
and HCN, in addition traces of NO and CO were detected. The evaporation profiles

show a nearly parallel evolution of the four main decomposition products until the

maximum of NO, and N20 concentration was reached. N02 is liberated from HNIW by

N-N02 homolysis which is a typical mechanism of nitramine thermolysis [10]. The N02

release effects a weakening of HC-NNO2 bonds adjoining to the position of N-NO2

homolysis. The weak C-N bond can be stabilized by the evaporation of N,0 and by

forming a carbonyl containing residue [8] (Fig. 9).

The concerted evaporation of NO, and N2O can be clearly seen in the EGA profiles.

While the concentration of the stable decomposition product NO keeps constant after

reaching the maximum, the NO, concentration decreases due to reactions with the cage

structure backbone. Further amounts of C02 and HCN are evaporated (Fig. 8) and the

solid residue containing amine, amide and/or other azine fragments is formed.
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Fig. 9: schematic illustration of possible HNIW decomposition pathways

thermal stability of e-HNIW.

Beside quantitative thermal decomposition of e-HNIW at temperatures above 21 0°C

also a slow thermal decomposition at lower temperatures was observed by isothermal

TGA experiments. Conversion times measured for 5% mass loss are summarized in

Table 3.

Tab. 3: Conversion times measured for 5% mass loss during isothermal storage of

s-HNIW (d(o. 5) = 163 pm) at different temperatures

160 1141.9

165 697.8
170 360.7
175 215.4
180 99.6
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With some of these isothermal TGA mass loss measurements kinetic calculations were

performed. HNIW shows an autocatalytic decay which can be generally described by the

reaction scheme (RS 1):

(RS 1) A - B + C + S unimolecular decomposition

A + B 2 B + C + S autocatalytic decomposition

B is the autocatalyticly effective decomposition product, C represents all volatile

decomposition products and S summarizes all non-volatile decomposition products.

With A = HNIW eq.(1) is obtained from reaction scheme 1.

(1) d--T) =-k,(T). A(t,T )-k 2(T). AQt,T).B(,T)

The unimolecular decomposition of HNIW is a reaction of first-order whereas the auto-

catalytic reaction represents a second-order kinetics. (RS 1) and eq.(1) are formulated by

using the molar amounts of the reactants. Because the HNIW decomposition was

investigated by isothermal TGA mass loss measurements, eq (1) has to be re-formulated

by using the masses of the reactants. With the conditions of the formation of B and C

by the decomposition of A,

B(tT)=A(O)-A(t,T) and B(O)=0

C(t,T)=A(0)-A(t,T) and C(O)=O

and with the molar masses mA, inM, mo, m, as well as by dividing A(t,T) with the starting

amount A(0) in eq.(1), the eq.(2) is obtained with A expressed as the relative mass

M,(t,T) = MA(t,T)/MA(0) [11].

(2)',•' -k, (7). M A,, 7)- kA& (I. M r' - MA, (, 7))

The reaction rate constants of eq.(2) are connected to those of (RS 1) and eq.(1)

according to eq.(3), their dimensions are now 1/time.

(3) k'(T)=k,(T) and k2 (T) = k2(T). (O)
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Integration of eq.(2) leads to eq.(4), also known as, 1' order + autocatalytic"-model.

(4) M (t, Y) =Z AI(7 + k;o(7 xp((k ÷, (7 ,()).t

The actual mass loss during a TGA experiment can be generally expressed by eq.(5) [11].

(5) M(t, T) = M(O) - mA - m - m. (MA (0)- M. (t, Y))MA

Due to the formation of the residue S and the possiblity of non-reacting components be

present in the sample, the actually measured mass M(t,T) and the mass MA(t,T) of the

reacting substance A may not be equal. In the case of HNIW decomposition, pure HNIW

is assumed to be the starting material. Hence, with M(O) = MA(O) the eq.(6) can be

derived from the eq.(5).

(6) M,QMA - MB -m TS -(I-MA,(t, 2)) = I1 C( , t )
m, mA

The mass loss ML is calculated by using eq.(7):

MLf(t, 7) = 0 + (I - M, (t, 7))-100%

(7)

ML(t, 7) = 0 + mc " (I - MA, (t, 7)). 100%

In eq.(7) the parameter 0 stands for an offset caused by the evaporation of volatile

compounds and may not be generated by the decomposition of A. As mentioned above

HNIW forms a solid residue after thermal decomposition. Until now the values for the

molar masses mB, m, und mc of the corresponding reactants B, S and C are not known

and eq.(7-1) in combination with eq.(4) was used to evaluate the measurements in the

temperature range 1600C to 180°C. The data that had been recorded during the

equilibration of the TGA system have been removed, which sets 0 to zero. For the use

in propellants only the first few percentages in the decomposition of an energetic

ingredient is of importance. This determines already the performance limits and eq.(7-1)

is a suitable approximation to describe this very first part of the HNIW decomposition,
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here between 0 and 3% in mass loss. The results of the modelling are presented in

Figure 10 and Table 4. The solid lines in Figure 10 represent the calculated values

according to the model, dots represent a reduced number of the experimental data

used in the calculations, there numbers have been about 700 up to 1000 for each

temperature.

2.8
ML [Z]

2.4 L BOC i75*C mass loss of HNIW (CL20]

I model '1st order + autocat.'

2
170'C

1.6

16'CC
1.2

.8

.4

0
time [min]

0 90 180 270 360 450 540 630 720 810 900

Fig. 10: correlation of isothermal TGA measurements of s-HNIW (d(o,5) = 163 pm)

with the ,1' order + autocatalytic" model (solid line: calculated data, dots:

selected measured data).

Tab. 4: reaction rate constants and Arrhenius parameters of isothermal

decomposition of e-HNIW at temperatures between 1600 C and 1800C,

calculated with the ,, 1 order + autocatalytic" model

T / °C kML/ (1/min) kML/ (1/min) correl.coeff.

160 7.3108 E-6 2.5639 E-3 0.99983

170 1.9450 E-5 8.7134 E-3 0.99991

175 2.6188 E-5 1.5603 E-2 0.99992

180 6.8665 E-5 2.4130 E-2 0.99997

Ea'ML /(kJ/mol) 172 ± 26 185 ± 7

Z ML /(l/s) 6.527 E+13 9.740 E+17

lg(Z'ML [1/s]) 13.8 ± 3 18.0 ± 0.8

correl.coeff. 0.9781 0.9985
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Correlation coefficients close to 1 indicate the good description of the experimental

data by the model. Therefore, one can conclude that the thermal decomposition of

HNIW is autocatalyticly accelerated. The activation energies of the two reaction rate

constants are 172 k/tmol and 185 kJ/mol. These values are lower compared with

activation energies for the decomposition of RDX and HMX found in the literature [12].

The reported values are 198 kJ/mol and 220 kJ/mol for RDX, respectively HMX for their

decomposition in the liquid state, evaluated by first order kinetics only. It is assumed

that the values for their solid state decomposition are somewhat higher. In [10]

Arrhenius parameters of the decomposition of HNIW in solution of acetone (1 mass %)

are given: Z = 4 E+17 1/s and Ea = 177 kJ/mol. The temperature range was 1460C to

226°C. Again only a first order kinetics was applied. Even lower values of the activation

energy have been reported by Brill [8], about 150 to 160 kJ/mol.

Due to the significant higher preexponential factor the autocatalytic reaction is

dominating the unimolecular decomposition in solid HNIW. The correlation coefficient

for the calculation of the Arrhenius parameters is somewhat smaller in the case of the

unimolecular decomposition than in the case of the autocatalytic reaction (Tab. 4).

Reasons herefore could be:

* influence of the solid-solid phase transition

* chemical impurities of HNIW

o influence of particle size

First results obtained from isothermal TGA measurements on small particle size e-HNIW

fractions and purified material seem to confirm this interpretation.
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Abstract

Heats of formation of energetic materials can be obtained either experimentally or

theoretically. In order to compare the results of the two method, a correlation method

is proposed in this study. The molecular structures and heats of formation of

nitrobenzenes and nitrotoluenes were calculated by Dewar's AMI and Stewart's PM3

methods. Correlation for heat of formation between the theoretical calculations and

experimental results was evaluated by the weighted least square multivariable method.

Results indicate that there are very precise correlations. Based on these correlations,

the heat of formation of some aromatic nitro compounds can be predicted without

experimental analysis. The PM3 method provides a better results than the AMI method

because of its better calculation of the molecular structure. The weighted least square

multivariable fitting to theoretical gas-phase and experimental crystal heats of

formation for nitrobenzenes and nitrotoluenes is also presented. From these results,

heat of sublimation can be predicted theoretically.

Introduction

Aromatic nitro compounds are widely used in various fields, especially explosives

and these compounds are generally classified as secondary explosives [1,2]. For

example, 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT), 2,4,6-trinitroaniline (TNA), and 2,4,6-
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trinitrophenol (TNP) are well known for use in ammunitions. In order to investigate the

characteristic of an explosive, the heat of formation is indispensable. There are two

ways to determine the heat of formation : experimentally or theoretically. Heat of

formation can be experimentally determined by using an adiabatic calorimeter, and this

process is described in any physical chemistry textbook. Recently, a reduced pressure

differential scanning calorimeter has been applied for use with nitro derivatives of

benzene and toluene for estimating heat of formation [3]. However, certain aromatic

nitro compounds are difficult to synthesis and some of them are highly unstable. Hence,

it would be useful to develop a reliable theoretical means to calculate the heat of

formation of energetic materials. If the theoretical calculations and experimental data

have a reliable degree of correlation, some highly unstable and difficult to synthesize

explosives can be analyzed and that data would be useful to study the properties of

those explosives.

Various theoretical methods have been selected to calculate the heat of formation

of a molecule. Among them, the semi-empirical and ab initio methods are the most

commonly used. Although the ab initio approaches can calculate the heat of formation

of a molecule, they only apply to "small to medium size" systems [4-11]. Furthermore,

in order to develop a precise ab initio calculation, more complicated electron

correlation methods must be considered. Hence, this method can require huge amounts

of calculation time. Recently, the ab initio approach by using selection of the isodesmic

reaction to calculate the heat of formation for the studied molecule has been reported

extensively [11-13]. However, it is difficult to find the heat of formation for some

reactants or the products of the isodesmic reaction for an aromatic nitro compound.

Semi-empirical methods are especially designed to obtain heat of formation of

chemical systems [ 14-20]. In spite of their usefulness and their low computational cost,
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semi-empirical methods have some drawbacks. However, most of these problems can

be corrected by an "ad hoc" correction to the semi-empirical heat of formation, adding

-9 kcal/mol to the AMI and 3.5 cal/mol to the PM3 heat of formation for each adjacent

lone pair-lone pair repulsion of nitro substituted compounds [21]. Successive NO2

substitution in a given skeleton presumably will require additional corrections, thus

favoring the continued use of the additive models are still in use [22,23].

The scope of this study develops semi-empirical calculations of the heat of

formation of aromatic nitro compounds in various phases by selecting the AM1 [24] and

PM3 [25,26] levels. Firstly, we choose the families of nitrobenzenes and nitrotoluenes

to calculate their geometries and heat of formation. Secondly, a weighted least square

multivariable fitting of the experimental heat of formation to theoretical heat of

formation in each system is applied. Finally, the corrected heat of formation of the most

stable conformer of the discussed molecules are presented, including those whose

experimental results are not available.

Computational Aspects

The Spartan version 4.1 software package [27] was selected as the tool for

calculation of the molecular structures and heat of formation of 33 benzene and toluene,

as well as their nitro isomers. The molecular geometries of all isomers are fully

optimized at the semi-empirical AMI and PM3 theoretical levels of theory without any

sort of geometrical restrictions. Second derivatives were calculated by verifying the

vibrational frequencies so that a local minimum was be located for each molecule.

Correlation of heats of formation between the theoretical and experimental results

was performed by a statistical SPSS version 7.0 software [28], considering the number

and the position of the nitro groups. From the scatter diagram of the experimental heats
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of formation against the number of C-NO 2, a piecewise linear regression model is

proposed. For inference in regression analysis, the weighted least square (WLS)

method was selected and the fitted model was obtained. After analyzing the process of

the fitted model, a 95% predictive interval was found, thus giving a prediction for the

heat of formation for aromatic nitro compounds whose experimental value is unknown.

Results and Discussion

1.Molecular geometries

Fig. 1 presents the geometry of thirteen nitrobenzene isomers, and significant bond

lengths, bond angles, and dihedral angles are listed in Table 1. For nitrobenzene, AM1

and PM3 give the excellent agreement with the experimental results [29-31]. It is

generally accepted that, because of the inductive and resonance effects, the nitro group

is coplanar with the phenyl ring. However, when two or more groups are held close

together, steric effect must be considered. In order to avoid steric crowding, distortion

of the nitro group is necessary. Hence, we observe that nitrobenzene, 1,3-

dinitrobenzene, 1,4-dinitrobenzene, 1,3,5-trinitrobenzene are planar molecules, but the

other isomers are nonplanar molecules and the distortion angles of these nitro groups

are listed in Table 1. The nitro groups of 1,2-dinitrobenzene are distorted at 37.20 and

38.70 (AM1) and 47.70 and 47.20 (PM3), respectively to the same direction from the

plane of the phenyl ring, while the experimental values were both in 31.10 [32]. In the

hexanitrobenzene molecule, the six nitro groups are distorted at 530 to the same

direction as determined experimentally [16]. However, the six distortional angles of the

nitro groups are 52.80, 52.90, 52.50, 52.80, 52.80, and 52.50, respectively for AMI

method and 54.80, 55.10, 54.40, 55.10, 54.90, and 54.60, respectively for PM3 method.

Those distortions are also the same directions from the plane of phenyl ring.
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The 0-0 distance between the neighboring nitro groups is essential to determine

whether the calculated geometry represents a true molecule. For example, as shown in

Fig. 2, if the 09 and O1 atoms are held closely, a bonding is expected to exist between

them and a cyclic molecule can be obtained, although this cyclic molecule also has a

local minimum. Hence, it is necessary to carefully examine all 0-0 bonds. To prevent

formation of a cyclic molecule, the 0-0 bond must more than twice the length of the

oxygen's Van der Waals radius. All the 0-0 distances between the neighboring nitro

groups are listed in Table 1, indicating that these distance are significant. Therefore, the

molecules studies are not cyclic.

No further discussion of nitrotoluenes is given here because the ab initio study of

their geometries have been extensively reported by us [33-39].

2.Heats of formation

Theoretical AMI and PM3 calculations of heats of formation of nitrobenzenes and

nitrotoluenes in gaseous phase are listed in Table 2. Plotting AMI and PM3 calculated

heats of formation versus the experimental values, no correlation was found because

the coefficient of correlation is 0.422 in both methods. De Paz et al. [21] have

corrected the relationships for nitrobenzenes and nitrotoluenes by estimating the lone

pair-lone pair repulsion proximity effects. They observed that the best regression

coefficients were obtained at the AMI and PM3 levels corresponding to the correction

for each C-NO2 group of -9 kcal/mol and 3.5 kcal/mol, respectively. However, since

their model lacks regression diagnosis and prediction intervals, its reliability is

questionable. Hence, further study is necessary. In this study, we use the weighted least

square multivariable fitting for the experimental and theoretical values and consider the

number of the nitro group in order to find a proper regression model. Furthermore, the

prediction interval for the experimental values is proposed.
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The scatter diagram of the experimental heats of formation in gaseous phase for

nitrobenzene against the number of nitro group is presented in Fig. 3. From this figure,

a "piecepwise" regression must be selected instead of "simple" linear regression. Hence,

we consider the regression models (1) and (2) and obtain the fitted model (3) and (4) by

least square method.

AM1AHf(exp)=13o+3 1 (AM1AHf)+132n+033(n-l)m+, (1)

PM3AH1 (exp)=030+131 (PM3AHr)+1 2n+P33(n-1)m+s (2)

where 10, 131, 132, and 033 are undetermined parameters

n = number of C - NO,
m=(1 , n>1

0 , otherwise

F is a random error term obeying normal distribution N(0, 02)

AM1AHf(exp)=-5.677+1.185 (AMIAHf)-8.593n-3.076(n-1)m (3)

PM3AHf(exp)=-3.222+1.019 (PM3AHf)+3.821 n-0.368(n-1)m (4)

Assessing the fitted models, the coefficient of multiple determination R2 and the

adjusted coefficient of multiple determination Ra2 are 0.980, 0.960 (AMI) and 0.974,

0.948 (PM3), respectively. Fig. 4 gives a SPSS residual plot against the fitted values

and tends to be of the "megaphone" type. This suggests that error terms have

nonconstant variance and the error variance decreases with the fitted values. To make

the variances of the error terms more nearly equal, the WLS is selected to fit the

regression models and the fitted equations are presented in (5) and (6).

AM1AHf(exp)=-6.572+1.204 (AMlAHf)-7.921 n-4.398(n-1)m (5)

and

PM3AH1(exp)=-2.825+ 1.039 (PM3AHf)+3.810n-0.468(n-1)m (6)

After examing the aptness of the models (5) and (6) , we note that R2 and Ra2 are 0.999

(AM1,PM3) and 0.998(AMI), 0.997(PM3) in both and methods, respectively. The p-
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value of the F-test is 0.000, which is less than significant level 0.05. The above results

show that there exists a good regression relationship between the response and

explanatory variables. Moreover, the Durbin-Watson statistics are 2.124 (AM1) and

1.990 (PM3); the residuals are randomly around the base line 0, and the normal

probability plot is nearly linear. Those values suggest that there is an agreement with

normality and independence of error terms. Finally, we proposed the predictions and

95% predictive intervals for AMI and PM3 methods for all nitrobenzenes and

nitrotoluenes, as given in Tables 2 by using models (5) and (6).

Similar statistical regressions are selected to study the AMI and PM3 heats of

formation of nitrobenzenes and nitrotoluenes in condensed phase and the fitted

equations and data are given in Equations (7) and (8) and Table 3.

AM1AHg(exp)=-16.083+1.197 (AHfAM1)-12.987n-1.335(n-1)m (7)

and

PM3AHi(exp.)=-13.722+1.036 (AHfPM3)-0.408n+1.356(n-1)m (8)

When the previous fitting model was selected, there are unreasonable heats of

formation of 3,4-dinitrotoluene, 2,3,4-trinitrotoluene and 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene were

found. And the Ra2 only have 0.649 (AMI) and 0.640 (PM3). Similar results were also

reported by De Paz et al. [21]. Since the nitro groups of these molecules are held close

together, the steric effect may play an important role to affect the prediction of their

heats of formation. Hence, the steric effect must be considered and we included an

variable which is the number of nitro groups are held together, and used WLS to fit

regression model. A multivariant fitting model can be obtained:

AM1AHi(exp)=-l 1.820+0.963 (AHf AM1)-1 2.347n- 1.429(n- 1)m+4.8401 (9)

and

PM3AH±(exp.)=-10.278+0.853 (AHf PM3)-2.189n+0.858(n- 1)m+4.747I (10)
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N = number of C - NO 2where
I = the number of nitro groups are held close together

Because there exists serious collinearity in models (9) and (10), we consider their

reduced model and conclude the reduced models, which are given by (11) and (12), by

F-test.

AM1AHi(exp)=-10.412+0.965 (AHf AMI)-13.786n+4.882I (11)

and

PM3AHr(exp.)=- 10.858+0.865 (AHf PM3)- 1.524n+4.8371 (12)

Statistical analysis, such as R2= 0.993 (AMI), 0.997 (PM3), residual, and normal

plots, suggest that the above models are reasonable and suitable. In Table 4, the

corresponding fitted values and 95% predictive intervals are illustrated. Especially

notable is that the estimated heats of formation in crystal phase of 3,4-dinitrotoluene,

2,3,4-trinitrotoluene and 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene were -3.808, 2.463 and -11.773 (AM1),

and -4.492, 3.602 and -12.527 (PM3), respectively. These results are superior to the

values predicted by De Paz et al.[2 1].

Conclusion

The molecular structures of 33 nitrobenzene and nitrotoluene isomers were

calculated by AMI and PM3 semi-empirical methods. Calculated geometries were

found to be similar to experimental data. The deformation of the benzene ring is

affected by the substituted groups and the distortional angle of the substitute groups is

affected by the steric effect. The weighted least square multivariable fittings on the

calculated heats of formation by either the AM1 or the PM3 approach against the

experimental approaches were presented. For the correlation, the number and position

of the nitro groups were considered. After finishing these fittings, there is a 95%
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predictive interval in each fitting. Based on these precise correlations, the heats of

formation of some aromatic nitro compounds for which experimental data are not

available, can be predicted and these values are usefu~l to study the properties of

explosives.
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Table I Some geometry parameters of nitronenzenes

parameter nitrobenzene 1,2-dinitrobenzene 1,3-dinitrobenzene
AMI PM3 AMI PM3 AMI PM3

C1-X1 1.487 1.497 1.495 1.516 1.490 1.505

C2-X2 1.103 1.099 1.495 1.516 1.109 1.105

C3-X3 1.101 1.096 1.105 1.100 1.490 1.505
Y2-Y3 - - 2.689 3.042 - -

C2-CI-C6 121.0 119.8 119.7 119.6 121.3 120.1

C1-C2-C3 119.0 119.8 119.8 119.6 118.1 119.6
C2-C3-C4 120.4 120.3 119.9 120.4 121.3 120.1

X1-CI-C6-C2 180.0 180.0 -178.7 178.4 180.0 180.0

Y1-XI-CI-C6 -0.4 0.6 -37.2 47.7 0.3 0.8

X2-C2-CI-C3 180.0 180.0 178.6 -178.3 180.0 180.0

Y3-X2-C2-C1 - - -38.7 47.2 - -

Y5-X3-C3-C2 - - - 0.5 -1.3

(continue)

parameter 1,4-dinitrobenzene 1,2,3,-trinitrobenzene 1,2,4-trinitrobenzene

AM] PM3 AM] PM3 AM] PM3

C1-X1 1.492 1.508 1.499 1.523 1.500 1.526

C2-X2 1.105 1.100 1.505 1.540 1.499 1.523
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C3-X3 1.105 1.110 1.499 1.523 1.110 1.105

C4-X4 1.492 1.508 1.199 1.208 1.495 1.514

Y2-Y3 - - 2.793 3.026 2.695 3.049

Y4-Y5 - - 2.792 3.036 - -

C2-Cl-C6 121.2 119.9 120.5 120.3 120.0 119.7

Cl-C2-C3. 119.4 120.1 118.7 119.0 120.0 119.8

C2-C3-C4 119.4 120.1 120.5 120.3 119.0 120.1

C3-C4-C5 121.2 119.9 119.9 ' 120.2 121.3 120.1

XI-Cl-C6-C2 180.0 180.0 179.4 -178.9 -178.8 178.4

Yl-XI-Cl-C6 0.0 -1.0 36.8 -42.0 -39.8 50.9

X2-C2-Cl-C3 180.0 180.0 180.0 180.0 178.9 -178.6

Y3-X2-C2-Cl - - 53.0 -59.3 -37.5 45.4

X3-C3-C2-C4 180.0 180.0 179.4 178.8 -179.8 179.8

Y5-X3-C3-C2 - - 38.5 -44.6 - -

X4-C4-C3-C5 180.0 180.0 179.9 -179.8 179.8 -179.8

Y7-X4-C4-C3 0.1 -2.2 - - -1.4 , 1.4

(continue)

parameter 1,3,5-trinitrobenzene 1,2,3,4-tetranitrobenzene 1,2,3,5-tetranitrobenzene

AM] PM3 AMI PM3 AM] PM3

CI-xi 1.493 1.513 1.503 1.532 1.503 1.530

C2-X2 1.111 1.106 1.509 1.545 1.510 1,550

C3-X3 1.493 1.513 1.509 1.545 1.503 1.530

C4-X4 1.111 1.106 1.503 1.532 1,112 1.106

C5-X5 1.493 1.513 1.108 1.101 1.498 1.520

Y2-Y3 - - 2.860 3.015 2.796 3.029

Y4-Y5 2.589 3.031 2.795 3.029

Y6-Y7 - - 2.881 3.016 - -

C2-Cl-C6 121.6 120.4 120.4 120.2 120.8 120.5

Cl-C2-C3 118.4 119.6 119.5 119.7 118.9 119.1

C2-C3-C4 121.6 120.4 119.5 119.7 120.8 120.5

C3-C4-C5 118.4 119.6 120.4 120.2 119.0 120.0

C4-C5-C6 121.6 120.4 120.1 120.2 121.4 120.0

Cl-C6-C5 120.1 120.2 119.0 120.0

XI-Cl-C6-C2 180.0 180.0 -179.9 -178.6 -179.6 -179.1

YI-XI-CI-C6 0.0 0.3 33.9 -45.5 -36.5 -42.5

X2-C2-Cl-C3 180.0 180.0 -177.7 179.6 180.0 180.0

Y3-X2-C2-Cl - - -57.3 -55.7 -54.1 -60.1
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X3-C3-C2-C4 180.0 180.0 -177.8 -179.0 179.6 179.0

Y5-X3-C3-C2 0.0 -0.2 -60.8 -55.8 -38:3 -43.7

X4-C4-C3-C5 180.0 180.0 -179.9 178.5 -179.9 180.0

Y7-X4-C4-C3 - - -37.0 -47.1 - -

X5-C5-C4-C6 180.0 180.0 -179.3 -179.5 180.0 180.0

Y9-X5-C5-C4 -0.5 -0.6 - - -2.5 -15.2

(continue)

parameter 1,2,4,5-tetranitrobenzene 1,2,3,4,5-pentanitrobenzene 1,2,3,4,5,6-hexanitrobenzene

AMI PM3 AM] PM3 AMI PM3

CI-X1 1.503 1.532 1.507 1.538 1.517 1.560

C2-X2 1.503 1.532 1.513 1.555 1.517 1.560

C3-X3 1.110 1.105 1.514 1.551 1.517 1.560

C4-X4 1.503 1.532 1.513 1.555 1.517 1.560

C5-X5 1.503 1.531 1.507 1.538 1.517 1.560

C6-X6 1.111 1.105 1.113 1.106 1.517 1.560

Y2-Y3 2.692 3.036 2.791 3.007 2.902 2.996

Y4-Y5 - - 2.893 3.014 2.899 2.995

Y6-Y7 - - 2.893 3.015 2.898 2.997

Y8-Y9 2.683 3.027 2.792 3.007 2.901 2.998

Y1O-Y11 - - - - 2.898 2.995

Y12-YI - - - - 2.897 2.993

C2-C1-C6 120.0 119.7 120.6 120.1 120.0 120.0

CI-C2-C3 120.0 119.6 119.4 119.5 120.0 120.0

C2-C3-C4 119.8 120.7 120.2 120.3 120.0 120.0

C3-C4-C5 120.0 119.7 119.4 119.5 120.0 120.0

C4-C5-C6 120.0 119.6 120.6 120.1 120.0 120.0

Cl-C6-C5 119.9 120.6 119.8 120.4 120.0 120.0

X1-CI-C6-C2 -179.1 -178.8 179.7 179.1 180.0 180.0

YI-X1-Cl-C6 -37.4 -47.3 36.1 42.6 -52.8 -54.8

X2-C2-C1-C3 179.1 178.8 -179.5 -179.8 180.0 180.0

Y3-X2-C2-Cl -38.8 -47.0 52.6 52.2 -52.8 -55.1

X3-C3-C2-C4 180.0 180.0 180.0 180.0 180.0 180.0

Y5-X3-C3-C2 - - 53.3 53.9 -52.5 -54.4

X4-C4-C3-C5 -179.2 178.8 179.6 179.8 180.0 180.0

Y7-X4-C4-C3 -37.6 -47.3 53.2 57.2 -52.8 -55.1

X5-C5-C4-C6 179.1 178.8 -179.6 -179.0 180.0 180.0

Y9-X5-C5-C4 -38.1 -46.4 38.0 44.1 -52.8 -54.9
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X6-C6-C5-C1 180.0 180.0 180.0 180.0 180.0 180.0

Y11-X6-C6-C5 - - - - -52.5 -54.6

Table 2 Heats of formation of various nitro derivatives of benzene and toluene in

gaseous phase from model (5),(6)
Exp. AMl(cal. Predict(AM1) PM3(cal.) Predict(PM3)

Benzene 19.81 22.022 19.942 23.453 21.543
Nitrobenzene 16.1 25.292 15.959 14.535 16.087
1,2-dinitrobenzene 20.2 38.609 19.673 15.228 20.149
1,3-dinitrobenzene 11.3 33.132 13.079 9.128 13.811
1,4-dinitrobenzene 13.3 33.289 13.268 10.134 14.856
1,2,3-trinitrobenzene 53.912 25.779 18.222 26.602
1,2,4-trinitrobenzene 50.026 21.1 13.176 21.359
1,3,5-trinitrobenzene 14.9 44.875 14.898 6.941 14.881
1,2,3,4-tetranitrobenzene 73.88 37.502 23.962 35.908
1,2,3,5-tetranitrobenzene 68.337 30.828 18.301 30.026
1,2,4,5-tetranitrobenzene 69.391 32.097 18.886 30.634
1,2,3,4,5-pentanitrobenzene 92.441 47.53 31.271 46.844
1,2,3,4,5,6-hexanitrobenzene 117.233 65.061 45.788 65.269

Toluene 11.99 14.41 10.778 14.09 11.815
o-nitrotoluene 9.3 18.919 8.285 8.001 9.298
m-nitrotoluene 4.1 17.593 6.689 5.071 6.254
p-nitrotoluene 7.4 17.249 6.275 4.682 5.85
2,3-dinitrotoluene 31.776 11.446 8.024 12.664
2,4-dinitrotoluene 4.7 26.196 4.728 2.025 6.431
2,5-dinitrotoluene 26.729 5.37 3.027 7.472
2,6-dinitrotoluene 9.6 30.105 9.434 6.382 10.958
3,4-dinitrotoluene 30.455 9.856 5.29 9.823
3,5-dinitrotoluene 25.297 3.646 -0.387 3.925
2,3,4-trinitrotoluene 46.593 16.967 10.815 18.906
2,3,5-trinitrotoluene 42.914 12.537 5.652 13.541
2,3,6-trinitrotoluene 45.963 16.208 9.812 17.864
2,4,5-trinitrotoluene 42.83 12.436 5.642 13.531
2,4,6-trinitrotoluene 12.3 41.222 10.5 3.356 11.156
3,4,5-trinitrotoluene 45.623 15.799 8.147 16.134

2,3,4,5-tetranitrotoluene 64.451 26.149 16.248 27.893
2,3,4,6-tetranitrotoluene 63.778 25.339 14.739 26.325
2,3,5,6-tetranitrotoluene 65.04 26.858 15.47 27.084
2,3,4,5,6-pentanitrotoluene 87.265 41.298 27.95 43.393
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Table 3 Heats of formation of various nitro derivatives of benzene and toluene in

condense phase from model (7),(8)
Exp. Cal.(AM1) Predict(AM1) Cal.(PM3) Predict(PM3)

Benzene 10.130 22.022 10.288 23.453 10.581
Nitrobenzene 0.200 25.292 1.216 14.535 0.932
1,2-dinitrobenzene -0.430 38.609 2.840 15.228 2.599
1,3-dinitrobenzene -6.023 33.132 -3.719 9.128 -3.723
1,4-dinitrobenzene -9.230 33.289 -3.531 10.134 -2.680
1,2,3-trinitrobenzene 53.912 6.842 18.222 6.649
1,2,4-trinitrobenzene 6.800 50.026 2.189 13.176 1.420
1,3,5-trinitrobenzene -8.481 44.875 -3.979 6.941 -5.041
1,2,3,4-tetranitrobenzene 73.880 16.430 23.962 13.545
1,2,3,5-tetranitrobenzene 68.337 9.793 18.301 7.679
1,2,4,5-tetranitrobenzene 69.391 11.055 18.886 8.285
1,2,3,4,5-pentanitrobenzene 92.441 24.334 31.271 22.067
1,2,3,4,5,6-hexanitrobenzene 117.233 39.699 45.788 38.059
Toluene 1.330 . 14.410 1.173 14.090 0.879
o-nitrotoluene -0.400 18.919 -6.416 8.001 -5.839
m-nitrotoluene -6.000 17.593 -8.003 5.071 -8.875
p-nitrotoluene -11.500 17.249 -8.415 4.682 -9.278
2,3-dinitrotoluene -3.806 31.776 -5.342 8.024 -4.867
2,4-dinitrotoluene -16.298 26.196 -12.024 2.025 -11.083
2,5-dinitrotoluene -8.195 26.729 -11.386 3.027 -10.045
2,6-dinitrotoluene -10.489 30.105 -7.343 6.382 -6.568
3,4-dinitrotoluene -3.496 30.455 -6.924 5.290 -7.700
3,5-dinitrotoluene -10.398 25.297 -13.100 -0.387 -13.582
2,3,4-trinitrotoluene 3.611 46.593 -1.922 10.815 -1.026
2,3,5-trinitrotoluene -5.496 42.914 -6.327 5.652 -6.376
2,3,6-trinitrotoluene -3.997 45.963 -2.676 9.812 -2.066
2,4,5-trinitrotoluene -3.702 42.830 -6.428 5.642 -6.387
2,4,6-trinitrotoluene -14.194 41.222 -8.354 3.356 -8.756
3,4,5-trinitrotoluene -1.204 45.623 -3.084 8.147 -3.791
2,3,4,5-tetranitrotoluene 64.451 5.140 16.248 5.552
2,3,4,6-tetranitrotoluene 63.778 4.334 14.739 3.988
2,3,5,6-tetranitrotoluene 65.040 5.845 15.470 4.746
2,3,4,5,6-pentanitrotoluene 87.265 18.136 27.950 18.626

Table 4 Heats of formation of various nitro derivatives of benzene and toluene in
condense phase from model (11),(12)

Low limit of Up limit of Low limit of Up limit of
Predict(AM1) 95% predict 95% predict Predict(PM3) 95% predict 95% predict

interval interval interval interval
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Benzezne 9.789 7.639 11.946 9.429 7.364 11.506
Nitrobenzene -0.212 -1.834 1.420 0.191 0.038 0.351
1,2-dinitrobenzene 3.522 -4.389 11.449 4.103 -4.612 12.827
1,3-dinitrobenzene -6.105 -6.680' -5.517 -6.010 -6.210 -5.806
1,4-dinitmbenzene -5.964 -12.649 0.734 -5.140 -13.805 3.529
1,2,3-trinitrobenzene 9.043 10.006
1,2,4-trinitrobenzene 0.845 -12.090 13.801 0.804 -12.712 14.327
1,3,5-trinitrobenzene -8.489 -8.595 -8.364 -9.426 -11.325 -7.524
1,2,3,4-tetranitrobenzene 18.757 18.284
1,2,3,5-tetranitrobenzene 9.070 8.550
1,2,4,5-tetranitrobenzene 10.018 9.056
1,2,3,4,5-pentanitrobenzene 27.206 27.919
1,2,3,4,5,6-hexanitrobenzene 41.257 43.790

Toluene 2.946 0.372 5.524 1.330 1.181 1.486
o-nitrotoluene -5.942 -18.532 6.656 -5.461 -15.758 4.840
m-nitrotoluene -7.134 -10.465 -3.796 -7.996 -11.642 -4.347
p-nitrotoluene -7.443 -15.436 0.556 -8.332 -15.620 1.042
2,3-dinitrotoluene -2.620 -4.532 -0'696 -2.128 -5.356 1.104
2,4-dinitrotoluene -12.341 -20.483 -4.188 -12.154 -21.516 -2.793
2,5-dinitrotoluene -11.862 -20.141 -3.570 -11.288 -17.266 -5.309
2,6-dinitrotoluene -8.827 -12.103 -5.538 -8.386 -13.135 -3.633
3,4-dinitrotoluene -3.308 -5.254 -2.349 -4.493 -6.796 -2.187
3,5-dinitrotoluene -13.149 19.549 -6.738 -14.241 -21.566 -6.916
2,3,4-trinitrotoluene 2.463 -0.732 5.677 3.599 2.028 5.176
2,3,5-trinitrotoluene -5.548 -6.068 -5.011 -5.704 -6.615 -4.791
2,3,6-trinitrotoluene -2.807 -5.159 -0.437 -2.106 -5.485 1.279
2,4,5-trinitrotoluene -5.624 410.018 -1.212 -5.713 -10.314 -1.108
2,4,6-trinitrotoluene -11.773 -17.009 -6.520 -12.527 -16.408 -8.645
3,4,5-tinitrotoluene 1.591 -3.849 7.050 1.291 -3.008 5.595
2,3,4,5-tetraiirotoluene 10.280 11.612
2,3,4,6-tetranitrotoluene 4.971 5.469
2,3,5,6-tetranitrotoluene 6.106 6.102
2,3,4,5,6-pentanitrotoluene 22.553 25.047
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tures NTO/RDX and NTO/TNT to Assess Their Safe Use
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Kurzf assung

NTO (3-Nitro-1,2,4-triazol-5-on) hat mindestens emn als Proton abspaltbares Was-
sersoffatom von zwei Wasserstoffatomen gebunden an zwei Ringstickstoffatomen.
Eine UnvertrAglichkeit mit anderen Explosivstoffen oder Kontaktmaterialen ist da-
her moglich. Von den beiden Instituten WIWEB und ICT wurden in einer gemein-
samen Untersuchung Methoden angewendet, urn chemische Reaktionen zwischen
NTO und RDX und zwischen NTO und TNT aufzudecken, welche einen Einsatz des
NTO in Sprengladungen fraglich werden lassen oder gar ausschlieBen konnten.
Urn Reaktionen zu beschleunigen und eine Alterungsabhangigkeit der Unvertr~g-
Iichkeit zu erkennen, wurden die Einzelsprengstoffe und die massenbezogenen
1:1-Mischungen NTO/RDX und NTOITNT bei 65,5*C Ober zwei und vier Monate ge-
altert. Die Untersuchungsmethoden waren: Thermoanalyse mit TGA/DTA und DSC,
isotherme W~rmestrom-Mikrokalorimetrie gemnessen mit elnem TAMTM , adiabati-
sche Selbstaufheizung gemnessen mit einem ARCTM, Infrarotabsorption, sowie Mas-
senverlust nach der Lagerung und eine Wasserbestimmung nach der Karl-Fischer-
Methode.

Mit den thermoanalytischen Methoden TGAIDTA und DSC konnten erst im Tempe-
raturbereich 1600C bis 220CC chemische Zersetzungsreaktionen festgestellt werden,
die Zersetzungsbereiche lagen in der DSC noch hoher. Die Probenmengen waren
10Omg bis 20mg mit der TGA/DTA und urn 0,4mg mit der DSC. RDX reagiert deutlich
mit NTO. Die isotherm bei 65,5*C mit Einwaagen von 3g bis 3,5g durchgefohrten
mikrokalorimetrischen Warmestrommessungen lieBen keine signifikante reaktive
Aktivit~t zwischen NTO und RDX und zwischen NTO und TNT erkennen. Kliene

Paper presented at the 29th Internat. Annual Conference of ICT, Karlsruhe, Germany, June 30 - July 3, 1998.
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W~rmestr~5me im Bereich 1O0nW/g bis 200nW/g wurden gefunden, weiche aber
schon im Grenzbereich der Methode liegen. Die adiabatischen Selbstaufheizraten
wurden mit Probenmengen von 250mg bis 400mg gemessen. Alle Anfangstempe-
raturen der Selbstaufheizraten lagen zwischen 170*C und 195*C und die Oiber-
gangstemperaturen zur Deflagration lagen zwischen 15'C (RDX-Proben) und 40*C
(NTO, TNT) daruber. Die Ergebnisse zeigen, daB sich die NTO/RDX-Mischung RDX-
kontrolliert zersetzt und die Selbstaufheizrate der Mischung bei niedrigeren Tern-
peraturen liegt als die der Einzelkomponenten, was eine erhohte Reaktivit~t zwi-
schen NTO und RDX bedleutet. Die Zersetzung der NTOITNT-Mischung ist NTO-
kontrolliert, eine relative Reaktivit~tszunahme zwischen beiden Komponenten
rnacht sich uber 2000C bemnerkbar. IR-Absorption, Massenverlust und die Wasserbe-
stimmung konnten keine UnvertrAglichkeit aufzeigen. Deutliche Reaktivit~ten zwi-
schen NTO und RDX und zwischen NTO und TNT konnten somit erst bei Tempera-
turen uber 150 0C nachgewiesen werden. Allerdlings verf~rbten sich die TNT-
haltigen Proben alle, wobei die NTOITNT-Mischungen beider Institute nach 16 Wo-
chen bei 65,5*C braiunlich verfarbt und sinterartig fest waren.

1. Einleitung

Das ICT und das WIWEB sind uibereingekommen, gemeinsam Fragen aus der Ex-
plosivstoffchemie zu bearbeiten. Das erste ausgewahite Projekt dazu ist die Unter-
suchung der Stabilitat des NTO und seine Vertraglichkeit in Mischungen mit Ni-
traminmen, am Beispiel des RDX, und mit Nitroaromaten, am Beispiel des TNT. Dieses
Themna wurde gewahit, weil dlas NTO durch zwei N-H-Bindlungen an den Ringposi-
tionen 1 und 4, Abb. 1, saure Reaktionen zeigt, d.h. Protonen H' abspalten kann,
insbesondere an der Ringposition 4. Abspaltung des H' an dieser Stelle I513t NTO
als Anion in Saizen mit NH3 und Metallen fungieren. Quantenmechanische Rech-
nungen zeigten, daB fur beide Wasserstoffatome energetisch eine Abgabe als Pro-
ton in Frage kommen konrnte /l/. Die Reaktionen von herk6mmlichen Sprengstof-
fen mit sauren Komponenten oder sauren Kontaktmaterialien ist noch nicht gena-
gend untersucht, urn eine UnvertrAglichkeit definitiv ausschlieBen zu konnen. Soil-
te sich NTO mit diesen Referenzsprengstoffen als unvertrAglich erweisen, wire sei-
ne Anwendlung in Munition und Sprengladlungen sehr fraglich.

H

5 NO,

N

Abb.1: Chemische Struktur des NTO (3-Nitro-1,2,4-Triazol-5-on, alternativ
findlet man auch die Nummerierung 5-Nitro-1 ,2,4-Triazol-3-on).

Protonenubertragungen vom NTO auf die Nitrogruppen des TNT oder des RDX
waren eine M6glichkeit, daB deren Nitrogruppen als salpetrige S~ure HN0 2 bei
Zeit-Temperatur-Belastungen abgespalten werden k6nnen und somit eine Zerset-
zung eingeleitet werden w~rde. Soiche Reaktionen wurden f~jr TNT und andere
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Nitroaryle nachgewiesen, untersucht bel Temperaturen Ober 180*C /2/. Untersu-
chungen der thermischen Zersetzung mit reinemn NTO und NTO in Mischung mit
TNT wurden schon durchgefuhrt /3,4,5/. Die Untersuchungstemperaturbereiche
waren 225*C bis 245*C in /4/ und 2200C bis 2800C in /4,5/. In diesen Untersuchungen
wird durch einen intermolekularen Deuterium-Kinetischen-Isotopeneffekt mit 2D-
NTO die These des H-Transfers von NTO zu einer Nitrogruppe gestutzt. Sowohi er-
hoht NTO die Zersetzungsrate des TNT als auch dlas TNT die Zersetzungsrate des
NTO.

2. Untersuchungsmethoden

Zur Kiarung der Frage einer moglichen Unvertraglichkeit zwischen Sprengladlungs-
komponenten mussen Untersuchungsmethoden eingesetzt werden, weiche eine
chemische Zersetzungsaktivitat zwischen den Komponenten nachweisen konnen.
Zudem muI3 die wahrscheinliche Einsatzzeit in der Beurteilung enthalten sein, so
daB eine Zeit-Temperatur-Belastung der Proben durchzufulhren ist. Urn im realisti-
schen Belastungsbereich zu bleiben, wurde als Alterungstemperatur 65,50C ge-
w~hlt. Diese Temperatur ist noch so niedrig, daB emn Schmelzen des TNT ausge-
schiossen werden kann. 65,5*C (= 150*F) ist eine Standard-Surveiliance-Temperatur.
Die gewAhiten Lagerzeiten sind mit 2 und 4 Monaten bzw. 8 und 16 Wochen aus-
reichend lang und bieten dlas Erkennen der Alterungsabhangigkeit einer mogli-
chen UnvertrAglichkeit. Bei einer mittleren Einsatztemperatur von 25,5*C errechnet
sich mit einemn Beschleunigungsfaktor 3 pro 1O*C Temperaturanderung emn Skalie-
rungsfaktor von 81 fur die Extrapolation von 65,5*C zu 25,5*C. Die zwei und vier
Monate Alterung bei 65,5*C entsprechen somit 13,5 und 27 Jahren bei 25,5*C. In
der Tabelle 1 sind die von beiden Instituten durchgefuhrten Arbeiten und Untersu-
chungsmethoden zusamnmengestelit.

Tabelle 1: Arbeiten und verwendlete Untersuchungsmethoden.

Arbeit und Untersuchungsmethode ICT WIWEB
Herstelien (Mischen) der Proben X X
Alterung bei 65,5'C mit lose aufgesetztem X X
Stopfen Ober 2 und 4 Monate
DSC und TGN/DTA X X
Warmestrom-Mikrokalorimetrie bei 65,50C ____ X
adiabatische Selbstaufheizung mit ARC X
lnfrarotabsorption X
Massenverlust nach Lagerung X
lWassergehalt nach KarI-Fischer-Methode X
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3. Untersuchte Einzelstoffe, Mischungen und Probenvorbereitung

Folgendle Einzelsprengstoffe und Sprengstoffmischungen wurden untersucht, wo-
bei die Substanzen so wie geliefert (au~er der Trocknung) verwendlet wurden:

"* NTO
"* RDX
"* TNT
"* 1:1-Mischung NTOI/RDX
"* 1:1-Mischung NTO/TNT

Die massenbezogenen 1:1-Mischungen steilte jedles Institut mit den bei ihm vor-
handenen Substanzen her, dadurch k6nnen leichte Unterschiede wegen verschie-
dener Reinheit in die Ergebnisse eingehen, jedloch ist damit die Beurteilungsbreite
vergroBert. Die Proben wurden in GefABen mit lose aufgesetztem Stopfen
(Lagergiaser aus Duranglas mit Normschliffstopfen) fujr zwei und vier Monate bzw.
acht und sechzehn Wochen bei 65,5*C gelagert. Die Korngr6Benverteilungen wa-
ren fujr NTO (200pm bis 400pm) und RDX (mps 100pm) vergleichbar. Damit befrie-
dligendle Homogenitat erreicht wird, wurden die TNT-Schuppen per Hand im
Achatmorser verrieben. Die ausgelager-ten Proben wurden ebenfalls durch Verrei-
ben im Achatmorser zerkleinert und homogenisiert, da speziell bei TNT und
NTOITNT die Proben zusammenbackten. Die TNT-Proben beider Institute zeigten
einen Schmelzbeginn nach DTA bzw. DSC von etwa 79*C bzw. 80*C. Dies 1513t auf
leicht verunreinigtes TNT schliei~en, was als Verscharfung der Bedingungen der
Vertrgglichkeitsbeurteilung zu sehen ist.

4. Ergebnisse und Diskussion

4.1 Thermoanalyse mitTGAIDTA und DSC

Die unbelasteten und belasteten Sprengstoffe und Gemnische wurden mit einer
kombinierten TGA/DTA-Apparatur bei einer Aufheizrate von 1 K/mmn in offenen
AI-Tiegein mit Einwaagen zwischen 10mg und 20mg geproift. Bei den WIWEB-
Untersuchungen sind die Ger~te von Netzsch, bei denen des ICT von Mettler. Gera-
te- und Versuchspa ra meter konnen den entsprechenden Abbildlungen entnommen
werden. Die charakcteristischen Daten der Zersetzungen und Phasenumwandlun-
gen sind in den Thermogrammen Abb. 2 bis Abb. 12 angegeben. Hingewiesen
wird nocheinmal auf den relativ niedrigen Schmelzpunkt des verwendleten TNT,
79*C bei WIWEB, Abb. 4, und 80*C (Peakmaximum) bei ICT.

Die Thermogramme wurden auf folgendlen Informationsgehalt analysiert:
"* werden die Einzelstoffe durch die Lagerung bei 65, 5'C instabiler?
"* wird die Vertr~glichkeit der Gemische durch die Lagerung bei 65,5*C beeinfluBt?

Die thermoanalytischen Methoden erlauben wegen ihrer begrenzten Empfindlich-
keit Aussagen zur chemischen Zersetzung der Sprengstoffe erst bei Temperaturen
Ober 150*C. Zudem zeigte sich, daB nur mit den TGA-Daten eine sinnvolle Bewer-
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tung durchzufuhren war. Die DTA-Temperaturen des Beginns der exothermen Zer-
setzung sind als Bewertungskriterium in diesem Fall ungeeignet, da unter den Ver-
suchsbedlingungen die Zersetzung des TNT wegen Verdlampfen nicht und die des
RDX erst in der flOssigen Phase erkennbar ist. Folgendle Interpretationstechnik
wurde angewendlet: Es wird aus den TGA-Thermogrammen die Temperatur be-
stimmt, weiche als Ausgangstemperatur zur Bestimmung des Massenverlusts ge-
eignet ist, diese wird MV-Tref A genannt. Sie wird bei den unbelasteten Emn-
zelsprengstoffen bestimmt wird. Von da ausgehend wird eine Enditemperatur MV-
TrefE bestimmt, bei der die unbelasteten Sprengstoffe einen Massenverlust von 3%
erreichen, siehe Abb. 2, 3 und 4. Die Ergebnisse der Auswertung der TGA-
Messungen an unbelasteten und belasteten Sprengstoffen sind in der Tabelle 2
zusammengefaBt.

Tabelle 2: Massenverlustbewertung der Zersetzungsneigung der unbelasteten
und belasteten Einzelsprengstoffe mit TGA-Messungen.

Lagerzeit MV-TrefA MV-TrefE Massen-
Sprengstoff bei 65,5 *C Abb. -Nr. V0C] P0C] verlust D

[Monate] [%]
NTO 0 2 179 219 3,0 -

RDX 0 3 145 196 3,0 -

TNT 0 4 125 161 3,0 -

NTO 4 1 179 1 219 11,7 0 ,5
RDX 2 145 196 2,6 0,87
TNT 4 125 161 3,5 1,2

In der Ietzten Spalte der Tabelle 2 ist die KenngroBe D. angegeben. Sie ist dlas Ver-
hAltnis der Massenverluste der belasteten zur unbelasteten Probe, GI.(1).

(1) Dz=MVB
DZMV

Dz wird groBer als 1 fOr eine 'Destabilisierung' oder eine Zunahme der Zerset-
zungsneigung durch die Alterung und kleiner als 1 fur formal gesehen eine Redlu-
zierung der Zersetzungsneigung aufgrund der Lagerung bei 65,5'C. Innerhaib des
Methodenfehiers; hat dlanach die Alterung bei RDX und TNT keinen EinfluB, wah-
rend NTO scheinbar etwas stabiler wird, mbglicherweise durch die Zersetzung ei-
ner Verunreinigung oder durch Verdlampfen von Wasser, weiches NTO Ober Was-
serstoffbr~cken binden kann. Dadurch zeigt bei 65,5*C gelagertes NTO einen ge-
ringeren Massenverlust als ungelagertes.

In Anlehnung an die STANAG 4147, Test 2 /6/, wird in dieser Arbeit die Vertraglich-
keit zwischen den Gemischkomponenten mit der Vertr~glichkeitskenngr6iBe Dmv
als dem Quotienten des Massenverlustes MVG der 1:1-Mischung zur Summe der
Massenverluste MV, und MV 2 der Einzelkomponenten bestimmt.
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M,______ MG.MVG
(2) DMv = MG1 MG M'V

S.MV, + O2.MV2  M G,1*MV 1 + MG,2 MV2

GI.(2) gilt aligemein fur beliebige Massenverhaltnisse in der Mischung. M. = MG6 1 +
MG,2 ist die Gesamtmasse der Mischung. Die Massenverluste MV, und MV2 konnen
mit davon unterschiedlichen Massen bestimmt worden sein. In GI.(2) werden die
Beitrage der Einzelstoffe mischungsmassenbruchgewichtet beruicksichtigt. 1st der
Massenanteil einer Komponente in der Mischung null wird DMV = 1. Mit der Bedin-
gung MM, = MG,2 = M folgt M. = 2 M und die GI.(3) resultiert fur die Vertraglich-
keitskenngrbBe DMV.

PMGA (0) - MG,1 Mt + M6,2 (0) - MG,2 (t)] AM,

(3) Dmv ='2MV -2. MI1(O)+MG,2(O) -=2- 2. M
MV1 + MV2  Ml(0)- Ml(t) +M2 (0) - M2 (t) AM, + AM2

M1(0) M2(0) M

Mit M1(0) = M2(0) = MG,1(O) = MG62(0) = M

Der Ausdruck in eckigen Kiammern in oberen Zahier des mittleren Teils der GI.(3)
ist nur formal aufgespalten. Diese Aufspaltung gilt, wenn die Komponenten indif-
ferent zueinander sind, dann ist Dmv = 1. Emn Dmv > 1 bedeutet eine Zunahme der
Reakctivitat zwischen den Gemischkomponenten und emn DMV < 1 formal eine Ab-
nahme der Reak-tivitAt zwischen den Gemischkomponenten. Die untere Grenze fur
Dmv ist null. Aber wenn Werte deutlich kHeiner 1 erhalten werden, muB mit ande-
ren Methoden gepruft werden, weil eine reaktive Wechselwirkung zwischen den
Komponenten dann nicht auszuschlieBen ist. Ist bei einer Komponente der Mas-
senverlustwert MVj null, resultiert bei 1:1-Mischungen ebenfalls DMV= 1 fur indiffe-
rentes; Verhalten. Als Beurteilungskriterien gelten fur die Dmv-Werte nach GI.(3)
mit MV, und/oder MV2 ungleich null:

Dmv > 2 unvertriglich
DMv < 0,5 unvertr~glich bzw. prufen mit anderen Methoden
0,5 • Dmv • 2 keine definierte Aussage moglich, andere Methoden mit

heranziehen
DMV =1 indifferent bzw. vertragtich

Die Kriterien sind noch in der Entwicklung. Die Datenbasis fur DMV ist bei weitemn
kWeiner ats die der Vertraglichkeitspruifung mit dem Vakuumstabilittatstest.

Bei den Sprengstoffmischungen wird zu deren Bewertung als Referenztemperatur
MV-Tref,G jeweils die Einzelstoff-Referenztemperatur MV-TrefE gewahit, bei der die
instabilere unbelastete Einzelkomponente 3% Massenverlust aufweist. Die Ergeb-
nisse sind in der Tabelle 3 zusammengestellt. Die Messungen an den unbelasteten
Gemnischen zeigen die Abbildlungen 5 und 6.
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Tabelle 3: VertrAglichkeitsbewertung mit den Massenverlusten aus den TGA-
Messungen der unbelasteten und belasteten Sprengstoffmischungen.

Sprengstoff- Lagerzeit bei Abb. MV-TrefG MVG MV 1  MV 2
gemisch 65,5C Nr 10C] [%] [ 0/[b Dmv

[Monate]

NTO/RDX 0 5 196 10,5 0,97 3 5,3
NTO/TNT 0 16 1161 11,6 10 13 1,071
NTO/RDX 4 196 10,3 0,90 2,6 5,
NTo/TNT 4 161 1,8 0 3,5 1 ,0

Innerhaib des Methodenfehiers und bei der relativ niedrigen Referenztemperatur
MV-refG = 1610C reagiert NTO nicht mit TNT und die Vorlagerung hat auf die Re-
aktivitit zwischen NTO und TNT keinen EinfluB. Bei der Referenztemperatur MV-
TrefG = 196*C hingegen reagieren RDX und NTO merklich miteinander, die Zerset-
zungsneigung oder ReaktivitAt wird jedloch dlurch die 65,50C-Lagerung auch nicht
erhoht. Diese so festgestellten Zersetzungsreaktionen zwischen NTO und RDX
d~jrften bei normalen Lager- und Einsatzbedlingungen keine Rolle spielen. Die
thermogravimetrische Analyse kann somit keine relevante Reaktivitat zwischen
NTO und RDX sowie zwischen NTO und TNT fur die vorgesehene Einsatzbelastun-
gen feststellen.

DSC-Warmestrom-Thermogramme von unbelastetem NTO, von 16 Wochen bei
65,5*C gealtertem NTO, von RDX und von der Mischung NTO/RDX, beide bei 65,5 0C
Ober 16 Wochen gealtert und von unbelastetem TNT und von der unbelasteten
Mischung NTO/TNT zeigen die Abbildlungen 7 bis 12. Die Einwaagen lagen zwi-
schen 0,3mg und 0,5mg. Die Aufheizrate war immer 10*C/min. Die TNT-haltigen
Proben wurden im geschlossenen AI-Tiegel gemnessen. Die DSC-Diagramme Abb. 7
und Abb. 8 zeigen keinen signifikanten Unterschied zwischen unbelastetem und
gealtertem NTO. Die kleine Verschiebung der Exotherme des geaiterten NTO zu
hoheren Temperaturen ist auf die urn 20% verringerte Einwaage zurcickzufaihren.
Die Abb. 9 und 10 zeigen im Vergleich die RDX-kontrollierte Zersetzung der Mi-
schung NTO/RDX, bei der Mischung NTOITNT erkennt man mit den Abb. 11 und 12
die NTO-kontrollierte Zersetzung.

4.2. Wtirmestrom-Mikrokalorimetrie

Zur Messung der Warmestrome dQ/dt der Sprengstoffproben wurde ein War-
mestrom-M ikro ka lori meter mit Zwillingsmel~prinzip Typ TAMTM der Fa. Thermome-
tric, Schweden verwendlet. Die Proben wurden wie in /7/ beschrieben in nicht vor-
konditionierte Mel~ampullen mit 3ml Volumen gefulit. Die Mel~ampullen wurden
fest mit einem Crimp-Verschlul~deckei mit tefionuberzogener Elastomerdlichtung
verschlossen und nach dem Verschlief~en in dlas Mikrokalorimeter eingebracht. Als
Referenz in der ZwiliingsmeBanordnung dliente eine leere Mel~ampulle, urn das
Rauschen dlurch Temperaturschwankungen im isothermen Bad zu redluzieren. Der
Mef~bereich wurde zu l0pW gewAhIt, die Kalibrierung erfolgte mit zwei Punkten,
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OpW und mit der im Mel~zylinder eingebauten Widerstandskalibrierheizung mit
festeingesteliten 9,9pW. Gemessen wurden die Wirmestr6me bei 65,5'C Badltem-
peratur des Mikrokalori meters. Folgendle Ausdir~cke werdlen synonym zumn War-
mestrom verwendlet: W~rmefluB, WarmefluBrate, W~rmeprod~uktionsrate, Wjr-
meproduktion, W~rmeentwicklung, W~rmeentwicklungsrate, Leistung, W~rmelei-
stung. Der im Deutschen zutreffendste Ausdruck ist W~rmestrom, welcher von
oder zur Probe gerichtet sein kann. Der Begriff Warmeentwicklungsrate impliziert
eine exotherme Reaktion in der Probe, was bei Explosivstoffen haufig ist und er
stelit einen Bezug zur Reaktionswarme oder Wjrmet6nung der chemnischen Reak-
tion her. Im Englischen ist 'heat flow' der zutreffendle Begriff fOr den 'Wa~rme-
strom', dlaneben wird auch 'heat generation rate' verwendlet.

Alle Messungen wurden mit der 'Switch'-Technik aufgenommen, da bei alien Pro-
ben nur sehr kleine spezifische (meint bezogen auf die Einwaage) Warmestr6me
zu beobachten waren, meistens zwischen +0,5pW/g und nahe der Nullinie.
'Switch'-Technik bedleutet den Wechsel der MeBposition der Probe von der Pro-
benmeBstelle A zur ReferenzmeBstelle B in der ZwillingsmeBanordnung und um-
gekehrt. Damit kann dlas Nulisignal bestimmt werdlen als halber Wert des Abstands
zwischen den MeBkurven vor und nach dem Switch. Diese Methode arbeitet dlann
optimal, wenn die Probe einen konstanten W~rmestrom zeigt. Die vom Hersteller
des Mikrokalorimeters angegebene Nachweisgrenze betragt 5OnW (nano-Watt),
was nach /71 fOr die meisten MeBkanale dlieses verwendleten Mikrokalorimetertyps
in einem Ringversuch bestatigt wurdle. Als Kriterium der Bestimmungsg renze gilt
die 3-fache Nachweisgrenze, somit hier 1 50nW absolut. Die Ladedichte bei den
Messungen war nahezu 1, dl.h. es wurden 3g bis 3,5g an Substanz eingewogen.
Demnach kann die probenbezogene oder spezifische Bestimmungsgrenze mit ca.
5OnW/g angegeben werdlen.

Die Abbildlungen 13 bis 17 zeigen die erhaltenen W~rmestr6me. Die spike-artigen
Elemente der Mel~kurven sind bei der Anwendlung der Switch-Technik entstanden,
dlabei kommt dlas Mikrokalorimeter fur 2 bis 4 Stunden aus dem thermischen
Gleichgewicht. Das *unbelastete NTO, Abb. 13, zeigt eine dleutliche endlotherme
Warmetonung in der GroBenordnung von -400nW/g. Nach 4-monatiger Lagerung
bei 65,5*C ist dlieser Effekt allerdlings verschwundlen. Die negative W~rmet6nung
kann dlurch dlas Abspalten von uber Wasserstoffbrucken gebundenem Wasser im
NTO herruhren. Das reine RDX zeigt unbelastet keine endlotherme W~rmet6nung,
Abb. 14, die Werte der W~rmestr6me liegen nahe bei null. Das unbelastete
NTO/RDX-Gemisch hat einen endlothermen Effekt von etwa -200nW/g, die H~lfte
des Wertes des NTO. Nach 4-mnonatiger Lagerung bei 65,5*C, Abb. 15, ist dlieser en-
dlotherme Effekt nicht mehr erkennbar. Die belasteten NTO/RDX-Mischungen zei-
gen mit lO0nW/g W~rmestr6me im Grenzbereich des Gerats /8,9/. St6reffekte sind
nicht auszuschlieBen. Ungelagertes TNT zeigt innerhalb der ersten 40 Stunden emn
dleutlich exothermes Signal mit einer maximalen H6he von 4,2pW/g, Abb. 16. Die-
ser Anfangseffekt tritt auch bei der NTOITNT-Mischung in entsprechend
,,verdujnnter" Form auf. Wahrscheinlich handelt es sich bei der im unbelasteten
TNT ablaufendlen Reaktion nicht urn eine Zersetzungsreaktion dles TNT, sondern
um die einer Verunreinigung, da dlieser W~rmestrom bei den 2 und 4 Monate ge-
lagerten Proben des reinen TNT sowie der 1:11-Mischung NTO/TNT nicht mehr auf-
tritt, Abb. 17. Die ARC-Messungen weisen bei unbelastetem TNT gegenOber bela-
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stetem ebenfalls auf erhbhte ReaktivitMt hin, Abb. 21. Die W~rmestr6me der bela-
steten NTO/TNT-Mischungen haben mit etwa 200nW/g Ieicht positive Werte, aber
wiederum im Grenzbereich des Gerats.

Alle Messungen zeigen, daI3 weder NTO noch TNT noch RDX sowohi unbelastet als
auch belastet W~rmet6nungen aufweisen, die eindleutig auf eine chemische Zer-
setzung dlieser Stoffe bei der Mikrokalorimeter-MeBtemperatur von 65,5*C schlie-
Ben lassen. Das Gleiche gilt fur die 1:1-Mischungen NTOIRDX und NTO/TNT. Im
Temperaturbereich bis 65,5'C gibt die W~rmestrom-Mikrokalorimetrie keinen
Hinweis auf chemnische Reaktionen in diesen Sprengstoffmischungen, die mit ei-
nem entscheidendlen W~rmestrom erkennbar waren.

4.3 Adiabatische Selbstaufheizung

Die Methode der adiabatischen Selbstaufheizung wurde in einem der Institute bei
Treib- und Explosivstoffen wurde schon angewendlet /10/. Emn weiterer Beitrag da-
zu ist in /11/ zu finden, in weichem die Methode nochmals beschrieben ist. Die
adiabatische Selbstaufheizung der Sprengstoffe und der Mischungen wurde mit
einem Accelerating Rate Calorimeter (ARCTM ) bestimmt. In den folgendlen Abbil-
dlungen 18 bis 23 werdlen die adiabatischen Selbstaufheizraten h in *C/min als
Funktion der adiabatisch erreichten Temperatur gezeigt, welche als 1/T in 1/K emn-
getragen ist, jedloch wurden *C-Werte zugeordnet. Die Einwaagen waren um
300mg, bei RDX-haltigen Proben um 250mg, gemnessen wurde in kugeligen Titan-
mefzellen mit einem Zoll Durchmesser. Die thermische Inertheit des Systems MeB-
zelle-Probe ausgedruickt als 4-Faktor lag zwischen 6 und 8,2. Alle Selbstaufheizun-
gen zeigten einen Ubergang von der kontrolliert verfolgbaren Selbstaufheizung
zur Deflagration, dem jeweiligen Endpunkt der gezeigten MeBkurven.

In der Abb. 18 sind die unbelasteten Proben zu sehen. Die Kurven des NTO und des
TNT liegen nahe zusammen und haben f~jr die Hauptexotherme der Selbstaufhei-
zung eine um etwa 20*C hohere Anfangstemperatur als dlas RDX. Die Mischung
NTO/TNT wird etwas zu niedrigeren Temperaturen verschoben, ihre Selbstauf-
heizrate scheint NTO-kontrolliert, wie auch DSC-Messungen zeigen, Abb. 11 und
12. Die Verschiebung zu niedrigeren Temperaturen ist nur mit einer Zersetzungs-
reaktion zwischen NTO und TNT erklarbar. Die Mischung NTO/RDX ist klar erkenn-
bar RDX-kontrolliert in ihrem Verhalten. Ihre Selbstaufheizkurve Iiegt bei niedrige-
ren Temperaturen als die des RDX, was auf eine Reaktivit~t zwischen NTO und RDX
hindleutet, jedloch erst bei h6heren Temperaturen. Der exothermen Zersetzung des
RDX kann eine endlotherme vorgelagert sein. In der Abb. 19 sind die Messungen
an den unbelasteten und belasteten NTO-Proben dlargestellt. Die bei tieferer Tem-
peratur liegendle Messung an unbelastetemn NTO mit der Markierung 0,1 wurde
mit einer Einwaage von 400mg durchgefojhrt, alle anderen Messungen mit 300mg
Einwaage. Die Messung 0,1 zeigt den EinfluB des 4-Faktors, der bei dieser Messung
wegen der h6heren Einwaage kleiner ist als bei den anderen, 4,9 zu 7. Dies f~hrt
zu einem schnelleren Ansteigen der Temperatur in der NTO-Probe mit 400mg Fin-
waage. Die Messungen lassen keinen EinfluI3 der Alterung erkennen. Die adiabati-
schen Selbstaufheizungen von unbelastetemn RDX, zwei Mesungen 0,1 und 0,2,
und 16 Wochen bei 65,5*C gelagertemn RDX zeigt die Abb. 20. Es kann emn leichter
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Alterungseffekt erkannt werden. Eine These ist, daB durch die Alterung Produkte
gebildet werden, weiche die Zersetzungsreaktionen des RDX Ieicht inhibieren oder
lnhaltsstoffe des technisch reinen RDX wurden zersetzt, weiche bei unbelastetem
RDX dlessen Zersetzung fordern. Die Ergebnisse fujr unbelastetes TNT und belaste-
tes TNT zeigt die Abb. 21. Auch hier verschieben sich die Selbstaufheizratenkurven
mit der Belastung zu hoheren Temperaturen, allerdings scheint der Alterungsein-
fluB schon nach den ersten Lagerungswochen einzutreten. Zwischen den Kurven
fur 8 und 16 Wochen ist kein Unterschied mehr feststellbar.

Die Selbstaufheizkurven der Mischung NTO/RDX zusammen mit denen der Kom-
ponenten sind in der Abb. 22 zu sehen. Die Alterung der Mischung andert nur
marginal die Selbstaufheizratenkurven der Proben. Sie gehen jedloch schon bei
dleutlich niedrigeren Selbstaufheizraten in die Deflagration Ober. Die Abb. 23 zeigt
die Messungen an den NTOITNT-Mischungen. Auch hier sind die Anderungen der
gealterten Mischungen gegenuiber der ungealterten nur marginal. Zu erwahnen
ist allerdlings, daB die Ober 16 Wochen gealterte Mischung NTO/TNT streuendle
MeBkurven lieferte, sie waren sowohi zu tieferen wie zu hoheren Temperaturen
verschoben, die gezeigte Kurve ist etwa die Mittellage. An dieser Stelle sei auch
auf die dleutliche braunlicher Verfarbung dieser Probe hingewiesen. Mit der adia-
batischen Selbstaufheizung der Sprengstoffmischungen ist zu erkennen, daB die
Mischungen gegenuber den reinen Komponenten eine erhohte Reaktivitat auf-
weisen. Diese wird aber durch die Alterung nicht signifikant verandert. Die erhoh-
te ReaktivitAt wird erst bei hoheren Temperaturen meBbar.

4.4 Infrarotabsorption

Fujr die Aufnahme der Infrarotabsorptionsspektren wurden KBr-PeBlinge mit den
Proben hergestel It. Gemessen wurde mit einem Fouriertransform-I R-Spektrometer
Typ 60SX der Fa. Nicolet, im Mittleren IR mit einer Auflosung von 4 cm ". Darge-
stelit sind immer spezifische Absorptionsspektren (Extinktion oder Absorbanz).
Durch die Subtraktionstechnik wurde versucht, im Rahmen der Genauigkeii: der
Methode Unterschiede zwischen unbelasteten und belasteten Proben zu erken-
nen. Die Abb. 24 und die Abb. 25 zeigen dlas IR-Absorptionsspektrurn des unbela-
steten NTO und in der Abb. 25 auch dlas von NTO Ober 16 Wochen gealtert. Es
kann kein Unterschied in den Spektren der Abb. 25, hervorgerufen durch Absorp-
tionsbanden von Zersetzungsprodukten, festgestellt werden. Dasselbe gilt fcjr die
Mischung NTOIRDX, unbelastet und 16 Wochen belastet, Abb. 26 und Abb. 27,
letztere zeigt dlas Fingerprint-Gebiet der Spektren der unbelasteten und der 16
Wochen belasteten Mischung. An Hand der Spektren der NTO/TNT-Mischung ist
Ietzlich die gleiche SchluBfolgerung zu ziehen, obwohl hier bei der Ober 16 Wo-
chen belasteten Mischung erhebliche Unterschiede in dem Subtraktionsspektrum
zu sehen sind, Abb 29. Auch die Abb. 28 fur den Vergleich der unbelasteten mit
der 8 Wochen belasteten Mischung zeigt einige Unterschiede, die aber auf Unge-
nauigkeiten der Aufnahmetechnik mit den KBr-PreBlingen zuruickgefuhrt werden
kann. Den Haupteffekt im Differenzspektrum der Abb. 29 d~jrften Konzentrations-
unterschiede bei den beiden Proben im KBr-PreBling sein, da qualitativ die Spek-
tren nahezu gleich sind. In Bereich der N-H oder O-H-Schwingungen bei 3200 cm-1
und bei der Bande um 1720 cm-1 zeigt sich emn grol~erer Unterschied, doch der
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Vergleich mit der Bandenlage und der bandenform des reinen NTO, Abb. 24, IABt
keinen Ruckschlul3 auf eine N-H ... 02N-Gruppenwechselwirkung zwischen NTO und
TNT zu. Beide genannten Banden im Subtraktionsspektrum sind als NTO-Banden
zu erkennen.

4.5 Wassergehaltsbestimmung nach der Karl-Fischer-Methode

Die Sprengstoffe wurden vor und nach der Lagerung auf ihren Wassergehalt hin
untersucht. Damit soilte eine eventuelle HygroskopizitAt und/oder eine Bildung
von Wasser als Reaktionsprodukt aus einer moglichen chemnischen Zersetzung er-
mittelt werden. Tabelle 4 zeigt die Ergebnisse.

Tabelle 4: Wassergehalt in Mass.-% nach Karl-Fischer (K.F.) und
Massenverlust nach Lagerung.

Probe Lagerzeit K. F.-Wert Massenverlust
bei 65,5'C [Mass.-%] nach Lagerung

NTO unbelastet 0,15

NTO 2 Monate 0,13 0,04 %
NTO 4 Monate 0,07 0,09 %

RDX unbelastet 0,09
RDX 4 Monate 0,04 0,07 %
TNT unbelastet 0,01
TNT 4 Monate 0,09 0,09 %

NTO/RDX 4 Monate < 0,01 0,09 %

NTO/TNT 4 Monate < 0,01 0,08 %

Die Entstehung von Wasser dlurch Zersetzungsreaktionen konnte nicht nachgewie-
sen werden, auch keine Hygroskopizitat der Stoffe oder Gemische. Die Massenver-
luste nach Lagerung haben so kleine Werte, daB sie zu vernachl~ssigen sind, d.h.
auch damit sind keine den Einsatz der Mischungen begrenzendlen Zersetzungsre-
aktionen nachweisbar.

5. Zusammenfassung

In einer gemneinsamen Untersuchung zwischen den Instituten WIWEB und ICT zur
Kiarung der Frage einer Reaktivitat zwischen NTO und RDX als Beispiel eines typi-
schen Nitramins und zwischen NTO und TNT als Beispiel eines typischen Nitroaro-
maten wurden folgendle Methoden eingesetzt: die Thermoanalyse mit TGA/DTA
und DSC, die Warmestrom-Mikrokalorimetrie gemessen mit einem TAMTM , die
adiabatische Selbstaufheizung gemessen mit einem Accelerating Rate Calorimeter
(ARCTM) , die IR-Absorption im Mittleren Infraroten sowie der Massenverlust nach
Lagerung und die Wasserbestimmung nach Karl-Fischer. Umn eventuelle Reaktionen
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zwischen den Komponenten zu beschleunigen wurden, die Proben bei 65,5*C uber
2 und 4 Monate gealtert.

Die Bewertung mit den thermoanalytischen Methoden wurde mit den TGA-
Messungen quantifiziert durchgefuhrt. Uber die Definition einer Vertraglichkeits-
oder ReaktivitatskenngroBe Dmv wurden die Daten der TGA-Thermogramme aus-
gewertet. Es konnte keine relevante Reaktivit~t zwischen NTO und RDX und zwi-
schen NTO und TNT fur die Oblichen Lager- und Einsatztemperaturen festgestellt
werden. RDX reagiert aber bei erh6hten Temperaturen dleutlich mit NTO. Inner-
haib des Methodenfehiers reagiert NTO nicht mit TNT bei etwa 160*C, auch die
Belastung bei 65,5*C Ober 4 Monate anderte die Reaktivit~t der Mischungen nicht.
Die Warmestrommessungen bei 65,5*C mit dem Mikrokalorimeter mit einer spezifi-
schen Bestimmungsgrenze von O,O5pW/g konnten keine offensichtlichen Unver-
trAglichkeitsreaktionen zwischen NTO und RDX und zwischen NTO und TNT auf-
zeigen. Die Warmestrome waren so klein, meistens zwischen ±O,5pWfg und nahe
der Nullinie, dal3 mit der Switch-Technik gemessen werden muf~te.

Mit der adiabatischen Selbstaufheizung wurde festgestellt, daB sich die Mischung
NTO/RDX RDX-kontrolliert zersetzt und die Selbstaufheizrate der Mischung bei nie-
drigeren Temperturen liegt als die des RDX. Bei NTO und TNT allein liegen die An-
fangstemperaturen der Selbstaufheizraten etwa 20*C Ober der des RDX. Die Zer-
setzung der Mischung NTOITNT ist NTO-kontrolliert, eine ReaktivitMt zwischen bei-
den Komponenten kommt bei hoheren Temperaturen zumn Tragen, so daB die
Selbstaufheizratenkurve der Mischungen bei niedrigeren Temperaturen als die der
Komponenten Iiegt. Die Alterung bei 65,5*C uber 8 und 16 Wochen anderte die
GrundreaktivitAt der beiden Mischungen nicht mehr signifikant. Mit der IR-
Absorption konnte keine Reaktivitat in den Sprengstoffmischungen erkannt wer-
den. Verglichen wurden die spezifischen Absorptionsspektren der unbelasteten
und der belasteten Mischungen. Mit der Subtraktion der Spektren als empfindliche
Unterscheidlungstechnik zwischen zwei sehr ah-nlichen Spektren konnten keine
neuen Absorptionsbanden von eventuell entstandenen Zersetzungsprodukten ge-
funden werden. Auch bei NTO konnte in den Spektren keine Veranderung mit der
Alterung festgestellt werden.

Die Massenverluste durch die Lagerungen bei 65,5*C sind so klein, dai3 Zerset-
zungsreaktionen damit nicht zu belegen sind. Auch die Anderungen im Wasserge-
halt der Proben war sehr gering.

Mit den verwendleten Untersuchungsmethoden der beiden Institute WIWEB und
ICT konnten, auBer bei Temperaturen uber 150*C, keine offensichtlichen chemi-
schen ReaktivitAten zwischen den Mischungskomponenten in den 1:1-Mischungen
NTO/RDX und NTO/TNT festgestelit werden. Bei NTO/TNT kam es allerdlings bei den
Proben beider Institute nach 4 Monaten Lagerung zu einer dleutlichen Braunf~r-
bung und zumn Zusammenbacken. Bei der WIWEB-Probe war dies mit einer teiiwei-
sen Entmischung verbunden. Wahrscheinlich ist das TNT etwas angeschmolzen und
gesintert. Eine entscheidendle WArmetonung oder h6here Massenverluste wurden
jedloch auch fur diese NTOITNT-Mischung nicht beobachtet.
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NTO (Dyn.Nobel) Original ungel.Tisg.Ar Fil.,97244.001 OSC NETTLER 14-Jul-97
a) 0.498 mg Ratuh 10.0 0 131n

0

Integration

Onset 264.8"CI Delta H 1023 mJ
l Slope 11.5404 W/gK o2051.6 J/gPeak 270.1'C

in 
123.6 W/9

11L.
240. 260. 280. c

Abb. 7: DSC-Thermogramm von unbelastetem NTO.

NTO 16 Wochan gem. Ar Fl00898&.001 DSC NETTLER 20-Feb-90
0) 0.393 9 RNat.. 10.0 "C/pn

Ax0

Integration
Oneet 272.5"C Delta H 397 mJ

d Slope -3.9432 W/sK 1009.4 J/gd Peak 277. 1C"CY •l45.8 W/g

I I I

240. 250. 280. c

Abb. 8: DSC-Thermogramm von bei 65,5°C Ober 16 Wochen belastetem NTO.
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ROX l6vachan gem. Ar Film..osasa. oc DSC METTLER 2o-Fibgs
0. 36a 09 Rat,, £0.0 */~

0
x

Integrat ion .i:

Oelto H 41 ,j In~tegration

113. 1 J/9 . Jlto H 504 nJ
Peak 204. 6C1768 9

-1. mPea~k 112.5'C
3. 6 MW

200. 250.

Abb. 9: DSC-Thermogramm von bei 65,5*C und 16 Wochen belastetemn RDX.

NTO/ROX 16Wochon Sam. Ar Fi1.ogBBo.o01 DSC M4ETTLER 20-Fb 8
0.428 9 mgRdtA 10.0 /n

x0

Inftegrat ion
De~lta H 1201 fli

2805. 0 J/9

Peak 222.8*:

6. 2 nW

Cl Onsat 199.1 *C

100. 150. 200. 250. 300. 350. *C

Abb. 10: DSC-Thermogramm der bei 65,50C und 16 Wochen belasteten 1:1-
Mischung NTO/RDX.
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TNT or-ig. (ge...-ungal.) Ar- FiIe.090BU.001 OSC METTLER 25-Feb-se
0. 3459 mgRoet. 10. 0 /t

a

I ntegrat ion

Delta H 733 mJ
2101.6 J/ 9

Peak 324.0*C
13.5 mw

Onset 319ý. 3*f
Slop, 1.65 mW/I<

280. 300. 320. 340.

Abb. 11: DSC-Thermogramm von unbelastetem TNT, gemessen im ge-
schiossenen AI-Tiegel.

NTO/TNT lel rt g. (gem. -unga.). Ar- F11..09805.001 DSC METTLER 25-Feb-OS
W 0.405 mg mat,* io.o C/.I.

0x

Integration

~ Delta H 641 MJ

Onset 259.3'C I1 18:Jg

d- Slope 8.9758 W/qK Pea 26.*

w i 40.1 lb'9

1240. 260. 280.

Abb. 12: DSC-Thermogramm der unbelasteten 1: 1-Mischung NTO/TNT, gemes-
sen im geschlossenen AI-Tiegel.
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1.0, dQ/dtI[PW/g]

0.5 ~N TO unstrese

0.0-

NTNTO 4 Mo.,,65,5 0C

-0.5'
NTO unstressed

-1.0' time [d]

2 468

Abb. 13: Spezifische Wgrmestrome von unbelastetemn NTO und von 4 Monate
gelagertemn NTO.

dQ/dt. NT
[IaW/g] 

T

0.3

unstressed samples N*TOIRDX

0' RDX RDX

RDX

-0.3-NORD NTO/RDX

NTO Switch

-0.6 /
.9 time [d]

2 4 6 8

Abb. 14: Spezifische WArmestrome von unbelastetemn NTO und unbelastetemn
RDX und der unbelasteten 1: 1-Mischung NTO/RDX.
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dQ/dt
[pjW/gl

:NTO/RDX unstressed

0.3-
NTO/RDX, 2 Mo., 65,5*C

NTO/RDX, 4Mo., 65,5C

Switc

NNTO/RDX unstressed

- 0.6[time [d]

2 4 6 8

Abb. 15: Spezifische Warmestromne der 1 :1-Mischung NTO/RDX, unbelastet und
nach Lagerung bei 65,5*C uber 2 und 4 Monaten.

dlQ/dlt

Il.Wg

2 A/ Switch

NTO/TNTNTO/TNT

TN .. ON ... ................ ..............

-4 time [d]

2 4 6 8

Abb. 16: Spezifische Warmestr~me von unbelastetemn TNT und von unbelaste-
tern NTO sowie von der unbelasteten 1:1-Mischung NTO/TNT.
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dQ/dt
IPW/g]

unstressed 4 Mo., 65,5"C
1.0

2 Mo., 65,50 C

0.5'

0.0 tJ

I ~ ~unstressed sape
10 NT/RDX DX NT

tNTe[d

Abb.17: SpeificheW~rest~meder1: -MschnTO/NT~fNublse

to NT/RDX DX TO

TNTC

NTNT

.01 - I - I I _ _

170 t80 190 200 210 220 230 240

Abb. 18: Adiabatische Selbstaufheizrate von NTO, RDX und TNT und der
beiden 1:1 -Sprengstoffmischungen NTO/RDX und NTOITNT.
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t00

h [°C/min]

adiabatic self heating

t0 NTO unstressed 0,2

NTO stored at 65.5 0C in weeks

0. 1

1111

I' I

0.

T (OCd
.01 1

185 190 195 200 205 210 215 220 225 230 235

Abb. 19: Adiabatische Selbstaufheizrate von NTO und von bei 65,5°C Ober 8
und 16 Wochen gealtertem NTO. Zwei Messungen am unbelasteten
NTO, 0,1 mit 400mg Einwaage, alle anderen Proben mit 300mg.

100
h [OC/min] 0,1

16
adiabatic self heating .2

,10 ROX unstressed

ROX 16 weeks at 65.5°C

0,1

0.2 16

.01J
j~T [°C]

.01 I I I

180 185 190 195 200 205 210

Abb. 20: Adiabatische Selbstaufheizrate von RDX und von bei 65,5°C Ober 16
Wochen gealtertem RDX. Zwei Messungen mit unbelastetem RDX.
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t00
h [°C/min]

8

adiabatic self heating 0 16

t0 TNT unstressed

TNT stored at 65.5°C in weeks

I

0
8 0 B 16

.01 fI II

185 195 205 215 225 235 245 255 265

Abb. 21: Adiabatische Selbstaufheizrate von TNT und von bei 65,5°C Ober 8
und 16 Wochen gealtertem TNT.

t00
h [C/min)

NT0/RDX-mixture

10 stored at 65.5°C in weeks

adiabat. self heating

B NTO unstressed
6

-ROX, 0 ROX unstressed

. NTO. 0 NTO.0

t6' / .T [°C]

.016At' I -I I I I I

t70 175 t80 185 190 195 200 205 210 215 220

Abb. 22: Adiabatische Selbstaufheizrate von unbelastetem NTO und RDX und
von der 1:1-Mischung NTO/RDX, unbelastet und belastet.
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t00
h [0MAN]

16
NTO. 0

adiabatic self heating
t0 NTO unstressed

TNT unstressed 0

NTO/TNT- mixture

stored at 65.5 0C in weeks 8

.8 NTO.00

NTO, 0 T ([C]

.01 [ I I I I I

185 190 195 200 205 210 215 220 225 230 235

Abb. 23: Adiabatische Selbstaufheizrate von unbelastetem NTO und TNT und
von der 1:1-Mischung NTO/TNT, unbelastet und belastet.

;. I~l I I Ilf

0.7 iLI
j 0.8 . -LI L J V
o , ' II ",•, ' i i i

0.3 - V i

I i
4M0 00 Mm MW 2M0 1560 Iwo

Abb. 24: IR-Absorptionsspektrum von unbelastetem NTO.
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ABSTRACT

In the last years several new explosives have recently attracted attention as possible

alternatives e.g. for the nitramines RDX and HMX. Hexanitrohexaazaisowurtzitane

(HNIW), also known as CL 20 is one of them. Objective of the study was to analyse

three different CL 20 samples from different suppliers (e - CL 20 from Thiokol , USA

and c- and P- CL 20 from SNPE, France) with chromatographic and spectroscopic

techniques to characterise the chemical and polymorph purity of the materials in order

to compare the different samples to eachother.

From IR-spectroscopic measurements it was determined that all three materials have

polymorph purities > 95 %. To get informations about the chemical purity and possible

byproducts or residual solvents the samples were analysed by HPLC, NMR and GC-MSD.

For the last a new technique, the so called Solid Phase Micro Extraction, SPME was

applied fro sample preparation. The chemical purity estimated by HPLC analysis was for

all CL 20 samples > 96 % while the s-charge of SNPE had the highest purity (98.3 %).

From NMR-measurements a formyl-substituted byproduct was identified. From NMR as

well as from GC-MSD analyses residual amounts of organic solvents have been detected

(ethanole or tetrahydrofurane). Furthermore different spare amounts of other organic

components were identified after SPME-treatment and characterization with GC-MSD.

L
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the last years several new explosives have recently attracted attention as possible

alternatives e.g. for the nitramines RDX and HMX. Hexanitrohexaazaisowurtzitane

(HNIW), also known as CL 20 is one of them. Advantages of CL 20 for example are the

higher energy value related to HMX and RDX. CL 20 is predicted to significantly

enhance performance in the areas of specific impulse and / or density in propellants and

in detonation velocity and pressure in explosives /2/.

Like HMX the nitramine CL 20 exists in different polymorph structures with slightly

different densities whereby the epsilon-phase has the highest density. The phase

stability depends on or could be influenced respectively by several conditions like /3/:

"* temperature

"* tace amounts of other polymorphs

"* chemical impurities

"* organic solvents.

The characterisation of chemical impurities and / or spare amounts of organic solvents

could give informations about the synthesis steps or the crystallisation conditions.

Objective of study is to analyse three different CL 20 samples with chromatographic and

spectroscopic techniques to characterise the chemical and polymorph purity of the

materials in order to compare the different samples to eachother.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

Three different CL 20 samples (s - CL 20 MNPCL 157 from Thiokol, USA and F- and 13-

CL 20 from SNPE, France, s-charge-no.: A981) were analysed in this study. Like HMX

and RDX the nitramine CL 20 is thermally lable meaning that this compound itself could

not be analysed with gaschromatographic methods for estimating the purity.

Nevertheless residues of organic solvents from the crystallization process or thermally

stabil, volatile organic compounds from the synthesis should be detectable after using a

suitable enrichment / extraction techniques. The chemical purity of CL 20 was analysed

by liquid chromatography while the polymorph purity was analysed by IR-spectroscopy.
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* HPLC-analysis was carried out with a Novopak C18 column (3,9 mm x 150 mm) using

a Waters HPLC with PDA-detection (225 nm). Injection volume was 15 pl. Seperation

of the peaks were obtained by using a specific methanol : water - gradient.

* To analyse probable spare compounds by GC-MSD a new micro extraction technique,

SPME (solid phase micro extraction), was applied and optimized. SPME is a solventless

extraction procedure in which a phase-coated silica fiber (picture 1) is immersed in a

liquid sample or exposed to the headspace above a liquid or solid sample. Analytes

adsorb to the phase, and then are thermally desorbed in the injection port of a GC

and transferred to the column. Different SPME-phases (SUPELCO) were tested for

CL 20 ,,solutions" in water or dichloromethane. The gaschromatographic

characterisation was made with a SPB-5-column using different temperature

programs. The measurements were made with a HP 5890 and a MSD 5971.

* NMR-spectroscopic measurements were made at the WIWEB with a BRUKER-

spectrometer at 400,13 MHz ('H-NMR) and at 100,62 MHz (13C-NMR). As solvent

acetone-d6 was used.

* KBr-pellets were measured with a NICOLET 60 SX IR-spectrometer.
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Depth Adjusting Slot

Plunger Lock Pin Plunger Lock Hole
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Fiber Hub Viewing Window

Needle Guide

Nosepiece
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Septum-Piercing Needle

Fiber Attachment Needle

Fiber

797-0174

Figure 1: schematic view of the SPME-technique /1/
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The IR-absorption spectra of the three different CL 20 samples are shown in figure 2.

Both epsilon-modifications show the same typical ,,&-IR bands" in the finger-print region

while the P-sample differs from both showing the specific bands for the I3-modification

/3/. From these IR-measurements the samples could be denotes as pure modifications

which means that no more than 2 to 5 % of another polymorph modification should in

the samples.
C L 20, MN FI:L-57. 1998S. G;'EMAH-LEN

It - CL ED. SNE. M/E. 1997/

"• i•CL -O 991, SNPE, 9/1997

F02

ia 5 iD 1i' DAniha iZoa 1 50. AO0 ISO 00
WAYENUMBE1I

Figure 2: IR-spectra of the different CL 20 samples

In order to get information about the chemical purity several measurements were

carried out. The HPLC chromatogram of CL 20 - MNPCL57 is shown in figure 3. It is

clearly seen that the main product elutes as the last of four peaks (12.01 min), having

major intensity of all. There are three byproducts at retention times of 8.86, 9.99 and

11.19 minutes. Assuming that all components have the same sensitivity for the PDA

detector (225 nm) we get a chemical purity of 96.3 % for this CL 20 charge. The main

byproduct elutes at 9.99 minutes with a portion of about 3.1 %.

Figure 4 shows a comparison of the HPLC chromatograms of the three different CL 20

samples emphasising the peak intensities of the byproducts. As for the Thiokol material

both SNPE samples show four peaks in the HPLC chromatogram with the main peak at
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Figure 3: HPLC-chromatogram of CL 20 MNPCL57, Thiokol

about 11.9 minutes. There were also three byproducts detected but the peak with the

major intensity appears for both modifications at a retention time of about 8.6 min.

Using also the peak areas to determine the relative percentages of the four components

the epsilon-charge of SNPE seems to have the highest chemical purity (98.3 %) of all

three analysed materials. For the beta-modification a chemical purity of about 96.2 %

was detected with a main byproduct of about 3.4 %. The results are summarized in the

following table whereby the peaks are designated as 1 to 5 in the ordere of increasing

retention time:

retention peak area [%]

Peak-No. time s-CL 20 s-CL 20 3-CL 20

[min] (Thiokol) (SNPE) (Thiokol)

1 7.7 - 0.05 0.13

2 8.7 0.26 1.58 3.39

3 10.0 3.11 - -

4 11.2 0.35 0.08 0.25

5 12.0 96.28 98.29 96.22

Table 1: relative peak area percentages determined by HPLC measurements for the

three analysed CL 20 charges
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Figure 4: Comparison of the HPLC chromatograms of the three different CL 20

samples with emphasis of the peak intensities of the byproducts
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The 13C- and 1H-NMR-spectra measured for both epsilon samples show similar main

signals for both charges. CL 20 has two signals in the 1H-NMR-spectrum at S = 8,34 and

S = 7,83 and also two signals in the "3C-NMR-spectrum at 8 = 72,1 and 8 = 75,1.

Detailed spectra are given in /4/. The material from Thiokol shows a small "3C-NMR-

signal at 5 = 161,6 whereas for the SNPE sample a small signal appears at S = 167,8. In

both cases this signal could be interpreted as a carbonyl-C-atom in the neighbourhood

of a proton. This means that in both CL 20 samples a byproduct exists which has one

formyl-group instead of a nitro-group. The different S-values probably resulted because

of different ring-positions.

Furthermore the 'H-NMR-spectra of both materials show small amounts of signals

coming from ethanole which perhaps was used for the recrystallization of the samples.

Looking especially at the 1H-NMR-region between S = 7.0 to 9.0 the byproducts in both

epsilon-samples differ from each other. This corresponds to the HPLC results noticed

above. For the Thiokol-sample the small proton-signals could be better interpreted

yielding to a chemical purity for CL 20 of about 97 mol-% which is the same value

compared to the HPLC-purity. In the case of the SNPE-material the NMR-spectrum is to

complex to give exact concentration values of all components. Nevertheless the chemical

purity of s-CL 20 from SNPE is higher regarding the results of the seperated HPLC-

peaks.

The 'H-NMR-spectrum of the beta-SNPE-CL 20 was also measured. Here small amounts

of tetrahydrofurane were detected. The GC-MSD measurements (figures 5a and 5b)

after enrichment with a SPME fibre (SUPELCO CW/DVB) also showed that 13-CL 20 from

SNPE contains residual THF amounts. Furthermore a branched heptanol and a di-tert-

butyl-benzochinone were identified as thermally stabil, volatile components.

The GC-MSD chromatograms of different SPME-treated ,,water solutions" of both 6-

modifications were also measured. Only with a CW/DVB fibre GC-detectable peaks

appeared. For the Thikol-sample relatively more small peaks were detected in

comparison to the SNPE-material. Some of the peaks of the last noted sample were also

recognized in the chromatogram of the first (figure 6) . Nevertheless until now only for

the peak at a retention time of about 39.5 minutes the library search comparison gave
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possible structure informations (figure 7). With a match quality of 78 % a derivative of a

long chain paraffinic diethyester was identified.

Figure 5a: GC-MSD total ion chromatogram after SPME-treatment of the ,,water

solution" of P-CL 20 (SNPE)

For Aichloromethane solutions" of CL 20 no GC-dletectable peaks have been measured

after SPME enrichment. Other organic solvents were not tested since in this case thermal

degradation products of CL 20 would be produced in the GC-injector. Despite of this

further GC-MSD analysis of SPME-treated solutions with solvents in which CL 20 is

soluble could probably give further informations about the byproducts provided they are

more soluble than in water or CH, 2CI2
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Abstract

The process of afierburning of TNT detonation products in an explosion chamber of a
volume of 0. 15 m3 was investigated The chamber was filled with argon or air under normal
pressure (0.1 MPa). Charges of 50 or 100 g of TNT were fired Signals of overpressure in
the chamber were recorded by two pressure gauges. Scattering and consecutive compression
of detonation products in the chamber was also modelled The results of gasdynamical
modelling as well as those of thermochemical calculations were compared with the
overpressure records. As a result, the additional energy released during aflerburning of the
TNT detonation products in air atmosphere was estimated.

1. Introduction

Trinitrotoluene (TNT) is one of the most commonly used explosive of strong negative oxygen

balance (3o = -75 %). Detonation heat of TNT is about 1100 cal/g, but the oxidation of the

unreacted carbon, carbon oxide and hydrogen contained in the detonation-produced gases can

release additional 2500 cal/g [1]. This effect can increase the late-time pressure in confined

explosions by a factor 3.5. However, conditions of the afterburning process of TNT are not

known.

In this work a series of experiments for charges of different mass of TNT in an explosion

chamber of a volume of 0.15 m3 has been conducted. The chamber was filled with argon or air

under pressure of 0.1 MPa. Signals of overpressure at the chamber wall after detonation of TNT

charge were recorded by two pressure gauges. The results of gasdynamical modelling and

thermochemical calculations were compared with the overpressure records. In consequence, the
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energies released during the detonation of TNT charges in argon and air closed in the explosion

chamber were determined. A rate of heat losses to the wall of the chamber was also estimated.

2. Experimental approach and results

Explosion tests with TNT charges were performed in a chamber which schematic diagram is

shown in Fig. 1. The chamber consists of a cylindrical part of height 180 mm and internal diameter

580 mm and two spherical parts of internal diameter of 580 mm. The chamber volume is about

0. 15 mn.

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of an explosion chamber;, 1- pressure gauges, 2 - TNT charge.

Charges of flaked TNT of 50 or 100 g weight were used. Samples of TNT were pressed in

cylindrical matrices of inner diameter of 30 mm (50 g samples) or 40 mm (100 g samples). Each

charge had a fuse cavity 8 mm in diameter and 15 mm long. Density of the charges varied in the

range 1.57-1.58 g/cm3.

The chamber was filled with argon or air under a pressure 0. 1 Mva. The charge with a fuse

was hung in the centre of the chamber. Signals of overpressure from two pressure gauges located

at opposite walls of the chamber (see Fig. 1) were recorded by a digital storage scope DS-8621

(Iwatsu Electric Co., Ltd.). Chosen overpressure records from the chamber are presented in Figs.

2-3 for argon atmosphere and in Figs. 4-5 for air atmosphere in the chamber. The records from

Figs. 2 and 4 were made at 1 V/div. sensitivity and 20 uLs/div. sweep rate and those from Figs. 3

and 5 at 0. 1 V/div. and 500 uts/div.
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Fig. 2. Overpressure records in the chamber filled with argon; 1 V/div. sensitivity, 20 [ts/div. sweep rate.
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Fig. 3. Overpressure records in the chamber filled with argon; 0. 1 V/div. sensitivity, 500 ps/div. sweep rate.
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Fig. 4. Overpressure records in the chamber filled with air; 1 V/div. sensitivity, 20 p.s/div. sweep rate.
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Fig. 5. Overpressure records in the chamber filled with air; 0. 1 V/div. sensitivity, 500 pis/div. sweep rate.
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The overpressure records have the oscillating nature. The amplitudes of oscillations decrease

with increasing the time of recording. After the first reverberations of shock waves at the chamber

wall also averaged value of overpressure decreases. This phenomenon is caused by the heat losses

to the wall.

From 5 to 7 tests were made for each mass of TNT charge for given filler of the chamber. The

overpressure records were averaged by the method described in Ref [2]. The mean overpressure

was obtained by the following equation

t+

Paver (t)=f- p(t') dt' (1)

A value r = I ms was chosen. This value is about two times longer than the time-duration of a

single peak of overpressure recorded in the chamber filled with argon or air. Simultaneously, the

records were modified by adding of 0. 1 M~a to the overpressure values. In this way the pressure

records were obtained.

To determine a rate of decreasing of the average pressure, the initial dynamical part of the

pressure records was rejected. It was assumed that the first dynamical stage of shock wave rever-

berations at the wall lasted about 5 ins. The average pressure are shown in Fig. 6 in the form of

dotted-plots. A drop of the mean pressure is caused mainly by the heat flow to the chamber wall.

Thus, a time-dependence of the mean pressure can be approximated by the following function

Paver (t) = p _ ea~~ (2)

where to is the time of the first reflection of the shock wave from the chamber wall, po and a are

constants. To determine these constants, the records of all shots for given TNT mass and type of

gas filling the chamber were used. It was assumed that to = 10.25 ins, although the time of the first

shock reflection varied from 10.22 to 10.28 ins. The calculated values of pa and a are presented in

Table 1. The functions (2) with these constants are represented in Fig. 6 by solid lines.

The parameter a represents the rate of the pressure decrease at the chamber wall. There is no

correlation between the value of average pressure at the wall and the rate of drop it.
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The parameter po can be treated as a mean value of pressure at the chamber wall at the mo-

ment of the first shock wave reverberation. In reality, the mean pressure at the wall during the

initial phase of expansion and mixing of the detonation products and gaseous medium is higher

due to the gasdynamical processes (acceleration, reflection and reverberation of shock waves)

occurring in the chamber. However, it can be assumed that po denotes the final pressure in the

chamber after mixing and afterburning without heat losses to the chamber wall. A comparison of

the values of po presented in Table 1 with calculated pressures for different fractions of unreacted

carbon in the chamber will give us an answer to the question if the afterburning process takes

place in the chamber

3. Calculations

3.1 Modelling of scattering and compression of the detonation products

To describe the process of scattering and consecutive compression of the detonation products

in the explosion chamber a theoretical model described in Ref [3] was applied. In this model it is

assumed that the spherical charge (of radius r1) is located at the centre of a spherical explosion

chamber of radius rk (Fig. 7). The chamber is filled with inert gas, i.e., no reactions take place

between this gas and the detonation products.

detonation products

rk

j2r

Fig. 7. Schematic diagram of a spherical chamber.

The motion of the gaseous medium in the chamber was described by the equations of conti-

nuity of mass, momentum flux and energy. The JWL (Jones-Wilkins-Lee) equation of state was

assumed for describing the thermodynamical properties of the detonation products and a poly-

tropic gas model was used for inert gas. The equations of motion with approximate initial and

boundary conditions were solved numerically by the Godunov's method [4]. The spherical cham-

ber had the same volume as the chamber used in experiments. Densities of 1.78 and 1.29 kg/m3
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and politropic exponents 1.67 and 1.4 were assumed for argon and air, respectively. The results of

modelling are presented in Figs. 8 and 9.
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Fig. 8. Calculated pressure variations at a spherical chamber wall for 50 g TNT
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Fig. 9. Calculated pressure variations at a spherical chamber wall for 100 g TNT
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Comparison of the average pressures in argon and air atmospheres for the same mass of TNT

(Fig. 6) shows that the average pressure in the chamber filled with air is higher than that in argon

filler. An inverse relation was obtained from calculations by assuming an inert nature of gases

(Figs. 8, 9). Thus, an inference can be drawn that reactions between the detonation products of

TNT and air take place and the additional energy, increasing the pressure in the chamber, is re-

leased.

3.2. Thermochemical calculations

Thermochemical calculations were made by using TIGER - [5]. The set of values of the pa-

rameters cc = 0.50, 3 = 0.298, K = 10.50, E = 6620 for the BKW equation of state and covolumes

factors for species were taken from Refs. [6-7]. The detonation velocity of 6780 m/s was calcu-

lated for TNT of density 1.58 g/cm3. The compositions of the detonation products at the C-J point

and at 1800 K on the C-J isentrope are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Products of detonation of TNT

Tcj = 3250 K T1s = 1800 K

Detonation products[mol/kg]:

CO2  9,1645 6,6608

CO 0,8433 9,7009
H 20 6,0961 3,3633

N 2  5,7383 6,3398

H2  0,8971 2,2770

CUL 0,4227 2,2848
NH3  1,7298 0,5193

HCOOH 0,5734 0,0149

HCN 0,0006 0,0089

NO 0,0005 0,0

C(s) 19,8141 12,1474

The calculations of explosion parameters of the TNT/argon or TNT/air mixtures were per-

formed by using TIGER code. It was assumed in the first approximation that carbon from the

detonation products is the main fuel. The influence of mass of unreacted (frozen) carbon, mc, in 1

kg of the mixture on the final pressure in the explosion chamber was checked. The results are pre-

sented in Figs. 10 and 11. Symbols EQ, IS, and CJ denote the values of carbon mass in the mix-
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ture at an equilibrium state, at the temperature 1800 K on the C-J isentrope, and at the C-J point,

respectively.
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Fig. 10. Pressure as a function of mass of unreacted carbon for 50 g TNT
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Fig. 11. Pressure as a function of mass of unreacted carbon for 100 g TNT
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By comparison of values of po given in Table 1 with plots in Figs. 10 and 11, the final values

of carbon mass in the mixtures were established. Then, these masses were frozen and the compo-

sitions of products and heats of reactions were calculated. The results are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Compositions of reaction products corresponding to the pressure (p0) in the chamber

Gas in the chamber argon air

Mass of charge [g] 50 100 50 100

Carbon mass in mixture fg/kgm] 15 20 10 0

Products [mol/kg,]:

N2  1.1227 1.9151 22.117 19.497
H20 0.3211 0.2868 2.3597 3.4598

C0 2  0.1805 0.1018 5.0562 3.6903

CO 3.8102 7.1704 0.7967 7.2974

C(s) 1.2490 1.6653 0.8326 0.0
H 2  1.5506 2.9051 0.0279 0.4643

NO 0.0 0.0 0.7825 0.3533

NO2  0.0 0.0 0.0007 0.0001
02 0.0 0.0 1.5199 0.1324
Ar 20.777 17.773 0.2714 0.2230

Reaction heat [cal/g•T] 730 612 2880 2080

From Table 3 it follows that the reaction heats of TNT charges detonated in the chamber with

argon atmosphere are lower than the explosion heat of TNT (about 1100 cal/g). Similar effect was

observed in calorimetric experiments performed in Ref [1]. Detonation of unconfined charges of

TNT in an evacuated calorimetric bomb produced energy from 582 to 669 cal/g. According to

author of Ref [1], the detonation products of TNT were reshocked strongly and the composition

of products re-equilibrated under conditions of high temperature and relatively low pressure. This

re-equilibration led to an increase of CO and H2 and a decrease of C0 2, H20 and solid C in the

products. The compositions presented in Table 3 show that the same phenomenon occurs in the

chamber with argon filler.

In the case of air in the chamber, the reaction effects are higher, as compared with the TNT

explosion heat, of about 1800 and 1000 cal/g for 50 and 100 g charges of TNT, respectively. De-

spite of a present of some amounts of oxygen in the final compositions of the reaction products,

the afterburning process of the products has been stopped. This means that mixing of the detona-
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tion products with air is not full or heat losses to the chamber wall cause a decrease of the tem-

perature of gaseous medium below the critical temperature of oxidation reactions.

4. Summary

1. The overpressures recorded at the chamber wall after detonation of TNT charges have the os-

cillating nature. The amplitudes of oscillations decrease with time. The average overpressure

also drops off.

2. For the same mass of TNT the average pressure in the chamber filled with argon is lower than

that in the chamber with air. An inverse relation is obtained from calculations when a model of

inert gas is assumed for argon and air.

3. Estimated heats released in the chamber filled with argon are lower than the explosion heat of

TNT.

4. The reaction effects in the chamber filled with air are higher than the heat of explosion of TNT

(about 1800 and 1000 cal/gTrr for 50 and 100 g TNT, respectively).
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Abstract

The process of heat releasing during combustion and detonation of condensed
explosives in a calorimetric bomb of 3.6 1 in volume was investigated TNT, RDX
and HMX-based explosives were used in tests. The bomb was filled with argon or air
under pressure 1 MPa. The combustion and detonation heats were measured for both
the bomb fillers. Thermochemical calculations were also performed for the explosive
systems tested The calculated heat effects of combustion and detonation were com-
pared with measured ones. The degree of afterburning of the detonation products of
explosive used in the bomb calorimeter tests was estimated

1. Introduction

Most conventional explosives used in military and commercial operations are not oxygen bal-

anced. For example, the oxygen balance of TNT is about -75 % and that of RDX or HMX is

about -21.6 %. Consequently, the detonation products of such explosives mixed with air will af-

terburn and additional energy will be released.

An influence of detonation conditions on a heat effect of explosive was investigated by D. L.

Ornellas [1]. Among others, the calorimetric heats of TNT were measured in [1] and the values of

1093, 1116 and 3575 cal/g were obtained for TNT charges located in the bomb with vacuum or

filled with carbon dioxide and oxygen, respectively. Moreover, different heats were measured after

detonation of heavily confined and unconfined charges, for instance, 1093 and 632 cal/g for TNT

and 1479 and 1334 cal/g for HMX charges.
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In this work the effect of a type of gaseous filler of the calorimetric bomb on the heat released

during combustion or detonation was examined. TNT, phlegmatized hexogen (RDXphl) and

phlegmatized octogen (HMXphl) were used in tests. The values of calorimetric heats were com-

pared with those obtained from thermochemical calculations.

2. Experimental approach and results

A spherical steel bomb of a volume of 3.6 1 was used to measure heat effects of combustion

and detonation. The bomb was placed in a calorimetric vessel. The heat capacity of a calorimeter

system was 12 944 ± 6 cal/0 C.

TNT of 1.58 g/cm3, RDXphl (RDX/(CH2)ý 94/6) of 1.68 g/cm 3 and HMXphI (HAMX(CH 2)n

96/4) of 1.78 g/cm 3 density were tested. Weighed samples of explosives were pressed in matrices

of inner diameter of 16 or 20 mm. Each charge destined for detonation had a fuse cavity 8 mm in

diameter and 15 mm long. The charge was suspended in the centre of the bomb. The bomb was

evacuated and filled with argon or air to the pressure of 1 MPa.

The sample of explosive destined for combustion had a resistance wire to ignite the combus-

tion process. The results of measuring of the combustion heats of explosives tested are presented

in Table 1.

Table 1. Combustion heat effects of explosives for different fillers of the bomb

Explosive Mass of sample Gas Total heat effect Specific heat effect

[g] [cal] [cal/g]
TNT 10.206 argon no burning -

9.244 air 33 430 3616
RDXphl 8.128 argon 9060 1115

9.495 air 26680 2810
HMXphI 8.317 argon 10 130 1218

9.286 air 24 960 2688

Electrical fuses were used to initiate detonation of charges. The fuse was made of primary and

secondary explosives closed in an aluminium cup. To estimate the energy released by the fuse the

TNT charges of different mass was detonated in the bomb filled with argon or air. If the degree of

reaction of aluminium and the explosion products of the fuse with the gaseous products of TNT
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and gas filling the bomb is independent of the mass of TNT then the dependence of the total ex-

plosion heat of TNT charge with the fuse on the TNT mass should have a linear form. The heat

released from the fuse explosion can be obtained from this dependence. The values of the total

heat effect per unit mass of TNT are presented in Fig. 1 for argon and in Fig. 2 for air filling the

bomb. For the latter, the results measured for 12 and 13 g TNT were rejected in a procedure of

estimation of the linear dependence Q = Q(mTN), because there was too small amount of oxygen

in the bomb to burn the explosion products of TNT and fuse.

From a linear approximation of the calorimetric results presented in Figs. I and 2 the energy

effects of the fuse can be calculated. The values of 2802 ± 109 cal and 14253 ± 80 cal were ob-

tained for argon and air in the bomb, respectively. This values were assumed for further calcula-

tions of explosion heats on the basis of the results of calorimetric experiments.

The detonation heat effects of the explosives tested are shown in Table 2. As compared with

argon atmosphere the heat effect of detonation in air increased about 272 % for TNT, 118 % for

RDX~hI and 99 % for HMXphl.

16000 I I

15000

14000

13000

of 12000

11000

10000 / Q= 96 0mTNT +28(02
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MTNT [9]

Fig. 1. Total heat, Q, of TNT charges detonated in argon as a fuinction of TNT mass, mm.
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Fig. 2. Total heat, Q, of TNT charges detonated in air as a function of TNT mass, mTwr.

Table 2. Detonation heat effects of explosives for different fillers of the bomb

Explosive Mass of sample Gas Total heat effect Specific heat effect

[g] [cal] [cal/g]

TNT 10.318 argon 12790 968

9.007 air 46710 3604

RDXphl 8.068 argon 12 950 1258

8.106 air 36470 2741

HMXh 8.267 argon 13 850 1336

8.105 air 35790 2657

3. Calculations and discussion

Thermochemical calculations were performed by using TIGER -[2]. The set of values of the

parameters a = 0.50, 03 = 0.298, K = 10.50 and 0 = 6620 for the BKW equation of state and co-

volumes factors for gaseous species were taken from Refs.[3-4].

Calculated detonation parameters, compositions of products and heats of detonation for the

explosive used in experiments are presented in Table 3. The compositions of the detonation prod-

ucts at the C-J state and at the temperature 1800 K on the isentrope beginning at the C-J state are
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shown. The detonation products set at 1800 K is suggested to be close to the final composition of

the products [1, 5]. The heat effect corresponding to the products set was calculated on the basis

of values of a standard enthalpy of formation for given explosive and its products.

Table 3. Calculated detonation parameters, products sets and heat effects of the explosive tested

Explosive TNT RDXphl HMXh1,
Detonation velocity [m/s] 6780 8445 8880
Detonation temperature [K] 3250 3690 3780

Detonation pressure [GPa] 17,1 27,6 31,8

State of products C-J 1800 K* C-J 1800 K* C-J 1800 K*

Products [mol/kg,,P,]:

N2  5,7383 6,3365 10,5509 12,1167 10,8822 12,3946
H 20 6,0961 3,3960 7,6925 5,3460 7,0139 5,8203

CO2  9,1645 6,6774 7,7341 6,3459 8,1908 6,9230

CO 0,8433 9,6348 0,2155 7,3170 0,1260 6,2251

C(s) 19,8141 12,2228 7,5009 0,0 5,8975 0,0
H 2  0,8971 2,2827 0,8138 3,3115 0,5573 2,9816
NH3  1,7298 0,5260 4,2855 1,1498 4,1623 1,1366

CH-4 0,4227 2,2596 0,5167 3,2845 0,4003 2,6440
HCN 0,0006 0,0089 0,0001 0,0077 0,0 0,0055

HCOOH 0,5734 0,0153 1,0057 0,0181 1,2025 0,0199

NO 0,0005 0,0 0,0031 0,0 0,0043 0,0
02 0,0 0,0 0,0001 0,0 0,0001 0,0

Heat effect [cal/gU,] 1306 1090 1436 1262 1449 1314
* temperature of the detonation products rarefied from the C-J state by isentropic means

Comparison of calculated heats with those obtained in calorimetric experiment with argon

filler shows that good agreement is obtained when the composition frozen at 1800 K was assumed

for calculations. This fact confirms the hypothesis presented in Refs. [1, 5]. Only explosion heat

measured for TNT in argon atmosphere is slightly smaller than that calculated. A possible cause of

this discrepancy is the construction of the experimental set-up used for determining the detona-

tion heat. In the experiments, unconfined charges were suspended at the centre of the bomb and

shock wave reverberations can influences the equilibration process of the detonation products.

Ornellas ([1]) tested the influence of confinement and no confinement on the explosion heat of

TNT charges in the bomb evacuated to a pressure of about 50 gtm Hg. Values of 1093 and 632
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cal/g were obtained for gold confinement and no confinement, respectively. According to Ornellas,

the detonation products of TNT were reshocked strongly when unconfined charge was used. In

our opinion, the argon atmosphere with the pressure of 1 MPa plays the similar role during the

expansion of the detonation products as confinement of the charge. But, the argon layer surround-

ing the charge absorbs smaller amount of the explosion energy than a solid confinement. Thus, the

shock wave reflected from the wall of the bomb causes only partial equilibration of solid carbon

content and the calorimetric explosion heat of carbon riched TNT is slight smaller than the theo-

retical one and that obtained in [1] for confined charge.

Table 4. Calcutated parameters of self-sustaining combustion of the explosive tested

Explosive TNT RDXph! HMXphl

Combustion temperature [K] 1830 2725 2950
External pressure [MPa] 1 1 1

Freeze-out temperature [K] 1800 K* 1800 K* 1800 K*

Products [mol/kgep!]:

N2  6,1284 12,6952 12,9656

H20 0,0004 7,0286 8,2309

CO2  0,0001 1,3946 1,9084
CO 26,4154 15,5821 13,9259

C(s) 3,4312 0,0 0,0
H2  10,5202 9,9488 7,6086

NH3  0,0004 0,0005 0,0004
CH4  0,0058 0,0 0,0

HCN 0,9644 0,0 0,0

Heat effect [cal/gl] 597 1057 1149
* temperature of frozen composition of the reaction products

Temperatures of a self-sustaining combustion process were calculated by assuming an exter-

nal pressure of 1 MPa. The results are presented in Table 4. The compositions of combustion

products frozen at 1800 K and the heat effects corresponding to these compositions are also given

in Table 4. The compositions differ insignificantly from the products sets at the combustion tem-

perature and discrepancies in the heat effects do not exceed 5 cal/g. Heat effect calculated for

given explosive is lower than that measured during combustion of the explosive in argon. This
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difference is caused by the assumption of constant pressure of combustion products. In reality, this

pressure increases with a development of combustion

Table 5. Calculated parameters of reaction with air closed in the bomb.

Explosive TNT RDXphi HMXphl

Explosion temperature [K] 2706 2222 2125

Explosion pressure [MPa] 10,9 9,3 8,9

Frozee-out temperature [K] 1800 K* 1800 K* 1800 K*

Products[mol/kg,]:

N2  23,3679 24,3927 24,4355

H20 1,8933 2.9197 2,7209

CO 2  5,3011 2.9195 2,7207

CO 0,0005 0,0002 0,0002

NO 0,1117 0,1569 0,1640

NO2  0,0010 0,0019 0,0021

02 1,9713 3,7286 4,0691

Ar 0,2861 0,2861 0,2861

Heat effect [cal/govi] 3572 2791 2597

* temperature of frozen composition of the reaction products

Close values of measured heat effects of detonation and combustion of given explosive in air

atmosphere indicate that in both the cases the explosive products and air equilibrate under similar

conditions of high temperature and relatively low pressure. Accordingly, the products of reaction

of the explosive and air closed in the bomb can be calculated by assuming that an explosion of the

mixture of explosive and air takes place in a constant volume. The 3.6 1 bomb contained 32.67 g

nitrogen, 10.05 g oxygen and 0.60 g argon at the temperature 21.5 TC and under the pressure I

MPa. The TNT charge of 9 g mass was chosen for calculations. It was assumed that, after explo-

sion, the products were cooled in a constant volume and the composition was frozen at 1800 K.

The results of calculations are presented in Table 5. In this case the fractions of the products are

given in moles per one kilogram of the mixture of explosive and air.

From comparison of the heat effects shown in Table 5 with calculated detonation heats (Table

3) it follows that the additional energies released due to afterburning of the detonation are about

228, 121 and 98 % of the detonation heats of TNT, RDXphI and HMXphl, respectively.
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4. Summary

1. Afterburning of the products of explosives detonated in the calorimetric bomb filled with air

leads to releasing additional energy as compared with the bomb filled with argon. These addi-

tional energies are 272, 118 and 99 % of those measured in argon atmosphere for TNT, RDXph,

and HAMXp, respectively. Calculated effects of afterburning of the detonation products are 228,

121 and 98 % of calculated detonation heats for these explosives.

2. In the case of argon filler, the value of combustion heat is lower than the value of detonation

heat for all explosive tested. Results of calculations indicate that the initial temperature and pres-

sure of the detonation products are higher than those of the combustion products. Conditions of

high temperature and pressure facilitate oxidation of carbon and hydrogen from the explosive.

3. In the case of air filler, the value of heat effect of combustion is higher than the value of heat

effect of detonation for all explosive. In this case the time-duration of the process is a main factor

influencing the effectiveness of the afterburning phenomena in the bomb.

4. Good agreement between measured and calculated heat effects was obtained when the compo-

sition of reaction products frozen at 1800 K was assumed for the heat estimation.

5. The heat of detonation of RDXphl or HMXphi can be measured by use of unconfined charge in a

calorimetric bomb filled with argon, but a solid confinement for charge must be apply to measure

the detonation heat of TNT.

This work was partially supported by the DSWA Contract No. DSWAOI-97-C-0051 and internal Project
PBZ 019-12 financed by the PolishScientific Research Committee.
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Abstract

Two-component mixtures containing magnesium (Mg) or aluminium (Al) or
their alloy (Als;Mg 4) and polytetrafluoroethylene (TF) have been investigated. The
heat of combustion and linear burning rate were determined as well as
differential thermal analysis (DTA) was performed for mixtures containing
different mass concentration of metal and TF. On the basis of experimental
results concentration limits of combustibility and initiation temperatures of
exothermic reactions in combustion wave were appointed The analysis of
combustion of metal-TF mixtures was performed on the basis of theoretical model
given in literature for the combustion process of mixtures with classical oxidiser.

1. Introduction

Pyrotechnic effects (e.g. white or coloured light, black or white or coloured smoke,

continuous or pulsating sound, compressed gases, heat and so on) are produced in combustion

processes of pyrotechnic mixtures, which are mainly composed from a fuel and an oxidiser.

Additives or modifiers have also been included to produce more saturated coloured flames, to

adjust burning rates, to produce coloured smoke clouds, and to increase storage life and

processing safety [1,2]. Qualitative and quantitative optimisation of composition of pyrotechnic

mixtures is aimed to maximise a needed effect by using minimal quantity of mixture. In high

energy compositions the creating of the highest possible chemical combustion energy is based

either partly or wholly on metal powders, as for example aluminium (Al) or magnesium (Mg),

oxidising into an oxide (A120 3, MgO). As an oxidiser there are often used different nitrates,

chlorates, and perchlorates as well as different oxides or peroxides. Sometimes presence of the

oxygen in combustion products of some mixtures may be unprofitable. Such a situation takes place
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in compositions that are destined for generating of screen clouds to stop infrared radiation [3-6].

An improvement of effectiveness in camouflage in TR-region may be reached by increasing of

quantity of carbon particles in combustion products, thus a presence of oxygen carrier in the

composition is undesirable because a part of carbon is oxidised to carbon oxides (CO, CO 2). In

order to avoid oxidising of carbon, a mixture of organic polychloride compounds and/or

fluorocarbon polymers and metal powders may be used as a system supporting combustion of

pyrotechnic compositions. The metal powders should be able to highly exothermic reactions with

chlorine (fluorine) bound previously with carbon atom. As an oxidiser, in such a mixture, can be

employed hexachloroethane, hexachlorobenzene, polytetrafluoroethylene, polyvinylidyne fluoride.

The burning rate and sensitivity characteristics of pyrolants containing some metals and

polytetrafluoroethylene (TF) have been studied by a number of researchers [7-10]. However, there

have not been published any results of measurements of combustion heat and burning rate for

pyrolants containing an alloy of aluminium and magnesium (AI 3Mg 4). In this study the

characteristics were determined and the thermal decomposition process was measured for the

AI3Mg4/TF mixtures made up of different mass concentration. The same investigations were

performed for Mg/TF pyrolants. On the basis of experimental results concentration limits of

combustibility at 0.1 and 0.5 MPa and initiation temperatures of exothermic reactions in

combustion wave were appointed. Furthermore a theoretical analysis of combustion of the

metal/TF mixtures was performed by making use of the model given in literature for the

combustion process of pyrolants with classical oxidisers.

2. Experimental

Powders of AI3Mg 4 or Mg and powder of TF were used to prepare the mixtures. The mean

size of metal grains was equal to 75÷105 ltm and the contents of active metal exceeded 95%. The

contents of TF was changed with a step of 5% within the range from 20.5 to 80.5% for

AI3Mg4/TF pyrolants and from 27.3 to 77.3% for mixtures containing Mg.

2.1. Heat of combustion

Heat of combustion was measured with a water calorimetric set in a bomb filled with argon at

0.5 MPa. The samples were prepared in the form of about 5-gram tablets having density of 1500
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kg/m3. The combustion process was initiated by an electrically heated igniter. Its heat of

combustion had been exactly known. Fig. 1 shows the relationship between the heat of combustion

(Q) and the concentration of TF (rl) in Al3Mg4/ TF and Mg/TF mixtures.

9000 1 I 1 1

8000 1 - TF+Mg 6-

, 7000

2 -TF+Al 3Mg4
6000

5000 - /

4000 i
20 30 40 50 60 70 80

I [%]
Fig. 1. Heat of combustion as a function of the concentration of TF.

The heat of combustion (Q) increases with increasing contents (71) of TF within the range

from 30 to 65%. Further increase of il causes decrease of Q. The maximum Q values were

obtained for the following mixtures

62.3% TF + 37.7% Mg

65.5% TF + 34.5% AI3Mg4

Both of the compositions correspond to contents of TF which are poorer (on 5%) than the
following stechiometric reactions

2Mg + C2F4 = 2MgF 2 + 2C; (Mg/TF = 67,3/32,7)

4AI3Mg4 + 17C 2F4 = 16MgF2 + 12AIF 3 + 34C; (AI3MgdTF = 70,5/29,5)

The reason for maximisation of Q in compositions which contained less metal than the

stechiometric ones is an use of partly oxidised metals to prepare mixtures.
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In the tests no reactions took place in the mixtures containing less than 30% and more than

75% of TF, so the range of nI from 30 to 75% is the concentration area of combustibility under

the pressure of 0.5 MPa.

2.2. Decomposition characteristics

The thermal decomposition processes of TF/metal pyrolants were measured with differential

thermal analysis technique (DTA). Nitrogen at 0.1 MPa was used as an atmosphere and the

heating rate was 10 K/min. The temperature in the DTA increased up to 1300 K. Concentrations

of TF were 67.3 or 52.3% in the Mg/TF mixtures and 70.5 or 55.5% in the AI3Mg4/TF mixtures.

The 0.2-gram samples were not pressed to tablets. Fig. 2 shows the DTA curves for TF and for

investigated pyrolants.

The endothermic peak between 600 and 630 K which is observed on all curves coincides with

the melting temperature of TF (curve 1). Then the TF decomposes within the range from 780 to

900 K. On the curves 2 and 2' there is the second endothermic peak within the range from 900 to

930 K. This range of temperatures corresponds to the melting temperature of Mg, so Mg has not

reacted completely with TF. Melting of AI3Mg4 takes place between 710+740 K and this

temperature is lower then the initial temperature of TF decomposition (780 K). The very intensive

exothermic peaks (especially for AI3MgSTF pyrolants) which begin at about 780 K are results of

exothermic reactions between metals and TF, so T, = 780 K can be found as an initiation

temperature of exothermic reactions in burning wave.

The DTA curves show that the reactions start after decomposition of TF and they are much

faster when the metal is already in liquid state. In other words, the rate of heat production just on

and behind the burning surface increases rapidly due to suitable form of fuel to react (droplets of

AI3Mg4 instead of solid particles). That is why the exothermic heat capacity for AI3Mg4/TF is

much higher then that for Mg/TF and why the initiation temperature decreases and exothermic

effect increases meaningfully with increasing concentration of AI3Mg4 in the mixture. In case of

solid Mg particles, the influence of their concentration on decomposition characteristics is rather

small. The oxidation reaction of the Mg particles is considered to occur from the surface and

reaction completes at far-downstream of the pyrolant burning surface, so the heat is mostly

released in gas phase and cannot be registered in DTA technique.
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Fig. 2. DTA-curves for TF (1) and for its mixtures with: 32.7% of Mg (2), and 47.7% of Mg (2')
and 29.5% of AI3Mg4 (3) and 44.5% of Al3Mg4 (3').

2.3. Burning rate

To measure the linear burning rate the samples of metal/TF pyrolants were made as pressed

pellets. The size of each pellet was 30 mm in diameter and 60 mm in length and the density was

1500 kg/m3 or 2000 kg/m3. The burning rate (u) of the pellets was measured under atmospheric

pressure with a set shown in Fig. 3. Each pellet (1) was ignited by an electrically heated igniter

which was attached to the top of the pellet (2 and 3). Time of covering the distant between

crevices (5) in screen (4) by burning wave was measured by a time recorder (7) that was started

and stopped by photodiodes (6).
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The results of burning rate measurements for each composition and density are shown in Fig. 4.

3

Fig. 3. Scheme of the set to measure burning rate. I - pellet of pyrolant, 2 and 3 - igniter, 4 -
screen, 5 - crevices, 6 - photodiodes, 7 - time recorder.
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Fig. 4. Burning rate versus the contents of TF for different density of the pellets.
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The burning rate decreases with increasing density and contents of TF. The Mg/TF pyrolants

burn slower than composition containing A13Mg4 and the burning rate of Mg/TF mixtures depends

weakly on TF contents. The same relationship for AI3Mg4ITF pyrolants is much stronger,

especially for low density of pellet. When the content of AI3Mg4 is high the burning rate is about

ten times faster than that for composition being close to stechiometric one. At 0.1 MPa the Mg/TF

pyrolants can combust in stable manner when the contents of TF is within the range from 37.3 to

52.3%. For AI3Mg4/TF mixtures the range of admissible composition changes is twice as wide as

for the previous ones. But in order to assure a stability of combustion process at 0.1 MPa it is

necessary to use compositions which contain more Mg or AI 3Mg 4 (on 10÷15%) than in

stechiometric ones.

Like as the decomposition characteristics, the relationship u = f( r) shows that liquid state of

fuel makes easier combustion initiation and exothermic reactions just on and behind the burning

surface of the AI3Mg4/TF pyrolants. The amount of heat released next to the burning surface in

consequence of this reaction is significantly higher than for Mg/TF mixtures. Solid particles of

magnesium are considered to be borne by TF decomposition products from burning surface and

they are oxidised less or more completely far from it. The highest temperature is at some distance

behind the burning surface and for that reason the heat flux feedback from the gas phase to the

burning surface is relatively small and the burning rate is relatively small too (Fig. 4).

3. Calculation of a burning wave velocity

A schematic representation of the combustion wave of metal/TF pyrolats is shown in Fig. 5.

In zone I, no chemical reactions occur and a fuel (metal) and an oxidiser (TF) are in solid phase.

Temperature increases from the initial temperature To due to the conductive heat flux (Qk). A

burning wave front separates the solid phase and liquid phase of metal. In zone II, a part of metal

can react with oxidiser in solid phase and the heat (Qf) from condensed phase is released. At the

burning surface a phase change of oxidiser from solid to gas occurs and behind this surface metal

particles are overflowed by gaseous products of oxidiser decomposition. In zone III, temperature

increases rapidly from Tf at the burning surface to the flame temperature T, due to exothermic

reactions in gas phase.
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condensed phase gas phase luminous
reaction zone reaction zone flame zone

burning gas flow

direction direction

burning wave front burning surface

radiative heat T
II flux

TO , distance x

heat from

condensed phase

Fig. 5. Combustion wave structure and heat transfer model of a solid propellant

It is assumed that the burning process is stationary in the frame of reference fixed at the

burning surface. Then the overall heat balance at the burning surface can be written as follows [1 I]

UP 0 [vilU +(1-Tl)lI' +CT (Tf -TO)]= Qk +Qr +Qf (3.1)

where u denotes a linear burning rate, po - density of the metal/TF mixture, 71 - mass fraction of

TF, Ik - heat of melting and decomposition of TF, I.' - melting heat of metal, cT - specific heat of
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the mixture, Qk, Q, - conductive and radiative heat flux, respectively, Qf - heat from condensed

phase.

The expression for Qk, Q, and Qf are given in paper [11]. Equation (3.1) was solved

numerically for the TF/metal mixtures with parameters given in Table 1. The results are presented

in Figs. 6 and 7.

Table 1. Parameters used in calculations

Parameter Mg/TF AI3MgSTF

particle diameter do [mm] 90 90

initial temperature To [K] 293 293

temperature at the burning surface Tf [K] 780 780

flame temperature T, [K] 2540 2540

melting and decomposition heat of TF l [kJ/kg] 1137.3 1137.3

combustion heat of metal in gaseous C2F4 Hý [kJ/kg] 32482 33493

metal density pm [kg/i 3] 1740 2150

melting heat of metal lIt [kJ/kg] 368.2 152.9

dynamic viscosity of C2F4 at T, temperature ýIf [kg/(s m)] 23.8 10-6 23.8 10"6

specific heat of a TF/metal mixture cT [kJ/kg] 1.224 1.225

heat conductivity of C2F4 X [kJ/(k s m)] 0.1 0.1

fraction of fluoride in the mixture ý, 0.76 0.76

emission of condensed products of combustion e 0.8 0.8

fraction of metal burned in condensed phase ý 0 0

Satisfactory agreement between measured and calculated velocities of burning wave in the

Mg/TF mixtures was obtained for whole tested range of TF concentration. But significant

discrepancies between experimental and theoretical results appear for the AI3Mg4/TF mixtures of

density of 1500 kg/m3a. However, quite good agreement was obtained also in this case, when the

reaction of 12 % AI3Mg 4 (• = 0.12) with TF in condensed phase was assumed. This assumption is

justifiable because the DTA curves of AI3Mg4/TF mixtures of high contents of metal show that the

initial temperature (Tr) of exothermic reaction is lower than the temperature of TF decomposition

(curve 3' in Fig. 2).
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Fig. 6. Experimental and calculated velocities of burning wave in the Mg/TF mixture
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Fig. 7. Experimental and calculated velocities of burning wave in the AI3Mg4/TF mixture
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Experimental and calculated values of the linear velocity of burning wave of the metal/TF

mixtures are very low. From analysis of the calculation results it follows that the radiative heat flux

is a main way of heat transport to the burning surface. The radiative heat flux divided by the total

heat flux and the reaction zone widths in gaseous phase are presented in Table 2 for the metal/TF

mixtures of 1500 kg/m3 density. Heat from condensed phase was neglected in calculations.

Table 2. Calculated burning velocities, widths of reaction zone and fractions of radiative flux in
total heat flux for the mixtures of density 1500 kg/m 3

Mixture 71 u [mm/s] Ax [mm] Qr

S Qr +Qk

0.523 0.97 1.52 98

Mg/TF 0.473 1.04 0.93 96

0.423 1.13 0.58 94

0.273 1.25 0.37 91

0.605 1.22 0.30 76

Al3Mg 4/TF 0.505 1.72 0.13 58

0.405 2.64 0.08 41

0.305 4.52 0.05 26

The results presented in Table 2 show that an increase of the metal concentration causes

increasing of the velocity of burning wave and a decrease of the reaction zone width and the

conductive heat flux. Moreover, the widths of reaction zone are much lower for the Al3MgSTF

mixture than those for the Mg/TF mixture. This means that exothermic reactions proceed in near

vicinity of the burning surface in AI3Mg 4/TF pyrolants. In this case the metallic component is in

liquid phase and this fact facilitates the exothermic reactions with the gaseous oxidiser.

4. Summary

1. Stable combustion of the Mg/TF and AI3Mg4/TF mixtures is possible for a wide range of TF

concentration from 30 to 70 %.

2. DTA curves for the mixtures tested show that the exothermic reaction begin when gaseous

products of TF decomposition occur at the temperature of about 780 K. Alloy Al3Mg 4 is in
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liquid phase at this temperature and this fact facilitates its reaction with TF decomposition

products.

3. Stable combustion under atmospheric pressure is possible when concentration of TF is from

37.3 to 52.3 % or from 30.5 to 60.5 % for the mixtures with Mg and Al3Mg 4, respectively.

Pyrolants containing Mg burn slowly than those with AI3Mg4.

4. Similar to the decomposition characteristics of the pyrolants tested, also a relationship between

the linear velocity of burning and the concentration of TF shows that metal in liquid phase

makes combustion process easier.

5. The theoretical model applied in calculations of the burning velocity describes in saticfactory

manner the process of combustion of metal/TF mixtures. There is a good qualitative agreement

between the experimental and calculated linear velocities of combustion of the Mg/TF and

Al3MgSTF mixtures.

This paper was accomplished within the framework of the Project PBZ 019-12 financed by the Scientific
Research Committee.
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LDV-Vermessung reaktiver Str6mungsfelder in einer Brennkammer

J. Backhaus, A. Brock, L. Deimling

Abstract

An existing combustion chamber with fuelinjection against the main airstream was mo-

dified for performing flowmeasurements by the application of the Laser-Doppler-

Velocimetry (LDV). Test measurements in a turbulent free jet were performed to prove

the correct function of the measuring system. They showed a good aggreement with li-

terature values. Flowfieldmeasurements in the combustion chamber indicated high tur-

bulenceratios in the entrance area and near to the injection nozzle as it was expected.

The Variation of the air to fuel ratio showed, that in any case the fuelinjection velocity

was too low for getting a complete mixing with the air over the full range of the cham-

ber radius. By using the calculated waste gas volumestream the air ratio of the combu-

stion was obtained and showed that the reaction was incomplete.

I Einfuhrung

Die Entwicklung und Erprobung neuer Antriebskonzepte fur feste Brennstoffe ist ein

wichtiger Forschungsschwerpunkt am Fraunhofer Institut fOr Chemische Technologie.

In diesem Zusammenhang wird die Einsatzf~higkeit von Festbrennstoffen wie Bor in

luftatmenden Kombinationsantrieben, die eine Weiterentwicklung des Staustrahlkon-

zeptes darstellen, untersucht.

Neben dem Nachweis der prinzipiellen Eignung von Bor bei Staustrahlverbrennung zeigt

sich, daB bei diesem Brennstoff die Str6mungs- bzw. Mischungsverhaltnisse in der

Brennkammer von besonders groBem EinfluB sind. Chemische Vorbehandlungen, wie z.

B. ein Oberziehen der Feststoffpartikel mit speziellen verbrennungsf6rdernden Substan-

zen (Coating) zeigen bei Bor entgegen den Erfahrungen mit anderen Festtreibstoffen

kaum eine Wirkung [1]. Daher stehen die Str6mungsverhltnisse in der Brennkammer

bei der weiteren Optimierung im Mittelpunkt des Interesses.

Die Realisierung der Borverbrennung in einer eigens dafor konstriuierten Versuchs-

brennkammer war Teil vorangegangener Arbeiten am ICT, wobei die Str6mungsver-

hWltnisse aber zunichst unberucksichtigt blieben. Ziel der vorliegenden Untersuchung ist
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es daher, die bestehendle Brennkammer f~ir die Str~mungsvermessung zug~nglich zu

machen, urn mit den MeBergebnissen die der Konstruktion zu Grunde legendlen An-

nahmen zu verifizieren und Optimierungsm~glichkeiten aufzuzeigen.

Auf Grund der hohen Verbrennungstemperaturen und der weitgehend station~ren

Verbrennungsverh~ltnisse wurdle die Laser-Doppler-Velocimetrie fujr die Vermessung der

Brennkammerstrbmung ausgew~hlt. Bei dieser Methode wird am Mef~punkt bzw.-Vo-

lumen durch die Interferenz zweier Laserstrahlen emn Streifenmuster bekannter Geome-

trie erzeugt. Eigens zu diesem Zwecke der Str6mung zugesetzte Tracerpartikel blinken

beim Durchflug dlurch dieses Muster mit einer ihrer Geschwindigkeit direkt: proportia-

nalen Frequenz. Mit einer geeigneten Auswerteelektronik kann somit die Str6mungsge-

schwindigkeit im Mel~volumen kalibrierfrei ermittelt werden.

Die direkte Anwendlung dieses Verfahrens auf die Borverbrennung ist aber sehr proble-

matisch, da mit dlem Bor bereits Partikel in der Str6mung sind, die die Streulichtmessung

der Tracerpartikel sehr erschweren. Der Einsatz der Borpartikel selbst als Tracer ist zwar

denkbar, aber wenig sinnvoll, da im Falle der beabsichtigten vollst~ndigen Verbrennung

hinter der Flammenfront die Partikelkonzentration stark abnehmen und somit eine Mes-

sung in dlieser besanders interessanten Zone unm~glich woirde.

Daher wurdlen die befeuerten Str~mungsmessungen mit einem gasfbrmigen Modell-

brennstoff (Acetylen) durchgefuhrt, wobei mit MgO eine Tracersubstanz zur Anwen-

dung kam, dleren Dichte und mittlerer Partikeldurchmesser in der selben Gr6Benordung,

wie die von Bar liegen. Durch die Eindclsung dieses Tracers an Stelle von Bar kann somit

auch das Eindringverhalten der Partikel in die Luftstr6mung untersucht werdlen.

2 Experimenteller Aufbau

Die Abbildung 1 zeigt den grunds~tzlichen Aufbau der Versuchsanlage:

C.P.T ý .G Brennstoftfuf.hr
Pardkel Regelung I

Radit Tracerzufuhr, Beruhigungsstrecke, Ik~hllverschlebbarer Staukbrper,ýEinlauuf- Brennkammer miIGebw i Beruhigungsstrecke i optionaler Hejubrenner opinl anfh oe Gegensromhrennstoftdse

Abb. 1: Schematischer Aufbau der Versuchsanlage
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Die Ober ein RadialgebIse angesaugte Luft wird Oiber einen Prel~luftstrom mit zwi-

schengeschalteten Bcirstenpartikelgenerator mit MgO-Tracern angereichert. Nach einer

ersten Beruhigungsstrecke erfolgt die Eingangsdruck- und Volumenstrommessung. Die

anschlieBende zweite Beruhigungsstrecke kann bei spkteren Untersuchungen den for

die Borverbrennung n6tigen Vorheizbrenner aufnehmen. Von hier gelangt die Luft-

stromung in den Einlaufbereich der Brennkamnmer, in demn der Str~mungsquerschnitt

mit Hilfe eines Staukarpers zu einemn Ringspalt verj~ingt wird, dessen Flache gleich demn

halben Querschnitt der Brennkammeraustrittsd~jse ist.

Urn bei sp~teren Messungen mit Vorheizbrenner emn Oberhitzen des Stauk~rpers zu

vermeiden, ist dieser wasserkohibar ausgefohrt. AuBerdemn wurde eine weitere Gaszu-

fuhr vorgesehen, mit der auch Versuche mit konzentrischem Doppeistrahi gefahren

werden k~nnen. Die for die Messungen verwandte Gegenstromgaszufuhr kann mittels

Regelelektronik auf den gewfinschten Volumenstrom eingestellt werden.

Einen Schnitt durch die Brennkamnmer zeigt Abbildung 2

Gegenstrombrennstoffduise Distanzstuick

Blindblende Quarzglas

Schlitzblende

Brerinkammerrohr 
esrahn

Splilluftzufuhr

Abb. 2: Schnitt durch die Brennkamnmer (in Str6mungsrichtung)

Die Gegenstrombrennstoff dose ist mittig im Kammerrohr montiert, weiches mit bis zu

acht optischen Zugangen ausgestattet werden kann. Urn die Str6mungsverh~Itnisse im

interessierenden vorderen Kammerbereich so wenig wie mbglich zu storen, wurden die
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drei nicht ben6tigten Offnungen mit der Kammerkontur angepaBten Blindblenden ver-

schlossen.

Bei der Ausf~ihrung des optischen Zugangs f~ir dlas LDV muf~ten folgendle Problerne be-

roicksichtigt werden, die bei Vorversuchen mit einfachen Fenstereinsatzen auftraten:

0 Tracerpa rti kelniedersch lag auf den Fensterscheiben, der die LDV-Messungen schon

nach wenigen Minuten stark beeintrkchtigte.

0 VerruBen der Fensterscheiben in der Z~indphase (manchmal schon nach 30 Sek.)

0 Verformung und Springen der Quarzglasscheiben nach Versuchszeiten > 20 Min.

Aul~erdem beeinflussen diese Zug~nge die zu vermessendle Brennkammerstr~mung er-

heblich, da sie unstetige Querschnittserweiterungen dlarstellen.

Eine einfache Lo6sung dieser Probleme konnte gefunden werden, weil zur eindimensio-

nalen Vermessung der Axialgeschwindigkeiten in der waagerechten Durchmesserebene

der Brennkammer prinzipiell nur emn I~nglicher Schlitz erforderlich ist, dlessen Ho1he et-

was grol~er als der Durchmesser der beiden hindurchtretenden Strahien sein saulte.

Daher wurde eine Schlitzblendle gefertigt, wie sie in Abb. 2 zu sehen ist. Urn ein Aus-

blocken der Laserstrahlen an Schlitzkanten fur den Fall von leichten Dejustierungen zu

verhindern, wurde der Schlitz sich nach auBen 6ff nend vorgesehen.Auf der Kammersei-

te hat die Blindblendle wieder die Wblbung des Kammerrohres, womit die Storung der

Kamnmergeometrie auf emn Minimum redluziert ist. Urn Tracer- bzw. RuBablagerungen

auf der Quarzglasscheibe zu verhindern, wurde zwischen Fenster und Fensterrahmen

emn Distanzst~ck eingesetzt, durch weiches hinter dem Schlitz emn Totvolumen entsteht.

Ober eine Sp~lluftzufuhr kann emn schleichender Spuilstrom in die Hauptstromung er-

zeugt werden, der dlas Eindringen von Partikein upnd die Warmeubertragung an die

Quarzglasscheibe erschwert.

3 Messungen

Urn die einwandfreie Funktionsweise des Mel~aufbaus nachzuweisen, wurden zunachst

isotherme und befeuerte Freistrahlmessungen an der Brennkammeraustrittsdose durch-

gefohrt, deren Ergebnisse Abbildung 3 zeigt:
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Abb. 3: Normierte AxialgeschwindigkeitsverI~ufe (oben) und Volumenstrbme (unten) im
isothermen (links) und befeuerten Freistrahi (rechts)

F~r den isothermen Fall (Abb 3, links unten) ergab sich emn leichter Anstieg des Volu-

menstromes V0. der dlas Entrainement von Umngebungsluft wiedergibt. Der erwartete

starke Volumenstromanstieg bei Verbrennung (Abb. 3, rechts unten) wurde aber nicht

gemessen, was auf unvollstandlige Verbrennung hindleutet.

Urn MeBmethode und -werte zu verifizieren, wurden Ietztere mit Literaturwerten von

Lenze [2] verglichen:

0. 
exp )

u 0.0 
_____ I ___

- 0.2 
_ 

_

00. - - - -

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 .2 3 3.5 4

r /r,+.

Abb. 4: Vergleich der gemnessenen (Punkte) und den nach Lenze berechneten normierten
Geschwindigkeitsmittelwerte im isothermen Freistrahi

Wie Abbildung 4 zeigt, wurde eine weitgehende Obereinstimmung festgestellt.
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Bei den Messungen im Innern der Brennkammer soliten die Profile der Axialgeschwin-

digkeiten in der Mischungszone zwischen Luft im Hauptstrom und dem eingedusten

Brennstoff im Gegenstrom aufgenommen werden. An Hand dieser saulte gekl~rt wer-

den:

1. ob sich eine aul~ere Rockstromzone am Brennkammereintritt ausbildet

2. welche Turbulenzgrade durch die Gegenstromeind~isung erzeugt werden

3. wie tief der Brennstoffstrom in den Luftstromn eindringt

Das fOr diese Messungen verwandte Mel~feld und die geometrischen Verh~Itnisse zeigt

Abbildung 5:

Abb. 5: Geometrische Verhaitnisse und Position der Mel~radien in der Brennkammer

4 Ergebnisse

Entgegen den Erwartungen nehmen die einlaufnahen Axialgeschwindigkeitsverlaufe

(Abb. 6, schwarz) in Wandn~he keine negativen Werte an. Die hohen Turbulenzgrade in

dieser Zone deuten aber darauf hin, daB sich eine auf~ere Ruickstromzone zwar direkt

nach der Einlaufkante bildet, jedoch nicht bis in den MeBbereich hineinreicht.
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Abb. 6: Stromungsverhaltnisse bel isothermer Durchstr6mung der leeren Brennkammer

Das isotherme Eindringverhalten des Brennstoffgegenstroms bei drel unterschiedlichen

Hauptluftvolumenstromen ist in Abbildung 7 aufgetragen:
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Abb. 7: Verl~ufe der mittleren Geschwindigkeit (links) und des Turbulenzgrades (rechts)
bei verschiedenen Hauptluftvolumenstr6men

Je keiener der eingestellte Hauptluftvolumenstrom, umso stairker werden die Geschwin-

digkeitsprofile u in der N~he der Gegenstromdose vermindert bzw. zu negativen Wer-

ten verschoben. Besonders aufschluf~reich ist die Auftragung der zugeh6rigen Turbu-

Ienzgrade Tu: Hierbel zeigen sich zwei Zonen erhbhter Turbulenz: am Rand und in Doi-

sennahe. Bei einemn Radius zwischen 35 und 45 mm haben alle TurbulenzverI~ufe emn

Minimum, was darauf schliei~en 1613t, daB auch die turbulente Durchmischung von Luft-

und Brennstoffstrom nur bis zu diesem Radius reicht. Diese Vermutung best~tigt sich in

Abbildung 8, in der Geschwindigkeits- und TurbulenzgradverI~ufe.jeweils for den iso-

thermen und den befeuerten Fall aufgetragen sind:
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Abb. 8: Verlaufe der mittleren Geschwindigkeit (links) und des Turbulenzgrades (rechts)
bei isothermer und befeuerter Messung

Die expansionsbedingte Erhohung der Axialgeschwindigkeit gegenober demn isothermen

Verlauf erstreckt sich in D~senn~he nur bis zu elnemn Mischungsradius von etwa 40 mm

von dart bis zur Wand zeigen sich jedoch keine grol3eren Geschwindigkeitsdifferenzen.

Erst sehr viel weiter stromnabwa~rts (a = 170 mm) dehnt sich die beschleunigte Str6-

mungszone Oiber den gesamten Radius aus. Bei dieser Kamnmerkoordinate hat sich der

befeuerte Turbulenzgrad Tu,befeuert bereits Ober dem Radius ausgeglichen, w~hrend er

in Diisenn~he schon bei kleineren Radien abnimmt als der isotherme.

Aus diesen Werten konnte der Verlauf des integralen Volumenstromes bei Gegenstro-

macetylenverbrennung errechnet werden (Abb. 9):
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Abb. 9: Volumenstromverlauf entlang der Kammerachse bei Gegenstromacetylenverbrennung

Die maximale Volumenstromerhbhung betr~gt dlanach etwa Faktor drei, was elnem

Wert vonl ca. 1200 m,4/h
3 entspricht. Aus der Verbrennungsbilanzrechnung ergibt sich

jedoch ein Abgasvolumenstrom von 1430 rn/h 3, was einer theoretischen Luftzahl von

2,8 gleichkommt. Dieses MiBverh~Itnis konnte nachvollzogen werdlen, nachdlem der in

den Messungen festgestellte Mischungsradius, bei dlem die Turbulenzgradle ihr Mini-

mum dlurchlaufen in die Berechnung miteinbezogen wurdle:

Výbg,?, = NI~' V(r.M)) +VýAbM(XNO))

Damit konnte iterativ die zu dlem gemessenen Abgasvolumenstromn geh6rige Luftzahl

ermittelt werdlen. Sie betr~gt dlanach etwa 0,75 bel einem Mischungsradius von 37 mm.

Entsprechend ergab sich fOr st~chiometrische Verbrennung emn Mischungsradius von

42,5 mm.

5 Zusammenfassung und Ausblick

Mit der Vermessung der Str6mungsverh~Itnisse bel Acetylenverbrennung wurdle zu-

nachst nachgewiesen, dlaB die aufgebaute Anlage den Anforderungen der Stromungs-

messung in der befeuerten Brennkammer gewachsen ist. Mit Hilfe der LDV Mef~technik

konnte gezeigt werdlen, daB die im Einlaufbereich der Brennkammer vermutete ROck-

stromzone nur geringe AusmaBe besitzt und auf die beabsichtigte Durchmischung von

Luft- und Brennstoffstrom kaum EinfluB hat. Elne stbchiometrische Verbrennung kann

bei sonst gleichen Parametern dlurch gr6Bere Mischungsradlien erreicht werdlen. Dazu

stehen emn grolBerer Ansteliwinkel der Gegenstromdosen oder elne eine erh6hte EindlOs-

geschwindligkeit, die dlurch emn Verkleinern der DOsenbohrungen realisiert werdlen kbnn-

te, zur Auswahl.

Durch die besondlere Konstruktion des Staukbrpers im Brennkammereinlauf ist es au-

iBerdlem m~glich, statt der Gegenstrombrennstoffeindosung eine Brennstoffzufuhr
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durch den Staukbrper nach demn Prinzip des konzentrischen Doppelrohres mit Staukor-

perstabilisierung zu realisieren und so den Ausbrand zu verbessern.

Neben diesen Optimierungsm~glichkeiten bestehen die n~chsten Schritte in for die ge-

plante Str6mungsmessung bei der Borverbrennung in der Konstruktion eines for LDV-

Messungen ausreichend kontinuierlich arbeitendlen Borpartikelgenerators und im Einbau

eines Vorw~rmbrenners, mit demn die Verbrennungsluft auf die zur Borverbrennung

notwendigen Zundtemperaturen gebracht werden kann.

6 Literatur:

[1] Liehmann, W.: Combustion of Boron-based Slurries in a Ramburner, 22. Interna-

tional Annual Conference of ICT, 1991

[2] Lenze, B.: Bestimmung der Geschwindigkeits- und Konzentrationsprofile im Kern-

und Uberg angsbereich von Freistrahien, Chemie-Ingenieur-Technik 49, H 12, S.

983 ff, 1977
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ABSTRACT

Pyrotechnic Compositions are. UK Quialified in accordance with UK MOD Ordnance Board
Proceedings which call up well defined tests aimed at characrerising a composition in terms of its
physical, theological, thermal and chemical properties, together with its sensitiveness to various stimuli,
and its explosiveness.

Pyrotechnic Compositions ai used in a wide variety of roles, and more often than not. the combustion
and burning characteristics are tailor-made, by compositional modifications, to deliver specific
performanoe parameters. In addition, such compositional modifications may also affect the.
seisitiveness and expltoiunness characteristics.

As a consequence of the compositional modifications, there tendq to be a large array of fonnulations
with only minor vanations of ingredients and peroentages.

The purpose of this paper is to examine factorS which cotild affect the ebasacterisation of she
Pyrotechnic Composition. with a particular view to applying the concept of" Genetic Qualification"
with the aim of reducing the level of testing, whilst still maintaining a high degree of confidence.
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Einfache Modelle der Anzundung von

Festtreibstoffen
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Postfach 1240, D-76318 Pfinztal

Abstract

The combustion of energetic materials is governed in the solid or condensed phase

mainly by the heat flow equation including phase transitions and exothermic reactions.

In addition, in the gaseous phase the heat flow and the diffusion equation have to be

considered for each species accounted for in the reaction scheme. Simplified models

deliver some results on ignition delay and the dependence of the burning rate on initial

temperature useful for practical application. The treatment of more complex aspects can

describe transient behaviour during ignition or the influence of externally supplied

energy transfer.

Kurzfassung

Die Verbrennung von energetischen Materialien wird in der kondensierten Phase im

wesentlichen durch die Warmeleitungsgleichung bestimmt wobei

Phasenumwandlungen und exotherme Reaktionen eine Rolle spielen. In der Gasphase

ist zusatzlich der Stofftransport durch Diffusion zu ber0cksichtigen. Mit vereinfachten

Modellen for die kondensierte Phase kann man bereits wichtige Ergebnisse, wie

AnzOndverzugszeiten und die Abhangigkeit der Abbrandgeschwindigkeit vom Druck

abschatzen. Aufwendiger Modelle erlauben die Beschreibung von komplexeren

Phtnomenen, wie den Verlauf der Anzondung oder die Reaktion der

Abbrandgeschwindigkeit auf externen Energieobertrag.
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1 Einleitung
Bei Festtreibstoffen for Rohrwaffentreibmittel oder Raketenantniebe bestehen for die

Praxis wichtige Zusammenh~nge in den Abh~ngigkeiten der Abbrandgeschwindigkeit

von Druck und Ausgangstemperatur oder der Anzondverzugszeit yam eingebrachten

EnergiefluB. Diese lassen sich zwar experimentell bestimmen, aber eine Best~tigung

durch theoretische Herleitungen ist wonschenswert, da sie erst den Einflul3 von
physikalischen und chemnischen Stoffdaten wie Dichte, spezifische W~rme,
Warmeleitungskoeffizient aufzeigen, bzw. aufzeigen, wie Phasenumwandlungen und

chemnische Reaktionen bei der Pyrolyse der kondensierten Phase und in der Gasphase
wirken. Nachdem lange Zeit nur vereinfachte Modelle [1-3] betrachtet wurden, sind
inzwischen von Zarko und Mitarbeitern [4-6] komplexere Modelle betrachtet worden,
mit denen transiente Ph~omene wie AnzOndung oder Auswirkung externer
Energie~bertragung untersucht werden k~innen.
In diesem Beitrag wird dlargesteilt, wie aus der W~rmeleitungsgleichung einige for die

Anwendlung natzliche Formein herzuleiten sind, in denen sich der Einflul3 physikalischer
und chemnischer Daten ausdrOckt. Auch werden Berechnungen der Wirkung von
externer Strahlung mit einem komplexerem Model (nach Zarko et al.) wiedergegeben.

2 Feststoffaufheizung

2. 1 Definitionen

Urn die Darstellung zu vereinfachen und die Obersichtlichkeit der Formeln zu verbessern,
werden folgendle Definitionen angewandt:

t = tkQ =Q*A, qq=*Ix
cp cp

2.2 GroBen undfihre Einheiten

Bei der Benutzung der im vorigen Abschnitt definierten Gr6Ben ergeben sich in zwei

F1l~en ungewbhnliche Finheiten: die Zeit erh~lt die Einheit einer Flkche und die

W~rmquellen und -senken die Einheit einer Temperatur pro Flcheneinheit (damit wird

Zeit in die Dimension M2 Oberf~hrt, da sich bei Diffusionsvorg~ngen, wie der

Warmeleitung die Zeit proportional dem Quadrat des Ortes verh~It).
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[k] = W /(m * K) WMrmeleitf~higkeit

[c] = J/ (kg * K) WMrmekapazitt

[p] = kg/ m3  Dichte

[a] = m2/s Temperaturleitfahigkeit

[t*] s (Sekunden) Zeit

[t] = M2  Zeit
[Q*] =W/m 3

[Q] = K/m 2

3 Inerter Feststoff

Ausgangspunkt for die Untersuchung des Verhaltens eines Feststoffes bei Zufuhrung

von W~rme ist die W~rmeleitungsgleichung:

aT a2 T
0-t aX2 =Q[x~t] (1)

In dreidimensionaler Form:

0'T- -AT =Q[R, t] (2)

Die inerte Feststoffaufheizung durch Mueren Energiefibertrag M~t sich am einfachsten

Ober die Green'sche Funktion darstellen [7]. Die Green'sche Funktion von (1) ist for die

unbegrenzte Abszisse (d.h. Rander im unendlichen, Q[x,tI=O):

G uix,x't,t'] e (3)-f

und for die dreidimensionale (3D)) Form:

e 4(t-t')

Die L-6sung von (1) entsteht durch Faltung der Quellfunktion Q[x,t] mit der Green'schen

Funktion:
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t 4(t-t')

T[x. tj = f f i~ ' Q[x', t']dx'dt' (5)

Im 3D-Fail ist da~s Ortsintegral entsprechend Ober alle drei Raumnrichtungen auszufoihren.

Die Integration Ober x in (5) kann fOr eine Reihe von Funktionen analytisch durchgefohrt

werden. Soiche Funktionen Sind z. B. die Dirac'sche Deltafunktion, eine Konstante, eine

Exponentialfunktion, eine GauBfunktion. Finige dieser ausfohrbaren Beispiele Sind im

folgenden wiedergegeben.

F~r Anztind-und Abbrandphaomene wird der Feststoff auf der positiven Halbachse

iiegend angenomnmen. FOr diesen Bereich ergibt sich die Green'sche Funktion zu:

Ghu[X-X',t-til = G,,.[x-x',t-ti + Gu,[x+x',t-t']

3.1 Kontin ulerliche Aufhieizung

Anz~ndung erfolgt durch eine zeitlich begrenzte kontinuierliche Energiei~bertragung

von einemn AnzOnder auf ein energetisches Materia~l. Der Energieobertrag kommt durch

WMrmeleitung, -strahlung, konvektive heii~e Gase oder durch heif~e Partikel zu Stande.

3. 1.1 Konstanter WMrmefluB auf eine FeststoffoberfI~che

In einfachster Betrachtung der AnzOndung trifft emn konstanter Warmestrom auf die

Feststoffoberfl~che bei x0, wo er absorbiert wird. Damit ist:

Qlx~t]= QR .8[x- x-1 (6)

mit:

(X-X,)
2

T[x-t] = fJP e 4(t-t') Q,-8x-x, d t (7)
0 0 - 4-7r(t -t' )Q ¶ -xd d

Im Falle der Dirac'schen Deltafunktion reduziert sich die Sumnme aus G.- und Gu auf

einen Faktor 2 mit der L-6sung:

T[., t] = Q,, 2j-ýe T, + x -ErfLJJx, (8)

Von der OberfIche fMIlt die Temperatur Steil in x-Richtung ab.
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An der Oberfch 4xO 10itdeTmeau aablshmtdrZi n

0toi

$44

__________________ 6 8_____________ _____________ ____________

T[,t Q 1 __ (9)__

24 4 81
Ze4

ABbid 2:Tmeau3raf ndrOef~h
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Haufig beansprucht die Zeit zumn Aufheizen der Oberfilche auf eine bestimmte

Temperatur durch externe Quellen, bel der Feststoff- oder/und Gasphasenreaktionen

einsetzen den wesentlichsten Teii der Anzundverzugszeit. Deshaib ist in einfachster

Naherung diese Verzugszeit durch folgende Formel gegeben:

R T2

tign TP,(10)
4QR2

3.2 Strahlungsaufheizung

Strahiung wird in einemn homogenen Medium nach demn Lambert-Beer'schen Gesetz

absorbiert. Die W~me~bertragung QR erzeugt emn exponentielles Profil mit demn

Absorptionskoeffizienten b. Bei einer nur kurzzeitigen Energie0bertragung zumn

Zeitpunkt t,,, wie z.B. mit einem Laser entsteht folgende Temperaturverteilung.

Q[x,t] = bQRebx .8tr to)

(X-xl)z (x+x')2

T[x,t] = fjf e_4(t-t') + e 4(t-t') Qex I ,t]d t 1)
0 0 -4 7E (t- t') b eb .[t t]xd' 1)

mit der L6sung:

T[X, t] bQ-R Ie b(It-x)(1 -Er{i - J

+ e b(Ibt+x) (Ii - Er{ Jib + 2xt)1) 12
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Abbildung 3: Temperaturverolau ndrOef~h

Q[x. t] =Q~beb~( rfbt]

fo 2ne eprtrrfl
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(x-x,)
2  (X+X')z

tjIWe__4(t-t') + e 4(t-t') bdT[x. t] f f i~ ' bQ~e xdx dt' (13)

Auch dieses Integral ist noch ausf~hrbar:

T[~]=QR reb(bt-x)r1-E Avb- +2bx.-ErfF1T~~]=2b( rf 2,ftJI L21V1i

eb(Et+x)1 X2 Eri )1 ,1 1) +4 14)
e 1- rf-\_t +x 4l - 2bx -e-'

10 ... 1.

Abbildaung 5:Tmeaupoi

ImGrnfall e ie seh gr1n0srtosoffzetngh is eprtrrfli
da Prf8bikntne nri~etaugafdeOef~h br nOef~hn
n~eit i emeaurmnr eige l birinrOerIcenbop2o.Anose
is erTmertrerafS-omg.A erOerice tit i emeaurn0
fogede Fomlmtde eta, i irb- n() bret
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Tt]QR e b~ 1- Eri\~ + 2být -1)(5

8 __ __ _ _ _

b 7E
$4

2.5 5 7.5 10 12.5 15 17.5 20

Zeit

Abbildung 6: Temperaturverlauf an der OberfI~che
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4 Reaktiver Feststoff

In elnemn Feststoff sind bei Temnperatur~nderung Phasenumnwandlungen, endotherme und

exotherme Reaktionen mbglich. Nach Aufheizen auf gewisse Temperaturwerte setzen diese

ein und ver~ndern das Temperaturprofil. Bei einemn Anzundvorgang ist es dlas Ziel

exotherme Reaktionen in Gang zu setzen.

Die Reaktionen wirken als Queliterme in der WMrmeleitungsgleichung, Ver~ndlerungen der

physikalischen Stoffeigenschaften werden hier nicht ber~icksichtigt. Die c, sind hier

Stoffkonzentrationen.

Fr a2T = ~t ,ac. 16
at aX2  (1t

aci zi,,e -Krf[ci, ci 17

Zur Vereinfachung wird im weiteren meist eine einzelne Reaktion 0.ter Ordnung

angenommen.

ac _

at -Ze RT (18)

Das Gleichungssystemn (16) und (17) ist wegen des Arrheniusterms stark nichtlinear und

damit nicht analytisch losbar. Das Integral Ober die Arrheniusfunktion wird mit folgender

semikonvergenter Reihe angenahert, da E/RT meist wesentlich gr6lBer als 1 ist (RT/E saulte

keiener sein als 0.2):

S[E, T] = Te- RTn' ( nf(~

die Sumnme fOr endliches nicht zu grol~es N (d.h. n zwischen 1 und 5).
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4
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144
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100 150 200 250 *300 350 400Tempera1,ur inK

Abbildung 7: NWherung E /R =(10 000 J/ mol) /(8,31 J /mo / K);t 1200 K. Kurve 0

exakte L6sung, Kurven 1-5 NWherung mit Polynomen S[E,T] der Ordlnung 1-5.

4. 1 Adiabatische Selbsterhiltzung

dT Zc _ Ei
d -e - e - a(T -TO) (19)

cp
Der erste Term rechts mit der Exponentialfunktion beschreibt die chemische Reaktion, der
zweite Term den W~rme0bergang an der OberfIche mit dem Obergangskoeffizienten a.
Die L-6sung lautet:

t* - T EcpdT (20)
T a Zqke R a(T -T,))

FOr adiabatische Selbsterhitzung ist a=0 und dlas Integral kann geldst werden:

tk -t 0  =ei _ ER1[E oeitJ EEj (21)

Ei ist die Exponential integralfunktion
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Ei[x] = f.-dt

4.2 KrItischer Durchmesser

In elner weiteren N~herung vernachI~ssigt man die Zeitableitung, d.h. man betrachtet die

FMle, bei denen sich f Or ein lineares Problem noch emn station~res Temperaturprofil einstellt.

(Beispiele: emn Reaktor, emn reaktiver Festk~5rper bel gegebener Aul~entemperatur).

a2 T E

j--= Zqe RT 
(22)

T dT

eine einfache NWherung ergibt:

alT

ToY0 -2ZqS [E, T] (3

E

E Te~dT
2ýRZqfT( T

X- X0 E E(q tE[T] -Ei[ 2 TJ (24)

Der Verlauf von (23) und (24) ergibt den kritischen Durchmesser, wenn die Temperatur

gegen unendlich geht. FOr zylindrische und sphtirische Geometrie sind (23) und (24) noch

mit Faktoren zu multiplizieren [9].
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3000 . . . . . . . . . . . .. .

20 5 =100 Zq=:

431500
14/

11000-I Z2q=l
E-1
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r__
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Durdlneser in m

Abbildung 8: Kritischer Durchmesser E / R = (10 000 J / moa) / (8,31 J / mol / K) 1200 K

wie oben, T, = 300 K.
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5 Stationare Feststoffreaktion/-verbrennung

Nach einer Anfangsphase der Feststoffaufheizung durch extern zugefohrte oder intern

durch Reaktion entstandene Energie steilt sich emn station~rer Reaktionsfortschritt emn, wenn

gewisse Bedingungen erfL~llt sind. D.h., die Reaktionsfront bewegt sich als station~res

Temperaturprofil mit einer konstanten Geschwindigkeit r in den Feststoff hinein. Wegen

der konstanten Geschwindigkeit kann das Koordinatensystem so transformiert werden, daB

das Temperaturprofil ruht. Mit der Transformation jý = x - rt wird aus:

ait]- aT[x, t] aT[x, t] (26)
0At at ax

und damit:

aT JU a2T a
+-r (27)axx 5x+ (,a q a-

Fur die Umsatzrate -- benutzt man fur gewohnlich den Arrhenius-Ansatz:

Wenn jedle weitere Zeitabh~ngigkeit ausgeschlossen ist, entsteht folgendes System

gewohnlicher Differentilagleichungen:

dT d 2T dcir + -T Qx] +r~q,(29)
dx dx dx

r dci = j kZ Cif cc] (30)
dx zeRfI j

Die Green'sche Funktion von (27) im unendlichen Raum ist ebenfalls durch

Koordinatentransformation zu erhalten:

-(x-rt-x'+rt')
2

Gu[X )eftt'l e 4(t-t') (1

uL''J 471 (t -t'V)(1

Dreidimensional sieht die Green'sche Funktion analog zu (4) aus.
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,Im folgenden wird zur Darstellung mit Wrmeleitung und spezifischer W~rme

(temperaturabh~ngig) zurOckgegriffen:

dT d2T dc.rpc[T]- + X,[]- l , (32)
dx Ix =Q []rq dx

folgende Randbedingungen sind zu berocksichtigen:

T[-o] = T;T[O] =T;

%dT/dx = -Q, an der Stelle x = 0

cjol= 0(oder 1) c,[0] = c,* (e nach Reaktionsmodell)

Die Energiebilanzgleichung entsteht aus (32) durch Integration von T.0 bis T,:

TSd X-0 0
rp fc[T]dT + X. 2 Jck [xldx + rEq,*Jdc1  (33)

5. 1 Seispiel 1: Abbrandgesch windigkeit r fur elnen quasi-stationaren Abbrand

c(T = c + L8[T-T,]; (Phasenumnwandlung als Polstelle)

XdT/dx = -Q0, bei x = 0 und XdT/dx = 0 fOr x -> oo (vgl. Randbedingungen)

Q*[xI = ble-b,; Strahlungsaufheizung

cj[0] = 1 und c1[oo] = 0; (voIlst~ndiger Stoffumnsatz)

Dabei bedeuten:

L = Phasenumnwandlungsw~rrme

TL Phasenumnwandlungstemperatur

Q, Wmreflul3 an der OberfIche

rp(C(Ts - T.) + L) - Q0-0 = I - 0 + rqi*(l - 0)

r -- Q- Q. (34
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Der Temperaturgradient XdT/dx hat an der Stelle x = 0 einen Sprung. Die zweite Ableitung

von T[x,t] kann deshaib auch mit einer Dirac'schen Deltafunktion dargestelit werden:

Xd2T/dX2 -Q, 5[0- X].

£.2 BeispieI2: Temperaturprofil fAir elnen quasi-stationaren Abbrand

Wieder ausgehend von Gleichung (42) mit Ber~icksichtigung von Strahiung Q* =I b e-bx

aber ohne chemnische Reaktion:

aX2+ r~c +L8[T - T,] T= bex
ax2 + p~cax

Integration Ober den Ort x ergibt die Energiebilanzgleichung

x T+ rp~cp(T[x] -1,) + L) -Ile- 0 furx= 0 (35)
ax

und

kX- + rpcp(T[x] - To -l-x= 0 furx> 0 (36)

Das Temperaturprofil wird unter demn EinfluI3 von Strahiung sigmaoid. Die OberfIche habe

die Phasenumnwandlungstemperatur TL und der Temperaturgradient an der OberfI~che sei

durch den WarmefluB Q, gegeben:

T[x=0] =TL und X- =-Q 0

.Die erneute Integration Ober den Ort x ergibt:

e-bx h -Tx
T[]-T=0 ~P- I - c + e '*const (37)

epc - bx fcx

T[X] - Tt 0 = rpC - bX I+e *const (38)
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Die Integrationskonstante const wird durch Einsetzen der Randbedingungen in Gleichung

(35) und (37) bestimmt:

cnt= 1 Q,-b2. (39)
rpc p rpc p(rpc p - bk)

einsetzen in (38) gibt:

-rpcp / x r-CP

T[ ] T~ o = e X % 0 0 + e b -k b 2 , R -rpcp rpicp - b2. rpcp(rpcp ~
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6 Instationare Feststoffreaktion

Emn Modell mit Berocksichtigung einer Phasenumnwandlung in der kondensierten Phase und

chemnischer Reaktionen dlarin wie auch des W~rme- und Stofftransports mit Reaktionen in

der Gasphase wurden von Zarko et a! [4-6] ausgearbeitet. Damit k~5nnen dynamische

Effekte bei der AnzOndlung und beim Energieeintrag durch externe Quellen berocksichtigt

werden. Beispiele sind in den Abb. 9 und 10 wiedergegeben, wobei externer

Energieobertrag zunachst die Anz~ndung bewirkt und eine Steigerung des Energieflusses

dynamisch die Abbrandgeschwindigkeit beeinfluBt. Temperaturanstieg,

AnzOndverzugszeiten und asymptotische Abbrandgeschwindigkeiten entsprechen den

Ergebnissen aus den oben hergeleiteten Formein. Interessant ist jeweils die dynamische

Reaktion an den Flanken des Energieflul~pulses. Bei Absorption der Energie an der

Oberfiache ergeben sich Oberschwinger, bei Absorption in der Tiefe eine verzogerte

Annaherung.

2.0-
10 V[ýjjal 600

1.5-Ln~2L
-500

S1.0-ý
---- ---- --- 400

0.5- 300~

.~0.0-r----7----- 200

0.000, 0.001 '0.&02 '0.&3 0. 0'0'4 0.00 5
Zeit in s

Abbildung 9: Verlauf der Abbrandgeschwindligkeit beeinfluBt durch externe

Energie0bertragung bei Absorption an der Oberfiache.
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2.5 1000

E 2.0 800
.c 800

1.5-

--- -- ---- 600 5=o . )

S0.5 -
• • 400 0

0.0 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

I * I I * I I

0.000 0.001 0.002 0.603 '0.0'0'4 0.005
Zeit in s

Abbildung 10: Verlauf der Abbrandgeschwindigkeit beeinfluBt durch externe

EnergieObertragung bei Absorption der Energie in der Tiefe der kondensierten Phase.
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Abstract

Before implementation of new solid propellants, a great deal of parameters must be

experimentally determined. Among the most basic of ballistic parameters that need to be described

are the burn rate characteristics, temperature sensitivities, Arrhenius form of burning rate law, and

stability behavior of propellants in terms of the Novozhilov parameters. Obtaining these data for a

single propellant ordinarily requires a large number of experiments. By determining the burning

surface temperature as a function of chamber pressure and initial temperature, stability maps of two

propellants were generated, without using a very large set of surface temperature and temperature

sensitivity data. An experimental study has been performed to determine the burning rate and

stability characteristics of two similar composite propellants (propellant M, with a significant

percentage of metal additive, and propellant N with no metal additive). Samples were tested in an

optical strand burner at pressures up to 30.0 MPa and initial propellant temperatures from -60 to

around 100.°C. An Arrhenius form of burning rate correlation was deduced for both the metalized

propellant M and the non-metalized propellant N. An analytical expression for temperature

sensitivity and Novozhilov stability parameters as functions of pressure and initial propellant

temperature was developed for each propellant.

Introduction

In the design and utilization of modern solid propellants, a great deal of experimentally

determined parameters must be defined in order to characterize the burning behavior of the

propellant. Among the most basic of ballistic parameters that need to be determined are the burn

rate characteristics, temperature sensitivities, and an Arrhenius form of burning rate law.

Increasingly, the stability behavior of propellants in terms of the Novozhilov parameters ic and r,

defined in the Method of Approach section of this paper, are being examined. The conventional

method for deducing these parameters is to use either a constant-volume (Crawford) bomb or a
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constant-pressure strand burner. The methodology for producing this data is straightforward:

burning rate measurements are taken as a function of both pressure and propellant initial

temperature. In addition, ultra-fine wire thermocouples need to be embedded in the propellant for

measuring propellant burning surface temperature as a function of operating conditions. In

theory, this is a simple task, and requires a set matrix of tests varying in pressure and propellant

initial temperature. In practice, however, enormous labor is required to obtain reliable surface

temperature measurements and other data over a complete operating domain, especially for

propellants which do not follow a Saint Robert's burning rate law (rb=apn).

In this research, the steady-state strand burner tests were conducted for two propellants

with different metal content. Propellant M has a significant percentage of metal, and propellant

N is of similar ingredients except it contains no metal additive. Neither propellant exhibits a

Saint Robert's burning rate law over the entire pressure domain. The purpose of this paper is to

describe and illustrate the method used to efficiently characterize these propellants in terms of

burning rate, temperature sensitivity, Arrhenius burning rate law and Novozhilov stability

parameters. This methodology provides a reasonable description of the propellant characteristics

over a large domain with significantly less time and resources than would normally be required.

Method of Approach

A schematic diagram of the test setup used in this study is shown in Fig. 1. A high-

pressure, optical strand burner equipped with access for micro-thermocouples, breakwires and

pressure transducers was used to obtain data including:

a) the surface regression rate by both video imaging and breakwire techniques;

b) the chamber pressure-time history with a fast-response (on the order of 10 jis) Kistler

pressure transducer; and

c) the sub-surface temperature profile of the propellant with the use of micro-

thermocouples.

The high-pressure, optical strand burner is capable of pressures up to 69 MPa (-10,000

psig) and temperatures ranging from -100 TC to around 100 T(2. Details of the operating

procedure for this setup can be found in Refs. 1 and 2. For the strand burner tests, cylindrical

propellant samples (diameter - 1 cm, length - 8 cm) were cut from blocks of cast propellants.

Figure 2 is a sketch of a prepared propellant sample. A tapered cup was cut into the bottom of
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the sample having an initial length of around 4-5 cm. A matching truncated cone was cut on the

top portion of a shorter 1-2 cm
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Fig. I Schematic diagram of the optical strand burner

base piece. A Zenin-type [3,4] rolled micro-thermocouple with a typical flat bead thickness of

< 5prn was manufactured by the authors and placed directly on the top surface of the truncated

cone by laying the flat bead portion on the flat top of the truncated cone. The upper portion of

the propellant was lowered onto the truncated cone portion to secure the thermocouple at the

interface of the matched cup and cone assembly. In order to ensure that the thermocouple stayed

in direct contact with the propellant surface, a small needle was pressed through the propellant

which penetrated through the cup and cone assembly at the height slightly above the interface of

the two segments. Due to the fact that the truncated cone section was approximately 2.5 mm in
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height and the deduced thermal wave thickness was on the order of 100 pim, the needle will have

no effect on the thermal wave profile in the propellant near the thermocouple location.
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Fig. 2 A schematic of a typical propellant sample with cup and cone configuration and Zenin-
type ribbon micro-thermocouple.

Two breakwires were also installed radially at 2 cm apart from one another in the upper

portion of the propellant sample. The diameter of the breakwire is approximately 0.25 mam. The

purpose for these two breakwires is to obtain a second set of burning rate data for comparison

with optical measurements. In order to achieve uniform surface ignition, a small piece of
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homogeneous propellant with nearly the same diameter as the propellant samples was glued to

the top portion of the propellant sample. A nichrome wire for ignition was inserted radially

through the homogeneous propellant piece. This provided a uniform heating of the propellant

sample surface prior to ignition.

Burning Rate Data Reduction

The primary method for deducing the burning rate of the propellant sample was by direct

video imaging of the instantaneous burning surface location. A Pulnix color video camera was

used to record the propellant regression event at a framing rate of 60 frames per second. A

regression distance versus time history was deduced from the video image data in order to

determine the regression rate of the propellant. The propellant burning surface location was

measured at several times during a test and a linear curve-fit of the distance versus time plot for

each test was used to determine the burning rate. In the case of non-flat burning surface, the

breakwire method was utilized to compare with the video image data.

Due to the fact that the breakwires are installed in the propellant at room temperature,
while some tests were conducted at much higher or lower than ambient temperatures, using the

pre-test distance between the two breakwires is a source of error. In order to correct for this

error, a measurement of the linear thermal expansion coefficient (a) of the propellant was made.

Video images of a propellant sample, with marks 2 cm apart at room temperature, were taken at

various temperatures ranging from -60 to 80 0C. The results were plotted and fitted to a straight

line. The a value for the propellant was used to correct the initial distance between the

breakwires for tests at initial propellant temperatures differing from the ambient.

Surface Temperature Data Reduction

A natural log plot of temperature versus distance measured from propellant surface was

used to determine the surface temperature. Since the subsurface temperature profile was assumed

to be exponential until reaching the surface [5], the point of departure from linearity was taken to

be the location of the burning surface. A representative plot of this type is shown in the

Discussion of Results section of this paper.
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Test Matrix

In order to obtain a wide range of surface temperature data covering a broad range of test

conditions, it is desirable to conduct tests at many different propellant initial temperatures and

chamber pressures. This is different from conventional testing procedures, in which typically

five to ten pressures and only three to five propellant initial temperatures are selected for testing.

In other words, the particular propellant initial temperature and pressures selected are not

important, so long as they are accurately measured and conducted over a wide range. It is

therefore desired to obtain data at many propellant initial temperatures and pressures tested as

input information for the correlation development. Several tests at the same pressure and

propellant initial temperature were conducted only to verify the accuracy of the burning rate and

surface temperature measurement.

Stability Parameter Data Reduction

The intrinsic stability characteristics of propellants M and N were examined based upon

the determination of the Novozhilov parameters K and r [6]. Where:

1C-- ft - Ti) x crp(1

and

r(-) (2)

These two stability parameters are very useful in determining the stable operating regimes of a

given propellant. According to Novozhilov [6], a given propellant is stable if one of the

following conditions is met:

a) K<I or

b) lc>1 and r>r* where r* = (i-) 2/(K+l)

According to Novozhilov [6], the condition of stability implies that the propellant burning

will be stable despite any small perturbations in operating parameters such as gas-phase pressure

and temperature. Using the surface temperature data recorded with the embedded micro-

thermocouples and the Arrhenius burning rate law parameters derived from many tests at
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different initial propellant temperatures and pressures, these stability parameters were deduced

for both the metalized propellant M and non-metalized propellant N.

Discussion of Results

Burning Rate Behavior under Various Pressures

The burning rate behavior of both the metalized and non-metalized propellants was

examined as a function of chamber pressure at various initial propellant temperatures. A

comparison of the burning rate behavior of propellants M and N is shown in Figs. 3a and 3b. It

can be seen that the burning rate behavior of the non-metalized propellant N was nearly identical

to that of the metalized propellant M. The burning rate versus pressure relationship shown in Fig.

3 clearly indicates that the burning rate do not follow the conventional Saint Robert's burning

rate law. The estimated error of ± 1% for the deduced burning rate is based upon the

measurement of the instantaneous propellant sample length from the video image (which has a

framing rate of 60 frames per second) and the accuracy of the pressure and initial temperature

measurements.

The addition of metal to the propellant formulation for replacing a portion of oxidizer

content has two major effects on burning rate. One is to increase the burning rate by the

enhanced thermal conductivity to the unbumt propellant. The other effect is the reduction of heat

feedback to the unburnt propellant zone. This reduction is believed to be associated with the

decrease of oxidizer-to-binder ratio with metal addition, the higher energy required for metal

liquefaction near the burning surface and metal particle combustion at locations relatively far

above the propellant surface. It is believed that these two effects counteract each other resulting

in the relatively small difference between the burning rates of the non-metalized and metalized

propellants.

Figure 4 is a photograph of propellant M showing metal particle combustion at locations

far from the burning surface. It can be seen clearly that the metal particle is burning far from the

propellant surface, reducing heat feedback from the metal-oxidizer combustion. The multiple

bright streaks represent the trajectories of burning metal particles during the recording interval of

1/60 second. It is interesting to note that the length of each streak is on the order of 2 mm. This

translates to an average particle velocity of around 12 cm/s, which is many times smaller than the

expected gas velocity. This implies that the metal particles have velocities much lower than the
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gaseous products. The reasons for many distributed streaks covering a vertical distance of

approximately 3 cm is believed to be caused by the difference in ignition delay times for various

particles. The number of bright streaks shown in Fig. 4 is around 25; this is less than the actual

number of burning particles, due to the blockage of views of other metal particles burning in

direction perpendicular to the plane of view.
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Fig. 3 Comparison of dimensionless burning rate data for propellants M and N at various

pressures

Temperature Sensitivity to Burning Rate

The temperature sensitivity to burning rate (ap) is defined as:

O1nrb(3

By constructing a plot of deduced burning rate versus initial propellant temperature

(measured with micro-thermnocouples inserted directly in the propellant), the experimental a1,

value for propellants M and N was determined for the pressures tested.
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Fig. 4 Photograph of propellant M showing metal particle combustion at locations far from the

propellant burning surface

Figure 5 is a plot of dimensionless temperature sensitivity versus dimensionless pressure

for propellants M and N. Deduced results indicate that G,, o01 M tr'ops significantly from a

relatively high value at low pressures to a much lower value lir higher pressures. The

temperature sensitivities of the propellant N \\erc also deduced IcCording to Fq. (3). From Fig. 5

it can be seen that the propellant N follows a general trend of decreasing temperature sensitivity

with increasing pressure in the lower pressure range. At higher pressures, the Up increases

slightly over the remaining range of pressure tested. In comparing propellants M and N. it can be

seen that the cr of the metalized propellant M is slightly higher than that of the non-metalized

propellant N for most pressures. The 7,, of the metalized propellant M is also a stronger function

of pressure in the middle pressure range tested. The estimated errors lbr deduced temperature

sensitivities are ± 5%. This estimation is based upon the errors involved in initial temperature

and chamber pressure measurements. In general. the ci7, is a function of initial temperature and

pressure. namely:

-, =-,.(T,.P) (4)
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The error of a., was obtained from the chain-rule described by:

A au. AT.+a A (5
Ap (5)

where the two partial derivatives of cr, with respect to Tj and P were calculated based upon the

analytical function of burning rate, rb, in terms of burning propellant initial temperature and

pressure described in a later section of this paper. The error of the initial temperature

measurements is around ± 3 K. The error in chamber pressure measurement is around 0.07 MPa.

Overall, the effect of metal addition to the propellant formulation on the temperature

sensitivity to burning rate is slight, and it can be stated that the controlling 'mechanisms of the

temperature sensitivity are more strongly coupled to the binder-oxidizer interaction than the

metal particle-propellant interaction, since both propellants N and M have similar crp

characteristics. It should be noted that the unexpectedly high values of cap at low pressures

could be associated with the uneven burning surface phenomenon resulting from relatively low

heat feedback from the gaseous flame zone. Uneven burning surface phenomena were observed

at the lowest pressure tested and it was difficult to obtain a flat burning surface at this low

pressure, therefore, although the semi-log plot of burning rate data at the lowest pressure showed

a linear correlation with respect to the initial temperature, the result could be somewhat

influenced by this uneven burning surface phenomenon observed at the lowest pressure tested.

At all other pressures, this phenomenon was not observed and the corresponding cyl results are

more reliable.

Surface Temperature Data

A natural log of temperature versus distance from propellant surface plot can be

used to determine the surface temperature, since the subsurface temperature profile is assumed to

be exponential until reaching the surface [6]. A representative plot of this type for Propellant M

is shown in Fig. 6. Similar plots were obtained for the Propellant N. It can be seen that a clearly

defined departure point from a linear profile can be determined as the surface temperature. The
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location of this break is defined as the surface location, and the distance coordinate is found by

multiplying the recorded time of event by the measured burning rate. At low temperatures, the

plot may not always be totally linear due to endothermicities involved in oxidizer decomposition.
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Fig. 5 Deduced dimensionless temperature sensitivities versus pressure for propellants

M and N

Arrhenius Burning Rate Law

By plotting burning rate versus surface temperature, the Arrhenius form of burning rate

law:

r, = Aexp (-.) (6)

can be deduced, where Ea is the activation energy and A is the pre-exponential factor. Using the

burning surface temperature determined from the traces of micro-thermocouples embedded in the

propellant strand and the measured burning rate data, the Arthenius forms of the burning rate

correlation were deduced for both the metalized propellant M and the non-metalized propellant
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N. A plot of the data used to deduce the Arrhenius burning rate law for both propellants M and

N is shown in Fig. 7. It is useful to note that surface temperature data were obtained under

conditions with various initial temperatures and pressures. In general, the data correlates

reasonably well with the exponential curve-fit. The Ea of the metalized propellant M is lower

than that that of the non-metalized propellant N. This is related to the phenomenon of lower

burning surface temperature of the metalized propellant M at the same test conditions as

propellant N. Due to the fact that the burning rates are similar for these two propellants, it can be

seen from Eq. (6) that the E, for propellant M must be lower than that of propellant N.
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Fig. 6 A typical log temperature versus distance plot to determine surface temperature

Stability Analysis

The intrinsic stability of propellants M and N was examined based upon the determination of the

Novozhilov stability parameters K and r [6], shown in the Method of Approach section of this

paper. Using the surface temperature data recorded with the embedded micro-thermocouples and

the ap data derived from many tests at different initial propellant temperatures, stability

parameters were deduced for propellants M and N. Due to the fact that tests were conducted for
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Fig. 7 Deduced Arrhenius burning rate law for Propellants M and N

two different propellants at eight different pressures, and only about one third of the tests resulted

in a usable sub-surface thermocouple trace, a limited number of surface temperature data points

were available to determine the stability parameters directly from Eqs. (1) and (2). Nevertheless,

the surface temperature data were sufficient for the development of a correlation with pressure

and initial temperature because all data points at various pressures and initial temperatures were

utilized together. This surface temperature correlation was then used in the determination of

stability parameters, discussed in the following section.

Development of a Functional Expression for Surface Temperature

Using all the deduced surface temperatures for both propellants at various initial

propellant temperatures and pressures, the following functional form of the surface temperature

was obtained. This equation relates surface temperature to pressure in a linear functional form
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with coefficients independent of initial propellant temperature and pressure and is shown below

as:

Ts = ao + a,(Ti - Ti,ff) + [b0 + b,(T - Ti.ýf)]P (7)

where Ti, ef can be chosen arbitrarily. The ao term can be thought of as a base surface

temperature and the a, term can be considered as a propellant initial temperature amplification

factor. The bo term represents the change of surface temperature with respect to pressure

independent of initial propellant temperature, and the b1 term can be regarded as the

amplification factor of the combined effects of initial propellant temperature and pressure. Figure

8 is a plot of the deduced surface temperature versus predicted surface temperature using Eq. (7)

for propellants M and N. It can be seen that the data fit the predicted behavior for a variety of

initial propellant temperatures and pressures to within ± 5% error. This expression can be used

with other parameters deduced in this study to evaluate the temperature sensitivity to burning rate

and the intrinsic stability of both propellants as functions of initial temperature and pressure. It

should be noted that only 10-15 data points per propellant are needed for this correlation. Also, it

is evident that the functional form of this correlation is applicable to both metalized and non-

metalized propellants which exhibit non-Saint Robert's burning rate law characteristics.

Functional Expression for Temperature Sensitivity, ccp

Substituting the deduced Arrhenius burning rate law into Eq. (3), an expression for a, of

both propellants can be written as:

up = E. (8)

Since TL as a function of Ti is known from Eq. (7), one can directly substitute the algebraic form

of T, into Eq. (8) and perform the differentiation to obtain the following equation:

u = EaR[a, + b,P] (9)

Using the T, expression given in Eq. (7), up can be calculated from Eq. (9) when the

pressure and initial temperature are known. The up values calculated from this equation are in

general agreement with those data shown in Fig 5., except at very low pressures, where non-
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Fig. 8 Experimentally determined surface temperature versus predicted surface

temperature for propellants M and N

planar burning surfaces were observed. This unsteadiness could be associated with the relatively

high acp values determined experimentally at the lowest pressure tested. It is worthwhile to

mention that Eq. (9) was also utilized for obtaining the partial derivatives of ap in Eq. (5) in the

error analysis.

Novozhilov Stability Parameters

Using Eq. (7) as an expression for surface temperature, and Eq. (9) as an expression for

a1,, the functional forms of both Novozhilov stability parameters ic and r can be derived as:
Ea(T> -T•)

K R.T -[ai +b PI (10)

and

r=[a, +b1 P] (11)

where Eq. (7) is substituted in for T, with the appropriate parameters for each of the two

propellants in Eq. (10). Figures 9a and 9b show four relevant surfaces for propellant M in three-

dimensional plots with different scales to enhance clarity. It can be seen that the ic stability
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criterion (a) of Kc < 1 is not satisfied for all pressures and initial temperatures. However, for most

operating conditions (P, Ti ), the r surface is above the r* surface, indicating the second stability

criterion (b) is satisfied. Only at very low initial temperatures and pressures both criteria (a) and

(b) are not satisfied. This region is indicated by an ellipse and designated as unstable combustion

zone.

The values for the stability parameters of propellant N were determined with the same

method as for the propellant M. Figures 10a and l~b are a similar set of stability plots for the

propellant N, except that Fig. 10b is also rotated for clarity. It can be seen that except for a small

region of low pressure and high initial temperature, the ic surface is above the ic =1 plane.

However, the r surface is above the r* surface for all values of P and Ti in the calculation

domain; therefore, propellant N is stable for all operating regimes depicted in these two figures.

In order to derive a similar stability map for any given propellant without the use of Eq.

(7), hundreds of tests would be required at all regions of the operational domain. The stability

maps shown in Figs. 9 and 10 were derived with the use of around twenty surface temperature

data points at various operating conditions. It should be noted, however, that the uncertainty in

the stability maps shown in Figs. 9 and 10 is a cumulative function of the uncertainty in deriving

the parameters in Eq. (7) and the Arrhenius burning rate law. It should be noted that care must be

taken into consideration when extrapolating stability data beyond the range of actual test

conditions due to the highly coupled nature of the gas and solid-phase phenomena. Therefore, as

stated in the Method of Approach section of this paper, it is desired to have surface temperature

data points that survey a large domain of operating pressure and propellant initial temperature as

input for determination of the parameters in Eq. (7). However, the tremendous decrease in total

number of tests required to deduce a stability map for a given propellant justify the usage of this

method.
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Conclusions

Many interesting and useful observations were made in terms of the burning rate

behavior, temperature sensitivity, and stability characteristics of the two similar propellants (a

metalized propellant M and a non-metalized propellant N) studied under broad ranges of initial

temperature and pressure. Major results are summarized below.

"* A general method was introduced for deriving an analytical expression for Novozhilov

stability parameters using an experimentally deduced surface temperature correlation, which

is applicable to the entire operating domain. This method greatly reduces the number of tests

required to achieve reliable results as compared to conventional methods. This method has

been shown to be applicable to both metalized and non-metalized propellants which do not

exhibit typical Saint Robert's burning rate law behavior.

"* The key steps of this method involve 1) determination of Arrhenius burning rate law

parameters, 2) correlating burning surface temperature as a function of propellant initial

temperature and pressure, and 3) using this surface temperature correlation with the

Arrhenius parameters to describe the Novozhilov stability parameters of the propellants as a

function of initial conditions.

"* The addition of metal to the propellant formulation for replacing a portion of oxidizer content

has two major effects on burning rate. One is to increase the burning rate by the enhanced

thermal conductivity to the unburmt propellant. The other effect is the reduction of heat

feedback to the unburnt propellant associated with 1) reduction of oxidizer-to-binder ratio,

2) higher energy required for metal liquefaction near the surface, and 3) combustion of metal

particles in locations relatively far above the propellant burning surface. It is believed that

these opposing heat-transfer effects counteract each other resulting in the relatively small

difference between the burning rates of propellant M and N.

"* The T, correlation was used with the deduced Arrhenius burning rate expressions for both

propellants to derive an analytical expression for temperature sensitivity as a function of

pressure and initial temperature. Results obtained from the correlation were in agreement

with those deduced directly from the burning rate data, except at very low pressures, where

non-planar burning surface behavior limited the number of surface temperature data points

available as input to the correlation.
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ABSTRACT

Flame structure of propellants based on HTPB (3%) and ADN (97%) at pressures of

0.5, 0.75, 1 and 6 atm was studied using such methods as probing molecular-beam mass-

spectrometry (MBMS), of thin thermocouples and videorecording. Burning zone width at 1

atm is about 1.5 mm. Thermocouple research has shown temperature fluctuations of about

±400"C at 1 atm in flame zone within 1.5-4 mm from the burning surface. Along with

temperature fluctuations, fluctuations in the intensities of mass peaks 17 (NH 3), 28 (CO,

N2), 30 (NO),46 (HNO3, NO2), 44 (CO 2, N20) take place as well. These observation is a

consequence of the combustion process of the propellant under investigation spatial-time

heterogenity and non-stationarity. Video-recording demonstrates the existence of several

brightly illuminating torches of about 1 mm at the burning surface disappearing at one site

and appearing at another. One torch life time is 0.2 sec. The nature of these torches is

discussed. The combustion products composition was found away from the burning surface

and in its immediate vicinity using MBMS. The composition of oxygen-nitrogen-hydrogen

containing products of propellant combustion at I atm is close to this of ADN combustion

at 6 atm. The main carbon- containing propellant combustion product at I atm is C0 2, CO

was not found in the combustion products.

INTRODUCTION

ADN is a powerfil ecologically safe oxidizer with extraordinary properties. It has

found its application when developing composite solid rocket propellants [1]. A large

number of papers is concerned with the combustion mechanism of pure ADN [2-5].

However there are very few works studying composite and sandwich systems based on

ADN. In [6] the combustion of ADN mixtures with paraffin (90:10) was studied using

spectroscopic technique. In [7] ADN combustion in paraffin mixtures was studied as well. In

[8,9] the combustion of sandwiches based on ADN and a binder was studied in an effort to

L
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understand the combustion mechanism of ADN based composite systems. Sandwiches are

known to model composite systems combustion.

The study of diffusion flames structure of sandwiches ADN/energetic binder using

the PLIF method [8] and measurement of ADN based sandwiches burning rate [9] testifies

the absence or insignificant effect of diffusion flames on the processes controlling propellant

burning rate within the pressure range up to -15 atm. However the burning rates of

sandwiches such as ADN/ADN:HTPB/ADN and ADN/PBAN/ADN rise nearly 1.5 fold

with pressure rise from 15 to 70 atm [9], which is indicative of diffusion flames ADN-binder

influence in this pressure range on sandwiches burning rate. This paper is aimed at studying

combustion characteristics, chemical and thermal flame structure of composite propellants

based on ADN and HTPB using molecular beam mass-spectrometry, thin thermocouples

technique and video-recording.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The methods applied to the study of ADN solid composite propellant (SCP) flame

structure include probing mass-spectrometry (PMS) [10-14] and thermocouple

measurements. The PMS method consists in the following: a burning strand of SCP moves

with a speed exceeding the burning rate toward a probe so, that a probe is continuously

sampling gaseous species from all the zones including those adjacent to the burning surface.

In the case of thermocouple measurements a burning strand moves to touch a immovable

thermocouple to the contact with the surface. The gaseous sample is transported to an ion

source of a time-of-flight mass-spectrometer (TOFMS) as a molecular beam. When studying

SCP flame structure an aluminum probe with a surface covered with A120 3 was used. The

probe represents a cone with a hole at its top (070, 100 microns at 1 atm, o110 microns at

p<l atm), the cone inner angle is 40 0, the external one is 50-601, walls thickness nearby the

top is 100 microns. The MBMS system shows in Fig. 1, which has been used to examine

SCP flame structures. It includes: an apparatus for probing a flame containing a molecular

beam sampling system, a TOFMS type MSCh-4 as a detector, a combustion chamber, a

scanning system, a data acquisition system and an experiment controller based on CAMAC

equipment and a computer. At the experiment start the ignition spiral ( see Fig.1 ) is

automatically or manualy removed from the combustion zone after ignition. A control

system and a stepper motor are required to scan SCP flame. Video camera Panasonic NV-

M3000EN has been used to visualize the combustion process. Temperature profiles have
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been measured with WRe(5%)-WRe(20%) thermocouple 50 microns in diameter. The

thermocouple was protected with an anticatalytic coating Ceramobond 569. The coating

was 35 microns wide.

ADN (ammonium dinitramide) used in this work have been synthesized at Zelinsky

Institute of Organic Chemistry Russian Academy of Sciences. The main impurity was AN (

less than 3% ). Melting started at 90-940C. HTPB (hudroxyl-terminated polubutadiene ) was

produced by the firm elfatochem/ATO, Philadelpia.

In all experiments non-cured propellant strands 8 mm in diameter and -15 mm in

length were used. Crystalline ADN powder with particles average dimension of - 40

microns was taken to prepare propellant. Samples prepared from HTPB (liquid) and ADN

(powder) immediate mechanical mixing were also used in the work. At low fuel content

(3%) HTPB dissolved in hexane (ADN is not dissolved in hexane) was used to prepare

homogeneous propellant. Composite propellant was prepared by drying the mixture in a dry

cell at room temperature under multiple mixing providing HTPB uniform distribution

around ADN crystals.

Stoichiometric propellant formulation corresponds to ADN/HTPB components

composition 7.67%:93.2% (by mass). Fuel amount in a mixture of formulation under

consideration ranged from 20% to 3% (by mass).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 1 represents some visual flame characteristics, burning rates and final flame

temperature for the propellants under consideration. For the propellants of high fuel

content (20 and 10%) at 1 atm black resinous formations at the burning surface shaped as

craters and carboneous skeleton cropping out from the burning surface into gas phase

were observed. The burning rate was increasing therewith from -0.9 mm/sec to -1.5

mm/sec with the fall in fuel content (from 20 to 10%). The temperature of HTPB

decomposition start (-450 1C) is much more the temperature of ADN decomposition start

(-130 °C). One can suggest that having a high fuel content in a formulation (20%) with a

readily melting oxidizer (ADN melting point is -90 'C) rubber can play a role of inert filler

incapable to react completely at condition of experiment. With insignificant pressure rise

from 1 to 3 atm for propellant 10/90 (HTPB/ADN) the burning rate increased more than

two fold. Stoichiometric propellant composition at 6 atm provides the burning rate of-7,3

mm/s and the temperature of final combustion products of -3000'C. The length of
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luminous zone above the strand was - 5 cm. For propellant 3/97 (HTPB/ADN) at 6 atm

video-recording nearby the burning surface allowed the reveal of dark zone of -0,3 mm,

which was in agreement with the data found when studying ADN-based sandwiches [8].

The dark zone width increases up to 1.5 mm with pressure fall to I atm. Propellant 3/97

(HTPB/ADN) combustion was jetting in nature. Video-recording demonstrated the

existence of several brightly luminous torches (jets) of about 0.5÷ 1 mm in diameter at the

burning surface disappearing at one site and appearing at another. One torch (jet) life time

is 0.2 s. The spatial heterogeneity and non-stationary nature of the propellant combustion

process is in agreement with mass-spectrometric and temperature measurements.

Thermocouple investigations have shown temperature fluctuations (Fig.2) of about

±4000C at I atm in flame zone within 1.5-4 mm from the burning surface. Along with the

temperature fluctuations in the intensities of mass peaks 17 (NH3), 28 (COW, N2+), 30

(NO*), 46 (HMO 3+, NO2+), 44 (C0 2 , N20÷) take place as well (Fig.3). The data on mass

peaks relative intensities of combustion products nearby the burning surface of

ADN/HTPB 97/3 propellant and pure ADN at 1 atm are close by their values and

,represented in Table 2. One can suggest that mainly pure ADN combustion products are

found in dark zone on propellant combustion, and when mixing them with HTPB

decomposition products luminous jets are formed in gas phase. Mass peaks relative

intensities in mass-spectra of samples withdrawn from an luminous zone for 3/97

propellant at pressures of 0.5; 0.75; 1 atm were represented in Table 3. Combustion nature

did not change with pressure variation, it remained jetting. The rise of jets number formed

at the burning surface, the increase of peak amu 28 (CO+, N2+) intensity and the decrease

of peak 44 amu (CO 2+, N20) intensity are observed with the pressure fall. This bears a

witness to the fall in combustion completeness and inefficient binder interaction with an

oxidizer in condensed phase. One of the explanations to the existence of luminous jets with

mean size of -0,5- 1 mm at the burning surface exceeding the size of fuel powder particles

(-0.04 mm) can be agglomeration of small ADN particles into large ones at the burning

surface. Similar phenomenon has been found when observing ADN particles behavior in

non-cured HTPB [9]. On heating melted ADN moved together, and on cooling it is

crystallized in large particles of -1 mm. Similar processes can take place on propellant

combustion as well.

Element composition of the propellant HTPB/ADN (3/97) is as follows:

N 3.129H 3.567 0 3.131C0 .22. Additional calibration experiments by CO 2 were carried out
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122/A44=0.93 %. In the conducted experiments :I22(CO 2++)/T44(CO 2+,N 20÷)=0.3%. This value

was close to the limits of TOFMS sensitivity. However the background spectrum is free

from peak with m/e=22, which allows us to measure this peak in our experiments at the

highest accuracy, that is 0.30±0.06%. Identification of CO 2 was conducted by mass m/e 22

(CO 2+') and refined using peak m/e 12. The measured peaks 12 and 22 intensities were

found to exclude CO' input into m/e 28. The calculations performed allowed the following

gas phase composition of HTPB/ADN (3/97) composite propellant combustion products

in mole fraction:

NH43  H20 N2  NO N20 CO 2

0.01 0.35 0.13 0.26 0.18 0.06

The following (N/O) products ratio normalized per (N/O) ratio in the propellant

was taken to test the fulfllment of material balance. The data obtained for all elements are

cited below:

(N/O)mt.L, /(N/O)propii.t =0.98; (H/O)jrodt, /(H/O)p,.e,iJt=0.72;

(C/O)pp t /(C/O)p.,:,1,.t =0.94. This ratio is to approach to 1.

The combustion products composition of a composite propellant ADN/HTPB 97/3

at 1 atm approaches the products composition of pure ADN combustion at p=6 atm [4] by

the content of nitrogen-contain components ( Table 4.).

CONCLUSION

Composite propellants ADN/HTPB (with HTPB content by mass from 3% to 20%)

at 0.5+6 atm show non-homogeneous jet combustion . As distinct from AP-based

propellants, ADN propellant flame is far from the burning surface (which is apparent from

temperature, mass-spectrometric measurements and video-recording) and most possibly

does not effect the propellant burning rate due to low temperature gradients. Individual

luminous jets with the average time life of -0,2 sec can emerge above the propellant surface

within -0.5÷2 mm. The generation of such torches (jets) the size of 0.5- 1 mm is attributable

to I) small melted ADN particles agglomeration into the large ones at the burning surface;

2) generation of a diffusion flame torch. At the same time small ADN particles

decomposition at the burning surface is likely to be inhibited by the binder. This can bring an

explanation to the fact that adding even small fuel amount (3% of HTPB) provides the fall

(and not the rise as in the case of AP) of the fuel burning rate several times (2+3) as

compared with pure ADN burning rate within 1÷6 atm pressure range. At the same time the
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final temperature of composite propellant combustion products (-2100 'C) far exceeds the

temperature of pure ADN combustion (-350 'C) at 1 atm. The composition of nitrogen-

containing final products of the same propellant is close to pure ADN combustion products

composition at 6 atm.
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Fig. 1 MBMS system for studying the flame structure
of solid propellants with TOFMS.

1) combustion chamnber; 2) scanning system; 3) probe; 4) ion source; 5) skimmer
chamber; 6) collimator chamber; 7) drift tube; 8) stainless steel skimmer;
9) collimator; 10) slotted disk; 11) electromagnetic chopper; 12) ignition
spiral; 13) stepper motor; 14) burning strand; 15) thermocouple.
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Fig.3. Mass peak intensity profiles in HTPB/ADN (3/97) flame at 1 atm.
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Table 1.
Composition Pressure, Burning Final Visual characteristics
of propellants atin rate, mmn/s temperature,
HTPB/ADN °C

20/80 1 -0.9 * carbonaceous bubbles on the
surface

10/90 1 - 1.5 carbonaceous skeleton in
some places of the strand

10/90 3 3.4 *
7/93 6 - 7.3 above the height of luminous zone

3000 is about 5 cm
3/97 6 -7.5 * dark zone is about 0.3 mm

_(by video)
3/97 1 - 1.2 ".2100 luminous sprays with the

characteristic dimensions less
than 1 nun in diameter and
characteristic lifetime -0.2 s.

* Were not measured

Table 2.Relative mass peaks intensities in HTPB/ADN (3/97) composite propellant
flame at the pressure 1 atm ( dark zone near the burning surface).

ama 17 18 30 44 46 28

ADNiHTPB 1 0.15 0.10 0.27 0.25 0.12 0.11
ADN 1 0.15 0.07 0.26 0.16 0.23 0.06
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Table 3.Relative mass peaks intensities in HTPB/ADN (3%:97%) flame at
the pressure 1, 0.75, 0.5 atm (luminous zone, -8mm from the burning

surface).

P u 17 18 30 44 46 28
atm NH3+, H20+ NO+,N 20+, N20N, N N2 + , CO+,

H20+ HNO 3+,NO2+ CO2+ HNO3+ CO2
1 Ii/EUi 0.05 0.14 0.30 0.29 <0.01 0.21

0.75 Ii/,I 0.05 0.18 0.25 0.15 <0.01 0.35
0.5 Ii/UIi 0.05 0.15 0.20 0.18 <0.01 0.41

Eli - a sum of Ii

Table 4. Comparative table of the flame temperature and the
combustion products final composition of pure ADN and ADN/HTPB
composite propellant.

composition p, atm T,K NH3  H20 N2  NO N20 CO2
IADN/HTPB 1 2370 0.01 0.35 0.13 0.26 0.18 0.06

(97/3)
ADN 6 1420 0 0.45 0.11 0.25 0.20 -
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Entwicklung von Hotspots in energetischen Materialien
Development of Hot Spots in Energetic Materials

G. Langer, N. Eisenreich
Fraunhofer-Institut fuir Chemische Technologie, ICT

D-76327 Pfinztal 1

Abstract

The transition between deflagration and detonation is not only of interest in
understanding the initiation of a detonation but also of practical importance. Many
problems in the field of vulnerability depend on DDT and there are also some
applications in the field of new charge technologies . In the case of porous materials hot
spots seem to be responsible for the transition of deflagration to detonation. Here hot
spots are defined theoretically as a short, focused energy input which is caused by a
shock wave or penetrating hot gas. Solving the heat flow equation some interesting
cases can be discussed. An inert material can only spread out the heat pulses to a
uniform distribution. A reactive material pyrolyses by formation of craters or ignites.
Depending on the density of the hot spots and the intensity of the energy input the
reacting front follows the generating wave immediately or delayed.

Kurzfassung

Der Obergangsbereich zwischen Deflagration und Detonation ist einerseits von grund-
legendem Interesse, um die Initiierung der Detonation zu verstehen, andererseits aber
auch von praktischer Bedeutung, da viele Fragen der Empfindlichkeit damit verknOpft
sind und Anwendungen fir neue Antriebe m6glich scheinen. Bei por6sen Materialien
werden meist Hotspots for den Obergang Deflagration/Detonation verantwortlich
gemacht.
Hotspots werden hier theoretisch durch sehr kurzen, punktfbrmigen Energieeintrag
definiert, der als Ursache z.B. eine StoBwelle oder in Poren eindringendes HeiBgas hat.
Durch numerische L6sung der W~rmeleitungsgleichung k6nnen einige interessante FI!le
diskutiert werden. In einem inerten Feststoff kann sich der Energiepuls, der sukzessive
das Material erfaBt, nur verteilen, bei einem reaktiven Feststoff kann er auch zur
Pyrolyse, Kraterbildung oder Anzfindung fOhren. Abh~ngig von der Hotspotdichte folgt
die Reaktionsfront der erzeugenden Welle unmittelbar oder verz6gert.
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Einleitung

Die Umsetzungsgeschwindigkeit energetischer Stoffe varijert je nach lnitiierung, Dichte
und Formulierung erheblich. Bei der Verbrennung liegt sie im Bereich zwischen 0.01
cm/s und 100 cm/s, bei der sag. Iangsamen Detonation erh~lt man 1000 bis 2500 rn/s
und erreicht bei idealer Detonation Werte bis zu 10000 rn/s. Der Obergangsbereich
zwischen Deflagration und Detonation ist einerseits von grundlegendlem Interesse, urn
die lnitiierung der Detonation zu verstehen, andererseits aber auch von praktischer
Bedleutung, da viele Fragen der Empfindlichkeit damit verknOpft sind /1,2/.
For neue Antriebstechnologien w~ren ebenfalls Bereiche schneller Verbrennung und
lansamer Detonation wonschenswert - *wenn der massive Druckanstieg im System
kontrollierbar ist. Solche stabilen Zust~nde k~nnen unter gewissen Randbedingungen
reprodluzierbar realisiert werden, wie Samirant for Ladlungen mittleren Dichte zeigte
/3,4/. Mbgliche Anwendlungsgebiete ergeben sich bei der Umsetzung von kompakten
Ladlungen oder bei Impuisgebern.
Es er6ffnen sich damit eine Reihe von Problemstellungen, die geklrt mOssen. Von der
experimentellen Seite her stellen z.B. die Abh~ngigkeit von der Ladlungsgeometrie und
der Anzojndung wichtige Punkte dlar. Von theoretischer Seite interessieren die
Mechanismen, die zu den hohen Verbrennungs- oder langsamen
Detonationsgeschwindligkeiten fohren und for einen stabilen Zustand sorgen /1,2,5-1 1/.
Letzteres ist auch von sicherheitstechnischer Bedleutung.
In dieser Arbeit wird anhand eines einfachen thermischen Modells qualitativ untersucht,
wie Hotspots, die sukzessive durch einen nicht weiter spezifizierten Mechanismus, z.B.
durch eine Stol~welle, entstehen, die chemnische Umsetzung eines energetischen
Materials initiieren.

Modellivorstellung

Als Reaktionsrnedium dient emn hoch idealisiertes energetisches Material, von dem
Konstanz aller physikalischen und chernischen Stoffgr6Ben angenommen wird. In
diesem Medium soil eine Welle voranschreiten, die sukzessive Hotspots erzeugt, die in
einer chernischen Reaktion for die Umsetzung des Materials sorgen /14/. Solch emn
Mechanismus k6nnte z.B. eine StoBwelle, die Poren adiabatisch aufheizt oder in por6se
Strukturen eindringendle heil~e Gase sein. Der W~rrneeintrag ins Material wird als 8-
Funktion oder Gaul3funktion angenommen, wobei irn Prinzip jedle beliebige Form
Verwendlung finden k6nnte. Die weitere Entwicklung dieser und der durch die Reaktion
erzeugten Temperaturverteilung erfolgt durch die Warneleitungsgleichung.

Q(x,t): W~irme von einer externen Quelle
qj* W~rme erzeugt durch den Urnsatz des Spezies ci
X: W~rmeleitf~higkeit

P: Dichte
C: spezifische W~rme

cj: Konzentration der Spezies

t 2 jq /
CP
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OT--AT= Q(I,t) + Jqj &

In einemn inerten Medium ohne chemische Reaktion ergibt sich die L-5sung von
eingebrachten W~rmequeIlen sofort Oiber die Greensf unktion (siehe z.B. /1 2/:

o--o (4,T(t-t'))/2

Wenn Warmequellen Qij~k8 (X-Xi,jk)8(t-tijk) eingebracht werden, Wat sich die Lb6sung sofort
hinschreiben (fur einen einen einzelen Puls siehe /1 3,14/):

(
1E-gi,j,k ) 2

i,j,k=I (4;r(t - tiljk tijk

Auch f Or Gaul~funktionen als W~irmequellen ergibt sich noch eine analytische 1-sung,
da wiederum GauBfunktionen entstehen.
Bel Ausbreitung einer ebenen StoI~welle mit der Geschwindigkeit v, in x-Richtung
ergeben sich die Zeiten sukzessiv mit einer eventuellen Reaktionszeit t,:

n.,j,k = n.-l,j,k Xn,j,k - Xn-l~jk + tR

Im inerten Medium steilt sich nach I6ngerer Zeit emn konstanter Temperaturwert ein, der
bei 6quidistanten Hotspots vergleichbar dem Abklingen einer ged~mpften Welle erreicht
wird.
Der Umsatzmechanismus ist im Prinzip beliebig zu wv~hlen, wobei hier Reaktionen nach
Arrhenius angesetzt werden:

Bei chemischer Reaktion mit Arrheniuskonstanten kann die L-6sung nicht mehr
analytisch gefunden werden, sodal3 numerisch integriert werden muI3. Im Gegensatz zu
h~ufig verwendeten FEM-Verfahren wird hier eine Integration fiber die Greensfunktion
versucht:
Es sei eine Anfangstemperaturverteilung T,(x,O) gegeben. Diese entwickelt sich in einem
Zeitschritt At einerseits fiber das Faltungsintegral (siehe oben) weiter. Andererseits
entsteht an jedemn Ort eine Temperaturver~nderung, entsprechend der chemischen
Reaktion, die zumn Faltungsintegral addiert wird, womit T,(x,t,) entsteht. Dieses wird als
momentan eingebracht angesehen und entwickelt sich ebenfalls zeitlich fiber das
Faltungsintegral weiter. Tr,(x,tn) erh~It man durch n-fache Anwendung eines soichen
Schrittes.
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Tot (j'O= __________

I Ot

" "Inz~~Qn- 1 (i') + At ,, q, tn-9

Finige Beispiele, die mit den kinetischen Daten stabilisierter Nitrocellulose gerechnet
wurden, sind in den Abbildlungen 1 bis 4 dlargestellt. Die berechneten Temperaturprofile
sind zu verschiedenen Zeiten zweidlimensional aufgetragen.

Im wesentlichen sind folgendle F~le zu unterscheiden:

*Die Hotspots Ciberlagern sich, wobei eine gleichm~Bige Temperaturerh~hung erfolgt
und eine Obergreifendle Anzoclnung (bei geringemn Energieeintrag keine Reaktion)
stattfindet.

e Die chemnische Reaktionswelle folgt unmittelbar der erzeugendlen Welle
* Die chemnische Reaktionswelle folgt verzbgert der erzeugendlen Welle

*Die Hotspots Oberlagern nur zumn Teil, so dlaB emn stark verz~gertes heterogenes
Reaktionsmuster entsteht.

*Die zeitlich auseinanderlaufendlen Hotspots Oberlappen nicht oder nur wenig, so
bleibt die Temperaturerhbhung entweder ohne Konsequenzen oder f~ihrt nur zur
lokalen Anzi~ndung.

Entscheidend fOr den zu beobachtbaren Effekt ist die Dichte der Hotspots und die
Intensit~t der eingebrachten W~rme.
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Abb. 1: Lineare Arrays die bei nahezu gleichen Abst5nden in einem reaktiven Medium
(3-dimensional) von einer ebenen Welle erzeugt werden. Aufgetragen ist 2-dimensional
die Temperaturverteilung zu verschiedenen Zeiten.
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Abstract
Damages by hazardous fires are caused by oxidation and pyrolysis, contamination from
combustion products and convective and radiative heat flux. An effective risk assessment
needs quantitative data of these effects on different flammable materials to make an
effective and safe design of buildings and industrial structures. To reach such data many
experiments with pool fires have been done in a moderate scale. To transfer the results on
real fires the time history and non-homogenous structure of the flame has taken into
account. This investigations need robust, non-intrusive and fast scanning measuring
techniques like pyrometry, spectroscopy and cinematography. They have to be applied
together to get an comprehensive image of the heat transfer dependent on time and
location. Various methods, experimental set-ups and characteristic results are described like
a fast scanning 2-colour-pyrometer to measure simultaneously the heat flux and flame
temperature with a time resolution up to 10 kHz. Concentrations of intermediate flame
radicals and combustion products in short time flame structures are sampled (with less than
10 ms) using UV/Vis- and IR-spectrometers. The distribution of heat radiation was
determined using a simple video system and a thermo camera equipped with a special data
analysing software. On the results non-stationary radiation model was derived to estimate
heat flux on an endangered target.

Introduction

The damaging effect of hazardous fires comprises the chemical conversion of materials, the
emission and deposition of pyrolysis and combustion residues and the radiant heat. The
latter is the main hazardous source of energy transfer to the near objects resulting. The
calculation of the heat qT radiated from a fire to a target at distance yT demands a realistic
model of the contours of the flame and the local and temporal distribution of the zones
emitting the radiation.
Although recently the radiation source pool fire was simulated by sophisticated numerical
calculations [1,2,4,6], practical application use two simplified models [3,7].
The model using point sources assumes the radiation to be emitted by central point and as
the radiation at a distance yr to be inversely proportional to yT

2.
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QRqr(YT) -4rYT 2  Eq. 1

Q, = Xi m" H, consists of the burn rate m", the heat of combustion Hc and an empirical
factor XR, which accounts for the fraction of energy radiated.

The surface emission model assumes constant emission E from the surface ASEP of a regular
body e.g. a cylinder or a sphere [8]. The radiant heat incident on a target qT is obtained by
the viewing factor P12 which depends on the distance and the atmospheric transmission t.

qT(YT) = P12 (YT)t(YT)E Eq. 2

T12 is given by the solid angles of source and target [14, 15]. The atmospheric absorption is
normally neglected (r •z 1).

Both models assume a constant shape of the flame body which emits averaged radiation
with respect to time and position. However, time-resolved optical investigations show that
this approach oversimplifies the situation [13, 16, 17]. Rasbash [17] emphasises that the
flame of pool fires can periodically change its visual height by a factor of 2 within short
time intervals of less than a second.

The emitted radiation fluctuates even by an order of magnitude. It depends strongly on the
temperature distribution and the chemical composition of the flame [18]. In principle, two
types appear:

"* continuous radiation from soot particles

"* molecular bands from hot gases

The continuous emission the radiance L, is described by blackbody radiation

L.(A,T)= c, 1 Eq. 3

(5exp 1-1

or more correctly modified by an emissivity 6 depending on wavelength 2, and temperature

T:

L,((,T) = 4(A,T). L•(A,T) Eq. 4

In the case that a grey body radiation is assumed the emissivity does not depend on
wavelength and temperature.

L,(AT)=L. L(A,T) Eq. 5

It was shown that sooty flame can be described by a grey body radiator in [11]. The
integration of L,6 results in the Stefan-Boltzmann law of radiation which relates the total
radiance to the 4th power of temperature.

E = caT 4' Eq. 6

e depends on the soot concentration and on the volumes of the emitting body. It is very
low for lean and small flames (= 0.001) and close to 1 for large and sooty fires.
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In the following pool fires are investigated at a small scale where strong fluctuations of the
flame body and the radiation are observed. The variation of the radiating flame contours
and volumes were measured and the intensity and dependence on the wavelength of the
radiation analysed to obtain flame temperature distributions. The results lead to a dynamic
model of the flame body, its emission of radiation and the related effect on irradiated
objects.

Experimental
The experiments were performed in a cylindrical steel pool (113 mm diameter, 40 mm
height) studying various fuels (iso-octane, 2-propanol, methanol, nitromethane) using an
automatic fuel supply to substitute consumed fuel.

A video and a thermal imaging camera observed the contours of the flames. The video
camera had a time resolution of 25 frames/s the thermal imaging camera 30/s. A band
filter allowed to select the spectral region of the C02-band from 4.1 to 4.4 pm. The video
data were transferred to a PC by a frame grabber and evaluated by a computer code
AVICOR which was developed to process the images of the fluctuating flames. AVICOR
allows a statistical evaluation of the video images with respect to intensity distributions of
single frames or frame sequences. The statistical evaluation comprises sums of lines and
columns, variances and histograms.

The radiation of the pool fires was recorded by fast scanning spectrometers in the
ultraviolet, visible and infrared spectral range:

9 IDARRS: UVNis (280 to 900 nm), grating spectrometer with 1024 intensified diodes,
recording up to 100 spectra/s

* FiRa: IR (2400 nm to 15000 nm) InSn/HgCdTe-detector, fast scanning filter wheel with
continuous wavelength variation up to 130 spectra/s

The spectra were quantitatively calibrated with respect to intensity by the use of a black
body radiator.

Results

Flame Geometry

The flames of pool fires of diameters higher than 5 cm show complicated contours strongly
varying with time and non-homogeneous distributions of radiance. This flickering is not
irregular but repeats periodically similar structures. Fig. 1 shows a sequence of video frames
of a iso-octane pool flame. The flame height varies quasi-periodically in time intervals of
0.2 s. A flame ball produced at the flame base moves upwards. It disappears at a height of
about 5 to 10 diameters of the flame base after the subsequent flame ball was produced at
the base. The frequency of the period depends strongly on the pool diameter and to some
extend on the temperature of the pool. This behaviour is similar for all fuels investigated
and agrees with that of other self-stabilising diffusion flames [7, 12].
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Fig 1: Transient structures of an iso-octane pool fire with a diameter of 113 mm (time
intervals of frames 0.04 s, 60 s after ignition)
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Fig. 2 Distribution of the accumulated brightness of the flame in axial direction, the
numbers tag flame balls to be recognised at different frames (evaluation of a
sequence of video frames)
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The rising flame ball is not only enlarged with respect to the flame base but shows higher
brightness which is indicated by the time evolution of it over the flame height depicted in
fig. 2. The data were obtained by an evaluation of the video frames accumulating
intensities transversal to the flame axis. Centres are observed which emit maxima of
radiation. A stable centre is located at the flame base at a height of half of the pool
diameter d. It seems to emit luminous maxima which ascend with increasing velocity and
disappear later. The luminous centres are identical to the luminous flame balls as indicated
by a comparison of the video evaluation with the video frames itself. Fig. 3 shows the
position-time curves of several flame maxima whereas the time of formation of each is set
to 0. The brightness of the flame in the visual spectral range is similar to the brightness in
the IR which is illustrated in fig.4 by comparing the video frames with thermo camera
frames. The agreement is good for the sooty flames. However, the thermo camera observes
also similar structures for non-sooty flames compared to the structures of sooty flames (e.g.
with methanol as fuel). The reason is that water and carbon dioxide mainly emit the
radiation of non-sooty flames with strong bands only in the IR.

700

600

500

400
E

0.0 0.1 0 .2 0 .3 0 .4

tin s
Fig. 3: Typical position-time curves of flame balls after their formation

Time Resolved Spectroscopy of the Pool Flame
Focusing a fixed spot above the pool onto the entrance slit of a spectrometer it records
successively the transient emission from passing flame balls. As expected by the analysis of
the video frames the flame balls also show strong emission when spectrally resolved. Fig 5
shows a series of spectra in the visible spectral range measured at a height of 220 m above
the pool surface. The spectra vary periodically with time and are dominated by a continuum
obviously emitted by the soot. Continuous spectra are especially emitted by the flames of
iso-octane and 2-propanol.
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Fig. 4: Comparison of frames from video (bottom) and thermo camera (top)
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Fig. 5: Sequence of spectra in the visible range measured 220 mm above a iso-octane
pool surface

These continuous spectra were analysed by a least squares fit on the formula Eq. 5 of the
grey body radiation. Temperature T of the flame and emissivity e were used as fit
parameters. Fig 6 shows the analysis of an iso-octane spectrum measured 220 mm above
the pool surface. The solid line represents the calculated spectrum obtained from the fit.
The close agreement of experimental and calculated curve demonstrate that the emission
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of the iso-octane pool fires above the flame base can be assigned to the emission of a grey
body. The time characteristics of the temperature, the emissivity and the radiance obtained
for the same flame is plotted in fig. 7. The emissivity varies between 0.05 and 0.15 and is
highest at the flame balls which are given by the maxima of brightness. In the zone of the
flame base (below 50 mm) it lies significantly lower between 0.02 and 0.1. High values of c
up to 0.8 are found at the top of the flame where smoke formation is observed. The
temperature oscillates between 1500 K and 1700 K. High temperatures coincide with low
values of e. The temperature of the flame balls in fig. 7 is characteristic also for the other
flame zones above the flame base.

The fuel 2-propanol gives higher temperatures which lie between 1600 and 1800 K and
the emissivity between 0.03 and 0.1. The intensity of the flame emission of methanol and
nitromethane is one order of magnitude lower than that of iso-octane. Therefore a time
resolution as used in the case of iso-octane is more difficult. The emission in the visible
range is composed of bands of the radicals OH, NH, CN and CH. These radical bands can
be in general used to obtain temperatures but the low intensities and the insufficient time
resolution do not allow a reliable evaluation. In addition, a broad band is observed in the
blue wavelength range which can be assigned to chemoluminescence of the reaction of CO
to CO. This band cannot be used for a temperature evaluation. A grey body radiation was
very low or not found.

2,0x101
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d =113 n, x= 220 mm

1,5x1F . =8.2861E-15
e 0.1782 ±0.0013

ETin K 1553.16 ±0.83846"TE

E 1,0xI0(

0,0.

450 5600 &;0 660 65ý0 7600 750

kin nm

Fig. 6: Continuous spectrum of an isooctane pool flame and its least squares fit by grey
body radiation
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Fig. 7: Plot of the time characteristics of an iso-octane pool flame (220 mm above pool
surface) temperature, emissivity and radiance.

Similar fluctuations can be found regarding series of IR-spectra like shown in Fig. 8. A semi-
quantitative data analysis was applied by using band modelling. A computer code
calculates IR-spectra (1 - 10 pm) of non-homogeneous gas mixtures of H20 (bands near
1.3, 1.8, 2.7 and 6.2 Pm), C0 2 (near 2.7 and 4.3 pm), CO, NO and HCI and can take into
account emission of soot particles. It is based on a single line group model using also
tabulated data of H20 and C0 2 [18]. Because there are many unknown parameters
affecting the emission spectrum of a non-homogeneous gas mixture, only a simplified
model can be employed. Therefore we have assumed that there is just one emitting layer of
undefined thickness, constant temperature, constant concentration of the various gases
and soot particles in thermal equilibrium. These assumptions lead to a reduced number of
parameters, which can be determined by fitting calculated spectra to experimental data.
Fig. 9 gives a characteristic example and fig. 10 shows also exemplary the time
characteristics of parameters of an iso-octane pool flame measured 100 mm above the
pool surface. It is obvious that the variations of luminous intensity correlate to the radiation
of soot and combustion products like water and CO2. Temperature values of IR-radiation
are in the same magnitude of size like the fits to the visible spectral range.
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Fig. 10: Time characteristics of parameters of an iso-octane pool flame measured 100 mm
above the pooi surface

Discussion
The radiation from the investigated pool fires is dominated by the emission of flame balls
which are formed quasi-periodically above the flame base and ascend with acceleration.
They are also the dominant part of the transient flame structure which emits the main part
of energy. Therefore a simplified model of radiation of pool fires which could act on
flammable surrounding objects can be reduced to the consideration of the radiation from
ascending flame balls. The flame balls are approximated by spheres of diameters de,. The
flame ball is formed a pool diameter above the pool surface, moves upwards accelerated by
buoyancy forces (see curves fig. 3) and burns out more than 5 pool diameters above the
pool surface. The radiation incident on a neighboured object is described by eq. 5. The
viewing factor is calculated according to Seeger [8] It reduces to an emitting disc with a
diameter dFB perpendicular to the straight line connecting flame ball and the centre of the
object.

The radiation flux incident on a target area at a distance yT depend on the geometry of the
flame shape according to the flame model assumed. The total energy QR emitted by the
surface ASEP must be the same for all flame models compared. In the case of a grey body
radiator:
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QR = E ASEP = F a T4 ASEP Eq. 7

If constant homogeneous flame temperatures T are assumed it is sufficient to adjust
emissivity s and surface to fulfil e AsEp = const.

Fig. 11 compares the radiation incident on a target area emitted from the static point
source model, cylinder model of Seeger and the model of an ascending spherical flame ball.
The data used were taken from the results of a iso-octane pool fire of a pool diameter of
113 mm.

The flame ball diameter d, is set equal to the pool diameter as plausible from the video
frames of fig. 1. From fig. 7 results an emissivity e = 0.1. The temperature was assumed to
be T = 1600 K (see fig. 7 and 10). The total emitted power was obtained then by
Q, = 0. 1 xax 1 6004 K4xrxO. 1132 m2 = 1500 W for all models. The viewing factors are
derived according to Seeger [8].

Fig. 11 shows the irradiance at a distance yT on a area parallel to the flame axis at a height
x=O (height equal to the pool surface). The flame ball model predicts that more than twice
of the power can fall onto objects when compared with the cylinder model, especially in
the case the flame ball is close to flame base. If the flame ball is at higher positions the
difference is lower and the cylinder model estimates quite well the irradiation on the
average. Depending on the position of the flame ball the cylinder model predicts to low
irradiation onto an endangered object.

The point source model overestimates the irradiation to objects close the pool fire. For
distance higher than 4 d it agrees well with the maximum irradiation by the flame ball
model. It is useful for to estimate the worst case.

If safety distances have to be estimated it should be carefully proved what model to use. In
case where special materials cannot be exposed to radiation exceeding well defined limits
the static models of surface radiators should be avoided.

i WVn•:l-ecal Fame, dFe-d W/r?" Stead Sl~e Mxls
30 35--Ir I& m
3000 - 30- - Pd3000
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Fig. 11: Irradiation onto objects at distances Y, by the dynamical flame ball model (left side)
and the static point source and cylincer flame model (parameters are derived from
a isooctane pool flame of a diameter 113 mm)
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ABSTRACT
The experimental data are presented relevant to normal burning
rate (NBR) of PMMA in the course of flame spreading over the sur-
face of specimens for three following cases: 1) horizontal slabs
burning in still air; 2) vertical rods burning downward in still

air; 3) PMMA slabs contacting with KC1O 4 slabs and burning in N2
at p ( 3 MPa. The data just mentioned are compared with those in
the available literature concerning NBR of PMMA spherical partic-
les burning in still air, NBR during internal burning of PMMA
blocks with coaxial canal in a stream of gaseous 02, and NBR of
PMMA rods burning on the top end in air flow.

Normal burning rate, u , i.e. normal regression rate of polymer
specimens surface is an important characteristic of polymer flammabi-
lity. Indeed, the higher is u, the greater is heat evolution rate,
J/cm 2s. NBR was investigated under two different conditions: 1) in the
course of flame spreading over specimen surface (an unsteady-state
process in laboratory system of coordinates) 2) on the entirely bur-
ning surface (a quasi-stationary process).

1. NBR in the Course of Flame Spreading.

We have measured profiles of cavities formed in PMMA 1!abs (case
1) or rods (case 2) burning in still air at atmospheric conditions or
PMMA slabs contacting with KC1O 4 or' NH4C10 4 slabs and burning in N2

atmosphere at pressure p ( 3 MPa (case 3). In the cases I and 2 the
specimens were extinguished with a jet of N2 and in the case 3 a dep-
ressurization extinguishment was used. The profiles of cavities were
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measured with a microscope. The micrometric screws shifted the extin-
guished specimens along three rectangular axes. NBR was calculated as
u = w sin y where w is flame spread velocity over' polymer surface and
P is the angle between the tangent to cavity profile and flame spread
direction. In the cases I and 2 only mean value of NBR was measured:
in the case I - over interval x = 0-3 mm where x is the distance from
the flame tip (x axis is turned along I vector, but in the opposed di-
rection) and in the case 2 - over all the burning surface (nearly co-
nical). In the case 3 a step of measurement of NBR was equal 6y = 0.1
mm (where y axis is normal to x axis and directed inside the speci-
men).

1.1. PMMA slabs burning in air.

Experiments were conducted with flat horizotal specimens on vari-
ous underlays (Al alloy, copper, textolite) at near-critical specimens
thickness, Aer, (such as at A = Ar the burning was stable, but at A <
Acr it failed). In these conditions NBR ranged fr'oi1 1.05 10-3 to 4.7
10-3 mm/s. NBR decreased with underlay thickness, A, , increasing (for
copper underlay - from 3.8 10- mm/s at A, = 0.3 mm to 2.0 10- mm/s
at A, ='I.0 mm). NBR was nearly 20 times smaller than w ( the ratio
u/w ranged from 1/16.8 to 1/20.7).

1.2. PMMA rods burning in air.

The downward burning of vertical cylindrical rods was investiga-
ted at various rod diameter, d. The following data were obtained:

d, mm .6.9 11.7 15.0 20.4 25.0 35.2 40.7
w, mm/s 0.082 0.058 0.046 0.037 0.040 0.044 0.042
u, mm/s 0.020 0.015 0.011 0.0091 0.0091 0.0090 0.0086
w/u 1/4.1 1/3.9 1/4.2 1/4.1 1/4.4 1/4.9 1/4.9

Thus, NBR diminishes approximately twice with d increasing from 6.8 to
20.4 mm but then becomes nearly independent of d. As for the ratio
u/w, it decreases slightly with d increasing (from 1/4.-1 at d = 6.8
to 1/4.9 at d = 35.2-40.7 mm).
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1.3. PMMA slabs contacting with KC104 slabs.

In this case the dependence of u on cavity depth, y , and pressu-
re, p. were examined. NBR decreased strongly with y (and thus on x)
increasing. For example, at p = I MPa it was obtained:

y, mm 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.9 1.0
u, mm/s 0.60 0.50 0.41 0.35 0.16 0.15

u/w 1/2.9 1/3.4 1/4.2 1/4.9 1/10.8 1/11.5

This is a principal fcature of diffusion flames: indeed, the path
of diffusion of oxygen (formed in the course of KC104 = KCl + 2 02
reaction) and MMA (monomer) to the flame through a layer of combustion
products augments with x and y. This results in decreasing NBR. Hence,
the ratio u/w also decreases with y increasing (from 1/2.9 at y =

= 0.2 mm to 1/11.5 at y = I mm).
The dependence u(p) is much more weak than w(p) dependence. For

example, an increase of pressure from 1.0 MPa to 3.0 MPa augments w
2.1 times whereas NBR augments only 1.35 times at y = 0.2 mm and 1.1
times at y = 0.5 mm. Moreover, at great enough y NBR is pressure-inde-
pendent. As a consequence, the ratio u/w is the smaller, the greater
is y (see above) and pressure:

p, MPa 1.0 2.5 3.0

u/w (at y=0.2) 1/2.9 1/4.1 1/4.4

2. NBR on the Entirely Burning Surface.

2.1. Burning of spherical particles of PMMA.

The well-known equation for the diffusion burning of spherical
drops of liquid fuels: d2 = d,2 - Kt (where d. is ir;t! diameter, of
a drop, K is a constant and t is the time) may be used also for sphe-
rical particles of solid polymers. It follows from this equation that
u = 0.5!6d/6tl = K/4d. So, NBR for spherical particles is proportional
to K and inversely proportional to d. Unfortunately, the experimental
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data for PMMA obtained in Ref.1 (K = 6.9 10-3 cm /s at d, 2 mm) dif-
fer drastically from those of Ref.2 (K = 28 10-' at d0 = 1-2 mm).

2.2. Burning of a canal in PMMA blocks in 02 flow.

The internal burning of PMMA specimens with a cylindrical opening
was investigated in Refs.3,4. Specimens studied in Ref.3 consisted of
12 blocks (each 50.8 mm long) pressed together. A flow of gaseous 02
was delivered in the concentric opening (d0z 25.4 mm). The mean value
u was measured on the basis of mass-loss of each block during the ti-
me, t , of a run. The value of NBR decreased significantly with t inc-
reasing (1), but augmented lengthwise (2). So, at 02 flux equal 22g/s
the following values u were obtained for the first (ul) and the ele-
venth (ull) blocks:

t, s 10 30 60 120 150
ui,mm/s 0.13 0.084 0.066 0.053 0.050
uji1 mm/s 0.22 0.11 0.078 0.055 0.050

The effect (1) may be connected with an increase of. opening dia-
meter and hence a decrease 02 flux density, g/cm2s. The effect (2) may
be due to an increase of gas temperature. However, the effect (2) was
very considerable at small t and practically disappeared at great t.

Cylindrical specimens of PMMA (8 mm i.d., 30 mm o.d., and 70 mm
long) were investigated in Ref.4 at oxygen flux density pv = 11-40

2g/cm s (at t a0). The following expression was used for NBR: u =

A(pv)mpdn. In the range p = 0.5-5 MPa and pv 111-30 g/cm2 s the expo--
nents m and v were equal 0.40-0.42 and 0.10, respectively. The follo-

wing values NBR were obtained at pv equal i1 and 30 g/cm s (denote its
here as ull and u30

p, MPa 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
u1 1 , mm/s 0.36 :0.38 0.40 0.41 0.42
u30 , mm/s 0.54 0.58 0.60 0.62 0.63
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2.3. Polymeric rods burning on the top end.

The burning of flat top of vertical rods (12.7 mm dia) of several
polymers was studied in Ref.5. Air (at normal conditions) flowed out a
nozzle normal to specimen surface at volume flux density 100 cm /cmM2 s.
The following values of NBR were obtained:

Polymer PMMA' PMMA2  PP PE3  PE4

u, mm/s 0.036 0.028 0.022 0.018 0.016

Notes: 1;2 - nozzle type A and B, respectively
3;4 - PE of low and high density, respectively

3. CONCLUSIONS.

The data, considered above show that the difference between the
values u measured at various condition mnay 12o as much as two order of
magnitude and even more:

Specimens configuration and Measured values
2burning conditions u 10 ,mm/s

1.I.Burning of horizontal sheets of PMMA
on various underlays in still air, 0.15-0.47

1.2. Downward burning of vertical rods of
PMMA in still air 0.86-2.0

1.3. PMMA slabs contacting with KC104 slabs
and burning in N2 at p = 1-3 MPa 15-81

2.2. Internal burning of PMMA specimens in
gaseous oxygen flux 4.4-63

2.3. Polymeric rods burning on the top end
in air flux 2.82-3.6

NBR depends strongly on the specimen dimensions (thickness or di-
ameter), oxygen content in the ambient atmosphere, velocity of gas
stream over burning surface. Such dependences are typical for diffusion
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burning of solid fuels.
The maximum NBR values were obtained for internal burning in oxy-

gen flux of specimens with opening as well as for, PMMA slabs burning
in contact with KC104 slabs. The minimum NBR was observed for thin
enough flat specimens on thick metal underlays.
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Abstract

The combustion behaviour of solid fuel slabs in a planar step combustor has been

investigated with a Colour-Schlieren technique under ramjet relevant conditions concerning

the air inlet temperature. Large windows on both sides give access to the combustion
processes above the surface of the slabs. Large scale vortical structures are conspicuous in
the outer zone above the diffusion flame in the developing boundary layer behind the
recirculation zone. The superimposed thermal emission from the flame region on the Colour-

Schlieren pictures gives additional information of the location of the flame front.

1. Zusammenfassung

Fir die Untersuchung des Verbrennungsverhaltens von Festbrennstoffplatten unter stau-

antriebsrelevanten Randbedingungen bezaglich der Lufteinlaltemperatur wurde eine
Farbschlierenapparatur aufgebaut. Diese wurde an einer ebenen Stufenbrennkammer

eingesetzt, die es erlaubt durch grole seitliche Fenster den Verbrennungsvorgang unmittel-
bar Ober der abbrennenden Festbrennstoffplatte zu beobachten. Die bei den Versuchen
erhaltenen Aufnahmen zeigen grolskalige Wirbelstrukturen im duBeren Bereich oberhalb
der Diffusionsflamme in der sich hinter der Rezirkulationszone bildenden Grenzschicht. Die
auf den Farbschlierenaufnahmen sichtbare Oberlagerung des thermischen Leuchtens der

Diffusionsflamme zeigt deren Position als zusatzliche Information.
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2. Elnleltung

Luftatmende Antriebe, die mit Festbrennstoffen arbeiten, wie zumn Beispiel Feststauantriebe
(SFRJ) und Ducted Rockets, sind fOr volumenlimitierte Systeme von grol~em Interesse.
Hierbel versprechen vor alien Dingen Metallparikelzusaitze wie Bor oder Aluminium wegen
ihres hohen volumetrisohen Heizwertes im Vergleich zu den kohlenwasserstoffhaltigen
Bindern (wie beispielsweise HTPB) Vorteile. Leider stehen diesen theoretischen Vorzagen
praktische Probleme bei der Umsetzung dieser Partikel in einemn Triebwerk entgegen, was
sich z.B. in einemn schlechten Verbrennungswirkungsgrad, Schiackenablagerungen und
somit letztendlich in schlechten Flugleistungen au~ern kann. Hierbei w~ren als Ursache z.B.
Oxidlkappenbildung bei Aluminiumpartikein oder die Bildung eines flussigen Boroxidfilmes
auf den Borpartikein unmittelbar nach der EntzOndung zu nennen [1 - 5]. Die diesen Vor-
g~ngen zugrunde liegenden Prozesse, sowie die in der Brennkammer ablaufenden mehr-
phasigen Verbrennungsvorginge sind bis heute noch nicht voIlstandig verstanden. Deswei-
teren sind diese Vorgtinge in einer Staubrennkammer mel3technisch schwierig zu erfassen.
Fur die hier vorgestelite Untersuchung wurde eine Stufenbrennkammer ausgewdhlt, die es
ermbglicht Ober grol~e seitliche Fenster den Verb rennungsprozel3 unmittelbar fiber der
Festbrennstoffplatte zu beobachten. HierfOr wurde eine Farbsch lie renapparatu r aufgebaut,
die es ermbglichen soil, Strukturen des Verbrennungsvorganges sichtbar zu machen.

3. Versuchsanlage

Abbildlung 1 zeigt die Skizze der Versuchsanlage mit der ebenen Stufenbrennkammer, die
einen rechteckigen Querschnitt von 150 mm Breite und 45 mm H16he besitzt. Unmittelbar
hinter der Stufe von 20 mm H6he werden die Festbrennstoff platten von 200 mm Lange und
100 mm Breite bOndig zur Oberfiache in den Brennkammerboden eingelassen. Der mitteis
eines H2/02-Brenners erhitzte Luttstrom wird Ober zwei Stromungsgieichrichter und Siebe
der Brennkammer zugef0hrt. Hierbei wird Ober den Brenner soviel Sauerstoff zusatzlich
zugef~hrt, daB der Sauerstoffgehalt der heil3en Gasstrbmung demn von normaler Luft
entspricht. Eine genauere Beschreibung der Versuchsaniage ist in [6,7] gegeben.
Fur die hier pr~sentierte Untersuchung wurden Quarzscheiben ale Fenster eingesetzt, die es
erlauben, einen Bereich mit der Brennkammerh6he von 45 mm Ober fast der gesamten
Brennstoftplattenlange von 200 mm und zusatzlich ca. 20 mm vor demn Rocksprung der
Stute einzusehen, wie dies in Abb. 1 skizziert ist. Als Festbrennstoff wurden Platten aus 91,6
Gew.-% HTPB und 8,4 Gew.-% IPDI eingesetzt. Der fOr die Versuche eingestellte Luft-
massenstrom betrug 0,15 kg/sec und die zugehorige Temperatur 800 K. Dies entspricht
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einer Reynolds-Zahi von 2,31O04, die mit der Stufenhbhe gebildet wurde. Der Druck innerhaib

der Brennkammer betrug 1 bar.
Zu Versuchsbeginn wurde der Lufterhitzer gezundet und die Anlage zwei Minuten lang mit
der heil~en Luft durchstromt urn die Aniage selbst und die Festbrennstoffplatte aufzuheizen.
Hiernach wurde die Brennstoffplatte durch einen weiteren H2/02-Brenner, der unterhaib der
Stufe montiert ist, gezOndet.

4. Farbschlierenapparatur

4.1 Grundlagen

Schlierenverfahren finden in der Str6mungstechnik seit langem vielfache Anwendung urn
Zustandsanderungen in transparenten Medien darzustellen. Sie beruhen darauf, daB Licht-
strahlen, die emn Gebiet mit einem senkrecht zu ihrer Ausbreitungsrichtung verlaufenden
Brechungsindexgradienten passieren, abgelenkt werden [8,9]. Bei homogenen Gasge-

mischen ist der Brechungsindlex n mit der Dichte p gemal3 Gleichung (1) gekoppelt, wobei K
die stoffspezifische wellenI~ngenabhdngige Gladstone-Dale-Konstante ist.

n -1 =K04 ~ (1)

Somit kann im Idealfall bei einem ebenen Strbmungsproblem fur jeden Ort XO,yO emn

Zusammenhang zwischen dem Dichtegradienten z.B. in x-Richtung und dem Ablenkwinkel F

in gleicher x-Richtung des Lichtstrahles geschaffen werden, wie dies bei Born und Wolf [9]
dargestefit ist.

( p I 1+ K(X)p Ex(2)
ax )x~. L -K(?,)

Dies f~hrt bei Schwarz/WeiI3-Schlierenverfahren (S/N), bei denen weil3es Licht benutzt wird,
auf demn Schlierenbild zu lokalen Aufhelfungen oder Abdunkelungen, durch die die Zustands-
anderungen sichtbar gemacht werden konnen. Liegt nun emn mehrphasiges Problem vor, bei
demn z.B. Partikel einer Gasstr6mung zugegeben sind, so tritt hier zusatzlich zumn Schlieren-
effekt der Gasphase eine Transmissionsminderung des durchstrahlenden Lichtes durch die
Partikelphase infolge Streuung und z.T. auch Absorption auf. Dies erschwert die Interpre-
tation der ablaufenden Vorgbnge wesentlich.
Emn Farbschlierenverfahren hingegen, welches z.B. auf der von Cords [10] entwickelten,
Dissection-Technik beruht, weist verschiedenen Ablenkungswinkeln verschiedene Farben
zu, wobei die Partikelphase lediglich die Intensitaten der einzelnen Farben abschwacht.
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Somit konnen in erster N~herung die dlarzustellendlen Brechungsindlexgradienten in der Gas-

phase getrennt betrachtet werden. Abbildung 2 zeigt links emn S/W-Schlierenbild und rechts

emn Farbschlierenbild eines partikelbeladenen Gasstrahles. Auf beiden Bildern sind ahnliche

Strukturen zu erkennen. Das Farbschlierenbild zeigt vollstandlig grOne Farbe, die hier ifor

keine oder duI~erst geringe Ablenkungen steht, wobei die Strukturen als ,,Schatten" sichtbar

werden. Dies weist daraufhin, dal3 die Strukturen auf dern S/W-Schlierenbild hauptsdchlich

durch die Absoption der Partikeiphase hervorgerufen werden.

In einer Brennkamnmer treten nun zu den Strbmungsprozessen zusatzlioh Verbrennungs-

vorgdnge hinzu, sodafl Gleichung (2) nicht rnehr benutzt werden kann, da sich sowohi

Dichte als auch Temperaturen und Konzentrationen lokal 5ndern. Infolgedessen gibt ein

Schlierenbild hier ledliglich elnen qualitativen Eindruck der ablaufendlen Vorgdnge.

Farbschlierenverfahren sind in der Vergangenheit in verschiedenen Varianten entwickelt

warden. Der Artikel von Settles [11 ] gibt einen Uberblick Ober die Arbeiten bis etwa zurn

Jahre 1980. Auch wurden verschiedentlich Schlierenverfahren zur Darstellung der

Verbrennungsvorgdnge irn Bereich Festbrennstoffe eingesetzt. So benutzten Netzer und

Mitarbeiter [12] erfolgreich eine Farbschlierenapparatur zur Untersuchung des Abbrandes

von Ammoniumperchiorat. Bei Prozessen, die emn starkes Eigenleuchten erzeugen, ergaben

sich allerdings Problerne.

4.2 Aufbau

Das hier vorgestelite Verfahren beruht auf der von Cords entwickelten Dissection-Technik,

bel der die Liblicherweise benutzte Lichtquelle durch emn Areal von Farbfeldern (Farbmaske)

ersetzt wird und einer Spaltblendle im Brennpunkt des zweiten Hohispiegels, wie dies in Abb.

3 dlargestellt ist. Die Farbflachen der Farbrnaske wurden nun so gewdhlt, daB auf den

Schlierenaufnahrnen die Farbe grOn den Bereich urn den Nuliwert des Ablenkwinkels bzw.

Brechungsindlexgradienten wiedergibt. Die Abfolge der Farben wurde der Abfolge des

Regenbogens entlehnt, urn eindleutige Farbzuweisungen zu erhalten. Dies zeigt Abb. 4, bei

dern eine Iangbrennweitige Linse als Kalibrierobjekt benutzt wurde. Desweiteren wurden

Blitzlarnpe, Farbfiachen und Farbfilm so aufeinander abgestimmt, daB sich gute Farbwieder-

gaben auf den Bildern ergaben. Diese hier vorgestelite Anordnung wurde in einer Variante

bereits 1985 fOr den Einsatz an einemn Stoflwellenrohr entwickelt und eingesetzt [13].

Fur die Untersuchungen an der Stufenbrennkammer wurde emn modifiziertes Blitzgerdt von

Drello mit einer Halbwertszeit von e twa l3psec benutzt. Im Strahlengang zur Kamera wurde

zusdtzlich emn schneller ansteuerbarer Verschlul3 positioniert urn den Anteil der Lichternission

des Verbrennungsvorganges auf den Farbschlierenaufnahmen zu redluzieren. Der Aufbau

der Schlierenapparatur wurde als Topler'sche Z-Anordnung ausgefuhrt, wobei aus

Platzgrflnden zwei zusdtzliche Planspiegel benutzt wurden.
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5. Ergebnisse und Diskussion

Abbildung 5 zeigt im oberen Bild eine Schlierenaufnahme mit dem Dichtegradienten in y-
Richtung des Verbrennungsprozesses einer HTPB-Platte in der Stufenbrennkammer. In der
zugehorigen unteren Skizze sind die charakteristischen Merkmale dieses Strbmungs- und
Verb re nnungsvorganges dlargestelit. Diese Darstellung ist an die Einteilung von Natan und
Gany [14] f~r den Grenzschichtverbrennungsprozef3 in einer Feststaubrennkammer
angelehnt. Grol~skalige wirbelfbrmige Strukturen sind in der AuBeren Zone oberhaib der
Diffusionsfiamme in der sich hinter der Rezirkulationszone entwicke~nden Grenzschicht
sichtbar. In diesem Bereich wird kaIteres Gas aus der Aul~enstrbmungszone durch die
Wirbel in tiefere Bereiche gef~ihrt und mit den heif~en Verbrennungsgasen gemischt. Die
Existenz dieser kdIteren Gasbereiche in der Mischungszone konnte auch in einer fraiheren
Untersuchung, bei der Temperaturmessungen mittels CARS durchgef~hrt wurden, durch
eine bimodale Temperaturverteilung mit zwei ausgeprdgten Maxima gezeigt werden [15].
Im unteren Bereich des Bildes erkennt man emn geiblich leuchtendes Band, das der Farb-
schlierenaufnahme uberlagert ist. Der Ursprung kann demn thermischen Leuchten des RuBes
zugeschrieben werdlen und ist nach Gany demn Ort der Kohilenwasse rstoff-Diffusionsfiamme
zuzuordnen. Am Ende der Rezirkulationszone ist der Abstand der HO-Diff usionsfiamme zumn
Brennkamnmerboden geringer als in den anderen Bereichen. Fri~here Geschwindigkeits-
messungen mittels LDA [16] zeigen hier eine nach unten gerichtete Strbmung mit einer
Verzogerung auf den freien Sattelpunkt hin. In dieser verzbgerten Strbmung kann die
Flamme fixiert werden.
Desweiteren erscheinen auf der Farbschlierenaufnahme grof~e Bereiche der Rezirkuiations-
zone schwarz. Hier wurde nach Versuchsendle eine starke Schw~rzung der Fenster durch
RuI3 festgestetlt, der hier fir eine starke Lichtabsorption verantwortlich erscheint. Somit kann
in diesem Bereich keine Aussage Ober die dlort ablaufendlen Vorgtinge gemacht werden.

6. Nomenklatur

K Gladstone-Dale-Konstante
L optische Weglinge
x Koordinate parallel zur BrennkammerbodenfI~che
x' freie Koordinate
y Koordinate senkrecht zur Brennkammerbodenflache
c Ablenkwinkel
X Wellenlange
p Dichte
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Str6mungs- Fensterbereich WasserkOhiung
gleichrichter

Lufterhitzer Flamnmenhalter-

stufe ZOnder Festbrennstoffplatte

Abb. 1: Skizze Versuchsanlage mit ebener Stufenbrennkammer

pp;T

Abb. 2: Gegenabe rstel lung Schwarz/W~eifl Schlierenaufnahme (links) und Farbschlieren
aufnahme (rechts) am Beispiel eines partikelbeladenen Luftstrahles
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Lichtleiter
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VerschluB
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KameraLufterhitzer

Abb. 3: Farbschlierenaufbau auf dem Pr~fstand

Abb. 4: Farbschlierenbild elner Iangbrennweitigen Linse
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Abb. 5: oben: Farbschlierenaufnahme vom Abbrand von HTPB ohne
Partikelzusatz

unten: Prinzipskizze der ablaufenden Str6mungs- und Verbrennungs
vorg~nge
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OBTAINING SUBMICRON ABRASIVE POWDERS BY PNEUMATIC

PROCESSING OF ELECTRIC CORUNDUM AND PRODUCTS OF

SOLID ROCKET PROPELLANTS COMBUSTION.

Yuri Biryukov, Alexander Vorozhtsov, Leonid Bogdanov

Tomsk State University, 36, Lenin 630050 Tomsk, Russia

Abstract: This report gives brief review of our research into production of superfine pow-

ders of organic and non organic materials, presents parameters of experimental series of

powders based on aluminium oxide and products of combustion of solid propellants.

In many processes, such as pharmacological preparation production, the precise proc-

essing of surfaces, obtaining of superconductors or components of functional ceramics, pro-

duction of superfine particles of metals and pharmacological preparations etc., the specific re-

quirements to powder technology are placed: the maintenance of size uniformity of submicron

particles and their mixes, shape and strict granulometric composition, moisture content.

In connection with topicality of the problem, in many countries intensive researches are

performed and the various ways of the problem solution was created. The essential results in

this area are achieved by firms of Japan, Germany and USA. Parameters of their abrasive pow-

ders, offered for approving on largest in Russia enterprise on production of ball - bearings

(Vologda) are presented at table 1. In the last few years in the Tomsk State University empha-

sis is made also on the production of fine and submicron powders from inorganic and organic

materials. The parameters of some trial series of powders based on electric corundum, pro-

duced by TSU are also shown in table 1, figure 1.

Considering that reduction of strategic armament as well as completion of their guar-

antee periods and removal from service of some arm types put a pressing problem of elabora-

tion of economically acceptable technologies of their liquidation not only without any damage

to environment, but with economic advantage, product of solid rocket propellant combustion

(A120 3) of abrasive submicron powders. In TSU a method of charges recovery by their com-

bustion in chemically active environment, namely in a saturated water solution of ammonium

perchlorate is elaborated. Using water solution of aluminium perchlorate as liquid in the pool

for combustion allows to increase the completeness of combustion and A120 3 powder output in

comparison with known procedures.
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The result of researches and industrial realisation of technology built upon controlled

circulating movement of the flow "gas-solid particles" in closed volumes with help of gas jets

displayed possibility of execution of the following operations:

* grinding is brought about by interaction of dense circulating layer of material with un-

derexpanded gas jets;

* the classification of particles to fractions is provided by built-in separative elements of

centrifugal type of various design with circulation of two-phase environment in their

contours, that permits to receive narrow fractions;

* high-efficient mixing of components of varying granulometric composition and phase

condition of components is performed on macrolevel (beds, aggregates of particles) by

optimization of function of distribution of the particles throughout their residence time in

circulating contour (the separative elements pass only gas), and on microlevel by disper-

sion of components in gas jets;

"* convection drying is achieved in jets and flow of heat-transfer agent;

"* granulation with at injection of dispersed liquid binder in circulating bed of material;

"* the enrichment and separation of impurities is carried out by selective grinding and

separation of materials on density;

*the fine clearing of gas in bag filters and in cyclones of special design.

We shall touch briefly on the description of technological processes, results of experi-

ments and industrial realisation.

1. Intensity of grinding in complex pneumatic units (hereinafter "Combi", figure 6), in

the first place is determined by working pressure, parameters of speedup chamber and nozzles,

intensity of circulating motion, physical and mechanical properties of initial powders and size

of particles of product. Our study shown that the process of particles self-abrasion is deter-

mining whereas the nozzles profiling and installation of obstacles did not influence noticeably

on the process, The high purity of end product at grinding of hard and superhard materials

(carbides, nitrides, oxides of some metals) is also explained by domination of particles interac-

tion (self-abrasion), instead of interaction of particles with working surfaces. On dispersion of

beryllium oxide the pollution with impurities was measured. The initial powder had specific

surface 7200 cm2/g and the end product 12300 cm2/g, (table 2).

The experiments at pressure of more than 10 kg/cm 2 (Up to 100 kg/cm2 ) have not given

any qualitative change of characteristics and increases of processes efficiency, but further in-

vestigations along this line are conducted. Specific expenditure of energy at production of

submicron powder of electric corundum with initial 8so--30 mkm and with use of complex
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technology is 3-5 kWt hour/kg. The capacity of the unit then is 15 kg/hour, working pressure

is 7-8 kg/sm 2. The potential opportunities of improvement of the powder technology processes

of submicron and ultradispersive powders such as aluminium oxide and other ceramic powders

exist. It requires more in-depth study of gasdynamics of flows "gas - solid particles" in unit

"Combi".

The production of such of such strictly normalized submicron' powders from A120 3

with a required crystal structure resolve the ecological problem in technology of precise proc-

essing of details in ball-bearing industry, electronics, optics and fine mechanics, as at present

pastes on basis rather toxic chrome oxide are mostly used.

The production of strictly normalized submicron of powders from A120 3 with a re-

quired crystal structure, including that from products, receiving at liquidation of solid propel-

lant, solves the ecological problem in technology of precise processing of details in ball-bearing

industry, electronics, optics and fine mechanics, as at present pastes on basis rather toxic

chrome oxide are mostly used.

The combining of pneumatic grinding A120 3 with fractionation in multicontour separa-

tive units provided the production of abrasive powders with comparatively high characteristics

(table 1), that has enabled to raise as the class of accuracy at manufacturing of ball-bearings as

productivity, also to remove the problems, connected with liquidation of toxic wastes and

harmful effects of production.

% 10o.

80- 0 M-0,5 B --

0M- 5 B

30 - - - 020 
IT =

Particle's size mkm

Figure I The mass distribution of polishing powders of electric corundum A12 0 3

(granulometric composition is determined by optic microscope).
The pneumatic technology of separation of large inclusions in ultradispersive powders

of copper, obtained by method of electrical discharge, has allowed to produce high-efficient oil

and grease additives.
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The similar characteristics are obtained also at combining of processes grinding and

fractionation of wide class of materials (organic: polyethylene, polyvinylehloride, nozepami,

cinnarizin, sorbite, vitamin concentrates, vitamin meal; inorganic: the aluminium, niobium, bo-

ron, tantalum, Ni-Cr alloy, talc, chalk, ammonium perchlorate).

2. Intensity of blend process in unit "Combi" is determined by character of convective

transfer, namely by function of distribution of particles residence time in the bulk bed over a

cycle - f(tmx/tm.i.), and quality of mixing on microlevel by effect underexpanded gas jet on in-

coming in it aggregates of particles. On figure 2 the variation of the key component concentra-

tion (C) with number of displasements to blend (N), needed to achieve the given heterogeneity

coefficient (V,=5%) are shown.

On figure 3 the results of mathematical modeling and experimental relationship between

N and t.m/tmi. - ratio of maximal particles' residence time to minimal, where

- 100 1 (ci -_ )2 % are presented. Referring to figure 3, the maximal efficiency of

process is reached at t,.Jtm.i =2,2-2,4. During experiments the particles velocity and trajecto-

ries distribution were registered with help of variable-induction and capacitive pickups

(through injection of bench mark particles).

C,%

.2 '

- --

40

0

tobtn (1:_ -a- =24;1:3-=.7)

a.0-

U, tQ M UU) U

Nmeofdisplacement to blend N

Figure 2 Variation of the control component concentration with number of displacement

to blend (C: -"=2.4; C2: t =1.7).
t~i. ti.
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N (vcS%)

• - -@-- Results of mathematical modeling -010 - • Experimental values

'U

Residence time ratio Tmax I Tmin
Figure 3 Results of experiments and mathematical modeling of residence time distribu-
tion at blending

On base of combined processes of blending and dispersion the technology for obtaining

high-homogeneous compositions with small additives was developed. An example is produc-

tion of medicinal composition on base Na benzoat and salbutamol at ratio 98:2 with dispersive

composition 85% to 5 mkm and heterogeneity coefficient V¢<3%. figure 4 gives the results of

tests. The work with pectin lend support to validity of proposed technology.

15-

5-

Particle's size mkm

Figure 4 Results of combined blending and dispersion of salbutamol and Na benzoate
components. The resulting coefficient of heterogeneity is V0 =2,7%

One of essential moment in production of finely dispersed powder materials on pneu-

matic circulation apparatuses is neutralization of influence of adhesive and cohesive properties

of loose material, which hinder the motion of bulk bed over the internal surfaces of apparatus,

cause bridging and give no way to control the circulating motion. Therefore the given problem
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is worked for each specific material. The obtained results have allowed to develop the com-

mercial plants for processing of moist materials (moisture content up to 25%).

3. The soft drying equipment and process for moist thermodestruction-prone materials

are developed. The cooling of gas at its expansion and intensive flow around particles prevents

thermodestruction. This permits to grind some high-molecular compounds and organic medici-

nal: polyethylene, polyvinylchloride, vitan, nozepami, pentocsifilin, pectin Acorus calamus,

Thermopsis lanceolata, etc.

4. Efforts are underway to solve the problem of granulation in unified production line.

The complexity of the problem consists in necessity of unition in one working volume almost

all processes of powder technology: dispersion, fractionating, mixing of particles with liquids

and simultaneous drying.

5. Analysis of the current tendencies of development of ores dress technology shows,

that on its final stage the use of pneumatic methods is perspective. They permit to combine the

process of selective grinding of raw material up to fine fractions level and their separation. It

simplifies the operation and completely excludes losses of fine and submicron product as slurry

with pulp, which accompany to hydroseparation.

For example, at dressing and separation of iron ore concentrate on various regimes of

dispersion and separation were allocated following fine fractions of pigment: X_21 - 0_<895•2

mkm, X_22 - 2•895•<4 mkm, X23 - 4•<895•7 mkm, and 80% concentrate of Fe (powder). The re-

searches on dressing of loparite ore, containing niobium, tantalum etc. are carried out at pres-

ent.

Now we have also other realizations of pneumatic powder technology:

* the production of high-melting compounds powders on levels 1 mkm for fuinctional

ceramics; from compound of zirconium oxide (figure 5) and aluminium oxide fractions

with size up to 0,3 mkm were received;

"* production of powders for production of accumulators;

"* the production of polyethylene powders with strictly preset granulometric composi-

tion for production of filters and membranes;

* the production of narrow fractions from talk and chalk for splendid cosmetic powders

and rouge.

The experimental researches were conducted on specially designed laboratory stands and

model units. The analysis of particles sizes was conducted as in laboratory, as on equipment of

customers enterprises.
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% IOoI -- -T l

80 0 After processing in pneumatic unit
70 __

a
C 0-
0 40

30

10
10

0 -f ((J C' O C '-L C k 0) -U)C) ~
.6 0 6 0

Particals size mkm

Figure 5 The mass distribution of Zr0 2 particles (granulometric composition is deter-
mined by electron and optic microscope)

In authors opinion the existing in the world instruments for analysis of dispersive com-

position: sedimentometers, laser counters and instruments for determinations of specific sur-

face do not give objective characteristic of particles on submicron level. Therefore the control

for updating of results with helps optical and electronic microscopes, as well as their computer

processing is practical always necessary. As the example, in table 3 presented the granulometric

analysis of the same consignment of monocorundum powder on photosedimentometer "SKC-

200" and on laser counter "SEISIN". The chemical analysis of products, as a rule, was con-

ducted on equipment of special enterprises.

]Fig.6 Scheme of the "Combl" unit.

1 - blending hopper 7 -classifier control console 12-17- gas distribution centre
2 - circulation tube 8 -projectiles control console 18 - loading hatch
3 - classifier 9 -ejector of earge fraction retumn 19 - nozzle block
4,5 - cyclone 10 -receiving hopper for end product 20-24 - blow system
6 - projectiles 11 - ine filter 25 -mechanical shaker
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Table 2. Grinding and fractionation of beryllium oxide.
Percentage of foreign chemical element's impurities
pre- and post- processing on the"Combi" unit (TSU).

ELEMENT Initial percentage, % Percentage in end product, %

Br - boron 3,6"10-5 9,4-105

Si - silicon 4,7"10-3  7,2" 10-.

Mn - manganese 3,6" 104 5,0.104

Fe - ferrum 4,3-10-2 5,4. 10-2

Mg - magnesium 5,0-10-3 3,910-3

Cr 5,4.10-3 6,8,103

Ni - nickel 1,5"10.2 7,2-103

Al - aluminium 1,2.10-2 1,7.10.2

Cu - cuprum 4,7" 10-4 4,3-10-4

Zn - zinc 4,7.10-3 4,7.10-3

Ca - calcium 5,710-3 5,7.10-3

Ag - silver 1,1.105 1,1.l0s

Li - lithium I,1.10.3 1,I.10-3

Na - sodium 3,6-10-3 4,3. 103

Table 3. Grinding and fractionation of monocorundum powder.
Granulometric composition on foreign firm's evalution.

"SKC - 200" "SEISIN"
8, m k m % S, m k m _ _ _ _ _ _ _

0-0,5 78,27 0-1 52,8
0,5-1 18,05 1- 1,5 19,8
1-1,5 1,84 1,5-2 11,9
1,5-2 1,84 2-3 15,0

550 = 0,32 mkm (5o = 0,9 mkm

References:

* 2nd World Congress "Particle Technology", Kyoto, Sept. 19-22, 1990. Pt 1. Plenary

lect.: 1. Mechanical powder properties, 2. Particle characterization.-[Tokyo]: Soc. Pow-

der Technol., 1990. - IX, 571p.-Eng.

o Rosljak A, Biryukov Y, Pachin V 1990 Pneumatic methods and units of powder tech-

nology Tomsk State University 1990

* The method of pneumatic separation of powder-like materials and device for it reali-

sation, Russia patent Ns 1273193
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COMBUSTION OF AMMONIUM NITRATE-BASED COMSI•O TIINS

1. MIXTURES OF AMMONIUM NITRATE WITH CATALYSTS
AND HIGH EXPLOSIVES

B. N. Kondrikov, V. E. Annikov
Mendeleev University of Chemical Technology
9 Miusskaya Square, 125047 Moscow, Russia

L. De Luca
Dipartimento di Energetica, Politecnico di Milano

32 Piazza Leonardo da Vinci, 20133 Milan, MI, Italy

Abstract

The subject of this paper is to describe the experimental facts in the field of steady state
burning and to estimate the critical burning conditions of three categories of AN-based
compositions:.Neat AN with minor additives to lower the pressure deflagration limit
(PDL), compositions based on AN/TNT 80/20 mixture, materials containing RDX or
liquid nitric esters.

It is shown that combustion of almost all of the substances studied is characterized by
the usual for many propellants and high explosives burning rate and dependence of the
rate on ambient pressure but at the same time it is connected with the very low level of
burning stability: PDL and critical diameter of burning in the majority of cases are much
higher than the corresponding values observed for the standard double base and
composite propellants as well as for the variety of nitrocompounds investigated earlier.

The preliminary explanation proposed for this peculiarity takes into consideration the
experimental observation that in the moderate pressure region, reactions of thermal
decomposition of AN proceed in a liquid layer which comprises a mixture of melted
AN, water, nitric acid, ammonia, nitrogen oxides, and some other less pronounced
constituents. Reactions in this layer go on slowly and release the correspondingly low
quantities of heat at relatively low characteristic temperature. Reactions in the secondary
flame are separated from the liquid/solid interface by a layer of the rather inert fluid and
do not participate significantly in formation of the bum rate of the composition. They
strongly influence however PDL and d. values. A theoretical description of the influence
of melting, intermediate layer of liquid formation and heat of reactions evolved in the
liquid layer, on the one side, and in the secondary flame, on the other side, is assumed to
be presented in one of the next papers.

1.Introduction

Ammonium nitrate, AN, is a widely used oxidizer yielding in the mixtures with usual
organic fuels the burning products which do not contain, under conditions of
thermodynamic equilibrium, any environmentally harmful constituents. The relatively
low enthalpy of formation of this oxidizer is expiated by the very low cost of the
commercial grade product which may provide correspondingly the very cheap unit of
specific impulse. Another essential advantage of AN-based compositions consists in
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comparatively low sensitivity to mechanical stimuli. Accidental explosions of the
compositions of this type still had taken place in the course of the long history of their
production, transportation and application that allowed to construct however the well
developed approach to the safety provision of the materials of this sort as a whole.
Obviously this long, hard and hazardous way must be passed through with every new, or
may be relatively old but less assimilated, oxidizer. One might say that for the
specialists in the field of safety AN-based EM constitute rather boring subject of study.
Nevertheless, at this stage of development of a new kind of compositions on the base of
AN for rocket propulsion it would be necessary to consider all the information
concerning the fundamental performances of AN-based EM, bearing in mind both
clarification of their advantages as suggested rocket propellants and estimation of
possibly dangerous behavior as the subjects of the technology. Very important in this
respect obviously is the possibility of explosive substances of this sort to bum, i,
general, and the ballistic properties of their burning, in particular. It is the main goal of
this paper.

Several categories of AN-based model propellants were studied in this paper:

1. Neat AN, burning as a solid monopropellant, with minor additives to lower the
pressure deflagration limit (PDL).

2. Compositions based on AN/TNT 80/20 mixture under influence of the catalysts,
carbonaceous materials including carbon black, and some suppressants of burning.

3. Materials containing, besides AN and TNT, RDX or liquid nitric esters.

Preliminary results indicate that, up to pressures of the order of hundreds atm, the
essential part of reactions responsible for heat evolution during the combustion proceed
mostly in the liquid layer near the solid/liquid interface for pure AN and AN with
organic fuels (including TNT and RDX), as well as for AN water impregnated
compositions; studied earlier [Egorshev-91KY], whereas, at higher pressures, the gas
phase flame certainly plays an important role in controlling the bum rate.

2. Bunning of AN mimtuires With mieiralR addhitves

K. Andreev and A. Glaskova [Andreev-52G, Glaskova-67, Andreev-67Ga, Andreev-
67Gb] in Russia were among the first who extensively investigated burning of AN and
AN-based compositions. The main goal of their study was to clarify mechanisms of
burning and elucidate the influence of possible catalysts (considered at that time by
Andreev as one of the main factors determining safety of AN-based explosives as
applied in coal mines).

2.1, Ez en'im•utaH resufts

At room temperature neat AN did not bum in experiments carried out by Glaskova
[Glaskova-67], by means of a constant pressure bomb, in glass tubes of relatively large
diameter - up to 30 mm - even at 1000 atm. In PMMA tubes of 7 umm inner diameter
(AN density 1.1 g/cm3) burning waves propagated following ignition by a tablet of
dynammon, supposedly due to partial reaction of AN with PMMA walls. The measured
mass burning rate at 1000 atm was 0.8 g/cm 2s. In accordance with previous
investigations [Taylor-48, Taylor-49S, Shidlovsky-58], it was found that a variety of
small mineral additives makes burning of AN possible without PMMA.
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(NH,., Crý0, Typical burning rates in a
Cra 01 Nan. fa C11 pressure interval from 1 to

--- -1000 atm are presented in
Cr 0" Fig. 1 (taken from

S. - [Glaskova-67]). Content
of the additives is 5% by

b LC, 0, ZhV mass. All experiments
'p. atn were carried out in

o too 205 30400 500 600 7W0 800 o00 1000 PMMA tubes, inner
diameter 7 mm and outer

Fig.l. Burning of AN containing 5-7% additives [Glaskova-67]i diameter 9 mm, with char-

a pressure interval from I to 1000 atm. ge porosity close to zero.
A similar behavior was

observed in the course of experiments with AN/TNT 80/20 mixture (denoted as Am in
Fig. 2). This composition bums rather slowly and has also very high pressure
deflagration limit (although much less than for pure AN), about 130 atm. The presence
of AN deflagration catalysts enhances bum rates of AN/TNT 80/20 and reduces PDL.

Similar experiments were performed
by the authors of this paper, by 9,.,", A ,

means of a constant pressure bomb ,
in PMMA tubes of 7 nun inner ,

diameter. It was found that: burning 6 KCr0,

rates of mixtures containing KCI are IN.Ct
slightly lower than those of NaCl a
compositions, Am catalyzed by 7% 4 -
NaCI bums faster than similar 3 ..
AN/NaCI mixtures, and faster also 2
than Am + 20% NaCI; but overall
the results of our measurements are
very close to the data by Glaskova 200 , ,4ooo'0ýý

[Glaskova-67].
2.2.1nstabiRity aind catalysis Fig.2 Burning of Am (AN/TNT 80/20) with and

without catalysts (5%) in a pressure interval from I to

1000 atm. AN+NaCI+ K2Cr20 7 is a mixture of AN and
Only a new fact should be noted. It nitrocellulose (70/20) catalyzed by K2Cr2O7 (10%).
was detected that deflagration of AN (Glaskova-67].
containing KCI or NaCI is
characterized by a strong distortion of the condensed phase surface. At 100-200 atm
pressures, the surface bents during combustion - sometimes forming a platform of 1-2
cm height - as a result of accumulation of the liquid, including dissolved catalyst, at the
sites of the solid/liquid interface that occasionally turns out lower than the other regions
of the interface. During combustion, phase interface is not smooth, but rough and
irregular. The lower part of the interface forms a cavern collecting all the new portions
of the liquid flowing down from the upper parts, and reaction proceeds preeminently in
the thick layer of the liquid in the cavern. At high pressures, 200 atm and even more,
when bum rates become higher and the liquid layers on top of the solid surface become
thinner, burning wave stability increases. A similar behavior was disclosed during
burning of mixtures AN/K2Cr20 7 90/10 at atmospheric pressure.
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The previous observations are centered around a peculiar form of unstable burning,
which might be called gravitational burning instability of the condensed materials
containing catalyst with a liquid layer on the surface. As a consequence of this
liquid/solid interface instability, attempts to measure temperature profiles during
burning of AN-based compositions were not successful. The liquid layer reaches the
thermocouple joint sometimes backward or from the sides, and no definite T(x) curve
can be obtained.

The most effective catalysts of AN burning are probably dichromates [Taylor°48].
However, it was stated by Glaskova [Glaskova-67] that some of the usual participants in
the redox reactions may sensibly promote the dichromate effects. One of the most
effective promoters of potassium dichromate was proven to be potassium oxalate
K2C20 4: the addition of 0.5% potassium oxalate increases bum rate of AN/K2Cr2O 7

90/10 by more than twice. For 2% K 2C 2 0 4 the maximum effectiveness is reached, being
the mass bum rate 0.26 - 0.33 g/(cm2s) at 2 atm (while with no oxalate the mass burn
rate is 0.13 g/(cm2s)). For further addition of K2C20 4, bum rate is reduced and a strong
addition of 10% K2C20 4 does not allow AN to burn. Presumably the potassium oxalate
promotes evolution of active oxygen for the dichromate to chromate conversion, but
does not influence itself the HNO3/NH 3 reactions as K2Cr20 7 does.

3. Burning of AN mixtures with empPosives and organic fue0s

3.1. Experimental procedure

The most effective fuels of AN and AN-based compositions in the sense of burning
promotion are charcoal and activated carbon. Burning of this kind of mixtures will be
the object of another compilation by the authors. Here we consider the mixtures of AN
with nitrocompounds, mostly (TNT) - as a model composition of the oxidizer with an
active binder capable to melt - and partly with RDX, Nitroglycerin, wood flour and
carbon black. In addition to pure AN, a commercial grade product containing several
tenths of a percent of ferrous salts of stearic acids was used, imparting to AN some kind
of water resistance and at the same time working as a weak catalyst of burning reaction.
This waterproof material is called AN ZhV or ANZ. Some of the mixtures contained
NaCl and Na2 SO 4 as the catalysts, and LiF as the burning retardant. The full
compositions and basic characteristics of material tested are given in Table 1.

The compositions were prepared by mixing of AN (at most 100 mcm) with TNT (50
mcm) and additives by shaking them in a glass bulb containing a dozen of the rubber
plugs during about 20 min. The mean particles dimensions of NaCl and Na2SO 4 were at
most 200 mcm, LiF 20 mcm, wood flour 10 mcm, and carbon black at most 1 mcm.
Aquanit X2 2, SK X2 1 and Detonit IOA are the commercial products.

Mixtures in the dry powder form were pressed into PMMA tubes of 7 mm inner
diameter and 9 mm outer diameter at a pressure of about 0.2 GPa giving practically zero
porosity of the specimen. 12/14 mm glass tubes were also used for AmZ bum rate
estimation. Relative density of the mixture was about 0.8 in this particular case. The
length of the cylinder of the mixture in the tube was about 20 mm. Aquanit X2 2 and
Detonit 10A were pressed into the tubes by means of a plastic punch manually. Relative
density was about 1.0 in the case of Aquanit and 0.8÷0.9 in the case of Detonit.
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Bum rate measurements were implemented in the constant pressure bomb at a pressure
from several atm to 360 atm. Drum photoregister FR-10 was used to obtain the streak
photographs of the process in the course of the bum rate measurements.

Critical diameter was measured in conical glass tubes of 0.5 to 1 mm wall thickness
placed, wide ends up, into the glass beaker filled with water. The beaker was installed in
the constant pressure bomb. The tube was filled in by the substance under investigation
by means of a set of punches, manually, to receive the highest possible density. After
burning had extinguished, the tube was taken from the bomb, the residual layer (usually
covering the inner surface of the tube walls) was carefully removed, and critical
diameter was measured as the diameter of the upper part of the unburned column.

3.2. Burn rage meassnreents

The compositions and basic characterisfics of the matnrialls testd

Components content, % by mass
u,,, TfK

Designation NaCI and Hydrocarbons and g/cm 2s
AN TNT other other combustibles at 30 at 30

mineral Maa Wa
additives

Am 80 20 1.2 2609

AmnZ 79.7 20.0 -0.3 1.8 2623

Am+7NaCI 74.4 18.6 7.0 3.0 2439

Am+2ONaCI 64 16 20 2.3 2232

AmZ+20NaCI 63.8 16.0 20.0 -0.2 2.3 2234

Am+IONa 2SO 4 72 18 10 1.9a 2325

Am+1OLiF 72 18 10 1.0 2250

Am+5WF 76 19 5 WF 1.2 2466

Am+5CB 76 19 5 CB 1.3 2322

ANFO 96 4 - 2072

ANFO+NaCI 76.8 20.0 3.2 2.7 1802

Aquanit NX2 44.2+ 5.0 6.5 H20 0.8+35.ORDX+I.ISC 5.5a 2449

7.4CaN

SK 1 66 5 24RDX+5 Al 4.0 3017

Detonit 10A 76.0 8.0 0.8+5.2AI+10.ONE 2.8 2868

Notes: CaN is calcium nitrate, WF is wood flour, SC is sodium carboxymethylcellulose,
NE is liquid nitric esters (NG/DEGDN 60/40), 'Extrapolated
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Bum rates of Am, AmZ and their mixtures with NaCI (20%), having oxygen balance
close to zero, are shown vs pressure in Fig. 3. Measurements were made, in a constant
pressure bomb, in PMMA tubes with porosity of the specimens close to zero. For the
neat AN/TNT mixture the data collected by Glaskova [Glaskova-67] are reported.
experimental measurements reveal a fair scatter presumably connected with the kind of
AN-based propellants burning instability mentioned in Section 2. Bum rates of AmZ is
about 1.5 times higher than that of AN/TNT. The addition of 20% NaCl leads to further
augmentation, about 30 to 40%. NaCl as a catalyst is so effective that suppresses
influence of the ferrous salts introduced into AN, thus bum rates of AN/TNT and AmZ
with NaCI are almost equal. The mass burn rate dependence on pressure is almost direct
proportionality with the exception of Am (AN/TNT. 80/20) at P<300 atm and
Am+20NaC1 at P>300atm. In the last case, at P>300 atm the effect of NaCl on AN/TNT
burning becomes weaker, and thus the um(p) line gets closer to that of the neat AN/TNT
mixture almost overlapping with it at p & 1000 atm.. Neat Am demonstrates rather
peculiar um(P) dependence. At high pressure, it is the usual straight line, n=l. In the
pressure interval from PDL to about 300 atm it is the curve characterized by the n-value

variation stipulated probably by the complex behavior of the reactions in the condensed
phase. The strange effect of the tube diameter on the bum rate of AmZ is connected
probably, with its burning instability and a reaction of AN with PMMA

The high value of PDL needs a special attention. For AN/TNT it is about 130 atm
(while most of the common rocket or gun propellants can bum at atmospheric pressure
or even lower) and the corresponding mass bum rate is about 0.6 g/(cm2s)' (10 to 20

times larger than the common
.U n ,r p r o p e l l a n t s h a v e a t P D L

4 conditions). Ferrous salts and
A " N aCl seem to dim inish

2 A Am considerably the PDL value,
A_+N.C" but the corresponding critical

1.0- 0hum rate at PDL is still too
8. high compared with the
6 <common propellants. This

4 Z 4 peculiarity of AN-based
A. • . 5 p ro p e llan ts, i.e . q u ite u s u a l

2..P, atm bum rate values and pressure
2 4 6 8 100 2 4 6 81000 dependence but unusuallyhigh PDL and corresponding

Fig.3. Bum rates of Am (1), ArnZ (2,3) and mixture of Am critical bur rate value, will be

with 20%NaCI (4,5), (2) in the PMMA tubes of 7 mm i.d.,

(3) in glass tubes of 12 mm i.d., (1,5) are A. P. Glaskova discussed elsewhere.
data [Glaskova-67] An important burning

characteristic of the mixtures
is the shining bright yellowish-white flame indicating condensed carbon evolution
during burning. In spite of the close to zero oxygen balance of the mixtures in Fig. 3,
thin stripes of carbon black cover the walls of the tube after burning and the upper
sample surface, after occasional extinguishment, form the peculiar cellular patterns.

Introducing NaCI into the composition sensibly increases bum rates. The special set of
experiments demonstrates that maximum value is reached for 5% NaCI indicating the
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outstanding influence of sodium and chlorine ions on the process. Interaction between
NaCI and NH4NO3 is considered the leading reaction.

At 10-20 atm the pellets pressed from AN/TNT+7%NaCI mixture extinguish usually
after a small space of burning, several mm, disclosing the curved surface of the upper
part of the pellet. This surface as well as the edges of the meniscus and, at least partly,
the lateral surface of the cylinder are covered by the layer of crystalline residue. Its color
changes from yellow to brown or black. This layer was removed by a blade, dissolved in
dry toluene, and after filtration a yellowish solution containing almost neat TNT was
obtained. The residue on the filter (about 6% of the layer mass) consisted of carbon
black and several grains of NaCI. Almost pure TNT can be found after AN in the
surface layer is fully consumed. AN and NaCI react decidedly much faster than TNT
does. At low pressures, TNT absorbs the heat released by AN decomposition, reduces
the concentration of the main reactants (NIH-4NO 3 and NaCI), and acts preferably as an
obstacle against further reactions. However, at higher pressures, when steady state
burning develops, TNT participates considerably in the overall process of deflagration:
mixture of AN/TNT + 7%NaCl bums markedly faster than the mixture AN + 7%NaCI
does.

The influence of other additives on burning of AN/TNT and ANZ/TNT 80/20 mixtures
is shown in Figs. 4-6. The addition of 10% Na2SO 4 (Fig.4) increases the burn rate of
AN/TNT 80/20 but NaCI effect is substantially stronger. The addition of 10% LiF, on

the contrary, decreases the bum rate
10o ung/CM2s of Am. Admixture of 5% wood flour

(WF) almost does not change the
bum rate of AN/TNT 80/20, if one

206 NaCI compares the points at the same
10 N"'Am pressure, but as a whole the curve
1 ,oN-o.Io un(P) for AN/TNT 80/20+5%WF

acquires its peculiar shape and form.
The main effect of WT addition
consists however in the strong

5% woodflor P, atm decrease of PDL and critical mass

0 _ . . ...... . . . ...... bum rate, reslectively from 130 atm
100 1000 and 0.6g/(cm s) for neat Am to 50

Fig.4 Influence ofNa2SO4, LiF and wood flour on burning atm and 0.2 g/(cm 2s).
of ANTNT 80/20, Am, mixture.

Still more pronounced in this respect
seems to be carbon black influence (Fig. 5). Even added in quantity as small as 5%, it
diminishes the mass bum rate of AN/TNT 80/20 at high pressures; but for small
pressure the mass bum rate increases, to 0.02 g/(cm2s). A difference between AN and
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10.00 U rrs 10.0 U5,/SS

Am+Nxldelonli IA
Am+Na .-d SK.MI I

1.00-.....--.-.aquonit/ 0\
1.00- Am

AmZ~ccwkba'&Jei "1.0-

0.10 0 0' 7 mZ
0

0 M

0.01 P, P, tm
1 10 100 1000 10 100 1000

Fig.5. Carbon black (5%) influence on burning of Fig.6. Burn rates of Aquanit M-2, SK M21 and
compositions of AN/TNT (80/20), Am, and Detonit 10A. Lines with no points are the
ANZ/TNT (80/20), AmZ compositions of ANiTNT (80/20), Am, and

ANZVTNT (80/20), AmZ

ANZ-based materials consists in the fact that carbon black increases the AmZ burning
rate at least up to 300 atm whereas PDL is reduced from 130 to 10-15 atm, and the
critical mass bum rate from 0.6 to 0.02 (g/cm 2s).

Fig. 6 represents the data for two AN-based formulations, containing 10% of
commercial grade NG/DEGDN 60/40 mixture (called Detonit 10A) or 24% RDX
(called SKI). Both compositions contain also 4-5% aluminum powder. Aquanit Ms2
contains RDX (35%) and about 10% water gelatinized by sodium
carboxymethylcellulose. All of them bum faster than AN/TNT 80/20, and even than the
AN/T/NTNaC1 64/16/20 mixtures.

ANFO explosive does not bum steadily, at least up to 40 MWa. 20% NaCI addition
makes it possible to bum, and the bum rate at P = 30 MPa becomes even higher than
that of Am+NaCI (see Table 1).

3.3. Critical diameter of burning

Estimation of critical diameters, dL, of high do, mm
explosives was implemented earlier 20 A

[Annikov-67K] to obtain further information 0 AmZS0 • ,Am+NaCI

about the burning mechanisms. 20 0 A AZ+N ,C ,,.ICe, ,

Dependencies of d(p) are shown in Figs. 7-8. 1-0 AmZ+ZCI ,.2,g/•,,'

They are mostly hyperbola like lines, and IS
usually can be plotted as straight lines in the !
coordinates p vs 1/dc (see Fig.9). Processing 10 0
of AN in presence of iron ferrous sulfate and 0
organic acids giving ANZ demonstrates 5 0

strong decrease of dc (p) curve position in the P, atm
p vs dc plane, especially at moderate pressures 0 P0 atm

0 100 200 300
(Fig. 7). NaCI addition works about as AN to Fig.7. Critical diameter vs. pressure of Am,
ANZ transformation at moderate pressures AmZ and Am+2ONaCI.
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dc,mm lid0 mm
20 o0 Am 1.2

AAm+w'o lu0. Am+carbon black Am+cairbon black

CAmZ+caboblc
O5 Am+NaCIwoorbo, bl.k b

10 o Am-+Wood flour
/ • 

Am+•l

* 0.

100 200 300 0 10 0tm

Fig.8. Comparison of wood flour (5%) and Fig 9. Inverse critical diameter vs. pressure for

carbon black (5%) influence on d= of AN-basedecompositions.
compositions of AN/TNT (80/20), Am,
ANZ/TNT (80/20), AmZ, and AN/TNT/NaCI

(64/16/20), An+20NaCI.
(up to 60 atm) and more strongly at higher pressures. NaCI addition to AN/TNT and to

ANZ/TNT 80/20 mixtures gives about the same curve (Fig. 7). Variation of density
within the limits of 1.2 to 1.4 g/cm 3 discloses the absence of any appreciable effect. The
most pronounced decrease of d, is realized by means of carbon black to Am admixture;
see Fig. 8. This effect is not so strong in the case of AmZ and AmZ + 20NaCI mixtures,
but nevertheless it is evident in both cases. Wood flour addition increases burning
stability of Am but much weaker than carbon black does (Fig. 8).

3.4. Temperatu•re measurements

The main reaction in the course of burning of AN-based materials under consideration,
at least in the region of several tens to several hundreds atm, is supposed to proceed
preeminently in condensed phase, at the surface liquid layer, containing NH4NO3,
dissolved catalyst, liquid fuel and the products of decomposition thereof. In the absence
of a catalyst the reaction develops presumably as a result of interaction between the
primary products of N-4NO3 decomposition, NH3 and HNO3, promoted by the carbon
itself and the carbon containing substances produced at a fuel pyrolysis.

The leading role played by the processes in the liquid layer may be demonstrated by the
results of temperature profile determination. Measurements were carried out in
cooperation with A.E. Fogel'zang using flat Pi-shaped thermocouples Tungsten/

rT c

(a) (b) Q
Fig.10. Temperature profiles at burning of: (a) AN/TNT (80/20), (b) AN/TNT (80/20) containing 5%
NaCr, and 0 ANfIWT (80/20) containing 5% wood flour. P-200 atm.
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Table 2

Burning of AN/TNT compositions at p=200 atm

Bum caic, .P 1ex_ Tf,
Composition N rate, min N mm ____ N K

mm/s

AN/TNT 17 6.1±0.5 0.016 5 0.26±0.0 16 2 2383±3
80/20 7 7
AN/TNT/WF 13 6.5±0.4 0.015 2 0.17±0.0 11 4 2183
76/19/5 2
AN/TNT/Na 12 11.8±0. 0.0085 5 0.17±0.0 20 2 2633
C176/19/5 8 5

Notes: N is number of runs, 8 is thickness of the preheated zone.

5%Rhenium - Tungsten/20%Rhenium. The thermocouple was placed in the central part
of the charge inside a PMMA tube 8 mm diameter, 2 mm wallets of the mixtures of
AN/fuel/additive were used. Thermocouples of 7 mcm wire thickness were used to
determine T(x) dependence, 50 mcm wire thickness to detect the maximum burning
temperature. Experimental results are presented in Fig. 10 and Table 2. Experimental
curves obtained under the same operating conditions vary considerably. This is a
consequence of the burning instability phenomena. However, one may note that almost
all of the curves contain, for temperatures near 5000C, a small flat plateau especially
well developed when burning the AN/TNT 80/20 material without additives. A similar
observation was first made in [Whittaker-64B] and explained as a surface tension effect
causing the liquid to "hang onto the thermocouple"; on the other hand, thermal profiles
without plateau are reported as well [Alspach-91 H] (AN/TMETN/GAP 67/12/2 1). The
thickness of the liquid layer, separating the original solid substance from the gaseous
products of the reaction, varies from 0.03 to 0.3 mm for AN/TNT 80/20. The mean
value of 0.15 mm is about ten times higher than the calculated thickness of the
preheated Michelson layer as a whole. This obstacle cannot be overcome by any heat
flux from the gas phase. Thus, the source of heat release responsible driving the mixture
burning is located in the liquid layer quite near the solid phase surface. NaCl diminishes
the thickness of the liquid, wood flour decreases it still more. At any rate, the presence
of the almost horizontal platform on T(x) curves does mean that the place of the leading
heat release is positioned, with reference to Fig.10, on the right side of the platform, and
the gaseous flame has little but perceivable influence on bum rate as well as other
relevant burning parameters, especially do.

3.5. Comparison of the results with data for nitrocompounds

Chemistry of processes in condensed phase, at elevated pressures is very complicated
matter, and will be considered in detail in the next paper of the series. In the high
pressure region the results are easily generalized [Kondrikov-73RS]. Relation between
the reduced bum rate and adiabatic combustion temperature at P = 30 MWa is shown in
Fig. 11 in the same coordinates, as used in [Kondrikov-73RS]. The straight line in Fig.
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11 is taken from [Kondrikov-73RS] and corresponds to the burning velocity dependence
on the flame temperature for nitrocompounds atp =30 MPa. It can be assumed that in

1.0 -

A,+7%N.Cl AN-FO-N.CI
Detomit IOA M M

AmZ Am+20%NaCi

U A+. 2 S>4
€•4 ~Am+W Am+

o0.1 
0.1

I I II I I I I I

2 3 4 5 6 7
1/Tf 104,1/K

Fig. 11. Dependence of the reduced burning rate of AN-based compositions at P=30 MPa on
calculated inverse temperature of flame. Straight line corresponds to the same dependence for
nitrocompounds [Kondrikov-73RS]

the case of nitrocompounds, the um(T) variation is determined by the effective activation
energy of the interaction between the nitrogen oxides and the combustible gases (CO,
H2 and similar). All of the other substances, with no catalysts or with minor content of
it, (Am, AmZ, Am+WF, Am+CB and even Detonit 1OA) are positioned in Fig. 11 plane
much lower than the line is, demonstrating in fact that the leading reaction both in
condensed7 and in gas phase at burning of these compounds proceeds much slower than
that at the regular nitrocompounds burning. Quite probably it is the result of the big
ammonia concentration in the mixture. NH3 retardation influence on burning of
explosives was postulated by A.P.Glaskova [Glaskova-76]. She was being considered
this as a result of the reverse reaction of the type of equilibrium (1). The real influence
of ammonia is probably much more complicated problem, and may be stipulated
preeminently by the reactions

NH3 + H-- NH2 + H2

NHI3 + OH -- NH2+ H 20
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NH2+ H .-- NH + H 2

which eliminate active hydrogen and hydroxyl radicals in flame to exchange them by the
relatively passive species NH2 and NH. Correspondingly, the gas flame does not take
part in the burning wave propagation, while the reaction in the condensed phase where
influence of H and OH is relatively small becomes the leading process determining the
overall burn rate.

The catalysts influence leads to acceleration of the reactions in the condensed phase and
correspondingly burn rate of Am, AmZ and even AN-FO0 compositions is enhanced to
reach the reference point at corresponding temperature or even to exceed it. Especially
strong this effect is in the AN-FO0 case where no burning without NaCI might be
observed up to 4OMPa, meanwhile the very high urn value is' reached in the presence of
NaCl.

5.Conclusions

The subject of this paper is to describe the experimental facts in the field of steady state
burning and to estimate the critical burning conditions of three categories of AN-based
compositions.

1. Neat AN, burning as a solid monopropellant, with minor additives to lower the
pressure deflagration limit (PDL).

2. Compositions based on AN/TNT 80/20 mixture under influence of the catalysts,
carbonaceous materials including carbon black, and some suppressants of burning.

3. Materials containing, besides AN and TNT, RDX or liquid nitric esters.
4.

It is shown that combustion of almost all of the substances studied is characterized by
the usual for many propellants and high explosives burning rate and dependence of the
rate on ambient pressure but at the same time by the very low level of burning stability:
PDL value and critical diameter of burning in the majority of cases are much higher than
the corresponding values observed for the usual double base and composite propelilants
as well as for the variety of nitrocompounds investigated earlier.

The preliminary explanation proposed for this peculiarity takes into consideration the
experimental observation that in the moderate pressure region, related to the PDL, and
dý values, reactions of thermal decomposition of AN proceed in a liquid layer which
comprises a mixture of melted AN, water, nitric acid, ammonia, nitrogen oxides, and
some other less pronounced constituents. Reactions in this layer go on slowly and
release the correspondingly low quantities of heat at relatively low characteristic
temperature. Reactions in the secondary flame are separated from the liquid/solid
interface by a layer of the rather inert fluid and do not participate significantly in
formation of the burning process as a whole. They strongly influence however PDIL and
d, values. A theoretical description of the influence of melting, intermediate layer of
liquid formation and heat of reactions evolved in the liquid layer, on the one side, and in
the secondary flame, on the other side, is assumed to be presented in one of the next
papers.

Generally speaking, the ammonium nitrate compositions are created by Nature for
practical utilization in the form of high explosives, not propellants. They react slowly
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and have no tendency to burn at low pressures and correspondingly display the
outstanding safety characteristics. At the same time they react very eagerly at high
pressures, and accordingly behave under these conditions as very effective explosives.
This does not mean absolutely that the problem of accidental explosion hazard in the
case of AN-based explosives and propellants has no practical sense. Versus versa, it is
extremely actual problem. On the one hand, psychologically, the safe explosives have
the strong tendency to give accidental explosions more often than relatively more
hazardous materials. On the other hand, our main objective is to force AN-based
compositions to bum properly at the relatively low pressures, and when this goal will be
reached, the main, in the sense of safety, advantage of these compositions, low burning
stability, will be automatically avoided, and the problem of safety will arise undoubtedly
again.

In the presence of some additives, first of all carbon black, the burning stability of AN-
based formulations may be essentially augmented. PDL is decreased to atmospheric
pressure, dc numbers get to the usual for the rocket and gun propellants figures,
secondary flame is assumed to begin to play an essential role during burning of AN-
based compositions.

Problems to be discussed in the next papers include influence of the thin dispersed
metals (aluminum and magnesium), structure of the gas phase flame, details of the
burning surface, burning stability problems, and more.
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Burning of Liquid Aliphatic Azides

B.N. Kondrikov, M.S. Kozhukh, I.N. Ohotskaya,
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9 Miusskaya Sq., Moscow 125047, Russia

Burning of 16 aliphatic azides is investigated in glass tubes of

different diameter at a constant pressure. Constants of burn

rate vs pressure law u = Uo pn in the region of steady-state

combustion are estimated. For several of the substances

temperature profiles in the burning wave are measured by the

method of thin thermocouples.

Thermodynamic analyses of the alyphatic azides is carried

out. Heats of formation and evaporation of the substances and

their boiling points are determined. Adiabatic flame

temperatures Tp are calculated using the modern computer

code REAL-I, and correlation of u data with Tp is performed.

Comparison of calculated temperature of a leading chemical

reaction Tf with experimentally observed effective

temperature T.f is made in suggestion of the first order

kinetics for several azides of different chemical structure.

Values of Tf for monoazido-propionic ester of acetic acid

eventually coincide with the T.f data. Thus the first order of the

leading chemical reaction is quantitatively supported in this

particular case. In some of the other cases this suggestion

might be also at least substantiated.

Azidoethanol demonstrates very interesting peculiarity at

comparison of experimental and calculated effective burning

temperatures vs pressure curves. In the interval of 4 to 20kPa

the curves essentially coincide if the first order reaction

mechanism is used for the calculations, whereas the

progressive increasing difference between them (Tf > T*f) can

be noted at 20 to 50kPa. Presumably this incostistency

between T*f and Tf may be connected with Landau instability

effect that usually results in Tof to decrease.
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Calculation of the burn rate of droplets of azidoethanol is

carried out in the interval of pressures of 0.005 to 0.1MPa in

the framework of F.Williams approach. The calculation results

agree very well with the experimental data previously

reported. Corresponding comparison of calculated and
experimentally observed data for a series of diazides

thoroughly studied earlier by C.K.Law and coworkers
demonstrates significant difference between mono- and

diazides probably due to influence of the reaction in
condensed phase at a high temperature of the liquid in the last
case.

Results of these investigations are used, in particular, for
interpretation of the experimental data received in our
Laboratory and related to sensitivity of liquid (and melted) EM
assessment. It was stated recently that constants of the
burning law are the essential factors stipulated the sensitivity
of a liquid EM. Very good results in elucidation of the

sensitivity level of the compounds studied were achieved. The
data now determined allow to calculate, in accordance with

the values eventually measured, the figures of sensitivity for
polyazides,1,3-diazidopropyl-azidoacetate, and 2-azidoethoxy-

4,6-diazido-s-triazine.
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Catalysis of Modern Solid Propellant Combustion

A.A.Zenin, S.V.Finjakov, N.G.Ibragimov, E.K.Afiatullov
Semnenov Institute of Chemical Physics,

Russian Academy of Sciences. Moscow, RUSSIA.

Abstract
Actions of different catalysts on the combustion mechanisnm of nitramine containing

double base propellants have been investigated by microthernocouple techniques. A theory of
thermocouple measurements in combustion waves of solids is briefly outlined. The catalysts
containing oxides of Fe, Pb, Ni and soot and complex compounds of Co, K, Cu, S and Pb
were used. Burning wave parameters of the propellants with and without these catalysts were
found at pressures 20, 50 and 100atm. Differences between these parameters constitute blocks
of new parameters which present nmultiparametric actions of the catalysts. These blocks of the
new parameters have been presented as matrixes for each catalyst. The matrixes are useful for
description of the multiparametric actions of the catalysts in combustion waves of the
modified propellants.A possible uses of the matrixes is discussed. The places of the catalytic
actions in combustion waves and the character of their actions were established. Four modes
(types) of catalytic actions in combustion waves were identified: mode of normal catalytic
action, catalytic mode of blowing off, catalytic mode of heat compensation and gas phase
catalytic mode. It was revealed that a significant increasing of burning rate is associated
usually with an increase of heat release in solid or on the burning surface.

Introduction
Modern propellants contain various nitrainines which improve the ballistic

characteristics 11-4]. As a rule the propellants contain also different catalysts for
regulation of burning rate laws. The actions of these catalysts usually can be
determined only by the trial-and-error method. An understanding the mechanism of
catalytic effect in combustion waves is necessary to creating a more productive
method of catalyst searching. The paper aims to obtain changes of burning wave
parameters due to catalysts including into a typical double base modern propellant, to
classify these changes and to suggest a method of the catalytic action presentation
which probably can be useful for catalyst searching. A possible method of prediction
of actions of used catalysts by computer simulation is discussed.
Burning wave parameters of the propellants have been obtained by
microthermocouple techniques 15-9]. The parameters of combustion waves are as
follows: mass burning rate, burning surface temperature, heat feedback from gas to
solid, heat release in solid, heat release rate in gas near to the burning surface, sizes
and temperatures of zones in gas and solid. The catalytic action is investigated by
comparing the burning wave parameters obtained for catalyzed and noncatalyzed
(base) propellants: the differences between the parameters comprise blocks of
catalytic actions.
The paper continues the investigations which were made in 15-7, 10]. The content of
the paper is as follows: methods of investigations, combustion mechanism of base
propellant, mechanism of catalytic actions in propellant combustion waves,
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classification of catalytic actions in combustion waves and discussion about
predictions of catalytic actions.

Methods of Investigations
Temperature profiles of the combustion waves were obtained by

microthermocouples imbedded into solid. Thermocouples went through combustion
waves when the waves propagated through the solid samples and registered
temperature profiles. Microthermnocouples made of alloys W+5%Re/W+20%Re were
used. The ribbon U-shaped thermocouples 3.5-7 mkm thick were imbedded into
samples which were cut along the axis and then were glued by acetone. Every sample
had inside 2-3 thermocouples placed one above the other. Distances between
junctions were 2-4 nun. The samples had been burned in a bomb of constant
pressure in atmosphere of nitrogen at pressures 20, 50 and 100atmn. The ignition was
performed by a heated nickel-chromium wire. Burning rate was registrated by time
delay between the thernmocouple signals, by pressure increase in the bomb during
sample combustion and by photo-registrations. Thermocouple signals were registered
by the amplifier and oscillograph. Burning surface temperatures were measured by
thermocouples pressed to the burning surface by special device (at low pressures) or
by establishing the locations of slope breaks on temperature profiles registered by
thermnocouples (see below).
In combustion waves there exist high temperature gradients and thermocouple
measurements can give temperature profiles with significant errors due to
thermocouple heat inertia. Because of that it is necessary to find conditions under
which thermocouple measurements in combustion waves will introduce small errors.
These conditions have been found by numerical simulations of the process of heat
exchange between thermal layer of solid and the thernocouple inside the layer when
the combustion wave propagates. The thermocouple partially absorbs the heat of the
thernal layer and decreases the temperature at the point of the measurement. The
condition of small temperature decrease (less than 10%) is indicated by the following
formula : h _ 0.2 X/rb; (1)
Here: h - thermocouple thickness (in cm), X - heat diffusivity of the solid (in cm 2/s),
rb - linear burning rate (in cmr/s). X/rb=It, where It is the thickness of the thernal
layer of the condensed phase. Expression (1) implies that thennocouple measurement
can be successful only if thermocouple thickness is at least 5 times less than It. It is
an obligatory requirement upon reliable thermocouple measurements in combustion
waves. There is another requirement: the thermocouples must have U-shape form. It
is necessary because of great difference between heat conductivity coefficients of
metallic thermocouple wire and that of solid or gas (the difference comprises 3
order). In U-shaped thermocouples the junctions do not experience large temperature
decrease. The decrease is caused by heat losses into wires when the thermocouple is
in the field of large temperature gradient. Angle-shape thermocouples can not be
used just because of the indicated heat losses. There are experimental confirnations
of significant temperature errors introduced by angle-shape thermocouples. Modelling
experiments and numerical simulations show that decrease of junction temperature
for condensed and gas phases will be small (!3%) if the horizontal part 12 of U-
shaped thermocouple is as follows: 12 _> 100 h; (2)
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Consideration of displacement of junction when U-shaped thermocouple passes the
boundary of solid-gas and the thennocouple is subjected to the gas stream from the
burning surface shows that the displacement is much less than h if condition (2) is
fulfilled.
Thermal inertia of the thennocouple in gas phase must be eliminated by a special
procedure. The procedure implies the use of the following equation:

dTexdx = (rb-to)'l.(T - Tex); (3)
Here: T - the real temperature of gas in combustion wave; Tex - the temperature
registrated by thermocouple; -ro - time response of thermocouple in gas. Time
response c, depends on mass burning rate m (m=p-rb) and on T. Values T, for used
thermocouples can be found by expression To=C2.p2 /2a, where c 2 "p2 - volume
specific heat capacity coefficient of thermocouple (c 2 .p2=0.614cal/cm 3s for
W,Re/W,Re), ( - heat exchange coefficient between gas and thermocouple. Values (X
can be found by the following equation: Nu=0.72,/R1e ; (4)
Here: Nu=20oc.h/X 1 ; (Nu - Nusselt criterion); Re=20mh/4, (Re Reynolds
criterion), where - X1 and g, - heat conductivity and viscosity coefficients of gas
phase.
The above outlined short theory of thermocouple measurements in combustion waves
of solids was tested and confirmed by measurements of combustion wave temperature
profiles by thermocouples with gradually decreased thickness (method of "zero
diameter"). All the above mentioned requirements have been met. Calculations show
that for used propellants and mnicrothermiocouples all distortions of burning waves due
to thermocouple imbedding are small under the investigated conditions.
Different types of metal wires for thernocouples were used (We,Re and
Pt/Pt+ 13% Rh) to test the catalytic effect on thermocouples. The effect of this type of
catalysis has not been observed.
The above mentioned method of burning surface temperature Ts measurement by
detenniniing the locations of slope breaks on temperature profiles registered by
thermocouples (method of "slope break") is based on the existence of the delay
(rb'ro). The delay is due to the change of heat exchange laws between medium and
thermocouple: contact heat exchange in solid is transformed into heat exchange by
Newton law in gas.

The received profiles allow the following parameters of propellant combustion
waves to be evaluated: heat feedback from gas to solid (q) by heat conductivity, heat
release in solid (Q), heat release rate in gas near to burning surface (0). Heat flux by
heat conductivity from gas to the burning surface can be obtained by the slope of the
temperature profile near to the burn surface and by the use of the following formula:

q m = - %1(T).(dT/dx)o; (5)
Heat feedback from gas into solid by heat conductivity can be obtained by the
following expression: q = - Xl(T).mp/m;
Heat feedback by flame radiation is small.
Heat release in the reaction layer of the solid phase (and on the solid surface) is as
follows: Q = .(Ts - To) - q +qm; (6)
Here qm is the heat of nitramine melting.
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This parameter Q includes heat release inside the reaction layer of solid and heat
release on the burning surface as well. Existing methods Q obtaining do not allow
these two types of heat release separately to be measured. It is highly probable that
the heat release on the burning surface from the gas side plays a very significant role
in combustion waves of catalyzed propellants.
Heat conductivity equation for gas phase of stable combustion waves is as follows:

(Xi.Tx' )' - m.cp.Tx' + f(T) = 0 ; (7)
Here: cp , X, - specific heat capacity and heat conductivity coefficients of gas phase
correspondingly. Generally distribution of volumetric heat-release-rate O(T) in gas
can be received by using experimentally obtained temperature profile T(x), eq.(7) and
by a special calculation procedure. However an approximate expression can be
obtained for (D close to the surface when there exists a significant heat release in the
solid phase. It is just the case observed here. The first termn of eq.(7) for propellant
profiles is small and thus the following expression is valid: (=Cp.m.qp; (8)

Combustion Mechanism of the Base Propellant
The typical modern double base propellant was chosen as the basic one. It

contains 34% nitrocellulose, 33% nitroglycerine, 15% HMX, 15% nitrosoamine and
3% technological additions. Caloric power 1085cal/g, flame temperature Tf=24500 C.
Diameter of cylindrical samples 8amm, length 30amm. Back side was protected by thin
layer of polymer. Figs. 1, 2 and 3 show the obtained averaged temperature profiles
(averaging 8-12 experimental registrations). It can be see that at 20atin gas phase has
a typical for double base propellants two-zone structure: dark zone and flame zone 11.
At 50atln both zones are very close and at 100atm they merge. Table I presents
obtained averaged burning wave parameters. The following coefficients were used: for
solid c=0.36cal/g-K, p=1.6g/cmn3, qm=4cal/g; for gas cp=0.465-83.3/T (T in K),
kl=[0.167V4T-2.67]-10"4cal/cmn-s.K (T in K). The used nomenclature is as follows: T1
- mean dark zone temperature; Tf - flame temperature; It - thickness of heat layer in
solid (i.e. distance between surface and section T*, where T*=(Ts-To)/2.72 +To;);
mt - heat conductive size in solid (lmt=X/rb, X=10- 3cm 2/s); 6 - relative thickness of
heat layer in solid (6=lt/lmt); lg - thickness of gas phase zone of variable temperature
(i.e. distance between section 0.9T, and T, or, when gas zones merge, - between
0.9Tf and Ts); lmg - heat conductive size in gas (lmgx=X/Cp-m); n - relative thickness
of gas phase zone of variable temperature (=lg/lmg); L, - thickness of dark zone; L
- distance for surface till flame (till section 0.95Tf).
It can be seen that parameters m, Ts, 9n, q and Q monotonically grow when pressure
increases. Value Tf also increases and achieves maximum between 50 and 100atm.
Distances L, and L are over heat conductive sizes of gas phase zone 20 - 200 times
(see values n). It is important to stress since it implies that a large heat resistance
exists between burning surface and high temperature regions of the gas phase. It
implies also that burning rate control stage can be only heat release in solid and a
very thin low-temperature gas layer (1,g thick) close to the burning surface. In other
words investigated propellant has a very thick reaction region in gas with heat release
rate distributed along the gas phase.
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Obtained values 5 call be assunmed as close to 1 because value of heat diffusivity of
solid X=10- 3cm 2/s used for the appraisal 5 was taken from the determinations of that
parameter at normal temperature. It is obvious that at elevated heat layer
temperatures X have to be higher. In fact values 5 obtained from temperature profiles
in solid allow X determination at elevated temperatures. Thus obtained values 6 imply
that X=(2-3).10- 3cn12/s in heat layer. It implies also that this layer can be assumed as
heat conductive size and that subsurface heat release is concentrated inside thin
reaction layer close to surface.
It is necessary to note that all the obtained peculiarities of combustion of the studied
nitramine propellants are inherent ones for all double base propellants [8, 91.

Table I
Base Propellant Burning Wave Parameters

pressure, atnm 20 50 100

m, g/cn12s 0,71 1,65 2,31

Ts,°C 365 442 478

(p.10 4, K/cm 4,6 11 16,6

q, cal/g 10 12 13,7

Q, cal/g 115 140 151

Th,°C 1200 - -

Tf, °C 190 2400 2450

It, nikin 44 28 20

lit, mkln 23 10 7
5 1,9 2,8 2,8

lg,nlmkn 200 1000 480

lmg,iiikinf 10 5 3

S20 200 166

L1,ninm 1,2 - -

L,innm - 1,5 0,5

$, Kcal/cm 3s 12 68 150

The investigation shows that catalyzed propellants have the same qualitative
peculiarities of combustion waves as noncatalyzed propellants (in particular, large
values K and values 5 close to 1). Because of that the investigations of the pointed
above catalysts in combustion waves of catalysed propellants will be conducted by the
analyses of the behaviour of the main wave parameters: m, Ts, q, Q, P and L.

It is convenient to present the main parameters in the form of the following
matrix:
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(p, m, Tsl q, Q, (D L,l'•

I P2 m 2 Ts2 q 2 Q2 (2 L, 2 1
,P3 m 3 TO3 q3 Q3 (D3 L,)

The matrix of main burning wave parameters of the base propellant has the following
form:

(20 0,71 365 10 115 12 -

I 50 1,65 442 11 140 68 1,51
U00 2,31 478 13,7 151 150 0,5)

Standard deviations of the obtained parameters are as follows: 4nm=+5%, ITs=±5%,
&p-±10%, 4q=±15%, 4Q=±5%, 4=+15%, 4L=±15%.

Mechanisms of Catalytic Actions in Propellant Combustion Waves
The following catalysts have been studied:

1. Fe20 3 (particles of 5mkm, addition 3% by weight above 100%);
2. CSCP (partic. 2-5mkm, addit. 2%); 3. 1%CSCP+1%soot (C);
4. CSNP (2-5mkni, 2%); 5. ICSNP+1%C; 6. 1%PbO2 (5mkm)+1%C;
7. 0.7%PbO 2+1%C+0.15%SR; 8. 9.1%PbO 2+1%C; 9. l%PbO (5mkm)+1%C;
10. l%PbO+1%NiO (51nkln)+1%C;
11. 0.37%PbO+ ' .5%HCP (10-20mkmn)+0.45%C;
12. 1.5%PbO+5.5%HCP+2%C;
Here: CSCP is combined salts of Cu and Pb of 1,4-benzoldicarbon asides,

CSNP is combined salts of Ni and Pb of 1,4-benzoldicarbon asides,
SR is sulphurresorzinate,
HCP is hexanitrocobaltate of potassium - K3 ICo(NO2)61;
Actions of the catalysts have been described by differences between the main

burning wave parameters of catalyzed and noncatalyzed propellants. These differences
constitute block of multiparametric action of each catalyst and that block ("portrait"
of catalyst) can be presented as a special nmatrix having the following form:

Fp, Am, ATs, Aql AQ1 A(1 AL,17
I P2 Am2 ATs2 Aq 2 AQ2 A0 2 AL, 2 1
Lp3 Am3 ATs3 Aq 3 AQ3 A013 AL, 3j

Here, for example, Am, is equal to difference between mass burning rates of
catalyzed and noncatalyzed propellants at pressure Pl.
Values which lie within the standard deviations will be designated by italic figures. It
is obvious that in these cases only tendencies of the value changing can be discussed.
The portraits of the studied catalysts is presented below in the corresponding sections.
In addition all the portraits are presented in Fig.lI.
1. Action of Fe2O3 (3%)
Figs. 1-3 show the obtained averaged temperature profiles. The portrait of Fe20 3 can
be presented as follows:

[ 20 0,03 3 15,7 -14,6 20 -1
1 50 -0,33 -20 5,2 -12,3 -4 -0,51 {1}
LIoo 0,33 15 -4,1 9,4 -22 0,15J
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It call be seen that action of Fe20 3 depends oln pressure. At pressures 20atin m
practically doesn't change, at 50atin m decreases and at 100atmn m grows when
Fe20 3 is added. However at 20atm significant increase of q takes place and
simultaneously Q is reduced practically to the same value. Because of that m does
not change. Fig.] shows that the temperature profile of propellant with Fe20 3 is
much steeper inside the dark zone and T1 and D are much higher. The reason of the
indicated effect of Fe20 3 on process of burning is the presence of carbon (soot)
lattice on the surface which captures catalyst particles moving from the surface. The
capturing increases residence time of the particle close to surface (this effect was
noted by different investigators). Thus at 20atmn Fe20 3 particles catalyse gas phase
reaction and inhibit the reactions in solid. On the contrary at 100atin (see {1})
Fe20 3 increases Q and decreases q. Carbon lattice is lacking here and particles of
Fe20 3 can go off without delay. But the action of the particles on the burning surface
leads to a significant additional heat release Q. Because of that the increasing of m
takes place. Pressure 50atm presents intermediate case: the decreased Q is not
compensated by the increased q. Because of that m diminishes.
Thus at low pressures Fe20 3 acts in gas phase and this action has a weak influence
on m and at elevated pressures Fe20 3 acts in solid (or on the surface) and its action
increases m.
In I 111 no influence of Fe20 3 on m was established. Possibly it is a consequence of a
snmall amount of addition (1-1.5% Fe20 3) and of absence of nitramnines in that
double base propellant.

Actions of CSCP and CSNP With and Without Soot
2. CSCP (2%);.
Figs. 1-3 show the obtained averaged temperature profiles. The portrait of CSCP can
be presented as follows:

[-20 0,45 42 2,5 12,2 24 -

I 50 1,07 55 -5,5 24,8 22 0,11 12)
[100 0,66 29 -7,3 17,4 -43 0,25i

It can be seen that 2% CSCP increases m, T, and Q at all pressures and it leads to
m increasing. Heat feedback q decreases at 50 and 100atin "but the decreasing can
not compensate Q grow. The high temperature gas reactions are blown off through
larger distances from the burning surface at 50 and 100atm. Heat release rate cp
increases at 20 and 50atm and decreases at 100atm. The obtained results show that
CSCP acts at 20atm in the solid and in a significant part of the gas phase, at 50atm
it acts in the solid and in a thin gas layer close to the surface and at 100atm this
action occurs in solid.
3. I%CSCP+1%C.
The portrait of I%CSCP+I%C can be presented as follows:

[20 0,03 3 -0,1 1,2 0,5 -- I
I 50 0,16 9 0,8 2,3 18 0,/1 A3)
L100 0,16 7 1,4 1,0 35 0,1]
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It can be seen that substitution of I %CSCP for 1 %C practically destroys the catalytic
effect of the remaining part of CSCP. It is the first observation of the effect of
inhibit action of soot in Cu-Pb catalyst. In 112] for propellants without nitramines it
was stated that large amount of soot can act as an inhibitor but small amount of soot
increases catalytic activity. Possibly the presence of nitramines accounts for the effect
observed in our work.
4. CSNP (2%);
Figs. 1-3 show the obtained averaged temperature profiles. The portrait of CSNP can
be presented as follows:

[-20 0,64 57 9 11 60 --
150 0,66 36 9,1 3,5 150 -0,351 {4}
LIOO 0,49 22 -3,1 10,8 10 0,15j

It can be seen that CSNP increases m at all pressures and particularly notably at
20atm (about two timnes). It is due to growth Q and q at 20 and 50atm and due to
significant growth Q at 100atm which compensates here decreasing q. CSNP
decreases L more strong than CSCP.
5. 1%CSNP+I%C;
Figs. 1-3 show temperature profiles. The portrait of 1%CSNP+19%C can be presented
as follows:

[-20 0,69 60 7,9 13,1 61 -1

1 50 0,66 36 8,7 3,9 148 -0,451, (5)
El00 0,99 42 -4,6 19,3 36 0,15j

The substitution of 1%CSNP for 1%C does not depress CSNP action at 20 and
50atm and significantly enhances the action at 100atmn. It is due to Q increasing.

Conclusions About Actions CSCP, CSNP and Soot:
1) CSCP and CSNP increase m of the base propellant, CSNP being more effective
at low pressures and CSCP more effective at elevated pressures;
2) As a rule CSCP catalyses more effectively low-temperature reactions (on the
surface) and CSNP catalyses more effectively high-temperature reactions (in the gas);
3) The substitution of 1% catalysts (CSCP or CSNP) for 1%C as a rule inhibits
action of CSCP and enhances action of CSNP.

Actions of PbO2 With Soot and With and Without SR
6. I%PbO2+I%C;
Figs. 4-6 show the obtained averaged temperature profiles. The portrait of
l%PbO 2+l%C can be presented as follows:

[20 0,115 12 -0,76 5 2 - 1
I 50 0,41 23 -3 11,2 7 0,251 16)
LlOO 0 0 18 -18 187 0,2j

This catalyst increases m significantly only at 50atln due to increase Q (q
diminishes). At 100atm m does not change however the temperature profile is
notably transformed. The transformation causes significant growth q and decrease Q;
in this case the parameters have the same values and opposite signs. The
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phenomenon is named as "heat compensation effect" (the effect call exist in tile
combustion waves not only because of catalytic action).
7. 0.7%PbO 2+I%C+0.15%SR;
Figs. 4-6 show the obtained averaged temperature profiles. The portrait of
0.7%PbO2+1%C+0.15%SR can be presented as follows:

[-20 0,115 12 2,3 1,9 179 -1
I 50 0,16 10 7,2 -4,1 60 0,151 {7)
LIOO 0,99 50 5,3 9,4 234 0,2j

The addition of surface-active substance SR causes more uniform distribution of
catalytic particles in the propellant volume and leads to improvement of the catalyst
action in the gas phase. Indeed a significant increase (D takes place in {7) in
comparison with (6). This increasing causes rise of q at 20 and 50atm and rise of the
gas phase temperature. However Q has a week growth at 20atmn and a tendency of
decreasing at 50atm. Because of that the change of m is small at 20-50atm and only
at 100atm m increases significantly due to growth Q (possibly due to a more uniform
distribution of catalyst particles on the surface).
8. 9.1%PbO2+I%C;
Figs. 4-6 show the averaged temperature profiles. The portrait of 9.1% PbO 2+1 %C
can be presented as follows:

F 20 0,775 66 12,2 10,9 88 - 1
I 50 0,99 51 4,1 13,8 138 0,41 (8)
LIN0 0,99 42 5,3 9,4 220 0,li

The increased addition of PbO2 up to 9% increases m at the whole pressure region
(the increase is particularly notable at 20atmn) - due to combined growth Q and q
(and (1)). Significantly rises T, at 20atm (till 1500-1600°C). It is interesting to note
that increasing m, q and Q at 100atm in 18) are the same as in (7). It shows how it
is important to have the uniform distribution of catalyst particles inside the
propellant volume.

Conclusions About Actions PbO2, Soot and SR:
1) Small addition of PbO 2+C acts mainly in the solid at 20-50atm and inside the gas
layer close to the surface at the elevated pressures;
2) Surface-active addition SR improves action of PbO2+C in solid and gas phase
especially at elevated pressures;
3) Large amount of PbO 2+C provides strong catalytic action in solid and gas phase.

Actions of PbO With Soot, NiO and HCP
9. I%PbO+I%C.
Figs. 7-9 show the obtained averaged temperature profiles. The portrait of
1%PbO+1%C can be presented as follows:

[20 0,03 3 5,1 -4 7 - 1
I 50 -0,17 -11 2,2 -6,5 -2 0,051 {9)
_100 1,815 72 0,5 24,7 276 0,3j
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It can be seen that at 20 and 50atln catalyst does not act. Catalytic action is
observed only at 100atmn mainly due to Q increasing. In spite of (D growth L
increases. The increase L shows that strong blowing off of the reacting gas from the
burning surface takes place.

10. I%PbO+I%NiO+I%C;
Figs. 7-9 show the obtained averaged temperature profiles. The portrait of
1%PbO+ 1%NiO+ 1%C can be presented as follows:

[-20 0,66 58 13,2 7,1 80 -1
150 1,65 78 5 22,2 271 -0,021 {10}
L1OO 2,65 97 6,1 27,8 690 1,0]

The portrait shows that the catalyst doubled m at 20-100atmn due to significant
increasing Q. Parameter D significantly increases. However q grows slightly because
of the above pointed effect of blowing off of the reacting gas from the burning
surface. This effect leads even to temperature decrease in gas at 50-100atm in
comparison with the temperature of the base propellant profiles and only at 20atm
temperature profile above the base profile.
11. 0.37%PbO+1.5%HCP+0.45%C;
Figs. 7-9 show the averaged temperature profiles.
The portrait of 0.37%PbO+l.5%HCP+0.45%C can be presented as follows:

[-20 0,45 42 0,3 14,4 17 - 1
1 50 0 1 6,7 -6,8 35 -0,351 {11)
Lim 0,99 42 2,7 12 176 0,38]

It can be seen that at 20atm catalytic effect takes place due to the increase of Q and
it leads to m growing. At 50atm the profile changes but m does not change. At
100atm the joint increase of q and Q lead to a significant increase of m. At this
pressure in spite of the growth of D the lnentioned above effect of blowing off of the
gas phase takes place: see L increase in {11} and gas temperature decrease on the
corresponding profile in Fig.9 (in comparison with the base temperature profile).
12. 1.5% PbO+5.5%HCP+2%C;

.Figs. 7-9 show the obtained averaged temperature profiles.
The portrait of l.5%PbO+5.5%HCP+2%C can be presented as follows:

[-20 1,1 87 20,3 10,2 187 - 1
I 50 3,79 147 1,0 50,2 575 -0,751 {12}
L_100 4,29 140 -4,0 53 533 0,3]

The addition of this catalyst creates a fast-rate propellant. Indeed burning rates
increase here approximate 3 times. A very significant growth of T, (90-150K) takes
place. The heat release rate in gas near surface D increases one order. Burning rate

m increases at 50-100atm due to Q increasing only. At 20atm growth of q is
observed as well.. A very significant effect of blowing off of the gas phase at elevated
temperatures at 100atm is observed - see increased L in (12) and on the
corresponding profile on Fig.9.
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Conclusions About Actions PbO With Soot, NiO and HCP:
1) Additions of IPbO+IC and 0.37%PbO+l.5%HCP+0.45%C increase burning
rate and can significantly catalyse reactions in solid and in gas only at elevated
pressures (100atln);
2) Addition of l%Ni to the catalytic systen I1%PbO+I1%C makes it most effective: it
can redouble burning rate due to the reaction increasing in solid and gas phases;
3) Addition of 5.5%HCP to the catalytic systemn 1.5%PbO+2%C greatly enchances
its action and creates a fast-rate propellant due to a significant increase of reactions
in solid and gas phases.

Modes of Catalytic Actions in Propellant Combustion Waves
Four modes (types) of catalytic actions in propellant combustion waves can be
identified on the base of the obtained results: mode of normal catalytic action,
catalytic mode of blowing off, catalytic mode of heat compensation and gas phase
catalytic mode.

Normal Mode of Catalytic Action
It is a more wide-spread mode of catalytic activity (12 regimes from the studied 36
ones). Significant increase of burning rate observed here is mainly due to the increase
of heat release in solid or on the burning surface. Heat feedback also increase here
but 2-4 times less than Q. This type of catalytic activity is nominated as "nonnal"
because of the nornal reasoning that the most effective place of the catalytic heat
release is the burning surface (due to subsurface or on-surface heat release). The
following regimes of the studied propellant combustion have the normal mode of
catalytic action (nominations: after the portrait number is pointed the number of
pressure -I for 20atm, 2 - for 50atln, 3 - for 100atmn; for example If12)3] means that
it is the regime of combustion of propellant catalysed by 1.5%PbO+5.5%HCP+2%C
- see portrait (12) - at pressure 100atln):
1{2)11, [{4}1], [{5}l1, [{7}3], [(8)21, [{8}31, [19)31, [110)21, [{10)3],[{11}11,
(11)31, [(12)21.

Catalytic Mode of Blowing Off
It is the case of a very high burning rate growth which is caused exclusively by the
heat release Q in solid or on the burning surface. Heat feedback q even decreases in
this case since the acceleration of chemical processes in solid is mnuch higher than in
gas phase. Because of that accelerating of the solid gasification the gas phase
reactions blow off on a larger distances from the burning surface. The additional
feature of the mode is an elongating of the temperature profiles. 8 regimes from the
studied 36 ones have the mode of blowing off. They are as follows:
[11}31, [{2}21, [{2}31, [(4)31, [{5}31, [f6)11, [{6}21, [(12}31.

Catalytic Mode of Heat Compensation
The decrease heat release in solid is observed in this miode. However heat feedback
from gas to solid increases and compensates this decreasing. Burning rate does not
change significantly here. 7 regimnes from the studied 36 ones have the catalytic lnode
of heat compensation. They are as follows:
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[{1}1], [{l}2], [{6}3], [{7}2], [19}1], [19)21, [{11}21.

Gas Phase Catalytic Mode
Increasing burning rate which is observed here owes its existence to the fact that
mainly heat feedback from gas phase to solid increases. Heat release in solid call be
increased also but it much less than q. This catalytic mode exists as a rule at low
pressures when carbon (soot) lattice forms on the burning surface. 5 regimes from the
studied 36 ones have the gas phase catalytic mode. They are as follows:
[{4}2], [15}21, [18}11, [110}l], [112}11.

About Predictions of Catalytic Actions in Propellant Combustion Waves
A reasonable assumption as to the predictions of catalytic actions in solid combustion
wave on the base of obtained portraits of catalysts can be made. This assumption
started from the procedure which was used for numerical simulation of the propellant
combustion when hot gas flows along the burning surface. Propellant burning rates
and temperature profiles in erosive burning were calculated by using burning wave
parameters obtained without blowing: functions D, Ts and Q were used 113, 14].
Possibly a similar approach can be used for calculations of catalytic actions. It is
necessary in this case to have functions Ts, Q and q of the base propellant. The
numerical simulation for each catalyst must use the portrait of that catalyst: the
members of the portrait of that catalyst have to be added to the main parameters of
the base propellant (the main parameters of the base propellant must be obtained
before). The advantage of the suggested simulation is that one does not have to make
experimental work.

Presented work was performed by financial support of the Russian Found of
Fundamental Investigations, grant N_ 97-03-32076a.
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Table 11
Portraits of the Catalysts

p, Am, ATs, Aq, AQ, A(1D, AL,
N2 catalysts atm g/cm

2
.s oC cal/g cal/g Kcal/cn 3s mm

20 0,03 3 15,7 -14,6 20 -

1 Fe20 3 (3%) 50 -0,33 -20 5,2 -12,3 -4 -0,5
100 0,33 15 -4,1 9,4 -22 0,15
20 0,45 42 2,5 12,2 24 -

2 CSCP(2%) 50 1,07 55 -5,5 24,8 22 0,1
100 0,66 29 -7,3 17,4 -43 0,25
20 0,03 3 -0,1 1,2 0,5 -

3 I%CSCP+1%C 50 0,16 9 0,8 2,3 18 0,1
100 0,16 7 1,4 1,0 35 0,1
20 0,64 57 9 11 60 -

4 CSNP(2%) 50 0,66 36 9,1 3,5 150 -0,35
100 0,49 22 -3,1 10,8 10 0,15
20 0,69 60 7,9 13,1 61 -

5 I%CSNP+I%C 50 0,66 36 8,7 3,9 148 -0,45
100 0,99 42 -4,6 19,3 36 0,15
20 0,12 12 -0,76 5 2 -

6 IPbO2+1%C 50 0,41 23 -3 11,2 7 0,25
100 0 0 18 -18 187 0,2
20 0,12 12 2,3 1,9 179 -

7 0,7%PbO2+1%C+ 50 0,16 10 7,2 -4,1 60 0,15
+0,15%SR 100 0,99 50 5,3 9,4 234 0,2

20 0,78 66 12,2 10,9 88 -

8 9,1%PbO 2+ 1%C 50 0,99 51 4,1 13,8 138 0,4
100 0,99 42 5,3 9,4 220 0,1
20 0,03 3 5,1 -4 7 -

9 I%PbO+I%C 50 -0,17 -11 2,2 -6,5 -2 0,05
100 1,82 72 0,5 24,7 276 0,3
20 0,66 58 13,2 7,1 80 -

10 1%PbO+I%C+ 50 1,65 78 5 22,2 271 -0,02
+ 1%NiO 2  100 2,65 97 6,1 27,8 690 1,0

20 0,45 42 0,3 14,4 17 -

II 0,37%PbO+0,45%C+ 50 0 1 6,7 -6,8 35 -0,35
+1,5%HCP 100 0,99 42 2,7 12 176 0,38

20 1,1 87 20,3 10,2 187 -

12 1,5%PbO+2%C+ 50 3,8 147 1,0 50,2 575 -0,75
+5,5%HCP 100 4,3 140 -4,0 53,0 533 0,3
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NUMERICAL MODELLING OF CONVECTIVE COMBUSTION
TRANSITION TO DETONATION

Alexander N. Ischenko, Jury P. Khomenko

Institute of Applied Mathematics and Mechanics at Tomsk State University
36 Lenin pr., GSP-14, Tomsk, 634050, RUSSIA

A new model is proposed for the convective combustion of a porous fuel, which
incorporates the deformation and dispersal of the porous matrix as well as the
dissipative heating. Parametric studies have been made on the combustion of low-
porosity and granulated charges. An experimental test agrees well with the model

Convective combustion (CC) in a porous fuel is a mode of combustion, in
which forced gas combustion ignites the cold fuel. The phenomenon occurs
widely. Practically all combustible porous materials bum on that mechanism at
elevated pressures. Convective combustion and low-velocity explosive conversion
(LVEC) are successive stages in the passage from combustion to detonation. It is
necessary to research these processes to overcome anomalous, effects when porous
fuels are used and to provide explosion safety in production.

A large volume of experimental data on these processes has been surveyed in
/I/. Early attempts were made in /2, 3/ to give a theoretical interpretation of
convective combustion from the mechanics of multiphase media, which were
extended in /4 5/. In existing models, it is usual to describe the thermal and strain
states in the matrix rather arbitrarily. One uses effective intergranular stresses /4,
5/, which is not the case for low-porosity monoblock specimens, since it does not
enable one to determine the amount of energy dissipated on deformation in
transient burning states. In /6/, an approach was used in which the fuel is deformed
elastically. Here we propose a model for describing various modes of convective
combustion, particularly the transition to low-speed explosive transformation,
when the fuel can be considered as a viscoplastic medium.

The following assumptions are made. All the pores are connected. As the
porosity increases to a certain given value 41 , the skeleton is dispersed into a set
of identical particles, and the pressure in the particles is taken as equal to the
pressure in the gas. The pressures in the phases do not coincide in the undispersed
porous matrix. It is not possible to consider the geometrical features of real pores,
so they are replaced by effective cylindrical channels with equivalent volumes and
surfaces. The viscosity and thermal conductivity of the gas are incorporated only in
the phase interaction, and then the porous skeleton is assumed to consist of
effective spherical particles. The combustion rate is considered stationary and
determined by combustion in a closed volume.

When the fuel moves through a channel with a variable cross section, the
model includes the following equations of motion, thermal conduction in the pore
wall, and closure formulas:
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Here p, u, P, e, and T are correspondingly the density, velocity, pressure, internal
energy, and temperature; e2 is the thermal component of the fuel's internal energy;
D- volume fraction; oXX the stress on an area normal to the OX axis;

rXXcomponent of the stress tensor deviator; a,' and 0 -, correspondingly the

normal and tangential stresses on an elementary area having normal n at the
channel wall; R, channel radius in the relevant cross section; S channel area, Qd the
heat influx due to energy dissipation on deformation; v the speed of the radial fuel
motion in unit cylindrical pore in the skeleton; p dynamic viscosity, rs yield point

in pure shear; r, and re the radii of the effective cylindrical pores and spherical
particles; N1 number of pores in unit cross section; Ne number of particles in unit
volume; T2* the mean fuel temperature; Q calorific value of fuel; z preexponential
factor; EA activation energy; R the gas constant; a covolume; y isentrope
parameter; c20 speed of sound in the skeleton in the initial state; A thermal
conductivity; Re, Nu, and Pr Reynolds, Nusselt and Prandtl numbers for the flow;
u,. layerwise combustion rate; (DI specified porosity; Sp and SP d specific surfaces
of pores in the undispersed and dispersed skeleton; rc mean value of radius in an
individual cylindrical pore; and b an empirical coefficient. Subscripts: I - gas, 2 -
solid phase, 0 - initial state, s - pore surface.

Equations (1) and (2) are those of continuity; (3) and (4) are for momentum
conservation; (5) and (6) are for energy conservation in the gas and condensed
phases; (7) is for conservation of the number of pores in a mobile Lagrange
particle of fuel; and (8) and (9) are the phase state equations. The expressions for
the resistance force in a low-porosity system have been taken from /7/ (coefficients
C1-C3), and /8/ (coefficients C4, C5 - own authors data) and for the convective heat
flux q, from /9/.

System (l)-(1 9) is closed by the equation for the deformation of an effective
cylindrical pore and by expressions for the radial component of the fuel particle
velocity and the dissipated energy:

d2_rl (P-P2)r +e rlD 2 u2 ZS'rlcs in(. A+ A'+B 2  (20)
di 2 2S & 2 P2 

I I iA 
(B/ 1 )2
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These formulas have been derived on the assumption that the skeleton
deformation in any cross section is adequately described by the deformation of an
individual pore in that cross section and that one can neglect the nondiagonal
components in the stress and strain rate tensors. The equations for the condensed
phase are written in a local cylindrical coordinate system, while the kinematically
permissible motions are defined in accordance with (4). The mode of deformation
is considered as highly viscous, with "+" taken for compression and "-" - for
expansion in (20).

A similar technique has been used in deriving (14) and (15) with the complex
motion in a channel of variable cross section replaced by one-dimensional motion
with averaged parameters.

Two regions are distinguished in describing the temperature pattern in the
condensed phase: boundary and main ones. The first consists of a thin layer of fuel
adjoining the pore walls, in which the temperature distribution is dependent on the
convective heat flux q, and is defined by (11). The main one includes the rest of
the fuel, where the effects of ql can be neglected. The energy-conservation
equation for it is taken as the heat influx equation (6). The ignition condition for
the pore surface is T2s --> oo.

This system allows one to pass to the limit D, -> 0 and (D2 -> 0. In the first
case, one obtains the equations for a continuous fuel, and in the second, for the
combustion products. This feature distinguishes this model from existing ones /4,
5, 9/ and enables one to use it when the pores collapse during deformation, as well
as to describe a monoblock with law initial porosity.

Changes are made in the model after the fuel dispersal, which simplify it
substantially and enable one to avoid describing effects that are minor under the
new conditions. Instead of (6), one uses the integral obtained on neglecting the
dissipation:

P2 =R 2 (P2 /H+1)11Y2, I-=R 2c0 / Y2

in which R2 and H are defined from the condition that the isentrope passes through
the point P2, R 2 at the instant when the given skeleton particle is dispersed. We do
not use the equations and formulas related to the effective cylindrical: pores, while
Ne is subject to the condition d 2 N, S/dt = 0.

In a granulated medium, there are repacking effects in the porous matrix
around the gravimetric density, where the true rheology of the skeleton is of minor
importance. To do this model suitable for describing the states of strain in granular
and powder systems it is necessary to introduce the effective yield point,

re 7' r(02 - (O7)/( I- (DO) (23)
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which tends to the true value is as the pores collapse.
This approach has been used in researching the combustion of a monoblock

containing undispersed porous skeleton in the initial state and placed in a rigid
closed shell with length Lc. The calculations define the main points in the
combustion, its transition to detonation and the effects of the initial parameters on
the general pattern.

The cross-sectional area of the channel is taken as fixed, and the following
initial and boundary conditions are defined for (1)-(22):

1=0, O<_x<L, u1 =u 2 =0, P 1 =P 2 =P°

01=0'), Ssp=Ssop, T2 =T 0

x=O, x=LC u1 =u 2 =0

r = r, :- 12 @-=a, (TI - T2s )

r=oo:T2 =T2

The initial porosity is 0.05_< &D' <0.3, initial P,. P2, r W.MPa u1 2, m/s

specific surface 5-10 3 _15"10 3 1/m, and the yield P1
point 0• rs -50 MPa. Thermodynamic - 1 -/• - 40,0

parameters of the combustion products and i
fuel: p2=16 0 0 kg/i 3; cpl = I kJ/kg K; TO = 300 P \

K; A,= 8.33.10-2 kg m/sec3 K; A2= 0.25 kg m/ o /]_. - ._

sec 3 K; p,= 2 -105 kg/m sec; Pu2 =104 kg/m sec; , 1_0
Q=4.54 MJ/kg; I* = 0.37.

We used an explicit difference scheme so ._
with a mobile net, whose nodes moved with
speed u2.

Figure 1 shows the parameter distribution
along the charge. The most typical characte- -

ristics are the extensive deformation in the 0 O X ' x.10 2, m
entire nonburning matrix, the rapid stress Fig. 1. Distribution of parameters on
transmission through the skeleton from the length of a charge

combustion zone to the nonburning end of the x- ignition front, o - dispersion front

shell and the characteristic combination of
initial matrix compression and subsequent stretching, which ends with dispersal
into individual particles, with a wide zone of final combustion in the dispersed
mixture.

The parametric studies showed that the combustion was most sensitive to the
initial specific pore surface. Any increase in this produced a sharp rise in the rate
of gas input and increased the rate of the convective ignition, while reducing the
predetonation length.
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Figure 2 shows how the rheological characteristics affect the combustion. An
increase in yield point raises the stress level in the skeleton and the pressure in the
gas, and also accentuates the matrix deformation. As the viscosity falls, the
skeleton compression front becomes narrower, while the stresses are reduced and
become localized near the ignition front.

The offered model of CC allows to P1, -,_, MPa
describe transition of CC in a mode LVEC
and normal detonation /1/. The analysis of "Jf \ 2
ignition prosess of a surface shows, that on 24,g
the initial stage of burning the conducting
mechanism of ignition is the outstriping
filtration of hot products, then it replaces by -o . -,\0

convective heat exchange with gas which is -

taking place in pores originally, and warming 8 -

up at the expense of high-speed friction and
shock compression /10/. After this on the ' j . .>
foregro u n d th ere is a w arm in g u p fo r th e a -. / ' I In
account of dissipative processes in a plastic Fig.2. Pressure and stress distributions
compression wave previous zone of CC. The along charge: rs = 0 (curves I and 3)

change of the mechanism means a beginning or 30 MPa (curve 2); 42 = 104 Pa sec
of transient of CC to LVEC. The accounts (curves I and 2) or 2.5 103 (curve 3)
have shown, that depending on a way of the
description of force interaction it can occur on any other business. If to use (17)

with C4 and C5, then received
160 spasmodic change of speed of ignition

Ug1.1O, 1 with transition of CC to LVEC (fig.3)
ign more than twice. At a LVEC stage

20 ,UIGN varies poorly, in a range 1100-
2 1250 m/s. Thus, the wave, illustrated

by fig. 1 is distributed on the fuel. The

80 structure of pressure at the front has
the brightly expressed triangular kind.
Length wave from a point of
deformation beginning before

40 ,icomplete burning out of fuel makes
about 20 cm. This size, certainly,
varies depending on the initial

0 characteristics of a charge. If to use
0 10 20 30 240 the traditional formulas with only C1 -

X ,m C3 from (17) /2,5/ then transition
Fig.3. Distribution of pressure and voltage occurs smoothly, without jumps, and
on length of a charge: the UJGN meanings appreciably
I - calculanion with C,-C 5 in (17);
2 - calculanion with CD from /2,5/, without C4, C5. distinguish from the first case (up to

25%). This fact gives basic
importance to use of authentic dependences for F in the description of transients.
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On fig.4 are given x-t diagram of a front ignition situation and point of the
maximal plastic deformations,

30 where greatest dissipative
2 Warming up is observed. Up to

x 10 ,m section x = 20 cm the front of
ignition lags behind a plastic

20 wave, and after it outstrips it a

1 little. This point corresponds to
jump on fig.3, that confirms

2 change of the mechanism of
10 ignition. The similar type of

transition CC to LVEC is
described in /1,5/.

We calculated the
0
0,6 0,7 0,8 0,9 1,0 combustion in a granular charge

t 10 3 s with poured density in a closed
Fig.4. A trajectory of ignition waves shell under the conditions
and point of the maximal plastic described in /11/to illustrate the
deformations: performance in describing
I - plastic wave; 2 - wave of ignition transient processes, where we

used the (23) effective yield point.
Figure 5 shows the ignition rate distribution for the pore surfaces along the

charge. The UlGN(x) curve has several characteristic parts, which are commonly
observed by experiment: AB, developed UIGN,

convective combustion; BC, stabilized n/s
convective combustion, where UIGN

varies only slightly (within 5%); and DE, 12-06'
low-speed explosive conversion. The
stabilized state is maintained by the •
pressure rise in the combustion zone and
the compensating increase in resistance g _
in the porous skeleton. Then UlGN in that 'm _-

period is 460 m/sec. The corresponding
value in the experiment was 430 m/sec __

/11/. The stabilized combustion length , 4 6 ./2 / .
also correlated with the experimental Fig.5. Ignition-rate distribution
value.

The transition to low-speed explosive transformation is characterized by a
step in UlON to 1480 rn/sec (1400 m/sec in the experiment). The ignition rate
subsequently varies only slightly. The point for the start of the transition is a head
of the ignition front. The porosity near it is -3%. At the time of transition, there is
a change in the ignition mechanism from convective heat transfer to ignition by
viscoplastic heating of the skeleton-ahead of the combustion zone.

On fig.6 the comparison curve UIGN (x) of different limits of fluidity of fuel is
given. The tendency is revealed, according to which, with increase, length of a
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predetonation site of burning is reduced, and, than it is less, especially delay the
stabilized site of CC and stronger jump of speed of ignition is expressed with

200
160 1 Uignl 10

Uign 101• r/s
m/s 2 150

120 3

100 -;:
80 2

40 50 -

0 0
0 10 20 30 40 0 10 20 30 40

x 102, M x 102, M

Fig.6, Distribution of ignition speed on Fig.7. Influence of initial porosity on
length of a charge: distribution of ignition speed on length
r, = 50 (1), MPa (2) of a charge: DO, =0,2 (1), 0,3 (2), 0,4(3)

transition of CC to LVEC. After transition at fuel with small rs the LVEC speed is
little bit higher. Apparently, it is because the process is distributed on more
compressed and dense environment.

Fig.7 illustrates change of ignition 200
character depending on initial porosity Uj, 101
of a sample. With downturn 01 from n/s
0.4 up to 0.2 lengths of a predetonation 150-
site is reduced, the mode of stabilized/3 2
CC disappears, and the speed of
ignition on a LVEC site is essentially 100
increased (up to 40 %).

Change of an initial specific 1
surface (fig.8) has an similary effect. In 50
a range

(Do 50.3 S' >4Ocm-n 0

CC practically at once after 0 10 20 30 2.40
ignition is broken in LVEC. The Fig.8. Influence of an initial specific pore

structure similar shown on fig. 1, is surface on distribution of ignition speed on
distributed on whole length of a charge length of a charge:
with poorly growthing speed. Near to S' = 80 (1), 42 (2), 20 cm'" (3)

the bottom the wave speed is increased

because of general pressing and increase of average density of environment.
The main results are that we have a new model for the combustion of a porous

fuel, in which one can describe the transition from combustion to detonation. The
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theoretical studies have been made on the convective combustion of low-porosity
monoblocks and poured charges in closed volumes. The results agree well with the
available experimental evidence.
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ABSTRACT

The problem of ash coal combustion has a special significance, as in present time there is a

change for the worse in extracted coals quality observed. It is especially difficult to reach high

levels of char conversion in case of low ash fusion temperature. In a burning process ash is able to

cover a surface of the coal particle and act as a diffusion barrier for oxygen (particularly liquid ash).

A model is presented to describe spherical ash coal particle combustion in quiescent oxidizing

gas and reveal the main factors of an ash influence on this process. Systemi behavior was

determined by equations of heat and mass balances. Heat was released by two parallel

heterogeneous carbon-oxygen first order chemical reactions

1 . C+0 2=C0 2

2. 2C+0 2=2C0

Mass balance equation described the rate alteration of the coal particle weight loss.

Assumption of quasi-steady oxygen diffusion towards the char particle surface from ambient

oxidizing gas was used. Also the oxidant diffusion through the ash layer and its dependence from an

ash aggregative state was taken into account.

The equations system was solved numerically. Calculated temperature dynamics of burning

particle is in agreement with the measurement of Robert H. Hurt, where combustion of '&200itm

Illinois #6 coal particle in 6 mole-% oxygen at a steady gas temperature of 1250 K were studied.

Obtained results analysis demonstrates that a fusibility of the inorganic matter is one of the

most significant ash coal characteristics. High-fusing ash has a weak influence on the conversion

dynamics and burning time of an ash coal in the comparison with an ash free coal. In such case an

ash can be considered as a thermal dead matter. The qualitative change of an ash coal combustion

mechanism is able to appear if the temperatures reached in the combustion process exceed the ash

fusing temperature even under the relatively low inorganic matter fraction (A=1 1%). That, in its

turn, leads not only to considerable increasing of the particles burning times but to appearance of

the qualitatively new, with extreme, dependences of the burning time as a function the coal particle

initial size and oxidizer mass fraction.

It seems to be very significant for a practice of ash coal combustion.

INTRODUCTION

Study of ash coal combustion problem is important both for expansion of the fundamental
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knowledge about possible regimes of char burning and for elucidation of the profitable conditions

of low quality coal use in furnaces. In present time carbon conversion of 90% and more are

typically required for the economic operation of pulverized coal-fired boilers. Last years there was

a change for the worse of extracted chars quality observed. It is connected with coal inorganic

inclusions quantity increase.

On early stages of char burning its mineral components form ash. Further coal conversion

depends on ash physical and chemical properties such as fusibility, porosity and so on. It is

naturally to expect that the influence of an ash is connected to the next factors.

Part of the heat produced in chemical reactions warms the ash. This heat loss grows with the

increase of an ash quantity.

Mineral components presence leads to exception of certain coal particle surface from the

reaction process. That reduces the macroscopic rate of char oxidation.

Especially it is important in case of the low ash-fusion temperature. Liquid ash layer on the

coal particle surface acts as a diffusion barrier for the oxygen. It is a very difficult condition for

oxidizer diffusion. As a result total carbon oxidation rate and coal conversion level decrease and

the time required for the full carbon conversion increases. Therefore ash-fusion temperature value is

one of the important char ash characteristic.

Properties and conversion process of chars were studied during many years but mineral

inclusions influence has been examined insufficiently wide.

Previous works

Theoretical research of ash influence on coal particle combustion was conducted by Vulis and

Frank-Kameneckii [1-3]. They took into account diffusion resistance of the solid ash cover to the

oxygen flux flowing towards the reaction surface and showed that it is possible to neglect solid ash

layer influence in such case.

Ash coal bed burning was studied by Kantorovich [4]. In his model an ash of the consumed

coal occupies places between char particles. It leads to decrease of the oxidant diffusion rate and

specific reaction surface.

The theoretical and experimental researches of the ash-rich coal burning were done by Kiro

and coauthors [5]. In that paper it was shown that an ash can has a fatal influence on char

conversion and confirmed the possibility of the different regimes of an ash coal ignition in

dependence of an ash content and aggregative state.

Enumerated studies did not take into account ash layer formation stage and change of its

aggregative state. Also inorganic inclusions size influence on the coal conversion process was not
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examined.

Suggested model takes into account influence of the inorganic inclusions size and ash

aggregative state alteration in the time of char conversion.

BACKGROUND

Qualitative and quantitative composition of the coal inorganic inclusions is highly wide and

different for various chars. However there is a certain correlation. In the main char ash consists of

the metal oxides [8-12]. It has following typical composition: SiO2 40-60%, A120 3 20-60%, Fe203

5-25%, CaO 1-15%, MgO 0.5-4%, Na2O+K20 1-4%. Ash fusion temperature depends on ash

composition. It can be evaluated by the next expression [10]:

Sio 2 +A10 3

CaO + MgO + Fe2O3'

here chemical formula of each substance implies mass fraction of its material in ash. Ash fusion

temperature grows with increase of the above expression. According to [10-12] the range of the

inorganic inclusions particles size is from 0.01rim to 1mm except partings, which have much more

sizes. It is very difficult to find a connection between definite ash chemical substance and its

particles size. Probably it can be explained by characteristic conditions of coals formation different

for each coalfield.

Analytical model

Spherical ash coal particle of radius r burning in a quiescent oxidant-inert mixture is

considered. Oxygen is assumed to diffuse quasi-steady towards the surface of the coal particle and

react heterogeneously with the carbon to form gaseous products, which diffuse outwards without

any further reaction. Also it is assumed that:

Oxygen reacts with the carbon only by the parallel reactions of the first order

C+-02=CO2

2C+0 2=2CO

Homogeneous reactions, volatile and moisture release, possible catalytic effects of an ash are

not considered in present paper.
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Ambient gas has a constant temperature Tg, density pg and oxidant mole fraction Co.

The particle is isothermal at its surface temperature T. This is reasonable for small particles or

for particle having a high thermal conductivity.

Transfer coefficients: thermal conductivity X and diffusivity D, as well as ambient gas density

Pg have the next temperature dependences: ?,=Xo(T*/To)0.75, D=Do(T*iTo)1.75, pg=pgo(TO/T*), here

X0, Do and pgo were determined under temperature TO; T* - arithmetic average between coal particle

temperature T and gas temperature Tg.

Heat capacities of the coal particle and gas are constant. Carbon and ash heat capacities are

equal.

Ash particles are spherical with radius rz. They distributed uniformly inside coal particle.

These assumptions are based on the experimental data [9,12,15].

Ash and coal densities are equal. In that case inorganic inclusions mass fraction

A=mz/(mz+mc) is equal to an ash volume fraction which can be find by the same way. mz, mc -

ash and carbon masses of a coal particle.

Ash particles accumulate and cover reaction surface as coal particle burning. A ratio of the

surface area covered by inorganic substance to the total coal particle surface area is z. When z value

is I all reaction surface covered by ash layer.

Considering all assumptions the energy balance at the coal particle surface is

d(Cpm T)-= 4;rr2 (1- A)(klq1 + k2q2)[Co (1- Z) + C2  "Z]pg_

dt 02 02

2)r Nu(r + h)(T- Tg) - 4;f(r + h)2ao[6(1 - z) + •aZ](T 4 - T4)

where C, is the coal heat capacity, h is the thickness of ash layer, Nu=2.

The carbon weight loss equation is

dm - 4r (1 A)(klV1 + kzv2)[Co .(l-z)+C 2  Z]pg

dt 0202

where m is the coal particle mass. According to the geometrical considerations:
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z= A(ro3 -r 3 ) / 4r2 r,

Considering quasi-steady diffusion of the oxidizer its mass fraction on the clean char surface

is

c1= CooC1 C.

And oxidant mass fraction on the coal particle surface under ash layer is

c 2 = coo
02 (ki +k2)[(1-A)(k+-)± 1

here X=Dz/h - oxygen diffusion rate through ash layer [1,2]. Diffusion coefficient Dz magnitude

does not depend on ash chemical composition. It determined by ash cover aggregative state

Dz=n•D for solid ash layer;

Dz=D*exp(-Ez/(RT)) for liquid ash layer;

here f0 is the porosity of the ash cover, D* - preexponential factor, Ez - activation energy of the

oxidant diffusion through the liquid ash layer.

An ash is considered as a high-fusing (HFA) when the char burning temperature during

combustion does not overhead the ash fusion temperature. There are two possible variants in that

case: a) ash particles, which appear on the coal surface, do not accumulate on it; definite part of the

reaction surface is covered by ash and b) solid ash accumulates on the coal surface. Thus oxygen

must to diffuse to the char through a porous ash layer which covers the definite part of the reaction

surface.

Ash is considered as low fusing (LFA) when the char particle burning temperature overheads

the ash fusion temperature. In that case ash accumulates and can form a liquid layer on the coal

surface.
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Moreover, the equations system gives a possibility to obtain solution for the limit case of an

ash free coal.

DESCUSSION

Above equations system was solved numerically. All values of parameters were taken from

[5], [13].On the first stage of the research calculations were aimed on the comparison of the

obtained solutions for the temperature dynamics with the experimental data [ 14].

Figure 1 shows the calculated temperature dynamics for three above-mentioned variants. Here

the experimental dependence [14] is also presented and as it is emphasized by author it was

observed in experiment that "...a period of bright incandescence from 0.8 to 1.2 seconds, followed

by a relatively abrupt drop in temperature of 125 K and a long, slow, nearly-isothermal, final

burnout to a carbon-free ash particle.' It could be seen from the figure that calculations give the

similar result only in case of the fusible ash. In works [14-18] authors did not give the ash fusion'

temperature value of the Illinois #6 coal. But captive particle images for a typical Illinois #6 coal

char particle surface [ 15] testify that an ash is able to stay on the char particle surface and to form

fused framework.

It is necessary to note that given experimental temperatures [14] are radiance but not true

temperatures. However, it is not essential for the behavior comparison of the calculated coal particle

temperature dynamics with the measured one. Experimental temperature increase rate is less than

calculated one. It can be explained by the volatile and moisture release influence, which detains

ignition process.

That comparison testifies the LFA release can lead to the thermal extinction and increase of

the complete burning time. Presented model is able to consider it.

On the next stage of the present work the burning times of an ash coal as a function of the

particle and environment parameters were investigated (the conversion level was set as 99%).

Figure 2 presents the characteristic burning time (ti/ro2) dependence on the initial radius of the

ash coal particle for different assumptions about aggregative state of the ash (curves 1-3). As it can

be seen, the ash fusing possibility leads to abrupt increasing of the burning times in comparison

with the HVA cases. The results for HFA coal particles (curves 1,2) with sizes more than 100 Pin

indicate the diffuision control of the burning rate: characteristic burning time value is practically

constant. Influence of the kinetics for the smaller particles size is displayed by some increase of the

tb/ro2 values. The behavior of the curve 3 for a LFA does not allow to determine the leading

mechanism of such coal combustion and demonstrates that the difflusion barrier of the liquid ash
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layer strongly reduces the macroscopic reaction rate in all investigated particles sizes range.

It is interesting to compare the burning time of an ash coal with the one's of an ash-free coal.

Figure 3 shows these times ratio as a flinction of the initial particle size. For a LFA the ratio exceed

3 and has an extreme (curve 3) where as for a HIFA (curves 1,2) they are close to I and slightly

decrease with a particle size increasing. Curve 3' obtained for a LFA without the radiation heat

losses accounting is presented to explain above-mentioned extreme. Radiation heat losses hinder the

surface coal particle temperature growing above the ash fusion temperature. It leads to decrease of

the particle surface fraction covered by a liquid ash layer for the coal particles which radius is more

than 75 prm and as a result to the burning times decrease.

Figure 4 shows the burning time as a function of the oxygen mass fraction. Curves 1 and 2 for

the 1HFA represent a typical for the heterogeneous combustion decreasing dependence of a burning

time under oxidizer mass fraction growth. Otherwise, the dependence for a LFA (curve 3) has a

minimum. Fact of the burning time increase for the oxygen mass fraction greater than 10 % can be

explained by the above mentioned influence mechanism of the correlation between the maximum

particle surface temperature reached in the combustion process and the ash fusion temperature

value.

CONCLUSION

Presented above results make it possible to conclude that fusibility of the inorganic matter is

one of the most significant ash coal characteristics. HIFA has a weak influence on the conversion

dynamics and burning time of an ash coal in the comparison with the ash free coal. In such case an

ash can be considered as a thermal dead matter. The qualitative change of an ash coal combustion

mechanism is able to appear if the temperatures reached in the combustion process exceed the ash

fusing temperature even under the relatively low inorganic matter fraction (A~=11%). That, in its

turn, leads not only to considerable increasing of the particles burning times but to appearance of

the qualitatively new, with extreme, dependences of the burning time as a fuinction the coal particle

initial size and oxidizer mass fraction.

It seems to be very significant for the practice of ash coal combustion.

This work was supported by the Ministry of Education of Ukraine, project N9.673-96.
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NOMENCLATURE

T -coal particle temperature, K

Tg -gas temperature, K

M -coal particle mass, g

r -coal particle radius, cm

ro -coal particle initial radius, cm

rz -ash particle radius, cm

t -time, s

tb -complete burning time, s

tbaf -complete burning time of an ash free coal, s

A -ash content

H -ash layer thickness, cm

Z -fraction of the reaction surface area covered by ash

Com -ambient gas oxidant mole fraction

C'o, -oxidant mole fraction on clean coal surface

C2o, -mole fraction on coal surface covered by ash

vi -stoichiometric coefficients

ki -reaction rate coefficients, cm/s

Ei -activation energy, cal/mole

Qi -heat release by i reaction, cal/g of carbon

X -thermal conductivity of gas, cal/(cmsK)

Cp -coal heat capacity, cal/(gK)

D -gas diffusion coefficient, cm 2/s

D, -coefficient of gas diffusion through ash layer, cm 2/s

Ec -carbon emissivity

Sa -ash emissivity

Tw =300 K

0 -ash layer porosity

D*,Ezpreexponential factor and activation energy of the oxygen diffusion through the liquid ash

layer
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1.

Calculated temperature dynamics of the coal particle combustion. Tg=1250K, Coo=6 mole-%,

r0=10%tm, r=0.5g.m, A=1 1%, Ec=0.78, sa=0.4. (*)- experiment [14], 1 - LFA, 2 - HFA leaves coal

particle, 3 - HFA covers coal particle.

Figure 2.

Characteristic time (tb/ro2) vs initial coal particle radius. Tg=1250K, C.=6 mole-%, rz=0.5gm,

A=1 1%, ec=0.78, sa=0.4. 1 - HFA leaves coal particle, 2 - HFA covers coal particle, 3 - LFA.

Figure 3.

Relative burning time (tb/tbaf) vs initial coal particle radius. Tg=1250K, C.=6 mole-%, rz=0.5jtm,

A=1 1%, s=0.78, ea=0.4. 1 - HFA leaves coal particle, 2 - HFA covers coal particle, 3 - LFA, 3' -

LFA, radiation heat losses absence.

Figure 4.

Burning time vs oxygen mass fraction. Tg=1250K, ro=100lm, rz=0.5grm, A=1 1%, sc=0.78, a,=0.4.

I - HFA leaves coal particle, 2 - HFA covers coal particle, 3 - LFA.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF SELF-SUSTAINING COMBUSTION OF

CYCLIC NITRAMINES

Vladimir N. Simonenko, Vladimir E. Zarko and Alexander B. Kiskin

Institute of Chemical Kinetics and Combustion,
Institutskaya 3, Novosibirsk, 630090, Russia

Abstract

A transducer of the reactive force of the combustion products was used to study
experimentally the peculiarities of combustion of RDX and HMX in the range of 1-4 atm. It has
been established that at atmospheric pressure in addition to the usually recorded flame
combustion regime, RDX has the regime of flameless gasification under irradiation. Both of the
regimes are followed by high-frequency oscillations in the reactive force exceeding 600 Hz. The
source of these oscillations is assumed to be the process of boiling and rupture of bubbles at the
surface.

It has been established that in the pressure range of 1-3 atm the HMX combustion has
pronounced auto oscillating character. Under harmonically modulated radiant flux the response
of reactive force for HMX displays the resonance character. Even at small modulation depths the
character of this response is nonlinear.

For both HMX and RDX the dependencies of the steady-state burning rate on initial
temperature and on external radiant flux have been determined.

Introduction

The detailed models available in the literature [1-3] for describing steady-state

combustion of the simplest monopropellant - cyclic nitramines, contain a great number of

matching parameters. The verification and justification of combustion models are

commonly performed by comparing with the experimental data on the dependence of

steady-state burning rate on the initial temperature and pressure. As mentioned earlier [4],

this approach fails to provide the reliability of verification due to large "flexibility" of

theoretical descriptions due to existence of numerous of matching parameters. In this

connection, of importance are the experimental results for nonsteady-state combustion

which make it possible to compare adequately the theory with experiment because they

correspond to a variety of combustion conditions.

One of the types of nonsteady-state combustion is the regime of self-sustaining

combustion near the stability limit of steady-state combustion. It is known that small

perturbations near the stability limit give rise to the undamped oscillations of the burning

rate which become nonlinear with distance from the limit [5]. The experimentally
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observed pulsations of either temperature or component concentration in the gas phase

performed by local measuring at a point using microthermocouples or microprobes, in

most cases cannot be identified with predicted by theory periodical oscillations of the

burning rate and are determined by predominantly either micro inhomogeneities in the

composition of condensed substances or the formation of gas bubbles in the surface layer.

We may mention only one reliable fact [6] of revealing oscillations of the burning rate of

the catalyzed double base propellant in the self-sustaining combustion regime.

This report gives the results of a study of RDX and HMX combustion in self-

sustaining regime and under the action of periodical changes in the external radiation flux.

Preparation of samples

In experiments we used cylindrical samples with length 0.6-0.8 cm and diameter

0.8,1 and 1.6 cm pressed at a pressure of 5000-6000 kg/cm2. The density of pressed

specimens reached 95% of crystal density.

To decrease transparency of material and reflection of radiant energy from the

sample surface we added 0.5% of fine-dispersed carbon black (CB). According to special

tests, the addition of CB up to 3% fails to change the combustion behavior and burning

rate of RDX and HMX. We used three sources of radiant energy: CO2-1aser with a

wavelength of 10.6 pLm, Nd:YAG - laser with a wavelength of 1.06 pLm and Xenon lamp

with emissivity spectrum in the range of wavelengths 0.2-1.4 pim. A set-up with Nd:YAG

- laser has been used to perform the programmed control over the radiation power. We

used the sinusoidal and step-wise changes in the flux recording simultaneously the

reactive force of flowing combustion products and the signal of photodiode that measures

the integral flame radiation. To provide one-dimensional flow of gaseous combustion

products the specimens were tightly inserted into protecting tube of quartz that also

served as inhibition of lateral surface. In some experiments we recorded the temperature

profile by means of a WRe 20/ WRe 5 thermocouple made of wires of 50 and 150 Pim

diameter. The reactive force F is related to the burning rate rb via the expression below

(if the frequency of the burning rate oscillations does not exceed 100-150 Hz):

F = (Pc rb)2/pg
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where Pc is the propellant density; pg is the density of gaseous combustion products. The

method of investigation is described in [6-8].

Preliminary experiments

In a special series of experiments the samples were pressed by a pressure of 1500

and 3000 kg/cm2. In this case, the sample density reached 0.88-0.9 of the crystal one. The

difference from the maximum value (pressing at 5000-6000 kg/cm2) amounts to 5-6%.

When the relative density varies within the range of 0.88-0.95, the burning rate remains

constant.

In a series of experiments we tested the influence of inhibition layer material on

the character of combustion behavior. It was revealed that the character of RDX

combustion is actually independent of the inhibitor type. HMX is more sensitive to the

type of inhibitor. When the inhibition layer is combustible (glue, iditol, shellac), the pilot

flame originates at the edge of the sample and the character of HMX combustion changes.

For the main series of experiments, as inhibition material, we used both linoleum and

quartz tubes or we performed the blowing with nitrogen along the lateral surface of the

sample.

Self-sustaining combustion regime

The character of HMX and RDX combustion is quite different. When samples of

RDX doped with CB are irradiated by with Nd:YAG laser by constant flux in the range

10-18 cal/cm2s the flameless gasification regime is established with relatively small

regression rate. Flame does not appear neither in air nor in nitrogen environment. All

these experiments were conducted with unprotected and non-inhibited RDX samples.

Even slow deradiation up to zero level during 0.6-1.0 see could not provide conditions for

flame appearance. It merely led to total extinguishing and gradual cooling of the sample.

The data on flameless gasification rate for CB doped RDX samples versus incident

(Nd:YAG laser) radiant flux can be described by relationship

rgnifiah.. [cm/s] = 0.001 q

where q should be taken in cal/cm2s.
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In the case of laser radiative heating of RDX samples supplied with protection tube

the ignition in gas phase (flame appearance) occurred in arbitrary moments of time. This

fact indicates that the reason for gas flame ignition is overheating of the glass tube or the

edge of inhibiting layer.

In the ignition of RDX in air by Xenon lamp the flame combustion regimes (samples

with quartz protection tube) were initiated with q > 8 cal.cm's. The burning rate in regime

with a developed flame is 0.039±0.003 cm/s. A characteristic feature of the recorded

signal of reactive force is the existence of a high-frequency component with an oscillation

frequency of about 600 Hz that corresponds to the eigen frequency of a mechanical unit of

the transducer. This behavior is supposedly determined by the fact that the measured

reactive force contains oscillations whose frequency exceeds the eigen frequency of the

mechanical unit of the transducer. The photodiode signal trace has a smooth character

(Fig. 1).

It is assumed that the source of the reactive force oscillations is the process of

rupture of bubbles forming in the surface RDX layer upon combustion. According to our

temperature measurements and to the literature data [9], upon combustion in air the

melted layer of RDX equals to 0.04 cm which is 2-3 times larger than that of HMX.

The HMX combustion in self-sustaining regime has a pronounced auto oscillatory

character (Fig. 2). This behavior is recorded by both the transducer of the reactive force

and the photodiode. The unsteadiness of HMX combustion at atmospheric pressure was

reported in 110]. The oscillatory regime of HMX combustion is established either in the

case of radiant flux switch-off or in the case of initiation by the burning RDX sample

(combustion of two samples in contact). Note that in the composite charge the combustion

wave passes steadily* (without delay) in the direction RDX--*HMX and back. After

ignition, in HMX the oscillatory combustion regime develops with a frequency of 6-8 Hz.

Upon radiative ignition after removal of external energy source the reactive force

decreases substantially for 0.5-1 s (depending on the igniting flux value) with subsequent

transition to the auto oscillatory regime. Further, upon combustion the oscillation

amplitude may increase with decreasing frequency. The frequency of reactive force

oscillations may decrease to 3-4 Hz and the amplitude may increase to the values close to

100%. In most cases, this process leads to extinction.
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The HMX combustion behavior is very sensitive to impurities. The oscillatory

character of combustion vanishes completely if RDX is added to HMX in amounts of

more than 5%. The presence of the combustible inhibition layer (glue) decreases the

oscillation amplitude. The addition of the inert component (AI2O3 or soot) up to 5% has

no effect on the HMX combustion behavior.

Figures 3 and 4 show the dependencies of RDX and HMX burning rates on the

radiant flux. The data are given for three sources of the radiation. When the samples

contain 0.5 to 1% of carbon black, the rb(q) dependencies are not distinguished under the

action of various energy sources. Figure 5 shows the dependencies of the steady-state

burning rate of RDX and the averaged burning rate of HMX on initial temperature at

atmospheric pressure. In this case, the value of the coefficient of burning rate temperature

sensitivity ca, = aln(u)/aT0 almost const for both compounds and equals approximately to

ap = 0.0026 I/K.

Combustion under external radiation

The burning rate response to the radiant flux has been studied by flux step-wise

and sinusoidal changes. Upon cut off (during 10'3 s) of the radiant flux, RDX transforms

to self-sustained combustion regime without noticeable time delays. In this case, the high

frequency oscillations of the reactive force are preserved. HMX is more sensitive to the

changes in radiant flux. When a radiant flux of (10 - 14) cal/Qm 2s is cut off abruptly, the

burning rate decreases almost to zero and the duration of transition period amounts to 0.5

s. Thereafter, the auto oscillatory combustion regime develops if there is no complete

extinction.

Under the action of harmonically modulated radiant flux the reactive force

response for HMX exhibits a pronounced resonance character. Experiments were

performed at To=20°C, the mean radiant flux q = 14 cal/cm 2s. The resonance frequency

observed was 10 - 12 Hz (Fig. 6) and the resonance response amplitude was 60-70% for a

30% depth of radiation modulation. The character of the response of reactive force signal

is nonlinear which is manifested in both the shape of response signal and the dependence

of the response amplitude on modulation depth. As the modulation depth decreases to

10% and even 5%, the response amplitude in the vicinity of resonance frequency remains
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constant. In these two cases the response uniformity is lost with distance from the

resonance frequency and then (at large frequencies) HMX combustion passes to the

oscillatory regime at resonance frequency. Note that at constant radiant flux equal 14

cal/cm's the HMX combustion was steady in most experiments. However, in some cases

we observed the oscillatory combustion regimes under constant irradiation with an

oscillation frequency of reactive force of 10 - 13 Hz.

The resonance frequency of reactive force response for RDX is 5 - 7 Hz at q = 14

cal/cm's and modulation depth 20% and the response amplitude is lower than that of

HMX. These low resonance frequencies were not detected in [ 13] where experiments with

the HMX and RDX were conducted in the range (15 - 100) Hz.

Combustion under elevated pressures

In the experiments under elevated pressures the self-sustained combustion regimes

were analyzed on the basis of reactive force signal records. As the pressure increases, the

amplitude of high-frequency oscillations in the reactive force signal of RDX decreases

and with the pressure exceeding 4 atm the recorded signal becomes smooth. In HMX, as

the pressure increases, the oscillation frequency increases and the relative amplitude of

the reactive force decreases. At 3 atm the frequency reaches 40 Hz and with further

increase in pressure the reactive force oscillations are actually not recorded.

Figure 7 shows the dependencies of burning rate on pressure and Figure 8 shows a

change in the dimensionless oscillation frequency of HMX burning rate with varying

pressure.

Discussion

The experimental study revealed variety of important features of the RDX and

HMX combustion behavior at atmospheric pressure. It gives a basis for improvement and

validation of existing theoretical models for combustion of melted energetic materials.

An existence of flameless low rate radiation-driven gasification regime for RDX

upon radiative ignition at atmospheric pressure reflects the fact that the rate of chemical

reactions in the gas phase for this compound is rather low. It means that the characteristic

time for chemical reactions in the flame may become comparable with the residence time
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of gaseous species in the flow of vapor and decomposition products. Consequently, the

flame can be formed at a finite distance from reacting surface but in conditions of

radiative heating the gases cool down going away from the surface that prevents

appearance of flame. In the case of forced ignition of gases above the surface, e.g. with

external flame torch or via propagating combustion wave (samples in contact) the RDX

samples burn in flame regime with enhanced burning rate.

The flameless gasification regime of RDX should be studied experimentally in

more details. The dependence of gasification rate on initial temperature, radiant flux and

pressure may give valuable information about global parameters of chemical

transformations in the condensed phase. Measurement of surface temperature in flameless

gasification regime may also provide information on boiling temperature that is known to

be very difficult measurable in direct way for reacting substances.

Another important feature of self-sustaining RDX combustion is high frequency

oscillatory behavior of the burning rate/reactive force at pressures 1-3 atm. It has been

mentioned above that the very possible cause of oscillations is the rupture of bubbles in

the melted surface layer of RDX. The formation of separate bubbles at the reacting

surface of RDX was observed in our experiments and mentioned in literature [10].

However, to prove statement about cause of reactive force oscillations one needs to

perform experiments with visualization of combustion along with determining the

dependence of frequency of oscillations on the magnitude of reacting surface and

combustion conditions. It will be useful to conduct experiments with other melted

energetic materials in order to establish correlation on oscillations existence with the

width of the melted layer.

In the case of HMX the most interesting finding is an existence at pressures 1-3

atm of low-frequency regular burning rate oscillations that is very similar to the predicted

by theory [11I] for the system burning close to the limit of steady-state combustion. The

observed occasional extinction of HMX self-sustaining oscillating combustion at

atmospheric pressure gives the evidence of intrinsic instability of this combustion regime.

Note that comparison with prediction by original version of phenomenological theory of

nonstationary combustion (the Zeldovich - Novozhilov approach) [111 reveals

contradiction with experimental observations. Indeed, according to the linear analysis [I11]
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the combustion regimes with auto oscillations of burning rate exist at the limit of stability

of steady-state combustion when parameter k = op (TS - TO) > 1. With k < 1 the auto

oscillations of the burning rate must not exist. However, if we take experimental value

o1,=0.0026 1/K and TS = 633 K [9], the calculated value k = 0.88 < I at To= 293 K. The

first explanation of this discrepancy is that measured experimentally value of up

corresponds, in fact, to oscillating but not steady-state combustion regime which should

only be used for determining crp.

It can be mentioned that according to the model developed by Ward et al. [12] the

self-sustaining combustion of HMX at atmospheric pressure should be unstable and it

becomes stable at elevated pressures. However, it is known that the model [12] is based

on oversimplified assumptions and efforts on theoretical simulation of nitramines

combustion should be continued. The experimental dependencies for the frequency and

amplitude of auto oscillations of the burning rate on initial temperature and pressure may

serve good job for validation of theoretical models and for determining needed global

kinetic parameters. It is interesting to note that an improved version of the Zeldovich -

Novozhilov approach that takes into consideration the latent heat of melting gives for

unstable combustion regimes the limiting value k<l depending on the magnitude of

melting heat [14]. In fact, to check theoretical predictions one needs to obtain precise

experimental data that can be used in theoretical calculations.

Conclusions

The findings of the present work are as follows:

1. The flameless radiation-driven gasification regime of RDX at atmospheric pressure is

revealed.

2. High frequency oscillations (> 600 Hz) of recoil force are recorded in

combustion/gasification of RDX at atmospheric pressure.

3. The regime of low-frequency auto oscillating HMX combustion is recorded at

pressures 1-3 atm with frequencies increasing from 6 - 8 Hz to 37 - 40 Hz in the pressure

range studied.
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4. The resonance response of burning rate to sinusoidal oscillations of the radiant flux (q

- 14 cal/cm2s, modulation depth 20%) is recorded at atmospheric pressure. The frequency

of resonance equals to 10 - 12 Hz for HMX and 5 - 7 Hz for RDX.

The results obtained give background for improving and validation of theoretical

combustion models and better understanding of the mechanism of nitramines combustion.

It should be underlined the significance of using the methods of recording transient

combustion parameters (recoil force, flame radiation) in getting new information about

combustion mechanism. It is believed that new experimental data will be helpful in

deriving the values of global kinetic parameters characterizing combustion of nitramines

at conditions under study.
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Fig. 1. The records of RDX radiation driven combustion; To = 20'C, P=I atm.
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Fig. 2. The records of HMX radiation driven combustion; To = 200C, P=I atm.
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Fig. 3. RDX burning rate vs radiant flux; To = 20'C, P=I atm.
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Fig. 4. HMX burning rate vs radiant flux; To = 20'C, P=1 atm.
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Fig. 6. RDX and HMX recoil force response vs Frequency; To = 200C, P=l atm.
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ABSTRACT

Bum rate characteristics of monopropellant combustion of furazan derivatives, an aromatic

endothermic five-membered ring, were studied. Three furazan series: furazans, azofurazans, and

azoxyfurazans, substituted with NH2, OH, OCH 3, CH3, CN, and NO2 groups, were under

investigation. Within each of the three furazan series, the burning rate of a furazan derivative

containing nitro group has been found to be much higher than that of the rest, even exceeding the

burning rate of traditional high-energy materials (HMX, RDX). For the compounds without active

oxygen in the substituent, thermocouple-aided measurements showed results well below calculated

adiabatic combustion temperatures. Nitrile-containing compounds formed during decomposition of

the heterocycle in the absence of an oxidizer is assumed to remain unreacted among combustion

products and to be responsible for incomplete energy release. For combustion of compounds of this

type, the main source of heat release is suggested to be isomerisation of the nitriloxide formed

during furazan decomposition to isocyanate rather than an oxidation reaction.

INTRODUCTION

Performance, stability and sensitivity are three of the most obvious criteria that can be used in

evaluating energetic ingredients, but many other factors come into play in determining whether a

compound ever finds its way into usage. Combustion characteristics are among them. Derivatives

of furazan, an aromatic five-membered ring with one oxygen atom between two nitrogen atoms,

are being investigated intensively as they can be thought of to contribute to propellant

performance due to high enthalpy of formation of furazan ring. The present work was aimed at

studying burn rate characteristics of monopropellant combustion of furazan derivatives to

evaluate a combustion mechanism and to allocate this new class of compounds among other

energetic materials.
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EXPERIMENTAL

Furazan derivatives, 3,4-diaminofurazan [1,2],3-aminofurazan-4-carboxamidoxime [3], 3-amino-

4-nitrofurazan [4], 3-amino-4-cyanofurazan [5], 4,4'-dimethylazofuriaan [6], 4,4'-dimethoxy-

azofurazan [7], 4,4'-dicyanoazofurazan [8], 4,4'-dinitroazofurazan [4], 3,3'-diaminoazoxyfurazan

[9], 4,4'-dinitroazoxy-furazan [4] were synthesized by methods published elsewhere. Analytic

data confirmed the assigned structures.

Table 1. Physical Properties of Furazan Derivatives.

Abbrevia- Structural Formula A'I-f, Density Melting Adiabatic Flame
tion kcal/mol g/cm3  Point, Temperature, K

°C (100 atm)
DAF H2N-•'-'-- NH2 24.8 1.61 180 1590

CNAF NC- 7/---NH 2

67" 1.57"* 187 2425

NAF O2N 7/--ý NH2

N,,o N 27.1 1.86 126 3280

AOAF 2-7- -CH
N 1 H N- NH 10' 1.58"" 190 1520N1oN NOH

DCNAZF NC'--'/'N=N- CN

NloeN N o/N 225 1.58 152 3710

DMOAZF H3C O- 7'•T\-NN-"--//-•OCH3

N NoN 62.7 1.67"* 175 1725

DOHAZF HO-'/---\N=N"-/ \\-OH

N'oIN 59 1.75 2750

N NDMAZF H3CN-NCH3 137" 1.57** 105 2365N *IleN N 'IleN

DNAZF O2 N -- / -N\ N - N - O2

N",,0/N NO/IN 168.4 1.73 56 .4130

DAAZOF H2--- --- \7NNNH
2-N // ONH2 127.2 1.6 246 2655NxoeN 0 N1o/N

DNAZOF O2N---/ N=N-/--\NO2
NloeN 0 No/IN 154.7 1.82 112 4030

"Calculated enthalpies (the other enthalpies were determined by Dr. V.P.Lebedev from Institute
of Chemical Physics of Russia); "" Density of pressed strands.
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Burn rate measurements were carried out in a window constant pressure bomb of 1.5 liter volume

in the pressure range of 0.1-36 MPa. A slit camera was used to determine a character of the

combustion process as well as burning rate values.

The combustion strands were prepared by pressing thoroughly comminuted substances in

transparent acrylic tubes of 4 or 7 mm i.d. at 150-200 MPa.

Temperature profiles in the combustion wave of furazans were measured using H-shaped

thermocouples. The thermocouples were welded from 25j.tm diameter tungsten/5%-rhenium and

tungsten/20%-rhenium wires, rolled in bands to obtain 7 ptm bead size, and embedded into

pressed strands of 7 mm diameter.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Combustion behavior

Three furazan series: furazans, azofurazans, and azoxyfurazans, substituted with NH 2, OH, OCH3,

CH 3, CN, and NO2 groups, were under investigation. The effect of pressure on the burning rate of

the fuirazans is presented in Figs. 1-3. Mononuclear furazan derivatives except for

aminonitrofurazan burn with a very weak luminescence, forming a plenty of smoke, especially at

low pressures. In the case of azo- and azoxyfurazans much smoke is observed also, but the flame

in combustion is brighter, of reddish color. All of furazan nitroderivetives give a smokeless bright

white flame.

Furazan derivatives appeared to demonstrate burning rates typical for of usual nitrocompounds,

but not nearly so rapid as derivatives of tetrazole, another high-energy heterocycle. Thus,

diaminofurazan DAF burns at approximately the same rates as dinitrophenol isomers of close

combustion temperature [10] but below than slow-burning tetrazole derivatives, 5-amino- and 5-

hydroxytetrazole [11]. This is not surprising since except the heat of oxidation by the active

oxygen atom the energy in combustion of furazans can be only released during decomposition of

nitrile fragments "built-in" the heterocycle, which are extremely slow to decompose in the absence

of an oxidizer.

Within each of the three furazan series, the burning rate of the furazan derivative containing nitro-

group appears to be much higher than that of the rest, approaching or even exceeding the burning

rate of traditional N-NO2 energetic materials such as HMX and RDX. This is connected with

higher combustion temperatures of furazan nitroderivetives (see Table 1).
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Fig. 1. Pressure dependence of the burning rate of Fig. 2. Pressure dependence of the burning rate of
furazan derivatives: azofurazan derivatives:

3-amino-4-nitrofurazan - (1) 4,4'-dinitroazofurazan -' (1)
3-amino-4-cyanofurazan -(2) 4,4'-dihydroxyazofiirazan - (2)
3,4-dianiinofurazan -(3) 4,4'-dimethylazofurazan - (3)
3-aminofurazan-4-carboxamidoxime - (4) 4,4'-dicyanoazofurazan - (4)

4,4'-dioxymethylazofurazan - (5)

However, no correlation between the burning rate of others furazan derivatives and adiabatic

flame temperatures is observed. For example, the calculated combustion temperature of

aminocyanofurazan is more than 800 K higher than that of temperature of diaminofurazan (see

Table 1), whereas the burning rates of these compounds are close to each other (see Fig. 1).

While the burning rates of a large group of furazan azo derivatives are closely related (see Fig. 2),

the corresponding calculated combustion temperatures are different. This situation is believed to

reflect the difficulty with energy release from nitrile-containing decomposition products in a

deficit of an oxidizer, with the result that the greatest possible combustion temperature is not

achieved.

In contrast to nitrile group the inner energy reserved in azo and azoxy groups has an opportunity

to be released in the combustion wave as evidence by higher burning rates of azo- and

azoxyfurazans in comparison with mononuclear compounds (compare Figs. 1-3).

A comparison of burning rates of azo and azoxy derivatives (see Fig. 4) shows the less burning

rate of the latter in the whole pressure range despite of additional active oxygen atom (capable of

participating in oxidation reactions) in the molecule. At first glance it seems to be connected with

somewhat lower combustion temperature of azoxy compound as compared with combustion
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temperature of azo analog, however, the difference is insignificant. The lesser burning rate of

azoxy compound is conceivable to be associated with the formation of N20 molecule in

decomposition of azoxy compound. N20 retains some internal energy evolved during the

decomposition (AWf = 19.5 kcal/mole) and is usually reduced in the most high-temperature and

farthest from the combustion surface flame zones [12], producing a weak effect on the burning

rate.

2 ------- 
--------------- 

-- -

100 -7- TT- -r, - ------ -- -- 00-

2 

rII I rI I I 1, I I 2

E 2

E E2 61 2 46 -* ... .. . . .... . . .. ... 4 o 46...2...6.. .2.. .... .... ....

1 
10 

00 

1 
10

Pressure, atm 
Pressure, atm

Fig. 3. Pressure dependence of the burning rate of Fig. 4. Comparison of burning rates of azo- and

azoxyfurazan derivatives: 
azoxy- furazan derivatives:

4,4'-dinitroazoxyfiirazan 
- (1) 4,4'-dinitroazofurazan - (1)

3,3'-diaminoazoxyfura~zan 
-(2) 

4,4'-dinitroazoxyfilrazan -(2)

Combustion 
temperatures

To elucidate combustion features of fuirazans derivatives more closely tungsten-rhenium fine

microthermocouple technique was employed to measure combustion temperatures and investigate

the temperature distribution in the combustion wave at various pressures. The results of

thermocouple studies are presented in Tables 2- 4.

As noted above there is no correlation between the burning rate of furazan derivatives and their

adiabatic flame temperature. The data of Tables 2- 4 show that in all cases measured temperatures

is below calculated adiabatic ones. For fu~razan nitroderivatives, which combustion temperatures

were measured only at low pressure because of high burning rates, the incompleteness of energy

release is known to be connected with incomplete reduction of nitrogen oxides just at low

pressures. For compounds containing active oxygen in the fu~razan ring only, the reason for

incompleteness of the heat release in combustion should be searched for formation of high-energy

L0
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products. Such compounds are most likely nitrile derivatives I, which are known [13] to be

formed during slow thermal decomposition of furazans:

R R

\ \ R RCN + R'CNO (1)
N I II

Nitriloxides H can undergo isomerisation to isocyanates HI or decompose to form nitrile and

oxygen atom:

RC R'CN + 0
R'CNO" RqC

ii R!NCO

III

Calculation of the combustion temperature of furazan derivatives on the assumption that both of

nitrile groups formed in heterocycle decomposition remain in the combustion products, gives very

low values (see Table 2 and Table 4). This allows considering the route of nitriloxide

decomposition as well as transfer of the oxygen atom to any particle other than CN as

insignificant pathway in the combustion process.

Table 2. Comparison of measured and calculated temperatures of furazan combustion.

Compound Pres- Measured Tem- Calculated Flame Nonequilibrum
sure, perature, K Temperature, K Products,
atm T, Tf Equi- Nonequi- Mole per Mole of

librum librum Furazan
H2N--7,\\ NH2 620 (CN)2

80 750 1030 1580 1175 0.5 (CN)2
N~0oN 1080 H2NCN, CO

H2N7/ NH2 625 1.5 (CN)2

N.,N NOH 120 750 1090 1530 1120 NH2CN, 0.5(CN) 20 1255 NH 2CN, 2CO, NH3
NC--/-\--\7NH 2  700 1.5 (CN)2

N N 80 - 970 2425 835 (CN) 2, CO

0 _______ 980 CN) 2 , CO, 0.5NH3

At the same time, calculated temperatures for one nitrile group "frozen" per one heterocycle (plus

nitrile groups of the substituents) prove to be closed to the measured ones. For the given

temperatures and the set of reducing fragments (CN- and NH2-groups) the isomerisation reaction

to isocyanate seems to dominate over the reaction of oxidation of these fragments by nitriloxide
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or oxygen. It is interesting that calculated combustion temperature for compound AOAF with the

oxime group as the substituent is in a good agreement with measured one only when oxime is

proposed to produce nitrile during decomposition.

Table 3. Comparison of measured and calculated temperatures of nitrofurazans combustion

Compound Pres- Measured Tem- Calculated Flame Nonequilibrum
sure, perature, K Temperature, K Products,
atm T, Tf Equi- Nonequi- Mole per Mole of

librum librum Furazan
O2N "-T7---\NH2

N\O/N 5 580 2610 3090 2520 0.5 NO
2620 0.5 N20

, //r--\7NO2 3210 2NO

NON 0N ,N 1 570 2650 3365 2680 2NO, N20
NoN NoN _2590 3 N 20

The incompleteness of the heat release in combustion of nitrocompounds at low pressure is

usually due to formatting of NO which is reduced in the second flame located far from the surface

and unachievable by the thermocouple. The combustion temperature of NAF calculated on the

assumption that the nitro group is reduced only partially (2520 K) might be in a good agreement

with measured one (2610 K). Experimental (2650 K) and calculated (2680 K) combustion

temperatures of DNAOF at atmospheric pressure are also in a good agreement if one assumes

two molecules of NO from two nitro groups and one molecule of N20 from the azoxy group

remain unreacted in the combustion products. However, a unique set of primary decomposition

products of the furazan cycle (RCN and RNCO) cast doubt on the presence of unreacted NO in

the combustion products. The point is that NCO known to be a major product of oxidation of

nitrile derivatives by NO2 and serves as a perfect scavenger of NO, transforming it to N20 [14].

Table 3 demonstrates a good agreement between measured temperatures and calculated ones on

the assumption of unreacted N20 among the combustion products.

A comparison of the measured and calculated combustion temperatures for bicyclic furazans (see

Table 4) suggest formation of one mole of dicyan (two moles of cyanamide for DAAZOF) per

mole of initial substance as responsible for heat release incompleteness. In contrast to

dinitroazoxyfurazan DNAZOF, diaminoanalog DAAZOF does not suggest the definite

composition of combustion products if comparing calculated and measured temperatures.

However in any case the share of unreacted N20 is less than expectable. This is probably

connected with the large contents of reducing fragments in the molecule of DAAZOF.
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Table 4. Comparison of measured and calculated temperature of azo- and azoxyfurazans

Compound Pres- Measured Tem- Calculated Flame Nonequilibrum
sure. perature, K Temperature, K Products,
atm T, Tf Equi- Nonequi- Mole per Mole of

librum librum Furazan
HO- N=NOH 280 2 (CN) 2

NI N N\ lS N 20 - 2115 2730 2630 (CN) 2

oN0 1 1 1930 2 HOCN, 2 CO

H2N // \\ N ---N]-- NH2  1490 2 (CN)2
NO \ 0 20 - 2110 2640 2320 (CN) 2

o o 1955 2 NH2CN, 2C0
2100 2NH2CN, 1.8CO
2200 2NH2 CN, 0.5N 20

Combustion mechanism

Temperature distribution in the combustion wave at various pressures was investigated by the

example of DAF, one of the simplest representatives of furazans. The results of the measurements

are presented in Table 5. A typical recording of temperature distribution in the combustion wave

of DAF is shown in Fig. 5. Based on of the temperature profiles measured the combustion wave

can be divided into the following typical zones:

"* melting layer zone extending from the melting point (Tm) to the surface temperature (T.);

"* gas phase zone where the temperature increases abruptly from T, to Tf within the very thin

region;

o final gas phase interval where the temperature remains practically constant over some

distance.

Table 5. Temperature distribution in the combustion wave of diaminofurazan.

Pressure, atm Surface Temperature, K Maximal Flame Temperature, K

20 650 970
50 700 1010
80 750 1030

200 795 1050

Temperature profiles in the gas phase is rather uneven, temperature fluctuations observed are

probably due to the presence of condensed combustion products in the flame. The thermolysis of

DAF is known [15] to produce ammonium dicyanamide and thermally stable cyclic azines,

melamine and melon. Combustion of DAF at 80 atm leads to formation about 40% of the

condensed residue which, according to IR-spectroscopy data (wide strong bands 3435, 3330 and

3130 cm"1(vN-H), small band 2120 cm'" (vC-N) and absorbance in the range of 1500 -1650 cm1"
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(8NH2 and vC=N)), consists of the condensation products of cyanamide: melamine with an

admixture of dicyandiamide. It almost quantitatively corresponds to the amount of cyanamide

which can be formed in the decomposition of DAF by the reaction (1).

1100--------------- Tf
10004 3

"/ 9004----------------------------- -2
800 --------------------------- ----_ -700 -- ---- -- - 100
7} 00

a) 600------------ ------------------- ~ 5:0. TM
E 500 Tm -

-. 400 ---------------------------- 2I

300200-I I 10, I ,
0.0012 0.0014 0.00160 1 2Distance, mm 1fTs' K-1

Fig. 5. Temperature distribution in the combustion Fig. 6. Relationship between vapor pressure and
wave of diaminofurazan at 80 atm. surface temperature of diaminofurazan.

The value of thermal diffusivity (X) in the condensed phase of DAF (4.52 -10- cm2/sec) calculated

from thermocouple data using Michelson relation and calculated value of specific heat c, (0.57

cal/g.K) allow calculating thermal conductivity in the condensed phase X, (9 10-4 cal/sec .sm .K).

Using the thermophysical data obtained and kinetic parameters of diaminofurazan decomposition

determined in [16] (preexponential factor is 101415 sec-', activation energy of the decomposition is

47.8 kcal/mole), it is possible to estimated a degree of DAF decomposition in a superficial layer at

the surface temperature. At all investigated pressures and corresponding burning rates, as little as

1% of DAF has had time to decompose in the condensed phase. Therefore, the surface

temperature may be conceived to be the boiling temperature of DAF. The data on T, plotted in

the coordinates pressure vs. reciprocal temperature fall on a straight line. The slope of the line

yields the enthalpy of evaporation of 15.1 kcal/mole, quite reasonable value for similar

compounds [17].

Since the profile of temperature distribution in the gas phase is not smooth, it is difficult to obtain

exact values of the temperature gradient above the combustion surface. A comparison of profiles

recorded at various pressures clearly demonstrates, however, that the temperature gradient in the

gas phase also grows with pressure.

All these data suggest the following combustion mechanism of diaminofurazan. The leading

combustion reaction proceeds in the gas phase, with the surface temperature being the boiling
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temperature of DAF. Decomposition of DAF in the flame results in formation of cyanamide

NH2CN and aminonitriloxide NH2CNO, the former undergoes condensation in the flame and

basically on cooling to give melamine (NH2CN) 3 and dicyandiamide NCNHC(NH 2)=NH. The

isomerisation of aminonitriloxide to isocyanate presumably defines the combustion temperature

and the burning rate of DAF.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Some distinctive characteristics of combustion of furazan derivatives can be revealed from the

analysis of burning rate data and thermocouple-aided measurements. Furazan cycle itself

possesses a high thermal stability, and therefore, its simple derivatives in the absent of thermally

unstable substituents decompose at high temperatures achieved in the gas phase. Nitrile-

containing compounds formed during the decomposition of the heterocycle have no time to

decompose fully in the oxygen-deficient flame zone, resulting in incomplete release of energy

stored in the fuirazan cycle. For this type of compounds, the basic source of heat release in

combustion is nitriloxide formed during furazan decomposition. In contrast to other energetic

materials containing active oxygen, such as nitrocompounds, the main heat release reaction is not

an oxidation reaction but the reaction of isomerisation of nitriloxide to isocyanate rather than

oxidation reaction.

The introduction of azo- and azoxy groups as the substituents results in increase of furazan

combustion temperatures, because of the lower thermal stability of these endothermic groups

leads to a release of their energies in combustion, however nitrile derivatives still do not

decompose fully. The complete energy release from the furazan cycle during combustion is

achievable only in the presence of oxidizer: the introduction of nitro groups allows compounds

with very high combustion temperatures exceeding 4000 K.
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ABSTRACT

Combustion behavior of tetrazole and 5-chlorotetrazole was studied in the form of pressed strands in

a window constant pressure bomb in the pressure range of 0.1-36 MPa. Temperature profiles in the

combustion wave were measured using thin tungsten-rhenium thermocouples embedded in the strands.

Analyses of condensed combustion products were carried out by means of IR spectrophotometry.

The principal feature of tetrazole combustion has been shown to consist in formation of stable

energetic nitrile derivatives in the combustion products rather than equilibrium adiabatic composition,

resulting in incomplete heat release. In spite of decomposition nature of the rate-controlling reactions,

they prove to be different than those in slow thermal decomposition at 150-250 'C.

By the example of tetrazole, a new combustion regime has been suggested, characterized by variations

in the surface temperature. The periodic process involves a gradual accumulation of a product of high

decomposition/boiling temperature at the burning surface, followed by ejecting thereof in the gas and

clearing the surface.

INTRODUCTION

Tetrazoles, high-nitrogen heterocyclic compounds, are of special interest as energetic

components of propellants and gas-generating systems. Having high internal energy content,

many of tetrazole derivatives are capable of sustain burning at the expense of heat produced at

thermal decomposition of the heterocyclic ring [1-2]. The stationary combustion of the parent

compound, tetrazole, and temperature distribution in its combustion wave at atmospheric

pressure were investigated in [1-3], some thermophysical characteristics were determined in

work [3]. Recent data on thermal decomposition of tetrazole and its derivatives were

published in [4 - 8]. Since just the decomposition reactions are at the basis of combustion of

compounds of this class, the new data stimulate fuirther study of tetrazole combustion,

providing deeper understanding of the processes, what is important in predicting its

performance in practical use. Besides, a knowledge of the combustion mechanism of tetrazoles

is important for understanding combustion behavior and mechanism of other endothermic
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compounds which burning is also governed by decomposition reactions. The main goal of the

present work was to study flame structure and burn rate characteristics of tetrazole derivatives

in an attempt to discover combustion mechanism.

Tetrazole, which thermodynamic and physical properties had been extensively investigated (see

Table 1), was chosen as the basic object of the study. 5-Chlorotetrazole, having the

electronegative substituent at the carbon and higher burning rate, was investigated

simultaneously.

EXPERIMENTAL

Tetrazole was prepared from ethylortoformiate, sodium azide and ammonium chloride by the

method [9]. It had melting point of 156* C after the crystallization from alcohol.

Chlorotetrazole were prepared by the diazotization of 5-aminotetrazole at the presence of

copper chloride [ 10]. It had a melting point of 73'C after the crystallization from benzene.

Table 1. Thermodynamic and physical properties of tetrazole and 5-chlorotetrazole

Properties Tetrazole 5-Cloro-
tetrazole

Melting point, 'C 156.4[3] 73 [11]
Density, g/cm 3  1.632
Strand density, g/cm3  1.54 1.79
Enthalpy of formation, kJ/mol 237.07[12], 236.0[13] 201(calc.)
Enthalpy of fusing, kJ/mol 17.7[3]
Enthalpy of boiling, kJ/mol 79.6[3]
Enthalpy of sublimation, kJ/mol 97.3 [12]; 90.1; 88.0[ 14]
Heat of decomposition, kJ/mol 162[3], 216[15]
Activation energy of the decomposition in the
condensed phase(E.), kJ/mol 157[3], 156[8]
Preexponential factor (IgA.), see" 14.7[3], 14.1 [8]
Activation energy of the decomposition in the gas
phase (E,), lJ/mol 135[8]
Preexponential factor (lgA5), seci 11.5[8]
Thermal conductivity (Q,), J/sec "cm 'K 0.0125[3]
Specific heat (c,), J/g "K 2.43[3]

Burn rate measurements were carried out in a window constant pressure bomb of 1.5 liter

volume. The pressure range studied was 0.1-36 MPa. A slit camera was used to determine a

character of the combustion process as well as burning rate values. The combustion strands

were prepared by compacting thoroughly comminuted substances in transparent acrylic tubes

of 4 or 7 mm i.d. at 150-200 MPa.
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Temperature profiles in the combustion wave of tetrazoles were measured using fl-shaped

thermocouples. The thermocouples were welded from 25 or 50 gim diameter tungsten-5%

rhenium and tungsten-20% rhenium wires and rolled in bands to obtain 7 or 20 jIm bead size.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

At atmospheric and close pressures, tetrazole bums under nitrogen atmosphere with crackling,

forming copious white vapours, which condense as fine yellowish drops inside tube and at cold

surfaces of the bomb. As pressure increases above 2 MPa, flowing off gases become almost

transparent, the condensed products of combustion are not observed. The IR-spectroscopy

data of condensed combustion products of tetrazole combustion, wide band in the range of

3080 - 3330 cm' ( vN-H), strong band in the range of 2130 - 2245 cm"1 (vC-N), as well as

the absorbances in the range of 1400 -1620 cm"' (5NH 2 and vC=N), show that condensed

products consist of a mixture of the cyanamide and its condensation products: dicyandiamide

and, probably, melamine.

Burning rates of tetrazole, chlorotetrazole and some other derivatives in form of 4 mm

diameter strands were measured in [1]. In the present work, burning rates of tetrazole in the

form of strands with diameter of 7 mm have been further measured (see Fig. la). The data

obtained are in a good agreement with data obtained in [3] for strands of 10-20 mm diameter

covered with varnish by use of strain gauge technique. The discrepancy between burning rates

for strands of different diameters at low pressure indicates that heat losses play a significant

role in combustion of tetrazole in the form of strands of 4 mm diameter.

10.0 10.0

5) • 2 . ... .

0.1 0.1

5 -

3. 3

2 488 2 4 88 2 4 2 4 88 2 4 88 2 4

0.1 1.0 10.0 0.1 1.0 10.0

Pressure, MPa Pressure, MPa

Fig. 1. Pressure dependence the burning rate of tetrazole derivatives: a - tetrazole, strands of

7mm iLd (1) and 4 mm i.d.(2); b - chlorotetrazole.
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Chlorotetrazole, which has higher burning rate at atmospheric pressure bums at invariant speed

both in tubes of 4 and 7 mm i.d. Its burning is not accompanied by formation of condensed

combustion products. At the same time, a very interesting feature is inherent for the

combustion of chlorotetrazole in the range of 1-9 MPa: pressed strands are not capable of

sustained burning (see Fig. lb).

Thermocouple-aided measurements allow the following typical zones on the tetrazole

temperature profile (see Fig. 2):

"* molten layer extended from the melting point (Tm) to the surface temperature (T,); both

length of layer and value of T. are subject to significant variations;

" gas phase zone where the temperature increases abruptly from T, to T, within the very thin

region;

" final gas phase zone where the temperature is relatively slow to increase from T, to

maximal value Tx.. As pressure increase from 1 atm to 8 atm somewhat regular drops in

temperature are observed in this zone as well as in the subsequent region of gas cooling,

which are strongly smoothed out at 13 atm.

Similar structure of the flame (see Fig. 3) is typical of chlorotetrazole combustion too.

However, in contrast to tetrazole, the scatter in the measured lengths of zones and T, is

significantly less; the areas of temperature fall in the gas phase region are absent.

T,°C

-1500 Tma

-1000

-500 TS

Ti i .1 mbn

Fig. 2. Temperature distribution in the combustion wcnpe of tetrazole at 8 atm.
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The value of thermal diffusivity ()) in the condensed phase of tetrazole (3.38 1 03 cm2/sec)

calculated from thermocouple data using Michelson relation is in a good agreement with value

(3.34 • 10.3 cm 2/sec) calculated from thermal conductivity and specific heat directly measured in

[3].

At 300 atm, only maximal temperature of burning Tmax is measurable using thermocouples with

20 pjm bead size. All data of temperature measurements are collected on Fig. 4 and Table 2.

T,°C

1500

1000

500 Tm T

Fig. 3. Temperature distribution in the combustion wave of chlorotetrazole at atmospheric

pressure.

Table 2. Surface temperature T., temperature of a gas zone near the surface TI, and maximal
temperature T..., thickness of the molten layer (Lwoad), length of gas zone from T. to T1 (Lgps)
and temperature gradient in the gas phase for combustion of tetrazole and chlorotetrazole.

Compound P, atm T,, OCa T1, 
0C Tm.., "C dT/dx, Lcond, Lgas,

K/cm (. 10-4)a Pm a im" a

1 250-302 968±15 1138±33 2.9-9.2 200-400 50-135

3.5 300-422 978±12 1200±8 4.9- 9.2 70-170 80-130

Tetrazole 8 368-515 971±13 1224±33 3.3-8.7 65-160 100-170

13 328-600 985±33 1097±11 2.7-10.0

300 1065±8

5-Chlorotetrazole 1 251±10 1125±17 1260±23 15.1±2.0 95±5 60±10

2.5 260+18 1150+18 1310±14 10.8±1.0 50±10 85±15

a For tetrazole, minimal and maximal measured values are given.
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It is interesting to note that T, practically does not vary with pressure, while maximal

combustion temperature of tetrazole shows a peculiar behavior: with increasing pressure from

1 to 8 atm it grows and then T... falls on 120-160'C at 13 and 300 atm. The dependence of

tetrazole boiling temperature on pressure calculated from Nernst's equation [16] is also

presented in Fig. 4:

IgP LM (I 11)
lg - 19.155- T-

where L is latent heat of evaporation, kJ/kg; M is molecular weight, kg/mole, T and To are

boiling temperatures at pressure P and Po = I atm, respectively. The heat of evaporation of

79.6 kJ/mole was obtained as the difference between heat of sublimation of 97.3 Id/mole [12]

and heat of melting of 17.7 Id/mole [3]. The calculation was carried out on the assumption

that the measured surface temperature of tetrazole at atmospheric pressure corresponds to its

boiling temperature. In our opinion, this assumption is supported by the presence of an

endotherm at 237°C at the ascending branch of the decomposition curve found out during

tetrazole thermolysis in [3].

1 4 0 0 ------ -• - - -. . . . -- -- -.. . I ------- .. . . . .. - .. .

,' 7 m ax, .. .

0

S 8 0 0 -- - --- - -- - - -- - -I - - -- - - -- - - - -

S.. . . T ...(D
C1LQ 600 .. . . ... . ... . .+.. . ... . .

E Ta) b - -- -I- 400 - ----------....

20 •-• ---------. ...1--- '=. . . -+

1 2 3 5 10 2 3 5 100 2 3

Pressure, atm

Fig. 4. Pressure dependence of characteristic temperatures 'in the combustion wave of
tetrazole. Dashed line is calculated boiling temperature of tetrazole.
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Furthermore, using kinetic parameters of tetrazole thermal decomposition [8] it is possible to

estimate that no more than 3 % of tetrazole decomposes in the surface reactive zone during

combustion at I atm. All experimental data on the surface temperature are summarized on the

Fig. 4. The minimal measured values are evident to lay practically on the calculated boiling

temperature of tetrazole, whereas the maximal values are more and more exceed the boiling

temperature with increasing pressure.

It is interesting that the maximal measured temperatures of combustion of both tetrazole

(-1140'C) and chlorotetrazole (-1260 C)at atmospheric pressure are much below calculated

adiabatic combustion temperatures of these compounds, 1925 and 2180 C, respectively. The

difference between calculated and measured temperatures could be attributed to either

nonequilibrum composition of combustion products or the incompleteness of the combustion

due to dispersing of initial substance from the surface. However, the last assumption was not

proved by analysis of the condensed combustion product, in which there was no initial

tetrazole detected.

To anticipate a nonequilibrum composition of combustion products, there is a need to examine

possible ways of thermal decomposition of tetrazole derivatives. Recent studies devoted to

kinetics and mechanism of thermal decomposition of tetrazole and its derivatives in the interval

150-230'C [7,8] show the first reaction order of the process. For both the gas phase, where

tetrazole 2H-tautomer H is dominate, and melt or solutions, where tautomer equilibrium is

shifted to more polar 1H-tautomer 1[17], the 2H-form of tetrazole cycle is supposed to liberate

N2 molecule, whereas the 1H-form is almost stable under these conditions. The decomposition

mechanism includes fast reversible transformation of the ]H- H 2H-forms, reversible opening

of the 2H-form 1H following by the formation and decomposition of intermediate diazo

compound M to form N 2 and nitrilimine IV, further transformations of which are not

discussed in [8] as having little effect on the decomposition kinetics under the experimental

conditions:

N-N N=N N-N N=N

NHNH - N --H H- C-HHN, N

I II III IV
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The parallel routes of the decomposition are not supposed to contribute considerable to the

observed rate constants.

The formation of intermediate nitrilimine has been proposed by many authors. For thermolysis

products of 5-phenyltetrazole [18], analysis of reaction products suggests that about 80% of

tetrazole decomposes to form nitrilimine PhC+=N-N-H and only 20% of it destroys to give

PhCN and HN3.

The authors of work [19] also point out insignificant (- 5 %) contribution of tetrazole

decomposition in melt to form HN3 and HCN. The decomposition scheme, however, includes

isomerization of the 1H-form I to azidoazomethyne V followed by the formation of nitrene VI.

This scheme is based on the fact that tetrazole thermolysis leads to formation a high-

thermostable compound VIII representing a polymerization product of the cyanamide VII:

N-N N3CH NCH N_)

N, H •-I2 NCN
N NH -N2
HV VI VII VIH

Rapid thermal decomposition of 5-aminotetrazole in an interval 25-300'C was studied in [4]

with rapid-scan FTIR-spectroscopy to result in formation of HN3 and H2NCN in the gas phase

above a sample surface at the beginning of decomposition followed by appearance of a

condensation product which was identified as melamine (trimer of cyanamide).

When thermolysis of tetrazole takes place in the gas phase, only minor amounts of polymer

VIII are formed. The main gas products are hydrogen, nitrogen and hydrogen cyanide

produced in the opinion of authors of work [19] in the decomposition of nitrilimine IV:

N=N NEN

H-NN ,H --> -N C-H • HCN +1.5N 2 +0.5H2
N"" Hw

II IV

A correlation between combustion temperatures calculated for various tetrazole decomposition

channels and measured combustion temperatures allows choosing between possible

decomposition routes. Table 2 and Table 3 show that temperature in the gas phase directly
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above the surface (TI) is in a good agreement with the calculated temperature of the

decomposition to give HCN, H2 and N2.

Table 3. Combustion temperatures calculated for various decomposition routes of tetrazole

Combustion products I Combustion temperature, *C

Equilibrium composition

0.97 H2, 1.99 N2, 0.95 C(cond.), 0.05 HCN 1 1925

Non-equilibrium composition

0.5 H2, 1.5 N2, HCN 990

0.5 H2, 1.5 N2, 0.33 (HCN)3 (1,3,5-triazine) 1707

N2, H2NCN 1770

N2, 0.5 NCNHC(=NH)NH 2  2100

N2, 0.33 (H2NCN)3 (melamine) 2420

This is surprising at first glance result because the tetrazole thermolysis in the melt at

temperatures close to the surface temperature is bound to proceed through the main

decomposition route to form condensation products of nitrilimine rather than HCN. This

decomposition route is supported by formation of condensed products during combustion as

well as significant difference between maximal experimental values of the surface temperature

and calculated tetrazole boiling temperature. This difference is likely to be connected with

accumulation of high-boiling decomposition products in the tetrazole molten layer. Since these

are compounds less endothermic than HCN, calculated combustion temperatures prove to be

significantly (>500'C) above experimental ones. The contribution of these decomposition

routes can be estimated by comparing the maximal tetrazole combustion temperatures Tmax

(see Table 2) with ones provided by decomposition to HCN to be 10-20%.

The difference between thermolysis at 150-250'C and burning is in particular conditions of the

latter: short residence time of substance in the reaction zone and the fact that the reaction

products and unreacted substance are thrown in the high-temperature gas zone immediately

after a reaction in the molten layer. At high temperatures reactions with higher activation

energy go faster. Therefore it may be suggested that the tetrazole decomposition pathway to

HCN, giving a small contribution to the general decomposition at surface temperatures, due to

the high energy of activation [7], becomes determining one in high-temperature flame zone.
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For the same reason decomposition of the formed polymeric products has a low rate in the

molten zone, whereas in the flame zone it proceeds very quickly to form NH2CN and then

HCN. The formation of nitrilimine condensation products under these conditions, on the

contrary, proceeds with low rate because the concentration decreases more than 1000 times

when passing from the condensed to the gas phase.

The distinction in rate-determining reactions between combustion process and decomposition

in the interval of 150 - 300 C is additionally supported by different electronic effects of the

substituents in the tetrazole molecule on the rate of burning and thermal decomposition.

Kinetics parameters of thermal decomposition of 5-tetrazolyltetrazole (Hammett's constant of

the tetrazolyl-substituent ; - 0.4) and 5-phenyltetrazole (a = -0.01), as well as

5-(m-nitrophenyl)-, methyl- and ethyltetrazole given in [8] do not practically differ, while the

mass burning rate of 5-substituted tetrazoles varies 4-5 times with change of Hammett's

constant by approximately 0.4 [1, 2].

Combustion of 5-chlorotetrazole has much in common with burning of tetrazole. The

measured combustion temperature is closest to the temperature of chlorotetrazole conversion

to nitrile-containing products of dicyan type (see Table 2 and Table 4.). In contrast to tetrazole

the decomposition of chlorotetrazole does not result in formation of more high-boiling or

thermostable products: cyanuric chloride (CICN)3, a possible condensation product boiling

temperature of 190'C that is below the measured surface temperature. Smooth appearance of

chlorotetrazole temperature profiles confirm this suggestion.

Table 4. Combustion temperatures calculated for various decomposition routes of
5-chlorotetrazole

Combustion products Combustion temperature, C

Equilibrium composition

0.9 HCl, 0.1 Cl, 0.04 H2, 1.99 N2, 0.02"HCN, 0.97 C(cond.) 2180

Non-equilibrium composition

0. 5 H2, 1.5 N2, C1CN 625

0.5 H-2, 1.5 N2, HC1, 0.5 (CN)2 1220

0. 5 H2, 1.5/'N2, 0.33 (C1CN)3 1300
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SdT
According to [20] the temperature gradient of in the gas phase (-T) depends on rate of

reaction responsible for heat release (W,), which, in turn, depends on the concentration of

reacting substances [C]:

dT WQ, k[C]"(Tf- T,)

dx U,,,cg U,,(

here k is constant of reaction rate at flame temperature TA n is reaction order, U,, is mass

burning rate, cg is specific heat of gas, Qg is heat evolved in gas phase.

Since tetrazole combustion is characterized by surface temperature cycling, the share of the

substance to be decomposed in the condensed phase will also be variable will effect on the

temperature gradient in the gas phase. As evident from Table 2, a wide scatter in the measured

values of the temperature gradient is observed, with larger gradients corresponded to the least

values of the surface temperature, and vice versa. Using equation (1), it is possible to estimate

a ratio between temperature gradients at various pressures and, by comparing the calculated

values with experimental ones, to assess a reaction order in the gas phase. Substituting boiling

temperature as T., and T1 as Tf in (1), and neglecting decomposition in the condensed phase

P
(i.e., [C] = ) one can easily find that changing pressure I to 8 atm will result in increase in

RT,

temperature gradient by factor 1. 1 for the first reaction order and 8.8 for the second reaction

order. As seen from Table 2, the maximal values of the temperature gradient in the gas phase

of tetrazole (i.e., at the surface temperature close to the boiling temperature) differ slightly.

A weak dependence of the temperature gradient on pressure is likely to suggest the first order

of heat release reaction in the gas phase, which can be attributed to the reaction of tetrazole

decomposition to HCN.

Similar estimation of gradient variation for chlorotetrazole when pressure changes from 1 to

2.5 atm gives a value 1.16 for the first order. An unusual decrease in the temperature gradient

with pressure is indicative of a decrease in the rate of heat release in the gas phase caused by

reducing vapor concentration because of increasing decomposition in the condensed phase.

It is significant that a role of the gas phase in combustion of both tetrazole and chlorotetrazole

reduces considerably as pressure increases from 1 to 10-20 atm, that can be judged from

magnitudes of the temperature gradient as well as its peculiar dependence on pressure.
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A pattern of tetrazole combustion can be conceived of as follows: the surface temperature of

tetrazole is initially the boiling temperature, with the main heat for combustion coming from

the gas phase. As combustion proceeds, the decomposition product, despite of an insignificant

share of decomposition in the condensed phase, accumulates in the boiling layer owing to its

high boiling (or decomposition) temperature thus increasing its temperature and resulting in an

increased share of decomposition in the melt. At some time the surface temperature achieves

such a value that gas evolution 1 in the condensed phase increases to point where an ejection of

the accumulated layer of high-boiling condensed products (melamine) happens. The surface

temperature returns back to the tetrazole boiling temperature and the process is repeated again.

A portion of the condensed products having been thrown into a high-temperature zone

undergoes to endothermic decomposition to NH2CN and further to HCN. However at low

pressures, the drops do not all have time to be decomposed. Small regular temperature falls,

seen on profiles in the pressure region of I - 8 atm are likely to result from hitting colder drops

to the thermocouple. Since the formation of both cyanamide and its condensation products

(dicyandiamide and melamine) is more favorable from the energetic standpoint than the

formation of HCN, the maximal combustion temperature Tmax exceeds one that can be obtained

in decomposition to HCN when a part of the condensed product do not decompose in the

flame zone. Besides, if a part of the condensed products passes through the flame zone

accessible for the thermocouple without evaporating, it will also promote overestimating the

gas-phase temperature. As the maximal surface temperature at which the ejection of tetrazole

decomposition products to the gas can happen, grows with pressure (solubility of gas in the

melt increases with pressure), there comes a point at the pressure more that 13 atm, where the

tetrazole decomposition reaction in the condensed phase to form HCN becomes dominant.

Besides, increasing pressures favorable for more effective evaporating the drops which have

taken off from the surface, resulting in homogeneous gas-phase zone observed in profiles at

high pressures. At the same time, the maximal temperature is reduced and approaches to

tetrazole combustion temperature to produce HCN.

As with tetrazole, the basic reaction proceeding in combustion of 5-chlorotetrazole is also

decomposition reaction to form nitrile derivatives. The absence of thermostable substances

In this case the surface temperature cannot be equal to boiling temperature of the fonned decomposition

product because the calculated enthalpy of evaporation from the maximal measured surface temperatures gives

36 IJ/mole. approximately 2 times less than enthalpy of low-boiling tetrazole.
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among the combustion products simplifies physico-chemical processes during burning. A large

temperature gradient at atmospheric pressure is indicative of the leading role of the gas phase.

As the pressure grows, however, a significant drop in the gradient in parallel with increasing

surface temperature is likely to testify a transition of the main heat release reaction from gas to

the condensed phase. The absence of steady-state combustion of 5-chlorotetrazole within the

region of 10-90 atm can probably be connected with total transition of the heat release reaction

to the condensed phase at pressures more than 10 atm. Unfortunately, the lack of information

on kinetic data of 5-chlorotetrazole decomposition does not allow clear explanation of the

reason for its combustion instability.

CONCLUSION

Combustion mechanism of energetic materials which burning proceeds at the expense of heat

evolved during decomposition reactions has been shown to differs significantly from the

combustion mechanism of redox systems. The main feature of burning of tetrazoles, as well as

related organic azides [21], lies in the fact that in the absence of oxidizing agents the

combustion process is accomplished by formation of thermostable high-energy nitrile

derivatives rather than adiabatic equilibrium combustion products, resulting in incomplete heat

release. In spite of decomposition nature of the rate-controlling reactions, they prove to be

different than those in slow thermal decomposition at 150-250 0C.

By the example of tetrazole, a new combustion regime has been suggested, characterized by

variations in the surface temperature. The periodic process involves gradual accumulation of a

product with high temperature of decomposition/boiling at the burning surface, followed by

ejecting thereof in the gas and clearing the surface.
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It is shown in this paper how modern methods of synthesis and
modification of polyurethanes permit to give them the properties of
thermosensitive ion-conducting materials or polymer composites.

Among polyblock systems the special place belongs to
block-copolyurethanes or segmented polyurethanes, in which alternating
soft and hard segments are bonded by urethane or urethane urea groups.
The possibility of inclusion into maKromolecular chain of blocks
(segments) with polar groups, energy of which can differ by a factor
of i02 - 103 distinguishes the urethane containing block copolymer into
the special class of polymers, having no analogs. The progress in the
field of the research of the structure and properties of segmented
polyurethanes develops both on a path of synthesis of polymeric
materials, including on a base of new intermonomers, and on a path of
their physicochemical and physical modification. The examples of
similar modification are stated below.

In papers (1-4] it was shown, that crown-containing polymers are
capable to sorb the salts of univalent metals from their aqueous and
alcoholic solutions, incidentally crown ethers coordinate cations and
thus limit their mobility (IL). The charge transport is carried out by
anion (4], being in intermolecular space and possessing a greater
degree of freedom; the solutions of cation-active polyurethane iono-
mers, "charged" by potassium perchlorate, gain high ionic
conductivity. However till now very few systematic researches on
influence of changes in the structure of macrochain of crown-containing
polyurethanes and their hydrophilic and hydrophobic component ratio on
ionic conductivity in condensed state are known (3-5].

In this connection the objective of the given paper was synthesis
of polyurethanes (PU) and polyurethane semicarbazides (SPU), fragments
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of hard blocks of which are macrocycles, the research of their
structure, thermal properties and ionic conductivity.

Phosphor containing PU and SPU were synthesized by prepolymer
method £6), at the first stage of which macrodiisocyanate was obtained
at the temperature 333-353K on the base of 4,4'-diphenylmethane
diisocyanate (4,4'-DPhMDI) or mixture of isomers 2,4- and 2,6-tolylene
diisocyanate (TDI) and one of oligoethers - oligotetramethylene glycol
with molecular mass 1000 (OTMG-1000) or 2000 (OTMG-2000) at
oligoether-diisocyanate proportion 1:2. On the second stage of
synthesis we have carried out extending of macrodlisocyanate by
tetrahydrazides or macrodiols DBt8K6 and DB24K8. Synthesis have been
carried out at the temperature 350-360K until exhaustion of free
NCO-groups, what have been determined by disappearance of the
absorption band 2270 cm- 1 in IR-spectra. Transparent sparkling films
with high physicochemical characteristics were preparated from 20%
solutions of SPU. The metal salts CuCI2*2H20 and FeCIy*6H20 were
introduced in crown-containing polymers in dimethyl phormamide
solution in the ratio crown-ether - metal 1:1. Conductivity of the
samples of PU and SPU was investigated in solution and in condensed
state with the help of of the instrument E6-13A in specially made
containers and cells. Supermolucular structure was investigated by
X-ray small angle scattering with the help of installation KRM-1 with
beam collimation by Kratky. Calorimetric researches have been carried
out by scanning microcalorimeter in temperatures range 170-420K, mass
of the sample was 0,07 g at'the speed of heating 20C/min. An evaluation
of ionic conductivity crown-containing polymers should begin from study
of sorption ability of film-forming materials. With this objective
complex formation was estimated by imbedding of polymeric films in hot
(333K) 20% a aqueous metal chloride solution.After the endurance during
30 min films were dried and investigated, the data of these researches
are offered in table 1.
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Table 1. Complexing ability of phosphorus-containing
polyurethane semicarba-ides based on DB18K6 and DB24KS.

SCation I Ionic diameter, I Cation bonding, % (tool)
II o I

I A I SPU - i SPU - I
I I DB18K6 DB24K8

I I

Li + 1,20 20 17
Na+ 1,90 I 28 23
Ca+2 1,98 I 40 28
K + 2,66 1 80 35
Ba+2 2,70 I 81 47
Cs+ 3,34 I 29 50
Ni+2I 3,36 16 55
Pb ~ 3,40 I 15 67

I I

From table 1, where data on ionic diameters of alkaline and
alkaline-earth metals are also given, the manifestation of selective
absorption by crown ethers is visible. Proceeding from a character
of dependence of absorption on a diameter of a cation, it is
possible to consider, that complex formation crown ether - metal
occurs by absorption of metal, instead of sandwich compound forming.
An accuracy of this supposition we see in that the mobility of crown
ether is limited by its covalent bonds in macrochain of polymer. In
development of the research of extractive ability of our polymers we
used the method of equilibrium distribution of picric acid salts in
two incompatible solvents water - chloroform. The constant of
extraction equilibrium was calculated by expression:

Kexp - d/ (a÷*(l - ot) (Lo/(Ao - c))], (1)
where c - metal picrate share, which was extracted into the organic
phase, and a+ - activity of the cation in aqueous phase; Lo and Ao -
initial concentrations of crown-containing polymer and picrates of
investigated metals accordingly. In table 2 data on extraction
ability of investigated polymers are offered.
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Table 2. Extraction, and extraction equilibrium constants of
phosphorus-containing PU with DB18K6 and DB24K8 fragments.

I K+Na+ Li+
I Polymer ,

(Extractioni Ke*10- 3 lExtractioni Ke*10-3 lExtractionlKe*10-3 ,
I0 -0m- I Z I m,-m 2

t I II , t I

IPU-1 1 70 1 840 I 54,2 408 I 41,4 1 234
IDB18K6 I I I I I I

I I I II I
IPU-i 1 76,8 I 987 I 64,2 1 584 I 46,7 I 293 i
IDB24K8 I I I I I I

From the table it is possible to observe the dependence,showing that
the selectivity of metal ions is reduced in a sequence:

K+ > Na+ > Li+ > Ni+'2 > Ca'- > Ba+2 > Ce + > Pb+2

At the same time this sequence will badly agree with the selective
ability of the ether DBi8K6 and polymers with its involvement, as it
follows from data (3).

The researches have shown, that phosphorus - containing PU,
distinguishing by the ratio between hydrophilic and hydrophobic
components and "charged" by sorbed' electrolytes, possess ionic
conductivity. Specific conductivity of PU was estimated on the
technique, used for the study of ionites conductivity. The ,obtained
data were put into a base of calculations of electrochemical mobility
of ions in polymers, being in an equilibrium with 0,0IM KCl, NaCi and
LiCl solutions in ethanol (table 3).
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Table 3. The influence of polyurethane structure on charge
carriers mobility In polyelectrolytes based on metal chlorides.

I I I I

S I I u. ue*L0- 7  I i c1*10- 7  I
I Polymer lElectrolyte I

I I cm2 V-1 sec-1
I I

I PU-i LiCi 4,8 ±0,6 3,8 ±0,6
OTMG-lO00 NaCl 5,8 ±0,8 4,0 ±0,8

KCI 6,2 ±1,6 4,5 ±1,6

IPU-2 LiCl 3,9 ±0,5 3,0 ±0,5
OTMG-2000 NaCl 5,2 ±0.7 3,9 ±0,7

KCI 5,9 ±1,2 4,0 ±1,2

It is possible to make a conclusion from the data of the table, that
for small concentration of an electrolyte the cations exhibit smaller
mobility, than anions, and this outcome will be agreeed with the data
for crown containing polymers of other structure. Basically such
outcome can be considered as natural, as the mobility of cations is
limited by complex Me - crown-ether, whereas the mobility of an anion
is determined by such factors, as its building, concentration and the
structure of condensed medium.

The unsufficiency of experimental data about the role of the
structure of condensed state of crown-containing PU and SPU in Ionic
conductivity [3] has determined the necessity of such research.In (4]
crown-containing SPU, distinguished by the structure of hydrophilic
and hydrophobic components of polymer, crown-ether and complex crown
ether - metal were inwestigated. The date permit to conclude, that the
specific resistance does not exhibit the strong dependence on a
chemical building of units of SRI structure. This regularity Is
broken when transition to polymer, contalning the complex crown-ether
- metal. Thus the value of a specific resistance is reduced by a
factor of 103 - 104  in dependence on nature of metal, i.e. a
ferromagnetic metal in the structure of complex renders the greater
influence upon decrease of the value of specific resistance of SRI in
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comparison with metal diamagnetic. In paper E43 it was shown by us,
that in polyurethane ureas based on DB18K6 and DB24K8 specific
resistance of polymers decreases in the event of increasing the
difference T1 - Tr (Ti - temperature of resistance measuring).

In this connection it was of great interest to investigate the
temperature dependence of specific resistance of SPU (U-IOV) in the
range of temperatures 290 - 370K, where segmental relaxation of hard
(hydrophobic) component of polymer occurs. In fig.1 temperature
dependences of logarithm of specific resistance of number of crown
containing PU, distinguishing by the structure of soft segment and its
molecular mass (curves 1,2 and 3) and structure of hard segment
(curves 3 and 4) are offered. The curves of specific resistance (p)
are good approximated by the logarithmic function. From figure it is
visible, that an interval of change of log p is more in polymers,
ollgoetrher segment of which is not declined to microphase separating
with hard blocks of PU (compare curves 1 and 2). The amplification of
microphase separating owing to crystallization processes in oligoether
segment OTMG-2000 promotes the extension of interval of temperature de-
pendence of log p,however a more effective method of the amplification
of thermosensibility of PU is the substitution of symmetrical DPhMDI for
asymmetrical 2,4-TD! (comp. curves 1, 3 and 4). Above we mentioned the
role of the magnetic characteristics of metal in the structure of
complex crown-ether - metal at isothermal measurements of p. The data
of fig. 2 spread these results on area of segmental relaxation of hard
blocks of crown-containing polymers, macrochelates of which contain
various metals. From figure it is possible to conclude, that for carry
of charg'e with involvement of the iron cation (ferromagnetic) the
greater current is necessery, however the temperature range of change
of log p is much less, than in case of diamagnetic - copper, and
practically does not depend on the structure of the repeated unit of
polymer (comp. curves 2,4 with curves 1,3).

It is natural, that such unique dependence of specific resistance
on temperature in ion- containing polymers has predetermined the
necessity of study of mobility of current carriers. For the evaluation
of mobility (W) the expression (7] was used:

- d2/t U, (2)
where d - width of film, U - potential, affixed on a sample, t - peak
of maximum on time dependence of motion of space charge at constant
potential U-0,8V. Fig. 3 shows, that the detected feature of
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temperature dependence of ionic conductivity of SPU has more deep
essence, than it is characteristic to the conductors or semiconductors.
It is known, that basically the growth of ion mobility results in
dissipation of energy owing to processes of impact of cariers and
decrease of free range. In given case the increasing of current in
researched range of temperatures is accompanied by increase of
mobility of copper ions in the range 303-363K and consequent decrease
of it in the range '333-363K. This naturality is kept irrespective of
structure of repeated PU unit.

The substitution of copper cations by iron in complex is
accompanied by antibatic change of mobility of current carriers in
considered ranges of temperatures. It is possible to suppose, that
this process is stipulated by features of the gain by iron cations of
magnetization in a continuum of moving dipoles of polar groups of hard
PU segments. It is possible to assume, that the frequency of dipole
oscillations in a temperature range 3;03-3;KK promotes the increase of
magnetization of iron particles and it conditioned the limitation of
cation mobility. Rise of oscillation frequencv of dipoles of chains
under the influence of temperature results in, in our opinion,
demagnetization of iron particles, as promotes growth of their
mobility.

In summary it should be noticed, that detected features of metal
sorption, temperature dependence of conductivity and mobility of ions
in considered consequence of polymers we connect with their segmental
building, processes of thermodynamic incompatibility of soft and hard
segments, and at the same time magnetic characteristics of metal ions.

The next part of proceeding demonstrates the new possibility of
process engineerings in PU synthesis with the attraction of constant
magnetic filds. Over the last several years the quantity of work, in
which the electrical and magnetic fields are used for modification of
polymer properties or.what is more important, for study of the influence
of the intensity of its fields upon of polymerization processes, control
of molecular weight, chemical or physical structure formation,
constantly grows.

Analysis of this work,in which electrical or magnetic fields,were
used shows the pragmatic character of these research projects. This is
displayed in a statement of the objective to obtain the polymer with
certain physicochemical or mechanical properties, without the
preliminary construction of interaction model of the initial monomer
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units with physical fields and the influences of such interactions on
final product. The necessity of creation of similar models becomes
obvious.When considering of the initial charging symmetry, for example,
molecule of methanol, charges can be calculated by non-empirical
methods:

•l'I I ,I

H •atom I q I atom I qI
I I I I i I

H- c 30- 4-H-' 1,6 I -0.006 1 4 -0.35
I I I II!

H6 2 I 0.0141 5 1 0.211 I
II I I

q- atom charge

or of phenyi isocyanate, calculated by the HMO method:

I atom I qtr. ! ato I q I

I ] I-0. 049 1 -0.05t1

12,6 0.003 1 8 1.:2Q9

!3,5 1 0.006 1 ! 17-09L•61

t 4 ! 0.013 1

These molecules differ in their charging symmetry and will interact in
different way with magnetic field when imposing it on reaction mixture.
Let us represent the reaction of polyaddition as a bonded set of <N"
dipoles as follows:

q q

I +q q- IN
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As far as each monomers Xi and Y1  consist of
the Troup of segments and by being in thermal motion, the set <N> will
be characterized by statistical distribution of orientations of the
dipoles. If constant magnetic field with intensity Hj is imposed upon
such system it became obvious that the interaction between field and
the quadrupoles <K> is imposed on the processes of polyaddition. One
of these auadrupoles in form of linked dipoles C-0 and 0-H can be
presented as:

- 4

0- 0

1 12
o 1
+ 0

with dipole moment P0 , equal:

Pe- qli (3)
where I - is the distance between corresponding charges and 1t1f2
because of the different Van der Vaals radii of atoms N, C, H and 0.
Such quadrupol can be considered as some closed circuit with current

ik, existing during the time of migration of hydrogen atom from oxygen
to nitrogen and opening of double bond between nitrogen and carbon'. If
such circuit with current is placed in a homogenous magnetic field
with magnitude of magnetic induction B1 then in accordance with the
moment of forces MI will act upon it:

MI - [Pm B1] (4)
and •

Bi - Hi a (5)
where Pm - is the vector of the magnetic momentý of the circuit. Vector
M1 is directed perpendiculary to the vectors Pm and B1 , so that from
its end the shortest rotation from P1  to ýi takes place
counterclockwise. Under the action of M1 the circuit will take the new
position of stable equilibrium. It is clear that magnitude of
displacement of urethane groupings relatively to axis of macrochair, is
proportional to magnitude Bi. Concerning B, in accordance to eq.(5) it
is alwals proportional to H - magnetic field intensity and IL-the
magnetic permeability of environment, which remain constant in the
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given investigation. If our preconditions are true the change of H of
EMF should be reflected on structure and properties of segmented PU.
Such picture of the mechanism of influence of constant magnetic field
on monomers which participate in reactions of polyaddition, is
confirmed by our first studies [8-101.

The dependence of changing of the specific heat. capacity from
magnitude of EMF intensity at the middle of the glass transition
interval of SPU-1 is shown in Fig.4. It is seen synthesis of SPU in
magnetic fields in range of intensity 1,5-6;0*10-5 A/m is accompanied
both increasing of specific heat capacity of oligoether polyurethane
matrix and stable tendency to limitation of its segmental relaxation
(TV middle of interval increases). These changes permit to conclude
that the magnetic field leads to rearrangement of structure in regions
of segregated oligoether matrix of SPU.

Increasing of the intensity of EMF to H-7,5*10 5 A/m leads to jump
change of influence of EMF upon polyurethane structure as it is seen
from changing of position of the specific heat capacity curve in
Fig.4. The results of SAXS studying indicate the value H - 6*105 A/m
is threshold magnitude of influence upon SPU structure (Fig.5).
Comparison of F19.4 and Fig.5 permits to do the same conclusions about
the influence of Hi(A/m) upon soft and hard components of SPU-1. The
analysis of these figures shows that the increasing of H (A/m) to its
threshold value Hth leads to that the forming of PU structure in
polyaddition processes takes place with the increasing of packing
density in segregated hard blocks i.e. in rigid domains. Oligoether
matrix micro regions on the contrary undergo rearrangement processes.
The crossing through Hth leads to antibatic change of state of soft
and hard SPU components. Decreasing of Op magnitude, corresponding to
increasing of oligoether matrix packing density and X-rays scattering
intensity (I*10 imp) by rigid domains of SPU-I indicates that the 1Mr
deformation og chains of forming hard blocks is transmitted upon
oligoetheric chains and in such a way influences upon oligoether
macromolecule packing density.

The trustworthiness of the offered model of interaction of EDF
with the system of virtual quadrupols of polyaddition reactions is
confirmed by the date of study of elasticity modulus at stretching
(Eel) of polyurethanes, synthesized at various intensities of Dw4F. The
results of this study are presented in Fig.6. It is possible to
conclude from the analysis of the curve of Eel that supermolecular
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structure of polyurethanes prepared at the intensities 1,5 - 3*105 A/m
forms the set of fragments of chains, having various degree of
orientation by action EMF and that is equal to action of dispersial
fillers, the results of which usually improve strength properties of
polymers [llI.The subsequent increasing of intensity of EW results in
that the ratio between fragments of chains, formed in natural way and
in conditions of EMF is decreased. The transition throjh extremum of
curve of dependence of elasticity module indicates that the structure
formed at the interval of the intensity of EMF 4,5-7,5*105 A/m is more
plastic in comparison with the initial polymer. The influence of
external magnetic field of such intensities may be. compared with the
action of plastisizer an polyurethane.
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POLYURETHANE COMOSITES FOR PERSONAL SAFETY
FEATURES AND RECREATION OF SOILS, CONTAMINATED
BY RADIONUCLIDES
Vladimir A. Vilensky*, Sergey I. Azarov+, Ludmila N. Vilenska+

Institute of Macromolecular 'hermistry National Academy of
Sciences, Kharkov Chausse, 48, Kyiv, 258160, Ukraine

+Institute for Nuclear Researches National Academy of
Sciences of Ukraine, pr. Nauki, 4'/, Kviv, 252026, Ukraine

The results of the study of polyurethane compositions, the
modification of component, content of which permits to use them as
individual means of protection or artificial protective grounds, are
offered.

As is well known, as a resuit of the accident in OhNPP rediative
contamination of the ground more than 2ý]00 sq.kms areal with
population more 250.000 persons appears. Therefore for our country one
of the most actual task is the providina with individual and

collective means on protection of the people. which not only took part.

in liquidation on the accident consequence, but in daily work in
conditions of Ionizing radiation effects. The second so very actual

task is the re-entry into the normal reproductive activity of
gradually rehabilitated plots of the territorv.Our vision of the
solution methods of these problrems is the objective of the present
work.

The elaborating and s.udv of the materials for manufacturing of

individual means of protection (IMP) from combined effect of different
nature ( penetrating radiation, light radiation etc.) dangerous and
harmful factors (DHF) is a complex task. Present-day means and ways of
personal protection for everyday purpose, applied when working with
radioactive substances or in conditions of high temperature and light
radiation action, are of little use for personnel protection when
combined acting of radiation and radioactive contamination, open fire
and elevated temperature, toxic radioactive burnig products etc.

In the majority of cases these protective means and ways are
manufactured of lead and don't. secure necessary protective
effectiveness and are difficult in opperating. Besides lead is the
toxic substance and it is necessary to exclude the possibility of its
contact with a person. In consequence of it emergency and fire
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division personnel and at the same time special-purpose units when
liquidating of radiative accidents find themselves without IMP of
short-term use The fitness of materials for manufacturing of IMP of
short-term use when combined effecting of different nature DHF is

determined by following characteristics:
- possession by complex of physlco-mechamical properties, assuring

IMP effectiveness when operating (thermo- and radiative stability,
strength and elasticity, refractoriness, arc rezlstance etc.);

- minimal sorption ot radioactive substances, air- and gas-

impermeability, moisture- resistance etc.;
- stability to corrosive media action and technological effectiveness

when manufacturing;
- cotIrmity to sanitary requirements.

Several DHF can simultaneously act on IMP materials at following
permissible levels:
- thermal flux surface density - (0,3 - 5,0) kW/m 2 ;
- temperature - (70 -100)OC;
- toxic burning products:part by volume CO- - 6,0%, C0 - 0,1%; mass

concentration NO, NO2- 0,015 mgim3, SO2 - 0,5 mg/m3;
- permissible radionuclide concentration in air, Ci/l: 'H - 6,0*10- 5 ,
14C - 3,5*10-9, 9 0Sr - 1,2*i0-12, 1,7s - ,4*10-11, 2 35 U 6,*010-14,
2 39 pU - 9,0*1016.

Radiation power density of f-partlcles Is 1O6MeV/cm3*.sec In
energy range (1,0-7,0) MeV. Power density of y-radiation is 0,5*10 8

MeV/ cm3*sec In energy range (0,01 10,0) MeV, for o-radiation -
0,2*108 MeV/cm3*sec in energy range (0,02 - 3,5) MeV.

For those cases,when low energy y-radlation (with energy to 150
keV) acts on the personnel, the approach to working out of protective
materials, excluding application of lead, Is realized by us (
inventor's certificate of USSR 16620460, 1991].

As Is well known, in the range of low energy y-quantum the main

process of interaction of Ionizing radiation with a matter is
photoeffect. Photoeffect cross-section has maxlma at y-quantum energy
equal bond energy of electrons in atom. In maximum photoeffect
Increases 2-4 times. There- fore for effective attenuation of
low-energy v-radiation it Is expediently to use the material,
Including mix of elements with various sites of maxima in
cross-section. The composition of element mix depends on radiation

spectrum and thickness of materials.
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Adduced calculative - experimental researches have shown that the
use of the material with optimum content of elements allows to elevate
attenuation multiplicity of low-energy y-radiation (whith energy to
150 keV) to two times in comparison with lead (at similar mass).

The investigations on the modification of polyurethanes have
shown certain oxide compositions (TiO2, Fe203, CUO, ZnO, BaO, Cr203 ,
$I0.2, AlI03) permit to create high filled (to 80% by weight) elastic
film materials, tensile strength of which increases by adding of
filler, and specific elongation is lovered (see Table 1).

Table 1. Physicomechnical properties of filled PU
I I II

IFlling, I Tear I Tensile I Specific I Strength at I
I strength,I strength, I elongation,I 100Z elonga I

kg/cm kgcm2  I I tion I
III I

10 150 430 450 I 130 I
I.I II

30 265 600 430 I 190 I
I I I1

,50 270 620 400 200 I
• I II I

I III

These oxydes (or their mixtures) in the form of powder were
introduced Into polyurethane binders. Then after corresponding
treatment polymer plates with various physicochemical properties were
prepared.

Soft segment and hard segment glass temperatures (T,) of
polyurethane composites are presented in Table 2.
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Table 2. Temperatural characteristicks of soft and hard
blocks of filled polyurethanes

I I I

Filling, Soft segments I Hard segments
% I

Tw, K 10p, I Ta, K ACp, I

kJ/kg•K I kJ/kgK K

0 216 0,47 I 333 0,30
1 2221 0,37 I 340 0.91

5 217 0,28 I 364 0,60
10 219 g 0,43 I 357 0,80
20 216 0,73 I 353 1,11
50 222 0,32 I 361 #0,32

It follows from the Table that filling degree doesn't practically
influence on mid-interval changes of glass temperature, i.e.specific
interactions between filler and soft segment of polymer are absent. On
the other hand, polar hard segments display strong interaction with
oxydes, as a result glass transition of which increases. These
interactions find their reflection in viscoelastic characteristics of
initial and filled polyurethane specimens (Table 3).
Table 3. Viscoelastic properties of initial

and filled polyurethane
I I I ! I [ I I I I

IFilllng,l ElNI Ti"I E£2 I 't2 I E3 I t3 I E4 1 T4 Irms error,!
I Z I MPa I s I MPa I s I MPa I s IMPaI s I I
I - I I -- I I -- I I I - I II

I 0 154,6 1551,41 7,5 1 11,51 14 1 1,01 -1 - 1 0,8 1
I 1 125,9 1729,21 5,6 1 8,7 I 5,9 1 0,41 -1 - 1 0,7 1
I 5 127,6 1506,81 5,4 1 8,4 1 4,4 1 1,21 -I - I 0,9 I
I 10 126,1 1571,01 6,5 1 6,1 I 3,4 1 2,615,51 0,3 1 0,85 1

1 20 128,5 1879,01 5,3 1 13,91 4,8 1 2,416,31 0,251 1,0 1
I 50 126,9 1706,51 6,0 1 12,81 2,7 1 4,017,81 0,35! 0,85 1
I I I I I a I

where E E1 - modulus of elasticity of 1-th relaxation oscillator
ci - time relaxation of i-th relaxation oscillator
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Analysis of the data given in Table 3 on the basis of segmented
polyurethane structure model allows to include, that the filler is
localized mainly in hard segments and their associates regions.
Saturation of interaction between bard segments and the filler results
in release of filler Into transition regions between flexible matrix
and hard domains.

The investigations of supermolecular structure of these
composites allow to determine their such specific property as
substantial attenuation of roentgen rays. Following more detailed
study of this effect allows to determine that attenuating property of
composites shows concentration dependence.

Carried out radiative investigations of EFM with density 1,6
g/cm3  (Table 4), that Y-radiation attenuation ratio multiplicity is
1,5 - 2,5 times.
Table 4. Dependence of low energy y-radiation
attenuation coefficient kc of EFM on oxyde content by weight

I Filling, I Kcf, cm2 /g I

I I I

I 10 I 2,3 I
I 20 I 15,9 I
I 50 I 34,6 I

Worked out materials may be used when manufactirung of different
systems of local, collective and at the same time personal protection.
The details of desired configuration for use as shields or assembling
on cabin walls of special equipment etc., when working out and
projecting of protection from y-, 6- and ct-radiation, open fire and
elevated temperatures may be prepared from denoted materials by
molding. As is well known, for post-chernobyl situation in Ukraine the
main sources of radionuclide admission in human organism exept for
direct penetration from air are flora and drinking water. Therefore
the research of the ways and methods of minimization of radloative
contamination consequences of soils, vegetation and wells in regions
with elevated radionuclide content is the permanent problem of our
country.

Rather wide series of measures, directed on decreasing of soil
contamination by radionuclides exists at the present time.
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The use of different type sorbents as one of the effective
methods of decreasing of radionuclide content In the soil-plant system
Is one of the main directions in which the selection of plants is the
predominant. In so far as one of the channels via radionuclides admit
Into the plant is their assimilation from the soil when root feeding,
the cholse of plants as the sorbent is determining. For example,
gramineous crops In a less degree collect radionuclides than beans. At
the same time various degree of their accumulation may be revealed in
different species of a family. Thus, in paper [8] on research of the
gramineous crop family, namelly of wheat, oats, rue, barley,
represented by two varieties, it was shown that minimum accumulation
of radionuclides Is typical for barley. Lupine accumulates maximum
amount of radionuclides among beans. It is assumed, that effectiveness

of such decreasing of contamination degree of soils by radionuclides
will depend on such factors as soil properties, agricultural
technology measures, and at the same time on used varieties of plants.

It should admit that this direction may be considered as main one
in soil recreation processes of contaminated soils, whereas it may be
subdivided into two ingredients. One of them is the optimal choice of
agricultural crops, accumulating comparatively small amounts of
radionuclides. but fixing them In soil and on the contrary, plants,
carrying out from the soil great amount of radionuclides. However
there Is a situation in this important direction when carried out onto
the surface radionuclides can be transferred in case of wind soil
erosion and contaminate new territories.

The comprehension of the importance of this program has
predetermined the idea of the project on creation of artificial
grounds with the purpose of protecting of soil plots, contaminated by
radionuclides. The Initial materials for preparation of artificial
soils is elaborated by us polyurethane composition which include with
the exception of above-mentioned ingredients various types of
fertilizers, rippers and binders.

In the last few years such models were tested by us for
intergrowth of some species of gramIneous and bean crops In the
capasity of the experiment. Preliminary results give us the grounds to
suggest the given direction as one of possible ingredients of

collective means of flora and fauna protection from radionuclides
transfer by air flows.
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PHRMR•EH LOGICAL ASPRCTS Or onvuanTION IN n-ID.AL uz rEPLOSIVExS

Allen J. Tulis, James L. Austing, Remon J. Dihu, and Richard P. Joyce
IIT Research Institute

Chicago. Illinois, 60616, U.S.A.

and

Divyakant L. Patel. James Dillon, and David C. Heberlein
U.S. Army CKCDH-NVESD

Fort Belvoir, Virginia 22060, U.S.A.

The detonation of highly-insensitive hybrid extruded heterogeneous

compositions has been characterized in terms of the detonation

characteristics. The compositions investigated were glycerine (CHO), aluminum

(Al), and ammonium perchlorate (AP), in most cases sensitized with small

amounts of RDX. The extruded compositions were confined in steel tubes of up

to nominally 100-mm in diameter at densities as high as 1.7 kg/mr3 .' These

compositions were also detonated in fiber canisters of nominally 150-nun

diameter upon a blast-pad to assess blast output in terms of overpressures and

impulses, and as previously reported, provided blast performances comparable

or greater than TNT. Here attention was directed to the detonation

characteristics of pressure, velocity, and temperature. These characteristics

were monitored using carbon-resister gauges for pressures, fiber-optic light

detector diodes for reaction-front phenomenology, and three-color radiometry

for temperatures. The reaction-front durations demonstrated the non-ideal

behavior of these compositions, and the temperature measurements confirmed the

phenomenological aspects of these highly complex hybrid heterogeneous

compositions. Analytical CHEETAH Code CJ computations were conducted to guide

the experimental effort. Particle size of the components was also a factor,

and influenced the chemical reaction mechanisms to some extent, but not

detonation performance in general. Major factors of processing these

compositions was their rheological properties in regard to homogeneity and

quality. Particle size and shape of the solid components In the

formulation/extrusion of these high performance insensitive explosive

compositions was critical and required special extrusion techniques.
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UNDERWATER EXPLOSIVES (I) - INFLUENCE OF ALUMINIUM AND

AMMONIUMPERCHLORATE ON THE PERFORMANCE

A.Happ, A. Kretschmer, U. Meyer, T. Keicher; Fraunhofer ICT, Pfinztal, D

U. Sirringhaus, R. Wild; WIWEB, Swisttal, D

ABSTRACT

This paper shows the influence of aluminium (Al) and ammonium perchlorate (AP) in

GAP- and RDX-based explosives on the underwater explosion performance and reaction

behavior. The studied explosives varied in formulation, aluminium particle size and

aluminium arrangement in the matrix. The different explosives were characterized by

the plate-dent-test, measurement of detonation velocity, testing of stability and

sensitivity, and analyses of the detonation products after blasting in a closed vessel. The

performance was measured by underwater explosions of charges with weights of 70,

250, 500 and 1000 g.

Al and AP increased the bubble energy while the pressure remained constant. The

maximal bubble energy was reached with aluminium contents ranging from 40 to

50 %. Surprisingly the pressure and the impuls were constant for Al-contents from 15

to 40 %. Decreasing pressure and impulse was observed only for the exotic

formulations containing 50 % Al. As a consequence maximal bubble energy with no

loss in pressure and impuls is obtained with charges containing about 40 % aluminium.

Charges with a specific geometrical arrangement of aluminium in a layer between the

explosive charge and the water caused lower bubble energy than those with

homogeneously incorporated aluminium. The energy released by reactions between

water and aluminium was less than expected and did not dominate.

There was no remarkable difference in performance of formulations with aluminium

particle sizes varying from 5 pIm to 150 gIm.

EINLEITUNG

Metallpulver in Unterwassersprengstoffen setzen bei ihrer Umsetzung betrAchliche

Mengen an thermischer Energie frei und erh6hen die Temperatur und somit den Druck

der Reaktionsgase. Der fur die Umsetzung der Metalle notwendige Sauerstoff kann

prinzipiell direkt vom Sprengstoff und zugesetzten Oxidatoren wie Ammonium-
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perchlorat (AP) oder aber in einer sog. Nachreaktion vom umngebenden Wasser

stain men.

Der Energiebeitrag aus der Metallumsetzung f~jhrt grundsatzlich zu einer Steigerung der

Gasblasenschwingungsenergie aber der genaue EinfluB auf die Energieverteilung

zwischen Gasblasenschwingungsenergie und der Schockwellenenergie in Abhangigkeit

von Aluminium und AP bei RDX/GAP-haltigen Sprengstoffkompositionen ist bisher nicht

untersucht.

Die folgenden Zusammrenh~nge und Fragestellungen werden in der vorliegenden Arbeit

untersucht:

- FinfluB der Komponenten RDX, AP, Al auf das Leistungsverhalten von Unterwasser-

sprengstoffen

- Einflul3 der unterschiedlichen Kompositionen auf Verteilung der Wirkleistung in

Schockwelle und Gasblasenenergie

- Untersuchungen zumn Umsetzungsverhalten von Aluminium in Unterwasser-

sprengstoffen

- Einflul3 von verschiedenen Aluminiumsorten auf das Umsetzungsverhalten

- Einflul3 eines Aluminiummantels auf die Unterwasserleistung

DURCHGEFUHRTE ARBEITEN UND ERGEBNISSE

Zusamrnensetzung der Ladungen:

Aus Grunden einer guten Vera rbeitba rkeit bei moglichst hohen FOllstoffgehalten wurde

bei den meisten der hergesteliten kunstoffgebundenen Unterwasserladungen einheitlich

emn GAP - Bindersystemanteil von 18 % eingestellt. Das Bindersystemn bestand aus

Glycidyazidpolymer-Diol, demn Weichmacher BDNPN/BDNPF und demn H~rter Desmodur

Ni 00. Als Vergleichssprengstoff wurde TNT verwendet.

Ladung GHX 86 GHX 78 GHX 83 GHX 84 GHX 85 GHX 87 GHX 819

RDX[% 82 67 62 57 52 42 27

Al [J - 15 20 25 30 40 50

AP[% - - - - - - -

GAP-Binder 18 18 18 18 18 18 23
MIJ
Tabelle 1
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Bei den Ladlungen der Tabelle 1 steigt der Aluminiumanteil von 0 % bis 50 % jeweils

auf Kosten des RDX an. Diese Reihe soil den EinfluB des steigenden AI-Gehaltes bei

gleichzeitiger Abnahme des brisanten Sprengstoffanteiles RDX auf das erzielbare

Leistungsverm~gen aufzeigen. Mit den " extremen ", in der Praxis der

Unterwassersprengstoffe nicht ublichen Formulierungen GHX 87 und GHX 89, die 40

bzw. 50 % Al enthalten, soil gleichzeitig die Grenze des maximal zur Umsetzung

anregbaren Al-Gehaltes in soichen Systemen aufgezeigt werden.

Ladung GHX 76 GHX 80 GHX 81 GHX 82 GHX 99 GHX 100 GHX 101

RDX[% 42 37 32 27 47 47 47

Al [J 15 20 25 30 301) 3 021 303

AP [1 25 25 25 25 - - -

GAP-Binder 18 18 18 18 23 23 23
[M
1): Spez. Oberflche: 0, 134 m2/g; Mittl. Korngr6i3e: 150 pm
2): Spez. Oberflkche: 0,229 m2/g; Mittl. Korngrol3e: 50 pm
3): Spez. Oberflkche: 1,144 m2/g; Mittl. Korngrol~e: 5 pm
Tabelle 2

Die Formulierungen in der Tabelle 2 (Reihe GHX 76/-80/-81 /-82) enthalten alle konstant

25 % AP und AI-Gehalte von 15 % bis 30 %. Wie in der Reihe der Tabelle 1 erfolgt die

Zunahme des AI-Anteils auf Kosten des RDX-Gehaltes.

Diese Reihe soil ebenfalls den Einflul3 des steigenden AI-Gehaltes bei gleichzeitiger

Abnahme des brisanten Sprengstoffanteiles RDX auf das erzielbare Leistungsvermogen

aufzeigen. Durch Vergleich der Leistungsdaten dieser AP-haitigen Sprengstoffe mit den

AP-freien Formulierungen der Tabelle 1 wird zusatzlich der Einflul3 des 'Nicht-idealen"

Sprengstoffs AP auf das Leistungsvermogen soicher Systeme im Zusammenhang mit der

Aluminiumumsetzung studierbar.

Die Ladlungen GHX 99/-10.0/-101 enthalten drei verschiedene Al-Sorten mit Partikel-

gro13en zwischen 5 - 150 pm bei sonst gleicher Zusammensetzung. Aus Grunden der

besseren Vearbeitbarkeit wurden f~ir diese drel Formulierungen jeweils 23 % GAP-

Binderanteil eingesetzt. In dieser Reihe soil der EinfluB von unterschiedlich grol~en Al-

Partikein auf die Wirkleistung untersucht werden.'
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Ladung GHX 86 mit Al-Mantel Die in homogener Mischung verar-
beiteten Bestandlteile der Formulierung

Kerniadung Mantelladlung G HX 10 1 wurden bei Ladlungen unter der

RDX %J 82 - Bezeichnung GHX 86 mit Al-Mantel in

Al [1- 70,3 zwei unterschiedliche Ladungsteile ge-

AP[% trennt (Tabelle 3). Die zylindrische Kern-
ladlung bestand aus der AI-freien

GAP-Binder 18 29,7 Mischung GHX 86 (= GAP, RDX) und die

TabeieI umschliei~ende Mantelladlung bestand

aus einer Mischung von 70,3 % Al und

29,7 % Binder. Durch Vergleich der jeweils in der Gesamtsumnme aus den gleichen

Komponenten aufgebauten Ladlungen GHX 101 und GHX 86 mit Al-Mantel sollte der

EinfluB des vollstandlig im Mantel angeordneten Aluminium auf das

Unterwassersprengverhalten untersucht werden.

Untersuchungen im Sprengkessel:

In einemn dickwandigen zylindrischen Stahlkessel mit einemn Volumen von 1,5 M3

wurden verschiedene Sprengstoffkompositionen mit jeweils 300 g Ladungsmasse unter

Argonatmnosphare gesprengt und die R~ckstande sowie die Gasschwaden analysiert. Die

experimentelle DurchfUhrung erfolgte analog wie in Lit. (1) beschrieben. Von jedler

untersuchten Formulierung wurden zwei Sprengungen durchgefuhrt.

Tabelle 4 zeigt die Untersuchungsergebnisse der festen Detonationsruickstande und der

gasformigen Detonationsprodukte. Die gemnessenen RDX-Gehalte (Zeile 1) belegen

eindeutig, daB die untersuchten Ladlungen im Sprengkessel vollst~indig detonierten.

Die Aluminiumngehalte der Ruckstande von den Ladlungen GHX 76/78/82/85 lagen alle

dleutlich unter 1 % und belegen somit, daB bei den untersuchten Formulierungen Al-

Gehalte von bis zu 30 % ohne zusaitzlichen Fremdlsauerstoff aus umgebendem Wasser

oder Luft komplett umgesetzt werden. Bei der Umsetzung des Sprengstoffs hat

offensichtlich dlas Al als starkes Redluktionsmittel die hochste Prioritat im Hinblick auf

seine Oxidation. Die weiteren Redluktionsmittel wie Wasserstoff und Kohlenstoff

konkurnieren um den vom Aluminium nicht verbrauchten Sauerstoff.
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GHX 76 GHX 78 GHX 82 GHX 85 GHX 87

RDX-Gehalt 0,003 0,002 < 0,0004 < 0,0004 --

[%] < 0,0004 0,001 < 0,0004 < 0,0004 -

AI-Gehalt <0,3/<0,3 <0,3/<0,3 <0,3/0,8 <0,3/<0,3 6,8/6,9
[%]

H,[Vol.-%] 28,86/28,49 29,88/29,64 38,86/39,17 33,65/34,78 36,21 /33,05

(Berechn.)* (28,29) (24,09) (40,08) (38,76) (51,00)

N2 [VoI.-%] 34,52 /33,71 32,78 /34,06 31,52/31,17 35,37/33,29 35,17/40,09

(Berechn.)* (31,74) (34,47) (35,51) (45,49) (38,00)

CO [VoI.-%] 30,42/31,74 34,71 /34,13 29,30/29,40 30,70/31,46 28,26/26,45

(Berechn.)* (30,99) (32,32) (14,84) (6,49) (0,03)

CO2 [Vol.%] 5,95/5,61 2,29/ 1,94 0,09/0,10 0,11/0,11 0,11/0,21

(Berechn.)*' (6,35) (3,11) (0,36) (0,07) (0,00)

KW**+ 0,25/0,45 0,34/0,25 0,29/0,16 0,17/0,36 0,25/0,20

Restgase
[Vol.-%]

(2,63) (6,01) (9,21) (9,19) (10,97)
(Berechn.)*

* Berechnet nach ICT-Thermodynamik-Code

** Kohlenwasserstoffe
Tabelle 4

In den Rfickst~nden der Formulierung GHX 87 wurde Restaluminium gefunden. Dies ist

nicht uberraschend, da bei einem AI-Gehalt von 40 % der primar in der Formulierung

vorhandene Sauerstoff for die komplette Oxidation des Al's nicht ausreicht.

For die Sprengschwadenzusammensetzungen ergaben sich die folgenden Abhangig-

keiten:

Mit steigendem Al-Gehalt (GHX 76 - GHX 87) steigen die Anteile an H2 und N2 an. Die

Berechnungen ergeben allerdings for den Wasserstoff beim Ubergang von GHX 85 (Al

30%) zu GHX 87 (Al 40%) eine deutlichere Steigerung, die durch die Messungen in der

berechneten Gr6Benordnung nicht bestatigt werden konnte.
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Der C02-Gehalt der Sprengschwaden sinkt mit zunehmendlem AI-Gehalt der

Formulieru ng.

Deutliche Abweichungen zwischen den Berechnungen und den Messungen ergeben

sich fujr die Gase CO und die Kohienwasserstoffe. Nach den Berechnungen m(M~te der

CO-Anteil mit steigendlem AI-Gehalt bis auf 0% absinken und der KW-Wert gleichzeitig

ansteigen. Diese Tendenz wird von den Messungen nicht bestatigt.

Unter Zusamnmenfassung der vorstehenden Ergebnisse ergibt sich dlas folgendle

Gesamntbild:

Das Al hat f(~r seine Oxidation den ersten Anspruch auf den im Sprengstoff

vorhandenen Sauerstoff und wird komplett umgesetzt solange genugend Sauerstoff

vorhanden ist. Die anderen im Sprengstoff vorhandenen Elemente konkurrieren urn den

verbleibenden Restsauerstoff. Deshaib verschieben sich einige Rea ktionsgleichgewvichte

bei zunehmendlem AI-Gehalt jeweils in Richtung sauerstoffreier Reaktionsprodukte

(Zunahme von H, unter vermutlicher Abnahme von HO und Zunahme von N, unter

vermutlicher Abnahme von NO, sowie Abnahme von C0 2). Das CO bildet hierbei eine

Ausnahme. Die Sauerstoffaffinitat des Aluminiums ist offentsichtlich nicht groB genug,

urn den Gehalt an CO entsprechend den Berechnungen zu redluzieren. So betragt der

CO-Gehalt fast unabh~ngig vom Al-Gehalt konstant ca. 30% und sinkt erst bei

extremen Al-Gehalten langsam ab. Auch die Redluzierung des CO2-Gehaltes dlurch dlas

Al f~ihrt eher zur RuBbildung als zur Veranderung der CO-Konzentration.

Sprengungen unter Wasser

Die Unterwassersprengleistungen wurden vom WIWEB nach der von Cole

vorgeschlagenen Methode gemnessen (2) und ausgewertet (3) (4). Hierzu wurden

zylindrische Ladlungen mit Lange/Durchmesser = 1:1 und den Gewichten 70 g, 250 g,

500 g und 1 kg in einer Wassertiefe von 3 m gesprengt und die auftretendlen

StoBdrucke in einemn Abstand von jeweils 5 m mit 2 Turmalindruckaufnehmer

gemnessen. Fur alle Formulierungen wurden pro Ladlungsmasse jeweils vier Ladlungen

gesprengt und die Streubreite der Ergebnisse in den Diagrammen in Form von

Fehierbalken angegeben.
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90 ~Ikg Ladlungen mol%AI mol% 0 =0,66*

80

70
~~50 SOg Ladlungen

505 250Og Ladlungen
P ........

X40- -

C 2 0 -

TNT GHX 76 GHX 82 GHX 87 GHN 89
10 -GHX 78 GHX 85

0 ._1 ii i

-5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
AI-Gehalt r/6]

*Vam im Sprengstoff enthaltenen Sauerstoff
maximal oxidierbare AI-Menge

Diagramm 1: Spitzendruck in Abhangigkeit vom AI-Gehalt

Die untersuchten Ladlungen mit gleichen Massen zeigen uberraschenderweise uber

weite Bereiche des Aluminiumgehaltes kaum Anderungen fur den Spitzendruck. So

weisen die Ladlungen mit 15 und 30 % Al jeweils ahnliche Spitzendrucke auf und erst

bei weiterer Steigerung des Aluminiumngehaltes auf Oiber 40 % kommt es zu einer

geringfugigen Abnahme des Spitzendrucks (s. eingezeichneter Kurvenverlauf). Im

Diagramm markiert emn Pfeil den Grenzbereich fur die maximal oxidierbare AI-Menge,

wenn man von der theoretischen Annahme ausgeht, daB der im Sprengstoff enthaltene

Sauerstoff ausschliel~lich fur die Al-Oxidation verwendlet wird. Diese Annahme

entspricht nat~irfich nicht der Praxis, da sich die sonstigen im Sprengstoff enthaltenen

Elemente dann zu sauerstofffreien Verbindlungen wie elementarem Kohlenstoff,

Kohlenwasserstoffe, N2, NH3, HCN, H, usw. umsetzen muBten, was die Analysen der

Sprengschwaden widerlegen. Die Markierung der maximal oxidierbaren AI-Menge

verdeutlicht ledigiich, daB eine angenommene Reaktion zwischen Al und dem

umgebenden Wasser keinen Einflul3 auf den Spitzendruck hat. Sowohl

unterstbchiometrische AI-Gehalte von 1 5% Al als auch weit uiberstochiometrische Al-
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Gehalte von 40% Al ergeben gleiche Werte fOr die Spitzendrucke. Bei 0 %

Aluminiumgehalt ist als Referenzsprengstoff TNT aufgetragen. Die Spitzendruckwerte

fur TNT liegen in der GroBenordnung der kunststoffgebundenen GHX-Ladungen.

Warum die TNT-Spitzendrucke der 1 kg-Ladungen tiefer als erwartet lagen kann bisher

nicht erkiart werden.

Die engen Streubereiche fOr die jeweils vier gleichen Ladungen je Ladungsmasse (siehe

Fehierbalken im Diagramm) belegen den repr~sentativen Charakter der dargesteliten

Mitteiwerte.

3,0
nio]%AI mol% 0 =0,66'

2,5 1 kg Ladungen

~2,0
.0500 g Ladung en X

C.,'
92 1,5

W 250 g Ladungen

C10)

1,0 9 Laungezj

0,5 ...
IGHX 76 GHX 82 GHX 87 GHX 89

TNT GHX 78 GHX 85
0,0 - I

-5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

Vorn im Sprengstoffenthaltenen Sauerstoff
maximal oxidierbare AI-Menge

Diagramm 2: Impuls in Abhangigkeit vom AI-Gehalt

Diagramm 2 zeigt die Abhangigkeit der Impulswerte vom Aluminiumgehalt auf. Wie der

Spitzendruck ist auch der Impuls abh~ngig yam Ladungsgewicht; hohere Ladlungsmasse

bedingt gr6Beren Impuls. Auch der Einfluf3 des Aluminiumgehalts auf den Impuls ist

Ahnlich wie beimn Spitzendruck. FOr Alum in iumgehalte im Bereich von 15 - 40 % indert

sich interessanterweise der Impuls kaum und sinkt erst bei weiterer Steigerung des Al-

Anteils zwischen 40 % und S0 % deutlich ab (s. eingezeichneter Kurvenverlauf).
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For Ladungsgewichte von 70 g, 250 g und 500 g ist zwvischen den AP-haltigen und AP-

frelen Ladlungen kein signifikanter Unterschied erkennbar. Erst for Ladlungsgewvichte von

1 kg scheinen die Ammon ium perchloratladu ngen hohere lmpulswerte aufzuweisen.

Diese Tendenz mO(3te allerdings durch Messung von Ladungen mit Massen von 5 kg

und mehr untermauert bzw. verdleutlicht werden.

Beim Aluminiumgehalt von 0 % ist TNT als Referenzsprengstoff aufgefohrt

4,5

i1U 4,0~

e~ 3,5

U) .,3,0

S 2,0 -
U)
c
4)

1,0 I

-5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
AI-Gehalt[%

Vorn im Sprengstoff enthaltenen Sauerstoff
maximal oxidierbare Al-Menge

Diagramm 3: Blasenschwingungsenergie in Abh~ngigkeit vom AI-Gehalt

Diagramm 3 zeigt die Abh~ingigkeit der Blasenschwingungsenergie unterschiedlicher

Formulierungen vom jeweiligen AI-Gehalt. Da die Blasenschwingungsenergie

entsprechend ihrer Definition nach der von Cole (2) angegebenen Formel in Joule/kg

ermittelt wird, besteht hier keine Abh~ngigkeit der Blasenschwingungsenergie von der

Ladungsmasse.

Die Abh~ngigkeit der Blasenschwingungsenergie vom AI-Gehalt ist deutlich ausgepragt.

Erwvartungsgemý13 steigt mit zunehmendem Aluminiumgehalt die jeweils gemessene
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Blasenschwingungsenergie an und erreicht bei 40 % ihr Maximum. Erst die weitere

Erh6hung des AI-Gehalts auf 50 % fi~hrt zu einer geringfogigen Abnahme der

Blasenschwingungsenergie.

Weiterhin fOhrt die Verwendung von AP zu einer Steigerung der Blasenschwingungs-

energie. Die Ladungen mit jeweils 25 % AP (GHX 76 / 82) liegen mit ihren Werten urn 8

bis 9 % h~her als ihre analogen Vertreter ohne AP. Interessant wire in diesem

Zusammenhang die M~glichkeit einer weiteren Steigerung der Blasen-

schwingungsenergie bei Aluminiumngehalten von 40 - 50 % durch Zusatz von

Ammoniumperchiorat.

Die Streuung der Mef~werte bewegt sich in alien FIl~en in engen Grenzen und bestatigt

den reprasentativen Charakter der Mitteiwerte.

EinfluI3 unterschiedlicher AI-Partikelgrofen und mantelformiger AI-Anordnung

auf die Unterwasserleistung

4,0-

w3,5-
GHX 99 GHX 100 GHX 101

GHX 85

3,0-

2- ,0

ta2, GHX 86
A TNT mit Al-Mantel

1,5

0 0 30 30 30 30 30

Diagramm 4: Blasenschwingungsenergie in Abh~ngigkeit vom AI-Gehalt

Diagramm 4 zeigt die Blasenschwingungsenergie in Abh~ngigkeit vomn AI-Gehalt. Die

Blasenschwingungsenergie der AI-freien Formulierung GHX 86 liegt im erwarteten

Bereich, d.h. Oiber den TNT-Ladungen. Durch Ummantelung dieser Ladung mit Al steigt

die Blasenschwingungsenergie signifikant an. Der erreichte Wert bleibt allerdings
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deutlich unterhaib von GHX 101, bei dem gleiche Al-Mengen homogen in den

Sprengstoff eingearbeitet sind. Offensichtlich fohrt die mantelformige Anordnung des

Aluminiums nicht zu der erhofften Steigerung der Blasenschwingungsenergie

gegenuber Ladlungen mit homogen eingearbeitetem Al.

Die Ladlungen GHX 99/100/101 mit drei unterschiedlich AI-Partikelgrol3en zwischen 5

pm und 150 pm weisen vergleichbare Werte foir ihre Blasenschwingungsenergie auf.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG UND AUSIBLICK

Die eingesetzten Komponenten zeigten bei den Sprengungen der untersuchten

Formulierungen dlas folgendle Umsetzungsverhalten und hatten auf die

Unterwassersprengleistungen die folgendlen Einfiusse:

9 Alluminium

Bei der dletonativen Umsetzung hat das Aluminium auf den im Sprengstoff

vorhandenen Sauerstoff den ersten Anspruch und wird komplett umgesetzt solange

gencigend Sauerstoff vorhanden ist. Die anderen im Sprengstoff vorhandenen Elemente

konkurrieren um den verbleibenden Restsauerstoff.

Die Messwerte fOr Spitzendruck und Impuls sind for weite Bereiche des AI-Gehalts

konstant und sinken erst bei Extremnformulierungen mit 50 % Al ab.

Die Blasenschwingungsenergie erreicht ihr Maximum bei Al-Gehalten von 40 - 50 %

Das bedleutet for die Praxis, daB bei den untersuchten Formulierungen der AI-Gehalt bis

in den Bereich der maximalen Blasenschwingungsenergie gesteigert werden kann, ohne

dal3 gleichzeitig Einbul~en beim Spitzendruck und beim Impuls in Kauf genommen

werden mOssen.

Die mantelf6rmige Anordlnung des Aluminiums fOhrte nicht zu der gewocnschten

Steigerung der Blasenschwingungsenergie. Es wurden die Leistungswerte von Ladlungen

mit homogen eingebrachtem Al bei weitem nicht erreicht. Offensichtlich findlet die

erwartete zus~tzlich energieliefernde AI-Wasser-Reaktion bei der untersuchten

Ladlungskonfiguration nicht statt.

Die drei untersuchten unterschiedlichen AI-Sorten zeigten keinen erkennbaren

Zusammenhang zwvischen AI-Partikelgrol3e und Leistungsausbeute. Das bedleutet for die

Praxis, daB in den untersuchten Systemen AI-Partikel im Gr6Benbereich zwischen 5 pm
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und 150 pm eingesetzt werdlen k~nnen, ohne nachteilige Auswirkungen auf die

Leistungsausbeute in Kauf nehmen zu m~ssen.

Ammoniumperchiorat

Bel den untersuchten Ladlungsmassen f~hrte emn AP-Gehalt von 25% zu einer

Steigerung der Blasenschwingungsenergie.

Beim Spitzendruck ergab sich dlurch dlas AP keine Ver~ndlerung im Vergleich zu den AP-

frelen Ladlungen; beimn Impuls dlagegen, war emn Trend zu hoheren Werten zu

beobachten, was allerdings noc.h dlurch Sprengungen mit groBeren Ladlungsmassen

bestmtigt werdlen mul3.
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MODIFIED SYNTHESIS OF DIETHYLALUMINUM AZIDE
AND THE CHARACTERIZATION THEREOF

Zhou Keyan', Gao Zhenxian', Sun Yul

Li changqing 2, Huang Yue 2, Xia Zhongjun2

ABSTRACT

The synthesis method ofdiethylaluminum azide (DEAA) is modified by optimizing the reactant ratio,

reaction time, temperature and other conditions. The yield of DEAA is increased from 54% to 75%

compared with that reported in the references abroad. The final product and its molecular structure are

verified by means of elemental analysis, IR spectra, 1H NMR and other methods. The results indicate

that DEAA is a trimer with stable 6-membered ring structure under ordinary conditions. This structure

is consistent with the behavior of DEAA in distillation at high temperature up to 420 IC under 400Pa

without any decomposition. It can be concluded, therefore, DEAA is a compound with acceptable

thermal stability promising to be used as a self-ignition agent in some special application. While heating

up to 460 - 570 "C in vacuum, DEAA rapidly decomposes without explosion, releasing low-molecular

hydrocarbons and forming microcrystallite identified to be aluminum nitride ( AIN ) with particle size

in the range of nanometer. This property shows another prosperity of DEAA as a nice precursor for

preparation of ceramic materials with high purity.

KEYWORDS diethylaluminum azide ( DEAA) pyrophoric agent aluminum nitride

1 INTRODUCTION

As a new family of energetic materials, organic azide compounds are widely researched and developed

in recent two decades, but organometallic azides are rather less noticed in this technology field. After

the synthesis ofdiethylaluminum azide ( DEAA ) reported by Karl"'l in 1961 and Prince(2' in1966, only a

few references related to this compound.

The molecular formula of (CH 3CH 2)2A1N 3 and the corresponding structure would give DEAA the

properties like both triethylaluminum ( TEA ) and azides, i.e. self-ignition as a pyrophoric agent in

the presence of any kind of oxidizers and self-explosion because of the oxidation reaction. Due to its

This work is supported by the Science Foundation of China Academy of Engineering Physics ( CAEP)

1 College of Chemical Engineering, Dalian University of Technology, Dalian 116012, China

2 Institute of Chemical Materials, CAEP, P.O.Box 513-100 Chengdu, China
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low melting point (- 130 "C), DEAA would be a promising pyrophoric agent with acceptable safety used

for propellants and some oil-taking device in deep well.

It is reported that DEAA exists as a trimer in the liquid state with a 6-membered Al-N plane cyclic

structure with DAh symmetry, while the structure in gas state is not known so far134. The properties of

DEAA had not reported in detail and the known data are not all agreed with each other. Mole T. et al El

took it as a non-explosive but high-sensitive substance to air and moisture.

In order to clear these confusions, we have made a comprehensive study of the synthesis modification

and characterization of DEAA, including its structure and properties.

2 SYNTHESIS OF DEAA

There are three synthesis methods reported so far as below:

The first method is a two-phase reaction of diethylaluminum chloride ( Et2AIC1, abbr. as DEAC)

with sodium azide ( NaN3 ) in benzene. Karl"1 reported if the reaction was carried out at the

temperature of benzene reflux and then distilled under reduced pressure, DEAA would be obtained as a

solid with yield of 32%. Prince' 2' made the synthesis at ambient temperature. After filtering the reaction

mixture, a transparent liquid remained. Distilled out the solvent and filtered again, a viscous liquid

DEAA was obtained with yield of 54%.

The second way'4' is based on the reaction of TEA with chlorine azide ( C1N 3 ) in benzene as solvent

at 0 *C. After distillation of the reacted mixture under conditions of 63 'C and 10 - Pa, a colorless

and hygroscopic liquid is obtained with yield of 50%. The melting point (-130 'C) of the purified

product agrees with the reported data of DEAA.

The third method'l is based on TEA and HN 3 as starting materials and the reaction undergo in

chloroform under -78 1C, after distillation out of the solvent, the reaction mixture is directly put into the

further reaction with a,[3-unsaturated carboxylic compound to form DEAA.

Concerned about the toxicity, operation unsafety and other factors in the former two methods, we took

the first as the principle route to synthesize DEAA and improve the reaction conditions so that to

increase the yield and quality. All syntheses were operated in the cleaned and dried Schlenk reaction

system under the protection of purified nitrogen. The influence of different factors on the reaction in

benzene were examined as below, including reaction time, temperature, reactant ratio and solvent.
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2.1 Reaction time

When the starting material ratio is NaN3 : DEAC = 1.5 : 1 ( mole ) and the reaction undergoes at

ambient temperature, the yield of DEAA is close to its maximum in 24hrs and no further apparent

benefit after then as the data in Table 1. The IR spectrum of the purified product is shown as Fig. 1.

Table 1. Influence of reaction time on DEAA yield

reaction time /h yield / % DEAC residue / % (mole

2 40.6 6.90

12 47.5 4.16

18 50.6 2.46

24 52.6 0.05

48 53.6 0.11

4000 3500 8000 2500 2000 1800 1600 1400 1200 1000 800 400 400

(1/,I)/(€-I)

Fig. 1 ER spectrum of DEAA

2.2 Reactant ratio

It can be seen from Table 2, when the mole ratio of NaN3 to DEAC is 1.05:1, the yield of DEAA can

Table 2. Influence of reactant ratio on DEAA yield

NaN3: DEAC yield / % DEAC residue / % (mole

1.05:1 74.6 0.93

1.20:1 70.2 0.24

1.30:1 71.0 0.34

1.40:1 70.8 0.05

1.50:1 52.6 0.05
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be enhanced up to 75% at ambient reaction temperature in 24 hours, 21% higher than that of ref. [2].

2.3 Reaction temperature

It is reported that one of the reactant DEAC exists usually as a dimer which hinders itself to smoothly

react with other compounds under ordinary conditions. It can be suggested that some suitable solvent or

Et Cl Et

Al Al +2 Et3 AI Cl (1)

Ef C1 Et'

higher temperature would promote the dissociation of the dimer into monomers and, consequently, speed

up the electrophilic substitution of-Cl by -N 3 . Our experiments indicate that in the same reactant ratio

the reaction is faster in some extent under the condition of reacting mixture reflux, but the yield of

DEAA is hardly to increase after 12 hrs and can not reach the maximum as that at ambient temperature.

The reaction time, It temperature, t, and yield, y, are listed in Table 3.

Table 3. Influence of reaction temperature on DEAA yield

2 4 6 8 12 24 36

20 "C 65.0 74.6 75.0

30C C 63.3 65.4

80 'C 66.7 69.1 71.3 73.7

2.4 Effect of solvent

Different solvents such as n-hexane, cyclohexane, benzene, toluene, dimethyl benzene, trimethyl

benzene and tetrahydrofuran ( THF ) are, respectively, used as the reaction medium at 30 "C to

examine their effect on the yield of DEAA. The experimental results verify the existence of the

dissociation equilibrium ( I ) and it seems to be the key factor to control the azidation of DEAC.

In n- or cyclohexane, the DEAC dimer does not dissociate and the CI atoms in the bridge state are

difficult to react with solid NaN 3. But if the electron-rich THF of the same mole as DEAC is added into

the hexane, an apparent exothermic effect appears and the substitution reaction will go on. The reacted

mixture is filtered and distilled after 4 hrs, a colorless liquid is obtained with 71% yield and identified

as an adduct of DEAA • THF as reported by Princer2].

If THF is used as the reaction medium, the yield of DEAA.THF is increased up to 87.39% in 4 hrs,. It
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can be suggested from these results that the electron-rich THF promote the dissociation of DEAC dimer

into the corresponding monomer adduct which is favorable for the electrophilic displacement of -Cl by

-N 3 as follows:

Et C1 Et

Al Al +I 2TEF ZZ 2 Et, Al Cl .THF (2)

1t ~l Et

The characteristic strong absorption at 1230cm-' and 2145cm-' for symmetric and asymmetric N3

stretching, at 860cm-' and 1060cm•' for symmetric and asymmetric C-O-C stretching, respectively, in

the IR spectrum of Fig. 2 conform to the structure of DEAA-THF.

4000 300 3000 2500 2000 18000 1600 1400 1200 1000 800 600 400 250

Fig. 2 ]R spectrum of DEAA • TRF

Since it has not found a proper method so far to separate DEAA from its complex with THF, benzene

and some of its derivatives are still the best solvents for DEAA synthesis. Benzene presents some

ability of electronation because of its conjugated 7t-bond, it, therefore, can couple in some extent with

the electron-lack Al in the DEAC dimer, promoting the dissociation of the Al-Cl bond and,

consequently, the formation of DEAA. With the increase of electron-rich methyl group in the ring of

toluene, methyl-, dimethyl- and trimethyl benzene, their electron donor function are sequentially

increased. When all the reactions are carried out with the same reactant ratio at 30 *C for 4 hrs, the

yield of DEAA also increase correspondingly in these mediums as the experimental data presented in

Table 4.
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Table 4. Effect of reaction solvent on DEAA yield

solvent n-C6HK n-C6 1-4C6H-6rtHf CaH• CH3-C6lIE (CH3)2-C6H (CH3)3-C6H4  THF

yield / % 0 45.3* 63.3 68.0 69.2 71.2 55.8*

* Conversed from the yield of DEAA. THF

3. DISTILLATION OF DEAA

Mueller1 41 and Boydil determined that the boiling point of DEAA was 63 "C at 0. 125Pa and 65 - 69 IC

at 0.375Pa, respectively. This operation is difficult to do in ordinary laboratories. We have succeeded in

distillation of DEAA at higher temperature and pressure without using the expensive oil-diffusion pump

as the data listed in Table 5.

Table 5 Boiling range (IC) of DEAA vs its vapor pressure ( Pa
Pa [ 0.5 2 3 3.5 213.5 266.6 333.3 799.9

"CI74 -76 76-78 76-79 76-80 100-102 104-108 108 -112 122 -124

Plotting the data in Fig. 3, two linear lines with
InP

a large difference of slope are obtained, which

implies that there is a state conversion in the ,

vapor system. The point of intersection is close 5,

to 90 1C. When lower than this temperature

and pressure in stage ( I ), the distillate should 2

be DEAA trimer; when the temperature raises

above 100 *C in stage ( II ), the trimer would

dissociate into dimer and monomers. In fact, 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.3 2.9

this phenomenon is found to be general in the

alkyl-aluminum compounds[ a 91 10. Fig.3 Boiling range of DEAA vs vapor pressure

4. DEAA STRUCTURE

By using the cryoscopic method Mueller"" determined the molecular weight of DEAA as 379 with a

very small deviation from the its trimer weight 381. He suggested, therefore, the structure of the trimer

was a plane with D3h symmetry. The structure of Me2AIN(CH 2)2 •2], Me2A1NHMe(31 and Me2AIN3[
61

reported later show that the 6-membered (Al-N)3 ring skeleton seem to be a general configuration for

the nitrogen-containing organometallic derivatives.
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Referring to the IR spectra data of 6-membered cyclic Et2GaN3
1015 and MeAIN 3 , the data from analysis

of Fig. 1 also indicate the structure of DEAA under ordinary conditions is (Al-N)3 ring.

Table 6. Analysis of data from Fig. 1

wavenumber/cr"f 3350 2930 2980 2850 2450 2145

intensity* W U1 UI UL W UI

belong to 2145+1230 v.,(CH2) v,(CH2) v.(CH3) 1230 X 2 v.(N3)

v,(CH3)

wavenumber/cmf' 1460 1405 1230 1020 980 920 875

intensity* MI MI UI MI MI W MI

belong to 8.(CH3) 8,(CH 2) v,(N3) P(C-C) v(C-C) 8,(CH 3) 8,(N 3)

wavenumber/cmr' 650 542 462 400 300 290

intensity* Ut W W W W W

belong to 8.(AI-C2) v,(AI-C2) •(N3) B(AI-C 2) Al-N v.(N3) 8(ring)

* W, MI and UI are the abbreviations of intensity, middle and ultra intensity, respectivly.

From the 1H NMR spectrum of DEAA (Fig. 4.) it can be seen that there are only two proton chemical

shifts, i.e. the 4-fold peak of 8 = 0.078ppm for 2H and 3-fold peak of 8 = 0.986ppm for 3H. This means

only one kind of alkyl group, -C 2CH 3 ,existing in DEAA molecule.

Summing up the experimental results of distillation, IR and 1H NMR together, it can be further

confirmed that DEAA is undoubted in a trimer structure at ordinary conditions.

5. THERMAL STABILITY

Al-N 3 in DEAA is combined with covalent bond, the electronation effect of two methyl groups on Al

atom would make the molecule rather unstable, but the distillation experiments show DEAA can bear

heating at 190 "C under 266 - 400Pa for a long time without explosion; when the temperature raises
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Fig. 5 'HNMR Spectrum of DEAA

to 420 C, an intensive reflux occurs but no decomposition until the temperature up to 460 - 570 'C.

This thermal stability of DEAA must related to its trimer structure, because in its 6-membered ring

structure the isolated electron pair on each N. in the structure unit A1-N 0 =Nb=Nc of one DEAA would

form a coordinate bond with the Al atom in another molecule. This coordination meets both the electron

octet requirement on the outer orbit of Al atom and decrease of the electron density on the N atoms in -

N3, the later is the principle factor to the high stability of DEAA.

When heated to 460 - 570 tC, DEAA will rapidly decompose, releasing nitrogen and low molecule

hydrocarbons like ethylene and ethane etc.; by means of IR and scanning electronmicroscope the

remained solid is identified to be aluminum nitride ( AIN ) with particle size in the range of

nanometer. Besides nitrogen and low molecule hydrocarbons in the released gas are easy to pump out,

the low decomposition temperature is not possible to result in carbonized residue. It can be predicted,

therefore, DEAA could be used as a precursor to prepare high quality AIN ceramic materials.

Compared with DEAA, the DEAA-THF is much unstable, because the electron-lack orbit on Al atom

in DEAA is coupled with the isolate electron pair on the oxygen atom in THF molecule to form an

adduct monomer, which is not favorable for the dispersion of the electron density on -N 3. When

stimulated by sunlight, heat, impact or other impulse, DEAA.THF would respond with violent

decomposition even explosion.

6. CONCLUSION

By using the improved synthesis method and convenient distillation procedure herein, diethylaluminum

azide ( DEAA ) is prepared with a higher yield and purity. Addition to IR and 1H NMR analysis
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results, the behavior of DEAA in distillation at high temperature and pressure convincibly verify that

DEAA exist as a 6-membered cyclic trimer under ordinary conditions. The experimental results

indicate DEAA is a promising pyrophoric agent for some special purposes and its thermal stability is

acceptable for storage and transportation with low pressure nitrogen protection. Since it can be heated

up to 570 "C in vacuum without explosion, DEAA is also a nice candidate for making high purity AIN

ceramic material by means of chemical vapor deposition ( CVD
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Samples Median Particle
Diameter (pro)

FP-TATB (KYL-1-58s) 14

UF-TATB (91190-135M-003) 6

FP6-TATB (KYL-1-89H) 6

PG-TATB (hercules) 51

Table. 1. Particle Diameters of TATB Powders

9- FP-TATBSUF-TATB
8- FP6-TATB

PG-TATB
7-

V 6-
0
I5-

U
m 4-
e

% 3-

2-
1-

0-•

0.04 0.1 0.4 1 2 4 6 10 20 40 100 200 1000
Particle Diameter (pm)

Fig. 1. Particle Size Distribution of TATB Samples
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Fig. 2. SEM micrograph of FP-TATB, obtained on a Joel 6300 FXV

Fig. 3. SEM micrograph of UF-TATB, obtained on a Joel 6300 FXV
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Flyer Diam. Dent Deoth
(MM) (MM)

UF-TATB FP-TATB PG-TAT8 FP6-TATO
(91190.135m-003) (KYhL4-56a) (Hercules) (KYL4+69H)

3.0 0.56 0.63 - 0.65

4.0 0.66 0.63 0.41 0.91

Table 2. Initiation Spot-Size Text Data on TATB Samples

Fig. 4. SEM micrograph of FP6-TATB, obtained on a Joel 6300 FXV
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Fragment Mine Characterized by a
Directional Effect

Karel Hel

Synthesia Joint-Stock Co., Res. Inst. Ind. Chem.,
532 17 Pardubice-Semtin, Czech Republic

Entwurf einer durch den Richtungseffekt charakterisierten
Splittermine

Die vorliegende Arbeit befaBt sich der mit dem vorlaufigen
Entwurf einer Splittermine, die durch die Richtungswirkung
charakterisiert wird, _ unter Anwendung der Prinzipien der
Explosionsbeschleunigung von Masse. Es wird ein Beispiel des
Entwurfs angefuhrt, und die Resultate der Berechnung werden im
Vergleich mit den Ergebnissen der praktischen Versuche
ausgewertet.

D" une Mine fragmentd avec effect directionel

S article sooccupe deproject preliminaire d une mine fragment6
avec effect directionel d 1 aide de 1 accel6ration de la masse,
par explosion. Un example d'une mine 6 cit6 dans 1 article et
les r6sultats du calcul sont compar6s avec Y exp6riment.

Summary

The paper deals with a preliminary design of Fragment Splinter
Mine characterized by a directional effect using the regularities
of explosion-induced mass acceleration. There is given an example
of the design concerned, and the results of calculation are
evaluated by comparison with experiments.

1. Introduction

The splinter mines with a directional effect are used ayains t the
living force and also against light armoured technique 5 . As
a rule they complete the system of barricades. In such a case
they are used for the protection of important military objects.
The landing air-borne forces can use the splinter mines with
directional effects as "withdrawal mines" (i.e. mines for
defensive applications), fitted with a simple, e.g., mechanical
time-delay element, the intruding forces being thus destroyed.
The effect manifests itself in a horizontal direction above the
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ground, and the mines of this type are, therefore, designated as
horizontal splinter mines (HSM).
The best known representatives of the HSM involve the American
Ml8AI (Claymor6) with ball-lik• splinters, loaded with the
plastic explosive Composition C-4 2). The Swedish HSM of the FFV
Wehrtechnik Company belongs with respect to its dimensions and
mass data to the biggest ones. These multipurpose war means, FFV
- 013 and FFV - 013R, create from the prefragmented steel shell
about 1200 hexagonal splinters, which cover, as reported,
"a surface of 7500 m2 at a fragment density of 2 splinters per
" m2. The effect on a living force extends to a distance of 150
m. In that distance the splinters cover a surface of 100 m in
width and 4 m in height. The fragments protrude (pierce) a steel
armour of 6 mm in thickness at a distance of 50 m. The HSM of the
FFV-13 is positioned on a tripod, and the whole set has a weight
of 35 kg, the proper mine weighting 20 kg. The splinter body has
a weight of 7,5 ky.)The dimensions of a prefragmented steel shell
are 420 by 250 mm .
The examples given for the HSM-type weapons represent simple and
effective tools, which can be activated by means of tripwires,
electric contact wires, seismic sensing elements, optical gates,
wireless initiation means induced by a coded signal, and the like.

2. Horizontal Splinter Mine (HSM) Design

The HSM considered from the point of view of accelerating the
mass by an explosive effect can be represented by an open
assymetrical sandwich structure, which can be described by the
Gurney acceleration scheme, especially then when we want to
evaluate the effect of shell on accelerating the splinters. The
Gurney's formulas cannot be used for describing the directional
effect of splinters .
The velocity of splinter body under conditons of acceleartion
having the form of prefragmented steel plate can be described by
the relation (1) and the deflection angle defined by the relation
(2), as given in the following:

Vos = 2 D sin 90/2 , (1)

1/ = 1//(o + b/r , (2)

wherein l/i0o and b are empirical constants, D is the velocity of
detonation, and r is the the ballistic ratio as defined by the
following relation:

r = me/mz (3)

wherein me is the mass of explosive and mz is the mass of the
splinter body under the acceleration.
Figure 1. shows the direction of flight of the splinters created
from the prefragmented steel plate being accelerated by an
explosion.
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Figure 1. Direction of flight of the splinters created from the
prefragmented plate being accelerated by the explosive
acceleration

For the RDX/TNT 50/50 explosive the empirical relation assumes
the form as follows:

1/f = 1.728 + 3.55/r (rad- 1 ) (4)

With the splinter-forming body of z in thickness there exists for
a given explosive column e an optimum thickness value, zot,
corresponding to the optimum ballistic ratio value, which cafibe
related to an optimum utilization of explosive energy, as
characterized by a deflection angle = 9$o/2, wherein Po is the
angle of ( 8expansion of the detonation products into the
atmosphere(8, as given by the following relation:

0 Ir [[((+ 1)1(r- 1))]1/2 - 1)/2 , (5)

wherein is the polytropic exponent. For ( = 3 is Po = 37015,.

Fig. 2 shows the dependence of the velocity and kinetic energy of
the plate being accelerated reduced to the unit mass of the
explosive on the ballistic ratio according to the relations (3)
and (4).
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Figure 2. The ballistic ratio dependence of velocity and kinetic
energy of the accelerated plate reduced to the unit mass of
explosive

The fragments separated from the prefragmentd plate are given the
velocities given by the relation (1).
If we denote the initial velocity of fragment as Vo$ then the
drop of velocity follows an approximate relation given by the
following equation (6)

vs = vos exp (- cDAs vzx/ms) , (6)

wherein c is the coefficient of resitance, A is the surface
area of tRe fragment cross section,Qz is the gensity of air,

S= • I 
a i
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x is the distance, and ms is the mass of the fragment.
The effective distance necessary for putting the target out of
action is given by the relation

XN = - (Ln vxN/vos)/kv , (7)

wherein kv = cDAsJvzms, VxN is the velocity necessary for
destroying the targets at a given mass of fragment ms

VxN = (2 AsExN/ms)I/2 , (8)

wherein ExN is the specific energy for destroying the targets.

In Table 1. there are given some approximate values of ExN for
individual targets

Table 1. Specific energies for destroying the targets

Target ExN (J.m- 2 )

living force 1 x 10 6

living force with a protective jacket 7.7 x 106
nonarmnoured military equipment 1.3 x 106
carrier 1.5 x 106

In Table 2. there are given the geometrical characteristics of
the frearments considered and the coefficient of resistance cD
values(9 .

Table 2. Geometrical characteristics of the fragments
considered

Parameter Sphere Rhombic prisms
of the dimensions 4ý,,2a

a(radius) (2a , a) T a

Volume
Vs(Cm3 ) 0.5236a 3  3.464a 3

Surface
area
Ss(cm2 ) 3.1416a 2  11.464a 2

Cross
section
As(cm2 ) 0.7854a 2  2.866a 2

ms/As 2a Fs/3 1.209a s

cD 0.47 1,15
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The drag coeffient is shown by the balls. In the fact the drag
coefficient depends on the velocity, and at a Mach number value M
< 1 the coeffient drops below the values as given in Table 2.
It is useful to express the destruction coeffient v.N from the
relations (7) and (8) by means of the starting velocity vos, the
destruction distance XN, and the energy of destruction ExN as
follows:

VxN = vos exp(- T vxN2) (9)

wherein T c CD PvzXN/2 ExN2

The probability of hitting the target is given by the following
expression:

P = 1 - exp( - ASred) , (10)

wherein A is the density of fragments expressed as the
number of fragments impinging a surface area of 1 m2 . The reduced
target surface Sred can be determined from the target outline.

3. Example of the desing of HSM

We will try to design an HSM, which is able to pierce with its
fragments a steel plate of 6 mm in thickness. For this purpose we
consider as appropriate to use a hexogene and tritol based
explosive with an RDX/TNT weight ratio of 50/50.
According to (1) and (2) we can write for a ballistic ratio r of
2

S= 2/(1.728x2 + 3.33) = 0.2855 rad = 16'21

Vos = 2x7.6 sin 0.2855 = 2.1622 km.s-I

On using the relation (9) we can write the following relations
for the fragments shaped as follows:

a) as a ball: 7 = O.47xl.3x50/2xl,5xlO- 6 = l.018x10-6
b) as a rhombic prism: 7 = 1.15xl.3x50/2xl,5x10-6 = 2.491xlO-6

and further, using the relation (8), we get the following
relations for the fragments shaped as follows:

a) as a ball: VxN = 2162 exp(- l.018xlO- 6 )VxN2

b) as a rhombic prism: VxN = 2162 exp(- 2.491xlO- 6 )VxN 2

These equations solved give us the values of destruction
velocity for

a) a ball fragment: VxN = 917 m.s-I

b) a rhomboid fragment: vxN = 680 m.s-I
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From the equation (8) we get:

a) for a ball fragnent As/ms = 917 2 /2xl.5xlO-7 0.028 m2 .kg-I

and ms/As = 35.68 kg.m-2 = 3.568 g.cm-2

b) for a rhomboid fragment As/ms = 680 2 /2xl.5xO- 7 
-

= 0,0154 m2 .kg-I

and ms/As = 6.488 g.cm-2

The killing velocities are then as follows:

a) a ball fragment VsM = (2xO,O28x106)I/2 = 236.6 m.s6 I

b) a rhomboid fragment vsM = (2xO.Ol54xl0 6 )l/2= 175.5 m.s-5

The killing distances are given as:

a) for a ball fragment XsM = Ln(236.6/2162)/(-0.0171) 129 m

and kv = 0.47xl.3xO.028 = 0.0171 m-1

b) for a rhomboid fragment XSM = Ln(175.5/2162)/(- 0.0230) 109 m

and kv = 1.15xl.3xO.O154 = 0.02302 m-1

For a ball-like fragment the values of interest are as follows: a
= 1.19 cm and for a rhomboid fragment showing a geometry (2a, a,
6 =600) a = 0,659 cm and m = 7,77 g. The balls are used as a
rule in a fragment body manutactured of a plastic.
Considering a design of HSM with a rhomboid fragment and assuming
a mass of HSM of 30 kg the mass of prefragmented plate will be 10
kg and and the explosive charge mass 20 kg, provided a ballistic
ratio r = 2.

The thickness of explosive charge will be

e = 2 x 0,659 x 7.85/1.67 = 6.195 cm

on using steel with a density of 7.85 g.cm-3 and an explosive
with a density of 1.67 g.cm-3.
The fragment has then a surface area of

As = 2.866xO.659
2 = 1.245 cm 2

The prefragmented plate surface will then be given by the
following equation

S = 10 4 /0.659x7.85 = 1935 cm 2

When we select a prefragmented plate size of 35 by 55 cm (S =
1925 cm2 ), then the number of fragments Ns = 1925/1.245 = 1546.
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With respect to the dimensions of prefragmentation scratches the
number of fragments is appropriately lower (area of scratches Sv=
1.5 cm2)

Ns = 1925/1.5 = 1280

Scattering geometry of the fragments

For example, at the demand provided that at a distance of 100
m from the place of activation of the HSM a surface of 150 m by
4 m = 600 m2 is covered the values of sector angles will be as
represented in Fig. 3 as follows

•ir = arctg 75/100 = 0.6435 rad = 36°52

r2 = arctg 2/100 = 0.0199 rad = 1° 8

In case when the focus distance feIF = 0.225/sinli7' 2 is much
lower than the distance from the target surface it is p6ssible to
use the above mentioned procedure for determining 't1
0.225 m is a half of the length of the prefragmented 'plate.
At an angle of deflection (P = 0.2855 rad = 16°21 the angles El
and 9 2 of the structure profile of the prefragmented plate
represented in Fig. 4 for the convergent and divergent geometries
are given by the following relations

Ci = 4-i + (P = 0.6434 + 0.2855 = 0.929 rad = 53'13

&2 = li - = 0,6434 - 0,2855 = 0.358 rad = 20*30

F- 3 = -r2 = 0,2855 - 0.0199 = 0.2655 rad = 15'12

In Fig. 3 there are represented the scheme of the target surface
coverage by the fragments and the determination of sector angles,
and Fig. 4 represents the geometrical and structural parameters
of HSM according to the requirements of the task definition.
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A150 A1

F~F'

Ground plan Side elevation

Figure 3. Coverage ot the target surface by the fragments and the
determination of sector angles
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Ground plan

Convergent geometry Divergent geometry
(f = 0.225/sin 0.6445 = (f = 0.225/sin 0.6435 =

= 0.375 m) = 0.375 m)

Side elevation
(f = 0.225/sin 0.0199 = 11.36 mn)

Figure 4. Geometrical structure parameters of HSM according to
the task definition
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The density of fragment coverage at a distance of x from the
place of initiation and the probability of deactivation of a
living target are given in Table 3.

Table 3. Probability of deactivation of living force for the
HSM designed

Distance Surface Density of Probability of
of coverage fragments hitting the
for the target target (P)
area

x(m) Sc(m 2 ) A= Ns/Sc standing lying

100 600 2.13 0.63 0.34
50 150 8.55 0.986 0.86

The design arrangement of the HSM can vary in accordance with the
requirements for the coverage of target area with the fragments,
the methodological procedure of design preparation will be,
however, analogical. We want to turn your attention to the fact
that the relation (2) giving the angle of deflection is correct
only for the accelerated steel class 11 plates. For the splinter
bodies prefragmented mechanically or by application of laser
rays the angle of deflection is lower than that for the case of
undisturbed plates.
Having this in mind we cannot use this relation in calculations
for the HSM designs in case of splinter bodies prepared from,
e.g., polystyrene containing balls. Here it is possible to
determine the conditions of detonations and accelerations of
splinter bodies experimntglly by means of argon flashes and
a rapid scanning ca a . The regularities (1) and (2) keep
their validities also in case of accelerating a splinter body
having a radius of curvature Ro, the preliminary design of HSM
will be, however, more complicated.

4. Experimental Verifications of the HSM performance

For manufacturing the prefragmented steel splinter bodies
a material according to CSN 42 5310, grade 11 373, having a size
of 200 by 150 by 5 mm was selected, the optimum cutting depth and
cuttting width being 3 resp. 0.5 mm, with a rhombic pattern of
side by side size of 7 by 7 mm, the sharp angle amounting to
450. The prefragmentation can be performed by means of milling
operations or by a laser cutting procedure.
Table 4. gives the results of mneasuring the splinter velocities
observed on parting the prefragmented steel plates using the
military-purpose explosives RDX/TNT 50/50, a plastic explosive
P1 Np 10 of a density 1.48 g.cm-3 and a detonation velocity D =
7.5 km.s-I, an aluminized plastic explosive VYKON (POWER) with-3 -1
a density of 1.62 g.cm and D = 7.1 km.s- , and a commercial
plastic explosive SEMTEX 1A showing a density of 1.48 g.cm-3 and
D = 7.4 km.s-I. The velocities of first splinters parted from
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a prefragmented steel plate on detonating the experimental HSM
were measured using a single-channel procedure on the base
of 9 m the piezoelectric sensors KA MAG as designed by the Res.
Inst. Ind. Chem.

Table 4. Results obtained on measuring the velocities of
fragments ,enerayed by the experimental HSM using various
explosives ,

Explosive Ballistic Experimental Initial Acceleration
ratio average fragment equivalent

velocity of velocities
fragments

r v(m.s-) Vos(m.s- 1 ) %

RDX/TNT
50/50 2.86-2.9 2262 2332 100

SEMTEX 1A 2.7-2.81 2010 2072 88.9
VYKON 2.808 2110 2130 91.3
P1 Np 10 2.8 2136 2144 91.9

On testing the partability of a prefragmented steel plate there
was experimentally determined the optimum scratch depth as equal
3 mm at a plate thickness of 5 mm; a good partability of the
plate was found in case when the explosive was in contact with
the prefragmented plate side.
Also a qualitative finding was taken showing that the partability
of a prefragmented plate to the splinters is improved when the
direction of propagating front coincides with the axis of sharp
angle of prefragmentation pattern, which allows to conclude on
the optimum way of initiating by a planar detonation wave
generator (PDWG) and an attached explosive charge, as shown in
Fig. 5. The initiation of HSM according to Figure 5b) is a
simpler one of the two possibilities.
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Detonation front

D4

DD
1 >DI> D2 D1 > D

a) by means of the PDWG b) by means of an attached
charge

Figure 5 The preferred ways of initiating the explosive HSM
charge(12)

The angle a in the pl ne detonation wave generator is defined by

the following formula(15):

a = 2 arcsin (DI 2 /D 2
2 

- 1)1/2 (11)

wherein D1 2 denotes the detonation velocities of explosives.
The positioA of impingement of splinters followed on the target
corresponded to the angle of deflection as calculated according
to the relation (4).
The splinter bodies of poly(methyl methacrylate) containing steel
balls gave on the acceleration at the same ballistic conditions
the substantially identical starting velocities and do not follow
the earlier defined regularity (4). The geometry of scattering of
the fragments is determined sooner by the geometry of fragment
body, which seems simpler for the purposes of designing the
splinter mines with a directional effect. The fragment bodies
containing balls allow to reach higher fragment densities.

5. Conclusions

Known types of HSM and also the preliminary design shown consist
in that a fragment mine body with an explosive charge is profiled
by various ways according to the requirements put on the space
coverage with the splinters. Such solutions represent an
disadvantage for a stuggle situation as it is not possible to
change the scope of coverage of a target area with the splinters
and their density at a required distance and direction by using a
single HSM.
The given disadvantages of comparatively large HSM types can be
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removed by the design adaptions consisting in using a structure
having two independent combat parts, which revolve round a stand
ending in a tripod(2 .
The priming system of combat parts of the explosive charges
consists of plane detonation wave generator and/or a booster
charge attached.

Fig. 6 shows a structural HSM embodiment thus comprised, wherein
the key symbols used have the following meanings:

1 - a fragment body
2 - an explosive charge
3 - plane detonation-wave generator and/or an attached primary

charge
4 - initiation chain fuse
5 - rotary joints of combat HSM parts
6 - initiation system comprising a fuse, a primary charge, and

a detonation cord, wchich transfers the detonation into the
initiation system consisting of positions 3 and 4

7 - rotary joints of combat HSM parts, giving possibility of
varying the angle of opening of combat parts

8 - carrying middle rod
9 - HSM stand
10 - ring for gripping the tilting legs
11 - tripod
12 - protracting scale for adjusting the angle of opening of

both combat HSM parts
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Se c iZ 6

4. 8

4 .2 6

Figure 6. The HSM consisting of 2 parts
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An advantage of the design represented in Fig. 6. consists in the
fact that on using two independent combat parts it is possible to
create the divergent and convergent streams of fragments and to
adapt the shooting to local terrain conditions and to cover the
target area as appropriate.
The parachute troops can find as practical mining means for
individuals the splinter mines characterized by a directional
effect; as a sample of this kind of mining means the
afore-mentioned American M18 Al (Claymore) mine can serve.
Recently the systems of heavy fragments have been used inthe
active dynamic protection charges for armoured vehicles 16,17)
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ABSTRACT

The difference in enthalpies of formation of a nitrocellulose (NC) with the
identical contents of nitrogen at the various authors reaches 60 kcal/kg. It is

connected with first of all to a nature of source cellulose, as well as with the
factious composition, degree crystallinity, molecular - mass distribution and
other factors. On the measured energy of combustion NC renders also
significant influence presence of the remaining moisture in samples in
consequence of its hygroscopicity and contents of impurities.

By the method of a calorimetry of combustion the energies of combustion
are measured of 6 samples NC with the contents of nitrogen from 10.24 before
13.65 %, received from highclean cotton cellulose. From the received
experimental data the enthalpies of formation of the investigated samples NC
are calculated. For preventing an influence absorb moisture on the value of the
energy of combustion the samples NC are dried in high vacuum under 110' C.
Dried up samples carried without the contact with atmosphere in the dry box,
placed in the previously weighed polyethylene packages, which then
hermetically sealed.

Combustion of the samples NC carried out on the calorimeter of the, design
ICP RAS, developed specially for burning energetic materials on small
quantities of samples.

The profound analysis of works on the determination of the enthalpies of
formation NC is carried out. The regressive equation for dependence the
enthalpies of formation NC from percentage of nitrogen is received on the
basis of the received enthalpies of formation and the most reliable literary
values by the method of the least squares.
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INTRODUCTION

The nitrocellulose (NC) is major in the practical plan of substances. The NC is

the basis for development of the extremely wide nomenclature of the

ammunition, and she far has not exhausted the yet not opportunities. She serves

the basic component of the artillery and ballistic gunpowders and largely

determines quality of the ammunition. In spite of the important significance for

a theoretical estimation of efficiency solid propellants and gunpowders on the

basis NC the value its enthalpy of formnation is known with smaller accuracy,

than for other components. It is connected both to specific features the NC,

and with difficulties of definition of its thermochemical characteristics. The

value of the enthalpies of formation NC depends first of all on percentage in it

of nitrogen (% N), describing the degree replacement of hydrogen atoms in

cellulose with nitrogroups. In turn, the quality NC basically depends on

properties of initial cellulose, methods of its processing and conditions of

realization of process nitration.

Despite of significant quantity of works, in which by the calorimetric

methods investigated various properties cellulose and NC (enthalpy of

combustion, heat of wetting to water and solvents, heat capacity, interaction

with plasticizer and so on), it is impossible to consider these researches

exhaustive, in a row of cases reliable, and conclusions unequivocal. Very much

frequently measurements were carried out on the not characterized samples, the

methods of preparation of samples to experiences are not indicateded in the

majority works. At the same time, the properties of these substances very
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strongly depend on initial raw material, methods of its processing and

conditions of the drying out.

The discrepancy in values of the enthalpy of formation NC at the various

authors reaches more than 60 kcal/kg. On measured the energy of combustion

is rendered by influence presence of a residual moisture NC, contents of metals

and organic impurity, index crystallinities, factious composition, degree

polymerization, molecular - mass distribution and other factors.

For the first time the enthalpy of formation NC with N = 13,46 % is

received in 1881 year equal -573,8 kcal/kg [1]. In 1921 year Kast has received

for a sample NC with N = 12,99 % the enthalpy of formation equal -594,6

kcal/kg [2]. Prettre [3] has received for the first time linear dependence the

enthalpies of formation NC from percentage of nitrogen in the substance. In

the further similar dependence were received by the row of the authors [4 -

10]. It is necessary to note, that the works are executed basically in 30-th-

years, and last publication concerns to 1950. The results of these measurements

are given on pic. 1. From the diagram it is visible, that the character of

dependences appreciablly differs: direct 2 and 7 practically coincide; 3 and 6

are almost parallel them, direct 1,4 and 5 have various inclinations.

Most energetically advantageous values of the enthalpies of formation are

received in works Miles [8] and Taylor [9,10] from calorimetric measurements

of heats of explosive decomposition NC. In work [8] the total volume of the

gaseous products of explosion is measured and their analysis on C0 2, CO,

CH4, H 2 is made, the quantity formed water is determined. In result the author

calculated enthalpies of formation of four samples NC in the interval 12,62 -
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Pic. 1 The dependence of the enthalpy of formation NC from percentage nitrogen.
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13,45 % N. The author indicates that the error of definition of heat of explosive

decomposition NC and gas analysis make up about 1%.

In work [10] volume of gases and quantity of water fonined with

combustion of samples NC in vacuum is determined, the humidity of initial

samples was controlled. As the gas analysis of products of reaction was not

carried out, calculated on the basis of these measurements the enthalpies of

formnation NC cannot be considered reliable. In work [6] the influence of the

residual moisture in samples is not taken into account. It is doubtless that data

[7] in area above than 13 % N and below 12% N are erroneous.

In work [11], executed in NBS USA, the energies of combustion of

samples of wood and cotton cellulose are measured. The authors took into

account the amendments on heats of wetting NC, the quantity of the burned

down substance undertook on the basis of results of the gas analysis on formed

CO2. All impurity in samples (0,4 - 0,9 %) the authors considered as inert

materials, which did not give the contribution to the energy of combustion, that

is rather disputable.

EXPERIMENTAL

The analysis of work has shown, that for reliable definition the enthalpies

of formation NC the important significance has not only purity of substance,

but also method of definition, and condition of preparation. We produced

conditions of combustion NC by two ways. In the first case the samples NC

dried with 1 100 C in high vacuum within one hour, then transferred to dry box
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Table 1.

Determination of the thermochemical properties NC

% N Condition of preparation of samples A U'B (NC) - AH0 f (NC)
kcal / kg kcal / kg

10.24 Dried atl 10' C in vacuum, 3 hours, 2732.4 778.1
sealed in polyethylene packages

11.56 Dried at1100 C in vacuum, 3 hours, 2545.2 696.3
sealed in polyethylene packages

12.28 Not dried 2397.9
Dried on air 2408.4
Dried atl1O0 C in vacuum, I hour, 2437.5 656.0
pressed as tablets

13.41 Dried on air 2261.2
Dried at110°C in vacuum, 3 hours, 2282.2 586.4
sealed in polyethylene packages

13.49 Dried ati 10°C in vacuum, 1 hour, 2265.9
maintained day on air
Dried atl 10'C in vacuum, I hour, 2271.4 576.9
sealed in polyethylene packages

13.65 Dried at1100 C in vacuum, 3 hours, 2255.2 562.6
sealed in polyethylene packages
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without contact to the atmosphere, placed in previously weighed packages

from polyethylene. Packages hermetically sealed and again weighed for

definition of weight substance. In the other case a NC pressed as the tablet,

which dried in the vacuum cupboard, then placed in previously weighed

weighing bottle with a cover and again weighed. The tablet NC placed in

platinum tigel , which determined in the calorimetric bomb. The sorption heat

of water took into account on the data of work [11I].

As the speeds of burning NC and films did not coincide, in the first case it

was very difficult to achieve completeness of combustion. The second method

technically is much easier.

The results of measurements of energies of combustion NC and received

the enthalpies of formation are given in tabl. For comparison samples sustained

on air with room temperature before and after drying out in vacuum, were

burned. It is visible, that the energies of combustion of samples NC which are

not having the contact to the atmosphere after drying, have higher values the

energies of combustion.

On the basis of received the enthalpies of formation NC with the account of

the most reliable literary data by [3,5,11] method of the least squares is

received the following regressive equation

AH0 f (NC)Q 413,0 +62,00 N (kcal /kg) (1)

The equation allows to calculate the enthalpies of formation NC with the

contents of nitrogen from 10 up to 14%.
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ABSTRACT

The enthalpy of formation - main power characteristic of energetic materials, which

is necessary with thermodynamic calculations of their power efficiency, and also in

technological and heatphysical calculations. In the present work the calorimetric

method energies of combustion are measured and the standard enthalpies of formation

for a row derivatives of nitropyrazole are calculated. The influence of number and

place of connection amine and nitrogroups to the pyrazole cycle on the thermochemical

and physicist-chemical properties of the investigated compounds is analysed. On the

basis of experimental values of enthalpies of formation and calculated densities are

calculated the heat of explosion and the detonation velocity of the investigated

derivative nitropyrazoles by the method ICP RAS.

Is shown, that on the basis of the pyrazole cycle the explosives with a wide

spectrumn of element structure, enthalpy, density and physicist-chemical properties can

be synthesized.

INTRODUCTION

The pyrazole cycle contains high-enthalpy double bonds carbon - carbon and unary

bond nitrogen-nitrogen, thatprovides the increased enthalpy of formation of this cycle,
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and its flat without bends the structure allows to expect the increased density of the

compounds with this fragment.

The specific enthalpy of formation of a pyrazole (406.9 kcal/kg) [1] is little bit

higher, than at 1,2,4-triazole (380.7 kcal/kg) [2], and in the row of azoles the pyrazole

occupies an intermediate position between the high-enthalpy tetrazole (806.0 kcal/kg)

[1] and low-enthalpy imidazole (205.2 kcal/kg) [1]. It is possible to expect, that the

combination in the molecule endothermic and, at the same time, the stable pyrazole

cycle with various energetic fragments suffices will result in creation of energetic

materials with a wide spectrum of change of the element structure, enthalpy, density and

physicist-chemical properties, including, and compounds with the given properties..

In the literature there are no items of information on the enthalpies of combustion

and formation for the nitropyrazoles.

Among pyrazoles of separate attention deserve amino- and nitroderivatives, as

these functional groups, interactioning with the heterocycle and among themselves,

stabilize the molecule, and at the expense of formation inside and intennolecular

hydrogen bonds promote increase of density of substance.

EXPERIMENTAL

Investigated derivative of the pyrazole are synthesized in Institute of organic

chemistry RAS specially for thennochemnical researches. The substances are cleared

repeated recrystallization, their identity and cleanliness are confirmed by results of the

element analysis, spectral and chromatographic measurements.

The enthalpies of formation of substances is received from energies of their

combustion in the calorimetric bomb at the abundance of oxygen. The energies of com-
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bustion are measured on the hermetic calorimeter with the magnetic stirrer'developed in

ICP RAS specially for researches of energetic materials [3]. The calibration of the

calorimeter is executed on burning the reference standard - benzoic acid of the mark K-

1, certificated in D.I.Mendeleev Institute of Metrology. The absence of the systematic

error of the measurements on the given calorimeter is confinned by burning of the

secondary reference standard - succinic and hippuric acids. The calorimeter allows to

measure the thermal effects of the combustion reactions of the substances with the error

0.02 - 0.03%. The bases of a technique of burning of energetic materials are stated in

work [4].

The investigated energetic derivative of the pyrazole are complicated objects for

the thermochemical researches.,The molecules of the investigated compounds contain

the high-enthalpy pyrazole cycle with joined to it of the nitrogroups. With burning such

compounds in the calorimetric bomb with abundance of oxygen the spontaneous

transition of burning in explosion is possible. It results in destruction of the internal

fixture of the calorimetric bomb and change of parameters of the thenrnometer of

resistance.

With the purposes of stabilization of the burning process the weighed portion of

researched pyrazoles reduced at the expense of addition of auxiliary substances - the

dimethylphtalate or the benzoic acid. The ratio between weights of researched and

auxiliary substances determined experimentally, and it was individually for each

derivative pyrazole.

With calculation of the combustion enthalpies the amendments on heat exchange

of the calorimetric vessel with the cover, on the incendiary energy and the combustion
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energy of auxiliary substance, on the thermal effect of formation of the nitric acid,

Washburn and work of expansion of gases are entered.

With calculation of the standard enthalpies of formation derivatives of the pyrazole

the following the enthalpies of formation of the combustion products are used:

A H0 f [CO 2]g = - 94.051 kcal/mol [5]

A Hrf [H20]1 = -68.315 kcal/mol [5].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of measurements of enthalpies of formation of nitroderivative pyrazoles

are submitted in table 1. The calculated data of the density, the heat of explosion and

the detonation velocity for the row of the investigated compounds are submitted at this

table. The calculations are carried out on methods developed in ICP RAS [6].

In the table the following designations are accepted:

A U'B - energy of combustion in conditions of the calorimetric bomb, cal/g;

A Hoe - standard enthalpy of combustion, kcal/mol;

A Ho0f - standard enthalpy of formation, kcal/mol;

p - density of compounds, g/c3 ;

Q - heat of explosion, kca!/kg;

D - detonation velocity, km/c.

As shown in [2], the energetic effect of introduction of the nitrogroup in azole

cycles (A E) grows in the row pyrrole - imidazole - pyrazole - triazole - tetrazole. The

energetic effect of the introduction of the nitrogroup in azoles is determined as the dif-

ference between the enthalpies of formation of the nitroderivative azoles and the initial
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Table 1.

The thermochemical properties of the nitropyrazoles

Compounds A U'B A Hoc A Hof p Q D

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

I. HC- C-NO2  3565.5± 401.7± 17.1
HC ON 2.6 0.3

N
H

II. 0 2 N-C- CH 3558.2± 400.9± 16.2
/ (0 N\ 1.8 0.2

H

III. 0 2N-C- C-N0 2  2415.6± 379.1± 28.7 1.81 1249 8.24
HC ON 1.5 0.2

NZ

H

IV. HC-C-N02  2376.0± 372.9± 22.4 1.80 1212 8.15
/N 0  \ 3.7 0.6

02 N--C z N
•N

H

V. 0 2 N-C-C-N02  3140.6± 538.1± 25.2
/ 0 \ 4.6 0.8

H C\N I-, N

CH3
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Continuation table 1.

1 3 4 5 6 7

VI. 0 2N-C- CH 3310.3± 422.3± 3.6 1.67 769 7.21
I/ 0 \ 2.2 0.3

H2N-C N•

H

H
VII. 0 2N-C- C-N-NO2  1762.5± 380.3± 29.8 1.97 1375 9.25

O2N-C 2.8 0.6

\N

H

VIII. 0 2N-C- C-NH2  2321.9± 399.0± 14.4 1.90 1116 8.53
0 3.3 0.6

02N- ' NZ

H

IX. H2N-C-C-N02  2237.7± 384.4± -0.2 1.93 1045 8.49
O2N-C 3.2 0.6

\N

H

X. 0 2N-C- C-N0 2  2478.2± 426.1± 41.5 1.76 1232 8.25
/ 0 \ 1.4 0.3

HC NN

"N-i2
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Continuation table 1.

2 3 4 5 .6 7

XI. 0 2N-C- CH 2501.0± 392.6± 42.2
/ H \ 3.8 0.6HC \kJN

~NN
N0 2

XII. HC-CH 3798.0± 428.0± 43.4
/ ,"> 1.8 0.2HC NNk_
HGKN

NO2

XIII. N- C-NO2  2193.5± 683.3± 50.7 1.87 1393 8.38
/ H 0/ \ 2.8 0.9HNIN- •"C C-NO2

I

HN-ý C-NO2\0 /
N-C-NO2

XIV. N-C-N02  2967.5± 1010.2± 52.9
CH3 - N• C-NO2  4.2 1.4

CH3-N C-NO2
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Continuation table 1.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

XV. HN- N 2207.0± 687.5± 54.9 1.85 1407 8.33

N0 2-C 0 C-NO2  3.4 1.1
C

N0 2-C 1-1C-N 02

N-NH

Table 2.

Energetic effect of introduction of the nitrogroup in the azole cycles

Compounds A H'f A E

I. HC- C-N0 2  17.1 -11.2

HC N
N
H

II. 0 2 N-C-CH 16.2 -12.1
HC. qN

/N

H

III. HC- CH 43.4 15.1

HC 0

N0
NO2
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azoles.

The enthalpies of formation of C-mononitroderivatives of the pyrazole weakly

depend on the place of connection of the nitrogroups (table 2). The enthalpies of

formation the 3-nitropyrazole and the 4-nitropyrazole differ less, than on 1 kcal/mol.

Accordingly energetic effect of introduction of the nitrogroup in a pyrazole for these

compounds lays in the same limits. The enthalpy of formation of the pyrazole is

accepted equal 28.3 kcal/mol [1].

Other picture of change of the value the formation enthalpy is observed with

connection of the nitrogroup in the position of 1 pyrazole cycle to the atom of nitrogen.

Thus the high-enthalpy bond nitrogen - nitrogen will be formed, and the increase the

enthalpy of formation of the I-nitropyrazole on 15.1 kcal/mol is observed in

comparison with the pyrazole and on - 27 kcal/mol in comparison with the C-

mononitropyrazoles.

In dinitropyrazoles the tendency of change of the formation enthalpies is other,

than in the mononitropyrazoles. With connection of the second nitrogroup to the

nitropyrazole the increase of enthalpies of formation mononitropyrazoles is observed.

So the introduction of the nitrogroup in the position 4 is resulted in growth with the

enthalpies of formation on 11.6 kcal/mol, and in the position 5 - on 5.3 kcal/mol (table

3). Thus, the introduction of the nitrogroup in the 3-nitropyrazole in the position 4

energetically is more advantageous, than in the position 5 on 6.3 kcal/mol. The similar

picture is observed in the dinitrobenzene, where o-isomer energetically is more

advantageous, than m-isomer on 8.9 kcal/mol and on 11.8 kcal/mol, then p-isomer [1].

In dinitropyrazoles most energetically advantageous structure, when the second

nitrogroup is joined to the atom of nitrogen of the heterocycle, as in this case enthalpy
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Table 3.

Energetic effect of introduction of the nitrogroup in the 3-nitropyrazol

Compounds A Hof A E

I. 02 N-C-C-NO2  28.7 11.6
/ H\HC\ N >

\N

H

II. HC-C-NO2  22.4 5.3

N
H

Ill. 02N-CG CH 42.2 26.0

HCON

NO2

of formation is increased on 26 kcal'mol (table 3).

In the literature there are no items of information on the enthalpies of formation of

the aminopyrazoles, but it is known, that with connection of aminogroup to atom of

carbon of the aromatic cycle there is some decrease of the enthalpy of formation of

this cycle. So, in aniline the enthalpy of formation is reduced on 4.3 kcallmol, and in

aminotetrazole on 7.0 kcal/mol in comparison with the not replaced compounds [1].

With introduction in the 4-nitropyrazole aminogroup to atom of the carbon in the

position 5 enthalpies of formation formed 4-nitro-5-aminopyrazole are reduced on

12.6 kcal/mol concerning the mononitroderivative pyrazole (table 4).
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Table 4.
Energetic effect of introduction of the aminogroup in the nitropyrazoles

Compounds A Hof A E

I. 02 N-C-CH 16.2/Q\

N 12.6
H

0 2N-C-CH 3.6

H2N-C \NN
N
H

II. HC-C-NO2  22.4
/ 0 \

02 N-C z NN7 -22.6

H
H2N-C----C-NO2  - 0.2

0 2N-C 0 N
N
H

III. 02 N-C-C-N02  28.7

HC• /N

N 12.8
H

0 2N-C- C-NO2  42.5

HC N
NH2
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Such reduction the enthalpy of formation is caused not only stabilizing influence of

aminogroup, but also by the intramolecular hydrogen bond.

The enthalpy of formation the 3,5-nitro-4-aminopyrazole is lower the enthalpies of

formation 3,5-nitropyrazole on 22.6 kcal/mol as a result of introdu&tion aminogroup in

the position 4. Connection of the amine group in pyrazole cycle to the atom nitrogen

energetically is more favourable. Thus in the molecule there is the high-energy bond

nitrogen - nitrogen and the increase the enthalpy of formation of formed compound is

observed in comparison with 3,5-dinitropyrazole.

The carried out thermochemical analysis of the received enthalpies of formation of

the nitroderivative pyrazole allows to understand the reasons influencing to change of

values of the formation enthalpies.

Work was made tuder support of Russian Fund of Fundamental

Investigations. Grant number 97-03-32254a.
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